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PREFACE

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1974 to December 31, 1974. It includes
the most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that
were rendered by officials of the Department during the period.

The Honorable Rogers C. 13. Morton served as Secretary of the
Interior during the period covered by this volume; Mr. John C.
Whitaker, served as Under Secretary; Messrs. Jack Carlson, James
T. Clarke, Jack 0. Horton, John Kyl, Royston C. Hughes, Nathaniel
Reed served as Assistant Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. Kent
Frizzell served as Solicitor of the Department of the Interior and
Mr. David E. Lingren as Deputy Solicitor. Mr. James R. Richards,
served as Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals.

This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior as
"81 I.D."

Secretary of the Interior.
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ERRATA

Page 14-Correct Title of Decision to read United States v. Elmer H. Swanson.
Page 49-Cols. 1 and 2, legal citation correct Lenning to Lennig.
Page 177-Addition to Syllabus 390.1.0 Indian Probate: State Law: Applica-

bility to Indian Probate, Intestate Estates: Generally.
Page 205-Right Col. Syllabus No. 1, Regulation should read 70.100 (a).
Page 262-Omission in Topical Index Heading, should read Federal Employees

and Officers: Authority to Bind Government.
Page 292-Right Col., par. 2, line 10 correct citation to read 114 F.2d 221, 225

(3d Cir., 1940).
Page 316-Right Col. legal citation French v. Edwards, 80 U.S. (18 Wall) 506

(1871).
Page 320-Left Col., par. 1 legal citation should read Vaughan v. John C. Win-

ston Co.
Page 324-Right Col., line 11, correct citation to Vaughan.
Page 457-Right Col., Topical Heading Correction-Contracts: Performance

or Default:Waiver and Estoppel.
Page 473-Left Col., Delete s from Topical Index Heading, should read Mining

Claims: Withdrawn Land.
Page 527-Insert for Headnote-Indian Probate: Rehearing: Pleading, Timely

Filing, 370.1.
Page 602-Left. Col., par. 2, line 2, add to legal citation 2 IBMA1348, 80 I.D. 781.
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Linda M. Whitetail
(Drunkard) (De-
ceased Cheyene Un-
allotted), 2 IBIA
285 --- _ . 256

Way 10: Appeal of Toke
Cleaners, IBCA-
1008-10-73 _______ 258

Way 10: United States v.
,Cuneo, Leland J., et
al., 15 IBLA 304 --- 262

Way 15: Clinchfield Coal. Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 154 -_ 276

Way 15: Consolidation Coal
Company, 3 IBMA
161 _____________ _ 315

Way 15: Estate of Crosby, Jo-
nah (Deceased Wis-
consin Winnebago
Unallotted), 2 BIA
289 _ _____--_-__- 279

I
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1974-Continued
May 16: Administrative Ap-

peal of Blixt, Marga-
ret Phillips v. Area
Director, Billings, 2
IBIA 295 ---------

May 16: Associated Drilling,
Inc., 3 IMA 164 ---

May 17: Valley Camp Coal
Company, The, 3
IBMA 176 _____

May 17: Uniform Relocation
Assistance Appeal of
Maytag, John Rob-
ert, 1 OHA 50 __-_

May 22: Estate of Ramsey,
John S. (Wap Tose
Note) (Nez Perce
Allottee No. 853, De-
ceased), 2 IBIA 305

May 28: Provinse, David A.,
15 IBLA 387 ------

May 29: Authority to Deter-
mine Eligibility of
Native Villages Af-
ter June 18, 1974,
M-36876 --------

May S0: Estate of Arcasa,
Marcel (Deceased
Colville, Allottee No.
H-120), 2 IBIA 309

May *1: United Mine Work-
ers of America, Dis-
trict No. 15, Local
Union 9856 v. CF&I
Steel Corporation, 3
IBMA 187 ---------

June 19: Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 208 ____-__

June 19: Quarto Mining Com-
pany and Nacco
Mining Company, 3
IBMA 199 --------

June 20: Calder, Zelph S., 16
IBLA 27 ---------

June 20: United Mine Work-
ers of America Dis-
trict No. 2, Local
Union 1520 v. Rush-
ton Mining Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 217 -

June 24: Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 223 -----

Page

281

285

294

290

298

300

316

306

308

333

328

339

346

348

11974-Continued
June 25: Appeal of S. A.

Healy Company,
IBCA-944-12-71 -

June 26: Kyllonen, Harold &
Irene, 16 IBLA 86 _

June 27: United Mine Work-
ers of America Dis-
trict No. 2, Local
Union 1520 v. Rush-
ton Mining Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 231 -

June 28: Schunk, A. W., 16
IBLA 191 ----- _

June 28: United States v.
Winegar, Frank W.,
et al., 16 IBLA 112-

July 10: Estate of Hawk,
Irena (Irene) Crow-
neck (Deceased Chey-
enne Unallotted), 3
IBIA 1 -----

July 12: Diedrich Bros. et al.,
v. Bureau of Recla-
mation, OHA 72-
BR-1 i--------

July 16: Clinchfield Coal
Company, 3 IBMA
247 ---------------

July 16: Estate of Abdalla,
Isaac William (De-
ceased Unallotted
Yankton Sioux, U-
1505), 3 IBIA 21-

July 16: Higgins, Jesse, Paul
Gower and William
Gipson v. Old Ben
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 237 -----

July 16: Lucas Coal Com-
pany, et al., 3 IBMA
258 ----------

July 16: Old Ben Coal Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 252 -

July 19: Old Ben Coal Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 271 -

July 19: Old Ben Coal Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 277 

July 19: Old Ben Coal Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 282 -

July 22: Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc., 3
IBMA 289 ________
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412

421
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423
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1974-Continued
-.Aug. 14: Atlantic Richfield

Company, Marathon
Oil Company, 16
IBLA 329 ______

Aug. 14: Marathon Oil Com-
pany, 16 IBLA 298

Aug. 26: Associated Drilling,
Inc., 3 IBMA 297 _

Aug. 27: Administrative Ap-
peal of Sunny Cove
Development Corpo-
ration v. Cruz, Flora
A/K/A Florida Pa-
tencio, Lessor 3
IBIA 33 __---___

Aug. 29: United States v. Mc-
Clarty, Kenneth, 17
IBLA 20 _ ----

Sept. 4: Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 303 ---------

Sept. 11: Kentland - Elkhorn
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 308 --------

Sept. 12: Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 319 --------

Sept. 12: Estate of Charles,
Caroline J. (Bren-
dale) (Yakima Al-
lottee No. 4240,. De-
ceased), 3 IBIA 91 -

Sept. 12: Estate of Charles,
Morris A. (K) (Ya-
kima Allottee No.
4247, Deceased),
3 IBIA 68 --------

Sept. 12: Estate of Nahco-
taty, Ruth (Wil-
liams or Daukei)
(Deceased Caddo
Allottee No. 19), 3
IBIA 105 ---------

Sept. 12: Estate of Smith, Ce-
celia (Borger) (Ya-
kima Allottee No.
4161, Deceased), 3
IBIA 56 -- ____

Sept. 12: Miller, Duncan, 17
IBLA 128 --------

Sept. 12: Union Carbide Cor-
poration, 3 IBMA
314 ________--__

Page 1974-Continued
Sept. 13: Hudson Investment

457

447

463

465

472

497

502

528

505

517

527

511

530

531

Company, et al., 17
IBLA 146 ---------

Sept. 17: Clark, Lloyd L., 17
IBLA 201 __-____

Sept. 19: Estate of Greene,
Elizabeth Frank
(Green) (Deceased
Nez Perce Allottee
No. 1517),73 IBIA
110 …______ _-___

Sept. 19: Kings Station Coal
Corporation,3 IBMA
322 __----__--_

Sept. 20: Eastern Associated
Coal Corp., 3 IBMA
331 ________--__

Sept. 24: George A. Grant,
Inc., Appeals of,
IBCA-1000-7-73,
IBCA-1005-10-73,
IBCA-1006-10-73 -

Sept. 25: Henry Clay Mining
Company, Inc., 3
IBMA 360 --------

Sept. 26: Zeigler Coal Com-
- pany, 3 IBMA 366 -

Sept. 27: Doyle Milling Co.,
Inc., 17 IBLA 270 -_

Sept. 27: Intermountain Ex-
ploration Company,
17 IBLA 261 ------

Oct. 18: Estate of Kahrahrah,
Roe (Deceased Co-
manche Unallotted),
3 IBIA 125 _-___-_

Oct. 29: Appeal of Evergreen
Engineering, Inc.,
IBCA-994-5-73 ----

Oct. 29: Brown Land Com-
pany, Appellant, The
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron
Company, Appellee,
17 IBLA 368 -__

Oct. 29: Jewell Ridge Coal
Corporation, 3 IBMA
376 ---------------

Oct. 30: In the Matter of
Eastern Associated
Coal Corp. (Keystone
No. 1 Mine), 3 IBMA
383 ---------------

Nov. 1: Gray, Adolph T., 17
IBLA 410 --------
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1974-Continued
Nov. 8: Consolidation Coal

Company, 3 IBMA
3 90 - -- -- -- -- --- -- --

Nov. 12: Administrative Ap-
peal of Sessions, Inc.
(A California Corpo-
ration) v. Ortner,
Vyola Olinger (Les-
sor), Lease No.
PSL-33, Joseph Pat-
rick Patencio (Les-
sor), Lease No. PSL-
36, Larry Olinger
(Lessor), Lease No.
PSL-41, 3 IBIA 145

Nov. 12: Appeal of Meta-
metrics Corporation,
IBCA-1012-12-73 -

Nov. 12: Appeal . of White
Plains Electrical
Supply Co., Inc.,
IBCA-984-2-73 ---

Nov. 19: Estate of Whiz, Noe-
tusie (Willie) (De-
ceased Yakima Al-
lottee No. 124-3112),
a IBIA 161 _-_____

Nov. 20: Estate of Vallee,
Peter (Coeur d'Alene
N-1056, Deceased), 3
IBIA 167 ---------

Nov. 27: Appeal of Harris-
Seybold Company (A
Division of Harris-
Intertype Corpora-
tion), IBCA-1017-
1-74 _____________

Nov. 29: Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc., 3
IBMA 404 ------

Page

636

651

645

647

657

660

663

669

Armeo Steel, 3 IBMA
416 _____--_____---679

Pre-Con, Inc., Appeal
of, IBCA-986-3-73 _- 675

1974-Continued
Dec. : Administrative Ap-

peal of Garnett,
Henry Kocer, OS-
3667 v. Area Direc-
tor, Aberdeen and All
Other Parties in In-
terest, 3 IIA 180 __

Dec. 5: United States v. Guz-
man, Mike, Sr. and
Mike Guzman, Jr., 18
IRLA 109 _____-___

Dec. 6: Appeal of Coac, Inc.,
- IBCA-1004-9-73 __

Dec. 6: Peggs Run Coal Com-
pany, Inc., 3 IBMA
421___________--_-_

Dec. 9: Administrative Ap-
peal of Siegfried,Paul
G. . Area Director,
Billings, et al., 3 IBIA
1 95 -- -- -- -- - - -- -- --

Dec. 9: Freeman Coal Mining
Company, 3 IBMA
434 ----------------

Dec. o: Zeigler Coal Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 448 _

Ier ir: Vl-[Ier (n Cn I
Company, The, 3
IBMA 463 ---------

Dec. 20: Mountaineer Coal
Company, 3 IBMA
472 _ I------

Dec. 23: Armco Steel Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 482 -

Dec. 24: Kaiser Steel Corpo-
ration, 3 IBMA 489 -

Dec. 26: Appeal of Gentz-Con-
struction Company,
IBCA-1015-1-74 -_

Dec. 30: North American
Coal Corporation, 3
IBMA 515 ____

Dec. 31: Co-Op Mining Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 533 _

Dec. 31: United States v. Law,
Alameda P., et al., 18
IBLA 249 -____
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IBCA-Interior Board of Contract Appeals
IBIA-Interior Board of Indian Appeals
IBLA-Interior Board of Land Appeals
IBMA-Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals
M-Solicitor's Opinion
OHA-Office of Hearings and Appeals

No.: Page
IBCA-930-9-71. Appeal of

Carl W. Olson & Sons
Company. Apr. 4,1974. 157
Apr. 15, 1974 …_____ … 182

IBCA-935-10-71. Appeal of
West Elizabeth Indus-
trial Equipment Com-
pany. Apr. 30, 1974 __ 242

IBCA-944-12-71. Appeal of
S. A. Healy Company.
June 25, 1974 -------- _ 354

IBCA-971-8-72. Appeal of
Electrical Enterprises,
Inc. Mar. 19, 1974 ---- 114

IBCA-984-2-73. Appeal of
White Plains Electrical
Supply Co., Inc. Nov.
12, 1974 _--__--____- 647

IBCA-986-3-73. Appeal of Pre-
Con, Inc., Dec. 2, 1974- 675

IBCA-994-5-73. Appeal of
Evergreen Engineer-
ing Inc. Oct. 29, 1974 615

IBCA-996-6-73, IBCA-1003-8-
73. Geophysical Instru-
ment & Supply Co. Jan.
9, 1974 ---- ---------- 1

IBCA NOS. 1000-7-73, 1005-
10-73, 1006-10-73. Ap-
peals of George A.
Grant, Inc. Sept. 24,
1974 ___---- ___----- 580

IBCA-1004-9-73. Appeal of
Coac, Inc. Dec. 6, 1974 700

No.:
IBCA-1008-10-73. Appeal of

Toke Cleaners. May 10,

Page

1974 …__--__----_-__ 258

IBCA-1012-12-73. Appeal of
Metametrics Corpora-
tion. Nov. 12, 1974 _ 645

IBCA-1015-1-74. Appeal of
Gents Construction
Company. Dec.26,1974 758

JBCA-1017-1-74. Appeal of
Harris-Seybold Com-
pany (A Division of
Harris-Intertype Cor-
poration). Nov. 27,
1974 …____-__________ 663

2 IBIA 140. Administrative Ap-
peal of Vallerto, Villa
v. Patencio, Mildred
L. P. Jan. 16, 1974 --

2 IBIA 152. Estate of Ton-Nah-
Pa (Navajo Allottee
No. 011410, Deceased).
Jan. 28, 1974 --------

2 IBIA 159. Estate of First
Sound,Charles,A/K/A
Charles Track No. 2
(Deceased Fort Peck
Allottee No. 3550).
Jan. 29, 1974 _______

2 IBIA 170. Estate of-Delgadillo,
Dennis (Delg) (Unal-
lotted Pueblo. De-
ceased). Jan. 30, 1974 _

XIX

9

42

51

57
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No.:
2 IBIA 175. Administrative Ap-

peal of Michalek, Juan-
ita Humphrey (Crow
Allottee No. 3292) v.
Area Director, Billings
et al. Feb. 26, 1974 ---

2 IBIA 183. Administrative Ap-
peal of Obi, Richard.
Feb. 28, 1974 __-____

2 IBIA 188. Estate of Soulier,
Mary (Red Cliff Chip-
pewa Allottee No. 80
(180), Deceased). Mar.
5, 1974 --------------

2 IBIA 217. Estate of Red
Feather, Alice Cor-
nelia White Hat
(Rosebud Sioux Allot-
tee No. 4895, De-
ceased). Mar. 26, 1974

2 IBIA 224. Estate of Shockto,
Theodore (Deceased
Unallotted Prairie
Band Potawatomi In-
dian). Apr. 12, 1974 --

2 IBIA 237. Estate of Ramsey,
John S. (Wap Tose
Note) (Nez Perce Al-
lottee No. 853, De-
ceased). Apr. 17, 1974

2 IBIA 257. Administrative Ap-
peal of Coomes, Clair v.
Area Director, Aber-
deen et al. Apr. 22, 1974

2 IBIA 265. Estate of Spotted
Horse, Martin, Sr.
(Crow Allottee No.
3536, Deceased). Apr.
25, 1974 ___ --

2 IBIA 285. Estate of Penn,
Linda M. Whitetail
(Drunkard) (Deceased
Cheyenne Unallotted).
May 9, 1974 ____ -

2 IBIA 289. Estate of Crosby,
Jonah (Deceased Wis-
consin Winnebago Un-
allotted). May 15,1974_

2 IBIA 295. Administrative Ap-
peal of Blixt, Margaret
Phillips v. Area Direc-
tor, Billings. May 16,
1974 -----------------

Pago

90

93

95

143

177

197

217

227

256

279

281

No.:
2 IBIA 305. Estate of Ramsey,

John S. (Wap Tose
Note) (Nez Perce Al-
lottee No. 853, De-
ceased). May 22, 1974

2 IBIA 309. Estate of Arcasa,
Marvel (Deceased Col-
ville, Allottee No. H-
120). May 30, 1974 ---

3 IBIA 1. Estate of Hawk, Irena
(Irene) Crowneck (De-
ceased Cheyenne Unal-
lotted). July 10, 1974 -

3. IBIA 21. Estate of Abdalla,
Isaac William (De-
ceased Unallotted
Yankton Sioux, U-
1505). July 16, 1974 --

3 IBIA 33. Administrative Ap-
peal of Sunny Cove De-
velopment Corpora-
tion v. Cruz, Flora
A/K/A Florida Pa-
tencio, Lessor. Aug. 27,
1974 _________ --__

3 IBIA 56. Estate of Smith, Ce-
celia (Borger) (Ya-
kima Allottee No. 4161,
Deceased) Sept. 12,
1974 _ _____--__

3 IBIA 68. Estate of Charles,
Morris A. (K) (Ya-
kima Allottee No. 4247,
Deceased). Sept. 12,
1974 _--_ - -----___

3 IBIA 91. Estate of Charles,
Caroline J. (13rendale)
(Yakima Allottee No.
4240, Deceased). Sept.
12, 1974 _-----__-_

3 IBIA 105. Estate of Nahco-
taty, Ruth (Williams
or Daukei) (Deceased
Caddo Allottee No. 19).
Sept., 12, 1974 _-____

3 IBIA 110. Estate of Greene,
Elizabeth Frank
(Green) (Deceased
Nez Perce Allottee No.
1517). Sept. 19, 1974 _

3 IBIA 125. Estate of Kahrah-
rah, Roe (Deceased Co-
manche Unallotted).
Oct. 18, 1974 -----

Page

298

306

407

420

465

517
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No.:
3 IBIA 145. Administrative Ap-

peal of Sessions, Inc.
(A California Corpora-
tion) v. Ortner, Vyola
Olinger (Lessor),
Lease No. PSL-33, Jo-
seph Patrick Patencio
(Lessor), Lease No.
PSL-36, Larry Olinger
(Lessor), Lease No.
PSL-41. Nov. 12,
1974 __ ______

3 IBIA 161. Estate of Whiz,
Noctusie (Willie) (De-
ceased Yakima Allot-
tee No. 124-3112).
Nov. 19, 1974 _- ___

3 IBIA 167. Estate of Vallee,
Peter (Coeur d'Alene
N-1056, Deceased).
Nov. 20, 1974 _- ___

3 IBIA 180. Administrative Ap-
peal of Garnett, Henry
Kocer, OS-3667- v.
Area Director, Aber-
deen, and All Other
Parties in Interest.
Dec. 5, 1974 _____-__

3 IBIA 195. Administrative Ap-
peal of Siegfried, Paul

- G. -v. Area Director,
Billings, et al. Dec. 9,
19 74 - -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -

14 IBLA 158. United States v.
Swanson, Elmer H.
Jan. 16, 1974 -------

14 IBLA 188. Keller, Herman A.
Jan.17, 1974 ------

14 IBLA 201. Estate of Bowen,
Arthur C. W., Deceased
and Superior Perlite
Mines, Inc. Jan. 22,
1974 … I…

14 IBLA 242. United States v.
Werry, Dora M. and
Henry Hirschman.
Jan. 28, 1974 _-__-_

14 IBLA 276. United States v.
Gardner, Byron N. et
al. Jan. 30, 1974 …_-'

Page

651

657

660

680

718

14

26

44

No.:
14 IBLA 315. Phoenix, City of

v. Reeves, Alvin B. et
al. Feb. 1, 1974 _____

14 IBLA 351. Beveridge, Geral. 
Feb. 21, 1974 ------

14 IBLA-380. Inited States v.
Stevens, Eugene.' Feb.
21, 1974 …------------

15 IBLA 95. Miller, Donald E.
Mar. 11, 1974 __-____

15 IBLA 151. Maurer, A. J. Jr.
et al. Mar. 20, 1974

15 IBLA 174. Boyd, Jack Z. (On
-. Reconsideration). Mar.

27, 1974 __--__-___
15 IBLA 216. Kirkpatrick Oil

and Gas Company.
Apr. 9, 1974 …

15 IBLA 232. Essex Interna-
tional, Inc. Apr. 16,
1974 ___------_

15 IBLA 288. Rosetti, Sam. May
6, 1974 -------------

15 IBLA 304. United States v.
Cuneo, Leland J., et al.
May 10, 1974

15 IBLA 387. Provinse, David A.
May 28, 1974 ____

16 IBLA 27. Calder, Zelph S.
June 20, 1974 _____

16 IBLA 86. Kyllonen, Harold &
Irene. June 26, 1974 --

16 IBLA 112. United States v.
Winegar, Frank W., et
al. June 28, 1974 _

16 IBLA 191. Schunk, 'A. W.
June 28, 1974 -------

16 IBLA 298. Marathon Oil Com-
pany. Aug. 14, 1974 --

16 IBLA 329. Atlantic Richfield
Company, Marathon
Oil Company. Aug. 14,
1974 _------_____-__

17 BLA 20. United States v.
McClarty, Kenneth.
Aug. 29, 1974 __

17 IBLA 128. Miller, Duncan.
- Sept. 12, 1974____-__--

17 IBLA 146. Hudson Invest-
ment Company, et al.
Sept. 13, 1974 ___

17 IBLA 201. Clark, Lloyd L.
Sept. 17, 1974 ____
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339
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401

447

457

472
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No.:
17 IBLA 261. Intermountain

Exploration Company.
Sept. 27,1974 .____

17 IBLA 270. Doyle Milling Co.,
Inc. Sept. 27,1974 ----

17 IBLA 368. Brown Land Com-
pany, Appellant, The
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron
Company, Appellee.
Oct. 29, 1974 .-------

17 IBLA 410. Gray, Adolph T.
Nov. 1, 1974 __-__

18 IBLA 109. United States v.
Guzman, Mike, Sr. and
Mike Guzman, Jr. Dec.
5, 1974 __----_-__-_

18 IBLA 249. United States v.
Law, Alameda P., et al.
Dec. 31, 1974 _-___

3 IBMA 1. Farrell Mining Com-
pany. Jan. 15, 1974 _

3 IBMA 10. Castle Valley Min-
ing Company. Jan. 25,
1974 _-- ________

3 IBMA 26. Spickler Coal Com-
pany. Jan. 29, 1974 _

3 IBMA 29. Itmann Coal Com-
pany. Feb. 7, 1974 __

3 IBMA 32. Harmar Coal Com-
pany. Mar 5, 1974 -__

3 IBMA 45. Buffalo Mining
Company. Mar.6,1974t

3 IBMA 50. United States Steel
Corporation. Mar. 26,
1974 .---------------

3 IBMA 54. Zeigler Coal Com-
pany. Mar. 26, 1974 __^

3 IBMA 60. Eastern Associated
Coal Corp. Mar. 29,
1974 __--__--___--_

3 IBMA 64. Zeigler Coal Com-
pany. Mar. 29, 1974 _

3 IBMA 70. Kaiser Steel Corpo-
ration. Apr. 11, 1974 _

3 IBMA 78. Zeigler Coal Com-
pany (No. 9 Mine).
Apr. 11, 1974______-_

3 IBMA 87. United States Fuel
Company. Apr. 15,
1974 ______----_---_

Page No .:
3 IBMA 93. North American

60

60

61'

63:

681

794

34

153

154

169

173

185

Coal Corporation. Apr.
17, 1974 -------------

3 IBMA 124. Reliable Coal Cor-
poration. Apr.22,1974

3 IBMA 132. Eastern Coal Cor-
poration. Apr.22,1974-

3 IBMA 136. In the Matter of
A.K.P. Coal Company,
et al. Apr. 24, 1974 

3 IBMA 139. In the Matter of
Amigo Smokeless Coal
Company, et al. Apr.
26, 1974 _________-_

3 IBMA 154. Clinchfield Coal
Company. May 15,
1974 -- -- --- - --- - --- -

3 IBMA 161. Consolidation Coal
Company. May 15,
1974 .---------------

3 IBMA 164. Associated Drill-
ing, Inc. May 16, 1974

3 IBMA 176. Valley Camp Coal
Company, The. May 17,
1974 ----------------

3 IBMA 187. United Mine

Page

204

221

224

226

Workers of America
District No. 15, Local
Union 9856 v. CF&I
Steel Corporation. May
31, 1974 ------------ 308

3 IBMA 199. Quarto Mining
Company and Nacco
Mining Company. June
19, 1974 ------- --- 328

3 IBMA 208. Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation. June
19, 1974 __--------- 333

3 IBMA 217. United Mine
Workers of America
District No. 2, Local
Union 1520 v. Rushton
Mining Company. June,
20, 1974 __--___-__-_- 346

3 IBMA 223. Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation. June
24, 1974 _____-_-___- 348

3 IBMA 231. United Mine
Workers of America,
District No. 2, Local
Union 1520 v. Rushton
Mining Company. June
27, 1974 __--_-_-_-_- 368
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No.:
3 IBMA 237. Higgins, Jesse,

Paul Gower and Wil-
liam Gipson v. Old Ben
Coal Corporation. July
16, 1974 ---- --------

3 IBMA 247. Clinchfield Coal
Company. July 16,
1974 _--__________-_

3 IBMA 252. Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration. July 16,1974 -

3 IBMA 258. Lucas Coal Com-
pany, et al. July 16,
1974 ___--________-_

3 IBMA 271. Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration. July 19, 1974

3 IBMA 277. Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration. July 19,1974

3 IBMA 282. Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration. July 19, 1974

3 IBMA 289. Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc. July 22,
1974 ----- ---------

3 IBMA 297. Associated Drill-
ing, Inc. Aug. 26, 1974

3 IBMA 303. Eastern Associ-
ated Coal Corporation.
Sept. 4, 1974 --------

3 IBMA 308. Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal Corporation. Sept.
11, 1974 __----------

3 IMA 314. Union Carbide
Corporation. Sept. 12,
1974 ____--__--___

3 IBMA 319. Eastern Associ-
ated Coal Corporation.
Sept. 12, 1974 --------

3 IBMA 322. Kings Station Coal
Corporation. Sept. 19,
1974 _----_------___

3 IBMA 331. Eastern Associ-
ated Coal Corp. Sept.
20, 1974 -------------

3 IBMA 360. Henry Clay Mining
Company, Inc. Sept.
25, 1974 _---_______

3 IBMA 366. Zeigler Coal Com-
pany. Sept. 26, 1974

3 IBMA 376. Jewell Ridge Coal
Corporation. Oct. 29,
1974 ----------------

Page

423

421

428
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436

438

440

443

463

497

502

531

528

562

567

595

598

624

No.:
3 IBMA 383. In the Matter of

Eastern Associated
Coal Corp. (Keystone
No. 1 Mine). Oct. 30,
1974 ----------------

3 IBMA 390. Consolidation Coal
Company. Nov. 8,1974

3 IBMA 404. Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc. Nov. 29,
1974 _--__--___--_-_

3 IBMA 416. Armco Steel Corp.
Dec. 2, 1974 ---------

3 IBMA 421. Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc. Dec. 6,
1974 ----------------

3 IBMA 434. Freeman Coal Min-
ing Company. Dec. 9,
1974 ----------------

3 IBMA 448. Zeigler Coal
Company. Dec.10,1974 -

3 IBMA 463. Valley Camp Coal
Company, The. Dec. 13,
1974 ------------

3 IBMA 472. Mountaineer Coal
Company. Dec. 20, 1974 -

3 IBMA 482. Armco Steel Cor-
poration. Dec.23,1974

3 IBMA 489. Kaiser Steel Cor-
poration. Dec. 24,1974

3 IBMA 515. North American
Coal Corporation. Dec.
30, 1974 .__ ------

3 IBMA 533. Co-Op Mining
Company. Dec.31,1974-

M-36874. Coverage of Projected
Annual Expenses in
Bureau of Reclamation
Power Ratemaking
Studies. Feb. 15, 1974

M-36876. Authority to Deter-
mine Eligibility of Na-
tive Villages After
June 18, 1974. May 29,
1974 _--_--_________

1 OHA 50. Uniform Relocation
Assistance Appeal of
Maytag, John Robert.
May 17, 1974 .-------
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
OF DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED

IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according

to the last name of the first party named in the Department's deci-
sion, all the departmental decisions published in the Interior De-7
cisions, beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was
sought by one of the parties concerned. The name of the action is
listed as it appears on the court docket in each court. Where the de-
cision of the court has been published, the citation is given, if not,
the docket number and date of final action taken by the court is set
out. If the court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is
indicated; otherwise no opinion was written. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, all suits were commenced in the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
Finally, if judicial review resulted in a further departmental deci-
sion, the departmental decision is cited. Actions shown are those
taken prior to the end of the year covered by this volume.

Adler Construction Co., 67 I.D. 21 (1960) (Reconsideration)

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 10-60. Dismissed, 423 F. 2d 1362
(1970) ; rehearing denied, July 15, 1970; cert. denied, 400 U.S. 993 (1970)
rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 949 (1971).

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 5-70. Trial Commr's. report ac-
cepting & approving the stipulated agreement filed September 11, 1972.

Estate of John J. Akers, 1 IBIA 8; 77 I.D. 268 (1970)

Dolly Cusker Akers v. The Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. 907, D. Mont.
Judgment for defendant, September 17, 1971; order staying execution of
judgment for 30 days issued October 15, 1971; appeal dismissed for lack
of prosecution, May 3, 1972; appeal reinstated, June 29, 1972; aff'd.,
499 F. 2d 44 (9th Cir. 1974).

State of Alaska
Andrew Kalerak, Jr., 73 I.D. 1 (1966)

Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-35-66, D.
Alas. Judgment for plaintiff, October 20, 1966; rev'd., 396 F. 2d 746 (9th
Cir. 1968); cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1118 (1969).

Allied Contractors, Inc., 68 I.D. 145 (1961)

Allied Contractors, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 163-63. Stipulation of settle-
ment filed March 3, 1967; compromised.

XXIX
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Atlantic Richfield Co., Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 457 (1974)
Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary -of

the Interior, Vincent E. McKelvey, Dir. of Geological Survey & C. J. Curtis,
Area O&G Supervisor, Geological Survey, Civil No. C 74-181, D. Wyo. Suit
pending.

Atlantic Richfield Co., Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 457 (1974)
Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,

Civil No. C 74-180, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

Leslie N. Baker, et al., A-28454 (October 26, 1960). On reconsidera-
tion Autrice C. Copeland, 69 I.D. 1 (1962).

Autrice Copeland Freeman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1578, D. Ariz.
Judgment for defendant, September 3, 1963 (opinion) ; aff'd., 336 F. 2d 706
(9th Cir. 1964) ;no petition.

Max Barash, The Texas Co., 63 I.D. 51 (1956)
Max Barash v. Douglas McKay, Civil No. 939-56. Judgment for de-

fendant, June 13, 1957; rev'd. & remanded, 256 F. 2d 714 (1958); judgment
for plaintiff, December 18, 1958. Supplemental decision, 66 I.D. 11 (1959)
no petition.

Barnard-Curtiss Co., 64 I.D. 312 (1957) ; 65 I.D. 49 (1958)

Barnard-Curtiss Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 491-59. Judgment for plaintiff,
301 F. 2d 909 (1962).

Eugenia Bate, 69 I.D. 230 (1962)

Katherine S. Foster & Brook H. Duncan, II v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil
No. 5258, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, January 8, 1964; rev'd., 335
F. 2d 828 (10th Cir. 1964) ; no petition.

Sam Bergesen, 62 I.D. 295
Reconsideration denied, IBCA-1I (December 19, 1955)

Sam Bergesen v. U.S., Civil No. 2044, D. Wash. Complaint dismissed
March 11, 1958; no appeal.

BLM-A-045569, 70 I.D. 231 (1963)

New York State Natural Gas Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.2109-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.
2109-63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam decision,
aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)

Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3352-62. Judgment for
defendant, September 17, 1963; rev'd., 335 F. 2d 706 (1964) ; no petition.

R. C. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)

R. C. Buch v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 68-1358-PH, C.D. Cal. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, 298 F. Supp. 381 (1969); rev'd., 449 F. 2d 600 (9th Cir.
1971) ; judgment for defendant, March 10, 1972.
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The California Co., 66 I.D. 54 (1959)
The California Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 980-59. Judgment for

defendant, 187 F. Supp. 445 (1960); aff'd., 296 F. 2d 384 (1961).

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, Cameron Parish Police
Jury & Cameron Parish School Board, June 3, 1968 appealed by
Secretary July 5,1968,75 I.D. 289 (1968).

Cameron Parish Police Jury v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 14,206,
W.D. La. Judgment for plaintiff, 302 F. Supp. 689 (1969); order vacating
prior order issued November 5, 1969.

Carson Construction Co., 62 I.D. 422 (1955)
Carson Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 487-59. Judgment for plain-

tiff, December 14,1961; no appeal.

Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Offers, 71
I.D. 337 (1964), Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulation of dismissal filed
August 19, 1968.

Chemi-Cote Perlite Corp. v. Arthur C. W. Bowen, 72 I.D. 403 (1965)
Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite, No. 2 CA-Civ. 248, Ariz. Ct. App. Decision

against the Dept. by the lower court aff'd., 423 P. 2d 104 (1967); rev'd.,
432 P. 2d 435 (1967).

Stephen H. Clarkson, 72 I.D. 138 (1965)
Stephen H. Clarkson v. U.S., Cong. Ref. 5-68. Trial Commr's. report ad-

verse to U.S. issued December 16, 1970; Chief Commr's. report concurring
with the Trial Commr's. report issued April 13, 1971. P.L. 92-108 enacted
accepting the Chief Commr's. report.

Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)
Hannah and Abram Cohen v. U.S., Civil No. 3158, D. R. I. Compromised.

Barney R. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963)
Barney R. Colson, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 63-26-Civ.-Oc,

M.D. Fla. Dismissed with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826 (1968); aff'd., 428 F.
2d 1046 (5th Cir. 1970) ; cert. denied, 401 U.S. 911 (1971).

Columbian Carbon Co., Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3233-56. Judgment for de-

fendant, January 9, 1958; appeal dismissed for want of prosecution, Sep-
tember 18, 1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Appeal by the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flat-
head Reservation, in the Matter of the Enrollment of Mrs.
Elverna Y. Clairmont Baciarelli, 77 I.D. 116 (1970)

Elverna Yevonne Clairmont Baciarelli v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No.
C-70-2200-SC, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, August 27, 1971; aff'd.,
481 F. 2d 610 (9th Cir. 1973) ; no petition.

XXXI 
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Appeal of Continental Oil Co., 68 I.D. 337 (1961)
Continental Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 366-62. Judgment

for defendant, April 29, 1966; aff'd., February 10, 1967; cert. denied, 389
U.S. 839 (1967).

Autrice C. Copeland,
See Leslie N. Baker et al.

E. L. Cord, Donald E. Wheeler, Edward D. Neuhoff , 80 I.D. 301
(1973)

Edward D. Neuhoff & E. L. Cord v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. R-2921, D. Nev. Suit pending.

Appeal of Cosmo Construction Co., 73 I.D. 229 (1966)
Cosmo Construction Co., et al. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 119-68. Ct. opinion setting

case for trial on the merits issued March 19, 1971.

Estate of Jonah- Crosby (Deceased Wisconsin Winnebago Unal-
lotted), 81 I.D. 279 (1974)

Robert Price v. Rogers C. B. Morton, individually & in his official capacity
as Secretary of the Interior & his successors in office, & Clarence A. H.
Meyer in his official capacity as Attorney General of the State of Nebraska
& his successors in Office, Civil No. 74-0-189, D. Neb. Suit pending.

John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)
Patrick A. McKenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil No. 2125-56. Judgment

for defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd., 259 F. 2d 780 (1958); cert. denied,
358 U.S. 385 (1958).

The Dredge Corp., 64 I.D. 368 (1957) ; 65 I.D. 336 (1958)
The Dredge Corp. v. J. Russell Penny, Civil No. 475, D. Nev. Judgment

for defendant, September 9, 1964; aff'd., 362 F. 2d 889 (9th Cir. 1966) ; no
petition. See also Dredge Co. v. Husite Co., 369 P. 2d 676 (1962) ; cert. den.,
371 U.S. 821 (1962).

David H. Evans v. Ralph C. Little, A-31044 (April 10, 1970), 1
IBLA 269; 78 I.D. 47 (1971)

David H. Evans v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 1-71-41, D. Idaho.
Order granting motion of Ralph C. Little for leave to intervene as a party
defendant issued June 5, 1972. Judgment for defendants, July 27, 1973;
aff'd., March 12, 1975.

John J. Farrelly, et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)

John J. Farrelly & The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKay, Civil No.
3037-55. Judgment for plaintiff, October 11, 1955. no appeal.

T. Jack Foster, 75 I.D. 81 (1968)
Gladys H. Foster, Executrix of the estate of T. Jack Foster v. Stewart L.

Udall, Boyd L. Rasmussen, Civil No. 7611, D. N.M. Judgment for plaintiff,
June 2, 1969; no appeal.
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Franco Western Oil Co., et al., 65 I.D. 316, 427 (1958)

Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 2810-59. Judgment for
plaintiff, August 2, 1960 (opinion); no appeal.

See Safarik v. Udall, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962); cert. denied, 371 U.S. 901
(1962). 

Gabbs Exploration Co., 67 I.D. 160 (1960)
Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 219-61. Judgment

for defendant, December 1, 1961; aff'd., 315 F. 2d 37 (1963) ;-cert. denied,
375 U.S. 822 (1963).

Stanley Garthofner, DuvallBros., 67 I.D. 4 (1960)
Stanley Garthofner v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4194-60. Judgment

for plaintiff, November 27, 1961; no appeal.

General Excavating Co., 67 I.D. 344 (1960)
General Excavating Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 170-62. Dismissed with preju-

dice December 16,1963.

Nelson A. Gerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)
Nelson A. Gerttula v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 685-60. Judgment for

defendant, June 20; 1961; motion for rehearing denied, August 3, 1961;
aff'd., 309 F. 2d 653 (1962); no petition.

Charles B. Gonsales, et al., Western Oil Fields, Inc., et al., 69 I.D. 236
(1962)

Pan American Petroleum Corp. & Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L.
Udall, Civil No. 5246, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1964; aff'd.,
352 F. 2d 32 (10th Cir. 1965) ; no petition.

James C. Goodwin, 80 I.D. 7 (1973)

James C. Goodwin v. Dale R. Andrus, State Dir., Bureau of Land Man-
agement, Burton W. Silcock, Dir. Bureau of Land Management, & Rogers
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. C-5105, D. Colo. Suit
pending.

Gulf Oil Corp., 69 I.D. 30 (1962)

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2209-62.
Judgment for defendant, October 19, 1962; aff'd., 325 F. 2d 633 (1963) ; no
petition.

Guthrie Electrical Construction,
62 I.D. 280 (1955), IBCA-22 (Supp.) (March 30, 1956)

Guthrie Electrical Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 129-58. Stipula-
tion of settlement filed September 11, 1958. Compromised'offer accepted and
case closed October 10, 1958.

L. H. Hagood, et al., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)

Edwin Still, et al. v. U.S., Civil No. 7897, D. Colo. Compromise accepted.
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Raymond J. Hansen, et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)
Raymond J. Hansen, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3902-60. Judg-

ment for defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; cert. denied,
371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4131-60. Judgment for
defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148 (1961)
Kenneth Holt, etc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 162-62. Stipulated judgment, July

2,1965.

Hope Natural Gas Co., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co., v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.
2109-63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam deci-
sion, aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Boyd L. Hulse v. William H. Griggs, 67 I.D. 212 (1960)
William H. Griggs v. Michael T. Solan, Civil No. 3741, D. Idaho. Stipu-

lation for dismissal filed May 15, 1962.

Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group, 72 I.D. 156 (1965),
U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman, et al.-Idaho Desert Land Entries-
Indian Hill Group, 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

Wallace Reed, et al. v. Dept. of the Interior, et al., Civil No. 1-65-86, D.
Idaho. Order denying preliminary injunction, September 3, 1965; dismissed,
November 10, 1965; amended complaint filed, September 11, 1967.

U.S. v. Raymond T. Michener, et al., Civil No. 1-65-93, D. Idaho. Dis-
missed without prejudice, June 6, 1966.

U.S. v. Hood Corp., et al., Civil No. 1-67-97, S.D. Idaho.

Civil Nos. 1-65-86 & 1-67-97 consolidated. Judgment adverse to U.S.,
July 10, 1970; reversed, 480 F. 2d 634 (9th Cir. 1973) ; cert. denied, 414
U.S. 1064 (1973).

Interpretation of the Submerged Lands Act, 71 I.D. 20 (1964)

Floyd A. Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3089-63. Dismissed with
prejudice, March 27,1968.

J. A. Terteling & Sons, 64 I.D. 466 (1957)

J. A. T'erteling & Sons v. U.S., Ct. C1. No. 114-59. Judgment for de-
fendant, 390 F. 2d 926 (1968) ; remaining aspects compromised.

J. D. Armstrong Co., 63 I.D. 289 (1956)

J. D. Armstrong, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 490-56. Plaintiff's motion to dis-
miss petition allowed, June 26, 1959.

M. G. Johnson, 78 I.D. 107 (1971) U.S. v. Menzel G. Johnson, 16
IBLA 234 (1974)

Menzel G. Johnson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et
al., Civil No. CN-LV-74-158, RDF, D. Nev. Suit pending.
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Anquita L. Kluenter, et al., A-30483, November 18, 1965
See Bobby Lee Moore, et al.

Leo J. Kottas, Earl Lutzenhiser, 73 I.D. 123 (1966)
Earl M. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil

No. 1371, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, June 7, 1968; affId., 432 F.
2d 328 (9th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)
Max L. Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3106-58. Complaint dis-

missed by plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr., 69 I.D. 120 (1962)

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2784-62. Judgment
for defendant, March 6, 1963; aff'd., 324 F. 2d 428 (1963); cert. denied,
376 U.S. 907 (1964).

L. B. Samf ord, Inc., 74 I.D. 86 (1967)

L. B. Samford, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 393-67. Dismissed, 410 F. 2d 782
(1969); no petition.

Charles Lewellen, 70 I.D. 475 (1963)

Bernard E. Darling v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 474-64. Judgment for
defendant, October 5, 1964; appeal voluntarily dismissed, March 26, 1965.

Milton H. Lichtenwalner, et al., 69 I.D. 71 (1962)
Kenneth McGahan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-21-63, D. Alas. Dis-

missed on merits, April 24, 1964; stipulated dismissal of appeal with preju-
dice, October 5, 1964.

Merwin E. Liss, et al., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2109-63. Judgment for defendant,. September 20, 1965; per curiam dec.,
aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Bess May Lutey, 76 I.D. 37 (1969)

Bess May Lutey, et al. v. Dept. of Agriculture, BLM, et al., Civil No. 1817,
D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, December 10, 1970; no appeal.

Elgin A. McKenna Executrix, Estate of Patrick A. McKenna, 74
I.D. 133 (1967)

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna as Executrix of the Estate of Patrick A. Mc-
Kenna, Deceased v. Udall, Civil No. 2001-67. Judgment for defendant,
February 14, 1968; aff'd., 418 F. 2d 1171 (1969) ; no petition.

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna, Widow and Successor in Interest of Patrick A.
McKenna, Deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. 2401, D. Ky. Dismissed with prejudice, May 11, 1970..

A. G. McKinnon, 62 I.D. 164 (1955)

A. G. McKinnon v. U.S., Civil No. 9433, D. Ore. Judgment for plaintiff,
178 F. Supp. 913 (1959) ; rev'd., 289 F. 2d 908 (9th Cir. 1961).

XXXV
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Wade McNeil, et al., 64 I.D. 423 (1957)

Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 648-58. Judgment for de-
fendant, June 5, 1959 (opinion); rev'd., 281 F. 2d 931 (1960); no petition.

Wade McNeil v. Albert K. Leonard, et al., Civil No. 2226, D. Mont. Dis-
missed, 199 F. Supp. 671 (1961);,order, April 16, 1962.

Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 678-62. Judgment for de-
fendant, December 13, 1963 (opinion); aff'd., 340 F. 2d 801 (1964) ; cert.
denied, 381 U.S. 904 (1965).

Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 447 (1974)

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Vin-
cent E. McKelvey, Dir., Geological Survey, & C. J. Curtis, Area O&G
Supervisor, Geological Survey, Civil No. C-74-179, D. Wyo. Suit pending.

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)
Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 468-58.

Judgment for plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration
denied, December 2,1959; no appeal.

Philip T. Garigan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1577 Tux., D. Ariz. Pre-
liminary injunction against defendant, July 27, 1966; supplemental dec.
rendered September 7, 1966; judgment for plaintiff, May 16, 1967; no
appeal.

Meva Corp., 76 I.D. 205 (1969)

Meva Corp. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 492-69. Suit pending.

Duncan Miller, 70 I.D. 1 (1963)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 931-63. Dismissed for lack
of prosecution, April 21, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, A-30546 (August 10, 1966), A-30566 (August 11,
1966), and 73 I.D.211 (1966)

Duncan Miller v. Udall, Civil No. C-167-66, D. Utah. Dismissed with
prejudice, April 17, 1967; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Louise Cuccia, 66 I.D. 388 (1959)
Louise Cuccia and Shell Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 562-60.

Judgment for defendant, June 27,1961; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Samuel W. McIntosh, 71 I.D. 121 (1964)

Samuel W. McIntosh v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1522-64. Judgment
for defendant, June 29, 1965; no appeal.

Bobby Lee Moore, et al., 72 I.D. 505 (1965) Anquita L. Kluenter, et
al;, A-30483 (November 18, 1965)

Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al. v. General Services Administration, et al.,
Civil No. 3253 S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, April 12, 1965; aff'd., 377
F. 2d 499 (9th Cir. 1967) ; no petition.
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Henry S. Morgan, et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)

Henry S. Morgen v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3248-59. Judgment for
defendant, February 20, 1961 (opinion) ; aff'd., 306 F. 2d 799 (1962) ; cert.
denied, 371 U.S. 941 (1962).

Morrison-Knudsen Co., 64 I.D. 185 (1957)
Morrison-Knudsen Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 239-61. Remanded to Trial

Commr., 345 F. 2d 833 (1965) ; Commr's. report adverse to U.S. issued June
20, 1967; judgment for plaintiff, 397 F. 2d 826 (1968); part remanded to
the Board of Contract Appeals; stipulated dismissal on October 6, 1969;
judgment for plaintiff, February 17, 1970.

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah, 80 I.D. 441 (1973)
Navajo Tribe of Indians v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,

Joan B. Thompson, Martin Ritvo & Frederick Fishman, members of the
Board of Land Appeals, Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. C-308-73, D. Utah.
Suit pending.

Richard L. Oeischlaeger, 67 I.D. 237 (1960)
Richard L. Oelschlaeger v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4181-60. Dis-

missed, November 15, 1963; case reinstated, February 19, 1964; remanded,
April 4, 1967; rev'd. & remanded with directions to enter judgment for
appellant, 389 F. 2d 974 (1968) ; cert. denied, 392 U.S. 909 (1968).

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Executive Orders for
Indian Purposes in Alaska, 70 I.D. 166 (1963)

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 760-63,-D. Alas. With-
drawn, April 18, 1963.

Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-17-63, D. Alas. Dis-
missed, April 23, 1963.

Native Village of Tonek v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-15-63, D.
Alas. Dismissed, October 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-20-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed, October 29, 1963 (oral opinion) ; aff'd., 332 F. 2d 62 (9th Cir.
1964) ; no petition.

George L. Gucker v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-39-63, D. Alas. Dis-
missed without prejudice, March 2, 1964; no appeal.

Paul Jarvis, Inc., 64 I.D. 285 (1957)

Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 40-58. Stipulated judgment for plain-
tiff, December 19, 1958.

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 72 I.D. 415 (1965)

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 129-66. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 24, 1968.

Harold Ladd Pierce, 69 I.D. 14 (1962)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1351-62. Judgment for
defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 317 F. 2d 573 (1963) ; no petition.
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Port Blakely Mill Co., 71 I.D. 217 (1964)

Port Blakely Mill Co. v. U.S., Civil No. 6205, W.D. Wash. Dismissed with
prejudice, December 7, 1964.

Estate of John S. Ramsey (Wap Tose Note) (Nez Perce Allottee No.
853, Deceased), 81 I.D. 298 (1974)

Clara Ramsey Scott v. U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the In-
terior, et al., Civil No. 3-74-39, D. Idaho. Suit pending..

Ray D. Bolander Co., 72 I.D. 449 (1965)

Ray D. Bolander Co., Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 51-66. Judgment for plaintiff,
December 13, 1968; subsequent Contract Officer's dec., December 3, 1969;
interim dec., December 2, 1969; Order to Stay Proceedings until March 31,
1970; dismissed with prejudice, August 3, 1970.

Estate of Crawford J. Reed (Unallotted Crow No. 6412), 1 IBIA
326; 79 I.D. 621 (1972)

George Reed, Sr. v. Rogers Morton, et al., Civil No. 1105, D. Mont. Dis-
missed, June 14, 1973; no appeal.

City of Phoenix v. Alvin B. Reeves, et al., 81 I.D. 65 (1974)

Alvin B. Reeves, Genevieve C. Rippey, Leroy Reeves & Thelma Reeves, as
heirs of A. H. Reeves, Deceased v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, & The City of Phoenix, a municipal Corp., Civil No. 74-117 PHX-
WPC, D. Ariz. Dismissed with prejudice, August 9, 1974; reconsideration
denied, September 24, 1974; no appeal.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 97; 79 I.D. 139 (1972)

Reliable Coal Corp. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., No. 72-1417, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.
Suit pending.

Richfield Oil Corp., 62 I.D. 269 (1955)

Richfield Oil Corp. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3820-55. Dismissed with-
out prejudice, March 6, 1958; no appeal.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111 (1965), Reconsidera-
tion denied by letter decision dated June 23, 1967, by the Under
Secretary.

Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2615-65. Remanded, June
28,1966.

Estate of William Cecil Robedeaux, 1 IBIA 106; 78 I.D. 234 (1971)
IBIA-71-5 (Supp-1) (August 16, 1974) ; 80 I.D. 390 (1973)

Oneta Lamb Robedeaux, et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 71-646,
D. Okla. Dismissed, January 11, 1973.

Houston Bus Hill v. Rogers C.AB. Morton, Civil No. 72-376, W.D. Okla.
Judgment for plaintiff, October 29, 1973; amended judgment for plaintiff,
November 12, 1973; appeal dismissed, June 28, 1974.

Houston Bus Hill and Thurman S. Hurst v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secre-
tary of the Interior for the United States, Washington, D.C., Civ. No. 73-
528-B, D. W.D. Okla. Suit pending.
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San Carlos Mineral Strip, 69 I.D. 195 (1962)

James Houston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 105-63. Judgment
for defendant, 243 F. Supp. 672 (1965) ; aff'd., sub nom. S. Jack Hinton,
et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, 364 F. 2d 676 (1966) ; cert. denied, 385 U.S. 878
(1966) ; supplemented by M-36767, November 1, 1967.

Seal and Co., 68 I.D. 94 (1961)

Seal & Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 274-62. Judgment for plaintiff, January 31,
1964; no appeal.

Administrative Appeal of Sessions, Inc. (A Cal. Corp.) v. Vyola
Olinger Ortner (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-33, Joseph Patrick
Patencio (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-36, Larry Olinger (Lessor),
Lease No. PSL-41, 81 I.D. 651 (1974)

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3589 LTL, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C; B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3591 MML, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Sessionp,.Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et cl.,
Civil No. CV 74-3590 FW, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966), Chargeability of Acreage
Embraced in Oil & Gas Lease Off ers, 71 I.D. 337 (1964)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulated dismissal, August 19,
1968. -

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 75 I.D. 155 (1968)..

- Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior, et
al., Civil No. 5277, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendant, sub nom. Atlantic
Richfield Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, 303 F. Supp. 724 (1969) ; aff'd., 432 F. 2d
587 (10th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Southern Pacific Co., 76 I.D. 1 (1969)

Southern Pacific Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior, Civil
No. S-1274, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, December 2, 1970 (opinion)
no appeal.

Southern Pacific Co., Louis G. Wedekind, 77 I.D. 177 (1970), 20
IBLA 365 (1975)

George C. Laden, Louis Wedekind, Mrs. Vern Lear, Mrs. Arda Fritz, &
Helen Laden Wagner, heirs of George H. Wedekind, Deceased v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. R-2858, D. Nev. On June 20, 1974 remanded
for further agency proceedings as originally ordered in 77 I.D. 177; Dist.
Ct. reserves jurisdiction.

Southwest Welding and Manufacturing Division, Yuba Consbli-
dated Industries, Inc., 69 I.D. 173 (1962)

Southwest Welding v. U.S., Civil No. 68-1658-CC, C. D. Cal. Judgment
for plaintiff, January 14, 1970; appeal dismissed, April 6, 1970.
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Southwestern Petroleum Corp., et al., 71 I.D. 206 (1964)
Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5773, D.

N.M. Judgment for defendant, March 8, 1965; aff'd., 361 F. 2d 650 (10th
Cir. 1966) ; no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of California, et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969)
Standard Oil Co. of California v. WalterJ. Hickel, et al., Civil No. A-159-

69, D. Alas. Judgment for plaintiff, 317 F. Supp. 1192 (1970); aff'd., sub
nom. Standard Oil Co. of California v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., 450 F.
2d 493 (9th Cir. 1971); no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)
California Oil Co. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 5729, D. N.M.

Judgment for plaintiff, January 21, 1965; no appeal.

James K. Tallman, 68 I.D. 256 (1961)

James K. Tallman, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1852-62. Judg-
ment for defendant, November 1, 1962 (opinion); rev'd., 324 F. 2d 411
(1963); cert. granted, 376 U.S. 961 (1964); Dist. Ct. aff'd., 380 U.S. 1
(1965); rehearing denied, 380 U.S. 989 (1965).

Texaco, Inc., 75 I.D. 8 (1968)

Texaco, Inc., a Corp. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 446-68. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, 295 F. Supp. 1297 (1969); aff'd., in part & remanded,
437 F. 2d 636 (1970), aff'd. in part & remanded, July 19, 1972.

Texas Construction Co., 64 I.D. 97 (1957) Reconsideration denied,
IBCA-73 (June 18, 1957)

Texas Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 224-58, Stipulated judgment
for plaintiff, December 14, 1961.

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and
Estate of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, Umatilla Allottee No. 877,
64 I.D. 401 (1957)

Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 859-581.
Judgment for defendant, September 18, 1958; aff'd., 270 F. 2d 319 (1959);
cert. denied, 364 U.S. 814 (1960); rehearing denied, 364 U.S. 906 (1960).

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc., 70 I.D. 134 (1963)
Thor-Westeliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5343,

D. N.M. Dismissed with prejudice June 25, 1963.

See also:
Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2406-61. Judgment for defendant, March 22, 1962; aff'd., 314 F. 2d 257
(1963) ; cert. denied, 373 U.S. 951 (1963).
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Richard K. Todd, et al., 68 I.D. 291 (1961)

Bert F. Duesing v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 290-62. Judgment for.
defendant, July 17, 1962 (oral opinion) ; aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965); cert.
denied, 383 U.S. 912 (1966).

Atwood, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Nos. 293-62-299-62, inl. Judg-
ment for defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965) ; no
petition.

Appeal of Toke Cleaners, 81 I.D. 258 (1974)

ThornProperties Inc., d/b/a Toke Cleaners & Launderers v. U.S. Govern-
ment, Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Civil No. A3-74-99, D.
N.D. Suit pending.

Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 228, Brazos Area, Texas Offshore Sale,
751.D.147 (1968),761.D.69 (1969)

The Superior Oil Co., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1521-68. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, July 29, 1968, modified, July 31, 1968; aff'd., 409 F. 2d
1115 (1969) ; dismissed as moot, June 4, 1969; no petition.

Union Oil Co. of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245 (1958)
Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3042-58. Judg-

ment for defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion) ; aff'd., 289 F. 2d 790 (1961)
no petition.

Union Oil Company of California et al., 71 I.D. 169 (1964), 72 I.D.
313 (1965)

Penelope Chase Brown, et al. v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 9202, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759 (10th
Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd. & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971; judgment for plaintiff,
870 F. Supp. 10'8; appeal filed, June 28, 1974.

Equity, Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9462, D. Colo. Order to Close
Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9464, D. Colo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Harlan H. Hugg, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9252, D. Colo. Order
to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Barnette T. Napier, et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8691, D.
Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969) ; cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970) ; remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9458, D. Colo. Order to
Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

The Oil Shale Corp., et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8680, D.
Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969) ; cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

The Oil SIale Corp., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9465, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

.XLI
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Joseph B. Umpleby, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 8685, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759 (10th
Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded, 400 U.S.
48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971.

Union Oil Co. of California, a Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9461,
D. Colo. Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Union Oil Co. of California, 71 I.D. 287 (1964)
Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-64. Judg-

ment for defendant, December 27, 1965; no appeal.

Union Pacific R.R., 72 I.D. 76 (1965)

The State of Wyoming and Gulf Oil Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil
No. 4913, D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 F. Supp. 481 (1966) ; aff'd.,
379 F. 2d 635 (10th Cir. 1967); cert. denied, 389 U.S. 985 (1967).

U.S. v. Alonzo A. Adams, et al., 64 I.D. 221 (1957), A-27364 (July
1, 1957)

Alonzo A. Adams, et al. v. Paul B. Witmer, et al., Civil No. 1222-57-Y,
S.D. Cal. Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion); rev'd. &
remanded, 271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958); on rehearing, appeal dismissed
as to Witmer; petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37
(9th Cir. 1959).

U.S. v. Alonzo Adams, Civil No. 17-60-WM, S.D. Cal. Judgment for
plaintiff, January 29, 1962 (opinion); judgment modified, 318 F. 2d 861
(9th Cir. 1963) ; no petition.

U.S. v. E. A. Barrows and Esther Barrows, 76 I.D. 299 (1969)
Esther Barrows, as an individual and as Executrix of the Last Will of

E. A. Barrows, deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 70-215-CC, C.D. Cal.
Judgment for defendant, April 20, 1970; aff'd., 447 F. 2d 80 (9th Cir. 1971).

U.S. v. J. L. Block, 80 I.D. 571 (1973)

J. L. Block v. Rogers Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. LV-
74-9, BRT, D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Lloyd W. Booth, 76 I.D. 73 (1969)

Lloyd W. Booth v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 42-69, D. Alas. Judgment
for defendant, June 30, 1970; no appeal.

U.S. v. Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle, 76 I.D. 61, 318 (1969), Recon-
sideration denied, January 22, 1970.

Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the In-
terior, Civil No. Civ-71-491 Phx WEC, D. Ariz. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 4, 1972; appeal docketed September 27, 1972.

U.S. v. R. W. Brubaker, et al., A-30636 (July 24, 1968), 80 I.D. 261
(1973)

R. W. Brubaker, a/k/a Ronald W. Brubaker, B. A. Brubaker, a/kla
Barbara A. Brubaker, & William J. Mann, a/k/a W. J. Mannv. Rogers C. B.
Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 3-1228 EC, C.D. Cal. Dis-
missed with prejudice, August 13, 1973; aff'd., June 27, 1974; no petition.
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U.S. v. Ford M. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965)

Ford M. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 65-581, D. Ore. Judgment
for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966); aff'd., 399 F. 2d 616 (9th Cir.
1968) ; cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1025 (1969).

U.S. v. Alvis F. Denison, et al., 71 I.D. 144 (1964), 76 I.D. 233
(1969)

Marie W. Denison, individually & as Executrix of the Estate of Alvis F.
Denison, deceased v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 963, D. Ariz. Remanded,
248 F. Supp. 942 (1965).

Leo E. Shoup v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5822-Phx., D. Ariz. Judg-
ment for defendant, January 31, 1972.

Reid Smith v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil No. 1053, D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, January 31, 1972; aff'd., February 1, 1974; cert. denied,
October 15,1974.

U.S. v. Everett Foster, et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)
Everett Foster, et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 344-58. Judgment for

defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion) ; aff'd., 271 F. 2d 836 (1959) ; no
petition.

U.S. v. Henault Mining Co., 73 I.D. 184 (1966)

Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk, et al., Civil No. 634, D. Mont. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967) ; rev'd. & remanded for further
proceedings, 419 F. 2d 766 (9th Cir. 1969) ; cert. denied, 398 U.S. 950
(1970) ; judgment for defendant, October 6, 1970.

U.S. v. Charles H. Henrikson, et al., 70 I.D. 212 (1963)

Charles H. Henrikson, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 41749,
N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, 229 F. Supp. 510 (1964); aff'd., 350 F.
2d 949 (9th Cir. 1965) ; cert. denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966).

U.S. v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier, 79 I.D. 709
(1972)

Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier v. Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. S-2755 E.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, June 12, 1974; appeal
docketed, September 23, 1974.

U.S. v. Ideal Cement Co., 5 IBLA 235 (1972)

Ideal Basic Industries, Inc., formerly known as Ideal Cement Co. v.
Rogers C. B. AJr ton, Civil No. J-12-72, D. Alas. Judgment for defendant,
February 25, 1974; motion to vacate judgment denied, May 6, 1974; appeal
docketed, June 3, 1974.

U.S. v. Independent Quick Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965)
independent Quick Silver Co., an Oregon Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil

No. 65-590, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966)
appeal dismissed.

U.S. v. Richard Dean Lance, 73 I.D. 218 (1966)

Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 1864, D. Nev.
Judgment for defendant, January 23, 1968; no appeal.
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U.S. v. Charles Maher, et al., 5 IBLA 209; 79 I.D. 109 (1972)
Charles Maher & L. Franklin Mader v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary

of the Interior, Civil No. 1-72-153, D. Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice,
April 3, 1973.

U.S. v. Mary A. Mattey, 67 I.D. 63 (1960)
U.S. v. Edison R. Nogueira, et al., Civil No. 65-220-PH, C.D. Cal. Judg-

ment for defendant, November 16, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 403 F. 2d 816
(1968); no petition.

U.S. v. William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp., Estate of Olaf H.
Nelson, Deceased, Small Tract Applicants Association, Inter-
venor, 78 I.D. 71 (1971)

William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp., & Olaf H. Nelson v. John F.
Boyles, et al., Civil No. 74-68 (RDF), D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Kenneth McClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964), 76 I.D. 193 (1969)
KennethMcClarty v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2116, E.D. Wash.

Judgment for defendant, May 26, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 408 F. 2d 907
(9th Cir. 1969) ; remanded to the Secretary, May 7, 1969; vacated & re-
manded to Bureau of Land Management, August 13, 1969.

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, et al., 76 I.D. 181 (1969), Recon-
sideration, 1 IBLA 37; 77 I.D. 172 (1970)

WJM Mining & Development Co., et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No
70-679, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, December 8, 1971; appeal dock-
eted January 31, 1972.

U.S. v. Frank & WanitaMelluzzo, 76 I.D. 60 (1969)
Frank & Wanita Melluzzo v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. CIV 73-308

PHX CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, June 19, 1974; appeal dock-
eted, July 23,1974.

U.S. v. Mineral Ventures, Ltd., 80 I.D. 792 (1973)
Mineral Ventures, Ltd. v. The Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 74-2u1,

D. Ore. Suit pending.

U.S. v. New Jersey Zinc Company, 74 I.D. 91 (1967)
The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

67-C-404, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, January 5, 1970.

U.S. v. Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr. et al., 79 I.D. 689 (1972)
Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr., individually & as Executor of the Estate of Ross

O'Callaghan v. Rogers Morton, et al., Civil No. 73-129-S, S.D. Cal. Aff'd.
in part & remanded, May 14, 1974.

U.S. v. J. fR. Osborne, et al., 77 I.D. 83 (1970)
J. R. Osborne, individually & on behalf of R. R. Borders, et al. v. Rogers

C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. 1564, D. Nev. Judgment for defendant, March
1, 1972; remanded Dist. Ct. with directions to reassess Secretary's con-
clusion, February 22, 1974; remanded to the Department with orders to
re-examine the issues, December 3, 1974.
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U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin and Devisees of the H. S. Martin Estate,
71 I.D. 447 (1964)

E. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admin. of H. A. Martin Estate v.
Stewart L. Udall & Charles Stoddard, Civil No. 1194-65. Judgment for de-
fendant, March 19, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al., 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

See Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group.

U.S. v. C. F. Snyder, et. al., 72 I.D. 223 (1965)

Ruth Snyder, Adm'rtx] of the Estate of C. F. Snyder, Deceased, et al. v.
Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 66-C-131, D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 267
F. Supp. 110 (1967); rev'd., 405 F. 2d 1179 (10th Cir. 1968); cert. denied,
396 U.S. 819 (1969).

U.S. v. Southern Pacific Co., 77 I.D. 41 (1970)

Southern Pacific Co., et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. S-2155,
E.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, November 20, 1974.

U.S. v. Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens, 77 I.D. 97 (1970)
Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 1-70-94, D.

Idaho. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1971.

U.S. v. Elmer H. Swanson, 81 I.D. 14 (1974)
Elmer H. Swanson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,

Civil No. 4-74-10, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Alfred N. Verrue, 75 I.D. 300 (1968)

Alfred N. Verrue v. U.S., et al, Civil No. 6898 Phx., D. Ariz. Rev'd. &
remanded, December 29, 1970; aff'd., 457 F. 2d 1202 (9th Cir. 1971); no
petition.

U.S.v.Vernon0.&Ina C.White,72I.D.522 (1965)

Vernon 0. White & Ina C. White v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1-65-122,
D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, January 6, 1967; aff'd., 404 F. 2d 334
(9th Cir. 1968) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Frank W. Winegar, et al., 81 I.D. 370 (1974)

Shell Oil Co. & D. A. Shale, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
interior, Civil No. 74-F-739, D. Colo. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Merle I. Zweif el, et al., 80 I.D. 323 (1973)

Merle I. Zweifel, et al. v. U.S., Civil No. C-5276, D. Colo. Dismissed with-
out prejudice, October 31, 1973.

Kenneth Roberts, et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton & The Interior board of
Land Appeals, Civil No. C-5308, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, January
23, 1975 (opinion) ; appeal docketed, March 17, 1975.

E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956)

E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 1744-56. Dismissed by stipu-
lation, April 18,1957; no appeal.
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Estate of Florence Bluesky Vessell (Unallotted Lac Courte Oreilles
Chippewa of Wisconsin), 1L IBIA 312; 79 I.D. 615 (1972)

Constance Jean Hollen Eskra v. Rogers C. B. Mortan, et al., Civil No.
72-C-428, D. Wis. Dismissed, 380 F. Supp. 205 (1974); appeal docketed,

November 6, 1974.

Burt A. Wackerli, et al., 73 I.D. 280 (1966)
Burt & Lueva G. Wackerli, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 1-

66-92, D. Idaho. Amended complaint filed March 17, 1971. Judgment for
plaintiff, February 28, 1975.

Weardco Construction Corp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)
Weardco Construction Corp. v. U.S., Civil No. 278-59-PH, S.D. Cal.

Judgment for plaintiff, October 26, 1959; satisfaction of judgment entered
February 9, 1960.

Estate of Mary Ursula Rock Wellknown, 1 IBIA 83; 78 I.D. 179
(1971)

William T. Shaw, Jr., et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. 974,
D. Mont. Dismissed, July 6, 1973 (opinion); no appeal.

Frank Winegar, Shell Oil Co. & D. A. ShaleInc., 74 I.D. 161 (1967)
Shell Oil Co., et al. v. Udall, et al., Civil No. 67-C-321, D. Colo. Judgment

for plaintiff, September 18, 1967; no appeal.

Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 1927, 65 I.D. 436
(1958)

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah,
Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred Tabbytite, J. R. Graves, Examiner of Inheritance, Bureau of In-
dian Affairs, Dept. of the Interior, & Earl R. Wiseman, District Director of
Internal Revenue, Civil No. 8281, W.D. Okla. Dismissed as to the Examiner
of Inheritance; plaintiff dismissed suit without prejudice as to the other
defendants.

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah
v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-60. Judgment for defendant, June 5,
1962; remanded, 312 F. 2d 358 (1962).
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ruled, 6 L.D. 750. Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 22, 1947 (M-

34999) ; distinguished, 68 I.D. 433
O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L.D. 214); (1961).

overruled, 35 L.D. 411. Opinion of Solicitor, March 28, 1949
Olson v. Traver et at. (26 L.D. 350, (M-35093) ; overruled in part, 64

628); overruled so far as in conflict, I.D. 70.
29 L.D. 480; 30 L.D. 382. OpinionofSolicitor,60 I.D.436 (1950);

Opinion A.A.G. (35 L.D. 277) ; va- will not be followed to the extent that
cated, 36 L.D. 342. it conflicts with these views, 72 I.D.

Opinion of Acting Solicitor, June 6, 92 (1965).
1941; overruled so far as inconsis- Opinion of Solicitor, M-36051 (Decem-
tent, 60 I.D. 333. ber 7, 1950), modified; Solicitor's

"Opinion of Acting Solicitor, July 30, Opinion, M-36863, 79 I.D. 513
1942- overruled so far as in conflict, (1972).
58 I. 331 (See 59 I.D. 346, 350). Opinion of Solicitor, Jan. 19, 1956 (M-
581.0.n 331 sociae o1ici34, . 36378) ; overruled to extent incon-

Opinmon of Associate Solicitor, Oct. 22, sistent, 64 I.D. 57.
1947 (M-34999) distinguished, 68 Opinion of Solicitor, June 4, 1957 (M=
I.D.433 (1961). 36443); overruled in part, 65 I.D.

Jpinion of Associate Solictor, M- 316.
36463, 64 I.D. 351 (1957) ; overruled, Opinion of Solicitor, Julyj9, 1957 (M-
74 I.D. 165 (1967). 36442) ; withdrawn and superseded,

)pinion of Associate Solicitor, M- 65 I.0. 386, 388.
36512 (July 29, 1958) ; overruled to Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 30, 1957, 64
extent inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159. I.D. 393 (-M-36429) ;. no longer fol-

)pinion of Chief Counsejl-July 1, 1914 lowed, 67 I.D. 366 1960).
(43 L.D. 339) ; explained, 68 I.D. Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 351
372 (1961). (1957) ; overruled, M-36706, 74 I.D.

)pinion of Secretary, 75 I.D. 147 165 (19&7i.
(1968) ; vacated, 76 I.D. 69 (1969). Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 435

)pinion of Solicitor, October 31, 1917 (1957), will not be followed to the
(D-40462) ; overruled so far as in- extent that it conflicts with these
consistent, 58 I.0. 85, 92, 96. views M-36456 (Supp.) (Feb. 18,

)pinion of Solicitor, February 7, 1919 1969), 76 I.D. 14 (1969).
(D-44083) ; overruled, November 4, Opinion of Solicitor, July 29, 1958 (M-
1921 (M-6397) (See 58 I.D. 158, 36512) ; overruled to extent incon-
160). sistent, 70 I.D. 159 (1963).

I
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Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 27, 1958 (M-
36531) ; overruled, 69 I.D. 110
(1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, July 20, 1959
(M-36531, Supp.) ; overruled, 69
I.D. 110 (1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, 68 I.D. 433
(1961) ; distinguished and limited,
72 I.D. 245 (1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, M-36767 (Nov. 1,
1967) .(-supplementing, M-36599),
69 I.D.. 195 (1962).

-Opinions of Solicitor, September 15,
1914, and February 2, 1915; over-
ruled, September 9, 1919 (D-43035,
May Caramony) (See 58 I.D. 149,
154-156).

Oregon and California R.R. Co. v.
Puckett (39 L.D. 169); modified, 53
I.D. 264.

Oregon Central Military Wagon Road
Co. v. Hart (11 L.D. 480) ; overruled,
18 L.D. 543.

Owens et al. v. State of California (22
L.D. 369)- overruled, 38 L.D. 253.

Pace v. Carstarphen et al. (50 L.D.
369); distinguished, 61 I.D. 549.

Pacific Slope Lode (12 L.D. 686);
overruled so far as in conflict, 25
L.D. 518.

Page, Ralph, 8 IBLA 435 (Dec. 22,
1972), explained; Sam Rosetti, 15
IBLA 288, 81 I.D. 251 (1974).

Papina v. Alderson (1 B.L.P. 91);
modified, 5 L.D. 256.

Patterson, Charles E. (3 L.D. 260)
modified, 6 L.D. 284, 624.

Paul Jarvis, Inc., Appeal of (64 I.D.
285) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 388..

Paul Jones Lode (28 L.D. 120); modi-
-fied, 31 L.D. 359.

Paul v. Wiseman (21 L.D. 12); over-
ruled, 27 L.D. 522.

Pecos Irrigation and Improvement Co.
(15 L.D. 470) ; overruled, 18 L.D.
168, 268.

Pennock, Belle L. (42 L.D. 315) ; va-
cated, 43 L.D. 66.

Perry v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. (39
L.D. 5); overruled so far as in con-
flict, 47 L.D. 304.

Phebus, Clayton (48 L.D. 128); over-
- ruled so far as in conflict, 50 L.D.

281; overruled to extent inconsis-
tent, 70 I.D. 159.

Phelps, W. L. (8 C.L.O. 139); over-
ruled, 2 L.D. 854.

Phillips, Alonzo (2 L.D. 321); over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 424.

Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 L.D.
573); overruled, 39 L.D. 93.

Phillips, Cecil H., A-30851 (November
16, 1967), overruled, 79 I.D. 416
(1972).

Pieper, -Agnes C. (35 L.D. 459) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 374.

Pierce, Lewis W. (18 L.D. 328); va-
cated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled so far
as in conflict, 59. I.D. 416, 442.

Pietkiewicz et al. v. Richmond (29 L.D.
195) ; overruled, 37 L.D. 145.

Pike's Peak Lode (10 L.D. 200); over-
ruled in-part, 20 L.D. 204.

Pike's Peak Lode (14 L.D. 47) over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204.- -

Popple, James (12 L.D. 433); over-
ruled, 13 L.D. 588.

Powell, D. C. (6 L.D. 302); modified,
15 L.D. 477.

Prange, Christ C. and William C.
Braasch (48 L.D. 488); overruled so
far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417, 419.

Premo, George (9 L.D. 70) (See 39 I.D.
162, 225).

Prescott, Henrietta P. (46 L.D. 486)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

Pringle, Wesley (13 L.D. 519) ; over-
ruled, 29 L.D. 599.

Provensal, Victor H. (30 L.D. 616);
overruled, 35 L.D. 399.

Prue, Widow of Emanuel (6 L.D. 436);
vacated, 33 L.D. 409.

Pugh, F. M. et al. (14 L.D. 274); in
effect vacated, 232 U.S. 452.

Puyallup Allotment (20 L.D. 157)
modified, 29 L.D. 628.

Ramsey, George L., Heirs of Edwin C.
Philbrick (A-16060), August 6,
1931, unreported; recalled and va-
cated, 58 I.D. 272, 275, 290.

Rancho Alisal (1 L.D. 173); overruled,
5 L.D. 320.
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Ranger Fuel Corporation, 1 IBMA 16'
(July 17, 1973), 80 I.D. 708; Se
aside by Memorandum Opinion an(
Order Upon Reconsideration it
Ranger Fuel Corporation, 2 IBMA
186 (September 5, 1973), 80 I.D. 604

Rankin, James D. et al. (7 L.D. 411)
overruled, 35 L.D. 32.

Rankin, John M. (20 L.D. 272); re.
versed, 21 L.D. 404.

Rebel Lode (12 L.D. 683) ; overruled
20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.

*Reed v. Buffington (7 LD. 154);
overruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D.
360).

Regione v. Rosseler (40 L.D. 93) ; va-
cated, 40 L.D. 420.

Reid, Bettie H., Lucille H. Pipkin (61
I.D. 1); overruled, 61 I.D. 355.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 50, 78 I.D.
199 (1971), distinguished, Zeigler
Coal Corporation, 1 IBMA 71, 78
I.D. 362 (1971).

Rialto No. 2 Placer Mining Claim (34
L.D. 44); overruled, 37 L.D. 250.

Rico Town Site (1 L.D. 556); modified,
5 L.D. 256.

Rio Verde Canal Co. (26 L.D. 381);
vacated, 27 L.D. 421.

Roberts v. Oregon Central Military
Road Co. (19 L.D. 591) ; overruled,
31 L.D. 174.

Robinson, Stella G. (12 L.D. 443);
overruled, 13 L.D. 1.

Rogers v. Atlantic & Pacific R.R. Co.
(6 L.D. 565); overruled so far as in
conflict, 8 L.D. 165.

Rogers, Fred B. (47 L.D. 325) ; va-
cated, 53 I.D. 649.

Rogers, Horace B. (10 L.D. 29); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 321.

*Rogers v. Lukens (6 L.D. 111); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).

Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L.D.
32) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
49 L.D. 244.

Roth, Gottlieb (50 L.D. 196) ; modified,
50 L.D. 197.

Rough Rider and Other Lode Claims
(41 L.D. 242, 255); vacated, 42 L.D.
584.

St. Clair, Frank (52 L.D. 597); modi-
fied, 53 I.D. 194.

*St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. (8 L.D. 255); modified, 13
L.D. 354 (See 32 L.D. 21).

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L.D. 291)
vacated, 30 L.D. 191.

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. v. Hagen (20 L.D. 249);
overruled, 25 L.D. 86.

Salsberry, Carroll (17 L.D. 170) ; over-
ruled, 39 L.D. 93.

Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301); modified, 48
L.D. 88.

Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co. v. Peterson
(39 L.D. 442) ; overruled, 41 L.D.
383.

Satisfaction Extension Mill Site (14
L.D. 173) (See 32 L.D. 128).

*Sayles, Henry P. (2 L.D. 88) ; modi-
fied, 6 L.D. 797 (See 37 L.D. 330).

Schweitzer v. Hilliard et al. (19 LD.
294) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
26 L.D. 639.

Serrano v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(6 C.L.O. 93) ; overruled, 1 L.D. 380.

Serry, John J. (27 L.D. 330) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
416, 422.

Shale Oil Company (See 55 I.D. 287).
Shanley v. Moran (1 L.D. 162); over-

ruled, 15 L.D. 424.
Shillander, H. E.,-A'30279 (January

26, 1965), overruled, 79 I.D. 416
(1972).

Shineberger, Joseph (8 L.D. 231)
overruled, 9 L.D. 202.

Silver Queen Lode (16 L.D. 186) ; over-
ruled, 57 I.D. 63.

Simpson, Lawrence W. (35 L.D. 399,
609) ; modified, 36 L.D. 205.

Sipchen v. Ross (1 L.D. 634) ; modified,
4 L.D. 152.

Smead v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (21
L.D.432); vacated, 29 L.D. 135.

Snook, Noah A. et al. (41 L.D. 428);
overruled so far as in confli6t, 43
L.D. 364.

Sorli v. Berg (40 L.D. 259) ; overruled,
42 L.D. 557.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (15 L.D.
460); reversed, 18 L.D. 275.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (28 L.D.
281); recalled, 32 L.D. 51.
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Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (33 L.D.
89); recalled, 33 L.D. 528.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bruns
(31 L.D. 272); vacated, 37 L.D. 243.

South Star Lode (17 L.D. 280); over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.

Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(21 L.D. 57) ; overruled, 31 L.D. 151.

Spencer, James (6 L.D. 217); modified,
6 L.D. 772; 8 L.D. 467.

Sprulli, Leila May (50 L.D. 549); over-
ruled, 52 L.D. 339.

Standard Oil Company of California
et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969), no longer
followed, 5 IBLA 26, 79 I.D. 23
(1972).

Standard Oil Company of California v.
Morton, 450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir.
1971); 79 I.D. 23 (1972).

Standard Shales Products Co. (52 L.D.
522); overruled so far as in conflict,
53 I.D. 42.

Star Gold Mining Co. (47 L.D. 38);
distinguished by U.S. v. Alaska Em-
pire Gold Mining Co., 71 I.D. 273
(1964).

State of California (14 L.D. 253) ; va-
cated, 23 L.D. 230.

State of California (15 L.D. 10); over-
ruled, 23 L.D. 423.

State of California (19 L.D. 585) ; va-
cated, 28 L.D. 57.

State of California (22 L.D. 428)
overruled, 32 L.D. 34.

State of California (32 L.D. 346); va-
cated, 50 L.D. 628 (See 37 L.D. 499
and 46 L.D. 396).

State of California (44 L.D. 118);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of California (44 L.D. 468);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of California v. Moccettini (19
L.D. 359; overruled, 31 L.D. 335.

State of California v. Pierce (3 C.L.O.
118); modified, 2 L.D. 854.

State of California v. Smith (5 L.D.
543); overruled so far as in conflict,
18 L.D. 343.

State of Colorado (7 L.D. 490) ; over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 408.

State of Florida (17 L.D. 355); re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76.

State of Florida (47 L.D. 92, 93);
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

State of Louisiana (8 L.D. 126); modi-
fied, 9 L.D. 157.

State of Louisiana (24 L.D. 231) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5.

State of Louisiana (47 L.D. 366) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
291.

State of Louisiana (48 L.D. 201); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
291.

State of Nebraska (18 L.D. 124) ; over-
ruled, 28 L.D. 358.

State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 467); overruled so far as in
conflict, 26 L.D. 123.

State of New Mexico (46 L.D. 217);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of New Mexico (49 L.D. 314);
overruled, 54 I.D. 159.

State of Utah (45 L.D. 551); over-.
ruled, 48 L.D. 98.

* Stevenson, Heirs of v. Cunningham
(32 L.D. 650); overruled so far as in
conflict, 41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D.
196).

Stewart et al. v. Rees et al. (21 L.D.
446); overruled so far as in conflict,
29 L.D. 401.

Stirling, Lillie E. (39 L.D. 346); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

Stockley, Thomas J. (44 L.D., 178,
180); vacated, 260 U.S. 532 (See 49
L.D. 460, 461, 492).

Strain, A. G. (40 L.D. 108); overruled
so far as in conflict, 51 L.D. 51.

Streit, Arnold (T-476 (Ir.) ), Aug. 26,
1962, unreported; overruled, 62 I.D.
12.

Stricker, Lizzie (15 L.D. 74); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 18 L.D.
283.

Stump, Alfred M. et al. (39 L.D. 437);
vacated, 42 L.D. 566.

Sumner v. Roberts (23 L.D. 201);
overruled so far as in conflict, 41
L..D. 173.

Superior Oil Company, A-28897 (Sep-
tember 12, 1962) and William Wos-
tenberg, A-26450 (September 5,
1952), distinguished in dictum; 6
IBLA 318, 79 I.D. 439 (1972).

Sweeney v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(20 L.D. 394); overruled, 28 L.D.
174.
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*Sweet, Eri P. (2 C.L.O. 18); over
ruled, 41 L.D. 129 (See 42 L.D. 313)

Sweeten v. Stevenson (2 B.L.P. 42)
overruled so far as in conflict, 3 Lii
248.

Taft v. Chapin (14 L.D. 593); over
ruled, 17 L.D. 414.

Taggart, William M. (41 L.D. 282)
overruled, 47 L.D. 370.

Talkington's Heirs v. Hempfling (=
L.D. 46); overruled, 14 L.D. 200.

Tate, Sarah J. (10 L.D. 469); over
ruled, 21 L.D. 211.

Taylor, Josephine et al. (A-21994)
June 27, 1939, unreported; overrule(
so far as in conflict, 59 I.D. 258, 260

Taylor v. Yates et al. (8 L.D. 279) ; re
versed, 10 L.D. 242.

*Teller, John C. (26 L.D. 484); over-
ruled, 36 L.D. 36 (See 37 L.D. 715).

Thorstenson, Even (45 L.D. 96); over.
ruled so far as in conflict, 47 L.D,
258.

Tieck v. McNeil (48 L.D. 158); modi-
fied, 49 L.D. 260.

Toles v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co. et al.
(39 L.D. 371); overruled so far as in
conflict, 45 L.D. 93.

Tonkins, H. H. (41 L.D. 516); over-
ruled, 51 L.D. 27.

Traganza, Mertie C. (40 L.D. 300);
overruled, 42 L.D. 612.

Traugh v. Ernst (2 L.D. 212); over-
ruled, 3 L.D. 98.

Tripp v. Dumphy (28 L.D. 14); modi-
fied, 40 L.D. 128.

Tripp v. Stewart (7.C.L.O. 39); modi-
fied, 6 L.D. 795.

Tucker v. Florida Ry. & Nav. Co. (19
L.D. 414); overruled, 25 L.D. 233.

Tupper v. Schwarz (2 L.D. 623); over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 624.

Turner v. Cartwright (17 L.D. 414);
modified, 21 L.D. 40.

Turner v. Lang (1 C.L.O. 51); modi-
fied, 5 L.D. 256.

Tyler, Charles (26 L.D. 699); over-
ruled, 35 L.D. 411.

Ulin v. Colby (24 L.D. 311) ; overruled,
35 L.D. 549.

Union Pacific R.R. Co. (33 L.D. 89)
recalled, 33 L.D. 528.

United States v. Bush (13 L.D. 529);
overruled, 18 L.D. 441.

United States v. Central Pacific Ry. Co.
(52 L.D. 81); modified, 52 L.D. 235.

United States v. Dana (18 L.D. 161);
modified, 28 L.D. 45.

United States v. Kosanke Sand Corpo-
ration, 3 IBLA 189, 78 I.D. 285
(1971), set aside and case remanded,
12 IBLA 282, 80 I.D. 538 (1973).

United States v. McClarty, Kenneth, 71
I.D. 331 (1964), vacated and case re-
manded, 76 I.D. 193 (1969).

United States v. Mouat, M. W. et al.
(6,0 I.D. 473); modified, 61 I.D. 289.

United States v. O'Leary, Keith V., et
at. (63 I.D. 341); distinguished, 64
I.D. 210, 369.

Utah, State of (45 L.D. 551); over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 98.

Veatch, Heir of Natter (46 L.D. 496);
overruled so far as in conflict, 49
L.D. 416 (See 49 L.D. 492 for adher-
ence in part).

Vine, James (14 L.D. 527); modified,
14 L.D. 622.

Virginia-Colorado Development Corp.
(53 I.D. 666) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 55 I.D. 289.

Vradenburg's Heirs et al. v. Orr et al.
(25 L.D. 323) ; overruled, 38 L.D.

252.
Wagoner v. Hanson (50 L.D. 355);

overruled, 56 I.D. 325, 328.
Wahe, John (41 L.D. 127); modified,

41 L.D. 637.
Walker v. Prosser (17 L.D. 85); re-

versed, 18 L.D. 425.
Walker v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.

(24 L.D. 172) ; overruled, 28 L.D.
174.

Wallis, Floyd A. (65 I.D. 369) ; over-
ruled to the extent that it is incon-
sistent, 71 I.D. 22.

Walters, David (15 L.D. 136) ; re-
voked, 24 L.D. 58.

Warren v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(22 L.D. 568); overruled so far as in
conflict, 49 L.D. 391.

Vasmund v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(23 L.D. 445); vacated, 29 L.D. 224.
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Wass v. Milward (5 L.D. 349); no
longer followed (See 44 L.D. 72 and
unreported case of Ebersold v. Dick-
son, September 25, 1918, D-36502).

Wasserman, Jacob N., A-30275 (Sep-
tember 22, 1964), overruled, 79 I.D.
416 (1972).

Waterhouse, William W. (9 L.D. 131)
overruled, 18 L.D. 586.

Watson, Thomas E. (4 L.D. 169); re-
called, 6 L.D. 71.

Weathers, Allen E., Frank N. Hartley
(A-25128), May 27, 1949, unre-
ported; overruled in part, 62 I.D. 62.

Weaver, Francis D. (53 I.D. 179);
overruled so far as in conflict, 55 I.D.
290.

Web5r, Peter (7 L.D. 476) ; overruled,
9 L.D. 150.

Weisenborn, Ernest (42 L.D. 533)
overruled, 43 L.D. 395.

Werden v. Schlecht (20 L.D. 523);
overruled so far as in conflict, 24
L.D. 45.

Western Pacific Ry. Co. (40 L.D. 411;
41 L.D. 599) ; overruled, 43 L.D. 410.

Wheaton\ v. Wallace (24 L.D. 100)
modified, 34 L.D. 383.

White, Anderson (Probate 13570-35)
overruled, 58 I.D. 149, 157.

White, Sarah V. (40 L.D. 630); over-
ruled in part, 46 L.D. 56.

Whitten et at. . Read (49 L.D. 253,
260; 50 L.D. 10) ; vacated, 53 I.D.
447.

Wickstrom v. Calkins (20 L.D. 459)
modified, 21 L.D. 553; overruled, 22
L.D. 392.

Widow of Emanuel Prue (6 L.D. 436);
vacated, 33 L.D. 409.

Wiley, George P. (36 L.D. 305); modi-
fied so far as in conflict, 36 L.D. 417.

*Wilkerson, Jasper N. (41 L.D. 138);
overruled, 50 L.D. 614 (See 42 L.D.
313).

Wilkins, Benjamin C. (2 L.D. 129);
modified, 6 L.D. 797.

Williamette Valley and Cascade Moun-
tain Wagon Road Co. v. Bruner- (22
L.D. 654) ; vacated, 26 L.D. 357.

Williams, John B., Richard and Ger-
trude Lamb (61 I.D. 31) ; overruled
so far as in conflict, 61 I.D. 185.

Willingbeck, Christian P. (3 L.D.
383); modified, 5 L.D. 409.

Willis, Cornelius et al. (47 L.D. 135);
overruled, 49 L.D. 461.

Willis, Eliza (22 L.D. 426) overruled,
26 L.D. 436.

Wilson v. Heirs of Smith (37 L.D.
519) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

Winchester Land and Cattle Company,
65 I.D. 148 (1958), and E. W. Davis,
A-29889 (March 25, 1964), no longer
followed in part, 80 I.D. 698 (1973).

Witbeck v. Hardeman (50 L.D. 413);
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 36.

Wright et al. v. Smith (44 L.D. 226);
in effect overruled so far as in con-
flict, 49 L.D. 374.

Zimmerman v. Brunson (39. L.D. 310);
overruled, 52 L.D. 714.

NOTE.-The abbreviations used in this title refer to the following publications: "B.L.P."
to Brainard's Legal Precedents in Land and Mining Cases, vols. 1 and 2; "C.L.L." to Copp's
Public Land Laws edition of 1875, 1 volume; edition of 1882, 2 volumes; edition of 1890, 2 volumes;
"C.L.O." to Copp's Land Owner, vols. 1-18; "L. and R." to records of the former Division of
Lands and Railroads; "L.D." to the Land Decisions of the Department of the Interior, vols. 1-52;
"I.D." to Decisions of the Department of the Interior, beginning with vol. 53.-EDITOR.
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- DECISIONS OF THE

- DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENT &
SUPPLY CO.

IBCA-996-6-73
IBCA-1003-8-73

Decided January 9,1974

Contract No. 53500-CT3-216,
Purchase Order No. 53500-PH3-960,
Theodolites and Tripods, Bureau of
Land Management.'

Denied.

ATontracts: Formation and Validity:
'Mistakes-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Termination for Default-
Contracts: Performance or Default:
-Generally-Contracts: Performance or
Default: Excusable Delays-Rules of
Practice: Appeals: Burden of Proof
A contract is properly terminated for de-
fault on: the ground of failure to make
timely delivery where the contractor
failed to proceed with performance after
(i) alleging a post-award mistake-in-bid
claim and (iil requesting an adjustment
in the contract price to compensate for
the adverse effect the devaluation of the
dollar had upon the acquisition cost from
a Swiss supplier of the items bid upon.

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:

Damages: Actual Damages-Con-
tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Ter-

mination for Default-Contracts:
Performance or Default: Breach-
Rules of Practice: Appeals: Burden
of Proof

An excess cost assessment under a con-
tract terminated for default is foimd to
be proper where the reprocurement con-
tractor offered equipment from the same
supplier the defaulted contractor had
contemplated using at a total price con-
siderably less than-the total price the de-
faulted contractor had requested prior
to proceeding with contract performance

-and the defaulted contractor did not even
allege that in effecting the reprocure-
ment the Government had failed to miti-
gate damages.

APPEARANCES: . W. Siegel, Gen-
eral Manager, Denver, Colorado, for
appellant; David E. ofgren3 Depart-
ment Counsel, Portland, Oregon for
the Government.

OPINION BY MR. MCGRAW 

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

In these timely appeals the con-
tractor contests the default termi-
nation of its contract 1 for various

:'Appeal File I, Item 4. These consolidated
appeals have two separate appeal files desig-.
nated as Appeal File I and Appeal File II.
Bicept as otherwise specifically indicated, all
references to items are to those contained in
Appeal File I.

81 1.3. No. 
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surveying items and the resultant
excess cost assessment on the
grounds that an unintentional mis-
take was made when its bid was pre-
pared and that the Government's
devaluation of the dollar had in-
creased the acquisition costs for the
Swiss-made equipment bid upon by
ten percent.2

The Facts

Solicitation No. P-3-167 3 is-
sued under date of December 13,
1972, called for the furnishing of
the surveying items delivered f.o.b.

Anchorage, Alaska, or Medford,

Oregon, as shown below:

Item Description Quantity F.O.B.
NO.

1 Theodolite, surveying (Wild T-2E or 5 ea. Anchorage, Alaska.
equal)* * *

2 Tripod, surveying (Wild Model GST-20 33 ea. Anchorage, Alaska.
or Wild Model 21-b-EL or equal)* * *

3 Theodolite, surveying (Wild T-16 ED or 1 ea. Medford, Oreg.
equal)* * *

4 - Tripod, surveying, heavy duty, extension 1 ea. Medford, Oreg.
(Wild 21B or equal)* * *

5 Solar Prism attachment (Roelofs or 1 ea. Medford, Oreg.
equal)* * *

The solicitation had originally
called for the bids to be opened in
the Portland Service Center, Bu-
reau of Land Management on Jan-
uary 12, 1973. By Amendment No.
1, dated January 9, 1973, however,
the bid opening date was extended to
February 7, 1973. Although seven
bidders responded to the solicita-
tion, only the bids submitted by the
contractor and by Surveyors Serv-
ice (Co. were determined to be re-
sponsive. For all five items the ap-
pellant's bid totaled $16,738.60 as
compared to a total bid by Survey-

2 The ten percent figure is used by the con-
tractor in calculating the increase in. price in
its letter of March 2, 1973 (Item ). In the
letter of February 21, 19.3 (Item 6) by which
the Government was first apprised of the
mistake-in-bid claim, the contractor refers to
,the devaluation of the dollar causing "approxi-
natel an additional 9% increase."

ors Service Co. of $18,417.50.4 On
February 15, 1973,. award' of all of
the items covered by the solicita-
tion was made to the contractor.'
Subsequently, by letter dated Feb-
ruary 21, 1973,6 the contractor, re-
quested an amendment to the order
as issued to take into account the
extenuating circumstances set forth
in the letter as follows:

The prices we quoted were far below
our cost due to lack of notification by
the Swiss manufacturer that they sub-
stantially increased their prices in De-
cember on these quoted items. When we
quoted in December, we did so in good
faith from the latest available price lists
from the Swiss manufacturer for a total
figure of $16,738.60, but if we had been

s Item 4.
4 Item 20.

Item 4.
Item 6.

[81 I.D.



3GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENT & SUPPLY CO.
January 9, 1974

notified by Wild, as we should have been,
our total quote would have amounted to
-$18187.00. We are enclosing copies of the
old and new prices of Wild Heerbruggfor
your reference.

To make matters more disastrous, re-
cently the U.S. had a devaluation of the
dollar hanging the parity of' the dollar
versus Swiss francs which caused ap-
proximately an addition 9% increase.

Thereafter there was an exchange
of several letters between the par-
ties relative to the mistake-in-bid
claim. In the letter of April 4, 1973,'
the contracting officer advised the
contractor that the claim for an m-
crease in price based upon the. de-
valuation of the dollar was not con-
sidered. a part of the claimed mis-
take-in-bid and that relief therefor
could not be. granted. Concerning
this element of the claim the letter
states: "Even though the devalua-
tion changed the parity of the
American dollar and the Swiss
franc causing a 9 percent increase
in price, it is felt that this type of
,marketing risk should be consid-
ered by the knowledgeable bidder
and the resultant margin factors in-
cluded in the bid price.".Jn the same
letter the contractor. was asked to
state why it had not corrected. its
prices (i) upon receipt of the new
price catalog and (ii) before the
award of contract.

In its letter of April 10, 1973,8 the
contractor responded to the ques-
tions posed by the conitracting 6ffi-
cer, stating:

The new price list which was to be
effective in December, GISCO received it

7Item 14.

B Item 15.

from its supplier on January 19. At that
time, GI SO0 should have notified the gov-
ernment of the change but unfortunately
the bid was not pulled for correction by
the quotation department for unknown
reasons; in fact, I am experiencing diffli-
culties in trying to find out why this
mistake occurred and so the error came
to light only after the purchase order
was received from your office. Admit-
tedly, this shortcoming was our fault and
changes in office procedures Ihave been;
initiated.

Apparently because of the alleged
mistake-in-bid and the effect of the
devaluation of the dollar upon ac-
quisition of the contract items 'from
a foreign source, the contractor did
not proceed with the placement of
an order to the Swiss supplier whose
surveying equipment it had bid'
upon, even though when acknowl-
edging receipt of the mistake-in-bid
claim on February. 2, 1973,9 the
contracting officer had stated: "You
are reminded that the delivery con-
ditions and all provisions and speci-
fications remain in full effect as
originally executed."

Following expiration of the timeI.
allowed for delivery of the contract
items, the contracting officer wrote
the contractor on April 19, 1973 
to call attention to the rights of the
Governient under Clause 11 of the
General Provisions. The letter con-
eluded with the statement:

This notice is to advise you that unless
proof of shipment is received by this of-
fice within 10 calendar days after receipt
of this letter, the subject contract will
be placed in default and the provisions

Item 7.
lItem 16.

-1]
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as stipulated in Clause 11 II of the Gen-

eral Provisions may be enforced.

In its response of April 24, 1 973,`
'the contractor referred to the cor-

responcdence between the parties
pertaining to the contract after
which it stated: "So far we have not
received a ruling on-the various re-
quests.";

: By letter of May 3, 193,'13 the
contract was terminated for default.

In the same letter the contractor
was advised that as stipulated in
'Clause 11 of the contract it would be
"held liable for any excess costs in-
curred in the reprocurement of the
~original requirement." On May 11,
1973, the reprocurement co i4tract14

'was awarded to Surveyors Service
Co. at the same prices it had bid in

.iesponse to the solicitation which
had resulted in the award of the
contract to the appellant. There-
after by letter dated July 25, 1973 15
the contractor was advised that the
excess procurement costs incurred
as a result of its default were as-
sessed against it in the amount of
$1,678.90 and that such sum was
immediately due and payable. The
letter refers to Dec. Comp. Gen. B-
178675 (July 9, 1973) ,f6 in which it
had been held that there was no

"Item 4. The General Provisions are those
contained in Standard Form 32 (November
1969 Edition). The contract was prepared on
Standard Form 33 (November 1969) and in-
cluded Solicitation nstructions and Condi-
tions set forth in Standard Form 33A (March
1969).

12 Item 17.1 Item 18.
U1 Appeal File II, Item 1.

5 Appeal File II, Item 4.
lo Item 24. In especially pertinent part the

decision reads- "* * * we find no basis to
increase the contract price as requested since
the contracting officer made award without

basis for permitting a correction of
the contractor's. mistake in, price
quotation on the instant contract. A
tinely' appeal was taken from the
excess cost assessment.

Decision,

Based upon the record made in
these proceedings,i" we find that
the mistake-in-bid claimed by the
contractor was entirel unilateral in
nature and that after the revised
price list was received from its for-
eign supplier on January 19, 1973,
the contractor failed to correct its
bid to reflect the increased prices
payable thereunder even though
bids were not opened until Febru-
ary 7,1973, and award was not made
until February 15, 1973.18 Remain-

ing for consideration 'is the ques-

tion of whether in the circumstances
of this case the contract was prop-
erly terminated for default where
the time for delivery passed without

the contractor having made any
effort to perform and, assuming the
termination for default to have
been proper, the question of whether
the excess costs involved in the re-
procurement are properly charge-
able to the contractor.

At the outset we note that at no
time did the contracting officer
acquiesce in the contractor's not

proceeding with the performance of
the contract pending the resolution

of the after award mistake-in-bid

notice of possible error. The contracting officer
had no reason to suspect error since the GISCO
bid was in line with the only other responsive
bid and the Government estimate."

17 No hearing was requested; accordingly, we
have nothing before us but the written record.

18 Items 15 and 20.
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claim or the claim, for an adjust'
ment in the contract price based
upon the devaluation of the dollar.
In fact, within a week of the time
these questions were first raised, the
contracting officer specifically ad-
vised the contractor that "the de-
livery conditions and all provisions
and specifications remain in full
effect as originally executed." 9

With respect to the mistake-in-bid
claim, the record discloses that the
claim was processed in accordance
with the procedures prescribed in
the applicable regulations 20 and
that the Comptroller General's de-
cision thereon was adverse to the
contractor.21 As the contractor did
not undertake to perform the con-
tract, the question of who should
bear the economic consequences of
the Government having devalued
the dollar is not before us.22 Since

19 Item 7.
20 Item 20.
21 Note 16, supra. We would be without au-

thority to grant a price increase because of a
mistake-in-bid in any event. See Orendorff Con-
struction Company, Inc., IBCA 372 (October
25, 1967), 74 I.D. 30-5, 356, 67-2 BA par.
6665 at 30,926. Accord: F ord Construction Co.,
Inc., AGBOA No. 252 (July 9, 1971), 71-2
BCA par. 8966. John McShain, Inc., GSBCA
No. 3431 (October 14, 1971), 71-2 BCA par.
9117. Cf. Marmac Industries, Inc., ASBCA No.
11861 (July 14, 1970), 70-2 BA par. 8421
(Board without authority to rescind contract
on ground of mutual mistake).

29 See, however, Truong G-iang, et al.,
ASBCA No: 15278 (October 27, 1971), 71-2
BCA par. 9149; California Bus Line, ASBCA
No. 16138 (October 20, 1971), 71-2 BCA par.
9157 at 42,466 ("5 * * It has been long held
that 'An obligation in terms of the currency
of a country takes the risk of currency fluctua-
tion and: whether creditor or debtor profits
by the change the law takes no account of
it. * *") The Comptroller General has re-
cently determined that a contractor was not
entitled to relief for losses caused by cost
increases in foreign-supplied materials after
devaluation of the American: dollar,' because

at the time of the default termina-
tion the contractor had failed to
make delivery of the required items
within the period specified ' and.
since the contractor 'has failed to
show that it was precluded froni
proceeding with performance of the
contract'pending the resolution of
the dispute by. reason of an excuse
able cause of delay,23 we find that
the contract was properly termin-
ated for default. - - -

Respecting the excess costs in-
curred in effecting the reprocure-
ment, the contractor has not even
alleged that in proceeding with the
reprocurement action the Govern-
ment failed to mitigate damages;
nor would an allegation to this ef-
fect have been entitled to serious
consideration. The record shows
that within eight days of the issu-
ance of the default notice the con-
tracting officer had awarded the
replacement contract to Surveyors
Service Co. in the amount of $18,.

the devaluation was attributable to the Gov-
ernment acting in its sovereign capacity and
the Government is not liable as a contractor
for the consequences of its acts as a sovereign.
Dec. Comp. Gen. B-179255 (September 4,
19T3), 19 CCF par. 82,502. -

23 Auto-Control Laboratories, Inc., IBCA-424
(September 21, 1964), 1964 BCA par. 4433
(contractor's delay of 51 days in proceeding
with contract performance pending decision
by Comptroller General on mistake-in-bid claim
found not to be excusable); yfdro-Space Sys-
tems Corporation, ASBCA No. 15275 (Feb-
ruary 19, 1971), 71-1 BCA par.. 8739 (default
termination upheld where no exceptional cir-
cumstances present to take case out of rule
that sovereign acts of general application do
not create any special rights in favor of those
contracting with the Government and the evi-
dence of record failed to establish any causal
relationship between the Government's fiscal
policies and 'the appellant's failure to per-
form.
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417.50; 2 4 that such company offered
equipment supplied by the same
Swiss manufacturer the contractor
had' contemplated using; 25 that the
$i8; ,460 reprocurement cost was
$1,0588.201ess than the total contract
price of $20,005.70 26 the contractor
had requested prior to proceeding

ith contract performance. We
therefore find that the excess pro-
curemnilt cost involved of $1,-
678.90 27 is reasonable and properly

assessable against the, contractor.

Conclusio'

The appeals docketed as IB'CA-
-996-643 and JBCA-1003-8-73 are
denied.

-WILLAM F. McCRAw, Chairmian.

WE CONCUR:

SHERMN P.: KIMBALL, Member.
SPENCER T. NIssEN, Member.

FARRELL MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA I

Decided January 15,1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from an
-order of an Administrative Law Judge
dismissing penalty proceedings filed
pursuant to section 109(a) of ' the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

Order' vacated and proceeding
remanded.

24 Item 19 ; Appeal File II, Item 1.
25 Item 4.; Appeal File II, Item 1.
26 Item 8.
27 Appeal File II, Item 4.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Procedure
An Administrative Law Judge may not
proceed under. 43 CR 4512, unless a
motion is filed which specifically seeks
withdrawal or- refers to 'the regulation.

Federal. Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Procedure
An Administrative Law Judge may not
proceed under 43 CPR 4.588, unless the
operator's waiver of hearing specifically
requests la decision on the existing record.

APPEARANCES: Robert W. Long,
Associate Solicitor, .. Philip ' Smith,
Assistant Solicitor, Edmund J.
Moriarty, Trial Attorney, for appel-
lant, Mining. Enforcement and Safety
Administration..

OPINION BY MR.: DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
appeals to the Board to vacate an
Administrative Law Judge's dis-
missal of penalty' proceedings in
Docket No. DENV 73-105-P filed
pursuant to section 109 (a) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act).' The
Judge dismissed the docket on
June 20, 1973, relying upon 43 CFR
4.512, 36 F.R. 1338 (August 28,
1971)2 For the reasons set forth
below, we are obliged to vacate the

I P.L. 91-1,73, 83 Stat 742-804, 30-: U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1969).

2 This regulation was amended on May 30,
1973; however, we need not consider the effect

-of the changes since, for reasons set forth
hereafter, we do not. regard the operator's
letter as a withdrawal. See 38 F.R: 14170.

[81 ID_



' FARRELL MINING COMPANY. 7
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brder of dismissal: and remand the
case for further proceedings.

I.

Procedural Background

The Farrell Mining Company pe-
tioned the Hearings Division of the
Office of Hearings and Appeals
(OHA) for hearing and formal ad-
judication with respect to four al-
leged violations of the Act on No-
vember 21, 1972. Subsequently, on
April 9, 1973, the Administrative
Law Judge (Judge) assigned to
this case vacated one of the four no-
tices of violation and the related
section.104(b) withdrawal order al-
leging a' violation of 30 CFR 77.403.
Hisdisposition of that matter had
the assent'of MESA and has not
been' appealed.

On the same date, April 9, 1973,
the Judge sent a letter to counsel
for the operator' which reads as
follows:

I am enclosing an order that eliminates
the alleged -violation of Section 77.403
from the above proceeding. I would like
to receive your thoughts as to whether
the operator still desires a hearing and
formal adjudication with respect to the
remaining three alleged violations in this
proceeding.

Counsel; failed to reply and the
Judge renewed his inquiry in an-
other letter dated May 16, 1973,
which states as follows:

I would appreciate receiving a re-
sponse to my letter of April 9, 1973, in-
quiring as to whether the operator still
desires a hearing and formal adjudica-
tion with respect-to the remaining three
alleged violations in this proceeding.

By letter dated May 24, 1973,: and
received May 29, 1973, counsel fi-
nally responded as follows:

In reply to your letter of May 16, 1973,
this is to advise that the operator, Far-
rell, does not desire a hearing and formal
adjudication with respect to the remain-
ing three* alleged violations in the cap-
tioned proceeding.

The Judge decided to construe
counsel's above-quoted statement as
a withdrawal of the petition 'for
hearing and formal adjudication.
On June 20, 1973, he- issued an order
granting withdrawal, dismissing
the proceedings, and requiring sub-
sequent disposition under .30 CFR
part 100. as.if no petition had ever
been filed.

On July 9, 1973, MESA filed a
timely notice of appeal, and, subse-
quently, on July 27, 1973, filed a
timely brief. The operator has Gaed
no brief and is therefore deernedto
be resting on the Judge's order.

Issue Presented on Appeac

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred in dismissing the
docket in reliance upon 43 CPR
*4.512.. .

III. -

Discussion

We are disturbed :by. the proce-
dure followed by the Judge to bring
the proceedings in this case to a
conclusion. Leaving aside the pro--
priety of the two above-quoted let-.
ters of inquiry initiated' by .the

Judge to determine the operator's

6]
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* litigating intentions, we believe that
his construction of Farrell's May 24
reply letter as a withdrawal of
pleadings pursuant to 43 CFR 4.512
was erroneous. 3

Section 4.512 of Title 43 CFR
provides as follows:

A party may withdraw a pleading at
any stage of a proceeding without prej-
udice.

In the past, we have had two oc-
casions to consider the construction
and application of this regulation.
In Ranger Fuel Corporation,4 the
Board held that a "request for hear-
ing," filed pursuant to 30 CFR part

.100, 36 F.R. 780 (January 16, 1971),
is not a "pleading" within the mean-
ing of the regulation. In United
States Fuel Company,, the Board
concluded that a "petition for hear-
ing and. formal adjudication," filed
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.540, 37 F.R.
11461'(June 28, 1972), is a 'plead-
ing" and ruled that, although it may
be withdrawn,.the effect of the with-
drawal is a discretionary matter for
the initial determination of the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge.

It is instructive to compare the
papers.seeking withdrawal in Ban-
ger Fuel and United States Fuel
'with the subject letter in this case.
In order to exercise its alleged rights
under 43 CFIR 4.512, counsel for

a we note In passing that even if the letter
did constitute a withdrawal, that part of the
Judge's order requiring further disposition
under 30 CFR part 100 was legally precluded
by the suspension, of those regulations. See
38 F.R. 10086 (April 24, 1973).

A 2 IBMA 186, 80 I.D. 604, COR Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 16,541 (1973).

2 IBMA 315, 80 I.D. 739, CCIT Employ-
ment. Safety and Health Guide par. 16,954
(1973).

Ranger Fuel filed the following
statement:

Pursuant to Section 4.512 of Title 43,
CPR Ranger Fuel Corporation with-
draws its request for hearing * *

In United States Fuel, spra, the
operator originally filed a motion
to dismiss and, after a hearing with
the Administrative Law Judge, sub-
mitted an amended motion specific-
ally seeking withdrawal The letter
in the case at hand which the Judge
construed as a withdrawal makes no
specific reference to the regulation
and does not even use the term
"withdraw.' In stating its desire not
to press on with a hearing on the
three alleged violations, the oper-
ator was at most waiving its right
to a full evidentiary hearing. If
Farrell was actually seeking to ex-
ercise its rights under 43 CFR 4.512,
which is unclear, it failed to file a
sufficiently precise motion. In this
circumstance, we think -the Judge
exceeded his adjudicative function
by construing what. was actually
filed to be a motion to withdraw.

In providing for the right to a
hearing under section 109 of the
Act, Congress sought- to assure that
anyone subjected to penalty. pro-
ceedings would be accorded ample
due process of lw. However, the
fact that the right exists does not
compel an operator to avail itself
thereof. Indeed the Secretary's reg-
ulations specifically provide mech-
anisms for decisions without' a full

eSee Freeman Coal Mining Corporation, 2
IBMA 197, 209-10, 80 I.D. 610, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par. 16,567
(1973) .

[81 I.D.
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MILDRED L. P. PATENCIO
Januarj 16, 1974

evidentiary hearing. See 43 CFR
4.515; 4.544, 4.588 and 4.590. In such
cases, of course, a sufficient record
must otherwise be, generated in
order to support findings of fact
and conclusions of law required by
the Act. 7

Under the regulations, the oper-
ator's letter waiving formal hear-
ing-was not sufficient to support
summary dismissal. The rule which
comes closest to supporting sum-
mary disposition is 43 CFR 4.588;
however, inasmuch as Farrell did
not specifically request a decision on
the existing record as required by
the regulation, there was and is no
basis for proceeding under that rule.
See generally United Mine Workers
of America, Local Union 1520, Dis-
trict 2 v. Rue hton Mining Con-
pany.8

* Consequently, we have decided to
vacate the order of dismissal' and
remand the case for further pro-
ceedings. If the operator decides to
file a specific request for judgment
*on the .existing record, the Judge
may proceed under 43 CFR 4.588.
If Farrell does not perfedt its mo-
tion pursuant to that regulation,
the Jdge should treat the waiver
as a nullity and proceed toward
hearing. In the event that the op-
erator fails to respond to further

7See ings Station Coal orporation, 2
IBMA 291, 301, a. 7, 80 ID. 711, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and ealth Guide par.
16,879 (19T3).

82 IMA 39, 80 I.D. 63, .CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 15,46,5, recon-
sideration denied 2 IBMA 55, 80 L.I65.

orders issued by the Judge, um-
mary disposition under the Secre-
tary's default regulation would ap-
pear appropriate. 43 CFR 4.544.

ORDER,

WHEREFORE, pursuant. to the
authority delegated to the Board by.
the Secretary of the: Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4) ), the order of dismissal.
in the above-entitled docket IS VA-
CATED and the case IS RE-:
MANDED for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.

DAviu DOANE, member..

I CONCUR:

C. E. RoGERS, J., Chairmnan.

ADIMISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
VILLA VALLERTO V.

MILDRED L. P. PATENCIO

2 IBIA 140

Decided Janary 16, 1974

Appeal from an administrative d ei-
sion 'canceling long-term business..
lease.

Affirmed.

Indian Lands: Leases and Pernits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

Where. a long-term business lease, ap-
proved by the Secretary, was negotiated
by an Indian lessor, and where the lease
includes the provision ' ' Lessor, at;
the sole option of the Lessor, may termi-
nate this lease * * *" such 'lease may
be canceled by the Secretary on behalf of
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the lessor upon lessor's demand where
the default is undisputed and the breach
of covenant is material.

APPEARANCES: Donald N. Belveal,
.Attorney at Law, Newport Beach,
California, for Villa Vallerto, a lim-
ited partnership and Howard T. Lane,
general partner, appellant; Raymond
C. Simpson, Attorney: at law, Long
Beach, California, for Mildred L. P.

'Pateneio, lessor; William M. Wirtz,
Attorney at Law, Interior's Office of
the Solicitor, Sacramento, California,
for the Area Director and the Director
of the Palm Springs Office of the Bu-
realI of, Indian Affairs, appellees.

OPINIONBYMR.MoKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal from the Sacra-
:mento Area Director's June 25,
1973, order canceling lease PSL 139,
Contract No. J53C14201756:cover-

'ig A portion of Palm. Springs, Al.
No. 55, Mildred L. P. Patencio,
lessor. 

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN: That a notice of appeal
datedaJuly 8, 1973, was timely filed
by Villa Vallerto, a California lim-
ited partnership lessee, and the said
appeal is hereby docketed under the

~ove number.
,B special delegation of authority

this appeal addressed to the Area
Director of the Sacramento Office of
lie Bureau of Indian Affairs, was
transferred on September 14, 1973,
by the Assistant Secretary of Inte-'
rior to the Director, Office of. Hear-
ings and Appeals, for final determi-

nation. A copy of the. delegation is
attached as "Appendix A." A fur-
ther general delegation of authority
was issued August 6, 1973, by the
Director to the Board of Indian Ap-

' peals as an ad hoc Board, attached,
,as "Appendix B."

The Area, Director's memoran-
dum on appeal dated August 27,.
1973, addressed to the Commissioner
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is a,
part of the record transferred to the
Board. Attached thereto is a copy of
leasePSL-139 with amendments,
and supplements. The Area Direc-
tor's memorandum with 28 attached'
documents duly itemized constitutes.
the record in this matter.-

The appeal involves the cancella-
tion of a lease having a term of 65
years covering a -portion of Palm
Springs Allotment No. 55 held in
trust by the United States for Mil-
dred L. P. Patencio, an enrolled
member of the Agua Caliente Band
of. Mission Indians. As is herein-
after discussed, the effective date of
said lease is fixed as September 3,
1971. The lease consisting of a com-
posite of several documents was ap- 
proved by the Area Director of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs under au-
thority delegated by the Secretary
of the Interior pursuant to the re-
quirements of. 25 CFR. Part 131,
with noted exceptions.

Beginning, shortly' after-:the end
of the first year of the lease, succes-
sive notices of default were issued to
the lessee by the Area Director at
the request of the lessor. By regis-
tered letter of December 21,. 1972,
the Area Director gave notice of de-.

[81,I.D..,
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fault in performance of several pro-
visions of the lease and specifically
called attention to an impending de-
fault in performance of item 5 of
the lease. A period of 30 days was
allowed pursuant to 25 CFR 131.14
in which " * * to cure the claimed
default in rental payment and 60
days in which to correct all other
violations." The 60-day period
ended February 19, 1973.

Negotiations were undertaken to
modify the terms of the lease to cure
the defaults, but with the passage of
time new defaults occurred. No new
agreement was reached and there
was no waiver of any default.

By registered mail notice of
June 25, 1973, the Area Director
canceled the lease upon the demand
of the Ilndian lessor.

Item 5 of the lease entitled "Plans
and Designs," as modified by Sup-
plemental Agreement No. 1 dated
July 30, 1971, required the appel-
lant lessee to submit plans
within" * * * One hundred eighty
(180) days from the date of this
approval, ** * and provided that,
"* * * said lease shall therefore be-
come effective upon the date that
Lessee signs the conditional. ap-
proval of said lease which has been
attached thereto and made a part
thereof * * *." (Italics supplied.)
The separate document attached,
entitled "Approval of Supplemen-
tal Agreement No. 1," executed by
the lessee acting by "Howard T.
Lane,, General Partner" is undated.
However, the Area Director ap-
proved it on September 3, 1971, and

Mr.. Lane, acting for the lessee
acknowledged his signature before
a notary public on September 17'
1971. It could be argued that Sep-
tember 17th should thus be consid-
ered the date " * * that lessee
signs * * * and, therefore, the ef-.
fective date of the lease. This would
be true were it not for the state-
ment made by appellant on pages 5
and 6 of its brief contending that
the date of the Secretary's approval
on September 3, 1971, is the effec-
tive date.

A finding is made that all of the
signed documents taken togethe r
constitute a single contract having
the effective date of September 3,
1971. The Area Director's conten-'
tions for the date of August 3, 1971,:
cannot be sustained.

The lessee admits, that it did not
comply with the provision in item 5,
as amended, of the lease requiring
the submission within 180 days after'
September 3, 1971, of a "prelimi-
nary general plan and design" for
the development of three and-one-
half of the seven acres of the prem-
ises leased. By calculation the pr
riod ended at midnight on March y
1972, and default in performance
of item 5 beginning March 2, 1972,
has continued ever since. No tender.
of compliance has been off ered, and;
none of the other requirements of
item 5 has been met.

Lacking compliance with item 5,
there could be no compliance with
item 6 requiring the completion of
improvements having a value of
four hundred thousand dollars
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($400000) within one year of ap-
Vroval of the "general plan." Item
6 further includes the following
provision,"* * t Lessor, at the sole
option of the Lessor, may terminate
this lease unless failure to complete
said improvements is beyond the
control. of the Lessee." The lessee
has not alleged compliance or
averred that its failure to comply
arose from a circumstance beyond
its control.

The provision for cancellation in
this lease is sufficient to distinguish
it from' the lease under considera-
tion by the court in Sessions, Inc. v.
Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of
Interior et al., 348 F. Supp. 694
(1972), which has no such provi-
sion. The court ruled there that since
the Secretary was a party to the
lease (he had approved the lease
pursuant to 25 FR 131.5(a)), he
could not act unilaterally to effect its
cancellation and that cancellation
*was subject only to the order of the
court.

In the lease contract before us, the
lessee agreed with the lessor in a bi-
lateral contract that the discretion
to cancel (albeit for cause) rested
exclusively with- the lessor. How-
ever, the Secretary in his trustee
relationship to lessor exercised dis-
cretion in approving the lease in the
first instance and again in- ordering
cancellation thereof for default. In
the exercise of discretion, the Sec-
retary was not bound to. issue a can-
cellation decision upon a frivolous
demand by the lessor, but upon de-
" and made to do so for good cause,
he' had no choice other than to conm-

ply. The record of default, in per-
formance by the lessee is clear and
no unresolved material issue of fact
requiring a hearing is presented.

A finding is made that on
June 25, 1973, the appellant was in
default in performance of the lease
requirements set forth in both items
5 and 6, and that such default Con-
stituted a breach of material provi-
sions of the lease.

A further finding is made that
item 6 of the lease specifically, re-,
served to the lessor the sole option
to, terminate the lease upon failure
of lessee to perform its covenants.

Based upon such findings, a con-
clusion is reached that the Area
Director acted in behalf of the les-
sor within his authority in the issu-
ance of his decision canceling lease
No. PSL-139 on June 25, 1973. The
Area Director's decision should be
affirmed.

Upon the finding that the provi-
sions of the various documents
taken together constitute one lease
contracts which was terminated by
cancellation, it is concluded that the
provision therein giving the lessee
an option to purchase was termi-
nated. The lessee had no further
right remaining after issuance of
the Area Director's order of cancel-
lation.

A finding is made, upon the es-
tablishment of September 3, 1971, as
the effective date of the lease, that
the record of rental payments is not
sufficiently clear to support' a find-
ing of default in payment or rental.
There is no apparent dispute: be-'
tween the parties as to the amount

[81 I.D.
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-of the payments which have actu-
ally been made. The only dispute' is
as to the application of the pay-
ments. The rental due between Sep-
tember 3, 1971, and. the June 25,
1973, cancellation, can be calculated.
The deficiency, if any, can be deter-
mined 'and collected from the les-
see's cash bond.

The record is also deficient in that
it omits any specification of alleged
default in the payment of taxes, and
no finding of default is made here.

The Indian lessor has at all times
refused to consent to the suspension
of the cancellation pending disposi-
tion of this appeal.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of' Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, and by Appendixes "A" and
"B" hereto, it is ORDERED that
the action of the Area Director in
in canceling the lease is affirmed.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the -lessor was and is entitled to
immediate possession of the lease-
hold.

A copy of. this decision is mailed
by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, this date to:

Mr. Donald N. Belveal
Attorney at Law
Suite 12, 881 Dover Drive
Newport Beach, CA. 92660

Villa Vallerto and
Mr. Howard T. Lane

Suite 5,410 So. Euclid St.
Anaheim, CA. 92801

Mr. Raymond C. Simpson
Attorney at Law
Suite 406, Security Bank Building
Long Beach, CA. 90802

Mrs. Mildred L. P. Patencio
855 Mel Ave.
Palm Springs, CA. 92262

Mr. William M. Wirtz, Attorney
Department of the Interior
Office of the §oiicitor
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA. 95825

Mr. William E. Finale, Area Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs I
Room W-2550, 2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA. 95825

Mr. Richard S. McDermott, Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs Office
587 South Palm Canyon Drive
Palm Springs, CA. 92262

This decision is final for the
Department.

DAVID J. ACKEE, ChaianM.

WfE CONCUR:

ALEXANDER I1. WILSON, Member.
MITCHELL J. SABAGH, Vember.

APPENDIX A

September 14, 197S

MrLmORANDU3

To: Director, Office of Hearings
and Appeals

FROM: For the Assistant to the See-
.retary of the Interior

SUBJECT: Appeal by Villa Vallerto
from the Sacramento Area Di-
rector's Cancellation of Palm
Springs Lease No. 139

Enclosed for handling by your
office is the case file in the subject
matter as submitted by the Area
Director's letter of August 27, I 973.
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The lease was canceled for cause on
June 25, 1973.

It is noted that the Area Director
recommends that the lease cancel-
lation. be suspended during the
pendency of the appeal. If this is
done, it appears that such action
would restore the lessee's option to
purchase under Article 38 of the
lease. We are, therefore, asking the
Area' Director to ascertain the In-
dian landowner's wishes in this re-'
gard and to accordingly advise your
office.

Please await further word from
the Area Director before acting on
the proposed suspension.

T. W. TAYLOR

APPENDIX B

Auguwt 6,1973

MEMIYANDUM

To: Chairman, Board of Indian
Affairs

FROx: Director

SUnaBCT: Delegation of Authority

Pursuant to the authority of the
Director, Office of Hearings and.
Appeals, to appoint Ad Hoc Boards
of Appeal, 43 FIR 4.1(5), the
'oard of Indian Appeals is hereby
authorized to consider and rule upon
appeals from decisions of officials of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
to issue decisions thereon, deciding
finally for the Department all ques-
tions of fact and law necessary for
the coinplete adjudication of the is-

sues. This ad hoc authority shall re-
main'in force and effect until the

'Board's. authority to hear such ap-
peals is published in the Federal
Register.

JAMES M. DAY, Director.

UNITED STATES v.
ELXER X. SWANSON

14 IBLA 158

Decided Januwry 16,1974

Appeal from a decision of Adminis-
trative Law Iudge Robert W. Mesch'
holding three mining claims null and
void -and dismissing a complaint
against seven millsite claims. (Con-
tests: Idaho 1347, Idaho 4090.)

Affirmed in part; reversed in part.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Generally

To constitute a discovery on a lode min-
ing claim there must be an exposure on
the claim of a lode or vein bearing min-
eral which would warrant a prudent man
iin the further expenditure of his labor
and means with a reasonable prospect of
success in developing a valuable mine.

'Xining Claims: Discovery: Generally

Evidence of mineralization which might
warrant further exploration work within
a claim rather than development of a
mine is not sufficient to constitute a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit.

Mining Claims: Millsites

A millsite claimant is entitled to receive
only that amount of land needed for his
mining and milling operations, and this
amount can embrace a tract of less than

iThe title "Administrative Law udge" re-
placed that of "Hearing Examiner" by order of
the Civil Service Commission, 37 P.R., 16787
(August 19, 1972).

[81 I.D.
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five acres. There is nothing within the
relevant statute which prevents the Gov-

-ernment from granting less than five-
acre tracts when need for a lesser
amount of surface area is indicated. The
reference to five acres within the relevant
statute is a maximum, not an absolute,
automatic grant.

M ining Claims: Millsites

A millsite claimant, when challenged by
-the Government, must demonstrate use
or occupation of all the area claimed
within each milisite location before he
will be granted a patent for the full
amount requested. That area which is
not proved to be needed for mining and
milling purposes may not go to patent

*Act of August 22, 1972-Millsites:

Patents-Millsites: Issuance-Mining

Claims: Patent.

Section 12 of the Act of August 22, 1972,
86 Stat.'612, revoked the authority of the
Secretary of the Interior to issue patents
for locations and claims in the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area. Valid.' mill-
site claims situated within the recrea-
tion area may not go to patent, but such
result does not prevent or interfere with
the full exercise of a claimant's right
to further work and develop his valid
millsite claims subject to compliance with
the rules and regulations covering fed-
eral land on which such claims are lo-
cated.

APPEARANCES: James C. Herndon,

Esq., Salmon, Idaho, for contestee;

Erol. R. Benson, Esq., Office of the'

General Counsel, Department of Agri-

culture, Ogden, Utah, for contestant.

OPINION BY MR. RITVO

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Elmer M. Swanson has appealed

to the Secretary of the Interior

from a decision dated March 7, 1973,
by Administrative Law Judge Rob-
ert W. Mesch, insofar as it held the
Rex, Zee and Zenna lode mining
claims null and void.- The Forest
Service, United States Department
of Agriculture, has appealed to the
Secretary of the Interior from the
same decision insofar as it dismissed
the complaint challenging the va-
lidity of the High Tariff, Clara, Lit-
tle Falls, Livingston, May, Trens-
valle, and Deadwood millsites.

At the request-of the Forest Serv-
ice, the Idaho State Office, Bureau
of Land Management, issued com-
plaints challenging the validity of
'the above three lode mining claims
and seven millsites. The two con-
tests were consolidated for purposes
of convenience and a hearing was
held on July 11 and 12,1972, at Sal-
mon, Idaho.

Aside from Swanson being the
contestee in both complaints, there
is no relationship between the lode
mining claims and the milsites.
They will be treated separately in
this opinion. The mining claims
will be considered first.

Mining Claims

The Rex, Zee and Zenna lode min-
mg claims are located in secs. 9 and
10, T. 9N., R. 17 E., B.M., Custer:
County, Idaho, Challis National
Forest.2 The Zee and Zenna claims
were located in October of 1967, and
the Rex claim was located in March
of 1968.

2 The Rex and Zee lode claims and the seven
millsites are all embraced within' the bound-
aries of the Sawtooth National Recreation
Area, established by the Act of August 22,
1972, Public Law 92-400, 86 Stat. 612.
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The contest against ,these: claims
was filed on April 15, 1971. The com-
plaint charged:

1. The land embraced within the iu-
its of the claims is rnonmineral in char-
acter.

2. Valuable minerals. have not been
found within the limits of the claims
0 so- as to constitute a valid discovery
Zwithin the meaning of the mining laws.

3. The claims are not being. held in
good faith for bona. fide mining purposes.

The evidence indicated that there
were no workings or improvements
on the claims other than a .road that
crosses the three claims. The road
was constructed in 1969 by Swanson

'allegedly to provide access to poten-
tial drill sites on the claims. No
'drilling was ever done and the road
has served as a convenient access
to the contested millsites owned by
the contestee.

The 'Government's witnesses testi-
fied that they had examined the
claims, taken and analyzed samples,
and the results of their examination
did'not show minerals of any sig-
nificant value. Vernon T. Dow, a
mining engineer' for the Forest
Service, expressed the opinion that
a person of ordinary prudence
would not be justified in the ex-
penditure of time and money to de-
velop the claims, nor even to further
explore the claims. (Tr. 42, 43, 44.)
Ed Barnes, a mining engineer, for
the Bureau of Land Management,
testified that he could find no min-
eral deposits thatwould warrant de-
velopment of the claims. (Tr. 61.)
I The contestee testified that his

spectographic analysis of the claims
indicated appreciable amounts of

various minerals. (Tr. 77.) He
stated that in 1969 he; drove 4500
feet through the claims making a
cut for a road in order to bring in
a drilling machine, but was unable,
as.yet, to obtain the services of some-
one to drill the claims. (Tr. 70, 72.)

Following the hearing, a post-
hearing brief was submitted by the
contestee. It reads, in pertinent
part:

* * = he does not come before the
Rearing Examiner and seriously con-
tend that there is sufficient mineral
present to warrant further.development.
However, Contestee Wants it clearly
understood by the Hearing Examiner
that at the0 time he located the claims
he did so in good faith and that it was.
not until further work was done on the
claims that there was an indication to
him that perhaps mineral was not in suf-
ficient quantities to warrant further de-
velopment. (Brief at 2.)

* * At this time Mr. Swanson does
not urge that the mineral found to date
on the three claims passes the reasonable
prudent-man test. However, the Con-
testee points out that the evidence clearly
shows that he acted prudently at the
time he discovered the claims and that
he acted as a reasonable and prudent
miner would. He also urges that it is
clear that a roadway across the three
claims was the best access to the high
country beyond, for everyone concerned
* e * . (Brief at 4.)

After reviewing the complete
record, the Judge concluded that
valuable minerals had not been
found within the limits of the claims
so as to constitute a valid discovery
within the meaning of the min-
ing laws. Accordingly, the mining
claims were declared null and void.

On appeal, the contestee asserts
that the Administrative Law Judge
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incorrectly applied the prudent man
test to the facts presented at the
hearing. While Swanson concedes
that the surface mineralization
itself does not warrant additional
development, he argues that there
was sufficient mineralization to
justify further exploration by core-
drilling on the claims:

The point that the Contestee makes on
appeal is that a minor (sic)' would be
considered reasonable and prudent in
core-drilling the property. The fact that
the reasonable, prudent minor (sic) test
was limited only to surface discovery is
in error. ('Statement of Reasons at 2.)

This argument is without merit as
the Administrative Law Judge ap-
plied the correct test. The standard
applied by the Department of the
Interior to determine the validity of
mining claims is -well established.
To constitute a discovery upon a
lode mining claim there must be an
exposure on the claim of a lode or
vein bearing mineral which 'would
warrant a prudent man in the
further expenditure of his labor and
means with a reasonable prospect
of success in developing a valuable
mine. Castle v. Wornble, 19 LD. 455,
457 (1894); 'United States v. Cole-
snai, 390 U.S. 599, 602 (1968).

Appellant is basically arguing
that the mineralization exposed on
'the surface of the, claims justifies
further exploration to determine
whether a valuable mineral deposit
exists. This does not constitute a
discovery. In, United States v. Gon-
dolfo, 9 IBLA 204, 207 (1973), the
Board stated:'

-* * Evidence of mineralization which
may justify further exploration in hope
of finding a valuable mineral deposit is
not synonymous with evidence of miner-
alization which will justify the expendi-
ture of labor and money with a reason-
able propsect of success in developing a
valuable mine. Only the latter constitutes
discovery. Henault. Minig Company v.
Tyslc, 419 F.2d 766 (9th, Cir. 1969), cert.
denied, 398 U.S. 950 (1970) ; Converse v.
Udall, 399 F.2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968), cert.
denied;, 393 U.S., 1025 (1969) United
States of America . Charles W. and
Cora A. Kohl, 5 IBLA 298 (1972);
United States v. New. Mexico Mines, Inc.,
3 IBLA 101 (1971); Marvel Mining Co.
v. Sinclair Oil and Gas Co., et al., 75 ID.
4017 (1968).

The evidence clearly demon-
strated that mineralization exposed
on the mining claims did tnot 'war-
rant development. Accordingly, the'
Judg s conclusion that valuable
minerals had not been found within
the limits of the claims so as to con-
stitute a valid discovery was correct,
and the Rex, Zee and Zenna lode
mining claims were properly de-
clared null and void.

:llasites

The High Tariff, Clara, Little
Falls, Livingston, May, Trensvalle
and Deadwood millsites are located
in approximate secs. 1 and 12, un-
surveyed T. 9N., R. 16 E., B.M.,
Custer County, Idaho. They are
situated on both sides of Jim Creek
just above its confluence with Big
Boulder Creek in the Challis Na-
tional Forest. The millsites are con-
tiguous and each contains five acres
of land. They were located on No-
vember 8, 1967, in connection with
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seven patented lode mining claims
bearing the same names as the mill-
sites. All seven are now being used
to, sme degree in connection with
the patented lode mining claims

' known as the Livingston Mine.

* On April 21, 1967, Elmer Swan-
.son filed an application for a patent
covering the millsites. On April 9,
1968, the Government initiated a
contest against this patent applica-
tion. In its complaint, the Govern-
went charged:

1. The said mill sites are not being used
for bona fide mining or milling purposes.

2. The said mill sites are not being used
for nor occupied by a mill or reduction
works-nor associated facilities.

3. All said mill sites are not laid out
in as regular- a form as reasonably

* practicable.

At the hearing, the Government's
* witnesses testified that they had not

seen any milling or mining opera-
tions' on the millsites until the time
-of the hearing. Marvin Larson,
f ormer District Forest Ranger,
stated that during -his estimated 50
visits to the millsites between 1958
and 1969, he did not see any milling
*or mining operations. (Tr. 99.) Dan
Pence, District Forest Ranger since
1969, testified that he never saw any
use-being made of these claims for
mining or milling purposes. (Tr.
119.) Both men testified that the
sites had been used for other pur-
-poses such as the rental cabins,
horses, and shower facilities, and
,the sale of candy, postcards, and
gasoline. (Tr. 100, 103, 120.)-

Swanson testified that he and
other workmen had for -many years
lived on the millsites while work

ITMENT OF THE INTEiRIOR [81 I.D.

was being done to recondition the
Livingston Mine and stockpile ore
from the mine onto the millsites.
(Tr. 108, 109.) On April 24, 1972,
after initiation of this contest but
before the hearing, Swanson en-
tered into a lease-purchase agree-
ment with Mine Developers, Inc.,
an experienced mining concern. In
April of' 1972, the company sent a
crew of men to the property to work
on the mill and' other facilities on
the millsites. Swanson testified that
under this 'agreement the Living-
ston Mine and the seven millsites
are presently being operated for
mining and milling purposes (Tr.
183, 198.)

Both sides gave further testi-
mony regarding the quantum of
land being used for mining and
milling purposes. This testimony-
will be discussed below.
* In his decision, the Judge gave

the following description of the
millsites:

The individual mill sites contain the
following improvements and/or have
been put to the following uses: 

High Tariff:
Manager's house, assay office, office,

bunkhouse, two storage buildings,
a school, two unidentified build-
ings, and connecting roadways.

Clara:
Eight separate structures identified

as living quarters, an unidentified
building and connecting roadways.

Little Falls:
Five separate structures identified as

living quarters, storage of ore and
connecting roadways.

Livingston:
One structure identified as living

quarters, storage of ore, a bridge
and connecting roadways.
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May:
Tailings pond, storage of ore and con-

necting roadways.
Trensvalle:

Ball and flotation mill, crusher, shop,
tank, tailings pond, storage of ore
and connecting roadways.

Deadwood:
Tailings pond and connecting road-

ways.

After reviewing the record, Judge
AMesch concluded:

I find -that the High Tariff, Clara and
Little Falls mill sites are valid. I am not
willing, however, to conclude that- the
Livingston, May, Trensvalle, and -Dead-
wood mill sites are valid with' respect to
all of the land included within the -mill
sites. The evidence presented by the
Forest Service does not support the asser-
tion that' more land is included within
these four mill sites than is necessary for
the storage of ore. However, the evidence
.as a whole is not adequate to sustain the
conclusion that all of the land within the
four mill sites is necessary for mining or
milling operations.

Having made this finding, the
Judge then ordered that the com-
plaint challenging the validity of
the seven millsites be dismissed be-
cause the evidence did not support
the Government's allegations in the
complaint.

On appeal, the Government con-
tends generally.that the Adminis-
trative Law Judge's decision was
incorrect in the following respects:
(1) in finding that the millsites
were productive, used for bona fide
mining and milling purposes, and
not held for speculative use; (2) in
concluding 'that the- Government
had not demonstrated that more
land was located than actually
needed for mining and milling

operations; (3) in not imaling a
finding that, even if the claims were
valid, they could-not be patented
since they were situated within the:
Sawtooth National Recreation
Area.

Patenting nonmineral lands as
millsites is authorized by 30 U.S.C.
§ 42 (1971). The portion of section
42 here applicable reads as follows:

Where nonmineral land not contiguous
to the vein or lode is used or occupied by
the proprietor of such vein or lode for
mining or milling purposes, such nonadja-
cent surface ground may be embraced
and included in an application for a
patent for such vein or lode, and the same
may be patented therewith, subject to the
same preliminary requirements-as -to sur-

:vey and notice as are applicable to veins
or lodes; but no location made of 'such
nonadjacent land shall exceed five -acres.

The first question presented cen-
ters on whether Swanson has stffi-
ciently complied with the law's re-
quirement that the lands be ""used
or occupied *- * * for mining or
milling purposes." In Charles Len-
ng, 5 L.D. 190, 192 (1886), the De-
partment enlarged upon the statu-
tory language:

The second clause of this sectioninani-- 
festly makes the right to patent a sm i
site dependent upon the existence on the
land of a quartz-mill or reduction-works.
But the terms of the first clause are more
comprehensive. Underthem it is not nec-,
essary that the land be actually a "mill-
site." They make the use or occupation of
it for mining or milling purposes the only
pre-requisite to a patent. The proprietor
of a lode undoubtedly "uses" non-con-
tiguous land "for mining or milling-pur-
poses" when he has. a quartz-mill or re-
duction-works upon it, or when in any
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other manner he employs it in connection
with- mining or milling operations. For
example, if he uses it for depositing "tail-
ings" or storing ores, or for shops or
houses for his workmen, or for collecting
water to run his quartz-mill, I think it
clear that he would be using it for mining
or milling purposes. I am also of opinion
that "occupation" for mining or milling
purposes, so far as it may be distinguished
from "use," is.something more than mere
naked possession, and that it must be
evidenced by outward and visible signs of
the applicant's good faith. The manifest
purpose of Congress was to grant an addi-
tional tract to a person who required or
expected to require it for use in connec-
tion with his lode; that is, to one who
needed more land for working his lode or
redueing the ores than custom or law
gave him with it. Therefore, when an ap-
plicant is not actually using the land, he
Inust show such an occupation, by im-
provements or otherwise, as evidences an
intended use of the tract in good faith
for mining or milling purposes.

'The Government contends that
Swanson has not met the test set out
in Lennig in that there was no pro-
ductive use of the millsites for min-
ing or milling purposes. We do not
agree with this contention. While
there was testimony indicating that
various non-mining activities were
being engaged in and that only a
minor amount of ore had been with-
drawn from the Livingston Mine,
there was still adeqhate evidence of
mining and storage activity demon-
strating good faith use and occupa-
tion for mining and milling
purposes.

Appellant invested a considerable
sum of money in acquiring his min-
ing and milling properties and
spent a number of years devoting
labor and means to reconditioning

the Livingston Mine and extracting
and stockpiling millable ore. In
1972, appellant entered into'a lease-
purchase agreement with Mine De-
velopers, Inc., in order to further
exploit the worth of his mine and
millsites. The Livingston Mine is
now operative and the flotation mill
above Jim Creek on the Trensvalle
millsite has been put into produc-
tion. The Judge concluded, and, we
agree, that the evidence demon-
strated a good faith intention to use
some of the land within the, con-
tested millsites for mining and mill-
ing purposes.

The major probleni in this case
revolves around the Government's
second contention that more land
was located than actually needed for
mining and milling purposes. The
Government argues that a millsite
claimant can only locate and patent
land which is reasonably necessary
for use in his mining and milling
operation. Swanson is accused of
having laid out his claims in an im-
proper form in that he has not at-
tempted to make economical use of
public land in such a way as to take
the minimum required amount nec-
essary for his operation.

In the case Iof Hard Cash. and
O9ther Mill Site Cidimrs, 84 L.D. 325,
327-328 (1905), the Department
said:

† B *It was stated in Alaska Copper
Company case, spra, p. 130, that "whilst
no fixed rule can well be established, it
seems plain that ordinarily one mill-site

-affords abundant facility for the promo-
tion of mining operations upon a single
body of lode claims." It follows that if
more than one mill-site is applied for in

[S1 I.D.
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'connection with a group of lode claims, a
sufficient and satisfactory reason there-
for must be shown. The storage of a-quan-
tity of ore upon each of the four mill-
sites in this case, where there is nothing
to show but that the area embraced in
one of them would be ample for such
storage, is but a mere colorable use of
the mill-sites, which does not satisfy the
requirements of the statute.

Hard Cash indicates the strict-
ness of scrutiny which will be given
to applications for multiple mill-
sites. The decision signifies that use
and occupancy of land in excess of
'one millsite, even for a group of
lode claims, will be allowed only in-
sofar as the applicant is able to
show a reasonable need for all the
lands claimed.

In this instance, the Government
is not looking to invalidate all but
one millsite. Rather, the. Govern-
-ment has charged in its complaint
that all of the millsites are not laid
*out in as regular a form as reason-
-ably practicable in that certain mill-
sites, -or portions of them, are not
required for the contestee's oper-
ation.

In -J. B. Hooggin, 2 L.ID. 755
(1884), the Secretary ruled on a
case wherein the claimant had at-
tempted to patent two pieces of land
-as millsites, one of 41/2 acres, an-
other of /2 acre, in conjunction with
a patent for a lode mining claim.
The Commissioner had ruled that
the claimant had to choose between
which of the two sites it wished to
use, but-could not use both. The Sec-
retary -overruled this decision. and
held that since the amount in both
locations did not exceed the five-acre

maximum, both millsites should be
permitted to stand. WAhat is worth
noting is the closing paragraph
within the decision at 756:

I may add that in some instances it,
might be necessary for the proprietor of
the vein or lode to use or occupy only one
piece- of nonadjacent surface ground for
mining or milling purposes, and in other.
instances more than one piece might be-
quite necessary and proper. I think the
practice 'under said section should be to
allow the entry of such number of pieces,
within the restriction of five acres, as
may appear to be necessary for such min-
ing and milling purposes.

The Secretary's interpretation'of
how the statute should be adminis-
tered clearly indicates that a claim-
ant is entitled to receive only that
amount of land needed for his min-
ing and milling operations, and this
amount can embrace a tract of less
than five acres. Furthermore, there
is nothing within the statute which
prevents the Government from
granting less than five-acre tracts
when need for a lesser amount of
surface'area is indicate1 The stat-
ute states that the location shall
not "exceed five acres." Webster's
New World Dictionary, College
'Edition (1973) defines exceed as fol-
lows: "to go or be beyond (a limit,
limiting regulation, measure, etc.)
* * i.~ The reference to five acres
in the statute is clearly a ceiling
measure, not an absolute, automatic
grant.
* We believe that in granting a gra-
tuity of a millsite the Government is
entitled to require efficient usage, so
that only the minimun land needed
is taken. All other land can then be

21
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retained by the Government to be
,used for public purposes rather than
for possible non-mining use.

The Board concludes that the law
requires a claimant, when. chal-
lenged by the Government, to dem-
onstrate use or occupation of all
the area claimed within a millsite
location before he will, be granted
a patent for the full amount request-
ed. That area which is not proved
to be needed for milling and min-
ing purposes may not go to patent.

ln the case at hand, the evidence
indicated, and the Judge so con-

' elided, that the laimant had not
demonstrated that he needed all of

' the land area for mining and mill-
ing operations.3 Despite this finding,
the Judge dismissed the complaint,
apparently due to the Judge's belief
that the Government had not ade-
* quately demonstrated that more
land is included within the millsites
than needed for storage of ore.

The Judge apparently limited the,.
thrust of the third charge to the
question of whether the four east-
erly claims contained more land
than is necessary for the storage of
ore. The Judge seems to have meant
that the, claims included no more
land best suited for storage than
necessary. He did not imply that all

- of the land in these claims was
necessary 0for storage. The record
'makes it plain that, only- part of
these claims is needed for that pur-
pose. Contestee's witness testified
that only five acres. would provide.
storage for the maximum amount
that would be held on the claims and

8 See Judge's conclusion quoted in the text.
Oupra.

for maneuvering of trucks and load-
ers (Tr. 25, 216) while the four
claims cover 20 acres.

We read the third charge -more
broadly. It includes the general al-
legation that the claims were laid
out. to cover more land than was
needed for any legitimate mining
and milling purpose. The Govern-
ment's emphasis on storage of ore
arose naturally from the fact that
this was the only use attributed to
the portions of the claims not used
for housing and administration (the
three westerly claims and a small
part of the Livingston) or for the
mill (the northern third of the
Trensvalle and a tiny bit of the
Deadwood). Thus, even if we as-
sume that five acres is necessary for
storage of ore and no more than
that for the mill, crusher and shop,
there is still some seven to ten acres
in the four easterly claims to which
no usage can be assigned.

The Government's witnesses tes-
tified that more land was being used
than was needed for mining and
milling purposes. Larson testified
that in 1967, he discussed with
Swanson the patentability of the
area south of Jim Creek on the Liv-
ingston, May, Trensvalle and Dead-
wood' millsites. He pointed out to
Swanson that about nine acres cov-
ered. with Douglas fir timber were
not being used for mining or milling
purposes and that the Government-
would object to that part of the
millsites going to patent.: (Tr. 126.)
Larson 'stated that Swanson later
reacted to this warning by clear-.
ing the trees off the area and stor-
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ing small quantities of 'ore, on all
the-sites. (Tr. 127.)

Dow described the storage of the
ore as laid out in several different
rows, all of which could have been
put on any one of the millsites.' (Tr.
134.) He concluded that given nor-
mal production, all that would be
needed -was some. areas north of Jim
Creek for ill, tailings and storage.
(Tr. 135.) On cross-examination,
Dow did 'testify that. the millsites
proposed for storage by the claim-
ant would be more economical to use
than alternative, unrelated millsites
ownd by. Swanson. (Tr. 227.) He
did not'suggest, however, that all of
the millsites in dispute were needed
for storage.

To be more explicit, we may ex-
amine the particulars of the millsite
claims.

'First, several general observa-
tions may be helpful. A strip of for-
ested land lies along the southern
portion of these claims, approxi-
mately. 100 feet 'by at least 600 feet.
(Tr. 216.) The contestee does not
plan to use that area for storage.
(Tr. 216, 217.) The creek known as
Jim Creek, cuts across the claims in
a northwesterly direction, from
about 200 feet north of the southeast
corner of the Deadwood, the most
easterly claim, through the center of
the Livingston, the central claim of
the seven, to about 150 feet south of
the 'northeast corner of the High
Tariff, the most westerly claim.
Swanson's witnesses testified, that
the best area for storage lay in that
part of the, four easterly claims
south of Jim Creek. (Tr. 170, 213,

214, 220, 221.) One estimated that
there were five acres running
through these'claims between. the
creek on the north and the timber
on the south. (Tr. 215-217.) While
the area, south of Jim Greek may be
the, most desirable storage area,
other parts of the claims are also
suitable for storage. (Tr. 134, 136,
139.204.)

Going from west to east, we note'
that the High Tariff, Clara, and Lit-
tle Falls millsites have a total- of'
thirteen structures identified as liv-
ing quarters. Additionally, there is
a bunkhouse and manager's house
on the High Tariff. The contestee
gave no indication that all of these
quarters would be needed for his.
operation. (Tr. 109, 110.) Further-
more, Dow testified that the Clara,
and High Tariff millsites would be-
sufficient for men's quarters-and of-
fices. (Tr. 135.).

Most of the structures on the three,
westerly claims are situated within
the middle sections of the claims;
We. note that practically all of the
southern portions are covered with
timber with also a scattering of'-
wooded area in the northern one-
third sections. No mining, or millingV
purposes have been assigned to these-
areas. (Tr. 216, 217.)"

Moving east to the Livillgstonu
millsite we find one structure identi-
fied as living quarters situated in the'
center of the claim a short distance-
from its western boundary. The--
only other use is storage on a small
area in its southeastern part. Jim

Greek divides the Livingston into;l
approximately equal northern andd

1,4 
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southern halves. The cabin referred
to above is also in the southern
half. What use then is to be attrib-
uted to the northern part of this
millsitei

Next, comes the May, the first of
' three sites measuring 217.8 feet
from east to west and 1000 feet from,
north to south. Only the southern
third lies south of Jim Creek. The
northern third might be necessary
as a maneuver area for the mill com-
plex situated to the east' on the
Trensvalle, but as the record re-
veals, the center portion of the
claim has been assigned no function.

Next, comes the Trensvalle. Its
northern third contains mill build-
ings. Again not more than a thirid
lies south of Jim Creek. Part of the
center is occupied by a tailings pond,
which is unsuitable for ore storage.
Thus the center third of the claim
has no purpose. (Tr. 212.)

The east claim is the Deadwood.
No more than a quarter of it lies
south of Jim Creek. Its center is
-covered by part of the old tailings
pond which begins on the Trens-.
valle, and is unsuited for storage.
Its westerly boundary runs through
the extreme northeast corner of the
crusher. Thus, moving the claim
line ten feet or so to the east would
have put the entire building in the
Trensvalle claim. (Ex. 7.) Again,
there .is a large area of the claim to
which no mining and milling pur-
pose can be assigned.

Thus, we can only conclude that
the record demonstrates that these
seven claims encompass an area sub-
stantially in excess of what is

needed for mining and milling
purposes.

The appellant's witnesses did not
offer evidence justifying usage of
all of the areas covered by the mill-
sites.

Lawrence Baker, a mill operator
at the Livingston mine and witness
for the claimant, testified on direct
examination that in his opinion all
of the land claimed would be used
for storage. (Tr. 173.) However, on
cross-examination he admitted that
the ore was not presently being
stored in an efficient and economical
manner in that it would be prefer-
able to push it up high and con-
solidate the ore rather than let it
lay out in long, low 'strips. (Tr.
180.)

Frank Taft, a mining engineer
employed by Mine Developers, Inc.,
testified that the most suitable area
for storage would be the land below
Jim Creek and that a large portion
of the four easterly claims would be
required. (Tr. 214.) On cross-
examination Taft stated that his
opinion was based upon an estima-
tion that 60,000 tons of ore would
be stored on the sites. (Tr. 219.) He
then admitted that 30,000 tons
would be a more reasonable figure,
thus cuttihg in half the "portion"
required for storage. (Tr. 220.)

The Department has held that a
millsite is a location under the min-
ing laws of the United States sub-
ject to the same procedural require-
ments as mining locations. Fagle
Peak Copper Mining Co., 54 I.D.
2519 253 (1933); James W. NiooZ,
44 L.D. 197,199 (1915). Where, as
here, the laimant's compliance
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with the applicable law is chal-
lenged by the Government and a
prima facie showing is made that
the claims are invalid, the burden
then shifts to the appellant to show
by a preponderance of the evidence
that the claims are valid. Foster v.
Seaton, 271 F.2d 836, 838 (D.C. Cir.
1959); United States v. Mlfurer, 4
IBLA .242, 244 (1972); United
States v. S.M.P. Mining Co., 67 I.D.
141, 144 (1960). The, appellant has
not met its burden as to these seven
claims.

It is the conclusion of the Board
that the appellant has failed to sus-
tain the burden of showing such
present occupation or use of the
seven millsites, as now located, as
would satisfy the requirements of
the statute. Accordingly, the
Judge's decision insofar as it dis-
missed the complaint with respect
to the seven-millsites is set aside.
While all of the claims may not be
held valid as presently located, we
do not believe that they should be
invalidated in toto since there are
areas within each of the millsites
that have been used or occupied for
mining and milling purposes.
Neither do we deem it feasible to
select the millsite areas that the con-
*testee may properly.retain. The con-
testee is therefore allowed 90 days
from receipt of this decision within
which to amend his millsite loca-
tions to bring them into compliance
with the law as we have discussed
it. See United States v. uidoni,
A-30414 (October 28, 1965).

If he does so, but the Forest Serv-
ice deems the new locations still not

to be in accordance with the views
.expressed. herein, it may submit its,
views to this Board.

If he does not amend his loca-
tions, the Forest Service will sub-
mit to this Board its recomlenda-
tions describing which parts of the
claims should be held invalid. The
Board will then issue a final
decision.

All documents are to be served
upon the adverse party in accord-
ance with the Board's rules of prac-
tice.

As to the Government's third con-
tention that no patents may be
granted on appellant's valid mill-
site claims because they are located
within the Sawtooth National Rec-
reation Area, we must agree. The
*Act creating this recreation area
provides in section 12 that-:

Patents shall not hereafter be issued
for locations and claims heretofore made
in the recreation area under the mining
laws of the United States..

(Act of August 22, 1972, 86 Stat.
615.)

Appellant argues that section 12
was not meant to have a retroactive
effect but was only intended to ap-
ply to patent applications made
after the enactment period. As ap-
pellant's millsites were located and
challenged prior to the enactment of
the Act, appellant claims that the
section does not apply to his claims.

Appellant's interpretation of sec-
tion 12 is incorrect.4 Congress in-

4 While section 12 was intended to extin-
guish the right of existing elaim holders to
proceed to patent on any claim within the
recreation area, section 10 of the Act with-
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tended that this section, should, in
'fact, preelude the issuance of patents
-to claimants holding valid, existing-
interests prior to enactment of the
Act. In describing the impact of
'section 12, Representative-Roy A.
Taylor, member of the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs and

,Chairman of the National Parks
'and Recreation.' Subcommittee
stated:

As I have pointed out, any person
holding a valid claim is entitled to pro-
ceed to patent and thereby acquire fee
title to the lands involved. Section 12, in
effect, extinguishes that right with re-
spect to lands located within the recre-
:.ation area. While this probably creates a
right to some compensation, its value may
not be too significant since the right to

':prospect, develop, and mine the claim is
-protected by the terms of the bill.

* (Congressional Record, H. 325, Jan.
'26, 1972.)

Section 12 of the Act of August
22, 1972, 86 Stat. 612, revoked the

.authority of the Secretary of the
Interior to issue patents for loca-

-tions and .claims in the Sawtooth
[National Recreation Area. Accord-
ingly, those millsite claims of the

icontestee subsequently found to be
valid may not go to patent. This
cponclusion, however, should not be
construed as preventing or-interfer-
ig with the full exercise of the

claimant's right to further work and
develop his valid millsite claims
subject to compliance with the rules

draws the land from future mining claims:
'"Subject to valid existing rights, all Federal

lands located in the recreation area are heyeby
'withdrawn from all forms of location, entry
and patent under the mining laws of the
United tates." (Act of August 22, 1972, 86

FStat. 612.)

and regulations covering federal
land on which such claims are lo-
cated.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
'Land Appeals by' the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion 'is affirmed with respect to the
Rex, Zee and Zenna lode mining
claims. The decision is reversed
with respect to the High Tariff,
Clara, Little Falls, Livingston,
Deadwood, Trensvalle and May
millsites and remanded for action
consistent with the views expressed
herein.

MARTIN Rnrvo, Member.

WE CoNcim:

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES, Member.

EDWARD W. STUeBING, Member.

HERMAN A. KELLER

14 IBLA 188

Decided January 17,1974

Appeal from a decision of the Montana
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, canceling a simultaneous draw-
ing from which a'qualified card has
been omitted, and determining lease
priority on the basis of a new drawing
which included' all qualified cards.

Affirmed.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications:
Drawings
The protest of a successful drawee at

-a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and
gas lease offers against the cancellation
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of that drawing because one offer had
been erroneously omitted from it, and
against the holding of a second drawing
with all offers participating is properly
denied.

Oil and Gas Leases: Bona Fide Pur-
chaser
In order to invoke the bona fide pur-
chaser protection afforded by the Act of
September 21, 1959, 73 Stat. 571, as
amended, 30 U.S. C. §184 (h) (1970), as
regards an oil and gas lease, the lease
must have issued; until execution and
issuance of the lease, only an offer exists
and the-assignment of rights in such an
offer is without the purview of the bona
fide purchaser provisions in the Mineral
Leasing Act.

APPEARANCES: Norman . Pollock,
Esq., of Pollock, Meyers & Eicksteadt,
IMarengo, Illinois, for appellant Her-
man A. Keller; LaVern C. Neff, Esq.,
of Bjella & Jestrab, Williston, North
Dakota, for appellee Rae Ann Ross-
land.

OPINION BY
MR. HENRIQ UES'

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

Herman A. Keller appeals from
the decision of the Montana State
Office, dated April 13, 1973, vacat-
ing the simultaneous oil and gas
leasing drawing held on March 5,
1973, at which his drawing entry
card for Parcel No. 58, was given
priority and on the basis of a sub-
sequent drawing held April 2, 1973,
awarding priority to one Rae Ann
Rossland. The State Office action
was the result of a discovery, on
March 27, 1973, that an entry card

for that parcel had not been in-
cluded in the March 5, 1973, draw--
ing. The State Office decision cited
R. E. Puoekett, A-30419 (ctober
29, 1965) as authority for its action.

On appeal appellant argues two
points. First, he contends that the
passage of time from the original
drawing to the discovery-of the ex-
cluded entry card in the instant case
is so much greater than that -which
occurred in R. E. Pucekett. supra,
that the latter case cannot be said
to control the disposition of this
appeal. While we recognize that ap-
pellant's contention is not without
some validity, we cannot agree that
the greater length of time manifest-
ed in this case is sufficient to re-
move the case from the ambit of the
general rule. Puceett is merely one
of many cases which sand-for the
proposition that if an entry card is
excluded from a simultaneous draw-
ing that -drawing is void and a new
drawing, with all of the cards in-
cluded, must be held. See e.g., VCraigj;
Martin, 6 IBLA,37 (1972). ;R. Don-
ald Jones, A-29631 (November 4,
1963); Max'o H. Christensen, A-
29703 (September 17, 1963); John
H. Aderson, 67 I.D: 209 (1960). In
the instant case the drawing oc-
curred on March 5,1973.

It appears that the Montana State
Office retains the envelopes received
during the simultaneous filing pe-
riod for not less than one month. On
March 27, 1973, an employee of the
office, while searching through the
February envelopes for unusual
stamps, prior to destruction of the
envelopes, discovered the entry card
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481-1878 of Mesa Verde Oil Com-
pany for Parcel #58, together with
the requisite remittances for pay-
ment of filing fee and of advance
rental. The card was with an enve-
lope received February 26, 1973, at
10 a.m. The State Office determined
that the Mesa Verde card had been
timely received for the February
simultaneous procedures but inad-
yvrtently. had not been eparated
from its transmittal envelope and
so improperly had been excluded
from the, drawing held March 5,
1973. Thereupon, on April 12, 1973,
the State Office proceeded to hold
a new drawing for Parcel #58, in-
cluding all the qualified drawing
entry cards. Certainly, increased
diligence on the part of the State
Office personnel would have avoided
any of. these problems, but the fact
that the discovery of the omission
took 22 days in the case at bar as op-
posed to the three days which
elapsed in the Puckett case does not
vitiate the need for a new drawing
in which all parties are given an
opportunity to participate.

As a subsidiary argument to this
first point, appellant complains of
the failure of the State Office to
notify him of the intended redraw-'
ing until after it had occurred. He
notes that in John L. O'Brien,
A-30416 (April 8, 1965), the De-
partment held that there is no need
to conduct a new drawing after the
discovery of an entry card excluded.
therefrom when the excluded.offeror
withdraws: his offer in advance of
the new drawing. Appellant con-

tends that had he been aware of the,
impending redrawing he would
have: entered into negotiations with
Mesa Verde Oil Company in an at-
tempt to convince it to withdraw its
offer. While we perceive no barrier
to an' early notification of the suc-
cessful drawee of a scheduled re-
'drawing, appellant points to no reg-
ulation that would require the State
Office to so act. While such a course
of conduct might be justifiable, we
cannot say that it is required.

The appellant's second conten-
tion is that a 50 percent interest in
the lease had been assigned to one
H, G. Klotz and that under the pro-
visions of the Act of September 21,
1959, 3 Stat. 51, as amended,
30 UTS.C.:§184(h) (1970), Klotz is
a bona fide purchaser whose interest
cannot be terminated. The short an-
swer to this argument is that no
lease having been issued, the Act of

September 21, 1959, supra, does not
apply in the instant case. The Act
provides in relevant part:

The right to cancel or forfeit for viola-
tion of any of the provisions of this chap-
ter shall not apply so as to affect ad-
versely the title or interest of a bona fide
purchaser of any lease, interest in a lease,
option to acquire a lease or an interest
therein, or permit which lease, interest,
option, or permit was acquired and is
held by a qualified person, association,
or corporation in conformity with those
provisions, even though the holdings of
the person, association, or corporation
from which the lease, interest, option, or
permit was acquired, 'or of his predeces-
sor in title (including the, original lessee
of the United States) may have been can-

[81 3:D_



celed or forfeited or may be o
been subject to cancellation 
for any such violation.
added.)

3(0 U.S.C. §184(h) (2).

Appellant attempts to 
notwithstanding the fac
lease ever issued to him, I
,chased an "option to acqu:
or an interest therein,"
should be afforded the pro
bona fide purchaser stat-
not agree The phrase " op
quire a lease" presupposes
efnce of the lease. Unitil
issues all appellant was pc
-was the right to be accorde
if the lease issued, all ot)
beang regular. See e.g., 20
Morton, 353 F. Supp. I
(D.D.C- 1973); Sc7hraier

419 F.2d 663 (D.C. Cir. 1
precisely because the dra
not regular that it was
ANd it was the drawing
eanceled, not an existing l

Appellant has not cited
decisions in support of hi
Nor are we aware of an;
contrary, in an analogou
United States Supreme (
that bona fide purchaser.
was not available to thos
quired interests in entries
Timber and Stone Act, unl
subsequently issued. Haw
les, 178 U.S. 476, 485-49
United States v. Detroit Y
Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321
Soutlwestern Petroleum
Udall, 361 F. 2d 650

ERMAN A. KELtER-: 290
January 17, 1974

r may have 19,66) the Unted States ourt of
r forfeiture Appeals discussed .th Congressional

(Italics, purpose animating the bona fide

purchaser provision of the Mineral
Leasing Act noting that "[i]t was

argue. that imposed upon the great mass of di-
that no verse traisactions.with an infinite

Elotz pur- -variation of facts which had taken
ire a lease -place in the issuazee and assignment
and thus of federal oil angy gas leases."
tection of (Italic added.) Id. at 654. Congres-
IS. We do sional coneern was focused on ac-
tion to ac- tions occurring at issuance of a lease
the exist- and subsequent thereto, not at ac-
the lease tions occurring prior to the issuance

)ssessed of of a lease. We conclude, therefore,
d priority that the Act of September 21 1959,
her things supra, is not applicable in the case
feD ade v. before us.
.006, 1010 Because of the omission of a quali-
v. Hicke, fied drawing entry card, it was nec-
969). It is essary to cancel theoriginal drawing
wing was for Parcel 58, which chose the
canceled. offer of Herman A. Keller for con-
that was sideration. Random selection-of the

tease. offer of Rae Ann Rossland from all
any court offers timely filed was in accordance
s position. with long-standing Departmental
y. On the policy.
s case the Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
Court held thority delegated to the Board of
protection Land Appeals by the Secretary of
;e who' ac- the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
under the sion appealed from is affirmed.

less patent
ley v. Dil- DouGLAS E. HENIQUES,

0 (1900); Member.
imber and WE CONCUR0:

(1906). In MAT' - 'mbe
/fAX~aff TT ElN RiTvo, Hfe nr. 

I C>' vrp. V.

'10th Cir. ANNE PiNDEXTR LEwis, Member.
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ESTATE OF ARTHUR C. W. BOWEN,
DECEASED AND SUPERIOR PER-
LITE MINES, INC.

14 IBLA 201

DecidedJanuary 22,1974

Appeal from a decision of the Arizona

State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, rejecting. mineral patent appli-

cation AR 030706.

',Reversed and remanded.

Mining Claims: Possessory Right

:An assertion by a co-owner of a mining
claim that his interest has been omitted
in', another co-owner's application for
patent is not an adverse claim within the
meaning- of the pertinent statutes, 30

U.S.. §§ 29-82.If

Mining Claims: Possessory- Right

In adverse proceedings between a placer
claimant and lode claimant, a state
court may only determine possession to
that ground which is encompassed by
both claims.

Mining Claims: Determination of

Validity-Mining Claims: Possessory

Right

While the judgment rendered by a state
court as a result of adverse proceedings
is binding on the parties with respect to

possessory rights, the judgment will not
bind the Department of the Interior with
espect to determination of the validity of

.the claims or their nature as lode or

placer since the Government was not a
party to the proceedings.

APPEARANCES: Elmeru C. Coker,

Esq., Phoenix, Arizona; for appellants.

OPINION BY MRt. STUEBINO

INTERI OR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

The Estate of Arthur C. W.
Bowen, deceased, and Superior
Perlite Mines, Inc., Bowen's suc-
cessor in interest, have appealed
from a decision by the Arizona
State Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement, dated March 22, 1972, re-
jecting mineral patent application
AR 030706 for the reason that a
state court had held that Bowen was
not entitled to possession of the
claims'.

Bowen's patent application con-
sists of four placer claims, the Su-
perior Perlite Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
However, the first claims located in
this. area were four lode claims; two
were located by Bowen and two were
located by the predecessors in inter-
est of the Sil-Flo Corp., the party
asserting an adverse claim to
Bowen's patent. application. When
these lode claims were located in
1944, it was the custom in this min-
ing district to locate perlite as a lode
deposit. Several years later substan-
tial doubts had arisen as to whether
perlite was more properly locatable
as placer material. Consequently,
many locators began covering their

1 S11-Flo's two lode claims are the Elva F.
No. 1 and Sandy No. 1. Bowen's lode claims
are the David R. No. 1 and the: Superior
Perlite No. 1 which should not be confused
with Bowen's Superior Perlite No. 1 placer
claim. In order to avoid confusion, the lodge
claims will hereinafter be referred to as Sil-
Flo's lode claims and Bowen's lode claims.

.30: :L81 I.D.
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lode claims with placer claims in or-
der to be able to comply with either
the lode claim statute or the placer
claim, statute.2 In 1950 and 1954,
Bowen and seven associates located
the -first two of the four placer
claims in his application, the Supe-
rior Perlite Nos. 1 and 2, respec-
tively.3 These two claims included.
within their boundaries all four of
the previously located lode claims:
the two belonging to Sil-Flo's pre-
decessors in interests and the two be-
longing to Bowen.

Bowen and Sil-Flo entered into
an agreement in 1954, by which
Bowen conveyed to Sil-Flo the
right to mine, remove and sell the
perlite ore from Bowen's two lode
claims in exchange for royalty pay-
ments and certain other obligations
on- the part of Sil-Flo. In 1955, a
supplemental agreement was en-
tered into extendingthe terms of the
original grant to Bowen's placer
claims then in existence, the Supe-
rior Perlite Nos. 1 and 2.

By 1960, Bowen had apparently
become dissatisfied with the agree-
ments and instituted an unlawful
detainer action against Sil-Flo in
the Arizona courts. A judgment was
ultimately rendered in favor of Sil-

2The lode claim statute is 0 U.S.C. 23
(1970), which describes a lode as "#* *
veins or lodes of quarts or other rock in place
bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, cop-
per, or other valuable deposits * * ' The
placed claim statute is 30 U.S.C. § 35 (1970),
and it describes a placer as anything other
than a lode.

superior Perlite No. 2 was later amended
to include more acreage. Still later, Bowen
acquired the interests of his seven assocates
in all of the placer claims.

Flo. Bowen v. Sil-Flo Cop., No.
117905 (Maricopa County, Ariz.
Super. Ct., Apr. 17, 1961).. 

On June 5, 1961, Bowen filed an
application for patent for four
placer claims, the Superior: Perlite-
Nos. 1 and. 2 and two additional
placer claims located in 1960 and
1961, the Superior PerliteNos. 3
and 4, respectively. The application
for patent was silent as to Sil-IFlo's
two lode claims, Sil-Flo's interest in
Bowen's two lode claims, and Sil-
Flo's interest in Bowen's Superior
Perlite Nos. 1 and 2 placer claims.

Sil-Flo filed a . timely adverse
claim with the Arizona State Office
and began proceedings in an Ari-
zona Supervisor Court, asserting 1)
its ownership of its two lode laims,
2) its interest in Bowen's two lode
claims, and 3) its interest in two of
Bowen's placer claims, the Super-
ior Perlite Nos. 1 and 2. No adverse
claim was filed by Sil-Flo with re-
spect to Superior Perlite Nos. 3
and 4.

The Arizona Superior Court
found that Sil-Flo was entitled to
possession of its two lode claims and
that Bowen was entitled to posses-
sion of his two lode claims. On ap-,
peal the Arizona Court of Appeals
affirmed the udgment as to the lode
claims, but modified it as to the
placer claims by holding that, '.8* 

neither party established right to
possession to areas outside of the
four lode claims in questions."
Bowen v.. Si-FZo Cor?., 9 Ariz.
App. 268, 451 P.2d 626, 638 (1969).,
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* Subsequent to the court proceed-
ings, the successors in interest of
both Sil-Flo and Bowen entered
into a written agreement which pur-
ported to divide the disputed prop-
erty and waive any adverse claims.

On Alarch 22, 1972, the Arizona
State Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement, without reference to the
post-trial agreement of the parties
rejected Bowen's entire application,
relying on its interpretation of the
Arizona Court of Appeals decision
that neither party was entitled to
possession of the placer claims.4

There are three basic issues pre-
sented on appeal: two dealing with
the jurisdiction of the Arizona
courts and one dealing with the ef.
fect, if any, to be given to the judg-
ment of the Arizona courts.

The first jurisdictional issue con-
cerns the scope of the Arizona
court's final decree. The appellants
have argued that since no adverse
claim was filed as to Superior Per-
lite Nos. 3 and 4 placer claims, the
Arizona courts had no jurisdiction
to enter judgment with respect to
those two claims.

After a close examination of the
decision of the' Arizona Court of
Appeals 5 we can find no indication
that the Arizona courts ever intend-
ed to assume jurisdiction over Su-
perior Perlite Nos. 3 and 4 placer
claims. Indeed, those claims are not
only not mentioned in the decision,
but the Arizona Court of Appeals

4 Interior Department regulations, 43 CFR
.3862.1-1, 3863.1 require proof of possessory
right before patent may issue.

5
Bowend v. Ril-Flo Corp., spra.

refers explicitly to a controversy
concerning two placer claims and
refers throughout the opinion to
Superior Perlite Nos.: I and 2.

It is apparent to us that because of
the broad language used-by the Ari-
zona Court of Appeals in its modi-
fication of the Superior Court's de-
cree, both the Arizona State Office,
and the appellants- have erroneously
assumed that the decree was appli-
cable to Superior Perlite Nos. 3 and
4. Therefore, that portion of the
Arizona State Office decision reject-
ing Superior Perlite Nos. 3 and 4
placer claims is reversed.

The second jurisdictional issue in-
volves the nature of the claims as-
serted by Sil-Flo in adverse pro-
ceedings with respect 'to Superior
Perlite Nos. 1and 2 placer claims.

The appellants argue 'that the
Arizona courts had no jurisdiction
over the area in those placer claims
outside of the four lode claims; since
the claims filed by Sil-Flo were not
the kind of adverse claims contem-
plated by the statutes conferring
jurisdiction on the state courts, 30
U.S.C. §§ 29-32. Those statutes pro-
vide in pertinent part:

Where an adverse claim is filed during
the period of publication, it shall * *
show the nature, boundaries, and etent
of such adverse claim, and all proceed-
ings * * shall be stayed until the con-
troversy shall have-been settled or de-
cided by a court of competent jurisdic-
tion, or the adverse claim waived. (Em-
phasis added.) [0 U.S.C. § 30.]

If, in any action brought pursuant to
section 30 of this 'title, title to te ground
in controversy shall not be established

6 451 P.2d at 627.
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'by either party * * * judgment shall be
,entered according to the verdict. In such
,ease * * the laiman't shall not pro-
-ceed in the land oce or be entitled to
a patent for the ground in controversy
-until he shall have perfected his title.
(Emphasisadded.) 130U.S.C. §32.]

The appellants 'argue that these
statutes do not include those claim-
ing through the title 7 of the patent
applicant or, as in this case, those
claiming .as co-owners. And, they
:argue, since the "adverse" claim
filed by Sil-Flo was based on the
1954 and 195.5 agreements between
the' parties, by which Bowen
granted Sil-Flo an interest in his
,claims, the claim 'was not "adverse"
-within the meaning of the statute.

The appellants have correctly
'stated the principle of mining law
that claims of co-owners are not ad-
-verse claims for the purposes of the
Televant statute. This principle is
"well supported by Supreme Court
'opinion, Twner v. Sawyer, 150 U.S.
,78 (1893), departmental decision,
Thomas v. El7ing, 25 L.D. 495
(1897), and departmental- regula-

tion, 43 CFR 3872.1.
In mining law, the source of title

is a location supported, inter alia,
-by a mineral discovery. Where there
-is no conflict between different loca-
tions (or sources of title) there is
no adverse claim. Turner v. Sawyer,
.supra. Therefore, while the Arizona
Court of Appeals clearly had juris-

7 Title is used in this sense to mean right of
possession against everyone except the ov-
'ermnent. Fee title remains with the Govera-

:ment until issuance of a patent.

diction to determine possession to
the lode elains and that area of the
placer claims contained therein, it
did not have jurisdiction to deter- 
mine the possession of any area
outside the lode claims,' since there
is only one source of title to that
area of the placer claims, and conse-
,quently there can be no adverse
claim of the sort contemplated 'by
30 U.S.C. § 30 (1970).A

There remains to be considered
theequ'stion, of the effect of the 'judg-
ments of the Arizona courts with
respect to whether perlite is. locat-
able as a lode or placer. It was
necessary for the Arizona courts to
decide that issue in order to deter-
mine possession. While the finding
of this Arizona courts on this issue is
binding on the adverse parties with
respect to possession, it is not bind-
ing on the Government with respect
to the determination of the validity
of the claims since the Government
was not a party to the litigation. In
this regard the Supreme Coirthas
stated:

It must be remembered that it is "the
question of the right of possession" which

'is to be determined by the courts, and
that the United States is not a party to
the proceedings. The only jurisdiction
which the courts have is of a controversy
between individual claimants, and it has
not been provided that the rights of an
applicant for public lands as against the

8It should be emphasized that the lode
claims held by Sil-Flo in its own right were
"adverse claims" to the placer claims asserted
by Bowen within the purview of 30 U.S.C.
§ 30, and the court properly recognized its
jurisdiction under the statute as to the con-
flict between these claims.

532Bo1-Do a
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government may be determined by the
courts against the latter. [Perego v.
Dodge, 163 U.S. 160, 168 (1896).]

See Best v. llumboldt Placer
Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334, 336-337
(1963) ; Clipper Mining Co. v. Eli
Mining and Land Co., 194 U.S. 220,
234 (1904); Bowen v. Chenmi-Cote
Perlite Corporation, 102 Ariz. 423;
432 P. 2d 435, 443 (1967) ; Bo'wen v.
Sil-Flo Corp., stpra; Alice Placer
Mine, 4 L.D. 314, 317 (1886);
Chemi-Cote Perlite Corp. v. Bowen,
72 I.D. 403, 408 (1965) Ethelyndal
M ullin, 62 I.D. 395, 399-400
(1955).

Even so, the Department may
properly accept and follow the
judgment of a court of competent
jurisdiction, determining as be-
tween contending parties their re-
spective rights to, and interests in,
the land in controversy. Thomas v.
Elling, supra, 498. This would
necessarily involve an independent
determination by an appropriate
officer of the Department that the
judgment expressed the correct
result.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
th6rity delegated to the Board of.
Land Appeals by the Secretary of.
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the de-
cision appealed fom is reversed
and the case remanded to the Ari-
zona: State 'Office for further
consideration.

EDWARD W. STUDBING, Member.

:wi ONCUR::

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES, Member.

MARTIN Rrvo, Member.

CASTLE VALLEY MINING
COMPANY

3 IBMA 10

Decided Jarnuary 5, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration (MESA)
from an initial decision by an Admin-
istrative Law Judge (DENV 73-7-P),
dated June 7, 1973, vacating a Notice
of Violation citing $0 CFR 70.100(a)
and assessing a civil monetary penalty
of $45 for other violations.

Affirmed as modified.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust Pro-
gram: Computer Printout

A'Notice of Non-Compliance is an official.
government record and will support a
Notice of Violation of section 202 of the
Act.

APPEARANCES: Mrs. Eleanor S.
Lewis, on behalf of appellant, U.S.
Bureau of Mines (MESA).: Castle
Valley Mining p., appellee, has not
participated in this appeal.

OPINION BY MR. ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS.

Background

Notice of Violation No. .1 GM
was issued on December 28, 1971,
alleging that section 003-0 of the
Castle Valley Mining Company
(Castle Valley), Deer Creek Mine,
was in violation of the provisions of
30 CFR 70.100 (a). which are as.
follows:
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(a) Effective June 30, 1970, each op-
erator shall continuously maintain the
average concentration of respirable dust
in the mine atmosphere during each shift
to which each miner -in the active work-
ings of such mine -is exposed at or below
3.0 milligrams of respirable dust per
cubic meter of air.

This and other regulations set
forth under Sbparts A, B,. C, D,
and E, of Part 70 of Title 30, CFR,
covering respirable dust standards,
sampling procedures, analysis of
samples,.etc., were adopted and pub-
lished in the Federal Register by
the Secretary pursuant to sections
202 and 104(i) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 (Act) and the. Secretary's
rule-making authority in section 508
of the Act. Additionally, the Board
takes official notice of Bureau of
Mines Information Circulars con-
cerning this subject, Nos. 8503,
dated February 1971; 8504, dated
March 1971; 8520, dated. August
1971; and 8484, dated July 1970,
which have been widely distributed
and are well-known in coal-mining
circles.2 The Board also takes offi-
cial notice that the techiiques em-
ployed by the Secretary in carrying
out'these provisions of the Act and
the regulations issued pursuant
thereto are based upon scientific
principles generally recognized in
the scientific comniulity.;

1P.L. 91-178, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-980 (1970).

2 Sampling and Evaluating Respirable Coal
Mine! Dust, February 1971; Respirable Mine
Dust Sample Processing Laboratory, August
1971; Respirable Dust Sampling'Requirements
Under the Federal oal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, July 1970; Computerized
Programming of Respirable Dust Sampling
Data. March 1971.

Section '202 of the 'Ac, and her-
tofore cited regulations issued pur-'
sualt thereto for the collecting and'
analyzing of respirable dust am'-
ples, require the operator to pur--
chase the necessary personal saun-
pler pumps and batteries from oliff
of the approved sources listed ill 30'
CFR 70.204. In addition, the opera-
tor must' obtain individual filter
cassettes which are prenunmbered by
the manufacturer; the initial
weight of, the capsule filter is re-
corded on a mine data card supplied
with the assembly. The sampler
pump with the cassette inserted is
worn-by high-risk miners during an
eight-hour shift at designated e-
posure areas in the mines. At the
conclusion of the shift, the cassette
is removed from the sampler and
mailed immediately to the MESA
PittsburghTechnical SupportCen-
ter. Thus, under the regulations, the
operator plays an integral part in
the dust-sampling systeni, inasmuch
as it is the operator's responsibility
to collect and submit the cassettes
for laboratory analysis.

In accordance with the regula-
tions and established procedures
when the cassette arrives at the lab-
oratory in Pittsburgh it is logged
in, dissassembled, dried in vacuun.
desiccators and the filter is weiglied
under controlled conditions of' tem-
perature and humidity. The labora-
tory weight is compared with the
pre-printed manufacturer's weight
to' determine the dust concentration
to be recorded.' After a filter is
weighed and the sample analyzcd.
the results are telecommunicated ts
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the Delver Automatic Data Proc-
essing Center by means of a data-
communicator unit coupled to a
~data-phone modem systeml. The in-
.formation telecommunicated to the
-Denver Processing Center is pro-
grammed into a computer which
stores the, data and calculates the
dust concentration from the tele-
communicated information. *When
ten such samples have been pro-
grammed, a paper tape is generated
by the computer and then for-
warded to the' Communications Sec-
tion of the Division of Automatic
Data Processing. The paper tape is
read into a teletype ASR-35 ma-
chine, and the messages are trans-
mitted to appropriate MESA
District or Subdistrict Office. The
teletype message received at the Dis-
trict or Subdistrict Office is not a
copy but is an original computer
print-out. It is then distributed to
the mine operator. Under this pro-
cedure, MESA must rely upon the
integrity of the operator in per-
forming the collection of samples
and the operator must rely upon the
integrity and accuracy of the results
reported back to the operator by
MESA in order to make the system
work. Of course, either the operator
or MESA may question the reliabil-,
ity of the system at any stage. We
note that the regulations require
that the computer printout results
be furnished to the operator in all
instances, whether or not a viola-
tion of the standard is indicated, so
that there is, in effect, continual ad-
vice to the operator as to whether

the mine or section of the mine in
question is in compliance.

Upon receipt of the mentioned
message, if noncompliance with the
dust standard' is indicated, a Notice
of Non-Compliance and Violation
is served upon the operator.' This
was the procedure followed which
led up to the issuance of Notice of
Violation No. 1 GM to Castle Val-:
ley on December 28, 1971. A copy
of the Notice of Non-Compliance
offered in evidence in this case is
attached hereto as Appendix No. 1.

On July 7, 1972, MESA filed a
petition for the assessment of civil
penalties against Castle Valley for
this and other violations and a
hearing on the merits was conduct-
ed' on February 8, 1973, before
the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge). The Judge, in his decision
issued June 7, 1973, vacated Notice
of Violation No. 1 GM, and, with
respect thereto, stated as follows:

As evidence of the occurrence of the vi-
olation, the Bureau submitted as an -ex-
hibit the printout sheet received from the
data processing office in Denver. This
document was received in evidence over
the objection of the operator for the
reason that hearsay may be admitted in
administrative proceedings. 

The Bureau * * * was unable to of-

fer any additional corroborative evidence
to support its allegation that a violation
occurred. A single document, which is
hearsay, standing alone and unaffiruied

Section 104(1) of the Act in pertinent part
provides:

'If, based upon samples taken and analyzed
and recorded pursuant to section 202(a) of
this Act, * * * the applicable limit on, the
concentration of respirable dust required to
be maintained under this Act is exceeded and
thereby violated, * * * authorized representa-
tive shall issue a notice fixing a reasonable
time for the abatement of the violation." * *
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does not constitute substantial evidence
upon which a finding can be made that
the violation occurred. (Dec. 5.)

Contentions of the Parties

The contention of the appellant
(MESA) 'is that as a matter of law

the Judge erred in his conclusion
that the evidence sbmitted, with-:
out more, is insufficient to support
a violation of section 70.100 (a), Ti-
tle 30 CFR.

Although Castle Valley has not
participated -in the appeal to this
Board, at the hearing below coun-
sel for Castle Valley objected vig-
orously to the introduction in evi-
dence of the teletype information
which was the basis for the issuance
of Notice of Violation No. 1 GM.
The objections were that no proper
foundation had been laid and that
the information contained in the
printout was purely hearsay evi-
dence and should not be admitted,
or, if admitted, should be given no
weight.

The Judge ruled that the Notice
of Non-Compliance was admissible
for the reason that hearsay may be
admitted in the Judge's discretion
in an administrative proceeding, but
that standing alone could not form
the basis for a finding of a viola-
tion.

MESA contends that the Judge,
in ruling that in the absence of
corroborative evidence the Notice
of Non-Compliance could not form
the basis for a finding of a violation,
was apparently relying upon the
residuum rule which would require
that a finding be supported by evi-

dence which would be admissible in
a jury trial, and further contends
that the residuum rule is not ap-
plicable to administrative hearings
but even if so that the Notice (print-
out) would. be admissible in a jury
trial. MESA further advances the
argument that the Notice of Non-
Compliance was made in the ordi-
nary course of business and that the
information contained therein is an
exception to the hearsay rule. It
urges upon the Board that the pro-
visions of 28 U.S.C. § 1732 not only
establish the admissibility of such
evidence before administrative tri-'
bunals [Olympia Insurance Corn-
pany v. Harrison, Inc., 418 F. 2d
669 (5th Cir. 1969), and La Porte
v. United States, 300 F. 2d 878 (9th-
Cir. 1962),] but goes on to state that
the information contained in the
Notice of Non-Compliance should.
be relied upon as the basis for de-
termining that a violation occurred.

Issue

Whether a Notice of Non-Com-
pliance standing alone is sufficient
to establish a prima facie showing
of a violation of the respirable dust
standards.

Discussion

This is the first time the Board
has squarely met this issue. In.its re-
view, the Board has been keenly
conscious of the legislative history
of the 1969 Act, and notes that one
of the principal aims of the Con-
gress, in addition to providing
mandatory standards to protect

37
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miners from danger to- life and
limb,: was to seek enforcement of
stringent respirable dust standards.
We .particularly take notice of the
following:

A new dimension has been added to the
already known hazards of coal mining.
The new hazard is not violent, it is not
even visible, yet it embraces in its deadly
arms over 100,000 of our Nation's min-
ers-black lung.

Unlike the violent death that may re-
suilt from a methane ignition, mine fire,
or other accident, black lung does not kill
instantly. First, it causes many years of
painful breathlessness before ultimate
death-or-it causes heart failure.

The disease is caused by respirable coal
dust, * *

It is clear that a properly enforced offi-
cial standard for respirable coal dust
would make a significant reduction in
new cases of coal worker's pneumoconi-
osis, and hopefully reduce the rate of
progression in miners who have already
contracted the disease.4

In addition'to our examination of
the legislative history of Title II of
the Act, we note that section 202 (a)
of the Act provides' that "such
[dust] samples shall be. taken by
any device approved by the Secre-
tary and the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare and in ac-
cordance with such methods, at such
locations, at such. intervals, and in
such manner, as the Secretaries shall
Prescribe in the Federal Register

* * As heretofore noted, such
devices and methods have been so
prescribed by both Secretaries.

In reviewing the case at hand,
we believe there can be no dispute

' Legislative History, Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, Committee on Edu-
eation and Labor, House of Representatives,
91st Cong., 2d Sess., 111 (1970).

as to the relevancy of the contents of
the Notice of 'Non-Compliance in
the determination of whether a
violation of the dust standard oc-
curred. The Notice is, in effect, an
out-of-court statement offered for
the proof of the matter asserted
therein and as such it is hearsay. It
has been held, however, under the
Business Records exception to the
hearsay' rule that the information
obtained from a computer printout
is admissible to prove the trLth of
the matter asserted.'. We further
take notice that the ,Business Rec-
ords Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1732'(a) (1970)
has been held applicable to govern-
ment agencies in numerous dci-
sionsc and provides as follows:

(a) In any court of the United States
and in any court established by Act of
Congress, any writing or record, whether
in the form of an entry in a book or
otherwise, made as a memorandum or
record of any act, transaction, occurrence,
or event, shall be admissible as evidence
of such act, transaction, occurrence, or
event, if made in regular course of any
business, and if it was the regular course
of such business to make such memo-
randum or record at the time of such act,
transaction, occurrence, or event or with-
in a reasonable time thereafter.

All other circumstances of the making
of such writing or record, including lack
of personal knowledge by the entrant or
maker, may be shown to affect its weight,
but such circumstances shall not'affect its
admissibility.

The term "business," as used in this
section, includes business, profession, oc-
cupation, and calling of every kind.

United States v. Russo, 480 F.2d 1228
(6th Mr. 1973) Ci inchfield Coal Company,
Docket No. MORG 72-68-P (July 20, 1973).

e Moran v. Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co.,
183 F.2d 467 (d Cir. 1950); U.S. v. Fried-
land, 444 F.2d 710 (1st Cir. 1971).
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We believe the Notice of Non-
Compliance clearly comes within
the provisions and meaning of this
section and as such is admissible.

.However, we do not rest our dis-
position of this case solely on the
provisions of the Business Records
Act, and the possibly limited proba-
tive value of evidence admitted
thereunder. We have also examined
the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1733
(a) (1970), and adopt the rationale
of the author judge in Southard v.
United States, 218 F.2d 943, 946-47
(9th Cir. 1955), wherein he stated,
in pertinent part:

* the federal statute, Section 1733,
governs and the problem is one of de-
termining the effect thereof. * * This
court believes that the following rule
should be applied to sales documents of
government agencies when the docu-
ments are offered under Section 1733. The
sales documents will make a prima facie
case for sale and delivery which will be
sufficient alone to draw an issue for the
government in a contested case unless the
documents are self vitiating. That is,
there must be nothing on the face of the
documents which throws doubt on the
sale or delivery having been made; other-
wise the prima facie case is not made by
the documents alone.

* * a the document contains nothing
inconsistent * * *, Therefore, the docu-
ments should be held to make an abiding
prima facie case.

* * * * * * *

* * * it is believed that the rule enun-
ciated here is a fair and workable one
and gives a reasonable meaning to the
statute; that is, government sales docu-
ments will make a prima fadie case unless
within the four corners of the instru-
ments a doubt or question arises * *

[28 U.S.C. 1733(a) (1970) pro-
vides:

"(a) Books or records of account or

minutes of proceedings of any depart-
ment or agency of the United States shall
be admissible to prove the act, transac-
tion -or occurrence as a memorandum of
which the same were made or kept."

The reasons for this provision is
that courts have long indulged in
the legal presumption of regularity.
in the conduct of governmental af-
fairs and that records emanating.
from an official source pursuant to:
law or regulation reflect the truth of
the event or fact recorded. In addi-
tion, there is a rational justification
which obtains in every recognized
exception to the hearsay rule; that
is, a circumstantial probability of
trustworthiness, and a necessity for
the evidence.7

This section does not make a gov-.
ernment document received in evi-
dence conclusive, irrefutable or im-
mutable. If such papers do n6t speak
the truth, the defense can prove the
untruth of the document.8 Moreover,
we think it would be highly imprac-,
ticable, if not impossible, to require
in every instance that MESA, by
witnesses at a hearing, account for
the identity and chain of possession
of dust samples submitted to: the
testing laboratory by an operator.
We believe the system and tech-
niques devised by the Secretary, and
in which the operator plays a part,
are so conceived as to virtually rule
out possibilities that the samples
were tampered with or that the

7United States v. Van Hook, 254 F.2d 489,:
492 (7th Cir. 1960) and cases cited therein.

8For instance the source data cards are
mailed to Denver, where they are microfilmed
for recall when needed. Thus, if the operator
is of the opinion that an error in transmission
of the data has occurred he can always request
an additional original computer printout.
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weighings and resulting printouts
are in error. Indeed, Castle Valley
has not indicated in the record any-
thing which would tend to show that
there was any tampering, misiden-
tification, use of an unacceptable sci-
entific technique, or that the sam-
ples in this case were not handled by
proper personnel in the customary
fashion and in accordance with reg-
ulations. Full discovery procedures
were available to Castle Valley had
they had any reason to question the
reliability of the -information re-
corded in the Notice of Non-Com-
pliance. No irregularity has been al-
leged and no arguments which have
been advanced would tend to bring
into question or refute the reliability
of the Notice. See Rosedale Coal
Company v. Director of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, at 247 F.2d 299
(4thtCir. 1957).9

In view of the foregoing, we find
that the Notice of Non-Compliance
was prepared in the regular course
of MESA business, under its clear
statutory duty, in full conformity
with the Act and regulations. We
believe, based upon our understand-
ing that a usual and customary rou-
tine was here followed, that a pre-
sumption may be made as to the
reliability of the testing procedure
and the professional qualifications
of each individual in the chain of
custody.°

0

THEREFORE, we hold that the
Notice of Non-Compliance was

9 United States v. Lavin, 480 F.2d 657, 662
(2d Cir.. 19Th).

0
Thomas v.. Hogan, 08 F.2d 355 (4th Cir.

1962); United States v. Richardson, 484 F.2d
1046 (2d Cir.. 1973).

properly admissible pursuant to 28
U.S.C. 1733(a) (1970), as an official
government record.

'We come now to :the question as
to what probative value or weight
should be given by a Judge to this
evidence. In civil penalty proceed-
ings under section 109 of the Act,
and under 43 CFR 4.587, the burden
of proving the fact of a violation
by a preponderance of the evidence
is placed upon MESA. It is our view
that the Notice of Non-Compliance
creates a prima facie case (a pre-
sumption of the truth) of the facts
asserted therein. Of course, such
presumption may be dissolved upon
the production of rebutting evi-
dence. As heretofore noted, how-
ever, in this case, Castle Valley has
not offered any .such evidence, nor
has it presented any substantive
challenge concerning the reliability
of the sampling procedure. In the
absence of any rebutting evidence,
it is our opinion that the Judge
should have given probative value
and weight to the Notice of Non-
Compliance which indicated that a
violation of section 202(b) of the
-Act and section 0.100(a) of the
regulations had been violated.

After finding that a violation did
occur we have considered, as did the
Judge below, and hereby adopt his
findings and conclusions with re-
spect to the size of the business of
the operator, the effect on the
ability of the operator to continue
in business, and the absence of a
history of previous violations. In
addition we have considered the un-
rebutted testimony of the inspector
that the violation of the respirable

[81 1I1)_
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dust standard occurred because of
a lack of ventilation in that curtains
were not kept up past the continu-
ous miner operator to sweep or hold
the dust away or that suffecient
water was not provided. (Tr. 38.)
We have determined that the oper-
ator was negligent in allowing the
condition to exist. Further, al-
though the Board considers all vio-
lations of the respirable dust stand-
ards to be of a serious nature, it has
determined that the violation in
this case was confined to one section
of the mine and that four of the
ten samples analyzed were below the
required standard and one exceeded
the standard by only 0.1 milligram.
Under all circumstances and cri-
teria, including those considered by
the Judge, we hold that a penalty of
$20 is appropriate for this violation.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)) IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision issued
June 7, 1973, IS MODIFIED to the

extent that Notice of Violation No.
1 GM IS REINSTATED, that
Castle Valley Mining Company IS
ASSESSED $20 for such violation,
and that the total assessment of $65
be paid within 30 days from the
date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR., Chairman.

I CONcur:

DAVID DOANE, Member.

APPENDIX IO. 1

* ** * NOTICE OF
NON-COMPLIANCE ****

December 28,1971-0001
Mine 42-00121-0, Deer Creek, Mine
(UG)
Section 003-0, Castle Valley Mining
Co.
Emery, Utah
In accordance with section 70.260 of
the Mandatory Health Standards,
underground coal- mines, the fol-
lowing is a cumulative average con-
centration of respiratory dust, rela-
tive to the respective section of your
mine.

Intake air
Cassette No. Date Concentration Prod.

Cassette Date Concentration

10016540. 09-10-71 03.1 0469 10020710 12-20-71 05.4
10018616 12-07-71 01.3 0532 ,
10019260 12-07-71 04.0 0371 ,
10018587 12-09-71 04.8 0595
10002257 12-13-71 08.3 0702 ,-,
10018600 12-15-71 00.8 0525 ,
10004750 12-19-71 00.6 0448 - - - - - -
10016404 12-21-71 03.6 0700 ---- --- -- ---
10018524 12-22-71 01.6 0581
16002067 12-23-71 06.6 0560 , ,

NOTE:-Cunmulatve 034.7 average 054&
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Interim compliance panel permit

Permit No. Date- Date- Limit
issued expires

00000 0100-00 00-00-00 30milligrams.

ESTATE !OF TON-NAN-PA
(NAVAJO ALLOTTEE NO. 011410,

DECEASED)

2 IBIA 152

Decided January 28,1974

Petition to reopen.

Denied.

225.0 Indian Probate: Evidence:
Generally
The findings of an examiner of inheri-
tance will not be set aside when the
findings are supported by substantial evi-
dence adduced at a Probate Hearing.

375.1 Indian Probate: Reopening:
Waiver of Time Limitation
Petition to reopen filed more than three

years after the final determination of

heirs will not be granted unless there is

compelling proof that the delay was not

occasioned by the lack of diligence on the

part of the petitioning party.

375.1 Indian Probate: Reopening:
Waiver of Time Limitation
It is in the public interest to require

Indian Probate proceedings to be con-

cluded within some reasonable time in

order that property rights of heirs and

devisees in trust allotments be stabilized.

APPEARANCES: Mike Celestre, Esq.,
for petitioner, Voncelle, also known
as Atad Yazzie or Mrs. Teddy Herman
Vietor.

OPINION BY M1R. WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board upon a petition for reopen-
ing of probate filed by Mike Celes-
tre, Esq., for and in behalf of Von-
celle, also known as Atad Yazzie or
Mrs. Teddie Herman Victor, here-
inafter referred to as petitioner,
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.242.

The estate herein having been
closed for more than three years the
matter was properly referred to the
Board of Indian Appeals by Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Richard B.
Denu, in accordance with the pro-
visions of 43 CFR 4.22 (h).

The record indicates the decedent
died in July of 1941 and that her
estate was thereafter probated by
the Department on January 15,
1944.

The petitioner in support of her
petition to reopen alleges:

(1) That the petitioner had no notice
of the hearing and as a result did not
attend the hearing.

(2) That neither the petitioner's hus-
band, Teddy Herman Victor, nor any
other representative of hers attended
the hearing in her behalf.

(3) That the examiner erred in award-
ing Hosten-Nez-Begay, a 4 share in the
decedent's estate as the surviving hus-
band and awarding him a further 1/4 share
as father of Shorty-Nez-Begay, subse-
quently deceased son of the decedent.

(4) That the shares awarded to Hos-
ten-Nez-Begay should have been awarded
equally to the petitioner and her sister,
Carrie Bah, or her heirs.

It is noted from the record that
Administrative Law Judge Richard
B. Denu, on July 5, 1972, denied a

[81 I.D.~
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NO. 011410, DECEASED)
January 28,1974

similar petition to reopen filed by
the petitioner herein. No appeal was
*taken from the said denial. Ordi-
narily, failure to do so would be
grounds for summary dismissal of
any petition for reopening filed
thereafter.

However, since the petition w#as
.filed more than three years -after
the final determination of heirs, the
matter was outside the jurisdiction
of the Judge. As a result his deci-
sion of July 5, 1972, being of no
force and effect, would not .be fatal
to the present petition. The decision
of July 5, 1972, however, can be con-
sidered as a recommendation, not
to reopen insofar as' the petition
herein is concerned.

Allegations (1) and (2) are
clearly refuted by the sworn testi-
mony given by petitioner's husband,
Teddy Herman Victor, to the
Examiner of Inheritance, E. S.
Stewart, on July 15, 1943, at Huer-
fano Store District, New Mexico.
Pertinent part of the testimony is
as follows:

Q. What relation, if any, was Ton-Nah
Pa, deceaed Navajo Allottee No. 011410,
to you?

A. My mother-in-law. 2iy wife had to
go home, and asked me to take her place.
(Italics supplied.)

The record furthermore contains
a signed statement of petitioner's
husband to the effect that he was
notified of the July 15, 1943 hear-
ing and that he' appeared and was
given an opportunity to submit evi-
dence showing the right of his wife

[the petitioner] to share in ' the
estate.

From the foregoing, it is ap-
parent that the petitioner was aware
of the hearing even though she may
not have actually been furnished a
notice of the hearing. Failure to
furnish her a copy of the notice is
attributable to the fact that the pe-
titioner was erroneously considered
a minor at the time of the hearing
and for whom George 'Curley 'was
duly appointed guardian ad litem.
Petitioner, according to the record
at the time of the hearing was 18
years of age and married and no
longer a minor.

Petitioner's allegations set forth
in the above items (3) and (4) inso-
far as Hosten-Nez-Begay's "/4 share
inherited' direct from decedent are
likewise without merit. The testi-
mony given at the hearing by
George Curley, Freddie Hasuse 'and
petitioner's husband, Teddy Her-
man Victor, fully supports the ex-
aminer's decision of January 15,
1944, and we see no reason to disturb
such findings.

Assuming, arguendo, that' there
was merit in the petitioner's allega-
tions circumstances in the case at
bar do not justify waiver of the
three-year limitation applicable to
reopening of estates.

Although the Secretary has by ex-
press terms reserved to himself the
power to waive and make excep-
tions to his regulations affecting In-
dian matters, such power' will be ex-
ercised only in cases where the most

42] 43
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compelling reasons are present. Es-
Yate of Sophie Iron Beaver Fisher-
man, 2 IBIA 83, 80 I.D. 665 (1973);

* Estate of Charles Ellis; A-1242
(April 14, 1966).

Furthermore., reopening of estates
will be permitted only where it ap-
pears that the petitioner has not
been dilatory in seeking his remedy.
'Estate of Alvin Hudson,7 IA-P-1l
(May 29, 1969) ; Estate of. George
Sgiaw lie (Squally), IA-1231
(April 5, 1966); Estate of Sophie
hron Beaver Fisherman, supra.

I-n the first instance, petitioner in
'the case at bar has failed to come
'forth with any compelling proof to

* show that the long unusual delay of
29 years in not pursuing her rem-
edy was not occasioned by the lack
'of diligence on her part.f At the most
'she alleges generally without speci-
fication that attempts had been 'made
'to remedy the matter. This, of
coflrse, is insuificient and inadequate
'basis on'which to infer diligence.

Secondly the petitioner has failed
to 'show a manifest injustice result-
ing from the decision of Lanuary 15,

"t :iially it is in the public interest
'to equirIndian Probate proceed-
ings be concluded within some ra-
'sonable time in order to stabilize the
'property rights of heirs and devi-
sees in trust property. Estate of
Abhel, Cravel7e, IA-i5 (April 11.
1952). Accord, Estates of Jose San.-

-doval et al., IA-1337 (May 'IT,
-1966).

In view of the foregoing reasons
we find no justification for granting

the petitioner's request to reopen
the estate herein. Accordingly; her
petition must be denied.

NOW, THEREFORE, by vir-
tue of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 48 CFR
4.1. the petition to reopen filed by
M;oncelle also known as Atad Yazzie
or Mrs. Teddy Herman Victor, is
hereby DENTED and the Order De-
termining Heirs, dated January 2,
1944, IS AFFIRMED.

The Decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANER IE. WrnIscrN, Menmber.

IL ConcUR:

DAVm J. MCKiEE, Chairman.

UNITED STATES v.
DORA M. WERRY

AND
HENRY HIRSOCNNAN

14 It: 242

Decided Januay 28,1974

Appeal from decision of Administra.
tive law udge Dent D. alby, can-
*celing millsite entries (I-4035,
1-4036, -4037)..

Affirmed as modified.

Wiling Caims: XMillsites

A vague intention to use or occupy land
embraced in a milisite claim for mining
or milling purposes at some time in the
future is not sufficient to comply with
the equirements for obtaining a mill-
site. . : . C
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Xining Claims: Millsites-With-
drawals and Reservations: Generally
The United States can at any time with-
draw its consent to occupancy of pub-
lic land under the mining laws by with-
drawal of the land and if the claimant
cannot show that the millsite is being
occupied or used for mining or milling
purposes as of the date of withdrawal,
the claim is properly declared invalid.

ximing Claims: Yillsites
The fact that a milIsite claimant is the
owner of a patented or patentable mining
claim does not automatically entitle him
to a millsite.

)Wining Claims.: Millsites-XYining
Claims: Determination of Validity
Where the Government brings charges
against a. millsite claim alleging that no
present use or occupation of the claim
for mining purposes is being made, and
a prima facie case is established in sup-
port of the charge, the burden shifts to
the claimant to show compliance with the
provisions of the statute.

APPEARANCES: Douglas D. Kramer,
Esq., Kramer, laukey, Smith and
Beeks, Twin Falls, Idaho, for appel-
lants; Erol Benson, Esq., Office of the
General Counsel, Department of Agri-
culture, for the appellee.

OPINION BY MR. STUEBING

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Dora M. Werry and Henry
Hirschman have appealed from the
decision of the. Administrative, Law
Judge, dated November 27, 1972,
canceling their millsite entries be-
cause they were not used or occupied

for mining or milling purposes as.
required under the Act of May 10,
1872, 30 U.S.C. §42 (1970), prior
to the withdrawal of land from lo-
cation under the mining laws of the
United States.

Notices of location for the three
millsites located in the Sawtooth
National Forest, Blaine County,
Idaho, were filed in 1967. Henry
Hirschman filed a notice of location
for the Last Chance Millsite and
Louis H. Hirschman, his son and
predecessor in interest, filed for the
U aund I Millsite. Henry Iirschman
owns two patented mining claims
bearing the same names as the mill-
sites. Dora Werry's predecessor in
interest filed for the Curliss Millsite.
Dora Werry holds the patent to the
Curliss lode mining claim. The land
on which all the millsites are located
was withdrawn on January 28, 1970.
38 F. R. 1120 (Jan. 28, 1970); 43
CFIR 2351.3.

The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, upon recommendation of the
United States Forest Service, filed
a contest against each millsite claim
on March 18, 1971, charging that:

1. The millsite is' not needed, used, or
occupied by the proprietor of a vein, lode,
or placer claim for mining, milling,
processing, or beneficiation purposes, or
other operations in connection with such
elaims.

2. The millsite has no quartz reduction
mill or reduction works thereon. 

&. The millsite is not being held in good
faith for bona fide, mining, milting, benet
ficiation or related purposes.

A hearing was held on July 18,
1972. M. Kramer, attorney for the
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appellants, moved to dismiss 'the
'Government's case on the' grounds
-that it had not proved the case by a
preponderance of the evidence, ac-
cording to the allegations of its

Complaint. The Administrative Law
.Judge denied the motion as to
charges 1 and '2, but granted the
motion as to charge 3. (Tr. 105-
106.)

John C. Combs, a forester, Rec-
'reation and Lands Branch Chief
for the Forest Service, testified that
he has been on the millsites in ques-
tion at least 15 times and: he has not
seen any activity which would indi-
cate that the sites are being used for
mining or milling purposes. The
only improvements which he noticed
were a road (Warm Springs Road)
which crosses a part of at least one
or two of the claims and a small, un-
developed campsite. There is a small
road which 'leads from Warm
Springs Road to the camping area.
Combs said that the Forest Service
had recommended that the area
which included the claims be with-
drawn for recreational purposes.
Gilbert Farr, employed by the For-
est Service as the District Ranger of
the Ketchum Ranger District, has
been'on the claims, and testified that
he had not observed any activity by
the appellants on the millsites. He
saw the Forest 'Service development
road and jeep trail but did not
notice any structures on the prop-
erty. Vernon T. Dow, a mining
engineer for the Forest Service,
noticed the road and the unoccupied
campsite. He verified the fact that

p 

there were no bunkhouses or other
structures on the millsites.

As for the mining claims, Combs
and Dow visited the Last Chance
and U and I. Combs saw some old
dumps and prospect diggings on the
claims but stated that from appear-
ance it had been several years since
any mining activity had taken place.
Dow stated that all the adits except
one were caved in. He took some
samples of dLimp material from both
claims.

Both Farr and Dow visited the
Curliss lode claim. Farr found evi-
dence of a shaft but no evidence of
recent mining, activities. Farr did
not investigate the mineral capacity
of the Curliss lode claim. Dow found
the discovery shaft, which was
caved. He also discovered a whim
(manpowered hoist) at the top of
the incline shaft. Dow took a
sample from across the width of the
vein. Dow estimated that it had been
50 to 60 years since these mines were
operated.

According to Dow, the nearest
mill to the claims is located at Bas-
sett Gulch, which is four miles east
of the Last Chance and the U and I
lode claims and one mile south of
the Curliss lode.

Ted Werry, son of Dora Werry,
testified that they paid $600 to have
the sites surveyed but that the sur-
veyor was not. recognized by the
Government to survey federal lands.
Appellants then started proceedings
for patents for the millsites and ap-
plied to the Government for' a
second survey, paying $600, but this
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survey was never made. Appellants
claim that they need these millsites
for processing and storing ore. They
chose these particular sites because
the road to Bassett Gulch which is
above these sites is generally inac-
cessible in the winter due to snow
slides.

They testified that they hesitated
making improvements on the prop-
erty because the Forest Service dis-
couraged them from cutting trees to
clear a road. They claimed that the
Forest Service said they would be
liable if anyone were injured on the
property. They offered testimony to.
the effect that Dora Werry could
afford to purchase the mill 'at Bas-
sett Gulch and place it on the prop-
erty but they were leery of 'doing
this because the Government had
not permitted use of a bulldozer for
clearing.

There was testimony to show that
Blaine County is heavily mineral-
ized and has historically had a great
deal of mining activity. As for the
specific lode claims, Clifford Noxon,
mine mechanic and miner, accom-
panied Ted Werry to the Last
Chance and the U and I lode claims
and helped him take samples. An as-
say report of these samples was ad-
mitted into evidence. Louis Hirsch-
man testified that he and Mr. Reem-
snyder, who mines in the area, took
samples from the U and I and Last
Chance lode claims. The assay re-
ports from these samples were ad-
mitted into evidence, Samples taken
from all three claims were assayed
upon the Government's request and

those reports also were admitted
into evidence.

The Administrative Law Judge
found that the millsite claims were
not being used or occupied for min-
ing or milling purposes as required
by statute, and he therefore canceled
the claims. In reaching this decision
he found that the evidence did not
establish that any of the lode claims
had economically minable quanti-
ties of ore. He also noted that ap-
pellants had made no effort to pur-
chase the mill at Bassett Gulch or
even to learn if the mill could be
purchased or what price would be
asked. Dow testified that he didn't
know if the Bassett Mill was for
sale, saying, "This is just a pre-
sumptive thing." (Tr. 180.) Jones
testified that he understood that
ownership of the mill was uncertain.
because the title was in litigation.

We affirm the Judge's holdings,
but emphasize that the critical issue
involved is whether appellants com-
plied with the law as of Januarv 28.
1910, the date of the withdrawal.

The effect of a withdrawal of pub-
lic land is to prevent further acquisi-:
tion of private rights in such land..
See United States v. Heirs of John
D. Stack, A-28157 (March 28,
1960). A mining claim initiated
while the land was subject to the
operation of the mining laws is not
a valid claim unless there has been
a discovery of valuable minerals
within the limits of the claim prior
to the withdrawal of the land from
entry under the mining laws. United
States v. Everett, A-27010 (Supp.)
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(October 17, 1955); United States
v. Pdliam, 1 IBLA 143 (1970);
UtecZ Stat'es v. COhm Mining
Companly, 5 IBL.A 62 (1972);
Unilted States v. Duval, 1 IBLA 103
(1970). If the claim was not sup-
ported by a qualifying discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit at the
time of withdrawal, the land em-
braced within its boundaries would

.not be excepted from the effect of
the withdrawal and the claim could
not thereafter become valid even
though the value of the deposit sub-
sequently increased due to a change
in the market value of the mineral.
United States v. Henry 10 IBLA
195 (1973). To validate a mining

claim, compliance with the mining
laws must precede withdrawal.

Since the millsite is a creature of
the mining laws, the same principle
of law is applicable. The United
States can at any time withdraw
its consent to occupancy of public
land under the mining laws by with-
drawal of .the land, subject to valid

existing rights. The claimant must
then be prepared to show that he has
satisfied the requirements of the law
at that time. United States v. He'nry,
supra. From the facts ascertained
at the hearing, we find that appel-
lants have not shown the necessary
compliance to establish the validity
of the millsite claims as of the date
of withdrawal, January 28, 1970.

The pertinent part of the law for

obtaining patent to millsites reads

as follows:

Where nonmineral land not contiguous
to the vein or lode is used or occupied
by the properietor of such vein or lode

for mining or milling purposes, such non-
adjacent surface ground may be em-
braced and included in an application for
a patent for such vein or lode, and the
same may be patented therewith, sub-
ject to the same preliminary requirements
as to survey and notice as are applicable
to veins or lodes; but no location made
of such nonadjacent land shall exceed
five acres * * *.

30 U.S.C. § 42(a) (1970).

In Alaska Copper Company, 32
L.D. 128, 131 (1903), the Acting

Secretary interpreted the require-

ments of the Act by stating:

*: * A mill site is required to be used
or occupied distinctly and explicitly
for mining or milling purposes in connec-
tion with the lode claim with which it
is associated. This express requirement
plainly contemplates a function or utility
intimately associated with the removal,
handling, or treatment of the ore from'the
vein or lode. Some step in or directly con-
nected with the process of mining or some

feature of milling must be performed

upon, or some recognized agency of opera-
tive mining or milling must occupy, the

mill site at the time patent thereto is
applied for to come within the purview of
the statute. * * *

i applying this interpretation to

our case, we findd that appellants fail,

to meet the mandate of the law. The

evidence presented by appellants at

the hearing does not show either a

present occupation or use of the

tract for mining or milling purposes

as of January 28, 1970. There were

no improvements indicative of oc-

cupation or use. Testimony on be-

half of the Forest Service showed

that there had been no recent mitt-

ing activities on any of the lode

claims, perhaps for as long as 50 or

60 years. The only noticeable activ-

ity of any description on the lode
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claims was the gathering of samples
which is not "mining activity" as en-
visioned by the drafters of the stat-
ute. None of the mines were being
operated so it is apparent that the
millsite claims were not used for
mining or milling purposes in con-
nection with the lode claims. United
States v. S.M.P. Mining Company,
67 I.D. 141 (1960) ; United States v.
Skidqnore, 10 IBLA 322 (1973).

Appellants allude to plans to use
the site for the storage of ore from
the lode claims. They indicate that
acquisition of the millsite claims is a
condition precedent to reopening
their mines. They argue that they
must have a place to store the ore
before commencing mining opera-
tions. Storing ore may be consid-
ered to be a use of the land for min-
ing purposes. See Charles Lenning,
5 L.D. 190 (1886). However, a vague
intention to use the land at some
future time does not satisfy the re-
quirements of the statute. United
States v. S.M.P. Mining Com2pany,
supra; U'nited States v. Herron, A-
27414 (March 18,1957).

We have also. considered appel-
lants' rather irresolute and tenta-
tive desire to acquire the mill at Bas-
sett Gulch. Even if we assume that
such a purchase is feasible, we are
still faced with the fact that there
was no mill on the property at the
date of withdrawal. The prospective
acquisition of a mill implies future
use of the land and is therefore in-
sufficient where no action has been
initiated to devote the land to the
purposes contemplated by the law.

532-501-7 i

When the claimant is not actually
using the land, he must show an oc-
cupation by improvements, or other-
wise, as evidence of intended use of
the tract in good faith for mining or
milling purposes. Chardes Lennin,.
supra. The testimony of the Forest
Service showed no evidence of im-
provements -which-- would indicate
occupation and use. Appellants of-
fered no evidence of improvements,.
but claim that they were hampered
in their progress to clear and im-
prove the property by the remarks
of Forest Service personnel. Saving
studied the testimony, we do not find
that the Forest Service employees
said anything that would prevent
appellants from using the land
within the confines of the statute.
The Act of July 23, 1955, 30 U.S.C.
§ 612 (1970) permits a claimant of
any claim located under the mining
laws to sever, remove or use any sur-
face resource subject to management
or disposition by the United States,
to the extent required for such
claimant's prospecting, mining or
processing operations and uses rea-
sonably incident thereto, or for the*
construction of buildings or struc-
tures, .or to provide clearance for
such operations. See also Solicitor's
Opinion, 64 I.D. 301 (1957).

Appellants maintain in their
statement of reasons that the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge's decision is
contrary to the law and evidence in
the case and that his findings of fact
are not supported by the evidence.
The preceding analysis of the facts
and the application of the law to.

44]
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these-facts show that this contention
is without merit.

Appellants assert that the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge arbitrarily
refused to admit into evidence
actual samples from the lode clainis.
Although he did not admit the
samples, he considered all the testi-
mony and assay reports relating to
the samples in rendering his dci-
sion. He noted that the samples
themselves did show significant
mineral values but found that there
was no showing to establish that
there are economically minable
quantities of ore on any of the lode
claims.

We generally agree with the
Judge's findings. We stress, how-
ever, that the mineralization or
potential productivity of nearby;
mining claims, patented or un-
patented, cannot be relied upon in
£972 to show the validitt of millsite
claims located on land which was
withdrawn early in 1970. That is to
say that evidence of a mine's Doten-
tial for future commercial develop-
ment cannot be applied with retro-

- speptive eect to establish the past
validity of an associated millsite
claim, where the imposition of a
withdrawal requires that the valid-
ity of the millsite be tested as of the
time of the withdrawal.

Appellants argue that the Gov-
ernment should carry the burden of
proof in the proceeding since it
initiated the contest. They claim
that the fact that they must carry
the burden is contrary to the proce-
dure 'in the courts, and constitutes
bureaucratic abuse. In United States

v. S.M.P. Mining Company, sabpra,
at 144, the Deputy Solicitor dis-
cussed this point:

. The appellant, as the party seeking a
gratuity from the Government, must as-
sume the burden of showing that it has
complied with the terms of applicable
mining laws, and where, as here, the ap-
pellant's compliance with the applicable
law is challenged by the Government and
a prima facse showing is made that the
claim is invalid, the burden then shifts
to the appellant to show that the claim
is valid. Foster v. eaton, 271 F.2d 836
(1959).

We find this responsive to appel-
lants' contention.

Appellants seek to distinguish be-
tween cases in which the Govern-
ment contests a claim which is not
the subject of a patent application
and cases in which application for
patent has been filed. They admit
that the law requires use of the mill-
site for mining or milling purposes,
before the claim can be patented, but
assert that their patent application
was not accepted. This distinction is
not valid. A claimant must be pre-
pared to show that a millsite meets
the requirements of the law at the
time the claim is contested or the
land embracing the claim is with-
drawn, whichever occurs first.
United States v. Murer, 4 IBLA 242
(1972).

We also disagree with appellants'
interpretation of the last sentence
of 30 U.S.C. 42 (1970) which reads
as follows.: "The owner of a quartz
mill or reduction works, not owni ng
a mine in connection therewith, may
also receive a patent for his mill site,
as provided in this section." Appel-
lants assert this means that the

181 I.D,
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owner of a mine is entitled to a mill-
site and does not have to own -a
quartz mill or reduction works.
Simple analysis of the language of
the statute disproves this conten-
tion. Moreover, the issue of whether
the owner of a patented mining
claim is automatically entitled to a
millsite claim has been decided. In
United States v. Wederta, 71 I.D.
368, 373 (1964), the Acting Solicitor
discussed this point, stating:

* * * The fact that the claims here
have been patented is not a critical dis-
tinction since all the indications are that
at the time when Wedertz acquired the
claims there was no longer any valid dis-
covery exposed on the claims. 1 Of course,
since the claims have been patented, this
would have no bearing on the title to the
land. The point is, however, that; merely
because a mineral patent has been issued
for a tract of land, all operations under-
taken thereon at a later time are not
necessarily mining operations so far as
the mill site law is concerned.

We find this conclusive of the
Issue.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 .CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion of the Administrative Law
Judge is affirmed as modified.

EDWARD W. STeEBING, AIember.

WE CONCUR:
MARTIN RiTVO, Member.
JOsEPH W. Goss, Member.

'See United States v. Alvis F. Denison et aL.,
71 I.D. 144 (1,964), and the cases there cited,
for the various circumstances under which a
valid discovery may be lost with, the passage
of time.

ESTATE OF CHARLES FIRST
SOUND, A/K/A CHARLES
TRACK NO. 2 (DECEASED FORT
PECK ALLOTTEE NO. 3550)

2 IfiA 159

Decided January 29,1974

Appeal by Raymond Track from the
Order Determining Heirs After Re-
opening of Estate, Disallowing Claim
and Directing Distribution, entered
April 11, 1973, by Administrative
Law Judge William E. Hammett.

Affirmed.

130.0 Indian
Generally

Probate: Appeal:

Where an appellant fails to specify any
error made by the Administrative Law
Judge in his findings of fact, conclusions
of law, or order, and, upon review of the
record, the Board finds substantial evi-
dence to support such findings, the de-
cision and order of the Administrative
Law Judge will be affirmed.

390.0 Indian Probate: State Law:
Generally

Tinder Montana statute, R.O.M. 1947,
§91-404, pertaining to inheritance to and
from illegitimate children, a father may
not inherit from his illegitimate child
unless (1) the father, after marrying the
mother, has adopted the illegitimate into
his own family, or (2) the father, after
marrying the mother of the illegitimate,
acknowledges his paternity..

APPEARANCES: Raymond Track, of
Wolf Point, Montana, pro se.
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OPINION BY MR. DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

Charles Track, also known as
Charles Afraid of His Track, Fort
Peck Indian Allottee No. 1106,
sometimes hereinafter referred to
as, "the father," died April 30, 1965.
Said decedent, during his lifetime,
was married three times. His first
wife bore him one child who died in
infancy. He had five daughters and
two sons by his second and third
wives. During the third marriage,
one Lena First Sound, also known
as Tena First Sound and also as
Tena Bearskin First Sound, to
whom Mr. Track was never mar-
ried, bore him an illegitimate son.
The illegitimate son, named Charles
First Sound, Fort Peck Indian Al-
lottee No. 3550, also known as
Charles Track #2, is sometimes
hereinafter referred to as, "the son."

The son predeceased the father,
having died intestate, unmarried
and without issue on April 12,1952.
The father never adopted the son,
or brought him into his home, or in
any other manner contributed to his
care or support.

In the course of the probate of the
son's estate, which consisted solely
of his allotment of Indian trust
lands upon which oil was discov-
ered. the Examiner of Iheritance,
on January 12, 1953, determined
that half of the son's estate was in-
herited by the father and the other

half by the mother, the aforesaid
Lena First Sound. An Order for
Distribution of the son's estate in
equal shares to the mother. and
father was thereupon duly issued.

Subsequently, after the father's
death in 1965, substantial contro-
versy developed among the father's
heirs regarding the distribution of
his estate. One of the disputes which
arose during the probate proceed-
ings involved the validity of a claim
against the father's estate by Lena
First Sound for reimbursement o a
proportionate share of support pro-
vided by her to the illegitimate son
during his lifetime. Her claim was
allowed by the Examiner in the
amount of $21,000 and ordered to be
paid from the royalties derived
from the oil production realized
from a lease of the lands allotted to
the son.

An appeal was ultimately taken
to this Board from a decision of the
Secretary, dated June 29, 1971, af-
firming the Examiner's decision
with respect to Lena's claim as well
as with respect to other issues. The
matter before the Board was des-
ignated as the Estate of Charles
Track, Deceased Fort Peck Allottee
No.. 1106, Probate No. -61-69-S,
and was assigned Docket No. IBIA
72-5. 'In its decision dated
March 15, 1972, 1 IBIA 216, 79 I.D.
88, the Board questioned the cor-
rectness of the determination by the

lIn allowing this claim, the Examiner,
among other-things, stated: "This is! in lieu
of the claim for not only the) full amount of
all royalties received from the property, before
and, after decedent's death, but also the title
to. the minerals which this examiner is power-
less to award."

[81 I.D.
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Examiner, in the probate proceed-
ing of the son's estate, that the fa-
ther was a legal heir. of the illegiti-
mate and entitled to one-half of the
,estate.2 Among other things, the
Board concluded in such decision
'that, since the son died intestate the
Montana statute pertaining to in-
heritance rights to and from illegiti-
..mate children applied, 3 and con-
strued such statute to require the
Marrzage of the parents of the il-

-legitimate as a factor prerequisite
to establishing a right in the father
to inherit from the estate of the
illegitimate." 

Based upon the foregoing conclu-
.sions of law and the factual back-
ground outline above, and pursu-
ant to the authority reserved to the
Secretary in 25 CFR 1.2 and 43 CFR
4.242(h) , the Board ordered a re-
,opening of the Estate of Charles
First Sound, deceased Fort Peck Al-
lottee No. 3550. The Board directed,
in substance, that the reopening was
-to afford all interested parties an
opportunity to present evidence and
legal argument, if any they might
have, why the half interest from the
,Charles First Sound allotment ob-
.tamned by Charles Track should not
be deleted as an asset from the es-
tate of Charles Track, and why the

2 See Estate of charles Track, a/k/a Charles
Afraid of His Track, 1 IBIA 216, 238, 79 I.D.
>83, 89 (1972).

3 Ibid. 1 IBIA 216, 229; 79 I.D. 83, 89.
gIbid. 1 IBIA 216, 234; 79 I.D. 83, 91.
5These regulations permit the Secretary

'(Board of Indian Appeals) to reopen an estate
after three years have elapsed from the date
of entry of a final decision in a probate pro-
Iceeding for the correction of a manifest
injustice.

entire allotment should' not be
awarded to Lena First Sound in lieu
of her claim against the Estate of
Charles Track for the care and sup-
port of Charles First Sound.

Pursuant to such Order, Adminis-
trative Law Judge,' William E'
Hammett, after due notice to all in-
terested parties, did reopen such es-
tate and held a hearing, Septem-
ber 15, 1972. At such hearing, some
of the heirs of Charles Track, in-
cluding Appellant, appeared in per-
son and others appeared by counsel.
After considering the evidence and
arguments presented, the Judge
concluded that Charles Track, the
father, was not an heir at. law of
'Charles First Sound, the son, and
therefore, was never entitled to in-
herit any trust property'from the
estate of Charles First Sound. Ac-
cordingly, on April 11, 1973, the
Judge entered his Order Determin-
ing Heirs After Reopening of Es-
tate, Disallowing Claim and Direct-
ing Distribution. It is from such
Order that Appellant herein has
taken this appeal.

Contentions of Appelant

In substance, Appellant contends
that there was a "common Indian
marriage" between Charles Track
and Lena First Sound in accordance
with tribal custom and that the af-
firmance of the Decision and Order
of the Administrative Law Judge

The title, "Examiner of Inheritance," was
officially changed to "Administrative Law
Judge" pursuant to 38 F.R. 1939 (May 3,
1973, effective Aug. 19, 1972).
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would work an- injustice upon the
Appellant and his family.

Issue Presented on AppeaZ

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred by holding that Charles
Track, the father, was not a legal
heir of his illegitimate son, Charles
First Sound, and therefore, not en-
titled to any inheritance from such
son's estate.

Discussion

We have reexamined the legal
conclusion reached in our decision
of March 15, 1972,7 to the effect that,
under Montana law, a marriage
must take place between the father
and mother of an illegitimate child
in order to establish a legal right in
the father to inherit from the ille-
gitimate's estate. Neither Appellant,
nor any other party in this proceed-
ing, has cited any legal authority
or persuaded us to the contrary. We,
therefore, adhere'to such previous
holding.

Upon review of the record, the
Board finds no evidence whatever,
or any proffer of evidence, by Ap-
pellant or any other interested
party, to the effect that Charles
Track was at any time married to
the mother of his acknowledged son,
Charles First Sound. All of the par--
ties, the attorneys, 'and public offi-
cials involved in the probate of the
estate of Charles Track, seemed to
accept as fact, without question, that

7 See n. 3, supra.

Charles First Sound was born out
of wedlock to Lena First Sound
while Charles Track was still mar-
ried to his third wife, Mary Parnell.
Although the record is clear that
Charles Track never contributed to
the care and support of such child,
there is substantial evidence that he
did acknowledge publicly, before a
Tribal Council, the paternity of'
such child. However, the fact of ac-
knowledgment of paternity, by it-
self, is not sufficient to confer upon
the father any entitlement in the
estate of his illegitimate son in the
absence of a marriage to the mother.

The Board takes official notice,
particularly, of the testimony of'
Elizabeth Brown, daughter of
Charles Track, presented before the
Examiner of Inheritance on
June 16, 1965, in the course of the
probate proceedings of the estate of'
Charles Track. At page five of the
transcript of her testimony, counsel
states, "The 'Examiner wants to
know if Charles Track was ever
married to Lena First Sound?" The
witness, Elizabeth Brown, replies,
"No, she wasn't married to him."
On the same day in the same pro-
ceeding, another witness, Thomas
Buckles, at pages eight and nine of'
the same transcript, testified that he
had known Charles Track, "since
we were both born" (for 82 years) ;

that he and Charles Track- were
first cousins; that he was acquainted
with the marriages, children, and
-family of Charles Track; that he
was a disinterested witness and not

[81 I.D.
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expecting anything from the estate;
that he had heard the testimony
given by Elizabeth Brown concern-
ing the family of Charles Track;
and that such testimony was "all
correct."

The Appellant, Raymond Track,
was given every opportunity to pre-
sent evidence and legal argument to
prove his assertion that Charles
Track was married to Lena First
Sound., He failed to do so. Conse-
quently, the Board finds that Ap-
pellant's contention here amounts to
nothing more than a self-serving
declaration and is without any evi-
dentiary support whatsoever.

On the basis of the records of the
above-entitled matter and the estate
of Charles Track, the Board finds
that Charles Track was never mar-
ried to Lena First Sound, by an In-
dian common marriage or otherwise,
and that Charles First Sound was
the son of Charles Track and Lena
First Sound, born out of wedlock.
We, further, find that administra-
tive due process has been accorded
all the interested parties.

No other issue having been raised
in this appeal, we, therefore, con-
clude that the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order of
Judge Hammett were correct, and
further, that he did not err in hold-
ing that Charles Track was not a
legal heir of his illegitimate son,
Charles First Sound, and not en-
titled to any inheritance from such
son's estate.

Order

WHEREFORE, by virtue of the
authority delegated to the Board of
Indian Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED:

(1) That the Order Determining
Heirs After Reopening of Estate,
Disallowing 'Claim and Directing
Distribution, entered April 11, 1973,
in the above-entitled matter by
Judge Hammett, be, and the same
HEREBY IS AFFIRMED;

(2) That a copy of this decision,.
together with a copy of Judge Ham-
mett's aforesaid Order of April 11,
1973, be inserted into the official de-
partmental file in the matter of the
Estate of' Charles -Track, a/k/a
Charles Afraid of His Track, De-
ceased Fort Peck Allottee No. 1106,
Probate No. K-61-69-S, Docket
No. IBIA 72-5; and

(3) That the Superintendent of
the Fort Peck Indian Agency forth-
with execute, or cause to' be exe-
cuted, the necessary administrative
action to carry out such Order, as it
applies, respectively, to the estates
of Charles First Sound and Charles
Track aforesaid.

This decision is final for the
Department.

DAViD DOANE, AZternate 2!ember.

I CONCUR:

MITCHELL J. SABAG11, eMber.
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SPICKLER COAL COMPANY

:3 IBMA 26

Decided January 29, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration 'from an

-Administrative Law Judge's order,
*dated November 9, 1973, dismissing
-Docket No. MORG* 73-98-P for want
,of jurisdiction.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Emine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Procedure

An Administrative Law Judge orrectly
* dismisses a petition for hearing and
formal adjudication for want of juris-

*diction where the petition is insufficient
-due to failure to list properly the alleged
violations in issue and to show proof of
service, and after notice, the operator

-fails to cure the defects within a reason-
able period of time.

-APPEARANCES: Assistant Solicitor,
. Philip Smith, Esq., Trial Attorney,

-I. Avrum ingeret, Esq., for appel-
Ilant, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

On November 9, 1973, an Ad-
-ministrative Law Judge dismissed
Frank Spickler's petition for hear-
ing and formal adjudication, on be-
-half of the Spickler Coal Company,
for want of jurisdiction. The peti-

-tion had been filed on September 7,
-1972, and was deficient in that there

was no listingof the alleged viola-
tions in issue and no proof of serv-
ice. 43 FR 4.509, 4.541. Although
the petitioner below was repeatedly
apprised of the deficiencies and re-
ceived detailed instructions with re-
spect to the regulatory requirements
for the content and service of a peti-
tion, there was no satisfactory re-
sponse. In light of these circum-
stances, the Judge concluded that
Spickler had decided to abandon his
petition and dismissed the case.

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
appeals from the order of dismissal,
claiming that it was erroneous under
43 CFR 4.512(b). MESA insists
that the Judge was precluded from
dismissing the petition without its
concurrence.

We are of the opinion that where
an insufficient operator-initiated
petition is filed, there is no jurisdic-
tion to assess penalties. When an
operator, despite noti ce, fails to cure
the defects after a reasonable period
of time has elapsed, as in the case
at hand, dismissal is the proper
course of action by the Judge. We
are further of the view that
MESA's reliance upon 43 CFR'
4.512(b) is misplaced inasmuch as
Spickler did not file a specific
motion seeking withdrawal. See
Farrell Mining Company, 3 IBMA
1, 81 I.D. 6, CCIH 'Employment'
Safety and Health Guide par. 17,
126 (1974).

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
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CFR 4.1(4)), the order of the dis-
missal in the above-entitled docket
IS AFFIRMED.

C. E. Rooxs, JR., Chairmn.

DAVID DOANE, Hember.

ESTATE OF DENNIS DELGADILLO
(DELG) (NALLOTTED PUEBLO,
DECEASED)

2 IBIA 170

Decided January 30,1974

Appeal from an Administrative Law
Judge's decision after rehearing.

Affirmed.

165.0 Indian Probate: Claim Against
Estate: Generally

A claim which was not filed within the
time required by the regulations cannot
be allowed.

165.15.1 Indian Probate: Claim
Against Estate: Timely Filing: By
Other Than U.S. Agency

A claim of a creditor filed after the date
of the hearing must be rejected.

APPEARANCES: Edward S. Dunn,
Esq., for appellant, Virginia Delga-
dilo Jacobson.

OPINION BY MR. WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This, matter comes before the
Board on an appeal by Virginia
Delgadillo Jacobson through her at-

torney, Edward S. Dunn, from an
Administrative Law Judge's order
affirming decision after rehearing
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.291.

According to the record Dennis
Delgadillo, hereinafter referred to
as decedent, died intestate ol
March 16, 1968.

A hearing was held on June 13,
1968, by Hearing Examiner Kent R.
Blaine (title since changed to Ad-
ministrative Law Judge) to deter-
mine heirs or probate will and to
consider creditor's claims. No
claims were considered since none
were filed. Thereafter, the examiner-
on June 28, 1968, issued an order
'determining heirs.

The appellant, pro se, on July 16,
1968, filed a petition for rehearing
to consider her funeral claim in the'
amount of $1,297.61.

Administrative Law Judge John
F. Curran on April 20, 1972, re--
heard the matter. Thereafter, on
May 26, 1972, the Judge issued an
order from which the appeal herein
was taken. In his order the Judge:
rejected the appellant's claim for-
funeral expenses on the grounds?
that it had not been timely filed
under the regulations in force at
the time of the hearing.

The appellant in her appeal al-
leges no error on the part of the-
Judge in his findings of May 26,
1972. Appellant in her appeal',
merely reiterates allegations made
in her petition for rehearing dated
July 16, 1968.

The- regulations in force at they
time of the hearing held on June 13,.
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1968 (25 CFR 15.23(e)), clearly
precluded consideration of claims
filed after the conclusion of the
hearing. The cited section of the
code, supra, reads as follows:

No claims filed after the conclusion of
the hearing shall be considered unless
the claimant can present satisfactory
proof that he had no actual notice of the
hearing and that he was not on the
reservation or otherwise in the vicinity
during the period when the public notices
of the hearing were posted. (Italics
supplied.)

The record clearly indicates the
appellant appeared at the hearing
held June 13, 1968, and served as the
principal family witness. Her testi-
-mony, inter aia, included the

following.

Q. [Examiner] Are there any debts or
bills that should be considered as bills
against this estate?

A. No, not that I know of.

The Department over the years

-has consistently rejected claims

against Indian estates that have not

been timely filed. Estate of Zate-

kau-7eau-komah (Frank OdZety),

IA-145 (October 8, 1954) ; Estate of

Oscar Bad Warrior, IA-173 (April
1, 1955).

In the case at bar it is quite evi-

dent that the appellant's claim was

not timely filed and the Board so

finds. Accordingly, the appellant's

appeal should be dismissed and the

Judge's order of May 26, 1972,

affirmed.

In view of the Board's finding we

see no reason to pass on the merits

of the appellalt's request in the al-

terna-tive that she be awarded de-
cedent's land in lieu of her claim.
* NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian' Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the appeal filed by Virginia
Delgadillo Jacobson is hereby DIS-
MISSED and the Administrative
Law Judge's decision of May 26,
1972, IS AFFIRMED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON, Member.

I CoNcuR:

DAVID J. MCKEE, Chairmhan.

UNITED STATES v.
BYRON N. GARDNER ET AL.

14 IBLA 276

Decided January 30,1974

Appeal from a decision by Adminis-
trative Law Judge L. K. Luoma in
Arizona contests 1342, 1343 and 1344
declaring appellant's three mining
claims null and void.

Affirmed as modified.

Mining Claims: Generally-Act of
August 4, 1892

The Act of August 4, 1892, 27 Stat. 348,
30 U.S.O0. § 161 (19,70), authorizes the
entry 'of lands chiefly valuable for build-
ing stone under the provisions of law in

1 The title of the hearing officer has been
changed from "Hearing Examiner" to "Admin-
istrative Law Judge." 38 F.R. 10939, May 3,
19T3, effective August 19, 1972.

[81 I.D.
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relation to placer mineral claims, and
such entry may be made regardless of the
form in which the deposits are found.

Mining Claims: Generally-Act of
August 4, 1892-Words and Phrases

"Building stone, chiefly valuable for."
Building stone as used in the Act of Au-
,gust 4, 1892, 30 U.S.C. § 101 (1970), in-
cludes stone used for building, for struc-
tural work and for other similar'commer-
cial purposes, but land chiefly valuable for
the supply of stone to be manufactured
into artifacts is not chiefly valuable for
building stone under the Act.

Mining Claims: .Discovery: Market-
ability

To constitute a valid discovery upon a
mining claim there must be shown to
Jexist, within the limits of the claim, a
deposit of minerals in such quality and
quantity as would warrant a prudent man
'in expending his labor and means with
a reasonable prospect of success in
developing a valuable mine.

lining Claims: Determination of
Validity

Where a mining claimant has located a
number of claims, he must show a dis-
covery on each claim to satisfy the re-
quirements of the mining law as to that
claim.

APPEARANCES: Byron N. Gardner,
pro, se, and on behalf of appellants; 2

Richard L. Fowler, Esq., Office of the
General Counsel, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, for appellee.

2 Notice of appeal was filed by Byron N.
Gardner, presumably representing himself,
Eleanor Gardner and Cecil Goodwin. (Tr. 2.)
Appellants' "argument and evidence" filed
June 1, 1972, recites that it is filed for
"Unique Onyx Placer Mining Claims Asso-
ciation."

OPINION BY MR. GOSS

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Appellants have appealed from a
decision by Administrative Law
Judge L. K. Luoma dated March 30,
1972, declaring null and void their,
three mining claims-the Unique
Onyx placer, the Hazel D #1
lode and the Unique Onyx #1
placer-located within the Coconino
National Forest, Coconino County,
Arizona. The claims were located
after July 23, 1955. The Judge
determined inter aia that the min-
eral deposits on the claims in con-
test did not meet the test of uncom-
monness and, therefore, the deposits
were not subject to location under
the general mining law after the
passage of the Act of July 23,1955,
,as amended, 30 U.S.C. 611 (1970).
The Board does not reach the ques-
tion of whether the stone is a com-
mon variety under section 611.

Unique Onyx Placer Clain

The Government charged that the
Unique Onyx placer claim had been
improperly located as a placer. At
the hearing, the mineral deposit on
such claim and the deposit on the
Hazel D #1 lode were described by
Gilbert J. Matthews, a Forest Serv-
ice mining engineer, as lode deposits.
(Tr. 126-128.) Appellant Gardner
also agreed that such was the nature
of the deposits. (Tr. 177.) The
Judge found that the deposits on the
claims were lode deposits and con-
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cluded that for such reason the
Unique Onyx placer claim was not
subject to location as a placer.

While stone from the claim has
been sold for fireplace rock, fire-
place slabs and as rubble for plastic
table tops, appellants have found
that it is more profitable to manu-
facture the stone into such artifacts
as clocks, pen sets, bookends and
ashtrays. (Tr. 27-29, 162.) Appel-
lants are in the process of phasing
out the selling of rough material
and are concentrating on the selling
of finished products. (Tr. 162.)

Appellants argue on appeal that
under 36 CFR 251.4 and the Act of
August 4, 1892 (27 Stat. 348), 30
U.S.C. § 161 (1970), the Unique
Onyx placer claim was correctly lo-
cated as a placer claim. Section
251;4 is not applicable for it per-
tains to disposal of materials not
subject to disposal under the mining
laws. The Act authorizes placer lo-
cations of lands "chiefly valuable
for building stone," irrespective of
the form in which the deposits occur.
1 American Law of Mining, § 5.21
(1968). Section I of the Act pro-
vides in part:

That any person authorized to enter
lands under the mining laws of the
United States may enter lands that are
chiefly valuable for building stone under
the provisions of the law in relation to
placer mineral claims: Provided, That
lands reserved for the benefit of the pub-
lic schools or donated to any State shall
not be subject to entry under this act.

Appellants assert they were in-
formed by an attorney and the For-
est Service that a deposit of build-
ing stone should be located as a

placer. Appellants were justified in
acting upon the asserted informa-
tion only if the lands embraced by
the Unique Onyx placer, were
"chiefly valuable for building
stone."

The Supreme Court in Cole v.

Ralph, 252 U.S. 286, 295 (1920),
stated:

* * * But to sustain a lode location the
discovery must be of a vein or lode of
rock in place bearing valuable mineral
* * and to sustain a placer location it
must be of some other form of valuable
mineral deposit * ** A placer discovery
will not sustain a lode location, nor a lode
discovery a placer location. * *e

Appellants' pleadings did not al-
lege that the lands embraced by his
Unique Onyx Placer Claim were
chiefly valuable for building stone
and, hence, properly' locatable as a
placer. The Government presented

a prima facie case that the claimed

discovery was of a lode or vein. The

burden was, therefore, upon appel-

lants to allege and show by affirma-

tive defense that under section 161

the placer claim is chiefly valuable

for building stone.

In A Dictionary of Mining, Min-
era7, and Related Terms, US. Bu-
reau of Mines (1967) at 149, the

term "building stone" is defined to.

be:

a. Any stone used in masonry construc-
tion, generally stone of superior quality
that is quarried and trimmed or cut into
regular blocks. A.G.I. Supp. b. Includes
all stones for ordinary masonry Con-
struction,, ornamentation, roofing, and
flagging. Countless different kinds of
rocks are used. Practically all varieties%
of igneous, sedimentary, and metamor-
phic rocks are included, but a few va-
rieties stand out prominently because of
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their durability and widespread occur-
rence. In its broader sense, the term in-
eludes stone in any form that constitutes
a part of a structure; however, cut or
rough-hewn bloeks for exterior walls are
most widely used. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

When appellants' stone is used for
construction of fireplaces, it is used
as building stone but when used for
artif acts it is not used as building
stone.3 The two values for the stone

herein concerned may be compared
to the value of a lode of valuable
mineral ore. While such ore may
have a value as a building stone or.
as fill, it is most valuable for the
mineral therein; hence, such a lode
may not be located as a placer build-'
ing stone claim. In the case of the
Unique Onyx placer claim, the evi-
dence shows the land is chiefly v-al-
nable not for building stone, but for

s Under MecGlenn v. Wienroeer, 15 L.D. 370,
374 (1892), land which contains a deposit of
stone that is not only useful for general build-
ing purposes but is also valuable for the orna-
mentation of buildings, for monuments and
other commercial purposes may be entered as
a placer claim. The Department has also stated
in Stanislaus Electric Power Co., 41 L.D. 655
660 (1912), that the Act of August 4, 1892:

"* * * was intended to and does apply only
to deposits of stone of special or peculiar value
for structural work, such as the erection of
houses, office buildings, and such other recog-
nized commercial uses as demand and will.
secure the profitable extraction and marketing
other commercial purposes may be entered as
of the product. * " While stone used in the
erection of houses and for other general build-
ing purposes is clearly building stone, the two
cases indicate that stone used for certain other
commercial purposes may also be considered as
building stone. It must be presumed, however,
that the words "chiefly" and "building" were
included in the Act in order to fulfill a Con-
gressional purpose. Because of the limitations

,of the statute, the words "other commercial
purposes" and "recognized commercial uses" in
the two decisions must necessarily relate to
the use of the stone for construction of various
structures.

the supply of stone to be manufac-
tured into artifacts. Because the
record discloses (Tr. 128, 177) that
the deposits on the Unique Onyx
placer and the Hazel D #1 lode
were lode deposits, such claims could
properly be located only as lode
claims. Cole v. Ralph, spra. There-
fore, we must hold that the Unique
Onyx placer claim is invalid because
it was not subject to location as a
placer.

Hazel D #1 Lode Claim
As to the Hazel D #1 lode, its

validity depends on the showing of
a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit within the limits of such
claim.

The tests 'for determining
whether such a discovery has been
made are the prudent-man rule and
the marketability test. The prudent
man rule was first laid down by the
Department in Castle v. Womb le,
19 L.D. 455, 457 (1894) in which
it was stated: 

* * IW]here minerals have been
found and the evidence is of such a char-
acter that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expen-
diture of his labor and means, with a
reasonable prospect of success, in develop-
ing a valuable mine; the requirements of
the statute have been met. * *

The rule has been approved a nlim-
ber of times by the Supreme Court
of the United 'States, most recently
in Coleman v. United States, 390

U.S. 599 (1968). That case also ap-
proved the complementary test to
the prudent-man rule, the so-called

marketability test. The Court stated
in Coleman at 600, 602:
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* * * The Secretary of the Interior
held that to qualify as "valuable mineral
deposits" under 30 U.S.C: § 22 it must
be shown that the mineral can be "ex-
tracted, removed and marketed at a
profit"-the so-called "marketability
test."

if* e * *. *e *

* * * Under the mining laws Congress
has made public lands available to peo-
ple for the purpose of mining valuable
mineral deposits and not for other pur-
poses. The obvious intent was to reward
and encourage the discovery of minerals
that are valuable in an economic sense.
Minerals which no prudent man will ex-
tract because there is no demand for them
at a price higher than the cost of extrac-
tion and transportation are hardly eco-
nomically valuable. Thus, profitability is

* an important consideration in applying
the prudent-man test, and the marketabil-
ity test which the Secretary has used here
merely recognizes this fact.

(Footnotes omitted.)

Matthews examined the Hazel D
#1 lode claim in 1964 and 1966, and
he observed it in 1971. (Tr. 19-20.)
He testified that there was only one
area, termed a crevasse, in which
travertine was exposed on the Hazel
D #1 lode. (Tr. 49, 92.) W"hen ques-
tioned as to his opinion on whether
there was a discovery of mineral on
each of the claims which would jus-
tify a prudent man in expending his
time and money with a reasonable
prospect of success in developing a
paying mine, he stated that the
easily accessible stone had been re-
moved and that more costly mining
would now be entailed. (Tr. 77-78.)

At the hearing appellants pre-
sented samples of their "unique
onyx;" however, apparently none

were taken from, the Hazel D #1
lode. (Tr. 129.), While appellants:
introduced evidence relating to'sales
of stone and profits made from such
sales, there was, no breakdown of'
such figures as, they related to any
individual claim.

The law is clear that there must
be a discovery on each claim and a
mining claimant must show as to,
each claim that he has found a min-
eral deposit which satisfies the tests
for discovery. United States v. Bun-
kowsski, 5 IBLA 102, 79 I.D. 43'
(1972), modified in 13 IBLA 256'
(1973).

Appellants herein did not offer
any evidence as to the amount or
nature of the mineral deposit on the
Hazel D #1. The evidence submit-
ted was of a general nature relating,
apparently, to all the claims. It is
not enough to offer evidence for the
claims as a unit. United States v.
Block, 12 IBLA 393, 80 I.D. 571
(1973).

We find that appellants have
failed to show a discovery of a val-
uable mineral deposit on the Hazel
D #1 lode claim, and for that rea-
son the claim is null and void.

Unique Onyxn #1 Placer Claim
Appellant Byron Gardner admit-

ted that no mining activity had
taken place on the Unique Onyx #1
placer claim. (Tr. 179.) The Judge
found the claim was invalid because
there was no exposure of the claimed
valuable travertine-onyx within the
boundaries of the claim. (Tr. 65-
66.) We agree with that finding.

[81 LD,-
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Appellants' other arguments have
been reviewed and are found not to
warrant reversal of the decision
below.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the de-

63.

-cision, appealed fromn is affirmed as.
modified.

JOSEPH W. Goss, Heynber-

WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK FISHMVAN, Member.

EDWARD W. STUEBING, M6e22ber.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1974
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CITY OF PHOENIX
V.

ALVIN B. REEVES ET AL.

14 IBLA 315
Decided February 1, 1974

Appeal from decision by Administra-
tive Law Judge L. K. Luoma, declar-
ing placer mining claims null and
void.

Affirmed as modified.

Administrative Procedure: Adjudica-
tion - Administrative Procedure:
Hearings-Hearings-Mining Claims:
Hearings-Rules of Practice: Hear-
ings

The Administrative Procedure Act re-
quires an agency to give all interested
parties an. opportunity to participate in
an adjudication where time and public
interest permit.

Administrative Procedure: Adjudica-
tion-Mining Claims: Contests-Min-
ing Claims: Determination of Valid-
ity- Mining Claims: Withdrawn
Land-Rules of Practice: Private
Contest

The Department of the Interior has
jurisdiction to determine if a mining
claim is invalid by being located on land
not subject to mineral location, even
where the issue of validity of the claim
is raised in the context of a private con-
test brought by a surface patentee.

Administrative Practice-Executive
Orders and Proclamations-Rules of
Practice: Generally-Statutory Con-
struction: Generally

Executive orders have the force and ef-
fect of law and rules of statutory con-
struction apply to them.

Administrative Practice-Executive
Orders and Proclamations-mining
Claims: Lands Subject to-Patents of
Public Lands: Effect-Rules of Prac-
tice: Generally-Statutory Construc-.
tion: Implied Repeals-Withdraw-
als and Reservations: Generally

There is a strong presumption against
implied repeal of an executive order. If a
statute covers the same area as an ex-
ecutive order and they are not absolutely
irreconcilable, effect will be given'to both.
A statute, authorizing a patent of lands
to a city, subject to a reservation of min-
erals to the United States, did not im-
pliedly revoke an Executive Order with-
drawal of the lands for classification And
in aid of legislation to grant the patent
to the city, which withdrawal closed the
lands to nonmetalliferous location under
the mining laws.

Act of July 15, 1921-Conveyances:
Generally-Mining Claims: Lands
Subject to-Patents of Public Lands:
Reservations

Where the United States disposes of pub-
lic lands with a reservation of minerals
to the United States, the reserved min-
erals are not subject to location under
the general mining laws in the absence of
specific statutory authority. Minerals: re-
served to the United States in.a patent to
the City of Phoenix issued pursuant to the
Aet of- July 15, 1921, 42 Stat. 143, are
not subject to the mining laws, as neither
that Act nor any other statute provides
for disposition of the reserved minerals
under the mining laws.

Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land-
Withdrawals and Reservations: Ef-
tfect of-Withdrawals and Reserva-
tions: Revocation and Restoration
A mining claim located on land closed to
mineral entry is void.

81 I.D. No. 2
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APPEARANCES: Bruce F. Demaree,
Esq., of Richmond, Ajamie, ay &
Warner, Phoenix, Arizona, for appel-
lant, Donald W. Lindhelrm, Esq., for
appellees.

OPINION BY
MRS. THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD
OF LAND APPEALS

Alvin B. Reeves, and the heirs of
A. H. Reeves,1 deceased (contes-
tees), have appealed from the Oc-
tober 17, 1972, decision of Admin-
istrative Law 'Judge L. K. Luoma
holding their A & H Nos. 3 and 4
placer mining claims null and void
for the reason that the sand and
gravel deposits were not reserved to
the United States, but had been con-
veyed as part of the surface estate

* to the City of Phoenix.
On March 19, 1965, the City of

Phoenix (contestant) initiated a
private contest to have the A and 1-l
Nos. 3 and 4 placer mining claims

* - embracing the S/2 N1/2 SWI/4 of
section 23, T. 1 N., R. 2 E., G. &

* S.R.M., Maricopa County, Arizona,
declared invalid. 'A hearing was
held on May 5, 1969.

The contestees base their claim
to the land on location notices filed
'and recorded in the office of the
County Recorder, Maricbpa County,
Arizona, on May 24, 1955. The City
of Phoenix bases its title to the land
on Patent No. 832934 issued to the
City by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement on November 18, 1921.

1 Genevieve C. Rippey, Leroy Reeves, and
Thelma Reeves.

Prior to the issuance of the patent,
Executive Order No. 3388, January
22, 1921, temporarily withdrew the
land in question.

* t *, from settlement, location, sale
and entry, for classification and in aid
of legislation granting said lands to the
city of Phoenix, Arizona, for municipal
purposes, and this order shall remain n
fubt force until revoked by the President,
or by an uct of Congress. (Italics added.)

This order withdrew the land from
nonmetalliferous mineral location.
On July 1,- 1921, Congress author-
ized the transfer of this land to the
"City of Phoenix for municipal
-purposes * * [reserving] to the
United-States all oil, coal or other
mineral deposits found at any time
in the land, and the right to pros-
pect for, mine and remove the
same * * *2 Act of July 15, 1921,
P.L. No. 67-34, 42 Stat. 143 (Act).
Under the authority of the Act,
patent was issued to Phoenix.

At the hearing, counsel for the
United States made an appearance
and filed a motion to intervene. This
was denied. Although the United
States did not appeal from that de-
cision, in order to correct the error,
we note that the denial of the motion
was improper. The United States
has an interest in determining the
validity of mining locations where
alleged rights to minerals reserved
to the United States are asserted by
claimants under the mining laws, 30
U.S.C. § 21 et seg. (1970). This is
especially true in this case where one
of the issues involved in the private
contest was whether the sand and
gravel deposits were encompassed in
a mineral reservation to the United

[81 I.D.
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States. The Administrative Proce-
dure Act requires an agency to give
all interested parties an opportunity
to participate in adjudications
where time and public interest per-
mit. 5 U.S.0. § 554(c) (1) (1970).
The United States was an interested
party and the public interest would
have been served by permitting it to
intervene. -

The question of the authority of
this Department to determine the
validity of these mining claims has
been brought into sharp focus by
appellants' first contention. They
contend the Judge's decision should

-be set aside and the contest dis-
missed because the land has been
patented and consequently the De-
partment does not have jurisdic-
tion to determine the rights between
the two private parties to te sand
and gravel resources. They rely on
Berg v. Taylor, 51 L.D. 45 (1925),
where the Department held that
questions pertaining to a conflict be-
tween a surface patentee and an ap-
plicant for a coal lease concerning
the use of the surface estate are a
matter beyond the jurisdiction of
this Department and a matter for
the courts.. In Berg and: in Nara-.
thon Oil Co' v. W7est, 48 L.D. 150
(1921)l, cited in Berg, this Depart-

ment invoked its authority to grant
mineral leases, despite protests by
surface owners, leaving the issues as
to conflicts in the possession and use
of the surface for the courts. The
instant case, however, does not in-
volve Departmental interference
with surface users' rights where the
initial validity of the mineral users'

right under federal law was pre-
supposed, as it was in Berg and
Marathon. Here the question is
whether the mining claims are valid
under federal law. The Berg and
lMarathon rationale does not apply
to this question. This case is alsoout-
side the ambit of circumstances re-
quiring court proceedings to deter-
mine rights as between conflicting
claimants under the mining laws.
See 30 U.S.C. § 30 (1970); Ti, Inc.
v. linnesota Mining and M11anuf ac-
turing Co., A-31106 (SUtpp.)
(July 2, 1969), nodifying A-31106
(January 16, 1969).

It is well established that this De-
partment has authority to determine
the validity of mining claims lo-
cated under the mining laws of the
United States. E.g., Best v. Hum-
boldt Placer Mhinig Co., 371 U.S.
334, 336-37 (1963). Where a mining
claim is void because it was located
on land withdrawn from mineral
entry, this Department may, with-
out bringing a contest, declare the
claim void ab initio. Dredge Corp'
v. Penny, 362 F. 2d 889, 890 (9th
Cir. 1966); Foster Mining and
Engiweering Co., 7 IBLA 299, 304-
05 79 I.D. 599, 602 (1972 ; Ernest
Alpers, A-30627 (March 10,1967).
This Department has jurisdiction,
therefore, to determine if a claim is
located on land not subject to min-
errl location even where the issue of
validity is raised in the context of
a private contest brought by a sur-
face patentee. See United States v..
Williarmson, 75 I.D. 338, 343 (1968).
Cf. Davis v. Nelson, 329 F. 2d 40,
846 (9th Cir. 1964). 

651
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Appellants next contend that the
Judge's decision declaring the
claims invalid was in error, and that
the sand and gravel deposits are lo-
catable deposits, because the City of
Phoenix would have a common law
right of action for damages against
them for any injury to the surface
estate, bringing the case within the
ambit of United States v. Isbell
Constrction Co., 4 IBLA 205, 78
I.D. 385 (1971). Further, they con-
tend the land is located in a river-
bed subject to sporadic flooding
which precludes any permanent de-
'velopment upon the surface estate,
-and that the City of Phoenix has
recognized this fact by planning
,construction of a flood control chan-
Jnel using the mineral estate. They
'equest this Board to hold that they
have a right to remove any sand and
gravel which does not conflict with
the surface use. In view of our con-
clusions discussed below, we find it
unnecessary to respond to these par-
ticular contentions.

In their brief to the Judge, appel-
lants contended that the Act of
July 15, 1921, revoked Executive
Order No. 3388 and restored the
lands to mineral entry and location.
Phoenix raised a subsidiary issue of
whether the sand and: gravel placer
claims are void because they are part
of the surface estate patented to the
City and not part of the mineral
estate reserved to the United States.

The Judge, relying on United
States v. Isbell Construction Co.,
supra, decided that although the
mineral estate on the land in ques-
tion would be open to location under

the general mining laws, the sand
and gravel located there was not
part of the mineral estate reserved
to the United States, but part of the
surface estate granted to Phoenix.
Accordingly, he held the claims
invalid.

The land involved in Isbell, how-
ever, was clearly open to location
under the mining law, including
nonmetalliferous claims. 43 U.S.C.
§ 315e (1970); Executive Order No.
6910 of November 26, 1934, as
amended by Executive Order of
November 26, 1935, 55 I.D. 401.
Hlere, before we can decide whether
the sand and gravel in the land is
subject to the mining law, we must
first decide whether the land was
open to location. If the Act of July.
15, 1921, and issuance of the patent
to Phoenix, or other administrative
action, did not revoke Executive
Order No. 3388 and restore the land
to mining location, then the land
has been closed to entry since Janu-
ary 22, 1921, and any claims located.
thereafter would be void. This
threshold issue, whether reserved
minerals are withdrawn, or are
otherwise locatable under the min-
ing laws, was not present in the
Isbell case, and for that reason it is
distinguishable. In view of our rul-
ing on this threshold issue, infra, we
are not deciding whether the sand
and gravel deposits fell within the
mineral reservation.

The status of the land is reflected
in part by the Bureau, of Land Man-
agement (BLM) records. The his-
torical index covering this township
shows the Executive Order, the Act

[St I.D.
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of July 15, 1921, and the issuance
of the patent to Phoenix. Mining
claims are void where the official
public land records show the land
was not open to location at the time
of entry. Leo J. Kottas, 73 I.D. 123,
127-28 (1966), aff'd sub nom. Lutz-
enhiser v. Udall, 432 F. 2d 328 (9th
Cir. 1970); David W. Harper, .74
I.D. 141,145 (1967).

On the question of whether these
mining claims are void as located
for minerals which have been with-
drawn and never restored to loca-
tion, the Judge accepted an argu-
ment that the Act of July 15, 1921,
and issuance of the patent to the
City of Phoenix, subject to a min-
eral reservation, fulfilled the pur-
pose of the temporary withdrawal
and thus effectuated a restoration
of the minerals to location. That
conclusion is erroneous. At he very
least: it must rest upon an implied
repeal of the withdrawal by the ac-
tion of Congress, as the language
of the Act of July 15, 1921, does
not expressly revoke the withdrawal
or authorize mineral location upon
the minerals to. be reserved.

The withdrawal was by executive
order. Executive orders have the
force and effect of law, Farkas v.
Texas Instrument, Inc., 375 F. 2d
629, 632 (5th Cir.), cert. denied,
389 U.S. 977 (1967); Feliciano v.
United. States; 297 F. Supp. 1356,
1358 (D.P.R. 1969), aff'd, 422 F. 2d
943 (st Cir. 1970), and rules of
statutory construction apply to
them. Feliciano spra, at 1359;
United States v. Angcog, 190 F.
Supp. 696, 699 (D.C. Guam. 1961).

Repeal of an executive 6rder or stat-
ute may be either express or im-
plied. However, there is a strong
presumption against implied re-
peal. One statement of this policy
is that if two statutes cover the
same area and are not absolutely
irreconcilable, effect is given to
both. United States v. Borden Co.,
308 U.S. 18, 198 (1938). Another
expression is that a law will not be
construed as ipliedly repealing
another law "unless no other rea-
sonable construction can be ap-
plied." United States v. Jackson,
302 U.S. 628, 631 (1938). See Ely
v. Velde, 451 F. 2d 1130, 1134-35
(4th Cir. 1971); Feliciano, supra
at 1359.

In construing executive orders,
the Department of the Interior has
implicity recognized the presump-
tion against implied repeal. Neither-
the mere passage of time nor ac-
complishment of an avowed pur-
pose has been held to be a substi-
tute for formal revocation of the
withdrawal and restoration of the*
lands to location or entryunder the
mining or other public land laws.
United States v. Consolidated
Mines & Smelting Co., Ltd., 455 F.
2d 432, 445 (9th Cir. 1971) ; Ten-
neco Oil Co., 8 IBLA 282, 284
(1972); Rowe Hd. Bolton, 5 IBLA
226, 227 (1972); Grace Kinsela, 74
I.D. 386, 387 (1967). It is, in part
because of this policy that the offi.
cial records do not reflect any revo-
cation or restoration.

As stated previously in this case,
the Act did not expressly revoke
the executive order; it made no
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lnention of it at all. Under this cir-
cu-mstance, the repeal of the order,
if it occurred, must have been im-
plied. However, the grant of the
patent to Phoenix with a mineral
reservation to the United States
did not mandate the revocation of
a temporary withdrawal order and*
the restoration of the withdrawn
land to mineral location, because
the Government could have good
and sufficient reasons to both grant
the patent and retain the with-
drawial as to the reserved inuerals.
The two are not absolutely irrecon-
cilable and under rules of statutory
construction, effect must be given
to both. United States v. Borden
Co., spra. This conclusion is
strengthened by the fact the with-
drawal was for classification pur-
poses as well as in aid of legislation
for the City of Phoenix. This mili-
tates against any argument that the
Act of July 15, 1921, constituted a
revocation of the withdrawal order
and restoration of nomnetalliferous
Ieserved minerals to location under
the mining laws. Neither the 'Act
hor subsequent administrative ac-
tion purported to make any classi-
fication or restoration. See Ernest
Alpers, supra.

There is a further compelling rea-
son why the contestees' locations un-
der the mining laws for the reserved
minerals are void. The mining laws
are applicable to public lands and
such lands may be purchased by the
claimant when he has made a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit
within his mineral location on pub-
lie lands. 30 U.S.C. § 21 et seg.

(1970). When public lands are dis-
posed of with a reservation of min-
erals to the United States, it has
been ruled that without specific
statutory authority making the re-
served minerals subject to the min-
ing laws, the mining laws do not
apply to such deposits. Solicitoil's
Opinion, M-36279 (July 19, 1955).
This Opinion discussed the applica-
bility of the mining laws to minerals
reserved in a patent to the City of
Denver. The act authorizing the*
patent, Act of August 25, 1914, 38
Stat. 06, was similar to that in-
volved in this case as it provided
that minerals were to be reserved
to the United States, but gave no
authorization of the right to mine
such minerals under the 'mining
laws. The Opinion concluded that
authority to dispose of the minerals
under te mining laws could not be
read into the statutory provision for
reserving the minerals; 'It distin-
guished other statutes where thee
United States has granted the land,
reserving the minerals, and specifi-
cally authorizing location of the
minerals under the mining laws. The
rationale of that Opinion is applica-
ble here. The Act authorizing the
patent to the City of Phoenix while
reserving minerals did not authorize
their location under the mining
laws. We know of no other statute
making such an authorization. Con-
sequently, the mining, laws are not
'applicable to the reserved minerals
in the patent.

Under either of the above views,
the reserved minerals were not sub-
ject to location under the mining

- 70
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laws. Theiefore, as theiwithdrawal.
was never revoked nor the land re-
stored to location under the mining
laws for the reserved minerals, they
were not open to appropriation un-
der the mining laws at the time the
coltestees made their locations.
Terza Hopson, 3 IBLA 134, 138
(1971). See Dredge Co., 64 I.D. 368,
374-75 (1957), affId, 362 F. 2d 889
(9th Cr. 1966) ; Ernest Apers,
supra; Frank Heiluzo, 72 I.D. 21
(1965). Therefore, the claims must
be deemed invalid. E.g. Hiek1ey G.
Shaulis, 11 IBLA 116 (1973); Brace
C. Curtiss, 11 IBLA 30 (1973).

The Jdge's decision is' set aside
and modified to the extent it is in-
consistent with this decision and the
claims are declared void for the rea-
sons stated in this decision.

Therefore, pursuant to'the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals, by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed as
modified.

JOAN B. THompsoN, Mfember.

E CONCUR:

MARTIN RITVO, Member. 

DouGLAs E. ENRIQuES, M Hember.

ITMANN COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA' 29

Decided February 7, 1974

Appeal by Itmann Coal Company from
a decision dated August 23, 1973
(HOPE 72-115-P) by an Adminis-

trative Law Judge, assessing a civil
monetary penalty of $66 for four vio-
lations of the Federal Coal M'ine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.'

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust Pro-
gram: Computer Printout.

A Notice of Non-Compliance is an official
government record and will support a
Notice of Violation of section 202 of the
Act.

APPEARANCES: Timothy M. Biddle,.
Esq., Ivan Michael Schaeffer, Esq.,
John A. Macleod, Esq., and James T.
Hemphill, Jr., Esq., in behalf of ap-
pellant, Itmann Coal Company; Rob-
ert W. Long, Esq., Associate Solicitor,
J.' Philip Smith, Esq.j Assistant So-
licitor, J. H. O'Donnell, Esq., Trial At-
torney, in behalf of appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA).

OPINION BY THE BOARD

INTERIOR BOARD OF M1INE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

On this appeal: "Appellant con-
tends that the Administrative Law
Judge's decision of August 23, 1973,
is, erroneous as a matter of law be' 
cause his finding of the occurrence
of a violation with respect to each
of the two respirable dust Notices
was not based on a preponderance
of the reliable, substantive, and pro-
bative evidence. The Administra-
tive Law Judge concluded as a mat-

183 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C. §§801-960
(12'70).
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ter of law that Appellant must pay the decis
a civil penalty based ol facts sup- Law Jud
ported. solely by uncorroborated
documentary evidence which was
first generated by the'Government -
and then used as MESA's only evi-
dence to prove its allegations in this authority
case." the Secr

Thus, the only issue in this case GFR 4.1
is whether the Administrative Law that the
Judge was correct in his determina- tive Law
tion that the Notices of Non-Com- FIRME]
pliance (computer printouts) which
were offered to establish the two al- p any p 

D ' . , from the
leged violations of the respirable
dust control standards under sec- c. E.
tion 202 of the Act, and 30 GFR
70.100 (a), were entitled to probative
value sufficient to support such
violations. COVERAi

Recently, this Board in Castle -
Valley ISlng Conmpany, 3 IBMA OUAL
10? 81 I.D. 34 (197 4) dealt with this
issue and held in pertinent part: RAfT

* * * It is our view that the Notice Power: B
of Non-Compliance creates a prima facie
case (a presumption of the truth) of the For the pu
facts asserted therein. Of course, such Reclamatli
presumption may be dissolved upon the ment stud,
production of rebutting evidence. * * * rates will

each year
- We have reviewed the entire possible if

record and considered the briefs of to cover
the parties,2 and finding no rebut- expenses

ting evidence, we are of the opinion eluingd
that our holding in Castle Valley, together e

smupra, is dispositive of this case. for the ye

Therefore, the Board concludes that deferred a
with sound

2 Oral argument was requested by Appel- minimum
lant; however, due to the nature of the ques- pendent o
tion presented and the thoroughness of the
briefs filed by the parties, the Board has de- ent of ti
cided that oral argument would serve no M-36874
useful purpose. 38

ion of the Administrative
ge should be affirmed.

ORDER

REFORE, pursuant to the

y delegated to the Board by
etary of the Interior (43
(4)), IT IS ORDERED
lecision of the Administra-

Judge IS HEREBY AF-
D; and Itmann' Coal Com-
y $66 on or before 30 days
date of this decision.

RoGERs, JR., Chaairmna.
DAVID DOANE, Hleqber.

GE OF PROJECTED AN-
EXPENSES IN BUREAU

ECLAMATION P 0 W E R
EAKING STUDIES

Rates

urpose of power ratemaking for
in projects the rate and repayr
l must show that the proposed
produce sufficient revenues in
of the study (except for a

ditial short transition period)
operation and maintenance

during the year, including
power and wheeling but ex-

lpreciation and replacements,
with the required interest cost
ar except as interest may be
.nd capitalized in accordance

I business principles. This is a
requirement, and it is inde-

the requirement for repay-
he construction investment.

February 15,19'74

[81 I.D.
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Febrxary 15, 1974

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

ENERGY AND RESO URCES

To: ASSISTANT SECRETARY-.-LAND
AND WAVLTERz RESOURCES.

SUBJECT: COVERAGE OF PROJECTED
ANNUAL EXPENSES IN BUREAU OF
RECLAIIATION POWVER RATEMAK-
ING STUDIES.

You have requested an explana-
tion of the legal requirements which
apply to the coverage of projected
annual expenses in connection with
the process of setting power rates by
the Bureau of Reclamation. This
question has arisen in connection
with the rate revisions for the Cen-
tral Valley Project. Studies showed
that rates which would be at the
level approximately sufficient to pay
off each increment of construction
investment within 50 years 'pro-
duced deficits in meeting annual ex-
penses in 18 or 20 years of the study
period. The principal cause for this
is the high cost of purchased power
for CVP relative to other operating
expenses and relative to the con-
struction investment, together with
the assumption that these costs will
cease well before the end of the pay-
out' period. The legal question is
whether the applicable statutes al-
low rates to be set notwithstanding
one or more years of such annual
deficits or whether the rates must be
set high enough to eliminate some
or all of such deficits even though
the result is that construction costs

are paid of ahead of time and a sub-
stantial surplus is created.

The applicable law is contained in
-section 9(c) of the Reclamation
Project Act of 1939, 53 Stat. 1187,
1194,43 U.S.C. 485h(c), I F. Reel. &
R.L.A. 647 (1972). It provides in
relevant portion is follows:

* e e Any sale of electric power * 8 *

shall be * at such rates as in his [the
Secretary's] judgment will produce power
revenues at least sufficient to cover an
appropriate share of the annual opera-
tion and maintenance cost, interest on an
appropriate share of the construction
investment at not less than 3 per centum
per annum, and such other fixed charges
as the Secretary deems proper: * * *

It is readily apparent that the
statute refers to three separate com-
ponents of cost-"operation and
maintenance cost," "interest," and
"fixed charges." The particular sub-
ject of the present inquiry is the first
two.

A review of the legislative history
demonstratesthat the words "an ap-
propriate share of" refer to the cost
allocation process and are intended
to designate the costs or investment
-allocated by the Bureau of Reclama-
tion to the power purpose of the
project rather than to the purposes
of irrigation, navigation, flood con-
trol, etc.,

Incorporating this change into
the-words of the Act, your question

1 See "Reclamation Project Act of 1939:
Hearings before the Committee on Irrigation
and Reclamation of the House of Representa-
tives on H.R. 6773 and H.R. 6984, 76th Cong.,
1st Sees., 26-7, 34, 140 (1939); 84 CONG.
REEC. 10220 (1939) H.R. Rept. No. 1252, 76th
Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1939).

72] 73
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involves an interpretation of the
statutory requirement upon the Sec-
retary that-.

e e the power rates shall: be such "as
in his judgment will produea power rev-
enues at least sufficient to cover the an-
-nual operation and maintenance cost"
allocated to power and "interest on the
construction investment" allocated to
power "at not less than 3 per centum. per
annum.."

Upon reviewing the meanin of
words of the statute by themselves
and in relation to the Reclamation
laws and other power ratemaking
statutes, we conclude that for the
purpose of power ratemaking the
rate and repayment study must
show that the proposed rates will
produce sufficient revenues in each
year of the study (except for a pos-
sible initial short transition pe-
:riod) to cover operation and mainte-
nance expenses during the year, in-
eluding purchased p o w e r and
wheeling but excluding deprecia-
tion and replacements, together

; with the -required interest cost for
the year except as interest may be
deferred and apitalized in ac-
cordance with sound business prin-
ciples. This is a minimum require-
ment, and it is independent of the
requirement for repayment of the
construction investment.

The pman meaning of the
-statutory words

Two elemental rules of statutory
construction are that the words of

the statute will be given their plain

meaning and that each word or
phrase will be given effect. 50 Am.
Jur., Statutes §§ 225, 231. Applica-
tion of these rules to the words and
phrases here yields a very straight-
forward result, as shown by the
analysis that follows.

The first phrase is "as in his judg-
ment wil produce" certain power
revenues. The inclusion of the ref-
erence to the Secretary's "judg-
ment" is significant. It means that
the Congress did not require that
the rates must in fact produce a cer-
tain amount of revenues but only
that in the Secretary's judgment
they will produce these revenues.
Thus the law looks not to yesterday
or today, but to tomorrow.

This is a significant difference.
Ratemaking is a process that in-
volves predicting the future. In the
rate and repayment study various
judgments have to be made as to

the likelihood and magnitude of fu-
ture events, such as the amounts of

sales, operating and construction
costs, and project pumping load,
the in-service dates of new power-
plants, the outcome of contract ne-
gotiations, and so forth. Also, in the
case of hydroelectric projects, judg-
ments must be made as to the ex-
pected runo ff into the reservoirs,
based on normal weather conditions
and anticipated diversions, to sup-
port estimates of the amount of
generation. These judgments must
be informed and rational, based up-
on adequate studies and the opinions

74
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of qualified experts.2 But if events
develop differently than had been
anticipated-for example, if costs
escalate more rapidly than normal
or an extended drought occurs-
and as a result of these abnormal
circumstances a deficit in fact oc-
curs, there is no violation of the
law. However, it is incumbent upon
the Secretary to regain a no-deficit
position within a reasonable transi-
tion period.

The next key phrase is "at east
sufficient." It means that the stated
test is a minimum, not a maximum.
The power revenues, actual or pre-
dicted, may lawfully exceed the
listed requirements.

For revenues "to cover" costs
means that they must equal or ex-
ceed them and thereby reimburse the
Treasury for these expenses. For
revenues "to cover the annuaZ" cost
additionally indicates that the reve-
nues must equal or exceed these
costs in the same year in which in-
curred. Operation and maintenance
costs are by their nature recurring
costs, and the inclusion of the mod-
ifier "annual" is not necessary to
define them.

P The word "conclusive" was included before
"judgment" throughout the bill drafted by the
Department of the Interior and introduced on
June 19, 1939, by Rep. White as H.R. 6773 and
on June 12 by Sen. O'MIahoney as S. 2591. It
'was deleted by the House committee in execu-
tive session on June 24 and was omitted when
White introduced the amended bill, H.R. 6984,
on June 26. Hearings, supra, at 149.

aThe only other possible reason for includ-
iug "annual" might .be to distinguish O&M
costs that do not occur annually (such as
those due to unusual flood damage) from those
that do; but this is not sensible because it
suggests that, since they also are not "fixed
chargesi" they are not reimbursable at all a

; Finally, the term "operation and
maintenan6e cost" would be given
its customary meaning under stand-
ard accounting practice and bsi-
ness usage.4 Thus, it would include
such expenses as payroll costs for
plant operators and maintenance
persomlel, administrative expenses,
supplies, repairs, utilities, pur-
chased power, and wheeling. It
would not, however, inclhde depre-
ciation, which for repayment pur-
poses would fall into the category
of a "fixed charge" relating to cap-
ital investment and be subject to
Secretarial discretion.5 The same
would be true of expenditures for
replacements.' :

result not in keeping with the congressional
intent; and because a rate and repayment
study never anticipates an extraordinary loss.
or expense in any specific year.

4 The Bureau keeps books in accordance
with the F.P.C. uniform system of accounts
in accordance with section 303 of the Federal
Power Act, 16 U.S.C. § 25b, which requires
it to do this "so far as may be practicable."
Thus, this classification system would govern
except where inconsistent with other provi-
sions of Reclamation law or bractice.

5 The depreciation of a capital item in
standard cost accounting serves a function
similar to the repayment of capital investment
under the repayment requirements of law. The
rPC "operation and maintenance expense
accounts" include the items listed in the pre-
ceding sentence but do not include the "de-
preciation expense" account or the various
categories of interest expense.

It could be argued that replacements are a
maintenance expense attributable to ordinary
wear and tear, particularly in view of the
facts that the Bureau of Reclamation tradi-
tionally budgets replacements as an operation
and maintenance expense and includes the cost
of replacements in operation and maintenance
charges for water users. However, inasmuch
as they obviously are capital items and are
accounted for as such in the FPC accounts,
it cannot be said that section 9(c) definitely
includes replacements within the term "annual
maintenance cost" for purposes of determin-
ing the minimum rate requirements.
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In summary, the plain meaning
of the words is that the rates must
be high enough so that, in the Secre-
tai'y's judgment, when applied to
anticipated generation and sales,
they will produce revenues at least
sufficient each year to equal the op-
eration and maintenance cost that
year, but this does not include de-
preciation or replacements.

As to the second component of
cost, the Secretary is also required
to set rates which in his judgment
will produce revenues at least suf-
ficient to cover interest on the power
construction investment at not less
than 3 percent per year. It is worthy
of note that the, modifier "annual"
does not appear before the word
"interest," thus suggesting that,
contrary to the operation and main-
tenance cost, the annual interest cost
need not be covered each year. On
the other hand, the broad discre-
tionary phrasing relating to "other
-fixed charges" does not extend to
-interest, thus suggesting a limit on
the degree to which recovery of an-
nual interest'charges could be post-
poned. This subject is further dis-
cussed below in relation to the 1944
Flood Control Act.

The Contet of the Reclamation
Laws

The Reclamation. Projeot Act of
1939 is one of the major enactments
of general application thatcomprise
the Reclamation laws. Its primary
impetus was the report 7 of the Rec-
lamation Commission established

'HR. Dc. No. 678, 75th Cng., 3d Sess.
(1938).

pursuant to the Act of August 21,
1937, 50 Stat. 37. This report con-
tained numerous recommendations
to relieve irrigators from hardship
in paying construction charges and
to improve other aspects of project
inanageinent. The bill, which was
drafted by the Department of the
Interior, also sought to set forth
the principles that would apply to
the formulation, cost allocation, and
cost reimibursement of new Recla-
mation projects generally, in recog-
nition of the fact that they served
multiple purposes and no longer
were largely single-purpose under-
takings. Unfortunately, no specific
reference to the point under discus-
sion has been found in the legisla-
tive history. However, the context
of the Reclamation laws in which
the provision dealing with power
O&M costs throws some light on its
meaning.

When the Reclamation program
originated in 1902, it was contem-
plated that the irrigators would pay
all of the operation and maintenance
costs and would repay the entire
construction investment without
interest within 10 years.8 The repay-
ment period for construction costs
subsequently was extended to 20
years,9 then to 40 years,' 0 and, in the
1939 Act, an additional develop-
,nent period of upto 10 years was-
allowed.- When it was realized that

8 Reclamation Act, sees. 4 and 6, 32 Stat.
389, . Reel. & .L.A. 1, 69; Swigart
v. Baker, 229 U.S. 187 (1913).

9 Reclamation Extension Act, sec. 2, 38 Stat.
68T, I F. Reel. & R.L.A. 187.

10 Omnibus Adjustment Act, sec. 46, 44
Stat. 649, I . Reel. & R.L.A. 377.

"Subsection 9(d), 76 Stat. 407, I F. Ree. -
& R.L.A. 652.

[81 D.
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Reclamation dams offered, opportu-
nities for power development and
that the power could be sold at a
profit, that is, that power revenues
would be more than sufficient to
cover power operation and mainte-
nance costs and repay the power
construction investment, Congress
determined that net power revenues
should be used to assist the water
users in meeting their filancial ob-
ligations.12 At the same time it was
made clear that the power purpose
was subordinate to the irrigation
p-urpose.13 Thus power became irri-
gation's servant, not its equal or its
master.

'The distinction between operation
and maintenance cost and the con-
struction investment, and the differ-
ence between operation and mainte-
nance charges to cover the former
and construction charges to repay
the latter, are a cornerstone of Rec-
lamation law and practice.'4 Al-
though Congress has enacted nu-
merous laws to relieve the irrigators
of their obligations to pay construc-
tion charges, it has ameliorated the
obligation to pay operation and
maintenance charges only in a rela-
tively few instances. In fact, the in-

"P Sec. 5, Act of April 16, 1906, 34 Stat. 117,
43 U.S.C. § 522, I F. Reel. & R.L.A. 111; sub-
section I, Fact Finders' Act, 43 Stat. 703, 43
U.S.C. 6 501, I F. Reel. & R.L.A.i 321.

la Sec. 5 of the 1906 Act, note 12 suLpra; the
last sentence of subsection 9(c) of the 1939
Act.

'14 See, e.g., sec. 5, Reclamation Extension
Act, 38 Stat. 687, 43 U.S.C. § 492, I F. Reel.
& R.L.A. 191, and the statutes cited in notes
8-11 supra and note 15 infra. The term "fixed
charges" In sec. 9(c) 'manifestly refers to
construction charges.

sistence of Congress that the farm-.
ers pay operation and maintenance
charges is so strong that these
charges must be paid in. advance, in-
terest penalties of at least one-half
percent a month are imposed for
delinquent payments, and the de-
livery of water will be cut off if the
payment is in arrears more than 12
months.'5

In view of the firm congressional
policies that irrigators are required.
to pay operation and maintenance
charges in advance, with severe pen-
alties for the failure to do so, and
that power is subsidiary to water
under Reclamation law, it would be
surprising indeed if Congress in-
tended in the 1939 Act to permit
power users to postpone payment of
power operation and maintenance
costs beyond the year in which
incurred.

Other Power Marketing Statumtes

In a 1955 opinion the Attorney
General ruled that the statutes un-
der which the Interior Department
markets power from Federal dams
are in paw mnatenia, that is, that they
generally are taken from the same
body of law and are to be construed
together1 The principal statutes
referred to are the Reclamation

' Subsect. N, Fact Finders' Act, 43 Stat.
704, 43 U.S.C. § 493, I F. Red. & R.L.A.
325: sec. 6, Reclamation Extension Actj as
modified by subse. 1, Fact Finders' Act, 43
U.S.C. §§ 494, 496; sec. 6, Reclamation Pro.j-
ect Act of 1939, 43 U.S.C. § 485e I P. Reel. 
R.L.A. 639; see also the current aproprian
tion act language, II F. Reel. & R.L.A. 1024.

16 41 Op. Atty, Gen. 236, 245 (1955).
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Project Act of 1939 here under
examination, section 5 of the Flood

* Control Act Of 1944,17 and the Bon-
neville Project Act.ls In the 1955
opinion, which involved the disposi-
tion of power from an Army Corps
of Engineers dam on the Savannah
River in Georgia, the Attorney Gen-
eral in effect read into the 1944
Flood Control Act a provision from
the Bonneville Project Act relat-
ing to preference customers. 19

Section 5 of the 1944 Flood Con-
trol Act provides that the Secre-
tary of the Interior shall dispose of
power from projects of the Depart-
mlient of the Army not required for
.project operation. It provides in
relevant part:

5' * * [The Secretary of the Interior]
shall transmit and dispose of such power
and energy in such manner as to encour-
,age the most widespread use thereof at
the lowest possible rates to consumers
consistent with sound business prin-
ciples * * *. Rate schedules shall be
,drawn having regard to the recovery
(upon the basis of the application of

..such rate schedules to the capacity of
the electric facilities of the projects) of
the cost of producing and transmitting
such electric energy, ineluding the
amortization of the capital investment
allocated to power over a reasonable
period of years. * * *

The first sentence quoted above
is similar to language in section 6

17 58 Stat. 890, 16 U.S.C. § 825s, II F. Recl.
& R.L.A. 801.

' 50 Stat. 731, 16 U.S.C. § 832 et seg., I F.
RecL R.L.A. 568.

- The reference to other statutes is an aid
in. interpretation, but it cannot be used to
amend the statute. For example, the interest
rates on Reclamation projects cannot be less
than the 3 percent specified in 9c), and
Conversely, the interest rate on Army projects
may be lower under the Flood Control Act.

of the Bonneville Project Act, and
the second sentence is taken essen-
tially verbatim from section 7.20

* The provisions of section 5 are
comparable in many respects to
those of section 9(c) of the Recla-
mation Project Act that were dis-
cussed earlier. Thus, the phrase
"shall be drawn having regard to"
is comparable to "in his judgment
will produce" in section 9(c), that
is, the rate studies must show com-
pliance but the actual results may
vary because of the occurrence of
events which could not reasonably
be anticipated. The Congressional
debate shows that the phrase in
parentheses was included to show
that the principal need not be paid
in predetermined annual payments
as in conventional mortgages but
that the amount of payment would
vary from year to year with changes
in water and market onditions.21
The "cost of producing and trans-
mitting" the power comprehends
both operation and maintenance
costs and construction costs. The
term "allocated to power" is equiv-
alent to "appropriate share." The
reference to "the amortization of
capital investment over a reason-
able period of years" serves the
same purpose as "such other fixed
charges as the Secretary deems

.proper." The phrase "amortization
of capital investment" has been ad-
ministratively interpreted, by both
the Secretary and the FPC, on the
basis of -the legislative history, to
include interest. The-term "amorti-

2 50 Stat. 735, i6 u.s.C. §§ 832e, f, I .
Reel. & R.L.A. 574, 55.

21 81 CONG. REC. 8524 (1937),

[8 SLID.
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zation" is akin to "depreciation"
and buttresses the conclusion that
the latter is not to be considered an
operation and maintenance expense
for purposes of ascertaining com-
pliance with the ratemaking stand-
ards.

The fact that the amortization
of only the capital investment is
referred to suggests that operation
and maintenance costs are not to
be amortized, that is, that they are
to be reimbursed as incurred and
not deferred for later. repayment.

The first sentence also must be
considered. The key phrase is "the
lowest possible rates to consumers
consistent with sound business
principles." This provision may il-
luminate the other requirements of
law, but it does not supersede them.
The word "possible" includes the
meaning "legally possible"; the
term "sound business principles"
incorporates the other statutory re-
quirements. Thus, for example, it is
neither "possible" nor a "sound busi-
ness principle" not to "cover the an-
nual operation and maintenance
cost," not to include interest on the
power investment at Reclamation
projects at a rate of at least 3 per-
cent per annum, and not to amor-
tize the power investment within a
reasonable period of years. On the
other hand, where the other statu-
tory terms allow a discretionary
range of action, the precept for "the
lowest possible rates consistent
Iwith sound business principles"
may be referenced for further
guidance in the exercise of that dis-

cretion. For example, the absence
of the modifier "annual" before
"interest" in section 9(c) may be
interpreted to allow the deferment
of the annual interest charge
where a good reason exists that is
in accordance with sound business
principles, including accepted
utility accounting practice.22

Statements of Repayment Policy

It has been suggested that the
conclusion herein reached regard-
ing coverage of annual operational
costs is inconsistent with two state-
ments of repayment policy, but an
analysis of these statements shows
this not to be the case. The first of
these is found i H.R. Rept. No.
1409, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 9-10
(1966), in con ection with the third
powerhouse at Grand Coulee Dam,
where the House Interior Commit-

tee explained the Department's re-
payment study as follows:

The repayment study is based upon
year-by-year forecasts of system revenues
and costs over the repayment period.
Revenues are applied first to pay the
costs of operation, maintenance, replace-
ments, and interest. All remaining reve-
nues are applied to repay the capital
investment in commercial power facili-
ties, and irrigation assistance as it falls
due. Accordingly, there is. no annual
schedule of capital repayment. The test

22 For example, the Bureau for convenience
begins charging interest on the total joint
costs allocated to power when the powerplant
first becomes revenue producing. However, for
purposes of ascertaining the minimum legal
requirement, it would bepermissible to capital-.
ize a portion of this interest attributable to
additional generating units until they become
operational if this is shown to be in accord-
ance with accepted utility accounting practice.
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of the sufficiency of revenues is whether
the capital investment can be repaid
within the overall repayment period
establish for each power project, each
increment of investment in the transmis-
sion system, and each block of irriga-
tion assistance. Hence, repayment may
proceed at a faster or slower pace from
year to year as conditions change. Annual
operating costs and revenues, of course,
may vary, from year to year since they
are affected by weather. conditions,
streamflows, current economic conditions,
changing markets, and the absorption of
new projects into the system.

This approach to repayment scheduling
has the effect of. averaging the year-to-
year variations in: costs and revenues over
the repayment period. This results in a
uniform cost per unit of power sold, and
permits the maintenance of stable rates
for extended periods. It also facilitates
the orderly marketing of power and per-
mits Bonneville Power Administration's
customers, which include both electric
utilities and electroprocess industries, to
plan for the future with assurance.

This discussion focuses on the re-
payment of capital investment after
operational costs are' paid. This
premise is stated succinctly in the
first two sentences: In a year-by-
year forecast of system revenues
and costs, the revenues are applied
fIrst to 'pay the costs of operation,
maintenance, replacements, and in-
,terest. There is no suggestion that
the annual revenues would not be at
lease sufficient to cover the annual
.operation and maintenance cost.

the second policy statement to
which attentioli has been called is
thie fllowing paragraph from Part
583 of the- Reclamation Instruc-
:tions:la s 

.10 Net Revenues. The difference be-
tween total operating revenues, and the
total revenue deductions is the amount
of net revenues. This revenue is applied
toward repayment of project investment
costs, payable from power system reve-
nues. In early years of project power sys-
tem operations, the estimated net revenue
may result in an annual deficit. Such
deficits increase the interest-bearing re-
payable obligation.

The penultimate sentence suggests
the possibility that in the early
years of project power system op-
erations the estimated."net revenue"
may result in an annual deficit.
However, the instructions explain
that net revenues are arrived at only
after interest and provision for re-
placement are deducted from esti-
mated gross revenues. As indicated
earlier, replacements are not in-
cluded within "the annual operation
and maintenance cost" which section
9(c) requires to be met, and inter-
est may be capitalized in accordance
with sound business principles.
With the elimination of these items
from the calculation, it is highly un-
likely that any deficit would be
experienced.

RICHARD K. PELZ,
Assistant Solicitor.

GERAL BEVElIDGE

14 IBLA 351

Decided February 21, 1974

Appeal from decision (NM 19445) of
New Mexico State Office, Bureau of



GERAL BEVERIDGE
Feblruary 21, 1974

Land Management, rejecting oil anda
gas- offer to lease,

Affirnmed.

Oil and 'Gas eases: Generally-Oil
and Gas Leases: Applications: Gen-
erally-Oil and Gas Leases: Known
Geological Structure-Oil and Gas
Leases: Lands Subject to

A noncompetitive oil and gas offer to
lease must be rejected where either before
or after the filing of the offer and prior
to the time of the issuance of the lease
the land is determined as of that time to
be within the known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas field, even though
such offer may have been conditionally
approved prior to the inclusion of the
land within such structure.

Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological
Structure

The Geological 'Survey's definition of
the known geologic structure of, a pro-
ducing oil or gas field will not be dis-
turbed in the absence of a clear and
definite showing that the definition was
improperly made.
It is not necessary that every piece of
land defined as being on a known geologic
structure be productive; such a structure
is the trap, whether structural or strati-
graphic, in which an accumulation of
oil or gas has 'taken place and the limits
of the structure are the known or in-
ferred limits of the trap.

Accounts: Payments-Oil and Gas
Leases: Rentals

The payment of advance rental in con-
nection with an oil and gas lease offer,
and the acceptance of such payment by
the Bureau of Land Management, do not
create a binding obligation on the Bu-
reau to issue an oil and gas lease.

APPEARANCES: R. C. Beveridge,
Midland, Texas, for appellant.

OPINION BY MR. FISHMAN.

INTERIOR BOARD
OF LAND APPEALS

Geral Beveridge has appealed
from a decision dated October 17,
1973, rendered by the New Mexico
State Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement which rejected her oil and
gas offer NM, 19445.

The State Office decision rejected
the offer on the basis that the land
in issue "has been within the knIown
geologic structure of the South Salt
Lake Field in Lea County, New
Mexico, since J-une 16,1973. There-
fore, this land may be leased only
by competitive bidding as 'provided
under 43 CFR 4120." 

Appellant filed for parcel number
'86, consisting of lot 11, section 1,
T. 21 S., 1. 32 E., N.M.P.M., New
Mexico, pursuant to a notice dated
August 20, 1973. A drawing was
held on September 12, 1973, and ap-
pellant's card was drawn number 
for the tract in issue. By mnemoran-
dum of September 11, 1973, the
Area Geologist of the Geological
Survey at Roswell, New Mexico, no-
tified the State Office that "[b]ased
on development drilling in lot 12,
[section 2] T. 21 S., R. 32 E., the
following described, lands are with-
in a n undefined addition to the
South Salt Lake Field known geo-
logic structure, effective June 16,
1973 * * *." Among the lands listed
was lot 11, section 1, T. 21 S., R. 32
E., N.M.P.M., New Mexico. 

On appeal appellant asserts that
the land in issue "is not offset by

so] 81
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production" and that the Bureau of
Land Management "acknowledged
the lease sale by sending to * * * [ap-
pellant] a receipt for $20.00" cover-
ing the advance rental, which ac-
knowledgment is dated September
18, 1973.

A noncompetitive oer to lease
certain land for oil and gas must be
rejected where either before or after
the filing of the offer and prior to
the time of the issuance of the lease
the land is determined as of that
time to be Within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil
or gas field, even though such offer
my have been conditionally ap-

proved prior to the inclusion of the
land within the limits of the ge-
ologic structure. See Jameo TV.
McDade, 3 IBLA 226 (1971), aff'd,
353 F. Supp. 1006 (D.D.C. 1973);
Solicitor's Opinion, 74 I.D. 285
(1967.); F. William Johnson, Jr.,
3IBLA 232 (1971).

We take appellant's first ground
for appeal to suggest that the land
is not within a known geologic struc-
ture of a producing oil or gas field.
However, the Geological Survey's
definition of the known geologic
structure of a producing oil and gas
field will not be disturbed in the ab-
sence of a clear and definite show-
ing that the definition was improp-
erly made. AMcClure Oil Co., 4
IBLA 255 (1972); Duncan Miller,
A-27737 (Ndvember 20, 1958). Nor
is it necessary that every piece of
land defined as being on a known
geologic structure of a producing oil

or gas field be productive. The
known geologic structure of a pro-
ducing oil or gas field is the trap,
whether structural or stratigraphic,
in which an accumulation of oil or
gas has taken place and the limits
of the structure are the known or
inferred limits of the trap. Karl
Bruesselbach, A-28061 (October 26,
1959). Appellant's attack on the
Geological Survey determination is
a bare assertion of error; it, there-
fore, is insufficient. Duncan Miller,
A-30300 (May 13,1965).

Appellant's suggestion that the
acceptance by the Bureau of the ad-
vance rental constituted a binding
obligation to issue a lease, is clearly
erroneous, since no rights to a lease
accrue absolutely until the lease it-
self has been executed by the apprIo-
priate official of the Government.
McDade v. Morton, 353 F. Spp.
1006, 1010 (D.D.C. 1973). See 43
CFR 3112.4-i and 43 OFR 3102.7.
See also, Dominic J. Repici, 2 IBLA
14 (1971). Cf. Udall v. Tallman, 380
U.S. 1, 4 (1965), rehearing denied,
380 U.S. 989 (1965).

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the de-
cision appealed from is affirmed.

FREDERICK FISHMAN, Member.

WE cONCuR: :

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES, M1Vember.

EDWARD W. STUEBNca, member.

[K I.D.,
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UNITED STATES
v.

EUGENE STEVENS

14 IBLA 380

Decided Febctwy 21, 197f;

Appeal from decision of Chief Admin-
istrative Law Judge L. R. Luoma in
mining contest W-37335; -

Affirmed.

-Administrative Procedure: Adjudi-
catioi.- Administrative P ocedure:
Hearings-Constitutional Law: Due
Process-Mining Claims: Contests-
Rules of Practice: Government Con-
tests

The procedures of the Department of the
Interior in mining contests, where notice
and an opportunity for a hearing before
a qualified Administrative Law Judge are
aored, comply with the Administrative
Procedure Act and the due process re-
quirements of the Constitution.

Administrative Procedure: *Adjudi-

cation Administrative Procedure:
Hearings-Constitutional Law: Gen-
erally-Mining Claims: Hearings-
Rules of Practice: Hearings.
The fact that a hearing in a mining
contest is conducted by an Adiministra-
tive Law Judge who is an .employee of
the Department of the Interior, that there
are witnesses employed by this Depart-
ment, and that appellate review is con-
ducted by Departmental employees does
not establish unfairness in the proceed-
ing. To disqualify an Administrative Law
Judge, or a member of the Board of Land
Appeals reviewing his decision, on the
charge of bias, there must be a substan-
tial showing of personal bias; an assump-
-tion that he might be predisposed in
favor of the Government is not sufficient.

Administrative Procedure: Hear-
ings-Colistitutional Law-: General-

*ly-Mining Claims: Hearings-Rules
of Practice: Hearings

There is no right under the seventh
amendment of the Constitution to a jury
trial in an administrative hearing on a
mining contest, as that amendment does
not apply to quasi-judicial administrative
proceedings.

Mining Claims: Discovery: Market-
ability

In order, to demonstrate a discovery of
a valuable mineral, one must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence the pres-
ence of minerals that would justify a
prudent man in the expenditure of his
labor and means with the reasonable
prospect of success in developing a pay-
ing mine.

* Mining Claims: Common Varieties of
Minerals: :Generally

Without evidence that stones similar to
those found in great abundance else-
where have a property giving them a spe-
cial and distinct value, they are common
varieties no longer locatable under the
mining laws. The fact that stone may be
tumbled and polished for rock hound pur-
poses is not sufficient to meet the test.

Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Discovery,: Generally-Min-
ing Claims: Surface Uses

The sale of -permits to rock hounds to
collect stones on claimed lands is not a
mining operation within the, meaning of
the mining law; income from the sale of
such permits cannot properly be con-
sidered in determining if a discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit has been made.

APPEARANCES:.. Eugene Stevens,
pro se; George E. Longstreth, Esq.,
Office of the Regional Solicitor, De-
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partment -of the Interior, Denver,
Colorado, for the United States, at
the hearing only.

OPINION BY
MRS. THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Eugene Stevens has appealed
from a decision of Chief Adminis-
trative Law Judge L. K. Luoma
dated May 10, 1973, which invali-
dated the claimant's Agate Nos. 1
through 200 lode mining claims.
This block of contiguous claims was
located in 1971 for gemstone, gyp-
sum, uranium, and thorium. (Tr. 9-
10.) In October 1972, the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) issued a
complaint charging that the claims
were not used for mining purposes,
and that valuable minerals had not
been found so as to constitute a dis-
covery within the meaning of the
mining laws. A hearing was held
before Judge Luoma -on January 11,
1973.

The Judge invalidated the 200
claims on three independent
grounds: (1) that the "gemstone"
chert on the claims is a placer de-
posit, and under the mining law a
placer discovery will not sustain a
lode location; (2) that the "gem-
stone" chert on the claims is a
common variety material with-
drawn from location under the min-
ing law by the Act of July 23, 1955,
30 U.S.C. § 611 et seq. (1970); and
(3) that even if the material were
uncommon, the claimant failed to

show a discovery of a valuable min-
eral deposit.

Contestee contends generally that
there are valuable locatable min-
erals on the claims. The main thrust
of his appeal, however, is that his
rights under the United States Con-
stitution have been violated by the
contest. e asserts, inter alia, that
the Administrative Law Judge, be-
cause he is not in the Judicial
Branch of the Government, is not
empowered to deprive him of prop-
erty under the fifth amendment, and
that the hearing itself was unfair in
that everyone involved except him-
self was "on the payroll of the De-
partment of the Interior." He -also
asserts that he was deprived of the
right under the seventh amendment
-of the Constitution to a jury trial
provided for in courts of common
law. -

Concerning these threshold due
process of law questions, we ho]d
appellant's contentions lack merit.
It is well established that this De-
partment may determine the valid-
ity of mining claims by an admin-
istrative contest proceeding which
provides the claimant the right to a
-hearing before a qualified hearing
-officer. United States v. Coleman,
390 U.S. 599 (1968)'; Best v. Hum -
boldt Placer Mining Co., 371 T.S.
334 (1963); Cameron v. United
States, 252 U.S. 450 (1920); Davis
v. Nelson, 329 F. 2d 840, 846 (9th
Cir. 1964).

Administrative due process in a
mining contest is satisfied whenever
a mining claimant is afforded ade-
quate notice and an opportunity for

F81 IDE
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a fair hearing. Best v. Humboldt
Placer Mining Co., supra; Cameron
v. United States, supra. Due process
is assured in that the exercise of the
Secretary of the Interior's plenary
authority over the. public lands, 43
U.S.C. § 1201 (1970), is subject to
the normal process of judicial re-
view. 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1970); Or-
chard v. Alexander, 157 U.S. 372,
383-84 (1895).

Judge Luoma is a qualified hear-
ing officer authorized to conduct
hearings under the Administrative
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 556
(1970). The procedures followed in
mining contests comport with the
Act and the requirements of clue
process of law in the Constitution.
United States v. Gunn, 7 IBLA 237,
79 I.D. 588 (1972); United States v.
Bass, 6 IBLA 113 (1972); United
States v. Haas, A-30654 (February
16, 1967), and cases cited therein.

Appellant has detailed no specific
instance of bias or impropriety at
the hearing; he has made only a
general allegation that employees of
the Department of the Interior
would not act in his favor. Ap-
pellant's argument carried to its
logical end would eliminate admin-
istrative proceedings by disqualify-
ing all Departmental employees: the
BLM mineral examiner who acts as
a witness, the Administrative Law
Judge, and this Board. Such an
argument cannot be taken seriously.
Appellant must show more than a
visceral objection to establish un-
fairness in the contest.

A BLM mineral examiner who is
a witness in a Government contest

against a mining claim is not dis-
qualified nor is his credibility dis-
credited merely because he is an em-
ployee of that agency, or because the
contestee asserts that the witness
will not testify in his favor. United
States v. Zeekeh, 9 IBLA 172
(1973). See also, Udall v. Snyder,
405 F. 2d 1179, 1180 (10th Cir.),
cert. denied, 396 U.S. 819 (1969). In
order to sustain a charge that an
Administrative Law Judge should
be disqualified or his decision set
aside because of bias, a substantial
showing of personal bias must be
made. An assumption that he might
be predisposed in favor of the Gov-
ernment is not sufficient. Converse
v. Udall, 262 F. Supp. 583 (D. Ore.
1966), aff'd on other grounds, 399 F.
2d 616 (9th Cir. 1968), cert. deied,
393 U.S. 1025 (1969); United States
ex rel. De Luca v. O'Romrke, 213 F.
2d 759, 763 (8.th Cir. 1954). This
rule is equally applicable to Mein-
bers of this Board who review the
claimant's appeal and the Judge's
decision. See 43 CFR 4.27(c); see
also, NLRB v. Donnelly Gawnent
Co., 330 U.S. 219, 236 (1947);
Texaco, Inc. v. FTC, 336 F. 2d 754,
760 (D.C. Cir. 1964); Berkshire
Employees Association of Berkshire
Knittng Mills v. NLRB, 121 F. 2d
235, 238-39 (3d Cir. 1941). There-
fore, the mere fact the witnesses, the
Administrative Law Judge, and
Members of this Board are employ-
ees of the Department of the In-
terior does not establish unfairness
in the contest proceeding.

At the hearing, appellant had the
right to cross-examine witnesses,
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and to present evidence to establish
his rights under the mining laws.
Nothing in the hearing record evi-
dences any unfairness or bias. Nor
has appellant pointed to any error
of law prejudicial to the result in
this case.

Appellant's contention that he
was denied his seventh amendment
right to a jury trial is also without
merit. Statutory rights adjudicated
in administrative proceedings, such
as mining claim contests, were un-
Iown at common law, and the
amendment does not extend to such
quasi-judicial administrative pro-
ceedings. NLRB v. Jones & Laugh-
n Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 48-49

(1937) ; McFerren v. County Board
of Education of Fayette County, 455
F. 2d 199, 202-03 (majority opin-
ion), 205-06 (dissenting opinion)
(6th Cir. 1972) ; Lowry v. Whitaker
Cable Corp., 348 F. Supp. 202, 209
n.3 (W.D. Mo. 1972); Melancon v.
McKeithen, 345 F. Supp. 1025, 1041
(E.D. La. 1972) ; Farmers' Live-
stock Comrnission CO. v. United
States, 54 F. 2d 375, 378 (E.D. Ill.
1931); K. DAVIS, ADMINIS-
TRATIVE LAW TREATISE 594
(1958).

We turn now to the question of
the validity of the claims. Testi-
mony by two expert witnesses for
the Government detailed their ex-
aminations of the claims. Basically,
they stated there were no mining
workings on the claims and gave
their opinions that there were no
valuable 'mineral deposits exposed
within the claims.

Discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit is the sine qua non of the
validity of a mining claim. United
States v. Coleman, supra. In order
to prove a discovery within the
meaning of the mining law, 30
U.S.C. § 21 et seq. (1970), the claim-
ant must show the discovery of such
quantity and quality of minerals
that

* e ' a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expendi-
ture of his labor and. means, with a
reasonable prospect of success, in develop-
ing a valuable mine * .

Castle v. Woimble, 19 L.D. 455, 457
(1894), approved in, Chrisman v.
Miller, 197 U.S. 313, 322 (1905)';
Best v. Humboldt Placer Mining
Co., supra; United States v. Cole-
man, Sup2 a.

The testimony of the Govern-
ment's witnesses was sufficient to
establish a prima facie case-of the
invalidity of the claims for failure
to make a discovery. The burden of
proof was then upon the claimant to
show by a preponderance of the
evidence that a discovery had been
made. Foster v. Seaton, 21 F. 2d
836 (D.C. Cir. 1959). This he failed
to do.

There is no support in the record
for appellant's assertions relating to
discovery of valuable minerals lo-
eatable under the mining laws. The
Government introduced evidence on
the nature and extent of the calcium
sulfate (gypsum) deposits and the
presence or absence of uranium and
thorium on the claims. Contestant's
witness, Larvy Steward, a Bureau of
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Land Management geologist, testi-
fied that he took four samples from
calcium sulfate outcrops on Claims
65, 1 and 73, and the analytical
report indicated that the mater al
was at least partially anhydrite.
(Ex. 24.) The evidence indicated, as
the Judge fouiad, that anhydrite de-
posits generally, and these in par-
ticular, have no current value for
mining purposes. (Tr. 38, 57.)

During his examination of the
surface of the claims, the geologist
took scintillator (Geiger counter)
readings and samples on the rock
types he encountered. This exaunna-
tioin disclosed no evidence of urani-
um. or thorium.' (Tr. 16-17.)

Appellant offered no evidence at
all, and there is no serious assertion
that valuable deposits of uranium or
thorium have been found within
any of the claims. Any assertion by,
appellant that the anhydrite mate-
rial on the claims has any cominmer-
cial value is self-serving conjecture
-without any substantiation, and
contradicted by expert testimony.
Nor was there any value shown for
any other types of gypsum on the
claims.

The only indication of any com-
mercial value concerns the material
described as cryptocrystalline vari-
ties of silica, commonly called chert,
which is scattered on the surface of
some of the claims.

Appellant asserts that this mate-
rial and agate, found on the claims
is geemstone in quality. It is evident
that the stone is of such a hardness
that it can be tunrbled and polished,
but such material is found in great

abundance not only on the claims,
but also, on nearby public lands, and
in many other locations throughout
the West. (Tr. 60, 64, 80.) The Gov-
ernment witness testified that any
stone of "possibly a four or five and
on up to a ten hardness on a Mohs'
scale of hardness would provide a
polish." (Tr. 22.) *The market 'for
the stone is for rock houmndpurposes,
gathering and collecting, for curios,
and for polishing and cutting to
make into "gemstones" for jewelry
'or ornamental objects. The evidence
-did not, disclose that the stones on
the claims have any property giving
them special or distinct value which
takes 'them out of the category of a
common variety within the meaning
of 30 U.S.C. 611 (1970). Without
evidence that the stone is an uncom-
mon variety within that Act, it is no
longer locatable under the mining
laws. United States v. Coernan,
supra; United States v. /ell-uaoo, T0
I.D. 184 (1963). See United State&
v. Cardwel, A-29819 (March I,
1964) ; Uited States v. Shannon,
70 I.D. 136 (1963). '

The mere fact the stones may be
polished is not sufficient to meet the
uncommon variety test, as hardness,
the prime requisite for polishing, is
a property conunon to many types
of stone found in great abundance.
It is the value of the stone deposit
as it is found on the claims that is
the important factor, not any en-,
hanced value which 'might be ob-
tained for a fabricated or marketed
product of the deposit. McClarty v.
Secretary of the nterior, 408 F. 2d
907, 909 (9th Cir. 1969).
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Appellant contends he has sold
some rocks from the claims and that
the value of the material is demon-
strated by the activities of other in-
dividuals who have removed stones
from the claims under permits he
issued. However, the record does not
disclose evidence of sales of the
stone from the claims, but only of
privileges granted by the claimant
to others relating to the use of the
land. Evidence regarding the value
'or the use of the land for other than
legitimate mining purposes relates
to the bona fides of the claimant and
throws light on the true value of the
land. See United States v. Coleman,
.8upra at 603.

The evidence indicated that the
major activity on the claims has
-been the posting of a number of
signs, some of which read "Gem-
stone Enjoyment Mineral Claims,"
and "Removal of any Mineral * * *

Without a Permit is Prohibited."
Other signs erected by Gemstone
Enjoyment indicate where Indian
sites are located-and other points of
interest. (Exs. 8-23.) Gemstone En-
joyment is a commercial enterprise
organized and operated by the con-
testee. For $15 per year a permit is
issued in the name of Gemstone En-
joyment entitling the holder and his
family to enter and camp on the
claims and remove any rocks or min-
erals up to a maximum of 150 tons
per permit per year. Gemstone En-
joyment has advertised for mem-
bers in the magazine Lapidary
Journal (Ex. A), and has a bro-
chure promoting the benefits of

membership and the nature of the
claims. (Ex. 17.)

The evidence demonstrated that
there was no. market for the un-
processed material from the claim
(E.g., Tr. 15, 47-48, Ex. 25.) How-
ever, the contestee sold about $1,000
worth of Gemstone Enjoyment
permits during 1972. (Tr. 91.)

The income from the sale of Gem-
stone Enjoyment permits is not
properly to be considered as income
from a mining operation. See South
Dakota Mining Co. v. McDonald, 30
L.D. 357, 360 (1900). As was stated
in United States v. Ellehorn Mining
Co., 2 IBLA 383, 389 (1971), aff'd,
F1 lehorn Minia Co. v. Morton, Civ.
No. 2111 (D. Mont., filed January
19,1973):

However, not every profitable enter-
prise conducted upon the public lands
entitles the entrepeneur to a patent
under the mining laws. * * The expendi-
ture of means and labor must be for the
benefit of a mining operation from which
minerals can be extracted and marketed.
The marketed commodity must be the
product of this mining operation.

Here, the claimant is marketing
permits, not mineral material. In
fact, the claimant is charging the
public to do what it has the right to
do freely on public land. 43 CFR
Part 6010. See also, 43 CFR 3621.1
(providing for the free use of min-
erals not for sale or barter) ; 43 CFR
3712.1 (restrictinf the use of un-
patented mining claims). Geemstone
Enjoyment is not a mining opera-
tion as contemplated by the general
mining laws, and the income from
its operation could not properly be

[81 I.D.,
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considered in determining if a dis-
covery had been shown on the Agate
claims.

It is apparent from appellant's
testimony that his expenses have
been in hiring others to stake the
claims for him, recording the loca-
tion notices, and the printing of bro-
chures and mailing and advertising
costs for his Gemstone Enjoyment
enterprise. These expenses totaled
approximately $2,000 for the 200
claims. (Tr. 91-92.) Asked if his
agents who located the claims had
found valuable minerals on the
ground before the claims were lo-
cated, he testified, "That I don't
know. You are asking me what
another man did." (Tr. 90.)

The only discovery effort on the
claims shown by the claimant is as
follows:

A. Well, I have done some pick and
shovel work out there, investigative, and
incidentally, as long as I am testifying
under oath, I have found agate in strati-
fled form at several different places on
the claims. Not on every claim, because a
lot of it is in the valley. I am speaking
now of certain areas along the ridges I
did find-that, and I can take somebody up
and show them.

Q. But your market in this case is the
coming on the land of people who have a
$15.00 permit; is that correct?

A. That is correct, yes, sir.
(Tr. 91.)

* * *I * *

Q. Now, if these people that you sold
permits to didn't come e the property,
then what would you have done?

A. I beg your pardon?
Q. If these rockhounds that you have

asked or suggested might want to come

on, and pay you the $15.00 for a permit,
and they come on each year with a permit,
if they wanted to, is that the only market
you have?

A. Outside of what I might sell by mail,
yes, sir. Mining is very limited.
(Tr. 93.)

It is evident there has been no
bona fide attempt to discover min-
erals, nor to develop a valuable
mine, but only an attempt to pro-
mote the sale of claimants "per-
mits" to rock hounds and other
recreationists.

The evidence clearly establishes
that there has been no discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit on any
of the 200 claims covering the 4000
acres f land involved here. Proof
of discovery as to each claim is re-
quired under the mining law.
United States v. Bunkowvski, 
IBLA 102, 120, 79 I.D. 43, 51-52
(1972); United States v., Melluzo,
76 I.D. 181, 189 (1969). This has not
been done by the claimant in order
to sustain his burden of proof.

As the claims are invalid for lack
of a discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit locatable under the mining
laws, it is unnecessary to consider
whether the claims were improperly
located as lodes rather than placers,
and whether that issue was properly
raised by the contest complaint.
Therefore, we do not decide whether
Judge Luoma's ruling on that issue
was correct.

For the reasons discussed above,
and pursuant to the authority dele-
gated to the Board of Land Appeals
by the Secretary of the Interior, 43a
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XCFR 4.1, the decision appealed from
is affirned.

JOAN B. THOMPSON, Hember.

WE GONOGUR:

EDWARD W. STUIEBING, Member.

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES, Member.

ADMINISTRATIVE' APPEAL OF
JUANITA HUMPHREY MICHALEK
(CROW ALLOTTEE NO. 3292) v.
AREA DIRECTOR, BILLINGS ET AL,

2 IBIA 175

Decided February 26, 1974

Appeal from an administratiire deci-
sion.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

Indian Lands: Allotments: Gener-
ally-Trespass: Generally

The Superintendent, as a representative
of, the Secretary, owes a duty to protect
the land of a competent Crow Indian
against livestock trespass so long as the
land remains in trust status and is

leased.

APPEARANCES: Towe, Neely and,
Ball, Attorneys at Law, for appellant,
Juanita Humphrey Michalek.

OPINION BY MIR. WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before the Board on an appeal
.by Juanita Humphrey Michalek
through counsel, Towe, Neely and

Ball, from a. decision of the Area
Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Billings, Montana, dated Janu-
ary 30, 1973, affirming the action of
the Superintendent, Crow Agency,
in refusing to initiate trespass pen-
alty action under 25 CFR 151.24 on
appellant's trust allotment No. 3292..

In brief, the basis of the appeal
herein arises out of appellant's com-
plaint to the Superintendent of the
Crow Agency requesting that live-
stock trespass action against a non-
Indian owner of cattle drifting onto
her allotment be initiated. The
Superintendent refused to take the
requested action. In lieu thereof, the
Superintendent made the following
determination:

It is the decision of this office to as-
sess voluntary trespass charges on the
users of the land in the amount of $1.40
per acre per year for damages. The dam-
ages will be assessed from the time the
last lease expired until present. The col-
leeted charges will be placed in a special
deposit account in your name and at your
disposal.

The foregoing decision is made on the
premise that you have several options at
your. disposal which this office considers
adequate to protect your interests; and
further that you are a competent Indian
with capacity to handle your own affairs,
and that imposition of penalties cited in
CER 25 15L124 (sic) would not be in your
best interest or represent any adequate
solution to your problem.

The Area Director affirmed the
Superintendent's decision, hence,
this appeal.

This appeal, directed to the As-:
sistant Secretary of Indian Affairs,
was by special delegation of author-.
ity, transferred to the Director, Of-
fice of Hearings and Appeals, on

[81 I.D.
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October 4, 1973; for final determi-
nation. Appellate authority was
delegated to the Board of Indian
Appeals as an Ad Hoc Board by the
Director, Office of IHearings and
Appeals, under date of August 6,
1973. Copies of the aforementioned
delegations were heretofore at-
tached and made a part of the
Notice of Docketing, dated Novem-
ber 2, 1973.

The appellant, in response to the
Board's Notice of' Docketing and
Order to Show Cause, dated No-
vember 2, 1973, filed a brief to-
gether with sundry related exhibits.
Neither the Area Director nor the
other parties in interest have filed
an answer denying or refuting the
allegations set forth by appellant in
her brief.

In support of her appeal appel-
lant contends that the Superin-
tendent owes (1) a competent Crow
Indian the same duty of protecting
him or her in the quiet enjoyment of
his or her allotment as he owes an
Indian who is non compos 'mentis..
(2) It is the affirmative duty of the
'Superintendent upon filing of a*
complaint alleging livestock tres-
pass to investigate and, if' sufficient
grounds exist, to prosecute and levy
penalties prescribed in 25- CFR
151.24.

The Act of May 26, 1926 (44 Stat.
658), as amended, March 15, 1948'
(62 Stat. 80), authorizes competent
Crow Indians to lease their allot-
ment without the assistance and ap-
proval of the Superintendent. 25
CFR 131.15 implements the fore-

going Act, Supra, in the following o
language:

(a) Notwithstanding the regulations in
other sections of this part 131, Crow
Indians classified as competent under
the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 751), as'
amended, nsay lease 'their trust lands
* ~* for farming or grazing purposes

without the approval of the Secretary
pursuant to the Act of May 2, 1926 (44
Stat. 658), as amended by the Act of
March 15, 1948 (62; Stat. 80). *AA*
Approval of the'Secretary is required on
leases signed by Crow Indians not classi-
fled as competent * * '. (Italics -sup-
plied.)

We note that 25 CFR 131.15 (e)
casts full responsibility on a compe-'
tent Crow Indian as lessor in obtain-
ing comipliance with any lease made. -
This section, however, we note
further provides:

* * * This shall not preclude action
by the Secretary to assure conservation
and protection of these trust lands.

An examination of the record, as
presently constituted, clearly indi-
cates no basis in fact whatsoever to
support the Superintendent's con-,,
clusions or reasons for refusing to
act on appellant's complaint under
25 CFR 151.24. Accordingly, the
Board so finds.

The Area Director, in affirming
the Superintendent's decision and as
reasons for denying and dismissing
appellant's appeal, determined that
since the appellant is a competent
Crow Indian under 25 CFR 131.15,
the Superintendent owed er no
duty to protect her land against
livestock trespass, notwithstanding
appellant's land is held in trust and
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notwithstanding that the complaint
does not arise out of a competent
Crow lease. The Area Director went
on further to state:

Accordingly, your appeal is denied on
the grounds that the demands you have
made of the -Superintendent are beyond
the scope of his jurisdiction.

We find nothing in the Act of
May 26, 1926, as amended, March 15,
1948, supra, and 25 CFR 131.15 that
relieves the federal government of
its trust responsibilities or jurisdic-
tion with respect to allotted land.
Only the issuance of a patent in fee
could accomplish that result. This,

* however, is not the case at bar. The
Superintendent under the Crow
Competency Act, supra, and subse-
quent regulations, 25 CFR 131.15, is
relieved of overseeing the leasing of
trust lands by competent Crow In-
dians. Moreover, a competent Crow
Indian under the foregoing regula-
tion is fully responsible for obtain-
ing compliance with the terms of
any lease made by him. This section,
however, goes on to state

* * * This shall not preclude action by
the Secretary to assure conservation and
protection of these trust lands. (Italics
supplied.)

In view of the fact that the ap-
pellant's land is held in trust and
that her complaint does not stem
from any lease agreement-, we -dis-.

agree with the Area Director's deci-
sion regarding loss of jurisdiction.
On the contrary, we find the Bureau
of Indian Affairs had jurisdiction
over appellant's lands and that it
was- the 'affirmative duty of the
Superintendent to take such meas-
ures as were necessary toi protect ap-

pellant against livestock trespass on
her allotted trust lands. United
States v. Fraser, 156 F. Supp. 144
(D.C. Mont. 1957), a'd, 261 F. 2d
282 (9th Cir. 1958). The District
Court in Fraser, supra, in holding
that the government is a proper
party to bring an action for live-
stock trespass on allotted lands, not-
withstanding the present lessee is a
non-Indian, remarked:

* "It is the right and duty of the
government to maintain such suits as may
be necessary for the protection of its In-
dian wards. * * * And particularly is this
true where the United States holds lands
in trust for the use and benefit of these
wards and suit is necessary for the pro-
tection of these lands," [citing cases].
156 F. Supp. at 150.

It is settled law that by virtue
of the peculiar "guardian-ward"
relationship existing' between the
United States and Indian persons
the Federal Government has not
only the capacity, but also the duty
to protect and enforce Indian rights
in property held by it as trustee.
Federal Indian Law, page 328,
United States Department of In-
terior, United States Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
(1958); United States v. Kagama,
118 U.S. 375,6 S. Ct. 1109, 30 L. Ed.
228 (1886).

In view of the views hereinabove
set forth the decision of the Area
Director, Billings Area Office, Bill-
ings, Montana, must be reversed
and remanded.

NOW, THEREFORE, by vir-
tue of the authority delegated to
the Board of Indian Appeals- by
the Secretary of the Interior, 43

[St I.D.
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CFR 4.1, the decision of the Area
Director, Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, Billings, Montana, dated
January 30, 1973, is hereby RE-
VERSED AND the matter is RE-
MANDED to the Area Director

'for the purpose of implementing
the provisions of 25 CFR 151.24,
and for whatever other action he
deems necessary to protect the ap-
pellant's rights in her allotment.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALExANDER II. WILSON, Member.

I coNCURn:

DAVID J. MCKEE, Chaitrnamct.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
RICHARD OBI

*2 IBIA 183

Decided February 28,1974

.Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion denying an application for the
sale and purchase of land.

Reversed.

Indian Lands: Allotments: Alienation

When an Indian wishes to sell his allot-
minent lo -his Indian mother who has ample

means and the seller is in need, the Area
Director -ust have cogent reasons for
disapproval .of the sale.

OPINION BY MR. McKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal filed by Rich-'
;ard Obi from the decision of the

Area Director, -Portland, issued
October 11, 1973, which in turn
affirmed the Superintendent's de-
cision of July 24, 1973, wherein
application by the appellant to
sell his Quinault allotment to Ce-
celia Obi, his mother, was denied.

The appeal was transferred to
this Oece pursuant to the delega-
tion of- authority issued Decem-
ber 14, 1973, amending 211 DM
13.7. The transmittal from the Area
Director in Portland dated Decem-
ber 3, 1973, indicates that the appeal
was timely filed although no date is
mentioned. The appeal itself is wv-
dated, but it does bear the receiving
date stamp of -the Area Office of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs showing
November 12, 1973. The record dis-
closes that the Area Director's deci-
sion of October 11, 1973, was mis-
addressed to the appellant at
Renton, Washington, whereas it
should have'been sent to Seattle,
Washington. There is nothing to in-
dicate when or how it was delivered
to the appellant.

A finding is made that the appeal
was timely filed and NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN that this appeal
is hereby docketed by this Board for.
decision.

A further finding is made that al-
though 'the record does not include
copies of the application for sale of
the allotment signed by Richard Obi
or any document signed by Cecelia
Obi, said record is sufficient upon
which to base a decision. This appeal
will therefore be disposed of im-
mediately without requiring a filing
of legal briefs or further statements.

93]
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The Sperintendent's memoran-
dum of November 28, 1973, to the
Area Director includes the follow-
ing statement, "His motivation for
the above sale, at least in part, we
believe has been a face-saving de-
vice." A review of the appeal itself
lends considerable weight to this
opinion although the appellant's
;motivation might be better de-
scribed as an effort to preserve the
self-respect which is essential to
-him.

'The Area Director's statement
that the appellant's mother is almost
95 years old and that she has in ex-
cess of $200,000 in her individual
Indian money account with ample
current income to meet her needs,
would suggest that the payment of

'$8,250 for the appellant's allotment
could not jeopardize her financial
position. There is no suggestion in
the Area Director's decision that
Cecelia Obi is in any way incompe-
tent, despite her age, and there is an
indication that she has been gener-
ous to the appellant in the past.
Whether or not he is indebted to her
for some unstated amount is of no
consequence.

The appellait states in his ap-
peal, "Officials declare she is not' in
the land business, has no use for the
land. I say that though she has
land, I prefer to give her collateral
for this sum rather than accept
another out'right gift." (Italics sup-
plied.) The appellant proceeds to
describe his need for money.

It appears without contradiction:
that the appellant does need funds; 
that he has a valuable asset which

he is willing to sell to gain the
needed cash; that the purchase of
the land by Cecelia Obi would in no
-way jeopardize her financial posi-
tion; and that it is the desire of both
parties to complete the transaction.
No cogent reason for disapproving
the application to sell has been
stated by the Area Director.

A finding is made that the denial
of the application to sell the land
and to expend money to purchase
the same are legal property rights of
the appellant and his mother the,
exercise of which has been thwarted
by the ruling of the Area Director.
He has overreached in this matter.
It is our conclusion that the trans-
action should be permitted to go for-
ward at the earliest possible date.

NOW, TIEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated .to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, and the delegation included in
the December 14, 1973, amendment
to the Departmental Manual, 211
DM 13.7, it is ORDERED that the
application for sale of the allotment
in accordance with its provisions be
approved, and that the deeds neces-
sary to complete the transaction be'
approved' by the appropriate office
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

DAVID J. MCKCEE, Chairman,

WE CONCUR:

ALEXANDER H. WILSON, Member.

MITCHELL J. SABAGH, Member.

[81 I.D.
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ESTATE OF MARY SOULIER (RED
CLIFF CHIPPEWA ALLOTTEE NO.
80 (180), DECEASED)

2 IBIA 188
Decided Mlarch 5,1974

Petition for reopening to modify the
Secretary's August 6, 1923, order di-
recting the sale of land pursuant to
decedent's will.

Denied.

145.0 Indian Probate:- Board of
Indian Appeals: Generally-375.0
Indian Probate: Reopening: Generally
Under the delegations of authority by the
Secretary to the Board of Indian Appeals
in 43 CFR 4.1, the Board has authority
and jurisdiction to correct or modify
prior Secretarial orders issued in probate
of Indian trust estates in accord with the
statutes, court decisions and a showing
of later-discovered facts.

381.0 Indian Probate: Secretary's
Authority: Generally
A provision in a will executed pursuant
to 25 U.S.C. §-373 (1970) requiring sale
of land interests held in trust is to be
carried out by the Secretary in those
situations where a refusal to do so would
be an arbitrary or capricious abuse of
discretion by the Secretary within the
rule of Tooahnippah (Goombi) v. Hidcel,
397 U.S. 598, 90 Sup. Ct. 1316 (1970).

'390.2 Indian Probate: State Law:
Applicability to Indian Probate,
Testate
A provision in a will executed pursuant
to 25 U.S.C. § 373 (1970) appointing an
executor shall not be approved insofar as
it would be 'effective upon property held
in trust, but as to such property, the
duties and directions given by the testator
to the executor may be carried out by

the Secretary to avoid a defeat of the
testator's intent, provided that the Secre-
tary's function is in no way subject to
the provisions or requirements of any
state court or statute limiting or regulat-
ing the power and authority of a personal
representative.

415.0 Indian Probate: Trust Prop-
erty: Generally

Following the doctrine of equitable con-
version, a provision in a will executed
pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 373 (1970) requir-'
ing sale of land interests held in trust'
with the proceeds to be distributed, has'
the effect of changing the interests in the
affected property from land to personalty
requiring that the land if unsold or the
proceeds of sale be distributed as
personalty.

APPEARANCES: John D. Niemisto
and John M. Wiley, Attorneys at Law
for Alice Daley Niemisto, Franklin R.:
Basina, Constance Ea sina Kosberg,
Idell Basina Duffy, Catherine Gordon,
Frederick Gordon, Jr., William Gordon,
Frank Gordon, Elizabeth Gordon, Law-
rence Gordon and Marvin Gordon, and
Elizabeth Hawkes, Attorney at Law-
for John Emmett Daley, petitioners;
and

Mariana R. Shulstad of the Office of
the Field Solicitor, Twin Cities, Minn.,
for Reginald P. Miller, Superintendent,
Great Lakes Agency, Wisconsin, re-
spondent.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE McKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Tlis is a proceeding before the
Board of Indian Appeals upon a

81 I.D. No. 3
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petition dated December 18, 1973
enclosed in a memorandum dated

~December 26, 1973,' from Judge
Vernon J. Rausch of Twin Cities,
'Minnesota. The petition includes
-the following language in the
prayer:X

WHEREFORE, .Your petitioners re-
quest an order vacating the Secretarial
Order dated August 6,. 1923 approving
the Will of Mary Soulier and further
disapproving of said Will,, thereby per-
mitting the lands owned by Mary Soulier
at the time of her death to descend to
her heirs.

In the memorandum of IDecemn-
'ber 26, 1973, from Judge Rausch the
said petition is correctly determined.
by him to be a petition for reopen-
ing of a probate which had been de-
cided for more than three years. The

'Judge referred the petition to the
Board under the provisions of 43
CFR 4.242(h) by which reopening
authority of such estates is reserved
to this Board.

The record submitted in connec-
tion with the petition includes perti-
nent parts of the probate proceed-
ings in the Estate of Mary Soulier.
It also includes the full record
'of -the proceedings before Judge
Rausch which were initiated by the
Superintendent of the. 'Great Lakes
Agency upon the filing of his com-
bined petition for correction of in-
ventories in eight completed pro-
bates of' estates' of subsequently de-
ceased individuals. 1 who were either

'ESTATES 'OF:, Susan Soulier Daiey
Stute, Red Cliff Chippewa, Probate A-71-53;
Theresa Agnes Soulier 'asina,- Red Cliff
Chippewa, Probate A-60-58; Theoase H.
Soeeier, Red Cliff Chippewa, Probate' A-455--
58; John Soulier, Red 'Cliff Chippewa, Pro-
bate A-6163;', Ssan 'J. Soulier Sagasunk

legatees, or the successors in inter-
est of deceased legatees of the said
Mary Souli6r. TheiSuperintendent's
petition was directed to the elimina-
tion from the inventories in those
estates of any interests in the lands
which had, purportedly 'descended
to or passed under the wills of the
legatees of said Mary :Solier.

The petition for reopening filed
-in this proceeding would 'appear to
be collateral to those proceedings
initiated by the Superintendent in
estates all of which have been closed
for more than three years. A finding
is made that all proceedings are

,subject to consolidation and deter-
inination by single decision issued
by this Board. Accordingly:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
TO: All of the known and unknown
heirs, legatees, devisees, and suc-
cessors in interest of Mary Soulier
deceased; to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs; to all attorneys of record;
and particularly to the petitioners
and respondents, that this proceed-
ing' is hereby docketed under the
above number.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

* Mary Soulier, Allottee No. 80
(180) of the Red' Cliff Band of
Lake Superior Chippewa Indians
received as her allotment the S1/2
SE1/4, Sec. 1, T. 51 N., R. 5 W., of
the 4th P.M. in Bayfield County,

Griffin Shaeffer, Red Cliff Chippewa, Probate
A-45-66; Antoine dward Rasina, Red
Cliff Chippewa, Probate A-162-66; Duwayne
JfarshalZ Soulier, Red Cliff hippewa, Pro-

'bate A-7-69; Patrick Wiliaim Daley, Red
Cliff Chippewa, Probate IP T 85R 72.

[81 I.D.
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Wisconsin, consisting of 80 acres for
which a restricted fee patent, dated
May 8, 1897, was issued under the
provisions of the Treaty of Septem-
ber 30, 1854. She had 12 children,
six of whom predeceased her. From
one, Akin Lamorie, Allottee No. 74
.(153), she inherited the allotment
described as Lot 1, Sec. 8, T. 51 N.,
R. 3 W.,.and Lot 1, Sec. 36, T. 52 N.,
R. 5 W., both of the 4th P.M. in
Bayfield County, Wisconsin, con-
sisting of 67.24 acres. She also held
certain other properties not here at
issue.

On October 12, 1911, Mary
Soulier executed a will which in-
cluded the following provision:

3d I direct that my allotment on the Red
Cliff Reservation, Bayfleld County, Wis-
consin, described hs the South half of
South East quarter of Section one (1)
town (sic) fifty-one North of Range five
West and the allotment of my son Akin
Lamorie deceased of whom I am sole heir
described as follows: Lot one of Section
eight (8) township fifty-one North of
Range three (3) West and Lot one (1) of
section thirty-six, town fifty-two North
of Range five West, be sold without un-
necessary delay and the proceeds of such
sale be divided equally among 'all my
living children after first deducting
therefrom one hundred ($100.00) which
I dedicate for Masses by the local pastor
of the Catholic Church.

She died on April 16, 1914, and
on August 4, 1923 her will was rec-
ommended for approval in accord-
ance with the Act of June 25, 1910,
36 Stat. 855, as amended by the Act
of February 14, 1913, 37 Stat. 678,
by E. B. Meritt, Assistant Commis-

sioner. On August 6, 1923, the will
was approved by F. M. Goodwin,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior,
who included the following order in
his approval:
The estate of the decedent, consisting of
her original allotment and her inherited
interest in the allotment of her deceased
son, Akin Lamorie, are directed to be
sold by the Superintendent of the La-
Pointe Agency, Wisconsin, and all just.
debts against her estate be paid, including
funeral expenses, if any, and $100.00, be
given to the local pastor of the Catholic
Church, and the remainder of the cash
divided among her devisees as above set
forth. No rights of an eecutor will be
recognized. (Italics added.)

Tor reasons unclear at this til-e, the
Superiihtendent of the LaPointe
Agency did not comply with the
order of sale which has remained
unchanged for 50 years. At the
hearing held April 4, 1973 by Judge
Rausch it was speculated that due
to the inaccessibility of the land no
buyer could be found.

It shiould be noted that no protest
or appeal of the order for sale was
filed following entry of the order
approving the will. There has been
no order of distribuftion of any
money or of these interests in the
land to any legatee,. devisee, or heir.
The purported distributions of the
interests of legatees and devisees
subsequently deceased is challenged
by the Superintendent's action.

During the 50 years since the ap-
proval of the will of Mary Soulier,
four of the six beneficiaries desig-
nated in paragraph. d of the will
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have died,2 and at least four of the
descendents of her children have
died some testate and some intestate.
There are not at least 60,3 includ-
ing one or more non-Indians, indi-
vidual successors in interest who
have claims against the estate under
the will. In the probate of the estates
of the subsequently deceased inter-
est holders,, the interests derived
from the decedent under this will
were treated as interests in the land
itself, and in 1970 a resume of the
fractional interests of the purported
tenants in common ranged down-
ward rom a 1/6 each in the surviv-
ing sons to a 1/1296 each in several
of the more remote claiming rela-
tives. An almost. intolerable man-
agement and ownership situation
thus exists as to both allotments.
' The two surviving sons, James

Curtain and Fred Curtain, 4 have
pressed the Superintendent of the
Great Lakes Agency for a number
of years to sell the land and distrib-
ute the money to them alone as the
"living children" in compliance
with the will and the order approv-
i'ng the will. A prospective pur-
chaser was found, and in an attempt
to remove a cloud from the title, the
Superintendent requested Judge
Rausch to proceed under 43 CFR
4.273 to delete the record of land in-
terests from the estates of those de-

e Since the filing of the petition the Board
is advised that Frederick J. Curtain, one of
the two surviving children of Mary Soulier
died' testate January 1, 1974. No proceedings
in probate of this estate have yet been insti-
tuted.

3 Notice of the death of Angeline Basina
Vandervanter on May' 20, 1973 was received
by the Board ebruary 4, 1974. There may
have been other deaths not yet reported.

4 See note 1.

X cedents who have died since the ap-
proval of the will. Accordingly, af-
ter issuance of a show cause order,
a proper notice of a combined hear-
ing was issued, and a hearing was
held April 4,1973. In addition to the
Curtain brothers, certain of the

-other interest holders appeared at
the hearing pro se and by attorney
to resist the Superintendent's pro-
posal to sell the land.

No order was issued by the Judge
as to the eight estates in question
following the hearing. This was for
the reason that following the hear-
ing, the resisting interest holders
filed a consolidated motion for dis-
missal and this was in turn followed
with their petition of December 18,
1973, seeking reopening of this
estate pursuant to the provisions of
43 CFJU 4.242 (h). Since the final
decision herein had been issued more
than three years. prior to the filing
of the petition, the Judge properly
transmitted the petition and the rec-
ord to this Board.

The record includes the transcript
of the hearing of April 4, 1973.
Those opposing the Superinten-
dent's proposed sale were repre-
sented variously by John M. Wiley,
John Niemisto, a relative of one of
the parties, and by Elizabeth
Hawkes, all attorneys at law. Some
parties including the Curtain
brothers appeared pro se or by non-
attorney family members. The Su-
perintendent was not present or rep-
resented although two agency em-
ployees appeared as witnesses. The
Field Solicitor, appearing for the
first time for the Superintendent,
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has filed a brief opposing the peti--
tioner's i notion to dismiss.

We note no dispute of any ma-
terial issue of fact.

POINTS IN ISSUE

The petitioners oppose the sale,
and seek to set aside the Secretary's
order for sale issued August 6, 1923,
on the following grounds:

That there are upwards of 60
"heirs" who claim an interest in the
land in place of the 6 original bene-
ficiaries named in the will resulting
in fractional claims now as small as
1/1296 (the rationale of this argu-

mlent escapes us here) that the land
value has appreciated;- that the sale
will pass the land irretrievably to
non-Indian people, contrary to fed-
eral policy; that the present com-
munal use of the land (there is no
allegation as to the number of
users) would be destroyed; that per-
manent improvements placed on the
land by at least one claimant would
be lost.; that the claimants have be-
lieved over the years that they held-
interests in the land; and that a sale
would be improvident (without giv-
ing reasons).

The brief filed by the Field Solic-
itor for the respondent Superin-
tendent was prepared prior to the
filing of the petition to reopen, and
it is, therefore, directed more to the
issues originally raised in the effort
to delete the lands from the eight
inventories. However, upon review
of.the record *as a whole, it is not
now considered necessary to further

enlarge the issues or to provide op-
portunity for the filing of addi-
tional briefs.

The brief filed by the Field So-
licitor raises several points includ-
ing the proposition that estoppel is
no bar to the proposed sale; that ad-
verse possession against the U.S.
does not mature into title or create
rights; that "this tribunal" does.
have jurisdiction to modify inven-
tories; that "this tribunal" has no
jurisdiction to change a Secretarial
order; and that none of the eight
decedents in question held any in-
terest in the real estate through the
decedent's will.

The Field Solicitor's attack upon
the jurisdiction- of "this tribunal"
to act for the Secretary in all of
these matters is made without re-
gard to the delegations of authority
included in 43 CFR 4.1 and is un-
supportable. Without dwelling on
the issue unduly, it should be
pointed out that precedent therefor
does exist. In the past when probate
jurisdiction was delegated to an As-
sistant Secretary, time limitations
were waived, and new and differient
action was taken in the name of the
Secretary, Estate of Eliza Yellow
Fox (44953-35) (December 1,
1936); when delegated to the Solic-.
tor, Estate of Es Suln E Cly or Old
Lady Sam, IA-1278 (June 29,
1966); when redelegated by the So-
licitor to a Regional Solicitor,
Estate of Charles Dowan, or Itoye-
wanjina, IA-D-32 (September 29,
1969) ; and when delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals, Estate of
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Eliza Shield Him, 1 IBIA 80
.(March 24, 1971). The new issues
raised in each case were completely
disposed of. Modifications of the
findings, and the distribution of the
estates have been necessary in nu-
merous instances to conform to later
discovered facts or even sub-
sequently issued court rulings.

The Field Solicitor does make a
point which is to be considered here
as controlling,

IV. None of the eight decedents held
any interest in the subject. real property
at the time of their' deaths.

DISCUSSION

This brings the requirement in
this decedent's will into considera-
tion when she said,

3d I direct that my allotment * *. *

and the allotment of my son * * *be
sold X * and the, proceeds be divided
among all my living children * *

This provision was implemented
by the Assistant Secretary's Order
approving the will, Estate of Mary
Sozdier, 120899-14 (August 6,1923)
where he said,

The estate of the decedent, consisting
of (allotments) * * * are directed to
be sold * * *. No rights of an executor
will be recognized.

The directive in the will was in
our opinion sufficient to convert the
interest of the testatrix in the land
to interests in personal property
in accord with the doctrine of equit-
able conversion stated in the Chap-
ter, "Conversion By Will" 5 Bowe-
Parker: Page on Wills.

§ 46.1 Nature and definition:

Under proper circumstances * * ' a di-
rection in a will to change property
from one legal class to another, as from
real to personal or personal to real,
will have the effect, in equity, of: chang-
ing the legal character of such property
at once.before it is actually changed in
fact. This doctrine, known by the name
of equitable conversion, rests upon the
maxim that equity looks upon that as
done which ought'to be done. * * * It ap-
plies wherever an obligation to sell or
exchange land is created by contract, will,
or court order. Prior to the actual sale
or exchange and while the obligation con-
tinues in force, the courts will adjudi-
cate the rights of the parties as they
would have been if the conveyance had
actually been made. [Principal footnote
references omitted.]

The statemefit in the text is sup-
ported. by the decision In re Bis-
bee's Estate. Runke v. Bisbee, 177
Wis. 77, 187 N.W. 653 (1922), cited
in the footnote; and

§ 46.9 Effect of Conversion:

The effect of equitable conversion of
property is to impress the. property con-
verted with the character of the property
into which it is to be converted, even
before a change in form, as far as is
necessary to carry out the intention of
the testator. If' the will directs a con-
version of realty into personalty, such
realty must be distributed as 'if it were
personalty. When conversion of realty
has been effected, the devisees or heirs
of the testator have no claim on the
realty as such, * * *. The executor is
entitled to such income as an asset of
the estate. * * * Likewise, other statu-
tory provisions relating to. gifts of realty
do not apply to a gift of the proceeds
when the realty has been converted by
a mandatory power of sale. * * * [Prin-
cipal footnote references omitted.]

181 ID.
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The statement. in the text is sup-
ported by the decision In re Scril-
ling's Will Schilling v. Schilling,
205.IWis. 259, 75 ALR 184,237 NW..
122 (1931) cited in the footnote..

In her will the testatrix appointed'
her son-in-law, Frank Basina, as
executor. . The Field Solicitor's
memorandum would suggest that,
the title to the real estate did not.
vest in the distributees named to re-.
ceive the land sale proceeds, and
with this we agree. However, it is
not suggested where the title to the.
real estate reposed following the
death of the testatrix in 1914 or even
from the 'date of the approval of
the will by the .Secretarial order.
entered in 1923. "There is no such
legal entity as an 'estate' 5 capable
of receiving,. holding or conveying
title, and the title. to personal prop-.
erty reposes in the executor until a
conveyance document such: as a
deed, a bill of sale, or an. order of
distribution is issued. (In the ma-.
jority of states, the title to real
property vests in the devisees at the
date of death of the testator.) In
this situation the Assistant. Secre-.
tary's approval of the will specifi-
cally provided "no rights of an
executor will be recognized." In this
situation we are confronted with no
other alternative. than the conclu-
sion that the title vested in the
United States with the Secretary
performing the functions and duties
of an executor, and that such title
has there reposed to this date sub-

5
Black's. Law DictionaT, Revised Fourth

Edition (1965), p. 643 and cases cited.

ject to the provisions of the will as
approved. However, he is in no way
limited. to or bound by any; state,
statlte' regulating t.he power or
auetii ority of an executor.

tthe rights created in the six sur-
viving children of the testatrix who.
should properly be designated as,
"legatees". of the personal property
consisted only of -the right to the
distribution of. the proceeds of sale
when received by the Secretary (or,

-the officer holding the delegated au-
thority to sell and.issue, necessary
conveyances). .

It is, therefore, coneluded that as
a matter of law the inventories pre-
pared in the estates of subsequently
deceased legatees. should not have
included any apparent interest in
the lands which had been directed to
be sold... Distribution, of .personal
property rights so acquired by. in-
herit;ance by the heirs and-legatees
of the subsequently; deceased leg-,
atees should have been made in ac-
cordance with the laws governmg
distribution of personal property.
Nothing herein should be construed
as a determination that.6the ,trust
character of the personal property
was lost.

The petitioners herein, who op-
pose the sale which the Superin-
tendent proposes to make pursuant
to the directives in the will and the
Secretary's original order of 1923,
would havens Completely thwart the
intent of the testatrix in the disposi-
tion of the property and its dis-
tLibution. Her intent was properly
hlnoed by the 'Secretarial order
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approving the will, and if we were
to follow the suggestions of the peti-
tioners, we would act contrary to the
spirit and text of 25 U.S.C. § 373
(1970) as such statute was inter-
preted in TooaAnippali (Goombi) v.
Hickel, 397 U.S. 598 (1970). To act
otherwise than to approve the will
and carry out the directives thereof
would be an- arbitrary and capri-
cious exercise of the very limited
discretion vested in the Secretary by
the statute as interpreted by the
court..

As it appears necessary upon an
analysis of the Wisconsin law gov-
erning distribution of personal
property at the respective dates .of
death of the successors in interest,
modifications of the orders of dis-
'tribution should be entered. in all
successor estates.

Authority is hereby granted to
the Administrative Law Judge to
modify existing probate orders to
imake such proper distribution.
Thereupon, when the proceeds of
sale are available, they will be dis-
bursed to those who are legally en-
titled thereto including the church
provided it can be identified and is

-capable of rendering the service in-
dicated in the will.

The petitioners'. plea that we con7
sider their individual past under-.
standings that they owned interests
in this real estate, and their conten-
tion that there were certain of them
who enjoyed a communal use of the
property is disposed of by the rule
which. we have here found to be
controlling.

Those arguments made in the

Field Solicitor's brief in behalf of
the Superintendent that estoppel
will not operate against the United
States, and that no claim in prop-
erty can be acquired by adverse use
or possession against the United
States is recognized as also control-
ling in this matter.

It is likewise true that, in the
absence of a statute a policy cannot
be recognized as paramount over an
individual's rights of sale. The pro-
cedures for sale of the land here in-
volved by the Secretary are set forth
in the regulations, and there is cer-
tainly no ban against the submission
of a bid by one or more Indian
people, or by the tribe itself.

Any improvements placed on the
land by individual interest holders
shall be considered their individual
non-trust personal property subject-
to removal prior to sale or subject
to separate sale by those entitled
thereto or to abandonment in place.

It is indicated in the record that
some part or portion of the interest
in sale proceeds may have passed by
inheritance or will to persons not of
Indian blood. If patents in fee for
such interests have been mistakenly
issued, it will be incunbent upon the
Solicitor to confer with the Depart-
ment of Justice concerning the in-
stitution of the necessary 'court
proceedings for the cancellation of
such patents and the cancellation of
any tax or other liens. If no patent
in fee has been issued, then under
the doctrine of Chemah v. Fodder,
259 F. Supp. 910' (W.D. Okla. 1966),
it is not necessary to do other than
to distribute the proceeds of sale to

[S1 I.D.
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those who can establish ownership
of such interests.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43. CFR

'4.1, the petition for reopening in the
estate of Mary Soulier is here DE-
NIED; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the petition for correction of
any inventory of the estate of a per-
son who purportedly held through
atnd under the will of Mary Soulier
which includes any interests in the
lands directed by her to be sold,
shall be corrected by order of the
Administrative Law Judge nunE
pro tueo to eliminate such lands
from such inventories, and to also
correct the orders of distribution of
the interests of such decedents to in-
clude a provision for the distribu-
tion of the proceeds of the sale of
lands, when received, as personal
property in trust; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the Administrative Law Judge
shall be and he is hereby delegated
such authority as may be necessary
to issue such additional 'and further
orders in related matters as may be
necessary to accomplish purposes of
this order in accordance with the
views herein expressed.

Notice of the issuance of this de-
cision- now and of the corrective im-
plementing orders when issued pur-
suant to this decision shall 'be mailed
by the Administrative Law Judge
to the respective parties in interest,
to their attorneys, and to the officers
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

where appropriate. A record of such
mailing shall be preserved in this
and related cases.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

-DAvID J. MCKiEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

ALEXANDER H. WMSON,
Administrative Judge.

MITCHELL J. SABAGH :
Administrative Judge.

HARMAR COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA 32

Decided March 5, 1974

The Board has before it an appeal by
Harmar Coal Company from an order
of the Administrative Law Judge dis-
missing its petition for modification
filed pursuant to section 301 (c) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. Subsequent to the filing
of the Notice of Appeal, Harmar Coal
Company and the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration filed a;
joint motion for expedited appeal to
which were attached joint proposed
findings of fact, conclusions of law,
and a stipulation.

- Order vacated and petition granted.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Modification of Applica-
tion of Mandatory Safety Standards:
Jurisdiction
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An Administrative Law Judge does not
lose jurisdiction of a proceeding for modi-
fleation of the application of a mandatory
safety standard where the parties enter
into a stipulation of fact rendering a
formal evidentiary hearing unnecessary.

APPEARANCES: Herbert . Martin,
Esq., John A. Macleod, Esq., and James
T. Hemphill, Jr., Esq., in behalf of
Harmar Coal Company; John P. Me-
Geehan, Esq., in behalf of Mining
Enforcement- and Safety Administra-
tion.

OPINION BY THIW BOARD

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEAL$S

Factual and Procedural
Backgrounda

'On September 27, 1973, armar
Coal Company (Harmar) filed in
the Office of Hearings and Appeals
a Petition for Modification of a
Mandatory Safety Standard, pur-
suant to section 301 (c) of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 (the Act). and 43 CFR
4.5 50. Harmar requested a modifica-
tion of the application of section
-303(f) 'of the Act; 30 CER 75.305,
with respect to the 14 North return
airway at Harmar Mine.

The 'S Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
filed an answer to Harmar's petition
on October 16, 1973, and stated that
MESA would institute an investi-
gation of the petition; pursuant to
section 301(c) of the Act. The Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge)
on November 16, 1973, issued a

Notice of Hearing for December 17,
1973.

The United line- Workers of
America, as the representative of
the miners at Harmiar Mine, was
served with a copy of Harmar's pe-
tition, MESA's answer. and the
Notice of Hearing, but .did not; file
an answer or otherwise comment
upon the petition on. or before De-
cemiber 13, 1973, as requlired by the
official notice of the petition pub-
lished at 38. F.R. 313.18, Novem-
ber 13,1973.

MESA conducted a complete in-
vestigation at the Harmar Mine on
October 18, 1973 and issued a mem-
orandum report dated November 13,
1973, reconmlending that Harmar's
petition be granted provided that
Harmar would accept and coiply
with the conditions stated in
MESA's memorandum report.
MESA thereupon filed an amended
answer to the same flect on Decem-
ber 5, 1973, and a copy of the
amended answer, with the mem-
orandum report attached thereto
was served uponthe United Mine
Workers of America.

The Notice of Hearing issued by
,,the Judge on November 16, 1973
advised the parties as follows:

Prior to the hearing the parties shall
confer on the prospects of the disposition
of this hnatter without a hearing. Affirma-
tive results of such conference shall be
reported to this Judge, together with a
joint motion for dismissal on the grounds
of agreement achieved without the neces-
sity of a hearing.

Onl December 13, 1973, Harmar
filed a motion to dismiss on the
ground that the parties had dis-
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posed of all issues involved and.
that, accordingly, a public hearing
would not be necessary.1

Thereafter, on January 8 1974,
the Judge issued a decision and.
order, in which he dismissed the
proceeding for lack of jurisdiction
on the ground that, since the parties
had disposed of all issues involved
and had thus eliminated the neces-
sity for a public hearing, the Hear-
ings Division of the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals had no further
jurisdiction over this matter. The
order also referred Harmar's peti-
tion to the Administrator, MESA,
for further action.

The Administrator . informed
Harmar through counsel, by letter
dated January 17,1974, that MESA
did not intend to take any action on
its own toward granting Harmar's
petition, since it is MESA's belief
that, by virtue of section 301 (c) of
the Act and the procedural rules of
the Department of the Interior, 43
CFR 4.550 it is exclusively within
the province of the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals to issue the deci-
siol required. by section 301(c)
before a petition for modification
can be granted.

On January 28, 1974, Harmar
timely filed a Notice of Appeal from
the order entered by the Judge on
January 8, 1974 and asked this
Board to take jurisdiction of this
appeal and to grant Harmuar's peti-
tion for modification of the appli-

1 The record indicates, however, that a brief
hearing was convened on December 17, 1973,
at which time the only action taken was to
continue the proceeding. until January 15,
1974.

cation of section 303 (f) of the Act,
30 CFR 75.305, with respect to the.'
14 North return airway at Harmar
Mine.

We agree with the joint position
expressed by counsel for both par-
ties to this appeal that when a
petition is filed in the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals for the modifica-.
tion of, the application of a safety
standard to a mine,, that section
301(c) of the Act and the regula-
tions promulgated thereunder re-
quire the Judge assigned to the case
torender a decision granting or de-
nying the petition. The mere fact
that the parties have stipulated as
to the facts, so that an evidentiary
hearing becomes unnecessary, does
not deprive the Judge. of the juris-
diction, nor does it absolve him of
the duty, to make the decision,

Based upon the pleadings filed
herein, including the stipulation of
the parties, and the investigative.
report prepared by MESA's techni'
cal experts on mine safety, the
Board makes the following findings
.of fact: 

1. Harmnar has proposed for the
14 North return airway at Harmar
Mine a method of making examina-
tions for hazardous conditions,
including tests to determine air
quantity and quality, as set forth in
paragraphs numbered 1-31 of the
attached appendix, entitled, "Stip7

ulations of Fact."
2. MESA has approved Har-

mar's method of examining the 14
North return airway subject to the

conditions set forth in paragraphs
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'18 through 28 of the referenced stip-
ulation of the parties.

3. Harmar has agreed to comply
-with each of the conditions set
forth in paragraphs 18 through 28
of the stipulation of the parties.

4. The United Mine Workers of
America, the representative of the
miners, did not file any answer or
objection to Harmar's application
for a modification of the applica-
tion of section 303(f) of the Act to
the 14 North airway at Harmar
Mine and did not appear at the
hearing convened by the Judge in
this proceeding on December 17,
1973.

5. Tlhe stipulation of the parties
sets forth an alternative method
for achieving with respect to the 14

-North return airway at Harmar
Mine no less than the same measure
of protection afforded the miners by
the standard of section 303(f) of'
the Act and 30 CFR 75.304.

Based upon the foregoing find-
ings of fact, the Board concludes
that:

1. The alternative method pro-
posed by Harmar Coal Company
will guarantee no less than the same
measure of protection afforded the
miners under the mandatory stand-
ard set forth in section 303 (f ) of the
Act, 30 CFR 75.305.

2. Harmar Coal Company is en-
titled to modification of the applica-
tion of section 303(f) of the Act,
30 CFR 75.305, with respect to the
14 North return airway at Harmar

'Mine, conditioned upon compliance
with pa ragraphs 18 through 28 of
the stipulation of the parties dated
February 22, 1974, a copy thereof

being attached hereto as an Appen-
dix.

3. The Hearings Division of the
Office of Hearings and Appeals does
not lose jurisdiction over a section
301 (c) proceeding when the parties
are in agreement with respect to the
terms and conditions of a proposed
modification of the application of a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard to a particular mine.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS- HEREBY
ORDERED that:

1. The joint Motion for Expe-
dited Appeal BE AND HEREBY
IS GRANTED;

2. The Judge's order of January
5, .1974, dismissing the proceeding
BE AND HEREBY IS VA-
CATED; 

3. Harmar Coal Company's peti-
tion for modification of the applica-
tion of the mandatory safety stand-
ard of section 303 (f) of the Act and
30 CFR 75.305 with respect to the
14 North return airway at Harmar
Mine IS GRANTED conditioned
upon compliance with the terms and
conditions of paragraphs 18
through 28 of the stipulation of the
parties appended hereto and made
a part hereof;

4. This decision- is effective im-
mediately, except that Harmar Coal
Company will have a period of
thirty (30) days from the date
hereof to comply with each of the
conditions hereinabove set forth,
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which period of time may be ex-
tended by MESA if, in its judg-
ment, circumstances warrant such
extension;

5. A copy of this decision shall be
served* immediately upon the rep-
resentative of miners at the iHarmar
Mine by a representative of MESA,
pursuant to the provisions of section
301 (c) of the Act;

6. Pursuant to the provisions of
section 107 (a) of the Act, the Har-
mar Coal Company shall immedi-
ately post a copy of this decision
on the Harmar Mine bulletin board;
and

7. Pursuant to the provisions of
section 107(b) of the Act, MESA
shall immediately mail a copy of
this decision to the official of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
charged with the responsibility for
administering that State's coal mine
health and safety laws.

C. E. RoGrms, Jr.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Adminristrative Judge.

APPENDIX

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE

OPERATIONS APPEALS OFFICE

OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS

IN RE: APPEAL OF HARMAR COAL COM-

PANY, HARMAB MINE, 301(c) PETITION

Pon MODIFICATION OF MANDATORY SAFETY

STANDARD OF SECTION 303(f), 30 CPR
§ 75.305 DOCKET No. M 74-25, PETITIONER.

STIPULATIONS OF FACT

1. The armar Mine s located in
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. Open-
ings into the mine consist of five shafts
and two slopes into the double Freeport
coalbed.

2. Harmar Mine at present has four
active coal-producing sections, three of
which (18 south, 34 south, and 6 west)
are totally dependent upon the Campbell
shaft and the 14 North airways which
serve as the return air course in a split
system of ventilation from these working
sections.

3. The return air course from the
junction of 14 North and 4 Mains to the
base of Campbell shaft was developed
during the period from 1926 to 1932, prior
to the use of roof bolts as a technique
for roof control, and timbers were used
as part of the mining cycle to provide
roof support.

4. The entries leading to Campbell
shaft were maintained until 1951 when
the intake side of the shaft was sealed
off and all track in the area was aban-
doned. Since that time, the 14 North en-
tries have been used only as a return air
course.

5. The 14 North airway from the junc-
tion of 14 North and 4 Mains to the
Campbell shaft is approximately 1,090
feet in length. Since this area is also the
lowest point in the mine, it inevitably
acts as a drainage basin.

6. A deep well pump in the 14 North
entries leading to Campbell shaft is situ-
ated immediately adjacent to the shaft
and can dispose of 1,750 gallons of water
per minute (or a total of 1,836,000 gallons
per day). This pump is equipped with a
float mechanism and normally operates
18 hours per day in four cycles,, with one
to one-and-one half hour breaks between
each cycle.

7. A visible and audible signal in the
lamp house on the surface is triggered
at the beginning and end of each pump-
ing cycle.

S. Safe travel is obstructed along the
entire 14 North airway from the junction
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,of 14 North and 4 Mains to the Campbell
Shaft by the presence of water through-
out the 14 North entries, varying in depth
from zero to hip deep, and yellow boy
and muck, varying in depth from zero
to three feet.

9. Water in this area has contributed
to the deterioration of the roof, ribs and
remaining timbers, with the result that
high, tight roof falls and unsupported,
overhanging roof have rendered the area
unsafe for travel.'

10. Restoration of the 14 North airway
would require approximately 1,500 man
days of work under extremely hazardous
conditions.

*11. No escapeways travel through the
14 North airway.

12. Approximately half of the return
air reaching the Campbell shaft fan
comes from active working sections (18
South, 34 South and 6 West) ; the other
half comes from bleeder entries along the
4 Mains motor road.

13. Two air measuring stations have
been established underground on either
side of the 4 Mains motor road, which is
perpendicular to the seven entries com-
prising the 14 North airway. One of these
stations measures the air returning to
the Campbell shaft fan from the active
vworling sections, the other measures the
air returning from accessible bleeder
entries along the 4 Mains motor road.

14. A third air measuring station has
been established on the surface at the
Campbell shaft fan in order to measure
the total quantity of air reaching the fan,
including that from inaccessible bleeder
entries.

15. On October 18, 1973, an ivestiga-
tion was conducted at the Harmar Mine
by George Svilar, MESA Coal Mine Staff
Specialist, and Eugene T. Ruttle, MESA
Mining Engineer, for the purpose of ex-
amining the 14 North airway and testing
.the quantity and quality of air through-
out the 14 North airway and at each of
the three proposed air measuring sta-
tions.

16. The results of this investigation are
recorded in a memorandum report dated

November 13, 1973, addressed to John W.
"Crawford, Acting Assistant Administra-
.tor-Coal Mine Health and Safety,
.through Robert E. Barrett,: District
Manager-Coal Mine Health and Safety
District 2. This report, signed by George
Svilar and Eugene T. Ruttle and ap-
proved by John W. Crawford, is fully
'incorporated herein by reference, includ-
ing the attachment thereto which is cap-
tioned, "Table 1-Analysis of Air
Samples Collected, October.18, 1973."

17. The report of the investigation by
ME9SA concludes that no dimunution
.(sic) of safety will' result from the im-
plementation of Harmar's proposed modi-
fication of standard, provided that Har-
mar complies with the recommendations
stated on pages two and three of the re-
port, which recommendations are set
'forth in paragraphs 18 through 28 below.

18. Roof bolts shall be installed in the
area' of the underground proposed air
measuring stations, and the stations, at
'all times, shall be maintained in a safe
condition.

19. The quality and quantity and i-
rection of flow of the air and the methane
concentration shall be determined at the
proposed air measuring stations by a cer-
tified person on a daily basis.

20. The date, time; initials of the exam-
iner, and results of these determinations
shall be recorded in a book, or on a date
board, that shall be provided at each
measuring station. 'Such results shall also
be recorded in a book kept on the surface
and made accessible to interested persons.

21. Methane gas shall not be permitted
to accumulate in these airways in excess
of the legal limits.

22. If, at any-time, the air quantity at
any of the measuring stations should in-
'dicate a-reduction of air quantity of 10
percent, an immediate investigation of
the affected area will be conducted.

23. No persons will enter the 14 North
airways until a plan outlining the pro-
cedure to' be followed is submitted to and
approved by the District Manager.

24. The quantity of air at the Campbell
shaft will be determined.wi th fan static
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pressure and the fan curve provided by
-the manufacturer of the fan.

25. The methane will be measured from
the outside of the fan through a sampling
tube.

26. In addition to the visible signal, an
audible signal shall be installed in the
lamp house for the purpose of notifying
the attendant when the deep well pumps
at Campbell shaft start and stop. These
starts and stops shall be recorded in a
book maintained for that purpose in the
lamp house.

27. If at any time, one pumping cycle
of the deep well pumps at Campbell shaft
indicates an increase of one hour or more
pumping time, the pump starting time
shall be adjusted to start the pump more
often, in direct proportion to the increase
in pumping time. 'Such increase in pump
starts shall remain in effect *until two
pumping cycles indicate the adjustment
can be reversed.

28. Since the Strohm shaft fan and the
airways of this fan are necessary to pro-
vide the required escapeways, no altera-
tions of the fan or.airways to the 'Strohm
fan will be made until such changes are
submitted to and approved by the Dis-
trict Manager..

29. Harmar Coal Company accepts in
full the conditions set forth in paragraphs
18 through 28 above and will comply with
such conditions as long as this agree-
ment remains in effect.

30. This agreement applies only to the
Harmar Mine ofI Harmar Coal Company
and shall continue in effect until such
time 'as the management of Harmar Mine
determined in its discretion that it-shall
no longer operate in.whole or in. part in
accordance with the terms of this Stipu-
lation' and Modification Order and -that
it 'will instead operate in accordance with-
the terms -of 'Section 303(f) -of the Act
and the implementing regulations. In the
event that the management of Harmar
Mine makes- such a determination, a
thirty-day prior written notice shall be
given to the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

31. The United Mine Workers of
America did not appear at the hearing
convened by ithe Administrative Law
Judge in this proceeding on December 17,
1973 and has at no time filed any objec-
tion to this petition for modification.

Date: 2/22/74

('5) Herbert J. Martin,
Attorney for Mar-mar Coal Company.

(S) John P. McGeehan,
Attorney for Mining Enforcemsent

and Safety Administration.

BUFFALO MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA 45 Decided larch 6,1974

Appeal by Buffalo Mining Company
(Buffalo) from a decision dated May 7,
1973 (Docket No. HOPE 72-173-P),
by Administrative Law Judge Edmund
M. Sweeney, assessing a civil mone-
tary penalty of $650 for five violations
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.1

Affirmed in Part-Vacated in Part.

Federal Coal Mine Health and' Safety
Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust Pro-
gram: Sufficiency of Evidence

A Notice of Violation setting forth an
alleged violation of the respirable dust
standards, standing alone, will not sup-
port such a violation. :

APPEARANCES: Wesley C. March,
Esq., Attorney for appellant, Buffalo
Mining Company; Robert A. Long,
Associate Solicitor, J. Philip Smith,

'sa Stat. 742-804, 30.U.S.C. 8§ 501-960
( 1 096 0.) ..:- :
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Assistant Solicitor, and Mark M.
Pierce, Trial' Attorney for Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adininistra-
tion.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Discussion

* This appeal is limited to two al-
leged violations of section 202(b)
(1) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969
(Act), and 30 CFR 70.100.

To establish these alleged viola-
tions of the respirable dust stand-
ards, the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
relied solely upon two written No-
tices of Violation. The inspect6rs
who issued and signed these Notices
did not appear or testify during the
hearing. Each of the Notices in-
dicates that on the date and in the
section of the mine involved, the
cumulative concentration of respi-
rable dust from the samples ana-
lyzed in each case exceeded the reg-
*ulatory limit of 30 milligrams per
cubic meter of air. In addition,
MESA introduced extensive expert
testimony as to the requirements of
the Act and regulations with re-
spect to the control of respirable
dust within a mine and the appli-
cation of the rules and regulations
promulgated by the Secretary to
implement and enforce this section
of the Act.

During the course of the proceed-
ings below, and on this appeal, Buf-

falo launched a vigorous attack
-upon the validity of the aforecited
rules and regulations issued by the
Secretary.. As to this thrust, we
find, as did the Administrative Law
Judge,' that such attack upon the
validity of the rules lies outside the
scope of the Board's delegated ad-
judicatory functions. (Buffalo Min-
ing Company, 2 IBMA 226, 80 I.D.
630, CCH Employment Safety and
Health Guide par. 16,618 (1973.))
Therefore, we reject Buffalo's argu-
ment insofar as it deals with valid-
ity of the rules.

We have previously held that a
Notice of Non-Compliance (com-
puter printout) will support a
Notice of Violation of section 202
of the Act (Castle Valley Mining
Co., 3 IBMA 10, 81 I.D. 34, CCH
Employment Safety . and Health
Guide par. 17,233 (1974)). How-
ever, in reviewing the record in this
case, we note that no specific refer-
ence was made to the Notices of
Non-Compliance as being computer
printouts, nor were they introduced
as such in evidence. Consequently,
we are unable to extend our holding
in Castle Valley, supra, to the case
here presented. Accordingly, we
hold that a Notice of Violation cit-
ing noncompliance with- the res-
pirable dust standards standing
alone is not sufficient to establish
a prima facie case of such a viola-
tion. We do not intend, and are not
here holding, that a violation of the
respirable dust standards can only
be substantiated by a computer
printout Notice of Non-Complian'ce.
There may, of course, be other
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methods of proof, and we are not
unmindful of our statement in
Armeo Steel Corporation, 2 IBMA
359, 80 I.D. 790, CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 17,043
(1973) as follows:

We emphasize that the Board is not
holding that a notice of violation may
never constitute a prima fade case. In-
deed, we are of the view that a sufficiently
specific notice of violation, with proper
foundation, standing by itself, may con-
stitute a prima faie case in some
instances.

With the foregoing in mind, we
have re-examined the Notices of
Violation of respirable dust stand-
ards issued in this case and have
determined that the information
contained therein, standing alone,
is not sufficient to meet MESA's
burden of proof in a section 109
penalty proceeding. We think that,
at least, MESA should have identi-
fied and introduced into evidence
the original computer printouts
showing noncompliance to support
the alleged violations and which,
presumably, were supplied to the
operator.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY'
ORDERED that the decision ap-
pealed from IS AFFIRMED ex-
cept that Notice No. 1 TWG, Feb-
ruary 11, 1971, and Notice No. 1
HB, March 17, 1971, ARE
VACATED and the associated
assessments in the total a-mount of
$100 ARE SET ASIDE.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that Buffalo Mining Company pay
the penalties assessed in the total
amount of $550 on or before 30 days
from the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, Jr.,
CAte Administrative Judge.

I CoNCUR:.

DAvm DOA NE,
Administrative Judge.

DONALD E. MILLER

15 IBLA 95
Decided March 11, 1974

Appeal from decision of Bureau of
Land Management rejecting applica-
tion S 2456 for Indian allotment for
national forest land.

Affirmed.

Act of June 25, 1910-Indian Allot-
ments on Public Domain: Lands Sub-
ject to

With respect to an Indian allotment ap-
plication on natural forest land, this
Department is constrained by the Act of
June 25, 1910, 25 U.S.C. § 337 (1970),
to accept the finding of the Department
of Agriculture that the lands applied
for are not more valuable for agricultural
or grazing purposes than for the timber
found thereon. Such a finding dictates'
rejection of the application by this
Department.

APPEARANCES: George Forman,
Esq., California Indian Legal Services,
Berkeley, California, for appellant;
David K. Grayson, Esq., Office of the

537-54 5-74-2
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Solicitor, U.S. Department of the In-
terior, Washington, D.C. for appellee
Bureau.

OPINION BY ADAIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMAN

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

Donald E. Miller has appealed
from a decision of the Bureau of
Land Management of Septem-
ber 27, 1973, which rejected his ap-
plication, S 2456, for an Indian
allotment in the Six Rivers Na-
tional Forest, Humboldt County,
California. Appellant's application
was. filed February 17, 1969, and
included that part of the NE1/4
NEA/4 sec. 9, T. 11 N., R. 6E.,H.M.,
California, lying west of the KIla-
math River. His application was
filed pursuant to section 4 of the
General Allotment Act, 25 U.S.C.
*§ 334 (1970), and section 31 of the
Act of June 25, 1910, 25 U.S.C.
§ 337 (1970), and in it he sought a
parcel of some 25 acres.

By a decision entitled Donald E.
'Miller, 2 IBLA 309 (1971), this
-Board affirmed, with modification,
a decision of the' Bureau of Land
Management which affirmed the re-
jection 'of appellant's Indian allot-
ment application. In that decision,
rendered while a. suit was pending,
M.4iller v. United States, Civil No.

70-2328 (N.D. Cal., 1973), we
found that this land was not subject
to settlement and disposal due to
withdrawals for powersite pur-
poses. Subsequently, the District,
Court ruled that the issue of' the
effect of these powersite with-

drawals on the subject lands should
knot be settled until the Department.
of Agriculture had made a- recom-
mendation based on the correct
statutory standards for disposal of
these lands. Id at 5.

Section 31 of the Act, 'supra, pro-
vides for the discretionary allot-
ment by the Secretary of the
Interior of those lands within the
national forests which the Secretary
of Agriculture has determined "are
more valuable for agriculture or
grazing purposes than for timber
found thereon * * *" The District
Court found that the Department
of Agriculture erroneously deter-
mined the land to be more valuable
for "national forest purposes" than
for "agricultural settlement or
grazing." The Court emphasized
that section 1 of the Multiple-Use
Sustained-Yield Act of 1960, 16
U.S.C. §528 (1970), under the
rubric of "national forest purposes,"
includes considerations that go be-
;yond the scope of te test required
under 25 U.S.C. § 337."' This being
so, appellant's application was re-
manded to the Department of the
Interior for referral to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for application
of the correct test.

'The decision appealed from at
present notes that upon referral,
the Forest Service, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, reported that
the land applied for "is .not more

'"As set forth in 16 U.s.c. § 528, * * *
national forest purposes include, not only
timber purposes, but also outdoor recreation,
range, watershed, wildlife and fish purposes-
considerations that go beyond the scope of the

test required under 25 .S.C. § 337, ie., the
timber." Mier v. United States, spvra at 4.
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valuable for agriculture or grazing
purposes than for timber found
thereon." The Bureau's decision
states that
* this finding is supported in the
report, and in the earlier Forest Service
report of July 30, 1969, and must be ac-
cepted by the Department of the Interior.
[25] U.S.C. § 337 (1970). This alone is
sufficient reason for rejecting the
application.

In appealing from the Bureau's
decision, appellant argues that the
Bureau did not use proper criteria
in denying his application and that
the. evidence presented in the Forest
Service report does not support the
Bureau's decision when the proper
criterion of "substantial evidence"
is used. In answer, the Bureau main-
tains that it properly relied on the
report by the Forest Service, and
that the conclusions arrived at
therein were based on substantial
evidence.

The District Court's decision
directed the Department of the In-
terior to " * * make a new deter-
mination whether plaintiffs' appli-
cation should or should not be
granted * * *." Miller v. United
States, supra at 6. The Secretary of
Agriculture thereafter "determined
that the land is not more valuable
for agriculture or grazing purposes
than for the timber found thereon."
The Act of June 25, 1910, 25 U.S.C.
§ 337 (1970), clearly vests the deter-
minations as to comparative values
in the Secretary of Agriculture.

As we stated in Junior Walter
Daugherty, 7 IBLA 291, 294-95
(1972), we are bound by the deter-

nmination of the Secretary of Agri-
culture and are accordingly con-
strained to follow it.2 Even if we
had the authority to find that this
parcel was "more valuable for agri-
cultural or grazing purposes than
for the timber found thereon,"; we
advert to our earlier decision, Don-
ald E. Miller, 2 IBLA 309 (1971).
This indicates that an Indian allot-i
ment is not allowable because an ap-
plicant is required to occupy the
land when it is open to occupancy.
H-ere the record indicates such occu-
pancy commenced while the land
was withdrawn for powersite pur-
poses.

In any event, even where occu-
pancy is properly initiated, and the
Secretary of Agriculture makes a
favorable determination, the Secre-
tary of the Interior may reject the
allotment on any rational basis in-
cluding, without limitation, consid-
erations of public policy. Curtis D.
Peters, 13 IBLA 4, 8 I.D. 595
(1973). We find that disposal of the
land in issue would have negative
environmental consequences and no
apparent countervailing favorable
aspects. We find that such land has
high recreational potential and that
the- public interest would be pro-
moted by retention of the land in
federal ownership. For that reason

This is not to suggest that the Board
could not ask te Depattment of Agriculture
to reconsider a conclusory- finding unsup-
ported by data. However, in the case atibar,
because of, the unlawful occupancy, no use-
-ful purpose would- appear .to be served
thereby. Of course, appellant is at liberty to
endeavor to have: the Forest Service of the
Department of Agriculture reconsider its
finding.
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also we' affirm the rejection of the
application.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

FREDERICK FIsHMIAN,
Administrative Judge.

NVE CONCUR:

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS,

Adninistrative Judge.

DOUGLAs E. IhNIQUES,
Adnsbiistrative Judge.

APPEAL OF ELECTRICAL
ENTERPRISES, INC.

IBCA-971-8-72
Decided March 19,1974

Contract No. 14-03-79886, Bonne-
ville Power Administration

Sustained in Part.

Contacts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Drawings and Specifications-
Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Notices-
Contracts: Disputes .and Remedies:
Burden of Proof-Contracts: Perform-
ance or Default: Suspension of Work

Where a contract for the construction of
two power lines provided that the Gov-
ernment had placed a center hub at each
tower location but that the contractor
was to check stationing, alignment and
elevation of each center hub and to re-
place missing or destroyed center hubs,
the: Board rejected the contractor's con-

tention that the fact some of the hubs
were missing made the specifications de-
fective since the contract contemplated
that some of the hubs might be missing.
Although the contractor failed to give
the notice required by paragraph (b)
of the Changes clause or paragraph (c)
of the Suspension of Work clause, the
Board, under the circumstances present
here, considered the claim for a con-
structive change or. suspension of work
while the Government replaced the miss-
ing hubs on the merits, holding that the
contractor's failure to assert the claim
at an earlier time was a factor to be
considered in determining whether the
contractor had satisfied its burden of
proof.

Contracts: Construction and Operation:
Drawings and Specifications-Con-
tracts: Construction and- Operation:
Changes and Extras-Contracts: Con-
structidn and Operation: Notices

Where a road was not in the location
specified by the drawings and the Gov-
ernment relocated two of the towers in
order to avoid difficulties and expenses
associated with having the legs of one of
the towers located on the slope of a cut
through which the road had been con-
structed, the Board holds that the speci-
fications were defective and that the
contractor was entitled to an equitable
adjustment. for all costs incurred in
attempting to perform under such speci-
fications in accordance with the Changes
clause. Claims involving defective speci-
fications are recognized exceptions from
the notice requirements of the Changes
clause and need only be asserted within
a reasonable time and before final
payment.

Contracts: Construction and Operation
Drawings and Specifications-Con-
tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Equit-
able Adjustments-Contracts: Per-
formance or Default: Suspension of
Work
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Where the Government ordered a delay
in work pending a determination as to
methods to be used in stringing con-
ductor for power lines and a further
delay pending, receipt of bolts of the
length specified by the drawings for
tower assembly, the contractor was en-
titled to an adjustment for the resulting
costs in ccordance with the Suspension -
of Work clause. The evidence showed
that the delay regarding bolts, which
were to be furnished as GEP, was only
one-half day but was due to the fact the
drawings specified bolts of an incorrect
length. The specifications were thus de-
fective and it is well settled that any
delay due to defective specifications is
unreasonable.

Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
-Disputes and Remedies: Burden of
Proof-Contracts: Performance or De-
fault: Acceleration-Contracts: Per-
formance or Default: Excusable
Delays

A contractor's claim for an equitable
adjustment for costs incurred in alleged-
ly accelerating performance of the work
was denied where appellant failed to
establish that the costs claimed resulted
from the denial of proper requests for
time extensions, rather than from a be-
lated attempt to overcome the effects of
inclement weather, insufficient and in-
adequate equipment, etc., for which the
Government was not responsible.

APPEARANCES: Patrick A. Sullivan,
Attorney at Law, Winston, Cashatt,
Repsold, cNichols, Connelly & Dris-
coll, Spokane, Washington, for appel-
lant; David E. Lofgren, Departmental
Counsel, Portland,. Oregon for the
Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE NISSEN

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves claims for
additional compensation due to al-
leged changes and suspension of the
work. The partiesl have stipulated
that the Board decide only the issue
of liability.' Appellant also seeks to.
be relieved of liquidated damages
totaling $14,500.l

Find"ings of Fact

The colltract,2 awarded on No-
vember 25,1968, is in the estimated
amount of $107,794.50 and calls for
the. construction of the Lower
Monunental Powerhouse-Substa-
tion 500 KV Line No. 1 and the
Lower Monumental Powerhouse-
Substation 13.8 KV Service Line.
The contract called for the work,
with the exception of necessary
cleanup, to be completed not later
than April 1, 1969. The completion
date was premised on the Notice to
Proceed being issued not later than
Decemnber 10, 1968. The Notice to
Proceed was issued'and accepted by
appellant as of December 9, 1968.

The contract includes Standard
Form 23-A (June 1964 Edition) as
amended by the 1968 revision of the
"Changes" and "Differing Site Con-

1 Tr.; 6. However, guidance was requested as
to whether extended overhead, such as idled
equipment and the superintendent's time,

was an allowable cost, if liability was found.
' Appeal file, Item 1.
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ditions" clauses and clause 23,
"Suspension of Work."

The 500 KV line, also referred to
as the DB line was apprdximately
one mile in length and required,
mater alia, the erection of three steel
towers, the largest of which was
over 300 feet in height (Tr. 113;
140)'. The purpose of the line was to
provide power from the powerhouse
of the Lower Monumental Da-m,
which was then under construction.

5 23 SUSPENSION OF WORK.

(a) The Contracting Officer may order the
Contractor in writing to suspend, delay, or
interrupt all or any part of the work for such
period of time as he may determine to be
appropriate for the convenience of the
Goveriment.

(b) If the performance of all or any part
of the work is, for an unreasonable period
of time, suspended, delayed, or interrupted
by an act of the Contracting Officer in the
administration of this contract, or by his
failure to act within the time specified In
this contract (or if no time Is specified.
withih a reasonable time), an, adjustment
shall be, made for any increase in the cost
of performance of this contract (excluding
profit) necessarily caused by such unreason-
able suspension, delay or interruption and
the contract modified in writing accordingly.
However, no adjustment shall be made under
this clause for any- suspension, delay, or
interruption' to -the extent (1)' that perform-
ance would have been suspended, delayed, or
interrupted by any other cause, including the
fault or negligence of the Contractor or

(2) for which' an equitable adjustment is
provided for or excluded under any' other
provision of this contract

(c) No: claim under this clause shall be
allowed (1) for any costs incurred more than
20 days before the Contractor shall have noti-
fied the Contracting Officer in writing of the
act or failure to act involved (but this re-
quirement shall not apply as to a claim re-
suiting from a suspension order), and (2)
unless the claim, in an amount stated, is
asserted in writing as soon as practicable
after the termination of such suspension,
delay, or interruption, but not later than the
date of final payment under the contract.

The line crossed the Snake River.
The Service Line, also 'nown as the
DV line, was approximately 7/10
of a mile in length 'and when com-
pleted, consisted in part of nine
towers approximately 80 feet in
height (Tr. 48) . Among other items,
tower steel, conductors and cables
were-to be furnished by the Govern-
ment.

The completion date' of the con-
tract was extended to April 14,1969,
because of unusually severe weather,
for ten daysduring the period De-
cember 24, 1968, to January 5, 1969,
and three-days for the period Janu-
ary 21 to 31, 1969 (Change Orders
B & C, dated January 30 and Feb-
ruary 27, 1969, respectively). The
project was accepted as substan-
tially complete on May 13, 1969, a
delay of 29 days, resulting in an as-
sessment of $14,500 in liquidated
damages at the contract rate of $500
per calendar day (Disbursement
Voucher, dated September 28, 1970,
Item 2).

Appellant submitted its formal
claim for additional compensation
in the amount of $48,058.73 and its
request to be. relieved of liquidated
damages under date 'of April 28,
1972 (Item 5). In a Findings and
Decision, dated August 9, 1972, the
contracting officer denied the claims
ili their entirety (Item 4). He found
that final payment under the con-
tract was made on September 28,
1970, and that none of the present
claims were filed until April 28,
1972, 19 months after final payment.
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He further found that the contrac-
tor failed to give' notice of the
claims within the time required by
the "Chafnges" and "Suspensio1 of
Work" clauses or before final pay-
nent. 4 The contracting officer com-
mented on the merits of the claims,
finding them to be without merit,
but stated that such comments were
Iwithout prejudice to his position as
to notice and final payment. To, the
extent that issues of timely notice
remain in the case, they will be de-
cided in connection with the in-
dividual claims.

Missing Towelr Hubs

The contract states that the Gov-
ernlmenlt has placed a center hub
narked- with line stationing and
elevation: at each tower location.5

4 By an order, dated February 14, 1973, we
denied, without prejudice' to renewal of the
motion - after the -record was closed, the
Government's motion to dismiss the- appeal
based on lack of timely notice and the con-
tention that. fihal payment had been made
before the claims were fled.

6 The specifications provide in pertinent
part:
1.107. MODIFPICATION OF SECTION 3-105.
Paragraphs A., and B., Section 3-105, LINES
AND GRADES, are changed to: -

A. General. -The contractor shall be re-
sponsible for the preservation of all existing
stakes, hubs and bench marks until their
removal is authorized by the contracting offi-
cer, and he shall re-establish, without cost.
to the Government, any which are displaced
by him. The contractor shall be responsible
for the proper execution of the work to the
lines and grades shown on the drawings and
established in the field by the contracting
Qfficer and shall promptly report any errors
or omissions found-in the drawings or staking.

B. Transmission Iine Construction. 1. The
Government has placed a center hub marked
with line stationing and elevation at each
tower location. The contractor shall check
the stationing, alignment, and elevation of
each -center hub and shall make necessary
corrections to line and. grade. Missing or

The Daily Progress Report for De-
cember 11, 1968 (App.'s Exh. A),
includes the following: "The Tower
Center (sic) hubs seem to be all
gone oil the L., Mon. Power House
[500 liT] line." 'The center hub
stake for tower 1/3 on the 500 KV
line was subsequently located
(Daily Progress Report dated De-
cember 12, 1968, App.'s ExIh. A).
Mr. Sargent, President of appel-.
lant, observed that some of the hub
stakes were missing at the time of
his prebid site inspection (Tr. 137,
138). He asserted that to of the
hub stakes for the 500 KT line and
about six hub stakes for the service
line were missinlg. 6 He, nevertheless,
expected that the stakes would be
there wheln he arrived on the job

destroyed center hubs and bench marks shall
be re-established by the contractor from
existing reference points or by re-running the
center line from existing hubs. Site data
sheets and an abstract of bench marks, angle
points, and points on tangent, giving station,
description, and elevation, will be furnished
the contractor. Stakes, and hubs, shall be fur-
nished by the contractor. The quality shall be
such that all markings will be legible.

0*, * e * *

S. Payment wiul be made at the unit con--
tract price and shall be full compensation for
all costs involved in making measurements,
staking, recording field notes, and-furnishing
field notes for a foundation. Adjustments in
measurements and staking, including re-
marking of stakes, for a change in footing
type will not be paid for. Stakes, hubs, and
bench marks that are missing through no
fault of the contractor shall be replaced by
him and will be paid for as provided In
EXTRA WORK.

OTr. 1388 139. Although there is a report
of. an allegation by the subcontractor, Kirk-
land, that the tower hub for tower 1/2 of the
service line was missing at the time (unspe-
cified) of his site inspection (Daily Progress
Report, dated December 19, 1968), the record
does not support the assertion that center
hubs were missing on the service line.-
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after the award was made. (Tr.
182.)

Appellant subcontracted excava-
tion and installation of footings on
the towers to Kirkland Construc-
tion Company (Tr. 111, 138, 139).
A staking crew employed by the
subcontractor to stake the founda-
tions for the towers arrived on the
job on December 10, 1968 (Inspec-
tor's Weely Digest, dated Decem-
ber 12, 1968, Item 45). Mr. Sargent
testified that he was notified by the
subcontractor, Kirkland, that some
of the hub stakes were missing (Tr.
140). Ie told Kirkland not to move
any machinery onto the job until
the tower lines were properly staked
(Tr. 140, 141). However, the record
reflects that a backhoe for the pur-
pose of excavating for the footings
on the towers was delivered to the-
job on December 12, and equipment
on the job on December 13, 1968,
included two small backhoes and
two small cats (Daily Progress Re-
ports for December 12- and 13,
1968).'

BPA sent in a survey crew which-
arrived at the site on December 13,
1968, and completed the task of re-
placing the missing hubs on Sat-
urday, December 14, 1968 (Tr. 54,
56; Daily Progress Report, dated
December 16, 1968). The subcon-
tractor completed staking tower
foundations for the service line, in-
cluding tower 1/3 on the 500 KV
line, on December 12, 1968. Staking
of tower foundations for the re-
maining towers on the 500 KV line
-was completed on the afternoon of
December 16, 1968.

Appellant had. planned to com-

plete erection of the towers for the
500 KV line first (Tr. 112, 130, 139;
Proposed Progress- Schedule, Sup-
plemental File, Item 1). Mr. Sar-
gent testified that they had planned
to start excavation for the- larger
footings on the 500 KV line with
the backhoe on the job and complete
excavation with a larger machine
(Tr. 140, 141). He disputed asser-
tions that, the backhoe on the job
was a "garden tractor," describing
it as a 580 Case with a 15 foot "Ex-
tendoe" attachment and a 38 yard
bucket. A large backhoe for the pur-
pose of excavating footings for the
towers on the 500 KV line arrived
on the job on December 19, 1968.7
Mr. Sargent asserted that the delay
in moving this machine to the job
was clue to his instructions to Kirk-
land previously mentioned (Tr. 141,
142). Excavation for footings on the
service line (Tower /9)8 com-
menced on December 16 and excava-
tion for footings on the 500 KV line
commenced on December 20, 1968
(Daily Progress Reports).

7 The Daily Progress Report for Decem-
ber 19, 1968, refers to a big crane being
moved in to excavate the footings for the 500
KV line. At the hearing (Tr. 56, 59, 100) and
in subsequent reports, e.g., December 20, 1968,
and January 20, 1969, this machine is referred
to as a backhoe. The former report indicates
that the machine was experiencing cable
trouble and a subsequent report describes the
machine as a 30ton shovel (Daily Progress
Report for December 24, 1968, App.'s Eh.
A-1). However, the. Weekly Digest for the
week ending December 20, 1968 (Item 45),
indicates that a larger backhoe was brought
to the job and we conclude the machine was
a backhoe.

8 On brief, appellant asserts that excavation
commenced at tower 1/9 on the. service line
because of an interference with an existing
13,000-volt line at Tower 1/1. As we find
infra (note 18), this line intersected Tower
1/1 on the 500 KV line.
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Based upon the foregoing facts,
appellant claims entitlement -to a
five day extension of performance
time as well as standby costs 9 and
costs attributable to a change in the
work sequence.

Decision

The Government argues that this
claim appears cognizable only as a
suspension of work and that since
the claim is based on a constructive
suspension, it is barred by the fail-
ure to give the written notice re-
quired by the Suspension of Work
clause.

Appellant points out that the
contract provides that a center hub
has been placed at each tower loca-
tion and that it is undisputed that
some of the hubs were missing
(Supplemental Brief Relating to

9 The original claim Included field overhead
for 16 days (including five days for missing
hubs) in: the amount of $8,856.96 computed
upon the rental rates of equipment allegedly
idled for that period. It does not appear that
this sum includes equipment owned or leased
by the subcontractor, Kirkland. The claim,
also -includes the amount of $316 based on
the superintendent's time at $6.82 per hour
plus 16 percent. overhead for five days. In
commenting on the claim, the contracting
officer stated that the superintendent un-
doubtedly had other duties and that such a
charge, representing administrative overhead,
would not be proper in a suspension of work
claim; hence, the request for guidance (note
1, spra). The contracting officer would
clearly be correct if the superintendent was
in fact otherwise engaged. However, the con-
tracting officer's position is apparently based
in part on the theory that an adjustment for
suspension of work is governed by section
2.115 entitled "Extra Work." Since this
clause refers only to the Changes clause, the
contention that it also limits an adjustment
under the Suspension of Work clause is ques-
tionable. Cf. Frank Briscoe Co., Inc., et al.,
GSBCA No. 3456 (July 13, 1973), 73-2 BCA
par. 10,162.

Question of Notice, dated October 4,
1973). Alternatively, appellant con-
tends that the site was not as rep-
resented by the. contract. Appellant
therefore argues that the specifica- 
tions are defective, that the claim is
within the purview of the Changes.
clause and that the notice require-
ments of the Changes clause are not

applicable to claims based on defec-
tive specifications.

The contract (Section 3-105,
supra) does state that the Govern-
ment has placed a center hub at
each tower location. Paragraph B
of the cited section requires the con-,
tractor to check the stationing,
alignment and elevation of each cen-
ter hub and to, inter aia, replace
missing or destroyed center hubs.

Accordingly, the contract contem-
plated that some of the hubs might
be missing and we do not think
that the specifications can be con-
sidered defective in this respect in
any accepted sense of the term.1 0 We
therefore conclude that the replace-
ment of the missing tower hubs did
not involve a change to the contract
and that this claim is more prop-
erly cognizable under the Suspen-
Sion of Work clause. -

s Cf. Desonia Construction Company, Inc.,
Eng BCA Nos. 231, et al. (November 17,
1972), 73-1 BCA par. 9797, wherein, iter
alia, a gas line encountered at a higher eleva-
tion than shown on contract drawings, re-
sulted In a holding the specifications were
defective. See also Joseph D. Bouness, Ir.
et al., ASBCA No. 18828 (December 27, 1978),
74-1 BCA1 par. 10,41.9 (specification obligat-
ing. contractor to check drawings and notify
contracting officer of discrepancies did not
obligate contractor to perform engineering
effort in order to obtain data necessary for
correction).
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.The question of timely notice of
the claim remains. Appellant, cit-
inlg Noel-Steffen Construction Com-
pany v., United States 1 asserts that
whether the claim is within the pur-
view of the Changes or Suspension
of Work clauses, it is enough that
the: Government be aware of the
operative facts upon which the
claim is based 2 or that it either
kinew or should have kniown that it
was called upol to act. The Gov-
erinent argues that Hoel-Steffen,
supra, is distinguishable since in
that case the Court relied upon two
letters as constituting the requisite
notice and also upon the fact that'
the delay upon which the claim was
based was referred to in a change
order.. Although there is language
in the Court's opinion which sup-
ports appellant's position, we con
elude that the distinction asserted;
by the Government has merit.e In
Desonia onstruction Corpmtany,
[lc. (note 10, supra), the Board
held that mere mention in a con-
tractor's daily report of certain
work, which was not required by the
contract, did not constitute the no-
tice required by paragraph (b) of
the Changes clause.' It would seem

197 Ct. Cl. 361 (1972).
1 Support for this position can be found in

Davis Decorating Service, ASBCA No. 17342
(June 13, 1973), 73-2 BCA par. 10,107,
jiherein the Board relied in part on Theel-
Steffen (note 11, supra), in holding that
strict compliance with notice requirements
was not required where the Government
either knew or should have known the facts
upon which the claim was based.

Ia We note that the provision barring the
recovery of costs incurred more than 20 days
prior to giving the required notice has been
strictly enforced prior as well as subsequent
to the decision in Hoel-Steffen. See Merando
mTnc., GSBCA No. 3300 (May 27, 1971), 71-1
BCA par. 8892; Fred McGilvray, Inc., ASBCA

to follow that a report written by a
Govrm ent inspector 'would not
constitute the required notice.

Even if, as appellant asserts, how-
ever, notice of the operative facts
upon which the claim is based is all
that is required, it is at least doubt-
ful that this requirement has been
met. In Davis Decorating Service
(note 12, supra) , the evidence estab-
lished that appellant had made re-,
peated oral protests to the-inspector
as the work. progressed that it was
being required to .perforff' extra
work and that the inspector re-
ported this fact to the base engineer.
Here the record is silent as to any:
allegation or indication that appel-
lant at the time considered that it
was delayed or forced to. change its
plained work sequence because of
the missing hubs. Apart from the
doubts.lthis casts on the merits of the
claim, we conelude thaft'his omis-
sion is particularly significant here
in that BPA could reasonably con-
elude that its action in replacing the
missing hubs had forestalled any
claim. This is so because paragraph

'8' of' Section 3-105 provides in
part that hubs and stakes that are
missing through no fault of the con-.

Nos. 15741, 15778 (September 23, 1971),
71-2 BCA par. 9113; Edgar Mr. Williamns,
General Contractor, ASBCA Nos. 16058, et al.
(October 16, 1972), 72-2 BA par. 9734

Desonia Construction Company, Inc. (note 10,
supra) and Cameo Bronze, Inc., GSBCA Nos.
3646, 3656 (June 27, 1973), 73-2 BCA par.
10,135. 

14 See also Lane-Verdugo, ASBCA Nos.
16327 and 16328 (September 20, 1973), 73-2
BCA par. 10,271 (mere notice in' critical path
networks and accompanying correspondence of
delays with no indication Government was
responsible or that contractor expected to
receive additional compensation held not to
be compliance, with notice requirements of
1961 version of Suspension of Work Clause).
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tractor shall be replaced by him and
paid for as provided in the clause
"Extra Worik." It is clear that these
hubs were missing through no fault
of appellant.' 5

We conclude that although the
claim could well be barred by ap-
pellant's failure to comply with the
20-day notice requirement, it is un7
necessary to decide the claim on this
ground because we find, in any
event, that appellant has failed to
carry its burden of proof on the
merits.

It is immediately apparent that
in claiming a five day delay, appel-
lant has made no allowance for the
time required to stake the tower
foundations. The subcontractor's
emp1loyees started staking tower
foundations on: December 10 and
completed staking foundations, in-
eluding those for Tower 1/3 on the
500 K line, on December 12, 1968.
After BPA replaced the missing
hubs, staking of tower foundations
was completed on the afternoon of
December 16,1968. Accordingly, al-
lowing for possible delays by the
staking crew in attempting to lo-
cate missing hubs (of which there
is no evidence), a minimum of two
days was required to stake tower
foundations even if the hubs had
been in place. The claim makes no
allowance for this time.

Assuming that there were legiti-
mate reasons for not commuencing
excavation of any tower founda-

1" The contracting officer found that the
hubs were destroyed when the contractor for
the Lower Monumental Dam gaded the area.
(Findings and Decision, p. .)

tions on each line until all tower
foundations for that line had been
staked, the delay until December 16,
in commencing excavation on the
service line is not explained. Crucial
to the validity of the claim is ac-
ceptance of Mr. Sargent's testimony
that appellant (actually the sub-
contractor) planned to commence
excavatidno:of tower foundationis for
the 500 KV line with a backhoe and
then finish with a larger 'backhoe.'6
We doubt this because although the
record reveals there were two back-
hoes on the job on December 13,
1968, there is no evidence that ex-
cavation of footings for towers Ol

the 500 KV line conmmenced until
December 20, 1968, which-was after
arrival on the job of the large back-
hoe. Appellant attributes the delay
in delivery of this backhoe to Mr.
Sargent's instructions to Kirkland
that he was not to bring any equip-

-ment on the job until the tower lines
were properly staked and asserts
that standby costs were thereby mit-
igated. As we have indicated (note
9, supra), it does not appear that the
claim includes standby costs of any
equipment owned or rented by the
subcontractor.

We are impressed by the fact, as
our findings infra demonstrate, that
this contractor well knew the proce-

1' The extent of excavation actually accom-
plished by the "big backhoe" on footings for
the larger towers is not clear. The Daily
Progress Report for January 20, 1969, states
that the 'large backhoe" was mnoved off the
job but indicates that excavation was not
completed. Since the footings involved are
stated to be 15 x 15', we conclude the ref-
erence is to the 500. KV line. See also Weekly
Digest for week ending ,January 22, 1969.
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dure for, and was. not adverse to,
asserting claims for delays and
extra work.: Under these circum-
stances, the absence of even a hint
of delay or disruption due to the

* missing hubs must be accorded sig-
:ificance.7 The claim is denied.

Tower Relocation

This claim arises out of the reloca-
tion of Towers 1/1 and 1/2 on the
service line.18 The relocation came
about because a road used by the
:contractor constructing the dam was
not in the location specified by the
drawings (Tr. 142-144). This re-
suited in two of the legs of Tower
1/2 being located on the slope of a
cut through which the road had been

* constructed. 8 Mr. Sargent estimated

* 7 It is well settled that prolonged and un-
explained delay In asserting a claim may
create doubts as to its validity and increases
the contractor's burden of proof. See John H.
Moon & Sons, IBCA-815-12-69 (July: 31,
1972), 80 I.D. 465, 72-2 BCA par. 9601 and
*HiHsman Brothers, Inc., DOT CAB No. 71-15
(January 15, 1973), 73-1 BCA par. 9889. See

also Bay Construction Inc., and . Don, L.-
Conne/, Inc., ICA-77 (November 30, 1960),
61-1 BCA par. 2876 (failure to protest at
time wrong allegedly occurred is some evi-
dence that no wrong was committed).

l This is Claim No. 2 in the summary of
costs on page 12 of the claim of April 28,
1972. Appellant's counsel stipulated that
appellant was abandoning Claim No. 2 and
would not present any evidence thereon (Tr.
104). We conclude that counsel was mistaken
and that he intended to refer to Claim No. 3
concerning added costs to move a 13.8 V
power line which intersected the 500 KV line
Iat, Tower 1/1 (Tr. 112; Log of Mr. Henry
Inman, appellant's foreman, for January 7,
1969, App's Exh. G) and was, inter ala, used

:as a soured of power by the contractor con-
structing the dam.

iD Tr. 162, 143. Although Mr. Sargent re-

ferred to only the southwest tower leg as
being located on a slope, the Daily Progress
Report of December 19, 1968, states that legs
one and four of Tower 1/2 were about one-
half way up the slope., We note that the revi-
sion to the Steel Tower List (Exh. 3.1 to

the slope at approximately 60 de-
grees (Tr. 144). This situation is
referred to in the Daily Progress
Report of December 19, 1968, which
quotes the subcontractor as stating
that either BPA or appellant should
pay for any sheet piling required to
hold the fill.

It is not clear that any excavation
for this tower was in progress or
attempted at this time. Excavation
for towers on the service line was
apparently accomplished only with
the backhoe described above by Mr.
Sargent and we have found that ex-
cavation. for these towers com-
menced with those of the higher
number (note 8 and accompanying
text). The Daily Progress Report
for December 18, 1968, includes the
following: "The Backhoe Com-
pleted (sic) 1/8-1/9' and got started
on 1/7'." It would therefore seem to
be unlikely that the contractor
skipped intervening towers in order
to excavate for Tower 1/2. How-
ever, the Daily Progress Report for
December 26 1968 (App.'s Exlk. A-
1) states that the contractor dug the
hole for Leg No. 1 of Tower DV-2
approximately seven feet deep and
then stop ed because the upper bank
was starting to cave-in. The report
indicates that this hole was dug on
December 24,1968.20 The report dis-

appellant's claim of April 28, 1972), which
changed the length of all tower legs to 20 feet,
reflects that two of the legs for Tower DV-2
were originally specified to be 121/ feet in
length. We find that two of the tower founda-
tions were originally Iocated on the slope.

20 The Daily Progress Report for Decem-
ber 24, 196-8, states that excavation for foot-
ings was in progress for Tower DB-2 and that
the hole was caveing in (sic) badly." The
report is silent as to any work in progress at
Tower DV-2.

[81 I.D.
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cusses the proposed use of sheet
piling and in particular Leg Nos. 1
and 4 in such a manner as to leave
little doubt that the tower is cor-
rectly referred to as DV-2 (note 19,
supra).

The testimony of Mr. Burson,
chief inspector for Bonneville, was
to the effect that the purpose of the
proposed sheet piling was to "" * *
hold that dirt out of there." (Tr.
62.) When asked whether he issued
a verbal stop order to the contractor,
he replied: "They .stopped, because
the more they dug', the more dirt
they got. They weren't gaining any-
thing, (sic) with that little back-
hoe." (Tr. 62, 63.) Mr. Burson was
not on the job site during the period
December 23, 1968, to January 11,
1969, and the date of this incident
is uncertain. We note that the Daily
Progress Report for December 30,
1968 (App.'s Exh. A-1) states in
part: "Contractor has only 3 foot-
ings, complete towers, that have not
been excavated on, two of them on
roads."

Mr. Sargent agreed with Mr.
Burson's testimony as to a cave-in
at Tower DV-2 (Tr. 143). How-
ever, he stated that the bottom of
the footing [would have] "stuck
out into the air" 'and that the pur-
pose of the piling was so that the
area could be filled to the bottom of
the foundation (Tr. 143, 144). Mr.
Burson admitted that the footing
on Tower DV-2 would have ended
20 feet in the air if it had been built
the way it was designed (Tr. 98).

Mr. Sargent testified that he
called Mr. Hussey (BPA) and that

they met at the site and inspected
the tower location. He stated that
he was asked by Mr. Hussey to sub-
mit a price for sheet piling and that
he subsequently did so. He could
not recall the date.21

BPA rejected the price for sheet
piling as too high and decided to
move Towers DV-1 and DV-2. The
location of Tower DV-1 was moved
ten feet and the location of Tower
DV-2 was moved 12 feet Ol
January 7, 1969.22 W1hlile it is clear
that some work had been attempted
or accomplished on footings for
Tower DV-2 prior to January 7,
the extent of this effort is uncertain.

BPA staked the hubs for Towers
DV-1 and DV-2 at the revised lo-
cations on January 13, 1969 (Daily
Progress Reports, App.'s Exhs. A
& A-4). Mr. Inman's log (note 18,
supra) indicates that appellant's
employees were occupied in assem-
bling footings for towers on the
500 K line and in. assembling
towers for the service line during
the period January to 13, 1969,
inclusive. Daily Progress Reports
for this period reflect that the sub-
contractor was engaged in excava-
tion for and installation of footings
and backfill of footings for towers

" The Daily Progress Report for Decem-
ber 20, 1968, refers to the proposed rental
of pile driving equipment .by the contractor
at $45 an hour. A subsequent report (Decem-
ber 23, 1968) states that Mr. Hussey (BPA).
is consulting with Design Section as to the
use of sheet piling at Tower 1/2 on the
service line. It is likely that the meeting at
the site referred to by Mr. Sargent was on or
about.December 23.

22 Tr. 144; Daily Progress Report for Jan-
uary 7, 1969, App.'s Exh. A-1; Daily Log of
Mr. Henry Inman, Appellant's foreman for
January 7, 1969, note 18 supra.
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other than DV-1 and
this period. There is 
-idled equipment or in
ing this period.

Excavation for footi
1/1 at the changed 
inenced on January 17
Report). For all the
the record, this was
cavation accomplish,
tower. The Progress
January 22, 1969, stf
contractor has two fc
stall on Tower 1/1 in
plete the. service line
for and installation o
this tower were app:
pleted ol February 6,
tensions for Tower 
livered to the site on
.1969 (Progress Repo:
ary. 27, 1969). Erecti
on the service line wi
on February 10, 196
Daily Progress Repoi

The original 'claim M
on the basis of a seve
period -with the exact
delay unspecified. T1
eluded the ental cost
allegedly idled and
dent's time for seven
lant now calculates the
ruption period as igl
January 7 to 14, 19
(Post-Hearing Brief,

is no evidence that th
so much as mentioned
claim letter of April' 2E

Deision

alt houh there is n
any protest oir allegai

DV-2 during written, that appellant considered
no evidence of the tower relocation to be a change
Lanpower dur- or that appellant was delayed or in-

convenienced in any way prior to
Ings on Tower the claim of April 28,1972, the Gov-
location' com- eminent has not renewed its conten-
',1969 (Daily tion that the claim is barred by
bt appears in appellant's failure to comply with
the first ex- applicable notice requirements.23

ed for this We will consider the claim on the
Report for merits.24

ttes that the On brief, appellant cites the
otings to in- clause "Differing Site Conditions"
order to corm- as well as the Changes clause as af-
* Excavation fording coverage for the claim. Al-
f footings on though we have noted a report of
arently corm- the subcontractor's allegation that
1969. Leg ex- the hub for Tower 1/2 was missing
1/2 were de- when he inspected the site, we do
January 24, not think that this claim involves

rt for Janu- latent or subsurface physical condi-
on of towers tions differing materially from
as completed those indicated in the contract or
9 (Tr. 115; unknown physical conditions at the
t). '' site of an-unusual nature, differing

ras computed materially from those oridinarily
en day delay enlcoitered and generally recog-
time of the nized as inhering in work of the na-

he claim in- ture called for by the contract.
Of equipment Rather, we conclude that this is a

superinten- matter of defective specifications
days. Appel- within the anmbit of the "Changes"
delay or dis- clause.25

it days from 2 Counsel was advised to indicate in his

69, inclusive brief the specific claims as to which the Gov-

p. 11). There ernment was standing on the defense of un-
timeliness; (Tr. 8).

is claim was - 2We find isfra (footnote' 25 and accom-
prior to the panying text) that this claim is properly

cognizable under the Changes clause as in-
3, 1972. volving defective specifications. It has been

held that such claims need only be filed
within a reasonable time and before final
payment. Jos. D. Bonness, Inc. (note 10,
supra).

evidence of -The Government concedes that Tower
DV-2 was originally located in an unfor-

tion, oral or tunate spot and the record is clear that at
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Tile record establishes that actual
or anticipated difficulties with ex-
cavation at Tower DV-2 were dis-
cussed as early as December 19, 1968.
Although it is not altogether clear,
we conclude that excavation at this
tower was attempted prior to De-
ceniber 25, 1968. There is no evi-
dence that any excavation was at-
tempted or accomplished at Tower
DV-1 prior to January 17, 1969.
The decision to move Towers DV-I
and DVL2 was made on January 7,
1969, and the tower centers were re-
staked on January 13 1969. It is, of
course, obvious that excavation for
and installation of footings for
these towers could not proceed dur-
ing this seven-day period. However,
for all that the record shows, appel-
lant as well as the subcontractor
were fully engaged in other work
during this period. We find that ap-
pellant has failed to establish that
it was delayed to any determinable
extent by the relocation of Towers
DV-1 and DV-2.

Under the Changes clause, the ad-
justment for claims based on defec-
-tive specifications shall include any
increased cost reasonably incurred
in attempting to comply with such
defective specifications. We hold
that appellant is entitled to. recover
an adjustment which includes the
cost of excavation attempted or ac-
complished at Towers DV-1 and
DV-2, including the cost of install-

least one of the footings for this tower would
not have been securely anchored in the earth
had the tower been located and erected in
accordance with the original design., f.
Desonia Constructian Company, ine. (note
10, spra).

ing any footings for these towers
which were required to be relocated
prior to the decision of January 7,
1969, to move these towers.

Although these costs were appar-
ently incurred by the subcontractor,
Kirkland, this does not alter the
result. The adjustment should be
completed in accordance with- para-
graph C of Section 2-115 entitled
"Extra Work." The claim is allowed
to the extent stated above and is
otherwise denied.

Travelers

Among items of work required ol
the service line were the stringing
and sagging of two preasseumbled
power cables each consisting of
three No. 2 conductors twisted to-
gether and strapped to a "19-No. 9
(sic) EHS Copperweld messenger."
(Section 1-102.B of the specifica-

*tions.) Additional work included
the stringing, sagging and lashing
together of one 795 MCM ACSR
"Drake" messenger and two signal
circuit cables and the stringing, sag-.
ging and lashing together of one
795 MCM ACSR "Drake" messen-
,ger, one telephone and one control
cable. 

Travelers are also referred to as
"stringing sheaves" and are essen-
tially pulleys. attached to the cross
arms of the towers or to cables re-
ferred to as "messengers" in order to
sffpport the lines being strung and
facilitate stringing operations (Tr.
.74-7; Drawing App.'s Exh. D;
Drawing No. 127374, App.'s Exh.
F). Appellant contemplated using
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sheaves of 5-inch diameter for this
purpose (Tr. 114, 149). For a good
description of heavy conductor
stringing operations, see Bay Con-
strtction, Inc. et al. (note 17,
supra).

The record reflects that a discus-
Sion concerning the adequacy of the
5-inch travelers took place between
Mr. Ininan and Messrs. Hussey and
Burson of BPA on February 6,1969
(Inman Log for February 6, 1969,
App.'s Exh. G; Daily Progress Re-
port of even date). The cited report
states that appellant had started to
hang 5-inch, sheave 2 and that
BPA:had decided that sheaves of
40-inch diameter were necessary to
string the two top conductors,27 i.e.,
the power cables and copperweld
messengers which were to be fas-
tened to the upper cross arms of the
towers. The larger size sheaves were
considered necessary to protect the
cables from possible damage due to
bends.

The Daily Progress Report for
February 7, 1969, reflects that Mr.
Hussey instrLicted Mr. Burson to
use 40-inch sheaves to string the
power cables to the upper cross-
arms. This instruction was appar-
ently not communicated to appel-

2 Although all towers for the service line
had not been erected at this time, it is normal
to hang sheaves in the towers prior to erec-
tion (Tr. 132).

27 The report states that the decision to
require 40-inch sheaves comes from Portland
(BPA Headquarters). owever, Mr. Inman's
log' (App.'s Exh. G) reflects that Messrs. Hus-
sey and Burson were not pleased with the size
of traveler appellant proposed to use and that
they had called Portland for an answer. There
is no indication that appellant was directed
to cease installation of 5-inch travelers at
this tine.

lant.25 The report states that no final
decision had been made for string-
ing the "Drakell (actually the cables
to be lashed thereto). Nevertheless
the report contains the following:
"Told Inman to try and find enough
sheaves to put one about ever (sic)
12' to string U1-U2-TT1 and C1
[signal cables, telephone cable and
control cable, respectively] through
so it could 'be attached to the Drake
Conductor (sic)." 29 The report
quotes Mr. Innan as responding
"There would have to be some
changes made for the Contract
.(sic) did not Cover (sic) that kind
of Stringing (sic)." The "Drake"
messenger was to be attached to the
lower cross-arms of the towers.

Appellant was told on February
13, 1969, to use 40-inch sheaves on
the top two conductors (power
cables) and that it could use 5-inch
sheaves on the "Drake" (Daily
Progress Report). Appellant was
further told that it would have to
find enough lined sheaves to hang
one every 12 to 15 feet on the
"Drake" messenger in order to
string the other two cables to be at-

28 The Daily Progress Report for eb-
ruary 1l1, 1969, reflects that Mr. Burson had
called Voss Gardner, Project Engineer, and
that he (Gardner) still had no information as
to how power cables should be strung. See
also Inman Log for February 11, 1969.

29 Mr. Sargent testified that the require-
ment for 40-inch travelers came about be-
cause he was unable to find enough of the
5-inch size to hang one every ten to 12 feet
(Tr. 150, 151). The claim indicates that the
requirement for 40-inch sheaves was an
alternative to finding enough 5-inch sheaves
to hang one every 12 feet (Item, 5, p. 9).
However, the record shows that 40-inch
sheaves were for stringing power cables,
while the large number of 5-inch sheaves
were for stringing communication and con-
trol cables.
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tached to each messenger. Mr. Sar-
gent testified that at this time there
were only two contractors in the
world which had 40-inch sheaves
(Tr. 150, 151). He stated that he
ultimately "came up with" from 25
to 35 40-inch sheaves most of which
were obtained from Power Line
Erectors.3 0 The Weekly Digest for
the Week Ending February 19,
1969, states that.the contractor re-
quired over 400 [5-inch] sheaves
which had not yet been obtained.'31

Mr. Sargent testified I * * I finally
managed to come up with approxi-
mately 400 ' of t h e m [5-inch
sheaves]." (Tr. 150.) The date these
sheaves were obtained does not ap-
pear in the record.

By letter dated February 14, 1969
(Supplemental File, Item 4), appel-
lant asserted that it began hanging
travelers on the service line on Feb-
ruary 10, ;1969,. and that it was di-
rected by the inspector at the site
to use a larger size traveler. Appel-
lant further asserted that it was
asked by BPA's Wenatchee Office to
delay proceeding until a determina-
tion could be made as to equipment
and methods to ,be used in string-
ing.52 The letter stated that on Feb-

30 The Daily Progress Report for March 18,
1969, reports the' unloading of 18 4 0-inch
sheaves and states that two of these sheaves
were hung on the bottom cross-arm .of Tower
1/1. See also Inman log for March 18, 1969
(App.'s Exh. H).

3'The number of 5-inch sheaves appellant
contemplated using does not appear in the
record. Mr. Sargent brought 89 small travelers
to the job on February 5, 1969 (Iuman' log,
App.'s hxh. G).

32 The date of the request was not. stated. It
is alleged to' be February 12; 1969, in 'the
claim letter of April 28, 1972. However, we
find the date was February 10, 1969 (memo-
randum, dated.March 1S, 1,969, Item 1S).

537-545-74--3

ruary 13, 1969, a determination was
made that, the cables, were- fragile
and that special methods must:be

,used-in their installation. Appellant
referred to the Changes clause .and
.stated, that it regarded these verbal
orders as; changes. .BPA denied that
a change had been effected for the
reason that sheaves appellant pro-.
posed to use did not comply with a
drawing (App.'s Exh. F) refer-
enced in the specification: (letter
dated.February 20, 1969, Item 7).
Appellant disputed BPA's position
in a letter dated March 5, 1969
(Item .10), which-stated in part:
"We were then of the opinion that
a verbal change order had 'been
given us relative to the methods to
be used for installing signal cable,
control cable and telephone cable
* * e xY 3s

Appellant requested an extension
of four working days because of the
order to discontinue installation of
sheaves (letter, dated March 13,
1969, Item 1'3). This,was denied.by
BPA for the reason that appellant
was not. ready to proceed with in-;
stallatibn of. sheaves and for the
further reason that appellant in-
stalled small sheaves after Febru-
ary 14 without BPA's approval
(letter, dated March 20, 1969, Item
19). This latter assertion appears
erroneous since the record reflects
that BPA approved the useof.5-.

3
'Although Mr.' Burson: testified that 'the

40-inch sheaves were for stringing the comr-,
munication And coatrol cable '(Tr. T76)2,- we
conclude that e was mistaken. See memo-
randum dated February 19, 1969 (jb. 9'.1 to
the claim of April 28, 1972), which estab-
lishes 40-inch sheaves were for power cables.
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inch sheaves for stringing power
cables provided the sheaves were
hung so as to travel on the "Drake"
messenger and not the' power
cable (Daily Progress Report for
February 28, 1969). Since we find
infra that installation of power
cables did not commence until after
40-inch sheaves were delivered to
the jb, it is not clear whether this
method of stringing power cables
was actually employed.

It will be recalled that erection
of towers for the service line was
completed on' February 10, 1969.
Mr. Inman testified that they could
have started stringing the "Drake"
conductor on February 11, 1969,
had it been on the, job site (Tr. 115,
116).. He asserted' that the reason
the "Drake" was not on the job was
the limits as to the weights that
could: be hauled over the roads. He
indicated 'that stringing the
"Drake" should have been com-
'pleted in four days (Tr. 117). The
record shows 'that conductor,"'in-
cluding that for the S00 KV line,
"was hauled to the job site from the
BPA yard' in Eureka on February
27 and, 8,' 1969,'even though lod
limits forthe roads were still in
effect (Inman log; Daily Progress
Report).
''Mr. Inman's testimony referred

to' above would' lead to the conclu-
sion that equipment required for
stringing was on the job by.Febru-
ary 11, 1969. This conclusion finds

X'some support inthe Daily Progress
Report for February 4, 1969, which
reports . the arrival' of two BPA

trucks with conductors,3 4 hardware,
presses, etc., for the service line and
states that just about everything
needed for stringing the line was
on the job. However, Mr. Inman's
log for February 12, 1969, reflects
that 'he told Jim Sargent not to
bring wire stringing equipment to'
'the~ job because the; roads were
closed to heavy loads. His log for
February 13 indicates wire string-
ig of equipment would be coming

Monday,' February 17, 1969. When
asked on cross-examination when
"screening equipment" arrived on
the job, Mr. Inman referred to the
"tension machine," to the fact road
restrictions were still in effect on
February 21 and stated that it was
delivered to the job after the 21st of
February."5

The two strands of "Drake" mes-
senger were strung on March 6 and
7, 1969 (Daily Progress Report; In-
man log). Stringing operations for
the power cables which were to be
fastened to the upper cross-arms of
the towers did iot commence until
March 20, 1969.

as Although it s not clear, the conductor
referred to- could be the power cable which
was to be hung on the upper cross-arms of
-the towers. The contract stated that this item
of GFP would not be available until Janu-
ary 1, 1969. Telephone cable was definitely
on the job by February. 7, 1969 (aily Prog-
ress Report). . -

a-Tr. 132. The record shows that a tension
machine was delivered to ahlotus, Wash-
ington, near the job site, on January 23,
1,969, Inman. Log; Daily Progress Report).
.The evidence does not establish when this
machine arrived on the job site. However,
BPA gave permission for its usein stringing
power cables on February 13, 1969 (Daily
Progress Report; Iter-office messagp, dated
February 13, -1969, Supplementa File,
Item 3).,
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Deciseion. 

The Government has conceded li-
ability on this claim subject to any
delay proved by appellant (Tr. 104,
105; Post-Hearing Brief, p. 6). Ac-
cordingly, the -only question before
us is the amount of delay. The Gov-
ernment Asserts' that the delay
should not exceed two calendar days
which is the delay asserted in the
claim of April 28, 1972. Appellant
requests an extension of 51/2 calen-
dar days and attendant compensa-
tion (Post-Hearing Brief, p. 13).

Despite the Government's conces-
sion, there is some confusion as to
whether the claim is based primarily
upon the requirement for the use
of 40-inch travelers to string power
cables or upon the number of 5-inch
travelers requtii'ed to strings com-
munication and control c a b 1 e s.
There is alsQ a serious questionas to
when appellant could have pro-.
ceeded with stringing.operations if
the questions as to the number' and
size of travelers *had. notI arisen.
Nevertheless the record is clear that
appellant was requested to delay in-
stallation of sheaves and that there'
was confusion. as to the stringing.
methods and procedures desired by
BPA. The record is also clear; that
appellant experienced difficulty and
delay in obtaining the size'and num-
ber of sheaves required by BPA. Ac-
cordingly, we fix the delay at two
calendar days, the amount requested
in tho'claiii 'of April 28, 1972, and
the delay determined by appellantls
witness on the critical path method

of scheduling and analyzing Icon-
tract performances. :

Cleaning steel

This claim arises because the steel
for the 302-foot river crossing tower
had an accumulation of dirt and
other material which had to 'be re-_'
moved before the steel could be
painted. Mr. Sargent testified that
the material was salt and salt burns
resulting from the steel having been
transported on the deck of a: ship
(Tr. 153).

Mr. Sargent asserted that he was
asked by: Mr. Hussey to submit a
price for steam cleaning tower steel'
(Tr. 154). In a letter,' dated'Febru-
ary 8, 1969 (Item 37), appellant
stated that it had obtained t6 serv-
ices of a contractor who proposed to
accomplish the cleaning for a' lump
sum of $1300. A steam cleaning ma-
chine was brought to the Job on
Sunday, February 9, 1969 (Daily
Progress Report). It appears that
some attempt was made:to clean the.
steel on' that date' (Tr. 155, 156;
memorandum, dated February '49,
1969, Item 39). Efforts to' steai
clean the steel also were undertaken
on February 11 and 12, - 1969
(Daily Progress Report; Imnani

, fMr. Radford Sinclair, an individual with.
extensive experience in the critical path
method of scheduling and analyzing contract
performance, determined the delay to per-
formance was two calendar days (Tr. 202).
His determination, was made after the jot)
was completed and was based primarily on
a review of BPA records (Tr. 193, 194).: We
note that even appellant has not accepted his
conclusions in all instances and' in general
we have accorded little weight to his testi-
mony.
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log). There was some difficulty with
-the machine and Mr. Sargent
brought a new steam cleaier to the
job on February 13, 1969 (Inman
log). The effort to satisfactorily
steam clean the steel was unsuccess-
ful. After Mr., Bursonand Mr. Sar-
gent called Voss Gardner, Project

-Engineer, it was determined that
the steel would have to be wire
brushed (Tr. 82, 83; Daily Progress
Report). The steel was wire brushed
on February 14, February 17 and
February 18, 1969 (Daily Progress
Reports). Final wire brushing op-
erations of previously erected steel
took place on March 14, 1969 (Daily
Progress Report).

By letter, dated February 14,1969
(Item 38), appellant referred to the
requirement to steam clean and wire
brush the tower steel and asserted
that it regarded these verbal: direc-
tives as change orders. Ii a letter
dated March 25, 1970 (Item 42), ap-
pellant itemized costs of cleaning
tower steel, including superinten-
dence, general expense and profit,
totaling $2,438.22. This bill was re4

jected by BPA and the amount due
computed as '$1,325 (letter, dated
April 8, 1970, Item 44). The con-
tracting officer issued a change order
X(Change Order D, dated August 18,
1970) establishing $1,325 as the
amount due for cleaning tower steel.
There is no evidence that appellant.
agreed to this sum.

'Appellant requested a 21/2 day
extension 'of time for cleaning, the
tower steel (letter; dated March 26,
1970, Item 25). BPA rejected this
request upon the ground that the

cleaning work, was accomplished
when there was nothing else to do
(letter, dated April 13, 1970, Item
27). Mr. Burson testified that the
contractor didn't ose any time lay-
ing ot the steel'to brush since they
had to lay it out in xrder to assemble
it anyway (Tr. 82). He described
the brushing as "* * * kid of a fill
in; job * * ." (Tr. 80. )IThis view
appears to be based primarily on
the fact that appellant was using a
crane rented from Halvorsen-
Mason, the contractor building the
dam, to erect the tower and the
crane had to be returned when
needed by its owners (Tr. 93).
However,- a review", of" the Daily
Progress Reports and Mr. Inman's
log shows that the crane was on the
job during the period February 10
through February 19, 1969.

Mr.:Imnan disputed Mr. Burson's
description of the requirement for
wire brushing.'Heasts that
that rate, all of it was 'fill-in work'
then." (Tr. 119.) He stated that all
100 tons of steel in the tower had to
be brushed (Tr. 120). He described
the difficulty. in wire brushing as-
sembled steel and asserted that un-
[assembled steel was turned in order
to be brushed (TV. 121).

Mr. Sinclair evaluated the delay
in cleaning toweir steel as Aeigot days.
(Tr. 201). On brief, appellant as-
serts the delay was 4/2 days.

Decision;

The Government has also con-
ceded liability on this claim. There-
fore,. we need only determine the
amount of delay.
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Bearing in mind that delay in
cleaning tower steel was concurrent
with the two day delay allowed for
the change concerning travelers, we
determine the delay at 21/2 days,37
the amount requested by appellant
in its letter of March 26, 1970.

Bolt Shortage

The record reflects that erection
of Tower 1/1 on the 500 KV line
was halted at 1:30 p.m. on Friday,
February 14, 1969, because of a
shortage of 313/4-inch bolts (Tr. 123;
Iunan log; Daily Progress Re-
port). Tower steel and bolts were
amnolng items furnished by the Gov-
ernment, Mr. Burson requested that
erection be suspended until Monday
so that a supply of bolts of the prop-
er length could be obtained (Special
Report, dated February 27, 1969,
Item 9). When work resumed on
Monday, February 17, it was deter-
mined that the drawings were in
error in specifying bolts of 3.3/4-inch
length. and that the 3/ 2 -inch bolts
on the job were the proper length
,(Tr. 83, 84; Daily Progress Re-
port). The Government was aware
of errors in the drawings as to bolt
lengths at an earlier date (Daily
Progress Report, dated January 31,
1969).

Appellant referred to the instruc-
tion, to suspend erection due to a'

87 We, of course, recognize that days are
not apportioned for the purpose of com-
puting liquidated damages. J B Construc-
tion Company, Inc., BCA 667-9-67 (June 18,
1970), 70-1 BCA par. 8337. However, this
rule would not be applicable to determining
costs from a change or suspension of work.
In any event, one-half-day is allowed on the
succeeding claim.

L- ENTERPRISES', INC. 131
9, 1974

lack of bolts, alleged that the draw-
ings furnished 'by the Government
differed from the manufacturer's
assembly drawings and stated that
it regarded the verbal directive as
a change order (letter, dated Feb-
ruary 18, 1969, Item 6). There is
evidence to the effect that Mr. In-
man was told by his employees of
the apparent bolt shortage at an
earlier date,, but that he neglected to
inform Mr. Burson (Tr. 83; Daily
Progress Report, dated Febru-
ary 14, 1969). Mr.. Imnan denied
that this was so (Tr. 123).

Decsion

The Government concedes that
the delay occurred but denies that
appellant's performance was there-
by delayed (Post-Hearing Brief,
p. 7). The Government argues that
this delay was concurrent with de-
lay in cleaning tower steel. It is
further contended that this claim
is cognizable as a suspension of
work and that, in. any event, the
delay was not unreasonable.

It is true that wire brushing of
tower steel was in progress on Feb-
ruary. 14, 1969. However, it is also
true that appellant was instructed
to cease erection until a supply of
bolts of the proper length could be
obtained and it is unlikely that such
'an instruction would have been con-
sidered necessary unless a sufficient
quantity of brushed and cleaned
steel was available so that erection
could proceed. The record does not
support Mr. Burson's testimony
(Tr. 84) that brushing operations
preceded erection when work re-

* n f
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sumed on February i7, 1969 (Daily
r rogress' :Report). :

Ve find that the specifications
-were 'defective in specifying bolts
-for erecting the tower of an im-
proper length and that the Govern-
mnent was aware of this fact but ap-
parently did little or nothing to cor-
rect the discrepancies. In any event,
it is well settled that any delay due
to defective specifications is a sus-
pension of work for an unreasonable
time.38 We determine the delay due
to the' bolt shortage, or more prop-
erly bolt discrepancies, as one-half
day.

Unusualy Severe WeatAer

By letter, dated January 10, 1969
(Item 29), appellant requested an
extension iof two weeks due to un-
usually severe weather encountered
'during the period December 24,
1968 through January 4, 1969. The
performance period was extended
ten calendar days for this reason by
Change Order;B, dated'January 30,
1969. On brief (p. 8) the Govern-
ment has conceded that the above
allowance was inadequate and that
ani, appropriate extension would be
three additional calendar days. Our

'review of the record convinces us
that error, if any, in this concession
is on the side of generosity and we
accept it as 'the extension to which

ppellant is entitled for the above
reason.

The record reflects that heavy
snows and low temperatures were
encountered during the period Jan-

'8 Desonia, Construction Company, Ind.
(note 10j stapa) and cases cited at 45;766.

uary 21 to January 31, 1969 (Inman
log; Daily'Progress Reports). In a
letter, dated February 12, 1969
(Item 33), appellant alleged that it
had lost 31/2 work days during the
'period January 21 through Janu-
ary 24 and 21/2 days during the
period January 29 through Janu-
ary 31. Appellant did not specify
the extension of time requested. The
record shows that on four of the
nine workdays between January 21
and 31, 1969, no work was per-
formed and that only part of a day
was worked. on three other days
(Inman' log). Appellant' was
granted a three day extension for
unusually severe weather during
this period by Change Order C,
dated February 27, 1969. Denial of
the additional time was on the
premise that appellant should have
anticipated some delays due to in-
clement weather during this period
(letter, dated February 24,1969,
Item 35).

In a letter, dated March 26, 1970
(Item 25), appellant referred to its
letter of February 12, 1969, and
alleged that 1968-1969 was the worst
winter in history for the site area.
Appellant requested a five day ex-
tension for unu sually severe weather
during the period, January 21 to
January '31, 1969. Although admit-
ting that the winter of 1968-1969
was of unprecedented severity, BPA
denied this and other requests for
additional time extensions (letter'
dated April 13, 1970, Item 27)..

A Special Weather Summary
contained in Climatological Data
for the State of Washington for

[K I.D.
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January 1969 (App.'sXI Exh. C) in-
cludes the following:,

January, in addition to 'being one of the
coldest and snowiest on record, Was, in
most areas, the sixth consecutive month
with above normal precipitation. This
was the coldest January since 1957 and
if both temperature and snowfall are con-
sidered, it was the, most severe since 1950.
In numerous localities, the accumulated
snowfall from the beginning of the winter
season through January was near or ex-
ceeded previous records for this period.
* * * East of the Cascades, maximum
snow depths in many localities exceeded
those in January 1950.

* v a *

* In eastern Washington, average
temperatures for the month were 7 to
100 below normal. Measurable precipita-
tion, falling as snow other than during
a few days the first week, was, recorded
on 15 to 25 days. Snow remained on the
ground the entire month, with some melt-
ing and settling the first 2 weeks, fol-
lowed by an. increase in depths until-
the end of the month. Snow depths near
the end of the month ranged from 10 to
20 inches in lower' elevations of the Cen-
tral Basin, Walla Walla, and Yakima
Valleys, 20 to 30 inches on the lower
slopes of the Blue Mountains, the Horse
Heaven and Palouse Hills, 30 to 
inches on the Waterville Pleateaii and
northern valleys, and 60 to 90 inches
along the eastern slope of the Cascades.

* * * . * R -*

An outbreak of cold artic' [sic] air
covered the Pacific Northwest on the
22d, remaining mntil the end of the
month, Average daily temperatures
ranged from 150 to 300 below normal.
East of the 'Cascades, minimum tempera-
tures dropped to zero or lower in the
southern section and 150 to 300 in central
and northern counties. Maximums were
near or only a- few degrees above zero.

Mr. Inman testified that he had
worked in. the winter along the,
Snake River and in the Pasco and
Umatifla areas before (Tr. 126,
133). Ie referred to the area as the
"banata belt" (Tr. 126}. While he
admitted to expecting some cold
weather and snow he asserted that

* * you don't expect it to get
- below zero, and stay. And the snow, 

110, you wouldn't ever expect that
much snow over there." (Tr. 133.),
le estimated the production of his

men at 25 percent of normal during
January 1969 (Tr. 128).

Mr. Inm'an' slog indicates that it
was 220 below zero on January 23,
100 to 150 below on Janurayi 24,
cold with 12 inches of snow on
January 27 and 100 below on Jan-
uary 29, 1969. The Daily Progress
Reports state that it was 170 below
on January 21 and 23, and zero at.
Connell and Kahlotus on January.
24, tlat there were five and six foot
drifts all the way from Connel to
the Dam on January 2, zero with
wind and drifting sow on Jan-
uary 28, and snow and 100 below on
January 29, 1969. Climatological
Data reflects that temperatures
ranged from a high of 310 F. to a
low of two below zero at Lower
Monumental Dam during the period
January 21 to 31, 1969. Snowfalls
of 1.5 inches or more occurred at
Kahlotus, Washington, during sev-
en of these 11 days and snow on the
ground totaled 18 inches on Jan-
uary 31, 1969 (App.'s Exh. C).
Snowfall at Lower Monumental
Dam is not shown in the record.
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Closely associated with appel-
lant's requests for time extensions
" due to unusually severe weather is
the contention that it was excusably
delayed due to load limits on the

'roads being in effect for a much
longer time than normal. The road:
restrictions 'allegedly delayed de-
livery to the job of the larger crane
which was required. to complete
erection of the 302-foot tower on
the 500 KV line. This situation is
referred to in appellant's letter of
March 7, 1969 (Item 11), which
states that road restrictions were
initially reported to BPA in a let-
ter of February 12, 1969 ,9 alleges
'that tower erection was at a crit-
ical stage and refers to previous
.discussions concerning this prob-
lem. This letter was not answered
because a memorandum, dated
March 17, 1969 (Item 16), states
that Mr. Sargent had called on Fri-,
day, March 14; 1969, and advised
that the letter could be ignored be-
cause the highway restrictions had
been lifted..

In a letter dated March 26, 1970
(Item 25), appellant alleged that
road restrictions during the winter
of 1969 were in effect for 43 days.
'it was stated that four days were
lost in assembling and disassem-
bling the crane (actually the boom)
.owned by IHalvorsen-Mason, the
dam construction contractor, and
that an additional eight days were
lost when erection crews had to be,

A copy of the letter referred to appears
as Ekhibit 8.1 to the claim of April 28, 1972.
However, it -was not in -the appeal file and
it is not clear that it was actually mailed r
delivered

laid off between March 11 and 20
as erection had proceeded as far as
it could with the available crane.
The; record shows that erection of
the large tower 'tas halted on
March 12, that a large crane -was
brought to the job on March 17,4e

and that erection was again under-
way on March 20, 1969 (Inman log;
Daily Progress Reports).

It appears that road restrictions
in Franklin County, Washington,
were imposed on January.7, 1969,
lifted on January 10, and reim-
posed on February 14, 1969 (letter
from Franklin County Highway
Department, dated March 17, 1971,
App.'s Exh. I). Emergency restric-
tions on roads leading to the Lower
Monumental Dam remained in ef-
fect until March 5, 1969, and all
road restrictions were removed on
March. 12, 1969. Although admit-
ting that he could not state that
there is an average period.of time
for road closures or restrictions to
remain in effect, the author of the
letter (county engineer) expressed,
the opinion that 1/2 weeks would
be a closer approximation to av-
erage than the time such.restric-
tions were in effect during the Will-
ter of 1968-1969'

Among PA's reasons for deny-'
ing the request for an extension due

40 It is not clear when arrangements for
this crane, which was brought to the job
from Portland, Oregon, were finalized. A
reference to a large crane which was to be
delivered from Portland appears in Mr.
Inman's log of March 14, 1969. ft appears
that appellant contemplated and then aban-
tdoned subcontracting erection of the larger
.tower (Inman log for January 22, and Feb-
ruary 11, 1969). See also Daily Progress
Reports for January 22, Pbruary 3, 10 and
March 3, 1969.

[81 I.D.
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to highway load restrictions were
that railroad transportation to the
siate was available at all times. The
plan map (Gov't.'s Exh. 1-A) 'in-
dicates that the job site is inter-
sected by tracks of, the Union
Pacific Railroad.

Decision

The Government, while conced-
ing that the winter of 1968-1969 in
the area of the job site was severe,
has denied that' it was unusually se-
vere so as to entitle appellant to an
extension of time beyond that
granted or conceded as being due.
In an effort to buttress its case, the
Government has attached to its
brief sumluariew.of Climatological
Data concerning weather conditions
at the Lower Monumental Dam and
nearby points, where data at the
Lower Monumental Dam was un-
available, for the period January 1
to February 15, during the years
1959 to 1969. Absent a reservation
or stipulation at the hearing we
disapprove of the practice of sub-
mitting evidence with briefs and,
accordingly, strike these summaries
sua sponte.4 '

While the generalized statements
from 'Climatological Data' concern-
ing the weather for Washington as
a whole and the eastern part of the

aK qure Corporation a/a ltrascete
Compawy, IBCA-959-3-72 (July 19, 1973),
73-2 BCA par. 10,146. It would seem to be
elementary that counsel contemplating that
the Board take judicial notice of a fact has
an obligations to make' a timely request. In
any event, ee imrMs v. Sullivan, 00 Or.
487,198 P. 240 (1921) (variations of climate
in prticular places at particular times can-
not be judicially klnown).

State for 1969, from which we have
quoted above, are lacking in specific-
ity as to normal weather conditions
at the job site area, we find that ap-
pellant has established entitlement
to an extension of two additional
days for unusually severe weather
conditions during the period Jaiu
ary 21 to .31, 1969. In granting an
extension due to weather-conditions
'during this period, the Government
has admitted that unusually severe
weather was encountered and we
conclude two days, in addition to the
three days previously granted, is
reasonable.

While we reject any contention
that a contractor on a contract of
this size could reasonably be ex-..
pected. to maintain a crane suifi-
ciently large to erect the 302-foot
tower on the job at all times on the
premise that difflculties might be
encountered 'in moving it to the job
site when needed, we find that ap-
pellant has not established entitle-
ment to excusable delay due to road
restrictions allegedly being in effect
for a longer period than normal. We
are not satisfied that appellant had
a definite plan for the erection of
the'large tower and no effort has
been made to explain why the large
crane could not have been trans-.
ported to -the site by railroad in a
timely fashion.

Appellant is entitled to an 'ex-
tension of three calendar 'days, t
additional time conceded by the
'Government, for unusually severe
weather during the period Decem-
ber 24, 1968, through January 4,
1969, andto twvo afdditioinal da'ysafo5

114]
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the same reason during the period in the least possible time. He assured
January 21 to 31, 1969, iclusive;; me that-they would."

A letter to appellant from the
A- e7eration Chief -of Construction for Bonne-
0 ''- ;0 '' ' .t 0. 'ille, dated April 30, 1969 (Item

The first mention of this claim is yleS ded ariou, 1969 (Ite
in the claim letter of April 28, ' 24), reers to unsdr

The 1972. i~~~~ng the pla~t monh whnrthe umsat-'The acceleration period was alleged
aceerto pr0 a Isfactory rate of progress on the con-

tbe between March 29 and May 20, tract had been called to appellant's
1969.; ' 0 : - . attention and closes with the fol-

On 'brief, appellant asserts that it lowing: "I request that your firm
is entitled to a time extension of 41.5 take mediate steps to complete
days for reasonsset forth i the the work on the 500 KV powerhouse
claims previously discussed Al- line to the extent that the facility
though it is not altogether clear, this will bc ready for energization no
time apparently includes the 13. days later than May 7, 1969." As we have
previously allowed by the. Govern- seen the contract was accepted as
ment in Change Orders B & C for
unusually severe weather (Tr. 203). s til c
We have determined that the addi-.T- Mr. Sargent stated that he was,tional time to which appellant is en- Mr. sart ated that he
titled, including that conceded by award sy r reiin theaward by Mr. *Rathbun, the con-
the Government, isten days. tracting officer. He asserted that

The alleged acceleration orders Mr. Rathbhn emphasized' the im-
include a letter, dated April 3, 1969 portance to BPA of timely conple-
(Item 20), which states that at the tion of the contract (Tr. 164, 165).
present rate of progress it is un- He further asserted that he was ad-
likely that the work. would be con- vised by Mr. Osborne, a supervisory
pleted by April 14, 1969, and urges engineer for Bonneville, that be-
appellant to take the necessary steps cause of the importance of this job
to place the contract work on sched- he wasn't going 'to receive long ex-
ule. A memorandum summarizing a tensions of time (Tr. 165, 166).
telephone conversation on April 18, Mr. Sargent. testified that he was
1969, between Mr. D. P. Pichioni, threatened wit default, by Mr.
Chief of Line Construction for Bon- Picchioni '(Tir. 174; 175). lHe as-
'neville, and Mr.. Sargent (Item 23), serted that he then began working
refers to the slow rate of progress -his crews seven days a week, de-

work and stroying their efficiency. He indi-
on the Lower Monumental a nhei
includes the. following: ."I con- cated that 'at the time he 'received

the letter of April 30 directing that
eluded the conversation by statig the work -be completed; not.later
thatthe contract was already four than May 7, 1969, he was already
days late and into liquidated dam- doing everything he-could to' om-
ages, and that everything possible plet' the work as fast as possible
'shouldbedone to completethework (Tr. 178). He expressed the opin-
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ion that 200 men could' not have
finished the 'work one day sooner
than 12 men. However, the memo-
randuIm summarizing the telephone
conversation with Mr. 'Picchioni on
April -18, 1969 (Item 23), reflects
that Mr. Sargent expressed disap-'
pointment at the poor production of
his crews.

Mr. Sargent's opinion that more
men would not have expedited. the
progress of the work was not shared'

by BPA personnel. Statements that
additional manpower was needed
appear *in Daily Progress Reports
for March 1t, April 3, April 21,
May 1,,3, and 5, 1969. In addition,
it, appears that the condition and
quantity of equipment on the' job
left much to be desired. For ex-
ample, 'Mr. Inman's log for April 3,
1969, reports a request -to Mr. Sar-
gent to have a mechanic on the job
in order '* * * to get some of this
junkto run * * '." It appears that
the 'sockline for pulling 2.5-inch
conductor on the'500 KV line was
dropped in the river twice when the
steel pulling- line snapped.4 2 The
2.5-inch conductor was dropped in
the river when a winch popped out
of'gear (Tr. 186). Mr. Sargent ad-
mitted that this latter event took
six or seven days to correct (Tr.
187). The machine for pulling the
2.5-inch conductor was-inadequate
and additional equipment for' this
purpose was delivered to the job on

42 Daily Progress Reports for April 27 and
29, 1969. The contractor's crew had a safety
meeting on 'April 28, 1969, and refused to
proceed with the work until adequate cable
was secured. (Daily Progress Report, dated
April 28, 1969.)

April 15 (a larger pulling mac e'
and. May 9, 1969 (a D-8) '(Daily'
Progress Reports). There was a
need for additional equipment, such
as ladders, as late as May 12, 1969
(Daily Progress Report).

Mr. Picehioni was of the opinion 
that the job was mismanaged and
lacked organization, manpower and
proper equipnent (Tr. 216, 217).
However, he denied threatening to
default the contract (Tr.' 219). He'
also disputed Mr. Srgent's' testi-
mony that he (Sargent) had matd&
repeated oral requests to him for
time extensions (Tr. 218).

The Payroll Recap (App.'s Exh.'
J) confirms that there was a dra- 
matic increase in overtime costs
during the period March 24 through
May 17, 1969. Overtime costs total
$25,3T6.89, of which $22,948.20 were
incurred during this period. Mr.
Sargent testified that 'this job was
not figured for overtime and that'
the Recap showed the effects oIL
costs* of increased- production (Tr.
179, 180).

Decision

'The Government has not raised
the defense of untimeliness to this
claim and we -will decide it on the
merits. Of course, the failure to as-
sert the claim at an earlier time is
a factor to be considered in.'deter->
mining whether appellant has met
its. burden of proof (note 17, supra).

The requirements to groimd'a
successful constructive acc tion
claim are that it must ordinarily ap-
pear that the contractor 'has en-
countered an excusable cause or

114]
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'causes of delay, timely requests for
-extensions of the completion date
have been submitted to the contract-
Ing officer, these requests have been
Vimproperly denied, the contractor
has -actually or by implication been
ordered'to complete'the work in a
lesser time than would have been
available had, the requests .. been
granted and the contractor has ac-
celerated performance, thereby in-
curring increased costs.4 3

Appellant has established entitle-
ment to a ten day extension of the
deliver schedule in addition to that
Previously granted by the Govern-
ment in (Change Orders B & C.
While we have no doubt that -under

' appropriate circumstances the letter
of April 3, 1969, urging appellant to
take the necessary steps to place the
work on schedule and the telephone

mediately apparent that the ten day
extension to' which we have found
appellant is entitled would not, even
if seasonably granted, have enabled
appellant to complete the work in a
timely fashion.45 In any event, on
this record we are simply unable to
find that the costs here claimed,
chiefly overtime and labor ineffi-
ciency costs, resulted in any ascer-
tainable degree from the denial of
otherwise proper requests for time
extensions, rather than from a be-
lated attempt by appellant to over-
come the effects of delays resulting
from inclement weather, insufficient
'and inadequate equipment and
other factors for which the Govern-
ment was not responsible. The ac-
celeration claim is denied,

GoncluSion

conversation of April,18, wherein The appeal is sustained in part
appellant was requested to do every- 'and denied in part as follows:
thing possible to complete the work Missing tower hubs-denied.
in the least possible time, would con- Tower relocation-sustained to
stitute acceleration orders,44 it is im- the extent that appellant is entitled

to an adjustment in accordance with
4 Montgom-ery-Macri C Western Line t

Constrotpion Co., Inc., ITnCA-49 and IBCA- t Change
72 (June 28, 1963), 70 I.D. 242 at 337-351, excavation attempted or accom-
1963 BCA par. 3819 at 19,056-061, afilrmed'on
reconsideration (June 30, 1964), 71 I.D. 253, plshedut towers DV-1 and DV-2,
1964 BCA par. 4292. Cf. H.S.I. Corporation, including costs: of installing foot-
.GSBCA No. 2429 (November 19, 1968), 68-2 ings if any ' to the decision
BCA par. 7377,' affirmed on reconsideration I any, priort
(June 26,-1969), 69-1 BCA par. 7750 (where to relocate these towers.
contractor was ordered to increase its labor
force in order to accelerate performance, the the original schedule is required. Te Caon-
controlling factor was not whether contractor struction' Company, IBCA 692-1-68 (June 30.
completed work on date specified by Govern- 1969), 76 I.D. 118, 69-1 BCA par. 7748 and
ment, but whether it actually and reasonably cases cited.
incurred increased costs in attempting in Cs A claim, for aceleration costs has been
good faith to achieve the completion date denied where the acceleration efforts under-
ordered by Government). ' taken by a contractor were insufficient to

'"Indeed, it has been held that -the crucial - overcomedelays for which the-contrasctor *as
fact is the dental of a time extension to which " responsible. Pan-Pacific Corp., Eng. BCA' No.
the contractor is entitled because it thereby 2479 (February 18, 1965), 65-2 BCA par.
signals the contractor that compliance with 4984.

[81:I.D.
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Travelers-sustained to the ex-
tent that appellant is entitled to an
extensiOnl of to calendar days and
*an adjustmnent. in prc4or costs at-
tributable thereto in accordance
with the Suspension of Work clause.

Gleaning steel-sustained to the
extent appellant is entitled to an ex-
tension of 2.5 days in the delivery
* schedule and an equitable adjust-
ment, in accordance with 'the
Changes clause 'for any costs it can
demnonstrate were incurred in clean-.
ing steeL in addition to the da-roirnt'
previously allowed.

Bolt shortage-sustained to 'the
extent that appellant is entitled to
ain ext ension of 1/2 iday and an .ad-

."Justrtent for 'ot attributable
*thereto under the Suspension of
Work Clause.

Unusually severe weather-sus-
tained to the. extent that appellant
is entitled to an extension of five
days in addition to that previously
granted.

Acceleration-denied..
The-, ter~ is enaided to the

contracting officer for apopriate
action in 'accordance, with the fore-
going.

SPINOERm T. NissEN,

Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

WILLiAx F. McGRAw,

'Chief Adlministrative Judge.

*SHERMAN P. 13IBALL,
*Administrative Judge,

A. ., MAURER, R. ET AL.

15 IBLA'151
DecidW404,c20,,1974

Appeals f-romn -Adecsions (W 33607,
W 33608, W 33609, W 33610, andl
W 33611) by the Wyoming State;
Office, Bureau of Land Management,
requiring min~eral bonds* larger in
amount .than the bonds. tendered.

Affirmed.

M,,ineral Lands: MineralReservat ion:L--
Mining 'Clair Stirftce Uses't~k-
raising Homesteads
Since one who locates a mining claim on
stock-raising homesteaid lands implies
that, he intends to reenter 'upon the land
and that he has made a discovery there-
on,- he. isno longer a prospector~ within
*the purview of the Stock-raising Home-~
stead Act, and In the absence of consent
of, or an agreement with, the. entryman
or surface owher, the' mineral claimant*
is. required to post a good and sufficient
:bond to assure compensatory protection
to the surface owner.

A PPEARANCES: A. . ''are, r,
pro se; Sterling H. Clark, Esq., Clark &

-Hill,- Belle Fouirche, -South Dakot4, for
appellant-surface owners..

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE LEWVIS

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

A. J. Maurer, Jr., mining locator;
and five individual surfaces own-
ers 1I have appealed separately froml

See APPENDIX for a listing of BLII
iserial numbers, appellant-surfaceI ownors,
mining claims involved, and amount of bond
required by the various decisions below.
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decisions in, which the Wyoming
State Office, Bureau of Land' Man-
a gement, required the mineral
claiinnt to file five bonds each in
an amount larger than the five
$1,oo bonds he had tendered to the
United States for the use and bene-
fit of each respective owner of five
surface estates. The lands involved
were patented pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Stock-raising Home-
stead Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 299-301
(1970), with minerals reserved to
the United States.
' Subsequent to the submission of

the individual bonds, Maurer filed
a copy of a lease executed in Jan-
* uary 1972. Therein; the mineral
claimant granted to a lessee the ex-
elusive right to mine and remove
b'eiitonite from ' certain mining
claims, including those listed in tie
APPENDIX hereto. The Bureau of
Land Managenient: examined the
land to determine the amount of

- bond required to secure payment
of damages to crops, tangible im-
provements, and the value of the
land for grazing. The mineral
claimant and each of the surface.
owners were informed by separate
decisions of the Wyoming State
-office of the larger amount of bond
required for the protection of each
surface owner (See APPENDIX)
and of the- disapproval -f each of
the. $1,000 bonds tendered.
* Appellant Maurer, in each separ-
ate statement of reasons for appeal
,from each decision requiring a bond
ian a larger amount, states the min-
eral lease has been canceled. Copies

- of the lease cancellation were sub-

mitted prior to the filing of the ap-
peals. He states that he now .desires

:to do only prospecting and assess-
ment work on the mining claims in-
volved, but'no mining until some
future date when a mining contract
might be egotiajted. He contends,
in view thereof, that the amount of
-the bond should be nominal. He
questions whether a bond is even re-
quired until such timeas actual min-
ing and removal of mineral is about
to occur, referring to and quoting
portions of the Stock-raising Home-
stead Act, s:apra.

Each appellant-surface owner
contends that the proposed bond is
not large enough to cover -probable
losses and damages to his land and
property in view of the size of the
area involved- and the kind of opera-
tions to be carried oLt..

All entries made and patents is-
sued pursuant to the Stock-raising
Homestead Act reserve to the

J nited States the coal and other
'minerals in the lands entered and
patented. The Act of December 29,
1916, Ira as omended, 43 U.S.C.' § 299
(1970), as quoted below, provides
remedies for the surface owner for
damages to the surface caused by a
mining claimant:

* * a Any person qualified to locate and
enter the coal or -other mineral deposits,
or having the right to uihe and remove
the same under the laws of the United
States, shall have the right at all times
to enter upon the lands entered and pat-
ented, as provided bya said sections, for
the purpose of prospecting for coal or
other minerals therein, provided he shall
not injure, damage, or destroy the per-
mainent imprbvements of the entryman
or patentee, and Shall be liable to and

.[81 I.D. I - .
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shall compensate the entryman or .pat-
entee for all damiages to crops on such
lands by reason of such prospecting Any
person who has acquired from the United
States the coal or other mineral deposits
in any such land, 'or the right to mine
and remove the same, may reenter and
occupy so much. of the surface thereof as
may be required for all purposes redson-
ably incident to the mining or removal
of the coal or other minerals, first, upon
securing the writtef consent. or waiver
'of the homestead entryman or 'patentee;
second, upon'payment of the damages to
crops or other tangible improvements to
the owner thereof, where agreement may
be had as to the amount thereof; or,
third, in lieu of either 'of the foregoing
Provisions, upon, the execution of a good
and sufflcient bond or undertaking to the
United States for the use and benefit of
the entryman or owner of the land, to
secure the payment of such damages to
the crops or tangible improvements of
the entryman or-owner, as may be deter-
mined and fixed in an action brought upon
the bond or undertaking in a court of
'competent- jurisdiction agacinst the print-
cipal and sureties thereon, such 'bond 'or
undertaking to be in form and in accord-
anco with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of'the Interior
and to be filed with'and approved by the
officer designated by the Secretary of the
Interior of the local land office of the
district wherein the land is- situate, 'sub-
ject to appeal to the Secretary of the In-
terior or such officer as he may designate
* * ' . [Italics supplied.] 2

The clear purpose of the statute
is not to restrict prospecting and
mining operations on land entered
or patented under the Stock-raising

'Homestead Act, but to assure com-

2 The Stock-raising Homestead Act is sup-
plemented by the Act of June 21, 1949', 30
'U.Sc. § 54 (1970); which enlarged the liabil-
ity of the mineral claimant to include "any
damage 'that may 'be caused 'tothe value of
'the land for grazing bysuch prospecting ,for,
mining, or removal, of minerals."

pensatory: protection to the home-
steader or surface own er. Ha/cAidlin
v. Magnuson, 78 P. 2d 964, 973
(Colo. 1938).

A mineral prospector who locates
a rmining: claim on. stock-raising
homestead land, by virtue. of his
mining location, implies thaIt he 'has
made a discovery. Ths, he -is no
longer a prospector3 an d, absent:
consent of or agreement with. the
surface owner,; prior to reentry: he
is required to' post bond for the
compensatory protection of: the,
surface owner. Even though Maurer
presently'intends to reenter only
for prospecting (exploration)' and
assessient work, prior to reentry
he must post the bonds required by
the Bureau' of Land Management
.decisions. The maining claimant is
not permitted. to engage in mining
operations'on .the property until-a
bond in the amount. et for the
particular property is tendered and
approved.

With regard to the assertions' of
the surface owners alleging insul'i
ciency of the amount of bondi set- in
the respective decisions below, we
note that they are merely Alea
statements unsupported by. proba-
tive evidence. In the absence of evi-

-dence to the contrary, we, are.con-
strained. to' affirm the amount of'
bond required as set-by the Wyo-
ming State Office based'upodn tech-
nical examinations of the respective
surface estates.

Therefore, pursuant to the .au-

These findings are not ntended to bee a'
determination of the validity of .the mining
claims.

139] '141
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thority delegated t the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1; the deci-
sions appealed from are affirmed.

ANNE POINDEXtERLwiS,
Administrative Judpge.

I CONoR:

-DonGLAS E. HENmQuEs,
Administatve Judge.

APPENDIX

ELM Serial W 33607

Mining claims: Deloris Nos. 21 through

28 bentonite placer claims covering cer-'

tain lands in T. 57 N., R. 63 W., 6th P.M.,

Wyoming, patented under the Stock-

raising Homestead Act, with minerals

reserved to the United States.

Surface' owner-appellant: Edward B.

Foster. Mineral bond in the amount of

$1,000 tendered by A. J. Maurer, Jr., dis-
approved and a mineral bond in the

am6ult of $40,000 required by decision of

December 1, 1972.

BLM Serial W 33608

Mining Claims: Deloris Nos. 26 and 28
bentonite placer claims covering certain

lands in T. 57 N., R 63 W., 6th P.M.,
Wyoming, patented under the Stock-

raising Homestead At, with minerals

reserved to the United States.:

Surface owner-appellant: A. V. Edsall.

Mineral: bond' in the amount of $1,000

'tendered by A. I. Maurer, Jr., disap-
proved and a mineral bond in the amount

of $6,000 required by decision of Decem-

ber 1, 1972.

BLM Serial W 33609

Mining claims.: Deloris Nos. 29 and 30

bentonite placer claims covering certain

lands, in T. 57 N., R. 63 W.+ 6th P.M.,

gWyoming, patented under the Stock-

raising Homestead Act,, with minerals
reserved to the United States.

Surface owners-app6llants: Prank H. and
Helen M. Ridinger. 'Mineral bond in the
amount of $1,000 tendered by A. J.
Maurer, Jr., disapproved and a mineral
bond in the amount of $45,000 required
by decision of December 1, 1972.

BLM Serial W33610

Mining claims: Deloris Nos. 16 through
19 bentonite placer- claims covering cer-
tain lands in T. 58 N., R.' 64 W., 6th
P.M., Wyoming, patented under 'the
Stock-raising Homestead Act, with mint-
erals reserved to the United States.

Surface owner-appellant: T. J. Maupin.
Mineral bond din' the amount of 41,000
tendered by A. J.' Maurer, Jr., dis-
approved and a mineral bond in the
amount of $36,000 required by decision
of December 4,11972.

BLM Serial W 33611

Mining 'claims: Deloris Nos. 4 through
14-bentonite placer, mining claims cover-
ing certain lands in T. 58 N., R. 64 W.,

.6th P.M., Wyoming, patented under the
Stock-raising Homestead Act, with min-
erals, reserved to the United States.

Surface owner-appellant: Wyotana
Ranch, Inc.-Mineral bond in the-amount
of $1,000 tendered by A. J. Maurer, Jr.,
disapproved and a mineral bond in the
amount of $51,000 required by decision
of December 4,1972.

JUDGE THOMPSON CONCUR-
RING:

.I agree that the amount of the
bonds to be furnished by a locator
of a mining claim asseting rights
under the mining laws does not de-
pend Lpon his proposed activities
upon the patented land, but, rather,
upon possible damages based upon
the value of the crops and surface

[81 LD.
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FEATHER (ROSEBUD SIOUX ALLOTTEE NO. 4895 DECEASED)

March 26, 1974

I; impTovements: of the, surf ace ownr 'ESTATE OFp: ALICE CORNELIA
within the mining claims, as re; WHITE HAT/RED FEATHER
quired under the Stock-raising (ROSEBUD SIOUX- ATLOTTEE
Homestead Act, 43 U.S.C. §299 No. 4895, DECEASED)
(19TO), and the grazing value of
the land, as required by the Act of 2 IBIA 217
June 21, 1949, 30 U.S. C. § 54 (1970). Decided March £6, 1974
See L. IV. Hansen, A-31029 (De- :

* cember 30, 1968). This Department Appeal from a decision denying peW
is charged with determining the tion for rehearing.
amount of the bonds. Such ajdeter- - -
inination, however, is not a fiding
that the mining claims are valid. 245.0 Indinu Probate: Guardian Ad

.For the purpose of setting. the, ge erally
amount of thebndwe mustassume
that the claims were propery lo- It is the duty of an Administrative Law
cated for locatable rinerals J dxe to protect the interest of an infant
* <The: issue of the 'amount of the to proceedig

bonds turns, therefore, on whether 245.1.0 Indian Probate: Guardian
they properly reflect the value of Ad titer: For Whom Apponte4:
the crops, surface improvements of Generally
the surface owner and grazing value
of the land. Appellant has made no Proper. notice to minor children appears
showing that the bonds are in ex- where notice has been given as reqired
cess of such value. I 'agree that the .by duly promulgated rules and regnla-*ess of suell. vale. ethat the.tions, and the individual appointed by
general statements of the surface me administrative Law Judge appeared
owners, without any information or. at the hearing' aidwas''presnt'at' every
data to show a higher value, are step of the hearing.
insufficient to show.error inthe Bu-
reau's appraised value. Accringly 130.0 Indian Probate: Appeal: Gen-
there is no reason. to disturb the erally
*Bureau's decisions in this regard. Where the whereabouts of. the natural

JOAN B. THOMPSoN,
Administrative Jvdge. .

'The claims here are located for bentonite.
A determination whether such claims are
valid is beyond the scope of this decision. I
note, however, that only bentonite which can
be..marketed profitably for commercial pur-
poses for which common clays, cannot be used,
is locatable under the mining, laws. United
States v. unn, 7 ILA 237, 79 .D. 588
(1972?j. A contest, proceeding would be nces-

;sary to determine whether these claims are
valid. 4

587-5452 74.- .4

guardian of infant or minor children is
not known, it is not error. prejudicial to
the rights of the minor children who are
potential heirs, for the Judge to appoint
an individual to represent them as guar-
tdian ad litem, though he may also be a
potential heir.

The burden is on the appellant to estab-
lishi that the rights of the minor children
have been affected during the proceedings
because of such appointment.
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APPEARANCES: Gary R. Thomas,
sq., for appellant, Phillip Under Bag-

gage.:..: .- :

OPINION BY. ADMINISTRA-
TI VE J TJD GA SBA GH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal from the deci-
sion of Administrative Law Judge
Alexander I. Wilson, denying the
'petition of Pifflip Under Baggage
for rehearing.

Subsequent to a hearing held on
October 3, 1972, at' Rosebud, South
Dakota, the Judge on December 27,
1972 issued an Order Determining
Heirs of the decedent who died in-
testate on May 15, 1969. The Judge
found that' the decedent was sur-
'vived by two sons and six children
of a prior-deceased daughter, Jessie
Red Feather Under Baggage.

Tiiheappellant who is the father
"and natural guardian of the grand-
ehildren 6f the decedent contends
that he is the proper party to repre-
':h them and their interests. "He
further contends that the appoint-
ment..by the Judge of Rossiter J.
Red Feather, a potential heir, to act

c in the capacity.-of guardian ad litem
.for the grandchildren is error since
the. interests of the guardian ad
litem and' the grandchildren are in
confict. We find that upon the rela-
tionship established by the record,
the children were awarded their
statutory share, of the estate.

Regulations promulgated ,by the
Department provide that a Judge
may receive and hear proofs at a

RTMENT OF THE0E INTERIOR

hearing to determine heirs of a d-
ceased Indian, only after notice'of
the time and place of the hearing is
given to all interested parties.
.Araong other things notice of the
tinie and.place of the hearing is re-
quired to be posted at least 20 days
prior to such hearing in five or more
conspicuous places in the vicinity
of the designated place of hearing.
A copy of the notice is required to
be served on each'party in interest
by personal service or by. mail, ad-
dressed to the party in- interest at
his last kown. address. Moreover,
these regulations provide that. all
parties in interest are bound by the
decision of the Judge if they lived
within the vicinity of any place of
posting during the posting period,
whether they had actual notice of
the; hearing or not. See 43 CFR
0 4.kl (a) through (c).

The record discloses that notice of
the hearing to be held on October 3,
1972 at Rosebud Agency House #16,
Rosebud, South Dakota, was mailed
to. Rossiter Red Feather, St. Fran-
cis, South Dakota, for himself and
as guardian ad litem for the grand-
children in question. In addition,
notices were sent by mail to other
potential heirs, andto Alex Phillip
Baggage, c/o Pine Ridge-Agency,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Pine
Ridge, South D akota 57770. Notices
were also posted at the Rosebud
Agency, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
and at the Post Offices at' Pine
Ridge, Rosebud,' Mission, Okreek,
Kyle and St. Francis, all in South
Dakota.

The record 'is void of evidence
showing the -whereabouts of the

[8 ID.
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grandchildren or the' appellant.
Consequently, in the absence of evi-
dence to the contrary, we find' that
the whereabouts of the appellant
and the grandchildren was ' not
known to the Judge.

It has been consistently held that
it is the duty of a court to protect
the interest of an infant party in a
litioation. In keeping with tlhis duty
the court may appoint a guardian
ad liter to prosecute or defend a suit
on behalf of a party incapacitated
,by infancy or otherwise! See ings-

- bury v. Buck'ner, 134 U.S. 650, 10 S.
Ct. 638 (1890)..
* The Department adheres to this
same concept in proceedings where
a minor is concerned.

The Board finds based upon the
complete record that the Judge gave
"due and sufficient notice of the time
and place of the hearing to all inter-
ested parties and that the guardian
ad litem appointed by the Judge to
represent 'the minor children ap-
peared at the hearing and was pres-
,ent at every. step of the hearing.

The appellant contends that Ros-
siter James Red Feather, guardian

'ad lite, was unfit to act asguard-
ian because he too was a potential
'heir, and as such could not' protect
the interests of the minors.

It was within the power of the
Judge, under whose watchful eyes
'that the guardian, ad litom acted, at
any time to inquire into his. fitness
to represent the 'interests of the mi-
nors, to remove him if he was a mere
intermeddler, and to allow someone

to be substituted in his' place. See
Kingsbury v. BuoAkner', supra.

The appellant fails to allege a sin-
gle incident or act 'by the guardian
ad'litem either during or after the
'proeedings to 'substantiate his im-
plied contention that the rights of
the minor children were in some
way'- prejudiced- or 'ieearably
damaged. i 

Accordingly, we find that the
iinor children were' properlyr rep-
resented and that their rights were
-fully protected. Moreover, we con-
clude that the burden is upon the
appellant to allege and" establish
that' the rights of the minor chil-
dren were adversely affected during

-the bourse"' of the proceedigs and
by the 'ultimate deciision based
thereon.'

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated' to the
Board, of Indian Appeals by the
'Secreta'ry of the Ititerior, 43 CFR
4.1, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

That the Order' Deternimning
Heirs dated December 27, 1972, in
the' above-entitled matter, be, and
the same HEREBY S A -
FIRMED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

MITCHERLL J. SABAGH,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID J. MCKEE,
'Chief Administrdtive Judge.
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UNITED STATES STEEL
CORPORATION

. 3 IBMA :50
Decided March S6, '1,.974

Appeal by United States Steel Corpora-
tion from a decision by an Administra-
tive Law Judge' (Docket No. BARE
73-72), dated October 9, 1973, dismiss-
ing appellant's application for review
of an Order of Withdrawal issued
under section 104(a). of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.1

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

: An, application for review of a sem-
:tion 104(a) order is, properly dismissed
where the operator fails to rebut by a
preponderance of the evidence the pre-
sumption of imminent danger which
arises when the order is issued.

APPEARANCES: Billy M. Tennant,
Esq., for appellant, United States Steel
'Corporation; T. Philip Smith, Assistant
: Solicitor, Richard V. Backley, Assist-
ant Solicitor, and I. Ayrum .ingeret,._
*Trial Attorney,, for appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-.
-tion.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIV EJUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
E OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background.

On July 18, '1972, during all in-
1 PL. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.

§§ 801-960 (1969).

spection of the Concord No. 1 Mine
operated by United States Steel
Corporation (operator) located at
, oncord, Jefferson County, Ala-
bama, a Afining Enforcement and
Safety Admninistration (MESA)
inspector observed 'a shuttle car
running. over an energized trailing
cable to: a loading machine. The
cable was lying on the mine floor,
which was wetland muddy. A see-
tion 104(a) withdrawal: order was
immediately issued requiring all
power to the section be removed and
all persons in, the affected area, ex-
e'pt-section 104(d) personnel, be
withdrawn.

A timely application for review
was filed by5appellant, and reply
by- MEAand: an evidentiary hear-
inlg, with both parties represented
by counsel, was held before an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge)
whose decision, holding for MESA,
is being appealed t the Board.

Wlhen the incident occurred, the
circuit breaker did not trip, nor
was there any arcingf or smokng, or

- overt ca.A daeimage when the de-
* energized cable was ..inspete.d. At
the hearing, there was unrefuted ex-
pert testimony by MESA that none
of'A the* above- need be present. for
there to be an electrical shock haz-
ard from. a broken cable, especially
in light of the wet conditions o.
the floor of the mine. The Judge
held that imminent danger had ex-
isted as that term is defined in the

-Federal Coal Mine' Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act), and the-
application for review was dis-
missed.
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Whether the Judge erred in con-
cluding, as a matter of law, that
the condition cited in the order
constituted imminent da-ngers such
as would support a section 104(a)
order of, withdrawal.

Di avscussion ; 

'The facts of this case are undis-
puted but the operator contends.that
the conditions cited do not support
a conclusion of imminent danger
and that the order should be
vacated.

In a section 105 (a) proceeding in-
volvin greview of 'a section 104(a)
-withdrawal order, the Judge is re-
quired to. look at 'the facts as they
existed at the time of the issuance
of: the order and to determine
whether it was reasonable for the
inspector involved to have believed
that death or serious injury could
have resulted from the condition
'cited. This test was properly ap-
plied by the, Judge. to the facts in

' theiinstant case and is the;samwe test
enunciated by, the Board in Free-
man Coal Mining Corporation, 2
IBMA 197, 80 I.D. 610, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,.
par. 16,567 (1973) . Having reviewed'
the record and considered the briefs
submitted by the parties, the Board.
finds that appellant has not shown
any reason why the-findings of fact,
conelusions of: law and-, decision of
the Judge should not be. affirmed.'

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED:
that the dismissal-of the application
for review in the above-entitled case
IS AFFIRMED.

C. E. RoGmts, JR.,
Chief Adninistrativqe Judge.

I CoNCoU:

DAvID DOAN-R,
Administrative Judge.

ZEIGLER COALG COMPANY 

3 IBMA 54
Decided March 26,1974

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company from
a decision by an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. VINC 7276),
dated October 29, 1973, dismissing ap-
pellant's application for review of a
section 104(a) order of withdrawal.

Affirmed. -

Federal Coal Xine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

An inspector's onclusion that imminent
danger existed 'at the time a section 104
(a) order was issued will not be vitiated
by the fact that he permitted the subject
of the; order, a huttle car, to be moved
under his close supervision.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety'
Act of 1969: Closure. Orders:'Generally

-1, .1147] .j 4 

Issue Presented:

147

ORDER;
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A shuttle car, as a, piece of equipment
used in a coal mine, my properly be the
subject of a section 104(a) withdrawal
order.

APPEARANCES' J. Halbert -Woods,
Esq., appellant, Zeigler Coal Com-1
paiiy: J.' Philip Smith, Assistant Soliv
itor,' and John *P. MGeehan, Trial
Attorney for appellee, Mining En-
forcement and Safety, Administration.

OPINION'BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF
MINE OPERATIONS

APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Ba''ckgound

While performing. his normal
duties, a shuttle car operator, for
undisclosed reasons, was forced to
stop his shuttle car by running it
into a cinder-b]ock stopping. There-
after, he complained to a Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) inspector that the
car's steering was unsafe and that
it lacked 'a safe-off switch. As a re-
suit of the inspection.initiatedby
the complaint,,the inspector issued
a; section 10-i(a)' withdrawal order
prohibiting operation of the car and-
citing', the dangerous conditions to
be as follows:

The Joy 420 battery-powered shuttle car,'
serial no. 286, copany no. 5, was not
being properly maintained in a safe oper-
ating. condition: ,the reset and safe :.off
switches were broken, wiring for the bat-
tery charging unit and two traction

motors and one conveyor motor was not

properly insulated, there was excessive

play in the steering linkage [six times the
properly, maintained:'amount], there was
no headlight on the loading end and a
bursted'glbe in'thedischarge end light.

After being issued the orde>'
Zeigld6r (Coal Company (Zeigler)
stated that the; car was in a heavy'
traffic area and requested' perinis-
sion of the MESA inspector to inove'
it. The inspector permitted it to b&
moved 125 feet under his supervi-
sion.,, :

After a timely application for re--
view. of the order, was filed by
Zeigler and, reply by MESA, an
evidentiary hearing, with both par-
ties represented by counsel, was held.
before anl Administrative Law
Judge (Judge), whose decision,.
holding for M:ESA, is the subject
of this appeal to the Board.

The. Judge found that the con-
ditions cited in the order constituted
imminent danger and that it was
necessary to .discontinue use of the
car, in order to repair it. The Judge
concluded that, since the car was
regularly used in the normal. oper-
ation of the mine and its use created
an imminently dangerous condition
with respect-.to the cars operator,
passengers, and any workers in the
minme where the vehicle might
travel, the frspector's issuance'of a
§104 (a) withdrawal.order,, which

was intended to .and did remove this
imlnninently dangerous mobile piece
of equipment fron normal mining
operations,,was proper.

Zeigler contends that the condi-
tioi's cited in the'order-.did not con-
stitute imminent danger -and that
the withdrawal order was improp-
erly issued.

[ 81 L.D, 
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Issues Presented 

A. Whethera section 104(a) or-
der can properly be issued limited
to "a piece of equipment used in a
coal mine.

'B. Whether the conditions c ited
in the order constitute imminent
danger-as that term is defined in
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act).'.

Discussion

A.

Section 3.(h) of the Act defines
"coal mine" as "''@ an area of
land and all structures, facilities,
machinery, tools, equipment, * * *
placed 'upon, under, or above the
surface of such land ** * used: n,
* * * the work of extracting in such
area bituminous coal, lignite, or
anthracite from its.natural deposits
in the earth * * *." In our view a
shuttle car constitutes part of a coal
mine, and we think the inspector
properly determined that an "im-
minent danger" situation was cre-
ated by' the' shuttle car itself. We,
therefore, conclude that the Judge's
decision that- a section 104 (a) order
lcan properly be issued on a piece
of equipment was correct.

B.

In Any determination of immi-
nent danger, it-is necessary to deter-
mine if. the facts of the case support
the conclusion of the inspector
nvolved. In.the instant case, the'

'P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
i§ 801-960 (1969).

AL C - 149
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conditions cited in'the order are un-
"disputed. Zeigler questions whethr
they constitute imminent danger

*Based on the definition of "irmmi-
nlent danger" in section 3(j of the
Act,2 'the Board finds at the co-
ditions cited could have relted in
death or serious injury had they not'
been abated prior to returning the'
car. to normal operation. 'However,
the question arises -as to how im i-
nent is the danger if -the'inspector
permitted the car to be moved prior
to abatement. Since the men repair-
ing the car are considered to be see '
tion 104(4) personnel and are' per-
mitted to remain in the area covered
by a section 104 (a) order, and leav-
ing the car in a heavy traffic- area

' would hamper its; repair and pre-
sent another hazard to those repair-
ing it, and since the move was su-
pervised by the inspector, the Board
finds that the inspector was justi-
fied in permitting the move and
that permitting the move does not
vitiate the inspector's conclusion
that imminent danger existed. Ac-
cordingly, the Board concludes that'
the issuance of, the section 104 (a)
order was proper.

Further,' based n the decision of
the Board in Eastern Assodlated
Coal 2orporatio, 2 IBMA. 128,
137,'80 I.D. 400, 404, C'CH Employ-

2 Section 3(j) of the Act, 30 U.S.c. § 802(j),
defines "imminent danger" as follows: immi-
nent danger means the existence. of, any con-
dition or practice in a coal mine.which could

-reasonably be expected to cause death or
seri6us physical harm before such conditions
or practices can be; abated",;, See also, Free-'
nan Coal mining Oorporation 2 IBMA I197,

80 I.D. 610, CCEmployment Safety and
Health Guide, par. 16,567 (1973).

I AL, � COWANY, - � --� - -- � -- 14.tlj

26, 1974
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merit Safety and Health Guide -par.
16,187 (1973), we. reject Zeigler's
contention that the, inspector should
have taken some alternative action
which would. have achieved the
same result, rather than issue a sc-
tion 104: (a) order.

ORDER

'WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1'(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that the decision in the above-
c aptioned case dismissing Zeigler's
application for review IS AF-
FIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
- Clief Adninistrative Judge.

C ONCUfR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

JACK Z. BOYD
(ON RECONSIDERATION)

15 IBLA 174.
* l: . Decided March , 1974

Appeal from a letter decision 'of the
State Offiee, Anchorage, Alaska, Bu-
reau of Land Management, notifying
appellant that his notice of location
(AA-8438) i unacceptable for re-
,cordation.

Affirmed.

Alaska Homesteads-Alaska Native
-Claims Settlement Act Generally-
Homesteads (Ordinary):: Lands Sub-

ject to-Withdrawals and Reserva-
tions: Effect of-Words and Phrases

Where land included in a homestead
entry of record is included among ands
withdrawAl "subject to valid existing
rights," the withdrawal attaches, as of
the date of the withdrawal, to all land
described including the homestead land;
as to the homestead land the withdrawal
becomes effective eo nstanti upon ter-
minatio n of the homestead entry.

Alaska: omesteads-Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act-Homesteads
(Ordinary): Lands Subject to-With-
drawals and Reservations: Effect of

A notice of location filed pursuant to the
homestead laws but embracing land
cOvered by a withdrawal is unacceptable
for recordation.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Mea-
. cham, Esq., Ely, Guess and Rudd of

Anchorage, Alas]ga, for appellant.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE GOSS .-

INTERIOR BOARID OF LAND
APPEALS

Jack Z. Boyd has appealed' to
the Board of Land Appeals from
a letter decision of the State Office,
Anchorage, Alaska, Bureau of
Land Management dated Au gust
24, 1973, notifying him that his
notice of location filed July 23,1973,
pursuant to.the. Act of April 29,

950 (64 Stat. 94), as e nded, 43

'By separate letter dated January 14,
1974, counsel for appellant has requested
advice as to the effect of a disallowed home-
stead entry upon the requirements for habita-
tion, settlement and, cultivation. Since such
questions are not a part of the appeal to the
Board, the letter Is returned to the: State
Office for appropriate action.
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US.,C. § 270 (1970), was unaccept- Peden's entry expired without the
able for recordation. Pursuant: to. filing of final proof ol July :1.

the discretionary authority of the 1973. Appellant argues that (1).

Board under 43 C2FR 4.412, the ap- since, at the time of the withdraw-

peal had been summarily dismissed, als, the 'lands were covered by the

but in view of information now existing'valid homestead entry, the

available it is appropriate to recon- lands were excepted from- the op-

sider the dismissal so that the case eration of the withdrawals by the

may be decided on its merits. provision in the law and the orders'

In his notice of location, appel- that the withdrawals are "subject

lant asserted that occupancy was to valid existing rights," and (2)

initiated June 29, 1973. The State upon expiration of Peden's rights

Office determined that the notice the land became open to appropri-

of location was unacceptable for ation under the homestead laws.

recordation because the. land was In a somewhat similar, appeal,

withdrawn by the Alaska Native Paxton J. Sullivan, 14 IBLA 120,
Claims Settlement Act, on Decem- 80 I.D. 810 (1973), the Board ruled

ber 18, 1971 (85. Stat. 696), 43 against an application for home-

U.S.C. §1610 (Supp. II, 1972). stead entry filed for withdrawn

That Act withdrew the entire town- land after expiration of a prior

ship for village purposes in settle- homestead entry. In Sullivan, the.
ment of the claims of the Eskimo, Board cited a 1935 Solicitor's

Aleut and Indian Natives of Alas- Opinion, 55- I.D. 205 which dis-

ka. The township was further cussed at 208 the meaning of the

withdrawn by Public Land Order phrase "subject to existing valid

5184, dated March 9 1972, 37 F.. 'rights":

5588, which withdrew for classifi-
-cation or reclassification some of
the areas .withdrawn by section 11
of 'the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act. Public Land Orders
5150, dated December.28, 1971, 36
F.R. 25310, and'5151, December 29,
1971, 37 F.iR. 142, also withdrew the
land for a utility and transporta-
tion corridor.'

Appellant contends in his state-
ment of reasons that the lands in-
volved were included within the
homestead entry of John L. Peden
(AA-2997) prior to the dates of
'the law and orders cited by the
State Office. Appellant states.that

'Unquestionably, the President, acting.
under the authority granted him in the-
act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as
amended, could withdraw land which is
already appropriated, reserved, or with-
drawn. Such a withdrawal, however,
could take effect as to land already ap-
propriate'd, reserved, or withdrawn, only
upon the valid extinguishment of the
prior claim or withdrawal. Compare 5
L.D. 49; 10 L.D. 144; 15 L.D. 2; 32 L.D.
395; 50 L.D. 262. In such a case the
Executive withdrawal acts as a claim to
'the land secondary to that which al-
ready exists. As such, it lies dormant
until the extinguishment of the prior
claim, at which time it can and does
actively attach to the land.

It is, of course, not necessary for the
President to exercise his powers to the
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fullest extent; and, in a given case he
may desire to exclude from a with-
drawal all lands theretofore appropri-
ated; reserved or withdrawn. A
determination of the intention of the
President is dependent upon the terms of

-the order itself; and where an inten-
tion not to include such land is ex-
pressed, the withdrawal would not at-
tach to the theretofore withdrawn lands
or other lands excluded from the scope
of the order. Compare 29 L.D. 533; 30
L.D. 515.

The Executive order here in question
purports to withdraw "all of the vacant,
unreserved, anld unappropriated public
land", in certain enumerated States. This
withdrawal clause is not wholly free
from ambiguity. It might indicate an
intention to have the order cover only
such lands as were vacant, unreserved,
and unappropriated at the moment the
order was signed. On the other hand, it
might be held that the order was intended
to attach actively to all vacant, unre-
served, and unappropriated lands, and
hence to cover all lands which might be-
come vacant, unreserved, and unappro-
priated during the life of the order.

I believe that the Withdrawal clause,
contained in the Executive order of
November 26, 1934, properly should be
construed in the latter sense. This con-
e clusion is fortified by the express pro-
vision in the order that "the withdrawal
hereby effected is subject to existing
valid rights." There would. be no neces-
sity for such a provision unless the with-
drawal embraced appropriated lands. If
it did not; there could be nonexisting
valid rights" requiring protection.

Consequently, considering the Execu-
tive order as a whole, I hold that while
it operates to save valid appropriations,
reservations, or withdrawals during the
period of their existence, it actually at-
taches to those lands as a secondary claim
and becomes effective upon the termi-
nation of the prior claim.

It is clear, therefore, that where
land is withdrawn "subject to valid

existing rights," the withdrawal at-
taches, to all the land described, as
of the date of the withdrawal. As
to land in a homestead entry, the
withdrawal becomes effective ea
instanti when rights under the entry
terminate. Cf. Dale B. Lindsey. 13
IBLA 107 (1973).

Regarding the land here involved,
at the time Pederi's rights termi-
nated the withdrawals became ef-
fective. Appellant acquired no right
to the land covered by the with-
drawals. It was proper for the State
Office to rule that the notice of
location was unacceptable for
recordation.2

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals, by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the de-
cision appealed from is affirmed.

JOSEPr W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

'WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK FISHMAN,

Administrative Judge.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,
Administrative Judge.

2 Compare also the Board's holding in &uZti-
van, upra, that a public land application
embracing land in a withdrawal must be re-
jected. Accord, Curtis Wheeler, S IBLA 148
(1972). Sullivan cites 43 CER 2091.1, which
provides in part:

~4. * * [Applications which are accepted
for filing must be rejected and cannot be held
pending possible future availability of the

* land or interests in the land, when approval
of the application Is prevented by:

(a) Withdrawal or reservation of the
lands;

(b) An allowed entry or selection of
record * a

[81 I. 
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EASTERN ASSOCIATEDCOAL CORP.

3 IBMA 60
Decided March 29,1 974

Appeal by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from a decision dated
September 4, 1973, dismissing Appli-
cations for Review of imminent danger
withdrawal orders in Docket Nos.
HOPE 73-326 and HOPE 73-341.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

Presence of 1.5 volume per centu or
more of methane supports issuanee of a
section 104(a) withdrawal order. Good
faith i the voluntary withdrawal of
miners and commencement of efforts to
abate prior to issuance will not invalidate
a withdrawal order.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Boettger,
Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation; Michael T. Heenan,
Esq., Trial Attorney, J. Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Eastern Associated 'Coal Corpo-
ration (Eastern) appeals to the
Board to reverse a decision, dated
September 4, 1973, wherein the Ad-
ininistrative Law Judge (Judge)
dismissed two Applications for Re-

view of imminent danger with.4
drawal orders issued pursuant to
section 104(a) of the; Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.' Eastern claims that 'the in-
stances of concentrations of meth-
ane in excess of 1.5 per centum e

which gave rise to the instant with-
drawal orders did not constitute im-
minent dangers because the record
does not support findings that the
belt, a potential source of a spark,
was energized at the relevant times.
Eastern also argues that the orders
should not have been issued since it
had taken all proper precautionary
measures to deal with an accumula-
tion of methane as required: by sec-
tion 303 (h) (2) of the Act.

With respect to the first conten-
tion, we have heretofore held that
section 303(h) (2) 2 necessarily re-
quires that a methane accumulation
in excess of 1.5 per centum consti-
tutes a per se imminent danger.:
Pittsburgh Coal Company, 2 IBMA
277, 80 I.1D. 656, CCCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par.:
16,776 (1973). Eastern has shown
no reason to cause us to reconsider
our previously stated view and con-
sequently we reject its argument on
this point.

Turning to the second contention,
we hold that evidence to the effect
that an operator is already seeking
in good faith and with due dili-

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30. U.S.C.,
|§ 801-960 (1969).

2 In relevant part, section 303(h) (2)
reads: "If at any time the air at any working
place * * *1.5 volume per centum or more
of methane, all persons, except those referred
to in section 104(d) of this Act, shall he
withdrawn * * C .

. 158)
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gence to abate a condition Which
constitutes an imminent danger at
the time a withdrawal order is is-
sued is irrelevant to that order's
validity. As the Board stated in a
previous opinion:

* * e Although prior evacuation of
miners, or voluntary work stoppage by
an operator 'may be laudatory and indi-
cate concern for the safety of the miners,
such actions, although taken in all good
faith, cannot operate to eliminate an
otherwise imminently dangerous con-
dition or practice. Likewise, the fact
that the process of abatement may have
commenced prior to the issuance of the
order,. and that the time required for
abatement may be brief, does not in our
view serve to invalidate the order.3

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
-by the Secretary of the Interior (49
CFR 4.1(4) ), the decision appealed
from IS AFFIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,

Adnmhnistrative Judge.

: I-CONCUR: 

;C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

CAief Adminstrative Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL' COMPANY

3 IMA 64
Decided Maroh 29, 19W4

Appeal by the Zeigler 'Coal Company
from an Administrative Law udge's
decision '(Docket No. BARB 73-124),

Scastern Associated Coal Corp., 2 IBMA
128, 136, 80 D. 400, 404, cCH Employment
Safety and Health (Guide par. 16,187 (1973),
aff'd sub nom Eastern Associated Coal Corp.

v. Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals,
No. 73-1859 (4th Cir. February 12, 1974).

dated September 14, 1973, vacating ai
Order of Withdrawal issued pursuant
to section 104(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.1

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: .Hearings: Consolidation

Consolidation, of an application for re-
view (section 105) and a petition for

assessment (section 109) proceedings

involving the same Order of Withdrawal

or Notice of Violation is not required in

the absence of a request therefor.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Review of Notices and
Orders: Scope of Review

An Administrative Law Judge is limited

in a stion 105(a) proceeding concern-
ing a section 104(a) withdrawal order to

a determination of, first, whether the

conditions cited in the order, in fact;

existed and, second, whether these con-

ditions constitute imminent danger.

APPEARANCES: J. albert Woods,
'Esq., for appellant, Zeigler Coal Com-
pany; Robert W. Long, Esq., Associ-
ate Solicitor, J3. Philip Smith, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor,, John P. McGee-
han, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY.
ADMVINISTRATI VE JUDGE

ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On September 1, 1972, appellant
filed an. application for review of a

I-P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
5§ 801-960 (1969).

j 81 I.D.;-
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section 104 (a) ithdrawal order.
The order was issued for imminent
danger and cited nine conditions or
practices which allegedly consti-
tlited imniinent danger. In vacat-
ing the orderfor lack of imminent
danger, the Administrative Law
Jadge (Judge) specifically refused
to rule on whether 'any of the cited
conditions 'or 'practices constitued
violations of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 (the
Act), stating that the existence of
any such violation was not in issue
in a case involving the validity of
a section 104(a) order of with-
drawal. At the hearing, appellant
presented to witnesses who testi-
fied that the conditions cited in the
order had existed, but that they 'did
not' constitute immiient danger.
The' Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MIESA)
presented no evidence; infact the
inspector who issued the order was
deceased at the time of the hearing,
and it relied on the record. Based
on the evidence, the Judge found
that the conditions cited in the
order had existed and that they did
not constitute imminent danger. On
this appeal, the sole question before
the Board is whether it was error
for the Judge to refuse to rule that
the conditions cited in the vacated
order could not be the subject of a
future penalty proceeding. Appel-
lant also contends on appeal, for the
first time in 'the proceeding, that
the Judge erred in not consolidat-
ing, sua ponte, the section 106 (a)
proceeding and the' section 109 (a)
proceeding stemniing from the same

Order of Withdrawal. Appellant
did not at any time move for such
consolidation.

i Issues Presented

A. Whether the vacation of a section
104(a) order of withdrawal in an a-
ptication for review proceeding forecloses
the filing or adjudication of a separate
proceeding for assessment of civil penal-
ties on alleged violations of mandatory
health or safety standards cited in the 
order 'of withdrawal.

B. Whether it is error for an Adminis-
trative Law Judge not to. consolidate,
sua sponte, a sectioin 105 proceeding and
a section 109 proceeding. involving the
same alleged violations of, the Act in
the absence 'of a request therefor.

Disceszons

A.

In Eastern Assoated Jad Cor-
poration, 2 IBMA 128, 80 I.D. 400,
CCH Employment Safety and,
Health Guide, par. 16, 187 (1973),
the Board stated that "* * * where
a section 104 (a). order is vacated,
the condition or practices described
in such order may, nevertheless,
constitute violations of mandatory
safety standards, subject to penalty
assessments * * *.". 

The sole question on review in
this case is whether the conditions
or practices cited in 'the order con-
stitute imminent danger. The record
reveals that the conditions cited
'were admitted to exist by appellant,
but the conclusion of imminent dan-
ger was contested. Therefore, the
Judge 'was justified in limiting his
decision to vacation of the order for
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lack of imminent danger. Only if
the conditions cited were contested
and found not to have existed would
the Judge's decision be res udioata
in a subsequent penalty proceeding.

B.

The operator also contends that
the Judge should require consolida-
tion of a section 109 proceeding and
a section 105 proceeding or that
MESA should move for consolida-
tion if it. intends to seek -penalty
assessments. -

We view consolidation as a proce-
dural matter within, the discretion-
ary administrative, authority of a
Judge to regulate hearings. Under
the rules, neither party is required
to request or prohibited from re-
questing consolidation in appropri-
ate cases, nor is the Judge barred
from consolidating either sua sponte
or-upon request, where it is appro-
priate and practical. However, we
cannot conclude that it was error for
the Judge not to have consolidated
the section 105 and section .109 pro-
ceedings, where no request therefor
was made. (See Amigo Smokeless
Coal Cbrnpany, 2 IBMA 310, 80
LD. 725, CCI-L Employment Safety

and Health Guide, par. 16,895
(1973)) .

Although appellant requested
oral argument in this case, the
Board, after consideration of 'the
record below and the briefs of the
parties, feels that it is unnecessary
and, therefore, will deny the request.

In light of the foregoing discus-
sion, we are not required to rule on
appellant's request that the Board
dismiss with prejudice the penalty
proceeding involving the conditions
cited in the subject order.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of' the Interior (43
CGFR 4.1 (4) ), IT IS 0RDE RED
that the Judge's Decision-and Order
of September 14, 1973, in the above-
entitled proceeding IS AF-
FIRMED and the request for oral
argument IS DENIED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR., -

- Chief Administrative Judge.,

I co2fcun:

DAvID DOANE,
Admnin strative Judge.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE; 1?74
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APPEAL OF CARL W. OLSON
& SONS COMPANY

IBCA-930-9-71

Decided April 4,1974

CERTIFIED-RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED.

Contract No. 14-O6-D-6662, Specifica-
tions No. DC-6703, Earthwork, Con-
crete Lining and. Structures for San
m~uis Drain, Bureau of Reclamation.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dis-
covery-Administrative Procedure:
Public Information-Confidential In--
formation

The resolution of claims of. privilege
requires an adjustment of' the divergent
interests involved on an ad hoc basis;
accordingly, the Board finds that docu-
ments furnished a contracting officer by
Government personnel regarding a claim
-filed for an equitable adjustment are not
entitled to be withheld on the ground
that they are internal advisory memo-
randa prepared in contemplation of liti-
gation since, on balance, they relate only
to factual matters and, having been fur-
nished the contracting officer prior to
issuance of his decision, are not consid-
ered to have been prepared in anticipa-
tion of litigation. Documents consisting
of calculations and drafts of proposed
findings of fact are considered to bear
upon the mental processes, deliberations,
computations and methods by which the
contracting officer arrived at his decision
and are privileged.

APPEARANCES:4 Mr. Richard W.
Smith, Attorney at Law, Woods,
Aitken, Smith, Greer, Overcash &
Spangler, Lincoln, Nebraska, for ap-

pellant; Messrs. William A. Periy,
Albert V. Witham, Department. Coun-
sel, Denver, Colorado, for the Govern-
ment.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE KIMBALL

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Order Ruling Upon Claims of
Privilege

In the course of producing vari-
ous documents for the appellant's
inspection, the Government with-
held eight which it claims are privi-:
leged. Pursuant 'to an .Ordertdated
September 14,1973, the documents
have been transmitted to the Board
for in camera review, in order to
determine if the Government's
claims should be upheld.

The documents in question are:
(1) A memorandum dated Au-

gust 12, 1970, from the Project Con-!
struction Engineer to the Civil
Engineer, consisting of2 six pages,
transmitting a draft of a findings-of
fact of 32 pages.

(2) A memorandum dated Sep-,
tember 18, 1970, from the Project
Construction Engineer, to the Di-
rector of Design and Construction,
transmitting handwritten computa-
tions in connection with the appel-
lant's claim (which is dated June 11,
1970)., 

(3) A memorandum dated Sep-.
tember 24, 1970, from the Regional
Director to the Project 'Construe-

81 I.D. No. 4Z47-381-74
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tion Engineer, relating to g(
and groundwater conditions i
ing appellant's claim.

(4) An undated, unsigned
orandum, consisting of nine
commenting on the appe
claim of June 11, 1970, by
Bara (according to Depal
Counsel's Memorandum, date
tober 4, 1973). Mr. Bara's fu
is not shown.

(5) A draft, undated, of fli
of fact and decision prepare
cording to Department Coun
the Office of the Director of I
and Construction, consistih
eighteen pages.

(6) An undated, hands
memorandum from the Chief
struction Branch No. 1 to th,
engineer, transmitting four
of handwritten comments b
chief inspector relating to c
pages of the appellant's claim

(7) A memorandum consist
five pages, dated July 10, 19X
lating to the appellant's claim.,
the Chief, Construction Bran(
3, which includes his memora
of December 11, 1969, and
covering work from March 10,
to April 23, 1969, and a list of
ment used by the appellant.

(8) A memorandum
July 9, 1970, from Chief, Mat
Branch to Field Engineer, re
ing a specific page of appel
claim.

The Government's position i
the documents should be wit
because they-

,ologic * * * were prepared subsequent to ap-
nvolv- pellant's claim [, * * contain opin-

ions and conclusions of the authors con-
cerning the claim i,] * * * are internal

Imuem- confidential communications, advisory in
pages, nature, prepared for the Contracting Of-
liant's ficer or his subordinate officials as part
,. P of the decision-ualing process made nec-

essary by this claim * * * [and] all fall
Itment squarely within the rule * * * that
ed Oc- intra-agency advisory opinions are privi-
notion leged.

In its view, the documents "are not
idings subject to discovery save for the
Pd. ac- most compelling reasons not present
sel, in here." In addition, the proposed
)esign findings of fact were withheld on
ig of the ground that they are drafts.

The appellant contends that with-
vritten holding the documents is contrary
, Con- to the spirit of full disclosure fa-
e field vored by the Freedom of Informa-
pages tion Act (5 U.S.C. § 552 (1970)).
y the It acknowledges the existence of
ertain a privileged status for "inter-
- -I agency or intra-agency memoran-

ing of dums or letters" under sec. 552(b)
70, re- (5) of the Act,' but asserts that the
, from documents in question are not cov-
ch No. ered thereby where the Government
ndum is acting in its contractual capacity,
notes as it is here. The drafts of proposed
1969, findings of fact are said to be dis-

equip- coverable in connection with appel-
lant's allegation of arbitrariness on

dated the part of the contracting officer.
erials

15 U.S.C. § 552 (b) (1970) reads:
gard- "This section does not apply to matters that

lant'S; are-
* * * * e , 

' (5) inter-agency or ntra-agency memoran-
is that dums or letters which would not be available
lhheld by law to a party other than an agency in

litigation with the agency;"

* , . * -

158
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The production of documents for
the appellant's inspection has been
taking place pursuant to Sec. 4.116
of our rules.2 Invocation of the
Freedom of Information Act in
support, of disclosure does not en-
large the availability to a contractor
of intra-agency documents. Sec.
552(b) (5) clearly provides that
intra-agency memoranda are public
information only insofar as they
would be available "by law." Thus,
the discoverability of such mate-
rials under our rules is unaffected
by the Freedom of Information
Act. 8 Written information which is
subject to disclosure under Board
procedures is not protected from
discovery by the sec. 552(b) (5)
exemptionA 

Both parties have cited a number
of court and board decisions in sup-
port of their respective views.
Precedents in this area, however, at
most provide guidance only, and
carry far less authority than they

X "See. 4.116 Interrogatories to parties;
Inspection of documents; admission of facts.

"For good cause shown, the Board may
e * * order a party to produce and permit
inspection and copying or photographing of
designated documents relevant to the appeal.
* * Such permission will be granted and
orders entered as are consistent with the
objective of securing just and prompt deter-
mination of appeals.'

3Alison &. Haney, Ic., IBCA-587--66
(June 19, 1967), 74 I.D. 1T8, 183 u. 11, 67-2
BCA par. 6401; 4 Moore Pederal Praectice
par. 26.61 [4. -3], at 26-277 (2d ea. 1974).

' Pleasant Hill Rand V. United States, 5S
FAR.D. 97, 100 (W.D. Mo. 1973). See Note,
The Freedom of Information Act and the ER-
esaption for Intra-agency . MIemLoranda, 86
Harv. L. Rev. 1047, 1050-51 (1973).

would in o&rdinary circumstances&
Questions of privilege are more
properly decided on an ad. hoc basis
and not in the abstract.6 For this.
reason, appellant's assertion that
the doctrine of privilege is inappli-
cable in a contract dispute need not
be passed upon. Generalized limits-
tion or abrogation of the principle
where the Government is acting in
its contractual capacity is not, in
our opinion, a matter for a board
of contract appeals to determine in
the first instance.

To resolve a claim of privilege,
we must effect an adjustment be-
tween important but divergent in-
terests. On the one hand, established
public policy requires an open and
free exchange of opinions and rec-
ommendations among Government
personnel. The belief that routine
disclosure of such communications
would seriously inhibit frank dis-
cussion and would thereby impede
the administrative process has long*
been held.

On the other hand, an equally
powerful factor to be considered is
the need of a litigant for the infor-
mation in question. This case is, as
we have said in an earlier proceed-
ing, one "of potentially greater-
magnitude and considerable com-
plexity." Our overriding aim is to

6 Wood v. Breier, 54 F.R.D. 7, 11 (.D. Wis,
1972).

Wood v. Breier, note 5, spra; Allison &
Haney, nc., IBCA-587-9-66 (September 13,
1968), 68-2 BCA par. 7242, at 33,684-85, and
cases cited therein.
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provide a speedy, just and inexpen-
sive forum. Inspection by the appel-
!lant of the documents withheld
amight reduce the length of the hear-
:ing and even speed' ultimate ispo-
hsition of this appeal.

The Government has pointed out
that the documents in question were-
prepared subsequent to June 11,
1970, the date of the appellant's
claim. As such, according to De-
partmnent Counsel, they constituted
privileged internal advisory memo-
randa, opinions and recommenda-
tions relating to the contracting
officer's decision-making process.
The appellant, however, has ex-
pressed the belief that the docu-
ments are mainly factual, and
contends that factual data are not
privileged.

Ordinarily, under Rule 26(b) (3)
of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure, materials prepared in an-
ticipation of litigation are available
"only upon a showing that the
party seeking discovery has need of
the materials in the preparation of
his case and that he is unablemwith-
out undue hardship to obtain the
substantial equivalent of the mate-
rials by other means." (Italics sup-
plied.) It is the Government's posi-
tion that no such demonstration has:
been made.

It appears that the documents in
question were prepared in the course
of evaluating the appellant's pro-
posal for an equitable adjustment.
At that stage whatever differences
existed between the parties had not

ripened into a dispute. The contract-
ing officer thereafter issued a find-
ings of fact and decision dated
July 26, 1971 (Appeal File Ex-
hibit 20), in which an equitable ad-
justment was made, although not to
the extent claimed by the appellant.
Only at that point, after the parties
were unable to agree upon the.
amount of an adjustment, can it be
said that a dispute arose. Under the
circumstances we ae unable to find
that the documents sought were pre-
pared in anticipation of. litigation,
as contemplated by Rule 26 (b) (3) .7

In Vitro Corporation of Amer-
ica,8 this Board laid down six tests
to be utilized in determining if doc-
uments sought by a contractor are
subject to disclosure where the Gov-
ermuent claims they are privileged.
Since that decision discovery prac-
tice before boards has increased
dramatically but the guidelines are
still sound in most circumstances.
They are: (1) the relevancy of the
documents to the subject matter in-
volved in the appeal; (2) the neces-
sity of the documents for proving
appellant's case; (3) the seriousness
of the danger to the public interest
which disclosure of the documents
would involve; (4) the presence in

7 See Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Litton
Systems, Inc., ASBCA No. 17717 (August16,
1973), 73-2 BCA par 10,205, at 48,104. It
should be noted also that the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure are not binding on adminis-
trative agencies including this Board. Carl W.
Olson & Sons Co., IBCA-930-9-71 (April ig,
1973), 73-I CA par. 10,009, at 46,960 and
n. 2.

8 IBCA-376 (August 6, 1964), 71 I.D. 301,
310, 1964 BCA par. 4360.

[81 I.a
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the documents of factual data, on
the one hand, or of policy opinions,
on the other; (5) the existence of
confidential relationships which dis-
closure of the documents might un-
duly impair; and (6) the normal
desirability of full disclosure of all
facts in the possession of either
party to the appeal.

Our examination of the materials
being withheld reveals that items 1
(except for the draft of findings of
fact), 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8, are relevant
and are essentially factual in na-
ture. They contain statements of
fact and factual analysis. Whatever
opinions or recommendations that
are included relate to those factual
matters and not to matters of policy
or policy formulation., As the
Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals has said: "The 'advisory
opinions' that executive privilege is
designed to protect . . . contain
ideas and points of view on legal
and policy matters as distinguished
from factual matters." O

At the same time, the Govern-
ment has not shown that disclosure
of these documents would involve
serious danger to the public interest,
nor unduly impair the existence of
confidential relationships. The Gov-
ernment has merely made a general
assertion of privilege as to each doc-
ument. When a document is claimed
to be privileged it is incumbent upon

9 See Ingalls, note 7, supra at 48,104, 48,-
105; Blackhawk Heating & Plumbing Co., Inc.,
VACAB No. 837 (August 21, 1969), 69-2 BCA
par. 7847, at 36,475-76.

1
0Ingalls, note 7, supra, at 48,100.

the Government. to specify the
'particular passage said to be
protected."

In the last analysis,. however, a
decision to hold a particular docu-
ment privileged represents above all
a judgment that such materiaL
would not flow freely within an
agency if public disclosure were ex-
pected.'2 The view has been ex-
pressed, in this regard, that factual
investigations, such as evaluations
of contract claims, "will not fore-
seeably dry up because of the pos-
sibility of future disclosure . ."

but, on the contrary, "the lImowledge
of possible future disclosure" will
"bring to bear a greater incentive
for the investigators to be fully
accurate. l 13

We find that the appellant has
demonstrated a need for the inspec-
tion of items 1 (except for the draft
findings of fact attached thereto), 3,
4, 6, 7 and 8, for purposes of dis-
covery. On balance we hold that
these documents are not privileged
and the Government is hereby di-
rected to make them available to
the appellant at a time to be ar-
ranged between counsel.

On the other hand, items 2 and 5
and the draft of a proposed findings
of fact and decision attached to item
1 are privileged and need not be dis-
closed. They bear upon the mental

1' Allied Materials & Equipment Comnpany,
Inc., ASBCA No. 17318 (September 1, 1973),
73-2 BCA par..10,338, at 48,805-806; Ingalls,
note 7, supra, at 48,104-105.

12 See Note, 86 arv. L. Rev., note 4,
supra, at 1057.

13 Igalls, note 7, upra, at 48,100.

157] 161
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processes, deliberations, computa-
tions and methods by which the con-
tracting officer arrived at his final
decision.14 Their disclosure would
constitute an invasion of the admin-
istrative reasoning process which
traditionally has been protected.

The appellant asserts that these
drafts are necessary in order to
determine if the contracting officer
rendered his own decision or arbi-
trarily followed the suggestions of
others. From our examination of the
file it appears that the contracting
officer's decision was the product of
his personal and independent judg-
ment. Comparison with the drafts
reveals that his decision is by no
means a slavish duplication. Even
-if it were, however, a mere showing
that the contracting officer adopted
without change a decision prepared
by a subordinate is not enough to
warrant further inquiry into the
question of whether he acted in-
dependently.5

Conclusion

The claim of privilege is upheld
as to items 2, 5 and the draft of find-
ings of fact and decision attached to
item 1.

lo See Distillery, Rectifying, Wine & Allied
Workers International Union v. Miller, 16 F.R.
Serv. 2d 299 (W.D. Ky. 1972); Shaffer Tool
Works v. Joy Manufacturing Co., 14 F.R. Serv.
2d 1282 (S.D. Texas 1970). In Allison &
Haney, note 6, supra, in refusing to make a
draft of a findings of fact available, we said, at
33,6S6, "An appellant is not entitled to raid
the Government's waste basket."

15 J. A. Terteling S Sons, Inc. v. United
States, 182 Ct. Cl. 691, 694 (1968). See Pacific
Architects and Engineers Incorporated v.
United States, No. 298-72, Ct. Cl., Janu-
ary 23, 1974, at 16.

The claim of privilege is denied
as to items 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 1 (ex-
cept for the draft of findings of fact
and decision attached thereto). The
Government is hereby directed to
make these documents available to
the appellant for inspection and
copying -at a time to be arranged
between counsel.

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.

KIRKPATRICK OIL AND GAS
COMPANY

15 IBLA 216
Decided April 9, 1974

Appeal from a decision of the Acting
Director, Geological Survey, GS-52-
O&G, refusing to approve a 640-acre
communitization plan.

Affirmed.

Oil and Gas Leases: Generally-Oil and
Gas Leases: Communitization Agree.
ments

While the actions of a state, under its
police powers, in establishing spacing
units for oil and gas wells is a factor to
be considered in determining the accepta-
bility of a communitization agreement,
the Department of the Interior reserves
the final authority on approving com.-
munitization agreements affecting federal
leases of oil and gas deposits.

Oil and Gas Leases: Communitization
Agreements

[81 .D.
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Where evidence indicates that a produc-
ing well is an oil well, and that a single
well under a 640-acre spacing agreement
will not effectively recover available oil
from the underlying pool, it is proper to
refuse to approve a communitization
agreement for such area.

Oil and Gas Leases: Comminitization
Agreements-Oil and Gas Leases:
Royalties

In the absence of an approved communi-
tization agreement involving a federal oil
and gas lease, production of oil and gas
from such federal lease is wholly attrib-
utable to that lease for computation of
royalty due to the United States.

APPEARANCES: John R. Robertson,
Jr., Esq., of George, Kenan, Robertson
& Lindsey, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
for appellant.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRA TITVE

JUDGE HENRIQUES

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

Kirkpatrick Oil and Gas Com-
pany has appealed from a decision
of the Acting Director, Geological
Survey, dated July 17, 1973, in
which he affirmed the refusal by
Regional Oil and Gas Supervisor,
Tulsa, Oklahoma, to approve a 640-
acre communitization agreement
embracing Kirkpatrick's oil and gas
lease NM 025111-A (Okla.).

Oil and gas lease NM, 025111
(Okla.) issued on May 1, 1959, for
a primary term of five years and so
long thereafter as oil or gas was pro-
duced in paying quantities. By par-
tial assignment lease NM 025111-A

(Okla.) was created, effective De-
cember 1, 1961.. Oil and gas lease
NM 025111-A consisted of 171.60
acres, described by metes and
bounds, in sec. 3, T. 22 N., R. 14 W.,
I.M., Oklahoma. Upon proper ap-
plication the lease was extended for
an additional five years to April 30,
1969. Appellant acquired the lease
by assignment effective February 1,
1969. By decision dated May 13,
1969, a partial assignment of the
subject lease, aggregating 53.10
acres, more or less, was approved
effective April 1, 1969. Both the new
lease NM 025111-B (Oka.), and
lease NM 025111-A (Okla.), were
extended through March 31, 1971,
pursuant to 43 CPR 3128.5 (b) (now
43 3107.6-2). Lease NM 025111-A
(Okla.) contained 98.71 acres, more
or less.

On March 19, 1971, appellant
completed a producing well, Hep-
ner 1-3, with an initial production
of 136 barrels of 39.10 gravity oil
with 1,150 MCF of gas per day.
This production was achieved from
the Mississippi Lime formation at
a depth of 7,110 to 7,750 feet. The
resultant gas-oil ratio [GOR] was
thus 8,450 :1 in cubic feet of gas per
barrel of oil. By letter of July 29,
1971, appellant submitted a pro-
posed communitization agreement
embracing all of section 3. By letter
dated August 6, 1971, the Regional
Oil and Gas Supervisor informed
appellant that the proposed com-
munitization agreement was unac-
ceptable and returned unexecuted
copies thereof. This rejection was
premised on classification by the
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Geological Survey of the subject
well as an oil well, and a finding
that 640-acre spacing for oil wells
did not adequately protect the pub-
lie interest. The decision also in-
formed appellant that until an ac-
ceptable communitization plan was,
proposed, appellant would be obli-
gated to pay full federal royalties
on its production. Kirkpatrick ap-
pealed from this determination. By
decision dated July 17, 1973, the
Acting Director, Geological Survey,
affirmed the decision of the Re-
gional Oil and Gas Supervisor.

On appeal to this Board the ap-
pellant reiterates the arguments
presented to the Acting Director,
Geological Survey. Central to its
contentions is the action of the State
of Oklahoma Corporation Commis-
sion establishing a 640-acre spacing
unit for section 3. On April 25,1969,
pursuant to a request of appellant,
the Corporation Commission estab-
lished 640-acre spacing for a num-
ber of formations in various sections
within Ts. 22, 23 N., R. 14 W. This
spacing was established because it
was expected that natural gas would
be the hydrocarbon encountered as
the result of drilling a well, and that
one well would adequately, econom-
ically and efficiently drain at least
a drilling and spacing unit of 640
acres. Included in this order was
the Mississippi formation in sec. 3,
T. 22 N., R. 14 W., I.M., which em-
braced oil and gas lease NM 025111-
A (Okla.).

Appellant, as a result of the Cor-
poration Commission's action, is
impaled on the horns of a dilemma,

and as a practical matter contends
-that it is required to pay double
royalties. Under the Corporation
Commission's order of April 25,
1969, it is obligated to prorate pro-
duction from its well to all the acre-
age in section 3. Under the decision
of the Acting Director, Geological
Survey, however, appellant must
pay full federal royalties on the
production taken from the federal
leasehold. Thus, appellant is in the
position of owing to the federal
government royalty of 1/8th of
8/8ths production, in addition to its
royalty obligations to the other roy-
alty owners within the state ap-
proved spacing unit.'

This case presents an issue of first
impression before the Department
and the initial question that must
be faced is the authority of the fed-
eral government to utilize its own
criteria for the approval of a com-
munitization agreement involving a
federal oil and gas lease. The reso-
lution of this question entails an
analysis of the interplay between
the federal government's para-
mount authority over its oil and gas
deposits and the exercise of a state's

1Sec. 2(d) of the federal oil and gas lease
provides:

"'Royalty on production-To pay the lessor
121/2 percent royalty on the production re--
moved or sold from the leased lands computed
in accordance with the Oil and Gas Operat-
ing Regulations (30 CFR Pt. 221)."

Appellant contends that its outstanding
royalty obligation to the remaining royalty-
owners is 9.2549 percent. Thus its royalty-
obligations aggregate 21.75492 percent. We-
would also note that appellant contends that
the actual acreage in the section is 641.444
acres. Inasmuch as the exact acreage in the
section is immaterial to our disposition of
this case, we make no finding on this con-
tention.

[81 I.D.
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police power for conservation
purposes.

That Congress is possessed of the
power to exercise exclusive control
over federal property is clear from
a reading of Article IV, section 3,
clause 2, of the United States Con-
stitution.2 But it does not necessarily
follow that Congress has preempted
all state regulation of oil and gas
deposits in federal lands. Particu-
larly, in the area of state police
power, it has been held that until
such time as Congress has deter-
mined to deal exclusively with the
Subject, state law extends over the
public domain. See Colorado v. Toll,
-268 U.S. 228 (1925); McKel'vey v.
United States, 260 U.S. 353 (1922);
O'maeehevarria v. Idaho, 246 U.S.
:343 (1918); Texas Oil and Gas
Corp. v. Phillips Petroleum (7o., 277
F. Supp. 366, 369 (). Okla. 1967),
4ff'd, 406 F.2d 1303 (10th Cir. 1969).
cert. denied, 396 U.S. 829 (1969).

The applicable federal statute,
section 17 of the Mineral Leasing
.Act, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 226 (j)
(1970), provides in relevant part,

that:
[w]hen separate tracts cannot be inde-

pendently developed and operated in con-
formity with an established well-spacing

"or development program, any lease, or a
-portion thereof, may be pooled with other
lands, whether or not owned by the
United States, under a communitization
tor drilling agreement providing for an
Apportionment of production or royalties
-among the separate tracts of land com-

2 .Article IV, sec. 3, clause 2. provides:
Congress shall have Power to dispose of

.and make all needful Rules and Regulations
respecting the Territory or other Property
belonging to the United States; 5* *.5 

prising the drilling or spacing unit when
determined by the Secretary of the In-
terior to be in the public interest, and
operations or production pursuant to such
an agreement shall be deemed to be op-
erations or production as to each such
lease committed thereto.

The critical question is whethet the
above-quoted statute is indicative of
a Congressional preemption of state
regulation in the area of communi-
tization or drilling agreements af-
fecting federal leases. We believe
that it is. We find support for this
view in the opinion of District
Judge Daugherty in Texas Oil and
Gas Corp. v. Phillips Petroleum
Co., supra.

In that case, Texas Oil and Gas
Corporation and John H. Hill, own-
ers of federal oil and gas leases,
sought to quiet title in lands under
lease to them by seeking a declara-
tion that a forced pooling order by
the Oklahoma Corporation Com-
mission was null and void, as. ap-
plied to the federal lands. They
argued, inter aia, that the federal
government was vested with exclu-
sive control over the federal lands.
The court rejected any notion of a
blanket preemption, but held that
in two areas Congress had imposed
"significant controls which must be
satisfied: before the State police
power in the area of conservation
may ultimately attach." Id. at 369.
The first of these was that a federal
mineral lessee could not assign his
lease without the consent of the fed-
eral government, citing 30 U.S.C.
§ 187 (1970). The second condition
is of direct bearing on the instant
appeal, namely, that "a pooling or

1621
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communitization agreement involv-
ing federal and non-federal lands
must be approved by the Federal
Government." Id. Though the Court
refused to grant plaintiffs the re-
quested relief, its decision was prem-
ised on the fact that:

* * the evidence herein reveals with-
out dispute that the federal government
approved the transfer of the working in-
terests involved herein to the Defendant
by the forced pooling Order of the Okla-
homa Corporation Commission and ap-
proved the communitization of the leases
in the spacing unit prescribed by the
Oklahoma Corporation Comsnission. Thus,
these limited controls established by Con-
gress have been fully satisfied in this
case. (Italics added.) Id. at 369.

The difference between Texas Oil
and Gas Corp., supra, and the in-
stant case is precisely the fact that
the federal government has not ap-
proved the communitization of the
leases in the spacing unit prescribed
by the Oklahoma Corporation Com-
mission. We think it clear that the
federal government is under no ob-
ligation to accede to spacing orders
issued under a state's police powers
for conservation purposes, when the
responsible federal official feels that
it would not be in the public inter-
est. A subsidiary question, however,
and one which appellant vigorously
presses, is whether or not, given the
facts of this case, failure to accept
the state's 640-acre spacing order is
an abuse of discretion.

In its appeal before the Acting
Director, Geological Survey, and
again before this Board, appellant
advances three arguments:

1. The decision is based upon the false
premise that the order of the Oklahoma

Corporation Commission creating the
640-acre drilling and spacing unit is iln
error and should be deleted, and that
80-acre drilling and spacing units should
be established in place of such 640-acre
unit.
* 2. The decision is based upon the false

premise that a particular drilling and
spacing unit established by the Corpora-
tion Commission of Oklahoma and exist-
ing by virtue of the laws of this state is
against the public interest.

3. The decision requires Kirkpatrick
to "serve two masters," one the State of
Oklahoma, the second, the United States
of America, without benefit of relief from
either.

In support of its first argument
Kirkpatrick points to a number of
considerations. It argues, in effect,
that the Original decision of the
Oklahoma Corporation Commission
was correct, that in the proceedings
before it, undertaken pursuant to 52
0.S. § 87.1 (1971), the Corporation
Commission considered a variety of
factors before making its determi-
nation,3 among which were eco-
nomic factors, that the Mississippi
Lime was actually a secondary pro-

s 52 O.S. § 87.1(b) (1971) declares that in-
.formation on the following facts, among
others, shall be material in the actions of the
'Corporation Commission in establishing a
well-spacing unit:

"(1) The lands embraced In the actual or
prospective common source of supply; (2)
the plan of well spacing then being employed
or contemplated in said source of supply ; (3)
the depth at which production from said com-
mon source of supply has been or is expected
to be found; (4) the nature and character
of the producing or prospective producing
formation or formations ; (5) any other avail-
able geological or scientific data pertaining to
said actual or prospective source of supply
which may be probative value to said Commis-
sion In determining the proper spacing and
well drilling unit therefor, with due and
relative allowance for the correlative rights
and obigations of the producers and royalty
owners interested therein."

[81 .Ile
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ducing zone (the Hunton zone
being the primary zone for Hepner
1-3) and that no primary well could
be drilled, on an economic basis,
for the purpose of developing the
Mississippi Lime reservoir.

We feel, however, that, in a very
real sense, the thrust of appellant's
comments is misdirected. This
Board is not passing on the reason-
ableness of the Corporation Com-
mission's decision, but on that of
the Acting Director, Geological
Survey. Though it is obvious, we
think it worthy of special notice
that the decision of the Acting Di-
rector was, to a large extent, pre-
mised on information not available
when the Corporation Commission
established a 640-acre spacing unit,
viz., the result of actual production
from Hepner 1-3. As was noted
above, initial production showed a
GOR of 8,450:1. Subsequent pro-
duction indicates that the ratio has
declined to a GOR between 6,000: 1
and 7,000: 1. The oil has a corrected
gravity of 36.90 to 37.10 API.

There is no federal definition of
what constitutes an oil well as op-
posed to a gas well. This lack of a
ready-made formula does not, how-
ever, bar. intelligent classification.
In certain states there are statutory
definitions. Thus, for example,
Texas 'defines an oil well as "any
well which produces one (1) barrel
or more of crude petroleum oil to
each one hundred thousand (100,-
000) cubic feet of natural gas." Tex.
Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Art. 6008 § 2
(e). On the opposite end of the
spectrum, the Court of Appeals for

the Tenth Circuit has held that a
well which produces "liquid hydro-
carbons of 500 or higher gravity"
-is classified as a gas. well in Okla-
homa. Diggs v. Cities Service Oil
Co., 241 F.2d 425, 427 (10th Cir.
1957).

We are not disposed to establish
any hard and fast rules as to what
is or is not an oil well. Nevertheless,
we are in agreement with the Geo-
logical. Survey .that the recorded
production clearly indicates that
Hepner 1-3 is an oil well and not a
gas well.4 This being the case we
reach a second question as to
whether it is proper to reject a 640-
acre communitization agreement
for oil production.

This really is a question of
whether one oil well can efficiently
drain a 640-acre tract. There are no
set rules as regards the proper spac-
ing of oil wells. Nevertheless, we are
of the opinion that a communitiza-
tion agreement, embracing an en-
tire section of 640 acres, would not
adequately drain that area. Fur-
thermore, Oklahoma law provides
that the Corporation Commission
"shall not establish well spacing
units of more than eighty (80)
acres in size covering common

We note that the GOR of pffset wells Indi-
cate a much higher ratio of gas to oil than
that found in sec. 3. Thus, in sec. 3, T. 23
N., R. 14 W., the GOR is 44,600 :1, in see.
34, T. 23 N., R. 14 W., the GOR is 61,000 :1,
and in sec. 4, T. 22 N., R. 14 W., the GOR is
67,900 :1. The GOR of offset wells is amenable
to a number of divergent interpretations. It
could be argued that the comparative GOR
Indicates that the Hepner 1-8 is aberrational.
Just as easily it could be contended that the
Hepner 1-3 shows the limits of the gas deposit
in the area. We are thus unable to give much
weight to the GORs of the offset wells.
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sources of supply of oil the top of
which lies less than 9,990 feet and
more than 4,000 feet below the sur-
face as determined by the original
or discovery well in said common
source of supply." 52 O.S. § 87.1(G)
(1971). Implicit in this statute is a
recognition that an oil pool cannot
be adequately drained under spac-
ing of more than 80 acres. The issue
before this Board is not the ques-
tion of what spacing would ade-
quately recover the optimum quan-
tity of oil, but rather whether a
640-acre spacing would be sufficient.
We agree with the Acting Director
that 640-acre spacing for the oil
production shown in this case is in-
adequate for efficient recovery of
maximum quantity of oil from the
pool.

Appellant's second contention,
though similar to its first argument,
has a slightly different focus. It
maintains that the Acting Direc-
tor's decision is based upon a false
premise that the 640-acre spacing
unit is against the public interest.
Appellant argues, in efect, that the
only interest which the federal gov-
ernment is protecting is its own
royalty interest and that "public
interest" embraces more than simple
income flow to the government.

The concept of public interest is
both broad' and ephemeral. We
agree that it is not limited to eco-
nomic return to the government.
The difficulty with appellant's posi-
tion, however, is that it misconceives
the legitimate basis which mo-
tivated the Acting Director, Geo-
logical Survey. The d e c i s i o n

reached was based on the public in-
terest in attaining optimal develop-
ment of energy resources. Percep-
tions of optimum conditions may
differ, but given the facts of this
case, we agree with the Acting Di-
rector that a 640-acre communitiza-
tion agreement would not frther
the goals of proper development
and the prevention of waste.

Finally, appellant complains of
the fact that it must serve two
masters without benefit of relief
from either. We have indicated
above that we are not unmindful
of appellant's difficulties. Never-
theless, we are constrained to point
out that there is an avenue of relief
which appellant has foreborne from
utilizing. Section 87.1 (a) of chapter
52 of Oklahoma Statutes (1971)
provides, in relevant part:

* * * that the Commission may au-
thorize the drilling of an additional well
or wells on any spacing and drilling unit
or units or any portion or portions
thereof or may establish, reestablish, or
reform well spacing and drilling units of
different sizes and shapes when the Com-
mission determines that a common source
of supply contains predominantly oil un-
derlying an area or areas and contains
predominantly gas underlying a different
area or areas; * * *.

This section also provides a pro-
cedural mechanism for obtaining
this relief.

Appellant points out the fact that
it is not obligated to seek such re-
lief. That may well be the case. But
appellant can scarcely be heard to
argue that its refusal to seek relief
means that no relief is available, or
that the United States must aban-
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don its position to provide such
relief P

Appellant requests, in the alter-
native, that if this Board affirms the
Acting Director's action in refusing
to approve a 640-acre communitiza-
tion agreement, that the communiti-
zation agreement be treated as
executed from the date of first pro-
duction until a despacing order can
be obtained from the Oklahoma
Corporation Commission. Inasmuch
as we have held that the Acting
Director properly refused to ap-
prove the 640-acre communitization
agreement we can perceive no
grounds upon which the requested
relief could be granted. In the ab-
sence of an approved comnunitiza-
tion agreement full royalty pay-
ment to the United States must be
made in accordance with the terms
of lease NM 025111 (Okla.). Appel-
lant elected to. pursue this appeal
rather than seek a despacing order.
The consequences of this choice
must be borne by appellant.
* Appellant has requested oral ar-
gument. As it is the opinion of this
Board, in view of our conclusions,
that oral argument would serve no
useful purpose, and would merely

We are not unaware that decisions of the
Oklahoma Supreme Court indicate that there
must be a substantial change of conditions
or knowledge of conditions in an area before
the Corporation Commission can entertain an
application to modify a spacing order. Phillips
Petrolemse Co. v. Corporattio Cosmission, 482
P. 2d 607 (Okla. 1971); Cameron v. Corpora-
lion Commission. 414 P. 2d 266 (Okla. 1966).
We are unaware of any decision, however, that
would indicate that the information obtained
since the completion of the well would be
insufficient to allow the granting of a despac-
ing application if the Commission were so
disposed.

retard speedy disposition of this,
case, which appellant has requested,
the same is hereby denied. 43 CFR
4.25.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board: of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

DouGLAs E. ILNRIQuEs1
Administrative Judge.

WE coNxcur:

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

Administrative Judge.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,

Administrative Judge.

KAISER STEEL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 70
Decided April11, 1974

Appeal by Kaiser Steel Corporation
(Kaiser) from an Administrative Law
Judge's initial decision dated Novem-
ber 14, 1973 (Docket No. DENV 73-
139), dismissing an Application for
Review of a Withdrawal Order filed'
pursuant to section 105,of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.1

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Evidence: Sufficiency

Whether an area of a mine is being used
as. a main haulage or secondary road is a
matter of fact to be determined by the

l P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1969).
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Administrative Law Judge and his find-
ing that the area was being used as a
main haulage road will not be disturbed
when supported by a preponderance of
Ithe evidence.

,APPEARANCES: W. J. Lindgren,
-Esq., for appellant, Kaiser Steel Cor-
poration; William H. Woodland, Esq.,
for appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY THE BOARD

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The procedural and factual back-
ground of this case is adequately set
forth in the Administrative Law
Judge's decision 2

We have reviewed the record and
considered the briefs of the parties.
Kaiser's brief contains several con-
tentions, all of which we consider to
be without merit and too insubstan-
tial to require recitation or discus-
sion. In our opinion Kaiser has not
demonstrated any reason why the
findings and conclusions of the
Judge should be disturbed. There-
fore, we conclude that the decision
of the Judge should be affirmed.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that the decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge, issued November
14, 1973, dismissing Kaiser Steel

2 The Judge's decision follows at 3 IBMA

Corporation's Application for Re-
view IS HEREBY AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS,
Chief Administrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE,

Ad'ministrative Judge.

DECISION

November 14,1973

KAISER STEEL CORPORATION

Application for Review, Docket No.
DENV 73-139, Sunnyside No. 1 Mine.

This proceeding was initiated by
an application filed by Kaiser Steel
Corporation under section 105 (a)
(1) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, 30
U.S.C. 815(a) (1), for review of
an order of withdrawal based upon
safety standards set forth in 30
CFR 75.1403-10(b).

An inspector of the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion1 (MESA), served a notice to
provide safeguards upon the appli-
cant on March 21, 1973, stating:

Trips of empty cars, an average of 13
cars to a trip, were being pushed from
16 left slope landing to 16 left car loading
point, a distance of about one (1) mile.

Cars on main haulage roads shall not
be pushed, except where necessary to
push cars from side tracks located near
the working. section to the producing en-
tries and rooms, where necessary to clear
switches and sidetracks, and on the ap-

1 The Mining nforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration has been substituted for the
Bureau of Mines In all proceedings pending
before the Office of Hearings and Appeals
(38 .R. 18696, July 10, 1973).

[81 LAD
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proach to cages, slopes, and surface
inclines.

Thereafter, on May 1, 1973, he is-
sued a notice charging Kaiser with
a violation of 30 CFR 75.1403 for
failure to provide the safeguards
and on May 10, 1973, an order of
withdrawal for failure to abate the
alleged violation. The application
for review is based upon the con-
tention that the notice and order
were erroneously issued. The issue
in the case is whether the notice was
properly issued and whether the
time for abatement was reasonable.

A hearing on the application was
held at Price, Utah, on July 11,
1973. MESA was represented by
William Woodland, Esq., Office of
the Solicitor, Department of the In-
terior, Salt Lake City, Utah. The
applicant was represented by W. L.
Lindgren, Esq., Oakland, Califor-
nia. The United Mine Workers of
America, who filed an answer in op-
position to the application for re-
view, was not represented at the
hearing.

Section 75.1403-10(b), Title 30,
Code of Federal Regulations states:

Cars on main haulage roads should not
be pushed, except where necessary to
push cars from side tracks located near
the working section to the producing en-
tries and rooms, where necessary to
clear switches and sidetracks, and on the
approach to cages, slopes, and surface
inclines.

Prior to the issuance of the order,
the applicant pushed cars through
what was designated as the. 16 left
section of its Sunnyside No. 1 mine
at Sunnyside, Carbon County, Utah.
The notice of violation charged that

this practice constituted a violation
of 30 CFR 75.1403.2 The applicant
contends the 16 left section is sec-
ondary haulage and that the push-
ing of cars through the area is not
proscribed by 75.1403-10(b). The
validity of the order under review
and the reasonableness of the time
for abatement, therefore; turns on
the question of whether the 16 left
section is a main haulage road.

In the applicant's normal opera-
tion, 52 cars are drawn into the mine
by electric locomotive from the por-
tal to a point where the main haul-
age line intersects a slope, a distance
of 7,250 feet. Thirteen cars at a time
are then lowered by cable down the
10.2 percent incline of the slope for
a distance of 7,350 feet to a point
where the slope intersects the 16 left
section. The thirteen empty cars are
than pushed by electric locomotive
through the section 6,530 feet to the
loaderhead. When filled, the cars are
pulled through the section. The ap-
plicant has operated in this fashion
for many years, mining out the 11,

12 and 13 left sections. At the pres-
ent time, it is mining an extension
of the 16 left section and the 17 left
section. Coal from both sections is
emptied into the same hopper from
which the cars are loaded.

The company has, for many years,
pushed cars through the 16 left sec-
tion without challenge by either
Federal or State inspectors under

Although the notice of violation and the
order of withdrawal specified section 75.1403,
it was apparent that the inspector intended
75.1403-10 (b). The pleadings and the evidence
were directed to an alleged violation of
75.1403-10 (a).
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regulations substantially the same
as section 5.1403-10 (b) (Exs. B,
C). The Government has not ques-
tioned this method of operation.

The practice was first questioned
by Federal Coal Mine Inspector
John Franco. lie obtained informa-
tion from his superiors concerning
the distinction between secondary
and main haulage i July 1972 and
discussed. the matter with the ap-
plicant's Safety Director in about
August 1972 (Tr. 112, 120). After
inspections in December 1972 and
January 1973, the inspector issued
a Notice of Extension-To Provide
Safeguards on April 16, 1973, which
stated:

An investigation in regard to pushing

trips in 16 left has been underway. Addi-

tional time was granted (Tr. 113).

The applicant did not change his
method of operation in 16 left sec-
tion. The May 1, 1973, Notice of
Violation-Failure to Provide Safe-
guards was, therefore, issued allow-
ing the operator until 8 a.m. on
March 8, 1973, to abate. When the
practice of pushing cars through
the 16 left section was continued, the
May 10, 1973, Order of Withdrawal
was issued at 8 a.m. and was ter-
minated- at 10:50 am. on the same
day when the operator brought in
another locomotive and motor man

so that the empty cars could be

pulled into the section rather than

pushed.

In September 1973 the Bureau of
Mines amended its manual to in-

clude the following provision (Tr.
33, 114; Ex. G):

Main haulage roads are interpreted to
be: (a) the road leading from the surface
to the section of a one-section mine; (b)
from the surface into a multisection
mine, and including the roads leading to
the various sections of the mine.

Exceptions to main haulage roads are
sidetracks or branch lines of limited dis-
tance which are not ordinarily used for
through traffic. Sidetracks, branch lines,
etc., may or may not extend from any
main haulage road. Therefore, a main
haulage road, as referred to in Section
75.1403-10(b) is a roadway used for the
transportation of personnel, equipment,
materials, supplies and/or other articles
taken into or out of a coal mine, or sec-
tion of a coal mine, regardless of alter-

nate methods used to transport coal from
the working faces and regardless of the

size of the mine. Any branch track lead-

ing to a nearby installation (pump, com-

pressor, etc.) or leading to the face of a

nearby entry, room, crosscut, or pillar

place is considered as an exception to

main haulage roads.

The inspector.testified that his is-

suance of the notice to provide safe-
guards was based upon Bureau of
Mines policy of which he was in-
formed and which was followed by
the manual release of September
19Z2 (Tr. 113, 114), and that he
would not have issued the notice
had he not had the Bureau's defini-
tion of main iaulage (Tr. 126).

The definition off main haulage
road that appears in the manual is
a reasonable one. But, independent
of that interpretation, I have no
difficulty in concluding that a road
over a mile in length, that in the
past has serviced three working en-
tries and presently services two
working entries, cannot be consid-
ered other than a main haulage
road.

[81 L).
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Consider, for example, a mining
operation under the exact condi-
tions existing in the. area of the 16
left section but with a portal at the
beginning of that section. It could
hardly be argued that the mine had
no main haulage road. The fact
that, in the applicant's operation,
coal from different areas of the mine
is subsequently transported on
tracks along with coal from the 16
and 17 left sections would not con-
vert what would- normally be classi-
fied as main haulage to secondary
haulage. The failure of the Govern-
ment over a long period of time to
enforce the requirements of the reg-
ulations related to the applicant's
mine does not affect its validity.

I conclude that the notice was
properly issued and that the time
for abatement was reasonable.

D-ENT D. DALBY,

Adnrinistrative Lazw Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY
(No. 9 MINE)

3 IBMA 78
Decided April 11, 1974

Zeigler Coal Company appeals an
initial decision by an Administrative
Law Judge (Judge) assessing civil
monetary penalties for violations of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 in Docket No. BARB
72-171-P.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally

547-35-74-2

The board will not disturb the findings
and conclusions of an Administrative Law
Judge in the absence of a showing that
the evidence compels a different result.

APPEARANCES: J. H. Woods, Esq.,
for appellant, Zeigler Coal Company;
Mark M. Pierce, Esq., for appellee,
Mining Eforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration (MESA).

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-.
TIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Zeigler Coal Company (Zeigler)
appeals to the Board from an ini-
tial decision and order dated
July 31, 1973, wherein penalties in
a total amount of $2,200 were as-
sessed for ten violations of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act)-1 Seven
of the ten notices of violation are
challenged on appeal.

Issues Presented

I. 

Whether four alleged violations
were proved by a preponderance of
the evidence.

II.

Whether, as to two alleged viola-
tions, air quantity measurements
were taken in the proper locations
within the mine.

1
P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.

secs. SO1-960 (969).
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III.

Whether, as to one alleged viola-
tion, water had been applied within
40 feet of the working face.

Discussion

I.

Zeigler contends that the follow-
ing four Notices of Violation should
have been vacated on the ground
that the Federal inspectors who is-
sued the Notices could not suffi-
ciently recall or testify to the cir-
cumstances obtaining at the time the
volations were alleged to have
occurred:

Notice No. 1 I'EB, 8/80/71, alleging
a violation of 30 CER 75.30• in that the
velocity of air reaching the last open
crosscut between Nos. 6 and 7 entries
in the 10 south main west of the op-
erator's mine was too low to be meas-
ured with an anemometer;

Notice No. MEM, 9/13/71, alleging
a violation of section 75.309-1 (a) in that
a line brattice or other approved device
was not used when coal was being loaded
on No. 1 unit No. 4 entry;

Notice No. 4 MEJAL, 9/13/71, alleging
a violation of 75.301-1 in that the velocity
of the air current reaching the face of
No. 4 entry where coal was being loaded
was not sufficient to obtain a measure-
ment with an anemometer;

Notice No. 2 MEM, 9/15/71, alleging
a violation of 75.301-1, in that the veloc-
ity of the air current reaching the face
of No. 8 entry, where coal was being cut,
was too low to be measured with an
anemometer.

At the hearing, held on Febru-
ary 12, 1973, Inspector Fred E.
Brown, Jr., who issued Notice No.
I FEB, testified that he had no
recollection of this violation other

than. what he read from the No-
tice. He did state, however, that the
vanes on the anemometer were not
turning (Tr. 46). The lack of air
velocity was corroborated by Mr.
Millard Gaddis, Zeigler's safety en-
gineer, who explained that a fan
was malfunctioning. (Tr. 249.)

The recollection of Inspector
Mitchell E. Mills, who issued the
remaining three Notices was also
vague. This inspector was able,
however, to refresh his recollection
by referring to notes he had made
when the Notices were issued and
served on representatives of the op-
erator. With respect to Notice Nos.
3 A/EM, 9/13/71 and 4 HEM,
9/13/71 he recalled, upon referring
to his notes, that he had spoken to
two of the operator's employees
about the failure to have a line
brattice or other approved device
in use while loading coal (Tr. 77-8,
89). As to Notice No. 2 MEM,
9/15/71, the inspector testified that
he signed but did not write this No-
tice. He could not recall that he su-
pervised the writing of this Notice
or whether he personally observed
the conditions described therein.
However, Millard Gaddis, who ac-
companied the inspector on this in-
spection, corroborated the fact of
lack of air at the face. He stated
that a line curtain was hung with-
in minutes after the Notice was is-
sued and that thereafter an airflow
of 10,000 cubic feet was measured
at the face. (Tr. 255.)

Zeigler's argument, that the above
four Notices are inadequate to
prove the violations in view of the
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inspectors' poor recol
based on our holding in
Parker Coal Company,
128, CCH Employment
Health Guide par. 1,3
In Conn and Parker, we
"'the mere allegation cc
the Notice is not in our
cient to carry the BureE
of proof by a preponder
evidence, that this 'vio
occur." The Board's cot
that case, however, was 
the fact that there wa
unrebutted by the Bu
MESA) which tended
grounds for the issuanc
tice. Since no such evider
adduced in the instant
and Parker is inapposite
it does not appear that
in the present case are
Accordingly, we find no
Judge's conclusion tha,
violations in fact occurrE
proved by MEST by a
ance of the evidence.

II.

The next two notices a
Zeigler are I MEAl, 9/
1 BMC, 9/2'0/71, both cl
lations of 30 CFR 75.
tively, as follows:

The quantity of air reac
open, crosscut between No.

2 See, for example, Arnceo Ste

2 IBMA 359, 80 I.D. 790, CC]
Safety and Health Guide par.
where the Board stated that "I
ly specific notice of violation
foundation, standing by itself,

a prima facie case in some ins

Lection, is
rConn and

, 1 IBMA
Safety and
76 (1972).
stated that
cntained in
view suffi-

au's burden
ance of the
lation' did

I _..: 

room on No. 2 unit on 10 south was only

3,600 feet per minute;
The quantity of air reaching the last

open crosscut on the intake side of the

No. 1 unit, 8 north panel, was only 3,400
cubic feet per minute.

Zeigler does not dispute the low
readings but contends that the air
measurements were made in the
wrong locations of the Mine under
30 CFR 75.301-3 which provides in
pertinent part:

alified b - (a) When a single split of air is used
lU y the volume of air shall be measured at

s evidence, the last open crosscut in a pair or set of
reau (now developing entries or the last open cross-

to negate cut in any pair or set of rooms which shall

2e of a No- be, the last crosscut through the line of
pillars that separates the intake and re-

ce has been turn air courses. When the split system

case, Conn of ventilation is used, the volume of air

Moreover, shall be measured in the last open cross-

the Notices cut through the line of pillars that sepa-

z deficient. 2 rates the intake and return air courses of

error in the each split.
(b). The volume of air at the intake

t the four end of a pillar line ventilated by a single

Ad and were split of air, shall be measured in the

preponder- intake entry furthest from the return air

courses and immediately outby the first
open crosscut outby the line of pillars
being mined. When a split system of ven-
tilation is used, the volume of air shall

,ppealed by be measured nby the last intake air

'14/71, and split point.

arging vio- Zeigler's position is that the air

301 respec measurements should have been
made at the end of a series of de-
veloping rooms within the last open

hing the last crosscut, rather than on the intake
1 and No. 2 sides of the units where the meas-

el Corporation, urements were in fact made.3

E Employment
17,043 (1973), 8Zeiger illustrated its contention by means
* * a sufficient- of sketches (Exhibits R-1 and R-3) showing

with proper the locations on the return sides of the units
may constitute where, in its view, the air measurements
tances * * *." should have been made.
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- We find no merit in Zeigler's ar-
gument. 30 CFR 75.301-3 does not
specify the point at which "intake
air" becomes "return air." The loca-
tion at which air volume measure-
ment is to be made is therefore
subject to interpretation. At the
time these two Notices were issued
MESA's interpretation was that
intake air became return air after
it had passed the first working place
in the section (Tr. 197-198).4
Zeigler does not allege that it lacked
notice of MESA's interpretation, or
that different readings would have
resulted had the measurements been
taken at other locations. In view of
the absence of testimony as to
whether moving the point of meas-
urement would have made any dif-
ference in the readings obtained, we
conclude that an adequate amount
of air reached neither of the two
areas. Accordingly, we find no error
in the Judge's determination that
these two violations in fact occurred

'Ix1

Notice of Violation 4 MVE,
9/20/71, alleged a violation of 30
CFR 75.401 in that water had not
been applied to the areas within 40
feet of the working faces of room
Nos. I through 6 on No. 5 unit, 9
south.

30 CAR 75.401 provides as fol-
lows:

Where underground mining operations
in active workings create or raise e-

'By Memorandum dated August 22, 1972,
MESA changed its interpretation to coincide
with that of appellant. The Judge concluded,
and we agree, that this change does not render
the prior interpretation invalid (Exhibit R-5).

cessive amounts of dust, water or water
with a wetting agent added to it, or other
no less effective methods approved by the
Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive, shall be used to abate such dust. In
working places, particularly in distances
less than 40 feet from the face, water,
with or without a wetting agent, or other
no less effective methods approved by the
Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive, shall be applied to coal dust on the
ribs, roof, and floor to reduce dispersi-
bility and to minimize the explosion
hazard.

The record shows that mining op-
erations were taking place in the
unit in question when this Notice
was issued. The inspector testified
that the 40-foot area was dry. Zeig-
ler's safety inspector testified that
water had not been applied (Tr.
259) but that some moisture was
left from the blasting of coal.5 The
Judge found on these facts that
water had not been applied within
40 feet of the working face during
coal extraction. Accordingly, he de-
ternined that a violation of section
75.401 had occurred.

Zeigler alleges that the Judge
failed to take into account that
water is constantly used during the
cutting, shooting, drilling, and
loading of coal. Zeigler admits,
however, that its allegations re-
specting the constant use of water
are not based on evidence of record.
Such a showing, even if it had been
made, would not of itself refute the
testimony of two witnesses to the
effect that the area within 40 feet of
the working face was dry. We,

During the blasting of coal, a negligible
amount of water is released from so-called
"dummies" which are utilized to confine the
explosion (Tr. 122).

[81 .D.
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therefore, find no error in the that the separation shall be permanent,

Judge's determination that this vio- established by competent evidence is

lation in fact occurred. sufficient to terminate a marriage.
An Indian ustom divorce dissolves a

ORDER ceremonial marriage as well as an Indian
custom marriage.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the Before an intention on the part of at
authority delegated to the Board by least one of the parties that the separa-
the Secretary of the Interior (43 tion shall be permanent can be inferred,
CFR 4.1(4), IT IS ERE]BY the basis for it must be established by

*FR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY convincing evidence because public policy
ORDERED that the decision of the favors the continuity of the matrimonial
Administrative Law Judge IS AF- relationship.
FIRMED and Zeigler Coal Com-
pany pa the assessments therein 325-3.0 Indian Probate: Narriage
specified on or before 30 days fro Indian Custom: Generally
the date of this decision. In the absence of controlling federal legis-

lation or formal tribal action, marriages

C. E. ROGEUS, of Indians living in tribal relation mayOR" be contracted and dissolved in accord-
Chief Adninistrative Judge. ance with Indian custom.

I CONCUR: 390.1.0 Indian Probate: State Law:
Applicability: Generally

DAVID DOANE, The Department is required to apply the
Adninistrative Judge. laws of state in which the allotment is

located in determining the heirs of de-
ceased allottees.

ESTATE OF TEODORE SHOCKTO
(DECEASED UNALLOTTED PRAI- 381.0 Indian Probate: Secretary's Au-
RIE BAND POTAWATOXI INDIAN) thority: Generally

The Secretary of the Interior in the ab-
2 IBIA 224 sence of specific legislation, has exclusive

DecidedAprilI, 1974 jurisdiction to determine the heirs of an
Indian who dies intestate before the ex-

Appeal from an Administrative Law piration of the trust period of the dece-
Judge's decision denying petition for dent's land.
rehearing.;

APPEARANCES: John E. Kruschke,
Reversed and remanded. Esq., for appellant, Mary Jane Shockto.

205.1.0 Indian Probate: Divorce:
Indian Custom: Generally OPINION BY

ADMINISTRATI VE
A divorce in accordance with Indian cus-
tom may be accomplished unilaterally by JUDGE WILSON
either of the parties to a marriage. The INTERIOR BOARD OF
fact of a separation, plus an intention
on the part of at least one of the parties INDIAN APPEALS
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This appeal filed by Mary Jane
Shockto through her attorney, here-
inafter referred to as appellant, is
from an order denying petition for
rehearing duly made and entered on
January 11, 1973, by Administra-
tive Law Judge Vernon J. Rausch.

Theodore Shockto, hereinafter
referred to as the decedent, an un-
allotted Prairie Band Potawatomi
Indian, died intestate December 5,
1970, a resident of the State of Wis-
consin, possessed of inherited trust
interests situated in the State of
Kansas. A hearing was held and
concluded by Administrative Law
Judge Vernon J. Rausch on Sep-
tember 16, 1971. Thereafter, on Jan-
uary 11, 1973, an order determining
the heirs of decedent was duly made
and entered by the Judge. The ap-
pellant in said order was found not
to be an heir.

The appellant on March 8, 1973,
timely filed a petition for rehearing
from the order of January 11, 1973,
supra. Although not alleging any
newly discovered evidence which
would alter the findings of fact set
forth in the decision of January 11,
1973, the appellant requested a re-
hearing on the ground that the
Judge erred in finding that an In-
dian custom divorce existed between
the decedent and appellant. The fol-
lowing assertions were made as
basis therefor:

1. Although for many years prior
to the death of Theodore Shockto,
this petitioner, his wife by civil
ceremony, had not resided with
Theodore Shockto, she continued as
his wife and to her knowledge her

husband did not at any time take
on another wife by Indian custom,
and she, the petitioner, considers
herself to be the wife of Theodore
Shockto, deceased, by virtue of their
civil ceremony.

2. Although Margaret Thunder
claims to be the wife of Theodore
Shockto by Indian custom, they did
not reside on the reservation, but
did in fact reside in Monico, Oneida
County, State of Wisconsin.

3. There was testimony in the
hearing by this affiant [sic] to the
effect that she and her husband had
planned to move to Kansas shortly
before his death, and she had seen
and talked to him and been with himn
prior to his death which would
eliminate a presumption that sepa-
ration was permanent.

The Judge denied the petition on
April 30, 1973 and affirmed his prior
order of January 11, 1973, wherein,
among other things, he had found:

(1) That the ceremonial marriage
between the decedent and the ap-
pellant had been terminated by an
Indian custom divorce, and

(2) That a valid Indian custom
marriage existed between the dece-
dent and Margaret Thunder not-
withstanding the Act of August 15,
1953, Public Law 280, 67 Stat. 588,
28 U.S.C. § 1360 (1970), and

(3) That Margaret Thiulder as the
surviving spouse was entitled to an
undivided, one-half interest in the
decedent's estate under the Kansas
Laws of Intestate Succession.

It is from the foregoing decision
of April 30, 1973, that the appeal
herein has been taken.
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In support of her appeal, the ap-
pellant in effect contends:

(1) That no Indian custom di-
vorce was accomplished between the
appellant and decedent prior to the
effective date of Public Law 280,
supra.

(2) That no Indian custom mar-
riage could have taken place subse-
quent to the passage of Public Law
280, supra, and

(3) That the appellant by virtue
of Public Law 280, supra, was the
surviving spouse of the decedent and
entitled in such capacity to share in
the decedent's trust estate.

There appears to be only two is-
sues in this case which need resolv-
ing, viz:

(1) Was an Indian custom di-
vorce accomplished between the de-
cedent and appellant prior to Au-
gust 15, 1 953, the effective date of
Public Law 280?

(2) Could an Indian custom mar-
riage be accomplished subsequent to
August 15, 1953, the effective date
of Public Law 280?

An examination of the record
clearly indicates the lack of evidence
to substantiate an Indian custom
divorce prior to the passage of Pub-
lic Law 280. No clear intent on the
part of the decedent to permanently
separate- from the appellant prior
to August 15, 1953 appears in the
record. On the contrary, from the
testimony it appears that the intent
on the part of the decedent to per-
manently separate from appellant
took place after the effective date of
Public Law 280.

The Board is not unmindful that
a divorce by Indian custom may be
accomplished by one of the parties
to the marriage by the separation
plus an intention on the part of at
least one of the parties that the
separation shall be permanent.
Estate of Hugh Sloat, IA-74 (April
10, 1952). Moreover, this result is
also accomplished even though the
parties concerned had gone through
the form of a ceremonial marriage.
Estate of Noah Bredell, 53 I.D. I8
(1930).

However, before an intention on
the part of at least one of the par-
ties that the separation shall be
permanent can be inferred, the basis
for it must be established by con-
vincing evidence, because consider-
ations of public policy favor the
continuity of the matrimonial re-
lationship. Estate of Sarah Bruner,
IA-2 (September 28, 1949).

There appears to be no question
in the case at bar that an Indian
custom divorce could have been ac-
complished between the decedent
and appellant in the absence of spe-
cial statutory authorization. How-
ever, such does not follow in this
case because of an intervening stat-
ute [Public Law 280] which in es-
sence required marriages among
Indians in Wisconsin to be accom-
plished and terminated in accord-
ance with state law subsequent to
its passage on August 15, 1953.

The statute in question or in issue
herein is the Act of August 15, 1953,
67 Stat. 588, codified in 28 U.S.C.
§ 1360 (1970), whereby Congress
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vested in five states-California, poses. Apparently the Judge is of
Oregon, Minnesota, Nebraska, and the further opinion that under 4(c)
Wisconsin and Alaska by later of the Act recognition of Indian
amendment-jurisdiction, civil and custom marriages and divorces is
criminal, over Indians without any not inconsistent with the civil law of
further required legislative action Wisconsin.
on the part of the respective states. We are not wholly in agreement

Only sections 4(b) and (c) of the with the Judge in his conclusions.
Act appear relevant and applicable We agree fully that the right to ad-
to the issues before this Board. The judicate in probate proceedings
foregoing sections of the Act rests with the Department of the
provide: Interior pursuant to the Act. We,

4(b) Nothing in this section shall au- however, do not agree that the Act
thorize the alienation, encumbrance, or in the adjudicatory process pre-
taxation of any real or personal property, eludes the Department from apply-
including water rights, belonging to any ing state law relative to the issue of
Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or corn- marriage or divorce. Application of
munity that is held in trust by the United state law in no way vests or at-
States or is subject to a restriction -
against alienation imposed by the United tempts to vest jurisdiction in the
States; or shall authorize regulation of state over such matters. It merely
the use of such property in a manner sets forth a standard or criteria to
inconsistent with any Federal treaty, be applied in resolving questions of
agreement, or statute or with any regu-
lation made pursuant thereto; or shall marriage and divorce. Further-
confer jurisdiction upon the State to more, we do not agree with his con-
adjudicate, in probate proceedings or elusion that the recognition of In-
otherwise, the ownership or right to pos- dian custom marriage and divorce
session of such property or any interest are not inconsistent with the civil
therein. therein. ~~~law of Wisconsin relative to domes-

4(c) Any tribal ordinance or custom
heretofore or hereafter adopted by an tic relations'
Indian tribe, band, or community in the The legislative history of Public

-exercise of any authority which it may Law 280 appearing in Vol. 2 U.S.C.,
possess shall, if not inconsistent with Congressional and Administrative
any applicable civil law of the State, be Congress , 1st Se
given full force and effect in the deter- News (83rd Congress, st Sess.,
mination of civil causes of action pur- 1953) indicates that the legislation
suant to this section. had two coordinate aims: first,

The Judge in his decision appar- withdrawal of federal responsibil-
ently takes the position that 4(b) ity for Indian affairs wherever
of the Act quoted above reserves to practicable; and second, termina-
the Department of the Interior ex- tion of the subjection of Indians to
elusive jurisdiction in such matters, federal laws applicable to Indians
among which, includes the right to as such. We find nothing therein
recognize Indian custom marriages that would lead us to conclude that
and divorces for inheritance pur- Indians were intended to be exempt
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from state laws regarding domestic
relations.

The purpose of Public Law 280
is set forth quite clearly and suc-
cinctly in Rincon Band of Mission
Indians v. San Diego County, 324
F. Spp. 371 (D.C. Calif. 1971)
wherein the Court stated:

It appears that the purpose of Congress
in passing Public Law 280 was to permit
the Indians to become full and equal
citizens of their respective states and to
terminate the wardship of the federal
government over their affairs. * * #

I Section 4 (c) of the Act gives
recognition to any tribal ordinance
or custom heretofore or hereafter
adopted by an Indian tribe, band,
or community, provided sch are
not inconsistent with any applicable
eivil law of the state. (Italics sup-
plied.)*

In the case at bar, giving recog-
nition to Indian customs regarding
divorces and marriages, subsequent
to August 15, 1953, would be clearly
inconsistent with the civil law of
the State of Wisconsin. Accord-
ingly, we must conclude that by vir-
tue of section 4(c) of the Act that
the purported Indian custom mar-
riage between the decedent and
Margaret Thunder Shockto cannot
be recognized for inheritance of the
decedent's trust property.

In view of the reasons herein-
above set forth, our answer to the
two questions hereinabove posed,
must be in the negative. Accord-
ingly, the Board finds:

(1) That no Indian custom di-
vorce was accomplished between the

-decedent and appellant, both resi-
dents of Wisconsin, prior to the
effective date of Public Law 280,
and

(2) That, by virtue of Public
Law 280 the purported Indian cus-
tom marriage between-decedent and
Margaret Thunder Shockto, also a
resident of Wisconsin, cannot be
recognized, and

(3) That the appellant was the
legal surviving wife of the decedent
and therefore entitled to inherit in
his estate in such capacity.

Accordingly, it follows that the
decision of the Administrative Law
Judge dated April 30,19'73, denying
the appellant's petition for rehear-
ing should be reversed and re-
manded to him for entering an
order consistent with the views and
findings set forth herein.

NOW, THEREFORE by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Administrative Law Judge's
decision of April 30, 1973, is hereby
REVERSED and the matter is
hereby REMANDED to the said
Judge for the purpose of entering
an order consistent with the find-
ings herein.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALEXANDEIR H. WsoN,
Adnministrative Judge.

I CoNCUR:

MiTCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.'
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1 OF CARL W. OLSON Order
& SONS
X SONS The appellant has requested the

-9-71 Board (1) to institute appropriate
Decided April 15,1/974 action pursuant to U.S.C. § 304

(1970), to obtain an order of the
?IEID-RETURN RECEIPT United States District Court, Den-
ED. ver, Colorado, directing the issuance

of a subpoena to Messrs. Frank E.
To. 14-06-D-6662, Specifica- Iippon, Lloyd F. Weide and David

DC-6703, Earthwork, Con- Weinberg, requiring them to appear
ng and Structures for San for the taking of their depositions
l,.Bureau of Reclamation. in this appeal, and (2) in the event

Granted in Part. that the depositions of Messrs. Rip-
pon, Weide and Weinberg fail to

Practice: Appeals: Discov- provide certain information sought,
s of Practice: Witnesses to permit the taking of the deposi-

or's request to the Board to tion of Dr. Jack W. Hiltf.
ion pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 304 This is an appeal under a con-
obtain an Oider of a United tract for construction of concrete-
trict Court directing the is- lined drains, unlined drain ditches
a subpoena to retired Govern- . * :
)yees, who cannot therefor be and various concrete and pipe struc-
'y the Board to testify, requir- tures, and related earthwork. In a
Lppearance for the taking of findings of fact and decision, dated
itions in an appeal, is denied July 26,1971, the contracting officer
contractor has not shown that determined that the appellant was
usted other means of obtain- entitled to an equitable adjustment

timony sought, of $60,766.34. In its complaint ap-

LNCES. Mr. Richard W. pellant requests an equitable adjust-
ttorney at Law, Woods, ment of $1,756,999.
mith, Greer, Overcash & The appellant asserts that "[o]ne
Lincoln, Nebraska, for ap- of the central issues is the nature of
essrs. William A. Perry, Al- the Government's description of the
itham, Department Counsel, project, the choice of the Govern-
lorado, for the Government. ment of its design criteria for the

OPINION BY project, and the correlation of such
)SINITRATIVE design criteria with the under-
IDGE KI BALL ground exploration of the project

site and other information available
to the Government with respect to

7RIOR BOARD OF subsoil condition." The Board has
TRACT APPEALS previously authorized the taking of

182
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depositions of Government employ- for," the appellant requests that Dr.
ees who were alleged to have been Hilf's deposition be authorized.
instrumental in the selection of the Department counsel has advised
design features for the drain and that it made available to the appel-
particularly the design of the foun- lant, at the appellant's request, the
dation for the lining protective addresses and telephone numbers of
drain and the concrete lining of the Messrs. Rippon, Weide and Wein-
drain. berg, and "assumed" they would be

According to the appellant, the "contacted." The appellant indi-
deponents examined thus far "have cated it has not availed itself of this
denied responsibility for the design opportunity because it does not want
decision that eliminated a con- "to simply interview them" or "talk
tinuous" 3-5-inch thick "gravel to them informally," but wishes "to
blanket up the side slopes under the place the witnesses under oath at
concrete lining" and have also de- the time they are questioned."
nied "knowledge of who may have" Our lack of authority to compel
been responsible for such decision. the attendance of a prospective wit-
As alleged in par. 3 of the appel- ness who is not subject to Board
lant's moving affidavit, they "have order does not diminish a party's
surmised that such decision was right to contact him to determine
made by either Mr. Lloyd F. Weide, if he will appear for examination
Mr. Frank E. Rippon, Mr. H. K. voluntarily. Our policy is to
Brickey (who is deceased), or pos- strongly encourage such endeavors
sibly Dr. Jack W. Hilf, or some in connection with applications for
combination of them." We note the depositions, as we have previously
omission of Mr. Weinberg's name pointed out:
from the list, although his role as Parties should avail themselves of the
narrative specification writer is opportunities open to them through a
mentioned in the affidavit. voluntary exchange of information. Be-

fore coming to the Board for formal re-
Since Messrs. Rippon, Weide and lief, all such informal avenues should be

Weinberg have retired from Gov- exhausted. * * * 

ernment service and the Board thus In this case extensive discovery has
cannot compel their depositions to already taken place. Before initiat-
be taken, a subpoena is sought to ing another wave of discovery, con-
require their attendance for this tacts on an informal basis among
purpose. If their depositions "fail to
discern who selected the design for Iwe noted in an earlier proceeding in this

the * * * foundationingappeal that the Bard can order only thosethe * * * foundationing and lining persons employed y or under the control of
protective drain and who rejected the parties to appear for examination. Carl

W. Olson ; Sons Co., IBCA-930-9-71 (Octo-
from the design the gravel blanket ber 1, 1973), 73-2 BCA par. 10,269.

under the concrete lining and up 2
Rverses Construction Comp any, IBCA-

981-1-73 (May 1, 1973), 80 I.D. 299, 301,
the side slopes and the reasons there- 73-1 BA par. 10,019, at 47,027.
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counsel and prospective witnesses
should be utilized to determine if
more formal inquiry might -be
useful.

The appellant here has not dem-
onstrated that informal contact
with Messrs. Rippon, Weide and
Weinberg would be fruitless. Ap-
pellant's counsel has overly as-
serted that he does not want "to
simply interview them" or to "talk
to them informally," but that he
wants them to testify under oath.
There has been no showing that any
or all of them would refuse to ap-
pear for examination under oath
voluntarily.

Before requesting the Board to
activate the rather cumbersome
machinery of 5 U.S.C. § 304 (1970)
to obtain a subpoena directing them
to testify, the appellant should have
first determined that they would re-
fuse to appear except by virtue of
compulsory process. The Board
should not be called upon to initiate
action under 5 U.S.C. § 304 (1970)
until all other means of obtaining
the testimony sought have been
exhausted.

As for Dr. Hilf, we previously
refused to permit his deposition to
be taken on the ground that he is
the Government's expert witness
and as such is traditionally examin-
able only upon a showing of excep-
tional circumstances. We held that
appellant's application to take his
deposition was renewable, however,
where necessary, respecting matters
of his direct involvement.3

It appears from the appellant's

CarZ W. Oson, note , spra, at 48,470.

description of the testimony hereto-
fore elicited that Dr. Hilf may be
able to furnish the information the
appellant is seeking, which has not
been educible from the other wit-
nesses examined. We, therefore,
hold that upon the conditions here-
inafter appearing, the appellant
may take the deposition of Dr. Hilf
for purposes of discovery only,
limited to the following inquiry:
whether he revised or approved the
design for the San Luis Drain and
the lining protective drain; whether
he decided or participated in de-
signing the foundation for the con-
crete lining and whether a gravel
blanket under the side slopes should
be eliminated from the design of the
drain and the reasons for such
decision.

The appellant, however, will not
be permitted to take Dr. Hilf's dep-
osition, as well as the depositions
of Messrs. ippon, Weide and
Weinberg. According to Depart-
ment counsel, as of March 4, 1974,
depositions for discovery purposes
by appellant have produced over
1600 pages of testimony and nearly
160 exhibits. Additional extensive
examination would appear to be es-
sentially duplicative in nature and
oppressive.

Accordingly, the appellant must
now make an election. It may ex-
amine Mr. Rippon, Mr. Weide, or
Mr. Weinberg under oath on a vol-
untary basis, if possible, for discov-
ery only, after having determined
on an informal basis who is most
likely to be able- to furnish the in-
formation sought, or it may take

C81 LDf
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IDr. Eilf's deposition limited in
scope as above. If voluntary testi-
mony under oath cannot be ob-
$ained from Mr. Rippon, Mr. Weide,
or Mr. Weinberg, and if Dr. Hilf
is unable to furnish the specific in-
formation sought, at the request of
-the appellant, the Board will initi-
ate action under 5 U.S.C. § 304
(1970) for the issuance of a sub-

]2oehia to Mr. Rippon, Mr. Weide,
or Mr. Weinberg directing the one
Jppellant's counsel has'selected to
appear for the taking of his deposi-
tion. Appropriate arrangements are
to be made between counsel.

Conclusion

Under the conditions set forth in
the body of the Order-:

(1) the request for issuance of a
subpoena under 5 U.S.C. §304 is
-denied; -

(2) the request for the taking of,
'Dr. Hilf's deposition is granted.

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,
AdminWerative Judge.

I CONGER:

W;\ILLIAM F. MCGRAW,

Vhief Administrative Judge.

UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY

3 IMA 87
Decided April 15,1974

Appeal by United States Fuel Company
from a decision by an Administrative
Law dge in Docket No. DENV 73-
107-P assessing penalties in the aggre-
gate aeunt of $1,365 for various vio-,

lations of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Procedure

An Administrative Law Judge was
obliged to dismiss and remand to the As-
sessment Officer under 43 OR 4.545(b),
37 P.R. 11462 (June 28, 1972), until its
repeal on April 24, 1973, upon the actual
failure of an operator to appear at a
hearing but not upon the mailing or filing
of a statement of intent not to appear.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Penalty
Against Operator

An Administrative Law Judge is war-
ranted in concluding that there is a lack
of good faith in achieving rapid coin-
pliance where an operator waits two
months after notification to abate a con-
dition which could have been accom-
plished in approximately one hour.

APPEARANCES: Richard H. Nebeker,
Esq., for appellant, United States Fuel
Company; Eleanor S. Lewis, Esq., for
appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety' Adninistration.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUVDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF HINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

United States Fuel Company
(hereinafter the operator) appeals
from a default decision, dated Al-
gust 23, 19T3, rendered by an Ad-

ministrative Law Judge (herein-
after the Judge) in a penalty pro-.
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ceeding pursuant to section 109 of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.1 Penalties were
assessed in the aggregate 'amount of
$1,365. The pertinent questions
raised on appeal concern: (1) the
operator's alleged rights under the
decision of the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of
Columbia in National Independent
Coal Operators Association v. Mor-
ton (hereinafter NICOA) 2; (2)
the Judge's refusal to dismiss pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.545(b), 37 F.R.
11462 (June 28, 1972)(; and' (3) the'
Judge's treatment of the good faith
criterion in assessing a penalty upon
Notice 1 CET dated August 2, 1972.
Other arguments have been put for-
ward in the brief by the operator,
but we deem them to be without
merit and too insubstantial to re-
quire explicit analysis for the pur-
pose of this decision.

Discussion

I.

With respect to the NICOA issue,
we note that the district court in
that case held invalid a proposed
order of assessment which had be-
come final by operation of laW. 30
CFR 100.4(e).3 We have heretofore
held that operators' arguments

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§8 801-960 (1969).

357 F. Supp. 509 (D. D.C. 1973).
3 The judgment of the district court was

reversed recently in National Independent
Coal Operators Association v. Morton, Civil
Action No. 73-1678, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide par. 17,266 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
Contra, Morton v. Delta Mining, Inc. et al,
No. 73-1752 (3d Mr. 1974).

claiming prejudice to substantial
rights as a result of the Secretary's
informal assessment procedures con-
tained in 30 CFR part 100 must be
rejected on the ground that penalty
proceedings before Administrative
Law Judges are de novo. See West-
ern Slope Carbon, Ine.4 and United
States Fuel Company.5 We, there-
fore, reaffirm our previously stated
position and reject the operator's
allegations of error based on the
NICOA case.

II.

With respect to the operator's
contention concerning, its rights
under 43 CFR 4.545 (b)-, which was
applicable only to penalty proceed-
ings, some procedural background is
in order. A hearing in this case was
set for April 27, 1973, but the oper-
ator advised the Judge, by letter
dated April 23, 1973, and received
April 25,1973, that it did not intend
to appear at the scheduled hearing
and that summary decision pursu-
ant to 43 CFR 4.545 (b) was ex-
pected. That regulation provided:

(b) Where an operator or miner failed
to respond to such an order to show
cause or fails to appear at a hearing, the
Examiner shall order the proceedings
summarily dismissed'and remanded to the
Assessment Officer, who shall enter the
final proposed order of assessment as the
final order of the Department and In-
stitute collection procedures. (Italics
added.)

4 2 IBMA 161, 80 I.D. 707, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par. 16,300
(1973).

2 IBMA 315; 0 ID. 739, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par. 6,954
(1973).
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The operator urges that this rule
applies to this case, despite its re-
peal by general amendment pub-
lished in the Federal Register on
April 24, 1973,6 because "service"
by mail upon the Judge was had on
April 23. In our opinion, the oper-
ator's letter is wholly irrelevant be-
cause the pertinent portions of the
regulation quoted above required
dismissal upon an actual failure to
appear and not upon the mailing
or filing of a statement of intention
not to appear. We conclude there-
fore that the Judge did not err in
refusing to dismiss pursuant to 43
CFR 4.545(b), as that rule existed
prior to April 24, 1973.

III.

The third issue raised by the op-
erator concerns the Judge's finding.
of an "extreme" lack of good faith
in achieving rapid compliance re-
lated to Notice 1 CET which
charged the operator with a vio-
lation of 30 CFR 75.1306. That
regulation requires that explosives
and detonators be kept in substan-
tial containers with no metal ex-
posed on the inside. The Judge
found that metal bolts were pro-
truding into the interior of a pow-
der magazine, a condition which he
determined to be a violation of that
regulation. He concluded that there
was an extreme lack of good faith
in achieving rapid compliance be-
cause the operator waited almost
two months before correcting a con-
dition which could have been abated

38 F.R. 10086-7.

in one hour. (Dec. 3.) On appeal,
the operator argues that the Judge
failed to take into account exten-
sions of time to abate granted by
federal inspectors. (Tr. 9.) Al-
though the record indicates that the
operator ultimately abated the con-
dition, we are of the opinion that
there was no error in the Judge's
conclusion that good faith in
achieving rapid compliance was not
demonstrated. We believe that the
extensions of time granted by var-
ious inspectors were properly dis-
regarded by the Judge in this
circumstance.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior
(43 CFR 4.1(4)), the decision in
the above-entitled docket IS
AFFIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,

Adnministrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

C. E. RGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

ESSEX INTERNATIONAL, INC.

15 IBLA 232
Decided April16, 1974

Appeal from a decision by the Arizona
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, dismissing a protest against pri-
vate exchange. A 4591.

Affirmed in part; reversed in part.

Applications and Entries: Generally-
Exchanges of Landl: Generally-Min-

187
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ing Claims: Lands Subject to-Private
Exchanges: Generally-Private Ex-
changes: Protests

By regulation the filing of a formal ex-
change application under the Taylor
Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. § 315g(b) (1970),
segregates the selected land from appro-
priation under the mining laws. A min-
ing claim located on such land thereafter
is void ab initio and affords no basis for
a protest against the exchange.

Applications and Entries: Generally-
Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Litigation-Mining Claims:
Patent-Private Exchanges: Pro-
tests-Rules of Practice: Protests-
Waiver

The holder of a mining claim who fails
to file notice of his adverse claim against
a conflicting mineral patent application
in accordance with 30 U.S.C. § 29 (1970),
may not thereafter assert his claim as a
bar to the issuance of the mineral patent,
but he may assert his claim in a protest
against a subsequent private exchange:
application for the same conflicting lands.

Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Litigation-Mining Claims:
Patent

A holder of a mining claim is not re-
quired to institute adverse proceedings
pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § § 29 and 30 (1970),
where the notice of publication of a
mineral patent application expressly ex-
cludes the area of the claim in conflict.

Exchanges of land: Generally-Min-
ing Claims: Determination of Valid-
ity-Mining Claims: Hearings-Pri-
vate Exchanges: Generally

Land within a mining claim validated by
a discovery before a conflicting private

exchange application is filed is not avail-
able for selection in exchange, but if the
claim is not valid the land status is not
affected. However, a mining claim can-
not be declared invalid for a lack of a
discovery without due notice to the claim-
ant and opportunity for a hearing.

Exchanges of Land: Generally-Min-
eral X Lands: Generally-Mineral
Lands: Mineral Reservation-Mining
Claims: Generally-Private Ex-
changes: Generally-Private Ex-
changes: Protests-Taylor Grazing
Act: Generally

Land which might be mineral in char-
acter may be selected for a private ex-
change under section 8(b) of the Taylor
Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. § 315g(b) (1970),
without a mineral reservation, if the pub-
lic interest is served and the values of
the selected lands are not less than the
offered lands. A protest against such an
exchange is properly denied where, no
conflicting right to the selected land is
shown.

Administrative' Procedure: Adminis-
trative Procedure Act-Constitutional
Law: flue Process-Exchanges of
Land: Generally-Hearings-Rules of
Practice: Protests

A protester against a private exchange
who has no legally cognizable conflicting
rights in the selected land has no right
to a formal hearing under the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 554
(1970), or on due process grounds when
his protest is considered in accordance
with the rules of this Department.

APPEARANCES: Leo N. Smith, Esq.,
of Verity and Smith, Tucson, Arizona,
for appellant; Jerry L. Haggard, Esq.,
of Evans, Kitchel and Jenckes, of
Phoenix, Arizona, for appellee.
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OPINIONV BY ADMVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Essex International, Inc., has ap-
pealed from a decision dated Jan-
uary 2, 1973, by the Arizona State
Office, Breau of Land Manage-
ment (BL-M), dismissing its pro-
test against the consummation of an
exchange of lands between the
United States and Phelps Dodge
Corporation under section 8(b) of
the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, 48
Stat. 1272, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§315g(b) (1970).

The issues raised by Essex's pro-
test ad appeal arise from the fol-
lowing factual background. In
April 1967, Phelps Dodge filed
mineral patent application A 828.
for 23 contiguous lode mining
claims including the Foothill Nos.
34 and 35 claims within T. 5 S., R.
26 E., G. & S.R.M., Arizona. Notice
of the patent application was
posted on the ground and was pub-
lished in a local newspaper during
the period from October 11 to De-,
cember 6, 1967. No adverse claim
was filed. Mineral survey 4632 cov-
ered the group of the lode claims
and a final mineral certificate for
the. claims issued March 25, 1968,
subject to verification of a dis-
covery. No formal action was taken
by the Bureau with respect to the
mineral patent application, but ap-
parently Phelps Dodge was in-
formally advised that Bureau min-
eral examiners had concluded there
was insufficient proof of a discovery

547-31-74 3

of a valuable mineral deposit to
support issuance of a mineral
patent.

On March23, 1970, Phelps Dodge
filed its application to exchange
certain land it owned within the
Sitgreaves National Forest for the
selected land described as Tract 37
T. 5 S., R. 26 E., which covers land
within its mineral patent applica-
tion and mineral survey 4632. On
October 21, 1970, the selected land
was classified as suitable for
the private exchange. Thereafter
Phelps Dodge filed further infor-
mation and documents as requested
and an appraisal was made of the
offered and selected lands. Notice of
the proposed exchange was pub-
lishld in a local paper beginning on
October 11, 1972. In response, on
December 8, 1972, Essex protested
the exchange, raising two primary
objections: (1) that the selected
land is mineral in character and not
subject to exchange under the Tay-
lor Grazing Act; and (2) that the
exchange conflicts in part with two
unpatented mining claims which it
owns or has an interest in, namely,
the Sandwash 2 and D&L claims. A
copy of a private survey map in-
cluded with its protest shows the
Sandwash 2 overlapping the Foot-
hill 35 claim, and the D&L overlap-
ping the Foothill 34. Tract 37 is
shown as covering only a portion of
the two Foothill claims. The map
shows each of Essex's claims to be
in conflict with Tract 37 as to a
small triangular area.

In dismissing Essex's protest, the
Bureau indicated with respect to the
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first objection that even if the se-
lected land is mineral in character
the land may still be exchanged pro-
vided the value of the public land
does not exceed the value of the
private land offered in the exchange.
Regarding the second objection, the
Bureau held, in effect, that Essex's
claims constituted no bar to the ex-
change. Specifically, it held that the
owners of the Sandwash 2 had failed
to file an adverse claim during the
period the mineral patent applica-
tion was published and, therefore,
had waived any rights to the area
in conflict with the Foothill 35 claim
pursuant to 30 U.S.C. §§ 29 and 30
(1970). Further, it held that the
D&L claim was null and void ab
initio as to the area in conflict with
the exchange because it was located
September 3, 1972, after a valid for-
mal exchange application had been
filed by Phelps Dodge, which segre-
gated the land from mining location
pursuant to 43 CFR 2091.2-3.

In reiterating that the private ex-
change application should be re-
j ected, appellant contends that there
has been no conclusive determina-
tion by the Bureau whether the se-
lected land is mineral or nonmineral
in character. It contends that the
land is mineral in character, and
that mineral land cannot legally be
made the subject of a private ex-
change under section 8(b) of the
Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C.
§ 315g(b) (1970). Further, it con-
tends, in any event, it is not in the
public interest to allow a private
exchange applicant to acquire land
known to be mineral. It next con-
tends, that even if mineral land can

be acquired under the private ex-
change provisions of the Taylor
Grazing Act, the exchange in this
case cannot be permitted as the de-
cision classifying the land for ex-
change was based on a determina-
tion that the land was nonmineral
in character. It also contends that
the area in Tract 37 encompassed
within its conflicting unpatented
lode mining. claims cannot be in-
cluded within the exchange as any
rights Phelps Dodge may have ac-
quired in its proceedings under
Mineral Application No. A 828 have
been abandoned and waived by a re-
linquishment and the filing of the
exchange application.

Phelps Dodge answered contend-
ing basically that the selected land
has not been determined to be min-
eral in character, but if it is, the
exchange may still be consummated
provided the land values are equal.
It also contends that the. Bureau's
decision should be upheld for rea-
sons similar to those stated in that
decision and additional reasons.

Essex's protest has two main
thrusts. First, it asserts rights in
itself as to two small areas allegedly
conflicting with the selected land.
This raises the question whether
Essex has shown that it has valid
rights which could conpel rejection
of the exchange application, at least
as to areas of conflict. The second
thrust of its protest concerns the
entire exchange. It asserts no rights
adversely affected by the exchange
as to most of the land, but makes
general legal and policy arguments
against the exchange.

[81 I.D.
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We turn first to the alleged con-
flicting interests. Essex has asserted
it located the D&L claim on Sep-
tember 2, 1972. This date is after
Phelps Dodge had filed its formal
exchange application. The regula-
tions of this Department provide
that upon filing of a valid formal
exchange application, the selected
lands are segregated from appro-
priation, including appropriation
under the mining laws. 43 OFR

.2091.2-3, 2202.5. Essex points to
section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act,
48 Stat. 1272, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§ 315f (1970), as precluding a clas-
sification of lands to bar mineral
entry. That provision, however, was
to permit the location of mineral
entries without a prior classifica-
tion of land as mineral in character.
Here it was not the classification ac-
tion which caused the segregation
from mineral entry, but regulations
providing for the segregative effect
upon the filing of a valid formal
exchange application. The exchange
application is made under another
provision, section 8 of the Taylor
Grazing Act. The effect of the reg-
ulations is to close lands from min-
eral and other location once a valid
formal exchange application is filed.
The regulations are -within the au-
thority of the Secretary of the In-
terior and are binding. Thus, the
D&L and any other mining claim
located after the filing of the valid
formal exchange application for an
unrestricted patent is void ab initio.
Miniig locations for lands which
are not available for location under
the mining laws confer no rights on

ATIONAL, INC. 191
6, 1974

the locator and may properly be de-
clared void ab initio where the facts
*of the withdrawal or segregation of
the land are shown on the records
of this Department. David TV. Har-
per, 74 I.D. 141 (1967) ;. Leo J. Kot-
tas, 73 I.D. 123 (1966). Therefore,
Essex has no rights under the D&L
claim which afford any basis for its

*protest against the exchange be-
cause of a conflict with that claim.
The decision is affirmed to this
extent.

As to the alleged conflict between
the Sandwash 2 claim and the se-
lected land, the Bureau decision and
the contentions of the appellant and
the appellee assume there is a small
area of the Sandwash 2 claim over-
lapping Tract 37 within the Foot-
hill 35 claim. We shall discuss infra
why this assumption may not be
correct. However, even if there were
a conflict between the Sandwash 2
claim and the Foothill 35 claim
listed in the mineral patent applica-
tion and the publication notice, the
Bureau erred in finding that a min-
ing claimant's failure to adverse the
mineral patent application follow-
ing publication precludes his right
to protest a private exchange appli-
cation thereafter as to the same area
of conflict.

Revised Statutes 2325 and 2326,
30 U.S.C. §§29 and 30 (1970), re-
quire an applicant for mineral
patent to publish notice of the ap-
plication for a period of 60 days.
The -holder of a conflicting claim
must: (1) file his intention to ad-
verse the claim; with the proper
Bureau office within the publication
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period; (2) within 30 days there-
from initiate proceedings in a court
of competent jurisdiction to deter-
mine the right of possession; and
(3) prosecute the proceedings with
reasonable diligence to final judg-
ment. Failure of the holder of a
mining claim to file an adverse
claim within the 60-day publication
period amounts, to a waiver of ally
rights to a claim as against the nun-
eral patent applicant for a conflict-
ing claim. The adverse claimant
may not thereafter assert his own
claim as a bar to the issuance of a
mineral patent to the applicant, al-
thouglh he may protest to show that
the patent applicant has not com-
plied with the requirements for
patent. Chemii-Cote Perlite Corp. v.
Bower, 72 I.D. 403, 406 (1965);
People v. District Court of El Paso
County, 190 Colo. 343, 35 P. 31
(1894). See also, Dahl v. Raunheim,
132 U.S. 260 (1889); Gwillirn, v.
.Donnellan, 115 U.S. 45 (1885).
Likewise, where a court determina-
tion has been made, the adverse
claimant cannot assert his claim as
an objection to the issuance of a
mineral patent if the applicant is
the successful litigant in the court
proceedings. Ethelyndal Mc~lullen,
62 I.D. 395, 400 (1955); Wight v.
Dubois, 21 F. 693, 694 (D. Colo.
1884); Walsen v. Gaddis, 118 Colo.
63, 194 P.2d 306 (1948). Cf. Estate
of Arthur C. Tw. Bowen, 14 IBLA
201, 81 I.D. 30 (1974).

The failure to adverse or to ad-
-verse successfully a mineral patent
application estops an adverse claim-
ant from asserting his claim against
the issuance of a patent under the

mining laws. The procedure per-
tains to mineral patent applica-
tions, and contemplates suits be-
tween rival mineral claimants to the
same interests in the land. Powell
v. Ferguson, 23 L.D. 173 (1896).
Therefore, where a nonmineral
claimant failed to adverse a mining
claim, it was held that this did not
bar an adjudication and determina-
tion by the Department of the In-
terior upon application of a non-
mineral entryman as to the mineral
or nonmineral character of the land.
Id. Neither the Bureau nor Phelps
Dodge has cited any authority, nor
do we know of any authority for
holding that the failure to adverse a
mineral patent application consti-
tutes a waiver of a conflicting claim
or an estoppel against a patent to be
issued under some authority other
than the mining laws. If we suppose
.the exchange applicant were some-
one other than the mineral patent
applicant and the mineral patent
application were rejected, could the
exchange applicant set up the con-
flicting mining claimant's failure to
adverse the mineral patent applica-
tion to preclude his assertion of
rights against the exchange applica-
tion ? We think not. Likewise, we do
not think it makes any difference
here because the exchange applicant
is also the mineral applicant. There-
fore, to the extent the Bureau deci-
sion held that Essex is precluded
from protesting against the private
exchange by asserting rights to a
conflicting claim because it failed
to adverse Phelps Dodge's mining
claims, the decision is reversed.

[81 I.D.
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The decision is also reversed on
that point for an even more funda-
mental reason. Overlooked by the
parties to the appeal and by the Bu-
reau is the fact that in describing
the Foothill 35 claim the published
notice of the mineral patent appli-
cation expressly excluded the area
of the Sandwash 2 claim in conflict. 1

Because the Sandwash 2 claim was
excluded, there was no conflict and
no reason for its owner to bring an
adverse proceeding against the
mineral patent application. The
provisions of 30 U.S.C. §§ 29 and
30 (1970), requiring adverse pro-
ceedings by conflicting claimants
had no applicability as to the Sand-
wash 2 claim because the notice in-
dicated there was no conflict with
that claim.

A review of mineral survey 4632
clearly establishes that the Sand-
wash 2 claim was identified as a
conflicting claim but the conflict was
to be removed by excluding the area
of the Sandwash 2 claim from the
survey of the Foothill 35 claim. Al-
though mineral survey 4632 of the
claims in the Phelps Dodge patent
application has been canceled, the
field notes of that survey and plats
have been used to delineate Tract 37,
the selected lands in the exchange.
The exchange application, as
amended October 25, 1971, gives a
metes and bounds description which
coincides with the calls of the survey
as to the area in question here. The
field notes of the survey show that
the surveyors excluded part of the

The mineral final certificate also expressly
excluded the Sandwash 2 claim.

Foothill 35 claim from the survey,
using the northern, boundary of the
unpatented Sandwash 2 claims as
the southern boundary of Foothill
35, which is the same boundary for
Tract 37 in 'that area.

While Essex contends there is a
conflict between the Sandwash 2
claim and Tract 37, the only sup-
port for its contention is a copy of
the private survey lat submitted
with its protest. That plat purports
to show a small area marked in blue
overlapping Tract 37. The overlap
is created by a line drawn appar-
ently to show the northern bound-
ary of the Sandwash 2 claim at
variance with the mineral survey
plat line and calls. There is no ex-
planation for this variance. The
field notes of the survey indicate
the survey was run from monuments
for the Sandwash 2 laim and the
calls were made from such monu-
ments and public survey quarter
section corners. Essex has not filed a
copy of the notice of location of the
Sandwash 2 claim which would give
the metes and bounds description of
that unsurveyed claim, nor any
other information to support a con-
flict. Without more substantiation
that mineral survey 4632 and the
boundaries of Tract 37 intrude upon
the northern boundary of the Sand-
wash 2. claim, we cannot find there
is such a conflict.

If there is no actual conflict be-
tween the Sandwash 2 claim and the
private exchange, there is no basis
for Essex's protest on the ground of
a conflicting right. Cf. 43 CFR
3873.3. If, however, there is a con-
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flict, it would be essential to deter-
mine whether the Sandwash 2 claim
is a valid claim before the exchange
could be consummated as to the area
in conflict. If a mining claim is vali-
dated by discovery before the land
is segregated by an exchange appli-
cation, the land is appropriated by
the claim and is not available for
selection in an exchange. Harry
Yukon, A-30762 (August 23,1967).
A mineral location made prior to a
withdrawal or segregation of the
land but not validated by a discov-
ery, however, is a nullity and does
not affect the land status. Id. Never-
theless, such a mining claim cannot
be declared invalid because of a lack
of discovery without due notice to
the claimant and an opportunity for
a hearing. See Best v. numboldt
Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334
(1963) ; Cameron v. United States,

252 U.S. 450 (1920).
- In view of the rulings made

above, Essex will be allowed 30 days
from the date of this decision to sub-
mit to the Bureau's State. Office, if
it desires, proof to establish that
there is actually a conflict between
Tract 37 and the Sandwash 2 claim.
Such proof would include the notice
of location of the Sandwash 2 claim
describing an area which is in con-
flict and proof tending to show that
the surveyed area actually includes
part of the Sandwash 2 claim. If
Essex fails to substantiate its asser-
tion that there is an actual conflict,
there would be no basis for its pro-
test based upon such a conflict and
the dismissal of the protest on that
ground will stand. If, however,
Essex shows an actual conflict, or

the facts to establish the conflict
cannot be resolved from official rec-
ords and matters which can be es-
tablished by official notice (see 43
CFR 4.24(b)), a hearing will be
required to establish whether the
conflicting Sandwash 2 claim is
valid before the exchange can be
consumnated as to the area in
conflict. 2

We turn now to Essex's objections
to the private exchange generally
pertaining to legal and policy con-
siderations for exchanging land
which might be mineral in char-
acter. The land was classified as
nonmineral in character in view of
a field report of a Bureau mineral
examiner dated July 22,1970, which
states*

* * * the information available indi-
cates that either a halo of subeconamic
minerals surrounds a proven ore body and
extends into the subject lands, or that
similar grade mineralization is present,
but very deeply buried. In any event, the
presence of valuable mineral deposits on
the claims has not been shown. Neither
can the presence of valuable mineral de-
posits be Inferred, particularly if real-
istic economic criteria are applied to the
known data.

Essex contends that drilling it has
conducted on lands south of Tract
37 establishes the mineral character
of the land. At most, information of
such drilling aight lend support to
inferences concerning an extension
of possible mineralization into

2 This does not mean that a hearing would
be necessary if the area of conflict is omitted
from the exchange; application with the appli-
cant agreeing to the omission without requir-
ing additional selected land so as to affect
the valuation determination of the selected
and offered lands.

[81 I.D.
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Tract 37, but it fails by itself to
establish that ex<traction of minerals
within Tract 37 is economically
feasible and the land has a practical
value for mining purposes. Such evi-
dence is essential to establish the
mineral character of the land. Cai-
fornia v. Rode er, 75 I.D. 176
(1968). See United States v. Bunk-
owski, IBLA 102, 79 I.]D. 43
(1972). -

Even if the land is deemed to be
mineral in character, this is not a
legal impediment to a private ex-
change of the selected land without
a mineral reservation where a dis-

'covery has not been made. Many
grants and dispositions of public
land by express statutory language,
or by administrative or judicial in-
terpretation, are limited to non-
mineral lands. We cannot accept
'Essex's contention that the private
exchange provision in section 8(b)
of the Taylor Grazing Act is so
limited. The language and context
of the Act suggests otherwise. By
section 8(b), the Secretary is au-
thorized "when public interests will
be benefited thereby," to exchange
for certain private lands "an equal
value of surveyed grazing district
land or of unreserved surveyed pub-
lie land * * 1 43 U.S.C. § 315g
(b) (1970). Section 8 (c) of the Act
pertaining to state exchanges differ-
entiates between an exchange based
upon equal value or of equal acreage
by requiring that when an exchange
is based on lands of equal acreage
and the selected lands are mineral
in character, the patent thereto shall
contain a reservation of all minerals

to the United States. 43 U.S.C.
§315g(c) (1970). Section 8(d) of
the Act applies both to state and
private exchanges and provides in
part:

* * * That either party to an exchange
based upon equal value under this section
may make reservations of minerals, ease-
ments, or rights of use. Where reserva-
tions are made in ands conveyed either
to or by the United States the right to
enjoy them shall be subject to such rea-
sonable conditions respecting ingress and
egress and the use of the surface of the
land as may be deemed necessary. * * *

43 U.S.C. §315g(d) (1970). This
provision leaves to the discretion of
the Secretary whether to reserve
minerals to the United States where
the exchange is based on a value for
value exchange rather than a state
exchange based on equal acreage.
Dredge Corp. v. Husite Co., 78 Nev.
69, 369 P.2d 676, 684, ert. denied,
371 U.S. 821 (1962). This discre-
tionary authority is unlike the situ-
ations where no reservations of min-
erals could be made in the absence
of a'specific statutory 'authorization
which 'compelled distinctions be-
tween authority to' dispose of min-
eral and nonmineral lands. The
only restriction upon the Secre-
tary's authority to exchange lands
for private lands, other than the
public interest requirement, is that
the lands be of equal -value. Of. As-
sociate Solicitor's Opinion, M-
,36436 (May9,1957).

-Regulation 43 CR 2430.5(g)
provides:

Lands determined to be valuable for
purposes other than public purposes may
be determined to. be suitable for exchange:
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if the acquisition of the offered lands, the
disposition of the public lands, and the
anticipated costs of consummating the
exchange will not disrupt governmental
operations.

See also 43 CrIR 2430.6. The infor-
mation tendered by Essex with its
protest in no way vitiates the pro-
priety of the Bureau's classification
of the land as suitable for exchange.
If upon re-examination of available
information the Bureau should con-
clude that the selected land may be
mineral in character, there is no
necessity for Phelps Dodge to file a
new application, as Essex contends.
The segregative effect of the orig-
inal applicatini, as amended, stands.
The classification may be amended
to reflect the mineral character of
the land and the value of the of-
fered and elected lands reap-
praised to assure that the value of
the selected land is not less than the
offered land considering possible
mineral values in the selected land.

Nothing that Essex has shown es-
tablishes that the exchange is not
in the public interest, assuming that
the land values are equal. Al ex-
change to acquire land within the
boundaries of a national forest is
within the public interest criterion
of the Taylor Grazing Act. Elbert
0. Jensen, 60 I.D. 231 (1948). See
also LaRue v. Udall, 324 F.2d 428,
435 n. 16 (D.C. Cir. 1963) (con-
curring opinion). Essex's protest
based upon general legal and policy
considerations is denied.

Essex has made a motion to have
a hearing in this matter. We have
indicated it is entitled to a hearing
based upon alleged conflicting rights

only if it can establish there is a
conflict between the Sandwdsh 2
claim and the selected land. We deny
its request for a hearing based on
its general protest against the ex-
change in view of our conclusions
above. A protester against an ex-
change who has no legally cogniz-
able conflicting right in selected
lands has no right to a formal hear-
ing under the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §-554 (1970),
or on due process grounds, when his
protest is considered in accordance
with the- rules of this Department.
LcRue v. Udall, supra.

Essex has also filed a motion to
supplement the record with the
court transcript from Hawkeins v.
Phelps Dodge Corp., Civil No. 72-
203-TUC, and Essex International,
Inc. V. Phelps Dodge, Civil No. 72-
204 TUC (D. Ariz., judgment for
defendant filed January 24, 1973).3
We see no useful purpose the tran-
script could serve in connection with
this appeal and, therefore, deny the
request.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of

2 Th court action arose from suits by Essex
and others filed in the United States District
Court in Arizona, asking the court to declare
Essex's interest in the land encompassed in
its lode mining claims superior to Phelps
Dodge's rights. Phelps Dodge filed a counter-
claim and both parties requested preliminary
injunctions. On January 24, 1973, the court
issued a prelininary injunction, in part, grant-
ing Phelps Dodge's request for a preliminary
injunction and barring Essex from entering
upon the area in conflict. Tbe injunction was
ordered to continue in effect pending "final
determination by the United States Depart-
ment of Interior of both the defendant's min-
eral patent application A 828 and private
exchange application A 4391."

[81 .D.
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the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the de-
cision appealed from is affirmed in
part, reversed in part, and the case
is remanded for further proceedings
consistent with this decision.

JOAN B. THWOUPSON,

Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

DOUGLSs E. HENRIQtTES,

Administrative Judge.

FITEDERICK FISHMAN,

Administrative Jdge.

ESTATE OF JOHN S. RAMSEY
(WAP TOSE NOTE)

(NEZ PERCE ALLOTTEE NO. 853,
DECEASED)

2 IBIA 237
Decided Apr iZ7, 1974

This is an appeal from a decision deny-
ing a petition for rehearing.

REVERSED and REMANDED.

425.28.0 Indian Probate: Wills: Testa-
mentary Capacity: Generally

Where a will, rational on its face, is
shown to have been executed in legal
form, the law presumes testamentary ca-
pacity of the testator, that the will speaks
his wishes, and in order to overcome such
will, the evidence must be clear, cogent
and convincing. At the time the will is
executed the testator must have suffi-
cient mind and memory to understand
the transaction in which he is then en-
gaged, to comprehend generally the na-
ture and extent of the property which
constitutes his estate and of which he
is contemplating disposition, and to re-
collect the objects of his bounty.

425.28.0 Indian Probate: Wills:
Testamentary Capacity: Generally

Testamentary capacity is a question of
fact to be determined upon the evidence
in the individual case. No general rule
can be devised which would be a satfs-
factory standard for the determination
of the issue in all cases.

APPEARANCES: Henry Felton, Esq.,
for appellant, Aaron (Allen) Ram-
sey, Norman-L. Gissell, Esq., for ap-
pellee, Clara Ramsey Scott.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal from the de-
cision of Administrative Law
Judge, Robert C. Snashall, deying
the petition of Aaron (Allen) Ram-
sey, for rehearing.

The decedent,- John S. Ramsey,
died testate on January 15, 1971.
S urviving the decedent were certain
heirs at law who would have taken
interests in the estate had there been
no last will and testament. They are,
Benedict Ramsey, son 1/4; Aaron
Ramsey, son /4; Clara Ramsey
Scott, daughter, 1/4; and Roy Or-
ville Hayes, Jr., grandson 1/4.

The matter of the purported last
will and testament of John S. Ram-
sey, dated May 12, 1970, came on
for hearing at Lapwai, Idaho, on
October 29, 1971 and August 23,
1972. Subsequent to the hearing, the
Judge issued on February 26, 1973
an Order approving the will and
Decree of Distribution. The will de.
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vised and bequeathed certain of the
decedent's trust property as follows:
CLAUSE 2 (to Ben Ramsey and Clara
Ramsey Scott),
CLAUSE 3 (to Clara Ramsey Scott and
Roy Hdyes, Jr.),
CLAUSE 4 (to Jennifer Ramsey),
CLAUSE 6 (to Mazie Red Wolf Ramsey,
Roy Hayes, Jr. and Darlene James),
CLAUSE 7 (to Aaron (Allen) Ramsey,
decedent left nothing)..
RESIDUAL. (No residual. However, if
decedent acquired anything in the fu-
ture, it would go to Aaron (Allen)
Ramsey).

Aaron (Allen) Ramsey petitioned
for a rehearing. Petition for rehear-
ing was denied on May 1, 1973. An
appeal was timely filed June 29,
1973.

The basic contention of the ap-
pellant was that the decedent did
not possess the requisite mentality.
to make a will on May 12, 1970, and
could not and did not make the will.

Where a will, rational on its face,
is shown to have been executed in
legal form, the law presumes testa-.
mentary capacity of the testator,
that the will speaks his wishes, and,
in order to overcome such will, the.
evidence must be, clear, cogent and
convincing.

At the time the will is executed the
testator must have sufficient mind
and memory to understand the
transaction in which he is then en-
gaged, to comprehend generally the
nature and extent of the property
which constitutes his estate and of
which he is contemplating disposi-
tiOn,, and to recollect the object of
his bounty. In re Cwinn's Estate,
219 P. '2d 591, 36 Wash. 2 583
(1950); Deanm v. Jordan, 79 P. 2d

331, 194 Wash. 661 (1938); In re
Torstensen's Estate, 184 P. 2d 255,
28 Wash. 2d 837 (1947).

Testamentary capacity is a question of
fact to be determined upon the evidence
in the individual case. No general rule
can be devised which would be a satis-
factory standard for the determination
of the issue in all cases. In re Heazle's
Estate, 257 P. 2d. 556, 558, 74 Idaho 72
(1953) * * *

On May 12, 1970, the date deced-
ent executed the will in question he
was 82 years of age. He had had
several strokes, the last of which left
him paralyzed and an invalid. He
had no use of his left side and had
very limited movement of his right
arm. He. Was. not able to write He
was hard'.of hearing and could see
out of one eye only to distingish
night from day or light from dark-
ness. He had no control over his
bowel functions nor could he feed
himself. His last stroke left his
speechimpaired.

Dr. Ven Bauman, decedent's
physician,' testified at the hearing

,held-on August 23,. 1972, that by
May 1970 while he was taking care
of the decedent; he was pretty far
gone mentally and could not under-
stand the import of a will draft if it.
were read to him, because he had a
chronic brain syndrome and because
he was dying-by degrees including
the brain.

Decedent's son, Benedict Ramsey,
testified that he took care of the
decedent for a period prior to 1963
after which decedent's son, Aaron
Ramsey began to care for him. He.
further testified that, he saw his
father at --Tri-State Convalescent
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Center several times during 1970.
He testified that based upon his ob-
servations of his father over a pe-
riod of time including 1970, he did
not think that the decedent was com-
petent to make a will on May 12,
1970..

Pertinent portions of the testi-
mony of Dr. Bauman and Benedict
Ramsey taken from the transcript
of the: hearing held at Lapwai,
Idaho, on AuguLst 23, 1972, are here-
inafter set forth:

Judge Snashall. Doctor, let me ask you,
would it be your statement that he prob-
ably couldn't draft something like that,
[Will], is that correct?

A. No way, no way.
Q. But, now what would be your opin-

ion if somebody else drafted it and read
it to him, do you think he could under-
stand what they were saying to him?

A. Again, I feel that he probably could
not 'Cause he has had considerable ad-
vance degeneration. He had a chronic
brain syndrome, which is a (unintelligi-
ble) of the brain, and he was dying lit-
erally by small area including the brain;
(Tr. 91.)V

* -- . * * * *

Q. O.I. I understand that's difflcult.
But they were able to gather that from
him apparently?

A. * * * This patient is an invalid,
actually blind from arteriosclerotic de-
generation, can't see from the left side
* * *. (Tr. 92.) * * *

Q. You believe from a medical stand-
point that he couldn't adequately identify
his symptoms to you, is that * *

A. That's correct, because he had a
stroke and * * * (Tr. 93.) * *

Q. He -was able to recognize his rela-
tives. Do you think he had the capacity
to diseernubetween a brother and sister?

A. He got pretty far gone when I saw
him in May and July (1970). He was
just * * * couldn't help himself couldn't

feed himself, had to be fed. It was a
shame to keep him alive. We just gave
him symptomatic care.

Q. You did see him on the 12th of May
1972 (meaning 1970) ?

A. May 6th, July 15, August 5, Septem-
ber 3rd and October 6th. (Tr. 94.) * **

Q. Dr. Bauman, you stated a moment
ago that by May when you were examin-
ing him, he was pretty far gone. You were
speaking of physical capabilities, were
you not?

A. Physically and mentally, the more I
reread my notes here. I remember the
gentleman that he was well beyond being
alive, I still don't know why he was
hanging on. (Tr- 95.) * * *

Q. Would it be a possibility, now I'm
asking this strictly as a possibility, would
it be a possibility that when you examined
him at that time that with the normal
reticence, if I may use that word, on the
part of an Indian person plus the fact of
mere advanced-;age that he may have
been competent but was refusing to an-
swer or talk to you?

A. I did not sense this. He would mum-
ble and of course, his stroke- affected his
speech. (Tr. 96.)

Pertinent portions of Benedict
Ramsey's testimony taken from the
transcript of the August 23, 1972
hearing are hereinafter set forth:

Q. Did you try to talk to him?
A. Yes I did.
Q. Were you able to do so?
A. -Well, it didn't seem like to reach

him.
Q. And did he know you?

.A.: Well, after I told him who I was,
then he knew me.

Q. Was that sometime after you come
into the room?
-A. That is right: (Tr. 57.)

* * - * .*: *

Q. Now you have known your father
over many years, have you not?

A. Yes. * * *

Q. Now then, you saw your father in
May of 1970, didn't you?

197]
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A. Oh, Yes. * * *.
Q. Have you an opinion whether or not

he was competent to make a will?
A. I don't really think so. (Tr. 59.) * * *

tQ. What did you observe about your
father when you went there. Just tell the
Examiner what you observed about your
father when you went in there to visit.

A. Well, he was just laying there, that's
all, that's what I observed. * * *

Q. * * * you talked to your father,
right?

A. I tried to, yeah.
Q. In the retirement home? Tri-State?
A. Yeah, I seen him. Whenever I come

from Seattle, I used to visit him.
Q. All right. Now I'm talking specifi-

cally about your statement that you
visited him sometime in May 1970. Now I
want to know, at that time, when you
talked to him did he answer your
questions.

A. Well, I talked to him, but I mean,
you know, he talked to a guy that he
was, he was floating around in his bed.
That's what he was talking to me about.
You know, the kind of guy that was * * 
he's sees things on the walls and every-
thing else.

Q. Is that what he told you or
what * * * the statements that he made?

A. That's what he said, that's what he
said.

Q. All right, what specifically did he
say when you were there?

A. Well, he said he was getting on his
bed and they are going to go someplace,
you know, to go, you know * * *. (Tr.
60,61.) * * *

Q. O.K. Did you go through this rou-
tine with him when he saw stuff on the
walls and what not everytime you went
to see him?

A. Well, he was that way all the
time. * * *

* * * * 

Q. You were then concerned with his
mental sanity at that time?

A. Well, when he sees things on the.
wall, you know darn well he * * * you
know what to think of the guy. * * *
(Tr. 64.)

Q. He didn't talk to you after that?
A. Well, he talked about what he was

doing, you know I mean, he wasn't talk-
ing, just generally talking, you know,
like him and his bed was going to fly
out of there. * * C (Tr. 65.)

Q. It's your statement then that as
far as your concerned, your father was
incapable of making a will * C

A. Ever, since, ever since '59, he
could C C C he couldn't do nothing for
himself, period.

Q. I'm not talking about his physical
problems now, I'm talking about his
mental C C C

A. You know, his mentality would run
away from himself. (Tr. 68)

Great weight is given to the testi-
mony of Dr. Bauman because he
was a physician and because he was
decedent's physcian from 1969 un-
til decedent's death.

Much weight is given to the testi-
mony of Benedict Ramsey because
he took care of his father for a pe-
riod of time prior to 1970 and be-
cause he visited him at the conva-
lescent home on occasions in 1970
and was able to observe him. In ad-
dition Benedict Ramsey stood much
to lose in the event the 1970 will
was declared invalid. In other
words his testimony was against
his own interest.

The testimony of Twila Williams,
registered nurse at Tri-State Con-
valescent Center, and Mildred W.
Rowley, practical nurse Tri-State,
is given weight only insofar as they
witnessed the placing of decedent's
thumb print on the May 12, will.

Because of the discrepancies in
the testimony of Clara Ramsey
Scott and the testimony and Memo-
randum of May 12, 1970, of Regina

[S1 .D.
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Parot, weight is given to the testi-
mony of Regina Parot only insofar
as she was the scrivener who
drafted the will. Little or no weight
is given to the testimony of Clara
Ramsey Scott.

Portions of the testimony of Re-
gina Parot, Clara Ramsey Scott and
Mildred Rowley, are* set forth
below.

Pertinent portions of Regina
Parot's testimony taken from the
transcript of the hearing held on
August 23, 1972, are hereinafter set
forth.

Q. May I ask, did John Ramsey speak
the English language? (Tr. 4.)

'A. Yes he did.
Q. Did he read and write the English

language?
A. Yes, he could read. Re had to hold

the paper close but he could read and he
could write.

Q. And it's your understanding then
that he fully understood what was stated
in that document?

'A. Absolutely. * , (Tr. 5.)
Q. Did you know him prior to this

time?
A. No I did not.'

HQ. ow long did you talk to him before
the will was prepared?

A. Oh, I talked to him probably fifteen
minutesibefore I prepared the will.

Q. All right. Now subsequent to the
preparation of that will, 'or was it
,prior ... this memorandum, the, copy of
which you 'have in your hand, I'm hand-
ing you what purports to be the original
and ask you if that's an original of your
memorandum of May'12, 1970?

A. Yes it is. * * (* (r. 6.)
,Q. Did you do this in contemplation of

the information as to the execution of
this will maybe necessary in the future?

'A. Yes I did.
Q. Does the information contained in

this document, in your opinion, exactly

the-'ireumstances as that occurred at the
time of the execution of this document?

A. 'Yes.
Q. And this document then was pre-

pared merely as a livifg record of that
happening, is that correct?

A. That's right. (Tr. 7.) * * *

(A memorandum dated May' 12,
1970 and addressed to Whom it May
'Concern, was introduced into evi-
dence as Examiner's Exhibit #2 at
the August 23, 1972 hearing). In
the memorandum, Mrs..Parot stated
among other things that she went to
the Tri-State Convalescent Center
on the morning of May 12, 1970, to
prepare the will o f John Ramsey at
the request of Thomas St. Clair,
Superintendent, Northern Idaho
Indian Agency. She further stated
that she met Clara Ramsey Scott in
John Ramsey's room when she ar-
rived;. that Clara introduced Mrs.
Parot. to her: father; -that Clara
asked her father several questions;
and that Mrs. Parot then excused
Clara from the room. (Tr. 8.)

On. further examination Regina
Parot testified as follows: -

Q. All right Now, then, will you hand
me the paper in your hand? Now then I
want you to tell me what you found
when you went into the room of John
Ramsey and the. .. it was over at the
place near the hospital Mrs. Parot, you
said that John Ramsey could read and
,write the'day that you were there?;

A. Yes.

Q. And did he read the will?
A, He did not read it himself, no.
Q. 0Who read it? 
A. I read him the will.
Q. Now then, you said he could write?
A. To my knowledge, he could write.
Q. And that he could read and write?
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A. As far as I know, I didn't test him
for whether or not he could write for
very long. 8 * *

Q. And he was paralyzed except for the,
some movement, a slight movement of
the right arm?

A. That I-didn't know.
Q. And he was blind, wasn't he?
A. No, I don't think he was blind.
Q. Did you observe him?
A. YesI did.
Q. And how much talking did he do?
A. He did enough talking . . .
Q. Now isn't it a fact only answer yes

or no?
A. No it is not a fact.
Q. But he could see him?
A. Yes.
Q. He could see the will?

RA. He could see. I had the paper in my
hand and he did look at it.

Q. And he had a previous, and you drew
this from previous wills, didn't yu? I
mean you got the description?

A. I * * * No, I took the descriptions
with me. I make it a point that before I
make a will, if I know who 'the person
is * ,

* Q. I didn't ask you what-you make-a
point of, I asked you what you did that
day.

A., I took the description with me.,
Q. And where did you get the descrip-

tion?'
A. From my legal records here and the

branch of realities.
Q. The will appears to have the descrip-

tions of the same order they are in the
will of '65. Can you explain that?

A. Only for the fact that we were try-
ing to keep it as close to the last one as
we could * * ¶ (Tr. 10-12.)

Q. All Tight, he could write couldn't he,?
A. As far as I knew he could write.
Q. All right. then why didn't you have

him signthewill?

A. We asked him to sign it. I asked him
if he wanted to sign it or put his thumb-
print and he said his thumbprint would
be easier for him. (Tr. 14.)

(NOTE: Decedent executed a previous
will dated June 3, 1965 by putting his
thumbprhit on the document).

The pertinent portions of Clara
Ramsey; Scott's testimony taken
from the transcript of the hearing
held on August 23, 1972 are herein-
after set forth:

Q. And isn't it a fact that you asked
Mrs. Parot to go over there and draw a
will for your father?-

A. No. (Tr.79.) * * *
Q. And weren't you there at the time

that she was over . . .
A. No I wasn't.
Q. You weren't over at the convalescent

home?
A. I was over there but I was in the car

because. . .
Q. Whosecar?
A. In my car. I Went over in the morn-

Ing and I was sitting there when I seen
Mrs. Parot and then, so I backed
off * * *

Q. Just a moment. Just answer my
question. Did you know that Mrs.; Parot
was there to draw a will for your father?

A. No. (Tr 80.)

Pertinent portions of the testi-
mony of Mildred Rowley, a practi-
cal nurse at Tr'-State Convalescent
Home, taken from te transcript of
the hearing held on August 23, 1972
are hereinafter set forth: X 

Q . Now I don't want you to give a
mn edical opinion and I'll not ask you
for them but wasn't Mr. Ramsey a little
hard of hearing, just a little? -

A. I dn't know whether he was hard
of hearingor just wouldn't answer. Some-
times we would have to ask him a couple
of times, Aaybe: three: times before he
would ansWer.

orAnd then would he answer just yes
or no or,'twould hie go into a long ai 

A. No, no, John would say yes or no. X

Q. Just yes or no? That's all he ever
answered?
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'A. I never did have'a 'conversation with
Mr. Ramsey. (Tr.,29.) **

Q. Now his eyes. Could he see things?
'A. I don't think so. Now he may have

been able to see shadows 'when he first
went to the nursing home and he would
move 'his head when we would be around
but then later on it seemed that he may
not have seen anything.

Q. At the time of making this will, did
you ever see him read anything?

A. I did not.
Q. Now when ther time came for the

pressing of his thumbprint, what hap-
pened? (Tr. 32.) * * *

'A. It has been so long ago but 'as far as
I can remember, John raised his hand a
bit, the lady put the pad there and sort of
guided his hand to the pad for the ink
and then she had the paper here and she
guided his hand over to the-proper place.

Q. She took hold of his hand and put it
in the proper place?

1A. Yes, she * * * otherwise hits hand
would not go to the proper place. (Tr.
33.) ***

The testimony of Aaron Ramsey
is given weight only insofar as he
took care of the decedent from 1963
up to the time the decedent was
placed in the convalescent home in
1970.

To recapitulate, the testimony of
U'r. Bauman was given great weight
'because he was John Ramsey's
physician from 1969 tthe date of
his death ;' and was -a. disinterested
party who observed the decedent on
numerous occaions.:Great weight is
also given to the testimony of Bene-
.dict Ramsey, decedent's son, because
'John Ramsey resided -with Benedict
":for a period prior to 1963; because
"Benedict had many opportunities to
:observe &de at h6ns, in the
hospital and' at the convalescent

home; and because his testimony at
the hearing was against his own
interest.

The testimony of Regina Parot
was given weight only insofar as
she was the :scrivener who drafted
the will because of the discrepan-
cies in her testimony and the testi-
monyof 'Clara Scott.'.

For example, Regina Parot testi-
fied through a memorandum she
had prepared' on May 12, 1970,:ad-
mitted into evidence at the hearing
of August 23, .19T2, that she was-

'requested by Thomas H. St.; Clair,
Superintendent; North Idaho Th-
dian Agency, to draft a will for
'John Ramsey, that on the morning
of May. 12, 1970, when. she entered
John Ramsey's room, Clara Scott:
was there; that Clara introduced
Mrs. Parot to John Ramsey, after
which Clara left' the room.

Clara Ramsey testified repeatedly
that she was not' at the hospital;
that she was not present in the room
when Mrs. Parot arrived on May 12,
1970, to draft John Ramsey'si will,
nor did she knor that John Ram-
sey was having a will drafted. She
further testified that'she, Clara, was
sitting outside. the hospital on May
12, 1970, and when she saw IMrs.
Parot arrive she backed 6ff-

Regina Parot testified0- that -she
had never seen John Ramsey before
May 12, 1970. She further testified
that John Ramsey could read ,write
and speak t h English language.
Yet upon further questioning s he
testified that John Ramsey neither
read nor wrtein her presence. Al-
though John Ra;msey was para-
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lyzed, she testified that she did not
know that he was paralyzed.
* To further confuse the testimony
of Mrs. Parot, Mildred Rowley, a
'practical nurse who had taken care
of and witnessed the will of John
Ramsey on- May 12, 1970, testified
that John Ramsey on May 12,1970,
could not see and could answer only
yes or no to questions relating to his
needs. Mildred Rowley further tes-
tified that she never conversed with
John. Ramsey, -nor did she ever see
him read or write.

After full and careful considera-
tion of the record including the
transcript of the hearing held ol
August 23, 1972, we find that the
testator did not have sufficient mind
and memory to understand the
transaction in which he was en-
gaged on May 12, 1970, to colnpre-
hend generally the nature and
extent of the property which con-

.,stituted his estate and of which he
was coltemplating disposition, and
to recollect the objects of his bounty.

t further find that sufficiently
clear, cogent and convincing proof
exists to overturin the May 12, 1970
will and that it should be disap-
proved.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of authority delegated to the Board
of Indian Appeals by the Secretary

* of the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, it is
hereby Ordered:

1. That the part of the Adminis-
trative Lav. Judge's. order approv-
ing the testator's Last Will and
Testament dated.May 1 1970, IS
REVERSED and the will declared
INVALID.

2. That the matter herein is RE-
MANIDED to the Administrative
Law Judge for the. purpose, after
the parties in interest have been
duly' notified, of determining the
validity of the decedent's Last Will
and Testament executed June 3,
-1965 and entering an order accord-
ingly. This: decision is finalfor the
Department.

MITCHELL J. SABAGII,
Admwnistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Administrive Judge.

NORTH AMERICAN COAL
CORPORATION

3 IBEA 93:

Decided April 17, 1974

Appeal by North American Coal
Corporation from a decision of an Ad-
:ministrative Law Judge, in Docket
;Wos. DENV 73-3-P, 73-32-P, 73-39-
P, and 7-40-P, wherein penalties in
the aggregate amount of $13,541 were
assessed for alleged iolations of the
Federal Coal: Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

Modified and remanded.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Evidence : Sufficiency

Where an inspector states that "within a
good degree of certainty" he saw coal
being cut, mined, or loaded at a face or
in a section, there is sufficient'evidence
to support the finding that the, area in-
volved, wasjoperational. That finding is
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a: condition precedent to the ultimate
conclusion that a violation of section
303 (c) (1) of the Act has occurred.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety Stand-
ards: Generally

\There: the evidence is sufficient t es-
tablish that the roof or ribs of a mine
were not adequately supported to protect
persons from falls, it is not necessary to
prove a violation of the roof control plan
in order to sustain a violation of section
302 (a) of the Act.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
.Act of 1969: Evidence: Sufficiency

Where a notice of violation of section
304(a) of the Act shows no indication of
the depth or extent of an accumulation
of combustible material, and the inspec-
tor has no present recollection of the con-
dition which gave rise to such notice,
the evidence is insufficient to constitute it

*prima facie case.

Federal Coal ,Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety Stand-
ards: Incombustible Content

A properly taken floor sample, without
samples from the, roof: and ribs, may
alone support a finding that a violation
of section 304(d) of the:Act has occurred.

FederalCoal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: MandatorySafety Stand-
ards: Protective Equipment

An operator complies with 30 CFR
75.1720(a) if it has a system designed to
assure that miners wear protective
safety goggles on appropriate occasions,
and if such system in fact is enforced
with due diligence.. Where the failure
to wear protective glasses is entirely the
result of the employee's negligence rather
thaii the result of the failure of the op-
erator to require the wearing of such
glasses, a violatibnof such safety stand-
ard has not occurred.

5473Sl74 ^4

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust Pro-
granm

Where a computer printout does not show
a potential "dump" sample was voided
and the record contains no evidence to
show that normal laboratory procedures
prescribed by the regulations were not
followed, or that the sample had been
"dumped," an Administrative Law Judge
errs by voiding the sample in determin-
ing whether a violation of 30 CR
75.100(a) has occurred.

Federal Coal Mine Health 'and Safety
Act of 1969: Administrative Proce-
dure: Decisions

It is error for an Administrative Law
Judge to find that a condition cited in a
notice of violation was "serious," with-
out identifying the potential hazard
and the probability of its occurrence,
and to find an operator "negligent" with-
out indicating the source of the inference
or the act or; acts of commission or
omission.

.Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
'Act of 1969: Penalties: Mitigation

An. AdministrativeLaw Judge may ad-
mit and give weight to evidence of eco-
nomic losses suffered as a result of a va-
cated withdrawal order, as a general
mitigating factor, in fixing the amount
of the penalty warranted because of a
violation arising out of a condition or
practice cited in such order. However,:
an operator has no legal right to a strict
dollar-for-dollar offset in such circum-
stances.

APPEARANCES: * John A. Macleod,
Esq., for appellant, North American
Coal Corporation; . Philip Smith, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, William X. Wood-
land,,Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement andG SafetyAd-
ministration.
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OPINION BY ADMIIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

North American Coal Corpora-
tion (North American) appeals to
the Board from a decision of an
Administrative Law Judge (Judge)
assessing penalties in the aggregate.
amount of $13,541 for various al-
leged violations of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
(Act)., North American challenges
some of the findings of violation,
seeks reduction of some assessments
allegedly computed by erroneous ap-
plication of at least one of the six
enumerated statutory criteria, and
contends that the refusal of the
Judge "to recognize * * eco-
nomic losses resulting from wrong-
ful withdrawal orders, in determin-

ing the amount of the penalties
* e ale was error 2 After careful
study of the extensive record in this
case, we have decided to modify the
decision below and remand the ase
for the reasons hereinafter set forth
in detail.

Procedu'aZ B ylgro dund

This case comes to the Board s
an appeal from a decision made with
respect to approximately ninety al-
leged violations in four dockets:
DENV 73-3-P, 73-32-P, 73-39-P,
and 73-40--P. The petitions.for hear-
ing. and formal adjudicationwere

1P.L. 81-173, Stat.- 742-S04, 30 U.S.C.
g§d01-960 (1969).

2
Br. of Appellant, p. 4.

filed pursuant to 43 CFR 4.540, 37
F.R. 11461 (June 28, 1972),; on
July 17, 1972, July 24, 1972, and
August 4, 1972, respectively. Each
of the dockets concerned violations
alleged to have occurred at North
American's Kenilworth Mine which
is located in Carbon County, Utah.

The dockets were consolidated for
hearing which took place between
January 9 and January 12, 1973, in
Salt Lake City, Utah. The Judge
issued his decision on April 27,
1973, and a timely Notice of Appeal
was filed on May 16, 193. After
several extensions of time, North
American's fifty-five page brief was
filed on July 25, 1973, along with a
motion to waive the limitation upon
length of appellant's brief contained
in 43 CER 4.601(d) and a request
for oral argument; After. an exten-
sion of time, the brief of the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) was timely filed on
September 4,1973.

On November 15, 1973, the Board
granted the motion to waive the
limitation of brief for good cause,
shown and set the case for oral argu-
ment on December 12,- 1973, confined
to the question of whether the Judge
correctly refused to consider North
American's (' economic losses, sus-
tained- as . a result of allegedly
"wrongful withdrawal ord&ri," in
assessing penalties.

Issues on A peat

-A. Whether the Adninistrative
L jaw Judge erred; fin determining
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that various violations of manda-
tory health or safety standards
occurred.

*B. Whether the Administrative
Law Judge properly applied one or
more of the six mandatory criteria
in assessing various penalties.

C. Whether the Administrative
Law Judge erred in failing- to take
into- consideration appellant's eco-
nomic losses sustained as a result of
vacated withdrawal orders in assess-
ing penalties.

III.

* ~Discussionl

'A.

Challenges to Determinations of
Violation

'1. Section303(C)"(1) Charge:
* Order of Withdrawal No. 1 WB

was issued April 3, 1970 and in rele-
vant part reads:

* * * Ventilation was short-circuited
-from the faces of the main entry and the
crosscut off the main entry in 3 east sec-
tion in that line brattice and la check
curtain were raised and tied.

North American argues that the
condition cited did not constitute a
violation of section 303(c) (1) of
the 'Act because the Bureau of
Mines A (now M SA) allegedly

,failed to prove- "that miners were
present, or that coal was being cut,
mined or loaded, at the working
faces * * -*" in dispute 4(tlc
added). n (Italics

; Effective lulyf 16, 1973, MISA was sub-
stituted for the Bureau of Mines: (Bureau)
in all enforcement proceedings. See 3 F.R
18'695 (1973). i

4
Sura, n.2,p. 7 V l "

- Section 303(c) (1) of the Act 5

and regulatioiis promulgated pur-
suant thereto 6 plainly require that
the sections and faces subject to this
health and safety standard must be
operational,.hence the terms, "work-
ing face" and "working section."
The inspector who issued the cita-
tion in question, Mr. William Bazo,
testified that the 3 East section of
the mine was in operation at the
time he made his inspection and.
that "within a good degree of cer-
tainty" "* * coal was being cut,
mined, or loaded at this section at
the time the order was issued." (Tr.
88.) Mr. Bazo did say that he was
not "absolutely" sure that the mine
was operational, and the record re-
veals that his notes were somehow
"lost." (Tr. 88-9.)

We are of the opinion that the in-
spector's testimony was sufficient to
support the conclusion, that the 3
East section of the mine was an
active operational "working, sec-
tion" and we so find. His statements
were apparently believed by the
Judge and e do not feel that-the
lack of "absolute" certainty de-
stroys the probative value of his
evidence. The, inability to produce
the' notes! on the inspection 'is not-
significant since Mr. Bazo testified
on the basis of apparent, independ-

bsection 303(c) () reads in relevant part
as follows:,

"Properly Installed and adequately main.
tainedline brattice or other approved devices
shall be continuously used from the last open
crosscut of an entry or room of each working
section to provide adequate ventilation to the
working faces for the miners, and to remove
flammable, explosive and noxious gases, dust,
and explosive fumes, * * 

o30 CPUR 75.302-75.302-1.;
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ent; personal recollection. Further-
more, the inspector's credibility is
considerably enhanced by the fail-
ure of North American to present
ahy rebutting evidence. In this con-
*nection, we are aware of North
American's inability to call as a
witness the employee who accom-
panied Mr. Bazo on his inspection
fbecause he was deceased. However,
we discount this factor because his
testimony might have been pre-
served; and .more importantly,
North American might have called
other employee witnesses to testifyf
or introduced production or person-
nel records as evidence tending to
show whether the faces in the 3 East
section were operational at the time
of the inspection. Accordingly, we
affirm the Judge's ruling on this
charge.

2. Section 302(a) Charges:

Notice of Violation 1 WB, dated
June 24, 1970, was issued because of
an alleged lack of temporary roof
supports at a working face. North
American challenges the finding of
violation on the theory that MESA
failed to prove that there was a
lack of conformity to the existing
roof control plan. A similar conten-
tion is advanced with respect to
Notice 1 FWT, January 19, 1972.
Appellant argues that the* sole
measure of compliance with section
302 (a) is the approved and effective 
roof control plan. After the briefs
were filed in this case, the Board in
ZeiZer CoaZ Company 7 rejected
such a contention and we perceive

T 2 IBMA 216, 80 I.D. 626, CCHi Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 16,608 (1973).

lTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

no reason to reconsider our previ-
ously stated view. In that case, we
held that where the evidence is suf-
ficient to establish that the roof or
ribs of a mine were not adequately
supported to protect miners from
falls, it is not necessary to prove a
violation of the roof control plan
in order to sustain a violation of
section 302(a) of the Act. Accord-
ingly, we affirm the Judge's ruling
on these charges.

3. Section 304(a) Charge,

Order of Withdrawal 1 WB,
dated December 15, 1970 and issued
pursuant to section 104(c) of the
Act, cited North American for al-
leged masses of combustible mate-
rials, "accumulations" of which are
proscribed by section 304(a) of the
Act. North American argues in sub-
stance that MESA. failed to estab-
lish a prima facie case and that the
Judge's finding of violation is not
supported by the record.

The record reveals that the in-
spector, who issued the withdrawal
order, observed some combustible
materials iii some shuttle car road-
ways in the 6 West section of the
mine. However, he was unable to
recall how many roadways were in-
volved and he could not testify as
to the depth or extent of the al-
leged acumulations.". (Tr. 244-
249.)

The Judge perceived the deficien-
cies in the Government's evidenti-
ary presentation but concluded only
that it was not possible to determine
the seriousness of the violation or
the degree of negligence. (Dec. 10-
11.) We are of the opinion that the
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missing evidence as to depth and ex-
tent should' also have led the Judge
to conclude that MESA had failed
to make out a prima facie case as
to the occurrence of a violation. In
our view, an Administrative Law
Judge may determine if there was
a violation of section 304 (a) only
where the record contains sufficient
evidence on the basis of which he
can make an independent appraisal
of whether the alleged mass of com-
bustible material is of such a dan-
gerous size in the circumstances
that it constitutes an "accumula-
tion" as that term is used in the Act.
As a minimum, evidence of depth
and extent must appear in the rec-
ord; otherwise, a finding of viola-
tion is unjustified. In this case, the
inspector's memory was faulty, the
text of the citation was conclusory, 5

and there were no field notes of the
inspection to refresh recollection or
serve as substantive evidence to fill
the crucial gaps. The finding of vi-

olation and the associated assess-
ment in the amount of $500 must
therefore be set aside. Arrnwo Steel
Corporation, 2 IBMA 359, 80 I.D.
'790, CCH Employment Safety and
Health Guide par. 17,043 (1973).

4. Section 304 (d) Charges:

With respect to Order 3 TJD,
August 16, 1971; 1 JF, Septem-
ber 3, 1971; and 1 TJD, September
16, 1971, North American chal-
lenges the findings of violation on
the ground that the samples relied

The order merely stated: "Coal dust and
loose coal were accumulated along much of the
shuttle-car roadways In 6 west section."

on reflected only the incombustible
content of the floor. North Amer-
ican urges, that the samples should
have reflected the combined incom-
bustible content of the roof and ribs,
as well as the floor, at the cited
locations.

Section 304(d) was designed to
prevent the occurrence of conditions
which could lead to a fire, or still
worse, an explosion. The floor sam-
ples in the instant case, falling as
they did within the proscribed area,
indicated a dangerous condition be-
cause a spark might very well have
led to at least a fire. We hold there-
fore that a floor sample standing
alone may be the basis of a finding
that a section 304(d) violation has
occurred.9 Accordingly, we con-
clude that the Judge did not err by
determining that these alleged viola-
tions occurred. Buffalo Mining Co.,
2 IBMA 226, 80 I.D. 630, CCH Em-
ploymnent Safety and Health Guide
par. 16,618 (1973).

5. .30 CFR 75.1720(a) Charge:
Notice FWT was issued on

January 14, 1972 when an inspector
observed two miners performing
tasks hazardous to the eyes without
required protective goggles. The
pertinent portion of the applicable
regulation reads as follows:

* * * [E]ach miner regularly em-
ployed in the active workings of an under-

North American calls our attention to the
Bureau of Mines inspection manual which sets
forth methods of sampling. (Br. p. 16.) That
manual is not a regulation of the Department
and is not binding upon the Board. Moreover,
the manual clearly indicates that where be
deems appropriate, the inspector may take
separate samples from the roof, ribs, or
floor.
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ground coal mine shall be. reqxired to
wear the following protective clothing and
devices:

(a) * * * face-shields or goggles when
welding, cutting, or working with molten
metal or when other hazards to the eyes
exist from flying particles. (Italics
added.)

A violation of this regulation oc-
curs where an operator does not "re-
quire" a miner to wear safety gog-
gles. North American contends in
substance, and we agree, that an
operator, in order to comply with
the regulation, must establish a
safety system designed to assure
that employees wear safety goggles
on appropriate Occasions and must
enforce such. system with due dili-
gence. Where the failure to wear
glasses is entirely the result of the
employee's disobedience or negli-
gence rather than a lack of a re-
quirement by the operator to wear
them, then a violation has not
occurred.

The uncontradicted evidence of
record reveals that North Ameri-
can's Safety Director, Mr. Rex W.
Jewkes, as part of his regular duties,
issued safety glasses to every em-
ployee. He testified that he reissued
safety glasses to every miner who
lost or damaged his pair. He further
stated that he instructed the miners
to notify him when a fresh pair of
glasses was needed and advised them
repeatedly that the glasses must be
worn when hazardous tasks aebe-
ing performed. (Tr. 551-5;) The
record also indicates that North
American did not rely solely upon
oral enforcement of this regulation.
At all relevant times, signs with

three-inch letters were posted at
prominent locations by which every
miner must pass and which in-
structed employees, among other
things, to use their safety glasses.
(Tr. 549-50, 556-9; Pet. Ex. 9, 10,
11.) While there was no direct, con-
clusive evidence with respect to on-
shift supervisory practices, it may
be inferred from two items of testi-
mony that North American did en-
force this part of its safety program
with due diligence. First, the in-
spector who issued the instant
notice, Mr Fred W. Tatton, Jr.,
testified that he had never previ-
ously found North American's prac-
tices concerning proper use of safety
glasses deficient. Second, question-
ing of Mr. Jewkes by the Judge re-
vealed that the 'operator had previ-
ously attempted disciplinary-action
against employees for infractions of
safety rules (Tr. 555), presumably
including those similar to the one
now under discussion.

On the basis of the existing rec-
ord we find that North American
did in fact have a safety system:
(1) designed to assure that all rea-
sonable efforts are employed to in-.
sure that miners wear safety gog-
gles at appropriate times and
places; and (2) enforced with due
diligence. We further find that the
preponderance of the evidence indi-
cates that the failure to comply with
the operator's clear safety require-
menet in this case was due solely; to
the negligence of the employees in-
volved rather than to any enforce-
ment omission on the part of the
operator. It is, therefore, the judg-
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ment of the Board that North
American overcame the Govern-
ment's prima facie case and that the
subject notice of violation must be
vacated.' 0

6. 30 CFR 70.100(a) Charges.:
Notice 1 GM, dated December 17,

1971, and Notices 1 GM and 2 GM,
dated January 4, 1972, 'alleged vio-
lations of the Secretary's respirable
dust standards which at all relevant
times proscribed cumulative con-
centrations in excess of 30 milli-
grams per cubic meter of air. 30
CFR 70.100(a), 70.211(b) (4),
70.221 (b). Although it appears that
only three notices of violation were
issued, the Judge concluded- that
fourteen distinct violations oc-
curred, and assessed an aggregate.
penalty in the ount of $150.
(Dec. 28.)

With respect to these three no-
tices, 1' North American argues that
the maximum number of violations
which may be found is three rather
than the fourteen found by the
Judge. MESA does not contest this
point, and we hold that there were
only three violations. Nevertheless,
while we conclude that the Judge
erred in this respect, we regard the
error as harmless with respect to

'
5
Where a miner intentionally, knowingly,

recklessly, or negligently fails to comply with
a requirement designed solely for his own pro-
tection, and where such failure does not en-
danger or create a hazard to anyone but
himself, and where the operator has not con-
doned such conduct, we do not believe a viola-
tion may properly be charged to the operator.
Of. caam Industries, Inc., CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 15,113 (1972).

1' These notices relate to three distinct
working-sections and they so indicate.

the penalties assessed. The Judge
considered all of the conditions de-
scribed in the three notices in reach-
ing the amount he thought justified
in the circumstances. In light of his
determination that the violations as
a group were neither serious nor the
result of the operator's negligence
and inasmuch as the assessment is
relatively modest and consistent
with the evidence of record, we see
no reason to disturb the amount
fixed by the Judge.

'Apart from this general chal-
lenge, with respect to Notice 1 GM,
dated December 1, 1971, North
American contends that the cumu-
lative - concentration contained
therein was not in excess of the
regulatory limit. This otice was
based on a computer printout con-
taining seven samples with a cumu-
lative concentration of 31.5 milli-
grams. (Govt. Ex. 10.) The Judge
discarded two samples because of'
the possibility that they were
"dumped" and should have been
voided. (Dec. 28.) North-American
argues that in view of the fact that
the cumulative concentration for
the five remaining samples is only
13.5 milligrams, the finding of vio-
lation was erroneous.

The inspector who issued the
notice, Mr. Grant McDonald, testi-
fied that the concentrations of dust
in the two samples which the Judge
subsequently omitted were un-
usually high, and that in the normal
course of processing, they would
have been closely eamined in the
MESA laboratory at Pittsburgh, in
order to. determine if either .had

204]
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been "dumped" and should therefore
be voided.12 (Tr. 594-5). He further
stated, that if a sample were
dumped, the printout would in-
dicate that it had been voided. (Tr.
595). Since the printout does not
show that the samples in question 13
were voided, and inasmuch as the
record does not contain any evidence
to show that normal laboratory pro-
cedures were not followed, we be-
lieve that the Judge erred in dis-
carding them.'-

North. American's argument is
based upon the premise that the rul-

ing below which voided the two
samples just discussed was correct.
Having found that premise to be
erroneous, the argument collapses
and the finding of violation on this
charge must be affirmed as modified
herein.

Challenges to Application of
Statutory Criteria

North American also challenges
the assessments with respect to each
of the following:

Notice Date Cited violation

Order 1 WB - _ Apr. 3, 1970 30 U.S.C. 862(a).
Do- -------------- do - 30 U.S.C. 863(c)(1).
Do -Sept. 22, 1970 30 U.S .C. 864(a).
Do Nov. 10, 1970 Do.
Do -Dec. 15, 1970 Do.

Order 3 TJD -Aug. 16, 1971 30 U.S.C. 864(d).
Order 1 JF -Sept. 3,1971 Do.
Order 1 TJD -Sept. 16, 1971 Do.
Notice 1 GM -Dec. 17, 1971 30 CFR 70.100(a).

Do- Jan. 4, 1972 1Do.
Notice 2 GM-do ---- Do. 
Notice 1 FWT -Jan. 19, 1972 30 CFR 75.200.

Do -Feb. 1, 1972 30 CFR 75.1003(a).

Inasmuch as we have decided to
set aside the findings of violation
arising out of Order 1 WB, 12/15/

-' A sample is taken by a cassette, contain-
Ing a ilter, which is attached to the miner as
lie begins his shift. If the cassette is operating
properly, particles larger than ten microns
will drop to the bottom. Occasionally, a cas-
sette may be turned upside down and particles
at the bottom will slide onto the filter. Such
a cassette contains a "dump sample." (Tr.
693-4. )

n The samples in dispute are cassettes
40479992 and 40479462 with dust concentra-
tions of 08.5 and 09.5, respectively.

14 See castle Valley Mining Co., 3 IBMA 10,
81 I.D. 34, CCH Employment Safety and
Health Guide par. 17,233 (1974).

70, there is no need to consider objec-
tions to the Judge's assessment based
upon it. Likewise, we have already
dealt with North American's allega-
tions of error with respect to the
aggregate assessment based upon
Notices I GM, 12/17/71, 1 GM, 1/
4/72, and 2 GM, 1/4/72 and have
affirmed that assessment.

With respect to the remaining
nine assessments, five are challenged
oi the grounds that the Judge mis-
applied the statutory criteria of

[81l I.D.
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good faith, previous history, gravity
and negligence. (Orders 1 WB,
4/3/70, 1 WB, 4/3/70, 3 TJD,
8/16/71, 1 JF, 9/3/71, and 1 TJD,
9/16/71.) Assessments related to
Orders 1 WB, 9/22/70, and 1 WB,
11/10/70, are appealed only with
respect to the good faith and gravity
criteria. The assessment upon No-
tice 1 FWT, 1/19/72 is attacked only
upaon the claims that the gravity and
negligence criteria were misapplied.
In the decision on Notice 1 FWT,
2/1/72, only the treatment of neg-
]igence is alleged to be erroneous.

As to five of the nine violations
now under discussion, the Judge
concluded that there was good faith
in achieving rapid compliance.
(Dec. 5, 21, 26.) He also noted that
there was no evidence of a prior his-
tory of previous violations. (Dec.
5.) It is apparent that he consid-
ered these two criteria and made
the required findings pursuant to
section 109 (a.), and we are of the
opinion that none of the assessments
is so large as to indicate that the
Judge abused his discretion in
weighing either criterion. We,
therefore, affirm the Judge with re-
spect to these findings.

Turning now to the Judge's ap-
plication of the gravity and neg-
ligence criteria, we call attention
to what we have heretofore held in
Associated Drilling Company, Inc.,
2 IBMA 95, 80 I.D. 317, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide
par. 15,747 (1973):

* * * If the Judge's conclusion is that
a violation of the Act has occurred, he
must then make ultimate findings of fact
on each of the six statutory criteria in
section 109(a) (1) and state reasons for
each finding to properly determine the
amount of the penalty warranted. * * 4

We believe that this ruling is no
more than a reflection of the clearly
articulated policy of the Congress
as stated in 5 U.S.C. 557 in rele-
vant part as follows:

* All decisions, including initial
* * * decisions e: * shall include a
statenient of-

(A) findings and conclusions, and te
reasons or basis therefor, on all the ma-
terial issues of fact, law, or discretion
presented on the record [Italics
added].

'We believe that it is also appro-
priate to recall what the Board has
heretofore decided substantively
with respect to the gravity and
negligence criteria. In Robert G.
Lawson Coal Cornpany, 1 IBMA
115, 120, 79 I.D. 657, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par
15,374 (1972), we held:

* Each violation should be analyzed
in terms of the potential hazard to the
safety of the miners and the probability
of such hazard occurring. The potential
adverse effects of any violation must be
determined within the context of the
conditions or practices existing in the
particular mine at the time the violation
is detected. * **

In the same case, with respect to
negligence, we held, 1 IBMA at 119,
that:

* * Negligence involves the failure to
do what a reasonable man would do
under the same or similar circumstances
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to prevent a violation of the Aet. Negli-
gence must be determined on the basis of
circumstances leading to the existence or
occurrence of the violation. * * *

In the absence of careful findings
of fact and sufficient indication of
the underlying rationale therefor,
it is extremely difficult for the
Board to review a decision and de-
termine whether the Judge proper-
ly considered the gravity and negli-
gence factors in arriving at a par-
ticular assessment. With respect to
the relevant violations identified
above, we are unable to ascertain
from the Judge's decision the un-
derlying rationale or basic findings
which support his ultimate findings
on negligence and gravity. These
omissions preclude us from deter-
mining the accuracy and soundness
of the challenges 'by North Amer-
ican to these assessments. There-
fore, they must be set aside and re-
manded for redetermination.

C.

Ch alZenge to Jdge'& Refusa to
Consider Economic Losses Ss-
tained as a Result of Allegedlly
"W'rongful Withdrawac Orders"

At the hearing in this case, North
American introduced evidence to
show economic losses resulting from
withdrawal orders which were sub-
sequently vacated. The evidence of
such losses was received by the
Judge over MESA's objections;
however, in his decision, he did not
state what, if any, weight he gave

such evidence. (Tr. 672-9, Pet. Ex.
12.)

On appeal, North American vig-
orously urges upon us two proposi-
tions of law:

(1.) * * * that economic losses resulting
from the wrongful issuance of with-
drawal orders is a relevant factor to be
considered in determining the amount of
penalties to be assessed in a civil pen-
alty proceeding; and
(2.) * x * economic losses represent pen-
alties * * * which * * * should be set off
against civil penalties assessed to the ex-
tent of those civil penalties.'

The so-Undness of either or both
of these propositions is strictly a
matter of statutory construction
since there are no relevant regula-
tions. The pertinent portion of the
Act is section 109(a) (1) which
reads in relevant part as follows:

* * * In determining the amount of the
penalty, the Secretary shall consider the
operator's history of previous violations,
the appropriateness of such penalty to
the size of the business of the operator
charged, whether the operator was negli-
gent, the effect on the operator's ability
to continue in business, the gravity of
the violation, and the demonstrated good
faith of the operator charged in attempt-
ing to achieve rapid compliance after
notification of a violation.:

We must initially decide whether,
by enumerating six mandatory cri-
teria, Congress intended to exclude
any other factors from the Secre-
tary's consideration in determining
the amount of a' penalty. MESA
contends that the Board should

'zBr. f Appellant, p. 48.
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apply the doctrine of statutory con-
struction stated in the well-known
maxim expresio uniws et ec7usio
alterius.i6 MESA points out that if
Congress had intended to provide
for the recognition of economic
losses resulting from vacated with-
drawal orders, it could have done
so expressly or by providing that
the Secretary could take into ac-
count, in addition to the enumer-
ated criteria, such other factors as
justice might require. Since Con-
gress did neither, MESA would
have us conclude that such economic
losses may not be recognized to any
extent.

We are of the opinion that this
argument does not compel the strict
conclusion that it reaches. We note
that the restrictive word, "only"
-was not inserted in section 109(a)
(1) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. 819(a)
(1) (1970), concerning the required
consideration of the six enumerated
criteria. Also, we believe, it signifi-
cant that Congress did not prescribe
dollar limits within the area of $1
to $10,000 for a particular violation
or criterion, but did specifically in-
struct the Secretary to assess a civil
penalty only after he has deter-
minedby decision, "* * thatavi-

olation did occur, and the amount
of the penalty which is warranted,

1 This doctrine Is, as North American
pointed out in oral argument, a guide to stat-
utory construction rather than a conclusive
argument. It is no substitute for a careful,
independent appraisal of legislative intent.
See sReC. v. Joiner Leasing Corp., 320 U.S.
344,350-1 (1943).

* * *" (Italics added.) 30 U.S..C.
§ 819(a) (3) (1970).

In view of the onissions and
precise expressions of Congress, we
are satisfied that the setting of the
amount of penalty was committed
as a discretionary function to the
Secretary and his delegates. We
hold, therefore, that in making the
assessment process discretionary,
Congress intended that the Secre-
tary, or anyone possessing his au-
thority to bring a case under the
Act to a final administrative con-
clusion, be empowered to take into
consideration evidence regarding
any factor, in addition to the six
specific criteria, deemed relevant to
the- achievement of the statutory
objectives. See ZeigZer Coal Con-
pany' 17

This Board has previously held
that Congress intended that, a
penalty assessed pursuant to section
109 of the Act should be calculated
to deter similar future violations
and to induce compliance.l- We have
also previously taken note of the in-
dependent penalizing, deterrent ef-
fects of the economic losses resulting
from withdrawal orders.19 In order
to avoid the imposition of a total
economic loss which is oppressive
rather than simply deterrent, a
result Congress clearly did not in-
tend, we conclude, that a Judge may
take into account the economic
losses suffered by an operator as a
consequence of a closure order,

17 Supra, n. 7.
Is Robert a. Lawson Coal Co., sura.
i ld. 

2041
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which is subsequently vacated,20 as
a mitigating factor in assessing a
penalty for a violation arising out of
a condition or practice cited in such
order.21

On the other hand, we find noth-
ing in the Act or in its legislative
history revealing an intent by Con-
gress to permit a dollar-for-dollar
offset right. WlTe also envision costly
and burdensome administrative
problems involved in such an offset
which we are unwilling to impose
upon; MESA without a clearly
articulated instruction to do so from
Congress. Consequently, we reject
the second proposition urged by
North American and hold that there
is no dollar-for-dollar offset per-
mnitted an operator against assess-

ments in a penalty proceeding for
economic losses sustained as a result
of a vacated withdrawal order.22

As an aid to clarification and ap-

205We do not subscribe to North American's
use of the term "wrongful" in describing the
withdrawal orders now before us. Withdrawal
orders may be vacated for reasons not involv-
ing fault, and the question of whether they
were "wrongfully" issued is irrelevant to the
resolution of the question of law now under
discussion. The significant fact is that they
were vacated prior to the decision of the
penalty proceeding or at the same time in
a consolidated proceeding.

21 Counsel for North American informed us
at oral argument that, unless relief is avail-
able under the Act, Congress has not provided
a remedy for the economic losses sustained
in this case either under the Tort Claims
Act or elsewhere. See 2 U.S.C. 2680
(1948).

52 In support of its claim that "the fact
that the Act does not specifically provide for
offsets is not fatal to Appellant's contention,"
North American has relied heavily upon
Cutler-lalcnner- Inc. v. United States, 416 F.
2d 1306 (Ct; Cl. 1969), Br. p. 41. We regard
this case as distinguishable at least because
the statute there involved specifically allowed
a dollar-for-dollar offset in favor of the Gov-
ernment for inaccurate, inflated cost estimates

plication of our rulings in this
limited decision, we deem it ap-
propriate to emphasize the follow-
ing points: (1) the validity of a
withdrawal order is not an issue in
a penalty proceeding; 23 (2) the
withdrawal orders involved in con-
sidering economic loss as a mitigat-
ing factor are confined to those
which have been vacated prior to the
penalty proceeding being adjudi-
cated or which are invalidated in a
section 105 review proceeding which
has been consolidated with the sub-
ject penalty proceeding; (3) eco-
noinic losses resulting from such
orders may be considered only with
respect to assessments for violations
arising from the conditions or prac-
tices cited in such order; (4) the fact
that such losses occurred and the
duration of the withdrawal orders
before termination must be arma-
tively pleaded by the operator in the
subject penalty proceeding; other-
wise, the judge need not consider the
losses as a mitigating factor; (5)
since there is no statutory right to
a dollar-for-dollar offset, the exact
amount of the alleged losses is not
relevant; 24 (6) a Judge has the dis-

and the question for decision was whether a
counter-balancing offset in favor of the con-
tractor for understatements was authorized.
The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
contains absolutely no authority for any
offset whatsoever.

3 Zeigler Coal Co., supra, n. ; of. Freenan
Coal Mining Corporation, 2 IBMA 197, 80 I.D.
610, CCII Employment Safety and Health
Guide par. 16,567 (1973).

2a We emphasize that hearing should not
become unduly complicated by the injection
of this mitigating consideration. Since exact
dollar amounts are irrelevant, the evidentiary
presentation related to this problem need not
be especially voluminous and need not involve
extensive pre-trial discovery of operator busi-
ness records by MESA._

[81 I.D.
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cretion to assign-whatever weight to
such mitigating factor as he deems
just or appropriate under the cir-
cumstances of each case, but in doing
so should make appropriate findings
with supporting reasons.

In view of the foregoing, we have
decided to set aside the assessments
made by the Judge in this case
which grew out of the relevant va-
cated closure orders listed in peti-
tioner's exhibit 12 and to remand
them for redetermination consistent
with this opinion.

ORDER

W1,THEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision in the
above-entitled dockets with respect
to:

1. Notices 1 WB, 6/24/70, 1
FWT, 1/19/72, and Orders 3 TJD,
8/16/71, 1 JF, 9/3/71, 1 TJD,
9/16/71, insofar as they constitute
Notices of Violation, IS -AF-
FIRMED;

2. Order 1 W7VB, 4/3/70, insofar
as it constitutes a Notice of Viola-
tion, and Notices 1 GM, 12/17/71,
1 GM, 1/4/72, and 2 GM, 1/4/72,
IS AFFIRMED AS MODIFIED;

3. Order 1 WB, 12/15/70, insofar
as it constitutes a Notice of Viola-
tion, and Notice 1 FWT, 1/14/72,
IS REVERSED and the associated
assessments thereon ARE SET
ASIDE; -

4. The assessments challenged on
appeal related to violations founded
upon Orders 1 WB, 4/3/70, 1 WB,
9/22/70, 1 WB, 11/10/70, 3 TJD,
8/16/71, 1 JF, 9/3/71, 1 TJD,
9/16/71, and to Notices 1 FWT,
1/19/72 and 1 FWT, 2/1/72, IS
VACATED AND REMANDED
for redetermination in conformity
with Part B of the discussion
supra; and

5. The assessments challenged on
appeal related to violations arising
out of Orders 2 TJD, 8/16/71 and
1 FWT, 1/31/72, IS VACATED
AND REMANDED for redetermi-
nation in conformity with Part C
of the discussion, spra.

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Jdge.

WE CONCUR:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

HOwARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.

ADINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
CLAIR COOMES

V.
AREA DIRECTOR,

ABERDEEN ET AL.

2 IBIA 257
Decided April 2, 1974

Appeal from an administrativedecision
of the Area Director, Aberdeen, affirm-
ing a decision of the Superintendent,
Pine Ridge Agency.
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Reversed and remanded.

Indian Lands: Allotments: Generally-
Grazing Permits and Licenses: Gen-
erally
Improvements placed on permitted land
shall be considered affixed thereto unless
excepted therefrom under the terms of
the permit.

APPEARANCES: E. Y. Berry, Esq.,
for Clair Coomes, appellant.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before the Board on an appeal by
Clair Coomes, hereinafter referred
to as appellant, from a decision is-
sued by the Area Director, Bureau
of 'Indian Affairs, Aberdeen, South
Dakota, under date of July 13, 1973.
The Director affirmed a decision of
the Superintendent, Pine Ridge
Agency, Pine Ridge, South Dakota,
issued on September 20, 1972. The
Superintendent's decision, among
other things, determined that (1)
certain improvements situated on
permitted lands, Grazing Unit 27,
'belonged to the landowner and (2)
ordered appellant to either negoti-
ate a lease at a fair rental based
upon the premises as improved or
vacate the premises.

It is from the foregoing decision
that this appeal has been taken. In f
support thereof 'the appellant,
among other things, alleges:

(1) that the improvements in

question belong to the appellant,
and

(2). that such improvements
should not be included and consid-
ered in arriving at a fair rental
value for the premises in question.

The record discloses that the land
involved herein, comprising the SE
1/4, sec. 25, T. 38 N., R. 45 W., 6th
P.M., South Dakota, is a part of the
original allotment of Fred Running
Horse, OS-921. Upon the death of
the original allottee on September
25, 1928, the land passed by will to
Peter Running Horse, Sr., OS-
6015. Peter Running Horse, Sr., on
July 20, 1933, conveyed the land in
trust to his wife and present owner,
Jessie Running Horse, OS-1164.

The record further discloses the
premises have been under permit to
the appellant for grazing purposes
since the year 1935. Up until the
year 1956 there appears to have been
no change as to how improvements
were to be reserved in the permit.
Prior thereto the approved permit
included 'a stamped statement re-
garding improvements to the fol-
lowing effect:
Permission is hereby given to remove,
within 30 days from expiration of per-
mit, all improvements which he may
place upon the land.

There appears to have been no
question on the part of all parties
concerned that any and all in-
provements placed on the land un-
der such permits were considered
tppellant's personal property.

However, beginning with the
year 1956 the consent of the land-
owner was required by the Depart-
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ment with regard to placing and
removing improvements from per-
mitted lands. The record indicates
as late as May 10, 1967, the Pine
Ridge Agency was cognizant of the
fact that the appellant's use of al-
lotment 921 as a ranch headquarters
site under his permit was author-
ized in writing by the landowner
and that the improvements situated
thereon belonged to appellant.

In a letter of May 10, 1967, to ap-
pellant, the agency advised in per-
tinent part:

* If you do not wish to arrange such
a lease 'you sould commence making ar-
rangements for the removal of the im-
provements presently located on the land.
* ** (Italids supplied.)

The agency further advised:

* * * The fact you have utilized this
land for headquarters for many years
at a very nominal rate should certaily
[isic] be considered. * * * (Italics sup-
plied.)

In an appraisal report for sale
purposes dated June 16, 1972, and
approved by the Department on
September 1, 1972, involving the
tract in question, the following en-
try appears on page 2 thereof:

Pine Ridge Agency records indicate the
present permittee has a permit for im-
provements; removable range improve-
ments include house, sheds, fencing and
windmill. A cheek of Shannon County tax
records which are housed in Fall River
County Court House in Hot Springs,
South Dakota indicate the present per-
mittee has listed for several years for
assessment and taxation house and build-
ings on leased land; contribution value
of stock, dam and well is included in
overall-land value. (Italics supplied.)

The foregoing, coupled with the
landowner's letter of October 2,
19T3, to the effect she gave appel-.
lant the right to place and remove
any and all improvements that he
thought were necessary in the op-
eration of the land, clearly dispels
any question as to whom the im-
provements in question belonged.
We fail to see how the Superintend-
ent under the circumstances could
possibly conclude as a matter of law
that the improvements belonged to
the landowner. Apparently, such
conclusion was based largely on the
fact that a document identified
"Removable Range Improvements,"
submitted by the appellant in con-
nection with his present permit, al-
though signed by the landowner,
was not dated or approved by the
Superintendent. No explanation ap-
pears in the record why such docu-
ment was never approved and it is
only reasonable to conclude that it
was an oversight on the part of the
Agency to act thereon. In any event,
the appellant had no control over
the matter once he had obtained the
signature of the owner and sub-
mitted it to the Agency for appro-
priate action.

We note that the Area Director
on page 2 of his letter of July 13,
1973, advised the appellant that
"the placing of a ranch headquar-
ters does not appear to fall within
the scope of the law or regulations."
We disagree with the Superintend-
ent's conclusion. Ever since 1935
when grazing units on Indian trust
lands were first authorized, regula-

f17]
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tions have provided for the placing
and removal of improvements on
such units.

Current regulations, 25 CFR
151.17, under which the appellant's
present permit was approved, in
pertinent part reads:

Improvements placed on the permitted
land shall be considered affixed to the
land unless specifically excepted there-
from under the permit terms. Written
permission to construct and remove im-
provements must be secured from the
Superintendent. The permit will specify
the maximum time allowed for removal
of improvements so excepted.

WVe can perceive of no plausible
reasons why improvements, such as
buildings, cannot be included there-
under so long as they are needed and
are necessary for the full and proper
utilization of grazing privileges
Lnder a permit. Buildings, in the
case at bar, appear quite necessary
and essential for the full utilization
of the grazing privileges and for the
successful operation of appellant's
livestock enterprise. To hold other-
wise would be unrealistic, to say the
least.

The Board is in agreement with
the Superintendent to the extent
that the acreage upon which the
ranch headquarters is situated
should bring a higher return than
the usual grazing fees. This only
follows in view of the fact that the
use of the acreage for ranch head-
quarters purposes constitutes a
higher and better use than grazing.
The record indicates the appellant
also is in agreement therewith.
However, the improvements coin-
prising the ranch headquarters

should not be taken into considera-
tion in arriving at a fair rental value
for the acreage and we are in agree-
ment with the appellant in that
respect.

There is no indication in the rec-
ord, as presently constituted, that
the acreage involved herein was
ever removed from the appellant's
range unit, No. 27, as *vas at one
time contemplated due to a possible
sale by the owner. Accordingly,
since the tract in question is still
under appellant's grazing unit until
October 31, 1975, we see no reason
why the current permit cannot be
modified to (1) reflect the fact that
the improvements in issue herein
[headquarters buildings, etc.] are
the personal property of the appel-
lant and removable within a reason-
able time after the expiration of the
permit, and (2) to reflect the fair
rental unless the current rental is
considered fair, based upon its
highest and best use which in this
case appears to be for the head-
quarters site and the remainder for
grazing. The foregoing procedure
would eliminate the necessity of the
parties entering into a lease for the
headquarters site only as suggested
by the Agency.

In view of the reasons and con-
clusions set forth above the Board
finds:

(1) That the improvements in
issue, namely, the buildings, corrals,
etc., situated on the SE /4 sec. 25,
T. 38 N., R. 45 W., are the property
of the appellant, and

(2) that rentals for said tract
should be based upon its highest
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and best -use, iex, ranci headquar-
ters site and grazing, and

(3) that the current grazing per-
mit should. be -modified to reflect
above items (1) and (2).. 

In view of the reasons herein-
above set forth, the decision of the
Area Director, dated July. 13, 1973,
should be reversed and the matter
remanded for appropriate action
consistent with the views set forth
herein.,

NOW, THEREFORE;, by virtue
of the special delegation of author-
ity to the Board of Indian Appeals,
by the Assistant Secretary of the
Interior,dated September 13, 1973,
the decisionof the Area Director,
-Abeirdeen, South Dakota, is hereby
REVERSED and the matter is
hereby REMANDED to the Area
Director for appropriate action
consistent with the views and find-
mgs setrforth herein.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSN, -
Administrative. Judge.

I COICTJR:

AiTCHELL J. SABAGH,

AdviinistrativeJudge.

RELIABLE COAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 124

Decided April 2, 1974

Appeal by Reliable Coal Corporation
from a decision by an Administrative
lIaw Judge (Docket Nos. MORG 72-

547-381-74-5

28-P, 72-34-P, -72-90-P and 72-
101-P), dated September 27, 1973,
assessing civil penalties in the amount
of $1,650 for 17 violations of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health'and Safety Act
of 1969.i

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.: .Hearings: Admissibility
of Evidence

Sworn statements -submitted after the
expiration of a reasonable period set by
thel Administrative :Law:Judge for: their
submission and after his .decision in the

wcase ere properly excluded from the
record.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Burden of
Proof.
In. a section 109 (a-) proceeding involving
an alleged violation.of 30 CPR 75.601,
.once the Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration establishes the, fact. of
violation, the burden of showing that p-
proval'was obtained for the condition
cited is-upon the operator.

APPEARANCES: :Brooks . Smith,
-Esq., for appellant, Reliable Coal Cor-
poration; Richard V.C 'Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and I. Avr m
Fingeret, Esq., Trial Attorney, forgap-
pellee, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY CHUIEF ADM -
-ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
- OPERATIONS APPEALS.

lP.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§H 801-960 (1969).
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Factual and Procedural
Backgrounl

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
filed petitions for assessment of
civil penalties in the above-cap-
tioned four cases after Reliable Coal
Corporation (Reliable) requested
hearing and formal adjudication in
each case. An evidentiary hearing,
with both parties represented by
counsel, was held before an Admin-
istrative Law Judge (Judge) whose
decision, assessing penalties in the
amount of $1,650 against Reliable
for 17 violations of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 (Act), is being appealed to
the Board.

At the hearing, evidence of all the
violations was introduced by
MESA, and in 15 of the 17 alleged
violations Reliable acknowledged
the fact of violation, but pleaded
mitigating circumstances, lack of
personnel, or unavailability of
safety equipment for each of these.
One of the remaining two alleged
violations was failure to have auto-
matic circuit breakems..as short-cir-
cuit protection for trailing cables.
Reliable acknowledged that it was
using single element trolley fuses.
The other alleged violation was the
use of air, which had passed
through an abandoned area, to ven-
tilate a working place. Reliable con-
tended that the questioned area was
not abandoned, but idled, and was
used to introduce .power to the
working face, and hence, there was
no violation of the section of the
Act cited. : .

In his decision, the Judge consid-
ered the mitigating circumstances
cited by Reliable in assessing the
penalties In the circuit breaker vi-
olation and the ventilation violation
cited above, the Judge found that
violations had occurred and as-
sessed penalties taking into acco nt
the requisite six criteria of sectioi
109(a) of the Act.

At the conclusion of the hearing
on March 7, 1973, the Judge granted
Reliable permission to take the dep-
ositions of. three of its witnesses
who were unable to testify and to
submit them for inclusion in the
record. On July 10, 1973, the Judge
altered this grant to state that if
the depositi s could not be 
ted within 45 days, statements could
be submitted, preserving the So-
licitor's right to comment thereon
within ten days of receipt. On Sep-
tember 21, 1973, counsel for Reli-
able advised the Judge that the
statements would be forthcoming in
the near future. The Judge rend-
ered his decision on September 27,
1973, assessing the penalties cited
above and stating that since Reli-
able failed to submit the statefilents
within the ti me allotted, he was of
the opinion that the record should
be and was closed. The statements
were submitted October 2, 1973.

Reliable contends that the Judge's
exclusion of these statements denied
it * * * its right to present impor-
tant and essential evidence and to
brief the issues involved". and that
no; civil penalties were wailranted
-for any of the Notices of Violatiol.
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Issues Presented

A. Whether it was error for the
Judge to exclude from the record
in this case the sworn statements
submitted by Reliable.

B. Whether the Judge's findings
of fact and coficlusions of law are
suppoted- by the evidence in this
case.

Diseusion

A.

At the conclusion of the hearing
in this case, the Judge set forth a
reasonable procedure to be followed
by Reliable to obtain the testimony
of the three absent witnesses. Four
months later, he. amended this pro-,
cedure, making it even orareftexi-
ble. A month after the period for
submitting the' statemehts had' ex-
pired, the Judge closed the record,
Reliable still not having submitted
any kind of statement. The Board
finds that the Judge was more than
fair in trying to accommodate Re-
liable and that his action in closing
the record was neither arbitrary or
capricious nor an abuse of discre-
tion. We conclude that his action
was proper and did not constitute
error. Accordingly, the sworn state-
Hlents submitted by Reliable will
rotz be considered by the Board in
this appeal.

B.

Having reviewed the record and
the briefs submitted by the parties,
the' Board concludes that -Reliable
has presented no evidence: which
lwollkj:; . Support: a reversal of the

Judge's decision in the 15 violations
grouped together above. The record
clearly supports the Judge's find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law
in each of the 15 instances and in-
dicates that he properly considered
and applied the. six statutory cri-
teria in his dssessment of penalties.
Therefore,' the Board will not dis-
turb his decision on these 15 viola-
tions.

The remaining two alleged viola-
tions deserve special comment. Re-
liable acknowledged using single
element trolley fuses, which use
was the subject of the appropriate
notice of violation. The provisions
of 30 CFR 75.601 concerning short
circuit protection of trailing cables
permit the use of either .circuit
breakers with adequate ca'pacity or
dual element fuses with; adequate
capacity. This regulation does not
mention single element fuses. The
Bureau of Mines December 1971
inspector's manual states that,
"[s]ingle element trolley fuses are
not acceptable for trailing cable
short circuit protection unless spe-
cifically listed in the Federal Reg-
ister as being approved by the See-
retary." Since a prima facie case of
violation is established when evi-
dence is introduced showing single
eleinent' fuses .were -used, it Awas
inciumbenit o Reliable to come for-
ward. with 'eVidence' to show that
the fuses they used were approved,
especially when single element -fuses
are hot listed as allowable i 30
CFR 75.601. Reliable did not intro-
duce 'any evidence to rebut MESA's
prima facie case, and the Board,

221] 223 
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therefore, will affirm the Judge's
decision. R i I -

In considering the notice of vio-
lation involving the use of air pass-
ing through an abandoned area in
the ventilation of a working place,
Notice; No. .1, DCM, August 19,
1971,2 the Judge concluded that the
area in question which had been
idled for two years was "aban-
doned." As the Board views the def-
inition of that term contained in
:section 318 of the Act, an area. is
xeither ventilated and examined- as,
required by section 303 or it is an
abandoned area.

Since the record establishes that
'the area in question was idled for
two years it appears reasonable to
assume that' it was in fact aban-
doned. This determination is -a fac-
tual one and should not rest on the:
uncornmunicated future intentions
of the operator as to whether or not
the area will' be reactivated. Thus.
the burden must be on the operator,
to come forward with evidence that'
the area in question in fact was ven-
tilated and examined in the manner'
required for working places under
section 303 of the Act. Reliable pre-
sented no such evidence and in the
absence thereof the Board concludes
that the area was abandoned and
will uphold the Judge's decision in
this regard. Accordingly, the
Judge's decision on this violation is
affirmed.

2 Notice No. 1, DCM, August 19, 1971,
states that, "t] he active face workings of the
3 right section of 3 east were being ventilated
by an air current that was passing through the
temporary abandoned and partially mined

out areas of: Nos. 2' and 4 right main east
sections [violating 30 CFR 75.3121."

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), 'IT IS ORDERED
that the decision appealed from IS
AFFIRMED. .

IT I$ FURTHER ORDERED
that Reliable Coal Corporation pay
the penalties assessed in the total
amount of $1,650 on or before 30
days from the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.'

I coNcuR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

EASTERN COAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 132
Decided April , 1974

Appeal by Eastern Coal Corporation
(Eastern) from an initial decision of
an Administrative Law Judge (udge)
(Docket No. PIKE 72-162-), dated
November 21, 1973, assessing civil
penalties totaling $1,775'pursuant to.
section 109 of'the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 for
violations at its F-1 Mine on April 28,
1971.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Procedure of
Assessment
The jurisdiction of- an Administrative

Law Judge to proceed in a section 109

1P.L. 9-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§ 801-960 (1970).
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civil penalty proceeding is not affected
by the method of computation utilized by
the Assessment Officer.

APPEARANCES: Wesley C. Marsh,
Esq., on behalf of appellant, Eastern
Coal Company; . Philip Smith, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, William H. O'Rior-
dan, Esq., Trial Attorney, on behalf
of appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA).

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

With the exception of dates, vio-
lations and assessed civil penalties,
the procedural background as it per-
tains to the informal assessment of
penalties in this case is parallel with
that set forth in Ranger Fuel Cor-
poration, 2 IBMTA 186, 80 I.D. 604,
CCH Employment Safety and
Health Guide, par. 16,541 (1973):,
and need not be reiterated. Basic-
ally, Eastern Coal Corporation
(Eastern), contends that the juris-
diction of the Administrative Law
Judge to hear this section 109 pro-
ceeding is predicated on and de-
pendent upon a-proper informal as-
sessment procedure in accord with
the decision in National Independ-
ent Coal Operators Assoiation v.
Morton, 357 F. Supp. 509 (D.D.C.

.1973) 2 In view of our holding in
Buffalo Mining Com/pany, 2 IBMA

X Reversed in, National Independent Coal
Operators Association v. Morton, No. 73-1678
(D.C. Cir. February 11, 1974)i; contra, Morton
v. Delta Mining Inc., et al., No. 73-1752,
73-1753, and 73-1848 (3d Cir. March 20,
1974),

226, 80 I.D. 630, CCIH Employment
Safety and Health Guide, par.
16,618 (1973), this Board deter-
mines that Eastern's contention is
without merit.8

In Buffalo, supra, we said in per-
tinent part:

MESA's response to this complaint is,
that the machinery established for the
assessment of penalties was entirely in
accord with section 109 of the Act; that
the informal proposed assessments made
by the Assessment Officer were subject
to rejection or payment by the operator
at its option and in no way affected its
right to a public hearing; that a request
by the operator for public hearing was
not an appeal in any sense, but initiated
instead a de novo proceeding before the
Judge; that the Judge under the Act and
the regulations was neither bound by nor
did he consider the informal proposed
assessments in arriving at his determina-
tion of the appropriate penalties to be
paid; that the Judge gave due and care-
ful consideration to his determinations;
and that the facts of record support the
conclusion that his decision was fair and
reasonable.'

Consonant with the foregoing,
the decision of the Administrative
Law Judge is affirmed.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that the decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge IS HEREBY AF-

aEastern did not participate in the proceed-
ings below and in accordance with 43 CPR
4.544, it was held to be in default.

4See also Western Slope Car-bon, Inc., 2
IBMA 161, 80 I.D. 707, CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide, par. 16,300 (1973).
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1FIRMED; and Eastern Coal Cor-
poration pay $1,775 on or before 30
days from the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Adinistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAvID DOABEV

Administrative Judge.

IN THE MATTER OF A.K.P. COAL
COMPANY ET AL.

3 IBMA 136
Decided April 24, 1974

Appeal by A.K.P. Coal Company et al.
from an order of the Administrative
'Law Judge dismissing an application
filed pursuant to section 301(c) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, requesting a modi-
ilcation of the application of section
205(a) (2) of the Act. (P.L. 91-173,

.83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C. §§ 801-
960 (1970).

Order Affirmed and Restraining
Order Dissolved.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Modification of Applica-
tion of Mandatory Safety Standards:
Dismissal

Where a petition for modification of the
application of a mandatory safety stand-
ard fails to state grounds- upon which
such modification could be granted, even
if proved, a motion to dismiss is properly
granted.

APPEARANCES: John L. Kilcullen,
Esq., for appellant, A.K.P. Coal Com-
pany et al.,; J. Davitt McAteer, Esq.,

for intervenor, United Mine Workers
of America; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, I. Avrrm Fingeret,
Esq., Trial Attorney and Michael T.
Heenan, Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

-ORDER

The Board has for consideration
an appeal by A.K.P. Coal Com-
pany, et al., from an order of the
Administrative Law Judge dismiss-
ing an application filed pursuant
to section 301 (c) of the Federal
Coal Mline 'Health and Safety Act
of 1969, requesting a modification
of the application of section 305
(a) (2) of the Act.

Pursuant to request for expedited
consideration of this appeal and
the Board's Order of April 16,1974,
the Board heard oral argument of
the parties on April 24,1974. Briefs
were filed on behalf of A.K.P. Coal
Company, et al., the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion and the United Mine Workers
of America.

Upon consideration of the argu-
ments of the parties and review of
the briefs herein the Board finds
that the petition fails to state
grounds upon which modification
of the application of section 305
(a) (2) of the Act could be granted,

even assuming that all allegations
are proved. A hearing would serve
no useful purpose. The motion to
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(CROW ALLOTTEE NO. 353,6, DECEASED)
April 25, 1974 ,

dismiss properly lies-and should be
sustained.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Order of Dis-
missal of. the Administrative Law
Judge issued April 12, 1974, IS AF-
FIRMED and the Board's restrain-
ingU order of April 16, 1974, IS
HEREBY DISSOLVED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.
Chief Administrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE :

Administrative Judge.

JAINES R. RICHARDS, Director.
(Ex Officio Member

of the Board).

ESTATE OF MARTIN SPOTTED
HORSE, SR.

(CROW ALLOTTEE NO. 3536,
DECEASED)

2 IBIA 265
Decided April 25, 1974

Appeal from Judge's denial of appel-
lants' petition for rehearing.

AFFIRMED.

165.0 Indian Probate: Claims Against
Estates: Generally

Under the Act of June 25, 1910, s
amended, providing for the determina-
tion of heirs of deceased Indians who
have left trust or restricted estates, the 
Secretary of the Interior has implied au-
thority to allow all just claims against
such estates.

165.0 Indian Probate:. laims Against
Estates: Generally

Under the Act of November 24, 1942, in
providing for the disposition of trust or
restricted estates of Indians dying in-
testate without heirs, the Secretary of
the Interior has express authority to
allow such just claims against such
estates prior to such allotments escheat-
ing to the tribe.

165.11 Indian Probate: Claims Against
Estates: Secured Claim

A secured creditor, to the extent of his
security, enjoys a priority over the un-
secured claims of general creditors.

165.11 Indian Probate: Claims Against
Estates: Secured Claim

In the absence of any agreement between
the borrower and lender to the contrary,
property which is security for a loan
which subsequently is conveyed by Gift
Deed should pass to the donee subject to
the existing encumbrance.

APPEARANCES: Towe, Neely & Ball,
Billings, Montana, by Thomas E. Towe,
Esq., for appellants Martin Spotted
Horse, Jr., Paul Spotted Horse, Regina
Spotted Horse Stewait, and Willard

Spotted Horse.

OPINION BY ADIIINISTRA-
:TIVE JUDGE SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board on appeal from the Admin-
istrative Law Judge's denial of ap-
pellants' petition for rehearing of
their claim against the estate of the
decedent.
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Martin Spotted Horse, Sr. died
intestate on December 4, 1970, at the
age of 59 years. In his Order Deter-
mining Heirs dated January 11,
1972, Daniel Boos, Administrative
Law Judge, Indian Probate, found

iTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

that the decedent's heirs under the
laws of descent of the State of
Montana were four children and
two grandchildren. Their respective
shares in the decedent's estate were
found to be as follows:

Relation Part of
Estate

Martin Spotted Horse, Jr - : Son- 2/10
Paul Spotted Horse - Son- 2/10
Regina Spotted Horse Stewart - __- __- _Daughter -2/10
Willard Spotted Horse - Son- 2/10
Children of Predeceased son, Stanley Spotted Horse:

Angela R. Spotted Horse -_ Granddaughter ------ 1/10
Reuben D. Spotted Horse - Grandson ----- 1/10

A claim was allowed in the
amount of $7,642 which represented
the unpaid balance on a loan dated
April 13, 1964, from the Crow Tribe
to the decedent, principal and in-
terest, as of December 8, 1970. The
loan was evidenced by a promissory
note, and secured by a mortgage on
40 acres of trust land described as
the SW 1/4 SW 14 sec. 26, T. 7 S.,
R. 33 E., M.P.M., and a general as-
signment of trust property and
power to lease, all approved on the
same date by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. By virtue of the assignment
of trust property and power to lease,
the decedent assigned as additional
security for the loan, all income
from trust land in which the dece-
dent had an interest, and any income
from any source and funds accruing
to his Indian Money Account. By its
terms, this assignment of income
and power to lease constituted a lien
upon the trust funds, and income
superior to that of decedent's heirs.

Other claims that were allowed
to be paid from funds held or ac-
cruing to the credit of the estate
were (1) a preferred claim in the
amount of $58 by the Bullis Mortu-
ary, Hardin, Montana, and (2) a
general claim for groceries by
George T. Cooley, Lodge Grass,
Montana, evidenced by an unsecured
promissroy note for $405.72 dated
February 2, 1957. The trust real
property belonging to the estate at
decedent's death was valued at
$58,709.97.

A petition 'for rehearing was filed
by all named heirs other than the
grandchildren on February 2, 1972.
A supplement to the petition was
filed on February 11, 1972.

The petitioners sought to include
in the decedent's estate a house
previously unmentioned, and ex-
eluded from the inventory. In the
alternative the petitioners prayed
that all claims referred to, supra,-
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be disallowed as being contrary to
law

On March 15, 1972, Judge Boos
issued an order denying the peti-
tion for rehearing, wherein he con-
cluded that the house was "not
within the jurisdictional authority
of the examiner. Thus it was prop-
erly not included in the inventory."
The Judge concluded that it was
beyond his authority to disallow
the creditors' claims "because to do
so would involve a determination,
express or implied, that the regula-
tions are invalid insofar as they ap-
ply to the allowance of claims." He
concluded that the "regulations
must be regarded as controlling the
actions of the examiners until such
time as they may be amended or
rescinded. Accordingly, the relief
sought by the petitioners cannot be
granted."

'An appeal was filed by the four
adult heirs on May 15, 1972, on the
same grounds referred to. in the pe-
tition for rehearing, set forth,
supra.

Let us turn first to the question of
whether the Administrative Law
Judge had the authority to allow
creditors' claims referred to supra,
to be satisfied from income of trust
property belonging to the estate 2

The appellants contend that the
Judge was foreclosed from so doing
because of the General Allotment
Act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stut.
388; 389), 25 U.S.C. § 348, 349
(1970), and the row Indian Allot-
ment Act of June 4 1920, 41: Stat.
751.

A distinction must be drawn be-
tween an unsecured claim which
had no approval by the Secretary
prior to the decedent's death, and a
claim based on a promissory note
'and mortgage on trust land with an
assignment of income, all approved
by the Secretary at the time of exe-
cution of the documents.

The appellants state that the per-
tinent parts of these statutes spe-
cifically provide that the land is to
be held in trust for the sole use and
benefit of the Indian allottee, until
the expiration of the trust period at
which time the United States would
convey said property to the Indian
allottee or his heirs by patent in fee
free of all charges or encumbrances
whatsoever, and that the trust land
would not be liable to the satisfac-
tion of any debt contracted prior to
the issuance of the, fee patent.

As a preface to the case before us,
we think it appropriate here to
briefly look at the position of the
Government vis-a-vis the Indian
ward.

The Secretary of the Interior and
his subordinates were given the re-
sponsibility of discharging the ob-
ligations of the United States to the
Indian wards and have wide discre-
tionary powers fin such matters.
,United States v. Anglin & Steven-
son, 145 F.2d 622 (1th Cir. 1944),
cert. den. 65 S. Ct. 678, 324 U.S. 844
(1945).

'As respects Indian affairs, the
United States, ating through the
Secretary of the Interior, is the
guardian of the Indian wards. In

227T 
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performing such duty, the govern-
ment acts in a "proprietary capaci-
ty," and its discretion, when exer-
cised in respect to an Indian ward,
is less limitable than an ordinary
congressional delegation of power.
Board of Commissioners of Pawnee
Countyq, State of Oklahoma, v.
United States, 139 F.2d 248 (10th
Cir. 1943), cert. den. 64 S. Ct. 846,
847, 321 U.S. 795 (1944).

General power is given by 25
U.S.C. § 2 (1970), to the President,
acting through the Secretary of the
Interior to make regulations for the.
management of all Indian affairs
and of all matters arising out of
Indian relations. United States v.
Clapox, 35 F. 575 (D.C. Oreg.
1888).

Regulations made under 25 U.S.C.
§ 9 (1970) for the purpose of carry-
ing into effect the statutes relating
to Indian affairs, have the force of
statutory enactments. United States
v. Thurston County, 143 F. 287 (8th
Cir. 1906).

Much has transpired since the en-
actment of the General Allotment
Act of February 8, 1887, which was
filled with many gaps and deficien-
cies, and many revisions thereto
were made. One of the revisions to
the General Allotment Act was the
Act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 855,
25 U.S.C. § 372 (1970), which
relates to the administration of
estates of deceased allottees. This
Act was itself amended and section
1 of the Act confers plenary author-
ity upon the Secretary of the In-
terior to administer such estates.
The pertinent part is as follows:

* * [Wjhen any Indian to whom an
allotment of land has been made, or here-
after be made, dies before the expiration
of the trust period and before the issuance
of a fee simple patent, without having
made a will disposing of said allotment
as hereinafter provided, the Secretary of
the Interior, upon notice and hearing,
under such rules as he may prescribe,
shall ascertain the legal heirs of such
decedent, and his decision thereon shall
be final and conclusive. * * *

In order to administer and carry
this statute into effect, certain rules
and regulations were promulgated
by the Secretary of the Interior. See
43 CFR 4.200-4.297.

In particular, 43 CFR 4.251 pro-
vides in part:

After allowance of the costs of admin-
istration, including the probate fee, claims
shall 'be allowed:

(a) Priority in payment shall be
allowed in the following order except as
otherwise provided in paragraph (b) of
this section:

(1) Claims for expenses for last illness
not in excess of $500, and for funeral ex-
penses not in excess of $500;

* * * *. *

(4) Claims of general creditors, includ-
ing that portion of expenses of last ill-
ness not previously authorized in excess
of $500 and that portion of funeral
charges not previously authorized in ex-
cess of $500.

43 CFR 4.252 provides in part
that: -

Claims are payable from income from
the lands remaining in trust. * * *

It is conceded that the Act of
June 25, 1910,,,does not expressly
authorize or providiefor-the'pay-
ment of creditors' claims. But on the
other hand, the Act does not ex-
pressly provide that payment of
such claims is not authorized.
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We are of the opinion that this
authority to pay creditors' claims is
implied in the said Act, and that ad-
ministration of the estate of the
deceased Indian allottee includes
therein payment of such creditors'
claim sas the Secretary may approve
and find proper to be paid.

The allowance and payment of
creditors' claims is inherent in the
administration and settlement of
decedents' estates. Prior to passage
of the Act of June 25, 1910, probate
of the trust estates of deceased In-
dians had been completed in the
courts of the states where the land
was located. Following the Act of
June 25, 1910, and its amendment
by the Act of February 14, 1913 (37
Stat. 678), which changed section 2
more than it did section 1, the Sec-
retary of the Interior consistently
exercised full probate authority. in-
cluding the settlement and payment
of the decedent's debts.'

'Estate of Way-Zhe- Wah-co-geshig a de-
ceased Chippewa of White Oak Point (In-
terior Land Sales 91980-1911) November 22,
1911 (in which it is recited that the money to
be distributed amounted to $164.58, "less the
funeral expenses and debts of the deceased");
Estate of Thomas Williams a deceased Quin-
aielt by order entered November 13, 1923, in
an estate which had been pending a number of
years. (The commissioner stated "Authority
is granted you to make payment of the en-
closed claim of Peter Williams against the
estate of Thomas Williams in the sum of
$273.40.") ;Estate of Lillie Standing Bear
Deceased Allottee No. 348 of the Rosebud
Sioux Tribe who died April 5, 1916. (The As-
sistant Secretary stated in his order of Janu-
ary 24, 1918, 'The recommendation that * * *
motler, be permitted to present a claim for
compensation for the latter's care and sup-
port, is Approved"); In the Estate of Grace
Cor et al., 42 t.D. 493, 501 (1913) (the First
Assistant Secretary approved the commission-
er's recommendations, "Grace Cox's estate*

The first official publication of
probate regulations followed the.
passage of the Act of June 18, 1934-
(48 Stat. 984). In the regulations;
effective May 31, 1935, published in,
55 I.D. 263, provision was made for
allowance and payment of deced>
ents' debts. 2 The assumption of
implied authority to allow claims
in probate has been a consistent in-
terpretation of the act of Congress
by the Secretary since passage of,
the Act of June 25, 1910.

In keeping with the rationale of

could easily bear the expense of her care and
maintenance during her llness. If no bill
therefor was submitted and settled during the
administration of her estate in 1905 an
itemized account covering all legitimate'
charges for sustenance and nursing should
now be submitted. Claims for reasonable ex-
penditures of this nature receive favorable.
consideration in this Office and are paid out
of rentals or other funds remaining to the
credit of the estate. The decision of the De-
partment of May , 1913, as it appears to me,
rests entirely on untenable grounds. It is at
variance with long-established principles of
the Secretary's authority in Indian matters,
ani in addition to effectuating In this in-
stance, a questionable transaction, a spurious
adoption would, if sustained, materially limit
the Secretary's powers under the Act of
June 25, 1910, and Interfere with a consistent
and strictly upright administration of Indian
estates.

2 In sec. 36 it was provided in part:
"See. 36. The notice mentioned in section

6 hereof shall also be directed 'To all persons
having claims or accounts against deced-
ent' * *

"Persons having claims against the estates
of deceased Indians may file same with the
superintendent at any time after death of the
decedent and up to the time of hearing bj, the
examiner; * * *

'"Claiis agaidst the estates of -deceased
Indians mnay be allowed (1) if based npon it.
debt contracted -by -the decedent and. author-
ized during his lifetime by the superintendent,
(2) if for last illness or funeral epen see'in
reasonable sums, (3) if just, and there is no
legal bar thereto, (4) if elsewhere herein
authorized an4 not prohibited. * *

2271
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this Board, Congress by the Act of
November 24, 1942 (56 Stat. 1021,

125 U.S.C. §§ 373a, 373b (1970).)5 in.
-providing for the disposition of.
'trust or restricted estates of In-
dians dying intestate without heirs,
'expressely provided that such al-
lotments shall escheat to the tribe
"qsubject to the payment of suchb
,reditors' claims as the Secretary of
the Interior may find proper to be
paid from the cash on hand or in-
come a cruing to said estate * *

For the Congress to allow for the
payment of creditors' claims where
the trust or restricted land was to
escheat to the tribe but not to allow
for the payment of creditors' claims
where said property was to go to
known heirs is void of all reason
and logic. This we cannot nor would
we impute to the Congress. Con-
sequently, we find that the Secre-
tary of the Interior has implied au-
thority by virtue of the Act of.
June 25, 1910, as amended, to pay
creditors' claims from the cash on
hand or income accruing to said
estate held in trust, as he expressly
has under the Act of November 24,
1942. We further find that the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge had the
authority to allow the two un-
secured claims in question.

We turn-now to the secured claim,
specifically, to the loan by the Crow
Tribe to Martin Spotted Horse, Sr.,
for the purpose of construction of
a new home.

By virtue of the Act of March 29,
1956 (70 Stat. 62, 25 U.S.C. § 483a
(1970)) Indians were authorized,
with the Secretary's approval, to

mortgage their trust or restricted
lands.

Under the Act of May 7, 1948 (62
Stat. 211, 25 U.S.C. §482 (1970)),
funds loaned by the United States
to a tribe may be reloaned by it.
Regulations issued under this sta-
tute have been issued by the Secre-
tary. See 25 CFR 91.13 (a) and
(b); and 25 CFR 121.61 (1973).

In section 9 of the Application
for Loan, the decedent and his
spouse agreed among other things
that:

* * * As additional security for my
loan, I hereby assign to the lender, all
income from trust land in which I now
have or may in the future acquire an
interest, and any income from any
source and funds from any source ac-
cruing to my Indian Money Ac-
count. * * I understand and agree that
in the case of my death, this assignment
of income and power to lease shall con-
stitute a claim against.trust funds and
income superior to that of my heirs. * * *

An Assignment of Trust Prop-
erty and Power to Lease was also
executed by the decedent, his
spouse,,and the Tribe, and approved
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The decedent and his spouse agreed
to several provisions pertinent
among which we consider to be sec-
tions 3 and 6 thereof.

Section 3 provides that:
* * * (b) all income from trust land

in which I now have or may in the fu-
ture acquire: an interest; (c) any in-
come from any source and any funds
from any source accruing to my individ-
ual Indian account. * *.

Section 6 provides that:
* * * It is understood that in the ease

of my death, this assignment and power
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tolease shall constitute a claim against
trust funds, income, or trust property
superior to that of my heirs. * * *

From the foregoing it is clearly
apparent that the Secretary of the
Interior was authorized to make the
loan to the tribe and the tribe in
turn to the decedent secured among
other things by all income from
trust lands in which decedent had
an: interest, present or future. It is
equally clear from an examination
of the Preliminary Loan Applica-
tion, the Loan Application, and all
related documents, that the de-
cedent and all parties concerned in-
tended that the amount of the loan
was to be repaid first from income
derived from trust lands through
lease or otherwise. We find that this
loan was made in compliance with
the Act of May 7,1948 (62 Stat. 211,
25 U.S.C. §482 (1970)) and the
rules and regulations pertaining
thereto promulgated by the Secre-
tary of the Interior.

Turning finally to whether the
house should be included in the de-
cedent's estate?

The house was built and com-
pleted in February 1965 with the
proceeds of the loan on trust land
described as SE /4 SW 1/4 of Sec.

.26, T. 7 S., R. 33 E., Principal Meri-
dian, Montana.

It appears that subsequent to the
completion of the house the decedent
conveyed by Gift Deed, the SE 1/4
SW '1/4 with the house thereon to his
son Martin Spotted Horse, Jr., by
mistake on December 17, 1965. On
January 24, 1967, Martin Spotted

Horse, Jr., conveyed by- Gift Deed
this same property with the house
thereon to his-brother Stanley Spot"
ted Horse. Stailey Spotted Horse
died -on July I1, 1970, and Martin
Spotted Horse, Sr., died on Decem-
ber 4, 1970.:

The appellants contend that the
house! on SE 1/4 SW 1/4 is part of
the decedent's estate, relying on sec-
tion 9 of the Application for Loan,
the pertinent part of which reads
as follows:'

e e * Until my indebtedness to the
lender is repaid in full, any buildings,
fences, or fixtures built wholly or in part
with funds obtained under this-applica-
tion shall not be a part of the land. * *

We cannot agree'with-this con-
tention. We believe that it is neces-
sary to look to the complete record,
including the Preliminary Applica-
tion for Loan, the Application for
Loan, the Promissory Note, and the
Assignment of Trust Property and
Power to Lease, etc., to determine
the true intent of the decedent and
the lender.

The decedent conveyed separately
by Gift Deeds in 1965 and 1966 sub-
sequent to the granting of the loan
and the completion of the house,
various tracts of his trust lands to
his children including the land on
which the house was located. These':
conveyances were made subject to
the Assignment of Trust Property
and Power to Lease. We take official
notice of these conveyances.

We do not agree with the appel-
lants' contention that either the
property pledged as collateral for

2247].
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the loan must be included within the
assets of the estate, or the claim
should be allowed only for, the
amount of any deficiency after ap-
plication of the proceeds from the
sale of the pledged collateral.

It is elementary that the manage-
ment, settlement or administration
of the estate of a deceased person
-relates primarily and fundamen-
tally to personal property alone, but
nevertheless debts and charges re-
main obligatory on the estate as
long as property of the deceased may
be found for their satisfaction.
:Hence if the personal assets prove
insufficient the deficiency would be

"satisfied from the collateral. The col-
lateral pledged at the completion
vf the loan transaction included all
of the income from all of the land
that he then owned. He conveyed
part of this during his lifetime, and
in case of need, resort thereto could
be had. Lacking any allegation that
the income from such lands may be
necessary to satisfy the debt evi-
denced by the, promissory note
signed by the decedent, no finding is
made here. Nor is any call made to
foreclose the mortgage on land sub-
sequently deeded to one of the heirs.

We agree that had there not been
sufficient . trust, property belonging
to the decedent's estate at the date of
his death from which income could
be derived from leases, etc., to
satisfy this indebtedness, then we
could look to the collateral.

We find that the decedent in-
tended that these conveyances of
trust lands, including the house, to
be inter vivos gifts to his children

and as such are not to be included
as part of his estate requiring, a
probate order of distribution.

To recapitulate, we find that the
Administrative Law Judge had the
authority both implied and ex-
pressed to allow creditors' claims by
virtue of the Acts of June 2, 19.10,
as asnended, and November 24, 1942.
(See 36 Stat. 855, 25 U.S.C. § 372
(1970)) and (56 Stat. 1021, 1022,
25 U.S.C. §§ 373a and b (1970).)

We further find by virtue of the
Act of May 7, 1948 the Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to nake
loans under such rules and regula-
tions as he may prescribe to Indian
tribes, bands, groups, and individ-
ual Indians for the purpose of
promoting the economic develop-
ment of such tribes and their mnem-
bers and that the tribes may reloan
it to the individual Indian secured
by such securities as the Secretary
and the approving officer may re-
quire (See 62 Stat. 211, 25 U.S.C.
§482 (1970) ).

We find no merit to any of the
contentions raised against the deci-
sion and the order of the Judge
denying the petition for rehearing.
Furthermore, we find that the case
of Running Horse v.. Udall, 211 F.
Su p. 586 (D.C. D.C. 1962) cited by
appellants in support of their con-
tention that the Judge had no au-
thority to allow creditors' claims is
not applicable here.

NOW THEREFORE, 'by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the appeal is DISMISSED, and

[81 .D.
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the ORDER DETERMINING
HEIRS of January 11, 1972, stands
unchanged.

This decision is final for the De-.
partinent.

MITCHELL J. SABAGH,
Admninitrative Judge.

WE CNCUR:

DAVMD J. MCKEE,
Chief Amnidtrative Judge.

ALEXANDER H. WmILSON,
Administrative Judge.

IN THE MATTER OF
AMIGO SMOKELESS COAL

. COMPANY
BETH-ELKHORN CORPORATION

BETHLEHEM MINES
CORPORATION

CIINOHFIELD COAL COMPANY
EASTERN ASSOCIATED

COAL CORP.
EASTERN COAL CORPORATION

KENTLAND-ELKHORN COAL
CORPORATION

PEABODY COAL COMPANY
ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH

COAL CO.
WINSTON MINING COMPANY

3 IBEA 139
* Decided April 26, 1974

Interlocutory certification of rling by
an Administrative Law Judge uphold-
ing the right of ten coal mine opera-
tors to the production of certain
documents in fifty-four separate civil
penalty proceedings consolidated for

the purpose of such -ruling. (Docket
Nos. listed in Addendum No. 1 hereto.)

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Production of
Documents

Where jurisdiction has vested in an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge in a proceeding
under the Act, the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration is not in-
sulated by 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (5) or 552
(b) (7) (1970) of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act from producing inspectors'
notes or reports made in connection with
alleged violations which are the subject
of the proceeding.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Production of
Documents

Where, in a civil penalty proceeding, a
coal mine operator shows that he needs
inspectors' reports and notes, prepared
in connection with the issuance of

notices of violation or orders of with-

drawal, so that he may evaluate his case
to determine whether to settle or further
litigate, good cause for an order of pro-

duction has been shown pursuant to 43
CFR 4.585 and such documents are
relevant to the proceeding.

APPEARANCES: J. Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Michael .
Hunter, Esq., Trial Attorney for ap-
pelIant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Daniel .
Darragh, Esq., Raymond . Davis,
Esq., and Thomas W. EhTke, Esq., for
appellees, Amigo Smokeless Cal Cm-
pally, et al., and. Lynn Poole, Esq.,
for Bituminous Coal Operators' Associa-
tion, Intervenor.
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MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD. OF MHIN4
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This is an interlocutory certifica-
tion of a ruling and order issued
October 19, 1973, by Administra-.
tive Law Judge Richard C. Steffy
(Judge), granting, in' part, various
motions by the ten above-named
operators for the production of
documents infi fty-four (54) sepa-
rate civil penalty proceedings COl-

solidated by the Judge. On Novem-
ber 15, 1973, pursuant to a request
from MESA, in accordance with 43
CFR 4.591, the Judge certified for
review by this Board the rulings in-
cluded in his October 19 order. On
November 27, 1973, this Board ac-
cepted certification and set the case
for oral argument. Oral argument
was held before the Board on De-
cember 17, 1973.

Background

7MESA initiated the fifty-four
(64) proceedings involved in this
appeal by filing etitions for the
assessment of civil penalties pur-
suant~to section 109 (a) of the Fed-
eral Qoal-Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1 .

Between the period of June 1973
and October 1973, the listed opera-
tors, following receipt of the Peti-

'P.L 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 IU.S.C.
§§S1-90 (1970).- The docket numbers and
MESA control numbers identifying the sub-
ject 54 proceedings are set forth in Addendum
No. attached.

tions, filed motions, pursuant to 43
CFR 4.58.5, with the Judge seeking
an order that would require MESA
to produce for inspection and/or
photocopying inspector7-' reports
used to evaluate- gravity, negligence,
and good faith effort to achieve
rapid compliance, as well as notes
relied upon by MESA's inspectors
to refresh their recollection of the
facts surrounding each alleged vio-.
lation, together with the results of
any laboratory analyses pertaining
to those violations.

In support of their motions to
produce the documents, and to show
the existence of such material, the
operators noted that a public meet-
ing was held on April 19, 1973, at
which GovernIent personnel dis-
tributed material describing state-
ments which Federal coal mine in-
spectors would be required to pre-
pare with respect to each violation
they cited.2 It was represented at
the meeting that the inspectors, re-
ports would not' bnly contain facts
describing the circumstances sur-
roiinding the alleged violations, but
would' also' be expected to contain
facts bearing on three of the six
criteria set forth in section 109(a)
(1)' of theAct, i.e., the gravity of
the.alleged violation, the negligence
of the operator, ahd the good faith
demonstrated by the operator in
achieving rapid compliance with
the Act after being notified of an al-
leged violation. The- operators con-
tend: that disclosure of the doci-

2 Pertinent portions are attached as -Adden-
dum No. 2.

isi. .D.
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ments requested is a legitimate mat-
ter of pre-hearing discovery and
that without the inforiation con-
tained therein they cannot intelli-
gently evaluate their respective pos-
itions and decide whether to pay a
proposed assessment or to go to the
cost and inconvenience of. proceed-
ing with an evidentiary hearing.:-

MESA resisted the motions to
produce such records on three
grounds: (1) that the material re-
quested is specifically exempted
from disclosure under subsections
(5) and (7) of the Public Informa-
tion Act, 5 U.S.C. §552(b), deal-
ing with internal communications
and matters pertaining to investi-
gatory files for law enforcement;
(2) that the operators have not es-
tablished good cause for production
of such material; and (3) that such
material would not be relevant in
a de noivo proceeding under section
109 of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Timely briefs were filed by the
parties 3 and during the course of
oral argument before the Board,
counsel for MESA advised that it
had abandoned objections to pro-
duction of the results of laboratory
analyses pertaining to the alleged
violations, but was continuing its
objection to production of the re-
ports and notes prepared by inspec-
tors in connection with issuance of
notices of violation.

3 BCOA requested and was granted permis-
sion to intervene on the side of the operators.

Discussion

AnI.

We believe that MESA's conten-
tions based upon subsections () (5)
and -(7) of the Freedom of Infer-
mation Act are without merit. The'
underlying purpose of that Act as
we understand it was to increase
putlic access to governmental rec-
ords. Although federal district
courts have in many instances used
"discovery" criteria as guidelines to,
determine. -whether certain govern-
ment documents and records should
be released to the public, we believe
that line of decisions clearly differ-
entiates the rights of the public
from a party-litigant's right to pre-
trial discovery. The question before
us is whether the operators as party-
litigants may have a right of access
to such material under usual discov-
ery procedures. We hold that they
do.

I.

W4 e have carefully reviewed
MESA's argunent that the opera-
tors have failed to show "good
cause" to obtain the requested mate-
rial pursuant to 43 CFR 4.585,
which provides in pertinent-part:

* * * For good cause shown, the Admin-
istrative Law Judge may order a party
to produce and permit inspection and
copying or photographing of designated
documents relevant to the proceeding.

(Italics added.)

547-1-74 6
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* We cannot agree with the argu-
ment put forward by MESA on this
point. It seems obvious to us, as it
apparently did to the Judge, that
the notes and records made by the
inspector in connection with issuing
notices of violation or withdrawal
oiders anud' made at the time of., or

yhoity 6ifter? his ipe.tion, are
most'relevant to the factual issues
involved in a section 109 (a) penalty
proceeding under the Act. And cer-
tainly, they are relevant to the
reaching of a decision by an oper-
at-or whether to pay 'or attempt to
settle a proposed monetary assess-
ment, instead of going forward with
an evidentiary hearing. The opera-
tors contend that very limited in-
formation is contained in a notice
of violation and/or order of with-
drawval, or in the letter of' pr6opoed
assessment served upon them by
MESA, and that without disclosure
to them of the requested background
information, they cannot make an
intelligent 'decision on these ques-
tiolls.

The operators further allege that
their request for'the material is in
accordance with the Administrative
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 554(b)
(3), requiring in pertinent part that
persons entitled to notice of an
.a'rencv hearing shall be timely in-
formed on the matters of fact and
law asserted. We think this argu-
ment is well taken and are of the
opinion that the operators, have es-
tablished good cause to obtain the
requested material, as party-liti-
gants, under well-recognized rules
of discovery. Nudge v. Thomas J.

Hughes Constr. Co., 95 ALR 2d
1055, 16 App. Div. 2d 106, 225 NYS
2d 833 (1962); MeDuffey v. Boston
& Maine Railroad, 102 N.H. 179,
152 A.2d 606 (1959).

We have also considered MESA's
contention that:

'Each notie/order in fact contains the
'substantive information concerning the
violations of the Act set forth in the
Petition. Accordingly, the operators are
presently in possession of all the material
facts and relevant information necessary.
tio "ptoperly: evaluate or-ainsxset" the re-
spective apelitions'for "o'f civil
penalty.

AWe must also reject this conten-
tion. We think it sufficient to note
that MESA apparently considers
such information inadequate for its
,own needs, particularly in view of
its instructions to its inspectors
"'that an inspector analyze and set
forth certain facts and circum-
stances surrounding the issuance of
each notice or order which do not
appear in the notice or' order." 4

III.

MESA finally argues that inas-
much as the proceedings before an
administrative law judge are de
novo; any written materials pre-
pared at the administrative level in
sipp6rt of notices, 'orders, and lro-
posed assessments, are irrelevant to
such proceedings and therefore
should not be subject to disclosure.

This contention is also without
merit. For 'the reasons already
stated, these inspectors' reports and
notes contain information pertinent'

4See Addendum No. 2 hereto.
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to the fact-finding process in hear-
ing. The fact that' they may have
been prepared for the purpose of
issuing a proposed assessment does
not make them irrelevant for the
prpose Of showing what the in-
spegtor. o'served at the time of is-
suing the notices or orders directly
relating to the fact of a violation
and the statutory criteria.

In support of our holding that
the subject documents are relevant
for both substantive and ipeach-
ment purposes, we note that the
Occupational Safety and Health
Review Commission reached a simi-
lar conclusion in F ra~ee Construe-
tion Co., CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide par. 16,409
(1973). There, the Commission af-
firmed an Administrative Law
JMioie's order requiring production
-of nts and memoranda prepared
during inspections. MESA seeks to
distinguish that case on the ground
that the request for production oc-
curred after the witness had re-
ferred to the documents in testi-
mony before the Judge. We are of
the opinion that this distinction is
inapplicable because time of pro-
duiction has nothing whatever to do
with determining if an operator has
shown "good caused or "relevance"
for purposes of right to production.

Apart from "relevance," we have
concluded that MESA has not
shown- that the documents in ques-
tion come within any recognized
evidentiary privilege. See Consoli-
dated Box Co., Inc. v. United States,

No. 622-71 (Ct. C1. 1973). Natu-
rally, if MESA had established such
a privilege, we would have to con-
clude that "good cause" had not been
shown and deny the request for pro-
duction. If a laim of privilege-is
raised in proceedings "ore a
Judge, he may of course examine
the documents in dispute in canera
before deciding whether to grant a
production motion. Here, however,
MESA has neither established nor
even clained any such privilege
other tan with respect to 'the ap-
plication of the exemptions under
the Freedom of Information Act.

Therefore, in view of the showing
by the operators of relevance and
need for the documents, we hold
that "good cause" was shown in sat-
isfaction of 43 CFR 4.585.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to this Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's

order issued October 19, 1973, IS
AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief AdIministrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

- - HOWARD J.

SOHELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.
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ADDENDUM NO. 1

(Pi-il Ppnn1.ltv Prnn- -lina.c

- -: Docket Numbers

Amigo Smokeless Coal Co

Beth-Elkhorn Corp

Bethlehem Mines Corp

Clinchfield Coal Co

HOPE 74-3-P _-_
No. 2 Mine
HOPE 74-18-P _--__
No. 2-A Mine
PIKE 73-176-P -- _-_- _
No. 29-A Mine
PIKE 74-12-P _ -
No. 25 U.G. Mine
PITT 73-449-P _
No. 31 Mine
PITT 73-461-P _
PITT 74-1-P _
PITT 74-7-P_
Cambria Slope No. 33 Mine
PITT 73-464-P - --------
PITT 73-469-P ---
PITT 74-18-P ---
No. 32 Mine
PITT 74-5-P _
PITT 74-13-P _ -
Somerset No. 60 Mine
PITT 74-24-P _ -
PITT 74-60-P
No. 77 Mine
HOPE 74-9-P - ----
No. 114 Mine
HOPE 74-31-P _---
HOPE 74-52-P _- -
No. 111 Mine
HOPE 74-32-P _--- _
No. 115 Mine
MORG 74-11-P _------_
MORG 74-12-P _- -
MORG 74-15-P --
No. 41 Mine
PITT 74-85-P -----------------
No. 51 Mine
PITT 74-101-P _- __
No. 38 Mine
NORT 73-231-P __- -
NORT 73-233-P __-_
Chaney Creek No. 2 Mine
NORT 73-232-P _---
Hagy No. 1 Mine
NORT 73-234-P _-- ___---__

US1 Lh..

MESA
-control
numbers

1019-40!

563-408

4165-40i

1683-40,

2111-40

2348-40
2348-41
2348-42

2366-40-
2366-41
2366-42:

2370-41
2370-40

2167-40
2167-41

.812-40

576-40i
576-41

625-40

904-41
904-42!
904-40

2382-40

2379-40

166-41
166-4G

159-41

214-43
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ADDENDUM NO. 1-Continued

MESA
Docket Numbers control

numbers

Eastern Associated Coal Corp-

Eastern Coal Corp __

Rentland-Elkhorn Coal Corp

Peabody Coal Co

Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal Co

Winston Mining Co -

Lambert Fork Mine
NORT 73-235-P __
.Birchfield No. 2 Mine
NORT 74-41-P -
NORT 74-48-P
NORT 74-52-P -
NORT 74-55-P ,--------------
Moss No. 3, Portal A Mine
PITT 74-12-P _
PITT 74-44-P --------
Colver Mine
PITT 74-110-P _-
Delmont Mine
PIKE 74-11-P_ 
PIKE 74-21-P _
Stone No. 4 Mine
PIKE 74-27-P _-- -----
Preparation Plant
PIKE 73-179-P -
Kentland No. 2 Mine
BARB 73-392-P -
BARB 73-403-P-
BARB 74-2-P-
BARB 74-4-P -
BARB 74-5-P --------------------
Camp No.-2 Mine
BARB 73-407-P - __-----_-
Warrior Pitt Mine
BARB 74-6-P
River Queen No, 1 Mine
BARB 74-14-P-
Ken No. 4 Mine
PITT 74-55-P ------------
PITT 74-67-P - -------------
Emilie Nos. and 2 Mine
PITT 74-58-P _-I- _
Margaret No. 7 Mine
PITT 74-68-P _--- _----
Jane Nos. 1 and 2 Mine
NORT 74-73-P _--_--_ --
NORT 74-74-P = __-__-----------
No. 11 Mine

31-41

336-44
336-42
336-41
336-45

2324-41
2324-42

2275-40

1986-41
1986-42

13197-40

2050-42

1463-40
1463-43
1463-44
1463-42
1463-45

13012-40

1988-40

1935-40

2299-40
2299-41

2322-40

2364-41

422-41
422-40
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

INSPECTOR'S STATEMENT-GRAV-
ITY, NEGLIGENCE, AND GOOD
FAITH

1. Section 109 (a) of the Act, re-
quires that a civil penalty be as-
sessed for each violation of a man-
datory health or safety standard
and any other provisions of the Act,
except the provisions of Title. IV.
In order to provide sufficient data
for consideration in the assessment
of penalties it is necessary that an
;-n~nfl~lNr œnlfll.7 lC 02.,0 'af~+ , A~ >A

tain f acts and 
rounding the issu
or order, Which
the notice or orde

2. The informa
spector (MESA)
make available at
violation cited 
facts and ircum
ing the violatioa
teria-GRAVIT'
the NEGLIGEN
tor, and the GO(
onstrated by the o
rapid compliance
The inspector * 
that his analysis a
fluence and be
others. The inspei
fore be able to sub
stated in the repoi

* *:

3. Statement R
ment Report shal
of the facts, cond

the operator, and circumstances sur-
rouiding the violation which the in-
spector has observed or determined
by investigation, inquiry, or discus-
sion with the operator, supervisor,
mine foreman, section foreman,
miners or others which lead him to
make the statements of fact con-
tained in the report. The descrip-
tion should be concise and brief but
at the same time convey a sufficient
description upon which others may
form a judgment.

* * * * *

' SW- .o The'Report shall not be given- to
lance of each notice or served upon the operator by the
do not appear in inspector. The Report should not be

or. (Italics added.) filled in in the presence of the oper-
ator or his mine employees. The

* * * .Report should be filled in at the in-

,tion which the in- spector's office, or at home, or at
is being asked to some other convenient location off

* this time for each of the mine property (motel room
concern only the or inside the inspector's car away
stances surround- from the mine). In some instances,
n and three cn- * completion of the Reports
Y of the violation, may 'have to await obtaining fur-
CE of the opera- ther information. In such cases the
)D FAITH dem- inspector should make sufficient
perator to achieve notes to use for later completion of
* (Italics added.) the Report.

4 should realize
and report will in-
given weight by
ator should there-
stantiate the facts
-t.

* * -*

eport. The State-
I be a description
litions, actions of

APPEAL OF WEST ELIZABETH
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT COM-
PANY

IECA-935-1O-71
Decided April 0, 1974

Contract No. AO-S-71-1, Sale of
Government Property, Eastern Admin-
istrative Office, Bureau of Mines.
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Denied Upon Reconsideration.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Recon-
sideration-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: Intent of Parties.

The Board reaffirms its original decision
pertaining to the Sale of Government-
owned property where upon reconsidera-
tion it finds that appellants' motion raises
no new questions of fact or of law and
that contrary to the appellant's asser-
tions the testimony offered as well as the
record as a whole supports the Board's
decision.

APPEARANCES: Mr. E. Brooks Kef-
fer, Jr., Attorney at Law, Hart Childs
Hepburn Ross & Putnam, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania for appellant; Mr. Wil-
liam H. Thornton, Jr., Department
Counsel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
for the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-
TRACT APPEALS

This appeal is before the Board
lon appellant's motion for recon-

sideration.

SumAmary of Facts

The facts were set forth in detail
in the Board's original decision and
only those facts which are pertinent
to the reconsideration will be sum-
marized here.

C Oontract o. EAO-S-71-1 for
dismantling and removal of an
open-hearth furnace, blast furnace,

* forging press, pig casting machine

and associated equipment and mate-
rials was awarded to appellant on
October 7, 1970. The original con-
tract time of ten weeks was extended
by the contracting officer, at appel-
lant's request, to a period of nearly
six months, ending on April 3, 1971.
The specifications described the stub-
ject matter of the contract as in-
stalled and in place at the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, Building 19,
Bruceton Station, Bruceton, Penn-
sylvania. At or near the end of the
contract period, as extended, a dis-
pute arose over sixteen items
claimed by appellant which the
Government denied were a part of
the contract. A timely appeal was
taken from the contracting officer's
decision. The Board's original deci-
sion of October 19, 1973 sustained
the appeal as to three items and
denied the appeal as to the remain-
ing thirteen items.

Appellant asks for reconsidera-
tion of twelve of the thirteen items.
The reasons assigned as a basis for
the motion for reconsideration are
entirely factual. No new evidence
is alleged and no citation of any
precedent is offered. Appellant
merely contends that certain por-
tions of the testimony were not given
fair, adequate or proper considera-
tion and that the Board's partial
denial of the appeal is unsupported
by the record when taken as a whole.

Appellant correctl-y Observes that
the Board's decision denied the. ap-
peal as to Items 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and
16 on the basis that those items were

2421
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located in Building 19 on March 3,
1971 when appellant's president,
Mr. Edward J. Toth, wrote to the
contracting officer and represented
that "the interior work on Building
19 had been completed." At that
time he requested 'a one month ex-
tension to complete the remaining
outside work. Since the contract
called for both dismantling and re-
moval of the four named items and
associated materials and equipment,
we found that the property located
inside Building 19, at the time the
appellant requested the one month
extension to complete the outside
work, was property which did not
pass to the appellant under the con-
tract of sale.

In an attempt to avoid the conse-
quences of its representation that
the inside work was complete on
March 3, 1971, appellant asserts on
page three of. its motion that "Mr.
Toth stated the plain meaning of his
letter of March 3 by testifying'that
when he used the word 'work' he
meant 'dismantling.' (N.T. 15.)"
Contrary to this assertion, page 15
of the transcript of the hearing con-
tains no reference to the March 3
letter. It does, however, report the
following colloquy on 'direct exam-
ination of Mr. Toth by his counsel:

Q. Now, were there any other areas
other than in Building 19 that you had
work to do?

IA. Well, yes. When you say work, do
you mean dismantling?

Q. Yes.

This establishes that appellant's
attorney intended the definition of
.work to be restricted-to disman-
tling, but does 'little to reveal Mr.

Toth's normal usage of the word.
More useful testimony appears else-
where in the transcript. At page 19,
line 9, Mr. Toth described the first
thing he did at the site: "We went
to work and took out the forging
press" indicating that he included
removal in the term "work." On
page 20 the following colloquy ap-
pears between Mr. Toth and his
counsel:

Q. So that when you were through
worling in the shed, 'what was left there?

A. I believe all that was left was the
power saw and possibly a drill press.

Q. Why did you leave the power saw
there?

'A. These units were being used by an-
-other division there, another part of the
operation, some testing laboratory.

'We interpret these responses to
indicate that Mr. Toth regularly
used the word "work" to include re-
moval and that he did not expect to
get property assigned to divisions
other than the Metallurgy Division
which was selling the surplus prop-
erty.

Abandoning for the -moment its
argument that certain portions of
the testimony were not given fair,
adequate or proper consideration,
'the appellant asserts on page 3 of its
motion that a lack of testimony
should be considered. Referring to
the seven items which our decision
found to be in Building 19 on
March 3, 1971 when appellant rep-
resented that the interior work on
Building 19 had been completed, the
appellant asserts that "there is no
direct testimony that these items
were left in Building 19 by the ap-
pellant on March 3, 1971, or indeed

E 81 I.D.
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that all of such items were even in mony by Mr. Toth or any other wit-
the building at that time." ness that any article claimed by the

The difficulty of sustaining this appellant other than Item 2 was ever-
argument is demonstrated by the moved out of Building 19. Once the
appellant's next paragraph where it items were located in Building 19,
is stated that Mr. Toth's testimony we consider that the lack of testi-
describes the fact that he left cer- mony thereafter tends to indicate-
tain items in the building and put that the items remained where they-
certain other items in there for stor- were. We reject appellant's argu-
age, citing pages 58 and 69 of the ment that the lack of direct testi--
transcript.' A review of Mr. Toth's mony about leaving the items in
testimony on direct examination Building 19 indicates that they were-
(Tr. 43-58) discloses that he identi- moved.
fied Items 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 16 as being With respect to Items 2 and 8, the-
located in Building 19, while his appellant asserts that they were not.
testimony regarding Item 8, the located in Building 19 and the testi-
2300 volt substation appears to be mony relating thereto is uncon-
contradictory.2 There is no testi- tradicted, citing pages 43 and 36 of-

X -a X ___ the transcript. The assertion is er-
I Mr. Toth's testimony at Tr. 58 Is that a roneous. On page 43, Mr. Toth

stone saw and a cement saw under Item 16 testified s follows
were located in Building 19 and that he had t -a ws:
no occasion to take them. At Tr. 69, to
explain why he did not take the equipment out Q. The second item on this list is a 6O
before the end of the contract period, Mr. inch champion conveyor used at railroad
Toth stated that he took only those Items he siding to unload. Where was this located,
could sell or store in his building. Neither Mr. Toth?
of the cited pages nor any other part of the A .T c w
transcript records testimony that any item A. That conveyor was situated build-
of equipment was moved into Building 19 for ing 19 and then it was moved out onto-
storage by Mr. Toth. the storage yard.

2 The following is reported at Tr. 36 on Q. You moved it out to the storage
direct examination of Mr. Toth: I

"Q. Now, one of the other pieces of equip- yard?
ment that related to this operation of the A. I'm not positive about that. I think
steel mill was a substation. Do you know we did.
what the voltage of this substation was?

A. Well, the various voltages that came out No testimony was elicited as to,
of it was 220, 440 and I think 200.y

Q. This substation was set off outside of when the removal of Item 2 from
the building? > I Building 19 may have taken place.

A. Yes.
Q. Was it in the southwest corner? Even if we assume,.arguendo, that
A. Yes.", the removal took place before-

We observe that appellant's counsel prevti-
ously used the phrase "in the southwest March 3, 1971, there exists further
corner" to elicit a response on P. 14 as to reason for excluding the conveyor
the location of the blast furnace which was
unquestionably located In Building 19: from the sale of surplus property.

"Q. Now, in the southwest corner is the Mr. Fred Minnick, the contracting
blast furnace? *

A. Yes." . officer's representative at the site,
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testified that the champion conveyor
Aas not included in the sale because

it was assigned to another group
(Tr. 83). Mr. Toth's testimony (Tr.

20) indicates that he did not expect
to get property assigned to divisions
other than the Metallurgy Division
which was selling the steel-making
equipment.

Regarding Item 8, the 2300 volt
distribution center and substation,
Mr. Toth's testimony was not clear
as to its location,3 while Mr. Min-
nick described the location as being
inside the compressor room of
Building 19 (Tr. 84, 88). The func-
tion of the distribution center and
substation would preclude its in-
clusion in the contract regardless of
how the conflicting testinony
regarding location is resolved. The
substation and distribution center
furnished 220 and 440 voltage in
addition to 2300 voltage according
to both Mr. Toth (Tr. 36) and Mr.
Minn ick (Tr. 84). Mr. Minnick fur-
ther testified that the center supplies
power for the 440 volt crane and the
220 volt equipment in Building 19
as well as the power for Building 20.
Supplying power for the hydraulic
press was only one of many func-
tions performed by the substation
and distribution center and it cannot
be regarded merely as equipment as-
sociated with the hydraulic press.
E. lVilhoite, ASBCA No. 17184
(July 31, 1972), 72-2 BCA par.
9607.

Judith reference to the items lo-
cated in the compressor room of

See footnote 2.

Building 19, the appellant asserts
that there was no reason on March 3,
1971 to have removed all of the
items, since the compressor room
was not to be used in the Environ-
mental Research Program for
which Building 19 was being con-
verted. Although the appellant cites
page 11 of the transcript as a basis
for this assertion, page 11 contains
no reference to the compressor room
or to items therein. -

In the second portion of its argu-
ment, the appellant contends that
the clear intent and meaning of the
contract should be determined by
the action of the parties thereunder.
In connection with this argument,
appellant states on page 5 of its mo-
tion that "Mr. Toth was told clearly
what was not to go, and he 're-
spected' this limitation throughout
the performance of the contract
(N.T. 20, 80, 81)." This statement
leaves open the question of whether
at the end of the contract period,
the appellant no longer "respected"
the interpretation of the contract in
which it previously acquiesced. As
indicated in the Board's original
decision, the interpretation of a con-
tract by the parties -during perform-
ance and before a dispute arises is
of great importance in resolving
disputes involving contract inter-
pretation. Mr. Toth's conduct after
the dispute arose is not embraced
within this principle and is not of
primary importance in resolving
disputed questions of contract inter-
pretation.

[81 .D.
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We attached no particular signif-
icance to appellant's repeated asser-
tions in its correspondence that it
suffered great financial loss in' per-
forling the contract (Appeal File,
letters of April 6, 1971, May 12,
1971 and July 7, 1971 from Mr. Toth
to the Contracting Offlicer). The
Government does not guarantee a
profit to purchasers of surplus
property. Governmient surplus sales
remain an area in which the maxim
"caveat emptor" retains much of its
formier vigor. See Standard M11agne-
-sium Corp. v. United States, 241
-F.2d 667 (10th Cir., 1957). The
question is not whether the appel-
lait slffered' a loss but whether the
contract can reasonably be inter-
preted to include the items claimed
by the appellant.

The principal obstacle to inclu-
sion of the remaining items within
the contract is their remoteness
from Building 19. Despite the fact
that the'contract specifications de-
scribe the location of the four7
named items and associated equip-
ment as "installed and in place at
the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Building
19," 4 appellant urges that the test
should be whether or not the dis-
puted items were used in connection

4 LoCation
The Open-Hearth Furnace, Blast Furnace,

Forging Press, Pig Casting Machine and s-
sociated equipment is installed and in place
at the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Building 19,
Bruceton Station, South Park Township,
Allegheny County, Bruceton, Pennsylvania.
one mile south of Broughton, Pennsylvania.
(Appeal File: Contract EAO-S-71-1, Specifi-
cations, Paragraph III).

with the operation regardless of
their distance from Building 19.
Appellant asserts that the test of
proximity to Building 19 was in-
consistently applied because the
Board's decision excludes Item 14,
which was 150 yards away, while
appellant removed a car shaker lo-
cated one-quarter mile away. This
assertion ignores the fact that the
propriety of appellant's removal of
the car shaker was not before, the
Board for decision. Since the car
shaker was not the subject of a dis-
pute, the record does not disclose
the contractual- basis for its removal.

Appellant did not question denial
of its appeaJ as to Item 12, Filtra-
tion and Cooling Bed, Pipes and
Pumps. This item was located
"Way over the hill' from Building
19" (Tr. 54) and was part of the
water supply system. Appellant dis-
putes the Board's denial of its ap-
peal on five other items located at
distances varying from 150 to 500
yards from Building 19. The testi-
mony cited by- appellant 'in support
of its arguments will be considered
for each item in turn.

Item I, Shaker, Conveyor' and
Crusher. The Board's original deci-
Sion excludes this item on the basis
of testimony that the equipment was
not related to the operation of the
furnaces since it was us'ed to crush
coal (T'r. 82) and coal was not used
in the operation. of 'the furnaces
(Tr. 23-25). Appellant contends
that this conclusion is inconsistent
with the evidence in view of the

242]
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fact that appellant's right to four
small coal crushers in Building 19
was never questioned, citing pages
28 and 29 of the transcript. Con-
trary to this contention, Mr. Toth
himself questioned his right to the
coal crushers in the following testi-
mony on page 29:

Q. Why would you remove this type of
equipment?

A. Well, I don't really know. In other
words, the crushers were there and we
were told that we could take them.

'Such a questionable taking of
coal crushers from Building 19 does
not establish a basis for removal of
a coal crusher from an ore yard
four or five hundred yards away
from Building 19.

Appellant also argues that since
it took a rock crusher, conveyors,
motors and structural steel from the
ore yard it should also receive the
coal crusher, shaker and conveyor,
citing pages 31 and 32 of the trans-
cript. The testimony on page 32 in-
dicates Mr. Toth's knowledge that
the contract did not require any
work in the ore yard:

'Q. Does the ontract specifically refer
to taking down, doing any work in this
area ?

iA. No, it doesn't. Not to my knowledge
it doesn't.

1Q. So the only reference to this within
the contract would be under the heading
associated with equipment and materials,
is that right?

A. I would think so, yes.

The testimony cited by appellant
provides no support for its argu-
ments. The record as a whole shows

that Item 1 was not located at
Building 19 and it was not associ-
ated with the operation of any item
named in the contract. We find no
reason to disturb the Board's orig-
inal decision that Item 1 was
properly excluded from the con-
tract. If there is inconsistency be-
tween this finding and the evidence-
that other similar items were taken,
it lies only in the fact that the
Board was not called upon to decide
the propriety of the inclusion of
those other items-in the contract.

Item 10, Electric hoist and cable
reels. Appellant cites no specific tes-
timony that it wishes to be recon-
sidered in connection with this item,
so we will consider the record as a
whole. Mr. Toth testified that the
hoist and reels 'were stored in a small
shed adjacent to the cooling tower
(Tr. 51). They were there when
he first went to look at this particu-
lar installation (Tr. 52). Mr. Toth
visited the site many times in 1969
and 1970 (Tr. 8) and several times
in October 1970 to look it over (Tr.
17). Mr. Toth testified that the
hoist and reels disappeared-"the
hoist was there and the next day or
so, I don't know just when, it was
gone." (Tr. 52.) Such vague and
nonspecific testimony does not rule
out the possibility that Mr. Toth
saw the hoist and reels on one of his
earlier visits and that they were
gone at the time he submitted his
bid.

Appellant's only argument for
inclusion of the hoist, and reels is
that 'they were used in connection

[81 I.D.
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with a car shaker located at a rail-
road siding a quarter of s mile from
IBuilding 19 and that the car shaker
was associated with the operation of
the furnaces and was inoperative
without the .hoist ahcl reels.

The contractual basis for inclu-
sion of the car shaker in a contract
which describes the subject matter

-of the sale as located at Buiiding 19
is not readily apparent, however, in
view of its location a quarter of a
mile away.

On reconsideration of the record
as a whole, we find no grounds for
disturbing our finding that Item. 10

wHas properly excluded.
Items 13 and 14. 700 Ton Lime-

stone and Pile of Coke. Here again
the appellant cites no specific testi-
mony it wishes to be reconsidered,
but merely argues that because it
removed some items from areas re-
-mote from Building 19, it should
have these items. The Limestone
-was located at least four or five
hluandred yards from Building 19
(Tr. 17, 39) and the coke was located
"maybe 150, 200 yards away" from
Building 19 (Tr. 39). We again
reject the argument that removal of
,other items from locations remote
from. Building 19, on a basis not ex-
plained in the record, somehow en-
titles the appellant to remove these

-two items. We find no reason to dis-
-turb our original decision that these
-two items were not included in the
-contract.

Item 15, Car Puller. This item
was located at a railroad siding

"down over the hill, -I would say a
quarter of a mile more or less" from
Building 19. (Mr. Toth, Tr. 32-33);.
Appellant submits that: this. item
was used- only in- conection with-
the operations at Building 19, over-
looking. the testimony on- page 82
that the car puller was the property
of another group which used. it to
pull coal cars into a warehouse.. The
record does not contain any testi-
mony that coal was used in the
operations at Building 19. The ap-
pellant asks why would he be given
the electrical equipment to operate
the car puller and then be denied the
puller itself, citing page 15 of the
transcript. As in previous instances,
the citation does not answer the
question. Page 15 reports only the
following testimony regarding ap-
pellant's work at the railroad
siding:

Q. What specifically did you have to do
at the railroad siding?

A. We took down the car shaker and
all the structure and we took out the
electrical equipment. There were various
items down there. I believe, two motors.

No mention is made of a car puller
on page 15. On page 57, Mr. Toth
described the fact that the car puller
was inoperative but did not say that
he took out the electrical connections
to it.

The answer to appellant's ques-
tion is that the record does not show
that he got the electrical equipment
to operate the car puller. The car
puller itself was not described in the
contract's description of the items

242]
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being sold, it was not located where
the contract described the associated
equipment as being located and it
was .assigned to another division and
used for. purposes unrelated to the
operation of Building 19. We find no
basis for inclusion of the car puller
in thelco~ntract.:

For-the; reasons statedlabove, the
Board rejects appellant's argument
that the Board's original decision is
unsupported by the record as a
whole.

Decision

On reconsideration, the Board
finds no reason for disturbing its
original decision and that decision
is hereby affirmed.

G. HERBERT PAC:EWOOD,

Admi,?iiasive Judge.

I CONCJR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

[s1 I.D.
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SAM ROSETTI

15 IBLA 288
Decided Mlay 6, 1974

Appeal from decision (I 7076) of
Idaho State Office, Bureau of Land
Management, declaring mining claim
null and void ab initio.

Set aside and remanded.

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-
Mining Claims Rights Restoration
Act _Withdrawals and Reservations:
Power Sites

From the effective date of the Mlining
Claims Rights Restoration Act of Au-

gust 11, 1955, 69 Stat. 682<683 as
einended, 30 U.S.C. §§ 621-625 (1970) , all

lands. included in an application to :the
-Federal Power Commission for either a
preliminary permit or a license, where no

permit has been issued, are open to min-

eral entry, absent other inpediments.

Mining Claims: lands Subject to-
Mining Claims Rights, Restoration
Act-Withdrawals and Reservations:
Power Sites -

The mere filing of applications for a

license or a preliminary permit for a
power project since the date of the Min-

ing Claims Rights Restoration Act does
not -preclude the operation of the U.S.
mining laws as to those lands.

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-
Mining Claims: Power Site Lands-
Mining Claims Rights Restoration
Act

Public lands covered by a license, or an

application for a license for a power
project where already covered by a pre-
liminary permit issued by the Federal

Power Commission, which permit has not

550-433-74-1

been renewed more than once in the case

of such prospective licensee, are not
open to mineral location.

APPEARANCES:! Sam Rosetti, pro se.

OPIN11ION BY ADMINISTRA-.
TIVE JUDGE FISIJ1AN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Sam Rosetti1 has appealed fron .

a decision, dated Octoher 19, 1973,.
of the Idaho State Office, which held
the Buzzards Roost placer claim to
be null and void ab initio.. This
claim, within Lots 2 and 3, section.
12, T. 29 N.? R. 4 W., B.M., Nez

Perce Co-unty, Idaho, was located:
January 4, 1964, and recorded on

January 7, 1964. At those times the

lands within those lots, below the
1,630 feet contour, were withdrawn

pursuant to the filing of an amended
application for a license for Power

Project No. 2273, made on August 
22, 1960. The-application for license ,

was rejected by the Federal Power
Commission (FPC) on February 3, 
1964.2 The lands were again with-
drawn on October 2, 1968, by the:
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (82

1 Appellant Rosetti's appeal is entitled a
protest, and states with regard, to reasons
that: "We claim -valid entry under P.L. 359;
mining in power site withdrawals." The "we"
used apparently refers to some or all of the
other named parties to the decision of the
State Office. These were George rasser,
0G..R.B. Mining Co., and Howard Gentry. :

2 This is shown by a letter from. the Federal .
Power Commission to the Bureau of Land

Management.

81 LD. No. 5
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Stat. 906, 911, 915), 16 U.S.C.
§§ 1276 (a) (23), 1280(b) (1970).

In his appeal, appellant simply
states that a valid entry is claimed
under Public Law 359, the Mining
Claims Rights Restoration Act, as
amended, 30 U.S.C. § 621-25
(1970). This Act provided in part
that all lands withdrawn for power.
development were to be opened to
mineral location unless they were
(1) "in any project operating or be-
ing constructed under a license or
permit * * "; or (2) "under ex-
amination and survey" by a pro-
spective power project licensee, who;
held "an uncanceled preliminary
permit issued under the Federal
Power Act" authorizing such ex-
amination and survey, "and such
permit has not been renewed in the
case of such prospective licensee
more than once." Id. at 621(a).

The customary procedure for ob-
taining a license to construct a
power project. under the Federal
Power Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C.
§§791a-828c (1970), includes the
filing of ali application, for a pre-.
liminary permit with the FPC, the
grant of that permit, the filing of an
application for a license, and the
grant of that application. In the
present case, however, no prelimi-
nary permit-was applied for or ob-
tained. The record indicates that
only an amended application for a
license was filed on August 22, 1960,
-and that it was denied by the FPC
on February 3, 1964.

Some recent decisions of the
Board of Land Appeals speak very
broadlyE on the issue of whether

public lands included only within
an application'for a license for a
power project'are withdrawn from
mineral location under the terms of
the Mining Claims Rights Restora-
tion Act, spra.

For instance, in Ralph Page, 8
IBLA 435 (1972), the text contains
the sentence that * * * [alt all
times material here, the lands below
the 1560 foot contour, having been
covered by an application for a
license, a license itself or a pre-
liminary permit, were and remain
closed to mineral location." Id. at
437 (emphasis on disjunctive struc-
ture supplied). The disjunctive
structure was carried into the head-
notes for that case, upon which the
Idaho State Office apparently relied
in the decision appealed by Rosetti.
The headnote states:

Public lands covered by a license or an
application for a license for a power proi-
ect issued by the Federal Power Com-
mission are not open to mineral location.
(Italics supplied.)

If applications for either a license
or a preliminary permit are filed
with the FPC, what is the status of
the public lands involved during the
period before the FPC grants either
a license or a preliminary permit?

Section 24 of the Federal Power
Act (41 Stat. 1063, 1075), as
amedecd, 16 U.S.C. § 818 (1970),
provides:

Any lands of the United States included
in any proposed project under the pro-
visions of sections 792, 793, 795-818, and
820-823 of this title shall from the date
of filing of application terefor be re-
served from entry, location, or other dis-
posal under the laws of the United States
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untia otherivise directed by the commis-
sion or by Congress. Notice *that such 
application has been made, together with
the date of filing thereof and a descrip-
tion of the lands of the United States
affected thereby, shall be filed in the local
land office for the district in which such
lands are located. (Italics supplied.)

Section 4 of the same Act 16
U.S.C. § 797 (1970), delineating the
general powers of the Federal
Power Commission, states:

The Commission is authorized and
empowered-

(e) To issue licenses * * * for the
purpose of constructing, operating, and
maintaining dams, [etc.] * * *: * * And
provided further, That upon the filing
of any application for a license which
has not been preceded by a preliminary
permit under subsection (f) of this sec-
tion, notice shall be given and published
as required by the proviso of said
subsection.

(f) To issue preliminary permits for
the purpose of enabling applicants for a
license hereunder to secure the data and
to perform the acts required by section
802 of this title: Provided, however, That
upon the filing of any application for a
preliminary permit * * * the commis-
sion, before granting such application,
shall at once give notice of such appli-
cation in writing to any State or munici
pality likely to be interested in or af-
fected by such application * *

Thus it is clear that "applica-
tions," as used in section 24 of the
Act, tpa, include those for pre-
liminary. permits.

But the Mihihg Claims Rights
Restoration Act, supra, opens to
mineral location all lands with-
drawn for. power purposes unless
within areas under examination by
a permittee of the FPC. As is stated
in this Act,

All public lands belonging to the United
States heretofore, now or hereafter
,withdrawn or reserved for power devel-
opment or power sites shall be open to
*entry for location and patent of mining
claims and for mining, development, bene-
ficiation, removal, and utilization of the
mineral resources of such lands under ap-
plicable Federal statutes: * * * provided
further, That nothing contained herein
shall be construed to open for the pur-X
poses described in this section any lands
(1) which are included in any project
operating. or being constructed under a
license or permit issued under the Fed-
eral Power Act or other Act of Con-
gress, or (2) which are under examina-,
tion and survey by a. prospective licensee
of the Federal Power Commission, if such
prospective licensee holds an uncanceled
preliminary permit issued under the Fed-
eral Power Act authorizing him to con-
duct such examination and survey with
respect to such lands and such permit
has not been renewed in the case of such
prospective licensee more than once.
(Italics supplied.)

30 U.S.C. § 621 (a) (1970).
Thus, it is clear, that from Au-

gust 11, 1955, the effective date of
the Mining Claims Rights Restora-.
tion Act, supra, all lands for which
no preliminary permit has been is-
sued, but which are only included
in either an application for a license
or an application for a preliminary:
permit, are open to mineral entry,3 .

We note that Foster Mining and Engi-
neering Co., 7 IBLA 299, 08, 79 I.D. 599, 604
(1972) states: "The effect of the filing of the
application for a preliminary permit as to the

'status of public land included therein is the
same as the filing of the application for a
license for a proposed power project. *

That statement is made in the context of see.,
24 of the F ederal Power Act, as amended, 16
U.S.C. § 818 (1970') and is correct in that
context. Under the Mining Claims Rights Res-
toration Act, 30 U.S.C. §§ 621-25 (1970), an
uncancelled preliminary permit, not renewed
more than once, continues to segregate the

2511 253 
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absent other impediments, subject,
however, to the terms of that Act.

Although Gardter C. HeciFr-
land, 8 IBLA 56 (1972), alludes
to the ekclusionary effect of 'an ap-
plication for a license when filed by
the holder of a preliminary permit,
another authority for this holding
is found in A. L. Snyder, 75 I.D. 33
(1968).

In Snyder, the land upon which
a mining claim was located in 1961
had-been included in an application
for a power project filed in 1953. A
preliminary permit for the power
project was issued in 195T, and an
application for a license for the
project w as filed in 1959.: The Min-
ihg Claims Rights Restoration
-Act as already noted, became effec-
tive in 1955.

As stated in Snyder s6pra at 36,
the. M~ining Claims Rights Restora-
tion Act, 8supra -

Bt * * was intended to protect fron
mineral location land held under the con-
diions it describes. When those cond!- 

land from mining whether or not an applica-
tion for license has been flIed.

-toster at 7 IBLA SIt, 79 I.D 605, further
states: "Because appellants' claims were 10-
catea -when the land was within the prelimi-
mary permit they must be declared null and
-void ab ititio. The fact that notice of the
-application for the permit, the permit, and
the application for a license was [sic] not
-made on the land office records of pubic land
status, does not compel a contrary onclu-
sion." 8 g e The latter sentence simply re-

,cites the fact of non-notation; it was not
intended to suggest, nor does it mean, that
under the Mining Claims Rights Restoration
Act, spre, either the filing of an application
for a permit, or the filing of an application
.for license when no preliminary permit is out-
standing would bar land from the operation
of the mining laws. Both Pe and Foster,
recite that preliminary permits had been is-
sued. Those decisions are therefore correct on
the facts stated.:

tions exist, the land is not open to mineral
entry, when; they do not, the land is
&pen to mineral entry.

Thus it was found that the public
lands involved were withdrawn
from mineral location from 1953 to
1955, when the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act became ef-
fective. Hotvever, when the prelim-
iiiary permit was issued in 1957 the
lands were again closed to mineral
location, due to terms of the Act,
and thus Snyder's location in 1961
was null and void ab initio.

Therefore, the mere filing of ap-
plications for a license or a prelimi-
nary permit for a power project
since -the date of the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act, sura, does
not effect a withdrawal of the pub-
lic-lands involved from the opera-
tion of the U.S. Mining laws. Those
lands, until a preliminary permit or
license is' issued, remain open to

* entry for location and pat-

ent of mining claims and for min-
ingo development, beneficiation,
removal, and utilization of -themin-
'eral resources of such lands under
applicable Federal statutes * 

Id.4 It is true, of course, that -the

4 The terms of 18 CER 4.31 (provisions for
acceptance of license applications by the
Federal Power Commission (PC)) and those
of 18 CPR 4.81 (provisions for acceptance of
applications for preliminary permits by the
FPC) require notice of such filings to be given
to the Department of the Interior "so that
withdrawals from entry may be recorded."

Such withdrawals for power purposes are
effective from the date of the filing of the
proper application. However, as explained in
this decision, these withdrawals, when made
after August 11, 1955, the date of the Mining
Claims Rights Restoration Act, do not pre-
clude the lands affected thereby from the
operation of the U.S. mining laws until such
time as a preliminary permit or license is
issued.
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liability of the United' States for
juse of the lands for power purposes
is limited by section 3 of the Mining
Claims Rights Restoratioll Act,5 30
U.S.C. § 622 (1970). We also recog-
nize that under 30 U.S.C. 621(b)
(197)), the locator of a placer mim-
ing location, such as is at issue here,
"shall conduct no mining operations
for a period of sixty days after the
filing of a notice of- location
* * *." This section does not nec-
essarily go. to the question of valid-
ity of the claim.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board'of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is set aside and
the case remanded..

FREDERICK FsHIWAN,
Ad:mbinistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STUEBING,
Adrnministrative Judge.

Section 3 of the Act provides
"Prospecting and exploration for and the

development and utilization of mineral re-
sources authorized in this chapter shall be
entered into or continued at the financial risk
of the individual party or parties undertaking
such work: Provided, That the United States,
its permittees and licensees shall not be re-
sponsible or held liable or incur any liability
for the damage, destruction, or loss of any
mining claim, mill site, facility installed or
erected, income, or other property or invest-
ments resulting from the actual use of, such
lands or portions thereof for power develop-
ment'at any time where such power develop-
ment- is made by or under the authority of
the United States, except where such damage,
destruction, or loss results from the negli-
gence of the United States, its permittees and
licensees."
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JUDGE THOMPSON CNCUR-
RING IN THE RESULT:

Weassume in this case that there
was only an application for a license
for a power project filed with the
Federal Power Commission and
that a- preliminary permit or any
other authorization from the Com-
mission has never issued for the ap-
plicant to* condact a survey 'alld
examination of the lands." The is-:
sue raised in this case is one of first
impression; namelyj whether min-
ing claims are void ab initio when
located after the Mining Clain is:
Rights Restoration' Act of Au-
gust 11, 1955, as amended, 30 U.S.C.
§ 621 et seq. (1970), on land within
a power site withdrawal, if there
has only been an application for a.
license -for a power project and
there has never been a preliminary
permit authorizing the applicant to
conduct an examination or survey
of the lands in the application.

All of the cases cited by the ma-
jority dealt with different questions
and different factual situations and
are distinguishable for that reason.
In their factual context, the deci-
sions are clear and are not in any

'The Chief; Bureau of Power, FPC, in a
letter to the Bureau, of Land Management
dated January: 3, 1972, mentions only an
amended application for license for power
Project No. 227,3. He concluded in his letter
that the lands were "not open to mineral
location under the Act of August 11, 1955,
between the period of August 22, 1960, and
February 5, 1964." Judge Fishman has since
been informally advised by FPC personnel
that a preliminary permit pertaining to that
project was never issued.
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conflict with the result reached in
this case.2

I agree with the majority that
mining claims are not void ab initio
by reason of being located on lands
where there has only been an appli-
cation for a license or a preliminary
permit and no preliminary permit
has ever been issued. I wish to em-
phasize, however, that lands within
an application for a license or for a
preliminary permit are withdrawn
when the application is filed with
the Federal Power Commission in
accordance with section 24 of the
Federal Power Act, as amended;
16 U.S.C. § 818 (1970), until action
by the Commission or Congress
opens such land to entry. Foster
Mining and Engineeringq Co., 7
IBLA 299,:79 I.D. 599 (1972). Con-
gress, by the Mining Claims Rights
Restoration Act, opened land with-
drawn for power purposes to min-
eral entry, with certain exceptions
which we conclude are not appli-
cable here, but Congress also pro-

2 For example, Raltp7 Page, 8 IBLA 435
(1972) Gardner . McFarland, 8 IBLA 56
(1972) Foster Mining and Bngineering Co.,
7 IBLA 299, 311, 79 I.D. 599, 605 (1972) 
A: L. Snyder, 75 I.D. 33 (1968), all concerned
land status where a preliminary permit had
issued. In Page and Snyder applications for
a. license had been filed while the permit was
in existence. Snyder had ruled at 36 (also in
Poster at 11) that an application for a li-
cense filed while a permit was in effect "kept
the land 'under examination and survey by
a prospective licensee of the Federal Power
Commission' within the meaning of ' ' t [the
second clause of the third proviso of 80 U.S.C.
§ 21 (a) since it was filed before the permit
expired and preserved the priority of the per-
mittee under the permit." Thus, any reference
to the application for a license in Page was
based upon the facts in that case where a pre-
liminary permit had issued and the rationale
in Snyder.

vided the opened land is suibject to
a reservation of power rights to the
United States. 30 U. S.C. § 621(a)
(1970). Therefore, any mining
claims located after that Act on
lands withdrawn for power pur-
poses are subject to the power reser-
vation.- The lands are open to
mineral location only subject to the
conditions and restrictions of that
Act. See also especially 30 U.S.C.
§§ 622, 623 and 625.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,

Administrative Judge.

ESTATE OF LINDA M. WHITETAIL
(DRUNKARD) PENN

(DECEASED CHEYENNE
UNALLOTTED)

2 IBIA 285
Decided May 9, 1974

Petition to reopen.

Granted.

245.1.0 Indian Probate: Guardian
Ad Litem: For Whom Appointed:
'Generally

Failure to appoint a guardian ad litem
for minors in probate proceedings vio-
lates the provisions of 43 CFR 4.2S2.

375.1 Indian Probate: Reopening:
Waiver of Time Limitation

A petition to reopen, filed more than
three years after the original order, will
be granted where it is shown that a minor
child of the deceased either through mis-
take, accident, or fraud was not repre-
sented at the hearing and as a result
thereof was not included as an heir in
the original order.

[81 I.D.
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(DECEASED CHEYENNE UNALLOTTED)
May 9, 1974

APPEARANCES: Allen C. Quetone,
Superintendent, Concho Agency, for
and in, behalf of Annette Lois Penn,
a minor.

OPIANION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE. WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INTDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before this
Board on a petition to reopen, dated
April 3, 1974, filed by the Superin-
tendent, Concho Agency, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Concho, Oklalloma,.
for and in behalf of Annette Lois
Penn, a minor.

The petitioner sets forth the fol-
lowving reasons in support of his
petition to reopen:

1. That on January 18, 1965, an order
determining heirs was .entered in the
above estate in which it was determined
that the sole and only heirs of the dece-
dent were the surviving spouse and six
children.

2.. That on November 28, 1973, at a
hearing in connection with the probate
of Pauline Howling Crane-Whitetail, de-
ceased Cheyenne allottee No.. 2966, the
mother of the decedent, evidence was ad-
duced establishing that the above dece-
dent had an additional child, Annette
Lois Penn, born on April 26, 1S960. A copy
of her birth certificate is attached here-
to marked "Exhibit 1" and made a part
hereof.

3. The said child was not adjudged to
be an heir at law of the decedent in the
order of January 18, 1965.

The record indicates that the child
in question, who is still a minor, was
not represented during the original

proceedings and as a consequence
thereof, she was omitted from the
Order of January 18, 1965. In the
absence of any explanation for the
foregoing failure and omission it
can reasonably' be assumed that it
resulted either through mistake, ac-
cident or even fraud.

Appointment of guardians: ad
litem for minors in trust probate
proceedings is required by the regu-
lations, 43- CFR 4.282, and failure
to do so is cause to reopen. Estate,
of Ao (Florence Mammedaty),
IA-T-8 (November 30, 1967), and
Estate of Betty May 'Black Garcia,
IA-P-3 (July 21, 1967).

Good and sufficient cause appear-
ing, the petition to reopen should be
granted and the matter remanded
to the Administrative Law -Judge
for further proceedings and
disposition.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Estate of Linda Whitetail
(Drunkard) Penn, deceased Chey-
enne unallotted, is HEREBY RE-
OPENED and the matter is hereby
REMANDED to the Administra-
tive Law Judge with authority to
appoint a guardian ad litem for
the minor child, and to conduct,
after due notice to all partie s in
interest, whatever proceedings he
deems necessary in the matter and
for the issuance of an appropriate
order consistent with the evidence

257
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adduced therein subject to the right
of appeal by an aggrieved party.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Adrinistrative Judge.

APPEAL OF TOKE CLEANERS

IBCA-1008-10-73
Decided May 10, 1974

Contract No. A00014201814, Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

. Dismissed.

Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Turisdiction-Rules of Practice: Ap-
peals: Dismissal

Where, under a contract to furnish laun-
dry services which provided that the
quantities of work to be done were based
upon estimates and that the Government
reserved the right to increase or decrease
them by 25 percent, a contractor was
called upon to perform work in an
amount below 75 percent of the esti-
mates, his claim to be paid for the
difference between the service actually
performed and the amount estimated,
less 25 percent, is dismissed in the ab-
sence of contract clauses upon which the
Board can provide relief.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Donald R. Ran-
: sen, Attorney at Law, Killes, Hansen,
Selbo, Magill and Davies, Ltd., Fargo,
North Dakota, for the appellant.; Mr.
Wallace Dunker, Department Counsel,
Aberdeen, South Dakota, for the Gov-
ernment.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE KIMBALL:

.INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

On June 19, 1972, the appellant
was awarded a contract to provide
laundry service for. the Wahpeton
Indian 'School, Wahpeton, North
Dakota, from July 1, 1972, through
June 30, 1973.' Under the bid
schedule the following types of
laundry were to . be performed:
rough dry, 55,500 lbs., at the unit
price of $.15; flat finish, 50,000 lbs.,
at the unit price of $.15; and hand
finished or machine finished, 15,000
lbs., at the unit price of $.75.
amounting to $27,075. The contract
provided that the "quantities indi-
cated.* * * are based upon the [sic]
estimates and. the Government re-
serves -the right to increase or de-
crease the amounts by 25%."

During the life of the contract
payment for the services rendered
amounted to only $13,986.45.2 On
July 11, 1973, following completion
of the contract period, the appel-
lant submitted a claim for addi-
tional moneys allegedly due. It
asserted that actual damages of
$11,639.76 were sustained by rea-
son of the Government's failure to
utilize fully the laundry service, but
claimed only $7,885.95 on the
ground that it was restricted by the
contract to recovery of the differ-
ence between $27,075, less 25 per-
cent, and the amount "billed

'The contract consists, inter alia, of Stand-
ard Forms 32 and 33 (November, 1969
edition) with Specifications for Laundry
Services.

2 Department counsel's letter, dated April 4,
1974. In the Contracting Officer's Findings
of Fact and Decision, dated October 2, 1973
(Exhibit 2, Appeal File), the total amount

shown as having been paid to the appellant,
$12,420.30, is apparently understated.

258i [81 D.
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through 30 Jlune." 3, The claim
should be further reduced to
$6,319.80, to reflect payments made
to the appellant after June 30, 1972.

The Contracting Officer denied
the claim on the ground that the
appellant was limited to payment
for the actual service rendered.4 He
characterized the contract "as an
indefinite quantity type * * * used
when it is impossible to determdine
in advance the exact quantities that
will be needed during the contract
period." Accordingly, he held that
the quantities shown in the contract
were only estimates made in good
faith, based upon an anticipated en-
rollment at the Wahpeton School
which was not reached.

He found that "the contract more
or less sets forth the estimated re-
quirements and specifications but is
not the basis for- actual perform-
ance." In his view, "[p]urchase or-
ders .placed against the contract
during the contract period are the

E Exhibit 1. The actual damages incurred
allegedly consisted of $1,695 for training its
personnel to learn accounting and super-
vision; $650 for a truck driver's wages;
$5,280 (still unpaid) for "not being able to
make equipment payments * * * to St. Luke's
Hospital for ironer and folder * * *"; $1,-
796.76 for leasing of truck; $400.40 for gas
and truck repair through December 1972;
$476 resulting from processing work in
Fergus Falls instead of Fargo; $650 for
"drivers time deadheading from Fargo to
Fergus empty * *'"; and $691.60 for gas
and maintenance through June 1973. As men-
tioned in the text accompanying note 2,
supra, it appears that the appellant was
actually paid $13,986.45.

4Exhibit 2 

basis on which the Contractor per-
forms and payment is made." 5

Following the appellant's appeal
to the Board from the Contracting
Officer's decision, the Government
raised in its answer the question of
our jurisdiction over the subject
matter. In urging us to retain the
case the appellant cites paragraphi
(b) of the Disputes clause Lnder
which boards are empowered to de-
cide questions of law.6

The Disputes clause alone, how-
ever, does not give a board author-
ity to provide relief." In addition
there must be present in the con-
tract appropriate clauses containing
adjustment provisions applicable to
the matter in dispute. 8

As we understand the Govern-
ment's position, the quantities set
forth in the bid schedule are with-
out any effect except as figures
which bidders might employ so; as.
to make realistic quotations. It
would follow that the Government
was under no obligation to order
any laundry service from the ap-
pellant at any tiie during the term
of the contract. Moreover, the con-
tract contained a clause by which

5 Following the printed statement "Payment
will be made by" at No. 27 of Standard Form
33 of the contract, this language appears: "To
be shown on purchase order issued under this
contract."

B Clause 12, Standard Form 32.
v Manpower, Inc., GSBCA No. 3622 (Novem-

ber 29, 1972), 73-1 BCA par. 9792.
8 hristy Corp., IBCA-461-10-64 and 569-

5-66 (June 20, 1966), 66-1 BCA par. 5630;
Charles Blount d/b/a J. Service & Suppgyl,
GSBCA No. 3725 (August 31, 1973), 73-2
BCA par. 10,225.
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the Government had the right uni-
laterally to cancel the agreement on
twenty days' written notice. Such
al agreement lacks mutuality and
would be unenforceable to the ex-
tent it had been unperformed.9

The contract here, of course, has
been completed, and we do not be-
lieve it should be interpreted as the
Government has. At the outset the
position can be taken that the quan-
tities stated are not necessarily esti-
mates. They ar "based upon * * *

estimates but we are by no means
Certain that quantities. based Upon
estimates and estimated quantities
are precisely the same. In any event
this is not the traditional type of
agreement to supply whatever quan-
tities of an article or service the
Government may require in which
substantial variations from the esti-
mate; of quantities do not entitle a
contractor to relief unless the Gov-
enment acted in bad faith. In
that case the Government's needs
and not the variable estimates are
controllingj 1

As the Contracting Officer himself
recognized in his Findings of Fact
and Decision, here the contract pro-
-vides for the furnishing of laundry
services "within stated maximum
and minimum limits." The Govern-
ment reserved the fight "to increase

The Tennessee Soap Company v. United
States, 130, t. Ci. 154 (1954), citing Willard,
Sutherland and Company v. United States,
262 U.S. 489 (1928j; Sans School of Lan-
guages, ASBCA Nos. 9571 & 9572 (May 28,
1964), 1964 BCA par. 4257.

'o MachZlett Laboratories, Inc., ASBCA No.
16194 (February 21, 1973), 73-1 BCA par.
9929.

"t See Shader Contractors, Inc. v. United
States, 149 Ct. C1. 535, 546-47 (1960).

or decrease the amounts by 25%."
The Government thus bound itself
not to exceed a 25% variance from
the estimated quantities, which is
not the same as saying that an esti-
mated quantity may vary.'L2 Here
we have an .express limitation on
permissible deviations.

In our view the Government was
obligated to utilize the appellant's
services within a range of 25 per-
cent of the estimated quantities..'-
The Government was not. legally
free to reduce its laundry needs be-
yond the, 25 percent limit, whether
the contract is, as the Contracting
Officer determined, of the "indefinite
quantities" type or not.TM The pro-
vision for the issuance of purchase
orders, cited by the Contracting Of-
ficer, relates only to how payment is
made and does not restrict or render
ineffectual the provision governing
quantities.

There are, however, no provisions
in this contract under which relief
maybe afforded the appellant by the.
Board. In similar situations where

3
2 Id.
3I See Johnstown Coal Coke Co. v. United

States, 66 Ct. Cl. 616, 621 (1929), in which
the Court held: "Under the plain terms of
the contract defendant was obligated to take
the estimated quantity unless the actual re-
quirements demanded a less quantity, and in
that event, only to the extent of fifty per cent
less than the estimated amount."

14 See 41 CPR Sec. 1-3.40,9 (1971) (indefi-
nite delivery type contracts). Despite the
presence of an "Indefinite Quantities" clause
which stated that the total contract quanti-
ties were estimates only, the Court of Claims
has held that a one-year contract for printing
weekly issues of a newspaper was a require-
ments-type contract obligating the Govern-
ment to purchase its printing needs from the
contractor. Neil A. Goldwcasser d/b/a Century
Offset Coipany v. United States, 163 Ct. Cl.
450 (1963).

[81 I.D.
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orders placed under requirements
contracts. have fallen short of the
estimates, boards have grounded re-
lief under the Termination for Con-
venience clause when a lack of good
faith in making the estimates has
been found.'0 Here the Govern-
ment's bona fides, in arriving at the
estimates is not in issue. Having
been based on anticipated enroll-
ment approximately three months
prior to the opening of school,'6 we
regard the Government's estimate
of laundry needs as made in good
faith and in the exercise of reason-
able care.

In any event, in this case the con-
tract lacks a Termination for Con-
venience clause. While the Chris-
Nan 17 doctrine requires that certain
mandatory clauses be deemed in-
corporated into a -contractby opera-
tion of law, there is no requirement
that the Termination for Conven-
ience clause be so included here. As
the Armed Services Board of Con-
tract Appeals recently held: "In-
corporation of a clause into a con-
tract by operation of law is an extra-
ordinary action and should be
undertaken only under extraordi-
nary circumstances.-Ve fail to per-

G (. F. Putt & Son, Inc., ASBCA NO. 16997
(April 27, 1973), 73-2 BA par. 10,049;
Henry Angelo & Sons, Inc., ASBCA No. 15082
(February 29, 1972), 72-1 BCA par. 9356.
The burden of proof to show a lack of good
faith in estimating requirements by a buyer
is upon the seller. Machlett, note 10, srra.

16 Exhibit 2. The anticipated enrollment was
416 for the school year. The actual enrollment
at the beginning of the school year was 847
and at the end of school, 258.

17 G. Li. Christian & Associates v. United
States, 160 Ct. Cl. 1 cert. denied, 375 U.S.
954 (1963).

ceive such circlnstances here." '

By virtue of the nature of the agree-
ment, inclusion of the clause is not
made mandatory under the Federal
Procurement Regulations.'p Inas-
much as a "cancellation" clause was
included, the failure to incorporate
a Termination for Convenience
clause, as well, was, in our view,
deliberate and within the. discretion
vested in the procuring agency by
the FPR. Accordingly, for these
reasons, the Termination for Con-
venience clause is not an available
avenue of relief to the appellant.,

Relief is also not available to the
appellant under the Changes clause,
which is the only clause in the con-
tract containing an adjustment pro-
vision. In some instances where: the
Changes clause of a contract has
been broad enough to permit
changes in quantity it has been util-
ized by a board for adjustment pur-
poses in claims of this nature.200
Here, however, the Changes clause
only authorizes "changes, within the
general scope of [the] contract, in
any one or more of the following:
(i) Drawings, designs, or specifica-
tions, where the supplies to be
furnished are to be specially manu-
factured for the Government in ac-
cordance therewith; (ii) ethod of
shipment or packing; and (iii)

1' Chamberlain Manfactnring Corporation,
ASBCA No. 18103 (October 18, 1973), 74-1
BOA par. 10,868, at 48,962, footnote reference
omitted.

ID 4 1 CR 1-8.700-2(d).
2

0 Escalante Garden Apartments, Inc.,
ASBCA No. 10287 (October 6, 1965), 65-2
BCA par. 5125; Alamo Atomotive Services,
Inc., ASBCA No. 9713 (July 1 1964), 1964
BCA par. 4354.
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place of delivery." 21 The clause
makes no provision for an equitable
adjustmeht of the price, resulting
from changes in quantity such as
occurred in this case.22

We are therefore unable to pro-
vide any relief to the appellant un-
:,der the contract. No useful purpose
would be served by holding a hear-
ing, as requested by the appellant'.23

Accordingly, we hold that appel-
lant's claim is grounded on breach of
contract over which the Board has
no jurisdiction and it is therefore
dismissed. Appellant's remedy must
lie elsewhere.24

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,

Adini'strative Judge.

I coNoUR:

VILmAM F. MCGRAW,
Chief Ad'iniistrative Judge.

C clause 2, Standard Form 32, note 1,
svyra.

2 Shader Contractors, Inc., ASBCA Noe.
3957 and 4276 (January 8, 1958), 53-1 BCA
par. 1579, at 5697; Frank Toy, ASBCA No.
3484 (November 29, 1956), 56-2 BA par.
1100. See Del Rio Flying Service, ASBCA No.
15304 et a]. (February 23, 971), 71-1 BCA
par. 8744, at 40,600 :-

"We have recognized that an overt change
affecting some fixed standard or minimum
quantity upon which the original rates were
pegged, as distinguished from a mere failure
to else, may result in a compensable change
under a requirements contract, if as the pos-
sibility exists, the change increases the costs
intended to be recovered in the unit prices
established under such a contract." (Italics
supplied.)

".See Bteson-Oheves Construction Com-
pany, IBCA-670-9-67 (October 8, 1968), 68-2
BCA par. 7289; Lloyd E. ull, Inc., IBCA-
574-6-66 (February 15, 1967), 67-1 BCA
par. 6137.

nMyesoo R. Whitcomb, ASBCA No. 12744
(January 16, 1969), 69-1 BCA par. 7473. The
Contracting Officer's authority in breach of
contract claims exceeds that of the Board.
James Knox, d/b/a JaR Enterprises, IBCA-
684-11-67 (February 13, 1968), 68-1 BCA

UNITED STATES V. LELAND .
CUNEO ET AL.

15 IBLA 304
Decided May 10, 1974

Appeal from decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge Graydon E. Holt in
Contest, Nos. S5080, and S-081, de-
claring the Gary millsite claim and
the Donna millsite claim null and void.

Affirmed.

Administrative Authority: Estoppel-
Administrative Practice-Contracts:
Generally-Federal Employees: Au-
thority to Bind, Government-Mill-
sites: Generally-Mining Claims: Con-
tests-Mining Claims: Millsites-
Withdrawals and Reservations:
Generally

Negotiations between the National Park
Service and a millsite claimant resulting
in a restoration of certain lands from a
withdrawal,, and the relinquishment and
amendment of millsite claims to conform
to the new boundary of the withdrawal,
did not bind the United States under any
contract or estoppel theory from ever
contesting the amended millsite claims to
determine their validity. The Depart-
ment of the Interior has authority to
contest milisite claims even in the ab-
sence of a patent application.

Millsites: Generally-Mining Claims:
Determination of Validity-Mining
Claims: Millsites-Withdrawals and
Reservations: Effect of

The filing of a withdrawal application by
the National Park Service segregates the
land from mining location, and in a con-
test against millsites within the segre-
gated area requires a claimant to show

par. 6854 (citing Cannon Construction Com-
pany, Inc. v. United States, 162 t Cl. 94,
102 (1963)).
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that millsite claims are valid as of the
application date.

Millsites: Generally-Mining Claims:
Millsites-Rules of Practice: Ap-
peals: Burden of Proof
After the Government has made a prima
facie case of invalidity, a millsite claim-
ant has the burden of establishing the
validity of his claim by a preponderance
of the evidence.

Millsites: Generally-Mining Claims:
Determination of Validity-Mining
Claims: Millsites
An objective standard of reasonableness
will be applied to determine whether a
millsite claim is invalid because of the
nonuse of a mill structure which had
been used in the past.

Millsites: Generally-Mining Claims:
Millsites
Where a mill had not been used for more
than a decade prior to a withdrawal ap-
plication, the mil was then not operable
without more than nominal startup costs,
the sources of ore for mill feed were
questionable, and a proposed mining and
milling operation was economically in-
feasible, the nonuse of the nill was more
than a reasonable interruption in a mill-
ing operation, and a millsite claim con-
taining the mill structure will be de-
clared invalid under either clause of the
millsite law.

Millsites: Generally-Mining Claims:
Millsites

A millsite that is not being used, and
which contains no improvements or other
evidence of good faith occupation, is prop-
erly declared invalid; nor can it be vali-
dated on an expectation of future use
alone.

APPEARANCES: Mark C. Peery, Esq.,
of San Francisco, California, for ap-

pellants; John McDunn, Esq., Office of
the Solicitor, United States Department
of the Interior, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, for appellee.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
tIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

Leland J. Cuneo and Anna Jo-
sephine Garibotti have appealed,
from a decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge dated Mlarch 8,
1973, declaring the appellants'
Donna and Gary Millsites null and
void. The claims are in section 18,
T. 3 S., R. 20E., M.D.M., in Mari-
posa County in the Merced River
Canyon, near the west etrance to
Yosemite National Park. These ad-
joining claims were located in 1954,
tmended in 1958, and amended
again in 1962.

These proceedings were initiated
by the Bureau of Land Management
(hereinafter BLMi) at the request
of, the National Park Service (here-
inafter NPS) through complaints
filed on March 24, 1972, against each
claim. Each of the com plaints a7
leged that "the claim is not pres-
ently being used for mining, or
milling purposes." In April the con-
testees answered. They did not ex-
pressly deny that the claims *were
not presently being used for such
purposes. However, they asserted
that the claims are valid, and they
recited past usage of the sites, the
improvements thereon, and their
plans for use of the sites in support

262]
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of this assertions The hearing was
held before Administrative Law
Judge Holt December 21, 1972.

At the hearing, the parties ex-
plored three main areas of concern:
the history and use of the millsites
for tungsten processing, the fluctua-
tion of the tungsten market, and
the dontestees' efforts to locate ores
in order to resume operations within
the constraints of that market. In'
a decision dated March 8, 1973 the
Administrative Law Judge declared
the Gary and Donna millsite claims
null and void. I-e found that as of
the date of a withdrawal applica-
tion on May 3, 1972, the millsites
Were not being used and occupied
for mining and milling purposes.

- He concluded that in the fifteen
years since the Gary mill was used:

1The complaint in this case was inartfully
drafted. However, the contestees' answer did
not object to the adequacy of the complaint,
but affirmatively asserted the validity of the
millsites. As the decision will show, the hear-
ing proceeded and both parties introduced
evidence on the issues of present use of the
millsites, occupancy of the sites, and the past
and prospective use of the sites. Counsel for
contestees acknowledged that use and oc-
cupancy were at issue at the hearing. (Tr.
'154.) -He has raised no objection regarding
adequacy of the complaint in this appeal.
There has been no assertion of surprise,
inadequate notice, lack of opportunity to pre-
pare, or any failure of administrative due
process due to the inartfully drafted com-
plaint, nor does the record show contestees
were prejudiced In any way by insufficient
notice. The complaint, therefore, does provide
an adequate basis for decision. Harold Ladd
Pierce, 75 I.D. 270, 275-76 (1968).

Even if we were to assume arguendo that
the complaint was subject to a timely objec-
tion for failure to make an adequate charge,
the contestees failed to do so. Their presen-
tation of evidence and statement of the issues
to include occupancy of the millsite and past
use' .of a mill upon the Gary millsite claim
constitute a waiver of any objection to the
complaint. See Adeams v. Witszer, 271 F.2d 29
(9th Cir. 1959); Poster v. Seaton, 271 F.2d
836 (D.C. Cir. 1959).

* * * the mill has deteriorated and will
require improvements costing from $7500
to $15,000 to restore it. Before spending
this sum of money it would be prudent
to block out sufficient ore to determine
whether this cost could be recovered and
a profit made.

He noted that a mine from which
contestees hoped to obtain ore for
the mill had been reopened, and the
contestees' operator had reported
hearsay values sufficient to justify
reopening the mill, but the Judge
concluded:

[T]his was accomplished months after
the mill sites had been withdrawn from
location. As of May 3, 1972, the mill was
not being used and whether it would be
used again in the near future was highly
speculative. At that time the mining
claimants had nothing more than a vague
intention to use the sites.

This intention to use the sites in the
future is not sufficient to comply with
the requirements of the mill site law.

In their appeal, contestees assert
that the Judge's decision was based
on a misconception of the millsite
law, namely, that the validity of a
millsite depends on its being "used"
for mining or milling purposes.
They assert that a millsite may be
valid if it is "occupied" for mining
or milling purposes. They contend
these millsites are occupied within
the meaning of the law because of
the existence of the Gary mill, a sub-
stantial improvement on the Gary
millsite. This conclusion, they argue,
is supported first by the use of the
mill from 1955 through 1958, and
second by the continuing good faith
intention of the contestees to resume
operations as soon as the tungsten

[81 I.D.
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market and the quality of their ores
justify resumption.

Contestees. have asserted two al-
ternative arguments which they
maintain require the dismissal of
the contest against their millsite-
claims. They argue that exhibits and
testimony introduced at the hearing
(Exs. C-6 through C-l, Tr. 114)
demonstrate the existence of a con-
tract entered into by the contestees
and the NPS in 1962. The NPS al-
legedly promised not to contest the
Donna and Gary millsites in ex-
change for: (1) quitclaim deeds to
the Government for four other un-
patented millsite claims owned, in
whole or in part, by the contestees;
and (2) amendments to the existing
location of the Gary and Donna-
millsites so that the Park Service
could more conveniently use the sur-
rounding area in the Yosemite Na-
tional Park Administrative Site.
Contestees argue in the alternative
that if this evidence does not con-
stitute a contract it suffices to estop
the Government to deny that it made
such a promise.

We shall consider these latter
arguments first. Public Land Order
No. 2136, 25 F.R. 6210 (1960), with-
drew the lands immediately around
the instant millsites for use by the
NPS. In order for the millsite loca-
tions to be amended so they would
not conflict with the withdrawal, the
NPS requested the BLM to restore
to location under the mining laws
the withdrawn lands which would
comprise part of the adjusted
claims. The Assistant Secretary, at

AND J. CUNEO0 ET AL. 265
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BLM's request, issued;Public Land
Order No. 2595, 27 F.R. 831 (1962),
so modifying Public Laud Order
No. 2136 to allow the relocation of
the Gary and Donna millsites.

It is in light of this restoration
and relocation that the transactions
between appellants and the NPS
must be viewed. In the letter which
most strongly supports claimants'
position (Ex. C-7), the Assistant
Superintendent of Yosemite Na-

tional Park wrote Mr. Cuneo regard-
ing the request to the BLM:

The restoration from withdrawal will be
on an indefinite basis, that is, no time
limit so that you will have ample oppor-
tunity to amend the Donna and Gary.
mill sites to conform with the enclosed
meets [sic] and bounds description and
subsequently to patent them.

The claimants contend that this
language, and assurances contained
in another letter which was "lost"
and thus not introduced into eviL-
dence (Tr. 114-15), constituted a
promise by the Park Service not to
contest the millsite claims. (Tr. 110-
11, 11415.) We construe the Ex-
hibit C-7 language differently. At.
most, NPS personnel said that the
restoration period would be "indefi-
nite," not "permanent" as the claim-
ants argue. The length of this indefi-
nite restoration would be defined by
the period of time that would pro-
vide "ample opportunity" to file-a
relocation notice and subsequent
patent application. The claimants
therefore had the use of the amended
sites and certain portions of the old
sites excluded from the relocation
(Ex. C-S) during this period.

. I I .- - - .___ - , -
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Ass-uming arguendo that this let-
ter and other oral and written
communications between appellants
and the Park Service constituted an
agreement not to contest the claims,
the question is whether the ten years
between this agreement and the fil-
ing of the contest complaint was
4"aple opportunity" for the claim-
ants to amend the millsite locations
and file for patent. The parties rec-
ognized that it was impractical to
set a fixed date for termination of
the restoration, and they did not
contemplate that a patent applica-
tion would have to be filed with- the
relocation notice. However, it does
not take ten years to prepare a pat-
ent application. The claimants had
more than ample opportunity to
file in the years prior to initiation
of the contest. Therefore, even as-
suming such an agreement, it ap-
pears that it was fulfilled by the
NPS within any reasonable con-
struction thereof. However, the
transactions do not support the ex-

-istence of any definite, binding
agreement not to contest and never
to withdraw the land. Instead, they
merely reflect negotiations between
;the Park Service and the claimants
regarding the claimants' possessory
interests during 1960 through 1962,
and adjustments to areas previously
withdrawn for use as part of the
Yosemite Park administrative site.

The appellants' argument that, in
the absence of a contract, the Park
Service is estopped to deny a prom-
ise not to contest, fails also. Again
assuming estoppel could be appli-
cable, i.e., if the Superintendent of

Yosemite Park had the authority to
bind the United States by such a
promise (but. see 43 CFR 1810.3 (b),
Codifying Utah Power & Light Co.
v. United. States, 243 U.S. 389, 409
(1917) ; United States v. Stewart,
311 U.S. 60 (1940)), and if the
claimants suffered detriment by
relying on a promise, the estoppel
would apply only to the promise
made by the NPS, as construed
above. Appellants seek to estop the
United States from ever contesting
the millsite claims, when the NPS
only asserted that it ould hold
open the 196i2 restoration long
enough to give the appellants "am-
ple opportunity" to relocate and file
for patent. The NPS did so in wait-
ing ten years to contest the claims
and file awithdrawal application
for the land. The NPS has fulfilled
the promise appellants would estop
the United States to deny. There-
fore, appellants' reliance on the
estoppel doctrine fails. Further-
more, claimants have not proved
that the claims they relinquished
were, in fact, valid claims at the
time. The Government disputes that
they were, but no evidence estab-
lishes' the fact. Claimants have 'not
shown any detriment to them
caused by their failure to file patent
applications in reliance' on any
promise or conduct of the NPS. The
contest against the amended claims'
is not subject to dismissal because
of the alleged' areement or any
estoppel theory.
'In any event, the transactions be-

tween the parties do not evidence a
guarantee that a patent application,

[81JI.D.
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if filed, would be immune from a
determination by the BLM as to
whether the requirements of the law
had been fulfilled by the claimant.
The BLM has such a responsibility.
43 CFR 3864.1. Even where a mim-
ing claim was once upheld, this De-
partment was not barred from
bringing adverse proceedings
against the claim when a patent ap-
plication was filed. United States
v. Webb, 1 IBLA 67 (1970). This
Department has the duty to, assure
that full compliance with the laws
has been achieved to protect the
public interest in the public lands.
Cameron v. United States, 252 U.S.
450 (1920); see also UtaA Power &
light Co. v. United States,' supra.
The filing of a patent application
is not a* prerequisite, however, for
institution of contest proceedings to
determine the validity of such a
claim. This Department has author-
ity in the absence of a patent ap-
plication to contest the validity of
a millsite.. United States. v. Dean,
14 IBLA 107 (1973); United States
v. Polk, A-30859 (April 17, 1968).

We turn now to the issue of the
validity of the claims under the
mining law. In making this deter-
mination in this case, time is a sig-
nificant factor. On May 3, 1972, the
NPS filed an application with the
BLM's California 'State Office .to
withdraw the land from mining lo-
cation, pursuant to 43 CFR 2351, as
part of its developient plan for the
El Portal Administrative Site of
Yosemite National Park. (Tr. 27.)
The NPS plains to use the contested

550-433-74-2

sites for a sewage treatment plant'
and a warehouse. (Tr. 35.)

Under 43 CFR 2351.3,;the effect
of this withdrawal 'application was
to segregate the public land from
mining location, and to require the
contestees to show that the millsite.
claims were valid as of the date of
the segregation. United States v.
Werry, 14 IBLA 242, 81 I.D. 44
(1974); United States v. Polk,
s5upra. See United States v. Henry,
10 IBLA 195 (1973); United States
v. GCuisight Mining Co.; 5 BLA 62
(1972).

The facts concerning use of the
improvements on the sites are cru-
cial in determining whether the
claims were valid as of the date of
the withdrawal application. Mr.
Cuneo testified that while the Fed-'
eral Government had a price sup-
port program for tungsten during
the early and mid 1950's, he investi-
gated 'tungsten mining properties
and located a mining claim and the-
two nearby millsites in order to be 
able to sell tungsten to the Govern-
ment at a much higheriprice than
the general market. (Tr. 84-85.) lHe
testified that the Gary mill, a struc-
ture. situated on the Gary milIsite,
was built in 1954-55 at a cost of
$80,000. (Tr. 102.)

From May 1955, when it, was
completed, through 1958, after the
Federal Government terminated its
tungsten price support program, the
Gary mill processed' 3,200 tons of
tungsten scheelite ore and 500 tons
of custom gold ore. (Tr. 104, 108.)
Since 1958 the mill has not been op-
erated, but occasional repairs have
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been made, including $5,000 spent
repairing windstorm damage in

* 1965. (Tr. 123.) At the time of the
withdrawal application, the Gary
mill was not operable. The testi-
mony indicated that between $7,500
and '$15,000 would be needed in or-
der to put the mill in operating
condition. (Tr. 11, 53.) During the
brief time the Gary mill was op-
'rated the adjoining Donna claim
was used to store tailings from the
mill on the Gary claim. (Tr. 108.)

' ' A water pumping plant was also
constructed and operated on the
Donna. Most of the tailings were re-
moved for use by contractors as
heavy fill, and the evidence failed
to disclose how much, if any, was
still on the claim. (Tr. 108.) The last
tailings were deposited on the claim
in 1958. Similarly, the pumping
plant was not used after 1958, and
the evidence indicates that it is no
longer on the claim. (Tr. 105.)

Since 1958, there has been no use
whatsoever made of the Donna mill-
site. There is no evidence that any
improvements remain on the site.
Likewise, there has been no use of
the Gary millsite other than as the
situs of the Gary mill structure,
which has not been used since 1958.

From Mr. Cuneo's testimony it
appears that the nonuse of the mill-
sites was due to two factors. One,
he did not have a source of tungsten
ore to process through the mill. As
he stated:
The problem was, all the experts we
hired were all wrong. The vast tonnage
they gave us wasn't there, so we had to
go out and look for more ore.

(Tr. 138.) Two, the market-condi-
tions were not favorable. His pro-
duction of tungsten from his mining
properties ended in 1957 because of
the cessation of the Government
support program. As stated by Mr.
Cuneo:

Government prices dropped from $60.00
a unit to $55.00. Congress extended our
buying contract from '56 to '58, but they
only appropriated enough funds to carry
us through '56. The succeeding Congress
in January refused to put up money, and
the market dropped to $15.00 a unit and
every mine in the United States was out
of business except two.

(Tr. 21.) After 1957 the market for
tungsten was depressed, although
beginning in 1967 the market price
gradually increased to $39 per unit 2
on the world market. It slumped
again in 1972 to $33. (Tr. 134, 151.)
Since 1968, the Government has at-
tempted to sell for $43 per unit some
of the surplus stockpile it acquired
for $60. (Tr. 21.)

Appellants contend that they now
have- a source of tungsten ore to
process in the mill, and that it can
be mined and milled profitably. The
only support for this conclusion is
Mr. Cuneo's testimony. His new
sources are two mines, the June B
and Tin Bucket, which he has under
lease. They have not been in opera-
tion since the 1950's. Nevertheless,
he believes there is enough ore to

5
These prices are based upon the standard

short ton unit-120 pounds of W0 3 (tungsten
trioxide) in a concentrate which meets the
market standards, usually 65% WOs. (Tr.
19.) There was no information in this record,
concerning the quality of the concentrate pro-
duced from the mill, although it was assumed
that it would meet market standards as to
percentage of tungsten.

[81 I.D.
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start up an operation because engi-
neering reports indicated there were
from 1,500 to 2,500 tons of commer-
cial ore in sight in the June B mine.
'(Tr. 13-15.)

Testimony by Mr. Cuneo that a
profitable mining operation could
be conducted using the Juae B
mine and the Gary mill was contro-
verted by testimony of the Govern-
ment's experts. One of the Govern-
ment's experts testified that he ex-
amined the mine and took assays of'
the tungsten ore, but. that none of
the ore assayed as high as one per-
cent. Mr. Cuneo testified that assays
from the mine showed two percent
ore and that there was some three
percent ore. No assays were sub,-
mitted, however. The higher per-
centage ore is essential Tor a profit-
able operations The Government
mining engineer testified that not
only were the mines not sources of
ore for the millsite, but they were
approximately 50 and 70 miles from
the millsites (Tr. 61)-, over semi-
mountainous terrain, and were inac-
cessible for four to six months each
year idue to adverse weather condi-
tions. (Tr. 62.) Mr. Cuneo estimated
the distances to the June B and the
Tin Bucket at 42 and 45 miles, re-
spectively. (Tr. 16.) As the Judge
found, the nearest market for the

3 Mr. Cuneo's testimony set his costs as $30
to $40 per ton of ore, depending on which
mine he used and whether he was selectively
mining. (Tr. 64, 20.) One percent ore milled
at 100% efficiency produces one short ton
unit. per ton of ore. Thus, in order to break
even at a market price of $33 per short ton
unit, contestee would have to be able con-
sistently to mine better than 1% ore (Tr. 19,
83), since his mill, although well-designed,
achieves only 80% recovery. (Tr. 94.)

milled material was 120 miles from
the millsites reached'by a mountain
road through Yosemite National
Park that is. closed by weather con-
ditions about half the year. (Tr.:
63.) The next closet market place
was 210 miles from the millsites,
also over mountain roads. (Tr. 63.)

The Government witness' testi-
mony that the June B mine was not
in working condition was uncontro-
verted. At the time of the hearing
no effort had been made to clean up
the mine to prepare it for mining
operations, which Mr. Cuneo esti-
mated would cost $15,000. (Tr. 15.)
le testified he had planned to begin
operations in 1971 but due to health
problems he was unable to manage
-the Work. (Tr. 126.) In 1972 he con-.
tracted to transfer the contestees'
interests in the mine and the mill-
sites to one Earl Williams, who did'
not mine because of access restric-
tions imposed by the Forest Service
due to a high fire hazard that sum-
mer. (Tr. 127.) Although Mr. Cuneo
testified that he could have profit-
ably operated the mine and the mill-
site prior to the withdrawal, the
significant fact is that in 1971,
when, as he testified, his health pre-.
vented him, from doing physical
work, the market for tungsten had
slumped from 1969, its highest peak
since the artificially high price cre-
ated by the Government's purchase
program in the 1950's.

.The record supports the Judge's
finding that at the time of the with-
drawal the millsites were not in use,
and whether they would be used in
the future was mere speculation.
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The fact no efforts were made to use
the millsites during a period when
market conditions were as favor-
able, if not more so, and labor costs

* undoubtedly less than at the time of
the withdrawal, raises an inference
that if a prudent man did not con-
duct a mining operation for tung-
sten prior to that time because of
economic conditions, he would not
do so thereafter, when conditions
were no more favorable.

The use of the Gary mill for ore
other than tungsten was very
limited. There is nothing in the
record to show that it could have
Ibeen profitably operated as a cus-
tom mill for other minerals during
the time in question, or that there
-was any effort made to use it for
other minerals except for the 500
tons of custom gold ore milled in
1958, after the tungsten market
dropped.'

The Gary.mill was used inter-
mittently during a four-year pe-
riod, but it had not been used for
more than ten years when the appli-
cation for withdrawal of the land
was filed. It was not operable at that
time without expenditures varying
from nearly ten to eighteen percent
of the original cost of the mill, or
from five to ten percent of an esti-
mated replacement cost. (Tr. 102.)
Opinions on whether the mill could
be profitably used again in the near
future differed between the claim-
ant and the Government's witness.
We find the probability of profit-
able operations to be very doubtful.

Were the: millsites properly de-
clared invalid under these circum-

stances? Section 15 of the Act of
May 10, 1872, 17 Stat. 96, 30 U.S.C.
§42 (1970), which authorizes the
issuance of millsite patents, states in
pertinent part:

Where nonmineral land not contiguous
to the vein or lode is used or occupied by
the proprietor of such vein or lode for
mining or milling purposes, such non-
adjacent surface ground may be embraced
and included in an application for a
patent for such vein or lode, and the
same may be patented therewith *

The owner of a quartz mill or reduction
works, not owning a mine.in connection
therewith, may also receive a patent for
his mill site, as provided in this section.

At the hearing appellant's attorney
posed the issue thusly:

The initial question, of course, Mr.
Hearing Examiner, is whether the claims
have have been used or occupied for
mining and ihilling purposes under the
statute.

(Tr. 154.) In this appeal, he repeats
assertions which were also made at
the hearing, namely, that where a
mill has been built on the claim and
used, there must be a finding that
the millsite has been abandoned in
order to invalidate the claim. The
only other ground, he contends, is
a lack of good faith. lHe asserts that
Mr. Cuneo has not abandoned the
structure, nor the claims, and has
exercised good faith.

Abandonment and a lack of sub-
jective good faith, however, are not
the only grounds for invalidating
a millsite which has once been used
for milling purposes.

The millsite provision is a part
of the general mining laws and must
be considered in accordance with
those laws. United States v. Werry,

[t81 I.D.
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supra; Robert C. LeFaivre, 13
IBLA 289 (19'73); Eagle Peak
Copper Mining Co., 54 I.D. 251
(1933). Thus,' it has been held that
when the Government has made a
prima facie case of invalidity, a
millsite claimant, like a mining
claimant, has the burden of estab-'
lishing the validity of his claim by
a preponderance' of the evidence.
United States v. Swanson, 14 IBLA
158, 81 I.D. 14 (1974). See Foster
v. Seaton, 271 F.2d 836 (D.C. Cir.
1959).

To determine whether a mining
claim has been validated by a dis-
covery of a valuable mineral
deposit, the test has been objective-
Vrhat a prudent man would do-not
what the claimant himself would or
wants to do. Chrisman v. Miller, 197
U.S. 313, 322 (1905); United States
v. Harper, 8 IBLA '357, 367, '369
(1972); United States v. Mellurzo,
76 I.D. 181, 192 (1969),set aside and
remanded on other grounds, 77 I.D.
172 (1970). In other words, al-
though a mining claimant -might
testify that, he hopes to develop a
profitable mine, if the facts Irnown
at that time show that the costs of
a mining operation will exceed' ex-
pected returns for minerals from a
mining claim, so that a prudent man
could not by investing his money
and time expect to develop a profit-
able inine, the requirements of the
law have not been satisfied. Castle
v. Womble, 19 L.D. 455, 457 (1894),
approved in Chrisman v. Miller,
supra; Cameron v. United States,
supra at 459.

In ascertaining whether a claim-

0
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ant under the millsite law has satis-
fied the statutory requirements an
objective standard is also required
to assure that the purposes of the
law are met. Thus, in United States
v. Swanson, supra, this Board held;
that the millsite claimant may' be
required to demonstrate use or occu-
pation of all the area claimed before
he will be granted a patent for the
full acreage located. In that case,
although the claimant testified he
needed all of the acreage within a
number of differejlt millsitesthe,
Board looked at the facts objec-
tively and concluded tlhat 'less than
the five-acre statutory maximum per
millsite was allowale."'

In this case, if the claimant can-
not show by objective criteria that
the millsite claim was valid at the
time of the withdrawal application,
the millsite properly may be de-
clared invalid. United States v.
Werry, sujpra. The concept of time
also comes into 'play in considering
the nonuse of the millsites. It has
long been recognized under the min-
ing laws that a claimant may not
perpetually encumber the public
lands without fulfilling 'the pur-
poses of the mining laws. Even
where a mining claimant might
once have had a valid claim, if he.
fails to carry his claim to patent
he takes the risk that when he
finally applies for a patent and the
claim is contested, or if the claim
is contested in the absence of the
patent application, the claim will
no longer be found to meet the re-
quirementsf of the law and will be
held' invalid. lBest v. Hwnboldt
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Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S.
334, 336 (1963); Mllkern v..
Hammnit, 326 F.2d 896, 898 (9th
Cir. 1964). This principle is applied
to mining claims where the mineral
on the claim has been exhausted, or
where the market for the mineral
has been lost. MuZ7kern v. Hammit,
supra, United States v. Adams,
318 F.2d 861. (9th Cir. 1963);
United States v. Estate of Alvis F.
Denison, 76 I.D. 233 (1969); United
States v. Houston, 66 I.D. 161, 165
(1959); Unite d States v. Logomar-
cmi 60 I.D. 371. 373 (1949).

Likewise, a millsite that might
once have been valid can lose that
validity. In United States v. Skid-
more, 10 IBLA 322 (1973), this
Board held that past use of a claim
for mining purposes was not suffi-
cient where the occupancy was not
maintained. In United :States v.
Wedertz, 71 I.D. 368 (1964), it was
held that planned. 'future use for
mining purposes was not sufficient
where, although improvements were
on the site, present use was merely
for' prospecting activities. These
cases: determined the validity of
millsites under the first clause of
the millsite statute, which expressly

-requires use or occupancy for min-
ing or milling purposes. However,
the requirement of use or such oc-
cupancy as evidences an intended
use in good faith for milling pur-
poses is inherent in the second sen-
tence concerning the existence of
a quartz mill or reduction works.
See Charles lennig 5 L.D. 190, 192
(1886).

The fact a custom mill has been
u'sed In the past has. significance,

but that fact alone does not serve
to perpetuate the validity of a mill-
site. Even 'if. the claimant's good
faith is not at issue, he may not be
considered the "owner of a quartz
mill or reduction works" within

.the meaning of the statute merely
because he used a mill on the site
in the past. Clearly, if a custom mill
is removed from a claii or is ren-
dered unusable because of fire or
other destructive force as of the
time of withdrawal, we would not
hold that because the owner of the
mill used it on the land in the past,
he is still entitled to a patent.4

Where a mill was so dilapidated
that it could not be repaired, it has
been held that the structure on the
millsite was insufficient occupation
of the claim for milling purposes.
United States v. Skeidimore, spra.

In considering the issue of occu-
pancy of a millsite which is not
being used, we must apply a test of
reasonableness to determine whether

4 Where public land laws require a certain
type of improvement on a claim at final proof
or other determinative date, the fact an im-
provement -may once have been upon the site
is not sufficient. For example, under the
Mining Claims Occupancy Act, 30 U.s.C. § 701
et seq. (1970), there must be valuable im-
provements on the claim. In one case a cabin
burned down before the crucial time. A tempo-
rary trailer was placed on the land, but that
was held insufficient to meet the requirement
of the law even though the claimant asserted
he intended to rebuild the cabin. Stanley 0.
Haenes, 73 I.D. 373 (1966). Likewise, even
though an improvement may still exist upon a
claim, if essential equipment has been removed
from the structure, or because of disrepair
it is no longer suitable for the purpose for
which it was built, the requirements of the
law are not met. In United States v. Nelson,
8 IBLA 294 (1972), decision upheld sub norn.
Nelson v. Morton, Civil No. 'A-3-73 (D. Alaska,
December 21, 1973), a house was held no
longer habitable so as to' meet the require-
ments of the homestead law.

272 [81 I.D.
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the period of nonuse demonstrates
invalidity. Within this concept of
reasonableness, factors in addition
to time of nonuse are relevant,
namely: the condition of the mill;
the potential sources of ore to be
run through the mill; the market-
ing conditions; costs of operations,
including labor and transportation;
and all factors bearing upon the
economic feasibility of a milling
operation being conducted on the
site. Because these and other factors
vary from case to case, we cannot
establish a definite period of non-
use applicable to all cases which
would cause the site of a custom
mill to lose its validity. We suggest,
however, one example of acceptable
nonuse. If a mill at the time of a
withdrawal or contest was not in
operation because bad weather, or
work: stoppage caused 'by. other
short-term circumstances briefly
interrupted the'flow of ore to the
mill, and further operation was
clearly expected because of avail-
able sources of ores and commit-
ments for the milling work, with
only nominal startup costs neces-
sary to proceed with the milling,
the basic character of the structure
as a mill would not be changed, and
the land would be occupied for
milling purposes.

In our case, however, we have
more than a brief interruption of a

See United States v. Larsen, 9 IBLA 247,
274 (1973); United States v. Coston, A-
30S35 (February 23, 1968):; United States v.
Crawford, A-30820 (lanuary 29, 1968'), hold-
ing that a dependent millsite will be held
invalid if it is used only in connection with
a mining claim that is held invalid for lack
of a discovery. f -: 

few months, or even a, few years.
Instead, there is more than a decade
of nolluse of the mill structure.
While the predicted startup costs
are considerably less than the orig-
inal cost or replacement cost of the
mill, they are more than nominal.
Without substantial expenditures
the structure is not an operable
mill. All of the evidence concerning
sources of ore, costs, distance of the
mill from the ore and the market,
establish the economic infeasibility
of a renewed milling operation on
the site. The evidence is not persua-
sive that the prospective use of the.
Gary mill would serve to meet theV
purposes of the mining laws by pro-
viding an essential and needed mill-
ing operation. Instead, the proposal
to renew operations suggests an
attempt to establish a mere color of
compliance with the laws so as to
continue to encumber the public
lands with the Gary. mill structure. 
See Hard Cash. & Other Mill Site
Clains, 34 L.D. 325, 327-28 (1905).

A millsite is not occupied for
milling purposes where a mill
structure is not used for milling for
more than a reasonable time and
becomes inoperable. We find that
the nonuse of the Gary mill struc-
ture was more than a reasonable
interruption of a milling operation,
that the structure was not operable-
at the time of the withdrawal ap-
plication, and therefore, the mill-
site was not then valid either under
the first or second clause of the
millsite law.

Most of this discussion has con-
cerned the Gary millsite because of

2732621
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the existence of the Gary mill struc-
ture on that site. As has been indi-
cated, however, there has been no
use, of the Donna milisite for min-
ing or milling purposes since 1958,
and no improvements or other c-
cupancy of the site for such pur-
poses at the time of the withdrawal.
'Therefore, that claim must also be
declared invalid, as it is not used
or occupied for mining or milling
purposes. Its validity, too, must be
tested as of the date of the with-
drawal of the land, as well as at the
present time. Proposed use of either
of the sites for future milling opera-.
tions is not sufficient. United States
v. WIedertz, supra.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary'of
the Interior, 43'CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion of the Administrative Law
Judge is affirmed.6

JOAN B. THOMPSON, -

Administrative Judge.,

I CONCUR:

EDWARD W. STBING,

Administrative Judge.

With their Statement of Reasons for Ap-
peal, appellants filed a motion to correct
asserted errors in the hearing transcript of
contestee Cuneo's testimony to comport with
an affldavit of Mr. Cuneo attached to the
motion. The contestees did not receive a hear-
ing transcript prior to the Judge's decision.
The corrections requested do not change the
substance of contestee's testimony; they mere-
ly clarify the assertedly erroneous portions of
transcript. In these circumstances, contestees'
motion is granted and contestant's objection
to the motion and affidavit is overruled. We
have considered the submitted, corrections in
reaching our decision.

> On June 23, 1973, contestant filed a motion
for an order amending the April 25, 1973,
Order of this Board granting an extension of

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
GOSS CONCURRING 

I agree with the result reached
in the majority, opinion, but com-
ment as to construction of section
1i of the Act of May 10, 1872, 17
Stat. 96, 30 U.S.C. § 42 (1970). Re-
garding. the Gary millsite, my con-
currence is reluctant because of ap-
pellants' substantial investment;
however, the mill has not operated
since 1958, and appellants have sub-
mitted no assay reports or other in-
dependent evidence as to sources of
ore for the mill.

Under the last sentence of sec-
tion 15,' the owner of a mill or
reduction works, who does not own
a mine in connection therewith, may
receive a patent for his site "as pro-
vided in this section.". Such lan-
guage incorporates,. as to custom
mills, those portions of the preced-
ing sentence of the section in. which
it is provided that the site to be
patented must be:

a. Nonmineral land.
b. Not contiguous to the -vein or

lode.
c; Used or occupied for mining or

milling purposes.
d.' Not larger than five acres.
As of the date of the filing of the

withdrawal application, May 3,
1972, the site herein concerned was
not being used for mining or milling
purposes. The case turns on whether
appellants: sustained their burden

time to appellant. The motion would delete the
phrase "and no objection appearing of record"
from this Board's Order. Contestant's motion
is granted, and this Board's Order of April 25,
1973, is hereby amended nunc pro te.

I See majority opinion.

274 [S1 .D.R
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of prOving'that there was such oc-
cupancy as evidences a good faith
intention to use the site 2 for such
purposes. 00See United States v.
Skidcmore, 10 JBLA 322, 327
(1973); Charles Lerig,.5 L.D. 190,
192 (1886). While the record indi-
cates some confusion as to recogni-
tion' of the "occupied" issue,2 appel-
lants were aware of the issue; they
presented evidence thereon and they-
argued the issue. (Tr. 154). Even
though the complaint failed to in-
elude a charge that the land was not
occupied for mining or milling pur-
poses, it-must be deemed that appel-
lants had sufficient notice of the is-
sue. See Armand Co., Inc. v. FTC,
8-4 F. 2d 973., 974-75 (2d Cir. 1936),
cert. denied, 299 U.S. 597 (1936),
noted in DAVIS, ADMINISTRA-
TIVE LAW TREATISE § 8.04
(1958); United States v. Pierce, 3
IBLA 29 '(1971). C. Fed. R. Civ.
P. 15 (b) .3

The purpose of the statute is to
encourage. development of custom

2 It is recognized that: (a) the complaint
failed to include a charge that the sites were
not "occupied" for mining or milling pur-
poses; (b) counsel for contestant stated that
"the validity of the mines [to supply the
mill] * * * is not being questioned by the
Government at this hearing" (Tr. 71) ; (c) the
Administrative Law Judge's decision states
on Page 1 that the hearing Was held to deter-
mine whether the claims were actually being
"used" for mining or milling purposes; and
(d) that decision on page 4 refers to "use"
as the Departmental criterion and states that
the issue is whether the millsites were used
and occupied.

while the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
have not been adopted to govern mining con-.
tests, the Rules may be referred to for a
guide as to fairness of procedure in connec-
tion with administrative pleadings. See In
re e Georgey 7 Ad. L. 2d 831 (Office of
Alien Property 1958).

mills to serve mining areas-"the
vein or lode" referred to in the first
sentence of section 15. In order to
fulfill this purpose, a site occupied
for milling purposes must be in
proximity to one or more veins or
lodes; such veins or lodes must be
of a quality and quantity that ore
taken therefrom can be processed at
the millsite with a reasonable ex-
pectation of profit.

Appellee made a prima facie case
that such sources of ore were not
available. The burden of proof then
shifted to appellants to prove, the
ore sources by convincing evidence.
While it is recognized that the mar-
ket price of metals fluctuates and
that under certain circumstances the
site of an existing mill may be
deemed "occupied" because it is held
to be later used for milling purposes,
a contestee must in such circum-
stances prove by specific informa-
tion the availability and quality of
the minerals which are likely to be'
processed in the mill. Such-evidence
and expert opinion in connection
therewith can then be evaluated to-'
gether with information as to ex-
pected fluctuations of the market, in
order to determine whether occu-
pancy of a site can reasonably be
said to be for milling purposes.

On the basis of appellants' evi-
dence, it is not possible to make a
determination that the land was so
occupied. Appellants have failed to
offer convincing proof as to the
quality and quantity of tungsten ore
available from the June B and Tin
Bucket Mines, the only ources of
ore cited. Because appellants have
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not sustained their burden of proof
and on the basis of the prima faclie
case made by appellee, I reluctantly.
* find that the site was not occupied
,for mining or milling purposes as of
.the critical date.

JOSEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

CLINCHFIELD COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA 154
Decided May 15, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
'and Safety Administration (MESA)
from an order by an Administrative
Law Judge (Judge), dated Septem-
ber 25, 1973, dismissing without prej-
udice 36 Petitions for Assessment of
Civil Penalty for failure to comply
with a prehearing order.-

Vacated and remanded.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Hearings: Powers of
Administrative Law Judges

An Administrative Law Judge lacks au-
thority to order MESA to recompute pro-
posed assessments of civil penalty.

'Docket Nos. NORT 72-53-P, NORT 72-
81-P, NORT 72-83-P, NORT 72-86-P NORT
72-94-P, NORT 72-118-P, NORT 72-119-P,
NORT 72-131-P, NORT 72-186-P, NORT
72-145-P NORT 72-148-P, NORT 72-158-P,
NORT 72-165-P, NORT 72-174-P, NORT 72-
176-P, NORT 72-180-P NOR'T 72-181-P,
NORT 72-185-P, NORT 72-188-P, NORT 72-
189-P NORT 72-192-P, NORT 72-193-P,
NORT 72-200-P, NORT 72-201-P, NORT
72-204-P NORT 72-205-P, NORT 72-209-P,
NORT 72-210-P, NORT 72-215-P, NORT 72-
217-P, ORT 72-224-P, NORT 72-227-P
NORT 72-229-P NORT 72-231-P, NORT
72-282-P, NORT 72-239-P, consolidated by
the Judge under the Docket No. NORT 72-
53-P.

APPEARANCES: J. Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Michael M.
Hunter, Esq., Trial Attorney,. for ap-
pellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Wesley C.
Marsh, Esq., for appellee, Clinchfield
Coal Company.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

This proceeding arises as a result
at the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
-filing 36 Petitions for Assessment
of Civil Penalty pursuant to the
assessment procedure then in eflect,
30 CFR Part 100, 36 F.R. 779, Jan.
14, 1971. The last of these petitions
was filed on May 25, 1972. This pro-
cedure was subsequently suspended
on March 15, 1973, as-a result of the
decision in National Independent
Coal Operators Association v. Aor-
ton, 357 F. Supp. 509 (D.D.C.,
1973)2 and a new procedure and
assessment formula was adopted on
April 24, 1973, 38 F.R. 10085. In
each' of the 36 docketed cases,

2 This case has been reversed in National
Independent Coal Operators Association v.
Morton, No. 73-1678 (D.C. Cir. February 11,
1974) with the Court holding that the Secre-
tary need not prepare a formal decision on
a proposed assessment "where no hearing is
requested by the operator and no issues are
in dispute." The District Court's decision in
NICOA, spra, has been -supported by the
recent decision in Morton v. Delta Mining Inc.,
No. 73-1752 (d Cir. March 20, 1974) holding
contrary to the District of Columbia Circuit
Court of Appeals.

[81 I.D.
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Clinchfield Coal Company (Clinch-
:field) initiated requests for hearing
and formal adjudication pursuant
to the procedure and regulations ap-
plicable at the time. On Septei-
ber 4, 1973, 15 months after the last
of these 36 petitions was filed and
prior to a prehearing conference,
the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge), sua sponte, ordered

MESA to recompute the proposed
assessments under the formula put
into effect on April;24, 1973, and to
submit such new proposed assess-
ments to the operator prior to sched-
uling a prehearing conference. It
does not appear that the operator
itself had requested a recomputation
under the new formula at any stage
after the filing of the petitions.

On September 14, 1973, MESA
moved the Judge to vacate this
order on the grounds that he had

exceeded his authority in that "rt]he
Office of Hearings and Appeals does
not have jurisdiction to require
MESA * * * to recompute pro-
posedassessments,orto * * *.force
* * * MESA to settle civil penalty
cases." On September 25, 1973, the
Judge ordered all 36 cases dismissed
without prejudice due to MESA's
failure to comply with his "prehear-
ing" order and to prosecute with
diligence.

MESA appeals the Judge's order
of dismissal, contending that the
underlying order requiring recom-
putation of the civil penalty assess-
ments which precipitated the dis-
missals, was improper, and not
within the Judge's authority to
issue.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge has authority
-to order recomputation of assess-
ments by MESA where the proce-
dure for calculating proposed
penalty assessments is revised dur-
ing the period between the filing of
the Petitions for Assessment of
Civil Penalty and hearing.

iscussion

In Spring Branch Coal Comn- 
pany, 2 IBMA 154, 80 I.D. 438,
"CCH Employment Safety and
Health Guide, par. 16,240 (1973),
the Board held that the hearing be-
fore a Judge is a de novo proceed-
ing in which the penalties are fixed
on the basis of the evidence pre-
sented irrespective of any prior pro-
ceeding. It has long been this
Board's position that the-proposed
penalty assessment is not relevant
as to a hearing and formal adjudi-
cation under section 109(a) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act).3 There-
fore, it would appear that it 'is be-'
yond the scope of the Judge's
authority to order MESA to recom-
pute a proposed assessment either
for the benefit of the operator or
himself. The Judge's responsibility

-as set forth in section 109 of the
Act and 43 CFR 4.582 is to adjudi-
cate the issues properly before him
and to issue a decision based on the'
record established at hearing.

3 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 01-960 (1970).
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* As we stated in the first opinion
published by this Board, Freeman
Coal lining:Corporation, 1 IBMA
1, 13, T7 LB. 149, 156, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 15,367 (1970):

We do not understand the Secretary's
delegation to the Board to confer upon
the Board, general supervisory authority
over the entire spectrum of the Bureau's
[MESA's] enforeement practices afld poli-
cies. The Secretary's delegation to the
Board of a variety of review and ad-
judicatory functions specifically provided
-for in the Act was intended, in our judg-
ment,:to create an administrative forum
that would exercise these specific stat-
utory functions independently of the
Department's . various enforcement
arms. * * * [W]e believe the Board's
authority is primarily that conferred by
section 105 of the Act,- which provides
for review of ordeys and notices once
issued, and by certain other provisions in
the Act which provide for the assessment
of penalties and the adjudication of other
matters in proceedings initiated, not by .
the Board, but by an appropriate in-

; ferested party or by the Bureau [MESA].

Also in a footnote to that decison
we stated that, "* * * we do not
believe that * * * the exercise by
the Board of power to compel the
initiation or maintenance of en-
forcement proceedings is consistent
with the independent review fc-
tion contemplated by the delega-
tion of authority under which the
Board was created."

It has been held that, "[t]he
courts are not authorized to second-
guess an administrative official in
the performance of his duties. We
may not substitute our judgment for

* his * * *" Van Hoven Company,
Inc. v. Stans, 326 F. Supp. 827 (D.

Minn. 1971). Based upon our opin-
ion in Freen, and the Gourt's
opinion in Van Hoven, we have
adhered to a position from the out-
set that this Board does not have
authority to iterfere with MESA
as the enforcement. arm of the Sec-
retary in its application of the in-
formal assessment procedure. Since
the Board performs a review func-
tion with regard to decisions issued
by the Judges, it follows that they
can possess no greater authority
than we. Accordingly, we hold that
an Administrative Law Judge may
not interfere with MESA's infor-
mnal assessment functions or en-
forcement procedures.

It is, therefore, the conclusion-of
this Board that -the issuance of the
order requiring recomputation was
beyond the Judge's authority in the
instant case and the order of dismis-
sal must be vacated.

Since the briefs of both parties
discuss our decisions in Ranger Fuel
Corporation, 2 IBMA 186, 80 I.D.
604, CCH Employment Safety and.
Health Guide, par. 16, 541 (1973),
and United States Fuel Company,
2 IBMA 315. 80 I.D. 739, CCH Em-
ployinent Safety and Health Guide,
par. 16,954 (1973), we have con-
sidered them in light of this deci-
sion. We believe all three decisions
are consistent, hut realize that rea-
sonable minds might differ in the
interpretation of the language of
these two cases. Therefore, to the ex-
tent that the above two decisions
may be inconsistent with this deci-
sion, they are hereby overruled.
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(DECEASED WISCONSIN WINNEBAGO UINALLOTTED)

May 15, 1974;

ORDE :

WTHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFRS 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that order of dismnissal
of the above-captioned dockets. IS
VACATED and the proceedings
ARE REMANDED to the Admin-
istrative Law Judge.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,.
Chief Administrative Judge.

I cONCUJR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

ESTATE OF JONAH, CROSBY
(DECEASED WISCONSIN

WINEBAGO UNALLOTTED)

2 IBIA 289-:
Decided M1ay 15, 1974

Petition to reopen.

Denied and dismissed.

100.0 Indian Probate: Generally'

The Department of the Interior does not
have authority to declare a state sta-
tute unconstitutional as being in vio-
lation of the Constitution of the United
States.

APPEARANCES: Legal Aid Society of
Omaha,; by Patrick A. Parenteau, for
Robert Price, petitioner.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

TVILSOAT

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board on a petition fled by- The
Legal Aid Society of Omaha, Ne-'
braska for ad in behalf of Rob-
ert Price, hereinafter referred to as
petitioner, requesting a reopening
of the above-captioned estate for the
purpose of allowing the petitioner
to file a petition for rehearing on aln
order determining heirs entered by
Administrative Law Judge Vernon
J. Rausch on January 7, 1974.

In support of the petition the pe-
titioner alleges:

-(1) That petitioner has been ag-
grieved by the order determining
heirs' in the said estate-in that he
has been wholly barred from receiv
ing any 'intestate distribution by
operation of Nebraska Statutory
Law § 30-109, Nebraska R.S..
(1965) as found by the Adminis-
trative Law Judge in. his decision
dated January7 '1974. . :

(2) That Nebraska R.S. (1965)
§ 30-409 is unconstitutional in that
it. violates the rights guaranteed to
petitioner under the equal protec-
tion clause of the 14th Amendment
to the United States Constitution,
and, that the Administrative Law
Judge's reliance upon such tatute
as a basis for determining that, peti-
tioner is not entitled to share, as an
heir at law, and any distribution
of the intestate's estate herein is,
therefore, erroneous.

The Nebraska statute in'question
reads as follows: 

Every child born out of wedlock shall.
be considered as an heir of the person
who shall, in writing, signed in the pres-
ence of a ompetent witness, have ac-
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knowledged himself to be the father of
such child, and shall in all cases be con-
sidered as an heir of his mother, and
shall inherit his or her estate in whole
or in part, as the case may be, in the
same manner as if he had been born in
lawful wedlock; but he shall not be al-
lowed to claim,, as representing his father
or mother, any part of the estate of his
or her kindred, either lineal or collateral,
unless, before his death, his parents shall
have intermarried and had other chil-
dren, and his father, after such mar-
riage, shall have acknowledged him, as
aforesaid, or adopted him into his fam-
ily, in which case such child and all
legitimate children shall be considered
as brothers and sisters, and on the death
of either of them intestate, and without
issue, the other shall inherit his estate,
and the heirs, as hereinbefore provided,
in like manner as if all the children had
been legitimate, saving to the father and
mother respectively their Tights in the
estate of all such children as provided
hereinbefore, in like manner as if' all had
been legitimate.

'The petitioner assigns several

reasons why 'a, petition for rehear-

ing was not filed in the matter under

43 CFR 4.21. However, those rea-

sons need not be considered as it is

quite apparent that the petitioner

is attacking the Judge's decision of

January 7, 1974, strictly on the

constitutionality of the Nebraska

illegitimacy statute, suprac.

A petition to reopen under 43

CPR 4.242 requires that it be filed

with the Administrativet Law Judge

for action from which an appeal

imay then be taken. This has not

been done in the case at bar. How-

eVer, since the basis for the petition

involves only the constitutionality

of a statute it would be futile and

certainly would serve no useful pur-

pose to remand the petition to the

Administrative Law Judge for his
consideration and action since he is
without authority to declare a
statute unconstitutional. The Judge
under the circumstances would have
no alternative but to deny the peti-
tion and from which an appeal
could then be taken. Accordingly,
the Board, in order to expedite the
matter will exercise its jurisdiction,
which it holds concurrently with
the Administrative Law Judge, in
disposing of the petition herein.

This Board, like the Administra-
tive Law Judge is without authority
to declare a state statute unconsti-
tutional. Only the Courts have the
authority to do so. 3 Davis, Ad-

ministrative Law Treatise, section.
20.04; Public, Utilities Co'immission
of California v. United States, 355
U.S.534,539 (1958).

Moreover, it is the policy of the
Department of the Interior to ex-
pedite the exhaustion of a petition-
er's administrative remedy when-
ever the petitioner, in good faith,
raises the issue as to the constitu-
tionality of an act the Department
is charged with following, so that
he may pursue the proper relief in
the. Courts. Estate of Benjamin
Har-rison Stowhy, 1 IBIA .269, 79
I.D. 426 (1972) and Estate of Flor-
ence Bluesicy Vessell, 1 IBIA 312,
79 I.D. 615 (1972). Such a policy not
only affords prompt relief to the
petitioner but, also, assists Depart-
mental officials in meeting their re-

sponsibilities.
Since no other grounds, other

than the constitutional issue, are

Lsl I.D..
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given in support of the petition
herein, the: petition must be denied
and dismissed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by, the
Secretary of the, Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, it is hereby ordered:

(1) That the petition herein is
DENIED and DISMISSED, and

(2) That this decision shall be
executed and distribution made
thereof by the Administrative Law
Judge in accordance with the pro-
visions of 43 CFR 4.296.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WmILSON,
Administrative Law Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID J. MCEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
MARGARET PHILLIPS BLIXT

V.
AREA DIRECTOR, BILLINGS

2 IBIA 295
Decided gay 1J, 1974

Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion of the Commissioner, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, affirming a decision of
the Area Director, Billings Area Office.

Affirmed.

Indian Tribes: Generally-Indian
Tribes: Organized Tribes

Ordinances or resolutions passed under a'
popular referendum of the general mem-
bership of the tribe cannot override, sup-
plant, or compromise restraints contained.
in a tribe's constitution and eharter.

APPEARANCES: Margaret Phillips
Blixt, pro se.

OPINION BY
ADIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This is an appeal filed by Mar-
garet Phillips Blixt, a member of
the Confederated Salish and Koote-
nai Tribes of the Flathead Reserva-
tion of Montana, hereinafter refer-
red to as the appellant, from the
decision of the Commissioner, Bu-,
reau of Indian Affairs, issued Feb-
ruary 22, 1974, which affirmed the
decision of July 26, 1973, rendered
by the Area Director, Billilgs,,
wherein he disapproved Tribal Or-
dinance 55A.

The appeal herein was trans-
ferred to the Director,' Offic e of
Hearings and Appeals by special
delegation of authority from the
Secretary's office, and by redelega-
tion of authority from the Director.,
to this Board, copies whereof are
attached and identified herein as
Appendixes "A" and "B", respec-
tively.

A finding is made that the appeal
herein was timely filed and notice.
is hereby given that the appeal
herein is docketed by this Board for
decision.
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* A further finding is made that
the appeal record isconsidered ade-
quate and sufficient upon which to
base a decision. Accordingly, this
appeal will be disposed of' forth-
with without requiring the filing of
further legal briefs or statements
;by the parties concerned.

This case arises fromn an ordi-
nance approved by the general
membership of the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes pursu-
ant to Section 1, Article IX, of its
Constitution.

The ordinance inl question iden-
tified as 55A states as follows:

Be it enacted1 by the Tribal Council of
the Cnfederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes that:

1. Ninety (90) percent of.tribal income
* shall be paid out per capita.

2. Ten (10) percent of tribal income
shall be retained for administrative pur-
poses to be. expended as the Tribal
Council determines in the tribe's best
interest.

3. No expenditures shall be made from

the reserve funds unless approved by
the people' in a referendum.

The Area Director under date of
July 26, 1973, disapproved the ordi-
nance on the following basis:

d * * That the mandatory 90 percent

provision for a per capita payment places

limitations on the Council which are not

in accordance with the Constitution and

Charter [of the Confederated Salish and

Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reserva-'

tion, Montanal.

'The appellant, as a member of
said Confederated Salish and Koo-
tenai Tribes, after first requesting

* and receiving clarification of the
Director's decision of July 26, 1973,
on August 27, 1973, appealed the

Director's decision to the Commis-
sioner, Bureau. of Indian Affairs,
pursuant to 25 CFR 2. The appel-
lant in support of her appeal stated:

This appeal'is made because the ac-
tion of the Area Director in disapproving
Ordina'nce 55A in effect appears to void.

the results of a tribal referendum which

according to the Constitution is binding

on the Tribal Council. This; leaves the

affected.Tribal members with no recourse

or means of control over the actions of

the Tribal Council.

'The Commissioner in his decision,
of February. 22, 1974, wherefrom
this appeal has been taken, as basis
for his decision, among other things
stated:

Because of the legal uncertainties, I must

deny your appeal and confirm the de-

cision of Area Director Canan as set

forth in his letter of July 26, 1973, to
the Tribal Chairman. If it is the desire

of the tribal members to amend their.

constitution and corporate charter the

means for such amendments are clearly
spelled out in those documents. If you or

other tribal members wish to initiate

an amendment to place further limita-

tions on the power of the tribal council to

expend tribal funds and provide for per

capita payments,I am sure that the tech-

nical advice of the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs would be -made available to assist
in drafting a proposed amendment, and

to advise as to the particular consequence

of such limitations on tribally funded pro-

grams. While it might be desirable to

place further limits on the tribal coun-

cil's authority to spend funds, care should

be taken to prevent reduction of desired;

'services from the tribe.

Section 1 (h), Article VI,, permits
the Tribal Council to appropriate
for tribal use without the review of
the Secretary an amount not to ex-.
ceed $25,000. We note the limitation
set forth therein was effected by an
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election of the general membership
pursuant to section 16 of the Act of
June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), as
amended by the Act of June 15, 1935
(49 Stat. 378). Accordingly, any
changes thereto would require an
amendment in accordance with
Article X of the Constitution and 25
CFR 52. It therefore follows that
the ordinance in question passed
pursuant to Section 1, Article IX,
camlot be interpreted or construed
as amending Section 1(h), Article
VI. Accordingly, we find Ordinance
55A cannot legally override, sup-
plant or compromise the restraint or
limitation mandated on the Tribal

mCoufcil by, Section 1(h), Article
VI.

Section 8 of the Corporate Char-
ter of the Confederated Salish and
IKootenai Tribes limits the distribu-
tion of profits that can be made in
any one year. Section 8 provides:

Any such distribution of profits in any.
one year amounting to a per capita cash

payment of $100 or more. or amounting
to a distribution of more than one-half
of the accrued surplus, shall not be made
without the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior.

Accordingly, we further find and
conclude that any change in the lim-
itation as set forth in the Charter
would require an amendment in ac-
cordance with Section X of the
Charter and 25 CFR 52.

The appellant in her appeal to the
Secretary contends:

(1) Thatc Ordinance 55A was proc-

essed in accordance with Section 1, Arti-
-cle IX of the Constitution of the Con-
federated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of

550-433-74-3

the Flathead Reservation, Montana which
reads:

Section 1. Upon a petition of at least
one third (1/3) of the eligible voters of
the Confederated Tribes, or upon the re-
quest of a majority of the members of the
Tribal Council, any enacted or proposed
ordinance or resolution of the Council.
shall be submitted to a popular refer-
endum, and the vote of the majority of
the qualified voters voting in such refer-.
endum, shall be conclusive and binding:
on the Tribal Council, provided that at
least 30 per cent (30o) of the eligible
voters shall vote in such election.

(2) That the Ordinance should be
handled as an amendment to the Consti-
tution since it was processed in the same
manner as required for amendments..

(3) That the Ordinance is binding on
the tribe until it is amended by a subse-
quent referendum.

In reviewing the record there ap-
pears to be one basic issue which re-
quires resolution by this Board. The
issue is:

Does Ordinance 55A as passed
under Section 1, Article IX, over-
ride or supplant the restraints and
limitations set forth in the Tribal
Constitution and the Corporate
Charter?

Section 1(h), Article VI, pro-
vicles:

To appropriate for tribal use of the
reservation any available, applicable
funds in the tribal treasury; provided
that any such appropriation in excess of
$25,000 shall be subject to review by the
Secretary of the Interior.

It would therefore follow that Ordi-
nance 55A cannot legally override
or supplant or compromise the re-
straint set forth in Section 8 of the
Charter.
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In conclusion we find that Ordi-
nance 55A, at the most, attempts to
override and supplant and compro-
mise Section 1(h), Article VI of
the Constitution of the Confeder-
ated -Salish and Kootenai Tribes
and' Section 8 of the Corporate
Charter of said Confederated
Tribes, and, contrary to the belief
of the appellant, is not legally bind-
ing upon the Tribe to the extent
of removing the restraints and lim-
itations set forth in the Constitution
and Charter of said Confederated
Tribes.V

For the reasons hereinabove set
forth, the decision of the Commis-
sioner, Bureau of 'Indian Affairs,
dated February 22, 1974, must be
and the same is hereby AF-
FIRMED.

This decision is final for the
Department of the. Interior.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Admini8trative Judge.

WE CoNCUR:

MITCHELL J. SABAGH, 

Adiinistrative Judge.

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Adninitratiive Judge.

APPENDIX "A"

May 11, 1973
MEMORANDUM

To: BOB HITT

FROM: W. L. ROGERS

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATION THAT

Tim, OrICE OF HEARINGS AND
APPEALS BE DELEGATED TIE Au-

THORITY To HANDLE APPEALS

FROM DEcIsIoN OF TIE BUREAU

OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

In response to your request for com-
ments on the subject question, at-
tached is a memorandum from Bill'
Gershuny prepared at my request
which reflects the position of this
office:

1. Enrollment appeals should
continue to be handled in accord-
ance with existing procedures.

2. All appeals except enrollment
appeals could well be handled by
the Office of Hearings and Appeals,
and it is recommended that author-
ity to review such appeals be dele-
gated to the Board of Indian
Appeals.

W. L. ROGERS.

APPENDIX "B"

April 10,1 74
MEMORANDUM

To: CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE,

BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS

FROM: DRECTOR

SUBJECT: DELEGATION OF AJTHOR-

ity.

Pursuant to the authority of the
Director, Office of' Hearings and'
Appeals, to appoint Ad Hoc Boards
of Appeal, 43 CFR 4.1 (5), the
Board of Indian Appeals is hereby
authorized to consider and rule upon
appeals from decisions of officials
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
to issue decisions thereon, deciding
finally for the Department all ques-
tions of fact and law necessary for
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the complete adjudication of the
issues. This ad hoc authority shall
remain in force and effect until the
Board's authority to hear such ap-
peals is published in the Federal
Register.

JAMES R. RICHARDS..

ASSOCIATED DRILLING, INC.

3 IBMA 164

Decided May 16,1 974

Appeal by Associated Drilling, Inc.
from a decision of the Administrative
Law Judge dated May 11, 1973 (Docket
No. PITT 72-194-P), assessing a civil
monetary penalty of $350 for five vio-
lations of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969.

Affirmed in part and reversed in
part.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of .1969: Administrative Proce-
dure: Findings

Where an Administrative Law Judge
fails to incorporate in his decision ap-
propriate findings of fact or to state the
reasons therefor, as required by the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act, in lieu of a
remand, the Board may make the ap-
propriate corrections for the Department
in accordance with the evidence of
record.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Unavailability of Equip-
ment, Materials or Qualified Tech-
nicians: Assessment of Penalty

Congress never intended that a notice of
violation be issued-or a civil penalty as-
.sessed, Where compliance with the

mandatory health or safety- standard is
impossible due to the unavailability of
equipment, materials, or qualified tech-
nicians.

APPEARANCES: Richard M. Sharp,
Esq.; Philipsburg, Pennsylvania, At'
torney for appellant, -Associated Drill-
ing, Inc.; Robert W. Long, Esq., As-
sociate Solicitor, J. Philip Smith, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and Richard V.
Backley, Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIIX-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE 0
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

The Bureau of Mines, now Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration (MESA), on May 24,
1972, filed a petition for the assess-
ment of civil penalties against As-
sociated Drilling, Inc. (Associated)
charging such operator with nine
violations of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969'i
with respect to the operation of its
Kephart Mine.

This proceeding was brought to
hearing on its merits before an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge) at
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on
December 7, 1972. In his decision,
rendered May 11, 1973, the Judge
vacated four of the alleged viola-
tions and assessed penalties in the

P L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§8 801-960 (1970).

285] . 285'
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total amount of $8350 on the other
five violations charged.
. Associated appeals to this Board

from that decision contending that
the Judge erred by making errone-
ous findings with respect to the
statutory criteria in assessing
penalties on four of the violations,
and further that the Judge erred by
finding that a violation of 30 CFR
75.303 occurred as alleged in Notice
No. 1 RGN, June 10, 1971. Associ-
ated requests the Board to remand
the proceeding to the Judge for ap-
propriate correction of the decision,
or dismissal.

Issues Presented for Review

A. Whether the Judge erred by
failing to conform to § 557, Title 5
of the U.S. Code (Administrative
Procedure Act) requiring specific
-findings 'of fact and stating reasons

for certain fildings.
KB. Whether the evidence is suffi-

'cient to support a violation of 30

CFR 75.303 as alleged in Notice No.
1 RGN, June 10,1971.

Discussion
A.

We agree with the operator on
this issue that the Judge technically
erred by not making certain spe-
cific findings and by failing to state
reasons -for other findings. How-

ever, we consider these deficiencies
to be harmless and subject to correc-
,tion by the Board on the basis of
the record made and without requir-

ing remand assuggested by Associ-
ated.2

'The Judge made the following
basic findings of fact: (1) that As-
sociated's mine produces approxi-
mately 800 tons of coal per day and
employs approximately 6 miners
underground; and (2) that there
is no evidence in the record of a
history of previous violations.
Therefore, the Board finds: (1)
that the mine was relatively small
and that the penalties imposed are
not disproportionate to the size of
the operator's business; and (2)
that there is no history of previous
violations to be considered in this
proceeding.

While true that the Judge did
not make a specific finding on the
effect the monetary penalties would
have on the operator's ability to
continue in business, there is no evi-
dence in the record on this criterion.
Therefore, we must assume that the
penalties imposed will not adversely
affect Associated's ability to so con-
tinue.3 Based upon such assumption,
we find that Associated's ability to
continue in business will not be ad-
versely affected by the penalties as-
sessed. The record supports the
Judge's finding that all violations
charged were abated promptly and
in good faith and we so find.

The operator's specific objections
to the Judges findings on negligence

See uffalo Mining Company, 2 IBMA
226, 50 I.D. 630, CCHi Employment Safety
and Health' Guide, par. 16,618 (1973).

3 lIall Coal Co., IBMA 175, 79 I.D. 668,
CCH Employment Safety and. Health Guide,
par. 1850 (1972) Buffalo Mining Company,
supra, fn. 2.

[81 I.D.
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and gravity with respect to four
of the five alleged violations are as
follows:

No tice No. I RN, April 9, 1971
charges a violation of 30 CFR 75.
301, in that: "The quantity. of air
passing through the last open cross-
cut in the set of rooms off 5 left!was
6,820 cubic feet per minute,"
whereas the regulation requires
9,000 cfm.

In assessing a penalty of $50, the
Judge stated that this violation was
"not serious" and, further, that "the
degree of negligence was not great."
Associated's only objection on this
is that it was error to make a find-
ing of any comparative degree of
negligence. Although we agree that
in this case there need be only a
finding of negligence, or non-negli-
gence, we think this objection is not
sufficient to justify a modification
of the Judge's assessment. The evi-
dence shows (Tr. 9, 10, 11) that a,
loose 'brattice cloth caused the vio-
lation and that the operator had a
duty to check and tighten the line
brattices, but apparently failed to
do so. We affirm the assessment of
$50 for this violation.

Notice No. 2 RON, June 4, 1971,
charges a violation of -30 CFR
75.516, in that: "The power cables
for the two pumps in 3 butt were
in contact with posts and the ribs at
many locations." On this charge the
Judge confined his findings on neg-
ligence and gravity to the following
statement: "*' * While negligence
was involved in allowing the con-
dition to exist, the gravity was

small." The Judge assessed the pen-
alty of $50 for this violation.

Associated objects to this finding
on the ground that the Judge failed
to give any reasons for his finding
of negligence.

Here again, we think the Jdge
should have stated with more clar-
ity reasons for his finding but his
language did at least show that he
found the operator negligent and
the violation not grave. (Tr. 28, 29,
30.) We, therefore, affirm the assess-
ment of $50 for this violation.

Notice No. $ RON, June 14, 1971,'
charges a violation of 30 CFR
75.1100, in that: "The 1o temporary
pumps were not provided with fire
extinguishers."

On this charge, Associated argues
that, "since the Administrative Law
Judge found that the violation was
nol-serious presumably because
rock dust was at each location, that
a most minimal penalty should have
been assessed, and that an assess-
ment of $100 is entirely too great
for this type of violation." (Italics
supplied.)

We note that section 109 (a) (1)
of the Act provides in pertinent
part:

* S' Each occurrence of a violation
of a mandatory health or safety stand-
ard may constitute a separate of-
fense. * * *

In view of that provision, it is ap-
parent that the Judge treated the
failure to have a fire extinguisher
for each of the ten pumps as sepa-
rate offenses and thus assessed a $10
penalty for each such offense. We

287'2S5]
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find no error in the Judge's ruling or
any abuse of discretion in making
these assessments. Therefore we af-
firm the total assessment of $100
on this charge.
,,Notice No. $, RGN, June 15, 1971,

charges a violation of 30 CFR
75.1105, in that: "The air current
u sed to ventilate the two permanent
pumps at the high top and 1,000
feet outby I butt were not coursed
directly into the return," as required
by the regulation.

With regard to this violation, As-
sociated notes that the Judge made
no finding of fact as to whether the
violation was serious, and did not
discuss, in his decision, negligence
or any facts upon which he based
his finding of negligence.

We agree with Associated to the
extent that it would have been better
if the Judge had made 8pecific find-
ings on negligence and gravity re-
garding this violation. However, the
evidence shows that the operator
abated the violation by installing
conduits to direct smoke from the
pumps into intake air (Tr. 52) and
the mine foreman, Mr. Kowalcyk,
testified that he was unaware of the
requirement for this safety stand-
ard, (Tr. 58, 59). We find no evi-
deuce in the record on the matter of
gravity and, therefore conclude that
the violation was not grave. It is
clear,, however, that the operator
was negligent by violating its duty
to become informed of the require-
ment of the safety standard in-
volved, and the Board so finds.
(Italics supplied.)

Omission of the required findings

by the Judge having been supplied
by the Board and no prejudice to
the operator appearing therefrom,
we see no reason not to affirm the
assessment of $50 for this violation.

B.

With respect to the fifth notice of
violation involved in this appeal,
Notice No. 1 RGN, June 10, 1971,
AssQciated contends that the Judge
erred by finding that a violation of
30 CFR 7,SQ3 had occurred. We
agree.

The subject notice (Govt. Ex. No.
22) described the conditions !and
practice which instigated its issu-
ance as follows:

The preshift examinations of the belt
conveyors did not include tests for meth-
ane with an electrical methane detector.
The preshift examinations of the mine
for the day shift and the preshift exam-
inations of the belt conveyors were not
made by certified persons.

The evidence established that As-
sociated, on June .10, 1971, did not
make tests for methane with an elec-
trical methane detector as required
by 30 CFR 75.303. (Tr. 43, 76, 77.)
However, the operator introduced
evidence that it possessed an elec-
trical methane detector but that on
the date of the inspection 'it, was.
being repaired. The detector had
been forwarded to the repair fac-
tory on May 27, 1971, and was re-
turned on or about June 14, 1971
(Tr. 76, 77). During the period of
time the detector was under repair,
methane tests were being regularly
conducted by use of a flame safety
lamp. (Tr. 77.) Additional evidence
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was adduced to the effect that at the
time of the alleged violation, meth-
ane detectors were difficult to obtain
-on the market because, "the Bureau
'of Mines had bought readily thou-
sands of them and we [operators]
,couldn't get them." (Tr. 77.) The
inspector also testified that in June
'of 1971, methane detectors were
difficult to obtain because, "The
market had used them up at some
,time during that period." (Tr.' 44.)

The evidence also established
that the preshift examination of
the mines for the day shift and the
preshift examinations of the belt
'conveyors were not made by certi-
fled persons (Tr. 44, 82). However,
the operator introduced evidence to
the effect that on some date prior to
February 24, 1971, it had requested
from the Bureau of Mines a tempo-
:rary Qualification (Methane De-
-tector) for Mr. Michael Kawa, Sr.,
-the individual who had been per-
forming the inspections (Resp. Ex.
3). On February 24, 1971, the op-
-erator received a letter from the
Bureau which stated that the op-
'erator "should be receiving notifica-
tion of temporary qualification

within a week or two" for Mr. Kawa
(Resp. Ex. 4). The operator was

'advised on August 18, 1971, that
Mr. Kawa was qualified for methane
detecting (Resp. Ex. 2).

In Buffalo Mining Company4 the
]Board held in pertinent part:

* e *, we conclude that Congress did
not intend that * * * a civil penalty [be]
Assessed where compliance with a man-

4 Supra, f. 2.

datory health or safety standard is im-
possible due to unavailability of equip-
ment, materials, or qualified technicians.

In view of the evidence discussed
above, we find that the rationale of
Buffalo is applicable in this case.
Although MESA established a
prima facie case, we believe the ev--
dence introduced by the operator,
preponderated because: first, the
electrical methane detector required
was clearly unavailable to the op-
erator at the time of the inspection;
and secondly, because of the unex-
plained delay of the Bureau in act-
ing on the request of the operator,
to have Mr. Kawa certified. Accord-
ingly, we conclude that Notice of
Violation No. RON, June 10,1971,
should be vacated and the penalty
assessed by the Judge in the amount
of $100 set aside.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board of
Mine Operations Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior (43 CFR
4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED:

1. That the decision of the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge BE, and
HEREBY IS, AFFIRMED, as
hereinabove modified, with respect
to Notices of Violation Nos. I RGN,
April 9,1971; 2 RON, June 4,1971;
S RON, June 4, 1971; and 2 RON,
June 16, 1971;

2. That the decision of the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge BE, and
HEREBY IS, REVERSED, with
respect to Notice of Violation No. 1

-285 ] 2897
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RON, June 10, 1971; and that this
Notice IS HEREBY VACATED
.and the assessment of $100 thereon
IS SET ASIDE; and

3. That the operator pay, as civil
penalties in this proceeding, on or
before. 30 days from the date of
receipt of this decision, the total
sum of $250.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONcUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

Act of 1970: Uniform Relocation
Assistance: Moving and Related
Expenses: Generally

Benefits under the Act and implementing
regulations do not include reimburse-
ment for moving and related expenses in
removing a cowshed from the acquired
lands where that structure was pur-
chased as part of the realty acquired by
the United States and it was removed
under authority of a provision in the deed
of conveyance which reserved to the
grantor for a certain term, the right to,
remove all improvements removable from
the land without damage to the land it-
self.

OPINION BY IlS. PATTON

UNIFORM RELOCATION
ASSISTANCE APPEAL OF
JOHN, ROBERT MAYTAG

1 OHA 50
Decided May 17, 1974

Appeal from a determination dated
March 4,1974, by the Chief, Division
of Land Acquisition of the Rocky
Mountain Regional Office of the Na-
tional Park Service, Denver, Colorado,

: disallowing, in part, a claim for relo-
cation assistance benefits in connec-
tion with the acquisition by the United
States of Tract No. 01-103, Florissant
Fossil Beds National Monument,
Colorado.

Affirmed.

APPEARANCES: Robert . Bernick,
Esq., Gould, Moch and Bernick, Coun-
selors at Law,' Denver, Colorado, for
appellant.

Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies

I
OFFICE OF HEARINGS

AND APPEALS

John Robert Maytag has ap-
pealed from a determination dated
March 4, 1974, by the Chief, Divi-
sion of Land Acquisition of the
Rocky Mountain Regional Office of
the National Park Service, which
disallowed, in part, his claim sub-
ntted February 27, 1973, for cer-
tain relocation assistance benefits
under section 202 of Title II of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies
Act of 1970, 42 U.S.C. § 4622
(1970), as a displaced person, in
connection with the acquisition by
the United States on August ,
1970, of real property identified as
Tract No. 01-103 of the Florissant
Fossil Beds National Monument,
Colorado. Disallowed was an item
of $1,750, claimed under subsection
202(a) (1) of the Act as reimburse-
ment for actual moving expenses in-
curred in disassembling and remov-

[81 ID..
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JOHN ROBERT MAYTAG

May 17, 1974

ing a cowshed from the acquired
lands and reassembling it upon
other land owned by the claimant.

The Chief, Division of Land Ac-
quisition, held that this item was not
reimbursable because the Act pro-
vides for reimbursement of costs of
moving personalty only and not for
moving- ralty. His opinion that the
cowshed constituted realty was
founded upon the following clause
in the deed of conveyance of the ac-
quired lands to the United States
which authorized removal of the
cowshed: "RESERVING unto the
Grantor the use of the herein de-
scribed land for'grazing and hay
mowing, and the right to remove all
inproveuei ts to the property which
can be removed without damage to
the land itself, such right of use and
removal to terminate within ten
(10) years from date hereof." Cor-
respondence' in the record discloses
that prior to the March 4, 1974, de-
termination'the claimant's attorneys
were advised by the Rocky Moun-
tain Regional Office that improve-
ients on the acquired lands were
regarded as part of the realty on
the date of the deed, the grantor
having reserved in that instrument
the right to regain title only upon
severance of the improvements from
the land, and that the Act does not
provide for payment of moving
costs in regard to realty where the
nature of the property changes due
to occurrences subsequent to the
execution of the deed.

In the amppeal, as in the claim as
first presented, the appellant's posi-

tion is: that in the circumstances of
the case the cow shed was not realty
but personalty. In support of this
view he submits that the intention
of the parties concerning the reser-
vation in the deed was that title to
imiprovements on the land would re-
main in the grantor, subject to de-
feasance only if the improvements
were not removed within the pre-
scribed 10-year period, and, there-
fore, that the parties agreed, at the
time of execution, delivery and ac-
ceptance of the deed, that the cow-
shed was to be regarded as person-
alty upon severance from the real
property or as a chattel real, which
is also personal property. The ap-
pellant asserts that the Government
itself recognized the' nature of. im-
provements such as the cowshed to
be personalty in the instant case in
that it purchased a red barn on the
acquired lands and required him, as
vendor, to execute a bill of sale for
the conveyance of title rather than
a deed.

The record shows that subsequent
to the taking of the appeal the
Chief, Division of Land Acquisi-
tion, by letter dated March 27, 1974,
advised the appellant of regulation
41 CFR 114-50.601-2 (38 F.R. 3973,
February 9, 1973), providing, per-

'tinently: "The following expenses
shall not be included in the moving
expense payment required to be
made by § 114-50.601: * * * (b) Cost
of moving structures or other im-
provements in which the displaced
person reserved ownership, except
as otherwise provided by law. * * *
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In response the appellant ques-. the land itself. Title to removable
tioned whether the regulation was improvements on the lands was to be
applicable i the instant case inas- regained b* the gantb' odly upon
muchi as it was adopted after the severance and removal of such im-
conveyance of title with reservation provements from the lands within
of the right to remove improve- the time specified; improvements
ments on the acquired lands. Fur- not removed within the prescribed
ther, he questioned the validity of time wouldremain in the ownership
the regulation, asserting that his of the United States as part of the
claim was submitted under the acquired lands purchased by the
statute aid that the statute cannot United States. Thus the right to re-
be restricted or modified by the De- move improvements, as agreed upon
partment's regulation. Thereupon, by the parties at the time of execu-
on April 4, 1974, the Acting Chief' tion, delivery and acceptance of the
Division of Land Acquisition, re- deed, was a right to remove part of
plied that the cited regulation is the realty acquired by the United
applicable in this case because it was States.' Although upon severance
in effect at the time of the submis- and removal -from the lands the
sion of the appellant's claim on character of such removable im-
February 27, 1973, having become provements may have been changed
effective on February 9, 1973, and, to personal property, the grantor
further, that the regulation was under the deed was compensated for
properly adopted by the Depart- such improvements as part of the
ment as necessary in administering realty upon execution, delivery, and
the Act, pursuant to authority con- acceptance of the deed, in accord-
tained in section 213 of the Act, 42 ance with the agreement of the
U.S.C. § 4633 (1970).

Noevidencehasbeenpresentedon I We note in this connection the policy
provisions contained in section 302 of Title

appeal which would establish that III of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4652 (1970), 41

the intention of the parties was ICFR 114-50.304, providing for acquisition of
title to buiidings, structures, and other im-

other than that expressed in the provements on acquired lands as part of the

language of the deed. By that in- real property acquired.
str ent tilettead,"The appraisal report of record in this case

strument title to the land, together shows clearly that the estimated market value

with all appurtenances thereto,? of the real property acquisition included the
land and, the Improvements thereon, the-

passed to the United States. No Iatter being identified in the report as a barn,

structures or improveemnts were corrals,: and other small buildings. No spe-
cific value was assigned to the improvementsexcepted from the grant. The reser- as such, however, on the basis of their design

vation in the deed provided only the for a cattle operation and not for recreational
- homesite development which is the highest and

right of use of the land by the best use of the property. The report states:
for the purpoes and term clearly a buyer of the suhject property would

grantor for the purposes and term buy in view of its highest and best use and

specified and his right during the although the property could be used on an
interim basis for cattle ranching it is doubt-

same period to remove all improve- ful that a buyer would pay any more per acre,

overall, just because a barn and corrals are
on the ownership.," I . Iments removable without damage to

[81 D.
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parties; in the circumstances, mov-
ing and related expenses incurred in
the exercise of 'the reserved removal
rights are not reimbursable expenses
for 'moving of personalty of the
grantor, as provided for in section
202 (a) (1) of Title II of the Act,
s8upra. The fact that the United
States purchased a red barn on- the
acquired lands subsequent to the
time'of execution, delivery, and ac-
ceptance of the deed, and required a
bill of sale for the transfer of title,
does not serve to change the char-
acter of the -improvements on the
acquired lands as realty. By such
action the United States, in effect,
purchased the right previously re-
served by the grantor to sever and
remove the barn from the acquired
lands during the period specified. A
bill of sale was not inappropriate in
the circumstances.

Section 213 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
§ 4633 (1970), empowers the Secre-
tary of. the Interior to establish
such rules and procedures as he
deems necessary or appropriate to
achieve both uniformity in inter-
preting and implementing the law
and the results for which the statute
was enacted. The above-cited pro-
vision of § 114-50.,601-2 of the regu-
lations, precluding payment of the
cost of moving structures or other
improvements in which the dis-
placed person reserved ownership,
was adopted on February 9, 1973
(38 F.R. 3973) and was in effect at
the time of submission of the appel-
lant's claim for benefits under the

Act on February 27, 1973. The same
regulation also provides, in para-
graph (k) thereof, for exclusion
from allowable moving expense
payments of "such other items as
the Bureau or Office determines
should be excluded." The broad
language of these regulatory pro-
visions follows substantially the
language of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget guidelines for de-
velopment of uniform regulations
and procedures for implementing
the Act, issued May 1, 1972, in Cir-
cular No. A-103. The regulations
are in harmony with the statute and
represent a valid exercise of the
Secretary's authority to prescribe
regulations under the Act. In view
thereof and based upon the fore-
going analysis of the factual and
legal situation presented in this:
case, we find that the costs of moving
the cowshed, incurred in the exe -
cise of the reserved removal rights,
were properly determined to be
nonallowable moving expenses in
accordance with the purposes and
intent of the Act and the imple-
menting regulations.

The determination of the Chief,
Division of Land 'Acqisition,
which disallowed that item of the
claim which is the subject of this
appeal, is affirmed.

'This decision constitutes the final
administrative determination of the
Department in this matter. 41 CFR
114-50.1101-1.

FRANcEs A. PATTON,'
Special Assistant to te Director.
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THE VALLEY CAMP
COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA 176
Decided May 17, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) from
an initial decision by an Administra-
tive Law Judge (Docket No. MORG
72-88-P); dated Inly 9, 1973, vacating
five Notices of Violation and assessing
a monetary penalty of $2,380 for other
violations.

Affirmed in part and Reversed in
part.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Evidence: Sufficiency

Noncompliance with one of' the discre-
tionary criteria for approval of a ventila-
tion plan does not establish a violation of
30 CR 75.316, unless it is established

-that the approved ventilation plan was
violated.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust Pro-
gram: Computer Printout

A notice of Non-Compliance is an official
government record and awill support a
violation of the respirable dust standards.

APPEARANCES: Robert W. Long,
Esq., Associate Solicitor, J. Philip
Smith, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and
Madison McCulloch, Esq., Trial Attor-
ney, on behalf of appellant, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion. The Valley Camp Coal Company,
appellee, has not participated in this
appeal.

OPINION BY
ADMINISYTRATI17E JUDGE

ROGERS

INTTERIOR BOARD OF
AMINE OPERA'7IOAOS

APPEALS

Background

Federal Coal Mine Inspector,
William A. Holgate, issued Notice
of Violation No. 1 WAH, May ,
1971, because he observed that per-
manent stoppings xvere erected be-
tween the intake and return air
course entries in 2 north section off
2 west of the Valley Camp Coal
Company's (Valley Camp) No. 3
Mine and were only maintained to
and including the sixth connecting
crosscut outby the faces. (30 CFR
75.316.)

Inspector Glen T. Stricklin, is-
sued Not-ice of Violation No. 2 CI'S,
May 24.- 1971. because there were
several cans of hydraulic oil in the
5 right off P north section of No. 3
Mine not in closed containers. (30
CFE 75.1104.)

Notices of Violation Nos. 1 TVAII,
May 12, 1971, 1 VAIH, Juie 17,
1971, and AJdE, August 4, 197-1,
were issued as a result of com-
puter printouts received from the
MESA Computer Center, Denver,
Colorado, and which showed non-
eompliance with the mandatory res-
pirable dust standards. (30 CFR
70.100(a).)

On April 5, 1972, the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
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tion (MESA) filed a petition for
the assessment of civil penalties
against Valley Camnp pursuant to
section 109 of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.1 A hearing wras held on Sep-
tember 13 and 14, 1972. The Admill-
istrative Law Judge (Judge) issued
an initial decision dated July 9,
1973. He vacated Notice of Viola-
tion No. IVAX, gay 5, 1971. al-
leging a violationi of 30 CFR 75.316
and Notice of Violation iVo. 2 GTS,
May 24, 1971, alleging a violation
of 30 CFR 75.1104. In addition, he
vacated three Notices of Violation
citing 30 CFR 70.100(a). There-
after, he assessed a monetary pen-
alty of $2,380 for) other violations
which are not a part of this appeal.

Issues Presented on Appeal

A. WA;hether the evidence is suffi-
cient to establish that ermanent
stoppings should have been erected
between the intake and return air-
courses in entries and should have
been maintained to and including
the third connectinr crosscut outby
the faces of the entry.

B. Whether hydraulic oil is a
"lubricating oil" which should be
kept in a fireproof closed, metal
container .

C. W1hether a computer printout
of noncompliance is sufficient to es-
tablish a prima facie showing of a
violation of the respirable dust
standards.

P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).

Discusionb

A.

Notice of Violation No. 1 TAH,
May 5, 197I' alleges the following
violation of 30 CFR 75.316:

Permanent stoppings were erected be-
tleen the intake and return air course
entries in 1 north section of 2 west and
were only maintained to and including the
sixth connecting crosscut outby the faces.

30 CFR 75.316 provides in perti-
nent part:

A ventilation system and methane and
dust control plan and revisions thereof
suitable to the conditions and the min-
ing system of the coal mine and approved
by: the Secretary shall be adopted by the
operator *.* *

30 CFR 75.316-2 provides in
part

This section sets out the criteria by
iwhich District Managers will be guided
in approving a ventilation system *

(b) Permanent stopings * e should
be constructed of substantial, incom-
bustible material such as concrete, con-
crete blocks e * e having sufficient
strength to serve the purpose for which
the stopping or. partition is intended.
a * a Such permanent stoppings should be
erected between the intake and return
aircourses in entries and should be
maintained to and including the third
connecting crosscut outby the faces of the.
entries.

The Judge in vacating this No-
tice of Violation in his decision
stated as follows:

It is the position of (MISA) that
permanent stoppings rather than tem-
porary stoppings should have been
erected inby that point. The regulation
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in question requires that the operator
adopt a ventilation system which shall
Tie approved by the Secretary of the In-
terior and set out in printed form. There
was no evidence that respondent was vi-
'olating his ventilation plan by using
temporary stoppings inby the sixth con-
necting crosscut. Regulation 75.316-2
merely sets out criteria for the guidance
of district managers in approving venti-

-lation plans. It does not set forth manda-
tory health or safety standards (Dec. 4).

TMESA contends that at the hear-
ing it was established "that the op-
erator failed to adopt a ventilation
system comprising certain stand-
arcls required in approved ventila-
tion plans." In support thereof it
urges "that regardless of any plan
there is a violation of a mandatory
health and safety standard if a suit-
able ventilation system is not
adopted by the operator. The 'uit-
able' requirement has been specifi-
cailly defined' in 30 FR 75.316-2,
and it is this requirement which has
been 'violated." (Italics supplied.)

We cannot accept MESA's con-
tentions on this point primarily be-
cause, as the Judge ruled below,
section 75.316-2 does not set forth
mandatory 'health or safety stand-
ards; it merely establishes criteria
for the guidance of district man-
agers in approving ventilation
plans.

We note in our review of the rc-
'ord that the operator's ventilation
plan was not introduced into evi-
dence during the proceeding. Fur-
thermore, there was no claim that
the operator's ventilation plan did
not conform to the statutory re-
quirements. (Tr. 65.) The inspec-
tor did not issue the Notice of Vio-

lation because the operator did not
have an approved ventilation plan
(Tr. 227), and it further appears
that the inspector did not know the:
requirements of the plan for per-
manent stoppings between the in-
take and return air courses (Tr. 65,
66, 67).

It is further noted that MESA,
during the proceedings below,
urged the Judge to assume that the
operator violated its ventilation
plan because the plan would not
have been approved if it did not
comply with the statutory criteria.
We reject this argument for lack of
evidence, as did the Judge. We are
of the opinion that if any assump-
tion is to be drawn it is that the
operator's plan did comply with
the statutory's criteria; otherwise
it would not have been approved by
the MESA district manager.

Accordingly, and consonant with
the foregoing, we affirm the Judge's
ruling as to Notice of Violation No.
1 WAR.

B.

Notice of Violation No. T,
May 24; 1971, alleges a violation of
30 GFR 75.1104 in that:

There were several cans of oil in the 5
right off P north section not in closed
containers.

During the course of the hearing
it was developed that this was "hy-
draulic oil" and very flammable. In
a deposition the inspector testified
that "by upsetting a can of this oil,
with the open containers, oil could
get on the mine floor, and with * *
shuttle buggies traveling with * **
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cables on the mine floor, they could
arc or spark and cause a fire." (P.
17.) There were other cans of oil
in this section of the mine which
were in closed, approved containers
(Pp. 37-38).

30 CFIR 75.1104 provides in per-
tinent part:

d * , lubricating oil and grease kept
in all underground areas in a coal mine
shall be in fireproof, closed metal
container

The Judge in his decision deter-
mined that, " * * the section of
the regulations cited involves the
storage of- lubricating- oil and
grease, not' raulic fluid. The no-
tice is accordingly vacated." (Dec.
7, Italics Added.)

:MESA has invited the Board's
attention to The Kirk-Othmer En-
cyclopedia of Chenzical Technology,
Second Completely Revised Edi-
tion, volume 12, pages 5.66 and 567,
wherein a table of representative
petroleum lubricating oils is set
forth which lists hydraulic oil as
a lubricating oil. This publication
was not introduced or made avail-
able to the Judge for consideration.
prior to the rendering of his deci-
sion. Without determining whether
the Encyclopedia would establish
that hydraulic oil is a lubricating
oil, we do not believe it proper for
us to take official notice of it at this
appellate stage -of the proceeding.
Assuming arguendo that, this Ency-
clopedia warranted probative value,
we think MESA should have intro-
duced it during the hearing before
the Judge so thathe could have con-
sidered it, .id the operator could

be afforded an opportunity to at
least rebut whatever probative value
it might have. As we view the record
before us, it is barren of even a scin-
tilla of evidence to establish that
hydraulic oil or fluid is a "lubricat-
ing oil" within the meaning of the
cited section. We do not imply that
our decision on this point be con-
strued in any way to indicate that
the Board condones the practice of
storing highly flammable liquids, of
whatever composition, in under-
ground areas of coal mines in other
than fireproof, closed metal contain-
ers as may be prescribed by MESA.
We are holding only that, in this
particular case, MESA failed to
sustain its burden of proof, and the
vacation of the notice was proper.

C.

Notices of VTiolation Nos. 1
iVAH, June 17,1971, 1 WAH, May

190, 1971 and 1 AJF, August 4, 1971,
allege violations of 30 CFR 0.100
(a) (respirable dust standards).

The Judge after recognizing the
general procedures established for
the collection and analysis of dust
samples, to determine either compli-
ance or noncompliance with the Act,
stated:'

In the instant proceeding, the only
-witnesses presented * * * were the in-
spectors who:read the computer printouts
[Notices of Non-Compliance] and wrote
the Notices of Violation. While the in-
spectors were placed under oath and
subject to cross-examination, the only
probative evidence they were able to give
was that they read the computer print-
out, wrote the notice, and served the
same on the operator.
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After an analysis of what he
deemed to be appropriate and dis-
positive case law, the Judge deter-
mined that the computer printouts
were insufficient to establish the al-
leged violations of section 70.100
(a).

Recently, in Castle Valley Hlin-
ing Co., 3 IBMA 10, 81 I.D. 34,
CCH Enployment Safety and
Health Guide par. 17,233 (1974),
we held that a computer printout
(Notice :of Non-Compliance)
(developed under standard proce-
dures and regulations) is an official
government record pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1733, and as such, creates a
prima facie case as to the truth of
the facts asserted therein. Accord-
ingly, we find that the Judge erred
in vacating the three Notices of
Violations of the respirable dust
standards. They should be rein-
stated, and an appropriate penalty
assessed.

In assessing a penalty for these
three violations, we have con-
sidered, as did the Judge below, and
hereby adopt his findings and con-,
clusions with respect to the size of
the business of the operator, the ef-
fect on the ability to continue in
business and the history of a previ-
ous violation. We further determine
that the operator was negligent in
allowing the conditions cited to be
present. Furthermore, as we stated
in Castle Valley, supra, the Board
considers all violations of the re-
spirable dust standards to be of a
serious nature. In the absence of
evidence to the contrary, we find
that the operator exhibited good

faith in abating said violations.
Under all circumstances and
criteria, including those considered
by the Judge, we consider and hold
that a penalty of $40 is appropriate
for each of these violations.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision is-
sued July 9, 1973, IS MODIFIED
to the extent ATotices of Violation
Yos. I WAH, May 12, 1971, 1
WAHl, June 17, 19714,and.1 Aj,
August 4, 1971, ARE REIN-
STATED that the Valley Camp
Coal Company IS ASSESSED $40
for each of these violations, and
that the total assessment, $2,500, be
paid within 30 days from the date
of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

HOWARD J. SHELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.

ESTATE OF JOHN S. RAMSEY
(WAr TOSE NOTE)

(NEZ PERCE ALLOTTEE NO. 853,
DECEASED)

2 IBIA 305
Decided 1ay 22, 1974

Motion for Reconsideration, oral argu-
ment, and for attorney's fees.

L81 D;
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(NEZ PERCE. ALLQTTEE- NO. 853 DECEASED)
May 22,1974

Denied.

365.0 Indian Probate: Reconsidera-
tion: Generally

Indian probate regulations do not con-
tain any provisions for reconsideration of
a matter which has been finally deter-
mlled by the Secretary of the Interior,

yet he htas the inherent power to reopen
and review administrative determinations
when, somne new factors such as newly
discovered evidence or fraud are involved.

APPEARANCES: Norman L. Gissell,
Esq., for petitioner, Clara Ramsey
Scott.

OPIAION BY ADMIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SABAGH

IATERIOR BOARD OF
INVDIA7V APPEALS

The petitioner filed motions for
reconsideration of the decision ren-
dered in the above-entitled matter
issued April 17, 1974, for oral argiu-.
nelmit, and for attorney's fees. 

Indian probate regulations do not
contain any provisions for reconsid-
eration of a final decision, although
the Board of necessity has inherent
power to rectify manifest error in
any of its decisions. Estate of Julius

Benter, IBIA 70-5 (Supp.) (Jann--
ary 12, 1971).

A petition for reconsideration to
be granted must contain an ade-
quate basis for reconsideration such
as newly discovered evidence or
fraud. Estate of Ute, IA-143
(Supp.) (August 25, 1955).

The petitioner contends among
other things that the Board erred
in reviewing facts and issues not

550-433-74 4

presented by Appellant on Motion
for Reconsideration.

We do not agree.
In making its decision, whether

following all initial or recom-
mended decision, the agency is in
no way bound by the decision of its
subordinate officer; it retains coi-
plete freedom of decision-as
though it had heard the evidence
itself. See National Labor Relations
Board v. ElAland Leather Co.. Ic.,
114 Fd 22, 225 (3d Cir., 1940),
cert. denied, 311 U.S. 705.

Powers of an agency reviewing
an initial or recommended decision
of an examiner are greater than
those of an appellate court review-
ing the decision of a trial judge.
N.L.R.B. v. A.P.W. Products Co.,
31 6 F.2d 899 (2d Cir. 1963).

We conclude that the Board of
Indian Appeals has the authority
to review the whole record and to
make findings and render a decision
opposite. to that of the Administra-
tive Law Judge.

The petitioner does not allege
newly discovered evidence or fraud
as additional grounds. Conlse-

quently, under the authority dele-

gated to the Board of Indian Ap-

peals by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior, it is determined that this mat-
ter has been properly conducted,

decided and reviewed.
We further conclude, that since

the matter was remallnded for the
purpose of determining the validity
of the decedent's Last Will and

Testament executed June 3, 1965,
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that the motion for attorney's fees
is prenature.

IT IS ORDERED that the mo-
tions for reconsideration, oral argu-
ment and attorney's fees shall be
and the same are hereby denied and
the continuing mandate contained
in the decision of April 17, 1974 di-
reoting the Administrative Law
Judge to determine the validity of
the decedent's Last Will and Testa-
ment executed June 3, 1965 is reaf-
firmed.

MITOCHELI J SABAGH,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVD J. MCKEE,

Chief Administrative Judge.

DAVID A. PROVINSE

15 IBLA 387
Decided May 28, 1974

Appeal from a decision of the Montana
State Office rejecting in part noncom-
petitive oil and gas lease offer
E-24740.

Vacated and remanded.

lNavigable Waters-Patents of Public
lands: Effect-Public Lands: Ripar-
ian Rights

'Grants by the United States of its public
lands bounded .on streams or other
waters, navigable or nonnavigable, made
without reservation or restriction, are to
be construed as to their effect according
to the law of the state in which the land
lies.

Lieu Selections-School Lands: Gen-
erally-Public Lands: Riparian
Rights

The acceptance by a State of other lands
in lieu of lands lying within the meander
line of a nonnavigable lake adjacent to
the granted upland school section, was
a relinquishment of any interest in the
adjacent land underlying the lake as an
incident to the grant of the school sec-
tion and precludes assertion of a State
claim to such lands.

Boundaries-Public Lands: Gener-
ally-Surveys of Public Lands:
Generally

A meander line is not a line of boundary,
although it may be given that effect by
a withdrawal, exception, reservation or
relinquishment of lands which border
thereon.

APPEARANCES: David A. Provinse,
pro se.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE STUEBING

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

David A. Provinse has appealed
from the June 21, 1973, decision of
the Montana State Office, Bureau of
Land Malagement (BLM), which
rejected, in part, his oil and gas lease
offer M-24740. The Montana State
Office did not believe that the United
States had title to those lands for
which the lease offer was partially
rejected. Those lands underlie a
nonnavigable lake, known as Horse-
shoe Lake, and are located in Sec-
tion 36, T. 36 N., R. 28 E., P.M.,
Phillips County, Montana.

Section 36 was granted to the

[Si1 .
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State of Montana upon its admis-
sion to the Union for support of its
public schools. Act of February 22,
1889, sec. 10, 25 Stat. 676,i679. When
the section was surveyed in. 1911,
iHorseshoe Lake was meandered, and
the surveyor's return indicated that
the section was fractional. The defi-
clency was computed as 219.32 acres,
or stated alternatively,., the lake
covered that many acres of land
within the section. Pursuant to the
Act of February 28, 1891, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. §§ 851, 852
(1970):, the State of Montana
selected and. was granted 219.32
acres of other lands in lieu of the
.deficiency in Section 36.1

The Montana State Office was of
the opinion that title to the lakebed
awas in the State of Montana, and
not in the United States. This opin-
ion was based on three different
items: (1) a decision of the Director
of the Bureau of Land Management
styled Rex . Baker, M 022695
(ND) (July 21, 1958); (2) an in-

'quiry dated June 6, 1973, from the
Chief, Division of Technical Serv-
:ices, to the Field Solicitor; and (3)
the Field Solicitor's Opinion dated
June 8, 1973.

The Baker decision held that
where a school section was traversed
by a nonnavigable body of water,
and that water body was depicted by
meander lines along the banks, the

'Survey approval for all of T. 36 N., R. 28
AI, PI., was given April 3, 1912. There were
420.68 surveyed acres in See. 36. Confirming
patent, #1117250, for the surveyed acres was
issued September 7, 1943. Assuming Sec. 36
,embraces 640 acres, the State of Montana
employed Lists 10, 21, 64, and 47 as deficiency
base for lieu selections which totaled 219.32
-acres.

lands within the m eander lines are
unsurveyed, and title to that un-
surveyed land did not pass to the
State upon approval of the plat of
survey by virtue of the school grant.
Baker further held that acceptance
by the State of other lands in lieu of
lands within the meander lines of a
nonnavigable stream adjacent to
uplands granted it as school lands
is a relinquishment by the State of
any claim of title to the lands within:
the meander lines.

The Chief, Division of Technical
Services, in his June 6, 1973, request
to the Field Solicitor for-his opinion
as to the ownership of the bed of
Horseshoe Lake, disagreed with the
Baker decision. It was the Chief's
opinion that the State did not re-
linquish any claim to title to the un-
surveyed lakebed. le reasoned that
it never received title; nor did it
have title, and thus had nothing to
relinquish. The Chief read the
Baker decision as a' departure from
the common law regarding riparian
rights where an-in-place school'sec-
tion is involved. According to the
coimnon law, the bed of the lake be-
longs to the owners of 'the adjoining
upland.

In the Field Solicitor's response,
he stated that assuming that Horse-
shoe Lake is a nonnavigable body of
water, the standard rule of construc-
tion should apply in determining
the ownership of the lakebed. This
rule is statutory in Montana and
provides as follows:

67-712. (6771) Boundaries by water.
Except where the grant under which the
land is held indicates a different intent,

00-] :
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the owner. of -the land, when it borders
upon a navigable lake or stream, takes to
the edge of the lake or stream at low-
water mark; when it borders upon any
other water, the owner takes to the mid-
dle of the lake or stream. Revised Codes
of Montana, 1947.

Hle added that this rule is particu-
ladly applicable in light of 43
U.S.C. § 931 (1970):

Navigable rivers as public lighwnays.
All navigable rivers, within the territory
occupied by the public lands, shall remain
and be deemed public highways; and, in
all cases where the opposite banks of any
streams not navigable belong to different
persons, the stream and the bed thereof
shall become common to both. (R.S.
§ 2476.)

He therefore concluded that own-
ership of the minerals in the bed of
Horseshoe Lake accrues to the cor-
responding ownership of its shore-
line. He also expressed the belief
that Baker misconstrued the hold-
ing in United States v. Oregon, 295
U.S. 1 (1935).

Concer ing. that case, the Field
Solicitor stated:

[T]he State of Oregon, by statute, at-
tempted to lay claim to title [to land]
underlying non-navigable bodies of water,
which statute conflicted with a prior
executive order declaring the area set
apart as a bird reserve to be administered
by a United States agency. The prior
executive order controlled all later grants
by the United States and, coupled with
the State's relinquishment and selection
of lieu lands, called for the holding cited
therein.

Accordingly, the Montana State
Office concluded that the United
States did hot own the bed of Horse-
shoe Lake and rejected appellant's
offer to lease as to those lands. The

appellant, however, argues that tle
Rex Baker decision is correct,
should be applied in this case, anc
consequently, a lease should be
issued for the lakebed.

We agree that the United States
has title to the bed of Horseshoe
Lake. However, there is an infer-
ence which has been drawn from the
Rex Baker case which is, at best,
misleading. That inference was
drawn fron a rather cryptic para-
graph which states:

The section 16 grant served to vest in
the State all the surveyed ands in the
section immediately upon survey. Title
to the lands within the meander lines, not
surveyed lands, did not pass to the State
by uirtve of te school grant and if the
grant was deficient in the 64.30 acres
within the meander lines, the State was
entitled to select indemnity lands.
(Italics added.)

IClearly, title to school lands
granted to the states by various acts
does not pass to the state until such
time as those lands have been sur-
veyed. United States v. Morrison,
240 U.S. 192, 204 (1916); Battle
Mountain Wild Cat, Inc., 8 IBLA
157, 158 (1972). But' lands within
meander lines are excluded from
official surveys and, hence, are con-
sidered to be unsurveyed. ee Vil-
son,& Co. v. United States, 245 U.S.
24, 29 (1917); Bervard J. Caffney,
A-30327 (October 28, 1965). The
Act of February 26, 1859, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. § 851, 852
(1970), provides that states may
make selections of other lands in
lieu of lands previously granted*
which, for some reason, have been
found deficient. The purpose of

[81 .D..
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those Acts was to provide for the
~support of public schools. There-
fore, it is clear that lands underly-
ing water were considered deficien-
vies, since it was then considered
that no money could be realized
froin their sale. See, e.g. State of
Idaho, 37 L.D. 430, 433 (1909),
where the Departmient stated that
lands covered by water were not

P"land" within the meaning of the
school land grants.

However, the difficulty with the
proposition quoted from the Rex
Baker case is the inference that has
teen drawn, viz., that title to lands
lying under meandered bodies of
water on school land grant sections
is precluded from passing by ir-
tue of the various school land grant
acts under some other doctrine of
law. That is not the case.

The United States transferred
title to the beds of navigable bodies
of water within a prticular state
to that state upon its admission to
the Union, but retained title to the
beds of nonnavigable bodies of
water. United States v. Oregon,
supra; United States v. Utah, 283
U.S. 64 (1931) ; Oklahoma v. Texas,
258- U.S. 574 (1922); Scott v. Lat-
tig, 227 U.S. 229 (1913).

The generally accepted doctrine
is that the bed of a nonnavigable
]ake is usually deemed to be the
property of the adjoining land-
owners. 12 Am. Jur. 2d § 15 Bound-
aries (1964). When disposing of the
uplands, the United States is free to
retain any part of the riverbed, and
whether or not it has done so is a
question of intent. Oklahoma v.

Texas, supra. There is, however, a
strong presumption that the owner
intends to convey all the land he
ovns under the water. 12 Am. Jur.
2d, spra. This Department has
held that an unrestricted patent is-
sued by the Government conveying
public lands abutting a nonnavi-
gable lake in the-:State of Montana
carries with it absolute riparian title
to the lakebed. William Erickson,
50 L.D. 281 (1924); See Grayce R.
filer, A-27370 (December 19,

.1956) ; see aso Clayton Phebus, 48
L.D. 128 (1921), to the extent that
it was not overruled by Erickson,
supra. A conveyance by the United
States should be construed and
given effect according to the aw of
the 'State in which the lad liesun-
less-the United States' expresses an
intention to the contrary. United
States v. Oregon, supTra Oklahoma
v. Texas, supra; Breitver-Elliott Oil
& Gas C0m77pany v. United States,
260 U.S. 77 (1922).

Under the common law and .de-

cisions of the United States Su-
prenie Court, a grant of land
bounded on a nonnavigable river
carries the exclusive right and title
of the grantee to the center of the
stream, unless the terms of the grant
clearly denote the intention to stop
at the edge or margin of the river.
United States v. Eliott, 13 F.2d
720, 723 (10th Cir. 1942). Such an
intention is not made manifest
merely by the fact that a fractional
section is surveyed only to the me-
ander line. In Grayce R. Hiler,
supra, this Department held that
title to the beds of nonnavigable
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lakes passed to the State of New
Mexico along with the abutting lots,
but that this fact can nowise affect
the computation of future indem-
nity selections by the State.

The following' is quoted from
United States v. Chanptin Refin-
ing o., 156 F.2d 69 (10th Cir.
1946); aff'd, sub niOn. Okalahomn v.
United States, 331 U.S. 788 rehear-
ing denied, 331 U.S. 860 (1947)

Grants by the United States of its pub-
lie ands bounded on streams or other
waters, navigable or nonnavigable, made
without reservation or restriction, are to
be construed as to their effect according
to the law of the state in which the land
lies. As regards such conveyances, the
* United States assumed the position of
a private owner, subject to the general
law of the state. * * l At 773.

Under the rules of common law, unless
a; contrary intention appears or is
clearly inferable from the terms of the
grant, the grantee of land, bounded by a
nonnavigable stream [lake] or river, ac-
quires title to land to the center or thread
of. the water, on the theory that the
grantor will not be presumed to have re-
served a strip of land covered by water
which will be of no practical value to him.
At 774.

In Hardin v. Jordan, 140 U.S.
371, 384 (1891), the Court said,
**** In our judgment, the grants
of the Government for lands
bounded on streams and other
waters, without any reservation or
restriction of terms, are to be con-
strued as to their effect according
to the law of the State in which the'
lands lie."

In Whitaker v. McBride, 197
U.S. 510, 512 (1905), it was'held

that a patentee from the United
States government has all the rights

of a riparian owner in the non-
navigable channel lying opposite

' his banks. The Court also held in
that case that:

* * * A meander line is not a line of
boundary, but one designed to point out
the sinuosity of the bank or shore, and a
means of ascertaining the quantity of
land in the fraction which is to be paid
for by the purchaser. Railroad Company
v. Schurmeir, 7 Wal 272; Hardin v.
Jordan, 140 U.S. 371; Horn v. Smith, 159
U.S. 40.

The common law is embodied in
these principles and we see no rea-
son for a departure from them.X

In United States v. Oregon,
supra, the United States brought
suit against the State of Oregon to
quiet title to lands underlying non-
navigable lakes within the meander
line boundary. Regarding subdivi-
sion B of the Narrows (one of the
lakes in question) it was determined
that prior to the commencement of
the suit, the United States had dis-
posed of all its interests in the up-
lands bordering on the meander line
on both sides to private patentees
and to the state as indemnity lands
under the school land grant to,
Oregon. The Court, agreeing with
the Master's recommendation, held'
that the United States retained no
interests in the lands within the
meander line boundary, since 43L
U.S.C. § 931 (1970), provides that
in all cases where the opposite
banks of any stream not navigable'
belong, to different persons, the
stream and the bed thereof shall be-
come common to both. The State'
was also held to be owner in fee.
simple of certain lands within the

[81 r.D.
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meander line of Mud Lake, incident
to its ownership' of patented up-
lands contiguous with the meander
line.' These holdings are in accord
with traditional concept of the com-
mon law that riparian title to the
lakebed passes with title to the up-
land.

The ownership oflands within
the meander lines fronting the
Sand Reef and Harney Lake were
also in question. Oregon claimed
the land as incident to the owner-
ship of the adjacent upland school
section. The claim, however, was
rejected. because the Executive
Order of August 18,1908, which set
aside the land in question for a bird
reserve, predated the approval of
the survey of the upland. The Ex-
ecutive Order imposed a reserva-
tion, thereby preventing the. State
from acquiring an interest in the
lands within the meander line upon
this frontage as incident to its
ownership of the upland. Again, we
find no conflict with the common
law right of riparian owners. The
reason why the land within the
meander line did not pass to the
State was because it had been ef-
fectively withdrawn. Thus the case
in issue can be distinguished from
the Oregon case as there has been no
withdrawal of lakebed land in the
present case.

Another portion of the frontage
on Harney Lake discussed in the
Oregon case consisted, of school
lands which passed to Oregon under
a survey approved before the Ex-
ecutive Order. The State had
claimed and received lieu lands else-

where for a deficiency in granted
school lands which deficiency lay
within the meander line. The Court
held at 10-11 as follows: '

* * * [T]he acceptance by the State of
lands elsewhere, in lieu of lands lying
within the meander line adjacent to the
granted uplands, was such a pactical
construction of the boundary, and nec-
essarily involved such a relinquishment
of any interest in the adjacent lands as
an incident to the grant of uplands, as to
preclude the assertion of that claim
here.

Therefore, the United States re-
tained the entire interest in the area
within the meander line of Lake
Harney except such interest as was
acquired by an individual patentee
of the upland who was not party to
the suit.

That holding ist precisely appli-
cable to the case here under con-
sideration. On the basis of the rule
in the Oregon case, we hold that
Montana's selection and acceptance
of other lands in lieu of the lands
within the meander line constituted.
a relinquishment of any interest in
the lands underlying Horseshoe'
Lake as included in the grant of'
the upland portion of the school'
section, or riparian thereto, and
precludes 'any assertion of the State'
claim to such lands.

We find that a meander line is:
not a line of boundary, although it
may be given that eect 'by the
withdrawal, reservation, exception
or relinquishment of lands which
border thereon. To the extent that
Rex, H. Baler, suprca, is inconsistent
with this opinion it is in error, and
we overrule it.
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Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion below is vacated and the case
is remanded to the State Office for
further action consistent with this
'opinion.

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

Adndnistrativbe Judge.

WE Cox ocr:

DoTGLAs E. HENRIQuES,

-Administrative Judge.

JOSEFH W. Goss,

Admiinistrative Judge.

ESTATE OF MARCEL ARASA
(DECEASED COLVILLE, ALLOTTEE

NO. H-120)

2 IBIA 309
Decided May 30, 1,974

Petition to reopen.

Granted and remanded.

105.1 Indian Probate: Administra-
tive Procedure: Applicability to In-
dian Probate

The requirement of the Administrative

Procedure Act, that all decisions of an

Examiner shall include a statement of
findings and conclusions, and the reasons
or basis therefor, on all the material
issues of fact, law, or discretion pre-

sented on the record, is mandatory and

applicable in all decisions of Examiners
in Indian Probate proceedings.

270.1 Indian Probate: Indian Reor-
ganization Act of June 18, 1934:
,Construction of Section 4

The Indian Reorganization Act recog-
nizes two classes of persons who may take
testator's lands by devise, that is, any
menber of the tribe having jurisdiction
over such lands and the legal heirs of
the testator..

375.0 Indian Probate: Reopening:
Generally
Although the superintendent of an In-
dian agency has no interest in the out-
come he is a proper official of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to file a petition for
reopening, under the authority of 43
CFR 4.242.

375.1 Indian Probates Reopening:
Waiver of Time Limitation

An Administrative Law Judge is with-
out power to reopen a case after the pas-
sage of three years from the date the
Judge enters his order, but the Secretary
is not bound by the limitations of 43
CFR 4.242 and he has the authority at
any time to review on proper grounds.

APPEARANCES: Albert . Rennie,
Superintendent Flathead Agency, peti-
tioner, pro se. No appearance for
appellees.

OPINION BY
ADzJIINISTRATI T E JUDGE

TVILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN. APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before this Board on a petition to
reopen dated July 2, 1973, filed by
Albert M1. Renie, Superintendent,
Flathead Agency, Ronan, Montana.

Ali order was entered in the
above-entitled matter on August 11,
1969, by Administrative Law
Judge R. J. Montgomery, wherein
he approved the last will and testa-
ment of Marcel Arcasa. hereinafter

[so LD.
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(DECEASED CLVILLE, ALLOTTEE: NO. H-120)
May 30, 1974 0:

referred to as testator, dated
July 27, 1953.

In paragraph SECOND of said
last will and testament the testator
devised his inherited interests on
the Flathead Reservation, Mon-
tana, to his daughter, Marguerite
Arcasa Lentz and his granddaugh-
ters, Marcella Grace Lentz and
Josette Finley Lentz.

It is the foregoing devise to the
granddaughters only which is the
subject of the petition herein..The
petitioner, although having no in-
terest in the outcome, is a proper of-
ficial of the Bureau of Indian'Af-
fairs to file a petition forreopening
under the provisions of 43 CFR
4.242. Estate of Rose Josephine La-
Rose Wilson Eli, 2 IBIA 60, 80 I.D.
620 (1973).

In support of the petition to re-
open the petitioner alleges, -

1. The Order Approving Will, dated
August 11, 1969, No. E-105-69, does not
comply with the Indian Reorganization
Act (25 U.S.C. 464). The Billings Area
Title Plant, at my request, obtained for
me the complete probate file, including
family history and testimony verifying
that, Marcella Grace Lentz Redthunder
and Josette Finley Lentz 'Osborne, grand-
daughters of the decedent, are not heirs
at law. Neither are they enrolled mem-
bers of the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes. The complete probate
file was received at Flathead Agency,
April 10, 1973.

The Confederated Tribes of the
Salish and Kootenai Tribes* of the
Flathead Reservation, Montana,
voted to accept the provisions of
the Act of June 8, 1934 (48 Stat.
984, 25 U.S.C. § 464). Accordingly,

any devise of lands on that reserva-
tion would be subject to the provi-
sion of section 4 of said Act, sUprar
which in short prevents testamen-

*tary disposition of realty interests
on an organized reservation to any-
one who is neither an heir at law of
the testator nor a memnber of the
tribe having jurisdiction of the land
in question. Solicitor's Opinion, 54
I.D. 584 (1934).

I The Judge in his Order Approv-
ing Will, dated August 11, 1969,.
fails to make findings as to whether
the grandchildren in question are
eligible to take the Flathead' inter-
ests under the will either as (1)
heirs at law of the testator or (2) as
enrolled members of the Flathead
Reservation.

The Administrative Procedure
Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551 et seq., makes it
mandatory that all decisions of a
Judge in Indian probate proceed-
ings include a statement of findings
and conclusions, on all material is-
sues of fact, law or discretion pre-
sented on the record. Estate of Rose
Josephine LaRose Wilson Eli,
supra.

In view of the failure of; the
Judge to make the above-mentioned
findings, the petition to reopen
should be granted and the matter
remanded to the Judge for further
proceedings and disposition along
the lines hereinafter indicated.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the petition to reopen is hereby

1307
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GRANTED and the matter is
hereby REMANDED to the Ad-
inistrative Law Judge for the pur-

pose, of conducting, after due notice
of reopening and hearing to all in-
terested parties, a hearing to:

(1) determine whether the grand-
children in question are eligible to
take the Flathead interests under
the will either as heirs at law of the
*testator or as enrolled members of
-the Flathead tribes, and if not, (2)
-to determine the heirs, in accord-
-ance with Montana Laws of Inter-
:state Succession (in the absence of a
residuary devisee in the will of July
27, 1953), as to the lapsed Flathead
interests devised to said grandchil-
-dren and (3) to issue an appropriate
order or decision consistent with the
evidence adduced in said hearing
:subject. to the right of appeal set
-forth in 43 GFR 4.291.

ALEXANDER H1. WILSON,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR: 0

DAVID J. MlCE,
'Chief Administrative Judge.

UNITED MINE WORKERS OF
AMERICA, DISTRICT NO. 15,

LOCAL UNION 9856

V.

CF&I STEEL CORPORATION

13 IBMA 187
- Decided May 31, 1974

'This matter is before the Board on
iappeal by CF&I Steel Corporation
(CF&I) from a decision of an Admin-

istrative Law Judge (Docket No.
DENV 73-111), issued on October 4,
1973, allowing in part, an Application
for Compensation filed by United Mine
Workers of America, District No. 15
(UMWA), in behalf of certain miners
employed by CF&I at its Allen Mine.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Generally

Although the miners are the real parties
in interest they may be represented by
United Mine Workers of America in an
action brought under section 110(a) of
the Act.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

Immediately upon the issuance of an
order of withdrawal a claim of compen-
sation arises.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Generally

The validity of a section 104(a) with-
drawal order is not in issue in a pro-
ceeding under section 110(a) of the Act.

APPEARANCES: David R. Phipps,
Esq., for appellant, CF&I Steel Cor-
poration.'.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE CHIEF JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

FactucaZ and Procedural
Background

UMWA did not participate in this appeal.
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This is purely a dispute between
the aggrieved miners and the op-
'erating company.

The operative facts necessary to
-a disposition of this appeal are not
in dispute and have been estab-
lished, basically, by stipulation of
'the parties. The facts are as follows:

At approximately 1 p.m. on No-
vember 10, 1972, a roof fall occurred
in the No. 1 entry of the 6th panel
-last section of CF&I's Allen Mine.
'~he area of the roof that fell was
about 15 or 16 feet long by about
10 feet wide. No other area of the
mine was affected by the roof fall.
The entry where' the roof fall oc-
'curred was entered and examined
shortly after the accident by CF&I
personnel. The roof fall was not
occasioned by an explosion or a fire.
Two men were killed by. the roof
fall.

After proper notification, a Min-
'ing Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration (MESA) Inspector
arrived at the Allen Mine, entered
-the foreman's room on the surface
wand advised the superintendent
that he was ordering closure of the
'entire mine and issued an order of
'withdrawal pursuant to section 104 
(a) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969
(Act). 2 When asked by the super-
intendent why he' was closing the
whole mine when only one section
was involved, the inspector replied
that, "my instructions are when a

2P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
-4§ 801-960 (1970).

fatality occurs, we shut down the
entire mine." (Tr. 36.)

The Order of Withdrawal states:
* e * the undersigned duly authorized

representative of the Secretary of the
Interior, upon making an inspection of
the above-named mine on this date finds
that the following described condition or
practice exists in the mine:

Two fatalities have occurred result-
ing from a roof fall accident in, 6 Panel
Main SouthSection. This closure order
is issued pending the completion of an
investigation to determine the cause of

-the accident and means to prevent a,
similar occurrence.

The Order also recited that it was
issued because "an IMMINENT
DANGER EXISTS" and that it
was issued under section 104(a) of
the Act.

Upon issuance' of the Order, the
operator removed all personnel
from the mine.

During the period of time be-
tween the roof fall and the issuance
of the withdrawal order, no MESA
personnel entered the mine.

Shortly after issuance of the
withdrawal order, on November 10,
1972, CF&I considered seeking 're-
view thereof pursuant to section 105
of the Act. However, before an ap-
plication for review was filed a
meeting was held between represent-
atives of CGF&I and MESA in or-
der to determine the latter's position
with respect to the nature and scope
of the withdrawal order. At this
meeting, "they (MESA) indicated
to us (CF&I) that the withdrawal
order, it's (si') normally issued af-
ter a fatal accident has occurred.
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and that this same order might be
withdrawn, vacated." (Tr. 43.) No
application for review of the closure
order was filed by CF&I.

On December 12, 1972, the MESA
inspector issued an Order vacating
the withdrawal order of November
10, 1972, after a thorough investi-
gation "*** disclosed that the
cause of said accident was not the
result of any failure on the part of
management; * * *."
u On December 26, 1972, UMWA,
pursuant to section 110(a) of the
Act, filed with the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals, an Application.
for Compensation on behalf of the
miners who were idled by the clo-
sure order. This Application
clainled compensation for the min-
ers on the "A" shift who were idled
for a portion of that shift, and,
for those on "B" shift w1o were
idled for that entire shift. The
parties (UMWA and CF&I)
reached an agreement as to the
identity of the men who were
working on the "A" shift, their
rate of pay, the period of time they
were idled, and the amount due each
individual miner; (EX. D) and
reached a similar agreement as to
the "B" shift. (Ex. E.)

A full hearing was held on June
t, 1973 at Denver, Colorado, and
the Judge rendered his decision on
October 4, 1973, in which he granted
compensation to the individual min-
ers that he. determined were idled
by the withdrawal order pursuant

to section 110(a) of the Act.

Issues Presented on Appeal

A. Whether UMWA has stand-
ing to prosecute this action in a
representative capacity for the use.
and benefit of the miners, who are
the real parties in interest, under
section 110 (a) of the Act.

B. Whether a withdrawal order
issued pursuant to section 104(a) of
the Act but not in compliance with
the requirements thereof, and subse-
quently vacated, will support a
claim for compensation pursuant to,
section 110 (a) of the Act.

Discussion

A.

In its appeal to this Board, CF&I
does not contend that the JJMWA is
not "an authorized representative of
miners" as that term is used in the
Act and in 43 CFR 4.560 of the reg-
ulations, or that UAIWA has not
been authorized by the individual
miners to represent them in this
claim for compensation. Its conten-
tion is that every action must be
maintained by and in the name of
the real party in interest (individ-
ual miners) and therefore, UMWA
had and has no standing to partici-
pate in this proceeding as a "repre-
sentative action."

This Board, in United Mine
Workers of Anerica, District No.
31, 1 IBMA 31, 48, 8 I.D. 153
(1971), recognized that miners
idled by a withdrawal order are the
proper statutory parties to institute
a proceeding for compensation. We
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also acknowledged that when cer-
*tain conditions were met, PMWITA
could appear as an authorized rep-
resentative of the idled miners.

Under the circumstances of this
case, where the record reflects the
names of those miners, their rate of
pay, the number of hours idled by
the closure order and that UMWA
is an authorized representative of
those idled miners, we are of the
opinion this contention of CF&I is
without foundation in fact or law.
Consequently, we hold that UMWA
was properly acting as the author-
ized representative of the idled
miners in this case.

B.

Basically, the contention of 'CF&I
in this issue is that a valid section
104 (a) closure order is a condition
precedent to establish a claim for
compensation under section 110 (a)
of the Act.

Section 110 (a) of the Act
provides:

If a coal mine or area of a coal mine
is closed by an order issued under sec-
tion 104 of this title, all miners working
during the shift when such order was is-
sued who are idled by such order shall
be entitled to full compensation by the
operator at their regular rates of pay
for the period they are idled, but for not
more than the balance of such shift. If
such order is not terminated prior to the
next working shift, all miners on that
shift who are idled by such order shall
be entitled to full compensation by the
operator at their regular rates of pay for
the period they are idled, but for nottmore
than four hours of such shift. If a coal
mine or area of a coal mine is closed by

an order issued under section 104 of this
title for an unwarrantable failure of the
operator to comply with any health or
safety standard, all miners who are idled
due to such order shall be fully compen-
sated, after all interested parties are
given an opportunity for a public hearing
on such compensation and after such
order is final, by the operator for lost
time at their regular rates of pay for
such time as the miners are idled by such
closing, or for one week, whichever is
the lesser. Whenever an operator violates
or fails or refuses to comply with any
order issued under section 104 of this
Act, all miners employed at the affected
mine who would be withdrawn from, or
prevented from entering, such mine or
area thereof as a result of such order
shall be entitled to full compensation by
the operator at their regular rates of
pay, in addition to pay received for work
performed after such order was issued,
for the period beginning when such order
was issued and ending when such order
is complied with, vacated, or terminated.

In United Mine Workers of
Ameriea, :supra, at pp. 41, 158, we
stated in pertinent part:

X * * Regardless of the sequence of
events or the method by which the miners
were originally withdrawn, a mine, or
section thereof, is officially closed upon
the issuance of an order pursuant to sec-
tion 104, and the miners are officially
idled by such order. * * (Footnote de-
leted.)

Admittedly, in that case, the
Board had before it a 104 (a) with-

drawal order determined to be

valid; however, we believe the same

conclusion must be reached even
though the withdrawal order may

subsequently be found to have been

improperly or mistakenly issued'.

The fact remains that the miners
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-were withdrawn and idled by an or-
der issued by MESA.

As this Board- has previously
held in United Mine Vorkers of
America, .supra, at pp. 44-45, and
160:

* An order issued nursuant to sec-
tion 104 is a prerequisite to any claim
for compensation under section 110(a)
and the withdrawal order must be al-
leged by a miner or miners seeking com-
pensation under this section. It appears
inherent in the terms of this section
that immediately upon the issuance of an
Order of Withdrawal, a claim for com-
pensation arises. * * * Thus, this section
provides a method by which miners may
enforce the mandatory payment of com-
pensation provided them by the Act
where they have been idled by an order
of withdrawal.

We do not view a compensation pro-
ceeding under section 110(a) as a review
proceeding within the legal sense or pur-
view of a section 105 review proceeding;
nor do we construe this. section as pro-
viding an alternate review procedure to
that provided in section 105. * * * There-
fore, a challenge to the withdrawal order
by either the miners or the operator in a
section 110(a) proceeding is inappropri-
priate. * **

No cogent reason has been ad-
vanced by CF&I to cause us to alter
the view we have taken in the past.
Therefore, we find that CF&I's con-
tention on this issue must be re-
jected. Accordingly, we hold that
the miners idled by the MESA
order in this case are entitled to
claim compensation under section
110(a) of the Act.

One other matter raised by CF&I
'deserves comment. In Zeigler Coal
Corporation, 1 IBMA 71, 78 I.D.
362, CCH Employment Safety and

Health Guide, par. 15,371 (1971),
we stated in pertinent part:

* *-" Additionally, there are conse--
quences flowing from the issuance of an
order of withdrawal, such as loss of pro-;
duction and the operator's liability for-
compensation to miners under section
110 of the Act, which require that the-
operator be given an opportunity to ob--
tain a decision on review as to whether-
an inspector's findings underlying his is-.
suance of an order of withdrawal were-
correct. ** * (pp. 78-79, 366.)

CF&I appears to rely heavily--
upon our decision in Zeigler, .supra,,-
to support its contention that a.
right to compensation is premisedi.
upon a valid order of withdrawal..
In our view such reliance is mis--
placed. When the afore-cited por-
tion of Zeigler is considered in con-
text with the express provisions of'
section 110(a), we think it is clear-
that our language in Zeigler was -
directed to and pertainedto a with-
drawal order "for an unwarrantable,
failure of the operator to comply-
with any health or safety stand-
ard." This is manifest when con-
sideration is given to the portion of'
section 110(a) which authorizes a
hearing on the compensation to be-
paid. Zeigler must be read in con-
junction with UnitedVIJine Workers-
of America, supra; which preceded.
it where we held :- "It appears inher-
ent in the terms of-this section that
immediately upon the issuance of-
an order of withdrawal a claim of'
compensation arises." We did not
and do not intend by judicial fiat or-
sub silienttio to overrule our afore--.
cited holding- in Uiteel .Min e
Workers of Aneria..
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WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS H EREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Administrative Law Judge IS
AFFIRMED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that CF&I Steel Corporation pay to
the miners the compensation as de-

termined by the Judge to each of
the miners listed in this decision on
or before thirty days from the day
of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONGUR:

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.
Alternate Administrative Judge-,



CONSOLIDATION COAI COMPANY
May 15, 1974

CONSOLIDATIOXN COAL COMPANY*

3 IEMA 161 Decidedlay15,1974

Appeal by the Xining Enforcement
and Safety Administration (MESA)
from an order by an Administrative
Law Judge (Judge), dated October 16,
1973, dismissing Docket Nos. MORG
72-95-P, MORG 7243-P, MORG 72-
91-F, and MORG 72-104-F due to
MESA's refusal to comply with the
Judge's order of September 12, 1.973.

Vacated and remanded.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of. 1969: Hearings: Powers of
Administrative Law Judges

An Administrative Law Judge lacks au-
thority to order JiXDSA to submit a re-
computed penalty assessment to an
operator.

APPEARANCES: J. Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and Edward
J. Rodzinak, Esq., Trial.Attorney for
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Richard Mc-
Iillan, Jr., Esq., for appellee, Con-

solidation Coal Company.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIIN-
JSTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

.The Board finds that an Admin-
istrative Law Judge (Judge) issued
an order requiring the Mining En-

*Not in Chronological Order.

forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA) to submit proposed
penalty assessment, recomputed ac-
cording to the assessment formula
put into effect on April 24, 1973,
after the decision in National Inde-
pendent Coal Operators Association
v. Morton, 357 F. Supp. 509 (1973) .1
The decision of the Board in the
case of Clinchfield Coal Company, 3
IBMA 154, 81 I.D. 276, CCCHIEm-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 17, 812 (1974), controls the is-
sue here. In Clinchfield we conclud-
ed that a Judge lacked authority to
order MESA to recompute pro-
posed penalty assessments under the
new formula.

Accordingly, the order requiring
recomputation and the ensuing
order of dismissal must be vacated.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the order dismiss-
ing the above-entitled dockets IS
VACATED and the proceedings

1This case has been reversed in National
In dependent Coal Operators Association v.
Morton, No. 78-1678 (D.C. Cir. February 11,
1974) with the Court holding that the Secre-
tary need not prepare a formal decision on
a proposed assessment "where no hearing is
requested by the operator and no issues are-
in dispute." The District Court's decision in
NICOA, sypra, has been supported by the
recent decision in Morton v. Delta ining,
Inc., No. 73-1752 (d Cir. March 20, 1974)
hofdsing contrary to District of Columbia Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals.

81 I.D. No. 6
553-150-- 1
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ARE REMANDED to the Admin-
istrative Law Judge.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

AUTHORITY TO DETERMINE
ELIGIBILITY OF NATIVE

VILLAGES AFTER
-: JUNE 18, 1974*

Statutory Construction: Generally

Although there may be no general rule
for distinguishing between mandatory
and directory provisions, a statute should
be construed according to its subject mat-
ter and the purpose for which it was; en-

acted, and the intention of the legislature
should be controlling.

iStatutory Construction: Administra-
tive Construction

Where a statute directs that administra-
tive action be taken within a stated time
frame, but indicates no consequences for
failure to comply with the time limit
provided, it is necessary to distinguish
between the action and the time frame.

Statutory Construction: Generally-
Statutory Construction: Legislative
History

To deny status as an eligible village to
persons in fact entitled to that status

would be an unjust and unfair denial of
a right specifically granted by Congress,
as evidenced in the legislative history.

Act of December 18, 1971 (43 U.S.C.
§ 1601-1624)
To deny a legislative determination of

*Not In Chronological Order.

village eligibility because of a delay
Caused by' the very magnitude of the
problem that Congress felt necessary to
confront would be contrary to the es-

sence of the settlement itself.

Statutory Construction: Administra-
tive Construction

The timetable set forth by Congress in
the Act of December 18, 1971, is at best

an estimate of time reasonable enough to
accomplish the basic purposes of the act.

M-36876 May 29, 1974

OFFICE OF TE 
SOLICITOR

TO: SECRETARY

Fno-M: SOLICITOR

SUBJECT: AUTHORITY To DETER-

MINE EGIEImITY OF NATIVE VIL-

LAGES AFTER JNE 18, 1974.

There is no universal rule by
which directory provisions may,
under all circumstances, be distin-
guished from those which are man-
datory. Sutherland, Statutory Con-
struction, Section 25.0., Volume 1A,
4th Edition. If the legislature con-
siders the provisions sufficiently im-
portant that exact compliance is
necessary, then the provision is
mandatory. But if the statute is
merely a guide for the conduct of
business and for orderly procedure,
rather than a limitation of power,
the provision will be construed as
directory only. French v. Edwards,
13 U.S. (Wall.) 506 (1871), John
C. Winston Co. v. Vaughan, 11
F.Supp. 954 (Okla. 1935), aid
83 F.2d 370 (10 Cir. 1936).

- Subsection 11(b) (2) of the

[81 I.D.
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Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) 85 Stat. 688, 00;
December 18, 1971 provides:

Within two and one-half years from
the date of enactment of this Act, the
Secretary shall review all of the villages
listed in. subsection (b) () hereof, and
a village shall not be eligible for land
benefits under subsections 14(a) and (b),
and any withdrawal for such village
shall expire, if the Secretary determines
that-

Subsection 11 (b) (3) provides:
Native villages not listed in subsection

(b) (1) hereof shall be eligible for land
and benefits under this Act and lands
shall be withdrawn pursuant to this sec-
tion if the Secretary within two and one-
half years from the date of enactment of
this Act, determines that-

The language of these two subsec-.
tions dealing with determinations
by the Secretary of the eligibility of
both listed and unlisted villages
does not dictate that the two and
one-half year time provision is
mandatory or directory.

Although there may be no general
rule of thumb for distinguishing
between mandatory and directory
provisions, a statute should be con-
strued according to its subjecr
matter and the purpose for which
it was enacted, and the intention of
the legislature should be con-
trolling. Sutherland, spra. "Con-
sideration must be given to the
legislative history, the language of
the statute, its subject matter, the
importance of its provisions, their
relation to the general object in-
tended to be accomplished by the
act, and finally, whether or not

there is a public or private right
involved." Wilcox v. Billings, 2001
ERan. 654.

Before any conclusions can be
drawn on whether or not the two-
and one-half year provision is man---
datory or directory it is necessary
to distinguish between the actiod
which the Secretary is directed to
complete under subsections 11(b)".
(2) and (3) and the time period
during which he must complete such
action. There can be little argumeht
that 'the Secretary must complete a
review of all the listed villages, and
that such a review is mandatory and
essential to the pu rposes of the legis-:
lation. Furthermore, the Secretary
is directed to make determinations
of the eligibility of 'both listed and
unlisted .villages. The question at
hand. however, is whether or not
June 18, 1974, is in fact, a "dead-
line" after which the Secretary can
make no further determinations of,
village eligibility.

The legislative history makes it
clear that it was the intent of Con-
gress "to see that all villages-
whether listed in the Act or not-
which meet the requirements are
granted lands under this Act."'Sen-
ate Report No. 92-405, pages 138-9.
Furthermore, lands surrounding
the villages, whether listed or un-
listed, are withdrawn "to insure
that these lands are protected from
disposition to other parties pending
a determination of the villages eligi-

.bility for benefits under the Act.".

supra, at 136.
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Congress intended that aZZ vil-
lages eligible for benefits should be
granted these benefits and specifi-
cally insures their protection before
final determination through the
Withdrawal procedures. At the
same time, however, Congress in-
tended that on ly those villages
which meet the requirements of sub-
sections 11 (b) (2) and (3) can re-
ceive these benefits and insured that
result by requiring the Secretary to
make a final determination of the
eligibility of each listed, and un-
listed village before the benefits are
conferred upon these villages.

While it may be difficult to dis-
tinguish between the action directed
aid the time frame provided, it is
necessary to make that distinction
here. Because the statute may be
classified for some purposes as di-
rectory does not mean that for all.
purposes it can "be ignored at will."
Borough of Pleasant Hills v. Car-
ro0, 182 Pa. Super. 102. The Secre-
tary must complete certain actions
under subsections 11 (b) (2) and
(3); the question is whether or not
he can exceed a time: frame which
may be directory only. It should be
noted at this point that the differ-
ences between mandatory and di-
rectory, between the imperative and
the permissive, represent a con-
tinuum involving matters of degree
instead of separate, mutually ex-
clusive characteristics, Sutherland
§ 25.04., and that' the distinctions
inay not be as finely drawn as
wished.

As a ule, a statute prescribing
the time within which public officers

are required to perform an official
act regarding the rights of others,
and enacted with a view to the
proper, orderly and prompt "con-
duct of business," is directory unless
it denies the exercise of the power
after such time, or the phraseology
of the statute, or the nature of the
Act to be performed and the con-
sequence of failing to do it at that
time are such that the designation of
time must be considered a limita-
tion on the power of the officer.
When the legislature prescribes the
time when an official act is to be
performed, the broad legislative
purpose is to be considered in decid-
ing whether the time prescribed is
directory or mandatory. If the
statute is directory, the legislative
intention is to be complied with as
nearly as practicable. Therefore, a
statute requiring a public body,
merely for the orderly transaction
of business, to fix the time of per-
formance of certain acts which may
as effectively be done at another
time is usually regarded as direc-
tory. 67 C.J.S. Officers, Section 114
(b).

Statutory provisions fixing the
time for performance of acts may be
either mandatory or directory, in ac-
cordance with the legislative intent
and will ordinarily be held directory
where there are not negative words
restraining the doing of the act after
the time specified, and no penalty is
imposed for delay. On the other
hand, such provisions are to be taken
as mandatory where consequences
attach to the failuie to comply; and
where the act concerns vested rights,

[81 .D.
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procedure or other similar matters,
the statute is generally mandatory.
82 C.J.S. Statutes, Section 379.

In the determination of whether
time provisions should have manda-
tory or directory effects there is an
outstanding example of statutory
construction not on the basis alone
of ascertaining the actual intent of
the legislatureybut on the grounds
of policy and equity to avoid harsh,
unfair or absurd consequences. Al-
though these considerations may be
couched in terms of legislative in-
tent, it is apparent that the decision
rests on an inference of what the leg-
islature can be presumed to have in-
tended had it anticipated a situation
that may have arisen in.a particular
case. Sutherland, spra, at Section
57T.19. 

It may be difficult to conceive of
anything more absolute than a time
limitation. And yet, for obvious
reasons, founded in fairness and jus-
tice, time provisions are often found
to be directory merely, where a man-
datory construction might do great
injury to persons not at fault, as in
a case where slight delay on the part
of a public officer might prejudice
private rights or the public inter-
est. It has been aptly stated that
"when there is no substantial reason
why the thing by statute required to
be done might not as well be done
after the time prescribed as before;
[when there is] no presumption
that, by allowing it to- be done,. it
may work an injury or wrong;
[when there is] nothing in the act
itself * * * indicating that the legis-

lature did not intend that it should
rather be done after the time pre-
scribed than not done at all-the
courts will deem the statute direc-
tory merely." State v. Idustrial
Commnissi on, 233 Wis. 461..

A statute specifying a time within
which a public officer is to perform
an official act regarding the rights
and duties of others is directory un-
less the nature of the act to be per-
formed, or the phraseology of the
statute, is such that the designation
of time must be considered a limita-
tion on the power of the officer.
Sutherland, spra.

The language of the two and one-
half year provision contained in
both subsections 11(b)(2) and 11
(b) (3) is neither directory nor man-
datory on its face. With respect to
listed villages the two and one-half
year provision would appear to limit
the time within which the Secretary
must review all the listed villages
and make a determination of the eli-
gibility of each village listed. With
respect to unlisted villages, the same
provision would limit the time
within which the Secretary may de-
termine an unlisted village eligible
for benefits under the Act.

The mere language of these sub-
sections can in no way resolve the
ambiguity of the time provision. A
time provision cannot be mandatory
"unless it both expressly requires an
agency or public official to act within
a particular time period and speci-
fies consequences for failure to coin-
ply with the time provision." Fort
WortAh National Corp. v. Fedealt
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Savings and Loan Insurance, Corp.,
469 F.2d 47 (th ir. 1972). No "ex-
press requirements" can be read into
either of these provisions.

It is necessary, therefore, to de-
terinine the legislative intent relat-
inlg to this particular provision and
to the Act as a whole. Whether the
language of a statute is imperative
br merely 'permissive depends on the
iitention as disclosed in the nature
of he Act. Ballou v. Kemp, 92 F.2d
t56 (1937). The intent of the act
661itrols, and when the spirit and
purposes of the act require the words
to be construed as permissive, it will
be done. Antonopulos v. Aerojet-
General Corporation, 295 F. Supp.
1390 (D.C. Cal. 1968). "Whether a
statutory requirement is mandatory
in the sense that failure to comply
'therewith vitiates the action taken,
br directory, can only be determined
`by ascertaining the legislative in-
tent." Vaughn v. John C. lVinston

'o','83 F.2d 370 (1936).
The legislative history on this

particular provision is in no way
h-elpful. as there is no mention made
either of the two and one-half year
provision, or of mandatory or di-
rectory time requirements in gen-
eral. It may only be said that, if
'there is no substantial reason why
'ibe determinations by the Secretary
might not well be done" after June
18 as' before there is nothing'n the

gislative history to indicate that
'the legislature did not so intend,
and therefore the provisions will be
Adeeined directory. Diamond Match
\Jonmpany v.; United States, 181 F.
Supp. 952 (1960).

In order to determine legislative
intent of the Act and in order to
put the subsections 11(b) (2) and
(3) in perspective, it is necessary
to examine language relating to
these subsections and to other pro-
visions in the Act which contain
time limits.

The definition of "Native Vil-
lage" in. section 3 (c) contains no re-
quirement that the Secretary make
his determination of eligibility
within two and one-half years; the
only prerequisite under the defini-
tion is that the group "meets the re-
quirements of this Act," and that
"the Secretary determines [it] was,
on the 1970 census enumeration date
(as shown by the census or other
evidence satisfactory to the Secre-
tary, who shall make findings of
fact in each instance), composed of
twenty-five or more Natives."

The Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act does, however, contain
language which clearly contains
mandatory, time requirements.
These express requirements require
the Secretary to act within a par-
ticular time period and specify a
consequence for failure to comply
with such time limit. These require-
ments are clearly mandatory. Fort
Worth Nat. Corp., Id.

Paragraph 17(d) (2) (B). pro-
vides that:

Lands withdrawn pursuant to para-
graph (A) hereof must be withdrawn
within nine months of the date of en-
actment of this Act, All unreserved pub-
lic lands not withdrawn under paragraph
(A) or subsection 17(d) (1) shall be
available for selection by the State and
for appropriation under the public land
laws. (Italics added.)
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Unmistakably the time period im- determinations of eligibility. Para-
posed here is mandatory. The Sec- graph 22(h) (1) provides that all
dietary must act. within a certain withdrawals shall terminate within
time or a penalty-is imposed. four-years of date of enactment, ex-

Likewise,; paragraph 17(d) (2) cept that withdrawals for the
(C) provides: . Southeast villages (section e1l)

A. . ~~~shall terminate three years fromEvery six months, for a period of two s
years from the date of enactment* * *, date of enactment. Therefore, the
the Secretary shall advise the Congress fact that such withdrawals run suh-
* t and submit his recommendations stantially past the two and one-half
* #. Any lands wit hdraurn p)ursuant year period and that such with-
to paragraph (A) not recommended for
addition to or creation as units of the drawal does not terminate automa-
National Park, *** Systems at te end tically indicates that the two and
of the two years shall be available for one-half year period is directory.
selection by the State and the Regional Furthermore, the Secretary is given:
Corporations, and for appropriation the authority in paragraph 22(h)
under the public land laws. (Italics
added.) (4) to terminate any withdrawal

Paragraph when he determines that the with'
- 1aragraph 7Y(d) (2) (ID) pro- drawal is no longer necessary to aC7
vides:- complish the purposes of theAct.

Areas recommended byt the, Secretary Such authority is discretionary and
pursuant to paragraph (C) shall remain not triggered by the lapse of a two
withdrawn from any appropriation * * * and one-half year period
until such time as the Congress acts on
the Secretary's recommendations, but not Paragraph 22(h)(3) specifically
to eceed five years from the recommen- states that the terminations of with-
dation dates. he withdrawal of areas drawals set forth in section 22 do
not so recommended shall terminate at not apply to section 17, which is the
the end of the to ygear period. (Italics

added.) . . . ~~~oiie section of the. Act where. the
Secretary is burdened with manda-

It is obvious that Congress is ex- tory .time schedules and specific
p]icit when it intends that' a par- penalty provisions. The failur of
ticiular time provision be manda- section 22 to make any provisions
tory. Not only is the' requirement for the withdrawals authority con-
expressly set forth; a consequence ta1ed in subsections f1(b) (2) and
for failure to abide by such a shed- (3) is therefore significant. If the
ule is specified.; X i- 0 two and one-half year period were

Furthermore, the withdrawals intended to be mandatory, section
which are accomplished for pur- 22 would ha've stated that the 'with-
poses of village eligibility do not drawal provisions which call for
automatically expire two and one- termination in three or four years
half years from date of enactment would specifically not applyto sub-
if te Secretary fails to make his sections 11(b) (2) and (3).
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The Act does set forth a definite
time schedule and a series of
guidelinesfor purposes of precipi-
tating an orderly' and prompt
settlement. The Secretary is for
example, directed to divide Alaska
intq 12 regional corporations within
one year, to complete enrollment
within two years, to make a (2) (c)
study within three years, to convey
lands immediately after selection
by patent, to submit annual reports.
And it is clear that Congress in-
tended that the settlementbe com-
pleted in as prompt and orderly a
fashion as possible. Subsection 2 (b)
provides that "the settlement should
be accomplished rapidly, with
certainty, * * * without litigation
* * **i' But'it is important to note
that the only provisions relating to
acts by the Secretary which are ex-
pressly mandatory and -which' con-
tain a penalty clause are those con-
t ned in section 17.

W',hen no consequences attach to
fiupre to comply, when no 'penalty
is imposed for delay, and when
there are no negative words re-
straining the doing of the Act after
the time specified as contained in
paragraphs 17(d) (2) (B), (C) and
,(D), the courts will deem the
statute directory merely. Diamond
Hatch, Id.; Fort Worth, Id.

Where there is no substantial
reason why the determination re-
quired by subsections 11,(b),(2) and
(3) ight not well be done after
Jlune 18 as beforea June 18 and
where there is no indication that the
Congress did not so intend, then
the designation of time shall not be

considered' a limitation on the
power of the Secretary. His power
to exercise such determinations is
not denied after June 18. If the de-
terminations of village' eligibility
are made after June 18, the purpose
of the statute will have been sub-
stantially complied with and no
substantial rights jeopardized.
Sutherland, § 25.03.

§ (a)' provides that :
* * :the State of Alaska shall be' di-

vided by the Secretary. within one year
after the date. of enactment of this Act
into twelve geographic regions ' *

Although'the: Secretary was di-
rected to complete his division of
-the State within one year, he was
unable to complete this task within
the time frame' set forth by Con-
gress. Stipulations were made by
the Regional Corporations and the
Secretary after the time period had
passed. These agreements were ap-
proved by the Courts in Arctic
Slope v. Doyon and Morton, Civil
No. A-38-73 (D. Alaska, April
19i73),,Ahtna, Inc. v. Doyaond
Mort n,, Civil No. A-198472 (,
Alaska, August 1973), thereby giv"
ing express judicial approval o a
Secretarial determination after the
time period set -forth by Congress
in the Act itself. -

Further-more, § 5, which directs
'the Secretary [to] prepare withi
two years from the date of enact-
ment of th'is Act a roll of all Natives,
* *' * ," requires that the roll "show
for each Native the region in which
he resided on the date of the 1970
census enumeration." In order for
the Secretary to uncdertake the prep.

[ S1 i,
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aration of the roll, he needed to
ascertain the regional boundaries.
The one determination is dependent
on the other; similarly, a delay in
the former necessarily caused a
delay in the initiation of the latter.
But the courts, realizing the com-
plexities of the problems involved
and the necessity for a certain and
just determination at each step in
this long procedure leading to final
resolution of the settlement, recog-
nized that the time frame cannot be
imposed in such a manner that the
very interests protected by the Act
would suffer because of a slight
delay in the implementation of its
provisions.

The preparation of the roll was
completed by December 18, 1973, as
provided in § 5. The magnitude of
that undertaking caused many ad-
ministrative difficulties. The possi-
bility of error, through fraud or
-mistake, in preparation of the roll
-cannot be denied. The Secretary has
the power, after notice and an op-
portunity to be heard, to strike from
the roll names placed thereon
through fraud or mistake, GarfteZd
v. Goldsby, 211 U.S. 249 (1908),
Campbell v. Wadsworth, 248 U.S.
169 (1918). This power exists even
though the roll has been made "com-
plete," Lowe v. Fisher, 223 U.S. 95
'(1912).

Under §'12(a) (1), the Village
(corporations are given a period of
three years in which to select, in ac-
cordance with rules established 'by
the Secretary, the acreages to which
the village is entitled under § 14(b)

and provides that the villages shall
make additional selections for land
which the Regional Corporation
shall reallocate from acreage in-
eluded in the difference between
twenty-two million acres and the
total area selected by the eligible
villages pursuant to 12 (a). No time
period is set by the Act for this dif-
ferential selection by the villages,
but the Secretary has construed
§ 12(b) asallowingthevillagesIfour
years to make such selections and
has provided in 43 CFR § 2651.4 (f),
the villages a four year period in
which to file their applications for
these selections. The Secretary fur-
ther provides in § 2651.4(f) that
villages may file applications in ex-
cess of their total entitlement.

Again the statute has set a three
year period for land selections by
Village Corporations. The Secre-
tary has required that the filing of
appropriate applications be within
this three year period, and the appli-
cations' for differential acreage
within four years, but has made al-
lowance for the settlement and ad-
judication of these crucial rural
land selections for a later time.
Land selections can be made con-
temporaneously with determina-
tions of the village eligibility and
the Secretary has so provided in
order to facilitate the quickest solu-
tion to a tremendously complex
situation. The end result is that the
land selection process moves for-
ward contemporaneously but sepa-
rately from the determinations of
village eligibility. Furthermore a
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delay in determination of village
eligibility will neither delay nor
interfere with the selection of lands
by the villages.

There is nothing to indicate that
Congress did not intend that the
determination should be made by
-the Secretary after June 18 rather
than not done at all. If Congress
had intended to dissolve the Secre-
bary's authority to make such deter-
minations of village eligibility after
June 18, it would have been explicit
in denying him the exercise of that
authority after the two and one-half
year period. The Secretary retains
his authority over the withdrawals
for either three or four years, or
until such time as he determines
that the withdrawal is no longer
necessary to accomplish the pur-
poses of the Act. And it is settled
Departmental policy that the Sec-
retary may exercise his authority
over lands that are still within his
control as part of the public 'domain.
B. E. Burnaugh, 67 I.D. 366 (1960).

Where the time or manner of per-
forming the action directed by stat-
ute is not essential to the purpose
of the statute, provisions in regard
to time or method are generally in-
terpreted as directory only. Suther-
land, Section 25.04. It cannot be
said that Congress intended that
the time frame set forth in the Act
is to be disregarded or to be taken
lightly. Such a framework was im-
,posed for the purposes of orderly
'and prompt processing of the settle-
ment package.' In the one sense, the
time frame must be considered an
essential part of the statute; at the

same time, however, the time limits
do not dictate strict compliance
where the broad purpose of the:
legislation would be sacrificed. The
particular time provision in ques-
tion does not go to the substance of
the act to be completed, namely the
determination of those villages eli-.
gible for benefits under the terms
of the settlement, ad therefore 'is.
directory. Vcughnm, Id.

In the absence of direct evidence
of legislative intent with regard to
this particular provision, it is ap-
propriate to ascertain what Con-
gress would have intended had it
anticipated the situation at hand.
It is difficult to imagine that Con-
gress would have intended that the
determinations of village eligibility
should suffer because the Secretary
could not meet the tremendous stat-
utory burden imposed upon him
within a certain time frame. Neither
should persons be denied or granted
village status by default, nor should
decisions of eligibility be made in
such a cursory fashion that the
rights of all parties to the settlement
should suffer. Congress did not in-
tend that a slight "overrun" should
prejudice private rights or the pub-
lic interest. Because a delay in the
determination of village eligibility
is allowed under the overall frame-
work of the Act, because a delay
would not hamper the workings of
the other provisions, because proper
allowances can be made for such
a delay without prejudicing the in-
terests of those party to the settle-
ment, it would seem inconceivable
to precipitate deliberation by for-

324~ [81,LD.1
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feiture or by hasty procedures, at
the expense of one of the most basic
provisions of the Act, namely, the
determination of village eligibility.
To impose any other solution would
be contrary to the spirit of the Act.

It has been argued repeatedly
that the Settlement Act must be lib-
erally construed in favor of the Na-
tives at all *points. It should be
noted, however, that the cases cited
for this proposition deal with a con-
cept and a relationship that is 'dis-
tinctly different from that involved
in this Act. The court in Squire v.
Capoevnan, 351 U.S. 1 (1956) dis-
cusses "the traditional guardian-
ward relations/ip between the
United States and the'Indians" and
quotes from Carpenter v. Shaw, 280
U.S. '363 (1930) as follows:

t * Doubtful expressions are to be
resolved in favor of the weak and defense-
less people who are wards of the nation,
dependent upon its protection and good
faith. * ** '"The language used in trea-
ties with the Indians should never be
construed to their prejudice. If words be
made use of, which are susceptible of a
more extended meaning than their plain
import, as connected with the tenor of
the treaty, they should be considered as
used only in the latter sense" [quoting in
turn from Worcester v. The State of
Georgia, 6 Pet. 515 (1832)].

As is emphasized time and time
again in the legislative history of
the Settlement Act, Congress in-
tended the Act to be "a more just
and; hopefully, a wiser resolution
than has been typical of our coun-
try's history in dealing with Native
people in other times and in other

states." Senate Report 92-405, pages;
61-62. "The settlement of Alaska
Native land claims is to be final and
complete and the present legislation:
intends to avoid prolonged legal or
property distinctions or implica-I
tions of wardship based upon racer
supra, at 80. Furthermore, the Dec-.
laration of Policy in § 2(b) states
that:

The settlement should be accomplished
rapidly, . . . without establishing any

permanent racially defined institutions,
rights, privileges, or obligations, without
creating a reservation system or lengthy
wardship or trusteeship.

This settlement is unique and the
Natives are party to this settlement
in a manner that makes their rela-
tionship with the Federal Govern-
nient distinct and distinguishable
from'- their traditional- wardship
status in the Lower-48.

Although the argument that
legislation dealing with Natives
must be liberally construed in favor
of the Natives does not apply to th6
Settlement Act because the Act is a
settlement among three-parties, is' a
unique piece of legislation designed
to solve a unique problem, and is in-
tended by Congress expressly to be
a completely different solution to a
separate and distinct problem, it
must be kept in mind that if an in"
proper village is considered eligibk
because of a hasty determination by
the Secretary, that village will unZ1
justly benefit at the expense of the
other valid villages. The few will
benefit undeservedly, ahd at the exi.
pense of the many.- Under § 14(a):

325
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of the Act, the qualified villages will
Receive patent to the lands selected
render 12 (a): and (b). The total
-amount of land allocated to the vil-
3ages is 22 million acres and villages
'that would qualify because the
Secretary was unable to make a

.'proper determination of eligibility
would be depriving valid, qualified
villages of their differential land
tuider § 12(b). The Native villages
are entitled to 22 million acres of
land, period. It would be unfair for
the Secretary to distribute land to a
village that, in fact, should not qual-
ify as a village at the expense of
those villages which Congress in-
tended be granted specific benefits
apart from those associations of
people who could qualify only as
groups under the Act ( 3(d) ).

It is obvious that the converse, to
wit, the denial of status as an
eligible village to a number of per-
sons in fact entitled to that status,
would be an unjust and an unfair
denial of a right specifically granted
to those qualified by Congress.

Furthermore, under § 12(a) (1),
an improperly qualified village may
select lands from within National
Wildlife Refuge Systems, National
Forests and from lands tentatively
approved to Alaska under the
Statehood Act. If these selections
were ultimately conveyed to an un-
;qualified village, the State, a spe-
4cific party to the settlement, would
suffer unjustly. In addition, if
lands were improperly conveyed
from within National Wildlife
Refuges and National Forests, such
a conveyance would be in direct

conflict with the purposes of para-
graphs 17(d) (2) (A) and 22(e)
which specifically provide for addi-
tions to such systems. These addi-
tions were considered necessary by
Congress in providing for the pub-
lic interest and the interests of the
Federal Govermnent as the third
party to this settlement.

The settlement must be accom-
plished rapidly and without liti-
gation. It is clear by the very nature
of the Act that Congress intended
"the certainty, the flexibility and.
the detail of a legislative settlement
rather than a judicial settlement."
Senate Report, 92-405, supra, at 62.
To deny a legislative determination
of village eligibility because of a
delay caused by the very magnitude
of the problem that Congress felt
necessary to confront would be
contrary to the essence of the settle-
ment itself. Congress would not
have intended that the proper de-
termination of something as basic
as village eligibility be thwarted by
a slight delay in the implementa-
tion procedures.

The settlement is unique. Years
of effort and study created this
complex but final solution to an in-
soluble problem. It is certain that
Congress did not intend that the
implementation procedure be so
precise that the very rights of those
it had labored to protect be 'subject
to the vagaries of the judicial proc-
ess. It is inconceivable that Con-
gress could have considered that the
complexities and magnitude of the
problem would vanish in the face
of orderly procedural guidelines. In
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those instances where Congress felt
that time periods must be imposed,
it provided the appropriate penal-
ties for failure to meet such dead-
lines. But where guidelines were
imposed for the purposes of acti-
vating the most rapid procedures
possible under the burdensome cir-
cumstances, Congress did not see fit
to bridle the Secretary. beyond any
reason.

In United States v. Morris, 252
F. 2d 643 (5th Cir. 1958), a mi-
grant labor agreement between the
United States and the Republic of
Mexico whereby United States
guaranteed that employers would
pay the prevailing wage rate or
contract rate, whichever was
higher, required that a "joint de-
termination" that the United States
agricultural employer had failed to
pay the prevailing wage rate be
concluded within ten days. The
court held that the ten day require-
ment was directory only and that a
determination concluded some 23
days later was a valid deter-
mination.

The court's discussion of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1949 and its legis-
lative intent is appropriate to the
Settlement Act and the question at
hand.

This procedure for joint determina-
tion covered many areas of possible con-
troversy in addition to this simpler
question of the actual wage paid in com-
parison to the administratively deter-
mined "prevailing wage." With workers
scattered over the wide geographical
area of this agricultural employment,

the scheme of adjustment calling for ad-
judication by 'the two sovereigns through
selected representatives, each of whok.
had other governmental dties to per-
form, and the nature of potential dis-
putes comprising many of substantial
complexity and controversy, it is not
reasonable to believe that these two Gov-
ernnments intended, by this language, to
establish a procedural remedy that
would fail altogether for any case, no
matter how serious or aggravated, which
was incapable of resolution within ten
days. On the contrary, these considera-
tions suggest strongly that the ten-day
limitation was directory, not mandatory,
and prescribed out of recognition that
two independent sovereigns with no
coercive sanctions available were pledg-
ing each other to handle these complaint
proceedings with dispatch, that neither
would needlessly delay them, and as a
specific target, the period of ten days
would normally be sufficient.

Whether construed as a statute, or a
treaty, or a statutorily authorized con-
tract we discern no intention to adhere
to literalism. It is not decisive and must
give way to the purpose otherwise so
clearly revealed. *

The problems confronted 'by the
Secretary in administering the
Alaska Native Claims 'Settlement
Act are of substantial complexity
and controversy. It is unreasonable
to believe that Congress intended
for determinations of village eligi-
bility either to fail or be hastily
made because they were incapable'
of resolution within two and one-
half years. Congress intended that
the Secretary proceed with dis-
patch in 'administering the Act,
within the time framework set
forth-by Congress. Needless delays
must 'be avoided and the schedule

3161 327
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must be used as a guideline, but not
-at all costs.

The timetable set forth by Con-
'gress is at best an estimate of time
reasonable enough to accomplish
the basic purposes of the Act. Two
and one-half years was the specific
target date set forth by Congress,
but it cannot be blindly met, at the
-expense of the basic purposes of the
act, namely a proper and reasoned
settlement for once and -for all of

-lobug-standing disputes between the
Natives, the State of Alaska and
the Federal Government.

I IKENT FRIZZELL,

Solicitor.

QUARTO MINING COMPANY
AND -

NACCO MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA 199 Decided June119, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration (MESA)
from an initial decision by an Admin-
istrative Law Judge (Docket Nos.
VINC. 74-62, 74-63 and 7469),

-dated February 13, 1974, vacating
three Orders of Withdrawal.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Immi-
nent Danger

In an application for review of a section
104(a) order, the order is properly va-
cated where the operator, by a prepon-
derance of the evidence, proves that im-
minent danger was not present when the
order was issued.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and W.
Hugh O'Riordan, Esq., Trial Attorney,
for appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Timothy M.
Biddle, Esq., for appellees, Quarto and
Nacco Mining Companies. -

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF HINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The procedural and factual back-
ground of this case is adequately
set forth in the Administrative Law
Judge's (Judge) decision.'

As we review the record, there is
nothing that would tend to establish
the probability of imminent danger.
As a matter of fact all of the sur-
rounding circumstances would sup-
port at most a bare possibility that
such a condition could exist. On the
other hand, the evidence adduced by
the operators clearly overcame this
bare possibility and in our view pre-
ponderates, i.e., an imminent danger
condition did not exist at the time
the Orders were issued.

In our opinion the record fully
supports the Judge's conclusion that
these Orders were issued to bring
about more rapid compliance with
the cited-safety standard and not be-
cause of the presence of an imminent
danger. The record contains sub-
stantial evidence to the effect that
when an inspector observes a "wheel
parked on a cable" (in accordance
with his instructions) he is required
to issue a 104(a) withdrawal order

1 The Judge's decision follows, 3 IBMA 203.
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and that if he didn't he would have
to justify such a failure to his super-
visor.

This Board in the past has held
that a 104(a) order of withdrawal
is to be issued only where imminent
danger is found to exist (United
Mine Worke's of Amnerica, District
:.31 v. Cinchfield Coal Company,
1 IBMA 31, 78 I.D. 153 (1971)). In
Freeman Coal Aining Corp., 2
IBMA 197, 80 I.D. 610, CCIH Em-
ployient Safety and Health Guide
par. 16,567 (1973), we determined,
,inter aia, that the determination of
whether imminent danger is present
in a given situation, is that the cited
'condition or practice would be the
conclusion by a reasonable man that
imminent danger existed at the time
-of issuance of a 104 (a) withdrawal
order. Imminent danger is defined
in section 3 (j) of the Federal Coal
-Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 2 to be "the existence of any
condition or practice in a coal mine
which could reasonably be expected
to cause death or serious physical
harm before such condition or prac-

-tice can be abated."
- Applying the foregoing to the
circumstances in this case we find
imminent danger was not present.
Accordingly, we conclude that the
Orders of Withdrawal were proper-
ly vacated by the Judge.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by

2P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).

the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1 (4)), IT - IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Administrative Law Judge issued
February 13, 1974, IS AF-
FIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

H. J. SCIIELLENBERG) JR.,

A lterncate Adminitrative Judge.

DECISION

3 IBMA 203
February 1 1974

This is a review proceeding under
section 105 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969. The operators, Quarto Mining
Company and Nacco Mining Coin-
pany, seek to have Orders of With-
drawal No. 1 RWU, October 23,
1973; 1 JET, October 24,1973; and

* 1 RWVU, October 12, 1973, vacated.
The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
and the United Mine Workers of
America have filed answers in op-
position to the applications for
review.

Hearings on the applications
were held in the U.S. Tax Court-
room, Federal Building, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania, on January 7,
1974. The operators were repre-
sented by Timothy M. Biddle, Esq.,
Washington, D.C. MESA was rep-
resented by Hugh O'Riordan, Esq.,
Office of the Solicitor, Washington,
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D.C. The UMWA was not repre-
sented at the hearing.

Issue
The issue is whether or not an im-

minent danger existed at the time
the orders of withdrawal in ques-
tion were issued by Inspectors
Uhazie and Turkal.

Pertinent Law, Regulations and
Instructionls

If, upon any inspection of a coal mine,
an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary finds that an imminent danger
exists, such representative shall deter-
mine the area throughout which such
danger exists, and thereupon shall issue
forthwith an order requiring the opera-
tor of the mine or his agent to cause
immediately all persons, except those re-
ferred to in subsection (d) of this sec-
tion, to be withdrawn from, and to be
prohibited from entering, such area until
an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary determines that such imminent
danger no longer exists. [30 U.S.C. § 814
(a) Section 104(a) of the Act]

"(I) mminent danger" means the ex-
istence of any condition or practice in a
coal mine which could reasonably be ex-
pected to cause death or serious physical
harm before such condition or practice
can be abated. [30 U.S.C. § 802(j) ; See-
tion 3 (j ) of the Act.]

Trailing cables shall be adequately
protected to prevent damage by mobile
equipment. [30 CEPR 75.606.]

Unprotected cables that are run over
by any type of mobile equipment would
be in noncompliance with this section and
would warrant the issuance of a 104(a)
Order of Withdrawal. [Section 75.606 of
Coal Mine Safety Inspection Manual,
September 1972.]

Suwmmary of Evidence

The Orders of Withdrawal in-
volved in these cases were issued on
three separate days. The first, issued

by Inspector Uhazie on October 23,
1973, at the Powhatan Mine No. 4,
stated that:,

No. 4 shuttle car-was parked on the
energized trailing cable of the No. 5
shuttle car operating in the Main West
section.

The second order, issued by In-
spector Turkal at the Powhatan No.
6 Mine on October 24, 1973, reads as
follows:

The serial number 52 scoop car being
operated by P. Martin, scoop car operator,
and being supervised by G. Brown, sec-
tion foreman, was trammed over the
energized trailing cable provided for the
serial number 1471-1 roof bolting
machine located 30 feet inby survey sta-
tion 65 plus 75 in No. 4 entry of Main
South section.

The third order, issued Novem-
ber 12, 19T3, by Inspector Uhazie,
reads as follows:

The No. 4 roof bolting machine was
observed parked with one wheel sitting
on an energized trailing cable of the
auxiliary exhaust fan located in the last-
open crosscut between the Nos. 2 and 3
entries of the 2 Right off 1 Main North
section.

Each order of withdrawal was
terminated by requiring the opera-
tor to cut out the portion of the
cable that had been run over, and
by installing a permanent splice.

The particular facts set out in
the orders of withdrawal were not
seriously contested by the appli-
canits. The trailing cables were, in
fact, run over by rubber-tired equip-
ment in contravention of 30 CFR
75.606. There was unanimity among
the witnesses that no hazardous con-
ditions such as methane gas accumu-

t 8 1.D.
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lations, ventilation failures, etc.,
were present at the time the orders
of withdrawal were issued. The in-
spectors testified that they consid-
ered the possibility of sharp objects
being on the floor of the mine which
might have damaged a run-over
cable, but there was no testimony
that the floor contained, in fact, any
such sharp objects.

Inspectors Uhazie and Turkal
testified that prior to October
1973, it had been standard practice
to issue 104(b) notices whenever a
trailing cable was run over by
mobile equipment. Thereafter,
orders of withdrawal were issued on
the premise that this practice placed
mine employees in imminent dan-
ger. Both inspectors testified that
they did not feel bound by instruc-
tions in the Coal Mine Safety In-
spection Manual for Underground
Mines, September 1972, section
75.606, which provides that orders
of withdrawal under section 104(a)
shall be issued when mobile equip-
ment is run over unprotected cables.
Both inspectors testified that they
had been instructed to require the
operators to cut out a section of an
energized cable that had been run
over by mobile equipment, or to re-
quire the operator to remove the
cable from the mine for testing. In-
spector Turkal testified that when
mobile equipment runs over a de-
energized cable, a section 104(b)
notice is issued and there is no re-
quirement that the cable be spliced.
The inspectors insisted that neither
the issuance of the orders, nor the
termination requirement, were in

553-150-74 2

the nature of penalty sanctions
against the operator.

Although witnesses for MESA
steadfastly insisted that running
over trailing cables results in an i-
minent danger, there was no con-
vincing -testimony put on by MESA
as to the expected result of this prac-
tice. No witness testified that he had
seen a mine employee killed or in-
jured simply because a rubber-tired
wheel had run over a cable. The
contention was that this practice
might possibly cause a rupture,
which might then result in a short,
which then might produce a fire.
Or, that a wire might be bared,
which could result in electrocution.
Although the MESA witnesses
testified that they expected the cable
to be ruptured, they also testified
that such an event was a possibility,
not a probability. Very few hard
facts were brought into evidence re-
garding the dangers incident to run-
ning over trailing cables.

Mr. Roy E. Jones, electrical in-
spector for MESA, testified that
government records from 1952 to
1972 showed that 33 reportable miner
fires were directly attributable to
equipment running over trailing
cables. Mr. Jones was testifying
from memory, and no documents
were submitted in evidence to sup-
port this statement. Furthermore,
Mr. Jones did not report a single in-
stance of death or injury resulting
from the 33 fires which he claimed
resulted from the practice of run-
ning over cables. Mr. Jones testified
that inspectors were not ordered to
issue section 104(a) orders whenever
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a cable is run over, but he conceded
that the inspectors had, been told
that they should do so. He further
testified that he would issue such an
order each and every time an ener-
gized cable is run over, and that he
had given explicit instructions to
inspectors "that this is the route
they would take."

In the opinion of witnesses for the
operator, no imminent danger re-
sults when a cable is run over by
mobile equipment. The requirement
by MESA that a section of the cable
must be cut out when run over by
mobile equipment creates even a
greater hazard in their opinion. A
spliced cable, in their view, is not as
safe as an unspliced cable. The op-
erators put in evidence test data
Showing that the cables used in the
mines in question were able to with-
stand, being run over hundreds of
times by 20,000-pound trucks and
16-ton forklifts with no damage to
the cables. In the view of witnesses
for the operators, the possibility of
damage to a cable by being. run over
is extremely remote. MESA made
no attempt to rebut the test data put
in evidence by the operators.

Discussion
The overwhelming weight of the

evidence in these cases establishes
'that no imminent danger existed at
the time the orders were issued. It is

' clear that these orders were issued to
-bring about better compliance with
a particular safety standard, and
that the requirement that a cable be
spliced if run over when energized
is nothing more than' added punish-
ment to the operator. At times the

testimony of the government's wit-
nesses approached sheer sophistry.
For example, why must an operator
cut out a section of a cable rum over
when energized, when no such re-
quirement is made when a deener-
gized cable is run over? If the in-
spectors are not bound by instruc-
tions, then why were notices issued
prior to October 1972, and orders
for the same violation thereafter?
What meaning is to be given to the
testimony of Inspector Jones, who
stated that inspectors are not re-
quired to issue orders of withdrawal
for violations of 30 CR 75.606,
when he also testified that he had
given explicit instructions that "this
is the route they would take" '

The practice of rrunning over un-
protected trailing cables is a clear
violation of a particular mandatory
safety standard. However, no cred-
ible evidence in the record shows
that the violations in the cases at
hand presented any imminent
danger to nine employees. Section
104(a) orders are not to be issued,
willy-nilly, for violations of safety
standards. The language of section
104(a) and section 3(j) is clear,
cogent, and concise: there must be a
reasonable expectation that death
or injury will result before a con-
dition or practice-can be abated.

It is obvious to layman and
lawyer alike that an operator is de-
prived of certain fundamental
rights when section 104(a) orders

-are issued for the sole purpose of
enforcing specific safety standards.
Should such an order be ignored,
then the operator is subject to crim-

[81 ID,
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inal sanctions Luider section 109 (b).
A section 104(a) order inflicts an

iiniechiate economic penalty Ol the
operator by way of lost production
and compensation for idled mine
employees. There is no opportunity
fTor the operator to question the
propriety of such an order through
the hearing process or through ap-
peals to the Board or to the courts.
Through ultra vires instructions to
inspectors, MESA has attempted to
give inspectors the authority to in-
flict a penalty on the operator for
violation of a standard. This policy,
if pursued, could be extended to
each and every mandatory safety
standard in the Act. Such a policy
can only result in contempt for the
law in. the long run.

There may be certain factual sit-
uations that are always iininently
-dangerous. The Act implies, for in-
stance, that a methane reading of
1.5 percent requires the issuance of
.a section 104(a) order. See section
303[h] [2]. The Secretary may well
have the authority to promulgate
regulations which call for the issu-
ance of section 104 (a) orders under
given circumstances. Nevertheless,
there is no present authority for
MESA to instruct inspectors to is-
sue such orders for violations of
safety standards if the violations do
not create an imminently dangerous
situation.

ORDER

Orders of Witlhdrawal No. 1
RWU, issued October 23, 1973; No.,
I JET, issued October 24, 1973; and
No. 1 RWU, issued November 12,

.1973, are hereby ordered VA-
CATED.-

GEORGE PAINTER,

Adminstrative Law Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED
COAL CORPORATION

3 IMA 208
Decided June 19,1974

Appeal by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from a decision by an
Administrative Law Judge dismissing
an Application for Review of an im-
minent danger withdrawal order in
Docket No. HOPE 73-300.

Affirmied.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Im-
minent Danger
The Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals will affirm the dismissal of an
Application for Review of a section 104
(a) withdrawal order where the Judge's
findings of fact are, supported by sub-
stantial evidence and he has correctly
applied the legal definition of imminent
danger.

APPEARANCES: Thomas BE. Boettger,
Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation; J. Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor and Michael
T. Heenan, Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS
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Eastern Associated Coal Corpo-
ration (the operator) appeals to the
Board to reverse a decision by Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Paul Mer-
lin dismissing its Application for
Review of an imminent danger
withdrawal order issued pursuant
to section 104(a)\ of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 814(a), 83
Stat. 750 (1970). The closure order
in dispute cited the operator for al-
leged accumulations of loose coal
and coal dust spanning an area ap-
proximately 690 lineal feet.

Judge Merlin's decision, which
we are appending to this opinion,
contains detailed findings of fact,
which are amply supported by nu-
merous citations to the record, as
well as explicit determinations of
weight and credibility. We are of
the opinion that his factual judg-
ments were based upon substantial
evidence and that the operator has
shown no compelling reason to set
them aside.

Having duly considered and re-
jected the operator's appellate chal-
lenge to the Judge's factual con-
clusions, it is the judgment of the
Board that at the time the closure
order was issued, a reasonable man
was warranted in concluding that
the condition cited constituted a
proximate peril to life and limb and
that if normal operations designed
to extract coal proceeded, a disaster
could reasonably be expected to oc-
cur before abatement. We hold,
therefore, that the Judge correctly
decided that the operator failed to
prove that there was no imminent
danger. Freeman Coal Mining Cor-

poration, 2 IBMA 197, 80 I.D. 610,.
CCH Employment Safety and.
Health Guide par. 16,567 (1973).

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4) ), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision ap-
pealed from IS AFFIRMED..

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge-

I CONCUR:

C. E. RoGRs, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

DECISION

3 IBIA 211 Septem7ber 4, 1973'

I. Intro duction

This is a proceeding filed under
section 105 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act by
Eastern Associated Coal Corpora-
tion to review an order of with-
drawal issued by an inspector of the
Mining Enforcement and Safety-
Administration (formerly Bureau
of Mines and hereafter referred to,
as MESA) under section 104(a) of
the Act for imminent danger. A
hearing was held on July 16, 1973.

In its application for review ther
applicant has alleged that the with-
drawal order in question is invalid
because an imminent danger did not
exist. In its answer MESA admit-
ted issuance of the order in ques-
tion but alleged that the order-
was properly issued. The Unitect
Mine Workers of America whicik-
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under the regulations is a party also
answered alleging that the order
was issued as the result of an im-
minent danger.

The order of withdrawal in ques-
tion recites that loose coal and coal
dust were accumulated for about
690 lineal feet, as scaled on a map,
in the Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 entries and
connecting crosscuts on the 4 Right
1 North sections. The order further
sets forth that an imminent danger
existed in that the condition or
practice described could reasonably
be expected to cause death or seri-
ous physical harm before such con-
dition- or practice could be abated.
(Resp's. Exh. 1.) A termination of
the order of withdrawal, Termina-
tion Order No. 1 EJF dated Sep-
tember 7, 1972, which was also at-
tached to the application for review
was issued at 11 a.m., on Septem-
ber 7, 1972, stating that the condi-
tion or practice cited had been
abated and that the loose coal and
coal dust accumulations were
loaded and removed from the mine
and the areas were adequately rock-
,dusted. (Resp's. Exh. 3.)

.II. Applicable Law
Section 104(a) of the Act pro-

vides that if upon any inspection of
a coal mine, an authorized repre-
;sentative of the Secretary finds that
an imminent danger exists, such
representative shall determine the
area throughout which such danger
,exists, and thereupon shall issue
forthwith an order requiring the op-
erator of the mine or his agent to
cause immediately all persons, ex-
ept those referred to in subsection

(d) of this section, to be withdrawn
from, and to be prohibited from en-
tering, such area until an authorized
representative of the Secretary de-
termines that such imminent dan-
ger no longer -exists.

Section 3 (j) of the Act provides
that imminent danger means the
existence of any condition or prac-
tice in a coal mine which reasonably
could be expected to cause death or
serious physical harm before such
condition or practice can be abated.

The Board of Mine Operations
Appeals has held that the burden
of proof in a proceeding for review
of an imminent danger order of
withdrawal is upon the applicant-
operator. Lucas Coal Company, 1
IBMA 138, 142, 79 I.D. 425, CCH
Employment Safety and Health
Guide par. 15,378 (1972). Proof of
violation is not necessarily an ele-
ment of proof of an imminent dan-
ger. Id. The Board has held that an
imminent danger exists when the
condition or practice observed could
reasonably be expected to cause
death or serious physical harm to a
miner if normal mining operations
were permitted to proceed in the
area before the dangerous condition
is eliminated. The dangerous condi-
tion cannot be divorced from the
normal work activity. Eastern Asso-
ciated Coa Corp., 2 IBMA 128, 136,
80 I.D. 400, CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par.
18,078 (1973).

III. Evidence
Mr. Eugene J. Farley, an inspec-

tor for MESA, was qualified and
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accepted without objection as an
expert on mine health and safety
matters (Tr. 50). Mr. Farley testi-
fied that he issued Order of With-
drawal No. i EJF, dated Septem-
ber 6, 1972 (Tr. 48). The area af-
fected by the order was the four
entries in 4 Right 1 North section of
the Keystone No. 1 Mine (Tr. 5-6).
Mr. Farley stated that conventional
mining techniques were used at the
Keystone No. 1 Mine (Tr. 13, 54).

Mr. Farley stated that he arrived
at the Keystone No. 1 Mine on Sep-
tember 6, 1972, at 3 p.m. (Tr. 4). He
checked the firebooks for 30 minutes
whereupon She took the mantrip at
3:30 p.m. (Tr. 4). After descending
into the mine, he took another 30 to
35 minutes to arrive at the 4 Right I
North section (Tr. 6). Mr. Farley
estimated that his arrival time at
the section was from 4:30 to 4:40
p.m. (Tr. 26).

Mr. Farley described the section
as having four 260 foot entries with
three cross-cuts connecting the en-
tries (Tr. 8). The first entry had not
advanced as far as the other three
entries (Tr. 8). He estimated that
'the total linear feet of all entries
and of the cross-cuts was approxi-
mately 690 feet (Tr. 8). Mr. Farley
stated that upon arrival in the sec-
tion he noted that coal was being
produced (Tr. 7). He did not re-
member if preparations were being
made to fire shots but he remember-
ed that coal was being leaded and
equipment was energized (Tr. 13,
31, 53). In the ordinary course of
operations, shots would have been
fired later in the shift (Tr. 57). He
observed accumulations of coal dust

and of loose coal in the section
which he measured with a ruler and
which ranged in depth from zero to
six inches in depth in all four en-
tries and the cross-cuts (Tr. 7-9).
Very few points in the section had
zero accumulations (Tr. 9).- Mr.
Farley also noticed that the ribs
were rock-dusted and that the sec-
tion was dry except for a damp spot
in the area of the belt feeder (Tr.
11). He recorded no methane in the
section, found no permissible defi-
ciencies in the equipment and found
that the trailing cables, which were
energized, were in good condition
-(Tr. 13). He did not know the com-
position of the mine floor but did
believe that if there was any shale
in the accumulations there was very
little (Tr. 12).

Mr. Farley testified that when he
issued the order there were two pos-
sible sources of ignition. One was
the possibility of machinery run-
ning over the trailing cables and the
other was a blown-out shot (Tr. 19,
32). In his opinion, there was a good
likelihood that the trailing cables
could be run over (Tr. 53). He be-
lieved it would take a substantial
time to clean up the accumulations
in question (Tr. 32), and he stated
that he issued the order of with-
drawal because he did not want coal
production being carried on during
that period due to the danger of pos-
sibly running over cables and shoot-
ing (Tr. 32). According to Mr.
Farley's testimony, there was a pol-
icy of the Bureau of Mines to the
effect that any accumulation which
would take more than 30 minutes to
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abate required issuance of a section
104(a) withdrawal order, but Mr.
Farley stated that the issuance of
such an order of withdrawal was
based upon the inspector's judgment
and that in this case he used his own
judgment (Tr. 23). In this particu-
lar situation he stated that he did
not think of the 30 minute rule be-
cause he knew it would be impos-
sible to clean up the accumulations
in that period of 'time (Tr. 24). He
followed the manual and used his
own judgment (Tr. 26).

Mr. Farley further testified that
he-took dust samples from the floor
(Tr. 16-17). The results of the sam-
ples were read into the record (Tr.
28). Mr. Farley stated that he was
not required to take samples in this
type situation but that he did so to
satisfy himself (Tr. 17). The sam-
pling occurred after he issued the
withdrawal order and did not enter
into his determination at the time
with respect to whether or not an im-
minent danger existed (Tr. 63).

Mr. Samuel D. Farmer, a safety
supervisor for Eastern Aissociated at
the Keystone No. 1 Mine was ac-
cepted without objection as an ex-
pert in mine health and safety mat-
ters (Tr. 34). Mr. Farmer testified
that he did not personally observe
the conditions cited in the with-
drawal order (Tr. 34, 40). Mr.
Farmer described the composition
of the floor of the section in question
as consisting of soft streaks of shale
which could fall off in sheets and be
ground up on the mine floor during
mine operation traffic (Tr. 35-36).
He stated tat from four to fifteen

inches on the floor regularly broke
up (Tr. 35-36). In addition, Mr.
Farmer stated that a binder seam of
rock had been encountered in this
section (Tr. 34-35). The shooting of
this seam pulverized substantial
amounts of rock which were left be-
hind. In addition, shale from the
ribs could loosen and fall to the floor
where it would be pulverized (Tr.
35). Mr. Farmer further stated that
in his mining experience he has
never seen, hea'rd of, or witnessed a
situation where an accumulation of
coal dust was ignited as a result of
firing a shot, except in experimental
movies (Tr. 36). Mr. Farmer stated
that the explosive conditions in ex-
perimental movies would not exist
in a coal mine (Tr. 36, 44). He fur-
ther believed it was unlikely that
coal dust accumulations on the mine
floor would ignite' (Tr. 42-43). He
expressed the view that no heat is
generated when a shot is fired since
the powder is detonated by a low
voltage battery (Tr.' 39). Finally,
.Mr. Farmer 'stated that the Key-
stone No. Mine' constantly'liber-
ated methane and had been classi-
fied as gassy prior to the 1969 Act
(Tr. 45).

III. Finlings and Conclusions

The testimony of Mr. Farley with
respect to the conditions cited in the
order of withdrawal is uncontra--
dicted. Thus, the record discloses no
dispute that there were accumula-
tions ranging up to six inches in
depth for 690 linear feet in the en-
tries of the section in question; that
the illing equipment was ener-

333]
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gized; and that coal was being
loaded. Inaddition, there is no evi-
dence in the record to dispute Mr.
Farley's estimate that it would take
a long time to clean up the accumu-
lations. Mr. Farley testified that he
believed that there was a danger to
safety and life because the accumu-
lations could be ignited if the trail-
ing cables which were energized,
were run over by the machinery. It
is recognized that there were no per-
nissibility violations and that there
were no splices in the trailing cables.
However, in Mr. Farley's opinion,
there was a good likelihood the trail-
ing cables could have been run over.
His judgment in this respect also
was not challenged. In addition, Mr.
Farley testified that during the
course of the shift shots would be
fired a number of times and that this
too, created danger of an explosion.
His testimony regarding the firing
of shots similarly was not chal-
lenged.

In light of the foregoing, this Ad-
ministrative Law Judge concludes
that an imminent danger existed
and that the subject'order of with-
drawal was properly issued. As set
forth 8.uprta, section 3(j) provides
that an imminent danger exists
when it can reasonably be expected
that death or serious physical in-
jury will result before the condition
can be abated. Here the accumula-
tions of coal together with the sub-
stantial possibility of ignition (re-
sulting either from the good likeli-
hood of cables being run over or
from the firing of shots both of
which were part of normal opera-

tions) created the reasonable expec-
tation of death or serious physical
injury from an explosion before
abatement could be achieved.

Moreover, the inspector reason-
ably believed it would take many
hours to clean up the accumulations.
Normal operations which would
have occurred during that long pe-
riod, including the continuous run-
ning of the machinery, and the fir-
ing of several shots, amounted to a
serious risk which in the view of
this Administrative Law Judge con-
stituted la reasonable expectation of
death or serious physical harm be-
fore abatement (see Eastern Asso-
octated Coal Corporation, supra).

There was evidence adduced at
the hearing that the Bureau of
Mines has a policy requiring issu-
ance of an order of withdrawal for
imminent danger whenever an ac-
cumulation of coal or coal dust
would take more than 30 minutes to
clean up. However, Mr. Farley tes-
tified that he did not take into ac-
count that policy because in this
case the cleanup would require
much longer. After listening to the
testimony and reviewing the ad-
ininistrative transcript, this Ad-
ministrative Law Judge is satisfied
that Mr. Farley sufficiently under-
stood the principle of imminent
danger and correctly exercised his
judgment in this case.

Mr. Farley apparently took sam-
ples of the coal dust accumulations.
The results of these samples were
read into the record without objec-
tion. Subsequently, counsel for the
operator objected to admission into
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.the record as an exhibit of the re-
port setting forth the results re-
-garding incombustibility obtained
from testing these samples. It is not
necessary to rule upon counsel's
objection because this Administra-
tive Law Judge believes that the
samples and the results obtained
therefrom are immaterial to a de-
termination of imminent danger in
this case. At most, the results could
serve only as an after-the-fact jus-
tification for the order. The validity
of an order of withdrawal for i-
minent danger must however be
judged in terms of the reasonable-
ness of the judgment which the in-
spector made at the time he issued
the order.

The principal evidence support-
ing the operator's contention that
no imminent danger existed is the
testimony of Mr. Farmer. However,
since Mr. Farmer was not present
on the section covered by the with-
,drawal order, his testimony is not
entitled to as much weight as that
of the inspector. For instalce, Mr.
Farmer testified regarding the
break-up of shale in this section of
the mine; but he did not, and indeed
could not, contest Mr. Farley's con-
clusion that the accumulations in
question were coal not shale. This
Administrative Law Judge does
not find persuasive Mr. Farmer's.
testimony regarding the incom-
bustibility of coal but his testimony
even if believed, would not be suf-
ficiently probative because it is not
based upon, and does not specifi-
cally relate to the facts of this case.

* As was held at the hearing, the
,burden of proof is upon the appli-
cant. This holding is compelled by
the Board of Mine Operations Ap-
peals (see Lucas Coal Company,
supra). 'This Administrative Law
Judge concludes that the applicant
has failed to sustain its burden of

* proof. However, in light of the evi-
dence and testimony presented in
this case, the Findings and Conclu-
sions set forth herein would not be
different if the burden of proof had
been placed on MESA.

The memoranda and other mate-
rials filed by the parties have been
reviewed. To the extent they are in-
consistent with the Findings and
Conclusions set forth herein, they
are rejected.

ORDER

It is hereby ORDERED that the
application for review herein be and
is hereby DISMISSED.

PAUL MERLIN,

Adminstrative Law Judge.

ZELPH S. CALDER

16 IBLA 27

Decided June 20, 1974.

Appeal from a May 31,-1973, decision
by the Utah State Office, Bureau of'
Land Management, imposing rental
charges for right-of-way application
U-10278.

Vacated and remanded.
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.Applications and Entries: Generally-
-.Rights-of-Way: Act of March 3,
.1891-Rights-of-Way: Applications

-A right-of-way under the Act of March 3,
1891, does not vest until the Secretary of
the Interior has approved the application.
'The Secretary may withhold his approval
if the grant is not in the public interest
--or hemay condition the grant to' ensure
'that-the public interest will be protected.

Applications and Entries: Generally-
iRightsof-Way: Act of March 3,
:1891-Rights-of-Way: Applications

Pursuant to a regulation, applications to
acquire a right-ofzway for the main pur-
pose of irrigation should be 'made under
the Act of March 3, 1891.

Public. Lands: Generally-Rights-of-
-Way: 'GenerallWater and Water
Rights: Generally

Federal laws govern the rights a holder
of a state water right has to inundate
federal lands for a portion of a reservoir.

IRights-of-Way: Act of March 3,
1891-Rights-of-Way: Conditions and
Limitations.

.A reservoir right-of-way under the Act of
JM arch 3, 1891, 'does not give the grantee
exclusive fishing or stock-'watering rights
in the reservoir over federal lands. Fish
'culture or stock-watering is not a public
use nor an authorized subsidiary use of
.a right-of-way under the Act of March 3,
1891, as amended.

3Cights-of-Way: Act of March 3,
1891-Rights-of-Way: Conditions and
limitations

There is no rental charge for the uses au-
thorized by a right-of-way approved
'under the Act of March 3, 1891.

APPEARANCES: H. Byron Mock,
Esq., of Mock, Shearer and Carling,
Salt Lake City, Utah, for appellant.

-Eleanor S. Lewis, Esq., Office of the
-Regional Solicitor, Department of the
Interior, Salt. Lake City, Utah, for
appellee.

OPINION BY
ADMIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

THOM11PSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Zelplh S. Calder, has appealed
from a decision by the Utah State
Office, Bureau' of Land' Manage-
ment (BLM), dated May -31, 1973,

7which concluded that 'Calder's
right-of-way application U-10278

-could be approved under the Act of
February 15, 1901, 43 U:S.C. §959
(1970). The decision notified
Calder that advance permission
given on February 20, 1970, to use
'and occupy public sand for a reser-
voir right-of-way had expired, and
requested that he. submit rental in
the amount of $240 for 'the period
from February 20, 19i0, to Fpbru-
'ary 19, 1974, or that he pay $260
for the five-year rental period end-
ing February 19, 1975.

'On 'o:vember 9, 1969, Zeiph
Calder, requested advance pernis-
sion to begin construction of a reser-
voir which would inundate govern-
ment-owned lands. He indicated he
would file a right-of-way applica-
tion 'for the affected lands,~ and
stated the reservoir construction
was under the authority and juris-
diction of the State Engineer of
Utah. On December 11, 1969, Zeiph
and Tessie Ualder filed a joint ap-
plication for a right-of-way to im-
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pound water on the Pot Creek for
irrigation purposes in a reservoir
which would inundate land in the
south half of section 15, T. I S., R.
24 E., S.L.M., Uintah County,
Utah. The application estimated
the capacity of the reservoir to be
about 1500 acre-feet with less than
ten percent covering federal land.
Included with the application was
a copy of a letter granting Calder
the right to appropriate water
under Utah law. The copy of the
application to the State stated that
they would use the right-of-way
primarily for irrigation, but would
also use it for 'stock-watering and
fish culture. Oil February 20, 1970,
BLM granted Calder advance per-
mission to construct a reservoir and
to use and occupy federal lands for
one year. The February 20 notice
expressly provided that the grant
of advance permission was not a
commitment that the right-of-way
application would be approved.

On March 20, 1972, Calder
amended the application to include
the use of fish culture under the au-
thority of. the Act of February 15,
1901, 31 Stat. 790, as amended, 43
U.S.C. § 959 (1970). On Septem-
ber 27, 1972, BLM authorized a
right-of-way for a commercial fish
hatchery and for irrigation under
the Act of February 5, 1901, upon
payment of a rental charge men-
tioned above of $60 for one year or
$260 for five years.

Calder objected to this disposi-
tion of his application. He stated
that the main purpose of the reser-
voir was for irrigation and that he

felt the right-of-way could be
granted under the Act of March 3,
1891, as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 946
et seq. (1970). BLM reconsidered
its decision by letter of ay 31,
1973, clarifying that one of the pro-
posed uses was for fish culture, not
for a fish latchery, but it reiterated
its position that the right-of-way
couldh be granted only under the
1901 Act. Calder appealed in a let'
ter dated June 13, 1973, in effect,
contending that the application is
allowable under the 1891 Act with-
out a rental charge.

Oil September 5, 1973, counsel
filed an appearance on Calder's be-
half, and requested that the case be
returned to the BLM office in Utah
for his personal review. On Sep-
tember 18, 1973, we ordered the case
file to -be returned to Utah for coun-
sel's inspection. The file has now
been returned to this office and both
appellant's counsel and, the iRe-
gional Solicitor have filed briefs.:.

Appellant's counsel argues five
major points- in his brief. One,
Calder's rights under the 1891 Act
"vested upon his filing, [applica-
tion] U-10278 and filing the re-
quired maps to show his completion
of work." Two, contrary to BLM's
conclusion, the main: purpose of the
reservoir is for irrigation, not fish
culture, and as a result, any applica-
'tion for a reservoir must be made

IThe Regional Solicitor objects to our con-
sidering counsel's brief on the grounds it was
not timely filed. Supplemental briefs can be
considered by this board in our discretion
where a timely statement of reasons has pre-
viously been filed, and the briefs are served
upon an adverse party. 43 CFR 4.414.
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under the 1891 Act. Three, only 7.8
acres out of approximately 70 acres
are BLM land and the BLM land
will be inundated only when full
storage for irrigation water is
achieved. Therefore, Calder's use of
reservoir waters over private lands
for secondary purposes of stock-
watering and fish culture does not
require a BLM permit. Four, in any
event, fish culture and stock-water-
ing are permissible subsidiary uses
under the 1891 Act. Five, if a separ-
ate permit is required under the 1901
or other Act for the secondary uses,
that permit may be obtained separ-
ately. The brief also notes that a
grant under the 1891 Act is prefer-
able to a 1901 right-of-way because
it gives the grantee more security
of time and investment.

In response to appellant's argu-
ment that a right-of-way under the
1891 Act has already vested, BLM's
reply brief correctly notes that the
right-of-way does not vest until all
requirements have been met and the
Secretary of the Interior has ap-
proved the application. The Secre-
tary's approval is a prerequisite to
the vesting of the grant of a right-
of-way under the 1891 Act. United
States ex re>. Sierra Land & Water
Co. v. Ickes, 84 F.2d 228, 231 (D.C.
Cir.), cert. denied, -299 U.S. 562
(1936); United States v. Rickey
Land & Cattle Co., 164 F. 496, 500
(C.C.N.D. Cal. 1908); Rimrock
Canal Co., 9 IBLA 333, 343, 80 I.D.
197, 200 (1973). The Secretary may
withhold his approval if the grant
is not in the public interest or he

may condition the grant to ensure
that the public interest will be pro-
tected. Solicitor's Opinion, M-36500
(May 5, 1958).

The decision giving advance per-
mission for construction expressly
withheld approval and reserved 
final determination. This negates
the vesting of a right contrary to
the conditions for the advance per-
mission to construct.

Appellant's second argument is
that contrary to BLM's conclusions,
the main purpose of the project is
irrigation, not fish culture, and as a
result, the irrigation right-of-way
application must be made under the
1891 Act.

Calder's original application
stated that the main use of the right-
of-way would be irrigation. Calder
still asserts that the original appli-
cation is correct, and that although
it did not so state, it was intended to
be made under the 1891 Act. Cal-
der's letter of March 20, 1972,
amended his original application to
include fish culture and referred to
the 1901 Act. In view of the clarifi-
cation in the appeal that this was
not to suggest that the main purpose
was not for irrigation but only to
include rights for fish culture, as
BLM personnel had suggested, the
primary intended use of the right-
of-way appears to be for irrigation.
This leads to the next issue. Does an
applicant for a right-of-way which
will be used mainly for irrigation
need to apply for a right-of-way
under the 1891 Act? The answer is
yes.

L SI1.D.
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A Departmental regulation di-
rects that:

' e *: (1) All applications where it is
sought to acquire a right-of-way for the
main purpose of irrigation, as contem-
plated by sections 18 to 21 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1101; 43 U.S.C.
946-949), and section 2 of the act of
May 11, 1898 (30 Stat. 404; 43 U.S.C. 951),
-must be submitted under the 1891 and
1898 acts, in accordance with the appli-
cable regulations in this part.

43 CFR 2873.1 (b) (1). BLM is
bound by the regulation and should
have adjudicated the right-of-way
-application for irrigation under the
1891 Act.

We now turn to the problem of
-the other uses of the reservoir. Ap-
pellant has contended that no other
federal permit or right-of-way is
-needed for fish culture and stock-
watering and that the BLM de-
ccision interferes with state law.
First, we point out that there is no
'interference with the State's juris-
diction to decide who may appro-

-priate and control water. Instead,
the questions pertain to what rights
san applicant may have to store or
-divert that water over federal land.
The use, controls, occupancy, and
,disposition of federal lands, includ-
ing a right-of-way for the inunda-
tion of those lands by water ac-
Iquired under state laws, must be
governed 'by federal laws. U.S.
£onst., Art. IV, Sec. 3, cl. 2; Utah
Power & Light Co. v. United States,
243 U.S. 389, 404, 411 (1917).

The Department of the Interior
is charged with the duty to admin-
ister all public lands, 'including
-those pertaining to rights-of-way

for irrigation purposes. 'United
States e rel. Sierra Land & Water
Co. v. Ikes, supra; United States
v. Rickey Land & Cattle Co., supra;
Rimrock Canal Co., supra. Cf. Best
v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co., 371
U.S. 334, 337 (1963). See also,
Board of Commissioners, City and
County of Deiver, A-27748 (Octo-
ber 13, 1959). Therefore, what
rights appellant may have to in-
undate federal lands for a reservoir
are circumscribed by federal laws.
This leads to a consideration of
those laws.

Appellant contends that BLM
can grant a right-of-way under the
1891 Act where its main use is irri-
gation, and its secondary uses are
for fish culture and stock-watering.
A right-of-way granted under the
unamended 1891 Act could be used
for only one purpose-irrigation.
Act of March 3, 1891, §§ 18, 21, 26
Stat. 1101, 1102, 43 U.S.C. §§ 946,
949 (1970). "Irrigation" was inter-
preted to mean "the reclamation of
arid lands so they may be capable
of producing ordinary crops."
South Platte & Reservoir CO., 20
L.D. 464, 465 (1895). Before the
Act was amended, the Department
rejected applications for rights-of-
way which, in addition to being
used for irrigation, would also be
used for electric power generation,
H. H. Sinclair, 18 L.D. 573 (1894);
public water supply, South Platte
& Reservoir Co., upra; floating
timbers and other industrial uses;
Chafee County Ditch & Canal Co.
21 L.D. 63 (1895); and domestic

34L3:39 ]
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and industrial purposes, William
Barr, 25 L.D. 344 (1897).

In the 54th Congress, a bill was
introduced to broaden the uses of a
right-of-way under the 1891 Act.
As originally drafted, the bill al-
lowed Act of 1891 rights-of-way to
be used for "furnishing water for
domestic, public and otherbeneficial
uses." The Secretary of the Interior
objected that the amendment was
too broad. He maintained that the
1891 Act was for public purposes,
and that inclusion of the words
"other beneficial use" would open
the Act to "all sorts of private
uses * * *." H. REP. NO. 2790,
54th Cong., 2nd Sess., 3 (1897). Re-
visions suggested by the Secretary
of the Interior were incorporated
into the amendment. The reworded
amendment, passed by the 55th
Congress, 30 Stat. 404, 43 U.S.C.
§951 (1970), says:

* * * [Rlights of way for ditches, canals,
or reservoirs heretofore or hereafter ap-
proved under the provisions of sections
eighteen, nineteen, twenty, and twenty-
one of the Act * * * approved March

third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
may be used for purposes of a public
nature, and said rights of way may be
used for purposes of water transporta-
tion, for domestic purposes, or for the
development of power, as subsidiary to
the main purpose of irrigation.'

The amendment did not create a
new class of grantees; it allowed the
right-of-way, once granted for ir-
rigation, "to be used for other pur-

. A further amendment by section 2 of the
Act of March 4, 1917, 39 Stat. 1197-98, added
"or drainage" to the end of the sentence. That
does not change any of the conclusions
reached here.

poses named in the section." Kern
River Co. v. United States, 257 U.S.
147, 152 (1921); United States v.
Portneuf-ilfars Valley Irrigation
Co., 213 F. 601, 605. (9th Cir. 1914);
Instructions: Applications for
Rights-of- Way for Irrigation Pur-
poses, 39 L.D. 309 (1910); see John-
son Irrigation Co. v. Ivory, 24 P.2d
1053, 1056 (Sup. Ct. Wyo. 1933). Is
use of a reservoir right-of-way for
fish culture or stock-watering per-
missible under this section ? Accord-
ing to the Congress that passed the
law, the amendment's purpose was
to furnish "water for domestic and
public uses. Such a law will accrue
to the advantage of supplying a
pure-water supply to many cities
and in many of the states and terri-
tories, and aid in supplying the same
for many other useful purposes."
H. REP. NO. 279, 55th Cong., 2d
Sess., 1 (1898). The use of a right-
of-way for "public purposes," ac-
cording to the legislative history of
the bill, means helping municipali-
ties procure a supply of pure water.
Non-irrigating private uses, such as
manufacturing, are not permissible
uses under the "public purpose"
clause of this section, even if they
incidentally benefit the general pub-
lic. Cf. Smith v. Arkansas Irriga-
tion Co., 142 S.W. 2d 509, 511 (Ark.
Sup. Ct. 1940); San Joaguim do
Kings River Canal & Irrigation Co,
Inc. v. Stevenson, 164 Cal. 222, 128
P. 924 (1912). The inclusion of pri-
vate uses was specifically rejected
by Congress when it eliminated the
"other beneficial use" language

[St .D.
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from the 1898 amendment. H. REP.
No. 2790, 54th Cong., 2nd Sess.
(1897). "Public use" of a right-of-
way authorized under the amend-
ment to the 1891 Act therefore, does
not include private uses for stock-
watering and fish culture.

The amendment also permitted
the use of 'an 1891 right-of-way "for
water transportation, for domestic
purposes, or for development of
power as subsidiary to the main
purpose of irrigation." 30 Stat. 404,
43 U.S.C. §951 (1970). The sub-
sidiary uses are those that aid the
goal of irrigation, such as water for
the owner of the reservoir, and elec-
ttical power to drive pumps to dis-
tribute the water. Instruction: Ap-
plications for Rights-of-Way for
Irrigation Purposes, supra at 310.
The proposed uses by, appellant for
fish culture and stock-watering are
not authorized uses under the 1891
Act as they are not named, Kern
Rinvr Co., v. United States, supra,
nor are they subsidiary.

That a reservoir right-of-way
obtained under the 1891 Act does
not include exclusive piscatorial
privileges in the reservoir and allow
the grantee to bar the public from
fishing from federal lands covered
by the right-of-way is clear. United
States v. Big Horn Land & Cattle
Co., 17 F.2d 357 (8th Cir. 1927).s
Likewise, we see no authorization

- 3 Note the requirements of the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. § 661
et seq. (1970), where water is impounded
under a federal permit or license. See also
Board of Commnissioners, City and Count of
Denver, suzpra, and 43 CFR 24.3(b).

for an exclusive stock-watering
right based upon an 1891 Act right-
of-way. The scope of rights ob-
tained under the 1891 Act have been
limited to those expressly autho-
rized 'by the Act. The limitation in
43 U.S.C. '§ 949 (1970), as to occu-
pancy of 'a right-of-way only for
the purposes of the Act is applicable-
to reservoirs as well as ditches and
canals which are expressly men-

-tioned. Each provision of the Act is
applicable to the entire irrigation
project. United States v. Big Horn
Land Cattle Co., spra. Therefore,.
we reject appellant's contention that
'authorization of an 1891 Act right-
of-way would include rights for fish
culture and stock-watering. If ap-
pellant still desires an 1891. Act
right-of-way on the basis that the
main purpose for the reservoir is
irrigation, approval of such a right-
of-way would carry only the rights
authorized by the 1891 Act and no
other. Id.

In view of statements made in the
appeal it is somewhat unclear as to
whether the applicant still has, in
effect, applied for a right-of-way
under the 1901 Act or whether it has
withdrawn its "amendment" of its
application to come under that Act,
and contemplates, as suggested by
its attorney, other applications for
additional uses. When this case is
returned to the Bureau, appellant
should clarify his position with re-
pect to the other uses and file appro-
priate applications. Such applica-
tions should set forth in more detail
than has been done in this case the
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extent of the right desired and other
information whereby a proper de-
termination may be made. Although
the Bureau gave a conditional ap-
proval for a 1901 Act right-of-way
for all the proposed uses,'in the
present posture of this case it is pre-
mature to decide whether a right-
of -way under that Act or some other
authority may be granted for the
additional uses. It is also, therefore,
premature to determine what'
rentals or other charges should be
made for appellant's use of the fed-
'eral land. It is sufficient to point out
that there is no rental requirement
for a right-of-way under the 1891
Act, 43 CFR 2802.1-7(c) (2).
Charges may be required under ap-
propriate authority, hovever, for
uses of the federal land additional
to those authorized by the 1891 Act.

Cf. Utah Power c&i Light Co. v.
United States, spra.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is vacated and
the case is remanded to BLM for
appropriate action consistent with
this opinion.'

JOAN B. ToMP
Administrative J

MTE CONCUR:

ANNE POINDEXTER ILEwIs,

Administrative Jqdge. X

FREDERICK IS1IMAN,

Administrative Jdge.

UNITED MINE WORKERS OF
AMERICA DISTRICT NO. 2,

LOCAL UNION 1520
V,.

RUSHTON MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA 217
Decided June 20, 1974

This matter is before the Board on ap-
peal by Rushton Mining Company
(Rushton) from a decision of an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Docket No.
PITT 73-412), issued on December 7,
1973, sustaining an Application for
Compensation filed by United Mine
Workers of America, District No. 2
(UMWA) in behalf of certain miners
employed by Rushton at its Rushton
Mine.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

Immediately upon the issuance of an
order of withdrawal, a claim of compen-
sation arises.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Generally

The validity of a section 104(b) order is
not in issue in a proceeding under section
110(a) oftheAct.~~0N, 0 aPPEARANeS Rihr .Sap

TONED APPEARANCES: Richard M. Sharp,
rUdge. Esq., for appellant,, Rushton Mining

Company.

-; - OPIAIO T'BY CHIEF ADMI IN-
- ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGiERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

[811I.D.
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LOCAL UNION 1520 V. RUSHTON MINING COMPANY

Jue 20, :1974

Factual an Procedura -
Back gro nd

'This is purely a dispute between
the aggrieved miners and the oper-
ating company. ' -

The facts necessary to a disposi-
tion of this appeal are not in dis-
pute and may be briefly set forth as
follows:

As a result of 'an inspection on
September 15, 1970, a section 104 (b)
Notice of Violation Dweas issued by
a Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) Inspec-
tor. The time for abatement of the
condition (which is immaterial on
this appeal) was extended for a pe-
riod 'of approximately two and one
half years. On February 8, 1973, a
section 1Q4(b) 'Order of With-
drawal was issued because the cited
violation had no been abated. There-
after, Rushton filed a timely Appli-
cation for Review of the Order
claiming the condition cited did not
constitute a violation of either the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (hereinafter the
Act) ,,' or regulations promulgated
thereunder.

Subsequent to the filing of the
Application for Review, the
UMWA filed a timely Application
for Compensation in. behalf of the
miners who were idled as a result
of the Order of Withdrawal.

The Application for Review of
the validity of the Order of With-
drawal and the Application for

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).

553-150--7 3:

CIompensation- were consolidated by
the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) for hearing and decision.

During the co Lrse of the proceed-
ings it was established that as la
result of the issuance of the Order
of WithdrawalI29 miners were idled
on the 4 p.m. to 12 midnight shift
on February 8, 1973. In addition,
the UMWA's'Exhibit 1, received
without objection, established the
identities, rates of pay and amount
due each individual miner for the
idled timne. (Tr.- 7-12.) Rushton'e
only defense to the compensation
claim was the claimed invalidity of
the Order of Withdrawal. (Tr. 11.)

The Judge in his initial decision
vacated the 104(b) Notice of Viola-
tion and the Order of Withdrawal. 2

In addition, he sustained the Appli-
cation for Compensation and or-
dered Rushton to pay to the indi-
vidual miners listed in UMiWA's
Exhibit 1, the amounts shown due
Ias compensation.

Issue Presented on Appeal.

Whether an Order of Withdrawal
issued pursuant to section 104(b) of
the Act but not in compliance with
the requirements theerof, and sub-
sequently vacated, will support 'a
claim for compensation pursuant to
section 110(a) of the Act.

Discussion

Basically, the contention of Rush-
ton in this appeal is that a valid sec-
tion 104 (b) Order of Withdrawal is

2 Docket No. PITT 73-383.
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a condition precedent to establish
a claim for compensation under see-
tion 110 (,a) of the Act.

lecently, this. Board in United
Mine WorkeerS of America, District
No. 1.5, Local Union 9856- v. VFdI
Steel.Corporation, 3 IBMA 187 81

I.D. 308, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide par. 1,962
(1974), held that a claim of com-
pensation arises immediately upon
issuance of an order of withdrawal
and that the validity of a section
104(a) withdrawal order is not in
issue in a proceeding under sec-
tion 110 (a) of the Act. We see no
valid reason to differentiate between
orders of withdrawal issued pur-
suant to sections 104 (a) or 104(b)
-of the Act.

No cogent reason has been ad-
vanced by Rushton to cause this
Board to alter the view we took in
United Hine Workers of America,
supra, and we believe that case is
dispositive of the issue raised on
this appeal. The miners are idled
under either type of order.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Administrative Law Judge IS
AFFIRMED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that Rushton Mining Company pay
to the miners the compensation as

determined by the Judge to each of
the miners listed in his decision on
or before thirty days from the date
of this decision.

C. E. ROGRs, Jn3.
chief Adminiotrative Judge

I'doNGTR:

*DAVih DOANiE,
Adminietrative Judge,

EASTERN. ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

3 IEMA 223 Decied June 24, 974

Appeal by' Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from a decision by an

Administrative Law udge dismissing
an Application for. Review of an im-
minent danger withdrawal order in.
Docket No. 73-355.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine:Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

The Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals will afirm the dismissal of an
Application for Review of a section 104
(a) withdrawal order where the Judge's
findings of fact are supported by sub,
stantial evidence and the condition cited
constitutes an iminent danger.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Boettger,
Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation; Robert W. Long,
Esq., Associate Solicitor, J. Philip
Smith, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and
Michael T. Neenan, Esq.,, Trial At,
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torney, for appellee, Mining Enforce-
ment: and Safety Administration..

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Eastern Associated Coal Corpor-
ation (Eastern) appeals from a de-
cision in Docket No. HOPE 73-355
dismissing its Application for Re-
view of an imminent-danger with-
drawal order issued pursuant to sec-
tion 104 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, 30 U.S.C. §814(a), 83 Stat.
751 (1970). The closure order in

question cited the following condi-
tions:

In the 2 right longwall section, the roof
support: jacks were not advanced in
proper sequence due to the irregular face
and large rocks between the jack line and
the conveyor chain line. This exposed the
miners to unsafe working conditions in
that the plough chain was running
against the jack side of the conveyor face
line and one man * * * was exposed to
unsupported roof while shoveling.

The Judge's decision, which is
appended hereto, contains detailed
findings of fact, supported by cita-
tions to the evidence of record, as
well as explicit statements regard-
ing the- weight to * be accorded to
crucial pieces of testimony. We are
of the view that the factual deter-
minations made below were based

-upon substantial evidence and that

Eastern has hown no compelling
reason to set them aside.

Having duly considered and re-
jected Eastern's appellate challenge
to the Judge's factual conclusions,
it is the judgment of the Board that
at the time the closure order was is-
sued, a reasonable man was war-
ranted in concluding that each of
the conditions cited constituted 4
proximate peril to life and limb and
that if normal operations designed
to extract coal proceeded, a serious
accident or: disaster could reason-
ably be expected to occur before
abatement. We hold, therefore, that
the Judge correctly decided that the
operator failed to prove that there
was no imminent danger. Freenran
Coal M1ining Corporation, 2 IBMA
197, 80 I.D.:610, CCIH Employment
Safety and Health Guide par. 16,-
567 (1973). See also Eastern Assoei-
ated CoaZ Corporation, 3 IBMA
208, 81 I.D. 333, CCH Employment
Safety. and Health Guide par,
18,076 (1974).

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that the decision appealed from I$
AFFIRMED.

DAVB DOANE,
Administrative Judge, 

I CONCUR::

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judged
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DECISION

3 IBMA 226
September 6, 1923

I. IntroductioD

E This is-a proceeding filed under
section 105 (a) of the Federal Coal
1Mine Health and Safety Act by
'Eastern Associated Coal Corpora-
tion to review an order of with-
drawal issued by an inspector of
the Mining Enforcement and Safety
-Adninistration (formerly Bureau

-of, Mines and hereinafter referred
to as MESA) under section 104(a)
of the Act for imminent danger. A
,hearing was held on July 17, 1973.
< In its application for review the
applicant has alleged that the with-
drawal order in question is invalid
because the conditions and practices,
-described therein did not constitute
-an imminent danger. Applicant also
alleges that the order is invalid be-
cause it is based upon a gross mis-
.understanding of the law and facts
by the issuing inspector. In its an-
swer, MESA admits issuance of the
order in question and alleges that
the facts set forth in the order con-
stituted an imminent danger. The
United Mine Workers of America,
-which .under the regulations. is a
party, also answered alleging that
the order was issued as a result of an
imminent danger.

The order of withdrawal recites
that in the 2 Right longwall section
the roof support jacks in No. 2 sec-
tion were not advanced in proper
sequence due to the irregular face
and large rocks between the jack
line and the conveyor chain line.

The order further states that this
ondition exposed the miners to u-

safe-working conditions in that the
plough chain was running against

,the jack side of the conveyor face
line and that one man was exposed
to unsupported roof while shovel-
.ing.,

II. Applicable Law

Section 104(a) of the Act pro-
-vides that if upon'any inspection of
-ft coal nine, an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary finds that
an imminent danger exists, such
representative shall determine the
area throughout which such danger
exists, and thereupon shall issue
forthwith an order requiring the
operator of the mine or his agent
to cause immediately all persons,
except those referred to in subsec-
tion (d) of this section, to be with-
drawn from, and to be prohibited
from entering, such area until an

authorized representative of the
Secretary determines that such im-
minent danger no longer exists..

Section 3 (j) of. the Act provides
that imminent danger means the
existence of -any condition or prac-
tice in a coal mine which reasonably
could be expected to cause death or
serious physical harm before such
condition or practice can be abated.

The Board of Mine Operations
Appeals has held that the burden of
proof in a proceeding for review of
an imminent danger order of with-
drawal is upon the applicant opera-
tor. Lucas Coal Company, 1 IBMA
138, 142 79 I.D. 425, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par.
15,378 (1972). Proof of violation is
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not necessarily an element of proof
of an imminent danger. Id. The
Board has held that an imminent
danger exists when the condition or
practice observed could reasonably
be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm to a miner if normal
mining operations were permitted
to proceed in the area before the
dangerous condition is eliminated.
The dangerous condition cannot be
divorced from the normal work
activity. Eastern Associated Coal
Corp., 2 IBMA 128, 136 80 I.D. 400,
CCHI Employment Safety and
Health Guide par. 18,078 (1973).

III. Evidence
Mr. Hansel Robertson, the in-

spector who issued the withdrawal
order and was accepted as an expert
on mine health and safety matters
(Tr. 92), testified as follows: a
longwall section was being actively
mined when he arrived on the sec-
tion (Tr. 6); the ong wall face
was 430 feet long (Tr. 6, 11);
big pieces of; rock were present
between the conveyor line and the
jacks. (Tr. 15); a jack setter was
working out beyond the canopy
whiich supported the roof, breaking
and shoveling the-rocks and throw-
ing them into the: conveyor lines
(Tr. 15, 37, 96) ; this j ack setter was
four feet out beyond supported roof
(Tr. 15-16); the unsupported roof
extended six and a half feet from
the edge of the canopy to the face

-(Tr. 16, 95, iO) the measured the
six and a half feet with an extend-
able ruler: which could easily be
'Stuck straiglht out the six and: ahalf
feet (Tr. 16, 111); he did not see

any breaks in the roof (Tr. 16-17) }
he did not sound the roof because he
did not go beyond the roof support
(Tr. 17); he told the jack setter to
come back under supported roof
(Tr. 17); the rocks in front of th6
j acks were removed behind the jack,
line (Tr. 98) ; the jacks were thein
advanced slwvly as the men, re-
moved the rocks thereby keeping
them under supported roof (Tr. 1,
22-25, 98) ; in his opinion an unsup-
ported roof could fall at any time
(Tr. 24, 29-30); the face of the
longwall was hard (Tr. 18); during
the prior shift they had encoun-
tered a roll (rocks) in the coal and
had elected to plough out other sec-
tions of the face and leave this area
untouched causing a hump in the
face of the coal- (Tr. 31, 100); b-
cause of the hump the plough chain
was not running on its normal
course but was; rnnmng next to the
back side of the chain conveyor line
with a whipping motion toward the
jack line (Tr. 18, 3-40, 100-102) ;
this situation could not continue for
very long because the conveyor
chain would break (Tr. 101, 111-
112); the chain moved at 80 to 100
feet per minute (Tr. 115); in his
opinion there was a danger ofseri7
ous injury because the chain which
was moving in an area where men
normally were required to work,
could have hit someone (Tr. 102-
105, 116, 117); after his order the
face was straightened out and the
jacks were Ioved up (Tr. 115).

Mr. Samuel D. Farmer, the safety
supervisor for Eastern Associated
Coal Corp. who was accepted as an
expert in mine health and safety
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matters (Tr. 43), testified as fol-
lows: he described in detail the
longwall method of mining (Tr. 44
et seg.); he did not believe men
working between the jack line and
the panline would be in imminent
danger from a roof fall if they were
within four feet of the face (Tr.
65-66); he had seen seams of rock
or draw slate come down in pieces
in front of jacks (Tr. 68) ; whether
or not a man working beyond the
roof supports was in a situation of
danger was a matter of judgment
for the inspector (Tr. 81-83); he
did not know the condition of the
face at the time the order of with-
drawal was issued (Tr. 73); he did
not believe the plough chain could

run on the jack side of the conveyor
(Tr. 83-84, 86-87).

IV. Findings and ConclusionS.
The order of withdrawal sets

forth two conditions or practices
which constitute the basis for the in-
spector's finding of imminent dan-
ger. The first condition is the pres-
ence of a miner shoveling rock under
unsupported roof. The inspector's
testimony that the miner was work-
inm four feet beyond supported roof
was undisputed. The inspector was
of the opinion that unsupported
roof could fall at any time and
therefore he issued the order. This
Administrative Law Judge does not
find persuasive Mr. Farmer's con-
trary assertion that a miner could
go beyond the roof supports with-
out creating an imminent danger be-
cause this assertion was based upon a
number of assumptions (e.g., a firm
top, no loose brows) which were not

shown to be present in this case (Tr.
75-76). Moreover, Mr. Farmer sub-
sequently acknowledged that the de-
termination that an imminent dan-
ger existed with respect to a miner
who was working out under unsup-
ported roof would not be an unrea-
sonable conclusion and that it would
be a matter of judgment on the part
of the inspector (Tr. 81-83). To the
extent that Mr. Farmer's opinions
differ from those of the inspector,
this Administrative Law Judge
finds that they are not entitled to as
much weight as those of the inspec-
tor because Mr. Farmer was not
present on the scene when the order
of withdrawal was issued. It is rec-
ognized that the inspector observed
no breaks in the roof. However, the
fact that the condition in question
could have been more serious and the
danger more immediate does not vi-
tiate the inspector's judgment in is-
suing the subject order under the
circumstances as he found them.
Also, the fact that the inspector did
not sound the unsupported roof does
not cast doubt upon his issuance of
the order because the inspector could
not be expected to go out under un-
supported roof. On the basis of the
record, therefore, this Administra
tive Law Judge concludes that the
inspector's determination that an
imminent danger existed was war-
ranted.

There was testimony from both
the inspector and Mr. Farmer that,
under the roof control plan, sup-
ports were four or five feet apart in
mining entries (Tr. 11-12, 65). The
record has been carefully reviewed
in light of the argument in appli-
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cant's brief that the condition of
the roof in: the longwall area in
question here is no different than
the condition between roof bolts
and other permanent supports used
in ordinary mining throughout the
mine (Applicant's Brief p. 4). It is
the opinion of this Administrative
Law Judge that the record does not
support applicant's allegation in
this respect. There is no comparison
in the record of what roof supports
are necessary and desirable when
mining in the entry system as com-
pared with ongwall mining. In ad-
dition, the record does not show the
applicability of the roof control
plan to longwall mining. The in-
spector stated that although the
plan permitted four or five feet of
unsupported roof in mining entries,
the men were protected at all times
in 'that situation because they ad-
vanced the roof supports as they
went along (Tr. 23). Mr. Farmer
stated that there was no specific re-
quirement as to the extent of un-
supported roof insofar as longwall
mining was concerned (Tr. 65). It
has been held, .supra, that presence
of the miner four feet beyond un-
supported roof constituted an im-
minent danger.-However, assuming
for the sake of argument, that four
or five feet of unsupported roof
would be permissible in a ongwall
mining situation, that still would
not be a basis for invalidating the
subject order of withdrawal. Here
the 'area of unsupported roof was
six and a half feet. The presence of
the miner four feet beyond sup-
ported roof would not be deter-

minative of the existence or-nonex- 
istence of imminent danger under
such circumstances.' What would be
determinative would be the fact
that there was six and a half feet
of unsupported roof 'and that in
shoveling the rock or moving about

the miner at any time could have
gone out the entire six and a half
feet. Accordingly, this Administra-
tive Law Judge concludes that even
if the presence of the miner four
feet beyond supported roof in and
of itself would not constitute an imi-
minent danger, the existence of six
and a half feet of unsupported roof
with a miner present out in the un-
supported area would have consti-
tuted an imminent danger sufficient
to justify issuance of the order.
Since the roof could have fallen at
any time the situation could not
have been abated before there was a
reasonable expectation of death or
serious physical injury.

The other condition specified in
the order was the operation of the
plough chain. In this respect there
was a confliet in the evidence. The
inspector described in detail the
running of the chain 'and the dan-
ger it posed to men who were re-
quired to* be in the area. He de-
scribed how the roll in the face and
the operator's election to plough
around that roll created a hump and
caused the chain to operate off its
normal course. He also explained
the types of injury that could re-
sult and stated that he had once seen
such an injury. Mr. Farmer, on the
other hand, testified that a plough
chain could not operate in the man-
ner described. Here again, this Ad-
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' ministrative Law Judge finds that.
the testimony of the inspector who
personally observed the situation is
entitled to. more weight than that of
Mr. Farmer, who was not present.
Moreover, much of Mr. Farmer's
testimony was based upon a photo-
graph which the inspector testified
was different fromn the conditions
which actually existed. Therefore,
although Mr. Far mer testimony
regarding principles generally ap-
plicable to longywall mining was in-
formative, it is not a sufficient basis
for invalidating the order. Since.
the chain was operating in such a
fashion that it could have hit .a man
at any moment, the order of with-
drawal was properly based on this
condition.

Additionally, this Administrative
Law Judge concludes that normal
mining operations could not have
proceeded with respect to either of
the conditions cited in he order.
(See Eastern Associated Coal Cor-
poration, supra).

As was held at the hearing, the
butden of proof is, upon: the appli-
cant. This holding is compelled by
the Board of Mine Operations Ap-'
peals (see Lucas Coal Company,
supra). This Administrative Law
Judge concludes that the applicant
has failed to sustain its burden of
proof. However, in light of the evi-
dence and testimony presented in
this case; the Findings and Conclu-
sions set forth herein would not be
any different if the burden of proof
had been placed on MESA.

The memorada and other mate-
rials filed by the parties have been

reviewed. To the extent that they
are.inconsistent with the Findings
and onclusions set forth herein,
they are rej ected.. .

V. _~IORDER

It is hereby ORDERED that the
application for- review herein be
and is hereby DISMISSED. 

PAuL MErLIN,

Administrative Law Judge.

APPEAL OF S. A. HEALY COMPANY

IBCA-944-12-71
Decided June 5, 1974

Contract No. 14-06-D-7058 Specifica-
tions No. DC 6855, Bonneville, Unit,
Central Utah Project, Bureau of
Reclamation.

Government's Motion to Dismiss
Denied.''

Rules of Practice: Appeas: Dis-
missal-Contracts: Construction and
Operation: Changes andExtras-Con-
tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Juris-
diction-Appropriations

The Government's motion to dismiss for
lack of jurisdiction a claim asserted
under theiehanges clause of a construe-
tion contract was denied where the fund-
ing schedule adopted by the contracting
,agency increased the time required for
performance, altered the aproved con-
struction program and led to a cessation
of work for lack of funds;. the contin-
gency provisions of the Funds Available
for Earnings Clause were not involved
when Congress appropriated funds in
the amount: deemed neessary and re-
quested by the contracting agency and

[Si I.D.
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Congress was not the source of the fund
shortage; the Government's assertion
that the fund shortage was a breach of
contract over which the Board has no
jurisdiction was erroneously based on
cases wherein Congress had reduced, or
failed to appropriate the funds requested
of it.

APPEARANCES: Mr. A. Barlow Fer-
guson, Attorney-at-Law, Thelin,:Mar-
rin, Johnson & Bridges, San Francisco,
California, for appellant; Mr. John R.
Little, Jr., Department Counsel, Denver,
Colorado, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVIE JUDGE PACKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-
TRACT APPEALS-

The Government has moved the
Board to dismiss this appeal for
lack of jurisdiction, asserting that
the claim submitted by the appel-
lant is for breach of contract arising
from the alleged failure of the Gov-
ernment properly to . handle the
funding of the appellant's sched-
uled earnings under the contract.
The appellant has submitted a claim:
in the amount of $574,694 for costs
alleged to have been incurred when
construction stopped because of ex-
haustion of funds. The appellant
contends that the main issue is the
contracting officer's refusal to issue
a change order, under Clause 3 of
the General Conditions, to modify
the previously approved construc-
tion program so: that a subsequent
equitable adjustment for increased
costs could be granted. The appel-
lant insists that funding is irrele-
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vant to the.issue except to the extent
that the funding which occurred
was part of a contractual change
directed by the contracting officer.

The contract was awarded on No-:
vember 18, 1970, in. the estimated
amount of $10,971,025 for construc-
tion of the Strawberry Aqueduct,
Currant, and Layout Tunnels, Di-
versions and Appurtenant Struc-
tures, Central Utah Project, under
Schedules No. 3C, 3L, and 4 of Bu-
reau. of Reclamation Specifications
No. DC 6855.1-

The Construction Engineer at
Duchelsne, Utah, the authorized.
representative of the Contracting
Officer, advised the appellant on
December 3, 1970, that the sun of
$500,000 had been reserved to cover
payments under; the contract and
cautioned that "prosecution of the
work at -a rate that will exhaust the
funds reserved before the end of the
fiscal year will be at your own
risk." 2
: On December 22, 1970, the appel-

lant submitted a construction pro-
gramf for approval pursuant to
Paragraph 15, "Construction Pro-
* gram." The construction program
set forth scheduled, earnings of
$116,000 in fiscal year 1971, $4,887,-
000 in fiscal year 1972, $4,714,000 in
fiscal year 1973 and $1,254,000 in
fiscal year 1974. The schedule shows
earnings reaching the estimated
amount of the contract, $10,917,025,
in December i973, although the con-

1 Exhibit No. 1. All references herein to
exhibits are to those contained in the appeal
file.

2
Exhibit No. 2.
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tract calls for completion of the con-
struction on September 19, 1974.
The appellant's construction pro-
gram was approved, without con-
ment, by the Construction Engineer
on February 22, 1971.3

The next communication in the
appeal file is a letter of July 9, 1971,
in which the Construction Engineer
advised the appellant that an
amount of $1,800,000 for earnings
under the contract was included in
the budget request submitted to
Congress. Prior to passage of the
Public Works Appropriation Act,
funds were made available under a
joint resolution of Congress at the
rate provided for in the budget re-
quest and reserved for earnings
under the contract.4

The appellant advised on July 14,
i971, that the funds requested were
inadequate and additional funds
would be necessary to enable it to
proceed in accordance with the con-
struction program.5 The appellant;
also wrote to the Commissioner of
Reclamation to inquire if a supple-
mental appropriation would be re-
quested and, if so, in what amount.
The appellant also asserted that its
approved construction program was
being improved considerably and
asked what funds would be re-
quested to provide for the additional
acceleration which seemed possible.6

The Commissioner responded on
August 27, 1971, that prospects of
obtaining additional funds by sup-

3 Exhibit No. 3.
4 Exhibit No. 4.
I Exhibit No. 5.
0 Exhibit No. 7.

plemental appropriation were very
slight and even if such funds were
forthcoming, they woIuld not be
available until late spring, which
would be of little benefit. The Con-
missioner asserted that the Bureau
of Reclamation had complied with
the paragraph on Funds Available
for Earnings 7and set forth the Bu-
reau's funding schedule for the re-
mainder of the contract. The Com-
missioner advised that in fiscal year
1971, $500,000 was reserved and
$345,470 was expended. The amount
of $1,800,000 was in the budget for
fiscal year 1972, and over $3,500,000
was programmed for fiscal years
1973 and 1974, with the balance in
fiscal year 1975.8

On September 1, 1971, the appel-
lant advised the Construction Engi-
neer that funds for the contract
would be exhausted within 30 days
and gave notice pursuant to Sub-
paragraph 11e of the need for addi-
tional funds to continue the work.9

On Septemnber 9, 1971, the appel-
lant advised the Construction Engi-
neer that his approval of the con-
struction program calling for
$4,887,000 in earnings in fiscal year
1972 gave no indication of any prob-
lem relating to availability of funds

See Appendix A for text of Paragraph 11
of the contract, "Funds Available for Earn-
ings."

8 Exhibit No. 8. 'The Commissioner did not
set forth the balance, which is approximately
$5,171,000, nor did he comment on the feasi-
bility of accomplishing such an amount of
work in the 81 days from the beginning of
fiscal year 1975 to the contract completion
date of September 19, 1974, after the years
in which construction was limited to not more
than $1,800,000 per year.

9 Exhibit No. 9.
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needed to pursue the schedule. The
appellant 'proceeded to assemble the
manpower, equipment.and material
needed to proceed in accordance
with the approved schedule. The ap-
pellant asserted that if it had been
advised of the Government's inten-
tions with respect to making funds
available for the contract, it -would
have adopted different methods and
plans of operations. The appellant
took the position that Congress had
not failed to appropriate the funds

in the budget request 'and therefore
the exculpatory provisions regard-
ing funds available for earnings are
inapplicable. Accordingly, the ap-
pellant requested a written change
order or orders pursuant to Clause
3 of the contract.' 0

The Construction Engineer re-
sponded on September 24, 1971,1"
and disagreed with the appellant's
assertion that it was entitled to a
change order or orders and that the
exculpatory provisions are inappli-
cable. TheI Construction Engineer
expressed his belief that the handle
ing of funds had been proper and in
accordance with Paragaphs 11 and
15.12 The Construction Engineer re-
served an additional sum of $350,000
for earnings, bringing 'the total
amount reserved to $2,650,000, but
he noted that at the then current
rate of progress, the total amount

-Exhibit No. 10.
"i Exhibit No. II.
12 Paragraph 11, F unds Available for Earn.

lngs, is set forth in Appendix A. Paragraph
15, Construction Program, is set forth in
Appendix B.
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reserved would be exhausted before
October 21, 1971.23

On October 9, 1971, the appellant
renewed its request for a written
change order or orders pursuant to
the Changes clause of the contract.
Without conceding the applicability
of Paragraph 11, appellant advised
that it had discontinued working
its tunneling machine oi Septem-
ber 22, 1971, and it understood that
additional time for completion
should be measured from that
date.' The additional reservation
of funds in the amount of $350,000
was utilized for work on Part 1
of the contract which was scheduled
for completion on Novemnber 1,
1971.15

The Contracting Officer made a
finding of fact on November 17,
1971, allowing a 35-day extension of
time for completion of Part 1 but
making no finding as to the appel-
lant's request for a change order or
orders.' 6

By letter of November 24, 1971,
the Construction Engineer refused
appellant's request of October 14,
1971, for a change order and denied
that the Government was responsi-
ble for any additional costs during
the time the work was stopped be-
cause of exhaustion of funds.:" In a
separate letter of the same date, the

' The source of the additional funds is
not disclosed by the present record. The Pub-
lic Works Appropriation Bill was enacted
into law on October 5, 1971 (P. L. 92-134,
85 Stat. 365).

14 Exhibit No. 12.
Exhibit No. 13.

'6 Exhibit No. 14.
" Exhibit No. 16.
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Construction Engineer advised that
a supplemental appropriation re-
quest providing for an additional;
$3,650,000 for the contract had been
transmitted to Congress.18

On December 14, 171, appellant
filed a notice of appeal from the
finding of fact of November 17,
1971, as. clarified and expanded in
the letter of November 24, 1971.19

On January 6,1972, an additional
sum of $3,650,000 was reserved to
cover payments nder the contract. 2 0

Work was resumed Ol Part 2 of the
contract on or about February 27,
1972.21

The Government prefaces its ar-
gument on the motion to dismiss by
asserting that it has been held one
many occasions that in the absence
of provisions in the contract which
provide relief, the Board has no
jurisdiction to consider disputes be-
tween parties to a Government con-
tract.2 2 This assertion is correct as

13 Exhibit No. 15.
19 Exhibit No. 17. In view of the pending

request for additional funds, the appellant
requested withdrawal of its appeal by letter
of December 29, 1971. The appeal was re-
instated at the request of appellant on Jan-
uary 5. 1973. Appellant thereafter on
August 2, 1973, submitted details of ts
claim for 8564,694 (Exhibit No. 23). The
Contracting Officer found that appellant had,
in fact, expended funds during the suspension
of work but denied the claim on the basis of
his finding that the cessation of work because
of exhaustion of funds was neither a con-
structive change nor a constructive suspen-
sion of work (Exhibit No. 24).

2 - Exhibit No. 19.
'lPage 8, Government's Brief in Support of

Motion to Dismiss.
22 The Government cites five cases in sup-

port of this proposition: 'Unsted States .
Utah Construction and Mining Co., 384 U.S.
394 (1966) ; Aerican Cement Cor-poration,
IBCA-496-5-65 and 578-7-66 (September 21,
1966), 73 I.D. 266 66-2 BCA Par. 5849; on
reconsideration, 66-2 BOA Par. 6065 (Janu-
ary 10, 1967) 74 I.D. 15; evA Corporation,

a general proposition, but in the
context of the present case, the short
assertion calls for an equally short
answer: it is the nature of the claim
and not the character of the defense
that determines urisdiction. Pre-
Con, In., IBCA-986-3- 3 (Sep-
tember 4, 1973), 73-2 BCA par.
10,227; Bis7A Contracting Com-
pany, Inc., IBCA-951-1-42 (Feb-
ruary 12, 1973), 80. I.D. 189, 73-1
BCA par. 9896. The contract con-
tains the standard changes clause
under which appellant is claiming
entitlement to relief. It is irrelevant
to the disposition of the Govern-
ment's motion -whether appellant
may be able to sustain its claim
when the record is fully developed.
In order for the Government to pre-
vail on the motion, it must appear
as a certainty on the present record
that no relief is available. Pre-Con,
Inc., supra. No such certainty is
evident here.

The Government presents four
premises in support of its motion.
The first is that Clause 4A of the
General Provisions, "Suspensions of
Work" is not applicable because the
Contracting Officer took no action
to suspend, delay or interrupt per-
formance of the work. This premise

IBCA-648-6-67 (August 18, 1969), 76 I.D.
205 69-2 BCA Par. 7838; Placer County, Cali-
fornia, IBCA-777-5-69 (Apri 8, 1971), 78
ID. 13 71W-1 BOA Par. 8801; and Granite
Construction Company, IBCA-947-1-72 (No-
vember 13, 1972), 79 I. D. 644 72-2 BCA Par.
9762. In the first four cases, jurisdiction over
the appeals was retained pending the results
of hearings which produced fully developed
records. In Granite, the decision turned on
actions of the Congress and the President
which were undisputed. None of the' cited
cases provide precedent for dismissing the
present appeal where appellant is seeking
relief under the changes clause.

E81 ID.
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and the Governmeiit's argument in
support of it are largely misdirected
for the reason that appellant is not
seeking relief under the suspension
of work clause. From the inception
of its clm appellant has sought
relief only under the 'changes
clause.2 3

The .Government's first premise
serves mainly as a vehicle for an ex-
tended discussion of the Board's
decision in Granite- Construction
Company, IBCA-947-1-72 (No-
veinber 13, 1972), 79 I.D. 644, 72-2
BCA par. 9762, in whichv we dis-
missed a claim under the suspension
of work clause where a shortage of
funds caused a cessation of work.
By asserting that the circumstances
here are comparable to those in
Granite, the Government ignores
the fact that the shortage of funds
in Granite. arose outside the con-
tracting agency while the record
'here indicates nothing more than a
fund shortage resulting from the
contracting agency's owin decisions
-in administering the contract. In
Granite, there was delay by Con-
*gress in appropriating funds and

then an impounding of a portion of
the. funds by the President. The
'Board found that the inaction'of
Congress could not be regarded as
fan act of the Contracting Officer
*and'. the; Presidential impounding
was an exercise of 'sovereign power
to which immunity attached. Nei-
ther circumstance is present here.

23 The Government acknowledges, on page 5
of its brief, that the appellant's claim under
the changes clause was first set forth in the
letter of September 9, 1971 (Exhibit 10), and
that the appellant continues to assert the
same claim.

Congress appropriated funds in the
jaiount contained in the budge't re-
quest, and made. them available
Without delay under a joint resolu-
tion prior to enactment of the ap-
propriation. There was no im-
pounding of funds and helice the
shield of overeign immunity is not
available.

In Granite, the Board stated,
with respect to the paragraph en-
titled "Finds Available for Earn-
ings," that "a clause of this sig-
nificance may be ignored by a con-
tractor only at its peril." In the
present case we must add that the
provisions of the clause may be ig-
nored by the Government only at
its peril. The clause provides that

* the liability of the United
States is contingent on the neces-
sary appropriations being made
therefor by the Congress * * *. 24

If the Bureau of Reclamation de-
termined what appropriation was
necessary, placed that amount in
the budget request and Congress ap-
propriated the sum requested, the
contracting agency can point to no
one but itself as the source of the
shortage of funds. The contingency
provision is not invoked.

After arguing that the suspension
of work clause does not apply, the
Government contends that there is
no material difference between as-
sertion of rights-under the suspen-
sion of work clause and a claim
under the changes clause. It is the
Government's position that the

24 The full text of Paragraph 11, "Funds
Available for Earnings" appears in-Appendix
A, infra.
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changes clause is not applicable be-
cause the Government did not make
any changes within the meaning of
the clause, and it asserts that. the
keystone of the entire matter is the
lack of action by the Contracting
Officer.

Inaction by the Contracting Offi-
car is not a substantial keystone to
support the Government's arch of
logic since actions by the contract-
ing agency are attributable to the
Contracting Officer."a The appeal
'file indicates that the contracting
agency adopted the funding sched-
ule set forth in the commissioner's
letter of August 27, 1971. Although
it would appear, in the absence of
further explanation, that the fund-
ing schedule deviated from the ap-
proved construction program to the
extent that a constructive change oc-
curred, it is unnecessary to reach the
question of the consequences of such
action as it relates to the construc-
tion program. For the purpose of
disposing of the Government's mo-
tion, it is necessary only to observe
that the funding schedule changed
the contract itself by leaving ap-
proximately $5,171,000 worth of
construction to be completed in
fiscal year 1975, while the contract
called for completion of the work
on September 19, 1974. After three
fiscal years in which the amount of
construction was limited to not more
than $1,800,000 per year by the
funding schedule, it does not appear
feasible to expect completion of

25 Philco-Ford Corporation, ASBCA No.
14623 (March 28, 1972), 72-1 BCA par.
9390. See also Beuttas v. United States, 111
Ct. Ci. 532 (1948).

the project in the 81 days from the
beginning of the fiscal year to the
specified completion date. The effect,
therefore, can easily be construed as
a change increasing the time re-
quired for performance within the
meaning of paragraph d of the
changes clause.2 6 The impact on'ap-

-s "a. Clause No. S.-Clause No. 3, entitled
'Changes,' Is deleted from Standard Form
23-A and the following clause is substituted
therefor:

"3. CHANGES
"(a) The Contracting Officer may, at any

time, without notice to the sureties, by writ-
ten order designated or indicated to be a
change order, snake any change in the work
within the general scope of. the contract,
including but not limited to changes:

"(i) in the specifications (including draw-
ings and designs);

"(ii) in the method or manner of per-
formance of the work;

"(iii) in the Government-furnished facili-
ties, equipment materials, services, or site; pr

"(iv) directing acceleration in the per-
formance of the work.

"(b) Any other written order or an orar
order (which terms as used in this paragraph
(b) shall include direction, instruction, in-
terpretation, or determination) from the Con-
tracting Officer, which causes any such change,
shall be treated as a change order under this,
clause, provided that the Contractor gives
the Contracting Officer written notice stating-
the date, circumstances, and source of the
order and that the Contractor regards the
order as a change order.

"(c) Except as herein provided, no order,.
statement, or conduct of the Contracting Offi--
cer shall be treated as a change under this-
clause or entitle the Contractor to an equitable-
adjustment hereunder. I :

"(d) If any change under this clause causes
an increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost
of, or the time required for, the performance-
of any part of the work under this contract,.
whether or not changed by any order, an
equitable adjustment shall be made and the-
'contract modified in writing accordingly:
Provided, however, That except for claims
based on defective specifications, no claim for-
any change under (b) above shall be allowed,
for any costs incurred more than 20 days
before the Contractor gives written notice as:
therein required : And provided further, That
in the case of defective specifications for
which. the Government is responsible, the-
equitable adjustment shall include any in-
creased cost reasonably incurred by the Con-
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pellant's cost cannot be determined
from the present record. Appellant
is entitled to prove, if it can, that its
costs were icreased thereby.2 7

The Government's third premise
is that appellant's remedy, if any,
is for breach of contract, citing
Winston Bros. et al. v. United
States, 131 'Ct. C1. 245, 130 F. Supp.
374 (1955), and Northern Helew
Co. v. United States, 197 Ct. C1. 118,
455 F.2d 546 (1972). Both of those
cases, however, involve the failure
of Congress to appropriate funds
requested of it. Neither case offers
a useful precedent for the present
case in which Congress appropri-
ated the funds requested and made
them available without delay.

The appellant may have chosen
to assert its claim under the con-
tract lest it find itself in the Court
of Claims with the Government de-

tractor in attempting to comply with such
defective specifications.

"(e) if the Contractor intends to assert a
claim for an equitable adjustment under this
clause, he must, within 30 days after receipt
of a written change order under (a) above or
the furnishing of a written notice under (b)
above, submit to the Contracting Officer a
written statement setting forth the general
nature and monetary extent of such claim,
unless this period is extended by the Govern-
ment. The statement of claim hereunder may
be included in the notice under (b) above.

"(f) No claim by the Contractor for an
equitable adjustment hereunder shall be al-
lowed if asserted after final payment under
this contract."

27 The fact that funds were subsequently
provided in a different manner than the fund-
ing schedule specified does not establish that
the Bureau of Reclamation did not intend to
follow that schedule at the time the Com-
missioner disclosed it to appellant. The
Commissioner had to be taken at his word
and appellant was entitled to adjust its
construction program in: accordance with the
Commissioner's statements.

fending on the basis that the' ad-
ministiative remedies were -not
exhausted.

The Government's final premise
is that the exhaustion of funds was
a predicament of appellant's own
making. We find it difficult to char-
acterize appellant's actions as uni-
lateral in view of the Construction
Engineer's approval of, the con-
struction program and his apparent
silence while appellant mobilized
its forces to comply with the ap-
proved program. On the other
hand, the present record does not
show what action, if any, appellant
took to scale down its operations to
conform to the funds available for
fiscal year- 1972 when it was in-
formed that funds would not be
furnished in accordance with the
consti-uction program. Determina-
tion of the impact of the funding
situation on appellant's costs and
the further determination of the
responsibility for those costs de-
pend on findings of fact which
cannot be made on the basis of the
present incomplete record.

Decision

The Government's motion to dis-
miss is denied. Within 30 days from
the date of receipt hereof, the
parties shall advise the Board in
writing as to a mutually acceptable
location and time for the hearing
in this matter, or in the absence of
an agreement being reached, their
preferences respecting the location
and time of hearing, supported by
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Oiuch information as they desire the
Board to consider, together with an
estimate by each counsel of the time
required to present his case-in-
chief.

G. 1-IERBERuPACKWOOD,
Administrative Judge.

I CONcUR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.'

APPENDIX A

11. FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR
EARNINGS

Pursuant to section 12 of the Rec-
lamation Project Act of 1939 (43
U.S.C. se. 388), funds for earnings
under this contract will be made
available as provided in this para-
graph.

a. Under the contract to be entered
into under these specificatihns, the lia-
bility of the United States is contingent
.on the necessary appropriations being
made therefor by the Congress and an
appropriate reservation of funds there-
under. Further, the Government shall
not -be liable for damages under this con-
tract on account of delays in payments
due to lack of funds.

b. Funds for payment of earnings
under this contract are included in the
budget for fiscal year 1971 which is now
before the Congress and it is anticipated
that they will be included in the Appro-
priation Act for fiscal year 1971. Prior

*to the effective .date of the Appropriation
Act, Payment for earnings may be made
from such funds as may be available by
appropriations for interim periods by
Congress within which such limitations
as may be imposed by Congress. The
contractor will be advised of funds which

are thus available. After the Appropri-
ation Act is effective, the contractor will
be notified of the sums, if any, reserved
and available for payments under this
contract for the fiscal year 1971. Dur-
ing the period between the end of fiscal
yeai 1970- and the effective date of the
Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1971,
the provisions of Subparagraph e. re-
garding the giving of notices by the con-
tractor and the Government as to ex-
haustion of funds shall not apply.

e. Jif at any time the contracting of-
ficer finds that the balance of reserved
funds is in excess, of the estimated
amount required to meet all payments
due and to become due the contractor be-
cause of work performed or to be per-
formed prior to July 1, 1971, the right
is reserved to reduce said reservation
by the amount of such excess. The con-
tractor will be notified in writing of any
such reduction.

d. If the rate of progress of the work
is such that the contracting officer finds
that the balance of reserved funds is
less than the estimated amount required
to meet all payments due and, to be-
come due because of work performed
prior to July 1, 1971, the Government
may reserve additional funds for pay-
ments under this contract if there are
funds available for such purpose. The
contractor will be notified in writing of
such additional reservation.

e. Should it become apparent to the
contractor that existing fund reserva-
tions will be exhausted within the next
30 days, the-'contractor shall at that time
give written notice thereof to the con-
tracting officer. If additional funds can
be made available, the contracting officer
may issue an additional fund reservation
as provided for -in Subparagraph d.
hereof. It is expressly understood, how-
ever, that the Government has no obli-
gation to provide funds in addition to
those reserved in writing. The contractor
is also cautioned that the prosecution of
the work at the end of the fiscal year will
be at his own risk. If additional funds
cannot be made available, the contracting
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officer will give written notice thereof to
the contractor. If at any time funds are
being made available by appropriations
for interim periods prior to the enact-
ment of an Appropriation Act, the con-
tractor will be so advised in writing in
which case the other notice requirements
of this subparagraph will not apply.

If the contractor so elects, he may con-
tinue work under the conditions and re-
strictions of the specifications after funds
have been exhausted, so long as there are
funds for inspection and supervision, con-
cerning which he will be notified in writ-
ing. No payment will be made for any
work done after funds have been ex-
hausted unless and until sufficient addi-
tional funds have been provided by the
Congress. When funds again become
available, the contractor will be notified
in writing as to the amount thereof re-
served for payments under this contract.
The amount so reserved shall be subject
to decrease or increase in a manner simi-
lar to that provided in Subparagraphs c.
and d. hereof. However, if the contractor
so elects, the work may be suspended
when the available funds have been ex-
hausted. Should' work be thus suspended,
additional time for completion will be al-
lowed equal to the period during which
the work is necessarily so- suspended.

f. The procedure above described in this
paragraph shall be repeated as often as
necessary on account of exhaustion of
available funds and the necessity of
awaiting the appropriation of additional
funds by Congress.

g. Should Congress fail to provide the
expected additional funds during its reg-
ular session, the -contract may, at the
option of the contractor, by written
notice, be terminated and considered to
be completed without prejudice to him
or liability to the Government at any
tilne subsequent to 30 days after payments
are discontinued, or subsequent to 30 days
after passage of the Act which would
ordinarily carry an appropriation for con-
tinuing the work, or after adjournment
of the Congress which failed to make the
necessary appropriations.

553-150-744-4

APPENDIX B

15. CONSTRUCTION PRO-
GRAM

Within forty-five (45) calendar
days after date of receipt of notice
of award of contract, the contractor
shall submit to the authorized repre-
sentative of the contracting officer
for approval a complete and prac-
ticable construction program. The
construction program shall show ill
detail his proposed program of op-
erations and shall provide for' or-
derly performance of the work.
Pending approval of his program
the contractor shall proceed with
the work in accordance with these
specifications and his proposed con-
struction program.

The construction program shall
be in such form and detail as to
show the following:

a. Sequence of operations.
b. The dates for commencing and com-

pleting the work on the several controlling
features of the project.. (Including erec-
tion of construction plant and each item
or group of like items involving place-
ment of -oncrete, if applicable.)

c. The dates of issuance of orders for
procurement of contractor-furnished ma-
terials and equipment and their delivery
and installation dates.

d. The dates on which contractor-pre-
pared drawings will be submitted for ap-
proval (including all shop drawings as
required in these specifications).

The construction program shall be
in suitable form and show the per-
centage of work for each line item
scheduled for completion each
month, and shall include the con-
tractor's estimate of earnings by
months; The contractor's estimate of
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earnings by months shall not obli-
gate the Government to provide
funds in any manner other than as
provided in the paragraph of these
specifications entitled "Funds
Available for Earnings."

An original or translucent repro-
ducible and three blackline prints of
each construction program and each
revised program shall be submitted.
Originals or reprodncibles shall be
of such quality as to permit clear,
sharp, legible priints to be made by
direct-contact methods.

The contractor shall enter on the
program the actual progress at the
end of each progress payment period
or at such other intervals as directed
by the contracting officer, and shall
submit to such marked prints of
the program to the contracting offi-
cer's authorized representative.

Timely submittal of the construc-
tion program and timely revisions
thereto are important. The Govern-
ment mist have the information
contained in the construction pro-
gram for such purposes as schedul-
ing the preparation of additional
drawings required for construction
purposes, delivery of. Government-
furnished materials and equipment,
scheduling services of inspectors
and survey crews. Accordingly, the
contractor will be assessed as fixed,
agreed and liquidated damages the
sum of twenty dollars ($20) per day
for each calendar day's delay' the
contractor's original construction
program is late. Further, should the
contracting officer notify the con-
tractor in writing that a revision of
the construction program is required

then liquidated damages in the
amount of twenty dollars ($20) per
day will be assessed for each cal-
enlar day beyond thirty (30) cal-
endar days, after receipt of such
notification, that the contractor fails
to submit the required revision.

If the contractor elects to pro-
gram the work by the Critical Path
Method (CPM), or by a similar
type of net work analysis system, he
shall submit such program in lieu
of the program specified above in-
cluding information required above.
The contractor shall submit trans-
lucent reproducibles of the network
diagram and of print-out or com-
putation sheets for such construc-
tion program. Reproducibles shall
be of such quality as to permit clear,
sharp, legible prints to be made by
direct-contact methods. If re-
quested, the contractor shall also
furnish a printout of the computer,
data.

HAROLD & IRENE KYLLONEN

16 IBLA 86
Decided June 26,1974

Appeal from decision of the Montana
State Offlcej Bureau of Land Manage-,
ment, allowing application for renewal
of small tract lease (Montana 01344)
subject to payment of increased rental
and execution of stipulations.

Affirnied..

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Burden
of Proof-Rules of Practice: Evi-
dence-Small Tract Act: Appraisals

[S1 I.D.
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Where an applicant for a small tract
lease contends that the rental set by the
Bureau of Land Management appraisal
is excessive, the burden is upon appli-
cant to prove by substantial and positive
evidence that the appraisal is in error.

Small Tract Act: Renewal of Lease

The filing of an application to lease under
the Small Tract Act does not vest any
legal right or interest in the applicant,
for it is within the discretion of the Sec-
retary whether or not to exercise his au-
thority to lease the land.

Small Tract Act: Renewal of Lease

Where the Bureau of Land Management
properly determines that land which had
been embraced by a small tract lease is
well located and ideally suited for pub-
lic use as a recreational area, it may limit
the lease to a nonrenewable five-year
term.

Small Tract Act: Classification-Small
Tract Act: Sales

Before land classified for lease may be
sold under the Small Tract Act, it is-nec-
essary that the land be classified for sale
in compliance with the provisions of 43
CGR Part 2400.

APPEARANCIES: Harold ad Irene
Kyllonen, pro se.

OPINION BY ADIMINI7TRA-
TIVE JUDGE GOSS

INTERIOR BOARD OF EAND
APPEALS

Harold and Irene iyllonen of
Butte, Montana, have appealed
from the decision of the Montana
State Office, Bureau of Land M/Ian-,
agement, dated October 1,19T3, al1
lowing an application for renewal
of a lease filed pursuant to the Small

Tract Act, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§l 682(a)-682(e) (1970), subject to
payment of rental increased to $195
per year and execution of special
stipulations. Appellants contend.
the rent is too high and they oppose
inclusion of the stipulation that the
lease is not renewable after the five-
year period beginning April 1, 1973.
They also reiterate their interest in,
purchasing the property.

The tract in question contains 2.5
acres and is situated in Beaverhead
County, Montana, approximately
seven miles northwest of Wise
River, Montana. The land is ac-
cessible from State Highway #43,
by 1/8 mile of fair gravel road. The
land has been classified for lease
only under the Small Tract 'Act,
supra, and 43 CFR 2731.2.

Mrs. Lillian Thomas, who had
formerly leased the tract, requested
that the lease be assigned to appel-
lants who were purchasing her
cabin. The Bureau a proved the as-
signment on September 27, 1961.
The expiration of the date of the
lease was March 31, i966. Appel-
lants applied for a renewal of their
lease which the Bureau approved
for a seven-year period. Appellants
made several attempts to purchase
the land but the Bureau informed
them that the tract in question had
been classified for lease only. On
March 2, 1973, appellants filed
formal application for renewal of
their lease.

In its field examination report of
February 14,1973, the Bureau noted
the topography of the site, stating
that the eastern half is situated on
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the bottQm land along Tie Creek,
while the. western half is situated on*
a very steep* valley slide. The entire
tract has a good cover of lodgepole
pine and douglas fir trees on it. The
econonly of the area is based on
livestock ranching, with some toLr-
ism, mining, and timber produc-
tion.

Considering the need of the tract
for recreational purposes, the Bu-
reau recommended the lease be is-
sued for a nonrenewable term of five
years. Such a period was designed
to allow appellants time to remove
their present improvements on the
tract.

In its environmental analysis of
the area the Bureau noted that the
tract is part of a large block of Na-
tional Resource land containing ap-
proximately 2,160 acres, located
along the northern end of the
Pioneer mountain range. The area
is anesthetically pleasing. Because
of proximity to Butte, Anaconda,
and Dillon, there is considerable rec-
reational use of the area-fishing,
hunting,' skiing, and year-round
homesites. In the near future,
Highway #15 will be completed
which will pass 20 miles to the east,
linking Butte and Dillon. A better
highway will increase the recrea-
tional use and create further

'A 1967 appraisal noted: "There is excel-
lent big game hunting in this neighborhood
with some very good trout fishing on the
streams. The Big Hole River which runs
through this neighborhood is a nationally
known Blue Ribbon trout stream. Recreation
and tourism. contribute a great deal to, the
economy of this neighborhood."

demands for camp sites along this
stretch of the Big Hole River.

In its appraisal dated August 27,
1973, the Bureau compared the
property with five sales in the area.
Due to the high demand for recrea-
tional property, land values have
increased rapidly particularly dur-
ing the past few years, and a 300
percent increase between 1963 and
1970 is typical for the area.

Appellants contend that the rent
is too, high for land that is used only
as a recreational cabin site, covered
with snow for five months of the
year and located on the north side
of a large hill without enough sun-
shine for crops. They state that the
rent has been raised from $10 a year
in 1961 to $35 a year in 1968 and
finally to $195 a year in 1972. Mr.
Kyllonen is paralyzed and confined
to a wheel chair. He explains that
'he is living on a fixed income and if
the, rent is raised, he will not be able
to afford it..

We find that the rental of the
land set by the Bureau properly
reflects a reasonable estimate of the
value of the property. In their
statement of reasons, appellants do
not contest any specific part of the
appraisal report, nor do they show
that the report failed to meet the
Bureau's standards. If an applicant
contends that the rental is errone-
ous, the burden is upon him to prove
by substantial and positive evidence
that the appraisal is in error. See
Nick Lanbroq, 10 IBLA 135
.(1973). Appellants have not met
this bilrden. While the rental has
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been substantially increased, we do
not find it'excessive compared to the
estimated $2,500 value of the land.

Appellants urue that the land is
of no use for anything else and they
should be allowed to renew the lease
every five years. It should be clear
at the outset that appellants are not
entitled as a matter of right to the
land for which they have applied.
It is within the discretion of the
Secretary whether or not to exercise
his authority to lease under the Act.
43 U.S.C. 682(a). The filing of a
small tract application to lease, in
compliance with the regulations of
the Department does not vest in the
applicant any legal right or interest
in the land described by the appli-
cation other than a right to have
the application considered. Ra7lph
S. Hloerning, 10 IBLA 203 (1973).

We cannot agree with appellant's
contention that the land is not valu-
able for recreation purposes. De-
partmental regulation 43 CFR
2730.0-2 (a) states that the purpose
of the Small Tract Act is

to promote the beneficial utiliza-
tion of the public lands .subject to the
terms thereof, and at the same time to
safeguard the public interest in the
lands * * *. [S]mall tract sites will be
considered in the light of their effect
upon the conservation of natural re-
sources and upon the communities or
area involved * Lands will not be
leased or sold, for example, which would
lead to private ownership or control of
scenic attractions, or water resources, or
other areas that should be kept open to
public use. * * *

The Bureau's field report demon-
strates that the tract is well located

and ideally suited for public use.
The Bureau has determined that
there is a growing need for camp-
ing facilities in the area and: that
this site is located on a suitable flat.
That has not been controverted by
appellanits.

In view of the recreational poten-
tial of the tract, the Bureau's de-
termination, is not unreasolnable or
arbitrary and will not be disturbed.
Ralph S. Hoerning, suprca. The
other arguments advanced by the
appellants have been examined but
do not warrant reversal of the. Bu-
rean's decision. As to appellants'
statement that they desire to pur-
chase the'land, before land classi-
fied for lease can be sold it minust be
classified for sale2 in compliance
wvith the provisions of 43 CFR Part

2450.
Therefore, pursuant to the au-

thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

JOSEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

ANNTE POINDEXTER LEWIs;
zAdministrative Judge.

MARTIN RITVO,
Administrative Judge.

.2 Because of the Bureau's program of rec-
,reational development in the area, it is
questionable whether the land would be
reclassified for sale.
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UNITED MINE WORKERS OF
AMERICA, DISTRICT XO. 2,

LOCAL UNION 1520

RUSHTON MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA 231
Decided June 07, 1974

This matter is before the Board on
appeal by United Mine Workers of
America, District No. 2 (UMWA) from
a decision of a Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. PITT 73-224) is-
sued on February 20, 1974, denying an
Application for Compensation filed by
UMWA in behalf of certain miners
employed by Rushton Mining Company
(Rushton) at its Rushton Mine.

Reversed.

Federal Coal Mine Health, and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

Immediately upon the issuance of an
order of withdrawal a claim of compen-
sation arises.

Federal Coal Mine Heal.th and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Generally

The validity of a section 104(b) with-
drawal order is not a consideration in
a proceeding under section 110(a) of the
Act.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Compensation

While idled miners may be entitled to
compensation under section 110(a) of
the Act they are not entitled to- interest
on such compensation or for costs sus-
tained.

APPEARANCES: M.- Lawrence
Shields, III, Esq., and J. Davitt Mc-
Ateer, Esq., for appellant, United Mine
Workers of America, Local Union
1520, District 2; John R. Carfley, Esq.,
for appellee, Rushton Mining Com-
pany.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE'

ROGERS

INT7ERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factua and Procedural
Background

The operative facts necessary to
a disposition of this appeal are not
in dispute and may briefly set forth
as follows:

As a result of an inspection on
September 6, 1972, a section 104(b)
Notice of Violation was issued by a
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) Inspector
pursuant to the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969
(Act) .1 The condition (which is im-
materidl on this appeal) was tQ be
abated on September 8, 1972. An in-
spection on that date revealed that
the cited violation was not abated.
The Inspector then issued an Order
of Withdrawal. Rushton Mining
Company (Rushton) appealed this
Order of Withdrawal to the subdis-
trict office of the Bureau of Mines
(now MESA). On September 11,

'P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat, 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
H§ 801-960 (1970).
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1972, as a result of that appeal, two
Federal coal mine inspectors inves-
tigated the matter. On Septemn-
ber 13, 1972, the section.104(b) Or-
der was vacated by MESA for the
stated reason that it was issued in
error.

On October 4, 1972, the United
Mine Workers of America
(UMWA) filed a timely Applica-

tion for Compensation on behalf of
8 miners who were idled on the 4
p.m. to 12 midnight shift on Sep-.
tember 8, 1972, as a result of the
issuance of the Order of With-
drawal. The names, job assignments,
and amount of compensation appli-
cable to a four (4) hour period for
each of the idled miners are as
follows:

J.OHN HURTACK --LOADER OPERATOR
JOSEPH REPASKY -LOADER HELPER :
JOHN KOPCHAK- CUTTER _ I

WILLIAM SOUTHARD -DRILLER
GEORGE BAINEY -RAM CAR OPERATOR
PAY CONKLIN -- RAM CAR OPERATOR
ANAY POLLOCK -ROOF BOLTER -
JOSEPH POHULLA -SHOT FIRER

The Administrative Law Judge
(Judge). in his initial decision de-
nied the Application for Compen-
sa-tion for the reason that the Order
which idled the miners was in-
validly issued and subsequently va-
cated by MESA.

Issue Presented on Appeal

Whether an order of withdrawal
issued pursuant to section 104(b). of
the Act but subsequently vacated as
not in compliance with the require-
ments thereof, will support a claim
for compensation pursuant to, see-
tion 110.(a) of the:Act.

Discussion

Recently, in United Hine Work-
ers of America, District No. 15,
Local Union 9856 v. CF&I Steel
Corporation, 3 IBMA 187, 81 I.D.
308, CCH Employment Safety and

Health Guide par. 17,962 (1974), we
held that a claim of compensation-
arises' immediately upon the is-
suance of an- Order of Withdrawal 2

and that the validity of a section
104(a) withdrawal order is not a
consideration in a proceeding for
compensation under section 110(a)
of the Act.

In accord with our holding in
United Mine Workers of Averica,
supra, we reverse the Judge's de-
cision and hold that the idled miners
are entitled to be compensated for
four (4) hours at their regular rate
of pay.

Also, recently we held in United
Mine Workers of Amnerica, District
No. , local Union 1520 v. Rushton

Mining omnpany, 3 IBMA 217
(IBMA 74-50), 81 I.D. 346, CCH

2 United Mine Workers of America, District
No. 1 v. ClinchfieldCoal Compaen1, 1 I1MA
31, 78 ID. 153, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide par. 1,367a (1971).
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Employment Safety and Health
Guide par. 18,07 (1974) that we
could perceive no reason to differen-
tiate between orders of withdrawal
issued pursuant to sections 104 (a)
or 104(b) of the Act insofar as
claims for compensation are con-
cerned.

In addition to claiming the com-
pensation for the idled miners,
BUIWA seeks further relief in the
form of "interest calculated at 6%
per annum and costs sustained.' No
authority has been cited to us for
granting such relief; section 110 (a)
of the Act does not provide for such
'relief in compensation cases, and we
are not cognizant of any other au-
thority to support such a claim. We,
therefore, must reject this claim.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority 'delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the order of the
Administrative Law Judge in his
initial decision of February 20,1974,

-is reversed and set aside.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED

that Ruston Mining Company pay
to the eight named miners listed in
this decision the compensation as set
forth herein on or before thirty days
'from the date of this decision.

C. E3. ROGERS, .,

Chief Admi'ni trative Judge.

I ONCUR: . :

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

UIITED STATES v. FRANK
W. WINEGAR ET AL.

16 IBLA 112

Decided June 28, 1974

Appeal from a decision of Administra-
tive Law udge Dent D. Dalby, hold-
ing that five and a portion of a sixth
oil shale placer mining claims are
valid and can proceed to patent. (Colo-
rado Contests 359, 360.)

Reversed.

Mining Claims: Determination of
Validity-Mining Claims: Discovery:
Marketability

To satisfy the requirement of discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit within the
boundaries- of an oil shale placer claim
located prior to February 25, 1920, it
must appear that at that time the min-
eral deposit could have been developed,
extracted, and, marketed at a reasonable
profit; it must also appear that such mar-
ketability has continued without substan-
tial interruption from that time to the
time of the contest proceedings. Where
it has been shown that at no time would
a prudent man have expended further
labor or means in order to develop actual
mining operations, discovery of a valua-
ble mineral deposit has not been made.
and the claims must be declared null and
void.

Mining Claims: Determination of
Validity-Mining Claims: Discovery:
Marketability

In order for an oil shale deposit to be con-
sidered valuable within the meaning of
the general mining law, it must appear as
a present fact, as of February 25, 1920,
and at all times thereafter that the de-
posit could be developed, extracted, and
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marketed at a reasonable profit. The pos-
sibility of dramatic technological break-'
throughs or changes in market conditions
at some future date has no bearing on
value as a present fact.

Minling Claims: Determination of
Validity-Mining Claims: Discovery:
Marketability-Rules of Practice:
Evidence

What men have or have not done over a
period of years is proper evidence as to
the conduct of a prudent man in the game
or very nearly the same circumstances.
Where oil shale claims had been.held for
fifty years and no:commercial production
w as achieved on such claims, it must be
concluded that no prudent man would
have- been justified in the belief that the
mineral deposit could be developed, ex-
tracted, and marketed at a reasonable
profit.

-Rules of Practice: Generally

Departmental precedent will be overruled
where it is-shown: 1) that it is contrary
to the law as interpreted by the courts
-and this Department; and 2) it would
result in the disposition of public lands
to those not entitled to receive them.

IFREEMAN v. SUMMERS, 52 L.D.
201 (1927), is overruled. -

APPEARANCES: Albert V.I Witham,
Esq., Office of the Regional Solicitor,
Departinlt of the- Interior, Denver,
Colorado, for appellant; -Tweedy &

osley, Denver, Colorado, and Clearly,
Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, NW

York, New York, attorneys for appel-
lees, rank W,- Winegar and Shell
Oil Co.; Senior and Senior, Salt Lake
City, :Utah; attorneys for appellee,
,D. A. Shale, Inc.-

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE- JUDGE FRISH-
BERG -

INTERIOR BOARSD OF AND
APPEALS

The United States appeals from
that part of the decision -by Adminl
istrative Law Judge (formerly
Hearing Examiner) Dent D. Dalby
dated April -7, 1-970, validating
placer mining claims Mountain Boy
Nos. 6 and , and Harold Shoup,
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.2 The basic issue
presented in this appeal is whetwer
the oil shale on the subject claims.
was a valuable mineral deposit 'as
of February 25, 1920, when-oil hale
was withdrawn from location uder-
the general mining law by the Mmi-.
eral Leasing Act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437), 30 U.S.C. §181
et seg. (1970) and, if so, whether
such oil shale has continued to be a,
valuable mineral deposit within the
meaning of the general mining law,

. 30 U.S.C. §22 et seq. (1970).2

The Mountain Boy Nos. 6 and 7
were surveyed in 1917 in 160 acre

1 There were nine claims involved in the
proceedings below: the Mountain Boy Nos. 1,
6, and 7, the: TC. Schuyler Nos. 2 and 3, and
the Harold Shoup Nos. 1, 2, 8, and 4. The
Mountain Boy No. 1, and the K.,C. Schuyler
Nos. 2- and were declared, invalid by: Judge
Dalby for lack -of a physical finding of oil.
shale on the claims prior to February 25,
1920.. Additionally, Judge: Dalby found that
35.4 acres of the Harold Shoup No. 3 were
non-mineral in character. That portion of the
decision is final since no appeal was taken as
to those claims.

'2 Section 87of the Act (41 Stat. 451),-80
UTS.C. §193, also excepted claims on which
a discovery had not been made by February 25,
1920 but on which work leading to a dis-
covery . was being diligently prosecuted -on
that date and was.thereafter. continued to a
discovery. See Strks v. Mfackey, 60 ID: 302,
3s0 (1949)-No party asserts. that the claims
in issue fall within this exception. Therefore,
this exception will not be'restated in further
discussion below. -
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legal subdivisions. The location cer-
tificates were recorded February 6,
1918, showing location on Janu-
ary 8, 1918, by the same eight loca-
tors for both of the claims. Between
1917 and the early. 1950's ownership
of the claims changed several times.
In 1956 Frank Winegar made an
agreement with Shell Oil Company
that he would attempt to purchase
the Mountain Boy claims and use
due diligence to obtain patents
thereto for Shell. Shell agreed to
buy the claims after patenting for
$60 per acre and to reimburse Wine-
gar's expenses up to $12,800. Wine-
gar obtained title to a number of
Mountain Boy claims, including
Nos. 6 and . On August 7, 1958, he
filed a patent application with the
Bureau of- Land Management for
Mountain Boy Nos. 1-8. In a report
of December 14, 1959, a Bureau
evaluation engineer recommended
that patents be issued for the Moun-
tain Boy Nos. 1, 6 and 7. A final
certificate was issued by the Bureau
of Land Management on November
30, 1960, for such claims. 'On March
21, 1961, the final certificate was ap-
proved for patent by a Minerals
Adjudicator of the Bureau. The ap-
plieation was sent to the Director
of the Bureau of Land Management
for issuance of patent. A patent was
not issued. Instead, some three and
one-half years later, Colorado Con-
test 359 was initiated. Subsequently,
Shell purchased the Mountain Boy
Nos. 1, 6 and 7 from Winegar in
November 1964 for $30,000.

The Harold 'Shoup Nos: 1, 2, 3
and 4 were located on September 29,

1917, by eight co-locators. The loca-
tion certificates were recorded by
October 27, 1917. S. D. Crump ac-
quired such claims and quitclaimed
them to Karl C. Schuyler, Sr., on
May 24, 1923. When Schuyler died
testate on July 31, 1933, the .claims
passed to his wife. On July 6, 1960,
she incorporated D. A. Shale, Inc.7
under the laws of the State of Colo-
rado, and transferred possessory
title of the claims to such corpora-
tion. On September 29,1960, the cor-
poration filed an application for
patent of these and other claims.

The instant case arose on Sep-
tember 8, 1964, when the Manager,
Colorado Land Office, Bureau of
Land Management, issued two com-
plaints on behalf of the United
States alleging the invalidity, inter
alias, of the claims herein and re-
questing that they be declared null
and void. Both complaints charged
that:

A. Valuable minerals were not found
within the limits of the Claims on or
before February 25, 1920, or subsequent
to February 25, 1920, as a result of dili-
gent prosecution of work leading to a dis-
covery on February 25, 1920, and there-
after continued, so as to constitute a
valid discovery within the meaning of
the mining law.

B. If a valid discovery was made on
or before February 25, 1920, or subse-
quent to February 25, 1920, as a result of
diligent prosecution of work leading to
a discovery on February 25, 1920, and
thereafter continued, the discovery was
subsequently lost and the lands within
the claims reverted to and became a part
of the vacant unappropridted public
domain.

C. Valuable minerals do not now exist
within the limits of the claims sodas to

[ Si I.D 
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constitute a valid discovery within the
meaning of the mining law.

On October 7, 1964, contested
D. A. Shale, Inc., filed an answer
to the complaint denying the alle-
gations. On November 9, 1964, con-
testee Frank W. Winegar, having
obtained an extension of time in
which to respond, filed an answer
similarly controverting the allega.-
tions. At the same time Shell
Oil Company filed a motion to
intervene, alleging that it had
purchased the Mountain Boy claims
from Winegar. This motion was
granted on November 9, 1964.

On March 9, 1967, leave was
granted to the contestees to amend
their answers to the complaints.
The two cases were joined for hear-
ing and decision. The hearing on
the complaints was commenced on
June 20, 1967, at Denver, Colorado,
and continued until October 13,
1967. A further hearing was held on
November 20, 1967, at Salt Lake
City, Utah.

After these adjudicatory proceed-
ings Judge Dalhy made an exten-
sive review of the applicable mining,
law with respect to the evidence pre-
sented in the proceedings and con-
cluded:.

If this were a case of first impression
I would, for the foregoing reasons, find
that * * * oil shale was. not a valuable
mineral deposit. (Dec. at 55.)

However, because of, prior depart-
mental precedent, . particularly
Free"nan v. S im 2 .LD.. 201
(1927:), Judge Dalby felt that he
was precluded from entering such a
finding; accordingly he held that

five claims and a portion of a sixthr
were valid.

Appellant contends that there is.
no basis in fact or law for that hold-
ing and that prior departmental
precedent with respect to oil shale-
is in error and should be overruled..
Appellees argue that prior depart-
mejital precedent is a correct stae-
ment of both fact and law, but even
if that precedent is to be overruled,
such action may only be giveit
prospective effect.

I. The Mining Law

The general mining law provides
in pertinent part that

* * * all valuable mineral deposits in
lands belonging to the United States 
* * * shall be free and open to explora-
tion and purchase * * *. (Italics added.)

Act of May 10, 1872, as amzended, 30
U.S.C. 22 (1970).

From 1872 to 1920 oil shale was
locatable under the general mining
law. However, the Mineral Leasing.
Act of February 25, 1920, withdrew
oil shale from disposition under the
mining law, except as provided in.
section 37 thereof, 30 U.S.C. § 193
(1970).

Since enactment: of the- general
mining law, the 'courts and the
Department of the Interior have
consistently held that a valuable
mineral deposit has been discovered
where there have been found within
the limits of a claim minerals of
such. quaitity and quality that aa
prudent man would be justified. .in
the expenditure of his labor and
means with a reasonable prospect of

370]
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success' in developing a valuable
inhie. United States v. Colernan, 390
IUP._599,.602 (1968) ; Cameron v.
Uited States, 252, U.S. 450, 460
(1920); United Statesv. Iron Silver
Mining Co., 128 U.S. 673, 675
(1888); United States v. Zweifel, 11,
IBLA- 53, 80 I.D. 323, 328-29,
(1973) ; Oregon Basin Oil and Gas
Co. (On Rehearing), 50 L.D. 253,
254 (1924); Castle v. Womble, 19
L.D. 455, 457 (1894).

Although both appellant and ap-
pellees agree with that general
statement of the law, appellant con-
tends that the facts of this case man-
date the conclusion that oil shale is
not now and was not in 1920 a valu-
able mineral deposit, while appel-
lees assert the opposite.

The clear purpose of the law has
always been to obtain the develop-
ment of actual mining operations.
Several years after enactment of the
general mining law the Supreme
Court stated:

* * It is the policy of the govern-
ment to favor the development of mines
-of gold and silver and other metals, and
every facility is afforded for that pur-
pose * * *

United States v. Iron Silver Mining
Co., 128 U.S. 673, 675 (1888).

3 Eighty years later the Court ad-
hered to the'same view:

* ' * Under the mining laws Congress
has made public lands available to eo'
Pie for the purpose of mining valuable
mineral deposits and not for other pur-
poses. * * *

United States v. Coleman, 390 U.S.
599, 602 (1968).
: Decisions of this Department are*

in accord: with that.:reasoning. We:

have stated several times that
actual mining operations are the
best evidence that a mineral deposit
is valuable. See, e.g., United States
v. Kosanke Sand Corp. (On Recon-
sideration), 12 IBLA 282, 304; 80,
I.D. 538, 549 (1973); United States
v. McKenzie, 4 IBLA 97, 10
(1971). It is, where actual mining
operations have not been initiated
that the difficulty arises in determin-
ing whether a mineral deposit is
valuable. While proof of actual sales
of minerals from a claim is not an
indispensable element in establish-
ing their marketability, lack of de-
velopment and sales may raise a pre-,
sumption that the market value of
the minerals found thereon was not
sufficient to justify the cost of their
extraction. Barrows v. Hickel, 447
F.2d 80 (9th Cir. 1971); Palrner v.
Dredge Corp., 398 F2d 791 (9th
Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 393 U.S.
1066 (1969) ; United States v. Hum-
boldt Placer Mining Co., 8 IBLA
407 (1972). Although: such a pre-
sumption can be overcome by evi-
dence showing that a mineral de-
posit could have been extracted,'
removed and marketed at a profit
on or prior to a given date, such
findings have been rare. Cf. Verrite
v. United States, 457 F.2d 1202. (9th
Cir. 1972), rev'g United States v.
Verrue, 75 I.D. 300 (1968); United.
States v. Gibbs, 13 IBLA 382'
(1973); United States v. HaIen-
berg, 9 IBLA 77 (1973) , with cases
cited above.

-The' Department of the Iterior's
seminal decision in determining
whether there has been a discovery '

'of a valuable mineral ddposit -is

-: 374:' [81t1.D).
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Castle v. Womble, spra. In that
case an agricultural entryman had
applied for a patent. Several min-
ing claimants protested on the basis
that they had discovered a valuable
mineral deposit. In resolving the
dispute, the Department tied the
test of value to the concept of an
operating mine as the desired- end
of the general mining law at 457:
- e * * [W]here minerals have been
found and the evidence is of such a char-
acter that a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expendi-
ture of his labor and means, with a rea-
sonable prospect of success, in developing
a valuable mine, the requirements of the
statute have been met. 8 * *

This formulation, often referred
to as "the prudent man test,? has re-
ceived the continuing approval of
the courts. Chrisman v. Miller, 197
U.S. 313, 322 (1905); Cameron-v.
United States, supra; United States
v. Coleman, supra.

In the years since promulgation
of the prudent man test, the De-
partment has found it necessary to
state explicitly that for a mineral
deposit to be considered valuable it
must be capable. of extraction, re-
moval and marketing at a profit.
This test of marketability has been
approved by the Supreme Court in
United States v. Coleman, supra,
at 602 as a logical complement to
the prudent man test:

e * * Minerals which no prudent
man will extract because there is no
demand for them at a price higher than
the cost of extraction and transporta-
tion are hardly economically valuable.
Thus, profitability is an important con-
sideration in applying the prudent-man

test, and the marketability test which
the Secretary has used here merely
recognizes this fact.

The ruling in Ceman, approv-
ing the marketability test employed
by the Department, is and has al-
ways been applicable to all mining
claims. Converse v. Udall, 399 F.2d
6160 (9th Cir. 1968), ert. denied,
393 U.S. 1025 (1969), and cases
cited therein at pp. 621-22,

The courts clearly defined value
with respect to the purpose of the
general mining law: the develop-
ment of actual mining operations. It
is equally clear that the level of an-
ticipated profits must be sufficient
to attract prudent investment capi-
tal to develop actual mining opera-.
tions. For that reason we have held
on several o6casions that mineral de-
posits which will yield only meager
profits are not valuable within the
meaning of the general mining
law, since no prudent man would
invest in actual operations in those
circumstances. E.g., United States
V. Edwards 9 IBLA 197, 203
(1973) ; United States v. Harper, 8

IBLA 357, 369 (1972).
In addition to the prudent man

test and its logical complement, the
marketability test,3 the Department
has developed several standards to
aid in the determination of value.

First, it must appear as a present
fact that there would be a reason-
able, prospect of success in develop-
ig an operating mine that would

For an incisive and more extensive analysis
of the application of the marketability test,
see Untited States v. Larsen, 9 IBLA 247
(1973).

; .3753701
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yield a reasonable profit. Castle v.
Womble, supra; Davis's Admir. v.
Weibbold, 139 U.S. 507, 523 (1891).
Speculation with respect to future
changes in market conditions, dra-
matic breakthroughs in technology,
or the hoped-for discovery of a
mother lode will not demohstrate as
a present fact that a prudent man
would be justified in initiating
actual'imining operations. Foster v.
Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836, 838 (D.C.
Cir. 1959); United-States v. Deni-
son, 76 I.D. 233, 239 (1969); United
States v. Jenkins 75 I.D. 312, 318
'(1968); United States v. Larsen,
supra, at 266.

The Castle v. Voimble decision, as
already noted, issued as a result of
proceedings between an agricultural
entryman and mineral claimants;
this was the typical situation in
which themining law developed.4 It
would have been inequitable to al-
low the defeat of a homestead entry
by those asserting that the lands
might someday be valuable for min-
ing without demonstrating present
value. -

In addition to the historical con-
cern for equity between competing
claimants, there is a more funda-
mental reason for continued adher-
ence to the present value require-

AThere were other similar stuations which
give emphasis to the requirement that the
property be valuable for mining as a present
fact: ) disputes between two mining' claim-
ants for the same area, where prior in time of
discovery was prior in right; lipper Mining
00. V. ,li Mining & Land Co., 194 U.S. 220
(1904) ; and 2) disputes over whether a placer
claim was known to contain a mineral deposit
at the time patent was issued. United States
v. Iron Silver Mining Co., supra.

ment: there is no practical alterna-
tive. Lands may not pass from the
public domain under the general
mining law unless the Department
is persuaded that they are valuable
for mining. United States v. Cole-
man, supra. If marketability could
be predicated upon possibilities of
the future, the variables introduced
would be endless. Since few, if any,
of these variables are'susceptible to
reasonable predictability, the mar-
ketability test' would be reduced to
mere speculation, and any meaning-
ful conclusion as to value would dis-
appear in a sea of conjecture. The
effects of permitting such vagueness
in the administration of the law
were accurately forecast by Judge
Friendly in his lectures on adminis-
trative law: 1) capriciousness and
2) undue political influence.A

A second standard is that actions
of others in the same or very nearly
the same circumstances may be used
as evidence of what would consti-
tute prudent investment activity.
For example, a mining claimant
would be justified in initiating
actual mining operations on mineral
showiiigs 'that are the same or very
nearly the same as those where
actual mining operations have been
successfully'brought to fruition by
others. See, e.g., Caseaden v. Borto-
Ns, 162 F. 267, 270 (9th Ciir. 1908.).

In the same manner, failure to
undertake actual operations may be
used as evidence that no prudent
man would be justified in so doing.

1. FRIENDLY, TRE FEDERAL ADMIN-.
ISTRATIVE AGENCIES 19-24 (1962j.
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For instance, if mining claimants
have held claims for several years
-and have attempted little or no de-
velopment of actual operations, a
presumption may be raised that
there has been no discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit. This was
the case in Cameron v. United
States, spra, where six years had
elapsed from the date of location to
the date of the hearing. There the
Supreme Court stated at 457:

Sufficient time has elapsed since
these claims were located for a fair
demonstration of their mineral possibili-
ties."

For similar holdings, see United
States v. Ruddock, 52 L.D. 313
(1927), where'17 years had elapsed
without production; Starkes v. Mac-
key, supra, note 2, 29 years; United
States v. White, 72 I.D. 522 (1965),
38-39 years; and United States v.
Flurry, A-30887 (arch 5, 1968),
where the Department stated:

* * * the most persuasive evidence as
to what a man of ordinary prudence
would do with a particular mining claim
isV what meul have, in fact, done or are
doffig, not what a witness is willing to
state that a prudent man would do.

A third standard is that money
expended on further exploration or
further research, but not on initia-
tion of actual operations, is evidence
only that further exploration or re-
search may be justified; it is not evi-
dence that the mineral exposed is

valuable, or that prudent men
would be justified in initiating ac-
tual operations. Uited States v.

New Mlexico Mines, Inc., 3 IBLA
101, 106 (1971) .

As previously noted, oil shale was
withdrawn from location under the
general mining law by the Mineral
Leasing Act of February 25, 1920,
30 U.S.C. §§ 181, 193, 241 (1970).
The mining claims which are the
subject of the, present appeal were
located prior to the date of such
withdrawal. Therefore, the validity
of such claims must be tested by the
value of the mineral deposit as of
the date of the withdrawal, as well
as at the date of determination. Bar-
rows v. Hickel, supra; Mulkern v.
Hammitt, 326 F.2d 896 (9th Cir.
1964). If the claims were not sup-
ported by a qualifying discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit at the
time of withdrawal, the land em-
braced within the boundaries of the
claims would not have been excepted
from the effect of the withdrawal,
and the claims could not-thereafter
become valid even though the value
of the deposit subsequently in-
creased due to a change in the mar-
ket value of the mineral. United
States v. Henry, 10 IBLA 195, 199
(1973); United States v. Gunsight
Mining Co." note 6, supra; United
States v. Pulliam, 1 IBLA 143
(1970); United States v. Duval,-
1 IBLA 103 (1970).

Even if the mining claims are
supported by a valid discovery, it is
clear that a discovery may be lost.
We have frequently held that dis-

e For an imaginative analogy, see United
States v. Gunesght Mining Co., IBLA 62, 69
(1972).
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covery may be "lost" due to exhaus-
tioti of: the deposit or to changes in
niarket conditions of substantial
duration. Best v. Humnboldt Placer

ining ao. 371 U.S. 334, 336
(1963), citing with approval United
States v. Logomarcini, 60 I.D. 371,
373 (1949), and United States v.
Hotston 66 I.D. 161, 165 (1959).
See also Huleergn v. Hammitt,
supra; Adams v. United States, 318
F.2d 861, 871 (9th Cir. 1963); Ul-
tiple Use, Inc. v. Morton, 353 F.
Snpp. 184 (D. Ariz. 1972), aff'g
Unitecl States v. Silverton Mining
and Milling C., 1 IBLA i5, 18
(1970); United States v. Charleston
Stone Products, Inc., 9 IBLA 94,
100 (1973); United States v. Deni-
son, supr7a. -

II. The Distribution and Develop-
ment of Oil Shale
The geographic distribution and

,the history of the development of
both foreign; and domestic oil shale
were very ably set fo'rth in the opin-
ion rendered by Judge Dalby. Ac-
cordingly, we adopt those portions

.of his decision which are set forth
below, changing the numbers of the
footnotes therein to follow ours
sequentially.

BACKGRO UND

Geographic Distriittion of Oil Shale
The contested claims were located for

oil shale. Oil shale is a fine-grained, lam-
inated, sedimentary rock containing solid
organic material called kerogen which,
upon destructive distillation, will pro-
tduce: a substantial amount of oil- The
kerogen is derived from deposition of
aquatic plants and smaller amounts of
animal life i lakes during various geo-

logical periods. Oil shale does not contain
appreciable amounts of oil.

Oil shale- was -deposited in a wide span
of the earth's geological history from the
Cambrian to recent periods.- Shale de-
posits that yield at least 10 gallons of oil
per ton occur in all of the continents.
There are both high and low grade oil
shale deposits in Africa of Late Paleozoic
and early Mesozoic age. In the Stanley
Basin of the Congo, extensive deposits of
oil shale of Triassic age exist in beds
that aggregate about 30. feet in thick-
ness and yield more than 25 gallons of
oil per ton. There are extensive deposits
in China,. Israel, Jordan, Syria, Siberia,
Thailand, Burma and Turkey. The oil
shale resources of Asia have been esti-
mated at 70 billion barrels in deposits
that yield more than 25 gallons per ton.
Deposits occur in Australia and New
Zealand. The known higher grade de-
'posits are estimated to contain 280 mil-
lion barrels oil equivalent.

In Europe there are substantial oil
shale deposits in- the Balkan Peninsula
and adjacent area, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Italy, Austria, Switzer-
land, Luxembourg, Russia, Spain, Portu-
gal and Sweden. The recoverable oil
shale resources of Europe are estimated
'to contain a total of more than 30 billion
barrels, mostly in shales that yield more
than' 25 gallons per ton. In South Amer-
'ica, oil shale deposits are known to exist
in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and IJruguay.
These oil shale resources are estimated
to contain 50 billion barrels of recov-
erable shale oil.

In the United States, deposits of oil
shale of varying nature and extent have
been reported in the States of Alabama,,
Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri,
Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Penn-
sylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia;
Wisconsin and Wyoming. A large frac-
tion of shale deposits of the United States
contain small amounts of organic matter
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which will yield from one to five gallons
of oil per ton on destructive distillation.
These rocks have not been considered as
oil shale. In addition, some sandstones,
siltstones and limestones contain solid
organic matter which yield very small
amounts of oil. Possibly half or more of
the sedimentary rock areas of the coun-
try will yield a small amount of oil. Oil
shale can, therefore, be subject to several
definitions. One authority defines oil
shale as organic-rich shale that yields at
least 10 gallons (3.8) percent of oil per
ton

The oil shales of highest concentration
of organic matter are in the Green River
Formation of Colorado, Utah and Wy-
oming and the Tiglukpuk Formation in.
Alaska. These are the only North Amer-
ican oil shales in the United States in
the 25 to 100 gallons per ton range. The
Green River Formation shales of this
grade have been estimated to contain 600;
billion barrels. The Tiglukpuk Alaskan
shales of similar grade have been esti-
mated to yield 250 billion ba:rels.

The Green River Formation is consid-
ered by geologists to have been formed in
an inland lake which, at one time, cov-
ered an area of some 16,000 square miles
in the States of Colorado, Utah and Wyo-
ming. The formation resulted from lake
and stream depositions extending over a
period of some eight to ten million years.
During the course of the evolution of the
Green River Formation, tuft beds were
formed in localized areas from airborne
volcanic ash. In some instances, fairly
great thicknesses of tuff were deposited. 9

* * *i * *

Foreign- Oil Skale Activity

Oil shale development in foreign coun-
tries stimulated interest in the possible
development of Western United States

v -97, pp. 3, 10-16: Tr. 3448, 3430, 3455.
The Contestant's exhibits are designated by

the. prefix "G" and the Contestee's by the
prefix "C." "CFF" refers to the ontestee's
Proposed Findings of Fact.

5
0-97, p. 9:

a.Tr. 83, 86, 0FF -; COFF-l.

shales and has relevance in determining
what expenditures iight prudently be
made in the United States. Several of the
foreign deposits have been commercially
exploited.

Production of fuels from oil shale pre-
ceded the production from petroleum.
Shale oil was first produced in France in
1838. Subsequent oil shale operations were
started in Scotland in 1850; Australia in
1865; Brazil in 1891;. Germany in 1916;
Sweden and Estonia in '1921; Spain in:
1922; Manchuria in 1929; and South
Africa* in 1935. A number of these con-
tinned until recent years when they sue-
cumbed to economic pressures from the
petroleum industry. Today, only the Es-
tonian' and Manchurian operations sur-
vive.

In France,: the shale oil industry grew
until about 1864 when competition of im-
ported petroleum caused a decline. The
French Government, at least intermit-
tently, provided support of one kind or
another, such as imports duties on for-'
eign petroleum or direct subsidies In
1893, oil shale production was about 190,--
000 tons. By 1900, production reached
220,000 tons, increased to '500,000 tons
during World War I, and then declined.
The industry ceased in the early 960's.

The Scottish industry used oil shale, re-
covered by underground mining, which as-
sated generally in the range of 25 to .35
gallons per ton. After 1850, more than 140
companies and individuals engaged in' oil
shale ventures. By 1870, these weie re-
duced to 51, and by 1910 only six omn-
panies remained. By 1920, the operations
were consolidated, under one parent come
pany, Scottish Oil Ltd. The Scottish oil
shale prodnction in the early 1870's was
alpproximately 500,000 long tons per year.
and reached 8,000,000 tons annually by
1910. Production thereafter gradually de-
clined to essentially nothing in 1964.12

10 G-290, pp. 29, 39; G-479, pp. 109, 110,
111; C-10253 CP;-45.

11G-281, p. 1; G-290, pp. 25, 26; 0-419,
p. 30; C-1025, pp. 1, 2.

12 G-290, pp. 29, 30, 32, G-419, pp. 56, 57

379'3703, 
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Oil Shale Activity in the United States

The oil shale industry in the United
States started about 1850. By 1860 there
were 53 companies producing oil by dis-
tillation of various bituminous sub'-
stances, including oil shale. Natural
petroleum was discovered at Titusville,
Pennsylvania, in 1859 and the American
petroleum industry came into being. This
reduced the price of kerosene so much
that oil shale operations became unprof-
itable. The plants were abandoned or
adapted to petroleum refineries."

aInterest in oil shale revived in the 1910
to 1920 period and has continued to the
present time.1

An examination of how prudent per-
sons expended their means with respect
to oil shale during this period will pro-
vide the gide in determining whether
oil shale was, as of February 25, 1920, a
valuable mineral. Because the evidence
in this respect is massive, the examina-
tion is limited to some corporations and
the Government, whose activities are di-
rected 'by the-omposite judgment of~ ex
perienced officers.

.Robert M. Catlin, a businessman and
a member of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, be-
tween 1890 and 1915 purehased approxi-
mately 140 acres of oil shale land, teased
approximately 480, and obtained an 'in-
terest in 140 acres of unpatented mining
claims. He visited Broxburn, Scotland, in
1901 to study the Scottish shale oil op-
eration, and in 1914 began research and
development with the Elko deposits. In
1915, a 100-foot shaft was sunk in his
mining property. The following year he
erected a 20-ton per day retort which
proved unsatisfactory and 'was later dis-
mantled. In 1917; he incorporated the
"Catlin Shale Products Company" and
transferred his oil shale land to the com-
pany for stock. 5

"sG0-290, pp. 60, 61; G-419, p. 99; C-721,
pp. 38-39; C-853, p. 151; CFP-288.

" C-721, pp. 39-45.
1 G-23, p. 101; G-722, Part I, pp. 9, 1o, 12,

17. 18; 0-722, Part II, p. 30, -72410,
0-724G, Lease No. 4349; G-7241, pencil notes

In 1918, the company began the con-
struction of eight 100-ton per day retorts
which differed in design from the 1915
models. The retorts were in operation in
May of 1919 and by July the new plant
had produced 15,000 gallons of shale oil.
A refrigerator plant, wax press stills and
agitator were added to the plant the lat-
ter part of 1919 and early 1920. Somethne
later, probably 1920, the Catlin 'Company's
retorts were shut down. A third retort,
40 feet high and 121/2 feet in diameter,
was constructed and put in operation in
December of 1921. This retort was oper-
ated intermittently until October 18,.
1924.7:

In 1924, the shale oil products were
offered for sale for the 'purpose of test-
ing the market. The products apparently
'could not be marketed in competition
with petroleum products. On Decem-
ber 23, 1930, the Company was dissolved.
Its operation was admittedly experi-
mental.'7

The Oil Shale Mining Company was in-
corporated in Colorado on October 2,
1916, as a public stock company with a
capitalization of $100,000. It acquired six
mining claims about 15 miles west of De-
Beque, Colorado. In 1916, the company
built a bunkhouse and a cookhouse near
the claims. In 1917, the buildings were
moved to a new location and an exter-
nally heated, six to eight-ton per day
'batch-type Henderson retort, 18 feet high..
and 12 to 15 inches in diameter, and. a
tramway were constructed By the end
of 1918 or the early part of 1919 the
company had six of these retorts, only
one of which was assembled and oper-
ated on an experimental basis. By 120,
the company experimented with a con-
tinuous type of retort, invented by its

of R. M. Catlln, Sr.; G-724N, Deeds 276-F,
278-F and 384-F ; CFF-57, CFF-58, CFF-
105.

180-722, Part I, pp. 19, 20, 43; G-724P1,
Catlin letter, May 19, 1919; G-724J, letters
of October 13, 1919 and December 2, 1919;
CFF-78.

"G-722, Part I, pp. 13, 40, 41; G-722B;
G-7243; G-1243, letter by R. M. Catlin
dated August 8, 1919.
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superintendent, A. V. Young, which was
subsequently abandoned/s

The company produced a few barrels
of oil in 1920 and 30 barrels in 1921. Oil
shale for the retorts was obtained from
small pits on the claims during the pe-
riod from 1917 to 1921. By 1926, the com-
pany lost its properties through attach-
ments.'

9

The Monarch Shale Oil Contpany was

incorporated in October 1919. The cor-
poration acquired 240 acres of oil shale
land, located about 13 miles northeast
of DeBeque, Colorado. By April 1921,
the company had erected a Ginet retort
(named after its inventor and president,
Joseph H. Ginet), 18 to 25 feet long and
3/2 feet in diameter, with a capacity
of about 50 tons of shale per day. During
1921, the plant was operated on 11 or
12 occasions for short periods and pro-
duced a total of 71 barrels of shale oil.
The retort was "'not run to any extent":
during 1922 and was not operated at all
during 1923. Some test runs were made
in.1924. The shale for charging the re-
tort was taken from a tunnel driven 75
feet into the side of the cliff above the
plant?'

The Mount Logan Shale Mining and
Refining Company was incorporated -in
Colorado in July 1917. It obtained seven
unpatented mining claims located about
five miles from DeBeque, Colorado, on
Molunt Logan. Then company erected a
plant in, Western Colorado in 1918, using
three Galloupe retorts of a 20-ton ca-
pacity per day. After test runs in 1919
and 1920 proved this retort to be unsatis-.
factory, the company erected a Simplex
retort similar to the Galloupe. The Sim-
plex was 21 to 30 feet long and about 3
feet wide with a capacity of about seven
tons, producing 12 to 15 barrels a day.
The company obtained its shale from a
100foot tunnel into the cliff. The total

G-115, pp. 4, 6, 7, 14, 15, 20, 27, 40, 47,
114, 115, 130-133, 139, G-241, p. 0.

19 -116, pp. 28, 40, 113-118, 130; G-241,
p. 30; CFF-57.

G-116, pp. 4-8, 14, 20, 48, 67, 70, 71, 80,
86, 93, 101, 106, 119, 120; -212.

cost of the plant was estimated at ap-
proximately $70,000. The corporation
made some experimental runs of oil shale
in 1920 and 1921. The company became
defunct in October 192621

The Index Shale Oil Company was
incorporated in Colorado in October
1920. It obtained possessory title to eight
oil shale claims and equitable ownership
in an additional 15 others. Index began
constructing an experimental plant in
1920 about 15 miles northwest of De-
Beque, Colorado, using the Brown re-
tort invented by its largest stockholder,
Harry L. Brown. The retort was 75 feet
long, two and one-half feet in diameter.
Experimental runs of oil shale indicated,
that changes in design and equipment
were necessary. Additional equipment
was added in 1926. In 1928 the company
was in receivership. The corporation
mined its shale from a tunnel driven 60
feet into the face of the cliff.2

The March Oil Conpany was incorpo-
rated in August 20, 1917, in the State
of Colorado b a group of businessmen,,
including K. C. Schuyler. The company's
mining property, consisting of about 2,400
acres of oil shale, was located three to
four miles north of Grand Valley on
Parachute Creek. In 1917 the company
leased its mining claims to K. C. Schuy-
ler who agreed to work the claims and to
refine and dispose of oil shale and its

products. In 1920 and 1921: Schuyler and

George Taff, working for or in partner-

ship with Schuyler, constructed a plant

at a cost of $100,000. The plant consisted

of some buildings and sheds, a one-and-

one-half-mile tramway, crushers and

engine. A retort was designed by Taff,

ordered from a Wisconsin manufacturer,

but never delivered. In mid-1921 a cable

21 G-61, No. 8; G-117, pp. 1, 7, 9, 10, 12. 15,
19, 20, 24, 31, 32, 34, 59, 61, 75, 89, 99-102,
118, 143, 145; G-168. p. 21; C-213, p. 326;
C-455; C-457; C-959, pp. 31, 32; FF-SO,
CFF-106.

2 -118, pp. 1, 2, 31, 47, 49, 51, 2, 53-130,
154, 155, 163, 165, 166, 167; 0-624E, pp.
172-207.
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on the tram broke killing nine men. The
plant was never completed.23

The Continentat, Oil Shale Mining
Company was incorporated in Arizona

in November 1920. The company ob-
tained mining claims by merger with the
Oil Development Company. In 1919, it
constructed a plant, 20 miles north of
Rifle, Colorado, on Piceance Creek, con-
sisting of a bunkhouse, a residence for a
superintendent, a blacksmith shop, a
crusher, and a Colorado continuous re-
tort, invented by two Denver engineers.
The vertical retort was about 22 feet
high and two feet in diameter, having a
capacity of 50 tons of shale per day.M

Shell Oiz Company became interested
in oil shale by 1945.. By August 1954,
Shell had acquired 3,624 acres of oil shale
property at a cost of $123,014.35. Shell
continued to acquire oil shale lands. In
1965, it entered into an option to pur-
chase the Cathedral Bluff claims in the
Piceance Creek Basin. The options on
these 21,000 acres specified ,a purchase
price of $2,000 an acre. The total cost to
Shell would be in excess f $43,000,000,
including $1,000,000 as the cost of main-
taining the option. In the span of 10 to 15S
years, the price of oil shale lands to Shell
had risen from 500 to 700 percent'and in
the two; years prior to 1964 had risen as
much as 250 percent. As of 1964, Shell's
holdings consisted of '5,300 acres of fee
property, options to purchase 3,300 acres
of fee lands and options to purchase
24.400 acres of unpatented mining
claims. During the period- of aquisi-
tion of 'the oil shale claims, Shell made
economic studies of the feasibility of ex-
tracting and refining oil from oil shale,
but has no current plans for mining and
processing oil shale2 2

2 G-61, No. 1; G-125, pp. 10, 15, 19, 21,
22, 30, 43; C-972, Exs. No. 1, pp. 1, 2, No. 3,
p. 1, No. 4, p. 7 and Nos. 10 and 12;
C-973, p. 54; CFF-81; CFF-358; CFF-358;
CFF-362.

24 G-61, No. 13; G-126, pp. 35, 44, 70, 71;
G-16S, p. 15; G-580, LL-4, pp. 1-16; C-454,
p.:4.

2 G-509, p. 31; G-514, pp. 31, 80, 81;
C-741; Tr. 4815, 4816, 4844, 4848, 49165;
CFF-318.

Cities Service Company, through its
subsidiary' Empire Gas & Fuel Company,
began locating oil shale claims in Sweet-
water County, Wyoming, in 1918. By
August 1923, the company asserted
ownership in 48 claims, totaling 7680
acres of oil shale land. The evidence does
not indicate whether Cities Service Com-
pany presently asserts title to these early
locations.2 "

In early 1951, Cities Service Oil Com-
pany, a subsidiary of Empire Gas & Fuel
Company, acquired an option to purchase
8,300 acres of oil shale land at $50 per
acre, which it exercised in 1953. Since
1952, Cities Service Oil Company has
acquired about 10,000 acres of oil shale
land in Garfield County, Colorado, at a
cost of about $500,000. Other than the
acquisition of oil shale properties, Cities
Service Oil Company's activities have
been limited to core drilling and testing
of oil shale samples. The company has
no program for the commercial develop-
ment of oil shale.2 7

Standard O Company of Caifornia
began investigating the possibilities of
producing shale oil and refined products
from oil shale in 1918. The investigation
included geological examination of the
oil shale in California, Nevada, Utah and
Colorado, the "devices for utilization" of
them, and an economic analysis of the
possible profitability of doing so. Lab-
oratory retorting experiments were con-
ducted in 1920 and from 925 to 1928. In
1921, the company 'obtained a patent for
its process of "hydroxination of oil shale"
developed by its research. In 1925, the
company made intensive studies on the
extraction of oil from solids.n

Standard began the purchase of Cold-
rado, oil shale land in, 1943. By 1954, it
had acquired 39,736 acres of patented
land, 8,057 acres of unpatented mining

claims, and an option or. a partial inter-.

6 G-636E, pp. 60, 111, 116, 129; G-636F
pp. 11, 16; CFF-110.

27 G-636, pp. 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 30; G-636F,
pp.18,23,24; CFF-314.

2 G-629C, pp. 4, 12, 13, 27-47, 68, 69, 75,
78, 97, 98; C-723, Part I, p. 57; C-567, p. 1;
CFF-110.
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est to 17,628 acres, for a total of 65,421
acres. The total cost of this acquisition
was approximately $5,000,000. By 1967,
the company's patented land totaled ap-
proximately 44,000 acres in blocks of suf-
ficient size to support a commercial oil
shale operation. The company is now one
of the largest holders of patented oil
shale land.2?

Standard Oil Company of Ohio (Sohio)
first became interested in oil shale in
1962. From 1964 through 1967 the com-
pany spent or obligated itself to spend
$28,800,000 for acquisition of 43,631 acres
of patented oil shale lands in the Green
River Formation. In addition, the com-
pany holds interests in options which, if
exercised,, would entail additional
investments&0

The Oil Shale Corporation (Tosco) in-
terested Sohio in its retorting process. In
September 1964, the two companies joined
with Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company in a
joint venture agreement and formed the
Colony Development Corporation for the
purposes, among others, of building and
operating a prototype plant to determine
the economic feasibility of the Tosco II
process, developing an experimental mine
and making engineering and cost studies
directed to the establishment of a com-
mercial oil shale operation. Facilities, in-
eluding a 1,000-ton per day prototype
retort, were constructed and placed in
operation in 1965. During its subsequent
operations the plant produced over 50,000
barrels of crude shale oil. By June of 1966
sufficient prototype data had 'been ob-
tained to enable a qualified engineer to
make an order of magnitude estimate of
the capital cost of a commereal plant. The
estimate came 'out substantially higher
than the studies made prior to the con-
struction of the plant. A difference of
opinion relative to the causes and solu-
tion of this problem developed between
the joint venturers. Sohio and Cleveland
Cliffs felt that the problems of reducing

3 G-629, p. 28; G-629E; G-629D, p. 149;
G-0629E; CEF-S11.

30 -604, pp. 8, 19-20; G-604A.

capital costs should first be solved, then
the prototype redesigned and operated.
Tosco wanted to operate the plant and
solve the high capital cost problem simul-
taneously. The differences were solved in
September 1966 by placing the agency
company, Colony, on an inactive status,
having Cleveland Cliffs continue the
mining experiment for the joint accounts
of the joint venturers, and permitting
Tosco to continue operating the retort for
its own account. If the project were sue-
cessful, the joint venturers contemplated
entering into a commercial operation. In
accordance with the agreement, Sohio
studied alternative processes for extract-
ing oil from shale. In 1966 it agreed to

.an exchange of information with Union
Oil Company after joint studies of
Union's retorting process.'

Tosco holds an interest in over 30,000
acres of oil shale lands in Colorado and
Utah acquired at a cost of about
$10,000,000.32

Tosco's president testified that the
company intends to have a commercial
plant of approximately 53,000 barrels per
calendar day "on stream" during 1970.3"

Texas Oil Comzpany (Texaco) began
exploring the possibilities of oil shale
'in 1918, and began acquiring interests in
the oil shale lands of the Green River
Formation in 1927 through the acquisi-
tion of the California Petroleum Com-
pany and its subsidiary, the: Colorado-
Ventura Company. Since 1927, ' the
company has acquired 29,000 acres of
patented oil shale lands in Colorado and
Utah at a cost of $1,500,000. From 1945
to 1947, Texaco made a refining study of
oil shale for the Navy at. its own ex-
pense. Beginning. in 1957, after experi-
mentation with other methods'of extract-
ing oil from shale, Texaco constructed
and operated a pilot plant and developed
its own "hydrotorting process for extfac-
tion of shale oil." The company has spent

31G-604, pp. 24, 25,--26, 29, 37; 0-604C;
Tr. 5063; CFF-298.

'= 0-1065; CPF-316.
2 Tr. 5069; CFF-328; CF-332.
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over $1,000,000 in oil research in the past
20 years.3 6

Mo10il Oil Corporation's interest in oil
shale began in 1940. A research program
to evaluate the potential of shale as a
source of oil was begun in 1943. A pilot
plant was constructed at Paulsboro, New
Jersey, and an experimental program was
carried out between 1943 and 1945. Fur-
ther research and study of oil shale was
'continued. Since 1965, the company has
been conducting a research program at
Anvil Points, in cooperation with five
other major oil companies which inclides
additional refining, economic and mining
studies. Mobil has, since 1955, purchased
oil shale lands of the Green River Forma-
tion. At the present time, it holds an un-
divided half interest in 24,591 acres of
patented oil shale land, the entire interest
in 10,131- acres of patented oil shale land,
for which it paid approximately $3,000,-
009. It also holds an option to purchase
17,440 acres of unpatented oil shale
claims and 330 acres of patented land
which, if exercised, will cost an
additional amount of approximately
$1,800,000.o

Union Oil Combpany of Calif ornia be-
came interested in oil shale in 1920. Since
1920, the company has acquired an inter-
est in 57,319 acres of oil shale land, of
which 37,166 are patented, and a "sur-
face only" interest in an additional 2,617
acres, at a cost of over $2,500,000. Begin-
ning in 1924, Union conducted studies of
existing oil shale processes, .made anal-
yses of oil shale samples and undertook
an oil shale research program. Starting
in 1944, it constructed and operated tin
experimental retort with a two-ton per
day capacity. In 1948 it completed a scale-
'ip model with a 50-ton per day capacity
which was dismantled in 1956. Union
spent a total of $438,000 on' oil shale re-
search from 1947 to 1954. On January 31,
1955, Union's Board of Directors ap-
proved a $5,000,000 expenditure for a

26 G-642, pp. 20, 25, 26, 43-45, 51, G-642C0
p. 41; G-642F, G-642G; CFF-313.

3 .G-633, pp. 8-10, 39, 40; G-633A;
G-633s, p. 1; CFF-312.

two-year oil shale research project, which
would include the erection of a demon-
stration plant in Colorado of one thou-
sand tons per day capacity. The demon-
stration plant was started in 1955 and
completed by May 1957. The plant was
run intermittently into July 1958.26

Major Oil Shale Holdings

Oil companies and other business in-
terests have become interested in the com-
mercial prospects for oil shale develop-
ment. In addition to expenditures for
developing technology, many companies
have acquired interests in land contain-
ing oil shale deposits in the Green River
Formation. In the Piceance Basin, the
major owners of either patented or unpat-
ented oil shale claims, were, as of 1964:

A. Large Oil Companies
Cities Service Company
'Continental Oil Company
Getty Oil Company
Gulf Oil Company
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Marathon Oil Company
Pan American
Pure Oil Company
Shell Oil Company
'Sinclair Oil Corporation
'Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.
Standard Oil Company of California
'lexaco,' Inc.
Union Oil Company of California

B. Major Group Holdings
Dow Chemical Company
Doyle, et al.
'Dutton
Eaton Shale 'Company
Energy Resources Technology Land

Company
Gabbs Exploration Company
Kerogen
Massive Group
,Oil Shale Corporation
'Parachute Oil Shale Company

* Ruth Group (Ertl et al.)
"Savage Oil Shale Development Com-

pany

36 0-625, pp. 14, 15, letter dated June 20,
1920; G-626, pp. 61,, 92, 112-117, 222, 232,
G-895, G-927, pp. 2-4; C-905; C-907, pp. 5,
6, Fig. 5; C-910; CFF-310; CFF-31T.
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Sunset Group (Gabbs Exploration
Company)

Texas National Petroleum Company
Wasatch Development Company"

Oil Shale Research by the Ti7ted States
Government

The United States Government con-
4ucted extensive oil shale research. A
1901 Government publication noted the
occurrence of oil shales in Colorado and
Utah. In 1913, efforts were started by the
Government to determine the extent of
the deposits and their. oil potential. In
about 1916, the Bureau of Mines began
laboratory work on oil shale in Washing-
ton, D.C., and by 1919 laboratory facili-
ties were operated in UtahY 2 The work
in Utah included standardizing methods
of testing, studying methods of assaying
oil shale for commercially recoverable oil
and ammonium sulfate, conducting re-
torting experiments on different oil shales
'and analyzing shale oils and other prod-
ucts manufactured by different retorting
processes and refining the retorted oils
to determine the commercial value of the
refined produts.29

In January 1920, the Bureau of Mines
established, under an agreement with the.
State of Colorado, a laboratory at Boul-
der, Colorado. The following month small
scale experimental studies, concerned pri-
marily with fundamentals of oil shale re-
torting and yields and characteristics of
shale oil products, were begun. 4 0

.

In 1924, a Presidential Naval Fuel Oil
Committee, appointed to study the prob-
lem of obtaining adequate supplies of fuel
oils for the Navy, recommended that the
Bureau of Mines determine the feasibility

of oil shale as a source of shale oil. Con-
gress authorized the construction of a
pilot oil shale plant and during the four-
year program appropriated more than
$229,000 for the study. The Bureau erec-

3' C-333, P. 5; CFF-309.
2S G-419, p. 99, C-80, crF-64.
22 G-419, p. 99; C-8, p. 70; C-276; C-717;

C-850: CFF-64; CEF-93.
40 C-330.

ted two large-scale experimental retorts
at Rulison, Colorado, the Pumpherston
and the NTU, and opened a quarry at
Anvil Points to provide oil shale for the
program. The oil shale mine and the re-
tort were operated periodically from 1926
through 1929. The refining studies showed
that the shale oil could be refined to ac-
ceptable products, although less readily
than conventional crude petroleum.s'

'In 1944, Congress passed the Synthetic
Liquid Fuels Act (P.L. 290, 78th Cong.,
App. April 5, 1944; 8 Stat. 190, 30 U.S.C.
321 et seq.). The Act authorized the Sec-
retary of the Interior to construct and
operate demonstration and pilot plants to
produce synthetic liquid fuels from oil
shales, coal, agricultural and forestry
products and other substances and to
conduct laboratory research. The Bureau
of ines constructed a demonstration
plant at Rifle, Colorado, which included
two NTU retorts and opened an oil shale
mine at Anvil Points. The retorts were
first operated in May 1947. 

Other pilot plant operations were con-
ducted. One was at Pueblo, Colorado,
using a' Hayes low temperature coal car-
bonizatiofi retort tinder a cooperative
agreement with the Colorado Fuel and
Iron Corporation and another at Wilson
Dam, Alabama, using a Royster retort
owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
As a result of the experience gained in the

operation of the retorts and study of

other processes, a Gas Flow retort was

designed by the employees of the Bureau

of Mines in 1946 and 1947. A retort em-

bodying the principles considered to have

'the best prospects of success and a pilot

plant incorporating these features was

built at Rifle, Colorado. Later, another

retort, the Dual-Flow, was designed, con-

structed and operated. Originally, the au-

40G-246, pp. 1525, 1533-1534; -302, pp.
299, 07; -438, pp. 1, 85, 6, 25, 27, 10-
C-277, p. 60; C284; C-286-289; C-383, let-
ter dated June 5, 1924, from Secretary Work
to Director, Bureau of the Budget, pp. 1, 2
CFF-256; C1F-257; CFF-258.

4 G-139, p. 32; G-159.
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thority of the Synthetic Liquid Fuels Act
*was limited to five years, but two amend-
Dients extended the period covered by the
Act to a total of 11 years, ending in
April 1959. During those 11 years about
$82,000,000 was expended. Of this amount,
nearly $22,000,00 was directly applicable
to work on oil shale.43

Since the end of the Synthetic Liquid
Fuels Program; research work by the Fed-
eral Government has continued at the
Bureau of Mines Research Center at
Laramie, Wyoming. The annual budget
for this work for the past 20 years has
been about $1,500,000."

The foregoing is illustrative of the
expenditures made by corporations and
the Government in the promotion and
development of oil shale.

Cost Studies

*An objective of the Bureau of Mines
programs at Rulison and Rifle, the Union
Oil Company's demonstration plant and
the Tosco-Sohio-Cleveland Cliffs opera-
tions, was to obtain data upon which
an informed judgment could be made as
to whether expenditures in an oil shale
mine would be justified. Not until a com-
merciAlly feasible mining and retorting
process competitive with petroleum was
developed could a prudent man expect to
develop a profitable oil shale mine.

All of the cost studies indicated that
oil shale, was not competitive with petro-
leum. At the request of the Secretary of
the Interior, the National Petroleum
Council made astudy in 1950 and 1951 of
synthetic fuel costs, including synthetic
fuels derived from oil shale and prepared
a final report dated February 25, 1953.
The Economic Subcommittee made esti-
mates of the cost of producing gasoline
from oil shale under various assumed
conditions. These costs varied between
13.9 cents [per gallon], where the -hypo-
thetical plant included no housing or com-
naunity development, to 15.2 cents where

"G-189, pp. 57, 41-44, 47, 90, 91; -159;
G-467, p. i; C-545; CFF-308.

"Tr. 3472, CFF-308.

the assumed operation included complete'
housing and community development, in-
eluding housing for employees, housing
for tradespeople, teachers, general com-
munity facilities comprising streets, util-
ities, schools, and commercial buildings.
The Committee's reports stated that
"neither of these cases [the minimum and
maximum expenditures], however, is
believed to represent the probable situa-
tion. In order to obtain an adequate
stable labor supply at the minimum
investment, it is the opinion of the Sub-
committee that the housing program
would approach that of [housing for
employees, and ' generally community
facilities]."

Where only general community facili-
ties were provided, the Economic Subcom-
mittee determined the cost of producing
gasoline from oil shale would be 14.7 cents
per gallon. The cost included taxes and an
assumed six percent return on invested
capital. The average refinery price for-
gasoline in Los Angeles at the time of
the study was 11.7 cents per gallon. In
the final report of the National Petroleum
Council's Committee on Synthetic Liquid
Fuels Production Costs, February 26,
1953, the committee stated that for each
increase of one percent return on invest-
ment after taxes the gasoline costs from
the single plant cases Would be 1.3 cents
per gallon. This ratio indicates the shale
oil plant could, in 1951, have been op-
erated at a slight profit. However, the
committee concluded that a return of be-
tween 12 and 15 percent on total invested
capital would be required in order to at-
tract investment capitalji

The Bureau of Mines made a cost study
in 1951. While the Bureau and the Na-
tional Petroleum Council were "in good
agreement on many points," there was
wide diversion on some items. The Bu-
reau estimated that "with a capitaliza-
tion of 50 percent equity and 50 percent
borrowed funds, and with all products
selling at market values, the rate of

at G-300; 0-451, Appendix Al; Appendix
I40-41 ; CFF-334.

de 0-300, p. 9; G-451, p. 29,. Appendix 140.
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return on equity capital would be 11.2
percent after interest charges and in-
come taxes," and stated: "Although this
return is less than the average return of
the petroleum industry, as indicated by
published figures, it is high enough to war-
rant serious attention." 

In 1965 and 1966 employees of the
Bureau of Mines, augmented by outside
consultants with backgrounds in mining,
retorting and refining technology, cost en-
gineering, marketing, economics and fi-
nance, prepared for use in this contest a
cost analysis for commercial scale oil
shale plants on the contested claims for
the years 1915, 1918, 1919, 1920, and .1966.
The primary purpose of the studies was
to determine the prospective cost and
profitability of a commercial oil shale in-
stallation at the selected points in time,
based on the information available at that
time, or on whatever assumptions would
have been necessary and reasonable to
one making such a study.48

The design for the period 1915-1920 in-
cluded the production of 1,000 tons of oil.
shale per day in an underground mine,
crushing the shale,- a battery of Pump-
herston retorts as used in the Scottish oil
shale industry, and a refinery producing
shale oil gasoline, burning oil, gas oil,
residual fuel oil, coke and ammonium sul-
fate, as well as a railroad, housing for
employees and supporting facilities.49

The, design for the 1966 period required
mining of 60,300 tons of oil shale per day
in an underground mine, -crushing the
mined shale, retorting the crushed shale
in retorts of the gas combustion type,
and treating and refining the shale oil at
preliminary facilities in Colorado and a
'refinery in St. Louis. The products of the
operation would be petroleum gasoline,
diesel fuel, coke, ammonia, LPG, gas and
sulphur. The plant and related facilities
were estimated to require a capital in-
vestment of approximately $185,000,000.
The study showed the following'yields
after taxes."-

Project Book yield on Book yield on net True yield
equity (percent)' plant (percent) (percent)

1915- - _ 7.1 8.8 6. 5
1918__-_ _ __ __ _ _ 6. 6 & 3 7. 0
1919 - 3. 0 3. 7 3. 5 a
1920- - Neg. Neg. . :0
1966- - _-- __--___ 11. 3 15. 1 9. 84

The study indicated the following max-
imum payback periods:

Project: - Years
1915… __------ __--- _-_- 11. 5
1918- - 10. T
1919- _____ _14. 0
1920 - _ _ __ _18. 8
1966-- _a __-_-- 5,3

The various studies disclose that since
about 1951 marketable products from oil
shale of the- Green River Formation could
be produced in a commercial-scale instal-

.7 G-459, pp. ii, i; CFF-335.-
4G-139, p. 182; G-290, pp. 143, 146, 172:

G-665; G-666; G-667; Tr: 3126, 3263-3272.

- 553-150-74--6

lation at a profit. However,: that profit
would be too small to be competitive with
petroleym or to attract prudent invest-
ment capital. In 1966 a minimum book'
yield of at least 14 percent after taxes, a
true yield of at least 11 percent after
taxes and a payback period of not less
than 4.2 years would.be required on typi-
cal new investment. For nontypical in-
vestment such as an oil shale plant, *a
higher rate of return would be required.
Required book and equity yields during

4 G-665, pp. 1-I8.
O G-667, 1966 Study; pp. 1-17, 51i Table 19;

G-673; G-674; G-683, G-683A; Tr. 2345,s
2353-2356; CFF-337.
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the -1915 to 1920 period would probably
have been higher than in 1966.51

rofltability of on Oil Shale Mine

As previously stated, the test of valid-
ity is whether an investor in an oil shale
mine as of February 25, 1920, and since,
had a reasonable prospect of developing
a profitable mining operation.

Many millions have been spent on oil
shale since the revival of interest in this
mineral in the early 1900's. But substan-
tially all of the expenditures that could
be considered prudent were for (1) re-
search and development of a technically
and economically feasible mining and re-
torting process, or (2) purchase of min-
ing claims. Until a research program had
demonstrated that shale oil could be pro-
duced at a cost competitive with petro-
leum, no prudent person would attempt
to develop an oil shale mine. -le would
have no market for his product. The very
fact that, in the more than half a cen-
tury of interest in oil shale claims for the
Green River Formation, not one profit-
able mine has been developed is a compel-

* hug reason for concluding that expendi-
ture of money to that end would be im-
prudent. As the Department said in
United States v. B. A. Barrows and
Esther Barrows, 76 I.D. 299 (1969) (at

p. 806) :
* * * the fact that nothing is done

toward the development of a claim after
its location may raise a presumption that
the market value of the minerals found
therein was not sufficient to justify the

expenditure required to extract. and mar-
ket them. See United States v. Everett
Foster et a., 65 I.D. 1 (1958) ! affirmed in
Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836 (D.C. Cir.
1959); United States v. Alfred N. Verruie,

[75 I.D. 300 (1968)].

[Bacrrows was subsequently affirmed.
Barrows v. Hickel, 447 F. 2d 80 (9th Cir.
1971). Verrute was subsequently reversed,
the Court holding in effect that the pre-

G-6U3; -683.A; Tr. 2322, 2380, 2381,
2373, 276, 2377: CFF-29S7; CFF-293-
CFF-297; CFW-321-CFF-32s.

sumption of invalidity raised by lack of
sales had been overcome. Verrue v. Uwited
States, 457 F. 2 1202 (9th Cir. 1972).]

The Contestees argue that the money
spent or obligated in the acquisition of
oil shale claims, amounting to as much
as $2,000 per acre, proves that oil shale
was a valuable mineral deposit and,
therefore, "open to exploration and pur-
chase" under the mining laws. Oil shale
claims derive their market value from
'the expectation that at some time in the
future shale oil will become competitive
with petroleum. Market value of a min-
ing claim is not the test for discovery of
a "valuable mineral deposit." The min-
eralization must be such, not to justify
the purchase of the mining claim for
possible future development, but to jus-
tify present expenditures with a reason-
able prospect of developing a profitable
mine. "To allow such land to be re-
moved from the public domain because
unforeseeable developments might some
day make the deposit commercially fea-
sible can hardly implement the congres-
sional purpose in encouraging mineral
development." Foster v. Seat on, 271 F. 2d
830 (atp. 838) (C.A. D.C. 1959).

* * * * *

The evidence may be summarized
as follows. The history of both ac-
tual and attempted oil shale opera-
tions at home and abroad has been
iltilately connected with the de-
velopment of the liquid petroleum
industry. Generally, the rise of the
modern petroleum industry paral-
leled the decline of commercial oil
shale operations.

In Scotland and France once
flourishing oil shale operations have
declined to essentially nothing. In
both cases the demise of oil shale
operations was due to increasing
availability of liquid petroleum at
a price which made oil shale prod-
Lcts unattractive. In Scotland this
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change was apparently due to nat-
ural narket forces.. In France oil
shale was supported far beyond the
time when it could compete on its
own by a government program of-
subsidy and import controls. In the
LUnited States the demise of oil
shale operations began with the dis-
covery of liquid petroleum at Titus-
vile, Pennsylvania, in 1859. Within
a few years the domestic industry.
had sLecumbed.

Early in this century interest in
the commercial exploitation of oil
shale was revived. Again, the reason
for this revival of interest was tied
closely to the theen-perceived vicis-
situdes of the liquid petroleum in-
dustry. With' the advent of the auto-
mobile consumption of petroleum
increased dramatically; it then
seemed to some that the world's
reserves of liquid petroleum would
be exhausted within a few years. As
a result, many claims, including the
claims in these proceedings, were
located in the few years prior to
1920 in what the Supreme Court
has characterized as a period of
speculative fever. -Hickel v. Oil
Shale Corp., 400 U.S. 48, 54 (1970).
Innumierable attempts at achieving
profitable operations were made,
some on an experiimental basis and
soeie on a full-scale production
basis. The result in every siigle case
was failure to achieve a profitable
operation. The reason is clear: the
ultimate reduction of oil shale to
oil was simply too costly to permit
successful competition with liquid
petroleum.

Since 1920 those principally inter-
ested in oil shale have been large oil
companies and the Government. As
appellees have pointed ouat, the large
oil companies have spent several
millions of dollars acquiring pat-
ented and unpatented mining
claims; several millions have also
been spent on research, mostly' on
establishing. prototype operations.
However, virtually no money has
been expended on initiating actual
commercial mining operations on
these claims. One company that has
attempted commercial operations
on other claims (TOSCO). has
failed to show either substantial
production or' profits. (Tr. 5063-
5069.)

For its part, the Government has
spent several millions over the years
on prototype plants and on research
aimed at finding new methods of
processing oil shale at a cost more
favorable with the costs of 'the liq-
uid petroleum industry. The Gov-
ernment has never developed a plant
capable of commercial production.

Both the oil industry and the
Government prepared studies at-
tempting to show with some preci-
sion the probable costs and rates of
return of a hypothetical operation.
The National Petroleum Council

prepared a study in 1951 at the re-
quest of the Secretary of the Inte-
rior. (Ex. G-451.) The conclusion
of that study was that a small rate
of return could ave been realized,
but that such return was so much
less than the rate of return the oil
companies could achieve on other
investments at that time that an oil

' 389
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shale operation could not attract in-
vestment capital.

The Bureau of Mines also made a
study in 1951 with some differences
in the data and basic assumptions
used by the National Petroleum
Council. Though on some points the
studies were in agreement, the Bu-
reau of Mines study showed a sub-
stantially higher rate of return, 11.2
percent; but again, that return was
,less than the average rate of return
in the oil industry and was there-
fore considered unlikely to attract
investment capital. (Ex. G-459.)

Another study was prepared by
the Bureau of Mines specifically for-
these contest proceedings. The
study was made for the years 1915,
1918, 1919, 1920 and 1966. (Exs.
G-666, 667.) Many experts in min-
ing, engineering, and finance were
consulted to determine the possible
profitability of a hypothetical min-
ing operation based on the best
available methods of mining for
each time period. For the 1915-
1920 period the projected returns
ranged from 0 percent to 7 percent.
For 1966 the return was estimated
at 9.84 percent on a net investment
of $185,000,000. In each case the
projected rate of return was found
to be too low to attract investment
capital since the alternative invest-
ment opportunities available to the
oil companies were far more attrac-
tive) especially considering the risks
involved in initiating operations
which had never succeeded before.

In the proceedings below appel-
lant and appellees seriously ques-
tioned some of the assumptions

utilized in the studies. Appellant
asserts that certain by-products'
which increase the revenues in the.
1915-1920 period could not have
been sold, and consequently no,
profit whatever could .have been
realized in that period. Appellees
argue that the costs for community
facilities necessary to attract suf-
ficient labor were overstated. In ad-
dition, appellant has pointed to the
disparity in the results of the 1951
studies as evidence of the inherent
difficulties with these hypothetical
studies.

We conclude as follows. First, as
a historical fact, the commercial
production of oil from oil shale has.
never been competitive with the
liquid petroleum industry. Second,
the hypothetica studies at best con-
firm that the commercial exploita-
tion of oil shale would not be com-
petitive with the liquid petroleum
industry. Third, without exception,
every oil shale operation that has
been attempted in this country has
failed to show profitable produc-
tion. -Fourth, appellees have held
these claims for half a century
without attempting to exploit them.

It is unlikely that any oil shale
operation could have operated at a
profit at the time- these claims were
located or at any time up to and in-
cluding the timle of these contest
proceedings. In so concluding, we
have obviously discounted the,
studies which show that a profit,.
however meager% could have re-
sulted from actual operations. We
do so for three principal reasons.
First, the history of iunanexable

[81 La..
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attempted operations admits of no
other conclusion. In spite of what
the hypothetical studies show, it
remains an incontrovertible fact
that there has never been a single
oil shale operation in this coun-
try which could show profitable
production.

Second, the studies themselves
were not buttressed by the expe-
rience of successful commercial op-
erations. While that in itself would
not disqualify their use as evidence,
it does make them heir to an in-
firmity which was expressed by
Alfred North Whitehead in a lec-
ture on historical foresight:

The main difficulty * * * is the power
of collecting and selecting the facts rele-
vant to the particular type of forecast
which we wish to make. Discussions on
the method, of science wander off onto
the topic of experiment. But experiment
is nothing else than a mode of cooking
the facts for the, sake of exemplifying
the law. :

Third, a' half century of failure
to develop a single conmercial op-
eration, on these claims: or any
others, lends emphasis to the con-
clusions of the. studies that what-
ever the rate of return, it would
have been insufficent to attract in-.
vestmeint capital in actual opera-
tions.53

ViThile oil shale can be found on
these claims in great quantity, no'
attempt has ever been made to de-

6
2 A. WHITEHEAD, ADVENTURES OF

IDEAS, 88 (Free Press ed. 1967).
63 If there were an actual mining operation

on these claims which. was earning the 9.84%
return projected in the 1966 study we would
be loath to declare the claims invalid. How-
ever, for reasons already stated, we do not
believe that the studies are reliable.
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velop those deposits. Therefore, the
oil shale deposits found on these
claims never have been a valuable
mineral deposit within the meaning
of the general mining law.

In order for a commercially prof-
itable operation to come into being
there must be either a dramatic im-
prov6ment in the technology or an
alteration of the economic. forces
which have always operated in this
country to prevent the commercial
production of oil shale. The signifi-
cant increases in national and
world population, the increasing
American per capita demand for
energy, the diminution of available
supplies, and reserves of other
energy sources, the complexities of
international politics and econom-
ics, and the new awareness of envi-
romnental considerations, all acting
in combination, may indeed soon
compel consumers to accept shale
oil. and to pay what always thereto-
fore would have been an exorbitant
and noncompetitive price.

However, speculation that oil:
shale may someday be valuable in
an economic sense is not evidence of
its present value as of 1920 or 1966.
The right to receive title to federal
public land cannot be supported by
such speculation. Tdo so would be
to reject scores of case authorities
which define "valuable mineral de-
posits" as that term is employed in.
the statute. 30 U.S.C. '§ 22 (1970.)54.

" On November 30, 1973, the Department.
of the Interior announced a prototype leasing
program, 8 F.R 33186. Sealed bids were sub-
mitted and subsequently opened on January ,'
1974; and February 12, 1974. The high bid on
January 8, for Colorado Tract C-A encom-
passing 089.70 acres was $210,305,600. The
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III. The Nature and Effect of De-
partnental Precedent

Between 1920 and 1960 the De-
partment consistently recognized oil
shale as a valuable mineral deposit.
During that period 523 patents for
2,326 oil shale claims embracing
349,088 acres were issued. The
theory upon which these claims were
patented is set out in Freeman v.
HSumers, 52 L.D. 201 (1927) .55 The

parties in r)eeman were in a posi-
tion similar to that of the parties in
Castle v. Woqmble, 19 L.D. 455

high bid on February 12 for Colorado Tract
C-B encompassing 5,093.90 acres was 117,-
7S8,000.36. Subsequently, two tracts of com-
parable acreage in Utah were offered and
received high bids of_ $75,596,800 and $45,-
103,200. Notwithstanding this vote of confi-
dence in the future of oil shale as a source
of oil, it must be noted that oil has not yet
been produced from oil shale in paying
quantities.

1 reeman was preceded by the Instrc-
tiosss of May 10, 1920, 47 L.D. 548 (1920),
which stated that oil shale was a mineral
of economic importance and that it was sub-
ject to location and appropriation under the
mining laws, if valuable. The instructions were
based in part on a letter dated May 23, 1916,
from the Director, Geological Survey, to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office,
advising the Commissioner of the classifica-
tion of certain lands. The Director stated in
the letter:*

"In view of the high prospective mineral
value of lnndsundelln by nil-shale-deposits
it is, of course, apparent that they should
not be permitted to be acquired under the
nonmineral land laws. The lands have not
been recommended for withdrawal because the
oil-shale industry is not yet developed in the
United States, and as it is desired to give
opportunity for the establishment of experi-
mental plants, it is believed the lands should
remain open for the present to acquisition
under the mineral-land laws, even though they
are ambiguous and but poorly adapted to
deposits of this type."

We would construe the 1920 Instructions
as simply directing that oil shale patent appli-
cations be adjudicated on the same basis as
applications based on the alleged discovery of
other minerals. Hodwever, since approximately
200 patents were awarded before Freeman
issued, such instructions were obviously ceon-

(1894). Summers had applied for
patents to his homestead and stock-
raising entries. Freeman and the
Standard Shales Products Corpora-
tion protested on the basis that they
had discovered a valuable mineral
deposit, oil shale, on the saine lands.
That assertion was eventually sus-
tained by the Department of the In-
terior. The issue in dispute in Free-
man, from the beginning to the end
of the proceedings was not value.
Rather, it was the extent to which
geologic inference could be relied ol
to establish discovery of richer oil
shale beds once thinner beds had
been found.O06

The basic substantive error in
Freeman, spra at 206 is its under-
lying assumption that possible fu-
ture value for mining meets the re-
quirement of present value:

While at the present time there has
been no considerable production of oil
from shales, due to the fact that abun-
dant quantities of oil have been produced
more cheaply from wells, there is no pos-
sible doubt of its value and the fact that
it constitutes an enormously valuable re-
source. for future. use by the American
people.

strued as implicitly recognizing the future
value concept expressly enunciated seven years
later in Freeman.

Subsequent to Freeman the Department and
the Bureau of Land Management issued vari-
ous pronoumcemuents relating to oil shale, some
implicitly and others explicitly recognizing
Freeman v. Summers. See, e.g., Departmental
directive of May 1931 (Ex. G-149) BLM
Monograph of April 1954 (Ex. C-317) Bl.%1
Director's Memorandum of September 9, 1957
(13x. C-856).

6m Basically, the mineral claimants asserted
that a discovery of any part of the Green
River formation was a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit, since eventually one would be
lead from some thinner beds of shale to the
richer ones. ;

[81 I.D.
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In the 102 years since enactment
of the general mining law, value has
always been determined upon pres-
ent facts, not upon possibilities of
the future. Ostensibly, the reason-
ing in Freemnan with respect to
future value was based on Castle v.
Womble, supra at 47. But it was
stated in that case that-

* * the requirement relating to dis-
covery refers to present facts, and not to
the probabilities of the future.

In this case the presence of minerals
is not based upon probabilities, belief and
speculation alone, but upon facts, which;
in the judgment of the register and re-
ceiver of your office, show that with fur-
ther work, a paying and valuable mine,
so far. as human foresight can determine,
will be developed.

The only precedent cited in Free-
man in support of the proposition of
possible future value is Narver v.
Eastman, 34 L.D. 123, 125 (1905).
But Narver arose under the Timber
and Stone Act of June 3, 1878, 20
Stat. 89 (repealed Aug. 1, 1955, 69
Stat. 434). It was not governed by
the general mining law. In that case
the granting of a patent to an agri-
cultural entryian was proteste dby
a claimant who had located the
same area for building stone. The
evidence clearly showed that the
costs of extracting and marketing
the stone far exceeded any possible
revenues which might be realized
from the sale of the stone. Neverthe-
less, based on reasoning which may
only be described as obtuse, the land
was found to be valuable for build-
ing stone:

* * * It does not follow that because
there is no clear profit arising from the
sale of an article that has been manu-,
factured or produced that it therefore has
no commercial value. Take for example
the farmer. In the course of husbandry,
it frequently happens that different crops-
raised by the farmer when put in market
do not sell for enough to pay the costs,
of their production and transportation,
but can it be truly said that said crops-
have no commercial value simply be--
cause after the same have been sold and
all expenses incident to their production
and shipment-deducted, there is no clear-
gain to the farmer, and therefore, as a
corollary, that the lands are not valuable-
for agricultural purposes? * * *

This was the reasoning relied on

by Freeman for the proposition thht.

possible future value constitutes dis-

covery of a valuable mineral de-

posit. We would agree that it is pru-

dent for a farmer to sell his crops,

even if there is no clear profit, as-

suming, however, that the costs of

planting have already been incurred.

and that any additional costs such.

as harvesting and tralsportation

will be less than the income to be

realized from the sale of the crop..

But if the farmer could foresee be-

fore planting the crop that -ie could

not realize 'a profit, we do not believe-

that he or any other prudent. man

would undertake investment oil

those terms. Yet that was the case-

with the building stone claimants in.

Narver and with the oil shale claim-

ants in Freeman. Since Freeman is,
clearly contrart to the mining law,

we hold that it must be and is over-

ruled.-
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Appellees argue, in effect,5 that
if Freeman and the policy enunci-
ated therein are overruled, such ac-
tion may oniy be given prospective
application. They cite several lines
of authority which hold that, in cer-
tain circumstances, long standing
administrative interpretations of
various statutes may not be over-
rued in a manner which would have
a retroactive effect on those who
have relied on the previous inter-
pretation to their detriment. Those
lines of authority may be roughly
classified as follows: 1) public util-
ity and postal rate cases, 2) deci-
sions of this Department suggesting
that new rules may be given only
prospective application, and 3) ad-
Imistrative rulings of other agen-

cies that changed statutory iiter-
pretations which had been followed
since the enactment of the statute.

In public utility cases, after a'
hearing is held' and a rate deter-
nined, the regulator may not later,

upon the same or additional facts
existing when its previous order was
promulgated, require 'reparations of

-the carrier by holding that the orig-
inal rate'was too high and should be
lowered. Arizona Grocery (Go. v.
:Atchisor Topeka Santa Fe Iy.
Co., 284 U.S. 370 (932). The postal

7 Appellees argue that since Freeman is so
firmly entrenched in the mining law it may
not now be overruled. Most of the case author-
ity cited by appellees, however, supports the
proposition that precedent may be overruled,
but not applied retroactively. Since appellees
have also argued at length that the Freeiaan
proposition of prospective value is a "rule"
which may only be changed prospectively, we:
assume that appellees do not mean to argue
that Freeman may not be overruled at all,
only that it may not be overruled in a retro-
active manner.

rate cases involve situations tanta-
mount to a contract. The carriers
had transported mail at the request
of the Postmaster General with the
fair implication that payment
would be made on the accustomed
basis. After the mail had been trans-
ported, changes in the interpreta-
tion of the statutes were made which
lowered the rates. The Court held
that to apply the lowered rates
would improperly deny the carriers
-the higher rates that they had re-
ceived for like services in the past
,and which they had relied on in the
instant cases in undertaking to

.~~~~~~

transport the mail. United States v.
Alabama Great Southern R.R. Co;,
142 U.S. 615 (1892)'; Luckenbach
Steamship Co. v. Uinited States, 280
U.S. 73; (1930).

Both the postal rate cases and
public utility decisions are inap-
posite, since the carriers and utili-
ties had been actively induced by the
Government to relyon certain rates.
Neither appellees herein nor their
predecessors in interest were simi-
larly induced by the Government to
locate these claims or to invest in
their purchase or development.

The decisi'ons'of this Department
advanced by appellees are equally
inapposite, since'they all have two
characteristics in common which
are not present in this case: 1) they
all involved changes from one rule
to another either of which could be
considered "correct" within the
ineaning of the statute, and 2) the
original rules were in effect at the
time the entries were made. Most of
the cases cited concern timber cul-
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ture entries, where the rule in effect
at the time the entries were made
was subsequently changed, requir-
ing a longer time period before pat-
ent would be allowed. Mary R. Leon-
ard, 9 L.D. 189 (1889). In that
case it was clear that either the old
or the new rule would be a permis-
sible reading of the statute. Fur-
ther, the entry was made when the
old. rule was still in effect. For siml1ti-
lar holdings, see Rough Rider and
Other Lode Claims, 42 L.D. 584
(1913), which dealt with a local
rule regarding discovery, and In-
structions, 52 L.D. 631 (1929),
which concerned monumenting re-
quirements for oil shale placer
claims. In this case, however, the
only rule in effect at the time these
claims were located and ol Febru-
ary 25, 1920, was the prudent man
test of Castle v. Womble, supra, re-
quiring present marketability.

The other line of cases cited by
appellees involves administrative
'changes in the interpretation of a
statute from an interpretation that
had been followed since enactment
of the statute. For-example, in Rob-
ertson v. Downing, 127 U.S. 607
(1888), customs officials attempted
to reinterpret a statute contrary to
the interpretation instituted shortly
after its enactment. The Court
stated that where a statute has been
interpreted in a particular way, that
interpretation, should not be dis-
turbed except' for "the most cogent
and persuasive reasons." Id. at 61.3.
Freeman, however, arose more than
half a century after enactment of
the mining law and more than 30

years after the promulgation of the-
prudent man test in Castle, v.-
Womble, spra. Moreover, Free-
man was and is a departure from.
the consistent interpretation of the
law by the Department and the.
courts.

In Linleletter v. Walker, 381 U.S
618 (1965), the Supreme Court.
dealt at some length with the con-
siderations to be weighed in deter-
mining whether to limit the effect of'
'overruling prior decisions-ito pros-
pective application only. The pre-
cise uestion in Linkletter! was
whether the overruling of Wolf v.
Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949), by
1Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961),
should be given retroactive effect or
confined to prospective effect only.:
Mapp overruled Wolf to the extent
that Wolf had held the "exclusion-
ary rule" relating to illegal searches
and seizures did not apply to pro-
ceedings in state court. 58 The basic-
considerations to be weighed are
found in Linkleetter and other cases,.,
e.g., Chicot County Drainage Dist.
v. Barter State Bank, 308 T.S. 371,
374 (1940); Great Northern Ry. Co.
v. Sunburst Oil'& Befinig Co., 287
U.S. 358 (1932). Those considera-
tions include (1) the nature of the'
reliance placed on' the precedeut by
the parties (2) the purpose of the

'statute or rule in light of public
policy (3) the harm to the parties;
Who have relied on the precedent to
their detriment, and, conversely,

5f The Supreme Court was careful to observe
that there is no difference between civil and
criminal cases in applying the 'doctrine of
prospective application:
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(4) the harm to either the govern-
ment or to the public purpose.

Neither appellees nor their pred-
ecessors in interest could have re-
lied on the Department's policy in
1920-1960 in locating the claims
hetein.The Instructions of May 10,
1920, were issued after oil shale was
removed from location on Febru-
ary 25, 1920.59 Freeman was not is-
sued until September 30, 1927.

m Appellees would contend that the claim-
ants; could well have relied on previous de-
partmental actions and pronouncements in
locating these claims. They argue at great
length that classification by the United States
Geological Survey of the lands upon which
the claims herein are located as valuable for
-oil shale in 1916 imputed value requisite to
support a dicovery thereon. However, the
meaning of "value" in the 1916 classification
-order is quite different from value requisite
for discovery under the general mining law.
The Act of July 17, 1914, 38 Stat. 509, 30
U.S.C. § 121 et seq. (1970), upon which the
1916 classification was based, and its predeces-

-sors, the Acts of 1909 (35 Stat. 844) and
1910 (36 Stat. 583), reserved to the United
'States certain minerals (later interpreted to
include oil shale) that are classified as val-
-uable by the U.S.G.S., when the surface is
-conveyed under the nonmineral land laws.
Included in the reservation in each Act is "the
right to prospect for, mine and -remove."

.Since, as the- Department and the courts have
consistently held, a demonstration of value for
prospecting or further exploration is not a
-deinbs'triation of value under the general-
mining -law, "valuable" in the Act clearly did
not mean that the deposits in the lands so
--classified would necessarily meet the test of
discovery.

Similarly, the classification of lands as
valuable for oil shale by the U.S.G.S. in 1916
was based on prospective value, the prospect
that at some indefinite time in the future oil
shale would become marketable. -The standards
-by which the U.S.G.S. classified lands as
valuable for minerals are found in its Bul-
letin No. 537, published in 1913, wherein it
-stated as to phosphate:

"The purely economic considerations of
accessibility, -means of transportation, and
nearness to market are highly important in
the problem of establishing a commercial
mine but are not involved in the classification
-of the -land as phosphate or nonphosphate
land;' (G-101, p. 128.)

Another mineral included in the 1914 Act

Moreover, locating a claim requires
only a minimal expenditure. Reli-
-ance or no, location by itself in-
volves no change of position. Nor
did appellees rely on the Freeman
policy in developing their claims,
since they have not in fact devel-
oped them. This leaves the question
of purchase.

The Shoup claims were quit-
claimed to K rl Schuyler, Sr., in
1923. D. A. Shale, Inc., received
title to such -claims from Schuyler's
widow, who inherited them in 1933
from her husband, and who, on
July 6, 1960, incorporated D. A.
Shale, Inc. Therefore, there is no
evidence that D. A. Shale, Inc., or
its predecessors invested more than
a minimal amount- in the purchase
of the Shoup claims in reliance
upon Freemn or otherwise. Al-

was potash. On page 137 of Bulletin 537,
under the heading "Classification of Potash-
Bearing Lands," it wis stated:

" * * as investigation by the scientists
of the Government bureaus reveals promising
localities, these localities, if they involve pub-
lic lands, -will be withdrawn from entry until
their value as sources of potash can be demon-
strated or disproved."

The oil shale classification orders, covering
lands in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, all
stated:

"The oil shales * * * constitute an unde-
veloped source of petroleum * * * and it is
now recognized as possible that these shales
will prove equally important as a source of
nitrogen.

# # * # * * *

In view of the high prospective mineral
value of lands underlain by oil-shale deposits
it is, of course, apparent that they should not
be acquired under the nonmineral land laws."
(Ex. G-99, pp. 3, 4, 6, 7,' 10, 11.)

Clearly, the 1916 classification could not
be relied upon as declaring that minerals in
the lands reserved, if found in sufficient
quantity, were sufficiently valuable to sup-
port a discovery. The value necessary to sup-
port discovery during 1916-1920 was present
economic value.
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though Shell Oil Company ex-
pended. some $18,780 in perfecting
title to and preparing patent ap-
plication for the Mountain Boy
claims before 1964, it did not pur-
chase the Mountain Boy Nos. 1, 6
and 7 from Frank Winegar for
$30,000 until after initiation of the
contest proceedings. Moreover, the
Department had not patented an
oil shtle claims since 1960. Accord-
ingly, Shell could not have reason-
ably relied on the Department's
continue adherence to Freeman
when it purchased the claims.

That appellees will sffer finan-
cial harm should the claims be in-
validated does not justify the per-
petuation of error in interpretation
of the mining law and the con.-
sequent disposition of the public
lands to those not otherwise entitled
to receive them. Perpetuation of
such error would serve neither the
mineral law nor the public interest.

Even if appellees had relied on
the Department's continued adher-
ence to Freeman to their dettiment,
the purchase of mining claims with-
out a reasonable prospect of pres-
ent, profitable development is
simply a speculative aventure. Pre-
venting the disposition and dissipa-
tion of the public lands on the.basis
of speculation on their possible fu-
ture value is a most cogent and per-
suasive reason for refusing to fol-
low the policy enunciated in Free-
)nan. The Secretary of the Interior
has plenary authority over the dis-
position of theI public lands.
Vameron v. United States, 252 U.S.
450, 460 (1920). The Secretary's

duties as trustee of the p ublic lands
for the people of the United States

oblige him to see that the law is
carried out, and that none of the public
domain is wasted or is disposed of to a
party not entitled to it. * * X

Knight v. United States. Land
Ass'n., 142 U.S. 161,181 (1891).

To allow such land to be removed
from the public domain because un-
foreseeable developments might
soneday make the deposit com-
maercially feasible can hardly im-
plement the congressional purpose
in encouraging mineral develop-
ment. Foster v. Seaton, 271 F.2d,
836, 838 (D.C. Cir. 1959). The- obli-
gation of the Secretary requires
that claims such as those herein,
which- are being held for specula-
tive purposes in the hope that at
some future date the necessary
technology will develop to make
extraction of oil from oil share a
profitable venture, should not be
patented.

In a recent District Court case,,
McDade v. Morton, 353 F. Supp.
1006 (D.D.C. 1973), af'd per
curiam (D.C. Cir. No. 73-1520,
March 12, 1974), it was held that
the Department of the Interior is
not estopped by a former inter-
pretation of a statute, however
longstanding, from correcting what
it feels to be clearly erroneous. The
District Court quoted with ap-
proval T.L.R.B. v. Baltimore Tran-
sit Co., 140 F.2d 51, 55 (4th Cir.
1944), cert. denied, 321 U.S. 795
(1944), which held: 

* * * An administrative agency,
charged with 'the protection of the pub-

397
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lie interest, is certainly not precluded
from taking appropriate action to that
end because of mistaken action on its
part in the -past. * * *

See also Automobile Club of Michi-
.gan v. CoMmissionerl of Internal
Revenue, 353 U.S. 180, 183 (1957) ;
United States v. California, 332
U.S. 19, 39-40 (1947);

Appellees allude to Ickes v. Vir-
ginia-Colorado Development Corp.,
295 U.S. 639 (1935), and Wilbur v.
United States eo.: rel. Krushnic,
280 U.S. 306 (1930). The validity of
certain oil shale claims was chal-
lenged by the Secretary of the In-
terior for failure to perform certain
assessment work. The Supreme
Court held in both cases that the
claims were "maintained" within the
meaning of the savings clause, sec-
tion 37, of the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, 30 U.S.C. § 193 (1972)'.
Both decisions suggested that fail-
ure to do assessment work gave the
Government no ground for forfei-
ture, but inured only to the benefit
of relocators. In' Hickel v. Oil Shale
Corp., 400 U.S. 48 (1970), the Su-
preme Court concluded that Krit&s-
nic and Virginia-Colorado must be
confined to situations which existed
in those cases, i.e., where there had
been substantial compliance with the
assessmeht work requirements of the
mining laws, 30 U.S.C. § 28 (1970),
so that "possessory tit-le" of a claim-

ant would not, be disturbed on-insub-
stantial grounds.

The issue. of. discovery was. not
joined in Krushnic or Virginia-;
Colorado. Thus, neither decision is
pertinent to the disposition of the
case, before us. The mining claims.
herein were not challenged for fail-
ure to perform assessment work, but
for lack of discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit. Accordingly, we
are not concerned with the assess-
ment work requirements of 30
U.S.C. §28 (1970), but with the
question of discovery within the
meaning of the mining laws. We
hold that no discovery of a valuable.
mineral deposit has been established
on the claims at issue herein.

Appellees' other arguments have
been fully considered and are not
persuasive. Since its inception the
general mining law has been inter-
preted. by this, Department and the
courts to require as a condition of
discovery that a mineral be.pres-
ently marketable. Between 1920 and
1960 -a different standard-pos-
sible future marketability-,was ap-
plied to oil shale. Appellees contend
the application of such standard was,
correct, 'but, if not, must continue to
bind the Department. We reject
both contentions. Application of
such' standard to oil shale was con-
trary to the mining law. Its con-
tinued application to. oil shale is
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contrary to law and in derogation
of the Secretary's responsibility as
trustee of the public lands for the
people of the United States.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
:sion of Administrative Law Judge
Dent D. Dalby is reversed,, and
Mountain Boy Nos. 6 and 7 placer
mining claims, and Harold Shoup

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 placer mining
claims are declared null and void.

NDWToN F iSHIBER,

Chief Administrative Judge.

WVE CONOUR:;

MARTIN Rrrvo,
Administrative Judge.

DOUGLAS E. HEENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.
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A. W SCHUNK *

16 IBLA 191;
' Decided June 28,1974

Appeal from decision of the Arizona
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, A-6724, declaring the Mizer
-Nos. 55, 60-62 mining claims null and
void in part.

Vacated. 

Rules of Practice: Supervisory Author-
ity of the Secretary-Administrative
Tractice

In the exercise of its delegated authority
pursuant to 43 CER 4.1, the Interior
Board of Land Appeals need not limit its
review to a narrow issue where to do so
would preserve error or inequity.

Xining Claims-: Lands Subject to-
Mining Claims: Determination of
Validity

A permit issued by the Forest Service
for a transmission line right-of-way
under 16 U.S.C, § 522 (1970) does not
serve as a withdrawal or close the land
to mineral location. A Bureau of Land
Management decision will be vacated
where it invalidated mining claims be-
cause they conflicted with a transmission
line right-of-way issued under the au-
thority of 16 U.S.C. § 522.

APPEARANcES: A. W. Schunk, 'pro

se; Richard L. Fowler, Esq., Office of
General Counsel, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, for the. Forest Sevice; William A.
Simpson, Xianager, Land-Department,
'for the Arizona Public Service 'Com-
pany.

OPINION B Y ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMAN

a Not in ceronologisal odex

INTERIOR BOARD'0F.LAND
APPEALS .

Acting upon information, fur-
nished by the Forest Service, the
Arizona State' Office, Bureau of
Land Management (ELM), ren-
dered a decision on July 31,. 1972,
holding the Mizer Nos. 55, 60, 61
and 62 mining claims invalid inso-
far as they conflicted with a right-
of-way issued in February 1961 by
the Forest Service, Department of
Agriculture, to the Arizona Public
Service Cotupany. The Mizer claims
were located in 1970. The decision
recited that in accordance with 44
L.D. 513 (1916) the lands covered
by the right-of-way were closed to
mineral location and that mining
claims located in conflict therewith
are invalid.

A timely appeal was filed by Mr.
R. H. Fairchild oil behalf of A. W.
Schunk on August 15, 1972. Fair-
child's authority to act as attorney-
in-fact was confirmed on Septem-
ber 12, 1972. Appellant does not
question the correctness of the de-
cision below. Rather, he argues that
it would be unfair to deprive him of
his investment in the claims. He
states that he is willing to comply
with reasonable safety requirements
to prevent interference with use of
the right-of-way.

While the appeal is subject to
dismissal because the statement of
reasons did not respond to the BLM
decision, 43 CFR 4.412, to dismiss
the appeal would perpetuate an
error.-. Accordingly, and in recogni-
tion of its effect upon appellant's

81 I.D. No. 7
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rights, we address ourselves to the
decision below.

The Forest Service requested
BLM to initiate contest proceedings
against the Mizer Nos. 55-64 mining
claims because of lack of discovery.
However, BLM declared the Mizer
Nos. 55, 60 and 62 null and void to
the extent those claims conflicted
with a previously issued right-of-
way for transmission line purposes
to a private corporation, Arizona
Public Service Co. The mining
claims were located in 1970. The
right-of-way was authorized in
1962 by a permit issued under the
authority of the Act of February 15,
1901 (31 Stat. 790), 16 U.S.C. § 522
(43 U.S.C. § 959) (1970). That Act,
in pertinent part, provides:

* * * That any permission given by
the Secretary * * * under the provisions
of this Act may be revoked by him or his
successor in his discretion, and shall not
be held to confer any right, or easement,
or interest in, to, or over any national
forest [public land, reservation or park].

The plain meaning of the statute
authorizes the issuance of permits
which create no rights in land and
by the statutory terms do not close
land to the operation of the general
land laws. A permit under the Act
is nonexclusive. This concept ac-
cords' with IVilcox v., Jackson, 38
U.S.C(13 Pet.) 498 (1839), and is
reiterated in the Forest Service
Manual § 2811.24. In Wilcox, Jack-
son sought to enter lands at Ft.
Dearborn in Chicago even as the
Army vacated the post. However,
the Indian Department was then
using the vacated premises for
warehousing and other related pur-

poses. Jackson's entry was thwarted.
The Supreme Court held that when
a tract of land is severed from the.
mass of the public domain it is not
subject to appropriation under the
general land laws. Lands used by
the Government for public purposes
are so appropriated. This case serves
as the basis for the Instructions at
44 L.D. 359 (1915) and 44 L.D. 513
(1916). The Instructions concern
telephone lines or like structures,
constructed, maintained and oper-
ated by the United States. over
public lands under the authority of
certain appropriation acts. They do
not refer, explicitly or implicitly, to
privately owned, maintained or op-
erated lines. It was directed that
where entry is made on lands upon
which the United States had con-
structed telephone, telegTaph, or
other improvements the entry is sub-
ject to the continued use by the Gov-
ernment and the patent would be so
noted. To similar effect see 43 CFR
1821.4 1, 2801.1-2.1

The Department adheres to the
Wilcox rule. The same rule is appli-
cable in the National Forests. The
Forest Service Manual, § 2811.25,
states that lands occupied or used

143 CFR 1821.4-1 Notation of rights-of-
way.

"(a) n order that all persons making entry
of public lands which are affected by rights-
of-way may have actual notice thereof, a
reference to such right-of-way should be made
upon the original entry papers and upon the
notice of allowance of the application Issued to
the entryman."

43 CIR § 2801.1-2 Disposals subject to
right-of-way:

"All persons entering or otherwise appro-
priating a tract of public land, to part of which
a right-of-way has attached under the regula-
tions in this part, take the land subject to
such right-of-way and without deduction of the
area included in the right-of-way."
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under a special use permit are
closed to mineral entry in such cir-
cumstances. The Forest Service
Manual provision cites United
States v. Mobley, 45 F. Supp. 407
(N.D. Calif. 1942); and Schaub v.
United States, 207 F.2d 325 (9th
Cir. 1953).

In Mobley, the Court found that
no discovery of a valuable mineral
had been made upon the mining
claims. The discussion concerning
the impact of the special use permit
as closing the land to the opera-
tion of the mining laws may there-
fore be regarded as obiter dicta. As
to the abortive attempt to locate a

*mining claim, the Court said at
page 414:

* : * * *g * * * 

We conclude that neither defendant
has any valid right, possessory or other,
which he or she can assert against the
Government of the United States, or any
of its permittees, and that the Govern-
ment is entitled to a decree quieting its
tite to the parcel of land, as prayed for
in its complaint and a permanent in-
junction enjoining the defendants from
asserting any right to it or interfering
with the possession of any persons act-
ing under the authority of the Govern-
ment.

In Schaub a material site had been
designated for use in connection
with Federal Aid Highway con-
struction under 23 U.S.C. § 18
(1946), now § 317 (1970). The ma-
terial pit was also designated for
special use under the Act of March
30, 1948, 62 Stat. 100 (formerly 48
U.S.C. § 341 (1954). Under that
Act the Secretary of Agriculture

may authorize use of national forest
lands in Alaska for various pur-
poses:

* * * and after such permits have
been issued and so long as they con-
tinue in full force and effect the lands
therein described shall not be subject to
location, entry, or appropriation, under
the public land laws or mining laws, or
to disposition under the mineral leasing
laws: * * .

The Court held that the federal use
of the lands for material site pur-
poses effectively closed the lands
from further appropriation.

In Schaub the mineral claimant
sought to acquire mineral materials
which were then being mined by or
for the United States for federal
use.

But where the Forest Service pro-
posed an administrative site, sur-
veyed the parcel for that, purpose
in 1909, and had made minimum in-
provements which subsequently be-
came derelict, the Department held
that the mere proposal for construc-
tion was insufficient to effect the
withdrawal of any unimproved
land from mineral location. United
States v. Crocker, 60 I.D. 285
(1949). In citing the 44 L.D. In-
structions, mandate was given that
the telephone lines and a road con-
structed and used on public lands
do not withdraw the land, but the
telephone lines and the road could
,be excepted from the patent.

We note that as early as 1922 the
Federal Power Commission and the
Department recognized that lands
withdrawn or classified for power
purposes for transmission lines and

403. 4o1] -
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lands within permits or approved
iights-of-way, issued under- 016
KU.S.C. §§ 420 and 523, and 43 U.S.c.

§ 961, should and must remain open
to location subject to the provisions
of section 24 of the Federal Power
Act, 16.U.S.C. § 818 (1970) .2 In this
case, the permit, issued under an au-
thority which cannot "confer any
right, or easement, or interest in, to
or over any national forest: lands,
created no vested interest in the
land." The utility company holds
nothing more than a revocable per-
mit to maintain a transmission line.
At imost, it may be afforded the pro-
tection outlined in 6rocker, Spra,

and 43 CFR 2801.1-2.
We have considered the briefs

filed by the parties pursuant to our
order of March 12, 1974. Nothing
contained in the briefs vitiates our
*conclusion that the issuance of a
permit for a privately owned trans-
mission line right-of-way by the
Forest Service does not segregate
or withdraw the land covered

; thereby from the operation of the

2 43 CFR § 2344.2 General determination
under section 24:

"(a) On April 17, 1922, the Federal Power
Comnission made a general determination
'that where lands of. the United States have
heretofore been, or hereafter may be, reserved
or classified as powersites, such reservation or
classification being made solely because such
lands are either occupied by power transmis-
sion lines or their occupancy and use for such
purposes has been applied for or authorized
under appropriate laws of the United States,
and such lands have otherwise no value for
power purposes, and are not occupied in tres-
pass, the commission determines that the value
of such lands so reserved or classified or so
applied for or authorized, will not be in-
jured or destroyed for the purposes of power
development by location, entry or selection
under the public land laws, subject to the
reservation of section 24 of the Federal Water
Power Act.' '

mining laws. Southern Idaho Conf.
Ass'h. of seventh Day Adventists
v. United States, 418 F. 2d 411 (9th
Cir. 1969), is not to the contrary;
a material site: granted under 23
U.S.C. §317 (1970) is clearly an
appropriation of the land. That is
so by reason of the specific language
of the Federal Aid Highway Act,
apart' from any other considerations
which may be pertinent.-

No authority has been cited for
the application of Forest Service
Manual sec. 2811.25 to the factual
situation: herein. General with-
drawal authority is delegated to the
Secretary of the Interior. 43 U.S.C.
§§ 14142 (1970) ; Executive Order
No. 10355, 17 F.R. 4831. Since the
private use of Arizona Public Serv-
ice is not a use by the United States
within the ambit, of 44 L.D. 359 or
44 L.D. 513, the permit does not, by
virtue of the 44 LD. doctrines,
serve to withdraw the land from the
operation of the mining laws. The
mining claims are not invalid for
the reasons assigned by the Bureau
of Land Management or by reason
of the lands being affected by a
transmission line right-of-way
granted under the 901 Act.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
tlority delegated by the. Secretary,
to the Board of Land Appeals, 43
CFR 4.1, contestant's motion for
dismissal of the appeal is denied
and the decision below is vacated.

FREDEICK FISHMAN,
Administrative: Judge.

I CONCUR: V

JosEPH W. GOSS,
Adaministrative Judge.

[81 .I.D..
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ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
STUEBING CONCURRING
IN PART; DISSENTING IN
PART

I agree absolutely with the hold-
ing in the majority opinion. The
Forest Service cannot withdraw
public domain lands from the oper-
ation. of the Federal laws relating
to the use and disposition of such
lands by issuing a special use per-
mit to a non-federal applicant, save
only where a statute specifically
provides that a permit will have
such effect. In the absence of a for-
mal withdrawal, the extent of an
appropriation of lands by the Oov-
enmTent for a valid federal use is
determined by the extent of the im-
provements and actual use and
occupancy of the land for such pur-
poses. A. J. Katches, A-29079 (De-
cember 4, 1962) and cases cited
therein; f. Instructions, 44 L.D.
513 (1916); see aso Rights of
Way-Forest Reserves-Jurisdic-
tion, 33 L.D. 609 (1905). The
Secretary of Agriculture is not ex-
pressly or impliedly authorized to
withdraw unimproved national for-
est land from mining location.
United States v. rocker, 60 I.D.
285 (194-9).

The purpose of this separate con-
currence is not only to emphasize
my agreement with the majority
view regarding the nonsegregative
effect of a special use permit issued
by the Forest Service under these
circumstances, but also to further
explore the authority by which this
Board may review a case on appeal

despite a serious procedural defici-.
ency.

The case has not been properly
brought before us, having been pre-
sented by one who is not authorized
to practice. Qualifications to prac-
tice before the Department of the,
Interior are prescribed by 43 CFI
Part 1. One who does not appear to
fall within any of the categories of
persons authorized to practice does
not become so qualified merely be-
cause he is designated "attorney in
fact" for the appellant, and an ap-
peal brought by one not eligible to
practice is subject- to dismissal.
Henryi H. Ledger, 13 IBLA 356
(1973). The appeal is therefore sub-
ject to dismissal. The majority find
that it is nevertheless within the
scope of its authority to disregard
the procedural deficiency and con-
sider the matter on its merits, not-
ing that dismissal for this reason
is not mandatory. I agree. However,
the Board has no.inherent authority
of its own. It exercises only the dele-
gated authority of the Secretary of
the Interior, and unless the Secre-
tary has authority to consider such
an appeal on its merits and has
delegated that authority to this
Board, the appeal must be dis-
missed.

However, it has been held re-
peatedly that as long as public lands
remain under the care and control
of the Department its power to in-
quire into the extent and validity
of rights claimed against the Gov-
ernment and to correct its own er-
rors does not: cease. Ceorge .
Ramsey, 58 I.D. 272, 304 (1943),

4a1 1
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and cases cited therein. In Knight
v. United States Land Ass'n., 142
U.S. 161, 181 (1891), the United
States Supreme Court held:

It makes no difference whether the ap-
peal is in regular form according to the
established rules of the Department, or
whether the Secretary on his own motion,
knowing that injustice is about to be
done by some action of the Commissioner,
takes up the case and disposes 'of it in
accordance with law and justice. * * *

In Pueblo of San Francisco, 5
L.D. 483, 494 (1887.), Secretary
Lamar stated:

The statutes in placing the whole busi-
ness o'f the Department under the su-
pervision of the Secretary, invest him
with authority to review, reverse, amend,
annul or affirm all proceedings in the
Department having for their ultimate ob-
ject to secure the alienation of any por-
tion of the. public-lands, or the adjustment
of private claims to lands with a just
regard to the rights of the public, and,
of private parties. Such supervision may
be exercised by direct orders or by re-
view on appeals. The mode in which the
supervision shall be exercised in the ab-
sence of statutory direction may 'be pre-
seribed by such rules and regulations as
the Secretary may adopt. When proceed-
ihgs affecting titles to lands are before
the Department the power of supervision
may be exercised by the Secretary
whether or not these proceedings are
called to his attention by formal notice
or by appeal. It is sufficient that they are
brought to his notice. The rules pre-
scribed are designed to facilitate the De-
partment in the despatch of business, not
to defeat the supervision of the Secre-
tary. * * *

- Clearly the Secretary has author-
ity to consider and decide a case in
which there is a defective appeal.
This brings to the foreground the

question whether this Board also
has that authority.

The regulation, 43 CF 4.1, pro-
vides in part:

§ 4.1 Scope of authority; applicable
regulations.

The Office of Hearings and Appeals,
headed by a Director, is an authorized'
representative of the Secretary for the
purpose of hearing, considering and de-
termining, as fully and finally as might
the Secretary, matters within the juris-
diction of the Department involving hear-
ings, and appeals and other review func-
tions of the Secretary.

*** * * * i.

(3) Board of Land Appeals. The Board
decides finally for the Department ap-
peals to the head of the Department from
decisions rendered by Departmental
officials relating to the use and dis-
position of public lands and their re-
sources and the use and disposition of
mineral resources in certain acquired
lands of the United States and in the
submerged lands of the Outer Con-
tinental Shelf. Special: procedures
for hearings, appeals and contests in
public lands cases are contained in Sub-.
part E of this part. -

Since the Office of Hearings and
Appeals has authority to hear, con-
sider and determine "as fully and
finally as might the Secretary,
matters within the jurisdiction of
the Department" involving public
land matters, inter alia, and that
specific function (as to public land
matters) is vested in this Board, we
may consider an appeal on its
merits, despite procedural defi-
ciencies, where sufficient reason for
so doing is apparent and dismissal is
not required by regulation.

The case at bar involves a fun-
damental 'misconception of land
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status on the part of a field official
of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. To avoid an unjust result in
this instance and to prevent the
perpetuation and repetition of
the error in future cases, it is en-
tirely appropriate that we review
and decide the matter on its merits.
This action in no way obligates us
to accord similar consideration to
other cases involving the same kind
of procedural deficiency. Such cases
continue to be subject to dismissal.

EDWARD W. STURBING,
Administratve Judge.

ESTATE OF IRENgA (IRENE) CROW-
NECK HAWK (DECEASED CHEY-

ENNE UNALLOTTED)

3 IBIA 1 Decided Juy 10, 1974

Appeal from an Administrative Law
Judge's order denying petition for re-
hearing.:.A

Affirmed.

:370.0 Indian Probate: Rehearing:
Generally

A request for a rehearing that submits no
new evidence and alleges no additional
grounds for reconsideration than was
presented at an earlier appeal for a
Tehearing, will be denied.

370.0 Indian Probate: Rehearing:
Generally

A petition for rehearing based on evi-
dence which fails effectively to contro-
vert the basis for the initial decision in
the matter, will be rejected. -

130.3 Indian Probate: Appeal: Admin-
istrative Law Judge as Trier of Facts
When the views of witnesses are con-
flicting, the findings of the Administra-
.tive Law Judge, as the Trier of Facts
and as one who had the opportunity to
observe the witnesses, shall be given
great weight.

APPEARANCES: C. C. Arney, attor-
ney for appellant, Lena Abbie Big Bear
Yellow Eagle; John W. Donley, attor-
ney for David Fan Man, Sr., Bill Junior
Red Bird, Wilma Red :Bird Dyer,
Joseph (Joe) Red Bird, Irene Red Bird
Yellow Hawk Goodbear, appellees.

OPINION BY ADMINSTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF.
INDIAN APPEALS .

Lena Abbie Yellow Eagle, here-
inafter referred to as appellant,
through her attorney, C. C. Arney,
has filed with this Board an ap-
peal from an Administrative Law
Judge's denial:-of her petition for
rehearing.

According to the record Irena
(Irene) Crowneck Hawk, herein-
after referred to as the testatrix,
died testate January 9, 1972. Hear-
ings were held on July 17, 1972, and
November 1, 1972, for the purpose
of ascertaining her heirs at law,
considering claims against her es-
tate and probating her last wills and
testaments, dated October 22, 1971,
and June 10, 1957.

Thereafter, on January 19, 1973,
Administrative Law Judge John F.
Curran issued and entered an order,
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where among other things, the tes- 
tatrix's last will and testament of
October 22, 1971, was disapproved
and, her last will and testament,

dated June 10, 1957, approved.
The appellant, the sole devisee

and beneficiary under the disap-
proved last will and testament of
October 22, 1971, filed a petition for
rehearing in the matter under date
of March 13, 1973, alleging in sup-
port thereof the following reasons:

1. Upon newly discovered evidence, as
set forth :by the attached Affildavits,
marked, EXHIBITS "A" and "B," and
the reason -said new evidence was not
presented at the prior hearings was be-
cause the witnesses were not available
at that time.

2. The testimony of Dr. John' Huser,
upon which the Hearing Examiner placed
such great importance, is not complete
in that on page 82 of' the transcript of
the hearing held on November 1, 1972,
the Doctor testified that the decedent
was-suffering from senility due to arterio-
sclerotic condition; and on page 84 of the
transcript the Doctor testified that none
of the medications prescribed by him
were for arteriosclerosis and that he may
not have given her any.

The Judge on May 8,1973, denied
the petition for rehearing for the
following reasons:

1. Attached to the petition are affidavits
of Medicine Woman Big Nose and Lillie
Armstrong who state that they visited
with the decedent in August and Septem-
her of 1971 and that she was mentally
competent The testimony of these per-
sons on a rehearing would be merely
cumulative testimony. Erma Gean Tso-
taddle and Sarah Heap of Birds both
testified at the hearing on November 1,
1972, that the decedent was competent
during thatf period of time. (Tr. 42, 4,3,
48, 49) It is a general rule of law that
a new trial or rehearing will not be

granted'on grounds of newly discovered
evidence if such evidence is only cumu-
lative in nature. (See Green v. Burns, 204
Okla. 415, 230 P. 2nd 892, 1951.)

2. The transcript is complete and accu-
rate as to the testimony of Dr. John
Huser. (Tr. 80-85) Dr. Huser testified
that the decedent had a "generalized
arteriosclerotic" condition. (Tr. 81) In
answer to a question as to whether he
prescribed medication for arteriosclerosis,
Dr. Wuser testified that, "No, so I may
not have given her any, I didn't check
the record that closely". (Tr. 84) The
testimony of Dr. John Huser is clear,
cogent and consistent as to the mental
condition of the decedent.

It is from'the foregoing denial
that; the appeal herein has been
taken. The appellant, in support of
her appeal, 'in essence alleges (1)
that testatrix had the requisite
mental capacity to execute the
last will and testament dated Octo-
ber 22, 1971, and (2) that the last
will and testament, dated June 10,
1957, as approved, was not properly
witnessed and-attested to.

The evidence, regarding above
Item (1), is disputed and conflicting
according to the record.

In situations where testimony
presented by opposing parties is
conflicting and highly disputed, the
decision of the Judge, as the trier
of the facts, should be given great
weight' for the reason that he had
the opportunity to observe the wit-
nesses and to evaluate their testi-
mony directly. Estate of Sam Pierre
Alexander, IA-918 (December 9,
1960 and February 7, 1961).

f The appellant's contention set
-forth in above Item (2) we note was
considered and disposed of by the
Judge in his Order Approving Wrill
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and Decreeing Distribution, dated
January 19, 1973, copy whereof is
attached hereto as Appendix "A"
and made a part hereof, and we see
no reason to reconsider it herein.

Having reviewed and considered
the record, the Board finds that the
appellant has shown no compelling
reason why the findings set forth in
the Administrative Law Judge's
Order Denying Petition For Re-
hearing of May 8, 1973, copy
whereof is attached hereto as Ap-
pendix "B" and made a part hereof,
should not be affirmed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the order of the Administrative
Law Judge, dated May 8, 1973, be
and the same is hereby AF-
FIRMED and the appeal herei is
DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Adnini8trative Judge.

I CONCUR:'

MIrCHELL J. SABAGH,

Adrinistrative Judge.

APPENDIX "A"

IN THE MATTER OF THE
ESTATE OF: Irena (Irene)
Crowneck Hawk, deceased Chey-
enne UnallotteeE

ORDER APPROVING WILL
AND DECREEING DISTRI-
BUTION

This case coming on to be heard
before the Administrative Law Judge,
Office of Hearings and Appeals, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and upon submission of the
evidence, the following facts and con-
clusions of law are found:

1. Notices of hearing on this estate
were duly served and posted as required
by law.

2. A hearing was held at Concho &
Weatherford, Oklahoma, on July 17 &
November 1, 1972, for the purpose of as-
certaining the heirs at law of the dece-
dent, claims against the estate, if any,
and the probate of the purported last will
and testament dated October 22, 1971;
and June 10, 1957.

3. The decedent died on January 9,
1972, at the age of 75, a resident of the
State of Oklahoma.

4. The Administrative Law Judge has
jurisdiction of the subject matter of this
proceeding.

5. The following are the heirs at law
of the decedent, determined in accord-
ance with the laws of the State of Okla-
homa, whose shares in the estate had
the decedent died intestate, would be:

Nettie Black;Tyler Starr (White, Buf-
falo Woman), Cheyenne Unallottee, Aunt,
All.

6. The decedent owned trust or re-
stricted property hereinafter described.

7. (A) Under the terms of the last will
and testament dated October 22, 1971, the
decedent devised all of her property to
Lena Abbie Yellow Eagle. This will was
contested on the ground that the dece-
dent did not have the testamentary capac-
ity to make the will. This will was
drafted by a local attorney in Weather-
ford, Oklahoma, and the evidence shows
that the will was executed in the manneri
required by law.
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(B) There was conflicting evidence as
to the testamentary capacity of the dece-
dent at the time of the execution of the
said will. Lola Little Bird, the owner and
operator of a nursing home, testified that
the decedent was a patient in the nursing
home during the period from November
of 1970 until July of 1971. She testified
that the decedent did not know what
property she owned and was very difficult
to communicate with because she spoke
primarily in the Indian language. She
also testified as to the conduct of the de-
cedent which would indicate her incom-
petency (Tr. 55, 56, 57).
* (C) Alma N. Johnson, the Director of
Nurses at the Methodist Nursing Home,
Clinton, Oklahoma, testified that the de-
cedent was admitted to the nursing home
on December 1, 1971; discharged on De-
cember 16, 1971, readmitted en January
7, 1972, and died on January 9, 1972
(Tr. 61). She testified as to the conduct
of the decedent which would indicate
incompetency and she further testified
that the decedent "didn't seem to know
and understand what was going on" (Tr.
62).

(D) Dr. John M. Huser, Jr. testified
that the decedent was his patient while
she was in the nursing home. He testified
that the decedent "had a moderately
severe senility * * * she was not in con-
tact with reality * * she was dis-
orientated much of the time, talked
irrationally" (Tr. 82). He further testi-
fied that she was not capable of recog-
nizing her relatives and did not know
what property she owned. Dr. H1user tes-
tified that her condition would not im-
prove but would gradually "get worse"
(Ti. 83).

(D) The testimony of Dr. Huser as to
the mental condition of the decedent must
be given substantial weight. (See Ameri-
can National Red Cross v. Gumberts, 207
Old 96, 247 P. 2d 735, 739.) All the medical
evidence supported the contention that
the decedent did not possess the: testa-
mentary capacity to make the will dated
October 22, 1971, and said will should

be disapproved. (See Williams v. Ben-
night, Vol. 43 OBJ 2861, October 24,
1972.) . .

8. (A) a prior will dated June 10, 1957,
was submitted for probate. Under the
terms of this will, thedecedent devised
a certain allotment to Wilma Red Bird,
but the devise is ineffective for the reason
that she did not own the allotment at the
time of her death. The decedent made
specific devises to Irene Red Bird Yellow
Hawk, Bill Junior Red Bird, David Fan
Mlan and the rest and residue of her
estate she devised to Joe Red Bird.

(B) Rosa White Thunder, a. witness
to said will, testified that she was present
with the decedent when she discussed the
preparation of the will with James M.
Hays, Jr., the scrivener who is now de-
ceased. She further testified that the de-
cedent requested her to witness the will
and she identified her signature, and she
testified that the decedent signed the will
in her presence (Tr. 74). It is noted that
attached to the will is a certificate show-
ing that Rosa White Thunder acted as
interpreter for the decedent in connec-
tion with the preparation of the will.
In this connection, one witness testified
that the decedent could not speak Eng-
lish (Tr. 48).

(C) Leo Dericksweiller identified his
signature as one of the attesting wit-
nesses, but he did not have any recollec-
tion concerning the execution of the wilt
(Te. 69).

(D) Attached to the will dated June
10, 1957, are affidavits of the decedent,
the attesting witnesses and the scrivener
concerning the execution of the will. This
is a "self proved" will. The fact that the
evidence failed to establish that the two
attesting witnesses did not sign the will
in the presence of each other does not
invalidate the will. 43 CPR 4.260(a) only
requires that the will be "attested by two,
disinterested adult witness". A failure on
the part of the decedent to request spe-
cifically that one act as a witness to her
will does not constitute lack of due exe-
cution. (See Estate of Annie Devereaux
Howard, IA-884, December 17, 1959.)
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The will dated June 10, 1957, should be
approved.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the
-power and authority vested in the Secre-
tary of the Interior by Section 2 of the
Act of June-25, 1910 (25 USC 373), and
other applicable statutes, and pursuant
to 43 OPR 4, IT IS ORDERED that the
last will and testament dated October 22,
1971, be and the same is hereby dis-
approved, and IT IS FURTHER
ORDERED that the will dated June 10,
1957, be and the same is hereby approved.

IT IS ORDERED that the Superin-
tendent will cause to be made a distribu-
tion of the trust or restricted estate of
the decedent in accordance with said will
dated June 10, 1957, subject to payment
of the probate fee and allowed claim as
follows:

To Irene 'Red Bird Yellow Hawk Good-
bear, Cheyenne Unallottee and devisee,
the following:

An undivided ½k interest in the allot-
ment of Holy Woman Cheyenne #2054,
described as the NW/4 See. 25 -17N-13
W., . A., in Oklahoma, containing 160
acres.

To David Fan Man, Sr., Cheyenne Un-
allottee and devisee, the following:

All of the allotment of Crow Neck,
Cheyenne #2166, described as the SE/4
Sec. 34-19N-13 W., I. M., in Oklahoma,
containing 160 acres.

To Bill Junior Red Bird, Cheyenne Un-
allottee and devisee, the following:

An undivided 2' interest in the allot-
ment of Hawk, Cheyenne #2053, de-
scribed as Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and SW/4
NE/4 Sec. 25-17N-13 W., I. Al., in Okla-
homa, containing 139.48 acres more or
less.

To Joe Red Bird, Cheyenne Unallottee
and residuary beneficiary, all of the trust
or restricted property listed in the inven-
tory of the Concho Agency dated Febru-
ary 28, 1972, except Cheyenne Allotments
2053, 2054 and 2166, and all other trust
or restricted property of the decedent not

otherwise disposed of under the terms of
said will, if any there be.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that dis-
tribution of the estate to the devisees be
stayed pending a ruling on the applica-
tion of Donley & McMillin, Attorneys at
Law, 113. N. Broadway, Weatherford,
Oklahoma, for allowance of attorney fees,,
except for the payment of a claim her"
inafter set forth.

The claim of Irvin Nicholson, Rockeliff
Memorial, 638 North Sixth Street, Clin-
ton, Oklahoma 73601, in the amount of
$375.95, covering the urchase of a grave
marker, is hereby allowed and is to be
paid from funds now held or accruing to
the credit of the estate, subject to pay-
ment of the probate fee.

The trust or restricted estate of the
decedent having been appraised at $75,-
650.70, a probate fee of $75.00 will be
collected by the Superintendent or other
officer in charge in accordance with the
authority found in the Act of January 24,
1923 (25 USO 377).

Done at the City of Tulsa, Okla-
homa, and dated Jaluary 19, 1973.

JOHN F. CURRAN,
Adnministrative Law Judge.

APPENDIX "B"

IN THE MATTER OF THE ES-
TATE OF: Irena (Irene) Crow-
neck Hawk, deceased Cheyenne
unallottee

PETITIONS FOR REHEAR-
ING DENIED

On March 15, 1973, Lena Abbie (Abie)
Big Bear Yellow Eagle, an interested
party, being the beneficiary under a pur-
ported will dated October 22, 1971, filed
a petition for rehearing of the Order
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Approving Will and Decreeing Distribu-
tion dated January 19,1973.

The grounds for rehearing set forth in
the petition are as follows:
- 1. Newly discovered evidence; and

2. That the testimony of Dr. John
*Huser is not complete and is inconsis-
tent in that he testified that the decedent
.had an arteriosclerotic condition, but
did 'not prescribe medication for that
condition.

The petition for rehearing should be
'denied for the following reasons:

1. Attached to the petition are af-
fidavits of Medicine Woman Big Nose
and Lillie Armstrong who state that they
visited with the decedent in August
and September of 1971 and that she was
mentally competent. The testimony of
these persons on a rehearing would be
merely cumulative testimony. Erma Gean
Tsotaddle and Sarah Heap of Birds both
testified at the hearing on Novem-
ber 1, 1972, that the decedent was com-
petent during that period of time. (Tr.
42. 43, 48, 49.) It is a general rule of
law that a new trial or rehearing will
not be granted on grounds of newly dis-

covered evidence if such evidence is only
cumulative in nature. (See reen v.
Burns, 204 Okla. 415, 230 P. 2nd 892,
1951.)

2. The transcript is complete and ac-
curate as to the testimony of Dr. John
Huser. (Tr. 80-85) Dr. Huser testified
that the decedent had a "generalized
arteriosclerotic" condition. (Tr. 81) In
answer 'to a question as to whether he
prescribed medication for arterioselero-
sis, Dr. Huser testified that, "No, so I
may not have given her any, I didn't
check the record that closely". (Tr. 84)
The testimony of Dr. John Huser is clear,
cogent and consistent as to the mental
condition of the decedent.

Ester Waters (Black Wolf) also filed a
petition for rehearing alleging that she
was an heir at law and objecting to the
'will of the decedent for the reason that
'-she always writes her own name". The

'petition shows that she is a second cousin
of the decedent. In the Order in this

case, it is determined that Nettie Black
Tyler Starr, an aunt of the decedent, is
the' sole and only heir at law. Under Sub-
section 6, Section 213, Title 84,
Oklahoma Statutes, 1971, Mrs. Starr is
the next of kin and the sole heir of the
decedent. (See In Be Humphrey's Es-
tate, 141 P. 2nd 993, Okl. 1943.)

As to the objection to the will, the
decedent signed her name to the June 10,
1957 will which was approved. The peti-
tion of Ester Waters (Black Wolf)
should be denied.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the
power and authority vested in the Sec-
retary of the Interior by the Act of
June 25, 1910, as amended by the Act of
February 14, 1913 (25 USC 372, 373),
and other applicable statutes, and pur-
suant to 43 CFR 4.24i (b), IT IS
ORDERED that the separate petitions
for rehearing of Lena Abbie (Abie) Big
Bear Yellow Eagle and Ester Waters
(Black Wolf) be and the same are hereby
denied.

Done at Tulsa, Oklahoma, this
8th day of May 1973.

JOHN F. CURIAN,
Administrative Law Judge.

DIEDRICH BROS. ET AL.
V.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

OHA 72-BR-1
Decided July 12,1974

Appeal from a decision by an Assistant
Regional Director, Bureau of Reclama-
tion, canceling water rights.

Reversed and remanded.

Water and Water Rights: Reclamation
Projects: True Consideration

The term "true consideraton" in section
46 of the Omnibus Adjustment Act of
1926 means the actual benefit or detri-
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ment or combination thereof accepted by
the holder of excess land as the induce-
ment for an agreement to selL 43 U.S.C.
§ 423(e) (1970).

Water and Water Rights: Reclamation
Projects: Fraudulent Representation

To support a finding of "fraudulent rep-
resentation," based upon a failure to dis-
close to the Government the "true con-
sideration" for the sale of excess land,
the evidence must clearly show that the
alleged fraud feasor intended to deceive
and that there was reliance upon such
representation. 43 U.S.C. § 423(e) (1970).

Water and Water rights: Reclamation
Projects: Residence Requirement

Where the record does not contain evi-
dence or findings as to the residence of
the holder of federal water rights, it will
be remanded for completion. 43 U.S.C.
§431 (1970).

APPEARANCES: Ralph L. Cormany,
Esq., for appellants Diedrich Bros. et
al., C. E. Van Atta, Esq., for appellants,
Rogue et al., and Richard J. Dauber,
Esq., for appellee, Bureau of Reclama-
tion.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR AD HOC BOARD
OF APPEALS

By decision dated'April 29, 1971,
the Assistant Regional Director of
the Bureau of Reclamation canceled
the water rights appurtenant to cer-
tain contiguous parcels of land each
of which is owned by a member of
the appellant Diedrich family or

held in trust for his or her beneficial
interest. His determination was
based upon statutory authority
granted to the Secretary of the In-
terior in section 46 of the Omnibus
Adjustment Act of 1926, to impose
a sanction for any " * * * fraudulent
representation as to the true corisid-
eration * * *" involved in the sale
of so-called "excess land," that is to
say, " * * irrigable land held in
private ownership by any one owner
in excess of one hundred and sixty
irrigable acres * * *" which re-
ceives deliveries of water from a
federal reclamation project. 43
U.S.C. § 423(e) (1970.)1 Subse-
quently, the Diedrichs and their
predecessors in title, Frank H.
Hogue, Sharon Akers, and Valerie
Cress (hereinafter, the Sellers) ap-
pealed to the Secretary, contending
that the Assistant Regional Direc-
tor's fraud determination was er-
roneous, and alternatively, that the
Bureau should be estopped from
claiming fraud under applicable
Ninth Circuit precedents. For the
reasons set forth hereafter, we con-
clude that although- the appellants
did not fully report the "true
consideration," the alleged repre-
sentation in dispute was not "fraud-
ulent," as that 'term is used in the
Act. Accordingly, we reverse the de-
cision below and remand the case
for further proceedings to complete
the record.

'Act of Maly 25, 126, 44 Stat. 649, as
amended, 70 Stat. 524.
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I.

Factual and Procedural
Background

The basic facts of this contro-
versy are not in dispute. The lands
in question receive Central Valley
Proj.ect Water from the San Luis
Water District. The District is able
to deliver this water pursuant to a
1959 contract with the United States
which incorporates restrictions on
the sale of excess lands as provided
in section 46 .of the Omnibus Ad-
justment. Act of 1926. (Exhibit A,
Tab 1, Articles 20-I.) Among other
things, that contract provided that
water could be delivered to excess
land only if the owner agreed to sell
such lands under terms and condi-
tions satisfactory to the Secretary,
at prices which exclude the value at-
tributable to the Project water. It
further provided that upon proof of
"fraudulent representation" as to
the "true consideration" involved in
the sale of excess lands receiving
Project water, the United States
was entitled to instruct the District
by written notice to cease supplying
water. These restrictions were in
turn made explicitly applicable to
the subject lands by the District in
its water service "Agreement Per-
taining to Sale of Excess Lands"
with the Sellers, dated Januar' 27,
1961. (Exhibit A, Tab 2.)

In March of 1965, J. Milton and
Edwin Diedrich along with their
wives made gifts to their respective
children of certain pieces of prop-
erty that they owned in Ventura
County, California. (Exhibit A,

Tab 46.) Later that year, the
Southern Pacific Railroad offered to
purchase the Ventura County prop-
erty, and by way of response the
Diedrich brothers and their wives,
acting for themselves and as agents
for their children, decided to ex-
change their Ventura County prop-
erty for the subject lands, located
in Fresno County. The alleged pur-
pose of this exchange was legal tax
avoidance.

The exchange agreement is dated
October 1965 and is signed by the
Sellers, on the one hand, and J. Mil-
ton Diedrich, Ella Mae Diedrich
(wife), Edwin J. Diedrich, and
Margaret Diedrich (wife), on the
other. In relevant part, the agree-
ment provided that the Sellers
would sell 1,100.22 acres of land for
a. total purchase price of $990,198.
It further provided that the land
would be divided into two parcels,
the larger of which consisted of 968
acres of excess land with the re-
mainder, 128 acres, being non-excess
land. The excess land was allocated
a value of $436,027.50 or approxi-
mately $450 per acre, and the non-
excess parcel was valued at $554,-
170.50 or approximately $4,300 per
acre. The agreement contemplated
an exchange of the subject lands and
the 50.848 Ventura County acreage
owned by Buyers, which would in
turn be followed by a sale of the
latter to the Southern Pacific Com-
pany for $990,198. Finally, the par-
ties expressly agreed that the Sellers
would obtain the approval of the
Bureau of Reclamation of the price
allocated to the excess land, with the
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contract to terminate if such ap-
proval were not secured.

Pursuant to the exchange agree-
ment, deeds conveying the excess
land in: parcels, each 160 acres or
less, to members of the Diedrich
family or. their trustees, respec-
tively, were executed on December
1, 1965, and then recorded on Janu-
ary 7, 1966.2 Contemporaneous with
the recording of the excess land
deeds, a deed conveying undivided
one-half interests in -the 128 acre
non-excess remainder to Edwin
Diedrich and J. Milton Diedrich,
respectively, was also recorded.

In conformity with their con-
tractual obligation, the Sellers,
through their attorney, sought the
approval of the Bureau of Reclama-
tion for the excess land purchase
price. They filed with the B ureau's
Tracy Field Division a. legal de-
scription of all the lands involved
in the exchange with the Dindrichs,
including the parcel which con-
tained non-excess land. (Exhibit A,
Tab. 16.) On December 31, 1965,
M:r. Eugene Cakin, chief of the
Tracy Field Division, advised the
Sellers that the sale was approved
by the Regional Director, and on
January 4, 1966, a formal memo-
randum was sent to the Sellers ad-

2 The following, were the grantees of the
excess land, respectively, and are parties to
this appeal: Bank of A. Levy, as trustee for
Daniel Edward Diedrich, Bank of A.; Levy, as
trustee for William Walter Diedrich, Patriciai
Miller, John M. Diedrich, James J. Diedrich,
Bank of A. Levy, as trustee for Mary liza-
beth Diedrich, Bank of A. Levy, as trustee for
Ellen Louise Diedrich, Bank of A. Levy, as
trustee for Robert Allen Diedrich, Ella Mae
Diedrich, Margaret Diedrich, Edwin Joseph
Diedrich, Sr., and Elinor Susan Neer.

vising them of an approved pur-
chase price of no more than; $532,400
or about $550 per acre for the ex-
cess land. (Exhibit A, Tab. 23.)
Subsequent to the recording of the
deeds, both the Sellers and the
Diedrich grantees executed state-
ments concerning the excess land
sale on official Bureau forms. These
forms did not require any represen-
tation as to non-excess land which
may have been involved in the sale
of excess land. They only called for
the "Total Sale Price" of the excess
land, which was in fact accurately
ieported, rather than the "true con-
sideration." (Exhibit A, Tabs 24-
5.) The parties stipulated that the
Bureau forms were revised in No-
vember 1969, and-now require sales
data concerning transfers of non-
excess lands which are related and
may be tied to sales of excess lands.
(Tr. 25-26.)

From January of 1966 until Feb-
ruary of 1971, the Bureau in no way
even hinted to the parties that it
had any second thoughts regarding
the approval given the subject
transaction. On February 1, 1971,
after five years of silence, the As-
sistant Regional Solicitor advised
the Sellers that the Regional Direc-
tor had referred the case to his of-
fice for investigation and appropri-
ate action. (Exhibit A, Tab. 29.)
The discussion in that letter of the
total purchase price of the excess
and non-excess land clearly indi-
cated that the Bureau had finally,
if somewhat belatedly, appreciated
and investigated the significance of
the non-excess land involved in this;
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transaction. Subsequently and pre-
sumably upon the recommendation
of the Office of the Solicitor, the As-
sista-nt Regional Director issued his
decision canceling the water rights.
(Exhibit A, Tab 30.)

This case is before the Office of
Hearings and Appeals (OHA) pur-
suant to 43 CFR 230.115-119. The
Ad Hoc Board is constituted by
the authority of the Director of
OHA. 43 CFR 4.(1) (5).

By order of the Board, dated
March 16, 1972, a fact fiding hear-
ing by an Administrative Law
Judge was held in Fresno, Califor-
nia. The hearing took place on No-
vember 8, 1972, and the transcript
of that proceeding, as well as the
Judge's Recommended Decision and
exceptions thereto, have been made
a part of the record.

I.

Issue Presented on Appeal

Whether there is " proof of
fraudulent representation as to the
true consideration * * for the sale
of the subject excess lands sufficient
to authorize cancellation of the ap-
purtenant water rights pursuant to
section 46 of the Omnibus Adjust-
ment Act of 1926.

III.suso

Discussion: 

In relevant part, section 46 of the
Omnibus Adjustment Act of 1926
provided with respect to privately
owned land:

* * * that no such excess lands so held
shall receive water from any project or
division if the owners thereof shall refuse
to execute valid recordable contracts for
the sale of such lands under terms and
conditions satisfactory to the Secretary
of the Interior and at prices not to ex-
ceed those fixed by the Secretary of the
Interior; * * e. and that upon proof of
fraudulent representation as to the true
consideration involved in such sales the
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to cancel the water right attaching
to the land involved in such fraudulent
sales * *. I

The resolution of this appeal turns
upon the meaning of two undefined
statutory terms, namely, "true con-
sideration" and "fraudulent repre-
sentation."

The parties to this appeal have
all assumed that the construction of
this statute is governed by the law
of the State of California and on
that basis have argued the state
precedents on fraud. The only con-
ceivable bases for applying state
substantive doctrines would be an
express provision requiring the ap-
plication of the local body of law,
or alternatively, the rule of Erie
Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S.
64 (1938), and its progeny.3 Since
Congress did not expressly provide
for the application of local substan-
tive law and inasmuch as the Erie
doctrine applies only to cases in fed-
eral courts where the basis of juris-
diction is diversity of citizenship,
we cannot agree that state law ap-
plies. We draw support for this con-

aIn Brie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, spca,
the United States Supreme Court held that in
cases where the sole basis of federal jurisdic-
tion is diversity of citizenship, the federal
courts must apply the substantive law of the
State.

[8 ID.
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clusion from the additional fact that
a contrary holding would be likely
to lead to inconsistent results on
sets of facts which are significantly
distinguishable only with respect to
the situs. We do not believe that
Congress intended to enact such a
capricious policy or consciously de-
cided to make the operation of the
general reclamation law subject to
the vagaries of the -legislatures and
courts of the various States.

Given the lack of express statu-
tory definition of the terms "true
consideration" and "fraudulent rep-
resentation," we are of the opinion
that the Congress deliberately left
to the Secretary the task of invest-
ing those terms with meaning on a
case-by-case basis in light of the ap-
parent statutory objective of dis-
couraging land monopolization and
speculation by inhibiting holders of
excess land from realizing the value
of appurtenant water rights derived
from federal reclamation projects.
Apart from the bare words of the
statute, the only available extrinsic
authorities of any value as a guide
for construction are the contem-
poraneous federal common law
precedents to the extent that they
are. relevant and do not conflict with
the statutory purpose.

Turning to the details of the case
at hand, we have initially concluded
that on the narrow facts of this rec-
ord, the appellants did not report to
the Secretary the "true considera-
tion" involved in the subject sale.
By 'true consideration," we mean
the actual benefit or detriment or
combination thereof accepted by the

555-646-74-2

holder of excess land as the induce-
ment for an agreement to sell ex-
cess land. The use of the word
"true" necessarily implies that the
Secretary's investigation is not re-
stricted to the stated consideration
and that he is authorized to pierce
the veil of the agreement in order to
enforce the Act.

Our conclusion that the stated
consideration was not the "true
consideration" rests upon three re-
lated aspects of the evidence. First,
the provisions of the exchange
agreement, that is, the contract of
sale, make it abundantly clear that
the promise which induced the
Sellers to agree to part with the ap-
proximately 1,100 acres was an
agreement to exchange their land
for property in Ventura County
worth about $990,000. That figure
works out to a price of approxi-
mately $900 per acre for the subject
Fresno property. (Tr. 114.) Para-
graph two of the agreement reads
in pertinent part; "Seller agrees to
sell and Buyer agrees to buy said
land pursuant to the terms of this
agreement for a total purchase price
of $990,198 * * * From that pro-
vision, we infer that the parties
viewed the lands as one unit for the
purpose of setting an overall price
of $900 per acre. (Tr. 98, 114.) Sec-
ond, we are impressed by the dra-
matic disparity in the allocated
prices of the excess and non-excess
land. The latter was priced at about
$4,300 per acre while the former was
listed at $450 per acre, with the
average significantly and coinciden-
tally being $900 per acre. Lastly,

417
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there is the appraisal evidence by
an entirely credible Government
expert that the value per acre of the
sub ject non-excess land, which re-
flects the appurtenant water rights,
-was about $900 in '1965. (Tr. 78.)
On the basis of these facts taken to-
gether, we find that the "true con-
sideration" for 'the excess land sold
in this case was $900 per acre, part
of which was reflected in the tie-in
sale price of the non-excess land
that was not reported by the appel-
lants.

We recognize that the stated pur-
chasers of the subject excess lands
were for the most part separate
from each other, as well as from the
purchasers of the non-excess land,
but we are not persuaded this matter
of form makes any difference in ar-
riving at the "true consideration."
It is very plain on this record that
the stated purchasers of non-excess
land acted as agents for the other
family members involved and that
a portion of the consideration for
the excess land was allocated to the
non-excess parcel.

Having determined that the ap-
pellants did not fully disclose the
facts of the sale and given that the
appellants did report the fact that
the transaction involved non-excess
land 4 the remaining question is
whether their silence with regard to
the portion of the Consideration for
the excess land reflected in the sale
price of the non-excess acreage con-
stituted a "fraudulent representa-
tion" w ithin the meaning of the Act.

The general-principles with re-
spect to cases of "fraudulent repre-

sentation" based upon silence were
well-settled when the Omnibus Ad-
justment Act entered the statute
books in 1926 and they provide a
touchstone for this term of art from
which we may determine what be-
havior the Congress intended to
bring within the ambit of the stat-
ute. To support a finding of fraudu-
lent representation at common law,
the proponent was obliged to show
by clear and convincing evidence
that such representation involved a
material fact, that it was false, that
it was acted upon by another party,
in ignorance of its falsity, upon, a
reasonable belief that it was true.
Farrar v. Churc7hill, 135 U.LS. 609
(1890). Silence could constitute a
false representation if the alleged
fraud feasor, with intent to deceive,
suppressed a material fact which he
was bound in good faith to disclose.4

The rationale for this holding was
that such silence is in reality a rep-
resentation that what is disclosed is
the whole truth. Stewart V. WVyom-
ing Cattle Ranohe Co., 128 IU.S. 383
(1888); IFarrar v. Churchill, supra.
WXhile 'a concealment of material
facts designed to induce detrimental
reliance was held fraudulent, not
all such silences were actionable.
Where the facts were equally avail-

4 There is a line of cases which hold alleged
fraud feasors liable for misrepresentations,
irrespective of any proof of an intent to de-
fraud or deceive. Those cases were and are
inapposite. They ivolva equitable claims
where there is a breach of a fiduciary or
confidential relationship or inequality of
knowledge. See Dooley v. Madden, 179 U.S.
646 (1901) Brazee v. Morris, 68 Ariz. 224,
204 P. 2d 4Th (1949) ; Mersadep V. First
Nat'l Benk of Birmsinghlan, Inc., 65 So. 2d
678 (1953) S.E.C. v. Capital Cains Researclh
Bureau lye., 375 U.S. 10 (1963).
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able to parties dealing at arm's
length and the supposed victim of
the alleged fraud, having under-
taken to investigate on his owi,
failed to discover the pertinent sup-
pressed details, the courts concluded
that there was no reliance and
hence no fraud. Cleavela'nd v. Rich-
ardson, 132U.S. 318 (1889) Farrar
v. Chwurchill, su7pra.5

As we noted earlier, the alleged
misrepresentation in the instant
case consists of the failure to report-
the sale price of the non-excess acre-
age and the concealment of the fact
that the "true consideration" was
the average price per acre of $900.
By way of defense, the appellants
argue that they never intended to
deceive the Bureau but sought only
to comply with their minimum legal
obligation. In support of this con-
teantion, appellants emphasize that
the forms supplied by the Bureau,
upon which sellers and buyers of
excess land, respectively, reported
details of the transfers, required no
information whatsoever regarding
any related sale of non-excess land
or its price. Moreover, they add
that, having voluntarily reported
the associated sale of non-excess
land, they can hardly be charged
with concealing the relationship of
the transaction or be responsible for
the failure of the Bureau to seek
further price information prior to
issuing its formal approval in 1966.

These cases involved contracts between in-
dividuals while in the case at hand the victim
of the alleged fraud is the Government and
there are no formal direct contractual rela-
tions etween the parties. The Board regards
these .distinctions as insignificant.

The Board is of the opinion that
the appellants' argument is merito-
rious in two distinct respects. In the
first place, we agree that, iven the
1965 Bureau forms, which have
since been revised, and the fact that
the appellants filed a legal descrip-
tion of all the subject land, they had
reason to believe that the Govern-
ment had no interest in any further
details of the sale and that they had
fulfilled their obligations prerequi-
site to retention of the existing
water rights. It is therefore the
judgment of the Board that the
evidence is insufficient to support a
finding of an intent to deceive in
view of the Bureau's responsibility
to prevail by clear and convincing
evidence. Second, the Board is
agreed that the Bureau has made
no showing of reasonable reliance.
We have so concluded because the
record indisputably shows that the
agency knew of the tie-in nature of
the sale, and in the course of the
-ensuing investigation prior to ap-
proval, there was no insurmaountable
bar inhibiting, or lack of opportu-
nity to make, a timely discovery of
the price of the subject non-excess
land. Since the Bureau cannot sus-
tain its allegation of "fraudulent
representation," the decision of the
Assistant Regional Director must
be reversed.

Before closing, the Board notes
that the record is barren of any evi-
dence regarding: residence of the ap-
pellant Diedrichs et a. 43 U.S.C.
§ 431 (1970); Yellen v. Hic7kel, 335
F. Supp. 200 (S.D. Cal. 1971), 352
F. Supp. 1300 (S.D. Cal. 1972); of.
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Ivanhoe rrigation District v. Mc-
Cracken, 357 U.S. 275, reh. den., 358
U.S. 805 (1958). We therefore are
remanding this case to the Sacra-
mento Regional Director to com-
plete the record in this respect and
we request that he proceed expedi-
tiously, in light of, the time it has
taken to process this litigation, so
that the Department may bring this
case to a final administrative con-
clusion.

ORDER

Wherefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Ad Hoc
Board by the Secretary of the In-
terior (43 CFR 4.1(5)), the deci-
sion of the Assistant Regional Di-
rector in the above-entitled docket
IS REVERSED and the case IS
REMANDED for proceedings con-
sistent with the foregoing opinion.

DAVID DOANE,

Adinistrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK FISHMAN,

Admvinistrative Judge.

BRuCE A. BURNS,
Alternate Administrative Judge.

ESTATE OF ISAAC WILLIAM AB-
DAILLA (DECEASED UNALLOT-
TED YANKTON SIOUX, U-1505)

3 IBIA 21 Decided July 16,1974

Petition to reopen.

Granted.

375.1 Indian Probate: Reopening:
Waiver of Time Limitation

To avoid perpetuating a manifest in-
justice, a petition to reopen filed more
than three years after the final determi-
nation of the heirs will be granted where
compelling proof is shown that the de-
lay was not occasioned by the lack of
diligence on the part of the petitioning
party.

APPEARANCES: Robert Lee (Ab-
dalla) Picotte, pro se.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes Properly be-
fore this Board on a petition to re--
open, dated November 27, 1973, filed
by Robert Lee (Abdalla) Picotte,.
hereinafter referred to as Peti--

*tioner, since more than three (3)
years have elapsed following the,
Order Determining Heirs whih b.e--
came final on September 13,1963.

The Petitioner sets forth the fol-
lowing reasons 'in support of his
petition to reopen:

1. I was never informed, nor was 
aware, of my father's death and sub-
sequent probate hearing.

2. I have never resided on the Rose--
bud or Yankton Indian Reservations. At-
the time of the probate hearing, I was!
residing in Sonor, [sic] California.

3. The testimony given by Harriet Ab-
dalla, sister of my father, failed to men-
tion my existence as a living son and heir.

4. The reason that I am now request--
ing the reopening of this estate is that
I was just recently advised by the Yank--
ton Agency of my father's death and'
probate and of the omission of my name-
from the estate. This came about when
I obtained my birth certificate, which is
enclosed and submitted for the Yankton

181 .D'..
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Agency's use as evidence to support my
,claim and for enrollment into the tribe.

5. For clarification, I use the name of
my step-father, John A. Picotte, Sr. My
mother, now deceased, married John A.
Picotte, Sr., when I was an infant. I do
not know the whereabouts of my step-
father. All my attempts to locate him
have been unsuccessful.

6. Since I am the son of Isaac William
Abdalla and was not included as an heir
to his estate, I do hereby request that
the estate be reopened in order that I
may rightfully share in my father's
'estate.

Good and sufficient cause appear-
ing, the petition to reopen should be
granted and the matter remanded
to the appropriate Administrative
Law Judge for further proceedings
and disposition.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the estate of Isaac William Ab-
dalla, Unallotted Yankton Sioux,
deceased, is HEREBY RE-
OPENED and the matter is hereby
REMANDED to the Administra-
tive Law Judge with authority to
conduct, after due notice to all
parties in interest, whatever pro-
ceedings he deems necessary in the
matter and for the issuance of an
appropriate order . consistent with
the evidence adduced therein sub-
ject to the right of appeal by any
aggn eved party.

ALEXANDER H. WILsoN,
Administrative Judge.

I CoNcr:

DAviD J. McKEr,
Chief Administrative Judge.

CLINCHFIELD COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA 247 Decided July 16, 1974

Appeal of Clinclifield Coal Company
(Clinchfield) from a decision by an
Administrative Law Judge (Docket
No. 73-208-P), dated March 28, 1974,
assessing monetary penalties in the
amount of $3,660 for 20 violations in
its Lambert Fork Mine pursuant to
section 109 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.1

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Evidence

In a default penalty assessment proceed-
ing a party will not be heard on appeal
to challenge evidence it could have chal-
lenged or rebutted at the hearing stage.

APPEARANCES: Raymond E. Davis,
Esq., for appellant, Clinchfield Coal
Company. The Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration did not
participate in this appeal.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Bacground

On May 23, 1973, the Mining En-
forcement and.Safety Administra-
tion (MESA) filed a Petition for
Assessment of Civil Penalty

lP.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).

-421]
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against Clinlchfield Coal Company
(Clinchfield) alleging 20 violations
of the. Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 (Act).
Clinchfield did not file an answer,
nor did it reply to an order issued
July 16, 1973, by an Administra-
tive Law Judge (Judge), to show
cause why it should not be held in
default and the matter disposed of
in accordance with 43 CFR 4.544.
On August 9, 1973, MESA was re-
quested by the Judge to furnish all
available information, including
proposed findings concerning the
six statutory criteria of section 109
(a) of the Act to be considered
in assessing appropriate penalties.
MESA submitted such proposed
findings on October 16, 1973, which
included these statements: "His-
tory: ATimber of violations previous
24 months - 46;" and under the
heading "History of Previous Vio-
lations"-"Two hundred forty-six
violations have been issued to the
operator in the preceding twenty-
four months."

In his decision, issued March 28,
1974, the Judge adopted the pro-
posed findings of fact and conclu-
sions of lawas submitted. In assess-
ing penalties for the violations he
took into account the fact that
Clinchfield had been cited for 246
violations of the Act in the preced-
ing 24 months.

Issue Prese'nted

Whether the Judge erred in giv-
ing any weight to the "History of

Previous Violations" finding of fact
as submitted by MESA.

Discussion

As a result of Clinchfield's failure
to answer MESA's Petition for As-
sessment and the Judge's show cause
order, the Judge properly disposed
of this case pursuant to 43 CFR
4.544 and 43 CFR 4.545.

In determining the penalties to
be assessed under section .109 (a) of
the Act, the Judge is required to
take. into account the six statutory
criteria therein. To assist him, the
Judge requested MESA to submit
all available information concern-
ing these criteria, which MESA did
in the form of proposed findings.
These proposed findings included
the statement that 246 violations
had been issued to ClinchAeld at
this mine in the preceding 24
months. The Judge in his decision,
accepted this statement as evidence
of Clinchfield's history of previous
violations. In its brief, Clinchfield
contends that the Judge should not
have considered the evidence of pre-
vious violations submitted by
MESA, as it alleges that the evi-
dence consisted only of Hotices of
violation, not proved violations.
However, on its face the evidence
refers to violations and not to
notices.
* The record is clear that Clinch-
field had notice of the proceeding
below and ample opportunity to
contest the evidence submitted by
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MESA and to introduce evidence
to rebut it. Since Clinclifield is
deemed to have waived its right to
hearing under 43 CFR 4.544,2 it
will not now be heard to dispute the
Judge's findings of fact.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the order in the
above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED. IT IS FURTHER
ORDERED that Clincbfield Coal
Company pay a total assessment of
$3,660 on or before 30 days from
the date of this decision.

C. E. RoGERs, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

,I CONCUR :

DAvD DOANE,
Adminiistrative Judge.

243 CPR 4.544, Summary disposition.
"(a) Failure to ansiver.-where the re-

spondent fails to file 'a timely answer to the
mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion's petition for assessment of civil penalty,
the Office of Hearings and Appeals will issue
an order to show cause why the respondent
should not be held in default. If the order to
show cause is not satisfied as. provided in
the order, the respondent will be deemed to
'have waived his right to hearing and the
administrative law judge may assume for
purposes of assessment: (1) That each vio-
lation listed in the petition occurred; and (2)
the trnth of any fact alleged in any order or
notice concerning such violation." * ' *

JESSE HIGGINS, PAUL GOWER
AND WILLIAM GIPSON V. OLD
BEN COAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 237 Decided July 16,1974

Applicant-Petitioners, Jesse Higgins,
Paul Gower and William Gipson filed
separate Applications for Review of
acts of discrimination. By agreement of
the parties the Applications were con-
solidated into a single action.' Purr
suant to section 4.515, Subpart F, Title
43 CFR, the Petitioners waived an evi-
dentiary hearing and the issuance of
an initial decision since they entered
into a stipulation that there were no
material issues of fact. However, there
are legal issues requiring adjudication.
Accordingly, the Administrative Law
Judge referred the consolidated Apr
plications to this Board for decision.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
-Act of 1969: Entitlement of Miners:
Discrimination

Jurisdiction over allegations of discrim-
ination based on pneumoconiosis rests
ivith the Secretary of Labor, not the
Secretary of the Interior, under section
428 of the Act.

APPEARANCES: J. Davitt McAteer,
Esq., for Jesse Higgins, Pal Gower
and. William Gipson (applicant-peti-
tioners); Fred Blackwell, Esq., and
Robert A. Meyer, Esq., for respondent,
Old Ben Coal Corporation; and Guy

1 Docket Nos. VINC 73-254, 73-255, 73-256.
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Farmer, Esq., Bituminous Coal Opera-
tors' Association (Amicus Curiae).

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROG-
ERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background Statement

The pertinent paragraphs of the
stipulation of facts entered into by
the parties read as follows: 2

[l] The Petitioners and Respondent
agreed that there are no controverted
facts herein and that the herein Appli-
cation should be granted, or denied, or
dismissed on the herein below stipula-
tion of facts.

[2] Respondent is a signatory to the
National Bituminous Coal Wage Agree-
ment of 1971, effective November 12, 1971,
which is the collective bargaining agree-
ment between the International Union,
united Mine Workers of America and
various coal companies throughout the
United States, and which provides, inter
alia, wage scales for various job classi-
fication in coal mines and certain con-
ditions of employment. Each Petitioner
is a member of Local Union 135, which
is located in the territorial area desig-
nated as District 12, International Union,
United Mine Workers of America.

[3] Each Petitioner, after being em-
ployed by Respondent for a period of
time, became entitled to the right to
transfer from one job to another by vir-
tue of Section 203 of the said Coal Act
of 1969 [Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969], 30 U.S.C.A. 843, and
Regulations implementory thereof. (30
CFR Part 90, Section 90.1 through 90.40.)
Each Petitioner advised Respondent of
his intent to exercise his right to said
transfer and the Respondent advised

2 For convenience, the numbering of the
paragraphs is that of the Board.

each Petitioner that he would be trans-
ferred from his then regular position to
another position at the same rate of pay
received by him immediately prior to the
date of transfer. Each Petitioner did in
fact make said transfer and, in each in-
stance, the Petitioner was paid the wage
rate received by him immediately prior to
said transfer; the position to which the
Petitioner transferred paid a lower wage
rate than his previous position.

[4] Effective January 31, 1972, Peti-
tioner Jesse Higgins transferred from the
position of Machine Operator (rate of pay
$41.50 per day) to the position of Track-
layer (rate of pay $37.25 per day). Ef-
fective November 12, 1972, as called for
by the National Bituminous Coal Wage
Agreement, the rate of pay for a Machine
Operator was increased from $41.50 to
$45.75 per day, and the rate of pay for a
Tracklayer was increased from $37.25
to $40.00 per day. From the date of Peti-
tioner's transfer and afterwards the Re-
spondent has continued to pay said Peti-
tioner the rate of pay applicable to the
position of Machine Operator immedi-
ately prior to the date of Petitioner's
transfer to the position of Tracklayer.

[5] Petitioner Higgins has requested
Respondent to pay him at the rate of pay
which became applicable to the position
of Machine Operator on November 12,
1972, namely, $45.75 on the ground that
such is required by the provisions of the
Coal Act cited in paragraph [3] herein-
above. Respondent has declined and re-
fused to pay the rate requested by said
Petitioner and has continued to pay said
Petitioner for his work as Tracklayer at
the same rate of pay received by him im-
mediately prior to his transfer, namely,
$41.50 per day.

[6] Effective January 31, 1972, Peti-
tioner Paul Gower transferred from the
position of Miner Operator ($41.50 per
day) to the position of Tracklayer ($37.25
per day). Effective November 12, 1972, as
called for by said Wage Agreement, the
rate of pay for a Miner Operator was
increased from $41.50 to $45.75 per day,
and the rate of pay for a Tracklayer was

[81 I.D.
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increased from $37.25 to $40.00 per day.
From the date of Petitioner's transfer,
and afterwards the Respondent has con-
tinned to pay said Petitioner the rate of
pay applicable to the position of Miner
Operator immediately prior to the date
of Petitioner's transfer to the position
of Tracklayer.
- [7] Petitioner Gower has requested
Respondent to pay him at the rate of
pay which became applicable to the posi-
tion of Machine Operator [sic] on No-
vember 12, 1972, namely, $5.75 per day,
on the ground that such is required by
the Coal Act provisions cited in para-
graph [3] hereinabove. Respondent has
declined and refused to pay the rate re-
quested by said Petitioner and has con-
tinued to pay Petitioner for his work as
Tracklayer the same rate of pay received
by him immediately prior to his trans-
fer, namely, $41.50 per day.

[8] Some time after May 8, 1972, Peti-
tioner William Gipson transferred from
the position of Repairman ($41.50 per
day) to the position of Bottom Laborer
($37.25 per day). Effective November 12,
1972, as called for by the said Wage
Agreement, the rate of pay for a Repair-
man was increased from $41.50 to $45.75
per day, and the rate of pay for a Bot-
tom Laborer was increased from $37.25
per day to $40.00 per day. From the date
of Petitioner's transfer and afterwards
the Respondent has continued to pay said
Petitioner the rate of pay applicable to
the position of Repairman immediately
prior to the date of Petitioner's transfer
to the position of Tracklayer [sic].

[9] Petitioner Gipson has requested
Respondent to pay him at the rate of
pay which became applicable to the posi-
tion of Repairman on November 12, 1972,
namely, $45.75, on the ground that such
is required by the Coal Act provisions
cited in paragraph [3] hereinabove. Re-
spondent has declined and refused to pay
the rate requested by said Petitioner and
has continued to pay said Petitioner for

his work as Bottom Laborer at the same
rate of pay received by him immediately
prior to his transfer, namely, $41.50 per
day.

Contentions of the Parties

Applicant-Petitioners in their re-
quest for Consolidation of Applica-
tion contend that the jurisdiction of
the Office of Hearings and Appeals,
and this Board, is based upon sec-
tions 110(b), 203, and 428 of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act) .3 They

further contend that they are being
discriminated against because they
are suffering from pneumoconiosis
(black lng). They predicate this
upon the fact that at the time of
their voluntary transfer to the new
positions they were earning $41.50
per day and continue to earn that
daily rate although subsequent to
their respective transfers, the wage
rate for, the positions from which
they transferred was increased to
$45.75 per day pursuant to the Na-
tional Bituminous Coal Wage
Agreement of 1971, supra. They
claim the failure of management to
increase their daily rate in their
Pew positions to $45.75 is discrimi-
natory under the Act since it is a
result of their suffering from pneu-
moconiosis. They further contend
that:

Respondent's actions constitutes [sic]
a breach of the National Bituminous
Coal Wage Agreement of 1971 and there-
by discriminate against the Applicant-
Petitioners..

3P.L. 91-173, 53 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970). 
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Section 428 (a) of the Act (30
'U.S.C. § 938), as amended by the
Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972,4
specifically provides that "n] o
operator shall discharge or in any
other way discriminate against any
-iner employed by him by reason
of the fact that such miner is suf-
fering from penumoconiosis X

In pertinent part subsection (b) of
section 428 provides as follows:

Any miner who believes that he has
been discharged or otherwise discrimi-
nated against by any person in violation
of subsection (a) of this section, * *
may * * * apply to the Secretary for a
review of such alleged discharge or
discrimination.

- Section 402.(c) of the Act defines
the term "Secretary" when used in
Part C (Title IV) thereof, as the
Secretar y of Labor. Since section
428 is contained in Part C of Title
IV of the Act, as amended, and
since complainants allege discrini-
nation by reason of their suffering
from pneumoconiosis, we must
conclude that Congress clearly con"
ferred jurisdiction over such com-
plaints: upon the Secretary of
Labor.

We believe that statutory con-
struction would dictate. that where
jurisdiction is expressly conferred
upon one government official it is
denied to any other, unless other-,
wise specifically provided, and for
that reason we decline to exercise
jurisdiction over this proceeding

4 P.L. 92-303, 86 Stat. 10-157, 30 U.S.C.
§.§ 901-951 (1973).

since this Board acts solely as the
review arm of the Secretary of the
Interior. Furthermore, since there
is specific statutory provision for
review of discharge and/or dis-
crimination of a miner based upon
the fact that such miner suffers
from pneumoconiosis, as here al-
leged, we need not speculate
whether, in the absence of such
provision, this Board could or
should assume jurisdiction under
some other provision of the Act,
specifically section 110(b). We
think it highly unlikely that Con-
gress intended to confer jurisdiction
upon both the Secretary of Labor
and the Secretary of the Interior
pertaining to the same subject mat-
ter within the confines of the same
Act.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior-
(43 CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the above-refer-
enced Applications for Review of
acts of discrimination submitted by
applicant-petitioners, Jesse Hig-
gins, Paul Gower and William
Gipson ARE DISMISSED for
lack of jurisdiction.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAvmI DOANE,

Administrative Judge.
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OLD BEN COAL CORPORATION

3 IMA 252
Decided JuZy 16,1974

Appeal'by Old Ben Coal Corporation
(Old Ben), from a decision by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Docket No.
VINC 73-185), dated December 10,
1973, dismissing an Application for
Review filed by Old Ben of an Order of
Withdrawal issued pursuant to section
104(a) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.1

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

An accumulation of loose coal and coal
dust in the presence of nonpermissible
equipment will support an inspector's
finding that an imminent danger situation
exists.

APPEARANCES: G. Christopher
Meyer, Esq., and Thomas A. Barnard,
Esq., for appellant, Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration. The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration did not partici-
pate in this appeal.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On November 6, 1972, during an
inspection by a Federal inspector,
Old Ben Coal Corporation (Old

1P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat..742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ S01-960 (1970).

Ben) was issued Order of With-
drawal No. .l JIA, November 6,
1972 which stated:

Condition or Praotice-Accumulations
of loose coal and coal dust were present
in rooms 27 and 28 of the 10, 11 and 12
north off the 16 east section. This loose
coal and coal dust ranged in depths of
from 4 to 18 inches in both rooms and
was present from the conveyor belt inby
to the faces of rooms 27 and 28, a dis-
tance of 140 feet in both rooms. Loose
coal and coal dust were also present at
the shuttle car dumping station in room,
29 for a distance of 20 feet ranging int
depth from 4 to 20 inches, and loose coal
and coal dust were also present at the
shuttle car dumping station at the con-
veyor belt tail piece section in depths.
ranging from 6 to 16 inches for a distance
of 24 feet. A bolt was missing from the
control panel of the No. 2138 shuttle car;.
The outer insulation of the trailing cable
to the No. 1587 shuttle car had been dam-
aged thus exposing the inner cables. Ade-
quate belt isolation was not being
achieved in that the metal stopping at
the 750 feet mark of entry 10 (located be-
tween entries 10 and 11) had been dam-
aged and partially-knocked down.

The conditions cited were abated,.
and the Order of Withdrawal ter-
minated on the same day it was is-
sued.

Old Ben filed an Application for
Review of this Order pursuant to
section 105(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
(Act), contending that the condi-
tions cited did not constitute immi-
nent danger because: (1) ventila-
tion in the area involved was ade-
quate at the time of the inspection;
(2) no measurable amounts of
methane were present; (3) the al-
legedly missing bolt did not impair
"permissibility" of the shuttle car
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as that term is defined in section 318
'of the Act; (4) the damage to the
trailing cable was a temporary
Splice made in compliance with 30
CFR, 75.603; and (5) although there
was improper belt isolation, the air
passing through the belt entry did
not reach the working face and did
not create any condition of immi-
nent danger.

At the hearing, the face foreman
lor Old BenA testified on cross ex-
:amination that he did not know how
long the bolt had been missing from
the shuttle car, but that its absence
made the car "nonpermissible" and
a potential source of ignition. He
also testified that although he did
-not measure the loose coal and coal
cust cited, he believed them to be
'normal spillage" rather than ac-
cumulationls." He further admitted
that the damaged trailing cable was
a potential source of ignition in its
,damaged condition. However, he
concluded that he did not believe
that any or all of the conditions
cited in the Order constituted an
imminent danger situation.

The inspector who issued the
Order testified in pertinent part
that: (1) based upon his measure-
ments of the deposits of loose coal
and coal dust, they were excessive
accumulations; (2) due to the depth
of these accumulations, the belt was
runmig in contact with them, which
he believed could cause friction and
heat and might result in a belt fire,
(3). there was a bolt, missing from
the shuttle car control panel which
rendered the. car nonpermissible;
(4) although there were no bare

wires in the damaged trailing cable,
the condition of the cable could
cause an explosion in the cable and
increased the possibility of a spark
if the cable were run over or-cut
on a rib; and (5) with regard to the
damaged stopping, in the event of
a belt fire, he believed smoke would
find its way up the. escapeway.
Based upon the foregoing1 the in-
spector concluded thatan imminent
danger existed and therefore issued
the section 104(a) Order.

In his decision the* Administra-
tive Law Judge (Judge) found in
pertinent part that: (1) the Mining
Enforcement and Safety-Adminis-
tration had established by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that the con-
ditions and practices cited in the
Order existed at the time of its is-
suance; (2) although there may
have been adequate ventilation and
no measurable methane at the time
of the inspection, Old Ben's mine is
a gassy mine which could liberate
methane at any time; (3) the non-
permissible shuttle car and dam-
aged trailing cable were sources of
ignition which in the presence of
excessive accumulations of loose coal
and coal dust and inadequate belt
isolation were sufficient to support a
conclusion that an imminent danger
existed; (4) the inspector's permit-
ting the damaged trailing-cable to
be vulcanized by use of a propane
torch in the area closed by the Order
did not vitiate the imminence of the
danger because all required safety
precautions were taken; and (5)
Old Ben had failed to refute by a
preponderance of the evidenmce that

.428] 
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the conditions and practices cited in
the Order did not constitute an im-
minent danger. Accordingly, the
Judge concluded that the Order of
Withdrawal was properly issued
and dismissed Old Ben's Applica-
tion for Review.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge erred in find-
ing that the conditions cited in
Order of Withdrawal No. JA,
November 6, 1972 constituted immi-
nent danger.

Discussion

Having reviewed the record and
considered the brief of Old Ben,
the Board finds that Old Ben has
not demonstrated any reason why
the findings of fact, conclusions of
law, and decision of the Jdge
should not be affirmed. The argu-
ments made on appeal to the Board
were fully and fairly considered by
the Judge, and his decision is
clearly supported by and is con-
sistent with our decisions in East-
ern Associated Coal Corporation, 2
IBMA 128, 80 I.D. 400,,CCII Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 16,187 (1973), and Freeman
Coal Mining Corporation, 2 IBMA
197, 80 I.D. 610, CCIH Employment
Safety and Health Guide, par.
16,597 (1973).

ORDER

- WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY

ORDERED that the decision in the
above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

ICONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administratie Judge.

LUCAS COAL COMPANY, ET AL.

3 IBMA 258
Decided July 16, 1974

Appeal by Lucas Coal Company, et
al.1 (appellants) from: a decision by
an Administrative Law Tudge (Docket
No. PITT 72-48), dated November 19,
1973, dismissing Applications for Re-
view of 29 Notices of Violation issued
to 13 separate operators under section
104(b) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.2

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Review of Notices and
Orders: Generally
An Application for Review proceeding of
section 104(b) Notices of Violation un-
der section 105 (a) of the Act should be
summarily dismissed where the viola-
tions charged in the Notices have been
totally abated prior to hearing.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety Stand-
ards: Generally

29 dockets were consolidated by the Judge
under Docket No; PITT 72-48. See Addendum
for complete listing of dockets.

2 p.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§ 801-960 (1970).
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Bulldozers are included in the category
of mobile equipment required to have
backup alarms were unavailable, he has
tive of clear visibility to the rear.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Unavailability of Equip-
ment, Materials, or Qualified Techni-
cians: Notice of Violation

Where the operator is unable to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that
backup alarms were unavailable, he has
not borne his burden of proof.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Abatement: Time for
Abatement
Where. the operator contends that the
time for abatement in Notices of Viola-
tion is unreasonable solely because the
alleged violation did not occur, a finding
of violation moots such contention where
the violation has been abated.

APPEARANCES: Henry J. Wallace,
Jr., Esq., and Leo M. Stepanian, Esq.,

for appellant, Lucas Coal Company, et
al.; Robert W. Long, Esq., Associate
Solicitor, J.. Philip Smith, Esq., Assist-
ant Solicitor, and John H. O'Donnell,
Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee, Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMfIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

Lucas Coal Company, et al., oper-
ators of open-pit mines (appel-
lants) received 25 Notices of Viola-
tion of 30 CFR 77.410, requiring

adequate automatic warning devices
which give an audible alarm when
certain types of mobile equipment
are put in reverse. Appellants also
received a number of other types
of Notices of Violation, four of
which are on appeal to this Board
in addition to the above 25.4 Ap-
pellants filed Applications for Re-
view, pursuant to section 105 (a) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (Act), for each
of the Notices received, and the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge)
consolidated all of them for hearing
under Docket No. PITT 72-48.
Such hearing was held on June 20-
22, 1972, in Butler, Pennsylvania.
The 29 dockets on appeal are the
Applications for Review which the

Judge dismissed in his decision is-

sued November 19, 1973. In 12 of
these 29 dockets, including the four
non-alarm Notices, 5 the Judge ad-
mitted in evidence at the hearing
Notices of Abatement of the alleged
violations. In the remaining 17
dockets the record does not reveal
whether or not the alleged viola-
tions were abated. For this reason,

a These 2 Notices are represent by Docket

Nos. PITT 72-48, PITT 72-51, PITT 72-55,
PITT 72-57, PITT 72-59, PITT 72-61, PITT
72-64, PITT 72-70, PITT 72-117, PITT 72-
120, PITT 72-121, PITT 72-124, PITT 72-126,
PITT 72-128, PITT 72-130, PITT 72-132,
PITT 72-134, PITT 72-136, PITT 72-141,
PITT 72-147, PITT 72-163, PITT 72-167,
PITT 72-168, PITT 72-170 and PITT 72-196.

'These four Notices are represented by
Docket Nos. PITT 72-62, PITT 72-68, PITT
72-173, and PITT 72-176.

5These 12 dockets consists of PITT 72-48,
PITT 72-59, PITT 72-62, PITT 72-64, PITT
72-68, PITT 72-70, PITT 72-134, PITT 72-
147, PITT 72-163, PITT 72-167, PITT 72-
173. and PITT 72-176.

430]
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we shall assume that these 17 alleged
violations were not abated.

A consolidated brief was filed
with the Board by appellants con-
tending that: (1) 30 CFR 77.410
does not apply to bulldozers used in
surface mines; (2) the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA), by administrative
practice, excludes equipment, like
bulldozers, which has clear visibil-
ity to the rear, from the application
of:30 CFR 77.410; (3) it was not
shown at the hearing that adequate
warning devices are available for
such equipment; and (4) since no
violations were established, the
time allowed for abatement is in-
herently unreasonable and the No-
tices should be vacated. The above
contentions concerned only the
back-up alarni Notices. The four
other Notices are disposed, of here-
inafter by the Board without the
necessity of considering their
merits.

A reply brief was filed by MESA
on January 16, 1974, which con-
tended that the Judge's decision be-
low was correct and should be af-
firmed.

Issues Presented

A. Whether the Judge erred in
finding that 30 CFR 77.410 requires
installation of warning devices on
bulldozers.

B. Whether clear visibility to the
rear precludes the application 'of
30 CFR 77.410 to equipment with
such visibility. ;--

C. Whether appellants 'estab-
lished by a preponderance of the

evidence that automatic alarms
were iunavailable for such equip-
ment.

D. Whether' the Judge erred 'in
finding that the time allowed for
abatement was reasonable.

Discussion

It- has been the position of the
Board since our decision in Reliable
Coal Corporation, 1 IBMA 50, 58,
78 I.D. 199, 203, CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide, par.
15,368 (1971), that, "* * the scope
of a review of notices issued pursu-
ant to section 104(b) must relate to
determination of a reasonable time
for abatement. * * [i] f, however,
the violation has been timely
abated, there no longer exists an is-
sue appropriate for review under
section 105 (a) ." Therefore, since
12 of the 29 Notices including the
four non-alarm Notices were totally
abated prior to hearing, these re-
spective Applications for Review
should have been summarily dis-
missed by the Judge under our

holding in Reliable, supra.
MESA, in its brief, states that

the parties entered into a stipula-
tion whereby it agreed not to move
for dismissal of those dockets
wherein the alleged violations had
been abated. Apparently, the Judge
honored this stipulation although
no written stipulation appears in
the record. However that may be, it
is clear that the parties cannot stip-
ulate or agree to create jurisdic-
tion in the actual absence thereof;
and parties camlot agree to try a
case where a justiciable issue does

[81 I.D.
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not exist. See Baker v. Ris & Com-
,pany,444 F.2d 257, 259 (8th Cir.,
i971). Therefore, the only Notices.
of Violation still to be considered
are those concerning back-Up
alarms.: 

Having reviewed the record and
considered the briefs of appellants
and MESA, the Board finds that
appellants have not demonstrated.
any reasons why the findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and deci-
sion of the Judge should not be af-
fiinned as to these Notices. We be-
lieve the portion of the Judge's
opinion excerpted below 6 accu-
,rately reflects our conclusions re-
garding the applications of 30 OFFR
77.410 to the facts in these cases.

'Back-up Alarms

The [25] proceedings in Docket Nos.
PITT 72-48, 72-51, 7255, 72-57, 72-59,
72-61, 72-64, 72-70, 72-117, 72-120,
72-121, 72-124, 72-126, 72-128, 72-130,
72-132, 72-134, 72-136, 72-141, 72-147,
72-163, 72-167, 72-168, 72-170 and 72-196
all -concern the application of 30 CPR
§ 77.410 to mobile equipment utilized in
or in connection with open pit [sic]
bituminous coal mining.

[A.] Applicants contend that bull-
dozers (which are cited in most of the
§ 77.410 notices) are not covered by this
regulation. Applicants submit that
§ 77.410 by its wording applies only to
"mobile equipment, such as trucks, fork-
lifts, front-end loaders, tractors and
graders"; that since the words "such as"
require "similarity" or "like kind," bull-
dozers are not included because they are
not "similar" to "trucks, forklifts, front-
end loaders, tractors and graders" with
respect to the element of hazard involved

, L-ucas Coal Company, et al., Docket No.
PITT 72-48 (November 19, 1973) (Fauver,
W., AL.J.).

555-646-74-3

and with respect to speed, weight and
function. Further support is sought to
be drawn from the fact that, unlike
§ 77.410, bulldozers are specifically men-
tioned in 30 CFR § 77.403, regarding can-
opies and roll protection.

Applicants' contentions are unpersu-
asive. The words "such as" do not indi-
cate an inclusive characterization of all
equipment affected by the regulation.
Rather, they signify .the use of examples
by which a broad category may be recog-
nized and clarified. Hence, mobile equip-
ment other than the several examples of
machinery specified in § 77.410 may be
found to be within the coverage of this
regulation.

Even assuming that the examples in
the regulation are comprehensive, Appli-
cants' argument that bulldozers are un-
like the equipment named is incorrect.
The regulation specifically applies to
"tractors" and a bulldozer is commonly
defined as a type of tractor." In addition,
Applicants' analogy to the section of the
regulation requiring canopies and roll
protection does not lend support to their
position since that provision (§ 77.403),
by specifying bulldozers, is simply imit-
ing the kinds of tractors which are af-
fected more narrowly than those under
§ 77.410. Consequently, it is concluded that
§ 77.410 applies to bulldozers.

The Applicants have also challenged
the back-up alarm standard in § 77.410
on due process grounds, contending that
the standard as applied to mobile equip-
ment in strip mining is inherently un-
reasonable, and further that no opportu-
nity was provided to challenge the rea-
sonableness of the regulation.

7See: Bureau of Mines, A Dictionary of

Mining, Mineral, and Related Terms (1968
ad. ): "bulldozer. a. A tractor on the front

end of which is mounted, a vertically curved
steel blade held at a fixed distance by arms
secured on a pivot or shaft near the horizontal,
center of the tractor"; cf. Webster's Seventh
New ollegiate Dictionary (1969 ed.) "a
tractor-driven machine having a broad blunt
horizontal blade or ram, for clearing land,
road building, or comparable activities." (Ital-
ics added.)

430]
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It is. to be observed, first, that the
public record of the rulemaking process
for § 77.410 shows that the Department
of the Interior followed the "notice and
comment" procedure in the promulgation
of this regulation. Thus, in accordance
with the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 801, 'the pro-
posed Part 77 was announced in .the Fed-
eral Register on December 19, 1970,8 and
interested persons were invited to submit
written comments, suggestions or objec-
tions to the Director of the Bureau of
Mines within 45 days of the announce-
ment. Pour parties commented on pro-
posed Section 77.410, including 'the
Washington Irrigation and Development
Company, the Williamson Shaft Contract-
ing Company, and the North Dakota
Workmen's Compensation Board. The
Secretary of. the Interior reported that,
in all, 26 associations, companies, and
individuals submitted comments, sugges-
tions or objeetions pertaining to the pro-
posed Part 77. On May 22, 1971, the
regulations were promulgated, to take ef-
fect on July 1, 1971.9 Applicants were thus
afforded an opportunity to utilize this
procedure but apparently failed to do so.

The rulemaking procedure was not the
-only alternative for the applicants to chal-
lenge the strip mining regulations. The
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act also provides a method by which
application of safety standards promul-
gated under the Act may be modified if
circumstances so warrant. Section 301 (c)
provides that, upon petition of an opera-
tor or representatives of miners, the Sec-
retary may modify the application of a
safety standard in the case of a mine
(or mines) where its application will
diminish the safety of miners, or where
there exists an alternative method of
achieving the result of such standard -

without reducing the measure of safety
protection afforded by the standard. This
provision has not been utilized by the
Applicants in challenging the strip mining
regulations. It is therefore concluded that

83 F.R. 19208.
36 F.R 964.

the Applicants have failed to show a
denial of procedural due process.

The Applicants attack the application
of the back-up alarm standard to their
industry generally, claiming that the
alarms are unnecessary and would not
materially aid the safety of the miners
'Support for this position is sought in
the testimony adduced at the hearing
regarding the open space of strip mines,
the absence of injury without the use of

such alarms, the scarcity of miners work-
ing near vehicles used in strip mining
and the fact that visitors on the job are
rare and are not encouraged by the
operators.

[B.] It is also contended, in particu-
lar, that the regulation could not have
been intended to apply to bulldozers. The
constant backward and forward move-
ment of the dozer, its slow movement
(usually no more than 3 miles per hour)
and its clear visibility to the rear, the
Applicants contend, are factors showing
that the regulation was not meant to
apply to such equipment.

. [C.] The Applicants further contend
that, in any event;, "adequate" back-up
alarms within the meaning of § 77.410
cannot be obtained for any of the ve-
hicles involved in these proceedings, for
the following basic reasons: The alarms
do not hold up when installed on the
equipment. Because the sound of the
back-up alarms must carry above the
noise of the vehicles, it is highly irritat-
ing and would probably violate the maxi-
mum noise level established under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970. Consequently, the use of such
alarms would subject the Applicant to
Federal penalties under OSHA, and in-
junction suits by nearby towns and resi-
dents with possible claims for damagesi
and even criminal liability.

After careful consideration of the rec-
ord and. the able briefs of counsel, it is
concluded that the evidence shows
neither arbitrary application of § 77.410
to the vehicles at Applicants' mines nor
a lack of feasibility to equip such v-
hicles to comply with the standard.
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During the course of the hearing, the
undersigned Judge made a site view of
the Mathieson Strip Mine on motion of
the Applicants, and specifically observed
the following equipment which is, and
was, representative of the vehicles at all
of the mines involved in these proceed-
ings.: an Allis-Chalmer Model HID 2 bull-
dozer, a Euclid Model 72-51 front-end
loader with a 5 cubic yard bucket, a
Model D-9 Caterpillar bulldozer, and a
converted fat bed fuel truck (a one and
a half ton truck converted to a 500 gallon
fuel truck). Rear and forward visual
observation was made of each vehicle
from the operator's seat to determine the
normal scope of vision from that position.
The bulldozers and the front-end loader
were each equipped with a back-up alarm
which was also carefully observed both
as. to its position, method of installation,
and its sound in actual operation. As a
result of these detailed views, it is found
that, as regards both a bulldozer and
front-end loader, a man of average height
standing behind such equipment a dis-
tance of about 3 feet cannot be seen by
the operator of such equipment. The fuel
truck (the rear window of which is nec-
essarily partially obstructed by the fuel
tank) presents a comparable problem of
rear vision for the driver. In .addition;

when a bulldozer, front-end loader or a
truck is working on or near the crest of
a hilly spot in the mine, the area of vis-
ual obstruction to the rear is markedly
enlarged depending on the angle of in-
cline. The evidence at the hearing also
showed that there are various occasions
in the routine operation- of a strip mine
when employees could be endangered by
the back-up movement of such equipment.

[P.] The evidence does not show that
adequate automatic back-up alarms are
unavailable. It was established that
there are several manufacturers of such
alarms serving the Western Pennsyl-
vania area, including Beckwith, Maxima,
and Brinkley Companies. The cost of
these units is about $65 to. $100, with
about 4 hours required for installation.
Although the Applicants presented testi-

mony relating to the difficulty of back-up
alarm maintenance or repair, the units
come with a manufacturer's or dealer's -
warranty and can be successfully used.

As to the other objections posed by
the Applicants a serious problem of
ripeness of the issues is apparent. A com-
mon thread runs throughout Applicants'
complaints in showing problems which
must be construed as merely hypotheti-
caL This includes possible local injunc-
tions, private damage suits and charges
of violations of other laws that might
result from the use of back-up alarms.
Suffice it to say that if such matters
should arise in connection with this
standard specific issues can be developed
on an appropriate record by a petition
for modification under Section 301(c) of
the Act.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Judge in the above-captioned case
IS AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR., -

Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

HOWARD J. SHELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.

ADDEND UM

Lucas Coal Company; Docket Nos.
PITT 72-48, PITT 72-173.

Sunbeam Coal Corporation; Docket
No. PITT 72-51.

Perry-Ross-Coal Company; Docket
Nos. PITT 72-55, PITT 7 257,
PITT 72-176.
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Grant R. Wright Coal Company;
Docket No. PITT 72-59.

Willowbrook Mining Company;
Docket Nos. PITT 72-61, PITT
72-62.

'Theodore Demarsh Coal Company;
Docket No. PITT 72-64.

iMiller and McKnight Coal Com-
pany; Docket Nos. PITT 72-68,
PITT 72-70.

C & K Coal Company; Docket Nos.
PITT 72-117, PITT 72-120,
PITT 72-121, PITT 72-124,
PITT 72-126, PITT 72-128,
-PITT 72-130, PITT 72-132,
PITT 72-134, PITT 72-136.

West Freedom Mining Corpora-
tion; Docket Nos. PITT 72-141,
PITT 72-196. 

Black Fox Mining & Development
Corp; Docket No. PITT 72-147.

AH-RS Coal Corporation; Docket
No. PITT 72-163.

W. A. Cotterman Coal Company;
Docket No. PITT 72-167.

Kerry Coal Company; Docket
Nos. PITT 72-168, PITT 72-
170.

OLD BEN COAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 271 DecidedJuy19,1974

Appeal by Old Ben Coal Corporation
(Old Ben) from a decision by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Docket No.
VINC 73-160), dated December 10,
1973, dismissing an Application for
Review filed by Old Ben seeking re-
view of an Order of Withdrawal issued
pursuant to section 104(a) of the Fed-

eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 hereinafter "the Act."

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

Accumulations of loose coal and coal
dust together with sources of potential
ignition will support a finding of immi-
nent danger.

APPEARANCES: G. Christopher
Meyer, Esq., for appellant, Old Ben0
Coal Corporation. The Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration
did not participate in this appeal.

OPINION BY, CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and ProcedurallBackground

On October 4, 1972, as a result of
a two hour inspection, Old Ben Coal
Corporation (Old Ben) received
Order of TVithd'rva No. 1 MK,
October 4, 1972 which stated:

Condition or practice. Accumulations of
loose coal and coal dust were present
along the ribs and floors starting from
the 1550-foot station to inby room 38,
ranging from 3 to 15 inches in depth for
adistance of 67 feet, and from the tail
sections to inby the tail sections for a
distance of 165 feet including all cross-
cuts ranging from 3 to 10 inches in depth.
Rock dust was inadequate from the
mouth of rooms 37 and 38 for a distance
of 50 feet in room 38. Rock dust was in-

1P.L, 1-173, 8 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).

[81 I.D.
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adequate from the tail section to inby
for a distance of 165 feet including all
crosscuts. The 31 south haulage road
was inadequately roekdusted for a dis-
tance of 1350 feet in the 31, 32 and 33
South sections off the 6 main east en-
tries.
Two portable oil cans did not have caps
to enclose the containers in the 31, 32 and
33 south section off the 6 main east en-
tries. Five dust samples were taken to
substantiate the findings.

The alleged conditions or practices
were abated and the Order of With-
drawal was terminated the follow-
ing morning.

Old Ben filed an application for
review of the order contending that
the conditions or practices cited did
not constitute imminent danger as
defined in section 3 (j) of the Act.

At the hearing, the assistant
safety director for Old Ben testified
that there were "normal deposits"
of loose coal in the area cited. He
stated that he believed that they
resulted from spillage from the
belt, not accumulations. He also
stated that ventilation in the area
was very good and that, at the time
of the inspection, there were no per-
missibility violations and very little
methane. (Tr. 5-43.) At the time of
the inspection, a front-end loader
was operating, cleaning up the loose
coal.

The federal inspector who issued
the order testified that he believed
the accumulations constituted an
imminent danger inasmuch as they
constituted a fire or-- explosion
hazard. 'In his opinion all that was
needed was an ignition and a fire
could' result. He stated that the

trailing cables and energized per-
missible equipment, as well as the
tail piece of the belt running in coal
accumulations could be sources of
ignition in the event of a roof fall,
or other occurrence. Although con-
ceding that these potential sources
of ignition were not hazardous at
the time of the inspection, he
thought the possibility of danger so
great that he closed the area until
the accumulations which could pro-
pagate a fire or explosion were
cleaned up. The inspector further
stated that he believed the tail piece
running in coal dust' accumulations
was a potential source of ignition in
that it could heat up from such con-
tact, although it was not hot at the
time of the inspection. He concluded
that if normal mining operations
were allowed to continue before the
accumulations were cleaned up and
the area rockdusted, serious physi-
cal harm or death could reasonably
-have resulted. (Tr. 73-101.) There-
fore,, he issued the Order of With-
drawal.

In his opinions, the Administra-
tive Law Judge (Judge) found
that the inspector's findings as to
the loose coal and coal dust accu-
mulations were supported by the
record. Further, he found that the
energized equipment and the belt
tail piece were ignition sources.
Based upon the foregoing, the
Jjudge concluded that the conditions
cited constituted an imminent dan-
ger- and that the subject Order was
properly issued. Therefore, since
Old Ben had failed to meet its bur-
den of establishing that the condi-
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tions cited in the Order.did not con-
rstitute an imminent danger, the
Judge dismissed Old Ben's: Appli-

,cation for Review.
-No testimony was given concern-

'ing the uncapped oil cans, and the
Judge, as does the Board, did not
consider this condition, in deter-
mining whether imminent danger
existed.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge erred in find-
ing that the conditions cited in
Order of Withdrawal No. 1 11K,
October 4, 19M, constituted an im-
minent danger.

Discusesion 

Having reviewed the record and
considered the brief of Old Ben, the
Board finds that Old Ben has not
demonstrated. any reason why the
findings of fact, conclusions of law,
and decision of the Judge should
not be affirmed. The arguments
made on appeal to the Board were
fully and fairly considered by the
Judge, and his decision is clearly
supported by and is consistent with
our decision in Eastern Associated
Coal 0orporation, 2 IBMA 128, 80
I D. 400, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide, par. 16,187
(1973):.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior
(43 CFR 4.1(4) ),IT IS HEREBY

ORDERED that the
the above-captioned
AFFIRMED.

decision in
case IS

C. E. ROOERs, JR.,
Chief Administratioe Judge.

I CONCUR

DAVID DANE,

Administratizve Judge.

OLD BEN COAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 277 Decided JuZy19, 1974

Appeal by Old Ben- Coal Corporation
(Old Ben) from a decision by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Docket No.
VINC 73-175), dated December 10,
1973, dismissing an Application for
Review filed by Old Ben of an Order
of'Withdrawal issued pursuant to sec-
tion 104(a) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969,1 here-
inafter "the Act."

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Nine Health and. Safety
Act of 1969: -Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger
Accumulations of loose coal and coal dust
together with sources of potential igni-
tion will support a finding of inmiinent
danger.

APPEARANCES: G. Christopher
Meyer, Esq., for appellant, Old Ben

: Coal Corporation. The ining Enforce-
ment. and Safety Administration did
not participate in this appeal.

1P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
B§ 801-960 (1970).

I 81 I.D.
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OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual -and Procedural
Background

On November 1, 1972, during an
inspection by a Federal inspector,
Old Ben Coal Corporation (Old
Ben) received- Order of Withdrawal
ATo. 1 JMA, November 1, 192,
which stated: -

Condition or Practice-In the 34, 35 and
36 south of the 6 main east section, loose
coal and coal dust was present-in the No.
.34 entry from the 70 feet mark inby for
a distance of 500 feet in depths rafging
from 4 to IS inches, in the No. 35 entry
from the shuttle car dumping point inby
for a distance of 150 feet in depths rang-
ing from 4 to 20 inches and in all cross-
'cuts located between entries 34 and 35.
In addition, the outer insulation of the
trailing cable to the continuous mining
machine had been cut and retaped in six
different locations and the tape had been
allowed to peel back thus exposing power
leads. V V C

Air from the conveyor belt entry was be-
ing used to ventilate active working faces
and one stopping was not installed and
another stopping only-partially installed,
thus correct belt isolation was not being
achieved.l - - -

The rock dust applications were obviously
inadequate on the roof, ribs and floor in
the No. 34 entry from the 300 feet sur-
veyor tag inby for a distance of 200 feet.
Little to no rock dust had been- applied
on the floor of the No. 35 entry from
the tail piece outby for a distance of 150
feet. - .d

The ribs, roof and floor from -the tail
piece section inby for a distance of 150
feet in this same entry and in the No. 36
south entry from 25 feet inby the 350

foot surveyor tag inby for a distance of
150 feet.
The rock dust in these areas had been
applied by hand and ranged in effective.
ness from sparse to none.
Four samples were collected to substan-
tiate these findings.

Old Ben contends that the condi-
tions and practices cited did not con-
stitute imminent danger as defined
in section 3(j) of the Act. At the
hearing held on August 22, 1973,
testimony by Old Ben's safety direc-
tor and the federal inspector who
issued the order revealed that the

-essential facts were undisputed.
However, while the witness -for Old
Ben stated that he believed all of
the cited conditions were not mmi-
nently dangerous,: the inspector
stated that he believed they were,
and for this reason he issued the
Order of Withdrawal. He and the
safety director testified that there
were various amounts of loose coal,
in the area covered by -the Order,
four to 18 inches according to.the
inspector; uncertain according to
the safety, director who did not,
measure them.. The inspector be-
lieved that the exposed power lead,
although covered with one layer of
insulation, could. easily be cut by
dragging on tie ground or if it were
run over- by -a piece of equipment,
possibly causing a spark.. Further,
due to the presence of a "blue band"
of rock in the-coal seam the-inspec-
tor stated that normal mining activ-
ity' eould cause a spark..- He also
thought the lack of adequate rock
dusting, substantiated by test re-
sults showing percent incombustible
material of less than 25% in all four
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samples, exacerbated the already
dangerous accumulations of loose
coal and coal dust.

In his opinion, the Administra-
tion Law Judge (Judge) found the
inspector's findings as to the loose
coal and coal dust accumulations
were supported by the record. Fur-
ther, he found that the peeling trail-
ing cable, the "blue band" of rock,
and the energized permissible equip-
ment were sources of ignition such
as would support a conclusion of
immiment danger when coupled
with the conditions of incorrect
belt isolation and inadequate rock
dusting. Accordingly, the Judge
held that the conditions cited in the
Order constituted an imminent dan-
ger, that the Order was properly
issued, and that Old Ben's Applica-
tion for Review must be dismissed
on the basis of the foregoing.,

Issue Presented

Whether Old Ben has presented
evidence to preponderate over the
presumption that the above Order
of Withdrawal was validly issued.

Discussion

Having reviewed the record and
considered the brief of Old Ben, the
Board finds that Old Ben has not
demonstrated any reason why the
findings of fact, conclusions of law,
and decision of the Judge should
not be affirmed. The' arguments
made on appeal to the Board have
been fully and fairly considered by
the Judge, and his decision is clearly
supported by and is consistent with

* our decision in Eastern Associated

(Coal Corporation, 2 IBMA 128, 80
ID.. 400, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide; par. 16,18T
(19T3).

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (4a
OFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision in the
above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED.

C. E. ROGE S, JR.,
-Chief Administrative Judge.

I coNcuR:,

DAV DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

OLD BEN OAL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 282 Decided July 19, 1974

Appeal by Old Ben Coal Corporation
(Old Ben) from a decision of an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Docket No.
VING 73-98), dated March 12, 1974,
dismissing an Application for Review
of an imminent danger Order of With-
drawal filed by Old Ben pursuant to
section 105 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 '
hereinafter "the Act."

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety'
Act of 1969: Closure Orders: Imminent
Danger

1P.L. 91-173, 3 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C_
§8 501-960 (1970).
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Accumulations' of loose coal and coal dust
together with sources of potential igni-
tion will' support a, finding of' imminent
danger.

APPEARANCES: John T. Meredith,
Esq., for appellant, Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and Avrum
Fingeret, Esq., Trial Attorney, for ap-
pellee, Mining 'Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual ad Procedural
Background

On September 5, 1972, a Mining
Enforcement and 'Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) inspector, during
an inspection of Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration's (Old Ben)'Mine No. 21,
issued Order of Withdraweal No. 1
HG, Septesmber 5, 1972, which cited
the following conditions:

Coal float, dust up to four inches in
depth and a distinct black was deposited
on rock dusted surfaces along the 56 south
belt conveyor entry from the head roller
to the 300 foot surveyor's tag, also around
the belt drive and in the connecting cross-
cuts, Loose coal and coal dust accumula-
tions were beneath the belt, and up to
2 feet in depth along the east side of 56
south belt for the length of the belt a
distance of approximately 1,000 feet; float
coal dust under and around the belt tail
and outby for 50 feet up to 3 inches in
height.

These conditions' were recorded' in the
mine examiner's book -for 7 previous
shifts.

Room Nos. i7 and 38 had acumula-
tions of loose coal and dust along ribs and
roadways from 3 to 6 inches in depth,
and from the room neck inby a distance
,of 150 feet;, rock dust applications were
obviously inadequate; rock dust had been
applied by hand and' little or no rock
dust was applied to the roof, ribs and
floor generally. Samples were taken to
substantiate the findings.

The area covered bytlhis Order
was communicated to Old Ben's as-
sistant, safetyadirector. The condi-
tions were abated, and the Order
terminated on the following day.

OldBen filed a timely Applica-
tion for Review of the Order, and
a hearing before an Administrative
Law Judge (Judge) was held Ol
December 4, 1973. It is Old Ben's
contention that the conditions and
practices cited did not constitute
imminent danger as defined in sec-
tion 3 (j) of the Act.

At the hearing the federal insjec-
tor who issued the Order testified
to the effect that: there were large
accumulations of float coal dust
along the belt line; there were loose
coal and coal dust accumulations
under the belt of such a height that
with only a little more spillage con-
tact with the belt would be made
which would cause friction and
could result in a belt fire; he con-
sidered the electrically driven belt
drive and its control panel to be
sources of ignition; it was during'
his inspection of the belt line that
he issued a verbal section 104(a>
Order of Withdrawal, which he ex-
panded, as seen above, upon inspect-
ing Room Nos. 37 and 38; and that
he reduced his verbal order to writ-
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ing upon returning to the surface.
He concluded that, based upon the
conditions and practices cited in the
Order, an imminent danger existed.

Old Ben's assistant safety director
testified to the effect that: there was
no methane in the area at the time
of the inspection; ventilation was
excellent; the float coal dust was
too thin to measure in most places;
there was an accumulation around
the belt drive substantial enough to
cover the rollers; the floors of Room
Nos. 37 and 38 were damp; and he
understood both the substance of
the Order and the area to which it
applied.

In his decision, the Judge found
that: although there was some dis-
pute as to the amount of the ac-
cumulation of loose coal and coal
dust, there was noa dispute that an
accumulation did exist; although
there had never been a sudden re-
.lease of methane in this mine, it is
a gassy mine; the accumulations
under the belt were high enough to
support the, inspector's conclusion
that a belt fire could occur; and in
the presence of the combustible ma-
terials. observed, any fire or explo-
sion would become a grave hazard.
Based upon the foregoing, the
Judge concluded that an imminent
danger had existed, that the inspec-
tor was justified in issuing the
Order, and that Old Ben had failed
to establish by a preponderance of
the evidence that an imminent dan-
ger had not existed. Accordingly, he
dismissed Old Ben's Application
for Review.

Is ue Presented

Whether the conditions cited in
the Order of 'Withdrawal support
the conclusion that an imminent
danger existed.

Discussion

Old Ben contends that the con-
ditions cited in the Order are not
sufficient to support a conclusion
that imminent danger existed. Al-
though the witness for Old. Ben
testified that an accumulation ex-
isted, Old Ben contends, on appeal,
that the inspector's concern about a
possible belt fire was "speculation
about dangers that might result if
non-existent conditions unexpect-
edly developed." It is an undisputed
fact that the accumulations cited
had existed for seven previous
shifts. It is also clear that Old Ben
knew of the condition. since it had
assigned two men to clean up the
accumulations. However, due to the
fact that the condition' persisted,
such measures were inadequate.
Based upon our review of the rec-
ord, the Board finds that these ac-
cumulations existed and did not
develop unexpectedly and concludes
that normal mining operations
could not proceed prior to or during
abatement without risk of death or
serious physidal injury! By apply-
ing the test of imminent danger
enunciated in; Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation 2 I-BMA 128, 80
I.D. 400, :CH Employment Safety
and Health Guide, par. 16,187
(1973), we conclude that the cited
conditions existing. along! the belt
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line, in the circumstances of this
case, support the inspector's con-
clusion that an imminent danger
existed. Accordingly, we hold that
Old Ben has failed to establish by
a preponderance of the evidence
that imminent danger did not exist.

In its brief, Old Ben goes to great
length in attempting to discredit
the method of testing incombustible
dust samples which yielded results
which support the inspector's vis-
-ual observation of inadequate rock
dusting in Room Nos. 37 and 38.
We believe that reliance on this
argument is unfounded since both
the inspector and the Judge relied
solely on the belt line observations
in arriving at their respective con-
clusions of imminent danger. In
Coal Pocessing Corporation, 2
IBMA 336, 345, 80 I.D. 748, 752,
CCIH Employment Safety and
Health Guide, par. 16,978 (1973),
this Board adopted the Judge's lan-
guage below in holding that, [u]n-
der section 304(a) [30 CFR 75.400]
a violation maybe based upon visual
observation without need of meas-
urements or samples."' We believe
that the above is equally applicable
when excessive accumulations are
cited in a section; 104 (a) order of
withdrawal. This Board sees no
reason to consider Old Ben's argu-
ment on dust testing methods when,
in. its opinion, the belt line condi-
tions were sufficient in and of them-
selves to support a conclusion of im-
minent danger.

WHEREFOIRE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43

CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion in the above-captioned case IS
AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS,. JR.,
Chief Administrative.Judge

I CoNcUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Addministrative Judge.

PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY,
INC.

3 IBMA 289 Decided July ;,1974

Appeal by Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc., from a decision by an Adminis-
trative Law Judge, dated December 19,
1973, assessing penalties in the sum of
$28,576 for violations of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969 under Docket No. PITT 71-68-P.

Affirmed in part and vacated in part.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally

The Board will not disturb the findings
of fact of an Administrative Law Judge
in the absence of a showing that the evi-
denceljcompels a different result.

Federal Coal Mine Health and- Safety
Act of 1969: Evidence: Burden of
Proof

A visual observation standing alone will
not suffice to meet the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration's bur-
den of proof of a section 304(d)
violation.

APPEARANCES: Richard M. Sharp,
Esq., for appellant, Peggs Run Coal
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Company; M4ark M, Pierce, Esq., Stan-
ley 14. Schwartz, Esq., for- appellee,
' iningi Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration-

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMVIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDCEROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The alleged violations involved
in this proceeding arise 'from in-
spections of Peggs Run Coal Com-
pany, Inc. (Peggs Run) No. 2.
Mine, conducted by Bureau of
Mines (now Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration
(MESA)) inspectors in April
through November of 1970. The
amended Petition for Assessment
filed by MESA charged 62 viola-
tions of safety or health standards
set out in 57 Notices of Violations
and I Order of Withdrawal. An ex-
tensive hearing on the matters in-
volved-was held before an Admin-
istrative Law Judge (Judge) in
three sessions: December 20, 1971,
at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Janu-
ary 26, 27, and 28, 1972, at Arling-
ton, Virginia; and July 24, 25, 26,
and- 27, 1972, at Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania.

The Judge's initial decision, is-
sued on June 11, 1973, made find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law
as. to, each alleged violation but de-
ferred assessment of monetary
penalties. until. .a. decision was
-reached in- a eo-pending prodeeding

viz., Peggs Run Coal Coimpany,
Iac. jDocket No. PITT 72-28-P,
-which among other things, involved

a consideration of Peggs Run's
safety compliance recor'd fom De-
cember 1970 through March 1971.

The Judge assigned two reasons
for deferring the assessment of
penalties in the instant case in-

'olving the No. 2 Mine. First, he
'-noted that Peggs Run had raised a
claim of financial hardship in the
co-pending proceeding Docket No.
PITT 72-28-P), which, if proved,
could provide a basis for a better
informed assessment of specific
monetary penalties in the instant
case. Second, the Judge stated that
Peggs Run's safety compliance rec-
ord, as developed in Docket No.
PITT 72-928-P, might serve to miti-
gate penalties that otherwise might
be. appropriate in the instant case
(Docket No. PITT 71-68-P).

On December 19, 1973, the Judge
issued a decision in Docket No.
PITT 72-28-P assessing $7,677 in
civil penalties against Peggs Run.
On the same date, he issued, a deci-
sion assessing $28,576 in civil pen-
alties in the instant case, stating that
the record of Docket No. PITT 72-
28-P offered no mitigating'circum-
stances and that, therefore, the as-
sessments in the instant case were
made without regard to the record
in the other proceeding.

On appeal, to this Board, Peggs
Run challenges approximately two
thirds. of the more than fifty indi-
vidual assessments set by the Judge,
ranging from $1 to $2,000. In its
brief filed with the Board, Peggs
Run has incorporated by reference
large portions of its brief filed with
the Judge. We have carefully stud-
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ied both briefs and find that in many
instances citations to relevant por-
tions of the record are either miss-
ing, or, where given, do not disclose
testimony which would warrant
disturbing the findings or conclu-
sions of the Judge. For example,
-the penalties assessed for four tem-
porary splice violations,' are simply
challenged in the appeal brief as
"grossly disproportionate." With
xespect to another notice,2 the ap-
peal brief refers to the evidence
"discussed on page 15 and 16" of
the brief below. The discussion on
the pages referred to contains one
transcript citation to testimony not
relevant to the issue. The violation
charged in this instance is admitted
but the thrust of the discussion by
Peggs Run is directed toward the
rigors of complying with the man-
'datory standards of the Federal
,;Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
,of 1969 (Act).' In numerous other
instances we note that the Peggs
Run brief is deficient and of little
assistanee in our review. It falls
within the provisions of 43 CFR
4.601 (a) which provides in relevant
part:

* e * Appellant's brief shall .set forth
in detail the objections to the initial de-
cision, the reasons for such objections
and the relief requested. Any error con-
tained in the initial decision that is not
objected to may be deemed by the Board
to have been waived.

i Notices of violation Nos. 4 CLT, 9/21/70;
a CLT, 9/21/70; 0 LT, 9/21/70; 7 CLT,
9/21/70 (1,000 each). .

2 Notice of Violation No. 1 CLT, 9/22/70.
9 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.-

§801-960 (1970).

Where any objection is based upon evi-
dence of record, such objection need not
be considered by the Board if specific
record citations to the pertinent evidence
are not contained in appellant's brief.

MESA's position is that the
Judge's decision should be affirmed
on all points. From our review of
the record, it appears that while
Peggs Run admits that most of the
alleged violations cited by MESA
actually occurred, it argues gen-
erally that:

a) the violations occurred dur-
ing the infancy of the Act when
materials were scarce;

b) the Judge improperly weighed
the evidence; and

c) the Judge's assessments were
so disproportionately large as to
constitute an abuse of discretion.

The first argument is applied es-
pecially to two Notices, Nos. 2 JGS,
4/10/70; and 3 JGS 4/10/70, cit-
ing lack of air at working faces and
the absence of line brattice. Peggs
Run takes issue with the Judge's
conclusion that the operator should
have had brattice installed, bot-
tomed on testimony showing that
brattice was not readily obtainable
by Peggs Run because of its credit
standing, although it was available
on the market (Tr. 1,443). This is
not, in our view, a situation akin to
that in BuffaZo Mi'ning Company,
2 IBMA 226, 259, 80 I.D. 630, CCH
Employment Safety and Health
Guide, par. 16,618 (1973) wherein
we dealt with unavailability of
equipment. We find no error in the
Judge's conclusions on these 'two
Notices.
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Peggs Run's second argument,
with exception of Notice of Viola-
tion No. 6 TB, August 10, 1970,
(discussed below), likewise dis-
closes no error in the Judge's evalu-
ation of testimony, application of
the law, or conclusions of law, and
we therefore affirm his findings and
conclusions on this point.

In its third argument, Peggs Run
has not shown, or even alleged, that
the penalties assessed by the Judge
are inappropriate to the size of the
mine, or would adversely affect its
ability to continue in business.
Therefore, again with exception of
Notice of Violation No. 6, TB, Au-
gust 10, 1970, we conclude that
Peggs Run's allegations of error are
insubstantial and without merit.
Our review leads us to conclude that
Peggs Run has shown no valid rea-
son why the findings of fact and
conclusions of law of the Judge
should not be affirmed on this point.

With respect to Notice of Viola-
tion No. 6 TB, August 10, 1970,
which cited Peggs Run for a viola-
tion of section 304(d) of the Act
as follows:
The floor of 2 west main belt entry and
the floors of entries in 1 right section
of 2 west main were obviously inade-
quately rock dusted.

Although it is not in dispute that
no dust samples were taken and
analyzed by MESA to determine the
percentage of incombustibility, the
Judge nevertheless, found this vi-
olation to have been proved by
MESA and assessed a penalty of
$1,000 therefor. We believe this was
error. In Hall Coal Company, Ic.,
1 IBMA 15, 178, 79 I.D. 668, 671,;

CCH Occupational Safety and
Health Decisions, par. 15,380 (1972)
the Board stated:

* * * Since Congress specifically delin-
eated percentages, [of incombustibility]
we have no alternative but to hold- that
an alleged violation of [304 (d) ] must be
supported by more than mere visual ob-
servation of an inspector. Unless samples
support an alleged violation of section
304(d). it cannot be sustained.* * *

The instant Notice (No. 6 TB)
falls squarely under Hall, supra.
Since the percentages required by
section 304(d) of the Act were not
properly established by MESA, we
vacate this Notice and set aside the
penalty assessed thereon.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (4a
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision ap-
pealed from IS AFFIRMED, ex-
cept that Notice of Violation No. 6
TB, August 10, 1970, IS VACA-
TED and the associated assessment
in the amount of $1,000 IS SET
ASIDE.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that Peggs Run Coal Company pay
the remainder of penalties assessed
by the Judge in the total amount of
$27,576 on or before 30 days from
the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Adiministrative Judge.

I CONCIR:

DAv3D DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

[81 I.D.
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Decided August 4, 1974

Appeal from a decision of the Director,
Geological Survey. requiring corrected
reports and recalculation of royalties
from var iable; royalty rate 'leases com-
mitted to the Oregon Basin Unit Agree-
ment. (GS-45 O&G.) -

Affirmed. -

Contracts: Construction and Operation:
Generally-Words and Phrases; v , -. 

In construing contracts, "including" is a
word of enlargement used when it is de--
sired to eliminate any doubt as to the in-
elusion in a larger class of the particular
class specially mentioned.,

Contracts: Construction and Operation:
Generally-Contracts: Construction
andiOperation: General Rules of Con-
struction-Oil'and Gas Leases: Unit
and;Cooperative Agreements -

Where a entence in an oil and gas unit
agreement prescribing a royalty rate is
grammatically correct and as set out has'
a reasonable interpretation, its, punctu-
ation will not be changed.

Contiacts:I Construction and Operation:
Generally4-Contracts: Construction;
and: Operation: General Rules of
Construction

In constrfuing contracts, restrictive words 
normally apply only to the nearest an-
tecedent.

Contracts: Construction and Operation:.
Generally-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: General Rules of
Construction

The doctrine- of practical construction
'does not apply.'unless an agreement is am-
biguous.

Contracts: Construction and Operation:
Generally-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: General Rules of
Construction-Oil and Gas Leases:
Unit and. Cooperative Agreements

An oil and gas unit agreerhent, as other
agreements,is not ambiguous merely. be-
cause the parties disagree as to its mean-
ing if the disagreement is not based on
the; reasonable uncertainty of the mean-"
ink of the language.

Oil and Gas Leases': Unit and Cooperat-
tive Agreements

The' Oregon Basin unit 'agreement 'does
not permit a- repressuring well locdted:
outside, the participating area to be
counted as a producing -well in-computing
the royalty 'due to the United States
under variable royalty rate' eases cornm
mitted tb the' unit.

Contracts: Performance' or Default:.
Waiver' and: Estoppel-Oil and Gas
Leases: Unit and Ccoperative Agree-
ments-Waiver

The Departmient of the Interior is not
estopped fiom requiring the operator of
an oil and' as unit agreement to submit
corrected reports, to recalculate royalty
payments, and to pay additional money
owed the government even though it ac-
cepte& lower payments in the past where-
the loiver payments were 'unahthorized.

APPEARANCES: Morris, G. Gray,
Esq.; Division_'Attorney, Marathdn Oil;-
Company; David C. Biar'and, -Esq.,
Office of the Soicitor4, Department of
the Interior.,

St I.D. No. 8
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- OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE
JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

This appeal concerns the compu-
tation of royalty clue to the United
States under oil and gas leases is-
sued by it which are committed to
the Oregon Basin unit agreement
entered into March 1, 1948. The
leases have sliding or step scale
variable rate royalties with the
royalty computed on the basis of
the average daily oil production per
well-the higher the average pro-
duction per well, the higher will be
the royalty rate. The issue is
whether a repressuring (injection
or input) well located outside the
participating area of the unit may
be counted as a producing well for
royalty purposes. If wells outside
the participating area are included
in the count of producing wells, the
royalty due to the United States
would be decreased. If the repres-
suring wells outside the participat-
ing area are not included then, con-
versely, the royalty would be
increased.

Marathon Oil Company (Mara-
thon) is currently the unit operator.
In 1960, to increase the rate of pro-
duction in the unit, the operator of
the unit at that time commenced a
waterflooding program by use of in-
jection wells in the Oregon Basin
area. Section 8 (a) of the unit agree-

I A well through which fluid or gas is
introduced into the field to increase natural
pressure.

ment, and the operating regulations,
30 CFR 221.1 et seq., require the
operator of the unit to submit plans
for drilling operations to the Re-
gional Supervisor, United States
Geological Survey (Survey), for
approval. In 1961 and subsequent
years the operator submitted plans
relating to the several participating
areas within the unit. These plans
identified producing and injection
wells and their location by legal
subdivision. The plans were ap-
proved and, as indicated by Mara-
thon, the waterflooding program
increased production and conse-
quently the royalty to the United
States. For the purpose of comput-
ing royalty payments, Marathon
counted all the injection wells
within and without the participat-
ing area.

Marathon objected to a request
dated November , 1969, by a Sur-
vey accountant to furnish corrected
reports which would exclude from
the well count the injection wells
outside the participating areas of
the unit. Thereafter, the Regional
Oil and Gas Supervisor by decision
dated December 29, 1969, an-
nounced that only those injection
wells within the participating area
should be counted for royalty com-
putations, and that back royalties
were due for the years 1961-69.

Marathon appealed to the Director
of the Survey, who by decision
dated September 20, 1971, affirmed
the Supervisor's decision. The Di-
rector held that section 13 of the
unit agreement prescribing the
royalty computation permitted the
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counting of injection wells within
the participating areas of the unit
as producing wells, but did not per-
mit the inclusion of injection wells
outside-the participating areas. He
concluded that the unit agreement
term controlled and no operational
decisions such as approving the lo-
cation of injection wells could alter
the agreement. He explained the
failure of Survey to make this
determination earlier as follows:

It is unfortunate that staffing limita-
tions caused by budget restrictions
prevent the Branch of Oil and Gas Opera-
tions from maintaining continuous audits
on its royalty accounts. These limitations
have forced the Branch to resort to the
post auditing of accounts on an as time
permits basis. A recent audit of the Ore-
gon Basin unit account exposed the fact
that 13 wells outside of the controlling
participating area were being included
in the well count used to compute royal-
ties due. Prior to that time, the Survey's
accounting department accepted appel-
lant's monthly unit reports as filed and
assumed that all wells included in appel-
lant's Form 0201, "Individual Well Pro-
duction Record" headed "Oregon Basin
Unit North Etmbar-Tensleep Participating
Area," were located within the control-
ling participating areas. No effort was
made to cheek the actual location to see
that all wells were within the controlling
parteipating area.

The error involved in this case is one
which would be difficult for acounting
personnel to detect. It was discovered by
an accounting clerk who questioned the
fact that a lease which included an in-
jection well did not receive an allocation
of unitized production. The resulting in-
vestigation of the situation exposed the
fact that, contrary to the specific lan-
guage of the unit agreement, a total of
13 unqualified injection wells, i.e., wells
located outside the controlling, participat-
ing areas, were being included in the well

count for royalty purposes. As stated by
the appellant, its reports were accepted
by the Survey in good faith. However,
these reports are now known to have
been erroneous and the Supervisor has re-
quested correction.

Marathon objects to this explana-
tion asserting that the locations of
all the injection wells are shown on
survey maps and should have been
ascertainable by accounting person-
nel. Basically, it makes the follow-
ing contentions: (1) the clear
language of the Oregon Basin unit
agreement means that any well,
wherever located, actually used for
repressuring counts as a producing
well; (2) application of rules 'of
contract intrepretation demon-
strates the fallacy of the Director's
decision; (3) the decision is con-
trary to the purposes of the unit
agreement; (4) the decision is con-
trary to the practical construction
of the agreement by the parties; and
(5) because the government has ac-
quiesced in Marathon's interpreta-
tion of the agreement by accepting
royalty payments based on inclusion
of all repressuring wells, it is now,
in effect, estopped from asserting a
different construction.

The questions raised here revolve
specifically around the meaning of
section 13 of the unit agreement,
which states:

Subject to approval of the Supervisor,
in accordance with the operating regula-
tions, all oil wells shut in for conserva-
tion purposes in each participating area,
including productive oil wells with ex-
cess gas-oil ratios and any and all wells
of any character actually used for repres-
suring or recycling, shall be counted as
producing oil wells; * *.

447]
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In support of its first contention,
that the clear languiage of the unit
agreement means that any repres-
suring well, wherever located,
counts as a producing well. Mara-
thon submits the following con-

struction (the separations in the
'text indicate separate clauses or
thoughts) :

Subject to approval of the Supervisor,
in accordance with the operating regala,
-ions,,-, . .; 

all, oil wells shut in for conservation pur-
poses in each participating area, includ-
ing productive oil wells lvith excessgas-
oil ratios ' ; -'0' : t 
and
any. and all wells of any character ac-

tually used foi iepressuring or, recycling,
shall be counted as producing oil
wells v.

This reading, in contrast to te
Survey's interpretation, makes "Cany
and all wells * recycling an
independent clause, and' includes in
the rdyalty detrerminlation all re-
preurmg wells wherever located.

To reach theaboATe interpretation,
Marathon notes that federaloil and

:gas leases are. subject to ordinary
.ules, of contract. construlction, see
Reading Steel Casting Co.'v. United
States, 268 J.S.. 186, 18,8 ( 1925)
Standard Oil Co. v. lickel, 317 F.

* Supp.. 11.92, 1197 (D. Alas. 1970),
af'cl, 450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir. 971);
Amoco Production Co., 10 IBLA
215, 218 (1973), and applies three
rules of contract construction to the
sentence. The rules are: (1) "in-
cludinig", is a w rl of en argemiit,
.lnOt limitation; (2) punictuatioll may
be inserted to give effect to the in-
tention of the parties; and (3) r-

strictive words apply only to their
nearest antecedent. Although we
disagree only slightly;with Mara-
thonl's statement of these rules, its
application of theni is incorrect.

*As Marathon states in its appeal,
"including" is a word of enlarge-
ment. Anterican Federation of Tele-
viosion and Radio Artists, Washing-
ton-Baltinore Local: v.. NLRB, 462
F. 2d' 887, 889-90'(D.C GCir. 1972);
Argosy, LtC V. 1Jleinigan, 404 F. 2d

14,- 20 (5th- Cir. 1968). "[I]nclud-
[ing] is used when it is desired: to
eliminate any doubt as to the inclu-
siOn in a larger class of the partic-
ular' class specially" 'men'tioned.
Ui 6(States .v. Gerta,, ,249 F. 2d
662, .666.. (9th Cir. 957) ; Federal
Land Bank of St. Paubl v. Bismarok
Lui6ber Co., 314 US. 95 100 (1941).
:For exaniple, the phrase "ve-

hlel or ihe, purposesof ths stat-
nte, includes tractors, * * "

_"vehicles" is the-larger class, and
"tractors," 'the 'specially nientioned
class. Any time _vehicle" is used,
a "tractor". 'would be understood to
b~e .a "vehicle." -. j. 

-Here, the larger class is "oili'wells
-shut i for conservation purposes."
In reference toi section 13 set out
above, both the Survey and Mara-
thlon agree that "productive wells
witl excess oil and gas ratios" is a
class secially mentioned lnd"en-
compassedl ijn the larger class of "oil
wells shut in for, conservatioll pur-
-poses." Marathon- maintains that
"wells used for repressuring" is not

a specially mentioned cla'ss but an

independent, second "larger class."

Alth6ilgh it mnaihitailis that this con-
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structionI is evident from a first
reading of the whole sentence, to
clarify this meaning, they would
correct the "obvious omission of as
needed comma after ratio * ' ."
(Appellant's Memorandum Brief at
13.) We agree that if it is proper to
insert the "missing" comma, the
clause containing the phrase "re-
pressuring wells" would be. an in-
dependent clause-not part of the
"including" clause.

Marathon states "that punctua-
tion, or its absence, is always sub-
ordinate to the text of contracts
* * * and that courts may insert
necessary punctuation to give effect
to the -intention of the parties."
(Citations omitted.) (Appellant's
Memorandum Brief at 14.) Mara-
thon fails to note the corollaries
of the rule it relies on. Existing
punctuation may be used as an
aid in interpretation. Plymouth

Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Ili-
nois M1fid-Continent Life Insurance
Co., 378 F. 2d 389, 391-92 (3d Cir.
1967). Where a sentence is gramati-
cally correct and as set out has a
reasonable interpretation the punc-
tuation will not be changed. Hol-

Cars M11anufacturing Corp. V. United
States, 351 F. 2d 972, 975-46 (Ct.
Cl. 1965). This rule defines the
parameters in which judicial or ad-
ministrative review- can alter an
agreement. Marathon does not con-
tend that- the sentence is- gramati-
cally incorrect and we find no such
deficiency after our examination of
the sentence. Since, there is no gram-
matical deficiency, and as set out,
the sentence has a reasonable mean-

ing, we decline to insert the "miss-
ing" comma. We find that the
"repressuring wells" is a specially
mentioned class of the larger class
of "oil wells shut in for conserva-
tion purposes." We reach this con-
clusion even though, asf Marathon
asserts, a repressuring well may not
normally be considered an oil well
shut in for conservation purposes.
An "including" clause is properly
used to encompass categories which
might not be contained in the or-
dinary meaning of a word. TViii-t

hein v. Murchison, 342 F. 2d 33,
42 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 382 U.S.
840 (1965).

We agree with Marathon's third
contention in this aspect of the case:
that restrictive words normally ap-
ply only to the nearest antecedent.
United States v. Pritchett, 470 F. 2d
455, 459 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Hughes
v. Samedan Oil Corp., 166 F. 2d 871,
873 (10th Cir. 1948). The restrictive
words here are "in each particiipat-
ing area." They define the limits of
permissible location of wells for
royalty purposes. The nearest an-
tecedent is "oil wells shut in for
conservation purposes." The restric-
tive phrase therefore, applies to this
clause. Marathon asserts this appli-
cation exhausts the effect of the re-
strictive words. Its analysis fails at
this point, however, since we de-
cided previously "an oil well shut
in for conservation purposes" in-
eludes "repressuring wells." The re-
strictive words apply to both.

Havinig applied pertinent rules
of construction to the disputed
clause, we do not agree with Mara-
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thon's interpretation-we find that
the proper unambiguous construc-
tion of the clause is:

Subject to approval of the Supervisor,
in accordance with the operating regu-
lations,
all oil wells shut in for conservation pur-
poses in each participating area, includ-
ing productive oil wells with excess
gas-oil ratios and any and all wells of
any character actually used for repressur-
ing or recycling,
shall be .counted as producing oil.
wells * *.

This construction applies the limit-
ing words "in each participating
area," to repressuring wells. Any
and all wells actually uLsed for re-
pressuring or recycling, must, there-
fore, be in the participating area to
be counted as a producing well for
royalty purposes.

Marathon suggests that this in-
terpretation is contrary to the pur-
pose of the unit agreement. It states
that the broad purpose of the unit
agreement is to maximize recovery
of oil and gas deposits in the unit.
It alleges that "[t]o exclude other-
wise countable wells on the artificial
basis of location runs counter to the
overriding purpose and prevading
[sic] policy of the Oregon Basin
Unit Agreement which is to encour-
age, not discourage, the maximum
recovery of oil and gas without
waste." (Appellant's Memorandum
Brief at 19.)

*We disagree with this contention
for several reasons. First, the unit
agreement requires the operator to
maximize recovery of the unitized
substances without regard to royal-

ties.2 The placement of a repressur-
ing well based on royalty rather
than geological considerations
would violate the unit agreement
since the conservation measures are
not explicitly or implicitly tied to
the operator's royalties. Marathon's
construction of the lease is also
contrary to judicial interpreta-
tion of the purpose of federal leas-
ing. "A second objective [after con-
servation] of the federal oil and gas
lease is, of course, to maximize rev-
ele for the lessor." Stazdard Oil
Co. v. Hickel, 317 F Supp. 1192,
1195 (D. Alas. 1970), aff'd, 450 F. 2d
493 (9th Cir. 1971). See California
Co. v. Udall, 296 F. 2d 384, 388
(D.C. Cir. 1961). The unit agree-

ment here is consistent not only with
the goal of conservation, but also
with the goal of revenue maximiza-
tion. The California Conp any case
also involved interpretation of a
royalty rate clause in a federal oil
and gas lease. One factor used by
that court in rejecting the oil com-
pany's claim for lower royalty rates
was the absence of any showing that
the Department's interpretation
would deprive the company of all
profit or make a successful operation
impossible. 296 F. 2d at 388. Here,
under our ruling, as in California

2 The unit agreement states:
"16. CONSERVATION: Operations here-

tinder and production of unitized substances
shall be conducted to provide for the most
economical and efficient recovery of unitized
substances to the end that maximum efficient
yield may be obtained without waste as defined
by or pursuant to State or Federal law or
regulations, and production of unitized sub-
stances shall be limited to such production
as can be put to beneficial use with adequate
realization of fuel and other values."

452
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bility of the lessee contend for different meanings or
S profit is unques- even thougl their construction be-
t another indicia of comee[s] the subject matter of liti-
ess and consonance gation." Thomas v. Continental
ition with the pur- Casualty Co., 225 F. 2d 798, 801
-ement and federal (10th Cir. 1955). Before concluding
ing in general. We that an agreement is ambiguous, the
a general, the unit disputed portion should be read in
whole carefully dis- light of. the entire instrument and
reen participating its avowed, purpose. Normal mean-
ting lease areas. ings of the language and ordinary
contention, Mara- grammatical constructions should

hat in interpreting also be applied before concluding
t weight should be that ambiguity exists. See Tri-Cor,
nner in which an Inc., supra, at 126; Gerhart v.

rformed, especially Henry Disston and Sons, Inc., 290
ce occurs before the F. 2d 778, 784 (3d Cir. 1961) ; Kan-
Ey.g., Boswell v. sas Farqn Bureau Insurance Co. v.

2d 502, 506 (10th Cool, 205 Kan. 567, 471 P. 2d 352,
rule, known as the 056 (Sup. Ct. 1970). To determine
ctical construction, ambiguity of a portion of an agree-
however, unless the meit without applying these con-
lf is ambiguous. siderations could create ambiguity
ion Co., spra, at where none exists.
Cor, Inc. v. United We have already carefully re-
1 112, 126 (Ct. C1. viewed the disputed clause in light
iston, on Contracts, of rules of contract construction and
ed. 1961) . The doc- in light of the purpose of the unit
-icable in this case. agreement and concluded that the
)f ambiguity, to be proper unambiguous interpretation
be based on more of the contract is contrary to the al-

utestability in the leged practical construction by the
agreement is not parties. Since there is no ambiguity

s "merely because here, we can give no weight to the
free as to its mean- alleged practical construction of the
Lsagreement is not unit agreement. See, e.g., F. D. Rich
able uncertainty of Co., Inc. v. Wilmington Housing
he language used." Authority, 392 F. 2d 841, 842 (3d
pra, at 126. Under Cir. 1968).
rtion does not sub- We hold that the Oregon Basin
te lack of clarity. unit agreement does not permit re-
become ambiguous pressuring wells located outside the
lawyers or laymen participating area to be counted as
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a well in computing the variable
royalty rate.

The final argument raised is that
because the Survey acquiesced in
Marathon's interpretation of the
unit agreement by accepting lower
royalties, the government, in effect,
is estopped from requesting the
retroactive payments or correctly
interpreting the agreement in the
future. Marathon denies that the
reasons given by the Survey-in-
adequate personnel and money to
correctly audit the royalty pay-
ments-are adequate to avoid an
estoppel. The government is not;
however, estbpped from receiving
royalty payments it is owed, even
where lower payments have been
accepted in the past, unless the
lower payments are authorized.
Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Hickel, 432
F. 2d 587, 591 (10th Cir. 1970). The
rule prevents government employ-
ees from overriding valid statutes,
regulations or contracts by incor-
rect or unauthorized acts. Id.
Amoco Production Co., supra, at
215. See Federal Crop Insurance
Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380, 384
(1947); Utah Po'wer and Light Co.
v. United States, 243 U.S. '389, 409
(1917). Here, the unit agreement
did not authorize any government
employee to accept a royalty pay-
ment calculated by including re-
pressuring wells located outside the
participating area. The "acquies-
cence" by the Survey in accepting
the lower royalty payments was
both incorrect and unauthorized
and cannot bind the government.
Id. 43 CFR 1810.3.

We are aware that despite the
prevailing general rule that the
government calnot be estopped by
the unauthorized acts of its employ-
ees under a few extraordinary cir-
cumstances that rule has been
pierced. For example, in Brandt v.
Hickel, 427 F. 2d 53 (9th Cir. 1970),
an oil and gas lease offer by Mary
Brandt and Natalie Shell was re-
jected by the California State Of-
fice of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. The decision rejecting the
offer notified the applicants of their
right to appeal, but also told them
they could remedy the error in their
offer without losing their filing pri-
ority by resubmitting new lease
forms. In reliance on this latter pro-
cedure, the applicants chose not to
appeal, but submitted new lease
forms. A second applicant, Ray-
mond Hansen, filed for the same
lands after the original offer, but
before the new offer was filed. His
offer was rejected and he appealed.
The Secretary of the Interior con-
cluded that the State Office had no
authority to give the amended filing
retroactive effect; that the Lnau-
thorized promise to give retroactive
effect was "regrettable," but not
binding on him; that Brandt and
Shell lost their right to appeal the
local office's decision by not timely
filing a notice of appeal; and that
Hansen was entitled to the lease.
Ray2ond J. Hansen, A30 179
(March 5 1965).

One of the grounds relied on by
the Circuit Court in reversing the
Secretary's decision was that since
Brandt and Shell were incorrectly
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informed a new lease offer could be;
filed which would retain their filing
priority, the original decision of the-
State Office did not adequately in-
form them that they were adversely
affected by the decision. This is the
"promise" the Secretary's decision
disavowed and termed "regret-
table." The court discussed whetheP
this misstatement was binding on
the Secretary:

Not every form of official mis-
information will be considered sufficient
to estop the governmeht. See 2 K. Davis,
Administrative Law Treatise Section
17.01 et seq. Yet some forms of erroneous
advice are so closely connected to the
basic fairness of the administrative deci-
sion making process that the government
may be estopped from disavowing the
misstatement. * * *

* *: * 

We conclude that the collateral
estoppel doctrine can properly be applied
in this situation where the erroneous ad-
vice was in the form of a crucial misstate-
ment in an official decision. The Secre-
tary. was understandably concerned that
the estoppel doctrine can have a deleteri-i
ous : effect on administrative regularity.
However, administrative regularity must
sometimes yield to basic notions of
fairness.

We would have a much different case if
the booby trap unwittingly set for Mrs.
Brandt and Mrs. Shell had somehow hurt
the government. Bad:,advice cannot or-
dinarily justify giving avay to individ-
uals valuable government assets. This is
no such case.

427 F. 2d at 56-57. The Branct deci-
sion confirms the general rule that
the government is not- bound by the
unauthorized statements *of its emn-
ployees, but sanctions ani exception

to that rule where: (1) the er-
roneous advice is in the form of a
crucial misstatement in an official-
decision; (2) the result of the misc

'statement violates standards of
fundamental fairness; and (3) the
public's interest is not unduly dam-
aged by the imposition of the estop-
pel. See also United States v. Laoy
FC ;Ranh, 481 F. 2d 985 (9th Cir.
1973).; (Gestuvo v. District Director
of UTnited States Immigration tO

Nat uralization Service, 337 F.
Supp. 1093 (C.D. Cal. 1971).

The Brandt rule clearly does not
apply to this case. First, there was
no crucial misstatement in an official
decision. Construing tlhe' facts most
favorably to Marathon, at the most:
there was unofficial,- informal ac-
quiescence by the Survey'in accept-
ing the payments, without request-
ing a recomputation of the amounts
until 1969. Second, the effect of the
"reliance" does; not violate funda-
mental fairness. Marathon; doe not
allege that it cannot continue to
make a reasonable profit or continue'
to operate the field' under -our rul
ing. Third, Brandt involves a mis-
statement which deprived a person
of a right granted by law. Mara-
thon, is not being deprived of any
right. To the contrary, the law is
now being properly; enforced.
Fourth, unlike in Brandt, where' the
government was only a stakeholder,'
this case involves harm to the pub-
lic's interest in the form of lost rev-
enue. We hold that the government
is not estopped from demanding the
recomputations am deficiency pay-
ments. See obertson v. Udall, 349

447]
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F. 2d 195 (D.C. Cir. 1965); United
States v. Ohio Oil- Co., 163 F. 2d 633
(10th Cir. 1947), ert denied, 333
U.S. 833 (1948); Sinclair Oil & Gas
Co., 75 I.D. 155 (1968).

That the Brandt doctrine of es-
toppel is not applicable to the facts
of this case is strongly supported-
by the decision in MeDade v. Nor-
ton, 353 F. Supp. 1006 (D.D.C.
1973), aff'd per uria, Civil No.
73-1520 (D.C. Cir. March 12, 1974).
There, the appellants alleged that
the Department of the Interior was
estopped from changing a long-
standing regulation implementing
section 17 of the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920 (41 Stat. 443), as
amended, 30 U.S.C. §226(a)
(1970). The original regulation be-
came effective in 1921. Instruetions,
48 L.D. 98, 99 (1921). In 1967, the
Department concluded that the
practice authorized by the 1921 In-
struction was clearly erroneous and
contrary to the ordinary reading of
the statute. Subsequently, depart-
mental regulations were amended to
reflect this decision. 43 CFR 3110.1-
8. In response to appellant's conten-
tion that this change in the regula-
tion was impermissible, the court
concluded:

It is well settled that courts are to
show great deference to the administra-
tive construction of a statute where the
statutory language is reasonably sus-
ceptible to more than one interpretation.
Udall v. Tallman, supra, 380 U.S. 16-18,
85 S. Ct. 792; Gulf Oil Corporation v.
Hickel, 140 U.S. App. D.C. 368, 372, 435
F. 2d 440, 444 (1970).

However, should an administrative

statutory interpretation or regulation
however long standing be clearly errone-

ous or contrary to the manifest intent of
the statute it purports to construe or im-
plement, such interpretation or regula-
tion will not be upheld by a court. Estate
of Sanford v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 308 U.S. 39, 52-54, 60 S. Ct. 51,
84 L. Ed. 20 (1939), rehearing denied,
308 U.S. 637, 60 S. Ct. 258, 84 L. Ed. 529;
District of Columbia v. Payne, 126 U.S.
App. D.C. 47, 51, 374 F. 2d 261, 265
(1966).

Nor is the administrative agency itself
estopped by its former interpretation of
a statute, however long standing,- from
correcting that which it presently feels
to. be clearly erroneous. As Mr. Justice
Brennan, speaking for the Court, said in
Automobile Club of Michigan v. Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, 353 U.S.
180,.183, 77 S. Ct. 707, 709, 1 L. Ed. 2d
746 (1957)

The Commissioner's earlier rulings
were * * ' based upon a mistake of law

* * *

* The doctrine of equitable estoppel

is not a bar to [his] correction * * of

[that] mistake of law.

353 F. Supp. at 1012.

We think that the reasoning in
MeDade is even more appropriate.
to the facts of this case where there
was approval of well locations and

acceptance of rental payments with-
out any formal ruling or decision
applying the provision of the unit
agreement in question. Estoppel
cannot prevent the Department

from applying the clear unambig-

uous meaning of the unit agreement

in this case. The Department's de-

cision to require corrected reports

and to recalculate royalty payments

is not limited by any prior incorrect,

and unauthorized acts. Atlantic

RichfleldJ v. Hickel, supra. A fortiori
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.it is not limited here by any lapse
or neglect of Survey employees.

Marathon has requested that this
Board grant oral argument pursu-
ant to its discretionary authority, 43
CFR 4.25. Appellant, in its brief,
has presented- its reasons for over-
turning the decision of the Survey.
These have been considered. We see
no useful purpose for an oral argu-
ment, nor would the Board's con-
sideration of the case be facilitated
thereby. Therefore, the request for
oral argument is denied.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

JOAN B. THOMPSON,
Administrative Judge.

WVE CONCUR::

MARTIN RITvo,
Adfministrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEwIs,

Administratvie Judge.

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
MARATHON OIL COMPANY

16 IBLA 329

Decided August 14, 1974

Appeals from separate decisions of the

Director, United States Geological Sur-
vey, requiring corrected reports and

recalculation of royalties from variable
rate royalty leases committed to the
Elk Basin (GS-49) and Lost Soldier
(GS-44) oil and gas unit agreements.

Affirmed.

Oil and Gas Leases: Unit and
Cooperative Agreements

Both the Lost Soldier and Elk Basin unit
agreements require the Regional Super-
visor for the Geological Survey to exclude
input wells located outside the participat-
ing area of each unit from the well count
he makes as part of his determination of
the variable rate royalty for these unit
agreements.

Oil and Gas Leases: Unit and
Cooperative Agreements

The Elk Basin and Lost Soldier unit
agreements require the unit operator to
locate input wells at optimal locations
for recovery of the unitized substances
anywhere in the unit area, regardless of
royalty considerations.

Contracts: Performance and Default:
Waiver and Estoppel-Federal Em-
ployees and Officers: Authority to Bind
Government-Oil and Gas Leases: Unit
and Cooperative Agreements.

Normally, there can be no estoppel against
the government based on the incorrect or
unauthorized acts of its employees.

APPEARANCES: H. Blair Klein, Esq.,

Attorney, Marathon Oil Company;
Frank B. Fiedman, Esq., Attorney,
legal Division, Atlantic Richfield Co.;
David C. Branand, Esq., Office of the
Solicitor, United States Department of
the Interior.
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OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVIE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

These appeals require us to deter-
mine if input wells I located outside
the participating area, but inside
the unitized area of two federal oil
and gas unit agreements can be
'counted as producing wells for
royalty purposes. The leases corn-
*mittel .to these unit agreements are
subject, to a variable rate royalty
based on the average production per
well: as the production increases -or
the number of wells decrease, the
percentage royalty increases.

Atlantic Richfield is the operator
of the Lost Soldier. unit agreement,
and the holder of federal leases
Cheyenne 029630 ('a), 09630(b),
063724, 065546, 065920, and 070341
committed to. that unit agreement.
Marathon is the holder of two
leases,' Billings 039112. and Wyo-
ming 05717, which are committed to
the ElkBasin unit agreement. We
will refer to these parties collec-
tively as "appellants.";

The Lost Soldier unit includes
the Tensleep oil and gas reservoir.
In 1961, an: enginieeritg study sub-
mitted to the Department showed
that the use of water injecti6n' to
maintain the pressure in the field
would increase, the- recovery. in the
Tensleep reservoir from 38 percent
to 53 percent. As a result of this

1 A well through which fluid or gas is intro-
duced to increase the pressure in an oil field.
They are also known as repressuring" or
"injection" wells.

study, the Lost Soldier unit agree-
muent was drafted and executed In
a unit agreement, owners of work-
ing, royalty and other oil and gas
interests agree to collectively de-
velop and operate an oil and gas
pool, field or like area for the pur-
pose. of conserving these resources.
One of the lessges is designated as
the unit operator. He is responsible
for the production and. develop-
ment of the unit. Those portions of
the unit which are reasonably
proved to be productive of the uni-
tized substances are designated as
"participating areas. L' Each tract
placed i a participating area re-
ceives a percentage of all unitized
substanoes produced from the area.
Sections. 1-S, 8, 11 and 13 Lost Sol-
dier Unit Agreement; Mineral
Leasing 'Act of February 25, 1920,
41 Stat. 437, as avnded, 30 U.S.C.
§1Islet seq. (1970).

Atlantic Richfield counted input
wells located outside the. Tensleep
participating area but inside the
Lost Soldier unit area as producing
wells. Until March 25, 1970,,royalty
payments calculated on that basis
were accepted, without comment, by
the-United States Geological "Sur-
vey (Survey) .. On that date,- the
Regional Petroleum accountant sent
Atlantic Richfield a letter advising
that the counting -of: input wells
within the unit, but outside the Ten-
sleep- participating' area was' not a
proper basis for calculating royal-
ties. The.Acting Regional Oil and
Gas Supervisor confirmed the Re-
gion mal Accountant's determination
in a decision dated September 29,
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1970. His decision was; in turn, af-
firmed by the Acting Director of'the
Survey onSeptember 16., 1971. At-.
lantic Richfield appealed this de-
cision'to the Board.

The Elk Basin unit includes the
Embar-Tensleepparticipating area.
In 1967, a peripheral waterflooding
program was; begun to increase the,
recovery in this area. As in the' case
of the Lost Soldier unit discussed
above, input wells were initially
counted as' producing wells even
though they were outside the par.
ticipating area' of the unit. On No-
vember 3, 1971, the Acting Oil and
Gas Supervisor for the Northern
Rocky Mountain Region decided
that this:: practice was improper.
The Acting Director for the Survey
affirmed this decision on July 11,'
1972. Marathon now appeals this
decision.

In both cases, the Acting Direc-
tor's rationale for his decision .was
identical. In the decision on the Lost
Soldier unit he said:

-Inasmuch as the; Lost., Soldier unit
agreement specified, that for, purposes of
computation, of royalty rates the "aver-
age production shall be deterimined
in- accordance with' the operating regu-
lation8 as thought each paiticipating area;
were a single consolidated lease" .and
since the oil and gas operating regula-
tions limit the well count for determining
royalties due on step-scale and sliding-
scale leases to "wells on the leasehold",
it is clear that the Supervisor is' without
authority to permit the inclusion of in-
jection wells located outside the govern-
ing participating area in the well count
used to determine the royalty rate due

the United States on production allocated
to. any: Federal leases on which the
royalty rate depends on the daily average
production per well.

We are considering these appeals:
together because they present the
identical issue for review. Royalties
for the leases- committed to each
unit agreement are determined by
reference to the operating regula-.
tions and separate but essentially
identical. provisions of the unit
agreements. Both the Elk Basin and.
Lost Soldier unit agreements pro-
vide that royalties for leases with
variable rate royalties are to be
computed by: (1) treating the par-,
ticipating area of each unit agree-
ment as .if it were a single
consolidated lease; and (2) by
reference to the operating regula-
tions, in this case, 30 CFR 221.49.

Appellants argoue, in essence: (1)
the only rational :interpretation of'
the operating 'regulation,' 30 CFR'-
221.49 is that it is specifically de'-'
si'gned to authorize 'iclusion o'f in-.
put,; wells in the well count for
royalty -- computatio X of variable
rate leases whether or' not such Wvells
are 'located inside or outside of a
unit participating area;.; (2) , the
Survey's decision is contrary to the
"cear purpose aind p'hin meaning
of 'the regulation," or if the regula-
tion is ambiguous, it must be con-
strued against the Government; (3)
the Government is estopped because
of its long administrative practice
to the contrary to change the regu-

459
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lation; and (4) subparagraph (b)
4of- 30 CFR 221.49 should be a sepa-
rate part of the regulation.

Appellants' first assertion is that
the only rational interpretation of
30 CFR 221.49 is that it is specifi-
cally designed to include all input
wells in the well count for royalty
purposes. The regulation is orga-
nized into one main paragraph and
nine subparagraphs. The main par-
agraph prescribes the general mech-
anism for computing the variable
royalty rate for unit agreements.
The nine subparagraphs prescribe
rules for particular aspects of
royalty rate calculation. 

The regulation, 30 CFR 221.49,
minus the irrelevant subparagraphs,
states: '

[ Sjliding- and step-scale royalties
are based on the average daily production
per well. The supervisor shall specify

Which wells on a leasehold are commer-

cially productive, including in that cate-
gory all wells, whether produced or not,

for which the annual value of permissible
production would be greater than the

estimated reasonable annual lifting cost,
-but only wells which yield a ommercial

volume of production during at least part

of the month shall be considered in as-

certaining the average daily production

per well. [2] The average daily produc-

tion per-well for a lease is computed on
the basis of a 28-,,29-, 30-, or 31-day month
(as te case mnay be), the number of wells
on the leasehold counted as producing

2 The administrative practice involved is
approval of input wells in development plans
and acceptance of royalties. Approval in a
development plan is a prerequisite to drilling
wells and is made independently of any royalty
consideration. The approval concerns only the
geological and engineering aspects of the
operating plan, and cannot be construed to
affect the proper determination of the royalty.
The effect of the acceptance of the royalties is
discussed irae.

and the gross production frot the lease-
hold. (Tables for computing royalty on
the sliding-scale and on the step-scale
basis may be obtained upon application
to the supervisor.) [3] The supervisor
will determine which commercially pro-
ductive wells shall be considered each
month as. pro ducing wells for the pur-
pose of computing royalty in accordance
with the following rules, and in his dis-
cretion may count as producing any com-
mercially productive well shut-in for
conservation purposes:

* * C, * *

(b) Wells approved by the supervisor
as input wells shall be counted as pro-
dueing wells for the entire month if so
used 15 days or more during the month
and shall be disregarded if so used less
than 15 days during the month.! \
[Italics and bracketed numbers added.]

According to the unit agreements,
each participating area is to be
treated as a consolidated lease. The,
term "on the leasehold," in the reg-
ulations, therefore refers to the
participating area of the unit only.
Section 14 Lost Soldier Unit Agree-
ment; Section 2 Elk.Basjl Unit
Agreement.

-The sentence numbered [1] sets
forth the basis for royalty computa-
tion: average daily production per
well. The sentences numbered .112]-
and [3 and -the subparagraphs
direct the Supervisor how to deter-
inine average daily production per
well. The sentence numbered [2]
prescribes the time period over
which production is to be-averaged
(a 28-j 29-, 30-, or 31-day month)-;
where'the wells to be counted must
be located (on the leasehold); and
where the oil produced must come
from (the leasehold). Again, the
term "on the leasehold" refers only
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to the participating area of the unit.
The sentence numbered [3] directs
the Supervisor to refer to nine sb-
paragraphs to determine for. the
month in question which wells on
the leasehold have been sed in a
manner that qualifies them to be
counted as producing wells. Sub-
paragraph (b) tells the Supervisor
that for input wells, the minimum
prerequisite period of use is 15 days.
The organization of the regulation
compels us to conclude, contrary to
appellant's assertions, that the loca-
tion limitation in the sentence num-
bered [2] in the main paragraph ap-
plies to all of the subparagraphs.
The regulation has been in the pres-
ent form since 1942. 7 F.R. 4137
(1942). There is no logical reason to
place the provision concerning in-
put wells where it is if the qualifica-
tions of the main paragraph do not
apply to it. The regulation is not
specifically designed to include in-
pu-t wells in the well count.

We also find that there is no rea-
sonable basis to, the assertion that
the regulation is ambigudu s and we
decline to construe it against ithe
Government. Tri-Cor, Ine. v. United
States, 458 F. 2d 113, 126 (Ct. Cl.
1972) ; Standard Oil Co. v. Morton,
450 F. 2d 493, 494 (9th Cir. 1971).
We conclude that the requirements
in the sentence numbered [2] of 30
CFR 221.49 apply to all nine sub-
paragraphs, including subpara-
graph (b). The Supervisor for the
Lost Soldier and Elk Basin unit
agreements has no authority to in-
clude input, wells located outside the
participating area of each unit in

the well count made as a part of his
determination of the variable rate
royalty for these unit agreements.

Appellants assert that the pur-
pose of the unit agreement is to pro-
mote conservation by maximizing
recovery of unitized substances and
that construing 30 CFR 221.49 to
exclude certain input wells from the
royalty computation is counter to
that purpose. Regulations, like stat-
utes, must be construed consistently
with the purpose of enactment.
Ruckeer v. Wabash Railroad CO., 418
F. 2d 146, 149 (7th Cir. 1969). The
purpose of oil and gas unit agree-
ments approved by the Government
is not only promotion of conserva-
tion, but also maximization of rev-
enue for the Government. Standard
Oil v. 'ickel, 317 F. Spp. 1192,
1195 (D. Alas. 1970), aff'd, 450 F.
2d 493 (9th( Cir. 1971). See Cali-
fornia Co. v. Udatl, 296 F. 2d 384,
388 (D.C. Cir. 1961). Marathon
states:

J.The obvious reason for authorizing in-
jection wells to be counted as producing
wells under the regulations for royalty
computationpurposes is to encourage the
use of such wells to promote the conser-
vation of oil and gas resources and to
maximize the recovery thereof without
waste.

- This' argument fails to recognize
that both unit agreements, in sec-
tions captioned "Conservation;" 
require the operator to use the most
economical and efficient recovery
methods to achieve maximum eco-
nomic yield of the unitized sub-

3Section 23 Elk Basin unit agreement and
section 16 Lost Soldier unit agreement.
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stances. This conservation require-
'nent i totally indepeldent of the
royalty clause. There is no cross ref-
erence from royalty to conservation
in either the unit agreemielt or the
operating regulations. The unit op-
erator nist locate 'input -wells at
optimal locations for recovery of
the unitized substance anywhere
in 'the unit area regardless of
the royalty impact. The locatioh of
i nplut wells based only on royalty
considerations would violate the
teriis of the unit agreement if the
placement did not coincide with the

' aximurn recovery of unitized sub-
stances. Appellants' argument, that
excluding input wells not in the par-
ticipating area from royalty well
counts is; contrary to the purpose of
the 'agreement, is not credible, since

-the conservation requirement exists
independently of any: rovalty con-
siderations.

The final argument is that be-
ceaiuse the Survey aceepted lower
payments in the past, they are now
estoped from pirsuing the correct
interp etaton of the unit agrIement
and regulations As, we stated in

-;Marathon 04l-Co., 16 IBLA 298,-81
I.D, 447, (1974), also' decided to-
day, normally, there can be no es-
toppel against the government
based on the incorrect or unauthor-
ized'acts of its employees. E.g., At-
Zantic RcAfield Co. v. ickel, 432
F. 2d 587, 591 (10th Cir. 1970). Our
decision in )Jifarathon Oil Co., supra,
includes a full discussion of this
issue in an almost identical factual
context. Based on that decision, we

hold there is no estoppel in this
case.

lWe also doubt whether the com-
panies could show the necessary reli-
ance; even if this were a sitiation

'-where estoppel was applicable. In
its SupPlemnital Statement f Rea-
sons to the Acting Director of the
Survey, Marathon stated:
We do not contend that the, count-
ability of these wells for royalty com-
putation purposes was specifically dis-
cussed with representatives of the Sur-
vey either by the Appellant or by the
operator or that the Regional Supervisor
affirmatively promised that these wells
would be countable for royalty compu-
tation purposes. W7e do say, as is implicit
from the circumstances, that these injec-
tion wells were regarded for all purposes
by all persons involved as being exactly
like any other injection wells located, in-
side of participating areas. The simple

*fact is that the locations of wells were
not regarded as significant .for any
purpose.

It appears from this statement that
*Marathon was not relying on any
acts by: )epartmental employees,
but on its own mistaken interpreta-
tion of the Agreement.

Atlantic Richfield has requested
that this Board grant oral argu-
ment pursuant to 'our discretinary
*authority in 43 CFR 4.25. In At-
lantic Richfield's brief, it has pre-
sented its reasons for overturning
the decision of the Survey. These
have been considered. We see no0
useful purpose for an oral argu-
ment, nor would the Board's con-
sideration of the case be facilitated
thereby. Therefore, the request for
oral argument is denied.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
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Land Appeals by' the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR4.1, the deci-
sions appealed from are affirmed.

JOAN B. TiomrsoN,
Admnisatrative JudIge.

-WE CONCUR:

MJARTINE .RITVO,

Administrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS,

Administrative Judge.

ASSOCIATED DRILLING, INC.

3 IBEA 297

Decided August 26, 1974

Appeal by Associated Drilling, Inc.,
from a decision by an Administrative
Law Judge (Docket No. PITT 71-
'226-P), dated December 7, 1973,
assessing' civil penalties' in the amount
of $525 for 10 Vidlations pursuant-to
section 109 of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969,1 here-
inafter "the Act."

Affirmed. i :

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally
Where the Administrative Law Judge has
taken into consideration mitigating cir-
cumstances advanced by the operator in
determining the assessment of penalties,
and where appellant's arguments have
been fully and fairly considered by the
Judge, the Board will not disturb the
Judge's decision where his findings are
supported by substantial evidence.

i PL. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§ 801-960 (1970).

568-166-74 2

APPEARANCES: Richard D. Sharp,
Esq., for appellant, Associated Drilling,
Inc. The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) did not
participate in this' appeal.

OPINION BY
CHIEF ADMVINISTRATIVE.

JUDCE ROGE RS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual' and Procedural
Background

The Administrative Law Judge's
(Judge): decision of December 7,
1973, was issued after this Board
had remanded for reconsideration
his initial decision in this ase is-
sued' on Deceniber 5, 1972. In order-
Pig the remand, the;:Board 'stated

thiat the findings of fact and'con-
clusions of law were'inadequate to
-p'ermit a proper review of the deci-
sion. A ssociated Drilling, Inc. 2
IBMA 95, 80 I.D; 317, CCIH' Em-
ploymnilt Safety and Health Guide,
par. 15,747 (19T3). Consistentwith
the views exptessed in out order of
remand, the Judge issued a new de-
cision in this case on December 7,
1973, in which he assessed civil pen-
alties of $525 after finding that 10
violations had occurred and consid-
ering the six statutory criteria of
section 109 of the Act. 

Associated'.Drilling, Inc. (Asso-
ciated) is now appealing the Judge's
findings. concerning only two of the
ten violations established in the pro-
ceeding below. The first of these in-
volved a violation of section 303 (k).

463),
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of the Act in that air which entered
and passed through an abandoned
mine was used to ventilate working
places in Associated's mine. Accord-
ing to testimony at the hearing,
the abandoned mine, not owned by
Associated, interconnected with As-
sociated's mine for approximately
900 feet and that in order to pre-
vent the violation of the Act cited
it was necessary to construct be-
tween 175 and 200 permanent stop-
pings. Associated contends that, al-
though a technical violation of the
Act occurred, due to the extensive
amount of time required to abate the
violation, no penalty should be as-
sessed and that the $25 penalty as-
sessed by the Judge should be set
aside.

In the second of these violations,
Associated was cited for a violation
of section 305(k) of the Act in that
a 440 volt A.C. power line was in
.contact with posts at many locations
and was not installed on adequate
insulators at others. Associated con-
tends that the Judge should not
have fo-uad this violation to be seri-
-ous in view of the fact that he had
received evidence that the line ac-
tually had 600 volt insulation which
was in excellent condition. Conse-
quently, Associated contends the
$100 penalty assessed by the Judge
should be reduced or set aside.

8Issues Presented

Whether the Judge assessed a f air
and reasonable penalty for the: vio-
lation of section 303(k) of the Act
in the circumstances of the instant
case.

Whether the Judge erred in find-
ing a violation of section 305 (k) of
the Act to be serious.

Diseussion

Section 109(a) (1) of the Act re-
quires that when a violation of the
Act has been established, a civil
penalty must be assessed, the amount
of which is to be determined after
considering the six criteria listed
therein. Associated admits that a
violation of section 303(k) oc-
curred. In assessing a penalty of
$25 for this violation, the Judge
considered the six criteria of section
109, and also took into account the
amount of time required to abate the
violation.

[1] As this Board enunciated in
Myers Coal Company, 2 IBMA 167,
80 I.D. 578, CCH- Employment
Safety" and: Health: Guide, par.
16,499 (1973), it will not disturb the
findings Of a Judge which the rec-
ord supports and where -it appears
-he has fully and fairly considered
the arguments urged on appeal.
Likewise, we will not alter the
amounts assessed if they are reason-
,able and properly take into account
all mitigating circumstances. The
Judge's decision and assessment for
the violation of-section 303(k) of
the Act satisfactorily meet the
standards set forth in Mjyers Coal
Company, and, therefore, must be
affirmed. -

Based upon our decision in Gallo-
way Land Co nby, 2 IBMIA 348,
80 ID. 781, CCH Employment
Safety and Health Guide, par.
17,011 (1973), the finding by the
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Judge that the violation of section
305 (k) of the Act was serious will
not be disturbed in the absence of a
showing that the evidence compels
a different result. Although testi-
mony was given by a witness for
Associated that the power line cited
in the Notice of Violation had ade-
quate insulation, the Judge con-
cluded that the power line being in
contact with a number of posts con-
stituted a serious violation of the
Act due to the danger of combus-
tion and electrical shock. His find-
ing is supported by the evidence,
and he properly weighed the con-
flicting testimony.: Therefore,, we
will not disturb his finding simply
because he attached less weight to
the testimony of the Associated wit-
ness than to the testimony of
MESA's witness. The record and
decision indicate that the;Judge
carefully considered all the evi-
dence before him. We find no error
or abuse of discretion in his finding
that the above-cited violation was of-
a serious nature. Neither do we find
that his assessment of $100 therefor
was, excessive or unreasonable.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to. the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS: HEREBY
ORDERED that the- decision of
December , 1973, in the above-
captioned case IS AFFIRMED
and that Associated Drilling, Inc.,

pay penalties in the amount of $525
on or before 30 days from the date
of this decision.

C. E. ROGERs, Jr.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

.ICONGTUR: : 

DAVID DOANE,:

Admninistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
SUNNY COVE DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION

V.

FLORA CRUZ, A/K/A FLORIDA
PATENCIO, LESSOR

3 IBIA 33

Decided August 27, 1974

Appeal from an administrative order
canceling a lease.

Affirmed.

Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by the Secretary,
at the request of the lessor where lessee
has failed to carry out specific provisions
of the lease.

Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Rentals-Indian
Lands: Leases and Permits: Long-term
Business: Waiver-Indian Lands:
Leases and Permits: Long-term Busi--
ness: Generally-Waiver

Acceptance of rentals by the lessor subse-
quent to default on specific provisions of
the lease by the lessee does not constitute

4651 465
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waiver of the items in default in the ab-
sence of showings that the lessor volin-
tarily and intentionally waived' the
requirements under the lease.

APPEARANCES: Dillon,' Boyd,
Dougherty & Perrier, a 'professional
corporation, for appellant, Sunny Cove
Development Corporation, a California
corporation; William N. Wirtz, Attor-
ney at Law, Sacramento Regional
Solicitor's Office, for the Area Director,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, appellee.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

By special delegationl-i of author-
ity, the above-entitled. natter di-
rected to the Commissioner, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, was transferred
on July 27, 1973, by the Assistant to
the Secretary for Indian Affairs to
the D)irector,-Offleeof Hearings-anld,
Appeals, under delegation' of-.'au
thority as dated August 6,1973. The
Director, by delegation of authority
dated August 6 1973, referred the
matter to the Board of Indian Ap-
peals for final determination.
Copies of the above-ientioned Mjele-
gation of. authority were attached
and made a part of the docketing
notice of September 10, 1973.,

The appeal of Sunny Cove De-:
velopment Corporation is from the
decision of the Area Director, Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs, Sacramento,
California, dated April 16, 1973,
canceling a long-term business lease
covering a portion of the original
trust allotment of Santos Albert 1

Patencio, Agua Caliente (Palm
Springs), Allotttee No. 12.

The lease in question identified as
PSL No. 94, Contract 14-20-J50
1259, hereinafter referred to as
lease, wais executed by Sunny Cove
Developm ent Corporation, a ( Cali-
fornia corporation and Flora Cruz,
also known as Florida Patencio,
hereinafter refered to as' lessor, Ol
March 18, 1965. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs, as: trustee for the
lessor, hereinafter' referred to as
Bureal,- apptovect the lease for a
period of twenty-five (25) years
effective as of Mfay 12, 1965.

The dispute foe'tses on Articles,
6, 7, and 8 of the lease. The lessor
and the'BureaL claim nonperforn-
ance of the Articles while the ap-
pellant claims Waiver of perform-
ance. m 

Article 6 in 'its ertinent part,
provides:'

; E6. PLANS AND DESIGNS, !

Within 180'days after the approval of-
this lease, the Lesseewshall submit to the
Secretary for approval, a general, plan
and architect's.design for the complete
development of the entire leased prem-
ises. Before beginning any construction
whatsoever on the' leased` premises, the
Lessee shall submit to the Secretary com-
prehensive plans and specifications for
the improvements then proposed; the
Secretary shall approve them if they con-
form to the general development plan,
but shall not thereby assume any re-
sponsibility whatever for detailed de-
sign of structure or structures or viola-
tion of any State, county or city law or
ordinance. The . Secretary shall either
approve or state his reasons for disap-'
proval of plans and specificatipns within
thirty (30) days after receipt thereof
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from Lessee. No change will be made in
plans or specifications after approval
without the consent of the Secretary.

Article , in its pertinent part,
provides:

7. IMPROVEMENTS

- As a material part of the consideration
of this lease, the Lessee covenants and
agrees that within five (5) years after
the beginning date of the term of this
lease, Lessee will have completed con-
struction of permanent improvements on
the leased premises.at a cost of and hav-
ing a reasonable value of SVENTY-
FIVE. THOUSAND -DOLLARS ($75,-
000.00).

All buildings and improvements, ex-
cluding- removable personal and trade
fixtures, on the leased property shall re-
main on said property after the termina-
tion of this lease and shall thereupon be-
come the property of the Lessor. The
term "removable personal property" as
used in this Article shall not include
property which normally would be at-
tached or affixed to the buildings, im-
provements or land in such a way that it
would become a part. of the realty, re-
gardless of wthether such property is in
fact so placed in or on or affixed or at-
tached to the buildings, improvements or
land in such a way as to legally, retain
the characteristics of personal property.

Lessee expressly waives the provision
of Section 1013.5 of the California Civil
Code pertaining to iprovements affixed
to the.land by any person acting in good
faith and erroneously believing because
of a mistake either of law or fact that he
has a right t6 do so, and also providing
for removal of such improvements.-

Article 8, in its pertinent part,
provides:

8. COMPLIETION OF DEVELOP-
MvENT : A ''

The lessee shall cbmplete the full im-

provement, development. and construc-

tion on the leased premises in accordance
with the general plan and architect's
design, submitted in accordance with
Article 6, Plans and Designs, above,
within five (5) years from the beginning
date of the term of the lease. If the
Lessee fails to complete full improve-

*ment, development and construction
within such pefiod, the guaranteed mini-
mum annual rental payable under this
lease shall increase ten. percent (10}%)
at the beginning, of the next fiscal year
of this lease. For each full fiscal year
thereafter that the Lessee fails to com-
plete such full improvement, development
and construction, the' guaranteed mini-
tIau n' annual rental ' payable under this
lease shall be increased an additional two
percent (2%).

Whenever under this instrument a time
is stated within which or by which
original construction, repairs, or recon-
struction of said improvements shall, be
completed and if during such period a
general or sympathetic strike or lockout
occurs, war or rebellion occurs or some
other event which is unquestionably be-
yond Lessee's power to control occurs,'the
period of delay so caused shall be added
to the period allowed herein for the com-
pletion of such work.

The lease covers about 4.29 acres
which the appellant. was required to
fully develop' and improve. To this
end, Article 6 required the appel-
lant to submit to the Secretary's
representative, in the Bureau a gen-
eral plan and architect's design .of
the, complete development of the
entire leased premises. within 180
days from the approval date, of the
lease..

According to the adlministrative
files, the Bureau notified the appel-
lant ol several 'occasions that it was
in 'default of Article 6 of the lease.
In response thereto, the appellant
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did, during that time, submit a
rough sketch plan of development.
This plan was found unacceptable
for approval by the Bureau. This
apparently was the only plan for
development of the leased premises
ever submitted by the appellant to
the Bureau.

Thereafter, the following chain
of events appears to have taken
place regarding the improvements.
On July 5, 1966, appellant was noti-
fied by Frank Hamerschlag, Civil
Engineer, that the property de-
scribed in the lease did not coincide
with a state highway and was in er-
ror in two other respects. Based
upon Mr. Hamerschlag's survey, the
Bureau thereafter prepared and
furnished to appellant's attorney at
that time, Mr. Raymond Simpson,
a corrected legal description. There-
after, on July 18, and 21, 1966, Mr..
Simpson tendered to the appellant
a supplemental agreement to correct
the legal description. On Janu-
ary 19, 1967, -the Bureau requested
of appellant's attorney a status re-
port on the proposed supplemiental
agreement. The Bureau on Janu-
ary 25, 1967, was advised by Mr.
Simpson that appellant had re-
quested a temporary suspension of
the proposed supplemental agree-
ment to allow time to obtain addi-
tional information and materials.
The request was ackmowledged on
February 21, 1967, by the Bureau.
On March 7, 1967, Mr. Simpson ad-

vised the Bureau that the supple-
mental agreement would be dis-

cussed with appellant's corporate

president and that the Bureau

would be advised of appellant's in-
tention re-arding the execution of
the supplemental agreement.

Thereafter, on January 12, 1968,
the appellant was issued a warning
notice for defaults under the lease.
The appellant's corporate president,
in response thereto, on February 5,
196S, informed the Bureau that the
appellant was taking curative action
on the listed defaults and that it
needed additional time to prepare
the plans and designs required by
Article.6 of the lease.

Apparently, in the absence of any
further developments, the Bureau
on March 25, 1970, issued an Order
to Show Cause Notice to appellant
to show cause within 10 days there-
of why the lease should not be can-
celed. The failure of the appellant
to execute the supplemental agree-
ment correcting the propertye der
scription was brought to the atten-
tion of the appellant in the show
cause letter. The Order to Show
cause Notice was acknowledged by
appellant on March 25, 1970. At
the request of the lessor, the lease
cancellation proceedings were sus-
pended.

On December 6,1972, Mr. Simp-
son, appellant's attorney, requested
that cancellation proceedings be
initiated on the lease. The Bu-
reau on January 5, 1973, served ap-
pellant with an Order to Show
Cause why the lease should not be
canceled. Appellant again requested
negotiation. The request was denied
and on January 13, 1973, the Bu-
reau served on the appellant its 60
day notice of default on the lease.

[81 I.D~
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Thereafter, on April 16, 1973, the
Bureau notified appellant that the
lease was canceled as of that date.

It is from the foregoing decision
that the appellant has appealed. The
appellant in support thereof sets
forth the following arguments as to
why the lease should not be termi-
nated or canceled:

1. The lease should not be forfeited be-
cause appellant is not in default of its
obligation to submit a plan and design
and . complete construction of the im-
provements. Article 8 of the lease pro-
vides that the time periods for submission
of plans and completion of improvements
are extended if events occur which are
beyond appellant's power to control.

2. The lease should not be forfeited,
because the lessor, with notice of the
alleged defaults of appellant, accepted
rent, and continues, to accept the rent,
for several years after the alleged, de-
faults occurred. Under California law
this amounts to a waiver and precludes
forfeiture of, the lease.

The Board is not in agreement
with appellant's first argument that
its failure to perform under Arti-
cles; 6, 7 and 8 were beyond its
control due to (1) an incorrect de-
scription of the leased premises
which the Bureau and the lessor re-
fused to correct and (2) the demand
of the County of Riverside that ap-
pellant bear the entire cost of pro-
viding flood control on the leased
premises and abutting properties
which did not justify the costs of
such required improvements.

The record contrary to appellant's
argument regarding the incorrect
description indicates the Bureau
and the lessor shortly after July 5,

1965, presented to the appellant an
amendment to the lease to correct
the description thereof. No reason
has been given by the appellant as
to why the supplemental agreement
correcting the description of the
leased premises was not executed by
the appellant, notwithstanding the
fact it had ample opportunity to
do so. -

The demands of Riverside County
admittedly were beyond the control
of the appellant. The requirement,
however, did not present a condi-
tion which was impossible for the
appellant to fulfill. The appellant,
prior to entering into the lease,,
should have anticipated or should
have known that the County would
have certain requirements as a con-
dition to the 'issuance of a use
permit.
:Regarding the foregoing argu-

ments, 'the Board finds the argu-
nients were not entirely beyond the
control of the appellant and there-
fore did not preclude performance
under Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the
lease, and accordingly, an extension
was not justified under Article 8.

Appellant's second contention or
argument that lessor and the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs are estopped
and precluded from canceling the
lease because the acceptance of the
rentals by the lessor after the pe-
riod of time in which the appellant
was to perform under articles 6, 7
and 8 constituted a waiver of such
default and that the appellant is
discharged and forever excused
from performing thereunder.
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In this connection, the record
indicates the appellant requested
numerous extensions of time in
which to cure the defaults under
Articles 6, 7 and 8. These requests
and the negotiations hereinabove
mentioned that followed clearly led
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the lessor to believe that, appellant
intended to 'carry out its commit-
ments under Articles 6, 7 and 8.
Moreover, the record indicates the
Bureau and the lessor never at any
time waived the requirements of
Articles 6, 7 and 8. The record fur-
ther indicates the parties were at-
tempting to resolve their differences
through negotiations right up to the
time administrative action was com-
menced to terminate the lease.

TheI delay i instituting action to:
terminate the lease can only be at-
tributed to the appellant's action or
inaction. The Bureau and lessor, as
the record indicates, in good faith
relied upon the representation of
the appellant that it i ntended to
carry out its commitments as re-
quired by Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the
lease. In reliance thereof, default.
proceedings were delayed and' rent-
als collected for that period, of time.

Estoppel against the Government
should .be invoked only in rare and
unu-1sual circumstances It should be
applied against the- G'overnment
only in those cases where in'iterests
of justice clearly require it. The
doctrine of estoppel must be applied
with great caution to the Govern-
ment and; its officials. (31 C.J.S.
Estoppel 138) ; United States V.,

Cross, 41 F. 2d 1355 (7th Cir.
1971)'.

In the case at bar, justice cer-
tainly would not be served if estop-
pel were invoked Against the Gov-
ernment, particularly where as the
record indicates the appellant's ac-
tion or inaction, not that of the Bu-
reau and lessor, was instrumental in
delaying default proceedings..

The general rule on estoppe in
California was adopted in the case
of lol6eer v. Lqivingstonqq, 100 Cal.
621j 35P. 328 (1893), whereinit was
stated:-

i i * [sW]here a person, by word or
conduct, induces another to act on a belief
in the existence of a certain state of facts,
he will be estopped as against him, to al-
lege a different state of facts"*
'Estoppel in pais may be defined to be a
right arising from- acts, admissionls or
conducts which have indueed the change
of position in accordance with the real or
apparent intention of the party against
whom they are alleged' "Where a
person tacitly encourages an act to be
done, he cannot afterwards exercisehis
legal right; in opposition to such con-
sent, * * *"

In light of Dolbeer v. Livingston,
supra, the appellant due to its action
or inaction in delaying default
proceedings, is in no position to in-
voke the defense of estoppel.

Waiver, nder the circumstances
in this case, did nt exist as neitheri
the Bureau nor the lessor intended
to waive the requirements of Ar-
ticles 6, -7 and 8.A waiver is com-
prehlensively defineda a voluntary
intentional relinquishment or aban-
donuient of: a known existing legal
right, advantage, beneft, caim or
privilege, .which except for.such
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waiver the party would have en-
joyed. (31 C.J;S. Estoppel § 61.)

In the case of Sessions, InIC. .

liVorton, et at., 348 F. Supp. 694
(C.D. Cal. 19T2); aff'd 491 F. 2d
854 (9th Cir. 1974), the District
Court under similar factual evi-
dence as i the case at bar found
that there was no waiver. The Gir-
cuit Court in sustaining the lower
court's ruling in Sessions, suprCt, on
waiver stated:

While it is a generally stated
rule that the lessor's acceptance of rent
after the lessee's breach implies a waiver
of that breach, this concept, involving
the knowing relinquishment of a right, is
a matter of intent which necessarily de-
pends on the factual circumstances of
each case. Jose v. Iglesias, 462 F. 2d 214,
216 (9th Cir. 1972) : In re IIil-Low Cafe-
terias, Ic., 95 F. 2d 306. 309 (2d Cir.)
cert. denied, sub noin. Wil-Low Cafete-
rias, Inc. v. 650 Madison Avenue Corpora-
tion, 304 U.S. 657 (1938). * *

Accordingly, under the foregoing
circumstances, the appellant's argu-
ments regarding estoppel and
waiver of the requirements of Arti-
cles 6, 7 and 8 are untenable and
without merit and the Board so
finds.

The appellant's position and at-
titude regarding the requirements
under Articles 6, 7 and 8 appears
to be quite clearly et forth in the
letter dated January 16, 1973, to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
from appellant's former counsel,
Philip M. Savage, Ill, of the
law firm of Lonegeran, Jordan,

Gresham and Varner, in the follow-
ing words:

As indicated in my prior letter, it is
neither the desire nor the intention of
Sunny Cove Development Corporation to
only reinstate the existing lease even if
the clauses concerning improvements are
deemed to have been waived for all time.
Rather, it is the intention and desire of
the Sunny Cove Development Corpora-
tion to re-negotiate a new, long-term
lease, under which it is economically
possible to improve the premises as the
Landlord desires and utilized sic] the
premises for the benefit of the Landlord
and tenant.

The foregoing excerpt from its
letter of January 16, 1973, indicates
appellant never intended to carry
out its commitments under Articles
6, 7 and 8 of the lease and was pri-
marily interested only in renego-
tiating a new, long-term lease.

The appellant has shown no com-
pelling reasons why the Area Di-
rector's- decision of April 16, 1973,
canceling the lease:. No. PSL-94
should not be affirmed. Accordingly,
the Area Director's decision should
be affirmed.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to. the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior (Section
211.13.T4,Departmental Manual, De-
cember 14, 1973), the decision of the
Area Director of April 16, 1973,
canceling lease No. PSL-94 be, and
the same is hereby AFFIRMED
and the appellant's appeal is DIS-
MISSED.
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This decision is final for the De- the deposit has a property giving it a

partmient. distinct and special value. The value
may be for some use to which ordinary
varieties of building stone cannot be put,

ALEXANDER H. WILSON, or it may be for uses to which ordinary

Admninistrative Judge- varieties of building stone can be or are

put; however, in the latter case, the de-
I CONCUR: posit must have some distinct and spe-

cial value for such use. Special and dis-
MITCHELL J. SABAGH, tinct value may be reflected by a higher

Administrative Judge. market value in comparison with other
stones, but higher market value is not
the exclusive way of providing that the

UNITED STATES deposit has a distinct and special value.
v. It is possible that special economic value

KENNETH McCLARTY of the stone may be reflected by reduced
costs or overhead so that the profit to
the producer would be substantially more

17 IBLA 20 while the retail market price would re-
Decided August 29,1974 main competitive with other building

stones.
Appeal from Contest No. OR-4435
(Wash.), the decision of the Admin-
istrative Law Judge Graydon E. Holt,
recommending that the Snoqueen
placer claim be declared null and void.

Recommended decision not adopted.
Contest dismissed.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of
Minerals: Generally

Whether a deposit of building stone is
a common variety and no longer locata-
ble under the mining laws since the Act
of July 23, 1955, or is still locatable as an
uncommon variety, depends on whether
it has a unique property giving it a spe-
cial and distinct value.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of
Minerals: Generally-Mining Claims:
Common Varieties of Minerals: Spe-
cial Value-Mining Claims: Common
Varieties of Minerals: Unique Property

To determine whether a deposit of build-
ing stone is a common or uncommon
variety, there must be a comparison of
the deposit with other deposits of simi-
lar stone in order to ascertain whether

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of
Minerals: Unique Property

"Heatherstone," a type of andesite pos-
sessing properties of natural fracturing
and flat surface cross sectioning, is con-
sidered to be unique when. no other stone
from the market area is shown to have
the same characteristics, and witnesses
verify the fact that these particular
characteristics are peculiar to Heather-
stone.

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of
Minerals: Unique Property-Mining
Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals:
Special Value

A building stone's unique properties of
natural fracturing and fiat surface cross
sectioning which reduce the cost of ex-
traction and installation of the stone
impart a special and distinct value to
the stone through the generation of prof-

its in excess of those which could be

realized from a deposit of common build-

ing stone.

Materials
erally

Act-Mining Claims: Gen-
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One whose only interest derives from
the fact that he is the holder of a special
use permit issued under the Materials
Act has only those rights described in
the permit, and land covered by such per-
mit is subject to location under the min-
ing laws. The permittee acquires no
rights under the mining laws by virtue
of his permit and cannot apply for a
patent to the land encompassed by his
permit. ,

Rights-of-Way: Generally-Mining

Claims: Lands Subject to-Mining

Claims: Withdrawn Lands-With-

drawals and Reservations: Generally

Where a state agency holds a Forest Serv-
ice free use permit to remove mineral
materials from designated public land
this does not constitute a withdrawal or
serve to segregate the land from appro-
priation under the mining laws, as does
a material site right-of-way issued pur-
suant to the Federal-Aid Highway Act.

Rules of Practice: Government Con-

tests-Rules of Practice: Hearings

Where a contest complaint makes no
charge which refers to a particular mat-
ter, and where the Administrative Law
Judge states at the hearing that he will
confine the proceedings to specific issues
which do not include the matter in ques-
tion, and where, in the course of the hear-
ing, the Judge, refused to receive evidence
relating to that matter, it is error for the
Judge to make a finding as to that mat-
ter and employ such finding as part of the
rationale of his decision.

APPEARANCES: Donald H.. Bond,

Esq., Halverson, Applegate, McDonald,

Bond, Grahn and Wiehl, Yakima,

Washington, for appellant; Arno

Reifenberg, Esq., Office of the General

Counsel, U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Portland, Oregon, for appellee;

Carl B. Luckerath, Esq., Seattle, Wash-

ington, for Intervenor.

OPINION BY ADA!INISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE STUERING

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Kenneth MeClarty has filed briefs
in opposition to the recommended
decision of the Administrative Law
Judge'- dated September 23, 1971,
in which the Judge recommended
that McClarty's Snoqueen -placer
claim be declared null and void be-
cause the andesite 2 found on the
claim is a common variety of build-
ing stone and therefore not locat-
able after July 23, 1955, under the
Act of July 23, 1955, 69 Stat. 367,
30 U.S.C. §§ 601-615 (1970).

John W. Pope submits a brief as
Intervenor in this case. Pope ap-
peared as an Intervenor in the hear-
ing contending that at the time Mc-
Clarty's claim was located he was
in possession of a portion of the
:Snoqueen claim and actively en-
gaged in the production and sale
of the stone from the deposit under
a special use permit issued by the
Forest Service pursuant to the Ma-
terials Act of 1947, as aended, 30
U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq. (1970). There-
fore, he contends that a finding that
the stone is an uncommon variety
must accrue to his benefit. The

1 The change of title of the hearing officer
from "hearing examiner" to "Administrative
Law Judge" was effectuated pursuant to order
of the Civil Service Commission, a7 F.R. 167S7
(August 19, 1972).

2 Andesite is a volcanic rock composed essen-
tially of andesine and one or more mafic con-
stituents. A Dictionaryof Mining, Mineael and
Related Terms, U.S. Department of the In-
terior (Paul W. Thrush, ed. 1968).
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Judge reasoned that this conten-
tion could not be supported, because
under law, either the stone is a com-
mon variety, and Pope's permit is
valid or it is an uncommon variety
and McClarty's mining claim is val-
id. Insofar as the record reveals,
Pope has never located a mining
claim on the land at issue.

The Snoaueen placer claim, sit-
uated in the Snoqualmie National
Forest, Yakima County, Washing-
ton, was located on August 1, 1960,
for andesite, a building stone. This
stone sells under the trade name
Heatherstone and is used in both
commercial and residential con-
struction. It is used for veneer
walls, patios, fireplaces, planters
and other purposes.

Common varieties of stone have
not been locatable under the mining
laws since the enactment of the Act
of July 23, 1955, supra. 30 U.S.C.
§611 (1970) provides:

No deposit of common varieties of sand,
stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite, or cin-
ders and no deposit of petrified wood
shall be deemed a valuable mineral de-
posit within the meaning of the mining
laws of the United States so as to give
effective validity to any mining claim
hereafter located under such mining
laws: Provided, however, That nothing
herein shall affect the validity of any
mining location based upon discovery of
some other mineral occurring in or in
association with such a deposit. "Com-
mon varieties" as used in sections 601,
603, and 611 to 615 of this title does not
include deposits of such materials which
are valuable because the deposit has
some property giving it distinct and spe-
cial value and does not include so-called
"block pumice" which occurs in nature
in pieces having one dimension of two
inches or more. * * "

The enact of 30 U.S.C. § 611 af-
fected only common varieties but
but left the Act of August 4, 1892,
27 Stat. 348, 30 U.S.C. § 161 (1970),
entirely effective as to building
stone that has some property giving
it distinct and special value. See
United States v. Coleman, 390 U.S.
599 (1968). The pertinent part of
this Act provides: "Any person au-
thorized to enter lands under the
mining laws of the United States
may enter lands that are chiefly
valuable for building stone under
the provisions of the law in relation
to placer mineral claims." There-
fore, in order for Heatherstone to
be locatable under the Act of Au-
gust 4, 1892, appellant must prove
that the stone from the Snoqueen
claim is valuable because the de-
posit has some uncommon property
giving it such distinct and special
value as to distinguish it from the
so-called common varieties.

Departmental action against the
claim was initiated on April 5, 1961,
when the Forest Service, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, recommended
the filing of a complaint alleging
that the andesite on McClarty's
claim was a common variety, and
therefore not subject to location.
Subsequent to a hearing on the
validity of the claim, the Hearing
Examiner rendered a decision on
March 22, 1962, declaring the min-
ing claim null and void. McClarty
appealed to the Director, Bureau of
Land Management, and his decision
of September 2, 1962, vacated the
decision* of the Examiner and dis-
missed the contest. The Forest Serv-
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ice appealed to, the Secretary of
the Interior, whose; decision. re-
versed the Director's' decision- and
remanded the case for reinstate-
ment of the decisionof ,the, Exam-
iner. United States v. ilMcClarty,:71
I.D. 331 (1964).-

On August 24, 1965, McClarty
sought judichl review of' the See-
retary's decision. in the United
States, District.CGourt for the.East-
ern District' of Washingtonm 'On
May 26, 1966,"'the Courtl entered a
jugcmen in favor of 'the defendant.
(Kenneth iClarty v. Stewart l.
Udall, Civil,. Action . No. 2116,
E.D. Wash.) McClarty appealed,
and the United States ,Court of Ap-
peals, reversed., the summary deci-
sion. of the District Court, and re-
manded. the. case to: that Court with
instructions to' enter a judgment re-
manding the' case to the Secretary
of the Interior. Kenneth MeClarty
y. Secretary of the Interior, 408 F.
2d 907 (9th Cir. .19.69)., TlheCourt's
decision also suggested that the Sec-
retary vacate the. decision of the for-
mer Secretary and that the Depart-
ment. conduct further proceedings
consistent with the decision of the
Court of Appeals. In this decision,
at. p. 909, the Court, found that the
Snoqueen deposit was unique, be-
cause of the naturally. fractured
regularly shaped stone, but that evi-
dence was sketchy. as to whether it
had a higher. -monetary value than
other :stones. The. Court: said that
the ,Department. might, properly
conclude that the case should be re-
manded for hearing for further evi-
dende on the issue of money, yalue,..;

In United 'States v. Moclarty, 76
I.D. 193 (1969) the' Assistant ISo-
licitor vacated the earlier Depart-
iental decision and ordered a re-
hearing' in compliance with the
Court's opinion. At this rehearing
on November .12, 1970,. the Adinin-
istrative'Law Judge conifined the
issue to whether there was a discov-
ery of a locatable mineral. On Sep-
tember 23, 1971, he issued his rec-
ommended decisioni in which he rec-
omfiended. that Heatherstone be
fouind to. be a conmmon variety not
subject to location after July 23,
I955, and that the Snoqueen placer
claim be declared niull and void.

The Judge found that although
Heatherstone has a unique fractur-
ing characteristic, this character-
istic does not give the dosit a
d-istinct and' special value either in
place or in the market place. He
based this finding in part on evi-
dence'presented at the hearing that
the Frest Service sold Heather-
stone to Mr. aPope, the' Intervenor,
for 50 cents a ton in, place. The
parties stipulated- that H eather-
stone sells for $4 to $82 per ton
on the dealers' lots. (Tr. 75-76.)
Other stones 'on the dealers' lots sell
fronm $40 pr ton to $100 per ton.
(Tr. 76-79.) In some cases, the: 'ell-
ing price of the stone includes the
price 'of cutti g.' (See Tr. 3,'72'
73 107-108.) The Judge stated that
the eal difference in value of 'one
stone over aenother is not the selling
price, 1ut rather the iyolumie, of ma-

5 Transcript references in this decision are
cites to the transcript of the hearing of
November 12, 1970.
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terial being sold. The Judge found
that the availability of competing
sources of stone is so great that
competition keeps the retail price
within the reasonable range. He
also decided that the in-place value
of these materials is insignificant.

Regarding the Intervenor's po-
sition, the Judge found that if the
stone is uncommon now, it always
has- been, and its sale by the For-
est Service was not authorized un-
der the Materials Act of 1947, 30
U.S.C. §601 (1970). If the stone
is a common variety now, it always
has been and can be acquired only
under the Materials Act. Thus, he
concluded, either the mining claim
is valid or the special use permit
is valid.

Finally, the Judge held that the
land was not subject to location by
McClarty because of the segrega-
tive effect of a special use permit
issued by the Forest Service to the
State Highway Department. 4

On appeal, McClarty submits
that the contest by the Forest Serv-
ice should be dismissed and his
claim upheld as a valid mining
claim located on a deposit of build-
ing stone of uncommon variety.
Appellant makes the following
contentions in his brief:

(1) The recommended decision of the
Hearing Exeaminer is erroneous in flnd-
,ng that the Snoqueen placer ining
claim is a deposit of a common variety

At the hearing the Forest Service.claimed
that a portion of the Snoqueen was within the
boundaries of a material site previously
granted to the Highway Department of the
State of Washington by a special use permit
and that any portion of the Snoqueen within
the site must be declared void ab initio.

building stone and the material thereon
(known as Heatherstone) is a common
variety of building stone. The test of

whether the admittedly unique prop-
erties of the Snoqueen deposit give it a
special and distinct value as a source
of building stone for veneer walls, fire-
places, chimneys, etc. was improperly
and unfairly restricted.

(2) The recommended decision of the
Hearing Einaminer is erroneous as a

matter of law in holding that grant of
a special use permit to the Washington
State Highway Department withdrew the
land covered by that permit from loca-

tion under the mining laws. The issue of
withdrawal by virtue of the grant of a
special use permit to the Washington
State Highway Department was not
within the issues litigated at the time
of hearing, November 12, 1970.

The Forest Service alleges in its
reply brief that the Snoqueen de-
posit's uniqueness is not supported
by its price. It also reasserts its con-
tention that a special use permit
issued to the Washington State
Highway Department withdrew
the land covered by the permit
from location under the mining
laws.

Intervenor contends that the
stone is an uncommon variety and
that McClarty usurped his rights
by locating his claim on the land in
question.

The main issue for determination
by this Board is whether Heather-
stone possesses unique properties
giving it a special and distinct
value, thereby making it locatable
under the Act of August 4, 1892.

According to the evidence in this
case, the most unusual and notable
characteristics of Heatherstone are
its natural fracturing and flat sur-
face cross sectioning. Appellant
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contends that these characteristics
are unique and impart to Heather-
stone a special and distinct value.
In order to determine whether this,
contention is valid, it is necessary to
study these properties and the
alleged advantages inherent in
them.

1. Advantages in Eitracting and
Processing Heatherstone. Mr. Leh-
man, who is under contractual
agreement with MeClarty to ex-
tract Heatherstone from the Sno-
queen deposit, testified at the re-
hearing regarding the extraction
process. He stated that the natural
fracturing affects the ease and ex-
pense of extracting the stone from
the deposit. A gandy dancer bar is
used to strike the seam and pry the
pieces apart. No blasting is em-
ployed and little sorting is neces-
sary. Most of the extracted stone is
suitable to be" palletized and
shipped without further process-
ing. The cleavage makes the mate-
rial easy to palletize because it is
dimensional, and the bed surface of
the stone facilitates stacking. No
sorting is necessary by the dealers.
The material is ready for sale the
way it is palletized. Lehman ex-
plained that Heatherstone's natural
attributes give it an advantage over
manufactured or processed stones,
saying:

It has a special value over the fact
that even manufactured or processed
stone, as the Wilkinson stone and the
sandstone, the Wilkinson building stone
has to be guillotined and sawed, as does
the Mount Adams, it has to be guillo-
tined. But it has a much superior built-in
characteristics as we do nothing to it. We

do nothing but box a product that's
ready for the wall. (Tr. 107.)

Lehman estimated that 70 to 80
percent of the stone in the deposit
has cleavage which produces long
bars of the material. There are also
areas with wider slabs which easily
fracture into bars. Lehman said
that if it were not for the fractur-
ing characteristic of the material,
he would not be mining it. The frac-
turing is what gives the material its
value. (Tr. 85-90.)

Lehman estimated the cost of
extracting Heatherstone to be $5
per ton: $3 is allotted to labor, $1
to Caterpillar operation and depre-
ciation, and $1 for the foreman.
The packaging of the material
totals $3.60 and includes $1.60 per
ton for palletizing the material, $1
for loader expense and $1 for the
operator. Extraction expense ($5)
plus packaging expense ($3.60) is
under $10. Lehman said that the
fracturing characteristic of Heath-
erstone allows the operation to be
accomplished with minimum labor
costs. Transportation costs range
from $10 to $14 per ton within a
radius of approximately 150 miles.
(Tr. 88-89.)

2. Advantages in Installing
Heatherstone. Walter Hupp, Ray-
mond Meyers and Chester Dunn,
masonry contractors experienced in
using Heatherstone,5 testified to the
advantages in installing Heather-
stone. Raymond Meyers testified

Hupp has used about 800 to 1,000 tons of
Heatherstone over an eight year period. Meyers
has used about 500 tons of Heatherstone for
about two years. Dunn has used about 500
tons over an eight year period.
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that Heatherstone has a clear ad-
vantage in ease of handling over
other types of stone. (Tr. 68.) The
three contractors testified, that
Heatherstone is easy to handle be-,
cause of the flat beds, running op.-
posite eah other. Dumn explained,
that it is easier to lay because there
are moreledges and flat areas on,
which to spread mortar. The shape
of the cross section allows better ac-
herene of the stone to the, wall.
Consequently, the stone, will not
"kick out" (fall out) of the wall..
(D.-6.) 6 Basalt, in, comparison, is
niore difficult to handle because it
is diamond shaped. The cross sec-
tion of basalt might be two inches
on one side and oe inch on the re-.
verse side, thus. making it difficult
to set one stone upon another. (Tr.

5,59.)
Meyers and Hupp both testified

to the fact that slabs of,.Heather-
stone can be easily broken into bars
simply'by hittingthe slab with.a
hammer. According to Meyers, it is
possible to split a slab into two large
pieces, because. of the fracturing
characteristic of Ileatherstone. (Tr.
65-66.) Basalt, on tle other hand,'
shatters. Meyers claimed that, it is
easier to split Heatherstone with, a
hainmer than to split any other vol-
canic .rock. Tr. 64-65.) Hupp ex-
plained that- the slabs could be
turned up on edge and still havetjle. 
advantage of the flat beds., (Tr. 42..)

The contractors also offered testi-
mony that better and faster cover-
age c,6ld be taclieved by installing

6 "D" refers to the deposition of chester
Dunn taken on November 20, 1970. ' : 

Heatherstone rather than- some
other type of volcanic stone. B etter
and faster coverage results in more
econiomic installation., The charac-
teristic, flat beds of Heatherstone.
enable it.to be used at labor-saving
costs, since it-can be installed faster..
The process is faster because, after.
laying one stone, there is a good flat
surface on which to lay the next.-
(Tr. 6263.) Little fitting is..neces-
sary. A customer, therefore, might
prefer 1-Tatherstone because it can.
beinstalled at a more reasonable
cost., (Tr. 53.) Dunn. estimated, that
the cost of installing Heatherstone is.
$3,50 to $3.75 per squarefoot, whilel
the cost of installing other, volcanic
stones: runs, between $4 and $5 per
square_ foot. (D._. 5-6.) On cross-
examinatipn, Meyers was asked
about other stones including Wilk-
inson stone, Arizona. sandstone,..
Sierra Sunset stone, Oregon rain-
bow, LaGrande, and Featherstone,
and he replied that of. all the stones
that, he had used in the past ten.
years, Heatherstone is the most eco-
nomical to put up. (Tr. 68, 69.)

As 'Qfo :coverage, Meyersi esti-
mated that one m an could put up
100 square feet of Heatherstone in.
the same amount of time as an-.
other could install 75 square feet..
or less of basalt. (Tr. 66-67.) Dunn.
compared coverage of Heatherstone,
with coverage of other stones in
the same amount of time.. With or-.
dinary, volcanic. building ,,stone,
Dunn estimated-that the covera'ge'
would be about'50 to 75 square-feet.
perton. per day for one worker
while' the coverage with Reather-

[81 I.D.
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stone would average about 150
square feet per day for a; worker.
One man can put up 75 square feet
of Travertine per day as compared
with 150 square feet of Heather-
stone. (D. 4, 5, 9.) About the same
comparison is true between Glacier
Green and Heatherstone, and Blue
Ice and Heatherstone. There would
be less coverage with driftwood in
the same amount of time. Cover-
age with sandstone would be
slower because it is necessary to
clip the ends accurately. Dunn said
that Heatherstone can be put up
faster than any stone that must be
sawed and sized. (D. 8-10.)

Dunn referred to one of his
building projects to illustrate the
savings in labor by using Heather7
stone: Dunn bid a job on a. Bavari-
an restaurant where the owner
agreed to furnish Black Basalt at
the owner's cost. Subsequently,
Dunn decided to substitute Heath-
erstone for Black Basalt and pay
for the Heatherstone himself. He
still did the work for the price that
he bid. His workers were able to
lay twice as much Heatherstone as
they would have been able to lay
with ordinary volcanic stone in the
same amoint of time. (D. 3-5.) The
time on this job was cut in half by
using Ieatherstone. Dunn saved
12 days of labor in order to "come
out even." (D. 14-19.)

Regarding coverage per ton of
the material, Dunn testified that
one ton of Heatherstone will cover
65 to 70 square feet whereas one
ton of rubble rock will cover only.
50 square feet. There is better cov-

558-166-7-- 3

erage with Heatherstone because
volcanic rock is thicker than
Heatherstone (five to seven inches
as compared to three and one-
half inches). (D. 28.) Hipp testi-
fied that it take one and one-half
times as much basalt as Heather-
stone to do the same job. (Tr. 59.)

There was testimony to show that
greater height could be reached on
a wall in a working day with'Heath-
erstone than with other stones.
Dunn contended that *there is no
limit to how high you can go with
Heatherstone because 1l-eatherstone
sets up better in the mniortar 'and
with the ledge effect the material
is tied back to the wall. Because of
the good bed joints, it is not nec-
essary to stop the job and -wait for
the mortar to dry. The higher you
go on a wall, thee more advan-
tageous it is to use Heatherstone.

WNTith other types of rubble, you
sl6w down production after you
pass five feet. (D. 8.)

Lehman explained that low
wastage, another advantage., in
using Heatherstone, is attributable
to its fracturing. With Heather-
stone, every stone an be used, un-
like: other materials where there is
waste. (Tr. 87.)

Mc~larty has also attempted to
show through the witnesses that the
advantages of installing Heather-
stone are not lost when the mason
wishes to create an irregular jagged
rough effect as opposed to a smooth,
uniform effect. Hupp testified that
the. shape of the cross sections
makes it easier to get an irregular
effect with Heatherstone than with
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other stones. (Tr. 45.) Cost and
labor advantages are the same whin
creating an irregular effect as when
achieving a uniform effect. Meyers
added that it was much easier to
work irregular walls with Heather-
stone than with' other stone due to

the cleavage joining characteristics.
(Tr. 67-68.) f9 

W now turn to a prie compari-
son 'between 1Hhstone' and
other' stones. At the 'rehearing, there
was a stipulation (Tr.' 15179) as to
the following prices of stone:

- a;E ,;957 1,1967,, 1968 1969

Wholesale, price per ton:.
Basalt - $15 - -- $20
Heatherstone- 45 $45 $54 54
Caimas -10 - ' 0 20

Retail price per tn:
Selected basalt- - - - 50-54
Heatherstone -- 65 84 74-82
Camas - -30 40

The following is a comparison in
retail prices between Heatherstolle
and competitive stones of different
origin for 1969:

Per ton

White, Travertine … ----- _ - $64
Other Travertin6 - … __ ____ … $58
Glacier Green ___ __ =-_-__- . $77
Renatta- $72
North Port … '-----__ -$64
ilue Ice -' -- ------ ' $75
Driftwood … _---___-_--$66
Ariz. Sandstone- --- -_-- $70

Appellant claimiis that the only
stones in competition with Heath-
erstone in the market area are
basalts, selected basalts and related
stones, and Mount. Adams stone.
Mount Adams stone, at $75 is the
highest price of this group. Since
Heatherstone is priced between $70
and $82 per ton, Mount Adams
stone nmtrtits a higher price in some
instances. Although it may con-
mand a higher price than Heather-

stone, Arthur Ritchie, a geologist
for the State Highway Depart-
mefit, testifying on behalf of Mc-
Clarty, explained that Mount
Adams stone is not suitable in its
natural state for veneer for walls
and similar uses as a building stone.
It could be made suitable for walls
but this would entail a, extra step.
By contrast, Heatherstone is suit-
able for such purposes in its natural
state.

On the issue of uniqueness, the
Forest Service offered evidence to
show that andesite having the uni-
form fracturing characteristic is
fairly prevalent in the Cascades.
Raymond Shirley, a mining engi-
neer employed by the Forest Serv-
ice, testified that he had seen similar
deposits to the deposit on the Sno-
queen claim. Since the first hear-
ing, two new deposits have been
found in the vicinity: Mount Adams
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and Trillium Lake. The Mount cial economic values attributable to
Adams stone has essentially a verti- the unique physical characteristics
cal fracture and a uniform thiciness of Heatherstone, we must now con-
throughout. Mount Adams stone sider whether the material is an un-
comes in seets rather than two by common variety and thus locatable
four bars' like Heatherstone. Sliir- under the mining laws.
ley admitted that the Mount Adams I HcClartk v. Secretary of In-
stone does not look like appellant's, teror, supra, the Court of Appeals
but he said he offered it because of reviewed the criteria established by
its comparable market value ($75 the Department in United States v.
per ton). Trillium Lake stone has a U.S. l1inemrals Developmnent Cor-
two0 by four structure which i simi- poration 75 I.D. 127 (1968), for de-
lar to Heatherstole but has not yet termining the difference between a:
been developed to the point at which common and udollimon variety of
one ould say it was equivalent to stone. These guidelines, as dis-
Heatherstone. (Tr. 28.) He could cussed at 908, are as' follows:
not say whether this deposit has a (1) there must be a comparison
predominance of the cross section of the mineral deposit in question with
jointing. Shirley testified to the fact other deposits of such minerals generally;
that the Trillium Lake deposit has (2) the mineral deposit in question must
not been opened. up, and there was have a unique property; (3) the unique

property must give the deposit a distinct
no quarry operation in process there and special value; (4) if the special

at the time of the hearing. (Tr. 34- value is for uses to which ordinary varie-
35.) (Contestee's brief, p. 11.) ties of the mineral are put, the deposit

Concerning the uniqueness of must have some distinct and special
Heatherstone, Hpp testified that value for such use; and (5) the distinct

'of any other lava and special value must be reflected by thehe did not know of any other lava higher price which the material com-
or volcanic material used in the mands in the market place.
business that has Ijeatherstone's; The Court of Appeals, however,
fracturing characteristics. (Tr. -'4.) in its review of this case, explained
Meyers stated that Heatherstone's "value"
cross section makes it advantageous by indictig ta piti, cannot be the exclusive way of
to use Heatherstone and that he was, proving that a deposit has a dis-
not aware of any other lava or vol- tiuct and special economic value at-
canic' building stone that character- tributable to the unique property of
istically has that kind of cross see- the deposit. The Court discussed

tion.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ h deposit4 v1: . Th . Cur discussed'tion. (Tr. 63-64.) other possibilities for determining
Having reviewed McClarty's con- value at 909:

tentions as to the distinct and spe-
________- - : * [I]n the cClarty case, where

7 Shirley apparently has reference to the the unique properties of the stone are
respective dimensions of tvo adjacent sides the natural fracturing into regular
of the stone "bar" produced; i.e. 2" x 4",
as the description commonly applied to lumber shapes and forms suitable for laying
dimensions. without further fabrication, the distinct

4 72 4i81
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and special economic value of the stone
may or may not be measurable by the re-
tail market price in comparison with the
price of other building stones. It is quite
possible that the special economic value
of the stone would be reflected by reduced
costs or overhead so that the profit to the
producer would' be substantially I more
while the retail market price would re-
main, competitive with other building
stone. * *

In applying these guidelines to
the facts in the present fcase, the
Court found the Snoqueen deposit
to be unique. WTe 'agree. Our deter-
mination of. uniqueness is based on
the testimony of Hu pp and Meyers
that they did not know of any other
stone having the same inherent
properties as ' Heatherstone which

enable it to be readily usable for
construction. Raymond Shirley tes-
tified on behalf of the Forest Serv-
ice that he had seen deposits similar
to the deposits on the Snoqueen
claim. He offered the Mount Adams
deposit as an example, but admit-
ted that this deposit did not have
the two by four fracturing charac-
teristic of the Snoqueen. As for the
Trillimn Lake deposit, Shirley said
that the claim' had not "opened up"
as of the date of the hearing. No
other example of stone possessing
the properties of natural fracturing
and flat surface' cross sections was
offered into evidence.

We note that the Forest Service
takes exception to Mlarty's
contention that the property is
unique because this particular type
of fracturing exists in an unusu-
ally large quantity on his deposit.
We agree that quantity is not a
unique property inherent in the de-

posit, but only an extrinsic factor.
United States v. Stewart, 5 IBLA
39, 79 I.D. 27 (1972). Therefore,
we recognize the fact that the Sno-
queen deposit contains a large
quantity of this stone, but our find-
ing of uniqueness is not based on
this point. Moreover, the issue of
unique properties is not before us,
having been decided by' the Court
of Appeals, which specifically held
that the stone was unique.

The only facet of the guidelines
enumerated in U.S. Minerals Devel-
opment Corporation, supra,,that re-
mained unsettled was the question
of value, and the Court therefore
remanded the case to the Depart-
menit for further evidence' on this
issue.

'Since the U.S. Minerals Devel-
opment Corporation decision, a
number of cases have been decided
which invalidated claims and reit-
erated the principle set forth in
U.S. Minerals Development Corpo-
ration that a unique property in-
parts a special and distinct value
by commanding a higher price on;
the market. Among these cases are
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe'
Railway Company v. Cox,' 4 IBLA
279 (1972); United States v. Lease,
6 IBLA 11, 79 I.D. 379 (1972);
United States v. Rogers, A-31049
(March 3, 1970); United States v.
DeZan, A-30515 (July 1, 1968).

Differences in the chemical inl-
position or physical properties
were held to be immaterial if they
did not result in a distinct economic
advantage of one material over an-
other. United States v. Thomas, 1
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IBLA 209, 78 I.D. 5 (1971);
United States v. U.S. Minerals De-
velopment Corporation, supra;
United States v. DeZan, supra.

Following this higher market
value concept, in United States v.
Chartrand, 11 IBLA 194, 80 I.D.
408 (1973), the Board reached the
opposite result by holding a min-
ing claim valid on the basis that
the stone in question was an uncom-
mon variety. In this case, appel-
lant was able to demonstrate that
his stone possessed a unique colora-
tion characteristic which definitely
translated itself into a higher mar-
ket price when compared with other
stones.

From the facts presented we find
that while the price per ton of
Heatherstone is not significantly
higher than other stone used for
the same purposes, its unique qual-
ities do inpart definite economic
advantages over other competitive
types of stone. Heatherstone is
cheaper by half to quarry and pre-
pare for market, resulting in sig-
iificantly higher profits to the quar-
ry operator. (Tr. 108.) It yields a
greater volume of usable stone per
ton and the same vohlunie of usable
HIeatherstone covers a broader
area, which means that fewer tons
of Heatherstone' are required for
a given job, thereby effecting a
significant saving to the builder. A
mason can lay a substantially
broader area of Heatherstone in a
day's work, which affords a definite
economic advantage to the masonry
contractor. Where the wall exceeds

five feet in height this advantage
is further enhanced.

The finding that Heatherstone's
unique. properties impart special
economic advantages does not hinge
on the advantages in quarrying
alone, but also on the economic ad-
vantages in installation that may be
appreciated' by the contractor,
stonemason and customer.

The dissenting opinion questions
whether a special and distinct value
which accrues to, the user of the
stone is within the ambit of the
Court's guidelines. Regardless of
whether it is or is not, our finding
of special value to the builder, con-
tractor or subcontractor is not es-
sential to the conclusion. There is
an established special value to the
producer, reflected by reduced costs
of overhead so that the producer's
profit is. substantially increased, and
this is attributable to the uncommon
physical properties of the stone.
This, of itself, is sufficient to meet
the Court's criterion for determin-
ing whether the stone has a special
economic value.

We do not agree with the Admin-
istrative Law Judge's statement
that volume of material sold rather
than the selling price determines
the real difference in value between
the stones. The rule for determining
whether a material used for the
same purposes, as common varieties
of similar materials as set forth in
United States v. U.S. Minerals De-
velZopment Corporation, spra, was
to determine whether it commanded
a higher price than other such ma-

558-166-74 4
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terials in the area. See aso United
States v. DeZan, spra, United
States v. Rogers, supra. Compari-
son of -materials on a "per unit"
basis is inherent in this rule. If a
comparison of the value of materials
were not based on a "per unit" basis,
then it might be said that coal
could be considered more valuable
than gold based upon the respective
volumes produced and sold.

Disposition of the Intervenor's
contention remains unresolved. In
his brief submitted on appeal, Pope
alleges that it is not possible to
qualify a rock as having some prop-
erty giving it distinct and special
value, under the "Common Varie-
ties Act," until it has been possible,
in the open market place, to dem-
onstrate both its distinct features
and its special value. Intervenor
contends that until these have been
demonstrated, it is premature to at-
tempt to undertake a location, and
while a prospector is in "pedis pos-
session seeking to establish or create
that identification, it is in violation
of such prospector's possessory
rights to permit usurpation by a
stranger.

Pope's only demonstrated interest
in the property in question was by
virtue of a special use permit issued
to him by the Forest Service under
the Materials Act, supra. This stat-
ute, however, provides that the
only material which may be sold
under its authority is that which is
not subject to disposal under other
statutes, especially referring to "the
United States Mining laws." § 601,
supra. McClarty, locating a claim

in accordance with the mining laws,
was rightfully on the property.

Intervenor's contention that a lo-
cation is premature until special
and distinct value has been demon-
strated in the market place is with-
out merit. Demonstration of special
and distinct value in the market
place relates to proving whether
or not a stone is an uncommon va-
riety. If a stone possessing a -unique
property does therefore command a
higher price in the market when
compared with other stones, or en-
joys some other special economic
value based upon its unique quality,.
it is an uncommon variety and has
probably always been an uncommon
variety. Therefore, it is locatable
under the mining laws and is not
the proper subject for a special use
permit.

Applying the same reasoning,,
Pope's assertion that he was mar-
keting the stone with the intention
of proving it to be an uncommon
variety cannot be sustained. A per-
mit issued under the Materials Act
may only be issued for common.
varieties of stone. Having been
granted this permit, Pope canlot
now assert that he is attempting to
locate an uncommon variety of stone
under the general mining law. Pope
has not followed, the procedures
under the mining laws for locating
a mining claim, and therefore he
may not claim the benefits which
these procedures afford. In addition,
Pope's occupation of the land by
reason of having applied for and
accepted the permission of a federal
agency is inconsistent with his con--
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tention that he was occupying the
land under a right of possession ahd
inchoate title.

Furthermore, e have limited
jurisdiction in regard to adverse
claims. 43 CFR 3871.3 provides that
the question of right of possession to
a mining claim between rival claim-
ants is within the jurisdiction of the
court. While perhaps not disposi-
tive of the question, we observe that
MDclarty has procured an injunc-
tion from the Washington Superior
Court for King County, Cause No.
583163, restraining Pope from ac-
cess to the area.

; We disagree with the Adminis-
trative Law Judge's finding that the
alleged granting of a special use
permit to the Washington *State
Highway Department circa 1950
withdrew the land covered by the
permit from location under the min-
ing laws. We note that this issue
went beyond the scope of the issues
to be considered in the hearing as
delineated by the Administrative
Law Judge, and as suggested by the
Court of Appeals. Moreover, we
note that the Contestant's brief in
support of the Judge's recom-
mended decision states, "the Hear-
ing Examiner refused to receive evi-
dence on the permit issue." The
third charge in the Government's
complaint of April .5, 1961, reads as
followers:

(c) A portion of the land embraced by
this claim was on August 1, 1960, appro-
priated to other uses by the issuance of a
special-use permit by the Forest Service.
This portion of the land was therefore
not locatable at the time this claim was
located.

This charge does not specify a per-
mittee. All briefs filed in the early
years of proceedings discuss the per-
mit issued to Pope on June 23, 1960,
rather than the one allegedly is-
sued to the State Highway Depart-
ment. 43 CFR 4.450-4(a) (4) re-
quires that the complaint contain a
statement in clear and concise lan-
guage of the facts constituting the
grounds of the contest. It must give
notice to the adverse party of the
claims that are to be adjudicated so
that he may prepare his case.
United States v. Harold Ladd
Pierce, 3 IBLA 29 (1971); Douds
v. International Longshoregnen's
Ass'n., 241 F. 2d 278, 283 (2d Cir.
1957). The charge in question is
vague and even misleading, since
there are two possible permittees,
although the date of the permit re-
ferred to in the charge would seem
to preclude any intention to invoke
the permit issued ten years earlier.
Such a charge is not proper notice
to appellant on the State Highway
permit issue and is therefore not a
proper basis for decision. A ground
not -alleged in a contest complaint
cannot be used to find a claim in-
valid, unless it has been raised at
the hearing and the contestee has
not objected. United States v.
Northwest IIine and Milling, Inc.,
11 IBLA 271 (1973); United States
v. arold Ladd Pierce, supra. We
therefore conclude that it was er-
ror for the Judge to make a finding
with respect to this issue and then
to employ such finding as part of
the rationale of his decision.
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The Secretary of Agriculture is
not expressly or impliedly author-
ized to withdraw unimproved na-
tional forest land from mining lo-
cation. United States v. Crocker, 60
I.D. 285 (1949). See A. W. Schunk,
16 IBLA 191 (1974) General with-
drawal authority is vested solely in
the Secretary of the Interior by del-
egation of the power of the Presi-
dent. 43 U.S.C. §§ 141-142 (1970);
Executive Order No. 10355, May 26,
1952; A. TV. Shunk, spra. The
Secretary of Agriculture, or any of
his subordinates may not simply as-
sume this authority without a simi-
lar delegation from the President.
There have been cases, of course, in
which there has been a proper
withdrawal of land from location
under the mining laws by means
other than an Executive Order or
a Public Land Order. For exam-
ple, a withdrawal may be made pur-
suant to a statue or regulation. J. M.
Keeney, A-28856 (August 6, 1962);
United States v. Schaub, 103 F.
Supp. 873 (1952); Marion Q. Kai-
ser, 65 I.D. 485 (1958). In the ab-
sence of a formal withdrawal, the
extent of an appropriation of lands
by the Government for a valid fed-
eral. use is determined by the extent
of the improvements and actual use
and occupancy of the land for such
purposes. A. J. Katches, A-29079
(December 4, 1962) and cases cited
therein; United States v. Schaub,
supra; cf. United States v. Crocker,
supra; Instructions, 44 L.D. 513
(1916), see also Right of Way-
Forest Reserves-Jurisdiction, 33
L.D. 609 (1905).

Withdrawal by statute and ap-
propriation by use and occupancy
were both discussed in United
States v. ScJaub, supra, the case
upon which the Administrative
Law Judge relied in deciding that
the alleged grant of a special use
permit to the State Hiighway De-
partment withdrew the land from
location under the mining laws.

We find that the facts in Schaub
must be distinguished from the
facts in this case. There is no special
use permit to the Highway Depart-
ment in evidence in the record of
this case. Neither was there evi-
dence to show that improvements
have; been placed on the area in
question, nor was there any proof
that the material had been actually
put to use by the Highway Depart-
ment (although the permit is said
to have issued in 1950), nor did it
prevent issuance of a special use
permit to Pope in 1960 which ex-
pressly authorized Pope to mine
rock from the same land covered by
the permit which had been issued to
the Highway Department. The
Judge apparently was not of the
opinion that the land was closed to
mining location as a consequence of
the special use permit given by the
Forest Service to Pope, although he
does not explain why one Forest
Service permit should have a segre-
gative effect on the land while an-
other does not. Furthermore, we
note that 48 U.S.C. § 341, now 16
U.S.C. § 4907a (1970), under which
the special use permit was issued in
Sekaub was peculiar to Alaska, and
not applicable in the State of
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Washington. The Sehaub decision
also alludes to 23 U.S.c. § 317,
which is the statute authorizing the
granting of rights-of-way for mate-
rials sites for Federal-aid highway
construction.

In any event, a special use permit
issued to a govermnental agency for
the free use of material (unlike a
material site right-of-way issued
pursuant to the Federal-Aid High-
way Act 5) does not create a with-
drawal of the land or serve to segre-
gate the land from appropriation
under the mining laws. VI BLM 4.6
states:
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS

: A. Free-use permits may be issued to
any Federal or State agency, unit, or
subdivision, including municipalities
without limitation as to the number of

permits or value of materials upon a
satisfactory showing that such materials
will be used for public projects. Such
permits will constitute a superior right
as against any subsequent claim to or
entry of the lands except that a permit
does not segregate the land from location
under the nsing laws if the minerals in
fact, are subject to location or the lands
contain other locatable minerals subject
to location (See section .20). Permits to
governmental agencies may be issued for
such periods as are deemed appropriate,
but may not exceed 10 years. (These
permits are preferable to right-of-way
material sites under section 17 of the
Federal-Aid IHighway Act). (Italics
added.)

See aso 43 CFR 2920.6. It follows
that if issuance of such a permit by
BLM does not segregate the public

'Act of November 9, 1921: 42 Stat. 212,
216, 23 U.S.C. § 317. ee Solicitor's Opinion,
Al-36554 (March 24, 1959); Sam D. Rawason,
61 LD. 255 (1953).

land involved from location of min-
ing claims, the issuance of a similar
permit by the Forest Service could
not effect a withdrawal, absent some
specific statutory authority 9 or for-
mal withdrawal action, which has
not been shown in this case.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the recom-
mended decision of the Adininistra-
tive Law Judge is not adopted and
the contest is dismissed.

EDwARD W. STUEBING,

Adnbnistrative .Juclge.

I CONCUR:

DOUGLAS E. IIENriQUEs,
Adnimistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
THOMPSON DISSENTING:

Judge Holt's decision rested upon
a finding that the stone deposit
involved in this case is a common
variety not subject to the mining
laws. I agree with the majority to
the extent of not accepting the
Judge's recommended decision and
of concluding that there is a deposit
which should now be deemed an un-
common variety of stone within the
meaning of the Surface Resources
Act, 30 U.S.C. § 611 (1970), under
the test set forth for this case in Ae-
Clarty v. Secretary of the Interior,

9 For an example of Forest Service special
use permits which have been given segregative
effect by statute see the Act of February 14,
1931, 46 Stat. 1115.
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408 F. 2d 907, 909 (9th Cir. 1969),
and based upon the present state of
the evidence in the record. I do not,
however, agree with certain other
aspects of the majority's decision.
. In reaching the conclusion that
the deposit is an uncommon variety
of stone, the majority greatly em-
phasizes testimony by stonemasons
that Heatherstone is easier and
more economical for them to install,
implying that reduced costs for
stonemasons is a legitimate factor
in determining whether the stone
has a special and distinct value. Al-
though some langLage in the Court's
opinion in /cClarty may give such
an impression, a more careful anal-
ysis of the decision compels the con-
elusion that such evidence would
only be relevant to the market value
of the product and, at most, to
whether the quality of the stone
would increase the demand for the
stone at the quarry so that the pro-
ducer of the stone at the quarry
would increase his profits. The
Court in McClarty concluded that
the stone deposit had a unique prop-
erty in that it was naturally frac-
tured into regular shapes ready for
use by the stonemason with little, if
any, cutting or shaping required.
The Court also indicated that it
Would be proper for the Depart-
ment to remand the case for further
evidence on the issue of economic
value to ascertain whether there was
a special and distinct value, as had
been done in United States v. U.S.
Minerals Development Corp., 75
I.D. 127 (1968). To determine
whether a deposit is an uncommon

variety as defined by Congress to
"include deposits of such materials
which are valuable 'because the de-
posit has some property giving it
distinct and special value * *
the Court made certain suggestions.
First, it stated that one aspect of the
test enunciated in the Minerals De-
velopment ease, namely, a price
comparison with other materials,
"cannot be the exclusive way of
proving that a deposit has a distinct
and special economnic value attribut-
able to the unique property of the
deposit." 408 F. 2d 909.

Second, the Court suggested with
respect to the MeClarty claim:

* * * where the unique properties of
the stone are the natural fracturing into
regular shapes and forms suitable for
laying without further fabrication, the
distinct and special economic value of
the stone may or may not be measur-
able by the retail market price in com-
parison with the price of other building
stones. It is quite possible that the spe-
cial economic value of the stone would
be reflected by reduced costs of overhead
so that the profit to the producer would
be substantially more while the retail
market price would remain competitive
with other building stone. * [Italics
added.]

Id. The italicized portion of the
quotation indicates another input
into the equation of determining a
distinct and special value as to the
McClarty claim. Under this sug-
gested test, the stone may have a
price competitive with other build-
ing stone. However, it is essential
to compare the economics of the
claimant's quarrying operation
with that of other stone producers'
operations to ascertain whether the
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claimant is, in fact, making a
greater profit for his stone than
other stone producers for reasons
attributable to the unique property
of the deposit. The Court stressed
it is not the fabricated product
which should be compared but the
nature of the deposit itself. The
profitability to the producer of the
stone from the deposit must, there-
fore, relate to the quarry owner or
operator-the producer of the
stone-not to the profitability of an
artisan who uses the material in
his work. To determine the profit
to the producer we are not con-
cerned with how much profit a
mason who buys the stone can make
in his work by using one stone over
another except insofar as testimony
by a mason would show a demand
for the stone in the marketplace.
Although a stonemason could be an
operator of a quarry, usually the
mason is several business transac-
tions away from the producer.
Often he is hired to lay stone after
a builder or other consumer has al-
ready purchased the stone from a
wholesaler-generally a dealer in
stone and other building products.
The dealer in turn has purchased
the material from a quarry opera-
tor or taken the material by con-
signment. It is possible that masons
may buy directly-from a quarry op-
erator if they have a job where they
may select the materials. If the
stone, has a special advantage to
mnasons as consumers, this in turn
should be reflected by a difference
in the price they, as consumers,
would pay for the product in com-

parison with other- available stones,
or would so increase the demand
for the stone that the quarry
operator mnight be able to operate
more profitably because of reduc-
tions in his overhead and costs in
relation to production from the
quarry in comparison with other
quarry operators.

I cannot attribute to the Court a
ruling that we compare the eco-
nomics of stonemasons-the arti-
sans who use the material-but that
we compare the economics of the
producers of the stone. To the ex-
tent the majority indicates or im-
plies that the testimony of the
stonemasons has any relevance
other than as showing the market-
ability of the stone and how that
might affect the profitability of the
producer, as I have indicated, I
-disagree.

Under the Court's suggested test
that reduced overhead costs may
give a producer a substantial profit
over other producers, very difficult
evidentiary problems are created.
If a truly valid comparison of the
profitability of producers is to be
made, there should be evidence com-
paring the cost operations of many
quarry operators With evaluations
and adjustments made to reflect
cost and overhead differentials due
to the unique property of the de-
posit and due to other factors unre-
lated to the unique property, such
as differences in labor costs result-
ing from other economic and geo-
graphical factors and transporta-
tion costs from the quarry to the
market. See United States v. Bed-
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rock Hiving Co., 1 IBLA 21 (1970),
and cases cited therein. The Court's
directions regarding this test con-
trol our application of the test to the
question of common or uncommon
variety in this case. Before extend-
ing this test to other cases, however,
a more thorough consideration
should be given to it not only be-
cause of the difficult evidentiary
problems it creates both for the
claimant and the United States but
also to ascertain whether it is in ac-
cord with the intent of Congress, as
reflected in the legislative history of
the Surface Resources Act.,

I note that the decision of the United
States Circuit Court for the 9th Circuit over-
turning a lower court and a previous Depart-
ment decision was rendered without any brief-
ing by the United States on the question of
the criteria for determining common or un-
common varieties of stone. Counsel for
McClarty presented an extensive brief to
the Court suggesting the test and raising other
issues. The United States responded with
a summary brief indicating that the case
would be governed by the Supreme Court's
ruling in United States v. oleman, 390 U.S.
599 (1968), which was then pending. The
Court delayed its decision until the Supreme
Court's decision in Colean issued. The
Colemnan decision did not go into the issue of
what constitutes a common or uncommon
variety of stone other than to refer to the
language of the Surface Resources Act. Be-
cause the Government did not respond to
McClarty's suggested test, the difficulties
inherent in that test were not pointed out to
the Court in writing and may explain some
of the apparent difficulties in the Court's
opinion.

This Department in another case has pre-
ferred not to follow the Court's test in
McClarty on the ground it did not believe
Congress intended that ordinary sand, gravel,
and stone, etc., which is indistinguishable from
other ordinary sand, gravel, stone, etc., should
be subject to mineral location merely because
a deposit of it can be mined more cheaply
than other deposits. United States v. Chas.
Pfizer e Co., Inc., 76 LD. 331, 346 (1969). That
position is.in accord with an earlier decision
where a deposit of sand and gravel could be
sold at a lower overhead because expensive

The evidence in the record con-
cerning a comparison of profitabil-
ity in the operations of stone
producers is meager. The only com-
parisoi of costs and overhead of the
producers due to the unique prop-
erty of the deposit was made by
Burton A. ehman who has an
interest in the claim. He indicated
that the Mount Adalms stone, which
a Government witness had testified
was similar to the Heatherstone in
the retail market place, costs $22 a
ton to quarry, whereas the Heather-
stone costs $5 to quarry. (II Tr.
108.) This is a rather substantial
difference, assuming the difference
is all attributable to the unique
fracturing of the Heatherstone de-
posit. The parties also stipulated, as
the majority has set out, to the re-
tail and the wholesale prices of cer-
tain stones. Such evidence showed
the price of Heatherstone to be
comparable to that of certain other
building stone in the retail mar-
ket, presumably stone which is
deemed a conunon variety though
considerably less than stone such as
Georgia marble. It showed the
Heatherstone commanded a sig-
nifioantly higher wholesale price
than basalt, a common variety of
building stone in the area. There is
insufficient evidence in the present
record to find under the Court's test
in this case that the deposit is a
common variety.

processing was unnecessary, but the Depart-
ment ruled the deposit was a common variety.
United States v. Henderson, 6S I.D. 26 (1961).
I believe those rulings more truly reflect the
intent of Congress than the Court's ruling in
this case.
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If the question of common or un1-
common variety were the onily ques-
tion in this case I would dismiss the
Government's complaint. There are,
however, additional problems.

This case illustrates the dilemma
for a prospective mining locator, a
pernittee or purchaser of materials,
and the Departments of Agricul-
ture and the Interior in deciding
whether a given deposit of stone is
a common variety which is subject
to sale under the Materials Act of
July 31, 1947, as amended by the
Surface Resources Act of 1955, 30
U.S.C. §§601-04 (1970), or is an
uncoimnon variety still locatable
under the nining laws, 30 U.S.C.
§ 22 et seg. (1970), including build-
ing stone under the Act of August 4,
1892, 30 U.S.C. § 161 (1970).

At the first hearing in this ase,
Arthur Ritchie, a geologist for the
State Highway Department, and a
witness for the 'contestee, testified
about the State's development of
the area as a site for materials for
highway construction. (I Tr. 129-
133.) He did not give exact dates
bit it is clear that this was prior to
the location of McClarty's claim.
At the second hearing John W.
Pope was allowed to intervene.
Offers of proof by Pope were re-
jected by the Administrative Law
Judge after objections by counsel
for contestee. These offers were to
present proof that the mining
claim boundaries did not encom-
pass certain workings but that the
claim did conflict with workings
developed by Pope from 1950
through 1961 under use permits

from the Forest Service. (II Tr. 15,.
21, 22, 120-28.) Offers of proof by
the contestant that the claim bound-
aries did not conflict with Pope's
prior area of use but did conflict
with the State's use area were also
rejected. (II Tr. 20, 128.)

Part of the rationale of the Judge
in rejecting Pope's offers of proof
was based upon an understanding
that such evidence could be sub-
mitted in a subsequent hearing re-
lating to a private contest initiated
by Pope against the Mc(larty claim.
However, soon after this hearing,
Pope's private contest complaint
against McClarty and Burton A.
Lehman was dismissed by a decision
of the Oregon State Office, Bureau
of Land Management, dated De-
cember 28, 1970, for failure of the
contestant to show he was qualified
to contest the claim as one claiming
adverse title or interest in the land,
and other procedural reasons. Pope
has appealed from this decision.
(IBLA docket no. 71-174.) It is
evident that Pope's offer of proof
does raise a question of where the
boundaries of Mclarty's mining
claim are in relation to the deposit
that McClarty contends is an un-
common variety. This is a matter of
sufficient importance that the valid-
ity of the claim should not be de-
cided in this case until the question
is resolved. Another problem con-
cerns the effect of the prior per-
mitted use and whether it conflicts
with McClarty's claim.

I cannot agree with the majority's.
restrictive view of the scope of in-
quiry into questions relating to this
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mining claim apart from the issue
of common or uncommon variety.
This Department has recognized,
upon a remand from a court for
further evidentiary proceedings,
that all evidence which relates to
the validity of a claim may be con-
sidered.' United States v. Estate of
Alvi, F. Denison, 76 I.D. 233
(1969). I see nothing in the Court's
decision, including its statement re-
nianding the, case for further pro-
ceedings "not inconsistent" with its
opinion which would preclude in-
quiry into essential matters affect-
ing the validity of a claim. Me-
Clarty v. Secretary of the Interior,
408 F. 2d 907, 910 (9th Cir. 1969).
For instance, it has long been recog-
nized that if land was not open to
mining location when a mining
claim was located, a mining claim
may be declared void ab initio with-
out the necessity of a hearing.
United States v. Consolidated 1ines
and Smelting Co.-, Ltd., 455 F. 2d
432 (9th Cir.' 1971); Dredge Corp.
v. Penny, 362 F. 2d 889 (9th Cir.
1966)..

Surely nothing in these proceed-
ings could restrict the authority and
duty of the Department of the In-
terior to asertain whether the claim
was located on land open to mining
location or indeed 'to ascertain
whether the claim boundaries do in-
clude the allegedly uncommon va-
rieties of stone deposits. Otherwise,
mistakes and neglect of Governmen-
tal officials would confer rights con-
trary to the law. We are under an

obligation to assure that this is not
done. See, e.g., 43 CFR 1810.3.2

I also disagree with the major-
ity's overly broad statement to the
effect that if a stone is an uncommon
variety it "has probably always
been an uncommon variety" and
thus disposable only under the min-
ing laws. In any determination of
the value of a mineral deposit there
are variables which may compel
that a given' deposit is valuable at
one time but may not be valuable at
a different time. Thus, in applying
the prudent man test of discovery,
it has been recognized that changes
in inarket demand or other econom-
ic circumstances may cause a dis-
covery to be lost because of the
change. in value of the deposit.
United States v. Estate of Alvis F.
Dension, sp-ra; AM/ulkern v. Hlam-
mnitt, 326 F. 2d 896 (9th Cir. 1964).

The concept of value is under
even a sharper focus in applying
the statutory test for determining
whether a deposit of stone is an un-
common variety because of its "spe-
cial and distinct value." Under the
Court's test in this case it is ap-
parent that the value to the pro-
ducer could esily be affected by
changes in the market place or by
technology or other factors which
might change the overhead. Could it
then be said that the material re-
mains an uncommon variety under

2 In suits by the United States to protect a
public right or interest, laches or neglect of
duty on the part of a public official has not
been a'valid defense. Utah Power & Light Co. v.
United States, 243 U.S. 3S9, 409 (1917).
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the Court's test even though the pro-
-ducer would not retain his economic
:advantaoe? I do not think so.

Because a determination of "spe-
vcial and distinct value" necessarily
compels a consideration of factors
which might fluctuate in time so as
to affect a determination made at
'different times, the dilemma for the
-quarry man and for the govern-
ment administrator is enhanced. If
-a prudent person could not ascer-
tain from existing facts whether a
given deposit of stone has a distinct
and special value, is it proper to
imply, as does the majority, and as
did the -Adninistrative Law Judge,
that the Government unlawfully
issues a permit for sale or free use
-of such stone under the Materials
Act? The majority strongly sug-
gests that because the Materials Act
'does not authorize the sale of un-
-collmon arieties of materials lo"
catable under the milling laws, a
permit issued for common varieties
of materials cannot affect the status
of the land in any way as to subse-
quently located mining claims. The
majority reaches this conclusion as
to permits issued by the. Forest
Service by emphasizing that the
Secretary of Agriculture is not the
autharized officer to make with-
drawals of land and by referring to
a Bureau of Land Management
M'fanual release pertaining to free
Ilse permits.

The correct focus of the problem
in this case is not to be made by
looking to the authority to make
withdrawals of the public land or
by looking to BLM* Manual re-

leases which do not have the effect
of law. We are not concerned here
with whether there has been a per-
manent withdrawal of the land bar-
ring mining claims, but what effect
two different permits issued by the
Forest Service may have had upon
a subsequently located mining
claim for the same land. To some
extent raising this issue is prema-
ture because the Judge did not per-
mit evidence regarding the permits
to be introduced at tie hearing. The
majority recognizes that if the per-
mit to the state for a material site
were made under the Federal-Aid
Highway Act, 23 U.S.C.. §317

(1970), the land within that site
would be segregated from appropri-
ation under the mining laws while
the permit is effective. See cases
cited in najority opinion and
Carl il. Shearer, A-30838 (Decem-
ber 21, 1967). If the permit in this
case were in fact under that Act,
I submit the majority's conclusion
that it is too late to consider that
fact without bringing a new contest
because it was; not specifically
charged in the complaint is clearly
erroneous. See my previous discus-
sion of the authority of this Depart-
ment to consider matters which
would affect the validity of a claim.

If the state material site permit
was a free use permit made under
the Materials Act, as the testimony
of Mr. Ritchie tends to indicate (al-
though we do not know as the per-
mit is not in the record) is the state's
right lost as the majority implies
when the mining claim is -located?
The state has not been made a party

-472]
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in this proceeding. I suggest before
this Board rules definitively upon
the rights of the mining claimant
as to lands which may be in conflict
with the state's permit, that the
state be invited to intervene and the
facts concerning the permit be made
of record.3

I have previously indicated that
Pope's offer of proof concerning the
location of the boundary of the Mc-
Clarty claim should have been per-
mitted to assure that the particular
deposit having the unique property
is within the claim. I would also de-
fer a final ruling upon the possible
effect of Pope's permit upon the sub-

'A regulation of this Department, with re-
gard to the effect of free use permits to
governmental units under the Materials Act,
provides in part:

"t * d Such permits will constitute a
superior right to remove the materials and
will coptinue in full force' and effect, in
accordance with its terms and provisions, as
against any subsequent claim to or entry of
the lands."
43 CFR 3621.2. To the extent the 11,t manual
provision quoted by the majority conflicts with
this regulation it is in error, as the manual
release is merely an intra-Departmental In-
struction without the force and effect of laxv
which a duly promulgated regulation has. This
regulation at least reserves the right to remove
the common variety mineral materials to the
governmental permittee after sulbsequent
claims or entries of the lands are made. I
would suggest that to the extent this regula-
tion promulgates a rule affecting mining
claims, it may have applicability to similar
permits issued by the Forest Service. See sec-
tion 1, ch. 2 of the Forest Organic Act of
June 4, 1897, 16 U.S.C. § 482 (1970). Note
that the Materials Act, 30 U.S.C. § 601 (1970),
authorizes the Secretary-of the Department
of the Interior or Agriculture, as the case
may be-to promulgate rules and regulations
for the disposal of the materials. I am unaware
of any specific regulation promulgated by the
Secretary of Agriculture regarding the effect
of its permits upon subsequently located
mining claims. Cf. 36 CFR 251.12. But see
Forest Service Manual 2811.25 stating the
Forest Service position that lands "occupied
or used under a term special-use permit are
withdrawn from location and entry."

sequently located claim until the
record is complete in this matter.

I suggest that the majority's deci-
sion is also overly broad in its dis-
cussion of "special use permits" is-
sued by the Forest Service. The
question in this case should be lim-
ited to a permit or sale under the
Materials Act. Although there has
been some mislabeling and use of the
term "special use permit" in these
proceedings, this inartistic use of
the term should not be used as a
tool to forge rules broader than the
actual facts. Generally the term
should be limited to permits which
are not made under specific statu-
tory authority for specific uses. The
Department of the Interior regula-
tions designate "special use per-
mits" for "special purposes not spe-
cifically provided for by existing
law." 4L3 CFR 2920.0-2. Cf. 36 CFR
251.1(a) (1) relating to the Forest
Service use of the term. Regulation
43 CFR 2920.0-2 cited by the ma-
jority has no applicability here as
it pertains only to 'special use per-
mits issued by the Department of
the Interior, for a purpose not spe-
cifically provided by law, and not to
sales-uegotiated or by competitive
bidding-or free use permits under
the Materials Act.

It is possible that within a given
area there may be deposits of corn-
mon and uncommon varieties of ma-
terial intermingled. If a sale or per-
mit for an uncommon variety has
been made before a mining claim is
located embracing the area, I can-
not see how a subsequent minling
claim can terminate that contract as
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to the common variety minerals in
the absence of specific regulatory or
contractual provisions.4 The general
rule of law that prior contracts pre-
vail over subsequent contracts to an-
other party should be applicable to
successive governmental contracts
or grants. Otherwise, there would be
a failure of consideration upon the
part of the Government and a
breach of contract.5

The problem is more complex and
troublesome where we are concerned
with the same deposit rather than
intermingling deposits of common
and uncommon varieties.

4 Note that regulation 43 CFR; 3601.3 of this
Department provides that subsequent appro-
priations of land covered by a materials sale
contract, including mining locations, are sub-
ject to the outstanding contract of sale and
the purchaser has the continuing right to
remove the materials until termination of the
contract.

5 On this point the following discussion con-
cerning other statutes is of interest :

"'* * * Congress cannot be presumed to
have authorized the granting of rights which
shall be subject from the date of the grant
to being defeated at any time by the provisions
of a prior act, at least in the absence of a
clear intent to do so. On the other hand, the
issuance of an oil and gas lease pursuant to a
direction of law binds the Secretary to an
obligation of contract which cannot be avoided
without proper cause. See United States v.
Bank of the Metropolis, 14 U.S. (15 Pet. 377,
892) 114 (1841) and Perry v. United States,
294 U.S. 830, 352 (1935). It is believed that
the 1920 [Minerall Leasing Act was intended
and did modify the 1914 Act to the extent
necessary to maintain the obligation of con-
tracts entered into under authority of that
leasing act. It follows that a lease properly
issued cannot be canceled merely to permit the
issuance of an unrestricted patent to an entry-
man because of a subsequent change of classi-
fication of the land. Pace v. Carstarphen et al.,
50 L.D. 369 (1924) is not the contrary [sic].
There an oil and gas permit was issued for
land in an outstanding settlement claim at a
time when the land was not withdrawn,
classified, or valuable for oil and gas."
Acting Solicitor's pinion, 61 I.D. 459, 461
(1954). See also 5A Corbin on Contracts,
(§ 1169,01170 (1964).

We must presume that when this
Department or the Forest Service
issues a permit or makes a sale un-
der the Materials Act for a com-
mon variety of material it makes a
determination that the deposit of
material is, in fact, not an uncom-
-mon variety locatable under the
mining laws. Cf. Diamond Coal Co.
v. United States, 233 U.S. 236, 239
(1914). Where no mining claim has
been located and the administering
agency issues a permit or makes a
sale because the facts known at the
time do not establish that the de-
posit has a property giving it a spe-
cial and distinct value, the permit
or sale is lawful. If, subsequently,
facts become established which tend
to prove that a property in the de-
posit lay give it a special and dis-
tinct value, that does not establish
that the initial determination was
unlawful or improper where the de-
posit did not then have a known
special and distinct value6 Of

I See the quotation in n. 5, supra, and the
following quotation: 

"Land not known at the time to be mineral
in character may be devoted to purposes rec-
ognized by law as proper in aid of the objects
sought to be attained by establishment of,
forest reserves or coming within the purview
of the appropriation acts for protection and
administration of such reserves, and subse-
quent discovery of mineral therein will not
affect its use for those purposes or render it
liable to exploration, location, or entry under
the mining laws. This is in accord with the
general rutle that the known character of land
at the date of its sale controls and that the
right and title of a purchaser from the United
States canisot be defeated or affected by sb-
sequent iscovery of Mineral in the land (Def-
feback v. Hawke, 115 U.S. 392, 404 [1885];
Aspen Consolidated Mining Co. v. Williams, 27
L.D. 1, 15-iS [1898]. This rule is equally ap-
plicable to appropriations of public land for
public uses and its application is necessary to
properly safeguard and protect public inter-
ests. The known character of land at the time

495
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course, upon a determination that
the deposit is an uncommon viariety,
no new sales of the materials or
permits for free use could thereaf-
ter be made as long as the deposit
is deemed locatable under the min-
ing laws. See 43 CFR 3601.1.

To conclude, I would remand this
case for an additional hearing on
the matters I have discussed which
need further factual information.

of its appropriation for government use, in this
case for use in protecting and administering
forest reserves and accomplishing the objects
sought by establishment of such reserves, is the
criterion for determining its liability to such
appropriation. Having been once properly de-
voted to such public use no change in its
known character resulting from subsequent dis-
covery of mineral therein can have any effect
upon such appropriation or make the land sub-
ject to exploration, location or entry under
the mining laws. mphasis added.]"
Opinion of te Assistant Attorney-Gtsnerat
approved by the Secretary of the Interior. 35
L.D. 262, 68 (1906). See also, Diamsond Coal
Co. v. Unitedi States, spra.

I would rule, at, the very least, that
a miing claim located after per-
mits for free use or for iaterials;
sales are subject to those sales and
permits so long as they are in effect.
Pending a more complete factual
determination and opportunity for
all interested parties to present
briefs, I would postpone ruling on
the question of whether the exist-
ence of the permits temporarily seg-
regates the land or constitutes such
an appropriation of the land that a
mining claim located while they are
in effect is void ab initio as to such
land. Cf. Acting Solicitor's Opin-
ion, M:-36554 (March 24, 1959);
Filtrol Co. v. Brittan & Echart, 51
L.D. 649 (1926).

JOAN B. THOi:iPSON,
Admninistrative Judge.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1974



497j EASTERN ASSOIADCOA CORP. 497
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EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL: closure order issued pursuant to see-
CORPORATION tion. 104(a), of the Federal Coal

Mine. Health and. Safety Act of
3 IBMA 303 i.|: -;: f . 1969 (Act), 30 U.S.c.- §814(a)

EDecided September 4,1 z974 f--(19700). j The withdrawal order in
question, 1 HM, was issued on Au-

Appeal..by Eastern Associated. Coal gust 28, 19.72, and the conditions
Corporation from a decision by: an cited therein read as follows:.
Administrative:; Law Judge, issued Loose scales of ioof, rock and coal ribs
October 3, 1973, upholding an immi- overhanging coal. and rock brows were
nent danger withdrawal order and. dis- present along the active roadways, empty
missing an Application for Review in sidetrack in Nos. , 2, 3 and 4 entries re-
Docket No. HOPE 73-266.| ' ' X ' spectively, in 5 Left Pnd Fork Mains

section, however, management was in the
Afflirmed: process of correcting these conditionsand

coal production had not been started.
1. Federal; Coal llMinea Health and Eastern challenges the, decision
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders: below in t, it

Imminent Danger elo intwo, respects.~ Firsti
Imminent Danger . . S i . .; .y . V argues that the closure order. should

-The voluntary commende ent of the not have issued because. the operator
abatement process by an operator prior was already engaged in abatement.
to issuance of an imminent danger with- - t . c ta t J
drawal order dodd not invalidate the ge
order.: 0 z : . . erroneously concluded that'the roof

condition in this case amounted to
APPEARANCES: Thomas EX Boettger, imminent danger on the basis of the
Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated assumption that substandard roof
Coal. Corporation;. J. Philip Smith, and rib conditions are ipso facto
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Mark M. i e dan gerous
Pierce, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appel. [] 'With re o te i
lee, Mining Enforcement and Safety a w a . t o

Administration. ~~argum ent, we are of .teopinionAdministration.th
that it states no valid defense. Initi-

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA- ation of the abatement process on
TIVE JUDGE DOANE a voluntary basis, while laudable,

INTERIOR BO:AiRD OF MiINE -does not in itself preclude the issu-
OPERATIONS APPEALS ance of a section 104(a) closure

order where an inspector observes
Eastern Associated Coal Corpo- a condition or conditions constitut-

ration (Eastern) appeals from a ing imminent danger, as that term
decision in Docket No. HOPE 73- is defined in the Act. See generally
266 by an Administrative Law Freenan Coal Mining Corporation,
Judge dismissing its Application 2IBMA 197, 80 I.D. 610, OCH Em-
for Review and upholding the
validity of an imminent danger 81 I.D. No. 9

5f60-370-74 1
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ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 16,56 (1973). Section 104(a)
is phrased in mandatory rather
than permissive terms and an in-
spector must issue anl order of with-
drawal where he determines that
imminent danger exists. We believe
that Congress clearly intended this
result in such a situation in order
to assure that, during and prior to
abatement, Mining personnel not
essntial to abatement remain with-
drawn and are prohibited from
entry into the affected area until
-the hazard is removed, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 814(a), (d) '(1970). The case at
hand provides a good illustration
of the activities, unrelated to abate-
-ment, which Congress sought to ban
in order to minimize the number of
miners exposed to danger. Here, the
area in question had not been
Cdangered off" (Tr. 208-211), that
is to say, there were no warning
signs at the entries ordering miners
not to proceed. Moreover, the record
shows that niebers of the produe-
tion crew were engaged in tasks
within the dangerous area having
ho connection with the Iabatement
process Tr. 7). We, therefore,
tconcluae that the Judge correctly
rejeected Ia ters defense of volun-
tary abatement. Eastern Associated
Cord Corpoertioiz, 2 IBNJA 128,
J36137, 80I.D. 400, CCH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide, par.
'16,187 (1973), aff'd -sub noa East-
* rn Associated Coad Corporation v.
!?nterTor Board of Mine Operation
Appeals, No. 73-1859, OCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,

par: 17,275 (4th Cir., February 12,
197*).,'l-:

We likewise hold that Eastern's
second, contention provides no basis
for reversal. We agree with East-
ern's abstract proposition that devi-
ations from the roof, rib, and face
control regulations are not neces-
sarily or inevitably imminent
dangers, and as we observed in
Freeman Cord Mining Corporation,
supra, ' * earh cse must be de-
cided on its own peculiar facts."
2 IBMA at 212. While the Judge
indicated that he regarded iost
dangerous roof conditions as i-

minently dangerous, he did not say
that he thought that they all were.
(Dec. 4.) Although we do not sub-
scribe to his gneral proposition, we
co not believe that. it constituted
error because he did not give it the
effect of a presumption. In addition,
our independent review of the rec-
ord supports the Judge's explicit
findings and discussion of the testi-
monial evidence. (Tr. 21-22, 45, 79,
11.3-114, 120, 191-195. 201-206.
216-217.)

ORDER

WIJEREFORE, pursuant to the.
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Iterior
(843. :CFB 4.1(4)), the decision
in the above-entitled docket IS
Al FIRMED.

DAVI-D DoANP,

Administrative Judge.
I CoNCUR:

C. E. RoGERS, JR.,
Chie Administrative Judg. 

[S1I E..
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
MARVIN MURPHY v. AREA
DIRECTOR, ANADARKO AREA
OFFICE, ET AL.

3 IBIA 47

Decided Septenber 9, 1974

Appeal from a decision of a Special
Board of Appeals impanelled by the
Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Af-
*fairs, affirming the action of the Iowa
Tribal Council canceling a tribal land
assignment.

DISMISSED.

1. Indian Lands: Assignments-In-
dian Lands: Tribal Lands-Indian
Lands: Generally

Cancellation of Tribal Land Assignments
are governed by the terms of the assign-
ment as agreed -upon by the parties
thereto.

APPEARANCES: Marvin Murphy,
pro se.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Marvin Murphy, the appellant
herein, under date of July' 1, 1974,
directed, a letter to Rogers. C. B.
Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
regarding a decision of a special
Board of Appeals confirmingthe
cancellation of a tribal land assign-
meent by the Iowa Tribal Council
through its Executive Committee.
The letter will be considered as -an
appeal by the Board.

The appeal, together with the ad-
ministrative record regarding the
matter, was referred to this Board
on August 12, 1974, by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for review .and

final disposition.
The events leading to the appeal

herein, according to the record, are
as set forth hereinafter.

The assignment, comprising trib-
al ands described as Plot 3, Tract
4, more particularly described as
that portion of Tract 4 lying "South
of the Road," contained in lots 5 and
6 of the SE 1/4, sec. 12, T. 1 S., R.
18 E., 6th P.M., containing 50 acres,
was originally the assignment of one
Homer B. Campbell.

The acreage in question was re-
assigned to the appellant on March
24, 1956, by the Iowa Tribal Coun-
cil. The possession and use thereof
remained unchallenged through and
including January 6,1973, when the
General Council of the Iowa Tribe
through Resolution Number 73-R-
16, canceled and revoked the ap-
pellant's assignment effective as of
that date for the following 'reasons:

(1) Assigned lands do"not constitute
your usual place of: residence,

(2) Assignment is not personally op-
erated by you; and

(3) Use fees have not been paid since
1967. 

The fappellant thereafter ap-
pealed the Tribe's cancellation
under the provisi6ns of section 7(b)
of the assignment which in perti-
nent part provides:

If an assignment is revoked without
the consent of the 'assignee, he may
thereupon appeal within sixty (60)' days

499
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from the date of notice of revocationctc
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, wio
thereupon shall establish a Board of Ap-
peals' as described above. Pending, a de-
:cision by: the, Board of Appeals, the right
of the assignee to: the continued use and
pecupancy of the assignment shall not be
abridged.

The method of creating the Board
of Appeals by the Commissioner,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, is set
forth in section 7 of the assignment
which provides:

Upon receiving such protest, the Com-
missioner shall authorize the creation of
a Board r of Appeals, one member to be
named by the person or group making
the protest, one to be named by the Iowa
Executive 'Committee, and 'a third mem-
ber to be designated by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Provided, that the third
member shall not be affiliated with the
tribe and shall not be an employee of the
Indian Service within the administrative
region.

'The Board of Appeals thereafter
was impanelled by the Commis-
sioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs, to
conduct a hearing on appellant's
appeal.

The record indicates several at-
tempts were made to hold the hear-
ing but without success. Finally, on
April 10, 19T4, the Special Board
convened with only two members
since the appellant refused to par-
ticipate therein. Based on the find-
ings of said hearing, an order was
issued by the. Special Board on
April 10, 1974, wherein it affirmed
the Iowa Tribe's cancellation of the
appellant's assignment. A copy of
the Special Board's Hearing Order
is attached hereto and made a part
hereof.

IRTMENT OF THE INTEAIOR [81 I.D.

The only issue to be resolved by
,this Board is whether the decision of
the- SpeciaL Board iipanelled. by
h`th' Commissioner, Bureau of fIn-

"dian Affairs, pursuant to section X
of the assignment, was final for the
Department.

In this connection it is noted that
section 7(f) of the assignment
specifically provides:

The decision rendered by the Board of
Appeals in any of the above disputes
shall be final. (Italics-supplied.)

[1] The'appellant in accepting the
reassignment of the land in ques-
tion was bound by the provisions of
the assignment. Accordingly, the
Board finds that the decision of the
Special Board of Appeals of
April 10, 1974, affirming the Tribe's
cancellation of appellant's assign-
ment is final 'for the Department
and that no further administrative
remedy is available to the appel
lant. The appeal should therefore
be dismissed.

Assuming arguendo, that the
Special Board of Appeals' decision
was not final for the Department,
a review of the administrative rec-
ord indicates quite clearly that the
appellant was extended every op-
portunity to resolve the matter. The
record reflects his uncooperative at-
titude to resolve the matter through
the appeals procedure set forth in
the assignment. Evidence thereof is
indicated by his refusal to accept
certified mail, requests for post-
ponements, and his refusal to par-
ticipate, personally or through
counsel, in either of the hearings as
scheduled. Moreover, the record
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further indicates . appellant's re
fusal to designate a member-. ix
sit on the Special Board as pro
vided in the assignment. In' lighl
of the foregoing circumnstances,-th(
appellant an hardly say he wat
deprived of the opportunity to bE
heard and to refute the charges on
which-the cancellation of his.assign-
ment- was effected.

NOW; THEREFOE, pursuani
to the authority delegated to thc
Board' of Idian Appeals by thc
Secretary of the Interior (Section
211.137, Departmental Manual, De.
cember 14, 1973), the appeal ol
Marvin- Mi phy is hereby DIS-
MISSED.

ALEXANDER H. WMsoN
Adminios~trative Judge

ICONC:R:

DAVID J. MCKEEf -
Chief Ajdm4'nistrai've Judge.

BEFOREA SPECIAL BOARD
OF APPEAL AUTHORIZED
BY THE .ACTING, ANA-
DARKO AREA DIRECTOB
.UNDER", DELEGATIONI 'BY
THE ASSISTANT., TO, THE
SECRETARY OF ,THE INTE-
RIQORIN, THE, MATTER OF
THE .ILAND. sASSIGNMENT

OF MARVIN MITEPHY 5t

HEARING ORDER

NOW, on this 10th day of Apr
1974,. comes to be heard the appeal
of Marvin Murpihy.from the-action

heretofore taken by the Iowa Tribal
Council in- cneelingg- his assign-
ment to certain lands described as

t Plot 3, Tract 4,. more particularly
described, as,_,that portion of Tract-

s 4 lying "South of the Road," con-
taned in Lots and'6 of the South-

I east Quarter;. Section 12,. Township
1. South,, Range 18 East, contain-
ing 50 acres, Brown County,

K Eansas.
Mr. urphy made an appear-

ance with one,,.Leonard Fee, whom
L Mr. Murphy identified as his des-

ignee '-to the Board; 'however,
he refusedto allow Mr. Fee to sit
as a Board member because he was
without counsel and felt the Hear-

. ing should again be rescheduled for
another date inasmuch as he had
notified the Area, Office that his at-
torney hadother commitments this
date. The Iowa Tribe's designee,
Mrs.- Merzl; Schroeder and -Mr.
Louis White, the Commissioner's
designee,. made,, an., appearance.
Members of the Io'wa Tribal Execu-
tive- Committee present were:'For-
rest F'ee,'Albert Green and Murray'
CampbdL.

There having been two previous,
postponements 'and one aborted.
Hearing, it was- decided to convene
the Hearing with'two Board mem-
bers presiding and the third present.
For the record, it should be stated
that Mr. Murphy implied that he.
had no intent to participate in the
Hearing. The following Findings
and Croncusions are based on the
documentation available for review
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and the limited verbal testimony
presented.

Findings

According to the documentation
before the Board which was not re-
butted by Mr. Murphy we find that:

1. Mr. Murphy resides in Hiawatha,
Kansas. His limited occupancy of the as-
signment does not reflect an intention
of permanent residency on the assigned
premises.

'2. Mr. Murphy does not own farming
equipment and is not personally utiliz-
ing the land nor is he engaged in a farm-
ing operation in a manner contemplated
by the landless Indian assignment, pro-
gram. Evidence indicates that Dwight Fee
operates the assignment without sanction
or approval of the proper tribal officials.

3. He has paid no use fees since 1967.
4. The record reflects that the Tribal

Officials made extensive efforts to resolve
the land assignment to Mr. Murphy's
advantage.

15. Mr. Murphy offered no evidence in
his behalf to refute the above.

CONCLUSIONS AND ORDERS

'1. Mr. Murphy was in violation of the
Assignment Agreement for the above
stated reasons.

'2. The'Tribe acted properly in effecting
the. cancellation of the Assignment.

3. In view of Mr. Murphy's failure to
appear before the Tribal Land' Assign-
ment 'Committee, 'by not accepting nail
from the tribe or the Horton, Agency or
to. make formal presentation'before the
tribe.as provided in Sec. 7(e) of the As-.
signment, or before the Board, the can-
cellation is hereby affirmed. The Iowa
Tribe shall have the right to immediate
possession to all of said described real-
estate not now under cultivation. As soon
as the 1974 crop is harvested, the operator
or operators and assignee shall have no
further rights thereon.

'The ab6ve and foregoing ordet-' of' the

Special Board of Appeal was on this 10th
day of April 1974, approved as indicated
below by a majority consent of its'
members.

APPROVED:

Lours WHITE

MERZL SCHROEDER

DISAPIPOVED:'
_ -_-_- -_-_- -_-_- -_-_- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

XKENTLAND-ELKIORN COAL
CORPORATION

3 BMA 308

Decided September 11, 1974

Appeal by Kentland-Elkhorn Coal Cor-
poration (Kentland-Elkhorn) from a
decision of an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. PIKE 72-237),
dated January 3, 1974, dismissing its
Application for Review of an imminent
danger Order of Withdrawal filed pur-
suant to section 105(a) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
;1969: (Act).

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger
A finding that three of four braking sys-
tems of a self-propelled antrip car were
inoperative wil support a finding of im-
minent danger.

APPEARANCES: Raymond E. Davis,
Eq., 'for appellant, Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal Corporation; Michael T. Heenan,:
Esq.,- -Trial Attorney, fr. I appellee,

[8l L.D.
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and the limited verbal testimony
presented.

Findings

According to the documentation
before the Board which was not re-
butted by Mr. Murphy we find that:

1. Mr. Murphy resides in Hiawatha,
Kansas. His limited occupancy of the as-
signment does not reflect an intention
of permanent residency on the assigned
premises.

'2. Mr. Murphy does not own farming
equipment and is not personally utiliz-
ing the land nor is he engaged in a farm-
ing operation in a manner contemplated
by the landless Indian assignment, pro-
gram. Evidence indicates that Dwight Fee
operates the assignment without sanction
or approval of the proper tribal officials.

3. He has paid no use fees since 1967.
4. The record reflects that the Tribal

Officials made extensive efforts to resolve
the land assignment to Mr. Murphy's
advantage.

15. Mr. Murphy offered no evidence in
his behalf to refute the above.

CONCLUSIONS AND ORDERS

'1. Mr. Murphy was in violation of the
Assignment Agreement for the above
stated reasons.

'2. The'Tribe acted properly in effecting
the. cancellation of the Assignment.

3. In view of Mr. Murphy's failure to
appear before the Tribal Land' Assign-
ment 'Committee, 'by not accepting nail
from the tribe or the Horton, Agency or
to. make formal presentation'before the
tribe.as provided in Sec. 7(e) of the As-.
signment, or before the Board, the can-
cellation is hereby affirmed. The Iowa
Tribe shall have the right to immediate
possession to all of said described real-
estate not now under cultivation. As soon
as the 1974 crop is harvested, the operator
or operators and assignee shall have no
further rights thereon.

'The ab6ve and foregoing ordet-' of' the

Special Board of Appeal was on this 10th
day of April 1974, approved as indicated
below by a majority consent of its'
members.

APPROVED:

Lours WHITE

MERZL SCHROEDER

DISAPIPOVED:'
_ -_-_- -_-_- -_-_- -_-_- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

XKENTLAND-ELKIORN COAL
CORPORATION

3 BMA 308

Decided September 11, 1974

Appeal by Kentland-Elkhorn Coal Cor-
poration (Kentland-Elkhorn) from a
decision of an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. PIKE 72-237),
dated January 3, 1974, dismissing its
Application for Review of an imminent
danger Order of Withdrawal filed pur-
suant to section 105(a) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
;1969: (Act).

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger
A finding that three of four braking sys-
tems of a self-propelled antrip car were
inoperative wil support a finding of im-
minent danger.

APPEARANCES: Raymond E. Davis,
Eq., 'for appellant, Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal Corporation; Michael T. Heenan,:
Esq.,- -Trial Attorney, fr. I appellee,

[8l L.D.
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Yllinink-Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY CHIEF.
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

-Background

'On May 9, 1972, a Bureau of,
Mines (now Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration) inspec-
tor, during an inspection of Kent-
land-Elkliorn's No. 2 Mine, issued
Order, of Withdrawal No. 1 FOR,
May 9, 1972, pursuant to section 104
(a) of the Act., The Order cited
the. following condition:

The Hart self propelled mantrip car
was not in a safe operating condition in
that only 1 braking system was operative
and the sanding system: was also in-
operative.

The Order was terminated approxi-
mately two 'hours and 45 minutes
after its issuance. 

Kentland-Elkhorn filed a timely
Application for Review. of the
Order and a hearing was held be-
fore an Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) on October 16, 1973. The
following facts were developed at
the hearing and are not in dispute:
(1), The mantrip car weighs be-.
tween ,000 and 4,000 pounds and
normally carries eight to ten men on
trips taking, approximately 20 min-
utes. at .the beginning and end of
each shift while traveling at speeds

.P.L. 11-173,: 83 Stat. 742-804, S30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970). :: i : -7 ' . I

of six .tof eight.:miles per hour. (2).
The mantrip'car customarily travels
over areas of the mine in' which the
track. was!wet. (3) The mantrip car
is equipped with two separate, in-
dependent braking systems-a two-,
part hydraulic' system 'with each
part acting independently on the
front and rear of the mantrip,' and!
an emergency manual windup sys-
tern; in addition, it is equipped with
a sanding system which is used to
create traction on grades '-and has
utility in stopping the vehicle. (4),
Half of the hydraulic braking sys-'
temr was inoperative at the time the
Order was' issued; the sanding sys-
tem was also inoperative. (5) On
the evening before the Order was
issued the mantrip car had gone out
of control on a grade-on wet-track.2.
(6) The inspector who issued the.
Order is an expert in the field of
coal mine health and safety. (7)
After issuing the Order, the inspec-
tor instructed employees of the op-
erator to slowly take the mantrip
car under its own power, to the shop
for repairs.

There is conflict in the evidence as
to the condition of the emergency
manual' windup braking. system
(windup system) at the time the
Order was issued. Two witnesses for'
Kentland-Elkhorn 'testifi.d that the
windup system was operative lut
neither had personally checked it.3

2 The inspector testified that this was
btought to his attention by a member of the
UMW Safety Committee lTr. 33).

'3 One of these witnesses testified that he was
told by a third person who had examined the
windup system in his presehce that it, was
operative.
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,On the other hand, the. inspector
testified that'he hecked the' winup'
syst'em and fund it'to be fozen in
place.. According to the inspector,'
the mantrip car, withhalfofitshy-.
'draulic braking system, its sanding
-system, and its windup- system all
inoperative, could jnot be used with-
'out the risk of serious injury. He
-issued the Order to prevent men
Irom being transported on the man-
trip car.
. In his..decisionthe' Judge ac-.
corded greater weight to what he
characterized as the"'more concise,
accurate and: revealing" testimony
of the ispector. He credited the in-
spector's version of the condition of
the' mantrip car,' thus finding that
the only operative braking 'system
on the mantrip car at the time the
Order was issued'was one'half of the
hydraulic system. He concluded that
the established inoperability of
three of the four independent sys-
tems together with the circumstan ce
'that the mantrip car had 'gone 6t
of 'control the previous ev~ening con:
~stituted an imminent danger, and
that the inspector reasonably, be-
lieved that death or serious physical
.harm could result if normal work
activity' were carried on before re-
pairs were made. Accordingly,- he
dismissed the Application for Re-
view.

Issue Presented

Whether the conditions cited-in
the Order of Withdrawal support
the conclusion that an 'imminent
danger existed.

Discussion

In its attempt to establish that
imminent danger did not exist,
Kentland-Elkhorn: (1) emphasizes
th conflicting eidence with respect
to the windup system; (2) asserts
that imminent danger is negated in
that 'the inspector allowed the man-
trip to proceed to' the shop in its
allegedly dangerous condition; and
('3) suggests that the Judge's reli-
anceon the hearsay to the effect that
the mantrip car had gone out of con-
trol the previous evening, was mis-
placed.

[1] Having arefully- reviewed
the record the' Board finds no' error
in theJudge's va luation of the
evidence or conclusions of law and
accordingly -6oncludes that the Ap-
plication'for Review was'properly
dismissed. Attetime'the Oirder was
issued, the mantrip car was in a con-:
dition which rendered it unsafe 'for
its normal use of transporting men'
to and from their, placesof work in
the mine. It was therefore necessary
alid rudent ' for the inspector to
take the mantrip car, out of. service
so that repairs could be made. The
cautious removal of the mantrip to
the 'shp does not negate'its defects,
render them any less dangerous, or
vitiate the inspector's c;conclusion
that an iminent danger existed.4

Moreover, the necessity for the pres-
ence of persons in imminent danger
areas (here the mantrip'ear): to.
abate a danger is clearly recognized

4 Zeigler Coal Company, 3 IBMA 54, 1 I.D.
147, CCEl Employment Safety' and Health
Guide, par. 17,533 (1974).
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b~y' the Act.5 Applying the criteria
of imminent danger enunciafed in
prior decisions of this Board 6 we
conclude that.,an imminent danger
was presented by the circumstances
of this case.

- ORDER 

' WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
.the Secretary of . the Interior (43
OFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the. Judge's decb-
sion in theabove-captioned case IS
AFFIRMED.-

C . E. ROGERs, JR.,

Chief Administrative Jdge.

I CONCUR4:

How ii J. ScHELLE;NBEG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.:

ESTATE OF CAROLINE. 3. CHARLES
(BRENDALE)

(YAKIMA, ALLOTTEE NO. 4240,
DECEASED) '

3 IBIA 91:

Decided Septem6er 12, 1974

This is an Order of Remand to an
Administrative Law Judge to correct

5csection.304(d).

6Eastern 4ss ciat I Coal corporatlon, 2
IBMA 128, 80 I.D. -400, CCE Employment

-Safety and Health Guide, par. .16,187 (i973)
-Freeman- Coal Mining orporation 2 IBMA
197, 80 ID. 610, CH Ezmployment Safety
and Health Guide, par. 6j5,67 (1973).

error by the conduct of new and fur-
ther proceedings.

Remanded.

-1Indian Probate: Secretary's Author-
ity: 'Geierally 381.0
Where it becomes necessary, .the Secre-
tary- in the exercise of his supervisory
authority reserved in 43 CR4.5, may
assume.original jurisdiction of a pending
Indian probate, and if no regulations rel-
ative to procedures are effective: at the
time, he may remand the case to an ad-
ministrative law judge with -directions
governing further or additional proceed-
ings.

APPEARANCES: Arthur W. Kirsch-
enmann of the law firm of Kirschen-
mann, Devine and Fortier, for Philip
Brendale. .

OPINION BY CHIEF' ADMIN-
ISTRA TIVE JUDGE MCKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF INDIAN
APPEALS

This matter comes: on for con-
sideration as a proceeding -collat-
eral to and' conducted in conjiunc-
tion with .consideration . of the
complaint filed in the United States
District Court for the Eastern Dis-
trict of Washington, in the. action
'entitled' Phiii: Breridale asEzecu-
tor of the Estate -of Caroline B.
Charles, DeCeased v. United States
of Amenra, et al., Civil Action No.
C-74-21,'filed February 1, 1974.

A stipulation' entered into by the
?arties iii this case is as follows:

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND
AGREED by and among the respective
parties: hereto through, their respective
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counsel that at the request of the In-,
terior Department the claim of the plain-
-tiff be resubmitted to the office of Hear-
Yings and Appeals in order that the same
,nay be reconsidered by the Secretary of
Interior.

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND
AGREED, as aforesaid, that the above-
entitled action be held in abeyance pend-
ing final administrative action in accord-
ance herewith.

DATED at YAKIMA, WASHINGTON,
this 28th day of June, 1974.

The proceedings herein are in fur-
therance of the purpose of the stip-
ulation.

An examination of the probate
records in the Estate of eceZia
Smith (Borger), Deceased, Yakima
Allottee No. 4161, Probate No.
E-182-59, the E state of Morris A.
Charles, Deceased, Yakima Allot-
-tee No. 4247, Probate No. IP PO
.38I( 71, and the record in the pro-
bate of the estate of this decedent,
Caroline B. Charles also known as
Caroline J. Charles (Brendale),
Probate No. IP PO 48K 74, reveals
.the following.

Cecelia Smith and Morris Charles
'were the children of Mary Charles,
* deceased Yakima Allottee No. 4244,
Leach of whom inherited a one-
*fourth interest in her allotment de-
uscribed as the SW '1/4 of sec. 8, T.
T7 N., R. 13 E., Willamette Meridian,
Yakima County, Washington, con-
taining 160 acres. Cecelia died in
1958 and by. her will left her one-
fourth interest,.one-half each to the
daughters of her brother, Morris A.
(K.) Charles,, i.e., Caroline B.
Charles and Mary (Andle) Andal.
Upon the approval of the will on
May 15, 1959, it was determined

that under the Act of August 9,
1946 (60 Stat. 968, as amended, 25
U.S.CQ. § 607) Caroline B. Charles
was eligible to receive her interest
Luder the Act. as an enrolled mem-
ber of the Yakima tribe and as one
having a one-fourth blood quantum
of the Tribe, whereas Mary Andal
did not have sufficient blood quan-
tum. The interest devised to Mary
was therefore distributed as intes-
tate property to her father, Morris
Charles, vesting in' him an addi-
tional 1/8 interest in the allotment of
Mary Charles making a total of 3/8.

Morris A. (K.) Charles died No-
vember 23, 1964, leaving a will by
which he devised all of his property
to his daughter, Carolin. However,
the probate of his estate could not
be closed for the reason that the
original showing of the blood quan-
tum of Caroline as a one-fourth had
been challenged, and she had been
held-to be only a one-eighth Ya-
kima. This ruling was appealed
successively to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs and then to the Sec-
retary, and was not ultimately de-
cided until April 11, 1969, when her
classification as a person of one-
eighth blood quantum was affirmed.
Attached hereto as "Appendix A"
is the certificate of blood and en-
roilment originally relied upon by
the Examiner> in the Estate of
fVeceeia;. also attached as 'Appen-
dix B," is the decision of the Secre-
tary issued April 11, 1969; and "Ap-
pendix C" bearing the notation by
the Examiner that he-was not ad-
vised-of the6Secretary's decision of
April 11, 1969, until March 24, 1972.
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The final decision in the probate
of the Estate of Morris Charles was
thus delayed until March 31, 1972,
when the will was approved under
the Act of December 31, 1970 (84
Stat. 1874, 25 U.S.C. §607), an
amendment of the Act of August 9,
1946, supra. By this amendment, the
normal heirs or devisees who are not
members of the Yakima Tribe and
not of one-fourth of the blood of the
Tribe could take and hold the prop-
erty passing to them upon death,
subject only to the option of the
Tribe to purchase the same at its
fair market value as determined by
the Secretary after appraisal. By its
terms the amendment was made
effective as to all estates pending be-
fore the Examiner at the date of
the Act. ;

Immediately following the ap-
proval of the will of Morris Charles
the Yakima tribe indicated its elec-
tion to take the 3/8 interest in the
Mary Charles allotment shown in
the inventory of his estate.

An appraisal of the property was
informally furnished by the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs, and with-
out any other action the Bureau
transferred the requisite funds from
the Tribe's account to the account of
the Estate of Morris Charles On
May 12, 1972, the Examiner issued
a Supplemental Order of Distribi-
tion in which he recited the filing of
the election by the Tribe to take,
and. the transfer of funds on the
vtauation shown ify the appraisal.
Without making any finding as to
the fair maret valuethe Examiner

507.CHARLES (BRENDALE)

NO. 4240, DECEASED)
er 12, 1974

decreed the 3/8 interest in the allot-
ment of Mary Charles to the Tribe.
Therefore the 3/ interest, which
would have passed to this decedent
under the will of her father, is not
shown on the inventory in this pro-
bate.

However, there is an additional
1/8 interest in the same allotment of
Mary Charles to be included in the
inventory of this estate. On the
present record, this /8 interest was
acquired through the will of Cecelia
Smith (Borger), supra. The tribe
has indicated its election in this
estate to take the /8 interest, but
there has been no transfer of funds
-and there is no order in the record
transferring the title to the tribe.

[1] The title to this 1/8 interest
in the allotment of Mary Charles
is subject to the corrective action
which is initiated simultaneously
with the issuance of this order, in
the Estate of Cecelia Smith
(Borger). The corrective action to
be taken nunc pro tunc will have
the effect, if the new proceeding
confirms the record before the
Board, of passing the 1/8 interest
through the will of' Morris A.
Charles to this decedent, and
through her will to her sole devisee.
By the present record the 1/8 interest
incorrectly passed to this decedent
directly from the said Cecelia. The
title of such 1/8 interest would be
held, under the order approving the
'will of this decedent issued Febru-
ary 12, 1974, by Philip. Brendale
enrolled as a Cowlitz Indian as the
-successor in interest. As a result of
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his non-enrollment in the Yakima
,Tribe,. he holds his title subject to
the. right of the Yakima Tribe to
,take it froim him upon payment of
the,, fair: market value as deter-
mined by the Judge. .

Jn the conditional order entered
this date by the Board in the Estate
of Mones A. (K.) (Jharles, De-
ceased, supra, it is provided that the
- interest in the allotment of.Mary
,Charles added to the inventory shall
be made available in. that probate
proceeding for purchase by the
Tribe. The finding is made that if
the Tribe fails to elect to take and
pay for the additional l interest in
,proceedings in the Estate of Mowrs
A.; (K.) Charles, then. the title shall
be.distributed by the udgeto the
United States in trust for Philip
Brendale: under the will of this
decedent.,

A further finding is made thatthe
,Judge should modify the order ap-
proving the will in this estate en-
tered February 12, 1974, to elimi-
,nate therefrom the provision that
the. Yakima Tribe will have two
years from the date of such order in

which to exercise .its statutory op-
,tion as to the 'A interest.

A further finding is made that a
similar modification of .the said
order should.: be entered by. the
Judge to- eliminate the two years'
provision for the Tribes of Warm
Springs Reservation to take this
decedent's interest in land on'that
reservation. -' ; \'': -

The modification of the order in-
sofar' as it applies to 'the" Warm
'Springs interests stems' from' the

provisions of the Act of August 10,
.;192 (86 Stat. 530), which is. almost
identical to the provisions. of the
Act-of December 31, 1970, applying
to the Yakima Tribes. The Act, of
'August.10, 1972, provides that. in-
terests' -in lands, on the Warm
Springs 'Reservation pass upon
death by inheritance or devise to, a
non-member of the Tribe (no re-
quirement is made .concerning blood
quantum of the Warm Springs
Tribes)-, but that they are subject to
an option of the Tribe to purchase
,such interests so inherited at the
fair market value as determined by
.the Secretary after appraisal.

As above indicated, the sole dez
visee in the decedent's will Phiipi
Brendale,-is shown to be an enrolled
member of the Cowlitz Tribe of In-
dians, presumably not enrolled in
the Warm Springs .Tribes of Ore-
gon. Under the' statute,.he is ineli5
gible to hold'his title to. the Warm
Springs interest if the Tribe shall
elect to take and pay for said inter-
est. A finding is made that Judge
Montgomery shall issue, a. notice to
,the Warm Springs Tribes specify-
.ing the interests which appear of
record to be subject to the Tribal op"
tion. He shall allow 45 days, or any
extension thereof granted upon a
petitiontimely filed, for the.Tribe
'to- file its election to take. He shall
simultaneously issue an order to the
'Superintendent of the 'Warm
-Springs Agency' to procure at an
early-date an appraisal of the inter-
ests which are available to the Tribe
'with a report to' be filed at the
Agency. -A summary of the report
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shall be furnihed for distribution to
All parties of iterest.

A copy of the order shall be
mailed to the attorney for Philip
Brendale who may procure an in-
dependent appraisal report. if he so
desires, and a suimimary of any such
-Feport obtained by him shall be filed
with the Judge and distributed to

al parties in interest.
On August 3,1974, new regula-

tions w pblished in 39 F.R.
31635 in final forma effective Sep-
fember 3Q, 1974, a to all pending
matters arising un,der the Act of
August 10, 1972 (86 Stat. 30).
These appear as a new addition to
the 43 CFR Subpart D beginning
with § 4.300. After the effective date
,of these regulations if the Tribe
§hall elect to take the interest on the
Warm Springs Reservation avail-
able'to it, then further proceedings
in relation to the determination of
the fair market value and the pay-
iment thereqf shall be governed by:
tie said regul at'Qns

:NOW, T1EREFQR , by virtue
of the authQrity delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, it is ORIDERED:

1. That further pr-peedings shall
be conducted by Judge R. J. Mont-
gomery in the probate of this estate
in accordance with the findings
herein set forth and

2. That such f qrther proceed-
ings shall be couduote4 by the
Judge as are ecesary t the ulti-
mate distribu~tion of the Rssts of the

estate and the final closing of the
probate thereof.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

DAvm J. MCKEE,
Chief Adminiatrative Judge,

ICONCUR:

ALEXANDER H. WILsoN,
AdministratHtve Judge. 

APPENDIX A:.

February 6, 1959

Superintendent
Yakima Indian Agency
Toppenish, Washington -

RE: Cecelia Smith Vergote
Yakima No. 4161:

Dear Sir:
Please examine the roll of tribal mem-

bership prepared under the Act of Au-
gust 9, 1946 (60 Stat.; 969), and advise
whether the following named individuals,
who appear to be probable heirs in this
estate, are enrolled members of the
Yakima tribes, of 1/4 or more degree of
Indian blood of such tribes, as required
by section 7 of that Act:

Mary Andle, Niece!
Caroline Charles, Niece
Morris Charles, Brother
Frank (Phillip) Charles (born 1893),

Nephew
Rosa Mamie Cashier Simmons (Rose C.

Mitchell), Niece (adopted)
Sincerely,
R. J. MONTGOMERY.
Examiner of Inheritance.

RJM: nb
I certify that the above named persons
are not eligible as required by the said
Act to inherit in the above estate. EX-
CEPT Morris Charles ( Yakima) and
Caroline Charles (4 Yakima), whom
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are eligible as required by the said act
to inherit in the above estate.

APPENDIX B

Mr. Arthur W. Kirsehenman-
Attorney at Law
Yakima Legal Center
303 East "D" Street
Yakima, Washington 98901

April 11, 1969

Dear Mr. Kirseheimann:

You have appealed from the Acting
Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs'
decision of August 6, 1968, which upheld
the Acting Deputy Assistant Commis-
sioner's affirmance of the action taken
by the Yakima Tribal Council to lower
the Yakima blood degree of Caroline B.
Charles from 1/4 to 2 degree. You base
your appeal upon your belief that the
tribal council's action in correcting the
degree of Yakima blood ascribed to your
client was of a judicial nature rather
than the mere rectification of a clerical
error in the membership records.

As part of its internal sovereignty and
in the absence of express statutory pro-
visions or Federal regulations to the con-
trary, the Yakima Tribal Council has full
power to correct clerical errors affecting
the descent and distribution of the prop-
erty of its members. More than that, the
Yakima Tribal Council would be remiss
in its responsibility to all of the tribal
members were errors affecting the descent
and distribution of property of the mem-
bers not corrected. Nothing in the Act
of August 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 969), which
authorizes and directs the preparation
of the Yakima membership roll, pro-
hibits the tribal council from maling
corrections of clerical errors and the pol-
icy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, as
indicated in the Acting Assistant Com-
missioner's letter of August 6, would not
operate to prohibit such corrections of
clerical errors.

We concur in the Acting Assistant
Commissioner's finding that the tribal
counciPs procedure in changing Miss

Charles' degree of Yakima blood was in-
adequate inasmuch as no follow-up at-
tempt was made to locate her to advise
her of the change. However, the responsi-
bility for keeping tribal governing bodies
advised of current addresses necessarily
lies with the tribal members themselves:
and the Yakima Tribal Council cannot be
held solely responsible for not knowing
the whereabouts of your client. Your cli-
ent apparently neglected to inform the
postal authorities of her change of ad-
dress and as a result, the letter addressed
to her'by the tribal council could not be
forwarded to her. In any event, this lack
of proper notification was remedied when
Miss Charles was offered an opportunity
to present evidence bearing on her blood
degree to the Commissioner.

Your client was enrolled under the pro-
visions of Section 1(a) of the Act of
August 9, 1946, which pertains to the
enrollment of Yakima allottees. That ac-
tion does not require the minimum posses-
sion of any degree of Yakima blood as a
prerequisite for enrollment.

Your contention that the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs had confirmed Miss
Charles' degree of Yakima blood by ap-
proving the supplemental roll which con-
tained her name cannot be upheld. The
Commissioner approved her enrollment
because she was an original allottee and,
therefore, met the provisions of Section
1 (a)-

The record indicates that in her appli-
cation for enrollment with the Yakima
Tribes dated July 27, 1955, your client
claimed only Ys degree Yakima blood. The
Yakima-Tribal Enrollment Committee
erred when it enrolled her as 1/4 degree
Yakima -and 1/4 degree Nisqually. When
your client was notified by the Chairman
of that committee on February 28, 1956,
that her application had been accepted
and that she was found to possess 4 de-
gree Yakima and 1/4 degree Nisqually
blood, she should have advised the enroll-
ment committee of its error. The letter
dated February 28, 1956; specifically al-
loved 30 days for corrections to be made
on the findings of the enrollment com-
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mittee. Miss Charles did not advise the
enrollment committee of its error 'and'
allowed that error to go uncorrected for
years, accepting those benefits that should
righftly have accrued only to those mem-
bers of the Yakima Tribes who possessed
at. least% 14 degree Ya-kima blood;

Based oh the foregoing, we conclude
that the determination of the Acting
Assistant Commissioner should be sus-
tained. Your appeal is dismissed.

Sincerely yours,

HARIxsoN LoEscn,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

APPENDIX C

November 14, 1966

Mr. Arthur W. Kirschenmann
Attorney at Law
3038 . "D" Street
Yakima, Washington 98901
Dear Mr. Kirschenmann:

This replies to your letter of October 31,
1966, transmitting therewith an appeal
by Caroline Charles, Yakima allottee No.

4240.
We have today referred this matter for

appropriate disposition to the Commis-

sioner of Indian Afgairs, who 'has juris-
diction over proposed modifications in the
blood quantum shown for individuals on
the Yakima roll prepared pursuant to the
Act of August 9, 1946, 60 Stat. 963.

We are also sending a copy of this
letter to Hearing Examiner Montgomery

so that he 'will be advised that Miss
Charles is appealing from the redetermi-
nation of her Yakima blood quantum and
will therefore be able to coordinate his

handling of the estate of Morris Charles
with Miss Charles' appeal.

Sincerely yours,

DUARD R. BARNES,
Assistant Solicitor,
Appeals & Litigation.

3831/72: This is the last information we
have in the record regarding the appeal.
However, Tribal Operations in the Cen-
tral Office in Washington, D.C. advised
this office on 3/24/72, that the appeal had
been denied by the BIA.

R. J. MONTGOMERY,
Hearing Exani ½zner.

ESTATE OF CECELIA :SMITH
(EORIER)

(YAKIMA ALLOTTEE NO. 4161,
DECEASED)

3 IBIA 56

Decided September 1, 1974

This is an order of reopening and re-
mand to an Administrative Law Judge
to correct error by the conduct of new
and further proceedings.

Remanded.

1. Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiv-
er of Time Limitation 375.1
Where it becomes necessary, the Secre-
tary in the exercise of the discretion
reserved in 43 CR 4.242(h) may au-
thorize the reopening of an Indian pro-.
bate closed for more than three years and
direct the conduct of further proceedings
necessary to the correction of an ap-
parent error in the original probate.

APPEARANCES: Arthur W. Kirsch-
enmann of the law firm of Kirschen-
mann, Devine and Fortier for Philip

Brendale.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADM1IN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE MCKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This .matter conies on for con-
sideration as a proceeding collateral
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to and conducted in conjunction
with consideration of the complaint
filed in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of
Washington, in the action entitled
Philip Brendale as Executor of the
Estate of Caroline B. Charles, De-
ceased v. United States of America,
et al., Civil Action No. 0-74-21,
filed February 1, 1974.

A stipulation entered into by the
parties in this case is as follows:

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND
AGREED by and among the respective
parties hereto through their respective
counsel that at the request of the In-
terior Department the claim of the
plaintiff be resubmitted to the office of
Hearings and Appeals in order that the
same may be reconsidered by the Sec-
retary of Interior. 

IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND
AGREED, as aforesaid, that the above-
entitIed action be held in abeyance
pending fida administrative action in
accordance herewith.

DATED at YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
this 28th day of June, 1974.

The proceedings herein are in
furtherance of the purpose of the
stipulation.

An examination of the probate
record discloses the following facts.
During her lifetime Caroline B.
Charles was the distributes of !a 1/g
interest in the allotment of Mary
Charles, deceased, Yakima Alottee
No. 4244, described as the SW 1/4
sec. 8, T. 7 N. R. 13 E., Willamette
Meridian, Yakima County, Wash-
ington, containing 160 acres which
had been devised to her by the will
of Cecelia Smith (Borger) Yakima

Allottee No. 4161, the decedent
herein. The decedent died July 28,
1958, at the age of 84 years and her
will, dated 'September 14, 1957, was
approved on May 15, 1959.
- The will was approved as to
Yakima land devised to the said
Caroline B. CharIes under authority
vested in the Secretary of the In-
terior by the Act of June 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 855; 25 U.S.C. § 372) as
amended by the Act of February 14,
1913 (37 Stat. 6T8, 25 U.S.C. § 373),
and pursuant to the Act of August 9,
1946 (60 Stat. 968, 25 U.S.C.
§ 607). The will was correctly held
to be inoperative under the Act of
August 9, 1946,s8upra, insofar as it
made a devise of land on the Yak-
ima Reservation to Mary (Andle)
Andal.

A one-half interest in the de-
cedent's estate including her 1/4 in-
terest in the Mary Charles allotment
was. ordered distributed tnder the
will to Caroline upon the following
findings:

By the terms of decedent's proported
will, dated September 14, 1957, she at-
tempts to give her entire trust estate to
her nieces, Caroline Charles, and Mary

(Andle) Andal, daughters of Morris

Charles.
Mary (Andle) Andal has been certified

as not eligible to take the decedent's

Yakima trust property by the will.

The Act of August 9, 1946, supra,
required that anyone taking as an
heir. or a devisee of a person who
died owning an interest in lands on
the Yakima Reservation must quali-
fy to take such interest by showing
that he was enrolled in the Yakima
Tribe and that he was of a quarter
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blood of the Yakima tribes. The Ex-
aminer of Inheritance (now Admin-
istrative Law Judge) then found
that the part of the will devising an
interest in Yakima; land to Mary
(Andle) Andal, niece, was inopera-
.tive and ordered that the interest
should pass as intestate property to
Morris Charles, brother of the testa-
tix, her only eligible heir at law.

The record discloses that the Ex-
aminer -had before him a certificate
from the Superintendent of the
Yakima Indian Agency dated 'Feb-
r.uary 6, 1959, to the effect that
Caroline Charles was enrolled and
was of /4 Yakima blood. In order-
ing the distribution under the will
of this decedent to Caroline Charles
he relied upon this certificate.

It now appears as part of the
record in the probate of the Estate
of Morris Charles, deceased, that
the designation of Caroline Charles
as being of a 1/4 blood quantum of
the tribe was a matter which had
been challenged and was, at the time
of the entry of the above distribu-
tion order, on appeal. The Secretary
issued a final decision on April 11,
1969, in which the finding was made
that Caroline Charles was only of

l/8 Yakima blood. Under this deci-
sion it now appears that the full 1/4
interest owned by this decedent in
the allotment of Mary Charles, de-
ceased, should have passed to
Morris Charles, as intestate prop-
erty, he being the only eligible heir
at law of this decedent capable of
receiving title to Yakima land in-

560-37074 -2

terests pursuant to the Act of Au-i
gust 9,1946; supra..

-The - foregoing certificate from
the Superintendent of the Yakima
Agency is attached hereto as "Ap-
pendix A," and a copy of the Secre-
tary's decision of -April 11, 1969,,
supra, is attached hereto marked
"Appendix B." It is here noted that
"Appendix A" and, other records
show that Morris A. (K.) Charles
was Yakima Enrollee No. 4247 and
that he was of a 1/4 Yakima Indian
blood.

The record in this probate further
shows that he died testate on No-
vember 23, 1964, and that the hear-
ing in the probate of his estate was
held October 17,1966. However, no
decision in the matter of the ap-
proval of his will was issued until
March 31, 1972, since the Examiner
held- the estate. open pending the
determination of the then pending
appeal regarding the blood quan-
turn of Caroline Charles named as
sole beneficiary in his will.

The entry of the Secretarial order
of April 11, 1969, supra, was not
made known to the Examiner until
March 24,1972 (see "Appendix C")
a date subsequent to the passage of,
the Act of December 31, 1970 (84
Stat. 1874; 25 U.S.C. § 607),, amend-
ing the Act of August 9, 1946,
sipra. The amendment of 1970 per-
mitted the taking of Yakima land
by heirs and devisees who were in-
eligible under the 1946 Act, but it
provided that they take such land
on the Yakima subject to a right in
the Tribe to buy the land upon pay-
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ment of the fair market value as
determined by the 'Secretary after
apraisal.

The 'present proceedings in this
estate are related to like proceed-
ingssinultaneously initiated under
a separate order of this Board in
the :Estate of Morn's Chcarles, De-
ceased, Probate No. IP PO 38K 71,
which will relate to the interest
which he. held' at his death in the
allotment of Mary Charles, No.
4244. He is shown in-the probate of
his estates to have held a 3/8 interest
in that allotment and this will be
increased by a 1/8, if the proceedings'
herein provided for confirm the rec-
ords as they now appear before the
Board.

Morris Charles named his daugh-
ter, Caroline 'Charles, as his sole
devisee. Carolin6 Charles died
testate June 25, 1972, and in her will
approved by order of Judge R. J.
Montgomery entered February 12,
1974, Philip Brendale, her son, was
named executor and sole devisee.
le is the apparent successor in in-
terest or right in both the 3/8 and
the 1 interests in the allotment of
Mary Charles.

A finding is made that this mat-
ter comes within the provisions of
43 'CFR 4.242 (h) and that the pro-
bate of this estate should be re-
opened 'by the Administrative Law
Judge (formerly Examiner of In-
heritance) having probate author-
ity on the Yakima Reservation. The
Judge shall afford the successor in
interest an opportunity to show
good cause why this probate should
not be reopened and why the order

of distribution should not be cor-
rected to conform to the Act of
August 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 968, as
amnended, 25 U.S.C .§ 607) in force
at the date of closing the pro-
bate. The notice to show causer
should include a notice of a hearing
at which any necessary testimony
may be taken and at which neces-
sary documents not now of record
may be presented for admission into
evidence to complete the record in
this probate.

NOW, THEREFORE,: by au-
thority of 43 CFR 4.1, it is
ORDERED that Richard J. Mont-
gomery, Administrative Law Judge
of Portland, Oregon, shall; issue a
notice to show good cause within
not less than 20 days, or any exten-
sion thereof why the Estate of
Cecelia Smith (Borger), Deceased,
Probate No. E 182-59, should not
be reopened for the purpose of hold-
ing a hearing to modify the distri-
bution contained in the order ap-
proving the will and determining
heirs issued by him on May 15, 1959.
He is limited in this matter to a.
consideration of the correction of
the distribution of a 1/8 interest in
allotment No. 4244, Mary Charles,.
deceased, of the Yakima Indian
Reservation previously distributed,
to Caroline Charles under the will
of. this decedent. After hearing he
shall consider distribution 'nunc pro
tune of said 1/8 interest, to Morris.
A. Charles, now deceased, as in-
testate property.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
that he shall issue a decision final
for the Department subject to the:
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right of appeal as provided in 43
CFR 4 subpart ID, but the require-
ment for the filing of a petition of
rehearing prior to appeal is waived.

This decision is final for the De-
partnent of the Interior.'.

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Adgministrative Judge.

I CONOarn:

ALEXANDER H. WILsoN,

Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX A

February 6, 1959
Superintendent
Yakima Indian Agency
Toppenish, Washington

RE: Cecelia Smith Vergote
Yakima No. 4161

Dear Sir:
Please examine the roll of tribal mem-

bership prepared under the Act of Au-
gust 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 969), and advise
whether the following named individuals,
who appear to be probable heirs in this
estate, are enrolled members of the Yak-
ima tribes, of 14 or more degree of
Indian blood of such tribes, as required
by section 7 of that Act:
Mary Andle, Niece
Caroline Charles, Niece
Morris Charles, Brother
Frank (Phillip) Charles (born 1893),

Nephew
Rosa Mamie Cashner Simmons (Rose C.

Mitchell), Niece (adopted)
Sincerely,
R. J. MONTrOosNRY,
Examiner of Inheritance.

RJM: nb
I certify. that the above named persons.
are not eligible as required by the said

Act to inherit in the above estate..

EXCEPT Morris Charles ( Yakima)
and Caroline Charles (14 Yakima ) ,.
whom are eligible as required by the said
act to inherit in the above estate.

APPENDIX B

AprU 11, 1969?

Mr. Arthur W. Kirseoienmann
Attorney at Law
Yakima Legal Center
303 East "D" Street

Yakima, Washington 98901

Dear Mr. Kirsehenmann:
You have appealed from the Acting

Assistant Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs' decision of August 6, 1968, which
upheld the Acting Deputy Assistant Com-
missioner's affirmance of the action taken
by the Yakima Tribal .Council to lower
the Yakima blood degree of Caroline B.
Charles from YJ to 12 degree. You base
your appeal upon your belief that the
tribal council's action in correcting the-
degree of Yakima blood ascribed to your
client was of a judicial nature rather
than the mere rectification of a clerical
error in the membership records.

As part of its internal sovereignty and
in the absence of express statutory pro-
visions or Federal regulations to the con-
trary, the Yakima Triblal Council has full

power to correct clerical errors afEecting
the descent and distribution of the prop-
erty of its members. More than that, the
Yakima Tribal Council would be remiss
in its'responsibility to all of the tribal

members were errors affecting the de-
scent and distribution of property of the
members not corrected. Nothing in the
Act of August 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 969),

which authorizes and directs the prepara-
tion of the Yakima membership roll, pro-
hibits the tribal council from making cor-
rections of clerical errors.and the policy
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, as indi-
cated in the Acting Assistant Commis-
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sioner's letter of August 6, would not op-
erate to prohibit such corrections of eler-
ical errors.

We concur in the Aeting Assistant Com-
missioner's finding that the tribal coun-
cit's procedure in changing Miss Charles'
degree of Yakima blood was inadequate
inasmuch as no follow-up attempt was
made to locate her to advise her of the
change. However, the responsibility for
keeping tribal governing bodies advised
of current addresses necessarily lies with
the tribal members themselves and the
Yakima Tribal Council cannot be held
solely responsible for not knowing the
whereabouts of your client. Your client.
apparently neglected to informthe postal
authorities of her change of address and
as A result, the letter ddressed to her
by the tribal council could not be for-
warded to her. In any event, this lack of
proper notification was remedied when
Miss Charles was offered an opportunity
to present evidence bearing on her blood
degree to the Commissioner.

Your client was enrolled under the pro-
visions of Section 1(a) of the Act of
August 9, 1946, which pertains to the
enrollment of Yakima allottees. That ae-
tion does not require the minimum posses-
siontof any degree of Yakima blood as a
prerequisite for enrollment.

Your contention that the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs had confirmed Miss
Charles' degree of Yakima blood by ap-
proving the supplemental roll which on-
tained her name cannot be upheld. The
Commissioner approved her enrollment
because she was an original allottee and,
therefore, met the provisions of Section
1(a .

-The record indicates that in her ap-
plication for enrollment with the Yakima
Tribes dated July 27, 1955, your client
claimed only 8 degree Yakimablood. The
Yakima-Tribal Enrollment Committee
erred when it enrolled her as 4 degree
Yakima and 4 degree Nisqually. When
your client was notified by the Chairman
of that committee on February 28, 1956,
that her application had been accepted

and that she was found to possess 4
degree Yakima and 4 degree Nisqually
blood, she should have advised the en-
rollment committee of its error. The let-
ter dated February 28, 1956, specifically
allowed 30 days for. corrections to be
made on the findings of the enrollment
committee. Miss Charles did not advise
the enrollment committee of its error
and allowed that error to go uncorrected
for years, accepting those benefits that
should rightly have accrued only to those
nembers of the Yakima Tribes who
possessed at least '1, degree Yakima
blood.

Based on the.,foregoing, we conclude
that the determination of the Acting As-
sistant Commissioner should be sustained.
Your appeal is dismissed.

Sincerely yours,
HRIsoN LoEsai,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

APPENDIX C

November 14, 1966

Mr. Arthur W. Kirschenmann
Attorney at Law
303 E. "D" Street
Yakima, Washington
Dear Mr. Kirschenmann:

This replies to your letter of October 31,
1966, transmitting therewith an appeal
by Caroline Charles, Yakina allottee No.
4240.

We have today referred this matter for
appropriate disposition to the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, who has jurisdi&-
tion over proposed modifications in the
blood quantum shown for individuals on
the Yakima roll prepared pursuant to the -
Act of August 9, 1946, 60 Stat. 963.

We are also sending a copy of this letter
to Hearing Examiner Montgomery so that
he will be advised that Miss Charles is
appealing from the redetermination of
her Yakima blood quantum and will
therefore be able to coordinate his an-
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dling of the estate of Morris Charles with
Miss Charles' appeal.

S : E : ~Sincerely yours, -
DuARD R. BARE,

A. :Assstant Solicitor,

Appeals & Litigatioi.

3/31/72: This is the last information we

have in the- record regarding the appeal.

However, Tribal Operations in the Cen-

tral Office in Washington, D.C. advised

'this office on 3/24/72, that the appeal had

been denied by the BIA. -

R. J. MONTGOMERY,

- 'earing Emamaine'.

ESTATE OF MORRIS A. (K)
CHARLES

(YAKIMA AILLOTTEE NO. 4247,
DECEASEDD) 4 

3 IBIA 68

Decided September 12,1974

This is"-an order' of reopening and re-
mand to an Administrative'Law Judge
to correct error by the conduct of new
and further proceedings.

Reman ded.

1. Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiv-
er of Time Limitation 1 375.1-Indian
Probate:' Secretary's Authority: (en-
erally 381.0

Where it becomes 'necessary, the Secre-

tary in the exercise of -the discretion re-
served in 43 CFR 4.5 and 43 CFR 4.242

(h), may authorize or direct reopening of

an Indian probate closed for-less than

three years for further proceedings n:eces-

sary to the possible correction of an error

or omission in the original probate.

2. Indian Probate: Yakima Tribes:
Generally 435.0

Under the Act of December 31, 1970 (84
Stat. 1874); 25 U.S.C. § 607, it is neces-
sary that an administrative law jdge'
shall make a finding as to the right of
the Yakima Tribe to take the interest of
-an heir or devisee and also a finding,
after appraisal, of the fair market value
of the interest which the Tribe elects to
take.

APPEARANiCES: Arthur W. Kirsch-
enmann of the law firm of Kirschen-
mann, Devine and Fortier, for Philip
Brendale.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
'ISTRATIVE JUDGE MCKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF;
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes on for con-
sideration as a proceeding collateral
to *and conducted in conjunction
with consideration of the complaint
filed in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of
Washington, in the action entitled
Philip Brendale as Executor of the
Estate of Caroline B. Charles, De-
,ceased v. the United States of Amer-
ica, et al., Civil Action No. C-74-21
filed February 1, 1974..

A stipulation entered into by the
parties in this case is as follows:.

IT, IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND
AGREED by and among the respective
parties. hereto through their respective
counsel that 'at the request of the Inte-
rior Department the claim of the plain-
tiff be resubmitted to' the office of Hear-
ings and Appeals in order that the same
may be reconsidered, by the Secretary
of Interior.'

-"IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED AND

AGREED, as' aforesaid,: that the above-
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entitled action be held in abeyance. pend-
ing final administrative action in accord-
;ance herewith.

DATED at YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
this 28th day of June, 1974.

The proceedings herein are in fur-
therance of the purpose of the stipu-
lation.

During her lifetime, Caroline B.
tCharles was the distributee of a, /8
interest in the allotment of Mary
,Charles, deceased, Yakima Allottee
No. 4244, described as the SW 14 of

:sec. 8, T. 7 N., R. 3 E., Willamette.
Meridian, Yakima County, Wash-
ington, containing 160 acres which
had been devised to her by the will
'of Cecelia Smith (Borger), Yakima
Ailottee No. 4161, a sister of the
decedent herein. Cecelia Smith
(Borger) died July 28, 1958, at the
age of 84 years, and her will dated
September 14, 1957, was approved
on May 15, 1959.
I The will was approved as to the
land devised to the said Caroline B.
Charles under the authority vested
in the Secretary of the Interior by
the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
855, 25 U.S.C. §372), as amended
by the Act of February 14, 1913 (37
Stat. 678, 25 U.S.C. § 373), and pur-
suant to the Act of August 9, 1946
(60 Stat. 968 as anended, 25 U.S.C.
§ 607). The will was held to be in-
,operative under the Act of August
9, 1946, supra, insofar as it devised
land on the Yakima Reservation to
Mary (Andle) Andal.

The 1/2 interest in Cecelia's estate,
including her 14 interest in the
Mary Charles allotment was or-
dered distributed under the will to

Caroline upon the following find-
ings:

By the terms of decedent's purported
will, dated September 14, 1957, she at-
tempts to give her entire trust estate to
her nieces, Caroline Charles, and Mary
(Andle) Andal, daughters of Morris
Charles.

Mary (Andle) Andal has been certified
as not eligible to take the decedent's
Yakima trust property by will.

The Act of August 9, 1946, Spm,
required that anyone taking as heir
or. devisee of a person who died own-
ing an interest in lands of the
Yakima Reservation must qualify
to take such interest y showing
that he was enrolled in the Yakima
Tribe and that he was of 14 blood of
the Yakima Tribe. The Examiner
of Inheritance then found that the
part of the will devising an interest
in Yakima land to Mary (Andle)
Andal was inoperative and ordered
that the interest should pass as
intestate Property to Morris
Charles, a brother, the decedent
herein, Cecelia's only eligible heir at
law.

The record in that probate dis-
closes that the Examiner had before
him a certificate from the Super-
intendent of the Yakima. Indian
Agency, dated February 6, 1959, to
the efect that Caroline Oharles was
enrolled and was of /4 Yakima
blood. In ordering distribution
under the will of Cecelia to her
niece Caroline Charles he relied
uponthe certificate. . i

It now appears as part of the rec-
ord in- the probate in the estate of
this decedent that the designation
of Caroline Charles as being of 1/4
blood quantum of the Tribe was a
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matter which had, been challenged
and was, at the time of the entry of
the above distribution order, on ap-
156hL.; The Secretary issued a final
decision dated April 11, 1969, in
which the finding was made that
Caroline Charles was only /8 Ya-
kirna blood. Under this decision it
now appears that the full 1/4 interest
owned by Cecelia Smith (Borger)
in the allotment of Mary Charles,
deceased, should have passed to
Morris Charles the decedent herein,
as 'intestate property, he being the
only eligible heir at law of this de-
cedent capable of receiving title to
,the Yakima property pursuant to
the Act of August '9, 1946, supra.

The foregoing certificate from the
Superintendent of the Yakima
Agency attached hereto as "Appen-
dix A" and a copy of the Secretary's
decision of April 11, 1969, supra is
attached hereto marked "Appendix
B." It is here noted that "Appendix
A" and the other records in this
probate show' ;that this decedent,
Morris A. (K.) Charles was a Yak-
ima enrollee No. 4247, and that he
was of /4 Yakima.blood.

The record in this probate further
shows that Morris A. (K.) Charles
died testate on November 23', 1964,
and that ahearing in the probate of
his estate was held October 17, 166.
However, no decision in the matter

-of the approval of.his will was is-
sued until March 31, 1972, since the
Examiner held the estate open pend-
ing the' determination of the appeal
regarding the blood quantum of

Caroline; Charles named as sole
beneficiary in his will.

The entry of the Secretarial Or-
der of April 11, 1969, supra, was not
made known to the Examiner until
March 24, 1972, see "Appendix C"
a date subsequent to the passage of
the Act of December 31, 1970 (84
Stat. 1874, 25 U.S.C. § 607) amend-
ing the Act of August 9,1946, supra.
The amendment of 1970 permitted
inheritance of land by the heirs and
devisees who were ineligible under
the 1946 Act. But it provided that
they take such land on the Yakima
Reservation subject to the right of
the Tribe to.buy the lands upon-pay-
ment of the fair market value as de-
termined by the Secretary after ap-
praisal.

The proceedings in this estate are
related to like proceedings simul-
taneously initiated under separate
orders of this Board in the Estate of
Cecelia Smith (Borger), Deceased,
which will control the interest this
decedent held at his death in the al-
lotment of Mary Charles. He is
shown in this probate proceeding to
have held only a /s interest in the
allotment which will be increased
by a 1/ if the proceedings in the
Estate of Cecelia therein' separately
provided for confirn the, record as
it now appears before the Board.
- Morris Charles named'his daugh-

ter, Caroline' Charles, as his sole de-
visee. Caroline Charles died testate
June 25, 1972, -and in her 'will ap-
proved by: order of "Judge R;. J.
Montgomery entered' February 12,
1974, Philip Brendale, her son, was
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named executor and sole devisee. He
is presently the apparent ultimate
successor in interest 'or right in both
the 3%8 and the l/8' interestg in the
allotment' of Mary Charles, -de-
ceased.

1]' A fiudingis made that this
matter comes within the provisions
of 43 CFR 4.5 and 43 CFR 4.242 (h)
and that the probate of this estate
should be reopened by the Adminis-
trative Law Judge (formerly Ex-
aminer of Inheritance) having pro-
bate authority on the Yakima Res-
'ervation. The Judge shall afford the
successor in interest of the /8 inter-
est received from Caroline Charles
an Qpportunity to show good cause
why the probate should not be re-
'opened and the order of distribution
in this estate should not be modified
to include a /8 interest passing to
Caroline B. Charles under the will
of this'decedent subject to the Act
of December 31, 1970, supra.

[2] Attention is now directed to
the decision of R.' J. Montgomery,
Hearing Exariiner, at Portland, is-
sued there in March 31, 1972, ap-
proving the will of this decedent.
The order includes the finding:

Decedent's trust estate consisted of an
undivided % interest in the allotment of
Mary Charles, Yakima No. 124-4244 de-
scribed as the SW 4 8, -7 N.-13 EWM,
in Washington, containing 160 acres.

The. following portion. of this deci-
sion will relate largely to the .3/
interest mentioned in the, order
approving the will since the 3/ in-
terest heretofore mentioned was not
included in the probate proceedings
conducted prior to' 1972. The-'1/8 in-

teresk may be brought into this pro-
ceeding as a result of the anticipated
modification df the order of distri-
bution in the 'Estate of Cecedid
'SntAA (Borger), Deceased, Probate
:No. E'182459.

In the decision of March 31, 1972.
Examiner Montgomery approved

-the will and directed that the distri-
bution of the entire estate [referring
to the /8 interest in the iiventory]'
be made in accordance-with the wil
and his order:

To Caroline B. Charles, Yakima Allot-
tee No. 124-4240 (born 2/5/06), daugh-
ter:-

Decedent's entire Idian trust estate..
The decedent's interest in Yakima In-

dian trust property is subject to the option
of the Yakima Indian Tribe, within 2'
years from the date of this Order, to pur-
chase-the Yakima property from the de-
visee. * * * I

Value of land: $5,888.00.
The trust estate of said decedent sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of this Depart-
ment-having been appraised at $5,888.00,-a
fee. of $65 will be collected by the Super-
-intendent * *

:In making the order approving
the will and, directing distribution
the Examiner. used' the following
language:

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the
power and authority vested in the Secre-
tary o f the Interior *' *. the above-
mentioned written instrument dated Sep-
tember 20, 1956, is hereby approved as
the Last Will and Testament of the de-
cedent above named, in accordance with
section 7 of the Act of August 9, 1946 (60
Stat. 969, 25 U.S.C. § 607), as amended by
the Act 'of December 31, 1970 (84 Stat.
1874).-

The Act of December; 31, 1970,
supra, provides in part as follows:
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Sec. 7(a) A persona who is not an en-
rolled member of the Yakima Tribes with
one-fourth degree or more blood of such
tribes shall not be entitled to..receive by
devise or inheritance any interest in trust
or restricted land within the: Yakima
Reservation i *, if while Ithe decedent's
estate is pending before the Examiner of
Inheritance,. the:Yakima Tribes pay to
the Secretary of the Interior, on behalf
of sueh person, the fair market value of
such interest as determined by the Secre-
tary of the Iiiterior after appralsal. * * *

* *s * * ! t*

Sec. 2. The provisions of section 7 of
the Act of August 9, 1946, as amended by
this Act, shall apply to all estates pend-
ing before the Examiner of Inheritance
on. the date of this Act, * * .(Italic
supplied.)

It .is noted that the Order Ap-
proving the Will here does not. con-
fonn to the statutes- in that at no
point is a- /ncing made that.Caro-
line Charles, the sole devisee in the
will, lacks: enrollment. or that she
lacks a 1/4 blood quantum in the Ya,-
kima Tribe. The order is further,
deficient in that there is no finding
as to the fair market value. after
appraisal. The only mention of an
appraisal which is made in the order
is that which, refers.to the value of,
the entire estate, and that which is
set forth- for the limited purpose. of
fixing a probate fee pursuant to 43
CFR 4.280.- . .

Simultaneously upon issuance of
the decision, a notice of the entry
thereof was mailed to all the inter-
ested parties, and in the notice the
following language is included:

This decision becomes final 60 days
from the date of mailing of this. notice

S A. () . HARLES . 521
NO. 4247, DECEASEfD)
:r 12, 1974

unless within such period a writtenipeti-
tion for rehearing shall have been filed
with the Superintendent by an aggrieved
party in- accordance with the provisions
of 43 CElL4.241.

No petitioir for rehearing was filed.

The inventory of the estate over

the signature of the-Yakima agency

realty officer appears of record and

it describes a 3/8 interest in the al-

lotment of Maty' Charles, deceased,

which is valued therein at $5,888 and

includes the statement, "The above

values xare based on appraisal 'by

staff appraisers of the B reau of In-

dian Affairs," but no appraisal re-

port .was made a matter of record.

The inventory.does include the fol-

lowing statement:

, March 24, 1972. I hereby certify that
the foregoing is an, accurate inventory,
according to the records of the Yakma
Indian Agency, Toppenish Washington,
of the trust or restricted property or in-
terests therein, oned by Morris A.i
Charles, Ythima Allottee No. 1244247, at
the-time of his death November 23, 1964.

This language does'not indicate

what date waas used as the conttol-

ling date for fixing' the' valuation

given. a
Without any further proceedings,

on May lU, 972, Examiher Mtont-n

gomery issued a Supplemental

Order of Distribution, wherein he

made -a finding that the Yakima

Tribe acting by and through its

Land Committee, had * * * elect-

ed to purchase those certain, trust

properties of the above entitled

estate $ * * said properties being

more fully described in the inven-.
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tory and appraisment attached
hereto and by this reference made
a part hereof * * *." He makes a
further finding that certain docu-
ments had been filed including the
said tribal election, "the apprais-
ment" [ic] (inventory) and the
voucher transfer of purchase money
in the amount of $5,880.10, in the
hands of the Superintendent from
the Tribal account to. the account
of the estate, .all in keeping with
the provisions of the Act of De-
cember 31, 1970. He then stated:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERBIDj all right,
title and.interest in said trust properties
as more fully described in the inventory
attached hereto is vested in the Yakima
Tribe, and the Superintendent of- the
Yakima Indian Agency shall cause to be
made a distribution of the trust fund
so deposited to the heir or devisee. en-
titled thereto in keeping with the order
of distribution of March 31, 1972, * *

(Italics supplied.)

On July 17, 974, Philip Bren-
dale, as the Executor of :the Estate
of Caroline B. Charles, deceased,
filed a petition for reopening of this
probate reciting that Caroline
Charles, who was.the sole devisee
of this decedent, had died June 25,
1972, leaving a will by which she
had namedthe petitioner as execu-
tor: and as her sole devisee.

He alleges that the order of dis-
tribiution ' in this estate issued.
March .31, 1972, required. distribu-
tio-n of the 3 interest in the allot-
ment of Mary. Charles to; the said
Caroline subject, to the Yakima
Tribe's option to purchase. He fur-
ther alleges that the appraisal ifor

pte'purpose of fixing the probate
fee in this 6:stat'-'was computed as

-'of November 23, 1964, the date of
death of this decedent; that the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge confirmed
the purchase on May 12, 1972, with-
out hearing or notice t Caroline B.
Charles, then still living'; and that
the only notice Caroline B. Charles
received regarding the purchase was
that certain moneys had been
credited to her account by the
Superintendent.

The principal allegation is that at
the time the tribe elected to take the
interest from Caroline Charles, al-
most eight years after the death of
this decedent, the value of the 3/s
interest to be taken had increased
six-fold. He shows that no hearing
or opportunity for the taking of
evidence as to "fair market value"
was provided.

Tle allegations in the petition for
reopening are substantially the
same as the allegations contained in
the complaint in the civil action
filed in the United States District
Court, Brendale, Emejutor v.
United States, supra. He asks that
relief be granted and that the tribe
be required to pay the fair market
value'as determinedlby an Adminis-
trative Law Judge after appraisal
pursuant to the provisions of the
Act of December 31, ;1970, supra..
But the pleadings aie limited to the
% interests in the allotment of
Mary'Charles,-AL. 4244.

The following additional find-
ingsare made:

I.. This proceeding is one where
possible manifest injustice has oc-
curred which-may be coirreoted by
fuirther proceedings after; reopen-
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ing, pursuant to 43 CFR 4.5 and 43
CFR 4.242 (h)-l.

2. If further proceedings in the
Estate of. Cecelia Smith (Borger),

Deceased Probate No. E 182-59,
after reopening, confirm: the rec-
ord before the Board, the inventory
of the interests in the allotment of
Mary Charles vested in this dece-
dent at his death will be increased
by 1/8. The order of distribution
therein will be modified nunc pro

tnc 'accordingly making additional
distribution of a 1/8 interest in the
allotment of Mary Charles to this
decedent.

3. The reopening of this proceed-
ing, will then, be necessary and
proper to make the additional inter-
est available in this estate to the
Yakima Tribe under the Act of De-
cember 31, 1970, supra.

4. Notice is taken of the record in
the "Estat of Carline J. Chcarles
(Brena&66), Deceased, Probate No.
IP PO 48K 74, and the showing:
there that on February 28, 1974, the
Yakima Tribe did elect to take the
,18 interest in the allotment of Mary
Charles as it appeared to vest in
Caroline B. Charles by the will of
Cecelia Smith (Borger), deceased,
rather than'by the will, of Morris
A. (K.) Charles, the; decedent
'herein.

5. Notice is taken that the Tribe
has filed a general written election
to take and pay for all interests
which may'become available to it on
the Yakima Reservation' under the
provisions of the Act of Decem-
ber 31, 1970, supra. The date of tak-

ing of all of the interests available
in this estate nuic pro tune is deter-
mined to be the date of the entry of
the Supplemental Order of Distri--
bution by Judge Montgomery on:.
May 12, 1972.

6. No adequate opportunity has.
been afforded to the parties in inter-
est herein to present evidence of the
value of the land interests. Lacking
a written and signed stipulation as,
to fair market value after appraisal
a hearing should be held by Judge
Montgomery, after notice of not less
than 20 days, to receive evidence to
support a finding and udgment of
the fair market value of the dece-
dent's entire 1/2 interest in allotment
No. 4244 of Mary Charles to be de-
termined as of the date of taking
by -the Tribe, May 12, 1972.

7. The funds from the Tribe here-
tofore received in the account of this
estate should be credited to and con-'
sidered to apply as payment or part
payment of the fair market value
for the.decedent's entire 1/2 interest
in the allotment of Mary Charles
when the value is determined.

.8. The title to the, 3%8 interest in.
the allotment of Mary Charles in-
cluded in the inventor of this Es-
tate was vested in the United States
in Trust for the Tribe by the Sup-
plemental Order of Distribution en-
tered on May. 12, 19T2. -

9. The title to the additional 1/
interest in the allotment of Mary
Charles is vested ins Philip Bren-
dale as successor: in interest under
the will' of Caroline'`J. Charles
(Brendale), deceas'6ed, approved by

5171
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the decision of Judge Montgomery, summary shall'be filed with the
on February 12, 1974, subject to the Judge and furnished by the ap-
rights of the Tribe in this estate praisers and istriHbAted to all 'par-
arising out of thelAct 'of Decem- ties in interest immediately upon the
b'er 31, 1970, supra' - filing of the report';

10. Within the scope of the in- (b) Mail a copy ofthe above order'
quiry; permitted by the findings to the petitioner's attorney of rec-;
herein, nothing herein shall prevent ord who may procure -an independ-
proceedings to be coiducted, in this ent appraisal reporttif he so desires;
probate, simultaneously with those and a summary of any such re port
in the Estate of Ceeelia Sniith (Bor- obtained by him' shall be filed with
.#ei) and the Estate of Caroline J., the Judge and distributed to all par-
Charles' (Brendale'), nor shall any- ties ininterest;
thing herein prevent the successive: (c) Determine the fair market
efttry of those orders nd decisions value of the .inteiest shown to have
necessary to modify' and correct all been held by this decedeiat at his
errors found i previous proceed-7 death i after the 'filing of the- ap-
ings. praisal report procured by the Sn-

-NOW, THEREFORE, byvirtue perintendent and'any report sub-
of the authority, delegated to the' mitted by th petitioner. Fair mar-
Board of Indian Appeals by the ket vahie may be determined upon
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR. stipulation entered into in writing
4.1, it is ORDERED: and made part'of the record; or if
- 1. That the probate of the Estate no stipulation is' offered he may

of Morris A. (K.) CharZes, de- ihake a deterimination after a full
ceased, shall be reopened by Judge hearing; after notice, wherein, each'
Montgomery except upons! good party shall have full' opportunity
causeshownfornot doing so;and to present;eVidenfce of value;

'2. That if this estate is ropenid, 3. On August 30, 1974, new'regu-'
Judge Montgiery shall, - ' lationswere published in 39 F.R.

(a) Forthwith issue'aniorder to 31635 in final form, effective Sep-
the Superintendent of the Yakima tAmber 30; 1974, as to all- 'p'eding
Agency to procure an appraisalb' matters aising under the Act of e-
competent appraisers of the Allot-' cembQ 31 i970 (84 Statl 1874; 25
me'nt of Mary Charles No. 444 de-, U.S.C.- § 607) These appear as a
scribed as. the SW 1X4 sec. 8, T. 7 N., new addition to 43 CFR 4 subpart D
R. 13 ' lE., Wlamette Meridian, beginning with § 4.300. After the ef-
Yakima (County, Washington, to de- fective date of these regulations, if
termineits value as of May i2, 172 the Tribe wishes to defer payment
There shall be. a written appraisal of 'the full amount of the fair mar-
report to be retained at the Yakima ket value beyond 20 days following
Agency subject ,.to inspection and entry of the decision as to value
copying. by interested parties. A under the new regulations, it may
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timely petition the Judge for the
entry of an o rder prviding there-
for.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that he shall- issue; a decision final
;for the Department'subject to the
right of appeal as. provided in 43
CFR 4 suhpart D, but the require-
ment for the filing of a petition of
rehearing prior to appeal is waived.

This decision is final for the De-
partment of Interior.i

DAVID J. MCKEEK 

Chief Administrativ'e Judge.

I CONCUR:

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX A

- E February 6, 1959
Superintendent
Yakima Indian Agency
Toppenish, Washington

RE: Cecelia Smith Vergote
Yakima No. 4161

Dear Sir:
Please examine the roll of tribal mem-

bership prepared under the Act of Au-
gust 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 969), and advise
whether the following named individ-
uals, who appear to be probable heirs in
this estate, are enrolled members of the
Yakima tribes, of 1/4 or more degree of
Indian blood of such tribes, as required
by section 7 of that Act:
Mary Andle, Niece
Caroline Charles, Niece
Morris Charles, Brother
Frank (Phillip) Charles (born 1893),

Nephew

Rosa Mamie Cashner Sinmonst (Rose C.
ititchell), Niece (adopted)

Sincerely,
R. J. MONTGOMEBY,

- ii) E :: -- J3xaminer of Inheritance.
:RM :nb-
I certify that the above named persons
are not eligible as required by the said
Act to 'inherit in the above estate. EX-
CEPT Morris Charles ( Yakima) and
Caroline Charles (1/4 Yakima), whom are
eligible 'as 'required by the said act to
inherit in the aboveiestate.

APPENDIX B

April 11, 1969

Mr. Arthur W. Kirsehenman
Attorney at Law -
Yakima Legal Center

'303 East "Stree ta
Yakima, Washington 98901

Dear Mr. Kirschenmann:
You have appealed from the Acting

Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs'
decision of August 6,1968, which upheld
the Acting Deputy Assistant Commission-

er's affirmance of the action taken by the
Yakima Tribal Council to lower the Yaki-
ma blood degree of Caroline B. Charles
from 4 to ½ degree. You base your ap-
peal upon your belief that the tribal
council's action in correcting the degree
of Yakima blood ascribed to your client
was of a judicial nature rather than
-the mere rectification of a clerical error
in the membership records.

As part of its internal sovereignty and
in the absence of express statutory pro-
visions or Federal regulations to the
contrary, the Yakima Tribal Council has
full power to correct clerical errors af-
fecting the descent and distribution of
the property of its members. More than
that, the Yakima Tribal Council would be
remiss in its responsibility to all of the
tribal members were errors affecting the
descent and distribution of property of
the members not corrected. Nothing in the

* t
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Act of August 9, 1946 (60 Stat. 969),
'which authorizes and directs the prep-
.aration of the Yakima membership roll,
prohibits the tribal council from making
.corrections of clerical errors and the
policy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, as
indicated in the Acting Assistant Corn-
:missioner's letter of August 6, would -not
-operate to prohibit such corrections of
'clerical errors.

We concur in the Acting Assistant
'Commissioner's finding that te tribal
,council's procedure in changing Miss
* Charles' degree of Yakima blood was
inadequate inasmuch as no follow-up at-
tempt was made to locate her to advise her
of the change. However, the responsibility
for keeping tribal governing bodies ad-
vised of current addresses necessarily lies
-with the tribal members themselves and
the Yakima Tribal Council cannot be held
solely responsible for not knowing the
whereabouts of your client. Your client
apparently neglected to inform the postal
authorities of her change of address and
as a result, the. letter addressed to her
by the tribal council could not be for-
warded to her. In any event, this lack
of proper notification was remedied when
Miss 'Charles was offered an opportunity
to present evidence bearing on her blood
degree to the Commissioner.

Your client was enrolled under the pro-
visions of 'Section 1(a) of the Act of
August 9, 1946, which pertains to the
enrollment of Yakima allottees. That ae-
tion does not require the minimum
possession of any degree of Yakima blood
as a prerequisite for enrollment.

Your contention that the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs had, confirmed Miss
Charles' degree of Yakima blood by ap-
proving the supplemental roll which con-
tained her name cannot be upheld. The
Commissioner approved her enrollment
because she was an original allottee and,
therefore, met the provisions of See-
tion (a).

The record indicates that in her appli-
eation for enrollment with the Yakima
Tribes dated July 27, 1955, your client
claimed only 'A8 degree Yakima blood.

The Yakima-Tribal Enrollment Commit-
tee erred when it enrolled her as 1/4

degree Yakima and 1/4 degree Nisqually.
When your client was notified by the
Chairman of that committee on Febru-
ary 28, 1956, that her application had
been accepted and that she was found
to possess 1/4 degree Yakima and 34
degree Nisqually blood, she should have
advised the enrollment committee of its
error. The letter dated February 28, 1956,
specifically allowed 30 days for correc-
tions to be made on the findings of the
enrollment committee. Miss Charles did
not advise the enrollment committee of
its error and allowed that error to go
uncorrected for years, accepting those
benefits that should rightly have accrued
'only to those members of the Yakima
Tribes: who possessed at least 1/4 degree
Yakima blood.

Based on the foregoing, we conclude
that the determination of the Acting As-
sistant Commissioner should be sus-
tained. Your appeal is dismissed.

Sincerely yours,
HARRISON LoEscH,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

* APPENDIX C

November 14, 1966

Mr. Arthur W. Kirschenrmann
Attorney at Law
303 E. "D" Street
Yakima, Washington

Dear Mr. Kirschenmann:
This replies to your letter of Octo-

ber 31, 1966, transmitting therewith an
appeal by Caroline' Charles, Yakima al-
lottee No. 4240.

We have tday referred this matter
for appropriate disposition to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, who has
jurisdiction over proposed modifications
in the blood quantum shown for indi-
viduals on the Yakima roll prepared pur-
suant to the Act of August 9, 1946, 60
Stat. 963.

We are also sending a copy of this
letter to Hearing Examiner Montgomery

181 I.D.
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so that he will be advised that Miss
Charles is appealing from the redetermi-
nation of 'her Yakima blood quantum and

*Mwill therefore be able to coordinate his
handling of the estate of Morris Charles
with Miss Charles' appeal.

Sincerely yours,

Duard R. Barnes,
Assistant Solicitor,
Appeals & Litigation.

3/31/72: This is the last information we
bave in the record regarding the appeal.
However, Tribal -Operations in the Cen-
tral Office in Washington, D.C. advised
this office on 3/24/72, that the appeal had
been denied by the BIA.

R. J. Montgomery,
Hearing Eaminer.

ESTATE OF RUTH NAHCOTATY
(WILLIAMS OR DAUKEI)

(DECEASED CADDO ALLOTTEE
NO. 19)

3 IBIA 105

Decided September12, 1974

Appeal from an Administrative Law
Judge's decision denying petition for
rehearing.

AFFIRMED AND DISMISSED.

1. Indian Probate: Rehearing: Timely
Filing-370.1'

A petition for' rehearing filed with an
Administrative Law Judge was properly
denied by tie Judge where the petition
was not filed within the period prescribed
by the applicable regulations.

APPEARANCES: Leroy Irwin Wil-
liams, appellant, pro se, Justus Hefley
for Cynthia Ruth Williams, appellee.

'OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON
INTERIOR BOARD OF 

INDIAN APPEALS C

Leroy Irwin Williams, herein-
after referred to as appellant, has

-filed with this Board an: appeal
from an Administrative Law
Judge's. denial of his, petition for
rehearing. According to the record,
'Ruth Nahcotaty (Williams or
Daukei), hereinafter referred to as
the decedent, died testate July 24,
1973, at the age of 72, a resident of
the State of Oklahoma. A hearing
was duly- held and concluded at
Tulsa, Oklahoma, on December 7,
1973, for the purpose of ascertain-
ing the heirs at law of the decedent,
considering claims against the es-
tate, if any, and to probate the pur-
ported last will and testament dated
September 17, 1971.

Thereafter, on December 28,.1973,
Administrative Law Judge John F.
Curran issued an Order Approving
Will and Decreeing Distribution.
The said Order became final on Feb-
ruary 26, 1974.

The appellant, one of the devisees
under the decedent's last will and
testament, filed a petition for r-
hearing in then matter under date of

Mray 31, .1974 alleging in support
thereof the following reasons:

* Irequest an order for rehearing
in the above estate in order that I may
submit new, evidence. I will supply wit-
nesses who will testify that it was the in-
tention of my mother, Ruth Nahcotaty to
will 'me-the property described as W/2
NE/4, NE/4 NE/4, NW/4 SE/4 N'E/4, S/2

527]
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NE/4 SE/4 NE/4, NW/4 NE/4 SE/4-
NE/4 IS/2. /2 N/4 NE/4 tS/4. NE/4
N/2 N/2 NE/4 NE3/4 SE:4 NE/4; N/2 5/2
SE/4' NE/4, N/2 ;SE4 SE/4 'S/4 NE1/4,
SW/4 SE/4 S/4 N/4 and IS/ 2 SW/4
SE/4 N/4 of Section 27, Township 8
North, Range 12 West of the Indian Meri-
dian, in . Oklahoma, ontaining 157.50
acres, more or less.. I also have witnesses
who will testify that Cynthia Williams,
my daughter coerced by mother to make
a will naming her beneficiary to said
property uhder threat of bodily harm.

The Administrative Judge under
date of June 14,1974, denied appel-
lant's petition for rehearing on the
'following grounds: (1)' the "Mo-
tion for Rehearing" was not timely
filed and the Order is final and con-
clusive, and cannot be modified 'or
vacated (43 CFR 4.241). Further-
more, the movant testified that he
had no objection to the will "because
after I talked with my mother, why
she told me what she would like to
'have and what she wanted, and at
first I was a little hesitant about it,
but after considering it was her will
and her wishes so then I know that
she did it."

It is from the foregoing denial of
'June 14, 1974, that the appellant has
appealed to this Board.

[1] An examination of the record
clearly indicates that the petition
for rehearing was not timely filed
with the Administrative Law Judge
in compliance with 43 CFR 4.241
and that the Administrative Law
Judge properly denied the petition.
The Department has long adhered
to the rule that a petition not timely
filed is subject to dismissal. In the
case of Agatha Quiltairre (Qual-
tier), IA-114 (January 11, 1954), it

-was'held that a petition for rehear-
ing filed with an examiner of in-
heritance' was properly: denied by
the examiner Where the petition was
not filed within the 'period pre-
scribed by the. tapplicable 'regula-
tions. See also- Estate of Henry
Amauty, IA-879 (July 17, 1959).

Having considered the appeal, the
Board can see no compelling reasons
to deviate 'from thel rule heretofore
'adhered to by the Department. Ae-
cordingly, the Administrative Law
Judge's decision denying the appel-
lant's petition for rehearing should
be affirmed and the appeal dis-
imissed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority 'delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the order of 'the Administrative
Law Judge, dated June 14,1974, be
and the same IS HEREBY AF-
FIRMED and the appeal herein IS
DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. 'IATLSON,
Administrative Judge.

I CoNCR:

DAVID J. McKEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

3 IBMA 319

Decided September 1, 1974

Appeal by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from a decision upholding
the validity of a section 104 (a) closure
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order and dismissing an Application
for Review in Docket No. HOPE
73-387.

Affirmed. >T

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger u

Evidence of a loose, drummy, sagging
coal roof, which an inspector reasonably
believes may fall at any moment, is suffi-
cient to warrant the conclusion that the
danger of roof collapse was imminent.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E.. Boettger,
Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation; . Philip Smith,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Mark M.
Pierce, Esq., for appellee, Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANIW

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Eastern Associated Coal Cor-
poration (Eastern.) appeals to the
Board seeking the reversal of an ad-
verse decision in Docket No. HOPE
73-387 upon its Application for Re-
view of an imminent danger with-
drawal order issued pursuant to sec-
tion 104(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969. 30 U.S.C. § 814(a) (1970).
Inspector Jules Gautier issued the
closure order at Eastern's Kopper-
ston No. 2 mine and cited the fol-
lowing condition:

Loose unsupported coal roof and loose
rock ribs were observed in the 6 left new
way from the entrance to the exit a total
distance of 700 lineal feet. (Govt. Ex. 1.)

560-37074-3

The Administrative Law Judge
set forth findings of fact, conclu-
sions of law, and a statement of rea-
sons supporting-his decision in con-
formance with, requirements of the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5
U.S.C. § 557, and under our deci-
sion in Associated Drilling Co., Inc.,
2 IBAMA 95, 80 I.D. 317, CCCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 15,747 (1973). In its brief on
appeal, Eastern makes several 'al-
legations of error, which, with but
one exception, are without merit and
too insubstantial to require discus-
sion. Eastern contends in substance
that the Judge was in error and
could not adequately support his ul-
timate finding of fact, numbered 12,
wherein he concluded that the loose
coal roof cited by the inspector
ee e *could reasonably be ex-
pected to cause death or serious phy-
sical harm before it could be
abated."

[1] Contrary to Eastern's argu-
ment, we think that the Judge's find-
ing is supported by the record. As
the Judge pointed out in his opin-
ion, the credible evidence reveals
that a portion of the roof was sag-
ging and that a sound vibration test
by the inspector showed the roof to
be "loose and drummy." (Dec. 3.)
Moreover, Inspector Gautier clearly
indicated that in his judgment the
roof could fall 'at any time. (Tr. 17.)
Accordingly, we find on the basis
of this record that a reasonable man,
given a qualified inspector's educa-
tion and experience, was warranted
in concluding that a roof fall was
imminent, that is to say, it was like-
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ly to occur at any monment. See Free-
man Coal Mining Corp., 2 IBMA
19T, 80 I.D. 610, OCHI Employment
Safety aid Health Guide, par,
16,567 (.1973.).

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), the decision in the
above-entitled docket IS AF-
FIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

C. E. ROGfERS, Jr.,
Claef Administrative Judge.

DUNCAN MILLER

17 IBLA 128

Decided September 12, 1974

Appeal from a decision by the Eastern
States Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, dismissing appellant's protest
against the rental rate on noncompeti-
tive oil and gas lease on acquired lands
ES 12945.

Affirmed.

1. Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands: Generally-Oil and Gas
Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil
and Gas Leases: Future and Fractional
Interest Leases-Oil and Gas Leases:
Rentals

Where the United States owns 100 per-
cent of the gas: and 50 percent of the
oil in a tract of acquired land, rental for
an oil and gas lease on such land will

be based on the larger fractional inter-
est owned. by the United States, and not
on an average of the separate fractional
interests.

APPEARANCES: Duncan Miller, pro
se. -

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE HIENRIQUES

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

The drawing entry card filed by
Duncan Miller in the October 1973
simultaneous filing procedure, List
73-10, of the Eastern States Office,
Bureau of Land Management, was
granted first priority to Parcel 11
containing 1,189.98 acres of acquired
lands within Kisatchie National
Forest, Natchitoches Parish, Lou-
isiana. Within the allotted time
after notice that payment of the first
year's rental of $595 was due, Miller,
under protest because of the United
States having only 50 percent of
the oil in the leased tract, submitted
the required payment of $595. Lease
ES 12945 was issued as of Febru-
ary 1, 1974, for the described area of
1,189.98 acres in which it was stated
the United States interest as to oil
is 50 percent and as to gas is 100
percent.

On February 14, 1974, Miller re-
iterated his protest, which the East-
ern States Office, by decision dated
April 1, 1974, dismissed. An appeal
to this Board followed.

Appellant argues essentially that
the rental charge should be based
only on the 50 percent interest of
the United States in the oil because
oil is the most reasonably expected
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potential production from the
leased lands. He gives no nauthority
to support his contention.,

The Mineral Leasing Act for Ac-
quired Lands,- 30 U.S.C..; § 352
(1970), provides that oil and gas
deposits in acquired lands shall be
leased under the same conditions as
contained in the Mineral Leasing
Act, 30 UJ.S.C. §181 et seq. (1970).
Section 17 of that Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 226(d) (1970), provides that all
leases of oil- and gas lands shall be
conditioned upon payment of rental
of not less than,50 cents per acre
annually.

[1] The regulations, at 43 CFR
3103.3-3, provide that rentals and
royalties payable for land in which
the United States owns an un-
divided fractional interest shall be
in the same proportion to the ren-
tals and royalties provided by the
regulations as the undivided frac-
tional interest owned by the United
States in the oil and gas is to the
ful] interest. We construe this to
mean that if the United States owns
50 percent of both the oil and the
gas, the rental charged for a non-
competitive oil and gas lease would
be 50 percent of the 50 cents per
acre annually. But in the situation
where the United States owns 50
percent of the oil and 100 percent of
the gas, we do not construe the reg-
ulation to mean that the rental
should be based on an average of the
different interests owned by the
United States. Where the United
States owns 100 percent of either
the oil or the gas, the rental will be
charged at the regular per acre rate

of 50 cents annually. Authority
does not exist under the mineral-
leasing laws to issue leases for oil
interests separate and apart from
gas interests. f. Continental Oil
0o67pany, 74 I.D. 229 (1967).

FurthermoI're, we point out that
where horizontal segregation has
been made in oil and gas lease, the
resulting leases are chargeable with
rental based on the surface acreage,
even though this etails double ren-
tal payment for the land involved.
Buttes as & Oil Comrnpany, 13
IBLA 125 (1973).

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES,
Administrative Judge.>

WVE CONCUR:

MARTIN Rrrvo,

Administrative Judge.

EDWARD V. STUEBING,
Administrative Judge.

UNION CARBIDE.CORPORATION

3 IBMA 314

Decided September 12, 1974

Appeal by Union Carbide Corporation
from a decision by an Administrative
Law udge dated March 28, 1974, as-
sessing penalties in the sum of $2,400
for violations of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, under
Docket No. 72-274-P.
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Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Gener-
ally
The decision in United States v.. Finley
Coal Company, 493 F.2d 285 does not bar
enforcement of section 304 (a) of the Fed-
eral Goal Mine Health and Safety Act.
30 U.S.C. § 864(a).

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Gener-
ally
The decision in United States v. Finley
Coal Companij, 493 F.2d 285 relates solely
to the regulations codified at 30 CFR
75.400 and does not invalidate any other
regulations codified in other sections of
30. CLR Part. 75.

APPEARANCES-. Benjamin D. Tissue,
Esq., for appellant, Union Carbide Cor-
poration; John H. O'Donnell, Esq., for
appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The alleged violations of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 (Act)' involved in this
appeal are listed in Order of With-
drawal No. 1 HSC, April 7, 1971,
issued at Union Carbide Corpora-
tion's (Union Carbide) Morris
Fork No. 7 Mine. A: hearing was
held before an Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) on May 8, 19T3, at
Charleston, West Virginia. In his

L PI.,, 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
I5801-960 (1970).

initial decision, the Judge assessed
penalties, inter aa, for violations
of 30 CFR 75.301, 75.302, and sev-
eral violations of 75.400.

Union Carbide's sole contention
on appeal is that no penalties should
have been assessed on the ground
that the above-cited regulations
were invalidated by the decision in
United States v. Finley Cold Coon-
pany. 493 F.2d 285 (6th 0Cir. 1974).

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
contends that the Judge's decision
should be affirmed on the ground
that the decision in Finley, supra, is
not applioable to the regulations
charged to be violated in the pres-
ent case.

'The Board notes first that Union
Carbide does not dispute the. evi-
dence presented by MESA at the
hearing in support of the violations
charged; nor does it take issue with
the Judge's evaluation of this evi-
dence, or with his findings, conclu-
sions, or individual assessments.
Union, Carbide's appeal is based
solely onithe decision in Finley. As
discussed below, the Board con-
cludes that Union Carbide's reliance
on Finley is misplaced and that the
decision appealed from should be
affirmed.

The violations charged and
proved against Union Carbide re-
lated solely to the statutory proW
sion, section 304(a) of the Act, 30
U.S.C. § 864(a), prohibiting ac-
cumulations of coal and coal dust,
and not to sections 75.400-1 or
7T.400-2 of the regulations.
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[1] In our opinion, the decision
in Finley is limited to invalidating
two regulations: 30 CFR 75.400-1,
a definitional section, and 30 CFR
75.400-2,:requiring a program .for
the cleanup of coal and coal dust.
It does not apply to 30 CFR 75.400
which is a mere restatement of sec.
304(a) of the Act requiring that
coal and coal dust, as well as other
combustibles be cleaned up and not
permitted to accumulate2 Since it
is section 75.400, not 75.400-1 or
75.400-2, which was found to be vio-
lated in the present case, Finley is
no bar to enforcement.

[2] In response to Union Car-
bide's suggestion that the decision in
Finley applies also to 30 CFR 75.301
and 75.302, we need only quote from
that decision:

Only the regulations codified at 30 CFR
75.400 are at issue on this appeal. We
are not called upon. to consider, and we
intimate no view concerning, the validity
of any of the other reguiations promul-
gated in November 1970 and codified in
other sections of 30 FR, Part 75.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43

2 The Court stated:
"It is equally clear that the regulations

challenged in this appeal [75.400-1 and
75.400 2] were intended to be amendments
and revisions of statutory standards. 30 CErR
§ 75.400-2 imposes a requirement additional
to those imposed by Congress in § 864(a)
[304(a) of the Act]. The statute requires only
that coal dust be cleaned up and not be per-
mitted to accumulate. It does not require, as
did the regulation, that a 'regular cleanup'
program be established, maintained and made
available to the Secretary." * * *

CFR 4.1(4) ), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion IS AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS, Jr.,
C: hef Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

HUDSON INVESTMENT COMPANY,
ET AL.

17 ILA 146

Decided Septembder 13,1974

Appeal from decision of Chief, Branch
of Lands and Minerals Operations, Bu-.
reau of Land Management, Portland,

Oregon, rejecting application OR 7654

for issuance of an amended patent to

an Oregon Donation Land Claim.:

Afflrmed.-

1. Surveys of Public Lands: Generally

The rule of priority in resolving an in-
ternal inconsistency on the face of the
official plat of survey, is that the more
reliable calls for distance prevail over
the computation of acreage.

2. Patents of Public Lands: Gener-

ally-Surveys of Public Lands:

Generally

Where the extent of an Oregon Donation
Claim was determined in the issuance of
the certificate and patent by the correct
choice between the inconsistent distance
calls and acreage computation on the of-
ficial plat of survey, the action was proper
and did not constitute a resurvey of the
claim.

3. Applications and Entries: Amend-

ments-Applications and Entries,

Relinouishments-Federal Employees.
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and Officers: G e n e r a I 1 y-Public
Lands: Disposals of: Generally-
Regulations: Generally
In the absence of proof of a general ad-
ministrative practice to notify claimants
who file notification of settlement claim-
ing excessive acreage, and in the absence
of proof that the claimant was not noti-
fied, no error in the issuance of an Oregon
Donation Claim Certificate and patent is
shown sufficient to overcome the presump-
tion of administrative regularity, and
sufficient to warrant an amendment of
the patent.

4. Applications and Entries: Amend-
ments-Patents of Public Lands:
Amendments
An application for amendment of patent
by the successors of an Oregon Donation
Claim patentee is properly rejected when
the applicants request patent to land to
which the original settler was not en-
titled because it would have exceeded his
statutory entitlement.

.5. Patents of Public Lands: Amend-
ments-Surveys of Public Lands:
Generally
When a patent was issued in conformity
with the duly approved survey at the time
of the grant, the rights of patent amend-
ment applicants are not altered or en-
larged by the acreage returns in a sub-
sequent private resurvey.

6. Administrative Authority: Estop-
pel-Patents of Public Lands: Amend-
ments-Title: Generally
Reliance on erroneous notations in fed-
eral and county land records can neither
serve to divest the United States of title
to .land, nor estop the United States
from denying that title passed or from
concluding that a patent cannot be
amended to include certain land.

APPEARANCES: Howard X. Fener-
stein, Esq., of Davies, Biggs, Strayer,
Stoel and Boley, Portland, Oregon, for
appellants; Robert H. emovich,

Esq., and Joseph B. Brooks, Esq., Office
of the Regional Solicitor, Department
of the Interior, Portland, Oregon, for
appellee.

OPINION BY: ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOIPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAN17D
APPEALS.

In late 1969 the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), while con-
verting land records to microfilm,
discovered that Lot 5 of section 4,
T. 1 S., R; 1 W., Willamette Merid-
ian, Washington County, Oregon,
had never been patented, but was
in federal ownership. After some
correspondence .with the record
owners according to Washington
County land and tax records, the
BLM issued a proposed notice of
classification of public land for
transfer out of federal ownership,
35 F.R. 6766 (1970), pursuant to
the Public Land Sale Act, 43 U.S.C.
§§ 1421-27 (1970)..

In response, on February 26, 1971,
Hudson Investment Company and
the other applicants filed applica-
tion OR 7654 for issuance of an ad-
ditional or amended patent to in-

'The following parties, who have joined as
applicants and appellants, assert ownership
of, or rights under a contract for sale to Lot 5
Hudson Investment Company and Catherina
Albino for Parcel No. 1 (part of Washington
County Tax Lot 3800, the major portion of
Lot 5 northeast of Walker Road); Ruth:Realty
Company, Oregon Electric Railway Company,
First National Bank .of Oregon, Carl R. Win-
dolph and: Windolph Brothers Investment
Company for Parcel No. 2 (part of Washing-
ton County Tax: Lot 100, the portion of Lot 5
southwest of Walker Road); and Anthony
Gemace for Parcel No. 3 (part of Washington
County Tax Lot 300, a triangle of land at the
west edge of the portion of Lot 5 northeast of
Walker Road).
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elude Lot 5 in a patent of an Oregon
Donation Land Claim. The appli-
cation was filed under the Act of
May 24,1824, a amended, 43 U.S.C.
§697 (1970), and 43- CFR 1821.6,
Which authorize the amendment of
entries and patents to correct errors
in the description of lands entered
and intended to be entered. The
statute and the implementing regu-
lations provide for the amendment
of patents in cases of mistaken entry
upon showing,. inter alia: (1) how
the mistake occurred; (2) that rea-
sonable precaution was taken to
avoid the error at the tine of entry;
aid (3) the applicant's "utmost
good faith."
-> On July 21, 1972, the Oregon
State Office issued a decision reject-
ing the application. This decision
was vacated in August 1972 at the
applicants' written request for re-
consideration in the light of addi-
tional information to be supplied.
AXfter the applicants filed a memo-
randulm in support of the applica-
tion containing new legal arguments
and reasserting those in the original
application, the Oregon State Office
issued a decision on December 4,
1972, again denying the application,
on the grounds: (1) that the addi-
tional grant would exceed their
predecessor's statutory entitlement;
(2) that the applicants failed to
show any error or mistake in the
description of the land; (3) that
they failed to show the utmost good
faith; and (4) that they failed to
show their predecessor's reasonable
precaution to avoid the claimed r-

ror, as required by 43 CFR 1821.6-3
(a). Lf

The applicants filed a timely no-
tice of appeal. By order of this
Board they were granted an exten-
sion of time to file their statement of
reasons for appeal in order to exam-
ine land records in the Regional and
National Archives.: The Regional
Solicitor was similarly granted an
extension of time to file his answer.
By order dated March 26, 1974, this
Board granted appellants' request
for permission to file a reply brief.
Consideration of the case' :was fur-
ther postpohed;-pending the filing
of an answe to the reply brief by
the Regional Solicitor. - I

The appellants assert that patent
to Lot 5 of section 4, T. 1 S., R. 1
W., should have issued to William
E. Walker, their remote predecessor
in interest,2 over 100 years ago. In
support-of this assertion, appellants
have outlined the following chronol-
ogy of the facts and circumstances
showing the nature and source of
the claimed error.

On September 27,1850, Congress
enacted the Oregon Donation
Claims Act, 9 Stat. 496. 'Section 5' of
the Act, 9 Stat. 498, provided that
all white, married, male citizens
emigrating to Oregon between De-
cermber 1, 1850, and December 1,
1853, would be granted 320 acres of
public land upon notification of set-
tlement and cultivation to the Sur-

2 The regulations provide for the issuance
of amended patent to transferees of the orig-
inal entryman, 43 CR 1821.6-3(c)(1), and
allow the patent to issue in the name of the
transferees. 43 CR 1821.6-3(c) (2).
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veyor General, and upon comple-
tion of the survey of the claimed
lands, one half to the husband, and
the other half to the wife in her own
right. No person was to receive a
patent for more than one donation
in his or her own right. William E.
and Hannah Walker, according to
the affidavits filed in support of their
claim, arrived and settled in the
Willamette Valley in the winter of
1852-53 (Ex. IH submitted with
statement of reasons for appeal,
hereinafter S/R Ex.). On March 14,
1853, William Walker filed a notifi-
cation of settlement which was im-
properly captioned "Township 1 S.,
R. 1 W." only, although it described
lands in T. 1 N. as well (Ex. A sub-
mitted with original application,
hereinafter App. Ex.). In July 1853
William Walker. executed a new
notification (App. Ex. B) with a
proper township caption that de-
scribed the following lands:

SW b/ of SW j4 See. 33 T. N., R. 1 W.
S fractional /2 of SE 1/4 Sec. 32 T. 1 N., R.

1 W.
W fractional /2 of NW 1/4 Sec. 4 T. 1 S.,

R. 1W.
E 1/2 of NE!'/4 See. 5 T. 1 S., R. W.
E 1/2 of W /2 of NE,:/, See. 5 T. 1 S., R.

1W.
and vacant land adjoining on the South
to make 320 acres.

The vacant land adjoining on the
south to which the Walkers laid
claim was delimited by the June
1853 survey of the claim of Law-
rence Hall, the Walkers' neighbor to
the south (S/R Ex. G).

On October 31, 1862, the Regis-
ter and Receiver of the then Oregon

City Land Office issued Donation
Certificate No. 1303 to Mr. and Mrs.
Walker. The Certificate described
the lands according to the lot num-
bers assigned on; the survey plats
for the two townships in question.s
as follows:
Lots No. 1 & 2 of Section 32 T. 1 N., R. 1

W.=59.20 acres;
Lot No. 1 of Section 33 T. 1 N., R. 1

W.=39.60 acres;
Lot No. 2 of Section 4 T. 1 S., R. 1

W.=39.15 acres;
FrL NW '4/ of NW /4 of See. 4 T. 1 S., R.

1 W.=38.92 acres; 
FrI. E /2 of NE /4 of See. 5 T. 1 ., R. 1

W.-78.98 acres;
& Lots No. 1, 2 & 3 of See. 5 T. 1 S., R. 1

W.=63.01 acres.
Containing 318.86 acres.

(App. Ex. C). The Certificate did
not include Lot 5 of section 4, T.
1 S., R. 1 W., shown on the 1862 sur-
vey plat as containing 12.33 acres.
Appellants assert their right to an
amended or additional patent to this
lot. The lot is a trapezium bounded
on the north by Lot 2, section 4, on
the west by Lot 3, section 5, both
patented to William Walker, and
on the south and east by land pat-
ented to Lawrence Hall in Donation
Claim 43. This parcel will hereafter
be referred to as Lot 5.

Appellants assert that Lot 5 was
erroneously excluded from William
Walker's Certificate and patent be-
cause of the surveyor's failure to
draft the survey plat for section;32

a The survey plat of claims in T. S., R. 1
W., Willamette Meridian, was approved as
"strictly conformable to the field notes of the
survey thereof" by the Surveyor General of
Oregon on January 16, 1862 (App. Ex. E). The
map of T. 1 N., R. 1 W., was likewise ap-
proved September 25, 1862 (App. 13x. F).
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of T. 1 N., R. 1 W., in accordance
with the field notes and monumen-
tation of that part of the township.
This central error "was com-
pounded by a surprisingly large
number of other errors which, taken
together, justifiably led the world,
as well as Walker, to believe that he
had, in fact, been granted Lot 5."
(Rebuttal Brief at 2).

The acreage .computations in the
Donation Certificate reflect the re-
turns marked on the survey plats
for the lots in both townships ex-
cept for the acreage of Lot 1 of
sebtion 32, T. 1 N., R. 1 W. This par-
cel will hereafter be referred' to as
Lot 1. Lot 1 was ompilited for the
Certificate as 19.20 acres, although

the acreage computation on the sur-
vey plat'is 9.60 acres (App. Ex. F).
Apparently the urveyor's Office
used the boundary line calls of the
prior surveys surrounding Lot 1 of
the Walkers' claim, which were con-
tained in the survey field notes (Ex.
14) and the survey plat' (App. Ex.
F), to determine that the a'rea of
Lot 1 was 19.20 acres.

Using 19.20 acres as the correct
area of Lot 1, the issuei of the Cer-
tificate apparently determined that
under the rule of approximation, 4

which both parties concede is appli-

4 The rule of approximation requires that
when the excess of anientry over the 320-acre
limit is greater than the deficiency if the
smallest legal subdivision were excluded, then
that subdivision must be excluded; but if the
excess is less than the deficiency should the
smallest legal subdivision be excluded, the
subdivision should be included. Byron K.
Baker, A-28662 (August 2, 1961); Henry C.
Tingley, 8 L.D. 205 (1889) ; Ansdrew J. Allen,
7 L.D. 45 (1888); Henry P. Sayles, 2 L.D. 88
(1883).

cable in such circumstances, Lot 
could not be included in the dona-
tion without exceeding the 320-acre
limit of the'grant to the donation
claimant and his wife.

The omission of Lot 5 from Do-
nation Certificate No. 1303 was re-
peated in the patent issued to Wil-
liam E. Walker and his wife on
March 8, 1866, which described the
lands contained in the Certificate
and recited that they contained
318.86 iacres (App. Exr. D). Under
circumstances 'not disclosed by the
record it was discovered that the
patent recited that all the land was
in T. 1 S., R. 1 W. Although the
patent ''had already beeni recorded
on the T. 1 S. Tract Bok (Ex. 6),
it was canceled and a new patent
was issued on November 11, 1869,
correctly describing the townships
involved (Ex. 3).. This patent again
recited that the described lands con-
tained 318.86 acres, 'and again Lot 5
was .not listed.

Appellants' first argument de-
rives from the survey instructions
contained in the Act of Febru-
ary 11, 1805., as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§752 (1970), which, provides in
part: 

E. * Each section or subdivision of
section, the contents whereof have been
returned by the Secretary of the Interior
or such agency as he may designate, shall
be held and considered as containing the
exact quantity expressed in such re-
turn *

Appellants argue that under this
Act the Government is bound by its
survey return to treat Lot 1 as con-
taining 9.60 acres. They contend
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that the determination that Lot 1
contained 19.20 acres was a revoca-
tion of the original approval given
the survey plat and thus .an invalid
resurvey.

It has been held by the Depart-
ment that the approved plat of the
official survey, conclusive as to the
boundaries and quantity of land,
governs the disposal of the lands it
covers. Mason v. Crom'well, 26 L. D.
369 (1898); George W. Fisher, 24
L.D. 480 (1897). A patent duly is-
sued in conformity with the survey
incorporates the survey plat. Cragin
v. Powell, 128. U.S. 691 (1888);
Alaska United Gold Mining Co. v.
Cincinnati-Alaska Mining 'Co., 45
L.D. 330 (1916). The patent issued
to William Walker and his wife on
November 10, 1869,' recited that it
was issued in conformity with the
official survey plat.(Ex. 1, App. Ex.
D). Thus, appellants argue, the
patent and certificate, using the
"wrong" acreage for Lot 1, errone-
ously recited the acreage granted to
the Walkers, and erroneously ex-
cluded Lot 5.

Appellants assert that if the 9.60
acres recited on the 1862 survey plat
of T. 1 N. is used as the acreage of
Lot 1, the lands covered by Dona-
tion Certificate No. 1303 amounted
to only 309.26 acres, and the Walk-
ers were entitled to all the lands
Walker claimed in his notification
of settlement. With Lot 5, the Walk-
ers would have received 321.59
acres.; it would have beein unneces-
sary under the rule of approxima-
tion to exclude either Lot 5 or Lot 1.

The determination that Lot 1 con-
tained 19.20 acres was not a revoca-
tion of approval of the survey nor
an invalid resurvey, as appellants
argue. The Surveyor General ap-
proved an internally inconsistent
plat of survey for T. 1 N., R. 1 W.
The acreage computation for Lot 1
is 9.60 acres, but the distance calls
also on the face of the plat indicate
that the lot must be about twice that
large. 5 The Register and Receiver
who issued Donation Certificate No.
1303 did not resurvey the lot, nor
did the Certificate "contain a de-
scription which has not been ap-
proved by the Surveyor General"
(statement of reasons at 9).:

The, issue presented is thus not
whether the Register could recom-
pute or alter the acreage of Lot 1,
but whether he correctly resolved an
inconsistency on the face of the sur-
vey plat that had to be resolved in
order to issue the (Certificate. We
conclude that the Register correctly
resolved the inconsistency on the

r The patent and Certificate used 19.20
acres as the area of Lot 1. The Register could
have reached this result by treating the lot
as a rectangle 20 chains (the east boundary)
by 9.60 chains (the south boundary). The
BLMf decision notes that the lot, because it
Is not a perfect rectangle,. has an area of
19.10 acres, with a north boundary of 9.60
chains, and a south line of 9.60 chains (Dec.
at 5). However, the east boundary of Lemuel
Sparks' claim in T. 1 N. is 39.25 chains.
When the 20 chains on the west side of
James Scott's claim, which is north of Lots 1
and 2, are subtracted then the west line of
Lot 1 is 19.25 chains, not the 20.00 chains
used by the BLM decision. The lot is thus,
according to the plat's distance calls, about
18.74 acres. Treatment of the lot as 19.20
acres does not change the application of
the rule of approximation or the result in
this case. For the purpose of this decision,
the 19.20-acre figure will be used in discussing
the Issues.

[81 LD.
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survey plat for T. 1 N., R. 1 W., by
using the' distance calls in issuing
the Walkers' Donation Certificate.

[1] The general rule of priority
used in determining the extent of a
disputed conveyance is set out in
United States v. Redondo Develop-
ment Co., 254 F. 656, 658 (8th Cir.
1918)

* * First, natural monuments or ob-
jects * * *; second, artificial marks,
stakes, or other objects, made or placed
by the hand of man, as in this case; third,
courses and distances in documents or
writings prescribing or reporting the es-
tablish-ment of the lines; lastly, recitals of
quantity. [T]he rule * * proceeds upon
considerations of the comparative cer-
tainty or fallibility of the evidences of
the intention of the qualified authority,
public or private, by which the boundary
was. prescribed. $ * *

Accord, Ainsa v. Unvited States, 161
U.S. 208, 229 (1896); Texas Pacific
Coal & Oil Co. v. Masterson, 160

Tex. .548, 334 S.W. 2d 436, 439
(1960); Askins v. BRitish-American
Oil Producing Co., 201 Okla. 209,
203 P. 2d 877 (1949); Thomsen v.
IKeil, 48 Nev. 1, 226 P. 309 (1924);
12 AM. JUR. 2d Boundar4.es §§ 75-
76 (1964). See authorities collected
in Coast Indian, Corn-wbunity, 3
IBLA 285, 292 (1971).

The Register properly presaged
this rule in choosing to use the more
reliable calls for distance rather
than the computation of acreage.
The record supports the assertion of
the Regional Solicitor that the error
in the acreage computation for Lot
1 was an error of transcription, not
of survey, i.e., the draftsman in the
Oregon Surveyor General's office

intended to write 9.60 along the
south boundary of Lot 1 to comple-
ment the 10.40 call for the distance
from the quarter section corner to
the, east boundary of Lemuel
Sparks' claim, so that the south
boundary of the southeast quarter of
section 32, T. 1 N., could be seen on
the map to be regular (See App. Ex.
F). While it is unnecessary to rule
on the exact cause of the mistake in
the acreage computation for Lot 1,
this explanation strongly supports
adherence to the rule that calls for
distance, fixed after fewer steps of
computation or transcription, are
more reliable than computations of
acreage.

Adherence to the calls for dis-
tance is also supported by reference
to the field notes of the approved
survey (Ex. 14). The field notes
form part of the survey, and are
to be considered along with the
township survey plat in resolving
questions regarding grants of pub-
lic lalid. Heath v. Wallace, 138 U.S.
573, 583 (1891); Cragin v. Powell,
sudpa at 696. The field notes for the
survey of Claim 59 to the Walkers'
west describe an eastern boundary
of 39.25 chains, 20.00 chains border-
ing on James Scott's Claim 58 to
the north of the Walkers. This
leaves 19.25 chains as the west
boundary of Lot 1 (Ex. 1, field note-
book pp. 358-59). Similarly, the
field notes for the survey of James
Scott's claim indicate that the
northern boundary of the WValkers'
claim in section 32 was 29.50 chains
(Ex. 14, field notebook p. 357). The
acreage enclosed in such a quadri-
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lateral is a approximately the 59.20
acres listed in the Certificate as the
acreage of Lots 1 and 2 in section
32, T. 1 N.6

[2]. When the survey plat accu-
Tately reflecting these field measure-
ments was drawn, and Lot 2 was
drafted as a regular quarter qnqar-
ter section (20 chains by 20 chains
for 40 acres), Lot 1 necessarily con-
tained the 19.20 acres. remaining in
the portion of the Walkers' claim in
section 2..Thus, when the Register
consi dered the plat in . conjunction
with the survey field notes, he was
constrained touse the distance calls
rather than the acreage computa-
tion in issuing the Certificate and
patent. This- did not constitute a
resurvey of the claii.'

Appellants' seconcl argument is
that the crucial "error" analyzed
above was compounded by the Reg-
ister's "arbitrarily omitting Lot 5
from the Walkers' claim even
though it was the stated policy of
the land office to notify claimants
who had claimed too much land and
allow them to decide vhich parcel
to omit" (Rebuttal Brief at 4).

This policy is assertedly found in
a letter dated January 0,28, 1854,
from the Surveyor. General of
Oregon (S/R Ex. V);, and the prac-
tice is exemplified .by another letter,
from the Surveyor General dated
March 28, 1854, returning a notifioa-
tion that requested more than 320
acres for a new description includ-
ing the improvements on the claim
(S/R Ex. W).

I See note 5 supra.

Appellants argue that if this
practice had been followed and the
Register had notified the Walkers
that their notification claimed ex-
cessive acreage, the Walkers would
have chosen to include Lot 5 and
omit Lot 1. or some other larger lot.
The argument is based on the asser-.
tion that the Walker home, thought
to have been built in 1857 (S/R Ex.
U), and barn were oln Walker Road
on or near the north edge. of. Lot 5,
andthe Walkers would have wanted
to exclude; distant acreage rather
than lIand on or near their barnyard.

In support' of their applicatioi
appellants presented sworn state-.
ments by three long-time residents
of th& Beaverton area taken by the
Title Insuranc& C(ohmpany of Ore-
gon, to the effect that they recalled
the location of the old barn of Rob-
ert Walker,: son 6f the donation
claimants, and other inprovements,
and had marked these locations ow-
maps provided for that purpose
(App. Exs. J through M4). The
exhibits demonstrate' that- until
1945, when affiant Edwin A. Nell-
pert demolished it, an old barn then
"80 or 90 years old" stood to the
south of Walker Road across from
the old *Walker house, near an ex-
isting barn and near the northwest
corner of Lot. 5 (App. Ex. L. See
S/R Ex. Z) . 7

7 Appellants also rely on the evidence con-
tained in the sworn statements concerning a
house and barn no longer extant referred to
as the "Lil Barnes" place and a road to
the Garbarino. place": around the south
border and southeast corner of Lot 5 (App.
Exs. J-X, AI-1). The record discloses, how-
ever,, that these uses of Lot 5 occurred sub-
sequent to the 1889 grant of part of Lot 5
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As Lot 5 was the smallest subdi-
vision, it is as logical a supposition
that the Walkers would have ex-
cluded it, rather than a larger one,
as; appellants argue. Appellants
have not persuasively shown that
the Walkers might have wanted Lot
5 if put to a choice. They have also
failed to show that error was com-
nmitted for additional reasons. The
exhibits introduced do not support
an inference of a binding rule at
that time to notif y claimants. The
"'requirement," asserted by appel-
lants, of notice to the claimant fol-
lowed by selection and relinquish-
ment, does not appear to have been
set out as a Departmental rule in
approximation cases until H-enry C.
Tingley, 8 L.D. 205, 206-07 (1889).
See May v. Colenan, 28 L.D. 11, 13
(1899). Cf. Andrew J. Allen, 7 L.D.
5,45 (1888) (notice to claimant to re-
linquish half of claim because of
wife's death); William Bland, 2
L.D. 428 (1884) (relinquishment in
patent amendment application
case).

[3] The Surveyor General's let-
ters relied upon by appellants are
not sufficient to show that the proper
administrative practice at that time
was not followed. The letters did not
relate to the Walkers' claim and do
not establish a general rule which
would be applicable to it. Also, the
letters are addressed to someone,

from Robert Walker to one J. M. Smith (App.
g.o G). Thus this evidence, while it may tend

to show that Robert Walker asserted owner-
ship or possession of Lot 5, does not go to
showing any error on the part of the Register
prior to issuance of the Certificate in 1862.

presumably the Register, other than
the claimant whose notification was
defective. Thus Exhibit W equally
supports the conclusion- that the
Register was to approve the new de-
scription of the claimed lands. There
is a presumption of regularity of
administrative proceedings, which
is applicable to land office proceed-
iiigs. Harlrader v. Carroll, 76 F. 474
(D. Alas. 1896). See 9 WIGATORE
ON EVIDENCE, Presumptions
§ 2534 (3d ed. 1940). Applying the
presumption* of regularity, we as-
sume that the rule of approximation
was applied in issuing Donation
Certificate No. 1303, and the; Regis-
ter did consider improvements in
making the determination.

Independent of the Register's al-
leged duty to notify the Walkers,
we note that there is no evidence in
the record, except the circumstantial
evidence that the old barn on or near
the corner of Lot 5 might have been
erected prior to the issuance of the
Certificate excluding Lot 5, that the
Register did not consult with the
Walkers prior to issuing the Certifi-
cate. Appellants have not submitted
evidence which demonstrates that
error was committed in this iregard.

[4] Even if the substitution of Lot
5 for some other lot would have been
justified at the time of the issuance
of the Certificate and patent, the
regulations require that in order for
the transferee of an erroneous pat-
ent to receive an amended patent,
the applicant must be able to. re-
convey the land embraced in the er-
roneous patent free of encum-
brances. 43 CFR 1821.6-3(c) (1).
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WiZliam Bland, supra. See John
Crosby, 3 L.D. 139 (1884). Accord-
ing to the survey plat, which the
Register correctly read, if Lot 5
were to be added to the Walkers'
patent, the claim would embrace
more than 320 acres. Thus in order
for amended patent to issue now,
the appellants would have to be able
to reconvey the donation claim in
order to permit the excision of some
other parcel so that the *Walkers'
successors would not receive more
than the Walkers' entitlement.8 See
43 CFR 1821.6-3(c),(1). This has
not been done here. We mention this
to point out the difficulties of amend-
ing patents long after title has
passed from the United States.

Since Lot 1 was properly treated
as containing 19.20 acres rather than
9.60 acres, the rule of a1pproxima-
tion was correctly applied by the
Register to exclude Lot 5 from the
320-acre entitlement of the Walkers.
This analysis of the facts and cir-
cumstances surrounding the alleged
crucial error show that in fact no
error was committed in the issu-
ance of the Certificate and patent to
the Walkers excluding Lot which
would warrant amending the pat-
ent. Rather, it appears that Lot 5
was properly and deliberately ex-
cluded to avoid an excess of acreage.

The survey plat governs the disposal of
these lands to claimants under the Walkers'
entitlement. This issue is discussed infra.

The difficulty the distant successor in inter-
est has in meeting these necessary require-
ments has been noted in another context of the
patent amendment regulations. See Eliza-
beth B. Poncia, A-28982 (August 17, 1962);
Henry S. Morgan, 65 I.D. 284, 288 (1958).
This difficulty does not obviate the necessity
of compliance in any way.

Appellants' reliance on Murphy v.
Sanford, 11 L.D. 123 (1890), and
William Bland, supra, is misplaced
(Application at 16-18). n both
cases the issuance of an additional
patent for omitted land did not
present a rule of approximation
problem. Appellants have failed to
make the showing of error required
by 43 CFR 1821.6-3(a).

Because the Walkers were not en-
titled to Lot 5 in 1862 when the
Certificate based on the approved
survey plat was issued, their suc-
cessors in interest can have no right
to it now. It is thus unnecessary to
determine whether appellants have
complied with other requirements
of the regulations governing pat-
ent amendments, including a show-
ing that reasonable precautions have
been taken to avoid error prior to
the erroneous entry and that the ut-
most good faith be shown. 43 CFR
1821.6-3(a).9

Two comments suffice to show some of
the additional problems these unreached re-
quirements pose. Regarding reasonable pre-
caution prior to entry, the Department has
noted a number of times the almost insur-
imountable burden of showing a predecessor's
reasonable precautions over 100 years ago.
Faydrev, Inc., 14 IBLA 195 (1974); lliza-
beth B.; Poncia, supra; Harold . Btson,
A-26285 (December 29, 1951). Here, however,
the land was unsurveyed at the time of entry,
1853, and there was no error in the notifica-
tion of settlement, which served as the entry
in this case. The notification did describe both
Lot 1 and Lot (App. Dx. B).

On the issue of good faith, appellants would
be plagued by: their failure to show with any
certainty that improvements were ever located
on Lot 5 prior to issuance of the Certificate
.(App. xs. K through M-4); the failure of
the Walkers and their successors to notice
or object to the omission of- Lot 5 in the
Donation ertificate and the patent, the con-
tents of which were matters of constructive
notice to the patentees, Le Marchal v. Tegar-

[81 I.D.
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The BLM decision misleadingly
says that "[a]cceptance of the ap-
plicants' contentions depends on the
correct area, of Lot 1 * * *." Ap-
pellants' third argument on appeal
is that if the BLM can ignore the
acreage computation for Lot 1 and
resurvey it to find the "correct
area," they are entitled to do so with
Lot 1 and the rest of the Walker
Donation Land Claim. They have
introduced the results of a private
survey to show that the entire
Walker claim, including Lot 5, en-
compasses 316.28 -acres (S/R Ex.
X-Z, statement of reasons at 20).

[5] Appellants' reliance on such
a resurvey is misplaced. The issue
is not the actual area of Lot 1, but
what was the size of Lot 1 according
to the survey plat for the purpose
of issuing patent to the Walkers.
Rights granted by patent issued
under the public land laws in ac-
cordance with an approved plat of
survey cannot be divested or en-
larged by a subsequent public or
private resurvey. United States v.
State Investment Co., 264 U.S. 206,
212 (1924); Wiegert v. Northern
Pacific Railway Co., 48 L.D. 48
(1921); Isaac T. Wheeler, 43 L.D.
113 (1914). For- instance, in Mason
v. Cromwell, supra at 371,- a40zacre
additional homestead entry was de-
nied because the applicant had al-
ready received his statutory limit,

den, Tegarden, supra at 685; and the fact
that the patent was not recorded in Wash-
ington County until 1908 (Brief for Respond-
ent at 18), after the 1889 transfer of a portion
of Lot 5 by the Walkers' son and heir (App.
Ex. G).

160 acres, in a prior patent to a
quarter section homestead. The en-
tryman argued that the quarter sec-
tion, returned as a regular, 160-acre
plot, in fact only contained 120
acres. The surveyor's return was
held conclusive, and the entryman
was bound by the land description
and- computation of acreage con-
tained in the survey.

T'he survey plats for the two
townships involved in tliis case were
duly approved, and Donation Cer-
tificate No. 1303 and the Walkers'
patent issued according to the sur-
vey. The Walkers' rights were Coll-
trolled by the Certificate and patent,
and the appellants, their successors,
cannot enlarge the Walkers, rights
by the assertion that the 1862 survey
showed some lots to be larger than
their 1973 "resurvey" shows them to
be. As we have held above, the Reg-
ister properly resolved the internal
inconsistency in the controlling
survey plat by using the more relia-
ble calls for distance, corroborated
by the field notes, rather than the
acreage computation.

Appellant's fourth argument is
that the Government is estopped to
deny that the grant of Lot 5 should
have been made, or that Lot 5 was
granted to the Walkers, asserting
the following facts: (1) the Oregon
Tract Book for T. 1 S. shows Lot 5
as having been patented to William
Walker (Ex. 6); (2) the survey of
claims plat for T. 1 N. maintained
for public use contains the 9.60-acre
computation for Lot 1 (App. Ex.
F); (3) the Historical Index main-
tained by the BLM, current to Feb-
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ruary 1971, records that 89.20 acres
in T. 1 N., passed under the Walker
patent of November 10,' 1869, a fig-
ure which incorporates 9.60 acres as
the size of Lot 1; '(4) the Master
Title Plat itself recites the acreage
of Lot as 9.60 (Ex. 9); and (5)
since 1908, Washington County land
records have shown Lot 5 to be in
private ownership. Appellants
claim that they have innocently re-
lied to their detriment on these pub-
lic records that show that Lot 1 was
treated as containing 9.60 acres and
that Lot 5 was or should have been
properly patented to the Walkers

However, there is additional ma-
terial in the record that indicates
that this reliance was not so rea-
sonable. The Master Title Plat for
T. 1 N. may lead one to believe that
Lot 1 was treated as containing 9.60
acres, but the Historical Index for
T. 1 S. clearly does not include Lot
5 in the lands patented to the Walk-
ers (Ex. 10). The Oregon Tract
Book notation that Lot 5 was pat-
ented is marked with the warning
that a corrected patent had been is-
sued to Walker (Ex. 6). The Tract
Book relied on by appellants con-
tained a reference to the book in
which the patent was recorded (Ex.
6). There has been no assertion that
the patent itself was erroneously
recorded in that book.

[6] 43 CFR 1810.3(c) provides:
Reliance upon information or opinion

of any officer, agent or employee or on
records maintained by land offices can-
not operate to vest any right not author-
ized by law.

This regulation and 43 CFR 1810.3
(a) and (b) apply the generally

prevailing judicial rule that laches
or estoppel does not apply to the
United States. Utah Pomwer & Light
ao. . United States, 243 U.S. 389,
409 (1917); Atlantic Richfleld Co.
v. Hickel, 432 F. 2d 587, 591 (10th
Cir. 1970) ; Beaver v. United States,
350 F. 2d 4, 8-9 (9th ir. 1965),
cert. denied, 383 U.S. 937 (1966).
Some recent cases have made in-
roads on the judicial rule by hold-
ing that estoppel can be applied

against the Government when its ab-
sence would work severe injustice
and the public interest would not be
damaged by its imposition. United
States v. Lazy FC Ranch, 481 F. 2d
985 (9th Cir. 1973), citing Brandt
v. Hickel, 427 F. 2d 53 (9th Cir.
1970) .' The facts in those 'cases

however, are distinguishable from
these, and the general rule applies
here. Estoppel cannot be employed
in this case without greatly harming
the public interest in the public
lands. The estoppel asserted here
would divest the Government of
title to land which was never pat-
ented, and to which patent was
never earned under the public land
laws. The records relied on by ap-
pellants might give them protection
against bona fide purchasers under
state law of constructive notice, but

10 In Brandt, a BLM decision rejecting an
oil and gas lease offer asserted that a cor-
rected, refiled offer would not lose priority,
contrary to Departmental rule. On appeal from
a Departmental decision that reversed the
BLMf and held the appellant's refiled offer to be
junior to an intervening offer, the Government
was estopped to deny the BLM assertion, on
the grounds that administrative due process
had been abused, and the Government was in
no way prejudiced by having one, rather than
another, qualified noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offeror.
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these records cannot be used to as-
sert title against the United States.
See Beaver v. United'States, spra.

;Title to public- lands is granted
by patent, not by land records. The
grantee-and his successors are on
constructive notice of the- contents
of te patent. Le Marchala v. Te-
garden, 175 F. 682 (8th Cir. 1909).t11
As we concluded above, there was
no error in the Novemiber 10, 1869,
patent issued to the Walkers, which
did not include Lot 5. As the
Walkers were not entitled to Lot 5,
the issuance of patent to these ap-
pellants based on erroneous land
records, would serve to vest rights
not authorized by law in violation
of 43 CFR 1810.3 (c).

Reliance on the erroneous records
was in large part unfounded, and
estoppel would divest the Govern-
ment of title to land based on a cleri-
cal error in the records, not in the
patent. In these circumstances estop-
pel is unavailable to appellants.

I' Equitable title vests, in such public land
entry cases, upon issuance of a final certifi-
cate. In this case, by analogy to preemption
claims, the final certificate was embodied in
Donation Certificate No. 1303. See Whitney
v. Taylor, 158 U.S. 85, 95 (1895), citing
Orchard v. Aeander, 157 U.S. 372, 383-84
(1895).

In their Rebuttal brief, appellants place
strong emphasis on the assertion that there
is no evidence that the Walkers ever received
their patent (Rebuttal to Answer at 45), so
that it Is unrealistic for the Government to
assert that the Walkers would have relied on
their patent rather than their notification to
determine the extent of their grant. However,
the Walkers were also on notice of the deletion
of Lot 5 in Donation Certificate No. 1303,
which was issued seven years before the cor-
rected patent. The grantees are equally on
constructive notice of the contents of the
Certificate. Le Marceal v. Tegarden, supra, at
691.

560 '-37 fi-7 4-----

Brandt v. Hickel, supra; 43( CFR
1810.3 (c).

Appellants' final contention is
that "[t]he govertnent's attack on
William Walker's entitlement to Lot
5 should not prevail because it would
unjustifiably destroy public confi-
dence in ancient land records"
(statement of reasons at 17). Ac-
cording to appellants, corrective
measures such as the BLM land clas-
sificationf in this case would call into
question the validity of all govern-
ment land grants because of the fre-
quency of survey errors in the last
century.

Contrary to appellants' conten-
tions, title derived from a govern-
ment patent is not so vulnerable.
After six years from issuance the
United States cannot sue to annul
or vacate a patent in the absence of
a charge of fraud in the procure-
ment of the patent 43 U.S.C. § 1166
(19T0). Once title has been con-
veyed, the Department of the Inte-
rior has no jurisdiction to alter the
grant by a subsequent, corrective
survey. United States v. State In-
vestment Co., supra; Kean v. Calu-
'met Canal & Improvement Co., 190
U.S. 452 (1903); Marco Island, 51
L.D. 322 (1926). In this case, how-
ever, the determination that Lot 1
contained 19.20 acres was made be-
fore the issuance of the Donation
Certificate and the patent, and in-
corporated in both documents. Ap-
pellants were entitled to rely on the
patent to the Walkers, but that pat-
ent did not include Lot. 5. Appel-
lants have not cited any authority,
beyond the estoppel argument re-
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jected above, for the proposition
that reliance on erroneous tract book
and master title plat entries (Exs.
6, 9) can be converted into title to
the land in question. See 43 FR
1810.3(c). Nor can title to public
land be gained alone by adverse pos-
session. Beaver v. United tates,
sulpra.2 This argument is not per-
suasive.

In sum, the record shows that a
mistake of transcription was made
on the survey plat of T. 1 N., R. 1
W., in 1862, so that the plat bore
an .acreage computation inconsistent
with the distance calls for the
boundaries of Lot 1, section 32. The
Register, in issuing the Donation
Certificate to the Walkers, correctly
resolved the inconsistency by using
the more reliable distance calls in
computing the acreage of Lot 1 as
19.20 acres. The Walkers' Certificate
thus did not include Lot 5, section 4,
T. 1 S. Under the rule of approxi-
mation, the inclusion of Lot 5 would
have given Walker and his wife
more than the 320 acres to which
they were entitled. Because the Wal-
kers were not entitled to Lot 5, ap-
pellants have not shown that any
error was committed by the land
office, and the patent issued to the
Walkers on November 10, 1869, cor-
rectly described their entitlement.
The applicants, as remote grantees
from the Walkers, are not entitled
to a new or amended patent includ-
ing Lot 5. Nor can the errors in any

'Appellants' "confidence in ancient land
records" may be vindicated by an application
under the Color of Title Act, as amended, 43
U.S.C. 1068 (1970). Such an application is
not now before us.

land records showing Lot. 1 to con-
tain 9.60 acres and Lot 5 to have
passed to Walker estop the United
States from denying that patent and
title to Lot 5 was issued or should
have issued to William Walker and
his wife. The decision of the Chief,
Branch of Lands and Minerals Op-
erations, correctly rejected the ap-
plication.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority granted to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

J6AN B. T1oiwlPsoN,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCR:

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

A dministrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEwis,
Administrative Judge.

LLOYD L. CLARK

17 IBLA 201

Decided September 17,1974

Appeal from the decision of the Dis-
trict Manager, Coos Bay District, de.
manding $2,307.95 as balance due on
cruise timber sale.

Affirmed as modified.

1. Timber Sales and Disposals-Words
and Phrases

"Cruise sale contract." Form 5430-3
(196), "Contract for the Sale of Timber,
Cruise Sale," is a lump-sum contract for
a designated lot of timber in a described
area, and the contract price does not

[Sl I.D.
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vary with the quantity or quality of tim-
ber actually located therein.

2. Timber Sales and Disposals
In legal effect, a vendor's estimate of
quantity or quality of a specific lot of
in-place dead or down timber is s ge-
neris because certainty cannot be deter-
mined except by harvesting and, even
then, there is room for disagreement as to
whether all merchantable timber was
harvested by vendee.

3. Timber Sales and Disposals
Where there has been a specific dis-
claimer of warranty by vendor-Govern-
ment as to quality and quantity of
specified dead trees in a timber cruise
sale contract, the parties are deemed to
have contracted on the assumption there
was a doubt as to such quality and quan-
tity and the risk with regard to such
factors must be considered to have been
assumed by vendee as one of the ele-
ments of the bargain.

4. Timber Sales and Disposals
Where warranty as to quality and quan-
tity is specifically disclaimed by the Gov-
ernment-vendor in a timber cruise sale
contract, only good faith is required of
the Government in naming an estimated
amount.

5. Timber Sales and Disposals
Where warranty as to quality and quan-
tity is specifically disclaimed by the
Government in a lump sum cruise timber
sale contract the vendee is not justified
in relying on the Government's estimate
of quantity or quality for the parties did
not intend the estimate to be a basic
assumption of the ultimate agreement.

6. Timber Sales and Disposals-Tres-
pass: Generally
Where a Government estimate in a sale
of timber by lot is grossly excessive as
to quantity of board feet sold, and cut-
ting of additional timber is authorized
in error by a Government timber man-
ager, the tDepartment position as to
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damages for trespass should be reexam-
ined to determine whether payment for
the additional trees, at the value when
cut, may be obtained as a compromise
under 4 CR 103.5 and BLM Manual
5481.12 B and 9230.61.

7. Timber Sales and Disposals
The Government's resale expense should
be deducted from the credit granted the
vendee of a timber sale contract for
timber remaining in place after abate-
ment of the contract.

APPEARANCES: Fred P. Eason, Esq.,,
Coos Bay, Oregon, for appellant.

OPINION BY ADIIINISTRA-
* TIE JUD6GE GOSS

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Lloyd L. Clark filed notice of ap-
peal from the decision of the Dis-
trict Manager, Coos Bay District
Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, Oregon, dated March 9, 1972,
making demand for $2,370.95 owing
on timber sale contract No. 36120-
TS70-77. The alleged debt arose as
the result of a sale on May 22, 1970,
of dead trees and parts of trees. The
Government prospectus said that
there were approximately 44 Port
Orford cedar trees with an esti-
mated 49 MBF (thousand board
feet) of merchantable lumber. The
Government estimated the total
value to be $2,082.50 or $42.50 per
MBF. Appellant submitted a bid of
$5,390 or $110 per MBF, more than
double the Government's estimate of
value. It should be noted, however,
that the second high was $105 per
MBF, also more than double the
Government's estimate.
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Under the terms of the sale con-
tract, appellant was given five
months to remove the timber. Pay-
ments were to be made in $600 in-
crements dependent upon the rate
of removal. Additionally, appellant
posted' a performance bond in the
amount of $1,100.

Appellant proceeded to remove
substantial portions of the timber.
He made total payments of $1,800.
On August 10, 1970, the District
Manager wrote the appellant re-
questing submission within two
days of $2,400, i.e., four payments.
It was noted thtat, though appellant
had removed his equipment, "a
number of logs and down trees,
which appear merchantable, still
remain on contract area along with
all the arrowwood." By letter of
August 14, appellant replied that
he had logged and delivered 16,510
board feet at $173 per thousand. He
admitted that roughly 6 MBF of
arrowwood remained but said there
was no market for it. He further
stated that "Mr. Casey [the BLM
Curry Timber Manager] came back
and marked a few more trees which
came to 3,540 bd. ft." He noted that
there was an overall shortage of
22,950 board feet, and he concluded
his letter by requesting some adjust-
ment to reflect the real situation.

On August 20 the timber contract
was suspended. On December 28 the
District Office notified the appellant
that his contract had expired on De-
cember 2 and that the District Office
would determine the credit for tim-
ber remaining on the contract area
to determine his remaining liability.

On January 5, 1971, the casb bond
of $1,100 was transferred to the tim-
ber sale contract. The reappraisal
found a total of-7,706 board feet re-
maining on the land with a current
market value of $276 from which
$26.15 was deducted as the cost to
the Government of the appraisal.
Regarding the 3,540 board feet
marked by the Timber Manager, the
District Manager in his decision of
January 27, 1972, noted that various
provisions of the timber sale con-
tract made clear that the Timber
Manager was without authority to
authorize the cutting of additional
trees. Accordingly, the Manager as-
sessed double damages of $130.80
for those trees. The District Man-

ager stated that the total debt owing
to the United States was therefore

$2,370.95. From this decision ap-
pellant has taken an appeal.

Appellant's basic contention is
that because of the alleged error as
to estimated quantity, there was no
meeting of the minds and thus no
binding contract was entered into.

[1] Appellant has not alleged
that less than the specified 44 Port
Orford cedar trees were made avail-
able to him. In this sense there was
a meeting of the minds and no mis-
understanding between the parties.
Was the quantity of merchantable
lumber to be cut in the future-
under the direction and control of
appellant-a basic assumption of
the contract, or was it contemplated
that appellant would assume the
risk? The agreement herein was en-
tered on Form 54-30-3 (1966), "Con-
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tract for the Sale of Timber, Cruise
Sale," which is a lump-sum contract
for a designated lot of timber in a
described area. John D. lluff man,.7
IBLA 190, 79I.D. 567 (1972). Sale
of timber by tree cruise is the gen-
eral practice of the Department. 43
CFR 5402.1(b) (1970), now section
5422.1 (1973). In a cruise sale, the
contract price does not vary with the
quantity or quality of board feet
actually located in the area desig-
nated. Iepartmental regulations
43 CFM 5441.2(d) (1970), now sec-
tion 5461.3 (1973)-, provided' in
part:

* * For a cruise sale the purchaser
shall not be entitled to a refund even
though the amount of timber cut, re-
moved, or-designated for cutting may be
less than the estimated total volume
shown in the contract. * * *

Though the contract referred to an
estimate of 49 MBF of merchaht-
able timber,, the contract also spe-
cifically provided:

Sec. 3. Installment Pdyments. (a) This
is a lump sum contract which may be paid
in: installments as set forth in this sec-
tion. The following estimates are made
solely as an, administrative aid in de-
termining when installments become
due. * * *

Except as provided in § 2, the Purchaser
shall be liable for the total purchase price,
even thoughb the quantity of timber ac-
tutally cut or removed or designated for

1 The Board recognizes that among the
reasons for preparing estimates of quantity
are (a) to provide limited assistance to lum-
bermen in determining whether or not to
consider making an independent evaluation
and possible bid; (b) to make the appraisal
required by 43 CFR 5420.0-6; and (c) to
program required installment payments.

taking is less than the estimated voluie
or quality shown above. (Italics added).

Sec. 7. Passage of Title, Risk of'Loss,
and Disclaimer of Warranty.

: * 5* C * *

(b) * * Any warranty as to the
quantity or quality of the timber sold
hereunder is expressly disclaimed by the
Government.

[2] In legal effect, a, vendor's; es-
timate of quantity or quality of a
specific lot of in-place dead or down
timber is sui generis.Certginty as to
quantity and quality cannot be. de-
termined except by harvesting, and
even then, there is room -for dis-
agreement as to whether the amount
selected, cut and felled by vendee in-
cluded all merchantable timber.
Radiclue v. Le Sage, 138 Cal. App.
2d 852, 292 P.2d 522 (1956). Given
an original inaccuracy of the Tim-
ber Manager's estimate, and his
statement that appellant "high
graded" the tract through selective
cutting of only the better timber, the
Board is not convinced that the rec-
ord firmly establishes the deficiency
to be in the amount alleged by ap-
pellant. a n c i

[3] There are numerous asesin
which such lump-sum contraet; in-
cluding an express disclaimer of
quantity; has been held to preclude
recovery for inaccuracies in volume
estimates. See, e.g., John D. Huff-
'nan, supra, which involved an as-
serted 30 percent variation between
the cruise estimate and the board
feet actually recovered. See also Bu-
reau of Land Management Manual
5436, wherein the lump sum conl-
tract and the disclaimer of warranty

5463
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are discussed2 Does appellant's con-
tract permit a different result due
to the size of the claimed overesti-
mation? In Raddue, supra, the
Court construed a private lump sum
timber contract somewhat similar
to that herein concerned. The de-
ficiency therein was substantially
greater than that claimed by appel-
lant. Upon an estimation of 3,500
MBF of merchantable timber, the
deficiency was in excess of 2,500
MBF. The Court stated at 292 P.2d
525:

* * [T]he basic assumption of the
quantity was necessarily an approxima-
tion and the parties themselves in their
pleadings so recognized, Williston on
Contracts, Rev. Ed., under the topic "Mis-
take", in section 1543, says:

* * C - C *

"In the first place there must be ex-
cluded from consideration mistakes as

2 In LM Manual 5436, Appendix 1, it is
stated at page 78:

"Section 3(a) establishes that a contract
executed on Form 5430-3 Is a 'lump sum' con-
tract. A 'lump sum' contract contemplates pay-
ment of a fixed amount regardless of the
quantity of timber involved. This contrasts to
a contract on a 'scale' or 'unit' basis where the
total payment s dependent upon a measure
of the quantity of timber actually removed.
(See Form 5430-4, Contract for the Sale of
Timber-Scale Sale for an example of a 'unit'
contract)."

The Manual further provides, at page 92:
"In Section 7(b) the Government disclaims

any warranty of the fitness of the timber for
any purpose of the purchaser. What does It
mean? It means that the Government does not
guarantee to the purchaser the quantity or
quality of the timber sold. Frequently, our
timber sales advertising includes a breakdown
of expected log grade recovery. The purpose
of the 'disclaimer of warranty' is to expressly
deny any representation of implied warranty
which may elicit from such advertising. In a
nutshell, the 'disclaimer of warranty' pre-
cludes the purchaser from making a claim
against the Government in the event quantity,
quality or fitness of the timber are not up to
the purchaser's expectations.

to matters which the contracting parties
had in mind as possibilities and as to the
existence of which they took the risk.
With respect to any matter not made a
basic assumption of the contract te par-
ties take their chances." (Italics added.)

'Restatement of Contracts, section 502,
states:

"* * * [W]here parties on entering

into a transaction that affects their con-

traetual relations are both under a mis-

take regarding a fact assumed by them

as the basis on which they entered into

the transaction, it is voidable, * * *"

Under Comment a the following appears:

"Where both parties assume the exist-

ence of a certain state of facts as the

basis on which they enter into a transac-

tion, the transaction can be avoided by a

party who is harmed, if the assumption

is erroneous."

Under Comment f the following appears:

"Where the parties know that there is
doubt in regard to a certain matter and

contract on that assumption, the contract

is not rendered voidable because one is

disappointed in the hobe that the facts

accord with his wishes. The risk of the

existence of the doubtful fact is then as-
sumed as one of the elements of the bar-

gain."

The present case is brought within the
foregoing rules by the presence in the

contract of a provision which demon-
strated that the parties considered that

their assumption as to the quantity of
merchantable timber upon the land might

be erroneous. * * *

See also 3 Corbin, Contracts § 598
at 55-86 (2d ed. 1960).

Both the contract under consid-
eration (wherein the Government
disclaims warranty as to quality and
quantity) and the Raddue contract
(which provides for the considera-
tion to be reduced pro rata if cut-
ting operations fail to yield the es-
timated amount) recognize that
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quantity and quality are uncertain.
The parties are deemed to have con-
tracted on the assumption that there
was a doubt with regard to such
matters. In the Clark appeal, be-
cause of the Government disclaimer,
the risk as to the quantity of mer-
chantable lumber to be derived from
the dead trees would ordinarily be
considered to have been assumed by
appellant as one of the elements of
the bargain.

[4] In Raddue the faulty estimate
was made by a third party. Everett
Plywood and Door Corporation v.
United States, 419 F. 2d 425, 430
(Ct. Cl. 1969), indicates that the
rule is no different where the esti-
mate is made by the seller. In Ever-
ett, the Courf distinguished the con-
tract there under consideration
from "the new contract form * *

which clearly negated any warranty
of quantity." (Italics added.) It
is difficult to conceive how the Gov-
ernment disclaimer of warranty
could be made more clear than in
Bureau of Land Management con-
tract, Form 5430-3 (1966) con-
cerned herein.

The Court held that the Everett
contract was not a sale by specific
lot. Again distinguishing, the Court
at 432 quoted B'rawZey v. United
States, 96 U.S. 168, 171-172 (1877),
as to the seller's obligation in a spe-
cific lot sale:

Where a contract is made to sell or fur-
nish certain goods identified by reference
to independent circumstances, such as an
entire lot deposited in a certain ware-
house, or all that may be manufactured
by the vendor in a certain establishment,
or that may be shipped by his agent or

correspondent in certain vessels, and the
quantity is named with the qualification
of "about," or "more or less," or words
of like import, the contract applies to the
specific lot, and the naming of the quan-
tity is regarded not as in the nature of
a warranty, but only as an estimate of
the probable amount, in reference to
which good faith is all that is required
of the party making it. In such cases, the
governing rule is somewhat analogous to
that which is applied in the description of
lands, where natural boundaries and
monuments control courses and distances
and estimates of. quantity. (Italics&
added.)

The contract herein is a sale; of a

specific lot. Appellant alleges no bad

faith; Brawley, supra, bars relief.

[5] Just as there has been no al-

legation of bad faith, neither has

there: been a showing of reliance.

The facts herein are analogous to

those-in Brock v. United States,; 84
Ct. Cl. 453 (1937), as discussed in

Everett, supra, at'433:

The Brock case is clearly distinguish-
able from the [Everett] case, as the facts
therein show that such plaintiff was
plainly not justified in relying upon de-
fendant's estimates as to timber volumes
involved, nor does it appear that the par-
ties intended or epected that the esti-
mnated quantities would be the basis of

the agreement between them, and thus a
warranty was not madeo by-defendant in
the contract.- 5

.*,* i(Italics added.)

The sale herein encompassed a

relatively small amount of readily

accessible timber. Appellant has not

alleged that he relied and did not

examine the trees.3 Appellant's

Cf. Uniform Commercial Code, § 2-316(b),
under which there is no implied warranty for
defects which an examination ought to have
revealed. As to a sale of standing lumber to
be cut by purchaser, see 2-107.
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counsel, in his November .16, 1970,
letter to the District Manager, al-
leged that there "may" have been
no meeting of the minds with regard
to quantity. In the notice of appeal
he alleged that "there obviously was
no meeting of the minds with regard
to the quantity of timber being
sold." No affidavit or other proof
was offered, nor is there any clear
allegation that appellant in fact
relied on the Timber Manager's
estimate as to. the condition and
quantity of merchantable lumber, in
the dead trees.

The fact. that appellant has not
alleged reliance is an indication of
the understanding between the par-
ties as to their bargain. Even assum-
ing, arguendojthat the deficiency
does, approach 5.1 percent, this is not
controlling. If the Government esti9
mate l had been: 51 percent less than
the actual amount of. merchantable
timber which was later cut, it is
doubtful that under the terms of the.
contract a court would permit the
Government to recover an aug-
mented purchase price from appel-
lant-absent a showing a fraud.

Evenif appellant had relied on
the estimate, the Board findsthat
appellant was not justified in so
relying for the- parties never' in-
tended the estimate to be an assumed
basis of the ultimate agreement or
to control the total amount due on
the contract. Rather, the parties rec-
ognized from the beginning that the
quantity of merchantable timber-
to be cut in the future under the
direction and control of appellant-
was not a basic assumption of the
contract.

[6] As to the additional timber
apparently authorized for cutting
by the Timber Manager, that timber
may not be given away. Under the
circumstances, however, and despite
sections 8 and 13 of the contract,
we feel that double damages for
trespass would be unduly harsh. It
is therefore suggested that the De-
partment position be re-examined
to determine whether payment for
the additional timber, at its real-
istic value when cut, would be ap-
piopriate as a compromise. 4 CFR
103.1 and 103.5; 4 BM Manual
5481.12 B and 9230.6LW

[7] The Government's resale ex-
pense should be deducted, under es-
tablished procedures, from the
credit granted to appellant for that
merchantable timber which re-
mained on the site, after his de-
parture. Leslie G. Caughiman, A-
30890 (February 21, 1968).

44 CFR 103.1 reads in part:
"Scope and Application.
"The standards set forth in this part appl y

to the compromise of claims, pursuant to sec-
tion 3(b) of the Federal Claims Collection Act
of 1966, 80 Stat. 309, which' do not exceed
$20,000' exclusive of interest. The head of an
agency or his designee may exercise such
coitpromise authority with respect to claims
for, money or property arising out of the activ-
ities of his agency prior to the referral of
such claims to the General Accounting Office
of to the Department of Justice for litiga-
tion. * *

4 CFR 103.5 plovides:
Enforcement Policy.
"Statutory penalties, forfeitures, or debts

established as an-;aid to enforcement and. to
compel compliance may be compromised pur-
suant to this part if the agency's enforcement
policy in terms of deterrence and securing
compliance, both present and future, will be
adequately served by acceptance of the sum to
be agreed upon. Mere accidental or technical
violations may be dealt with less severely then
willful and substantial violations." S
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Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed as
modified.

JosEP W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

EDAVARD W. STurBiNG,

Administrative Judge.

Douglas E. Henriques, dissenting.

The instant case presents issues
of some difficulty and I sympathize
with the majority's attempt to re-
solve them. Nevertheless, I cannot
assent to a decision which, through
reliance on the literal terms of a
lump sum sales contract, ignores
and distorts the real purposes
behind the utilization of this con-
tract device.

I have no quarrel with the prop-
osition that in a normal situation
a lump-sum contract which con-
tains an express disclaimer of war-
ranty as to quantity precludes re-
covery for inaccuracies in volume
estimates. See e.g., Jo/tn 1). Huff-
man, 7 IBLA 190, 79 I.D. 67
(1972) ; Irving Pearce, 5 IBLA 373
(1972); Forest ManagementW, Inc.,
A-31045 (February 6, 1970). The
rationale for the rules prohibiting
recovery for normal underruns is
premised on two separate factors.
First, the nature of a timber cruise
is such that a truly accurate esti-
mate is virtually impossible. Small
errors are intrinsic to the process.

Secondly, while many purchasers
would be quick to complain of an
underrun, few would complain of
an excess of timber over the esti-
mate relied upon. Thus, the nature
of a lump-sum contract is to appor-
tion between seller and buyer the
risks inherent in such a sale.

As I see it, this case presents the
question of whether or not as un-
derrun of nearly 51 percent is so
great as to support a finding that
there was no meeting of the minds
between the two parties.' I think
this is a question deserving of rigo-
rous consideration. I think that it is
more than unfortunate that this
question is not examined in the ma-
jority's analysis, an analysis which
I feel places inordinate reliance on
specific contract terms to the dero-
gation of simple common sense.

0 As the majority apparently sees
it, the Government's volume esti-
mate is no more than a dart throw
.by a blind man. Appellant had ab-
solutely no right to rely thereon. I
doubt that the foresters who made
the timber cruise took so critical a
view of their official capabilities.

'The majority states that "[gliven an
original inaccuracy of the Timber Manager's
estimate, and his statement that appellant
"high graded" the tract through selective
cutting of only the better timber, the Board
is not convinced that the record irnsly estab-
lishes the deficiency to be in the amount
alleged by appellant." (Italics added.) The
Government has not even alleged that the
shortage is less than appellant's contentions.
The fact that appellant has "high graded" the
tract, however relevant it may be to a ques-
tion of quality, has no bearing on the issue
of the quantity of the timber involved.
Finally, if there is a factual uncertainty the
case should be remanded for a hearing. See
43 CFR 4.415.
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And I cannot but wonder why
govermnent moneys are expended
on the making of timber cruises if
the results are so unreliable as to
be worthy of no reliance.

The short answer to the major-
ity's position is that both parties
rely on the estimate. The Govern-
ment, in its prospectus concerning
the timber sale, put a total ap-
praised price of $2,082.50 on the
timber to be sold. This price was ar-
rived at by niultiplying the ap-
praised price'per Mbf ($42.50) by
the estimated Mbf involved in the
sale (49). The prospectus specifi-
cally stated that "j[n]o sale shall be
made for less than the total ap-
praised price." Thus, any bid which
did not match the total appraised
price, which in turn was dependent
on the estimated volume of timber,
would be rejected. Certainly this is
a form of reliance on the volume
estimates. Further, under the cate-
gory of "High Bid" of Form 5430-7
(January 1969) "Timber Sale Bid
Record," a bid of $110 was recorded'
for appellant and a bid of $105 was
recorded for one Tom Flood. The
total amount bid was reached by
multiplying the volume estimate by
the amount bid.

Finally, the timber sale contract,
Form 5430-3 (July 1966), makes
specific reference to both the esti'
mated volume (49 Mbf) and the
price per unit ($110). As a practi-
cal matter it is thus clear that reli-
ance is placed by both parties on
the estimates of volume made by
Governmental employees fulfilling
their official duties.

I have stated above that a lump-
sum contract containing an express
disclaimer of warranty as to quan-
tity operates to preclude recovery
for deficiencies in volum'e'estimates
in thbe norman situation. SuchL a re-
sult accords with the policy consil-
erations implicit in the utilization
of the lump-sum contract to which
I have already' alluded. The real
question which this case presents,
as I have noted above, is whether
the deficiency evidenced in the in-
stant case is so great as to be beyond
the general rule and necessitate re-
formative action' by the Depart-
ment.2 The approach' taken by' the
majority would sanction undeirruns
of 90 percent, for if you have no
right to rely Oil an estimate it is
irrelevant how erroneous the esti-
mate in actual fact is. Certainly a
point must be reached where some
reliance on the Government's state-
ments is justifiable.

It may be true, that, in the words
of Mr. Justice Holmes, those who
deal with the Government must turn
square corners,3 but certainly the
Government should be held to no
less an exacting standard when
dealing with ;its citizens. To blandly
say that appellant has made his bar-
gain and should be forced to live

2 The majority places heavy reliance on
Raddue v. Le Sage, 138 Cal. App. 2d 852, 292,
P.2d 522 (1956). It points out that in Raddue
the underrun was far greater than the present
case. The relevancy of this observation to the
issue before this Board is unclear since in
Raddue the contract provided for a pro-rata
reduction for any underrun of timber. It is
the absence of any pro-rata reduction that has
generated this appeal.

6Rock Island, Arkansas Louisiana R.R.
Co. V. United States, 254 U.S. 141, 143 (1920).
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with it is to place the Goverlnment
in the position of a private party
who through slick means has
achieved an advantage and intends
to maintain it. The Government has
a duty to both the public at large
and the individual members of the
public who deal with it. It should
not attempt to benefit the former at
the expense of the latter, as if by so
doing some greater. good is thereby
achieved. Rather its obligation is
to deal fairly with all its citizens
and at the same time protect the
general public's interest. The gen-
eral interest in the instant case is
to achieve fair market value for
Government owned timber. I do not
see how this interest is advanced
by forcing the appellant to pay for
timber that does not now exist and
did not exist when the sale was con-
ducted or the contract executed.

The premise of the appellant's bid
was that there were approximately
49 Mbf of merchantable timber to
be sold. The risk he assumed was
that the Government estimate might
be moderately deficient. He did not
assume the risk that the Govern-
ment's estimate would be erroneous
by more than 50 percent. Whether
he did or did not examine the area
himself does not make the results
of the Government's cruise more
realistic.

I note that the majority opinion
states that there has been no show-
ing of reliance. Indeed it actually
declares that "[t]he fact that ap-
pellant has not alleged reliance is
an indication of the understanding
between the parties as to their bar-

gain." With all deference to the ma-
jority I find these statements not
supported by the record as shown
in the case files. If appellant is not
alleging reliance, then on what pos-
sible ground is he appealing? Re-
liance on the Government's volume
estimate is implicit in this appeal.
That reliance is involved is palpably
obvious. Why appellant should be
required to clearly allege the ob-
vious is not readily apparent.

I would grant partial refornma-
tion of the contract. Appellant bid
$110 per Mbf, and should be held
to his bid valuation. It is reported
that appellant removed 16,510 board
feet; there remained, according to
the Government post-sale cruise ap-
praisal, 7,760; board feet.' These
make a total of 24,216 board feet
available under the timber sale con-
tract. At the rate agreed upon this
totals out to $2,663.76. This I believe
is the amount for which the appel-
lant should be liable based; on the
original sale. Added to this should
be the cost of post-sale appraisal,
$26.15. I also feel that the trespass
assessment was correct. Appellant
clearly was on notice that the Tim-
ber Manager'was not authorized to
allow additional cuttings without
additional payments. The majority's
attempt to mitigate this element be-
cause it is "unduly harsh" is, I
think, unsupportable in the case law.
See Ray Cole, A-29526 (October 21,
1963). X X

Accordingly, I respectfully dis-
sent from the majority's opinion.

DOUGLAS E. HENIRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.
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ESTATE OF ELIZABETH FRANK
GREENE (GREEN)

(DECEASED NEZ PERCE
ALLOTTEE NO. 1517)

3 IBIA 110

Decided September 19, 1974

Appeal From an Administrative Law
Judge's order denying petition for
rehearing.

AFFIRMED and DISMISSED.

1. Indian Probate: Wills: Applicabil-
ity of State Law-425.4

Limitations prescribed by state law have
no bearing on the validity of wills made
by Indians in disposing of trust allot-
ments or restricted personal property, un-
less such provisions have been adopted
in the regulations promulgated by the
Secretary of the Interior respecting In-
dian wills.

2. Indian Probate: Wills: Applicabil-
ity of State Law-425.4

Indian probate proceedings involve con-
siderations which go beyond the conven-
tional issues of a state probate proceeding
and evidence may be admitted in an In-
dian probate proceeding which would not
be relevant to the probate of a will in a
state proceeding.

3. Indian Probate: Appeal: Adminis-

trative Law Judge as Trier of Facts-

130,3

When the views of witnesses are conflict-
ing, the findings of the Administrative
Law Judge, as the trier of facts and as
one who had the opportunity to observe
the witnesses, shall be given great weight.

4. Indian Probate: Attorneys at Law:

Fees-140.2

Claim for attorney's fees for services
rendered on an appeal is not a proper

charge or tax as costs of the administra-
tion of an estate.

APPEARANCES: Norman L Gissel,
Attorney f or Virginia Miller, appel-
lant; Frank V. Barton, Attorney for
Arthur Moore, Sr., appellee.

OPINION BY ADAINIST2RA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before the Board on an appeal filed
by Virginia Miller, hereinafter re-
ferred to as appellant, from a de-
cisiol of an Administrative Law
Judge denying her petition for
rehearing.

Elizabeth Frank Greene, Nez
Perce Indian Allottee No. 1517,
hereinafter referred to as decedent,
died testate on August 23, 1971, at
the age of ninety-four years seised
of trust property estimated at $99,-
050. The decedentwas survived by
her son, Arthur Moore, Sr., herein-
after referred to as appellee, to
whom the entire estate would de-
scend in the absence of a valid last
will and testament.

The matter was first set down for
hearing on November 1, 1971, with
Frances C. Elge Administrative
Law Judge, presiding. Testimony at
this hearing was confined to de-
cedent's family history and to the
testimony of the subscribing wit-
nesses to the will, Wallace Wheeler
and Mary Moody. Neither the ap-
pellant nor the appellee was repre-
sented by counsel at this hearing.
Thereafter, the first supplemental
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and second supplemental hearings
in the matter were scheduled and
held on August 23, 1972, and Febru-
ary 28, 1973, respectively, with Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Robert C.
Snashall presiding. The appellee
only was represented by counsel at
the first supplemental hearing. In
the latter hearing both appellant
.and appellee were represented by
counsel.

Based upon the evidence adduced
in the proceedings, Judge Snashall
on May 1, 1973, issued an order dis-
approving the decedent's last will
and testament of April 8, 1971. The
Judge further ordered, distribution
of the decedent's trust. estate to
Arthur Moore, Sr., the appellee
herein.

The appellant under date of June
25, 1973, filed a petition for rehear-
ing based on the following issues:

-.: I.;

That the administrative law judge based
his decision in part on the fact that pro-
ponent of will had no knowledge of the
conditional terms of the will of Elizabeth
Frank Greene. Proponent asserts the po-
sition that where a conditional benefi-
ciary of a will is ignorant of the terms
of the will, said ignorance does not pre-
clude her receiving the benefits of the
conditional devise or bequeath when the
condition to be performed was in fact
performed by said conditional devisee.

II.

That the administrative law judge in
holding against the proponent, incorpor-
ated the theory of undue influence in his
decision. That the proponent respectfully
submits that this theory was not before
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the court and therefore not a proper the-
ory upon which to render a decision.

That even if the issue of undue influ-
ence was properly before the court, the
evidence presented by the contestant of
the will was not sufficient to prove undue
influence.

That the administrative law judge based
his decision in part on the proponent's
failure to overcome the heavy presump-
tion of undue influence, said presumption
is not reflective of Idaho law which states
that the contestant of a will that has been
admitted to probate has burden of show-
ing undue influence and that. burden
never shifts to proponent.

That the primary issue before the court
was the incompetency of the testatrix,
and where the contestant places the issue
of incompetency before the court, the
burden of proving incompetency is on
contestant, and said contestant failed to
carry this burden.

VI.

That on first hearing in this matter, both
proponent and contestant were without
legal counsel; Administrative Law Judge
Francis Elge advised only the contestant
to seek legal assistance, and only con-
testant sought legal counsel for the sec-
ond hearing, and that the second hearing
was conducted with no legal counsel for
proponent, and that this set of facts con-
stitutes prejudicial error on part of ad-
ministrative law judge.

VII. -

That on first hearing in this matter, both
proponent and contestant were without
legal counsel, Administrative Law Judge,
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Frances Blge advised only the contestant
to seek legal assistance, and only con-
testant sought legal counsel for the sec-
ond hearing, and that the second hearing
was conducted with no legal counsel for
proponent. That there was evidence en-
tered prejudicial to proponent and that
proponent was effectively denied right
to cross examination, and that this set of
facts constitutes prejudicial error on
part of administrative aw judge.

The Judge in considering the
appellant's petition for rehearing
consolidated appellant's foregoing
seven issues into the following three
basic contentions:

C * * (1) that petitioner's asserted
ignorance of the provisions of the Will
was a basis for denying her the benefits
thereof; (2) an improper finding of un-
due influence and incompetency of the
decedent; and (3) alleged deprivation of
the right of counsel.

The Judge considered and dis-
posed of the above contentions in the
following language:

Petitioner, by her first contention, seems
to be contending that the decision was
improper because it was at least in part
based upon the belief that petitioner
should be precluded from receiving bene-
fits of the conditional devise or be-
queath because she was purportedly un-
aware or ignorant of the terms of condi-
tion in the Will. Apparently, petitioner
misunderstood the Order since no such
interpretation or holding was intended.
What was stated in the Order, as dicta,
was that petitioner by her own testimony,
emphatically denied the Will's recital
that she understood and agreed to the
conditions precedent in the Will and that
therefore she could not rely upon those
conditions which in that context could
only have been considered a bilateral con-
tract. The ultimate fact of her denial
was used merely for the purpose of show-
ing the untrustworthiness of her testi-
mony since other evidence clearly showed

not only her complete knowledge of the
conditions contained in the Will but her
Complicity in their creation and publica-
tion.

Petitioner's second basic contention is
merely an argument on the facts with-
out the introduction of new and addi-
tional evidence and is therefore outside
the scope of a Petition for Rehearing. The
simple fact is that testatrix, due to a
number of reasons, was highly suscepti-
ble to the suggestions and promptings of
the petitioner and that the Will clearly,
when laid alongside the evidence pro-
duced upon the hearings, reflected the
petitioners (sic) heavy hand in the mat-
ter. Petitioner wholly failed to overcome
this strong presumption of undue in-
fluence. Estate of Mary Ursula Rock Well
Known, (sic) IBIA 70-7 (1971) cf: Es-
tate of Louis Leo Isadore, IA-P-21
[1970], Estate of Julius Benter, IBIA
70-5 [1970].

Petitioner's third contention concern-
ing deprivation of the right of counsel is
without merit. Administrative Law Judge
Frances Elge did in fact advise contest-
ant of the Will to seek legal assistance
and it appears obvious from the record
she did so in view of her knowledge of
the complexity of such an undertaking
and the need for technical expertise in so
doing. It is hard for me to understand
how this could be prejudicial to petitioner.
Petitioner in her own right elected by her
own volition to appear at the first and
second hearings without the assistance of
trained counsel; that she did so cannot
now be used as a means of upsetting an
otherwise proper proceeding. She must be
held responsible for her own acts and al-
though it may seem incredible that she
would undertake to defend a Will con-
test involving an estate of this magni-
tude without the assistance of able coun-
sel, she did so elect. Additionally, the rec-
ord clearly reflects that every effort was
made, not only by the hearing Judge but
by opposing counsel, to insure to her a

fair and impartial hearing and in fact the
latter was overly solicitous in this respect.

Finally, it should be noted and the record

[81 .
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reflects, a third hearing was granted pri-
marily due to petitioner's failure to ob-
tain assistance in connection with the first
two hearings and as a means of providing
her full additional opportunity to come
forth with counsel, as she did, and. thor-
oughly present her case.

- The Judge on the basis of the
foregoing reasons denied appel-
lants Petition for Rehearing on
July 6, 1973.

From the denial of July 6, 1973,
the appellant filed the appeal herein
assigning in support thereof the fol-
lowing errors:

1. That the administrative law judge
based his decision on undue influence
when that theory was not properly before
the court and therefore was not a proper
theory upon which to render a decision.

2. That even if the issue of undue in-
fluence was properly before the court, the
evidence presented by the contestant of
the will was not sufficient to prove undue
influence.

3. That the administrative law judge
based his decision in part on the pro-
ponent's failure to overcome the heavy
presumption of undue influence, said pre-
sumption is not reflective of Idaho law
which states that the contestant of a will
that has been admitted to probate has bur-
den of showing undue influence and that
burden.never shifts to proponent.

4. That the primary issue before the
court was incompetency of the testatrix,
and where the contestant places the issue
of incompetency before the court, the
burden of proving incompetency is on the
contestant, and said contestant failed to
carry this burden.

5. That on first hearing in this matter,
both proponent and contestant were
without legal counsel; Administrative
Law Judge Frances Elge advised only the
contestant to seek legal assistance, and

only contestant sought legal counsel for
the second hearing, and that the scond
hearing was conducted with no legal coun-
sel for proponent, and that this; set of
facts constitutes prejudicial error on part
of adninistrative law judge.

6. That on first hearing in this mattee,
both proponent and contestant were
without legal counsel, Administrative
Law Judge Frances Elge advised only
the contestant to. seek legal assistance,
and only the contestant sought legal
counsel for the second hearing, and that
the second hearing was conducted with
no legal counsel for proponent. That
there was evidence entered prejudicial
to proponent and that proponent was
effectively denied right to cross exami-
nation, and that this set of facts con-
stitutes prejudicial error on part of ad-
ministrative law judge.

7. That the administrative law judge's
decision on petition for rehearing was
erroneous on the preceding six issues of
this Notice of Appeal.

The Board is not in agreement
with the appellant's contention
that the theory of undue influ-
ence was not properly in issue in
the proceedings and therefore an
improper theory on which the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge based his
decision. The Administrative Law
Judge under the general authority
of 43 CFR 202 is obligated to ap-
prove and disapprove wills of de-
ceased Indians disposing of trust
property. To this end, he must re-
ceive and consider any and all per-
tinent evidence, including among
other things, evidence regarding
undue influence.

The provisions for subiitting
and receiving evidence in Indian
probate proceedings are set forth

556]
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in 43 CFR 4.232 (a) which pro-
vides:

Parties in interest may offer at a
hearing such relevant evidence as they
deem appropriate under the generally
accepted rules of evidence of the State
in which the evidence is taken, subject
to the Administrative Law Judge's su-
pervision as to the extent and manner
of presentation of such evidence.

Evidence regarding contested
wills are governed by the same pro-
visions except for the provision of
43 CFR 4.233(c) which requires
the taking of testimony of subscrib-
ing witnesses regarding the execu-
tion of thewill.

No formal pleadings nor the de-
fining of issues is required in trust
probate proceedings by existing
rules and regulations presently set
forth in 43 CFR 4.200 et seq. Ab-
sence of such requirement in Indian
probate matters appears to be nec-
essary so as not to possibly preclude
introduction of evidence that may
prove of major importance in the
final determination made by an
Administrative Law Judge.

Moreover, the appellant's further
contention that the Judge's appli-
cation of the law regarding pre-
sumption and burden of proof on
undue influence was not in accord
with Idaho law is without merit.

[1] The Department has long ad-
hered to the rule that state laws
have no application in Indian trust
probate proceedings involving
wills. Estate of Ke-to-sah Jefferson,
IA-19 (May 14, 1950); Estate of
Annie Devereaum Howard, IA-884
(December 17, 1959); Estates of
Laverne Wagon, A-24459 (Decem-

ber 17, 1946) (June 4, 1948) and
(September 21, 1948).

[2] Indian probate proceedings
involve considerations which, go
beyond the conventional issues of a
state probate proceeding and, evi-
dence may' be admitted in an In-
dian probate proceeding which
would not be relevant to the pro-
bate of a will in a state proceeding.
Estate of Mary Ursula Rook Vell-
known, 1 IBIA 83, 78 I.D. 179
(1971) ; Upheld in Shaw v. Morton,
Civil No. 974 (D. Mont., July 9,
1973).

[3] In cases where conflicting tes-
timony has been presented and re-
ceived by an Administrative Law
Judge and he; concludes that undue
influence was exerted, his findings
and conclusions will not be dis-
turbed if his decision is supported
by credible evidence. Estate of
Annie. Grace, 63 I.D. 68 (1956);
Estate of Richard Wolf, IA-490
(September 6, 1955).

In the caseL at bar, the Adminis-
trative Law Judge, having heard
-the testimony and having observed
the witnesses, properly concluded
that undue influence had been ex-
erted on the decedent.

We are not in agreement with the
appellant's contention that the pri-
imary issue in the proceedings was
incompetency of the decedent and
that the appellee failed to carry the
burden of proving incompetency.
The record indicates that the dece-
dent at the time the will was exe-
cuted was 94 years of age, blind,
unable to walk, semi-bedridden, and
unable to read, understand or speak
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the English language. Again as in
the case of conflicting testimony re-
garding undue influence, the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge, as the trier
of facts after having observed the
witnesses, must resolve what weight
is t be given to the testimony 'and
evidence presented. Estate of
Felicite (Mrs. Matches), IA-1441
(July 12,1966).

The evidence, consisting of some
266 pages of. testimony given in.be-
half 'of the appellant 'and appellee
with respeci to what transpired at
the timeo.f the execution of the will
and what 'prompted the making
thereof, is in conflict. Considering
the rec6ord before us, we are unable
to say that the' decision of the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge on the issue
of undueinfluence and testamentary

s , -
capacity is Clearly against te
weight of. 'tile evidence. Accord-
ingly, the Judge's decision is en-
titled to. stand.

The -appellant's final contention
that the failure of the Administra-
tive Law Judge to advise both ap-
pellant and appellee to seek legal
counsel constituted.preju dicial error
is without 'merit. The record indi-
cates every effort,.was, made to ac-
commodate the appellant in the pro-
ceeding. The Judge, in fact, con-
tinued the hearing to a later' date
and 'advised appellant to seek legal
counsel. The record does not indi-
cate any prejudicial action taken
against appellant during the pro-
ceedings' in the way of limiting her
to the number of witnesses she could

560-37Q-74 5

present or denying her the right to
cross-examine.

The Board having reviewed and
considered the record- as presently
constituted finds that the decision
of the Administrative Law Judge
entered under date of July 6, 1973,
denying Virginia Miller's petition
for rehearing should be affirmed and
the appeal, dismissed.

[4] The Board further finds that
the motionof Virginia Miller, the
appellant herein, for allowance and
payment of attorney's -fees in. the
amount $50.to Norman L. Gissel
for services rendered her in this ap-
peal is an improper and- inappro-
priate claim to be assessed or taxed
as costs of the administration of the
estate. Accordingly, the motion
'must be denied. '

The Board further finds the mo-
tion of Arthur Moore, Sr.,-for al-

.. j

.lowance and payment of attornev's
fees in the amount of $500 to Frank
V. Barton for services rendered-him
in connection with this appeal
should be allowed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to. the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge dated July 6, 1973,
denying Virginia Miller's petition
to rehear, be, and the same is hereby
AFFIRMEI and the appeal herein

-is DISMISSED.
The claim of Norman L. Gissel

for attorney's fees in the amount of
$500 for services rendered in con-
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:nection with this appeal is hereby , ,a preponderance of the evidence that im-
DENIED . minent danger did not exijt, the Order

The claim of Frank V. Barton for i properly avated -

attorney's fees inthe aouit of $500 APPEARANCtS:Richard V.Backley,
for sernces' rendered to Arthur ,Esq.,AssistantSolicitorandj Avxum
Mkoore,S~r., in connectiOf with ts~~Avi~ant.d Fingeret,, Esq, Trialttoey for ap-

appeal is her~hy AtLO WED pellant , MXining., En forcement and
amounthall le paid for funds Safety Adninistratio

in h decedent's estate. on Eqn V-m Lfi-ens al f .Kohn, E, and G. Christopher Meyer,,This decision -is andl t tpq- yThis decsion 1 f~r .heEsq., for appellee, ing.s Station Coal
Department. W Corporation.

ALE XANDER WI1SON, ,

Administratiue.Jdge. OPINION BY CHtIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

I CoNcu: 'ROGES

lDAVT J. McK,-
Uhief Ad itratve Judge.INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE

* '' ' 1-'-' :OPERATIONS APPEALS
.S'K;0;INGS, STATION COAL- t f :' " : ''''' KING ST: ii>COR ATIN COAL ? j' The factual and procedural back-

,O T . -f - ; . . , ., ground of this case is adequately set
3 , IBMA 322 . ,. forth in the AdministratiWe Law

Decided September 19, 1974 Judge's (Judge) 'decision dated
January 30, 1974.2

Appeal by the Mining Eiforcement [1] This Bard believes that its
and Safety Administration (MESA) decision in Quarto Miing Con-
from a decision by an Administrative pan ji and Nacco Mining Company,
Law Judge (Docket No. VINC 3 IBMA 199, 81 I.D. 328, CCI Em-
73-206), dated January 30, 1974, a- ployment Safety.,and Health Guide
-cating animminnt danger Order of par. 18,075 (1974) is applicable to
Withdrawal in a proceeding brought the instant case. As in the above-
pursuant to section 105 of the Federal cited case, the record in this case re-
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of veals "nothing that would tend to
t-1969.Y- f . p; : ' :- establish the probability of immi-

Affirme nent danger. As a matter of fact, all
of the surrounding circumstances

1. Federal Coal Mine0 Health and would support at the most a bare
Safety'Act of 1969: Closure Orders: possibility that such a condition
Imminent Danger * could exist." Kings Station Coal.

-In a section; 105 (a) proceeding concern- Corporation (Kings Station) re-
ing a section 104(a) Order of With- butted this "bare possibility" at the

*draiwal,,where the operator establishes by :____
2lThe Judge's decision below 3 IBMA 325

PL. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-S04, 30 U.S.C. follows at 81 I.D. 563.
-§§ 801-960 (1970); - 'Qvarto and Nacco, supra, at 200.
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hearing, andwe think :success fully
'so. AS~ccordingly, we ind, as did the
Judge; that Kings Stafio' estab-
lished by 'a preponderaince if the
evidejice, that an imminent danger
did not exist at the time the Oi)der
was_ issued.
..Although we r gognize there, is

some question as to whether the in-
spector followed. instructions con-
tained in theMESA. Inspectih
Manual in issuing the Order, o our
conclusion that the record,, clearly
fails to support a conclusion of im-
minent danger obviates the. need to
discuss this -question.

ORDER

WHEREFORE,.:pursuant. to the
'authority- delegated to the Board
by: the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that'the decision of the
-Judge in the above-captioned case
IS AFFIRMED. -

C. E.. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

January 30, 1974
3 IBIA 325

DECISION

Application for Review of an Order
of Withdriawal

This is a review proceeding under
section 104(a) of the Federal Coal

Mine 'iiealthk and Safety'-Act"'df
1966. The perator, kings Station
Coal G6'Tporatio., seeks to .have
Oarder f Withdraw1aI No. 1 JWD,
issuedDeciember 26, 1972, declared
void a iitio. The Mining Enfor1ce-

ment and. Safety Administration
(MESA) and the ,-United,, Mine
Workers of America (UMWA)
have filed answers in oppowition to
the application f or r ev iewv.: :.

On Jule 6, 1973, MESA was or-
dered to show cause why a summary
-decision ' favoring the operator
shou ld'not be issued. A copy of the
order was sent.to the operator and
UMWA. MESA replied on June 14,
'1973, that' "The" Bureau dress not
haive to' come forth with evidence
untmtithe Applicant, establsed a
prima facie case that there was no
imminent danger." A summary de-
cision favoring the operator was is-
sued on November 5, '1973. By de-
ision' issued November5, 1973, the

.Board of Mine Operations Appeals
reversed the summary decision and
remanded the matter for hearing
and decision on the merits.

'After due notice to the parties a
hearing on this matter was held 'in
St. Louis, Missouri, on December 14,
1973.. MESA was represented by
Avrum I. Fingeret, Esquire. Vilma
L. Kohn, Esquire, represented the
operator. UMWA did not make an
appearance.

The Issue

The issue is whether or not an im-
minent danger existed at the time
the Order of Withdrawal No. 1
JWD was issued by Inspector Dan-
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iels on December 26,1972. If an iii-
minent danger did exist the Order
of Withdrawal must be affirmed. If
it is found that an imminent danger
did not exist, the Order is to be
vacated.

Pertinent Law, Regulations and
I1tmuetions

If, upon any inspection of a coal mine,
an authorized representative of the Sec-
retary finds that an imminent danger ex-
ists, such representative shall determine
the area throughout which such danger
exists, and thereupon shall issue forth-
with an order requiring the operator of
the mine or his agent to cause immedi-
ately all persons, except those referred to
in subsection: (d) of this section, to be
withdrawn from, and to be prohibited
from entering, such area until an author-
izedrepresentative of the Secretary de-
termines that such imminent danger no
longer exists.

30 U.S.C. §814(a); Section 404
'(a) o theAct.

"(I) mminent danger" means the ex-
istence of any condition or practice in a
,coal minie which could reasonably be ex-
pected to cause death or serious physical
harm before. such condition or practice
can be abated..

30 U.S.C § 802 (j); Section 3 (j)
of the Act.

Trailing cables shall be adequately pro-
tected to prevent damage by mobile
equipment.'

30 CFR 75.606.

-Unprotected cables that are run over
by any type of mobile equipment would
be in noncompliance with this section and
would warrant the issuance of a 104(a)
Order of Withdrawal.

Section 75.606 of Coal Mine
Safety Inspection Manual,'Septem-
ber 1972.' '

Svwnry of Evidence
Inspector James W. Daniels is-

sued the Order of Withdrawal in
question at 11: 45 a.m., December 26,
1972, due to the following condi-
tion:

No. 6 shuttle car right rear wheel was
on No. 4 shuttle car trailing cable, 75.606
protection of trailing cables. No. 6 and
No. 4 shuttle cars are operating in the
second south main east.

The operator was ordered to with-
draw employees from the area of
the mine described as "No. 6 shuttle
car and No. 4 shuttle car." The
order was terminated'at i2: 01 p.m.
the same day. The action taken to
abate the condition described as fol-
lows:

No. 4 shuttle car trailing cable was re-
moved from under the wheel of: No. 
shuttle car and checked by the repair
man..

Mr. Everet Messel, Safety Co-
,ordinator for the applicant, testi-
fied that he accompanied Inspector
Daniels on the inspection of Decem-
ber 26, 1972. He did not dispute the
facts set out in the-order. He testi-
fied that had the wheel of the No. 6
shuttle car damaged the trailing
cable, then the circuit breakerwould
have immediately deenergized the
cable without endangering persons
in the vicinity. Mr. Messel testified
that ventilation was adequate at the
time the Order was issued and that
there- was no methane present. He
further testified that methane is
liberated primarily in the face area,
and not in the area where the af-
fected shuttle cars were situated.
According to Mr. Messdl, the cable
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was in good condition prior to the
issuance of the Order, and the iii-
spection of the cable after removal
of the shuttle car wheel disclosed
no observable damage. In the opin-
ion of Mr. Messel, the wheel
parked on the trailing cable pre-
sented no danger to mine employees.
The absence of methane in the area,
the adequate ventilation, and other
conditions precluded any danger to
mine employees because of the rub-
ber tired wheel of the No. 6 shuttle
car being parked on the energized
trailing cable of the No. 4 shuttle
car.

Inspector Daniels testified that he
had worked in the coal mining in-
dustry for more than thirty years,
and that he had served as an in-
spector for 21/2 years. Inspector
Daniels testified that when he saw
the wheel of the No. 6 shuttle car
parked on the trailing cable of No.
4 shuttle car he immediately in-'
formed Mr. Messel that he would
issue a section 104(a) Order. In-
spector Daniels testified that he ex-
pected the cable to be ruptured He
testified, however, that a trailing
cable would rupture under these cir-
cumstances possibly one out of ten
times. Inspector Daniels conceded
that there was no significant
methane present in the area at the
time the Order was issued. How-
ever, he pointed out that a Notice
had been issued earlier on- the same
day for a ventilation failure. The
ventilation failure had been cor-
rected prior to the issuance of the
Order in question.

Inspector Daniels testified that in
his opinion mine employees were in
an irnminent danger because of the
wheel being parked on the trailing
cable. Had the cable ruptured, he
testified, wires might have been
bared and a short circuit could have
resulted. Had methane been present
then it might have been ignited. Or,
Inspector Daniels continued, the
cable could have ruptured, wires
could have been bared 'and short
circuited, and the circuit breaker
might have malfunctioned. This set
of facts might have produced a fire.
A third alternative, Inspector Dan-
iels, testified, was. that the cable
could have ruptured, wires could
have been bared, and a mine em-
ployee could have come in contact
with the bare wires.

Under questioning from the
bench, Inspector Daniels insisted
that he did not follow, and in fact
ignored, instructions' contained in
the, Coal Mine Safety Inspection
Manual for Underground Mines.
Despite his many years of exper-
ience in the mining industry, In-
spector Daniels was unable to recall

-fa; single instance of someone -being

.killed or injured because~ a' trailing
cable was run over by mobile equip-
nent. He further stated- that al-

though he had seen cables run over
by mobile equipment over the years,
he had never seen a bare wire in a
trailing cable while serving as in-
spector. Despite his experience,
however, Inspector Daniels insisted
that he expects a cable to rupture
and to expose wires whenever it is
run over by mobile equipment.-
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The extraction of coal from un-
derground mines is an inherejltly
dangerous occupation. In order to
reduce the deaths and injuries in
this industry to an absolute mini-
mum, the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 was enacted.
The Act contains numerous safety
standards to achieve this end, and
the means of bringing about om-
pliance with the safety standards
are well defined.

: in addition, the Act contains a
humanitarian provision which calls
for a mine, or a portion thereof, to
be closed whenever mine employees
aire confronted with an imminent
danger. Under section 104(a) of the
Act, an inspector may issue an order
of withdrawal whenever he reason-
ably expects a'condition or practice
to caiuse deaith or injury before the
condition or practice can be abated.
The peremptory: power to close
down a mine, or a portion thereof,
is indeed an awesome power which
limits the rights of - an operator
Nevertheless the exigencies of an
imminent danger justify 'the issu-
'ance of such -an order. 'The value of
life 'and' limb far outweighs: any
economic loss -an operator may suf-
fer because of lawfully issued- sec-
tion 104(a) Orders.

- It 'is evident in the instant case
that section- 104 (a) iOrders are
sometimes issued because ofi viola-
tions of mandatory standards rather
than for the existence of an immi-
nent danger. Section 7T5.606 of'the
Inspector's Manual 'calls for the is-
suance of a section 104(a) Order

whenever an unprotected training
cable is run over by mobile equip-
ment. There is no requirement that
an inspector consider the element of
imminent danger in this circum-
stance. In the case at hand, Inspec-
tor Daniels testified under oath that
he ignored any instructions to issue
section 104 (a) Orders. It is signifi-
cant that Inspector Daniels, who has
worked in the coal mines for 30
years, was unable to recite a single
instance of death or injury resulting
from mobile equipment running
over a trailing cable. If Inspector
Daniels was not influenced by the in-
structions. contained in the manual,
then the question arises as to what
he based his judgment on in issuing
the order.

In order for mine employees to
have been placed in the position of
imminent danger under facts' ad-
duced in this case, several unrelated
and untoward events wonld' have
had to occur simultaieously or in
rapid sequence. Inspector Daniels
testified that he 'expected. death or .
injury t: result;from the rubber-
tired wheel being parked on the en-
ergized trailing cablej because the
circumstances could result in fire, a
methane ignition, or electrocution.
These dangers will be considered
separately.

1. Death-or injury by fire: In:order for
the condition cited to c cause a fire,. the
trailing cable would have to be ruptured.
Inspector Daniels testified under oath
that this w6uld ocelr possibly o ne out
of ten times. In. addition, he testified
that during 2Y2 years of work as an-in-
spector, he has not seen one bare wire in
a trailing cable. Despite this he testified
under oath that he expected the cable to

[ 81 I.D.
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rupture.. If the, cable had ruptured then
two wires in the cable would have had to
hte bared, with a resulting short circuit.
And, last but not least, the circuit
breaker would have had to malfunction
and permit the short circuit to build up
sufficient heat to ignite the surrounding
combustible materials.

2. Death or injury by methane ignition:
In order for methane gas to ignite there
must first be methane gas. Inspector Dan-
lois was well aware that tere was no
methane gas present at the time he issued
the order in question. Inspector -Daniels
testimony that he feared an ignition
lacks credibility.

.3. Death or' injury; by electrocution:
Inspector Daniels testified under oath
that he has never seen a bare-wire in a
trailing cable during his 2 years as an
inspector Nevertheless, he fully expected
the traililngcabie in the instant case to. be
ruptured, and he expected that a wire in
the cable would be bared of insulation.
He thefi expected a mine employee to
come in contact with the bare wire and
to be electrocuted.

The evidence produced at the
hearing in this matter proved'with-
out question, that an imminent
danger did not exist at the time In-
spector. Daniels issued the order in
question. It appeyrs that MESA has
instructed Inspectors to issue section
104(a) Orders in order to brfig
about bettei' compliance with man-
datory safty standards containd
in the, Act. The motive of MESA
may not" be questioned. The means
go beyond the law. An operator may
be'expected 'to reospnd with alacrity
to" abate any-violation when faced
with the prospect of a closure order.
This sectidn 104 (a) Order has a far
more- immediate impact on an oper-
atbr than a Notice of Violation and

the consequent prospects of paying
a penalty at some date in the future.
The fact remains that section 104
(a) Orders may not be issued for
the purpose of enforcing mandatory
safety standards. It must be remem-
bered that Star-Chamber proceed-
ings during the reign of Henry
VIII were extremely efficient, but
quite unpopular. The Federal Coal
Mine Health and-Safety Act of 1969
contains adequate measures' for
bringing about compliance with
mandatory safety standards. Sec-
tion 104(a) Orders shall not be
issued for compliance purposes. 

An imminent danger did not exist
at the time Inspector Daniels issued
Order of Withdrawal 1 JWD on
December 26, 1972, and the'Orderis
therefore VACATED.;

GEORGE H. PAINTER,
Administrative Law Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORP.

3 IBMA 331

Decided Septemtbe '20, 1974

Appeal by Eastern' As'ociated Coal
Corporation from a decision by an
Administrative Law Judge upholding
the validity of a: section, 04(c) (2)
withdrawal order and? dismissing an
Application for Review in Docket No.
HOPE 73-601. -

Affirmed as modified.,

1.' Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Administrative
Procedure: Hearings: Order of Proof

The Interior Board of Mine Operatious
Appeals will not overturn a procedural
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ruling by an Administrative Law Judge
assigning the burden of going forward
with respect to a particular issue unless
the record manifests an abuse of discre-
-:tion by showing such ruling to have a
-elear prejudicial effect upon the object-
lng party.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Evidence: SuffO-
ciency

Where an Administrative Law Judge has
applied the correct legal test and his find-
ings of fact are supported by substantial
evidence together with reasonable conclu-
sions regarding the credibility of wit-
nesses, the Interior Board of. Mine Operr
ations Appeals will not exercise' its de
novo review powers and will affirm the
decision below.

3. Federal: Coal Mine Health and,
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: .Similarity of Violations $

The phrase in section 104(c) (2) of the
Act which reads, " * * violations sim-
ilar to those that resulted-in the issuance
of the. withdrawal order under para-
graph () * * *," does not mean that all
the vidlati6ns which underlie a section
104(c) (2) closure order must be of the
same substantive nature as the violation
cited in such order. 30 U.S.C. §814(c) (2).

4. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: SimiIarity of Violations

By the use of the word "similar" in the
phrase of section 104(c)i(2) of the Act
which reads, "'i * violations similar to
those that resulted in the issuance of the
withdrawal order under paragraph (1)
* *," Congress intended that all the
violations necessarily involved in a sec-
tion 104(c) sequence resulting in the is-
suance of a section 104(c) (2) closure
order must have in common the charac-
teristics enumerated in section 104(c) (1).
These common characteristics are that

the violation: (1) must not cause immi-
nent danger.; (2) must be of such nature

as t significantly and substantially con-
tribute to the cause and effect of a mine
safety or health hazard; and (3) must
be caused by an unwarrantable failure of
an operator to comply with a mandatory ,

health or safety standard. 30 U.S.C. § 814
(c) (2).

5. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Gravity Requirement

An inspector is justified under section
104(c) of the Act, in finding that a viola-
tion "* * * could significantly and sub-
stantially contribute to the cause and ef-
fect of a mine safety or health hazard
* * *" if the evidence shows that the
condition or practice cited as a violation
posed a probable risk of serious bodily
harm or death. 30 U.S.C. §814(c).

6. Federal: Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Generally:

An inspector is justified in finding an
"unwarrantable failure to comply" with
a mandatory health or safety standard,
pursuant to section 104(c) of the Act,
where the evidence 'shows that the opera-
tor intentionally or knowingly failed to
abate a violation or demonstrated a reck-
less disregard for the health and safety
of the miners. 30 U.S.C. § 814 (c).

7. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act'.of 1969: Unwarrantable.'
Failure: Closure Orders:- Inspections

Upon issuance of a valid section 104(c)
(2) closure order, an operator becomes
subject to further such orders until a
complete inspection of the mine discloses
no "similar"' violations. A spot inspec-
tion which discloses no "similar" viola-
tion is insufficient, by itself, to lift con-
tinuing: liability to closure. 30 U.S.C.

814 (c) (2).

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Boettger,
-Esq., for appellant, Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation; I. Philip Smith,
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Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Michael .
Heenan, Esq., Trial Attorney for appel-
lee, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MfINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This case presents to the Board
novel procedural and substantive
questions of considerable impor-
tance in the administration of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act) .'
Eastern Associated Coal Corpora-
tion, hereinafter referred to as East-
ern, appeals to the Board, seeking
reversal of a decision by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge dismissing
its Application for, Review in
Docket No. HOPE 3-601 and up-
holding the validity of an unwar-
rantable failure withdrawal order
issued pursuant to .section 104(c)
(2). of the Act.2 For the reasons set
forth in detail below, we affirm the
order of dismissal.

I.

Factual and Procedural
Backg7ound

On September 5, 1972, a federal
coal mine inspector issued a section
104(c) (1) notice of violation at
Eastern's Keystone No. 1 Mine,
charging the operator with a viola-

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.s.C.
§§ S01-960 (1970).

230 U.S.C. § 14(c) (2).

tion of the Secretary's roof control
regulation. 30 CFR 75.200. Subse-
quently, on November 3, 1972, a sec-
tion 104 (c) (1) order of withdrawal
was issued alleging a violation of 30
CFR 75.400 which proscribes "ac-
cumulations" of combustible mate-
rials. Within days, on November 10,
1972, another section 104(c) (1)
closure order was served on Eastern,
this time citing 30 CFR 75.301
which deals with ventilation re-
quirements.

Nearly three months after the is-
suance of the November 10 order,
on February 7, 1973, during a new
cycle of spot inspections, Federal
Inspector Lawrence C. Snyder, Jr.,
issued Order of Withdrawal 1 LCS
pursuant to. section 104(c) (2) of
the Act. The order cited 30 CFR
75.200 and charged that Eastern was
not following the approved roof
control plan, in that it had not in-
stalled a sufficient number of posts
in two parallel rooms to limit the
roadway width to 16 feet, from the
entrance of the split for at least one
full pillar utby the Nos. 4 and 5
entries in the White Oak Section
where retreat miningl was in prog-
iess. (Govt. Ex. No. 4.)

On March 5, 1973, Eastern filed
an Application for Review of the
February 7 closure order in the
Hearings Division pursuant to sec-
tion 105 (a) of the Act. By way of
response, MESA and the United
Mine Workers of America filed An-
swers in opposition. A hearing on
the merits was held by the Admin-
istrative Law Judge on July 18 and
19, 1973, and. the decision and order
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of dismissal were handed down on
September 5,1973.

Following the issuance of the de-
cision below, Eastern filed a timely
Notice of Appeal Oil September 24,
1973. After receipt of all the briefs,
the Board, ordered oral argument
which took place on March 20, 1974.

d ~~II. f 

Issues o Appeal

A. Whether the Judge errdne-
ously ruled that, in a proceeding to
review a section 104(c) (2) closure
order, the operator has the' burden
of going forward with respect to
all elements other than- the fact of
violation.

B. Whether the Judge errolle-
ously ruled that, in a proceeding to
review a section 10 4(c) (2) cl'osure
order, the operator'-has the burden
of proof with respect to all elements
other than the fact of violation.

'C.: Whether the Judge correctly
concluded that the condition cited in
Order of Withdrawal 1 LCS consti-
tuted a violation of section 3.02 (a)
of te Act.

I). W,17hether the Judge erred in
interpreting the term "similar" in
section 104(c) (2) of the Act to
mean "unwarrantable failure" and
holdil-g that the violation cited in
Order of Withdrawal 1 8LCS is
"similar" to those which gave 'rise to
the underlyihg, section 104(c) (1)
notice and orders, respectively. 

E. Whether the Judge correctly
interpreted the phrase "an inspec-
tion of such mine" in section 104(c)
(2) of the Act to mean a "cornplete

inspection" as distinguished from a
"spot inspection."

III.

Discussion

A.

The Judge ruled that the burden
of going forward with respect to all
elements of a section 104(c) (2)
charge, except the fact of violation,
was placed upon the operator by 43
C(FR '4.587.3 He further ruled that
the same regulation compelled
MESA t'o bear the burden of pro-
ceeding with respect to the proof of
violation. In fact, MESA volun-
tarily went forward with it' entire
case prior to Eastern's evidentiary
presettatioll' Eastern contends in
substance that the Judge's assign-
ment of the burden of goig for-
ward was in error and that its right
to 'a fair hearing was prejudiced
thereby. -

[1] In Fieeanii CoallIlining CoP-
poration 2 IBMA 197, 80 .D 610,
(CCH Employment Safety and
Health 'Guide pal. 16,56Z (1973),
we held that section''7"of the' Ad-
ininistrative Procedure Act, 5
U.S.C. §556(c) (5), and 43 CFR

3 Section 4.587 of 43 CFR, provides as fol-
lows:

"In proceedings brought under the Act, the
pplicant, petitioneror other party initiating

the proceedings shall have the burden of
proving his case: by a preponderance of the
evidence provided that (a) in a penalty pro-
ceeding the Bureau shall have the burden of
lroving its case by a preponderance of' the
evidence, and, (b) wherever the. violation of
a mandatory health and safety standard is
an issue the Mining Enforcement and afety
Administrator shall have the burden of prov-
ing, the violation by a preponderance of the
evidence." .
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4.582 (a) () grant wide latitude and
substantial -discretion to Adminis-
trative Law Judges to determine the
manner in which a hearing pro-
ceeds, including the assignment of
the burden of going forward.: We
stated that the Board would not
overturn a procedural ruling on the
order of proof and remand for a
new hearing unless the record re-
vealed a manifest abuse of discre-
tion with a clear prejudicial effect
upon the party who objects. We re-
reaffirm these prior conelusions and
hold them to be dispositive of this
question.

Applying the foregoing, we con-,
clude that Eastern.'s hearing right
was not prej~udiced by the Judge's
assignment of the burden of going
forward. While fe agree that the
Judge ri oneously relied on 43 CFR
4.587, inasmuch as it applies only
to the burden of proof, that mis-
taken choice of authority does not
amount to reversible error. The
soundness of' the result that lie
reached turn's solely upon the e fect
that his ruling had. upon the-con-
duct of the hearing. .Since, as the
record revals,;MESA chose to put
on its case ii chief with respect to
all the elenments necessary to sustain
the validity of a section 04(c) (2)
closure- order before Eastern put on
its rebuttal, it is obvious that the
Judge's statement ofE what' he
thought the law to behad noper-
ceptible impact on the fairness of
the hearing and amounted to dic-
tum. Therefore, we- conclude that
Eastern's allegation of error Iwith
respect to the burden of going for-

ward is without merit and does not
warrant reversal and remand for a
new hearing.

B.

In addition to the ruling on the
order of proof, Eastern also chal-
lenges the Judge's procedural de-
termination regarding the burden
of proof. Properly citing 43 CFFR
4.587 as the governing regulatory
authority,, the Judge ruled that, in
a proceeding to review a section 104
(c) (2) withdrawal order,' MESA
must prove the existence of the vi-
olation, which is the basis of the
charges by a preponderance of the
evidence, while the. operator must
preponderate.: with respect to all
other elements. In his decision, he
noted that even if his conclusions
on the burden of proof, insofar as
Eastern was concerned, were in-
correct his determination to uphold
the validity, of the closure order
would remain the: same since MESA
*hadi nevertheless Vpreponderated on
all* elements of the, charge. E

Eastern irges us to reverse, the
Judge upon the theory that he
erroneously construed and applied
43 CFR 4.587. Alternatively, East-
ern contends that assuming argu-
en dd that the Judge correctly
followed the provisions: of that
regulation, the regulation itself is
invalid under 5 U.S.C. § 556(d).

The question as to which party
bears the burden of proof uei
43 CFR 4.587 arises, only in cases
where neither party preponderates
with respect to a particular element
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or elements of a charge. This is not
such a case. Clearly the record be-
fore us does not. present the ques-
tion that Eastern asks us to decide
because the Judge concluded, and
we agree, that MESA preponder-
ated as to all the elements that he
deemed crucial to the validity of
the closure order before him. In
addition, we also observe that it
would be a truly exceptional case
that would come to Us so finely bal-
anced as a matter of evidence, that
the record would squarely present
the burden of proof issue.

In view of our holding that the
burden of proof issue is not pre-
sented by the record, we need not
concern ourselves with Eastern's
second contention regarding the
validity of 43 CFR 4.587.

C.

We turn now to Eastern's sub-
stantive attacks upon the order of
dismissal and deal first with its
contention that the Judge incor-
rectly concluded that a violation
had taken place. The condition cited
in the closure order now before us
reads as follows:

The approved roof contirol plan was
not being followed, in that one row of
posts were not installed on either side
of the roadway to limit the width of
roadways to 16 feet from the entrance
of the split for at least one full pillar
outby the No. 4 and 5 entry in the White
Oak Section. (Govt. Ex. No. 4.)

This condition was allegedly in
violation of section 302(a) o f the
Act. 30 U.S.C. §862(a), 30 CFR
75.200. -

On appeal, Eastern challenges the
Judge's findings on the question of
the existence of a violation in sev-
eral respects. It is argued that
MESA's failure to introduce the ac-
tual roof control plan was ' *

fatal to its ability to carry its bur-
.den of proof." (Br. of Eastern, p.
15.) Furthermore, Eastern insists
that the Judge erroneously deter-
mined that timbers were required in
the entries in question.

These factual claims were raised
before the Judge and he explicitly
dealt with them in his decision
which contains a detailed and thor-
ough analysis of the record docu-
mented by num1erous citations to the
evidence. (Dec. 11-13.) At pages 13
and 14 of his opinion, the Judge
made the following findings:

There is no dispute with respect to the
testimony of Mr. Snyder regarding the
absence in entries No. 4 and 5 of timbers
for one full pillar outby the pillar where
retreat mining was being done.. Mr.
Snyder's testimony that, the operator's
roof control plan required such timbers
also is uncontradicted. Where the inspec-
tor's testimony with respect to. the re-
quirements of the plan is uncontradicted,
it is not necessary for MESA to introduce
a copy of the plan.2 The' Order of With-
drawal cites. a violation with respect.to
both entries No. 4 and 5 and Mr. Snyder
testified that there were shuttle car
tracks in both entries and that as far
as he. was concerned when he issued the
order both entries were being used as
active roadways. The presence of shuttle
car tracks in both roadways and the fact
that entry No. 4 outby the crosscut was
not timbered off supports Mr. Snyder's
finding of a violation with respect to both
entries. The fact that the shuttle car
tracks may have been in entry No. 4 for
some time is not sufficient to rebut the
prima facie showing of the fact of viola-

[81 ID.
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tion made by Mr. Snyder's testimony. The
operator did not introduce any evidence
or testimony at the hearing which would
have shown that entry No. 4 was not
being used to transport coal. The only evi-
dence with respect to this is Mr. Snyder's
statement that after the withdrawal
order was issued the foreman told him
that the crosscut between entries No. 4
and 5 was being used as the active road-
way. The foreman's after-the-fact repre-
sentation is not sufficient to challenge the
judgment of Mr. Snyder which as already
noted, was: based upon the presence of
tracks in entry No. 4 and the fact that
entry-No.'4 was not timbered off. More-
over, even if, the crosscut had been used
as the active roadway, a violation still
would have existed because M1r. Snyder's
uncontradicted testimony was' that the
crosscut then would have had the next
full pillar outby and should therefore
have been timbered in accordance with
the roof plan. Mr. Snyder's testimony
that the crosscut was not so timbered
and that in fact posts were missing in
the crosscut is undisputed. In the opinion
of this. Administrative Law Judge the
description of the conditions set forth in
the order of withdrawal properly cites a
violation with respect to the absence of
timbering in the crosscut if in fact the
crosscut was used as the active roadway.
Finally, there is no dispute that retreat
mining had begun in entry No. 5 in that
a cut had been made in the inby pillar in
that entry. Therefore, timbering was re-
quired at the first outhy pillar in entry
No. 5. The lack of timbering in Entry No.
4 standing alonewould constitute a viola-
tion and support the issuance of the sub-
ject, order.. In light of the evidence this
Administrative Law Judge finds that the
conditions cited in the order of with-
drawal occurred as set forth therein and
concludes that these conditions consti-
tuted a violation of the mandatory stand-
-ards. (Footnote omitted.)

[2] It is the opinion of the Board
that the Judge's findings of fact

were based upon substantial evi-
dence and 'reasonable determina-
tions of credibility. As we have in-
dicated in our prior cases, where a
party challenges findings of fact
below especially involving credi-
bility, and shows no compelling rea-
son to set them aside, we will not
exercise our de nro' review powers.
11re are not disposed to encourage
parties to relitigate on appeal
factual issues reasonably resolved by
the primary trier of fact. See, e.g.,
Arnwo Steel Corporation, 2 IBMA
359, 80 I.D. 790, CCH Employment
Safety and 'Health Guide par. 17,-
043 (1973) and Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation, 3 IBMA 208, 81
I.D. 333, CCH Employment Safety
and' Health Guide par. 18,076
(1974). Accordingly, we afirm the
Judge's conclusion that Eastern
violated the roof control provision
of the Act.

D.

In addition to challenging the
finding of violation, Eastern also
argues'the invalidity of the subject
withdrawal order on the ground
that the condition cited therein was
not substantively similar' to the
violations which gave rise to; the
underlying niotice and orders, as al-
legedly required by the Act. The
Judge ruled' that section lO4(c) (2)
imposes no requirement of substan-
tive similarity and concluded that
the subject closure order was not in-
valid because two of the underlying
violations involved different health
and safety standards, namely,
ventilation and dust accumulation.
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Section 104(c) of the Act reads in (1) of this subsection shall again be ap-
'it's entirety as follows: :' ' - !lcabl to that Nine. (Italics aded )

(c)'()i If, upon any inspection of a - The resolutioni of this, phase of
coal' niine, an:aunthorized representative Easterns appeal turns on whether
of the Secretary finds that there hasabeen
a violation of any mandatory health or the Judge correctly donstrued the
safety standard, and if he also finds that, einphasized phrase iC* , * viola-
while the conditions reated by such tions similar to those that, resulted
violation do not cause imminent danger, in the issuance of the withdrawa
s5nh violation4.1 of such nature a could

significantly and'substantially contribute o u p '(1) * "'

tothe, cause and effect of a mine safety While we4niust stay witn the -con-
or health hazard, and if he finds such fines of the gctual language o f the
violation to be caused by an unwarrant- Act, we acknowledge that it is some-

able faiiure of such operator to comply thing less than self defining. Ac-
.with such mandatory health or safety cordingl3%'we have decided in addi-
standards, he. shall 'include such finding
in any notice given to the operator under tlOhn to the literal language, to be
this Act. If, during the.same inspection guided hyour hnderstanding of the
or any subsequent.inspection of such precise purposesof the14(c) sanc-
mine within ninety days after the issu- tions relative to the other sanctions
ance of such notice;: an authorized rep- p i th e a:r

s : . ~provided to the Secretary elsewhere
resentative of the Secretary finds another ti 1 a 1 I d s
violation of any mandatory health or . d
safety standard and finds such violation we must strive to formulate an inter-
to be also caused by an unwarrantable pretation which is both, practical
failure of such operator: to so comply, he and fair and which avoids senseless
shall forthwith issue an order requiring results inconsistent' with the pur-
the operator to cause all persons in the .s
area affected by such violation, except p o 104(c).
those persons referred to in subsection We believe that section 104 as.a
(d) of this section, to be withdrawn from, 'whole was designed and intended to
and to be prohibited from entering, such provide the.Secretary with a range
area until an authorized representative - of sharper enforcenhnt tools than
of the Secretary determines that, such rev th -

- - prev~~~~~~~~~~~iously existed,: to deal wit vari-
violation has been abated. P

(2) If a withdrawal order with re- ous classes of health or safety haz-
spect to any area in a mine has been is- ards. .The first three subsections of
sued. pursuant to paragraph (1). of this section 104 are concerned with each
subsection, a withdrawal order shall of these distinctclasses.
promptly be issued by an authorized rep- Subsection (a), which authorizes
resentative of the Secretary who finds

uponainspecion the the issuance of a closure order uponupon any subsequent inpcinteexist-
ence in such mine of violations similar to a finding of imminent danger was
those that resulted in the issuance of the clearly intended to deal with haz-
withdrawal order under paragraph (1) ards posing a serious threat of
of this subsection until such time as an in- bodily harm or death where the evi-
spection of such mine discloses no similar dence shows that the feared accident
violations. Following an inspection of
such mine which discloses no similar or disaster " * * could reasonably
violations, the provisions of paragraph be expected to cause death or serious
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.pllysicalharmikiefore'sucl cnition
or ractice .. u.Id be hated 30
t.S.C. §802;(). Mteover subsec-
hon (a) afthorizes droa4 discretion

.ini issuilg' such drders 'for' the pro-
tection of the" miners i neither re
st1Aets £he issbane of Aich 'closure
orers o vioiatiohs of andat
standlatd s P 1in ('cat i ing
Coporaon2 shpra, 'nor makes. the
Validity o f such orders dependent
upon proof of fault..

Subsection' (li) directs the issu-
-a -6 - : - A -ance of a notice. o violation for al-

leged ifractilons of the mandatory
health or safety standards, irrespec-
tive 'of 'seriousness in situations
where the condition or practice cited
does not constitute imment dan-
ger. It also 'authorizes closure orders
in cases where an operator fails to
abate Within' the period of time set
forth in the underlying notice of
violation. Violations cited pursuant
to this statutory mandate need not
display any particular degree of
fault; although if fault is proved,
that fact must be taken into consid-
eration, among other specifically
enumerated factors, in calculating
an appropriate monetary penalty
pursuant to- section 109 of the Act.
The degrees of fault which may be
considered in assessing a penalty in-
clude recklessness, knowledge, or in-
tention, as well as ordinary negli-
gence. See 30 CFR 100.3(d) (3), 39
F.R. 27559 (1974) and ortAh A Mner-
iean Coal Corporation, 3 BAJ 93,
118-119, 81 I.D. 204, CH Employ-
ment Safety and Health Guide par.
'17,658 (1974).

B coparion, condtlons. or
practjces subject to;- ubsectionJ104
;(c) tatinl-lent, that is, 'notice and
-thenclosure and continuing liability
+0'closulre, 'are 'iesfricted as "befits
the seroijonsequ~hei 6esf eni~y-
.ig suchi strong. enforcement tools.
Considering its sequential nature,
its explicit restriction to infractions
of the itaridatdry standard, and its
reference in paragraph (1) requir-
ing the inspector to-find no immi-
nenlt danger, we aye- of the 'opinion

that section' 104(c) ha': within its

ainbit conditions or' practices. con-

'stituting violations,' Which pose; a
probable risk of serious bodily hanm
or death short of imminent-danger

and where there is a degree of fault,

greater 'than ordinary- negligence,

which may be aggrevated by repeti-
tion.4 Indeed the Congress provided
luch the same description- of the

sweep of' section 104(c) inits ex-
press enumeration of the findings
an inspector must make in -a 104(c)

(1) notice of violation:

'If * * an authorized representative
of the Secretary finds that therehas beei

'We observe that the Department has re-
cently published in the 'lFederal Register new
regulations governing informal assessment
procedures which recognize the distinction
between ordinary negligence and greater de-
grees of fault. 30 CR 100.1-100;8, 39 F.R.
27558 (1974). Specifically, subsection 100.3
(d) (2) states that " 'Ordinary Negligence'
means the operator either failed to exercise
reasonable care to prevent the violation or
failed to exercise reasonable care to correct a
violation he knew or should have known
existed." By contrast, subsection 100.3(d) (3)
reads: "'Gross Negligence' means an operator
either caused the condition or practice which
occasioned the violation by exercising reckless
disregard of mandatory health 'and safety
standards or he recklessly or deliberately
failed to correct an unsafe condition or prac-
tice he knew or should have known existed."
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a violation of any mandatory health or
safety standard, and if he also finds that,
while the conditions created by such vio-
lation do not cause imminent danger, such
violation is of such nature as could sig-
nificantly and sbstantially contribute to
the cause and effect of a mine safety or
health hazard, and if he finds such viola-
tion to be caused by an unwarrantable
failure * * * to comply * * ¶ he shall
include such finding in any notice given
to, the operator 'under this Act * *

(Italics added.)

We regard this, quotation as the au-
thoritative statement of the basic
tests for the validity of any 104(c)
citation, in.addition to proof of any
-underlying notice or orders, as the
case may require.

Thus, it follows preliminarily
from what has been said that the
conditions or practices citable, tinder
subsection (a); and (c) of section
104 are by :definition mutually ex-
clusive, It also seems clear to us that
the combination of sections 104(c)
and 109, imposing at least the threat
of closure; as well as a civil penalty,
was uniquely calculated to provide
a stronger and more effective deter-
rent than the combination of sec-
tions 104(b) and 109 which Con-
gress apparently deemned to be in-
adequate to deal with'an operator
who is recalcitrant in failing to com-
ply with the Act and who is inten-
tionally, knowingly, or recklessly
indifferent to the health and safety
of its employees; hence, the distin-
guishing phrase "unwarrantable
failure."

[3] Having set forth this general
framework for analysis, we turn
now to Eastern's specific contention
and the validity of the Judge's rul-

ing, noted earlier, that the. 104(c)
(2) similarity- requirement, stated
in the statutory phrase " v * * vio-
lations similar to those that resulted
in the issuance of the withdrawal
order under paragraph (1) * * *"

does not refer to substantive simi-
larity. As we stated at the outset,
Eastern has argued throughout pro-
ceedings in the Office of Hearings
and Appeals that the sole touch-
stone of the phrase in question is
"substantive similarity."

We are of the opinion that the
Judge correctly rejected that argu-
ment. We have so concluded both
because it is oob inconsistent
with the language of the Act and
with the general' framework of
analysis set forth above.

With regard to the forner, we
find significance in the deliberate
use by Congress in section 104(c)
(1) of the word "any" in describing
the violations subject to the. sanc-
tion of a closure order and ninety
days of liability to further closures.
It is very clear that the word "ahy'>
wtuiinserted solely to make plain.
that the (c) (1) closure order could.
be- issued for a violation of a man-
datory standard wholly different
from the one upon which the un-
denying () (1) notice was. based.A
We cannot imply the term "sub-
stantive" into 104(c) (2) when Con-
gress went to such epress lengths.
to eliminate such a requirment in.

5For example, if a section 104(c) (1) clos-.
ure order were issued for a roof control viola-
tion and the underlying (c) (1) notice. had
been issued for an electrical violation, the-
order would not be invalid simply because the-
notice had concerned a different kind of viola-
tion.
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104(c) (1) without some justifica-
tion. Certainly, Eastern has not
pointed to any rationale to support
its argument. In addition, since a
(c) (2) violation must, according to
the phrase under scrutiny, be similar
to both the underlying (c) (1) vio-
lations, it follows that the viola-
tions in a given 104(c) sequence
must share common characteristics.
If the infractions citable under (c)
(1) may be dissimilar to each other
substantively, it follows that the list
of common characteristics of a se-
quence need not include violation of
the same type of mandatory health
or safety standard.

With respect to the general
framework of analysis, were we to
adopt Eastern's theory, some viola-
tions would be subject to 104 (c) (2)
sanctions and continuing liability,
where treatment under 104(b) and
109 is indicated, even though the
hazard involved reveals neither un-
warrantable failure nor any danger
of serious bodily harm or death.6 In
the absence of clear Congressional
direction to the contrary, we decline
to adopt an interpretation of section
104(c) which might encourage in-
discriminate use of the closure order

Where an operator's repeated failures to
abate are due to ordinary negligence, rather
than unwarrantable failure, the civil penalty
provisions of the Act provide for the appro-
priate deterrent. 30 U.S.C. § 819. Such a
record of careless behavior must be considered
by the Judge as a factor in "the previous
history of violations," and would be grounds
for a comparatively larger assessment than
might otherwise be indicated. And as we ob-
served earlier, a failure to abate within a
reasonable period of time set forth by an
inspector in a 104(b) notice of violation may
be dealt with by a 104(b) closure order.

sanction without any concomitant
health or safety benefit. Accord-
ingly, we hold that the Judge was
correct in concluding that there is
no requirement of substantive Sim-
ilarity in section 104(c) (2). 

[4] As we indicated earlier in
the general framework of analysis,
the validity of a section 104(c) (2)
withdrawal order is measured by
the four tests expressly set forth at
the outset of subsection (c) (1). To
repeat those tests, the record must
show: (1) that a violation of a man-
datory health or safety standard oc-
curred, (2) that there was no u-
minent danger, (3) that the viola-
tion " * * could significantly and
substantially contribute to the cause
and effect of a mine safety or health
hazard * * * and (4) that the vi-
olation was caused " * * by an un-
warrantable failure * * * to comply
* * *." In our view, the phrase in
section 104(c) (2), which reads
"4* * * violations similar to those
that resulted in the issuance of the
withdrawal order under paragraph
(1) * * *," carries forward those

enumerated characteristics from (c)
(1) and encompasses them in (c)
(2) as if they were fully set forth.
We believe Congress chose this
phraseology simply as a technique
of draftsmanship for the sake of
brevity.

Inasmuch as Eastern did not
timely challenge the instant under-
lying citations, and does not deny
the violations, we presume their
validity as did the Judge in his de-
cision. Since we have already dealt
with the first test of the validity
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of the closure order in dispute and
concluded that there was a viola-
tiol, we turn now to the remaining
three criteria and consider then
seriatim.

In the decision below, the Judge
concluded that the condition did not
constitute imminent danger. (Dec.
14.) He reached that conclusion on
the basis of the issuing inspector's
testimony to the effect that although
the miners were endangered by the
lack of required roof supports, the
likelihood of roof fall was not great
right at the moment the closure
order was issued. (Dec. 11-12) We
are of the view that his determina-
tion was based upon a reasonable
evaluation of the credible evidence
and we perceive no basis for over-
turning his finding of no imminent
danger.

[5] With regard to the third test,
that is, whether the instant violation
was * * of such nature as could
significantly and substantially con-
tribute to the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazard
* * .": Eastern submits that the
deviation from the approval roof
control plan was "technical". and,
therefore, not subject to a 104 (c) (2)
closure order. The inspector testified
that the lack of sufficient timber
posts constituted a significant haz-
ard because the company had a his-
tory of rock fall problems in the
White Oak Section. (Tr. 33-34.)
The Judge deemed that testimony to
be credible (Dec. 14) and Eastern
has shown no compelling reason to
persuade us to conclude otherwise.
On the basis of that testimony, and
the findings quoted above in Part C,

we find that a reasonable man, given
an inspector's qualifications, would
conclude that the instant violation
posed a probable risk of serious
bodily harm or death in the form of
a roof collapse. 7 Accordingly, we
hold that the closure order in issue
meets the gravity requirements of
the third test.

[6] Lastly, with respect to the
unwarrantable failure criterion of
validity, Eastern argues in sub-
stance that there was no showing of
a sufficient degree of fault. Since the
Congress deliberately omitted any
definition of the phrase "unwarrant-
able failure to comply," it is appar-
ent that the legislators left the task
of investing that concept-with mean-
ing to the Secretary and his lawful
delegates, to be performed on a
case-by-case basis. This is not to say,
however, that we are without any
guidance as to the degrees of fault
that the: legislative draftsmen
sought to encompass in this term of
art. Scanty as it is, the legislative
history unmistakably suggests that
a given 104(c) violation possesses
the requisite degree of fault where,
on the basis of the evidentiary
record, a: reasonable man would con-
clude that the operator itention-
ally or knowi'ngZy failed to comply
or demonstrated a recAless di8-
regard for the health or safety of

7 If we thought that the hazard in ques-
tion had only a speculative possibility of
occurring, we would of course conclude other-
wise.

B Intentional violations, that is, willful or
deliberate, infractions, also may be referred
by the Secretary to the Justice Department
for criminal prosecution pursuant to section
109(b) of the Act. 30 U.S.C. 810(b) (1970).
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the miners.9 In the case now before
us, the Judge concluded that the
record did show "unwarrantable
failure." In his evaluation of the
inspector's testimony, he wrote the
following at page 15:

* * Mr. Snyder's testimony that re-
treat mining had been going on in entry
No. 4 for three shifts adequately estab-
lishes that the operator knew or should
have known for a substantial period of
time that timbering was required for the
outby pillar in that entry. This Adminis-
trative Law Judge is further of the view
that the operator should have been con-
tinuously aware of the provisions of his
own roof control plan and that therefore
the absence of the required timbering in
both entries No. 4 and 5 constituted un-
warrantable failure.

We think that his conclusion was
rooted in a reasohable assessment of
the evidence of record and conforms
to the correct legal definition of "un-
warrantable failure," as we have
stated it. (Tr. 40.),
, In sum, it is the judgment of the

Board that the section 104(c) (2)
closure order challenged in this pro-
ceeding by. Eastern atisfies all the
criteria of. validity and. that it is
therefore "similar to; those" under-
lying 104(c) citations issued pursu-

9Legislative history is a relevant authority
only where the statute is patently ambiguous.
In pertinent part, the history bearing on the
meaning of "unwarrantable failure" appears
at page 1030 of, House Commn. on Ed. and
Labor, Legislative History Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, Comm. Print, 91st
Congress, 2d Session and. reads as follows:
" * 5 tThe managers note that an unwar-
rantable failure of the operator to comply
means the failure of an operator to abate a
violation he knew or should have known
existed, or the failure to abate a violation
because of a lack of due diligence, or because
of indifference or lack of reasonable care, on
the operator's part." (Italics added.)

ant to section 104(c) (1). Accord-
ingly, we find no basis to overturn
the Judge's order of dismissal.

E.

The final substantive question
raised on appeal by the briefs is
whether the phrase "* * * until such
time as an inspection of such mine
discloses no similar violations * * *
in section 104(c) (2), referring to
the conditions prerequisite to the
lifting of liability, means a clean
complete inspection or a clean spot
inspectionme The Judge, rejected
Eastern's argument in support of
the latter alternative and Eastern
renews its contention on appeal.

[7] In our opinion, the Judge's
position, that the disputed phrase
refers only to a complete inspection,
is the correct one whether one looks
to the precise language of the Act
or to the policy result which was
reasonably contemplated by the
Congress. If the legislators had in-
tended to lift liability upon a clean
spot inspection subsequent to the
issuance of a (c) (2) closure order,
we think that they would have used
the words "any inspection" rather
than "an inspection" in the phrase
quoted above. The language actu-
ally employed appears to us to di-
rect a thorough examination of the
conditions and practices throutghout

'OA "spot inspection" occurs when an in-
spector inspects only a portion of a mine or a
whole mine with respect to one kind of poten-
tial violation, for example, roof control. A
mine, such as Eastern's Keystone operation. is
so large that MESA conducts a three month
cycle of spot inspections which it deems col-
lectively to be a "complete Inspection."

5671 579
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a mine. Indeed the intensive and
quite possibly prolonged scrutiny
seems entirely called for i the case
of an operator which may have re-
peatedly demonstrated its indiffer-
ence to the health or safety of miners
and where its record suggests that
other equally grave infractions re-
sLlting from unwarrantable failures
to comply may exist elsewhere in
the mine. Accordingly, we find no
error in the Judge's ruling on this
issue.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1 (4) ), the order of dismissal
in the above-entitled docket IS AF-
FIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,

Acm init~rative Judge.
VATE coNoun:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Adminitrative Judge.

JAMES RICHARDS,
Ex Officio Member of the Board.

APPEALS OF GEORGE A. GRANT,
INC.

IBCA-1000-7-73, IBCA-1005-iO-73
and IBCA-1006-10-73

Decided September 24, 1974

Contract No. 14-06-100-7125
Specifications No. IOOC-1159
Buried Pipe Drains, Block 16
Columbia Basin Project, Washington
Bureau of Reclamation.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Estimated Quantities-Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: Ex-
cusable Delays-Rules of Practice:
Appeals: Burden of Proof

A contractor's claim for a time exten-
sion based upon an overrun of contract
quantities is denied where the evidence
shows that the overrun involved was well
within the range of overruns experienced
by the contractor under other drainage
construction contracts on the Columbia
Basin Project and the contractor failed
to show that the overrun in contract
quantities actually delayed the comple-
tion of the whole contract work.

2. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Changed Conditions (Differing
Site Conditions)-Contracts: Perform-
ance, or Default: Excusable Delays-
Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Drawings and Specifications

No basis exists for finding either cate-
gory of changed conditions where the
subsurface data furnished by the Gov-
ernment accurately portrays the sub-
surface conditions actually encountered
by the contractor at the site of the work.

3. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Changes and Extras-Con-
tracts: Construction and Operation:
Actions of Parties-Contracts: Con-
struction and Operation: Drawings
and Specifications

A changes claim is denied where the ap-
pellant contends that the representatives
of the contracting officer improperly
failed to issue instructions for the re-
moval of unstable foundation material
at specified locations and for its replace-
ment with gravel filter material but the
evidence indicates that the failure of the
Government representatives to issue such
instructions was simply a recognition
by them that it was within the contrac-

[81 I.D.
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tor's prerogative to determine the meth-
ods and equipment to be utilized in per-
forming the contract.

4. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Damages: Liquidated Damages--Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: Sub-
stantial Performance-Rules of Prac-
tice: Appeals: Burden of Proof

A claim of substantial completion as-
serted under a contract for the installa-
tion of buried agricultural drains is de-
nied where the evidence of record shows
that the project would not adequately
serve its intended purpose earlier than
the date the work was accepted as sub-
stantially complete by the Government.

APPEARANCES:; George A. Grant,
President, George A. Grant, Inc.,
Richland, Washington, for appellant;
William N. Dunlop, Department
Counsel, Ephrata, Washington, for the
Government.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE MeGRAW

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

These multiple appeals concern
claims for additional compensation
and for time extensions and a dis-
pute as to the date of substantial'
coipletion. Neither party having
requested a hearing, the appeals will
be decided on the basis of the writ-
ten evidence of record'

I This consists primarily of documents con-
tained. in the Appeal File and exhibits attached
to the three findings of fact from which the
instant appeals were taken. The written record
also includes three affidavits submitted by the
Government in response to the. rder Settling
Record, dated November .21, 193.i

560-370-74- 7 

Background

The contract 2 dated August 26,
1971, called for the construction of
several miles of buried agricultural
drains on the Columbia Basin Proj-
ect for a total estimated price of
$306,764. With payment for the
work performed to be made on a
unit price 3 basis, the contract was
scheduled for completion within 205
calendar days from the date of re-
ceipt of the notice to proceed.4 Since
the notice to proceed was received
on- September' 2, 1971, the coiple-
tion date so established Was March
25, 1972. This was extended 5 calen-
dar days as a result of 'an Order for
Changes and 19 calendar days be-
cause of unusually severe weather,
making April 18, 1972,~ the revised
date for completion of the' contract
work. The contracting officer found
the contract to be substantially com-
plete on June 19, 1972.5 This re-
suited in liquidated damages being'
assessed for 62 days of delay at the
rate specified in the contractse

The drains called for by the con-
tract were to be constructed in ac-
cordance with the requirements of
the Specifications No. 100C-1159

2The contract includes the General Provi-
sions set forth in Standard Form 23A-(Octo-.
her 1969 Edition).

SEXcept for, Item 24 for which, the con-
tractor bid the lump sum of $300.,

4 Appeal File, BCA-1000-7-73; Item f, the
Contract, Par. 15, Commencement, Prosecu-
tion, and Completion of Work. .

. IBCA-1006-10-78, Supplemental Findings.
of Fact of September 12, 1973, Exhibit 2. The
completed construction was accepted by the.
Government on July; 14, 1972. ,Affidavit of
Harold- B. Wilcox of December 7, 1973, .
. Note. 4, supra, Par.-16, iquIdated Dam-'

ages.
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and were to be built across farm
lands in Block 16 of the Columbia
Basin Project about 10 miles north
of Pasco; Washington. Lying south-
easterly and. downslope from the
Potholes Canal (an unlined irriga-
tion canal with a carrying capacity
of 600c.f.s. of water), the lands in
this area are semi-arid.-As a result
of irrigation activities in the vicin-

,ity, however, the water table rose
and by 1968 water had emerged onto
the surface and flowed off in an east-x
erly direction. Under a contract
awarded to another bidder, an out-
let drain 7 easterly and downslope
from these emerging waters had
been constructed to carry off the un-
derground and surface waters. The
waters continued to rise and on
July 22, 1971, bids were opened for
the additional drains covered by the
instant contract. These are collector
drains built in herringbone patterns
to collect the gTound water where it
emerges downslope from the Pot-
holes Canal and convey such water
to the outlet drains previously built
under Specifications No.. 100C-
1036.;

Although the notice to proceed
was received on Septemnber 2, 1971,
the contractor did not begin excava-
tion until October 18, .91.9 On

7 The outlet drain was built under Specifica-
tions No. 100-10,36. The a'ppellant bid upon
this work buti was not the lo w bidder and
did not -receive the award. ;Wilcox affidavit,
note 5, supra,2.1-.

8See Wilcox affidavit note 5, supra, 1-2.'
P The approximately six weeks' ' delay' in

commencing'petforiance Would not dlsentitle-
the appellant to extefisibns 'bf time to which
it was otfrer-wvisentitled; See Chas. L.- Cu-
nivghao06. IBCA-f6 (December 6, 1957),
64 I.D. 449, 451-52, 57-2 BCA-par. 1541 at
5482-83. i,

March 10, 1972,10 the contractor
gave written notice to the Govern-
ient that it Was encountering un-

stable soil conditions which were
delaying completion of the contract
and increasing the cost of perform-
ance. Subsequently, by letter of De-
ceber 8, 1972,"1 the contractor re-
quested the Government to furnish
the locations, areas and quantities of
acditional filter niaterial paid for
under the contract in order that it
might finalize its requests for ad-
ditional compensation for work con-
sidered to be beyond the scope of the
colitract. The Government fur-
nished,the requested information in
its letter of December 19, 1972 .12

T,hereafter, by letter of April 19,
1973,13 the contractor submitted a
breakdown of the additional costs
attributed to the unstable subgrade,
conditions encountered in the
amiount of $18,391.85 anl requested
an extension of time related to, such
conditions. In a letter dated June 25,
1972,'4 the contractor increased the
aniount'claimed for sch conditions
to $23,335.07 and requested a 35 cal-
endar day extension in the time for.
contract performance beeause of the

10 IBCA-1005-10-73. Findings of Fact dated
August 8, 1973, Exhibit 1. In especially erth l
nent part the letter states

'"Reference is made to Clauses 3, 4 and 5
of the General Provisions. : ' : E -11 i 

"The unstable soil conditions which we
are encountering are delaying the completion
of our contract and are causing-us-to-incur
additional costs. - -

"Fifduinesote 10 srpa Exhibit .
ii Id.; Eihibit 4-

:fl., Exhibit 7. The intended date was
apparently Jun 0'25, 1973 '

[S1 I.D.
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additional work required by the un-
stable subgrade. -
Tin etension forl"i overU1 con-

tract quantities (IBCA-1000-7-
73)

The request for an unspecified 5
time extension predicated upon all
overrun in contract quantities over
those established in the invitation
was made for the first time in the
contractor's letter of April 19,
1973.16 The letter identifies Bid
Items 1, 2, -3, 5i 7, and 9 as bid items
of major importance which overran
the estimated quantities It also
states that when the estimated total
amount of work to be performed on
the contract is compared to the ac-
tual amount of work performed and
paid for, the work added to the coni-
tract is in excess of $23,000. In a let-
ter of May 11, 1973,1" the contractor
acknowledges that this figure was in
error and that the work added was
in excess of $10,000.

An examination of the material
included with the May 11letter dis-
closes that the difference between

1'5commenting upon this aspect, Department
counsel'states:

"It would be difficult to specify- any time
under this claim as appellant has already as-
signed his entire delay, of 62 days to- other
causes. Viz. 35 days for unstable foundations.
and 27' days under' substantial completion
claim. * l: *" (Governmet Brief,' 3, n1.)

'_Note 4, super-, Item c, Findings of Fact:
dated June 7, 1973, Exhibit 1. This was some
10 months after the contract was determined
to 'be substantially' complete as of June 19,
1972. Supplemental Findings, note S, suwira,
Exhibit 2.

"'7 Fifidings'note 16, 'sufia, H xhbit 4. The
letter' enclosed a brbakdmwn showing, for each
of the items -of major importance 'involved In
the oVerriun,`te estimated quantity, the actual.
quantity and the resulting excess.

the revised estimnated: contract
amount of $279,357.50 s and the
amount paid for- actual work per-
formed of $289,471.64 is in the
amount of $10,114.14. This repre-
sents an overrun of approximately
3.6 percent.

The question presented is whether
the overruns in contract quahtities
involved in this; appeal entitled the
appellant to a time extension. At the
outset we note that the inclusion in
the contract of all "estimated quean-.
tities" 19 provision would not pre-
clude the granting of a time exten-
sion in a proper ease. The appellant
has been content to rest its case,
however, upon the undisputed fact
that the quantities required 'to per-
form the contract exceeded the esti-
mated quantities by the amounts
stated.

[1] The contract clearly indi-
cates 20 that at least some variation

'" The total estimated contract price at the
time of bidding of $306,764 has been reduced
to give effect to the estimated amount of
savings resulting' from the acceptance of the
contractor's cost reduction proposal.

'9 "14. Qantities and Unit Prices
"The quantities stated in the schedule are

estimated quantities for comparison of bids
and no claim shall be made against the Gov
ernment for excess or deficiency therein
Payment at the prices agreed upon will be in
full for the completed work and wil cover'
materials, supplies, -transportation, labor,
tools, machinery, and all other expenditures
incident to satisfactory compliance with' the
contract, unless 'otherwise specifically bpro- J

vided." (Note 4, supra, Item f.)
'5Note 4, srpra, Item f The following state-

ment is contained on the face page of. the
cn ract; n od n.f
(Cniltract Price (Express ' adf

ures). Estimated to be threehmiidred six thou-
sand, seven hundred sixty-four: and 00/100
dollars ($806,764.00). resee Paragraph, 1t
Quantities and Unit Prices, of the Special.'
Conditions of theiSpeeifications."

583-5so0]
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in contract quantities was within the
contemplation of the parties. The
Government has undertaken to show
that the overruns in quantities on
the instant contract were well with-
in the range of the overruns experi-
enced by the appellant under other
drainage construction contracts on
:the Columbia Basin Project. An
examination of a list 21 f 16 Bureau
of Reclamation contracts awarded
to the appellant since' 1965 reveals
that variation in estimated quanti-
ties resulted in overruns in contract
earnings exactly 50% of' the time
and that half of such overruns are
in excess of the 3.6% increase in the
present case. The Government has
also called attention to the absence
of any evidence to show that the
overrun in contract quantities had
prolonged the appellant's opera-
tiog.2 .

We find that the appellant has
failed to establish that the variation
in contract quantities from those
estimated was unforeseeable, beyond
its control, and without its fault' or
negligence';'- 'nor has it shown that
the overrun in contract quantities
actually. delayed the completion of
the whole contract work.2 4̀ The ap-
pealiis therefore denied.,

21 See Affidavit of William A. Fraser, Chief,:
Construction Division of the Columbia Basin,
Project, dated December 3, 1973, Exhibit. A.

22
1d. at,2. ,

23K-P Cotlutioa Copny, Inc., IBCA-.
989-3--73 (September 28, 1973), 73-2 BCA
par. 10,294. f.. R M Ootpraotors, Inc.,
IBCA-325 (April 21,, 1964), 71 -I.D. 182,
f964 ECA par. 4208.

; 2 See Migl. Corporation VACAB lE1O. S03
(October 29, 196 i);,65-2 BOA .par.' 5203, at

2 ,, ": 4 i ,.,i . , : 'g. 5!

Claim for Unstable Sub rgade
(IBCA-1005-1O0-73)

The scope and basis for this claim
is outlined in the contractor's letter
of April 19, 1973,25.:a portion of
which is quoted below:

After excavating for the buried drains
to the lines and subgrades required by
the plans and specifications and after in-
stalling the filter gravel and pipe for the
drain lines on this subgrade, it was
found that in some areas the subgrade
would not support the filter gravel and
pipe. * -

Your specifications provide'for the plac-
ing of additional filter gravel where neces-
sary and when so directed, in order to
stabilize the subgrade.

In certain areas we were directed to
place a specific amount of' additional
filter gravel to stabilize the, subgrade.
The additional filter gravel, in many
cases, Ewas not adequate to stabilize the
subgrade.

In order to complete this project, addi-
tional filter gravel was added as neces-
sary: to stabilize 'the subgrade. Your per-
sonnel knew that the additional filter
gravel was being placed and that by this
method the subgrade Was stabilized and
the project completed. Additional filter
gravel was, also used to stabilize the sub-
grade under manholes as necessary.

* 8 * By your letter of December 19,
1972 you provided us with a breakdown
indicating the areas in which you .state
additional filter material was directed
and paid under this contract.

We are enclosing a breakdown of areas
in which we added additional ater-mate-
rial and which you did not include in
your breakdown of December- 18, 1972.

* * - as * 

It should be, noted that we are not
requesting6 compensation for surface

s Note, 13, sasre. Earlier correspondence
pertaining to the claim, is' discussed. in the
teSxt' accom'panylng notes 10,. 11 and, 12,.
sXpra, 'while- a' latet letter increasing the
amount of' the'cla ,is 'cited, in ,note 14.
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water encountered and so indicated on
the contract drawings.

The? detailed breakdown which
accompanied the April '19, 1973
letter listed the areas on the project
-where additional work' had been
performed in order to stabilize the
subgrade,-and where filter material
(over and above that directed and
paid for by the Government)' had
been placed. Opposite each of the
items are' listed- the date or dates
when the' work was performed, the
station numbers involved and the
materials, ' labor and equipment
used, as well as the prices, rates and
extensions on which the total claim
is based.

The Changed Conditions Claim

In the course of denying the
claim the contracting officer quoted
various provisions from the specifi-
cations (see Appendix). Concern-
ing the eight claim items for addi-
tional costs to correct pipe allegedly
displaced -during pipe-laying or
after backfilling operations, the
contracting officer concluded that
"causes of unacceptable reaches of.
installed pipe included pulled
joints, failure to properly handle
subsurface water conditions which
permitted entry of silt and sand
into the pipe being installed thereby
causing 'plugged conditions, and
pipe being laid to an incorrect
grade." 26 The central findino made
by the contracting officer with re-

26 Findings, note 10, sUpra, 6. The claim
items covered by the findings are:J1, 3, 6, 7, 9,
10, 13 and 17.

spect to the changed conditions
claim ,27 however, is that set forth
below:

C * At no time has the contractor
submitted any evidence to show that the
subsurface data placed in the specifica-
tions were erroneous. The contractor's
elaim of encountering unstable subgrade
conditions does not justify a finding of
differing site conditions and thereby en-
title the contractor to an extension of
time' or additional compensation. The
existence of unstable reaches in the drain
pipe trenches was expected by the Gov-
ernment and portions of Paragraphs 54
and 59 were written to provide for the
stabilization thereof. The conditions en-
countered during ceonstruction of the
drains at locations cited in the contrac-
tor's, letter of.April 19, 1973 (Exhibit 5)
were essentially the same as those indi.
'eated in the specifications. Since the
subsurface data clearly showed saturated
soil conditions with severe caving pres-
ent and inasmuch as the specifications
stated that the contractor constructing
a portion of the D16-330 under another
contract installed a well-point system 28

27 This includes not only the claim items
involving the correction of pipe (note 2,
supra) but also those related to the installa-
tion of manholes, i.e., claim items 2, 4, 5, 8,
12,14,15 and 16.

21After referring to the specification re-
quirements for the other contract involving
the D16-330 drain (see portion of subpara-
graph 48a of the Specifications quoted in the
Appendix), the appellant states: "We were not
furnished a copy of these specifications before
bidding or after award of the contract. * * '

Was the additional work for subgrade stabili-
zation paid for as an extra? This subparagraph
does not provide quantitative data to prepare
a unit price bid to include all possible con-
tingencies." (Notice of Appeal, 2).

The appellant presumably had a copy of the,
specifications in question, however, at the time
it bid thereon (note 7, spra). In any event it
is clear that under subparagraph 48 b and 
of the instant contract (see Appendix) the
appellant was required to "furnish, Install,
maintain, and operate all pumping and other
equipment, Including well points, necessary to
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in order to stabilize foundation condi-
tions. from Station 112+17 to Station
130+25.8, which is the beginning of the
drainage system under this contract, it is
found, after careful review of all the
facts, that: the contractor's claim for
additional compensation in the amount
of $23,335.07, and all extension of con-
tract time because of claimed differing
site conditions encountered in the form
of unstable foundations, is without merit
and, accordingly, is denied * *.29

Neither in the Notice of Appeal
and Complaint of September 19,
1973, nor elsewhere does the appel-
lant assert that the conditions actu-
ally encountered in performing the
contract work differed from those
indicated by the subsurface data in-
corporated into the contract. No-
where does the appellant undertake
to contest the accuracy of the con-
tracting officer's findings as to what
the applicable logs of exploration
showed with respect to claim items
1,3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13 and 17.3o Our
own review of. these items 3 and

maintain the excavations in good order during
construction," and the cost of all such work
was to be 'included in the prices bid in the
scheduie for excavation."

B Findings, note 10, supra, S 9.
°° in the aggregate these items comprise

approximately 70% of the dollar value of the
changed conditions claim. Illustrative of 'such
findings are those made pertaining to claim
item 6 ("The log at Station 11+00 shows
saturated, severe caving conditions to the
drliled depth of 12 feet the log at Station
18+00 shows saturated, severe caving condi-
tions to a depth of 40 feet."), and claim item
7 ("The log at Station 18+00 shows stu-
rated, severe caving conditions to a depth of
40 feet'; the log at Station 25+00 shows satu-
rated, severe caving conditions to the bottom
of the 7-foot drill hole."). Findings, note 10,
supra, 5.

:1 The logs of exploration involved in such
review are shown on" Sheets 9 12, 14, 25 and
30 of the drawings made a part of the specifi-
cations and attached to the contract (note 4,
supra, the Contract, Par. 76 and the listed
Plans, Profiles 'and Logs of Exploration).

those involving the installation of
manholes,32 in the light of what is
shown by the logs of exploration
closest to where the applicable work
was performed, confirms the- ac-
curacy of the contracting officer's
finding that the; conditions en-
countered were essentially as indi-
cated in the specifications.
- Insofar as the claim of changed
conditions itself is. concerned, the
appellant advances two principal
contentions. First, it is said that the
purpose and intent of Article 4 (see
Appendix) is to take the gamble out
of subsurface work and allow the
contractor to bid a fixed price with-
out including a contingency for un-
known subsurface difficulties.' Sec-
ond, the inclusion of general dis-
claimers of liability in the specifica-
tions is said to be an attempt to re-
Strict the operation of. Article 4,
Differing Site Conditions, of- the
General Provisions. In support of
the latter contention the appellant
quotes some provisions 3 from the
instant contract which, are consid-
ered to fall into this category.

Very early in the Board's history
we had occasion to discuss the na-
ture of the risks included within the
coverage of Article 4 (Changed
Conditions).3- In . . Shilling
'Co mipany, Inc., IBCA-23 (Stupp-)
(April 30, 1956), 63 I.D. 105, 117,

so The logs of exploration in question are
shown on Sheets 9, 10, 12, 14, 23 and 31 of
the drawings (note 31,- sMpra). The con-
tracting officer, also referred -to and quoted
from subparagraphs 59 b and c (see Appendix)
as supporting the denial -..

3 Notice of Appeal and Complaint of Sep-
tember 19, 1973, p. 2. '

Now termed Differing Site Conditions (See
Appendix for text).
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the Board stated "' * *While the
Court of Claims has emphasized
that one of the purposes of the
'changed conditions' article is to in-
duce contractors to falke low bids by
eliminatillg unknown conditions
and contingencies,85 it was certainly
not intended to encourage prodigal
bidding in the face of readilyascer-
tamable conditions."

Neither in the cases cited in Shil-
ling nor in more recent cases has the
Court of Claims ever suggested that
to forestall a claim, under the
Changed Conditions article, the bid-
der must be provided with "quanti-
tative data to prepare a unit price
bid to include all possible contingen-
cies. '38 The conditions the appellant
overcame in performing; the con-
tract were not materially different
from the conditions indicated in the
contract as likely to prevail 'in the
areas where they were encountered.
From the appellant's standpoint the
difficulty is not 'the presence of dis-
claimers of liability 'by -the absence
of any positive indications 37 in the
contract that conditions with re-

as Citing Thie Ar del Corp. v. United
States, 105 Ct. Cl. 688, 711 (1945), and three
other Court of Claims decisions.-

33 The quoted language. is from a comment
made by the appellant upon subparagraph 48a
of the Specifdcations (note 28, supra).

37' Pacific Alaska Contractors, Irc. v. Unifted
States, 193 Ct. Cl. 550, . 863-64. (1971)
("C C * insofar as subsurface. or latent, condi-
tions. are concerned, there must be reasonably
plain or. positive indications in the bid infor-
mation or contract documents that such sub-
suriface conditions would be otherwise than
actually found in. contract performance, or
to view the other side of the coin, that there
were such indications which induced reason-
able reliance by the successful bidder that
subsurface conditions would be more favorable
than those encountered.') (Citations omittel)

spect to the subgrade would be dif-
ferent than they turned out to be.

[2] From the changed conditions
claim as presented it is not possible
to tell whether the appellant is seek-
ing to establish a category one or a
category two claim within the mean-
ing of Article 4. It is unnecessary
for us to resolve this question or to
make separate findings with respect
to each category, however, where, as
here.3s subsurface data furnished by
the Governneilt accurately por-
trayed the subsurface, conditions
that were in fact encountered at the
site.

We find no material differences
betw-eeu the subsurface conditions
at the site and those indicated in the
contract specifications and drawings
and particularly the. logs of explo-
ration. The. changed conditions as-
pect of the claim is therefore de-
nied.3-

The Changes Claim

Apparently the appellant also
considers the claim to be cognizabl
as a change 40 for near the end -of
the notice of appeal the following
statement is made:

5. The findings of fact cites the para-
graphs on disclaimer of liability and

concludes that the specifications indicate
the. strong probability of unstable sub-
grade conditions in certain areas and

thereby does. not justify a finding of dif-
fering site conditions. We are then left

es Cf. John 31. Kelt71, Inc., IBCA-830-8-70
(June 22, 1971), 78 I.D. 208 216.

39 D. J. . cQatestion and Sons v. United
States, 194 Ct. Cl. 522, 529.(1971).

40 See Appendix for the text of. Clause 3,
Changes. . . -
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at the mercy of the representatives of the
Contracting Officer in directing us to re-
move the unstable foundation material
and replace with graded filter material,
whereby we would be paid for the extra
work. In some instances we were so di-
rected, but our claim 41 presents those in-
stances where we should have received
directions from the contracting officer or
his representative as provided in the
specifications $ * *. These directions were
not issued and the contracting officer's
representative relied on the disclaimers
* * * to deny our claim for extra work.

Absent from . the above-quoted
statement is any intimation that
during contract performance the ap-
pellant requested the contracting
officer or his representative to iv
directions for the relnoval of foul-
dation material considered to be un-
stable and for its replacement with
graded filteir material; nor is there
any indication that the appellant
protested 42 the failure 'of the con-

41 The Government asserts that this claim is
barred by reason of the appellant's failure to
give timely notice as required by the Changes
clause (see-Appendlx). Since we find that the
appellant has failed to carry its burden of
proof on the merits, we need not determine
whether the mere reference to the Changes
clause in the appellant's letter of March 2,
1972 (note 10, supra), was sufficient notice
to the Government of the claim here asserted.
Electrical Enterprises, Inc., IBCA-971-8-72
(March 19, 1974), 81 I.D. 114, 121, 74-1 BCA
par. 10,528 at 49,866.

- The absence of any protest during con-
tract performance is emphasized by the Bu-
reau's Field Engineer who states: "I was
aware that appellant was claiming unstable
soil conditions as a basis for a time extension
and additional costs (letter of March 2, 1972).
However, appellant never in any way in-
formed me or my office that he was also claim-
ing the Government. was failing to properly
direct the removal of unstable material as the
work progressed. Where unstable conditions
were evident that would cause unequal settle-
ment, we did direct and within the paylines
pay appellant for-its removal. I am unaware
of any instance where this was not done and
appellant otherwise made no objection at the
time." (Wilcox affidavit, note 5, supra, 5.)

tracting officer or his representative,
to issue such directions. In the cor-
respondence conducted with the
Government prior to the filing of
the Notice of Appeal the appellant
does. not. indicate that during con-
tract performance the field person-
iel had failed to issue directions for
the removal and replacement of
material involved in the present
claim. Thus, in a claim letter 43

written 10 months after the contract
had been determined to be sub-
stantially complete, the .appellant

states:. "Your field personnel recog-
nized that this additional filter ma-
terial was being installed and that
drain lines were being dug up and
relayed and. yet you do not mention
this additional work or additional
filter material in your breakdown.
There was no reason to di, up and
relay these drain lines, other than
the pipe sinking into the unstable
subgrade, and we assume your field
personnel were cognizant of this
fact."

[3] In his affidavit of December
7, 1973, the Bureau of Reclamation's
Field Engineer, Harold B. Wilcox,
has described in sone detail the con-
ditions indicated in the contract
specifications, the conditions actu-
ally encountered on the job, the con-
struction techniques commonly em-
ployed to overcome conditions of
instability and the construction
method chosen by the appellant to
Piemedy such conditions in areas
where they were found.to prevail.
Mr. Wilcox states that at the time of

L Letter of April 19, 1973 (note 13, supra,
2).

[81 I.D.
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bid opening on' July 22, 1971, parts
of the construction area involved in
Specifications No.. OOC-1159 rwere
covered with tules and cattails with
water ponded on the surface; that
the isil'ih Irrigation Block 16: was
generally known to be composed of
sandy material as was indicated in
the contract logs; that the unstable
subgrade locations listed in, ap-
pellant's April 19, 1973 letter oc-
curred in areas where the trench
bottoms were dug to. considerable
depth below the water table with re-
siilting instability; that to control
the expected instability of. the
trench bottoms oh drain jobs, the
methods 4 frequently used by con-
tractors on the Columbia Basin
Project are wellpoints, and extra
filter gravel; and that on this job
the appellant did not use wellpoints.

Concerning the. construction
methods employed by the appellant
and their relationship to the claim
asserted, Mr. Wilcox offers the fol-
lowing assessment: :

i *-* All excavations for the pipe re-
pairs listed in appellant's April 19, 1973
letter, with the exception of the D16-
330Y1, were accomplished by clambucket
or back-hoe, which because of the water
and unstable conditions resulted in wide,
slop ig trenches. These: conditions were
not unusual in view of the sandy nature
of the soil and the depth of; excavation

* * t Wellpoints are used to draw down
the surrounding ground water level. Filter

- gravel being heavier than the light sands in
the trench walls and bottoms, when placed
in sufficient quantities, is not doated out by
the pressure of the-water table, and helps to
maintain the trench walls and provides a
stable foundation on which to lay the drain
pipe. * * *" (Wilcox Affidavit, note 5. spra,
4.)

below the water table. To control slough-
ing of the sides f and firm up the bottom
of the trench, appellant placed filter
gravel, sometimes in large amounts. The
placemen t of filter gravel to'coistrol in-
stability ise a customary constr uctibn
technique in such a boggy environment
and is not at all unusual. '; * *

The volume. of filter gravel listed in
appellant's claim (April 19, 1973 letter)
represents gravel placed in wide sloping
trenches beyond paylines and on the Sides
of such tenches. The quantities of filter
gravel listed by appellant for such pipe
repair-and for setting manholes appear
normal for this type of drainconstru&
tion. *

The contract itself clearly re--
quires the co'ntractor to be responisi-
ble for handling uistable subgrade
and for bearing the expenses in-
curred in comection therewith.47 It
also specifies 'that the contractor
shall only be paid for w3rk per-
formed within paylines., :

We, therefore, find that the fall-
ure of the Government's representa-
tives to issue any instructions in
the circumstances present here was
simply. a recognition by them of the
contractor's prerogative to deter-
nine the methods and equipment to

be utilized in performing the con-
tract. This aspect of the claim is
also denied.

45See Contractor's Daily Journal for June 15,
1972 (Findings, note 5, supra, Exhibit 3) for
the following entry: "e ' * Banks sliding
in lots of water. Trying to hold slope with
gravel."

4 Wilcox affidavit, note 5, supra, 4, 5.
4 7

Paragraphs 48b, 48c and59c (see Appen-
dix).

45Paragraphs 54c, 59a and 59b (see Appen-
dix).
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Substantial Completion (IBCA-
1006-10--3).

This appeal stems from the. de-
nial 9.of appellant's laim that-the
contract work should have been ac-
ceptecd as substantially complete oil
May 23, 1972, rather than o June
19, 1972,5° the date used b the, Gov-
ernment for teriniating the'assess-

ielt of liqfilated damages for de-
layed performance. The parties are
apart on both the anount of Aovr
performed after May 23, 1972, and
its significance.

In its letter of October 12, 1973,
the appellant disputes the Govern-
ment's contention that 2,970 feet of
drain line either failed to function
because they were plugged or were
relaid after May 23, 1972. Asserting
that L,540 feet of drain lines were
relaid, it identifies the drain pipe
involved in the controversy as con-
sisting of the following:

49 Findings, note . spra.
s Note 5, supra, Exhibit 2.
n Arcording to the Government only 1,450

feet of drain pipe were relaid. The Govern-:
nient's position is corroborated by the Con-
struction Inspector's Reports (Appeai File,
note 4, svi-a, item i) which show the follow-
ing pipe to have been relaid on the dates
shown:

Stations Construcifon
Drain Line Involved Feet :Inspector's

Reports

D16-330Y1 00 to 4+50

D16-330K1L 5+35 to
8+64.9

D16-330X 7+75,to
6+60

D16-330X 6+60 to
6+45

D16-330K1 '46+60 to
52+00

450 

329.9

115

15

540

May 25,
1972.

June 13-15,
1972.

June 15,
1972.

June 16,
1972,

June 16,
1972, '

1,449.9

a. D16-330KIL-865 feet of 6-inch
plastic & concrete drain pipe

,b. !633X0b675 feet of 6-inch plastic
& concrete drain pipe

c. 1D16-330Y11-450 feet of 6-inch plas-
tic drain pipe

d. D16-330K-l-980 feet of 6-inch plas-
tic, 8-inch concrete drain pipe.

Thereafter, the appellant states:
"The 140- feet of drain pipe, col-
sists of items a and b, above. Drain
line D16-330Y1 passed the ball test
on May 25, 1972 and was function-
ing as indicated in the Bureau's con-
struction inspector's report, item i
of the Appeal File. The contractor
is not aware of why 980 feet of drain
line D16-330K1 is included in the
Governmentis statem ent.

"3. The Contractor disagrees with
the Governmeit's statement that
'These: plugs not only prevented
drain out of ground under from up-
streai a'ricultural land, but also
interfered -with the effective lower-
ing of the grounld water table under
other agricultural lands served by
the drain lines downstream from
such plugs.' These lines were not
plugged. Only a 5-inch diameter
ball could not pass through a 6-inch
pipe. The lines were open and drain-
ing the giound water. An examiina-
tiOl of the'dratwings will show that
those two drain lines are continuous
to each other and at the end of the
construction of the drain line. The
only agricultural land aflected
would be that adjacent to 1540 feet
of drain line. No agricultural land'
either upstream or downstream was
affected by these two drain lines.
* * *,11,

The Bureau 's Construction In-
spector's reports confirm that drain
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line D16-330Y1 passed the ball test
required by the specifications 52- on:
May 25, 1972, and was functioning.
These same reports,53 show that 'a
decision was made to replace at least
some portion of drain line.D16-
330K1, oil June 9, 1972; that' work
continued on June 12 and June 16,
1972; and that work was not com-
pleted on this line until June 19,
1972, the datethe contracting officer
determined the contract to be sub-
stantially complete.:

The misapprehensioni of the ap-
pellant concerning the absence of
work on the D16-330K1 drain line
after May 23, 1972, appears to, be
largely responsible for the disparity

in the views of the parties concern-
ing the quantity of work remaining
to be done on tat date and its effect
upon the project. In his affidavit of
December 7, 1973, Field Engineer
Wilcox states at pages 6 and 7:

e * a On May 26, 1972, appellant leas

unsuccessful in ball testing the D16-
330K1IL-D163-30X line. On May 30, ap-
pellant used excavating equipment to dig
holes along these drain lines at various
places to find defective pipe. On May 31,
he dug more holes and found smashed
pipe half filled with mud but was unable
to find the test balls in the line. On June
7, 1972, he again started uncovering por-
tions of the D16-330X1L-D16-330X line
in an attempt to locate the plugs in the
line. At about station 500, D16-330K1L,
the uncovered plastic pipe was found to
be flattened and stretched. On June 8

52 ppeal File, note 4, supra, Item f, the Con-

tract. Paragraph 74(f).
63 Appeal File, note 4, supra, Item 

(6/09/12/16 & 19, 1972). The contractor's
Daily Journals for these dates also indicate
that work of the type described was proceed-
ing on the D16-330K1 Drain (Findings, note
5, supra, Exhibit 3).

more flattened pipe was found on this
line.- iMeanwhile a section of the D16-
330K1 line had been found to be defec-
tive, and appellant on June 9, 1972 exca-
vated a surface drain to un-water the
area, and on June 12 stripped top 6lL
froi several' hundred feet of this line as
a preliminary to' pipe replacement. From-
June 13 to June 15 appellant relaid drain
pipe from station 5+35 to 8+64.9 o the
D16-330K1L. On June 15 and 16 he' also
relaid a section of pipe on the'D16-330X.
On June 16, apellant relaid 540' feet of
pipe by trencher on the D16-330K1 line
between stations 46+60 and 52+00. On
June 19, after again: replacing some de-
fective pipe, lie backflled this line (D164
330K1) and uccessfully ball tested it.
At this time, all lines had been installed
and successfully ball tested. 54

My office records indicate approxi-
matelyl 1,450 feet 6 of drain pipe had to
be replaced between May 23 and June 19,
1972 on four lines. Although the lines
were carrying water, the defective por-
tions of the lines impeded drainage in
uistream pipe. The defective pipe at sta-
tion 46+60 on the D16-330K1 would im-
pede upstream drainage of 980 feet of
pipe to the end of that line at station
56+40. Further, this defective pipe alone
would also impede drainage on the entire
865 feet of the D16-330K1IL and 675 feet
of the D16-330X.

Based upon what is either ad-
mitted 'by the appellant or shown to

be the case in the contemporaneous
records maintained by the appellant
and the Governlnent, and taking
into account the assessment made by
Field Engineer Wilcox as disclosed.
above, the Board' finds that after

6 Other evidence of record confirm the accl-
racy of the statements made by 'Mr. Wilcox.
See Contractor's Daily Journals (Findings,
note 5, upra, Exhibit ) and the Construction
Inspector's Reports (Appeal File, note 4,
sepra, Item i) for the dates specified.

66 See note 1, supra, for a breakdown of
the pipe involved.
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May 23, 1972, a total of 2,970 feet of
drain line failed to function.effec-
tively either-because the pipelines
were plugged or had to be replaced
and relaid. This represents 3.35
percent`6 of the 88,779.6 feet of
drain line contained in the contract
acording to the Notice of Appeal.
We find that the' amount of work
accomplished as ofMay 23, 1972, is
within the range of percentages con-
sidered aeceptable for invoking-the
doctrine of substantial completiobY

[4], Remaining for consideration
is the question of whether in the cir-
cumstances of this case it can be said
that either on May 23 or on May 25,
1972,58 work had progressed to the
extent that the project was capable
of adequately serving its intended
purpose.5 9 The appellant does not
contest the Government's statement
that "On the Columbia Basin Proj-
ect, the Government has buried pipe
'drains constructed to permit. agri-
cultural use of the overlying adja-
cent lands." 6 It denies the signifi-
cane of the work performed after
May 23, 1972, however, stating:

The contractor's operations- after
May 23, 1972, were not substantial and
did not interfere with the landowners'
farming procedures. * * :

* GAs of May 25, 1972, the contract require-
ments had been met for 450 additional feet
of drain pipe on D16-330Y1. On that date the
uncompleted work would amount to 2.84 per-
cent (2520-88779.6=2.84 percent).

67 Electrical Enterprises, Inc., IBCA-972-9-
72 (December 28, 1973), 74-1 BCA par.
10,400, at 49,119. :

68 Note 56, supra.
5, E jectrical Enta`.priseS, lnc., note 57, supra.
eo Government's Answer, 3..
"' Notice of Appeal and Complaint, dated

September 19, 1973. I m

-At the outset we note that much
of the work performed'after May 23;
1972, involved efforts by the 'con-
tractor and -the- Government to lo-
cate the source of the, difficulties
which were, precluding: the accept-
ance of the pipe. For example, the
failure of the D,16-330K1L drain
line to pass the ball test on May 26,
1972, resulted in continuing butun-
successful efforts to locate. the ball
in the line.on May 30 and 31 and on
June 1, 2 and . The effort was
finally abandoned on Jule 8,. 1972,
when the 6-inch pipe uncovered was
found to have only 41/2" clearance
on the inside and the decision was
made to strip the line and replace.
The actual replacement of the pipe
on this line occurred'on Jule 13, 14
and 15. The relaid pipe was back-
filled on June 16, 1972 and 'the line
was 'successfully bail tested on
June 19, 1972.63

The contemporaneous records
maintained by the parties disclose
that throughout the period in ques-
tion the contractor regularly em-
ployed various items of .heavy
equipment in performing the re-
quired work (e.g., Lorain dragline,
backhoes, D16 Dozer). Moreover,
the same records show that of the;

62 The Contractor's Daily Journal for June 2,
1972 (the June , 1972 designation appears
to be in error), contains the following nota-
tion "B. olterman USBR on Job for,3 rs.
Looking for Reasons Why Pipe Wouldn't
Test * ." Robert J. Kolternian, Chief, Con-
struction Field Branch, IISBR: (Mr. Wilcox's
supervisor). Affidavit of Fraser, note 21, supra,
at .

e See Construction Inspector's Reports (Ap-
peal File, note 4, supra, Item i) and Con-
tractor's Daily Journals (Findings; note 5,
siupra, Exhibit 3) for the" dates specified...
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drain lines successfully tested afte
May 23, 1972, almost 50 percent- 4 of
the pipe involved had been dug up
and relaid. To say in such circum-
stances that the contractor's opera-
;tions were not substantial and did
not interfere with the landowners'
farming procedures would be to
ignore the evidence of record. In ad-
dition, the record indicates that
with respect to 2,520 feet of pipe
serious drainage problems existed
until 540 feet of pipe was relaid on
the D16-330K1 drain line on June
16, 1972 and some bad pipe replaced
oil this line on June 19, 1972.

We, therefore, fd that the proj-
ect was not capable of adequately
serving its intended purpose on
May 23, 1972 or on any date there-
after until June 19, 1972, the date
the work was accepted as substan-
tially complete by'.the Government.
Accordingly, the appeal is denied.

WiLLL1V F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:.

SHRMAN P. KIMBALL,
Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX

General Provisions
3. CHANGES
(a) The Contracting Officef may, at

any time, without notice to the sureties,
by written order designated or indicated
to be a change order, make any change in
the work within the general scope of the

a Of the 2,970 feet of pipe in question, a
total of 1,450 feet was replaced and relaid
(note 51, spra). This. represents 48.82 per-
cent (1450- 2970).

contract, including but not limited to
changes:

i) In the specifications '(including
drawings and designs);

(ii) In the method or manner of per-
formance of the work;

(iii) In the Government-furnished fa-
cilities, equipment, materials, services, or
site; or

(iv) Directing acceleration in the per-
formance of the work.

(b) Any other written order or an oral
order (which terms as used in this para-
graph (b) shall include direction, in-
struction, interpretation, r determina-
tion) from the Contracting Officer, which
causes any such change, shall be treated
as a change order under this clause, pro-
vided that the Contractor gives the Con-
tracting Officer written notice stating the
date, ircumstances, and source of the
order and that, the Contractor regards
the order as a change order;

(c) Except as herein provided, no or-
der, statement, or conduct of the Con-
tracting Officer shall be treated as a
change under this clause or entitle the
Contractor to an equitable adjustment
hereunder.

(d) If any change under this clause
causes an increase or decrease in the Con-
tractor's cost of, or the time required for,
the performance of any part of the work
under this contract, whether or not
changed by any order, an equitable ad-
justment shall be made and the contract
modified in writing accordingly-: Pro-
vided, owever, That except for laims
based on defective specifications, no claim
for any change under (b) above shall be
allowed for any costs incurred more than
20 days before the Contractor gives writ-
ten notice as therein required * e e

* * * * e

4. DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS
(a) The Contractor shall promptly, and

before such conditions are disturbed, no-
tify the Contracting Officer in writing of:
(1) Subsurface or latent physical con-
ditions at the site differing materially
from those indicated in this contract, or

.50
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(2) unknown physical cOD
site of an unusual nature,
rially from those ordinaril
and generally recognized
work of the character provi
contract. The Contracting
promptly investigate the c
if he finds that such condii
rially so differ and cause
decrease in the Contracto
the time required for, perfo
part of the work under
whether or not changed as a
conditions, an equitable ad,
be made and the contrac
writing accordingly.

: * D* .

iditions at the' water surfaces, shall prevent drainout of
differing mate- bank storage at a rate that will cause
y encountered significant sloughing of ke banks. * ' *
as inhering in .l
ided for in this 0 i The Contractor shall construct and

Officer shall. tnmaintain all necessary cofferdams, bulk-
onditions, and heads, channels, flumes, or other tempo-

tions do mlate- rary diversionland protective works, shall
an increase or furnish all materialsrequired therefor
r's cost of, or ali~d irfrFrmacoiany or and shall furnish, install, aintain, and

}rmal~~olee n rte alpumping ad other -Shipment,
this contract including ell points, necessary to main-
result of such taii the excavations i good order during

justment shall constictioa'n: * *

t mdified il c. Costs.-The costs of all work re-
-I quired by this paragraph shall be in-

* ' . cluded in the prices bid in the schedule for
SPE]CIFICATIONS'i

-48. Water Conditions and Haddtlin
Wate -'

a. General.S * *
:The existing D16-330 buried pipe drain,

shon ol the Location Mrap on Drawing
No. 1 (222-116-37914), was constructd
under Specifications No. 100C '1036 dur-
ing the first half of 1969. The contractor
under Specifications No. 'ioC-136 in-
stalled a well point system from about
Statibn 112+17 to Station 130±'25.8 to
dewater the drain during constrf&tibil
Additional work for subgrade stabiliza-
tion' uas also required from about Statioii
100+67 to Station 112+17.

KnoNn ponds and their water surface
elevations and marshy or cattail areas are
shown on the drawing.

b. Handling water.-Where the exca-
vation to be performed under these spei
fidations crosses or otherwise encounters
ponds or pools of- water or where exca-
vation is performed in material below, the
ground water surface or in running water,
the Contractor shall provide for control-
led drawdown of water during the prog-
ress of the work so that no damage will
result to either public or private inter-
ests. The contractor's method of exchva-
tion and handling of excavated materials
and method for control' of drawdown of
the water surfaces, including ground

excavation. '

54. Bxcavation and BacIcfllI of Drain Pipe
Trences -

c. Excavation.The' trenich for a pipe
drain shall be excavated to the grades
shown on the drawings or established by
the.,Contracting Officer Where graded

r;,avel filter. is required it till be neces-
sary to excavate to an additional depth
bf approximately Winches below the grade
shown on'the profile drawings to a6domo-
date the thickness of the pipe and the
gravel filter. ' E.

:.7-* -* *. . * -X.. i *... *
Where in the opinion of the. Contract-

injg Officer, the character of the material
in the bottom of a drain pipe trench is
such as might ause unequal settlement,
the unstable material shall be removed
to such depth as may be directed and the
additional excavation' backfilled with
graded gravel filter material.

* ,; * a- : *:t-: e -

* * .* Regardless of the side slopes and
the width of the trenches as actually
excavated, measurement.for payment of
the excavation for the pipe trenches will
be made to the widths shown on, the
drawings, with vertical sides, and to the
depths shown on the drawings or pre-
scribed by the Contracting Officer.
: -. : :. ,- r. ,
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* *W Masurementi for payment, for
removing unsuitable material and refilling
with selected: material vill be made only
for the actual quantities directed to be
removed and payment therefor will be
made at the unit price bid in the schedule
for excavation, common, and backfill of
drain pipe trenches. * * E

59. Excavation for Strcetuires

a. measurement for payment.-Excava-
tion for struetures Will be measured for
payment- to excavation pay lines shown
on the drawings, or if not shown on the
drawings to pay lines in accordance with
the provisions of this paragraph. * *
Any .excavation outside the prescribed
payj lines which is performed by. the Con-
traetor for safety purposes or to facil
itate his operations shall be at the ex
pehse of the Contractor.

b. Foundations for structures.-Exca-'
vation for the foundation of structures
shall be to the elevations shownI on the
drawings or established bv the Con-
tracting Offieer. The Contractor shall pre-
pare the foundations at structures sites
by methods which, will provide firm, foun-
dations for the structures.. * * * Meas-
urement and payment for excavation,
backfill, and compacting backfill will be
made to depths and dimensions directed.
'If at any point :in common excavation

the foundation material is excavated be-
yond. the lines required to receive the
structure, the overexcavation' shall be
filled riuth suitable materials ad com-

aetted in accordance with Paragraph 3.
If at any point in common excavation, the
natural foundation material is disturbed
or loosened during the excavation process
or otherwise, it shall be compacted in
place or, where directed, it shall be re-
moved and replaced with suitable, mate-
rial and compacted in accordance with
Paragraph 63. Any and all excess excava-
ton' or overexcavation performed by the
Contraetorrfor any purpose-or reason ex-

cept for additional excavation as may be
prescribed by the Contracting Ofmcer, and

whether -or not due to the fault of the
Contractor, shallbe at the expense of the
Contractor. Fill and compacting of fill for
such excess excavation or overexcavation
shall be at the expense of the Contractor.

c. Payment.-' The unit price bid in
the schedule for excavation for structures
shall include the cost of all-labor and ma-
terials for cofferdamfis and other tempo-
rary construction, oft pumping and .un-
watern, including points, and of all
other work necessary t maintain the ex-
cavations in good order during construc-

HENRY CLAY' MINING COMPANY,
INC.

3' IBMA 360

Decided September 25, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement i

and Safety Administration (MESA)
from a decision-by an Administrative
Law: Judge (Docket 'Nos. 'PIKE
72-196-P and PIKE 72-22-F), dated
November 30, 1973, assessing civil
penalties in the amount-of $200 for
ten violations pursuant to*'*section 109
of"theli ederal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.1 'i

Modified.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety 'Act of 1969: Penalties: Exist-
ence. of Violation' 

In determining the minfmum quantity of
air reaching the last open rosscut in
any pair or set of developing entries as
required by section 303(b) of the Act,
measurement of such volume is properly
taken in the last open crosseut between
the two entries by virtue of nterpreta-.
tire regulation (30-OFR 75.301-8(a )

iP L. '91-i7 3; 8388 stat 742-_S04, 3O U.S.C.
11 801-960.(1970).

59a] 595
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APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Acting Assistant Solicitor, and
Robert A. Cohen, Esq., Trial Attorney
for appellant, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF'ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Baceig'round -.

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
filed Petitions for Assessment of
Civil Penalties against Henry Clay
Mining Company, Inc. (lay) for
alleged violations of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 (Act). These alleged viola-
tions were cited in Order of Witk-
drqwal, No. 1 DDD, June 9, 1971,
and 11 separate Notices of Viola-
tion. At the -conclusion of the hear-
ing, the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) asked for proposed find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law
from both parties, to which only
MESA responded. In his: decision,
issued November 30,1973, the Judge
dismissed the Petitions for Assess-
inent based on the alleged violation
cited in the Order of Withdrawal
and one of the 11 Notices of Viola-
tion. He found that violations had
occurred in the remaining ten in-
stances, and assessed penalties
thereon.

In this appeal, MESA contends
that the Judge erred in dismissing
only the Petition for Assessment for
the violation cited in the. Order of
Withdrawal. The Order' was issued

after Clay failed to timely- abate a
Notice of Violation alleging a viola-
tion of 30 CFR 75.301. The Notice
stated that only 8,700 cfm of air was
reaching the last open crosscut be-
tween the No. 1 entry and the No. 2
entry, whereas the cited regulation
requires 9,000 cfm. The section
104(b) Order was issued when it
was found that Clay could not main-
tain an air volume of 9,000 cfm after
spending two hours moving brat-
tices and curtains in attempting to
abate the violation. The record in-
dicates that Clay then took immedi-
ate steps to replace its ventilating
fan, but only after the section
104 (b) Order was issued. The loca-
tion of the measurement of air
volume and the result of that
measurement are -undisputed by
either party. The measurement in
question. was taken at a point in the
last open crosscut, between two de-
veloping entries.

In dismissing the Petition for
Assessment at issue here, the Judge
concluded that the word "reaching"
as used in 30 CFR 75.301 meant
"arrivng at," and that, therefore,
the measurement taken as described
above does not comply with the
regulation ad will not establish a
violation of the regulation.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge erred in dis-
missing a petition for assessment for
an alleged violation of 30 CFR
75.301 because he considered the air
measurement to have been taken at
an improper place.
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Discussion

As specified in 30 CFR 75.301-
3 (a), readings of air measurements
in implementation of the statutory
provision, are taken as follows:

(a) When a single split of air is used
the volume of air shall be measured t
the last open crosscut in a pair or set of
developing entries or the last open cross-
cut- in any pair or set of rooms which
shall be the last crosscut through the
line of pillars that separates the intake
and return air courses. When the split
system of ventilation is used, the volume
of air shall be measured in the last open
crosscut through the line of pillars that
separates the intake and return air
courses of each split. [Italics added.]

[1] It appears that the Judge in
defining the term "reaching," as
used in the statute, to mean :"arriv-
ing at" was, in effect, challenging
the Secretary's interpretative regu-
lation (30 CFR 75.301-3 (a) ), as in-
consistent with the statute, 30
U.S.C. 863, rather than determin-
ing whether or not Ithe actual meas-
urement of air was taken' at a
location consistent with the regula-
tion. Since this section of the Act
does not specify the location for air
volume measurements, it is the duty
of MESA to interpret reasonably
the intent of the Act, which we be-
lieve has been done. Since "the last
open crosscut," as used in the regu-
lation, is an area rather than a point
or line, the location for the measure-
ment involved is further defined as
a place in the crosscut in a pair of
developing entries, which connotes
to us a place in the crosscut between
these two entries. This is precisely

*. where the measurement involved

560-370-74-8

was taken. Therefore, we believe the
Judge erred in concludingthat the
measurement was not taken in ac-
cordance with 30 -CFR 5.301. and
that the measurement does not es-
tablish a violation of that regula-
tion. Accordingly, the Judge's dis-
missal of the Petition for Assess-
ment for this violation must be set
aside.

In determining the amount of
penalty for this violation, we adopt
the findings of the Judge as to the
criteria of: (1) history of previous
violations, (2) appropriateness of
penalty in relation to size of the
operator's business, and (3) effect on
operator's ability to continue in
business. We find his conclusions on
these factors supported by the rec-
ord. The record discloses that the
operator knew of this ventilation
problem and we, therefore, find it
to be negligent. It also appears that
the operator had taken steps toward
abatement of the violation upon be-
ing cited, and exhibited good faith
in abating it after realizing its seri-
ousness. Concerning gravity of the
violation, we find that it was non-
serious inasmuch as the operator was
supplying a flow of air very close to
the minimum required. Considering
the above finding, and those of the
Judge, we find a- penalty in the
amount of $50 is warranted for this
violation.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
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ORDERED that the decision issued
Novenmber 30, 1973, IS MODIIFIED
to the extent that MESA's'Petition
for Assessment of Civil Penalty- al-
leging violations of 30 CFR 75.301
in connection with the issuance of
Order of Withdrawcal To. IDDD,
JiMn ' 9, 197',- IS R3EINSTATED
and that Henry Clay Mining' Com-
pany Inc., iS ASSESSED $50 for
this violation and total penalties' in
the amount of $250 be paid on or be-
fore 30 days from te date of this
decision.

CQ. E. RoGEPs, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUlR:

DAvID DOANE,

A-dwqinistra te Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY:

3 IBMA 366

Decided Septemnber 26, 1974

Appeal by; Zeigler Coal Company from
a decision by an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. BARE 73-84-F),
dated February 28, 1974,' asessing
monetary'penalties 'in the amount of
$4,950 for 12'violations pursuant to'
section. 109(a) ofFthe ;ederal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,1
hereinafter "the Act."

'Modified.

1.' Federal Coal Mine Health' and

'P.L. 91-178, 83' Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960:(1970:).' d . . .

Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Miti-
gation

Allegations of economic loss due to nl-
vacated orders of withdrawal which may
have been iproperly issued are prop-
erly excluded from consideration as a
mitigating factor in determining a pen-
alty assessment pursuant to section 109
(a) of the Act. t ; 

*2. Federal Coal Minei Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Notices of Viola-'
tion: Elements of Proof

The Board will not disturb the findings
and' conclusions of an Administrative
Law Jidge in the absence f a' showing
that the evidence compels a different
result.

3. Federal, Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act. of 1969: Notices of Viola-
tion: Generally

Where an' operator demonstrates by' a
preponderance'of the evideice'that'defec-

tive equipment was being repaired, was
not being used, and was' not to be oper-
ated until it met the required 'safety
standards, no violationi of tle Act oc-
curred.

4. Federal Coal Mine Health -and
Safety-Act, of 1969:' Notices of Viola-'
tion: Rtea soiableness of' Time

The reasonableness of time allowed to
abate an alleged violation is not in issued
in a proceeding under section 109(a) of
the Act.

APPEARANCES: J. Halbert Woods,
Esq'., for appellant, ZeiglerCoal Coni-
pany; richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and Mark M.
Pierce, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appel-
lee,. Mining Enforcement and, Safety
Administration.
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kSeptemiber 26, 1974

OPINION BY CHIEF ADIV-IN -
ISTRATIVE J7DGE iOGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MI NE
. OPE RATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procech'a l
Backgqouvd~

Zeiler Coal Cohupany (Zeigler)
filed a petitioni for hearing anld for-
mal adjudication pursuant to sec-
tion '109 (a) of the Act, following
receipt of an amended proposecl as-
sessment from the Mining Enforce-
ment and. Safety Admiistratiodn
(MESA). A hi' w as held
before n..a Administrative Law
Judge (Judge), who, by decision
dated February 28, 1974, assessed
Zeigler civii penalties inthe anouLint
of $4,950 for 12 violations of the
Act. Zeigler filed atimely Ntice of
Appeal with this Board of the
Judge's decision and order with re-
spect to seven of these Aiolations
representing civil -peilalties -of
$4,350.2 These seven violationswere
cited in four section 104 (a) Orders
and three section 104(b) Nlotices. In
considering the alleged violation's in
each of the section 104(a) Orders,
the Judge, in his decision, concluaded

that no imminent danger Iexisted at
the time of issuance, 'that stuch or-
ders were "improvidently issiLed,"

2 These seven violations are epresented by
Order of Withdrawaal No. 1 BMC, Decem-
ber 29, 1971, Ntice of Yioldtioi No. I BM ,
January 5j 1972, Notice of Violation and
Order of Withdrawal No.. 1 JL, March 3,
1972, Order of: Withdrawal No. I JEM,
March 3, 1972, Order of Withdrawal No. 1.DF,
March 6, 1972, Order of Withdrawal No. I DP,
March 10,1972, and-Notice of Violatios' No.
JTE, March 20, 1972. .

but that a violation of the Act had
occurred in each ease for which he
must assess a. civil penalty.
- On appeal, Zeigler contendsthat:
(1) in assessing penalties for viola-
tions. cited in la mistakenly issued
section 104 (a) order of withdrawal,
loss of production; should be con-
siderecl in mitigation; (2) a ventila4-
tion violation cannot he established
by an air quantity eading taken; at
animnproper lodation'; (3) a notice
of violation should not be issued
where the allegedly defective equip-
ment had been taken out of service
and the alleged violation was being
abated prior to issuance of the no-
tice; (4) it is improper for an in-
spector to allow, psus at to MESA
instructions, only 30 mintites for
abatement of an el]eged violatiomi
before issuing a section' 104(b) o-
der of withdrawal whenlije believes
that thjee' hours is more appropri-
ate'; 'and (5) a civil penalty: of $300
is excessive fo r minilor, nonseriouis
violations.

Issues. Presented

'Whether loss of production due to
a mistakenly issued order 6of with-
drawal should be considered in miti-
gation of the penalty imposed'for a
violation citd in such order.'. '

'thether, 'as to an alleged viola-
tion of 30 CFR 75.301, tue air 'quan-
tity ineasurement was taken at the
proper' location' within the mine.

Whether a notice of. violmi6n
should issue for oil and grease ac-
clunuliAtions ona coal drill #when
the drill had been- taken out of'serv-'
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ice and was being cleaned at the
time the violation was cited.

Whether it is proper for an in-
spector to allow only 30 minutes to
abate an alleged violation cited in a
section 104(b) notice and then issue
a section 104(b) order pursuant to
instructions contained in the
Bureau of Mines December 1971 In-
spection Manual despite his per-
sonal judgment that a reasonable
time to abate would have been three
hours.

Whether a penalty of $300 is ex-
cessive for minor, nonserious viola-
tions.

Discussion

[1] In the instant case, Zeigler
contends on appeal that it lost over
$40,000 in revenue as a result of
four mistakenly issued Orders of
Withdrawal,3 and that the Judge
failed to consider this loss in miti-
gation in determining the amount
of the penalties to be assessed for
the violations cited in the Orders.
While the Judge opined that the
withdrawal orders in question were
"improvidently issued" he did. not
order them vacated. "Improvident"
means not prudent and in Webster's
2nd College Edition is defined as
meaning "failing to provide for:
the future," "lacking foresight or
thrift." Nowhere did the Judge va-
cate the orders nor could he since
the Board has held that the validity

a These four Orders are: Order of With-
drawal No. 1 BO, December 29, 1971, Order
of Withdrawal No. 1 JM, March , 1972,
Order of Withdrawal No. TDF, March 6, 1972,
and Order. of Withdrawal No. 1 DF, March 10,
1972.

of an order of withdrawal is not in
issue in a section 109(a) penalty
proceeding. Zeigler Coal Conpany,
2 IBMA 216, 80 I.D. 626, CCII Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide,
par. 16,608 (1973). As we read the
Judge's decision in context he was
merely weighing the gravity of the
violation vis-a-vis the Order of
Withdrawal. As this Board held in
Eastern Associated Coal Corpora-
tion, 1 IBMA 233, 79 I.D. 723, CCH
Employment Safety and Health
Guide, par. 15,388 (1972), the fact
that a violation resulted in an order
of withdrawal may be considered in
determining' the gravity of the vi-
olation-. Thus, the Judge apparently
did not increase any penalty on the
gravity factor by virtue of the issu-
ance of the Orders of Withdrawal
since he found, for various reasons,
each of the Orders questioned to
have been "improvidently issued."
In other words it appears that the
Judge weighed the gravity factor
of the violations as if no Orders of
Withdrawal were issued.

Y Furthermore, even if the Judge
had vacated'the Orders of With-
drawal the argument of Zeigler
concerning economic loss must fall.
This Board, in Nort Aerican
(Voal Corporation, 3 IBMA 93, 81
I.D. 204, CCH Employment Safety
and Health Guide, par. 17,658
(1974) held that economic loss is
to be considered as a mitigating
factor only in those cases where the
orders of withdrawal involved have
been vacated prior to the section
109 (a) penalty proceeding being
adjudicated or are invalidated in a

[81 .
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section 105 (a) review proceeding
which has been consolidated with
the 'subject penalty proceeding.
This case 'fits neither situation and
therefore the alleged economic loss
was properly excluded as a mitigat7
lug circumstance.

[2] In Zegler Coal Coirtpany, 3
IBMA 78, 81 I.D. 173, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide
par. 17,615 (1974), the Board held:

30 CFR 75.301-3 does not specify
the point at which "intake air" becomes
"'return air.' The location at which air
volume measurement is to be made is
therefore subject to interpretation. At
the time these two Notices were issued
MESA's interpretation was that intake
air became return air after it had passed
the first working place in the section
* *' ". Zeigler does not allege that it
lacked notice of MlESA's iterpretation,
or that different readings would have
resulted had the measurements been
taken at other locations. * * *

In its brief Zeigler alleges that
"bleeding of air through the entries
could give a much higher reading at
the far end of the line of rooms than
at the beginning * * ." However,

Zeigler offers no evidence to this ef-
fect. It appears from the record that
the inspector tookl the.- questioned
measurement at the location pre-
scribed in the Deceimber 1971 In-
spection Manual. Therefore, based
upon our decision in Zeigler, scpra,
we hold that there is no merit in
Zeigler's second'contention, and the
penalty assessed for this violation
will not be disturbed.

[3] In Plateau Mining Company,
.2 IBMA 303, 308, 80. I.D. 716, 718,
CCH Employment Safety and

Health, Guide par. 16,884 (1973),
the Bioard held that:

The presence of defective equipment in
a working area of a mine is prima facie
evidence of the violation of the Act; how-
ever, such evidence can be rebutted by the
operator, and where he demonstrated by
a preponderance of the evidence that the
equipment was under repair, and had not
been used, and was not to be operated
until it met the required safety stand-
ards, no violation of the Act has rocurred.

We believe Notice of Violation
No. 1 JlLS, March 2, 1972, must be

vacated based upon our decision in
Plateau, 8upra.: Inf the instant case;
the inspector who issued the-Notice
testified that': (I) the piece of
equipment involved was not' ener-
gized at the time of the inspection;
(2) the piece of equipment was be-
ing cleaned by one mian at the time
of the inspection,; and (3) the piece
of equipment could not be cleaned in
a normal length of time by one man.
'We believe that the inspector's tes-
timony is adequate to establish that
no violation was present since the
equipment was out of service and
being cleaned at the time of inspec-
tion and prior to issuance of the
Notice. Parenthetically, we note
that the inspector's testimony that
the coal drill could not be cleaned
in a normal length of time by one
man is immaterial to his determina-
tion of whether a violation oc-
curred.. Further, the fact that the
equipment was being cleaned at te
time of inspection warrants the in-
ference that Zeigler. intended to
Clean up the equipment before it
reentered service. Accordingly, we
hold that no violation occurred.

O9S]
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Therefore,, this Notice is vacated
and that the accompanying assess-
:lment of $150 is set aside.

[4] Determination of the rlaasoln-
able-ness of the amount of time al-
lowed Tfo r abatement of a violation
is the piroper subjec of a section 105
(aw) proceeding under the Act.
Under section 109(a) of the Act, the
Judge must determine whether a vi-
olation occurred and if so the, appro-
priate penalty. Therefore, the rea-
sonableness of the time allowed for
abatement is not to be considered in
a proceeding held under section 109
(a) of the Act.

In Galloway Land, Company, 2
IBMA 348, 80 ID. 78, CCH Em-
ployment Safety and Health Guide
par. 17,011 (1973), the Board held
that it will not disturb a decision of
an Administrative Law Jud ge in the
absence of a showing that the evi-
dence compels a different result. In
contending that a penalty of $300
is excessive for a nonserious viola-
tion, Zeigler has failed to shovw that
the Judge did not consider fairly
the six statutory criteria of section
109 (a) of the Act in assessing the
above penalty. Zeigler has not
shown that the amount of the pen-
alty is inappropriate to the size of
its business or that it would have a
seriously: adverse effect on its ability
to continue in business. The Judge's
finding with respect to these and the
.other four statutory criteria are sup-
ported by the record in this case. Ac-
cordingly, the Board will not dis-
turb the penalties assessed by the
Judge.-

:ORDER,

AIHEREVORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior. (43
CFR 4.1(4)) ,IT IS. IHEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's de-
cision and order in the above-cap-?
tio-ned case IS MODIFIED in that
Notice of Violation No. 1 JfL,
Marclb 3, 1972Sjs VACATED and
its accompanying assessment of
$150 IS SET ASIDE. IT IS FUR-
THER ORDERED that Zeigler
Coal Company pay penalties in the
total amount of $4,800 on or before
30 days from the date of this de-
cision.

C.E. ROGERS, J.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CON=CTI: 0

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

INTERMOUNTAIN EXPLORATION
COMPANY

17 IBLA 261

Decided September 27, 1974

Appeal from decision of Utah State
Office, Bureau of Land Management,
rejecting application for modification
of coal lease SL 050641.

Affirmed.

1. Coal Leases; and Permits: Leases.

Under 43 CFR 3524.2-, an application
to modify a coal, lease without competi-
tive idding, to include contiguous coal
deposits, will be denied if it is deter-
mined and not controverted that the ad-
d-itional lands requested can be developed
as part of an independent operation or
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sept emb

that there - is -a competitive, interest in
them.

APPEARANCES: . Byron Mock,
Esq.,- Mock, Shearer and Caiiing, Salt
Lake City, for appellant.

OPINIONI BY
ADHIINISTRATIVE JUDGE

GOSS D

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAN D
APPEALS

ilteirmountaill Exploratiol Coin-
pany appeals from a decision of- the
Utah State Office, Btireau of Land
Management, issued February 15,
1974, rejecting appellant's amended
application for modification of its
coal lease.

-On December 6, 1938, the lease for
1.60 acres was originally issued to
Mary Hortense Larsen, Administra-
trix of the Estate of Lawrence II.
Larsen, deceased, and Leroy Rigby.
Following a series of assignments,
the Bureau of Land Management
approved appellant as holder of the
lease on May 10, 1973. In its request
for modification, filed ugust i 6,
1973, appellant applied foran ex-
tensionl of the lease to include an
additional 2364.40 acres.A Appellant
explained: A

The small size of the lease precludes

the modern development of the coal mine
on a basis of efficient large-tonnage under-

ground productions. For long range pro-
duction and mine planning, and for

l In a letter dated March 21, 19.74, from the
State Office to appellant's attorney, the State
Director noted that appellant, by letter of
August , 1973, had requested extension or
modification of the lease for land describing
2400 acres. The State Director explained that
upon review it was determined, the land'
described actually totaled 2364.40 acres.

PLORATION COMPANY
Ser 27, 1974

-, - i 
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arranging for orderly, growth of the opera-
tion, t is necessary for additional coal
reserves to be available to this. mine
Prospecting Permit Applications U-45240
and; U15241 were acquired so, that
necessary, exploration, work could be
performed. and' adequate reserves estab-
lished. After we had purchased the in-
terests in such applications, the Depart-
ment of Interior policy of rejecting all
exploratory permit- applications- took
effect. AVe have appealed the rejections
since we must obtain additional reserves
and are Willing to make the necessary
exploration expe ditures. Therefore wve
ask our lease to be extended to over
most of the lands covered by the prospect-
ing permit applications.

In a memorandum fron the Di-
rector, Geological Survey, to the
Utah State Director, Bureau of
Land Mklanagement, the;-Geological
Survey recommended that the e-
quested . modification be rejected;
Stating:-

It is the opinion of the Geological Sur-
vey that the lands requested by modifica-
tion can be developed as an independent
operation and that there is a competitive
interest in them. Therefore, the modifi-
cation as requested does not meet the
provisions for modification under section
3 of the Mineral Leasing Act.

Also, since the mine on the leased lands
has been idle for several years, the pro-
vision under section 4 of the Act which
allows modification when the mines will
be worked out in 3 years is not applicable.

This recommendation was icorpo-
rated into the State Office decision;
rejecting the application, which -de-
cision sets forth the following:

Your application for modification of
Coal Lease SL 050641 which was filed in
this office August 6,1973, is rejected for
the reasons that: (1) it fails to meet the
requirements of See. 3 of the Mineral
Leasing Act [30 U.S.C. § 203 (1970) ] for
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modification, since the lands applied for
can be developed independently and there
is a competitive interest in them; and
(2) the mine on the leased lands has been

idle for several' years; therefore, Sec. 4
of the Act [30 U.JS.C. § 204 (1970) ], which
allows modification of a lease if the mine
will be worked out in 3 years, is not
applicable.

The notice of- appeal filed March k
15, 1974, contained the following
statement of reasons:

'The decision was non-responsive to the
application which was the request for
extension of the 160 acre lease for addi-
tional acreage to create an economic sized
'unit as prescribed by the regulations. If
less than the total amount of acreage ap-
plied for will provide such[,] that is ac-
ceptable. The appellant had sought to ob-
tain coal permits 2 which 'he eould explore
-at his expense to obtaifn the additional
acreage required, but such permit appli-
eations were rejected without substantive
review. The only procedure available to
the applicant to obtain lands which are
unproved and which must be explored
was by the procedure suggested here,
namely, extension of the' lease under the
pertinent regulations.

[1] Departrnental regulation 43
'CFR 3524.2-1 is specific as to when
a' lessee may obtain modification of
his coal lease. The section provides
in part:

§ 3524.2-1 Coal.

(a) Under section 3 of the Act-(1)
Application. Under section 3 of the Act

(30 U.S.C. 203), a lessee may obtain a
modification of his lease to include coal
lands or coal deposits contiguous to those

2These applications for permits were not
included in the case file. We note, however,
that Order No. 2952 (38.l.R. 4682) precludes,
the issuance of any new coal prospecting
permits pending preparation of a program for
inore orderly development of the nation's coal
resources. Joan. Walstroee 1 IBLA' 401:
(1974).

embraced in his lease if the authorized
officer determines that it will be to the
advantage of the lessee and the United
States. The lessee shall file his applica-
tion for modification in duplicate in the
proper land ffice, describing the addi-
tional lands desired, the needs -and rea-
sons for and the advantage to the lessee
of such modification.

(2) Availaility-(i) Noncotpetitive.
Upon determination by the authorized of-
ficer that the modification is justified and
that the interest of the United States is
protected, the lease will be modified with-
out competitive bidding to include such
part of the land or deposits as he shall
prescribe.

(ii)l Competitive. If however,: it is de-
termined that the additional lands or de-
posits can be developed as part of an in-
dependent operation or that there is a
competitive interest in them, they will be
offered as provided in subpart 3520.

.(b)- Under section of te Act-(1)
Application. Under section 4 of the Act
(30 U.S.C. 204). upon satisfactory show-
ing by the lessee that all of the workable
deposits of coal within a tract covered
by the lease will be exhausted, worked
out or removed within 3 years thereafter,
an additional tract of land or coal de-
posit may be leased. Application shall be
filed in duplicate: in the proper: office, and
shall contain a description of the. lands
requested, estimated recoverable reserves,
future plan of operation for such reserves
and for any lands requested and the pro-
posed method of entry into such lands.

(2) Availability. If the lands or coal
deposits of any part thereof are found to
constitute an acceptable leasing unit, they
will be offered for leasing as provided
in subpart 3520. If the applicant be the
successful bidder and the additional lands
can be practicably operated with- the -ap-
plieant's leasehold as a single mine or
unit, the additional lands may be included
in a-modified lease. -

Appellant does not deny that the
lands can be developed independ-
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ently; nor does he deny that there is
a competitive interest in the lands; 3

nor does he allege that the mine will
be worked out in three years. In the
absence of any clear and definite
showing that the determinations of
the Geological Survey-as to inde-
pendent development and competi-
tive interest-were not properly
made, the determination will not be
disturbed. MHelure Oil Comnpany, 4
IBLA 255 (1972). Appellant's al-
legation that additional lands are
necessary to make his leasehold an
economic entity is thus immaterial
uinder the regulation. For these rea-
sons, it is necessary to deny the ap-
peal.4

Ther efore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to .the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion of the Utah State Office is af-
firmed.

JosEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

U Under Western lope Carbon, Inc., 5 IBLA
311 (1972), an application to modify a coal
lease to: include additional deposits will -be
denied if the additional lands can be developed
Independently or if there is a competitive
interest in them.

In appellant's amended application there is
no request for any acreage less than the
2364.40 acres. In the Bureau's "Case Briefing
Report" there is a notation dated December 12,
1973, that the Bureau was advised by the
U.S.G.S. that if the request for modification
were for only 80 or 120 acres, it would prob-
ably recommend approval, i.e., WI/4 SWY2 sec.
25, or EyN]D'4 see. 28. While this decision is
not intended to foreclose any proper applica-
tion for such reduced acreage, approval
thereof may only be granted if '.the parcel
qualifies under section S324.2-1.

WE CONCUR:

FREDERICK. FISHM&N,
Adiistrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS,
Adinistrative Judge.

DOYLE MILLING CO., INC.

17 IBLA 270

- - IDecided Septeniber 07, 1974

Appeal from a decision by the District
Manager, Coos Bay, Oregon, District
Office, Bureau of Land Management,
denying a request to recalculate ap-
pellant's liability under timber sale.
contracts 14-11-0008 (8)-312. and
14-11-0008 (8)-313.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Timber. .Sales and Disposals-
Words and Phrases

"Market value of the timber remaining."
In section 11 of Form 5430-3 (1966)-
Contract for the Sale of Timber, "Cruise
Sale"-the above phrase refers to a sin-
gle market value for~ the entire remaining
timber.

2. Timber Sales and Disposals-

Upon expiration of time for cutting and
removing timber under a Form 5430-3
(1966) lump sum timber sale contract,
the purchaser is entitled to a credit
against the amount due, such credit being
in the amount of the market value of the
timber remaining on the contract area, or
its pro rata cntract price, whichever is
less, computed on a lump sum rather than
a per species-basis.

APPEARANCES: Paul L. Roess, Esq.,
of McKeown, Newhouse, Foss &
Whitty, Coos Bay, Oregon,'for appel-
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lant. Donald P. Lawton, Esq., Office
of the Regional Solicitor, Department
of the Interior, Portland, Oregon, for
the Bureau of Land Management.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

-Doyle Milling Co., Inc., has ap-
pealed from a decision by the Coos
Bay District Office, Bureau of Land
Management, dated December 8,
1972; denying appellant's request
for a recalculation of its remaining

-liability for' failure to perform
under two timber sale contracts,
1-11-0008(8)-312 and 14-11-0008
(8)-313. See Appendix *1, p. 610.

The history of these contracts is
set forth in Doyle iMili'nag Con-
pany, 6 IBLA 190 (1972), in which
this Board affirmedthe District Of-
fice's. denial of 6hne year extensions
on the contracts. The contracts ter-
minated without any timber having
been removed by appellant. Follow'-'
ing that decision the case file was
returned to the D District Office in
order to determine whether a credit
for the timber remaining in the con-
tract area was available against the
purchase price due the Government.
Such a credit is available pursuant
to section 11 of the Bureallnof Land
Management's. standa rd timber
cruise sale contract, Form 5430-3
(1966). Section 11 reads:

If the time specified for cutting and
removal of -timber has expired or the

contract has been cancelled, the Pur-
chaser shall be entitled to a credit against
any amount which is de and owing to
the Government under this contract, of
the market value of the timber remaining
oi the' contract area, or its contract price
per unit for such timber, whichever is
less. The Authorized Officer shall estab-
lish market value as soon as possible
after the date of expiration or cancella-
tion through actual resale or by appraisal.
There shall be deducted therefrom such

amount as the Authorized Officer de-
termines adequate to cover the costs to

the Government resulting from the Pur-
chaser's failure to perform, including but
not limited to the costs of appraising

and of administering any resale of' the
timber. (Italics added.)

Previously, on October 27, 1972,
the timber remaining on the tracts
covered by contracts 312 and. 313
was sold at oral auction., Appellant
was awarded the two contracts, and
it subsequently assigned them to
Henry Westbrook III. Appellant's
re-purchase price for the timber re-
maining uncut under the two con-
tracts was;

Contract 312_ $194,496.70 (Lump sum).

Contract 313__. $193,897.95 (Lump sum),.

See Appendix 2, p. 611.

By. letter dated: November 14,
1972, 'the District Manager in-
formed appellant that under con-
tract 312 its remaining iability was
$126,068.75, for which the District
Manager 'made demand. The com-
putations of the District Manager
were summarized as follows.:,

1 It.will be noted from Appendixes 1 and 2
that the quantities estimated prior to the
resales varyfrom the quantity estimates prior
to the original contracts.
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Total purchase pricep
Payments completed - -

Unpaid. purchase price -- _--- - - -

Value of remaining timber:
Douglas fir, 1970 MBF at $90- $177,300. 00
'Western hemlock, 332 MBF at $38 - E 12,616. 00
Western redeedar, 18 MBF at $33 _- - 594. 00

- Q f ~~~~~~~$190,510. 00
Cost of reappraisal- -1,074. 75

$189,435. 25

607

$327,104. 00
-11,600. 00

$315,504. 00

-$189,435. 25

Remaining liabi ity _ ------------------- v-- $126,068. 75

* By letter of the same date appel-
lant was also informed by the Dis-
trict Manager that under contract

313 its': remaining liability was
$143,966.60, the District Manager's
computations being:

Total purchase price:- $322,514.80
Payments completed- 14,800. 00

Unpaid purchase price- _-_-_-_ - $307,714. 80
Value of remaining timber:

; Douglas fir, 1577 MBF at $88.05_ $138,854.85
Grand fir, 1041 MBF at $23.35- -- - 24,307. 35
Western hemlock, 12 TM RF at $47.30 -567. 20

a Western redeedar, 24 MBF at $48.35 - 1,160.40
Red alder, 152 MBF at $3.00 - 456.00

$165,346.20
dost of appraisal -1,598.00

$163,748. 20 -$163,748.20

Remaining liability '-$--$143,966.60

It will be noted that for some species
the District Manager used the orig-
inal contract price per unit" and
for some species he used the resale
cdnItract "price per unit,? selecting
the lower of the two. For example,
in contract 312 lie computed the
credit for Douglas fir on the basis of
the resale coutract, "price per unit"

of $151. For western hemlock he
computed the credit on the basis of
the $38 original contract "price per
unit,'' rather than on the resale con-
tract 'price per unit" of $48.65.

Appellant by letters dated No-
vember 28, 1i2, requested the Dis-
trict office to recalculate the re-
maining liability due the Govern-
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ment under both of the original con-
tracts. The District Manager on De-
cember 8, 1972, denied such request
and appellant has appealed such
denial.

Appellant admits its liability un-
der the contracts; however, it dis-
putes the Government's method of
computing the damages under sec-
tion 11 of the contracts. The District
Office interpreted such section as
availing the Goverlnment of the op-
tion of determining the credit for
remaining timber on the basis of
original contract price per unit or
actual resale price, separately for
each species included in the con-
tracts.

Appellant contends that such an
interpretation is erroneous and that
the Government was bound to assess
credit on a lump-sum basis, choosing
for each contract the lesser of total
actual resale value or contract price
per unit for the entire contract, ra-
ther than separately comparing con-
tract price with resale value for each
species.

The District Office interpretation
is based in part upon a memoran-
dum opinion rendered by the Office
of the Regional Solicitor, Portland,
Oregon, and directed to the Oregon
State Director, Bureau of Land
Management, dated September 29,
1972. The conclusion therein was
that in computing credit, the con-
tract price per unit for each species
had to be compared with the market
value for each species andthe lesser
of the two used to determine the
amount of credit available to the
purchaser. The memorandlum ex-

plained that the original draft of
section 11 read " * * of the market
value of the timber remaining on
the contract area, or its contract
price per unit, per species, which-
ever is less." Subsequently, "per spe-
cies" was deleted as redundant and
the language changed to its present
form, "its contract price per unit
for such timber." If the language
deleted from section 11 was redun-
dant, then the deletion did not affect
the meaning of the provision.

The memorandum also cites lan-
guage from various decisions in sup-
port of its position; however, in
none of these cases-was the point at
issue discussed or ruled upon.

Both counsel have cited the Uni-
form Commercial Code § 2-706,
Seller's Resale Including Contract
for Resale. The Government quotes
§2-706(6) which reads, "The seller
is not accountable to the buyer for
any profit made on any resale." This
principle is well established and is
not disputed by appellant. How-
over, such principle is not applica-
ble herein as the remaining timber
was sold on a lump-sum basis which
was less than the original contract
price. Appellant cited § 2-706 (1) as
stating the general rule for the
amount recoverable by a seller upon
resale:

* * [T]he seller.may resell the goods
concerned or the ucndelivered balance
thereof. Where the resale is made in good
faith and in a commercially reasonable
manner the seller may recover the dif-
ference between the resale price and the
contract price** * (Italics added.)

Appellant points out that "profits"
on the one hand, and' damages by

608 [81 I.D
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way of a deficiency on the other, are
mutually exclusive concepts. Appel-
lant argues that we, are concerned
with a deficiency and the general
rule for determining the amount re-
coverable by a seller upon resale
should be applicable, that principle
having been incorporated into sec-
tion 11 of the contracts.

We can find no ubstantive au-
thority for the District Office per
species interpretation. First, it will
be noted that section 11 states the
market value will be determined
"through actual resale or by ap-
praisal." The only_. "actual re-
sale[sil" here concerned were resales
on the lump sum rather than unit
basis. The prices per unit listed in
the resale contracts are not the con-
tract prices to be paid. In BLM
Manual 5424, Appendix , page 31,
interpreting section 11, it is signifi-
cant there is no mention that credit
is to be computed on a per species
basis when the total market value of
the timber is less than the value com-
puted on the basislof the original
contract.

[1, 2] The phrase "Market value
of the timber remaining" refers to a
single market value for the entire
remaining timber. For the above
reasons we conclude that the correct
method of assessing credit available
to a defaulting purchaser under
these circumstances is upon the basis
of the lump-sum method. The pur-
chaser is entitled to credit for the
amount of the market value of the
timber remaining on the contract

area, or its pro rata contract price 2

for such timber, whichever is less.
Appellant herein will also receive
credit for the amount he has paid,
less the cost of reappraisal and re-
sale as provided in section 11.
I In the present case, appellant's
remaining liability under the con-
tracts is: 

Contract 312

Original contract price_
Cost of reappraisal an(

resale ___ _- __-_.

- $327, 104. 00
1

1, 074. 75

$328, 178. 75
Installment paid-___ - 11, 600. 00
Amount received on re-

sale --- _------___--_-194,496. 70

Amount due the Gov-
ernment _---____

Contract 313
Original, contract price__
Cost of reappraisal and
I resale -----------

$122,082.05

$322, 514. 80

-: 1, 598. 00

$324, 112. 80
Installment paid -- __ - 14, 800. 00
Amount received on re-

sale __ ------ 193, 897.95-

Amount due the Gov-
ernment -_---_ $115, 414. 85

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of

' We note that the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, in a memorandum dated Janu-
ary 5, 1973, transmitting the files herein to
this Board, stated that: "The contract for
the sale of timber is being revised. We plan
to reword Section 1 so that it can be clearly
interpreted that the 'lump-sum' method is to
be used to determine credit value of the
remaining timber." If section 11 is to be
revised for future lump-sum contracts, it
would seem that the words "contract price per
unit" should be carified.

c00] 609
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the lnterior, 43 CFR 4.1 ,the dci- WVE CONCJR.

sion appealed from is reversed land n .o.nd ter ewis
- - ~~~~~~~Anne Poindexter Lewis, the case remanded. y V y; Adrninistrative Judge.

JOSEPH W. Goss, EDW RD W: SiuEBING,
Administrative Judge. Adinimnistrative Judye.

APPENDIX I

Original contract 312 sets forth the following estimates:

Estimated volume Amount of
Species or quantity Price per unit estimated volume

(units specified) or quantity
X unit price

Douglas fir -2, 076 M bd. ft. $151. 00 $313, 476. 90
Western hemlock - 343 M bd. ft. 38. 00 13, 034. 00
Western redeedar - 18 M bd. ft. 33' 00 4594. 00

Totals - 2, 437 M bd. ft.- - _---$327, 104.:00

In original contract 313, the following estimates are listed:

Estimated volume Amount of
Species or quantity Price per unit estimated volume

(units specified) o uatity
( unit price

Douglas fir - 1,895 Mbd. ft. $151.00 $286,145.-00
Grand fir - -1,406 M bd. ft. 23. 35 . 32, 830. 10
Western hemlock --- 6 M bd. ft. 47.30 283' 80
Western redeedar 30 M bd. ft. 48. 35', 1, 450. 50
Red alder - 153 M bd. ft. 11. 80 S 1, 805. 40

Totals -3, 490 M bd. ft. $322, 514. 80;
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APPENDIX II

In the contracts for repurchase of the timber remaining on the area of original
contracts, the following estimates are set forth:

Timber fron Contract 312

Estimated volume Amount of
Species or quantity Price per unit estimated volume

(units specified) or quantity
X unit price

Douglas fir -_ 1, 970 M bd. ft. $90. 00 $177, 300. 00
Western hemlock 332 M bd. ft. 48. 65 16, 151. 80
Western redeedar 18 M bd. ft. 58. 05 1, 044. 90

Totals -2, 320 M bd. ft. $194, 496. 70

Ti fiber from Contract 313

Estimated volume Amount of
Species or quantity Price per unit estimated volume

(units specified) or quantity
Xunit price

Douglas fir- - 1, 577 M bd. ft. $88. 05 $138, 854. 85
Grand fir - - 1, 041 M bd. ft. 50. 10 52, 154. I0
Western hemlock 12 M bd. ft. 63. 55 762. 60
Western redcedar 24 M bd. ft. 69. 60 1, 670. 40
Red alder -152 M bd. ft. 3.00 456. 00

Totals -___ 2, 806 M bd. ft. $198, 897. 95

.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1974



E1SrATI OF ROI RAHRAHRAH (D33QEASniIh COMACI
UNALLOMrD)
October 18, 191*

ESTATE OF ROE K AHR AX
(DECEASED C0OANCHE

UNIALLOTTED)

3 IBIA 125
Decided October 18,1974

Appeal from an order denying peti.
tion for rehearing.

Reversed in Part and Remanded.'

1. Indian Probate: State Law:
Applicability to Indian Probate,
Testate-390.2
A state law which provides that a child
who is not named or provided for in the
will of his parent shall take as if the
testator died intestate, is not applicable
to Indian wills.

2. Indian Probate: State Law:
Applicability to Indian 'Probate,
Testate-390.2
A state law providing that a child shall
take as If the parent died intestate if the
child is not named or provided for in his,
will does not apply to Indian wills exe-
cuted pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 373.

APPEARANCES: Richard S. Roberts,
for Alicia Faye Kahrahrah Wilson,
Bertha Komacheet-Kahrahrah, Phoebe
Ann Kahrahrah Heath and Bernard
Kahrahrah,- appellants; Vincent
Knight of the Legal Aid Society of
Oklahoma County, Inc., for Krandall
Roe Kahrahrah, a minor, appellee.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Alicia Faye Kahrahrah Wilson,
Bertha Komacheet Kahrahrah,

Phoebe Ann Kahrahrah Heath and
Bernard Kahrahrah, hereiniiafter re-
ferred to as appellants, through
their attorney, Richard S. Roberts,
have appealed from a decision of
an Administrative Law Judge,
dated November 9, 1973, denying
their petition for rehearing of the
estate herein whereon an Order Ap-
proving Will and Decreeing Dis-
tribution was issued on May 11,
1973.

Roe Kahrahrah, hereinafter re-
ferred to as testator, an unallotted
Comanche Indian of the State of:
Oklahoma, died testate on Novem-
ber 19, 1971, at the age of 56 years.

After being duly noticed, a hear-
ing was held at Anadarko, Okla-
homa, on March 8, 1973, for the
purpose of ascertaining the heirs at
law of the testator, claims against
the estate, if any, and the probate of
the purported last will and testa-
ment dated December 12, 1968.
From the evidence adduced at the
hearing the decedent's last will and
testament of December 12,1968, was
approved by the Judge.

The testator in said will and test-
ament, as approved, made specific
devises of trust interest to the ap-
pellants. The rest and residue of his
trust estate, if any there be, was de-
vised to his estranged wife, Bertha
Komacheet Kahrahrah.

The Judge in his Order Approv-
ing Will and Decreeing Distribu-
tion, dated May 11, 1973, awarded
to Krandall Roe Kahrahrah, ap-
pellee herein, as a posthumous son,
an undivided one-sitli interest in

81 I.D. No. 10
563-525--4-l
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all of the testator's trust and re-
stricted property thereby reducing
the respective interests of the de-
visees to an undivided five-sixth
interest.

Phoebe Ann, Kahrahrah Heath,
one of the devisees, filed a petition
for rehearing on July 2, 1973, set-
ting forth the following reasons in
support of her petition:

1. Said Order is unjust to the decedent
and to this lawfully designated benefici-
ary and is contrary to law.

2. Said Order approved claims without
proof as required by rules and regula-
tions for the protection of restricted In-
dians.

3. Said Order is contrary to the Laws
of the State of Oklahoma as regards
Descent and Distribution where an il-
legitimate child offers no proof of pa-
ternity. There is no proof that the child
named Krandall Roe Kahrahrah in his
birth certificate is the son of the deceased
Roe Kahrahrah.

4. Said Order constitutes an arbitrary
substitution, in fact and in law, of the
opinion of the Administrative Law Judge
which is contrary to the material relevant
and competent evidence. Krandall Roe
Xahrahrah should not be entitled to a
1./ interest in this Estate.

5. Said Order fails to consider that the
beneficiaries were without counsel and as
a result were unable to have their day
in court.

6. The DATA FOR HEIRSHIP FIND-
ING AND FAMILY HISTORY which
lists Esther Jean Parker as a common
law wife and Krandall Roe Kahrahrah as
a son is without foundation or fact.

The Judge on November 9, 1973,
denied the petition for rehearing.
Bernard Kahrahrah, for himself,
and for the other devisees, under
the will of December 12, 1968, filed
on January 3, 1974, a timely appeal
from the dehial.

Aside from the issue of the valid-
ity of creditors' claims, the reasons
given in support of the appeal are
substantially the same as those
given in the petition for rehearing
hereinabove set forth and need not
be repeated.

Considering the reasons, there
appears to be only one issue to be
resolved by this Board, which is:

Was the Judge in error in holding
that the posthumous son was en-
titled to share in a testator's estate
as if he had died intestate?

We disagree with the Judge in
holding that the posthumous son
was entitled under state law (84
Okla. Stat. Ann. § 131 (1970)) to
share in the testator's estate as if he
had died intestate.

[1 & 2] In the Estate of Loretta
Pederson, 1 IBIA 14, 77 I.D. 270
(1970), this Board held that a state
law which provides that a child who
is not named or provided for in the
will of his parents shall take as if
the testator died intestate is not ap-
plicable to Indian wills and that
such wills are governed by federal
law, Act of February 14, 1913, 37
Stat. 678 and regulations promul-
gated by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior. (Italics added.)

The purpose of the February 14,
1913 Act, spra, was to allow In-
dians' a right to make a will dispos-
ing of trust property free'of state
restrictions as to portions to be con-
veyed and as to the object of the
testator's bounty, Blanset v. Cardin,
256 U.S. 319 (1921). It is well set-
tled that a state law which provides
that when a child is not mentioned

t81 I.D.
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in a will he shall take an intestate's
share has no application to Indian
wills. Estate of Harry Shale, IA-
880 (November 21, 1958). The Ex-
aminer (now Administrative Law
Judge) is not bound to apply a state
statute regarding pretermitted
theirs. Estate of Charles Clement
Richard, IA-1260 (July 15, 1963).
Absent an act of Congress, the Sec-
retary, in determining the rights of
pretermitted heirs in Indian pro-
bate matters, will not follow any
state statutes dealing with the sub-
ject, Estate of William Cecil
Robedeaux, 1 IBIA 106, 78 I.D.
234 (1971).

In light of the foregoing deci-
sions, the decision of the Judge in
allowing Krandall Kahrahrah by
virtue of 84 Oklahoma Statutes
Annotated § 131 (1970), an un-
divided one-sixth share in the
testator's trust estate as if the
testator had died intestate, should
be reversed and* the matter
remanded to the Judge for the is-
suance of an appropriate order con-
sistent with this decision and with
the provisions of the approved last
will and testament of Roe Kakrah-
rah, dated December 12,1968.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge, dated July 7, 1972,
only insofar as it allows Krandall
Kahrahrah an undivided one-sixth
inter'et in the estate herein is
REBYBRSED and the matter is
REMANDED to the Judge for the

purpose of issuing an appropriate
order consistent with this opinion
and with the provisions of Roe
Kahrahrah's will of December 12,
1968.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALExANDER H. WILsoN,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:
MTCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF EVERGREEN
ENGINEERING, INC.

IBCA-994-5-73
Decided October 29, 1974

Contract No. 53500-CT2-258, Im-
perial Sand Dunes Road Project,
Bureau of Land Management.

Motion to Dismiss-Granted in Part.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dis-
covery-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Dismissal
Where a contractor failed to respond to
interrogatories propounded to it pursuant
to an Order of the Board, on the ground
that it did not receive a copy of the inter-
rogatories, which were served upon it by
certified mail, and the record; co&ined
a Postal Service form showing receipt by
the contractor, the Government's motion
to apply sanctions against the contractor
is granted and the claim relating to the,
information sought by the interrogatories
is dismissed without prejudice to rein
statement f the interrogatories are- re-
spouded to in 3days.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Carl t. :Dybee,
President, Evergreen Were,
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Inc., Tempe, Arizona, for the appel-
lant; Mr. David E. Lofgren, Depart-
ment Counsel, Portland, Oregon, for
the Government.

Order Dimising Appeal in Part

The Government has moved to
dismiss this appeal, under Section
4.127 of our rules (43 CFR 4.127)1
on the ground that the appellant
failed to answer written interroga-
tories propounded to it pursuant to
an Order of the Board. The appel-
lant's response to the motion is that
it "never received any interrogato-
ries in any form * *

This appeal arose out of a road
construction project contract in the
amount of $235,206.10, which was
increased by one bilateral and one
unilateral modification to $300,-
887.60.- Before us are claims by- the
appellant totaling approximately
$225,000 which the contracting offi-
cer'has denied.

Although its full extent is unclear
from the record before us, a major
element of the appeal, according to
Department counsel, involves work
performed by Massey Sand and
Rock Co., a subcontractor. This

I See. 4127 provides as follows:
"In the event of failure of a party to com-

ply witA request of the Board for production
of documents .or other material, l * * or
failure to answer written nterrogatories ** *
without showing just cause or excuse for such
failure 'to the Board, the Board may (a)
decide the: fact or Issue relating to material
which the Board has requested to be produced,
or relatling tolwhat might have been elicited
from the' person whose testimony was re-
qUested, in' accordance with the claim of the
other party or in accordance with other

evidence available to the Board; (b) dismiss
all oi'*rt of an 'appeal in appropriate cir-
cumstances-i-'r (a) make such other ruling
as the Board dt*ermInes is lust and proper."

work precipitated litigation by Mas-
sey against the appellant, Ever-'
green's surety, and the Government,
in the United States District Court
in California, which the Govern-
ment believes was settled by the ap-
pellant for the sum of $65,000 some
time after October 5,1973.

Department counsel contends
that, in view of their apparent ef-
fect on this appeal, the details of the
settlement, as well as the agreement
with Massey, should be made avail-
able to the. Government. His posi-
tion is that knowledge of the terms
of the subcontract is essential in
order to determine whether, the
Massey. claim is cognizable by the
Board under Severin v. United
States, 99 Ct. Cl. 43 (1943). He
maintains that discovery is also nec-
essary to ascertain the impact of the
settlement on the issues in the
appeal.'

Consequently, after the appellant
failed to respond to a request to fur-
nish such information voluntarily,
the Government filed a motion dated
November 30, 1973, for an order per-
mitting it to serve written inter-
rogatories upon the appellant
concerning the settlement; and to in-
spect the subcontract and other doc-
uments related to the settlement. No
objection having been received, the
Board issued an Order on Decem-
ber 19,.1973., granting the motion.

In the meantime, however, pre-
sumably sparked by the motion and
Department counsel's earlier re-
quests, the appellant sent him two
letters, dated December 11, 1973.
One purportedly contained a. copy

tS1 .
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of the Massey subcontract, but did
not, according to Department.coun-
sel. The second mentioned that the
settlement was entered into at the
urging of the appellant's surety.

Although Department counsel re-
garded the appellant's responses as
unsatisfactory, he believed they
evinced .a desire to cooperate. Ac-
cordingly, by lette rdated Decem-
ber 26, 1973, he advised the appel-
lant that the Board's Order would
be implemented only "as a last re-
sort," if the information was not
forthcoming voluntarily. So far as
we can determine from the record
before us, however, the appellant
neither provided any additional. in-
formation nor made any response to
the Government since its letters of
December 11 1973.

Ultimately, then, on June 17,
1974, the Government served pro-
posed interrogatories on the appel-
lant, to be answered within thirty
days. They sought information
relating solely to Massey's perform-
ance under the subcontract and the
terms of the settlement. No request
was made for the production of any
documents except the subcontract.

Upon appellant's failure either to
object or respond to the interroga-
tories, after more than thirty days
had' elapsed, the Government' filed
the motion before us under see.
4.127, on August 9, 1974. The Board
then issued an Order on August 14,
1974, directing the appellant to show
cause why the appeal shoild not be
:dismissed, as Lequested, because of
its: failure to furnish answers to the
interrogatories. It was this Order

which apparently precipitated ap-
:pell'ant's response, by letter dated
'September 3, 1974, that "interroga-
tories in any form" were "never
received."

In deciding the only other appli-
cation for sanctions to. come before
us since our rule 4127: was promul-
gated in 1969, we. held- that some-
thing more is required than mere
noncompliance.2 If 'the party
against whom sanctions are sought
demonstrates just cause or excuse
for its default, the rule will not be
invoked..

The appellant, however, has not
made any attempt to justify its con-
duct. At no time did It object to the
substance or form of the interroga-
torties. It did notcontest the Gov-
ernment's motion which culminated
in our Order of December i9, 1973,
permitting interrogatories to be
propounded. It ha' not asserted
that the Order was not received. It
has not claimed that its' letters of
DecemberI 11, 1973, to the Go4rin-
ment furnished' the information
desired or constituted compliance.

We' have also, noted that the ap-
pellant is not represented by an at-
torney in this case. Boards tradi-
tionally have applied procedural
rules less stringently against con-
tractors appearin for themselves.3

In, this case,, however,, the appeal
file Contains factual and. legal

tM.TR. IX ltn. Joe, IBCA-9T7-.1-72
(July 17, 1973),,7L.-24 CA par. .l.146.

see' e akIonBE 't Ooenatow Oempany, Gs-
BCA No. 3979 (May *0, 1974), 74: BA
par. 10,640.; J.L. G e G.ustruot oRdo.. Inc.,
NASA BCA g~o. 96548 (July 27, 1967), 37-2
BOA par. 6472.

-615]' 617
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memoranda by the appellant which
clearly demonstrate its ability to
comprehend the substantive and
procedural niceties of Government
prourement law.

The appellant's sole explanation
for defaulting is that it did not re-
ceive the interrogatories. Non-re-
ceipt, of course, would constitute a
good excuse, but here the only evi-
dence before us points entirely to
the contrary. The interrogatories
were sent by certified mail-return
receipt requested, properly ad-
dressed, and, according to the Pos-
tal Service Form 3811, were re-
ceived by the appellant on June 26,
1974. In the absence of any evidence
to the contrary by the appellant the
return receipt showing delivery is
controlling. A mere denial of re-
ceipt is insufficient to overcome such
prima facie proof of service.4

C13 Accordingly, on the record
before us we are compelled to con-
chude that the interrogatories were
received' by the appellant. We are
further constrained to. find that the
appellant has demonstrated neither
just cause nor sufficient excuse for
not responding and thus failing to
comply with our Order. Whatever
brought about the appellant's de-
fault, it has impeded the. orderly
processing of this appeal and the
functioning of this Board. The im-
-position of sanctions is therefore
warranted, although we undertake

"4See American 4Litfran ComrpanV, Inc.,
IBCA-492-485 (January 21, 19B3), 73 IVD.
15, '21, 661 CA par. '532, at 25, 027;
Frederik 0. Noheten, 'A5ECA N. 15739
(June 21, 1971), 11-2 'ACA pfar.. 92. o

such a drastic measure with ex-
treme reluctance.

The Board has wide latitude
under sec. 4.127 not only to deter-
mine if sanctions should be in-
voked but also the nature of the
penalty. We may decide the fact or
issue relating to the Massey Sand
and Rock Co. subcontract in ac-
cordance with the position of the
Government, or we may dismiss all
or part of the appeal, or make such
other ruling as we determine to be
just and proper.

It appears from the record be-
fore us that Massey was involved
with a claim for hot bituminous
concrete relating to Bid Item 17. We
are not otherwise able to determine
precisely what additional work, if
any, was performed under the Mas-
sey subcontract. Consequently, in
the absence of such information,
and by reason of the state of the
pleadings, we are in no position to
decide any specific facts or issues
which pertain to Massey in favor of
the Government, as we are permit-
ted to do under sec. 4.127.

Accordingly, we regard dismis-
sal of the hot bituminous concrete
claim as the only appropriate sanc-
tion' here. That aspect of the appeal
is hereby dismissed without prej-
udice to reinstatement if the inter-
rogatories previously propounded
are responded to and a copy of the
Massey subcontract is produced
within 30 days after receipt of a
copy of this Order. However,
should the appellant fail to com-

[81 LD.
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ply with the terms of this Order,
the hot bituminous concrete claim
will be dismissed with prejudice.

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

BROWN LAND COMPANY, APPEL-
LANT, THE CLEVELAND-CLIFFS
IRON COMPANY, APPELLEE

17 IBLA 368
Decided October 29, 1974

Appeal from decision of Wyoming
State Office, dismissing adverse claims
against mineral patent applications
W42392 and W-42393.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Appeals--Rules of Practice: Gen-
erally-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Dismissal-Rules of Practice: Ap-
peals: Service on Adverse Party

Where an appellant serves appellee,
rather than appellee's counsel of record,
with the notice of appeal and statement
of reasons, and it appears that appellee's
response to those documents reflects a
full understanding of the crucial issues
involved, summary dismissal of the ap-
peal under 43 FR 4.402 need not be in-
voked, and will not be invoked in appro-
priate situations.

2. Accounts: Fees and Commissions-
Accounts: Payments-Mining Claims:
Gtnerally-Wlnhing Claims: Possessory
Right-Payments: Generally

Where filing fees for adverse claims
against mineral patent applications are
tendered' timely to the appropriate Bu-
reau of Land Management office, and
such office erroneously refuses to receive

-such payment, and accepts payment there-
for one day later upon recognition of its
error, the payment may be properly re-
garded as having been made as of the
date of tender thereof.

3. Administrative Authority: Gen-
erally-Administrative Practice-
Mining Claims: Possessory Right

Where an asserted adverse claim is filed
timely against a mineral patent applica-
tion, and suit is commenced timely in a
court of competent jurisdiction, the De-
partment is not obligated to decide
whether the asserted adverse claim is a
proper claim within the ambit of 30
U.S.C. §§ 29, 30 (1970), but may suspend
action on the mineral patent application
to await the result of the judicial pro-
ceedings.

APPEARAkNCES: Daniel M. Burke,
Esq., Casper, Wyoming, for appellant;
R. Lauren Moran, Esq., -of Lohf &
Barnhill, P.C., Denver,. Colorado, for
appellee.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMAN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Brown Land Company has ap-
pealed from a decision, dated Janu-
ary 14, 1974, rendered by the
Wyoming State Offce, Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), which
dismissed its adverse claims filed
against the mineral patent applica-
tions W-42392 and W-42393 of the
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Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company.
The adverse claims were dismissed
'because the $10 filing fee required
by the pertinent regulation, 43 CFR
3871.1(d), to be paid with each ad-
verse claim, was not paid timely.

The mineral patent applications
were the subject of a "Notice of Ap-
plication for Mineral Patent"
whose publication commenced Octo-
ber 25, 1973. Under Rev. tat.
§ 2325, a aended, 30 U.s.C. § 29
(1970), an adverse claim must be
filed with the Manager of the
proper land office prior to the ex-
piration of 60 days from the date
of first publication. The expiration
date in this case was December 26,
1973, since the office was, officially
closed on December 24 and 25, 1973
(43 CFR 1821.2(e)). Gwillirm v.
Donnella, 115 US. 45, 49 (1885).
See DaM. v. aunheim, 132 U.S. 260
(1889), and cases cited in notes 182-
84 following 30 U.S.C.A. §29
(1971).

Appellant asserts in the main that
its agents endeavored to pay the $20
filing fees on December 26,1973, but
that they were informed that such
filing fees were "not necessary."
BLM corrected its position late on
December 26, but also assertedly
indicated "that it would not be nec-
essary to have someone go to the
office' that afternoon to pay the fee,
but rather that Mr. Burke [appel-
lant's attorney] should mail a check
for Twenty * * * Dollars to the
Bureau of Land Management." Ap-
pellant also asserts "[that the
check was mailed forthwith and was
received by the Bureau of Land

Management on the following day."
Appellee contends that timely pay-
ment of the filing fee is mandatory
and that failure so to pay requires
dismissal of an adverse claim. Inthe
alternative appellee says a hearing
is necessary to establish the facts.
Before discussing those issues, we
turn to a procedural contention
made by appellee.

[1] Appellee asserts that the ap-
peal must be dismissed because
copies of the notice of appeal and
statement of reasons were not
served upon appellee's counsel, as
required by the decision appealed
from, but rather were served upon
appellee company.

Appellee adverts to 43 CFR 4.22
(b) and 43 CFR 4.402 which read
as follows:

(b) Servioe generall. A copy of each
document filed in a proceeding before the
Office of Hearings and Appeals must be
served by the filing party on the other
party or parties in the case. In all cases
where a party is represented by an at-
torney, such attorney will be recognized
as fully controlling the case on behalf
of his client, and service of any document
relating to the proceeding shall be made
upon such attorney In addition to any
other service specifically required by law
or by rule, order, or regulation of an Ap-
peals Board. Where a party is repre-
sented by more than one attorney, service
upon one of the attorneys shall be
suflciffent.

§ 4.402. Summary d8mi8sal.
An appeal to the Board [of Land Ap-

peals] will be subject to summary dis-
missal by the Board for any of the fol-
lov ing causes:

(a) If a statement of the. reasons for
the appeal is not included in the notice
of-appeal and is not filed within the time
require&;
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(b) If the notice of appeal Is not served
upon adverse parties within the time re-
quired; and

(e)- If the statement of reasons, If not
contained in the notice of appeal, Is not
served upon adverse parties within the
time required.

It is true, as asserted by appellee,
that the regulations contemplate
that the attorney for an adverse
party, rather than the adverse party
itself, be served with copies of per-
tinent documents. However, the reg-
ulations do not mandate that a fail-
ure to serve, in conformity with 43
CFR 4.22(b), .necessarily requires
summary dismissal of the' appeal.
Such failure renders the appeal 8ub-
ject to 8ummqary dismimsaZ, a discre-
tionary determination. Tagala- v..
qomsuteh, 411 F.2d 589, 590 (9th Cir.
1969.); Preaentin.. v. Seaton, 284
F.2d 195, 199 (.C. Cir. 1960). Ap-
pellee's answer to the statement of
reasons for appeal reflects a full un-
derstanding of the crucial issues and
we see no reason to invoke the harsh
result.

Turning to the issue of the pay-
ment timely of the filing fees, we
note that appellee states that the
reasons advanced by appellant "con-
sist entirely of assertions of fact."

[2] The Board has endeavored
to ascertain the facts by its letter of
August 6, 1974, to the BLM State
DireclorI for .Wyoming. His re-
sponse. stated in pertinent portion as
follows:

In response to your request dated Au-
gust 6 concerning the Brown Land Com-
pany's allegations in: its statement of
reasons for appeal IBLA .74-211, W-

42392, W-42393, we submit the-following
statements:

1. On December 2, 1973, within the
time limits for filing adverse claims. In
this matter, Adverse Claims were filed'
on behalf of Brown Land Company .by
its representative In.the appropriate office
in' Cheyenne, Wyoming. Personnel of this
office could not recollect the name of the
individual. who physically filed the
claims.

2. Twenty dollars were tendered pursu-
ant to 43 CFR Subpart 3871.1(d).

3. The tender was not accepted; per-
sonnel of this office stated that a filing
fee was not necessary.

4. Upon receipt of the Adverse Claims
documents to be filed and inquiry as to
whether a filing fee was required, the
receiving clerk stated that she thought
a filingL fee was required and turned to
a superior in the room and inquired as
to whether a filing fee was necessary.

5. The receiving clerk did inquire of a
superior in the' presence of the Brown
Land Company's representative. Her su-
perior stated that a filing fee was not
necessary.

7. [sec A call was received from a per-
son identifying himself as Daniel M.
Burke, Casper, who informed the clerk
the regulations did require a iling fee
be paid, that ELM personnel were mis-
taken in rejecting the tender earlier,. and
that he would call another friend in
Cheyenne who would come Immediately
to the office and pay the required filing
fee.

8. The telephone conversation tran-
spired on December 26, 1973, before clos-
ing of the Bureau of Land Management
Office and transpired within the time
limits for filing an adverse claim in this
matter.

9. After the regulations were re-
searched at Mr. Burke's request and we
acknowledged our, error, Mr. Burke was.
informed that since it was our error the'
adverse claim Would be considered filled!
asof the 26t day of December, 197% and
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that it would not De necessary to have
someone go to the office that afternoon
to pay the fee but rather that Mr. Burke
should mail a check for twenty dollars
to the Bureau of Land Management. The
check was received by the BLM the fol-
lowing day.

10. Tender of the filing fees on Decem-
lber 26, 1973, and filing them December 27,
1973, does not satisfy the requirements of
43 CFR Subpart 3871.1(d), and the fees
were not timely filed.

11 & 12. We agree that Mr. Burke was
badly misled by Bureau employees and
that, in fairness, his claims should be con-
sidered timely filed. In view of the in-
volvement of a third party in the action
at issue, however, we did not feel that
we had the discretion to waive the literal
requirement of 43 CFR 3871.1(d).

The State Director's letter fully
supports appellant's contentions
and appellee has not attempted to
controvert the contents of the State
Director's letter. In the circuln-
stances, a hearing would serve no
useful purpose. A tender of pay-
ment, erroneously refused by a Bu-
reau of Land Management' office, is
suffloient to meet the requirements
of payment as of the date tendered.
Thereafter, Actual payment must be
made within a reasonable time.
H. E. Stwcen-ofi, 67 I.D. 285,288
(1960); Of. James M-iZon Cann,, 1g
IBLA 374 (1974).

133 Appellee, in its response to
appellant's statement of reasons,
asserts, that the "issues presented by
tho adverse claims concerned are
not a proper subject for adverse
proceedings and the adverse claims
sWould be dismissed on the merits
for, that reason." AppelIee. thus
takes the position, as it does) in its
letbr. ef September 5 1974, that

apart from any issue of procedural
deficiencies, the adverse claims are
not cognizable within the ambit of
30 U.S.C. §29, 30 (1970). The
ground asserted by appellant as its
basis for adverse claims' is as fol-
lows:

II. The nature and extent of the in-
terference or conflict is that Brown be-
lieves it is the. owner or lessee of all of
the surface aecting the captioned
claims; and, therefore, with respect to
this matter, all right, title, interest and
possession in, to and of said claims had
by the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company,
the claimant herein, and hereinafter re-
ferred to as "Claimant", is had only
through Brown pursuant to contract, evi-
denced by the documents attached here-
to. as "Exhibits B-" through "a,
which Exhibits are certified documents
and are by this reference incorporated
herein and made a part hereof, and which
contract has been breached by Claimant,
reverting to Brown all right, title, inter-
est and possession had' by Claimant in,
to and of said claims; or, pursuant to
said contract, all right, title, interest
and possession in, to and of all claims
is held by claimant in constructive trust
for Brown's benefit

We note that on January 25,
1974, appellant commenced suits,
Civil No. 74-13 and'Civil No. 74-
14, in the United States District
Court for the District of Wyoming
against appellee.

Appellee argues in its answering
brief on appeal as follows:

Adverse claim procedures only apply
where one-mineral claimant contests the
right, of another minerals claimant. It is

1 Appellant's Interest apparently stems from
rights derived from patents ismued under the
StQek-Raising Homestead Act, as, amnife4,
43 U.S.C. 291-301 (1970). Under 43 U.S.C.
§259 (1P70), all Minerals are eserved to the
Utiited Staies In all such conveyances.
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some claim or holding adverse in inter-
est to that which is claimed by the Ap-
plicant forpatent. Its purpose is to ini-
tiate a contest to determine who is en-
titled to the possession of the ground in
controversy, and to guide the Land Of-
fice in the issuance of patent. (2 Am.
Law of Mining § 9.13).

The proper scope and subject matter
of adverse proceedings has consistently
been limited by the courts to those is-
sues directly affecting the right to pa-
tent vis' a vis' truly conflicting claim-
ants. Therefore, the claims of co-owners
are not adverse claims for purposes of
such proceedings. Turner v. Sawyer, 150
U.S. 578 (1893); Thomas v. Filing, 25
L.D. 495 (1897); Estate of-Bower [sic]
v. Superior Perlite Mines, Ic.,-81 I.D.
30, IBLA 72-411, GFS (Min) 14 IBLA
201 (1974). Similarly, the claims of a
lienor against a debtor's claim to patent
are not the appropriate subject for ad-
verse claims proceedings. Butte Hard-
ware Co. v. Frank, 25 Mont. 344, 65 P. 1
(1901). Nor need a party who, prior to
publication, had himself gone through all
the regular proceedings required to ob-
tain a patent on the same lands, protest
against a subsequent application to pe-
serve his rights. Steel v. Gold Lead Gold
& Silver Mining Co., 18 Nev. 80, 1 P. 448
(1883).

In Union Oil Co., 65 I.D. 245, 248-
49 (1958), the Department dis-
cussed adverse claims as follows:

The Department has for many years
held that an adverse claim must be filed
only by rival mining claimants and that
an oil and gas lessee does not fall into
that category. In Joseph . MClory et
al., 50 L.D. 623 (1924), an oil and gas
permittee filed a protest against a min-
eral patent application, during the period
of publication, which the local officers
treated as adverse claim. The Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office (now
Director of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement) held that the protestant was

not asserting his claim under the United
States mining laws and that therefore
his protest could not be treated as an,
adverse claim under sections 2325 and
2326 of the Revised Statutes (30 U.S.C.,
1952 ed, sees. 29 and 30). ***

Appellant does not claim to hold
any mining claims conflicting with
the claims in issue. We need not,
however, for the purpose of the con-
troversy, determine whether appel-
lant's protests constitute "adverse
claims" within the purview of the
law. It is well settled that where ju-
dicial proceedings have teen ini-
tiated in a court of competent ju-
risdiction based upon an asserted
adverse claim, the Department may
await the result of proceedings so
begun before giving further consid-
eration to the protest. Thomas v.
Elig, 25 L.D. 495, 498 (1897).

In the circumstances, we deem it
appropriate to suspend action on the
cases pending the 'result of the judi-
cial proceedings.

Accordingly, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is reversed and
the cases remanded for appropriate
consideration in the light of this
decision.

FREDERICx FISHMAN,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUIR:

ANNE P6INDEXTR Lts,.
Administrative Judge.

MARIN RITVO,
Administrative Judge.
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JEWELL RIDGE OAL
CORPORATION

3 IBMA 376

Decided October 29, 1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a
decision by an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. NORT 72-254-P)
to the extent that no violations were
found and no penalties assessed with
respect to two violations cited in two
Orders of Withdrawal issued pursuant
to section 104(c) (2) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Reversed in part and remanded.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Gen-
erally

In a section 109(a) penalty proceeding
the finding of a violation and assessment
of a civil penalty are not contingent upon
proof that the order of withdrawal in
which a violation is cited was issued ac-
cording to the enumerated unwarrantable
failure elements of section 104(c) of the
Act, and lack of such proof will not jus-
tify the failure to assess penalties where

it is shown that a violation actually oc-
-curred.

APPEARANCES: W. Hugh O'Rior-
dan, Trial Attorney, for appellant,
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration; Raymond E. Davis,
Esq., on behalf of appellee, ewell
Ridge Coal Corporation.

OPINION BY ALTERNATE
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SCHELLENBERG

INTERIOR BOARD'OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

Orders of Withdrawal Nos. 1
CEB, 9/27/71 and 2 CEB, 9/27/71,
citing violations of 30 CFR 75.301
and 75.603, respectively, were issued
on an inspection of Jewell Ridge
Coal 'Corporation's (Jewell Ridge)
Laurel Fork No. 12 Mine on Sep-
tember. 27, 1971. At a hearing, held
in Arlington, Virginia, on June 27,
1973, the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
introduced evidence to prove the
violations described in the orders.
Jewell Ridge did not appear at the
hearing. On May 9, 1974, the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge)
issued an initial decision finding no
violations had been proved. This
conclusion of the Judge wag pre-
mised on the fact that MESA had
not carried its burden of prdof with
respect to the necessary prerequi-
sites upon which orders issued pur-
suant to section 104(c) (2) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act (Act) must be based.
The Judge's rationale with respect
to both orders was that MESA had
failed to prove that the violations
therein alleged: (1) could signifi-
cantly and substantially contribute
to the cause and effect of a mine
health or safety hazard; (2) were
the result of an unwarrantable fail-

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-801, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 801-960 (1970).
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ure o the part of the operator to
comply with the cited sections; and
(3) were similar to violations which
were the subjects of previous section
104(c) (1) orders of withdrawal.
Consequently, the Judge concluded
that no violations were proved and
he assessed no penalties.

Both parties filed timely briefs.

Contentions of the Parties

MESA contends that the Judge
improperly vacated the orders, that
violations were proved, and that
penalties must be assessed therefor.
MESA argues that the Judge erred
in concluding that the conditions
necessary to support the issuance of
a 104(c) (2) order were necessary
elements of a finding of violation
of a mandatory standard.

Jewell Ridge supports the deci-
sion and contends that if a penalty
is mandatory for a violation of a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard regardless of the choice of cita-
tion made by MESA "* * * then
there would be no practical differ-
ence between a section 104 (b) notice
and a section 104 (c) notice or order,
other than the severity of the result
in the case of a section 104 (c)
order."

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge's invalidation
of alleged violations and failure to
assess penalties for such violations,
if proved, was proper.

Discussion
MESA poses two issues to the

Board in this appeal. The first issue
as set forth in its brief, to wit:

563-525-74-2

"Whether an Administrative Law
Judge has the power or authority to
vacate an Order of Withdrawal in
a Civil Penalty Proceeding," is
summarily rejected, since the prem-
ise therefor is unsupported by the
record. Nowhere in his decision did
the Administrative Law Judge
vacate the orders in question. As the
brief on behalf of Jewell Ridge cor-
rectly points out the thrust of the
Administrative Law Judge's deci-
sion was not the vacation of any
order but a dismissal of the viola-
tion cited therein for insufficient
evidence of the offense alleged.

We turn now to the issue pre-
sented by this appeal. This Board
has on previous occasions held that
penalties are required to be assessed
for violations even though such vi-
olations are cited in withdrawal
orders issued pursuant to 104 (a) of
the Act (imminent danger), and
that, except insofar as an order of
withdrawal may reflect upon the
gravity of conditions or practices,
the validity or invalidity of such
order will not affect the subsequent
assessment of penalties.2 In the in-
stant case, alleged violations of the
mandatory standards were cited in
two separate orders of withdrawal
issued pursuant to section 104(c)
(2) of the Act (unwarrantable
failure). Any notice or order issued
pursuant to section 104(c) must be
premised upon and cite an alleged
violation of a mandatory standard.
The phrase "unwarrantable failure
of the operator to comply," infers

2 El~stern Associated Coal Corp., I IBMA
238, 79 I.D. 723, 1971-1973 OSHD par.
15,385 (1972),

624]
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the necessary prerequisite of the oc-
currence of a violation. There can
be no unwvarrantable failure to con-
ply unless related to a mandatory
standard. The decision before us
raises the question of whether an
alleged iolation cited in a 104(c)
(2) order has different elements of
proof than an alleged violation
cited in a 104(b) notice or a 104(a)
order of withdrawal. We think not.
The so-called elements of 104 (c) are
not in our view prerequisites to a
finding of violation, but ae concl-'
tions superimposed upon an initial
finding of violation of a-mandatory
standard designed to activate the
withdrawal sanctions of that sec-
tion of the Act. By its very se-
quence, section 104 (c) supports this
proposition. The opening phrase of
104(c) (1), in pertinent part, is
identical to that of 104(b), to wit:
"If, upon ally inspection of a coal
mine, an authorized representative
of the Secretary finds that there. has
been a violation of any mandatory
health or safety stancard *
Next following in sequence are the
requirements that (1) "if lie- (in-
spector) also finlds * * conditions
** * do not cause imminent danger"
and (2) "could * contribute to
the. cause and the effect of a mine
safety or health hazard" and (3)

* he finds such violation -to be
caused by an unwvarrantable failure
of such operator to comply with
such mandatorv health or safetv
standards he shall include such find-
ing il any notice givell to the opera-
tor under this Act." The Board has
held in Eastern Associated Coal

Corp., 3 IBMA 3931, 81 I.I). 567,
1974-1975 OSHD par. 18,706
(1974), that such requirements are
encompassed in the term "similar"
and are required to be found with
respect to orders issued pursuant to
section 104(c) (2). Thus, we con-
clude that a finding of violation
must be; the initial determination
independent of any other require-
nment of 104(c), and that the super-
imposed conditions of 104 (c) relate
solely to the withdrawal sanctions
of that section and do not affect the
operator's liability for a ciVil pen-
a] ta where a violation has occurred.

It follows that for the purpose
determining whether a violation
has occurred in a section 109 pro-
ceeding, there is no practical differ-
ence between a section 104(b) notice
and a section 104(c) (2) order. Fail-
ure to prove unwarrantability cri-
teria of section i04(c) in a penalty
proceeding will not invalidate
otherwise proved violations or jus-
tify failure to assess penalties
therefor in a section 109 proceeding.

WIEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior 43
CFR 4.1 (1)), the decision IS RZE-
VERSED in pertinent part and the
case IS REMANDED for a sup-
plemental decision consistent with
this opinion.

TioWAID J. SCIIELLENBEI1G, Jr.,
Alternate Administrative Judge.

I coNCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

(SI .D.
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October 30, 1974

IN THE MATTER OF EASTERN
ASSOCIATED COAL CORP.
(KEYSTONE NO. 1 MINE)

3 IBMA 383
Decided October 30, 1974

Application for Review.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Closure Orders: Inspections

Since 30 CFR 45.2-1 was not repub-
lished i the Federal Register after en-
actment of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 pursuant to sec-
tion 101 (j) of that Act, such regulation
lost all force and effect by virtue of the
repeal of the Federal Coal Mine Safety
Act of 1952 which such regulation pur-
ported to interpret. 30 U.S.C. 811(j)
(1970).

.zVEIV1ORfAND Uil OPINION
AND ORDEhl UPON

IRECONI7DE,,RATIONj

INT'RlIORl, BOA RD OF M1INE
OPE 1RATIOYNS APPEALS

Eastern Associated Coal Corpo-
ration (Eastern) has filed a timely
petition seeking reconsideration of
a decision by the Board in the
above-captioned appeal. We issued
our Opinion an(l order i this case
on September 20, 1974, and, for
the reasons stated therein, we up-,
held the validity of a closure order
which wvas issued by a federal coal
mine inspector pursuant to section
104(c) (2) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.'

'83 Stat. 751, 30 U.S.C. 814(c) (1970).

3 IBMAT 331, 81 I.D. 567, 1974
OSI0) par. 1,706 (1974). Eastern
presents several objections to our
decision and wve deal with them
seri8athin. We see no need for any
further briefs or oral argulent, as
Eastern has requested.

[1] First, Eastern challenlges our
conclusion that liability to further
104(c) (2) closure orders, after is-
suance of an initial one, may only
be lfted wh-len a complete inspec-
tion, as distinguished from a spot
inspectioll, subsequently reveals no
similar violations. Easte rn's argl--
inent is based upon a regulation de-
elaringt< when an inspection is corn-
pleted an(d does not differentiate be-
twveen spot and complete i spec-

The regulation cited to us by
Eastern was promulgated pursuant
to the Federal Coal MNine Safetv
Act of 1952 which was repealed by
section 509 of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 (83

Stat. 803). The continuing effec-
tiveness of 30 CFR 45.2-1, as East-
erml recogllizes, is entirely depend-
ent upon section 101 (j) of the 1969
Act which requires republication in
the Federal Register oil or after the
date of enactment which was De-

- Section 4.2-1 of 30 CFR provides that:
"An inspection shall be considered as com-

pleted when the inspector reaches the surface
of the mine during or after the shift on which
he first entered the mine. When the inspector
goes in the mine on a shift other than the
one on which lie came out of the nine the
work he performs on the later shift shall be
considered another inspection."

627
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cember 30, 1969.A The regulation
now before us was published at 34
F.R. 1134 on January 24, 1969,
prior to the date of enactment of
the 1969 Act, and to the best of our
knowledge has not been republished
since then. Accordingly, it is the
opinion of the Board that 30 CFR
45.2-1 is without the force and ef-
fect of law and is not binding upon
the Department.

In addition, we are of the opin-
ion that even if the regulation were
still effective, it would have no im-
pact upon our decision. It purports
only to declare when an inspection
by an inspector shall be considered
as completed in order to differen-
tiate it from what may be con-
sidered to be another inspection for
some purpose germane to the 1952
Act but not to the 1969 Act. Under
our interpretation, as set forth in
the opinion of September 20, 1974,
several completed partial or corn-
pleted spot inspections of a mine
may be required to constitute a
"complete inspection" of a mine in
order to lift the withdrawal order
Pliability of an operator from the
provisions of section 104(c) (2).

Therefore, we reject entirely
Eastern's argvument that such de-
fmet regulation has any appli-

Section 101 () provides as follows:
"All interpretations, regulations, and in-

structions of the Secretary or the Director of
the Bureau of Mines, in effect on the date of
enactment of this Act and not inconsistent
with any provision of this Act, shall be pub-
lished In the Federal Register and shall con-
ticnue in effect until miodified or superseded
In accordance with the provisions of this Act."

cation whatever to the term
"inspection" as used in section
104(c) of the Act.

A second objection by Eastern
concerns our earlier opinions in
Eastern Associated Coal Corp.4 and
Freeman Coal Mining Corp.5 which
dealt with the validity of imminent
danger closure orders that were is-
sued pursuant to section 104(a)'of
the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 814(a) (1970).:
Eastern argues that we have not;
sufficiently distinguished the terms
"violation," "imminent danger,"
and "unwarrantable failure." This
contention ignores the painstaking
analytical effort by the Board in
its opinion in the case at hand to
delineate and apply the elements of
a 104(c) charge, apart from the
fact of violation. Moreover, East-
ern has failed to appreciate that it
is the unique characteristic of im-
minence which distinguishes those
conditions or practices, reasonably
posing a serious threat of bodily.
harm or death, which are subject to
a 104(a) rather a 104(c) closure
order. Freeman Coal Mining Corp.,
supra, 2 IBMA at 212; Eatern As-,
sociated Coal Corp., supra, 3
IBMA at 348, 354. Therefore, East-'
ern's second objection to the Board's
decision is, like the first, without
merit.

'2 IMA 128, 80 I.D. 400, 1971-1973 OSHD
par. 1,187 (1973), ff'd sub nom. Easterst
Associated Coal Corp. v. Interior Board o
Aine Operations Appeals, 491 F.2d 277 (4th
Cir. 1974).

2 IBMA 197, 0 I.D. 610, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 1,567 (1973).

181 I.D.
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A third source of objections sub-
mitted by Eastern concerns the
Board's omission of any discussion
of the frequency with which MESA
must make a complete inspection, of
the maximum duration of a com-
plete inspection, and of the alleged
possibility of unending liability to
104(c) (2) closures without re-
course for an operator. These spe-
cific issues were not raised prior to
the filing of the instant petition for
reconsideration and they assume
facts concerning MESA inspection
practices not present in the record
before us. In our decision in this
case, we did not purport to deal
with each and every outstanding
question concerning the administra-
tion of section 104(c) of the Act.
The resolution of these as yet un-
answered questions must await pres-
entation by an appropriate case
record so we may be assured of a
concrete factual underpinning
which we believe will avoid purely

advisory opinion and will minimize
the chances for error.

The other objections to our deci-
Sioll submitted .by Eastern, we deem
to be without melit and too insub-
stantial to require discussion.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Board, rendered September 20,
1974, in the above-captioned appeal
upon reconsideration IS REAF-
FIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,
Acting Chief Adminiatra-

tive Judge.

JAIES RICHARDS,
Ew-Offico Member of the

Board.
Director, Office of Hearings

and Appeals.

GPO 902-240
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ADOLPH T. ORAY

17 IBLA 410

Decided November 1,1974

Appeal from decision: AA-3030 of
Alaska State Office, Bureau of Land
Management, rejecting in part an ap-
plication to purchase a trade and
manufacturing site.

Affirmed.

1. Alaska: Trade and Manufacturing
Sites
Land is not occupied under 43 U.S.C.
§ 68T(a) (1970) and 43 CFiR 2562.3(d)
(1) by use of the air space over it for
the trajectory of bullets.

2. Alaska: Trade and Manufacturing
Sites

Under 43 U.S.C. § 687(a) (1970) and 43
CFR 2562.3 (d) (1), where there is no dis-
pute as to the facts, the pro tanto rejec-
tion of an application to purchase a trade
and manufacturing site will be affirmed to
the extent that the application includes
a large peripheral safety zone in connec-
tion with a rifle range and an archery
range, and fails to show, substantial im-
provements on, or active use of the re-
jected area.

APPEARANCES: Adolph T. Gray,
pro se.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TITEw JUDGE GOSS

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

Adolph T. Gray appeals from
that portion of a decision of the

A I 1 C!iIX:en ATntJxa State V1Umce, DureaUu VI. Lanu.

565-34-71

Management, dated March 21, 1974,
which rejected 70 acres of land re-
quested in his application to pur-
chase a trade and manufacturing
site filed pursuant to the Act of
May 14, 1898, as amended, 43 U.S.C.
§ 687(a) (1970). This acreage was
rejected because there was no evi-
-dence that it was used or occupied
for the purpose of trade, manufac-
ture or other productive industry as
required by the Act. The decision
approved the application as to the
other five acres requested. T

The site consisting of approxi-
mately 75 acres of unsurveyed land
is located on the north side of Jack
Lake in sections 34 and 35, T. 9 N.,
1R. 11 E., Copper River Meridian.

In his application to purchase
filed on July 13, 1973, appellant
listed improvements valued at
$3500: log cabin, attached frame
building 28' x 20', frame privy 4'
x 5', rifle range, archery range, boat
dock. Appellant stated under item
8c:

Approximately 5 acres are cov-
ered by these improvements.

Appellant affirmed that the land is
used and occupied for a wilderness
camp for boys and girls.

In its decision, the State Office re-
ferred to a field examination of the
site which showed that appellant
had placed certain improvements
upon a portion of the land covered
by the claim, had used and occu-
pied a portion of the land, and had
conducted a business enterprise on

81 I.D. No. 11

631]
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the lands, as required by the trade
and manufacturing site law and
regulations issued thereunder. The
decision cites section 10 of the Act
which provides in part:

Any citizen * * * in the possession of
and occupying public lands in Alaska

* may * * purchase one claim
* * * upon submission of proof that said
area embraces improvements: of the claim-
ant and is needed in the prosecution of
such trade, manufacture or other produc-
tive industry * * (Italics added.)

The decision also quoted from De-
partmental regulation 43 CFI{ 2562.
3 (d) (1). In part, the, said regula-
tion requires. that the application to
purchase show:

* * * [Tlhe land is actually used and
occupted for the purpose of trade, manu-
facture or other productive industry
* * * and that it embraces the appli-
cant's improvements and is needed in the
prosecution of the enterprise. * * *
(Italics added.)

The State Office held that the ap-
plicant can obtain title to only so
much of the land in his claim as it
actually occupied by the improve-
ments and used in his business,
citing Golden Valley Electric Asso-
ciation,8IBLA 386 (1972).
- The State Office concluded that
appellant did construct improve-
ments on a five-acre portion of his
claim and is conducting a business
venture sufficient to warrant patent
of that portion. As for the remain-
mng 70 acres, the State. Office found
no evidence of past or current use or
occupanc y for the purpose of trade,
hianufacture or other productive in-
dustry. and"'therefore rejected the
application .for that acreage.

Appellant asserts that this de-
cision is erroneous for the following
reasons:

(a) since the 5 acres approved will not
adequately provide: for the announced
riflery and archery program outlined in
the camp brochure (enclosed)

(b) and arifle range is indicated on
the drawing submitted with other proofs
with ther application to purchase,

(c) and a rifle range has been in use
and a shooting table-rest constructed and
installed for the purpose east of the ap-
proved east boundary

(d) and that regulation FR 2562.3
(d) (1 ) states in part
* * * and that it embraces the appli-
cant's inprovements and is needed in the
prosecution of the enterprise * *

[1, 21 The question on appeal is
whether the 70 acres rejected in the
State Office decision are used and
occupied for the purpose of trade,
manufacture or other productive in-
dustry. The State Office field report
stated that "[t]he improvements
were found to cover an area not ex-
ceeding five acres in extent," as was
admitted by appellant in his ap-
plication. The sketch attached to the
applicatio'n only roughly indicated a
rifle range and an archery range,
and 'did not shdw the size of either.
It has been held that a particular 10
acre portion of 'a trade or manufac-
turing site need not contain substan-
tial improvements provided the land
is actively used in the conduct of the
business.' Lloyd Schade, 12 IBLA
316 (1973). Appellant herein seeks
a nonactive use of a 70-acre unim-
proved peripheral area, apparently
ih order' to provide large- safety
zon'es iconnectiot With rifle

:- .. ; . .~ . v, .:

[81 I.D.
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SKYLINE LOGGING AND EQUIPMENT SALES V. MAKAH INDIAN TRIBE

AND OOMMISSIONER, BUREAU. OF INDIlAN AFFAIRS
November 7, 1974

archery ranges. It has been prop-
erly.held that under the Act land
is not occupied by use of the air
space over it for the trajectory of
bullets. Elmer H. Houger, Fair-
banks 01450T (June 24, 1964). We
hold that appellant has not alleged
the facts to show substantial im-
provements on, an active use of, or
occupancy of more than the 5 acres
granted.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed.

JOSEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

We concur:

DOUGLAs E. HENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS,

Administrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
EMIL: HALIEWICZ D/B/A SKY-
LINE LOGGING AND EQUIPMENT
SALES v. MAKAH INDIAN TRIBE
AND COXMISSIONER, BUREAU
OINDIAN AFFAIRS

3TIBIA 136
Decided November 7,1974

Appeal from administrative. order re-
taing bid deposit upon failure to
meet' requirements of.. bid advertis-

1 See Shade, spra, at 319.

ment. Skyline No. 1 Logging Unit,
'Makah Reservation, Washington.

Docketed and Affirmed.

1. Indian lands: Forestry: Timber
Sales Contracts: Bid Conditions

Failure of a successful bidder to meet
the conditions included in the bid ad-
vertisement within time limitations
renders the bid deposit subject to reten-
tion as liquidated damages pursuant to
the advertisement and the provisions of
25 CFR141.10(d). -

APPEARANCES: For the appellant,
B. Franklin Heuston and the firm of
Bean, Gentry and Rathbone; for the
Makah Tribe, the firm of Ziontz,
Pirtle, Morisset and Ernstoff.

NOTICE, ORDER AND

OPINION BY

CHIEF ADMVINISTRATIVE

JUDGE McKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Two separate notices of appeal
were timely filed in this matter with
the Area Director, -Portland, on
May 31, 1974, by Emil Haliewicz
d/b/a Skyline Logging and Equip-
ment Sales:

One notice of appeal filed in ap-

pellant's behalf by B. Franklin
Ileuston,' attorney of Shelton,
Washington, is directed to tho.deci-
sion .dated. May 16, 1974, 'by. the
Area Director in a letter to the
appellant over the signature of the
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Forest Manager's ruling that a
$21,000 bid deposit paid by appel-
lant was declared to be liquidated
damages and was to be retained as
such. In this notice appellant re-
.quests a hearing; and

One notice of appeal filed in ap-
]pellant's behalf by the law firm of
Bean, Gentry and Rathbone of
Olympia, Washington, is directed
to the action of April 25, 1974, by
the Makah Tribal Council rejecting
appellant's request for a time ex-
tension in which to complete and
file the contract documents for a sale
of tribal timber, and; further direct-
ing retention of the appellant's
liquidated damage deposit of $21,-
000 filed with his bid.

On June 4,1974, the Makah Tribe
appearing by the law firm of Ziontz,
Pirtle, Morisset & Ernstoff of
Seattle, Washington, filed a motion
to dismiss the appeal from the tribal
action alleging that the Area Direc-
tor had no jurisdiction to entertain
the appeal under 25 CFR 2.2.

The appeal record was transmit-
ted to the Commissioner by the
Area Director's memorandum of
June 11, 1974. The Commissioner in
turn referred the appeal notices and
the administrative record to this
Board where they were received
October 1, 1974.

By delegation of authority issued
December 14, 1973, amending 211
DM 13.7, the Secretary directed
that appeals from the administra-
tive decisions of the Bureau of n-
dian Affairs should be decided by
the Board of Indian Appeals.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

that the appeals are hereby dock-
eted before the Board on this date
under the abovre number. The
Makah Indian Tribe is considered
the principal party in interest and
the Commissioner represents the
United States.

The facts are these. On Febru-
ary 26, 1974, the appellant, Emil
Haliewicz d/b/a Skyline Logging
and Equipment Sales, was the suc-
cessful bidder at the advertised sale
of Skyline No. 1 Logging Unit on
the Makah Indian Reservation. The
advertisement for the sale required
a deposit of $21,000 with the bid,
which the appellant furnished, to be
applied to the sale price of timber
to be cut from the unit at a later
date or, if no contract was signed
by the high bidder, it was to be
retained as liquidated damages. The
advertisement required further that
the signed contract and a satisfac-
tory bond in the amount of $35,000
should be furnished by the success-
ful bidder within 30 days of the ac-
ceptance of his bid.

On March 8, 1974, the Forest
Manager notified appellant by let-
ter that his bid had been accepted
by the Area Director, on March 4,
'1974, and'he stated, "In accordance
with the advertisement, you have 30
days from the date of acceptance to
execute the contract and furnish a
satisfactory bond in the amount of
$35,000." On April 3, 1974, the 30th
day after acceptance of the bid the
appellant requested a two- or three-
week extension, and the request was
lorwar-ded by the Superintendent
to the Area Director with a recom-

[Sl .D.
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mendation that it be granted. With-
out any notice to the appellant, on
April 8 the Area Director agreed to
an extension to April 24 but in-
structed the Superintendent to con-
tact the Tribe in order to obtain its
concurrence. The Tribal Council
met on April 25 and adopted a reso-
lution whereby it refused to agree
to any extension of time and de-
manded the forfeiture of the
$21,000 bid deposit pursuant to the
provisions of the advertisement for
sale.

On May 16 the Superintendent
advised the appellant according to
the instructions from the Area Di-
rector that the bid was canceled and
the bid deposit money would be re-
tained as liquidated damages. He
further advised the appellant of
his rights of appeal. The appeal was
filed accordingly and prosecuted to
this point pursuant to the regula-
tions.

There is nothing in the record or
in the appellant's petition attacking
the Area Director's decision to for-
feit the $21,000. He alleges hard-
ship and sets forth reasons for his
default, none of which are relevant,
i.e., he was named as defendant in a
collateral law suit and his 'assets
were frozen by a writ of attach-
ment. The appellant makes no alle-
,gation that he has any evidence that
he has met the requirements of the
advertisement for sale under which
he submitted his bid and his bid de-
posit. He does not allege any mistake
in his bid nor did he ever demand
return of his deposit prior to notice
of forfeiture.

It is true that the record reveals
that he requested extensions of time
in which to complete the contract
papers and to supply the necessary
$35,000 bond, but the greatest exten-
sion of time even considered at all
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
to the date of April 24, 1974. The
Tribe never agreed to any extension.
By his own statements the appellant
was in no position on April 24 or at
any date earlier than May 7, 1974, to
fully perform the requirements of
the advertisement. He made no
tender of. performance between
May 7 and the date of May 16, when
the Area Director terminated the
negotiations.

It is noted that the conditions of
the advertisement providing for the
'disposition of deposits are in full
'compliance with 25 CFR 141.10(d)
which reads:

The deposit of the successful bidder will
be retained as liquidated damages if the
bidder does not execute the contract, and
furnish the performance bond required
by § 141.14, within the time stipulated in
the advertisement of timber sale.

It is true that in the appellant's
petition of May 29, 1974, which is
signed by both of his attorneys, B.
Franklin Heuston and Fred R. Gen-
try, appellant alleges he was on such
date in a position to perform the re-
quirements of the bid advertisement,
and he offers, in addition to per-
formance of the contract, to make
allowances out of the $21,000 for
damages which the Tribe may have
suffered. Nothing in this decision
shall be taken as a bar to further ne-
gotiations which may be initiated if
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the parties are in a position to reach
a meeting of the minds. The unit was
readvertised for sale but no bids
were received at the bid opening on
July 2, 1974, and the unit remains
unsold and unproductive.

A finding is made that by the ap-
pellant's own admissions he was in
default in performance of the terms
of the bid advertisement on and for
some days prior to issuance of the
notice and order of cancellation. The
reasons given may be taken at face
value as true, but they do not pre-
sent a legal ground to excuse de-
fault. Thus no controverted issue of
a material fact is presented, and a
fact-finding hearing would serve no
purpose. The appellant's request for
hearing is refused.

The Tribe's motion to dismiss the
appeal as being beyond the jurisdic-
tion of the Area Director becomes a
moot issue in view of the decision
reached herein on other grounds.
Therefore, no ruling is made dis-
posing of the Tribe's motion to dis-
miss.

[1] A finding is made that the ap-
pellant failed to perform or to
tender performance within the time
specified; that in contracts of this
nature time is of the essence; that
the action of the Area Director in
retaining the $21,000 bid deposit
was within the provisions, of the
regulations; there is no legal ground
presented by the appellant for set-
ting aside the requirements of the
invitation to bid as published; and
that this appeal should be dis-
missed.

NOW THEREFORE, by virtue

of the authority delegated to the
Board- of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of Interior, 43 CFR 4.1,
it is hereby ORDERED the appeal
of Emil Haliewioz shall be, and the
same is hereby, DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Adminqistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

ALEXANDER H. WLSON,
Adminfistrative Judge.

CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY

3 IMA 390

Decided Novemrhber 8, 1974

Appeal by Consolidation Coal Com-
pany (Consolidation) from a decision
by an Administrative Law Judge
(Docket No. BARB 74-338), dated
March 8, 1974, dismissing an Appli-
cation for Review, filed by Consolida-
tion, of a Notice of Violation issued
pursuant to section 104(b) of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969.1

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and Orders: Generally

Hoist vehicles which haul supplies and
require a tractor Dperator to be on board
fall under the purview of 30 CFP. 75.1400,
which requires overspeed, verwind, and
automatic stop controls on all hoists used
to transport persons.

1 30 U.S.C. § 801-960 (1970).
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2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Generally

The term "persons" includes the singular
"person" as well as the plural "persons"
when used in section 314 (a) of the Act
(30 CUR 7.1400) to determine when
overspeed, overwind, and automatic stop
controls are required on hoists.

APPEARANCES: Philip C. Wolf, Esq.,
for appellant, Consolidation Coal Com-
pany; Richard V. Backley, Esq., As-
sistant Solicitor, and John P. McGee-
han, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY ALTERNATE
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SCHELLENBERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

[1] Having reviewed the record
and considered the briefs of both
parties., this Board finds that Con-
solidation Coal Company (Consoli-
dation) has not demonstrated any
reason why the findings of fact, con-
clusions of law, and decision of the
Administrative Law Judge (Judge)
should not be affirmed. We believe
the Judge's decision is well sup-
ported by the evidence presented
and accurately reflects the Board's
view on this issue. We, therefore, in-
corporate it herein as reflective -of
our views.2

2 Judge's Decision follows 3 IBMA 393, at
S1 I.D. 638 (1974).

[2] In further support of the
Judge's conclusion that the term
"persons" used in section 314(a) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health an
Safety Act of 1969 (Act) (30 CFR
75.1400) includes the singular "per-
son" as well as the plural "persons,"
we note that 1 U.S.C. § 1 (1970')
states in part, "[ijn determining the
meaning of any Act of Congress,
unless the context indicates other-
twise-* * * words importing the
plural include the singular ;" We be-
lieve that the context of section 314
(a) of the Act and 30 CFR 75.1400
does not indicate that the singular
"person" was to be excluded from
its coverage since it is also our view
that the Congress intended to pro-
tect all miners, both individually
and collectively, from all types of
danger, and, thus, includes the sin-
gular "person" as well as the plural
"persons."

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43

OFR 4.1(4) ), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Judge in the above-captioned case
IS AFFIRMED.

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

AZternate Administrative Judge.

I CONoCR:

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.
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March 12, 1974

CONSOLIDATION COAL COM-
PANY

Application for Review.
Docket No. BARB 74-338.
Matthews Mine, Notice of Violation
No. 2 KTH, June 22,1972.

AMENDMENT TO DECISION

The second paragraph on the first
page of the Decision entered on
March 8, 1974, is hereby
AMENDED by adding the follow-
ing sentences at the end of said para-
graph:

The above finding of waiver under 5
U.S.C. 557(c) is based upon the Judge's
understanding at the conclusion of the
prehearing conference, just before the
hearing, that the parties desired a de-
cision after oral argument without
written submissions of proposed findings
and conclusions. The opportunity to pro-
pose findings and conclusions before this
written Decision was also extended, but
declined by the parties.

WILLIAM FAUVER,
Administrative Lcw Judge.

March 8,1974

DECISION

This proceeding was brought by
Consolidation Coal Company pur-
suant to section 105 (a) of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, 83 Stat. 753, Public
Law 91-173, to review a Notice of
Violation issued under section 104
(b) of the Act. A hearing on the
merits was held on February 27,

1974, at Ballston Tower #3, 4015-
Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Vir-
ginia, James T. Hemphill, Esq.,
represented the applicant, Consol-
idation Coal Company, and John
P. McGeehan, Esq., represented the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA).

After hearing and considering
the evidence, the arguments of
counsel, and the record as a whole,
the Administrative Law Judge of-
fered both parties the opportunity
to present proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law as pro-
vided for by 5 U.S.C. §557(c).
Counsel having waived this oppor-
tunity, and oral opinion was entered
at the close of the hearing. This
decision is entered pursuant to the
oral opinion and pursuant to section
105 of the Act and section 4.593 of
the Secretary's Regulations, 43
CFR 4.593.

The basic issue in this case is
whether the following mandatory
safety standard (§ 75.1400, Title 30,
Code of Federal Regulations, be-
ing a verbatim duplication of sec-
tion 314(a) of the Act) is applica-
ble to the hoisting conditions cited
at Applicant's Matthews Mine.

§ 75.1400 Hoisting equipment; general.
Every hoist used to transport persons at

a coal mine shall be equipped with over-
speed, overwind, and automatic stop con-
trols. Every hoist-handling platforms,
cages or other devices used to transport
persons shall be equipped with brakes
capable of stopping the fully loaded plat-
form, cage, or other device; with hoisting
cable adequately strong to sustain the
fully loaded platform, cage, or other de-
vice; and have a proper margin of safety.
Cages, platforms, or other devices which
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are used to transport persons in shafts
and slopes shall be equipped with safety
catches or other no less effective devices
approved by the Secretary that act quick-
ly and effectively in an emergency, and
such catches shall be tested at least once
every 2 months. Hoisting equipment, in-
cluding automatic elevators, that is used
to transport persons shall be examined
daily. Where persons are transported
into, or out of, a coal mine by hoists, a
qualified hoisting engineer shall be on
duty while any person is underground,
except that no such engineer shall be re-
quired for automatically operated cages,
platforms, or elevators.

The facts of the case are not in
dispute. Resolution of the issue is,
therefore, dependent upon legal in-
terpretation of the safety stand-
ard involved.

HISTORY

On June 22, 1972, Inspector Ken-
neth T. Howard issued a Notice of
Violation to Ralph Wilkerson,
Safety Director for Consolidation
Coal Company's Matthews Mine lo-
cated at Tackett Creek, Claiborne
County, Teunessee. The notice cited
a violation of 30 CFR 75.1400, al-
leging that:

The hoists used at the #1, #2, and

#3 slopes for transporting of material
trips, which must be guided by man op-
ei'ated battery tractors were not equipped
with overspeed, overwind and automatic
stop controls and the ropes used did not
have a proper margin of safety as speci-
fied in the American National Standards
Institute "Specifications For the Use of
Wire Ropes for Mines," M 11.1-1960.

The notice indicated a lack of im-
minent danger and called for abate-
ment of the alleged violation by

July 24, 1972. That deadline was
extended by numerous written no-
tices until December 17, 1973.
MESA thereafter granted two ad-
ditional extensions; the first expired
on December 31, 1973, and the sec-
ond is to expire this week.

On December 19, 1973, applicant
filed an Application for Review
pursuant to the requirements of sec-
tion 105 (a) of the Act, alleging that
no violation had in fact occurred.

On December 28, 1973, MESA
filed an Answer to the Application
for Review, asserting that the no-
tice had been properly issued, deny-
ing all material allegations of the
Application for Review, and mov-
ing for dismissal of the Applica-
tion on the ground that it had not
been filed within the 30-day period
required by section 105 (a) of the
Act.

MESA's Motion to Dismiss was
denied on January 21, 1974, on the
grounds that "a notice extending the
abatement time in a notice of viola-
tion" constitutes a "modification"
of the notice and, as such, becomes a
notice itself, extending the 30-day
filing period.

Having fully considered the testi-
mony, documentary evidence, and
the contentions of the parties, I find
that the preponderance of the reli-
able, probative, and substantial evi-
dence establishes the following
facts:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Applicant's Matthews Mine,
located in Claiborne County, Ten-
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nessee, is an underground, slope,
bituminous coal mine which em-
ploys about 300 miners. -

2. The Notice of Violation at
issue involves the hoisting system
used in three of the slope entries of
the mine. The relevant facts con-
cerning the slope conditions, hoist-
ing equipment, and hoisting proce-
dures for each slope are the same
and common to each of the three
-slopes:

a. The slope entries are 14 feet
wide, and descend into the mine on
an 18° grade. Slope #1 extends over
200 feet, Slope #2 over 600 feet,
and Slope #3 over 800 feet, before
ending at the mine conveyor belt
system.

b. The production crews enter
and leave the mine through the
three- slopes, using an elevated cat-
walk going in and an escalator belt
coming out of each slope. The escala-
tor is attached to the catwalk frame,
which is about six feet wide and has
an overhead clearance of about one
foot above the height of the hoisting
vehicles which ride on the slope
roadway.

c. The supply hoisting system at
each slope involves a surface hoist,
a hoist engineer, a gondola coupled
to a tractor (both rubber-tired), a
tractor operator, and one or two
supply workers who load and un-
load the gondola or otherwise assist
the hoist operation, but only the
tractor operator rides on the hoist
vehicles.

1. The hoist cable (wire rope)
connects the hoist to the vehicle on
the outby side of the coupled pair of

vehicles. The tractor usually oper-
ates inby the gondola, but may oper-
ate on the outby side as well.

2. The- gondola and tractor are
coupled by a drop pin, similar to
that used on railroad cars. Safety
chains are also used to connect the
tractor to the gondola.

3. The tractor (which weighs
about four tons) is operated by one
man and is necessary to steer the
gondola and to give it additional
braking power. For most loads, the
tractor is not capable of braking the
gondola without the power of the
hoist cable. In practice, the coupled
vehicles depend on the hoist cable to
move up or down the slope. For most
loads, a severance of the hoist cable
would result in a runaway trip.

4. In two of the slopes the cat-
walk terminates approximately 100
feet before the end of the slope.
Hence, the miners traveling beyond
the catwalk in these slope entries
could be struck by a runaway trip.
In all three slopes, a runaway trip
could severely injure or kill miners
by crashing into the catwalk's verti-
cal supports.

5. The hoist equipment for each
slope does not have overspeed, over-
wind, or automatic stop controls as
prescribed in 30 CFR 75.1400.

6. The primary purpose of the
hoist system in each slope is to
transport supplies and equipment
into and out of the mine. The maxi-
mhum weight hoisted under normal
conditions is about ten tons (the
tractor, the gondola, and cargo).
Heavy equipment is also hoisted in
and out of the slopes by this
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method. Loads of up to 50 tons
(heavy mining equipment) have
entered the mine using these hoists.
Additional wire ropes are used in
these situations to supplement the
existing system.

d. The mine operates a day shift
and an evening shift for produc-
tion. Each supply hoist (i.e., at each
slope) makes three or four round
trips during the day shift. An un-
specified number of trips is made
during the evening shift.

e. At least three hoisting acci-
dents have occurred at Matthews
Mine in approximately the past
year. Two were due to coupling
failures, one to a cable break. Each
accident involved a runaway tractor
and gondola. One tractor operator
was seriously injured when his vehi-
cle separated from the wire rope
and collided with the roof cribbing
about 400 feet further down the
slope.

f. The installation of the safety
equipment specified in 75.1400 (i.e.,
overspeed, overwind, and auto-
matic stop controls) on applicant's
hoists would materially reduce the
risk of hoist accidents at appli-
cant's mine, including the risk of ac-
cidents of the types described above.

g. At the time of the issuance of
the Notice of Violation, the hoist-
ing cable did not meet the applica-
ble margin of safety factor for the
load limits involved. The mine in-
spector testified that the margin of
safety for the wire ropes has since
been corrected by reducing the load
limits for hoisting at each slope.

h. Considering that a period of
almost two years has elapsed since
the original Notice of Violation, the
evidence affirmatively shows that,
by reasonable diligence, applicant
could have obtained the safety
equipment specified in 30 CFR
75.1400 in the time already allowed
by MESA in its notice of violation
and extensions thereof.

DISCUSSION

Disposition of this dispute neces-
sarily rests with the interpretation
of section 314(a) of the Act, which
appears in the Secretary's Regula-
tions as 75.1400. The parties agree
that there is no factual dispute, but
rely upon antithetical interpreta-
tions of the statute.

Applicant contends that section
314(a) is applicable only to hoists
whose primary function is to trans-
port "persons." The primary pur-
pose of the cited hoists at Matthews
Mine is the transporting of supplies
and equipment into the mine, and,
therefore, the regulation does not
apply. In addition,. applicant states
that Section 314(a) requires "per-
sons" (more than one) to be trans-
ported in order to sustain statutory
jurisdiction. The three systems have
only one tractor operator per hoist
trip; hence, "persons- are not
transported by the hoist systems.

MESA interprets the statute as
covering all hoisting systems which
involve "men and materials." The
statutory language is to be liberally
construed when the safety of miners
is at issue. The legislative history

6361
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of the Act, states MESA, requires
protection of each individual miner.
The import of the Act was not only
to protect against major, large-scale
disasters, but also to eliminate
single-miner accidents and fatali-
ties. The legislative history of the
Act, MESA argues, is illustrative
of this interpretation. Section 2 of
the Act sets the tone for the entire
law:

Congress declares that-

* (a) the first priority and concern of
all in the coal mining industry must be
the health and safety of its most precious
resource the miner.

MESA also contends that the leg-
islative history indicates that the
hoisting of "men and materials"
must be considered collectively for
the safety of persons. Its references
to legislative history include:

From the Senate Report on sec-
tion 3 14(a)

'This standard should keep mine hoist
accidents to a minimum and impart to
mine management and workers the es-
sential elements that enter into safe in-
stallation and maintenance of hoisting
equipment. Hoisting of men and materi-
als is an essential operation in many

.mines and has become so commonplace
that some ignore day-to-day inspections
or become lax in the operating phases.
'Where shaft or slope accidents have oc-
curred because of failure of the hoisting
equipment, they have been due almost al-
ways to lack of inspection and to lack
of proper maintenance of the equipment.'

1 Legislative History, Federal oal Mine
Health and Safety Act, Comsittee on Edu-
cation and Labor, House of Representatives,
91st Congress, 2nd Session, at 1 (1970).

Comments of individual legis-
lators:

Senator Javits:
Under the bill, strict new interim

safety standards are established to cope
with the danger of explosions such as the
one which killed 78 miners in Farming-
ton, W. Va., last November. The improved
standards are not, however, limited to
those directed at preventing "major dis-
asters"; that is, those which threaten
injury or death to five or more miners.
All types of dangers are covered, * * * 2

** * * *

Representative Gaydos:

However, in the period of nearly a year
since the armington disaster, while
there has not been another major disaster,
over 170 coal miners have been killed in
mine accidents. This is well over two
miners killed for each man who died in
Consolidation Coal Co.'s No. 9 mine last
November. And to prevent these non-dis-
aster types of accident, the Federal Gov-
ernment does not now and never has had
any power or responsibility to act.

These figures, in fact, are misleading.
It is not that routine mine accidents are
responsible for two deaths for every one
killed in a major disaster. Major dis-
asters account for only about 10 percent
of the deaths and injuries in coal mines.
The Federal law has never, even in its
inadequate present form, been applicable
to other than measures to prevent major
disasters. And it has been too weak to
accomplish even this limited objective.

Mr. Chairman, while we sit here dis-
cussing the details of this bill there is
nothing to prevent another Farmington
disaster. Nothing has been done to change
the law since last November. And while
we sit here men are being injured and
killed by ones and twos in mines in every
coal mining State in the Nation, and un-
less we act on H.R. 13950 nothing will be
done to prevent such accidents.

Id. at 221.
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U[.R. 13950 offers the best hope we have
to do something about coal mine disasters
and accidents-all of them, major disas-
ters and isolated rock falls.3

In weighing arguments in this
case, I find that the legislative his-
tory establishes a strong concern of
Congress for the safety of the in-
dividual coal miner, as well the Con-
gressional intent that "the act be
construed liberally when improved
health or safety to miners will re-
sult." 4

In 1969 Congress reevaluated the
existing coal mine legislation and
after extensive hearings and testi--
mony passed the present Act. Nu-
merous bills were considered. Vari-
ous hoisting provisions were pre-
sented. The most notable difference
in these bills was the inclusion of
excavating and slope hoists in some,
and the exclusion of them in others.5

None of the bills concerned itself
with the question of whether one
miner or more was required on a
hoist to bring that hoist under the
standard that eventually became sec-
tion 314(a), although at least one
bill indicated that any person
underground would trigger the
standard:

Sec. 311 (a) Hoisting.-

(1) Where men are transported into or
out of a mine or underground by hoists,
or on surface inclines, a qualified hoist-
ing engineer shall be on duty continu-
ously at each hoist necessary to provide

Id. at 907-908.
Id. at 1025.

6Hearings on. Coal Mine Flealth and Safety
before the Sitbcomnmittee on Labor of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, 91st Congress, 1st Session,, Part 1, at
7-447 (1969).

immediate transportation while any per,
son is underground,"

The final result of the hearings,
was section 314 (a) of the Act. This;
section covered all hoists, granting
no exceptions to excavating or slope
hoists. Congress thus indicated a
broadening of the safety require-
ments applicable to hoisting opera-
tions.

While the legislative history does
not directly answer the issue in this
case, the safety implications of the
facts involved here do, point to the
same kind of dangers which the
Congress had in mind in regulating
"personnel" hoists.

The hoisting operation at the
Matthews Mine is virtually unique
in the industry, as slope hoists most
commonly operate on track-haulage
vehicles which do not require an op-
erator. Thus, the typical supply
hoist system for slope mines does not
have personnel riding the hoist ve-
hicles. For such systems, the addi-
tional safety requirements of sec-
tion 314(a) do not apply so long as
personnel do not ride on the vehicles.
In the case at hand, however, seri-
ous dangers are presented for the
tractor operator in the hoist opera-
tion, as evidenced by the history of
hoist accidents at applicant's mine.

At the Matthews Mine, the hoist-
ing operation is a continual supply
artery into and out of the mine. The
day shift at each slope has three to
four round trips per day. Additional
trips are made on the evening shift.

eId. at 421.
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At a minimum, there are eighteen
times per day that a tractor opera-
tor rides a 5 to 10 ton hoist vehicle
on a steep slope. Although the pur-
pose of these trips is the haulage of
supplies, the haulage trip cannot be
perfornmed without the presence of
the tractor operator. As a practical
result, the tractor operator cannot be
separated from the primary func-
tion of the hoist since he is neces-
sarily a part of that function. There-
fore, he logically becomes equated
to the primary purpose. The indis-
pensable presence of tractor opera-
tors on these slope hoists imparts a
functional quality to the hoists
whereby they become hoists "used
to transport persons."

The applicant's additional argu-
ment that the statute exempts hoists
which carry one person, rather than
persons, is not sustainable. The cate-
gorical use of persons in this statu-
tory framework necessarily includes
the singular person. The Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 was forged to protect "its
most important resource-the
miner." To construe persons as ex-
empting a single miner from cover-
age of the protection of the Act
would frustrate the basic purpose
of the Act.

It is therefore concluded that the
provisions of section 314(a) of the
Act (30 CFR 75.1400) apply to
applicant's hoist operations at
Slopes #1, #2) and #t.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The undersigned Administra-
tive Law Judge has jurisdiction of

the parties and subject matter of
this proceeding.

2. Applicant's Matthews Mine, at
all times pertinent, has regularly
produced coal for sale in interstate
commerce or for sales affecting in-
terstate commerce within the mean-
ing of section 4 of the Act.

3. The required presence of an
operator continuously riding on
these slope hoists makes these hoists
personnel hoists subject to the safety
provisions in question. It is there-
fore held that applicant's hoists
operating in Slopes #1, #2, and
#3 of its Matthews Mine are "hoists
used to transport persons" within
the meaning of section 314(a) of
the Act and 30 CFR t75.1400.

4. Applicant violated the provi-
sions of 30 CFR 75.1400 as alleged
in Notice of Violation 2 KTH, June
22, 1972.

5. Applicant has failed to meet its
burden of proving that the time al-
lowed for abatement in MESA's no-
tices of violation and extensions
herein is or has been unreasonable.

6. The record does not show what
enforcement or administrative ac-
tion MESA plans to take at the ex-
piration of the latest notice of ex-
tension. That is, it is unknown
whether a further extension will be
granted by MESA, if so, how long,
or whether MESA may decide to
issue an order under section 104(b)
of the Act rather than a further
extension. It is therefore concluded
that the issue of reasonableness of
MESA's possible future notices or
orders relating to the notice of vio-
lation herein is not ripe for decision

[81 .D.
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in this proceeding. The applicant
will have the right under section
105 (a) (1) of the Act to seek review
of any such subsequent notice or
order. Hence, it is concluded herein
only that MESA's determinations
of the time for abatement thus far
of record have been reasonable.

ORDER

WHEREFORE IT IS OR-
DERED that MESA's Notice of
Violation 2 KTH, June 22, 1972,
and its extensions thereof are AF-
FIRMED and the Application for
Review is DISMISSED.

WILLIAM FAnTE R,

Adminsturative Law Judge.

APPEAL OF METAMETRICS
CORPORATION

IBCA-1012-12-73

Decided Novenmber 12, 1974

Contract No. 14-12-801
Environmental Protection Agency.

Dismissed.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Disinis-
sal-Contracts: Disputes and Reme-
dies: Appeals

Where a contractor failed to comply with
an Order of the Board calling upon it to
file a complaint within a certain period
of time and thereafter did not show cause,
as directed by a second Order, why its
appeal should not be dismissed by reason
of such failure, the appeal is dismissed
for want of prosecution.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Relmnuth Scher-.
er, President, Metametrics Corporation,
Annandale, Virginia, for appellant;
Mr. Donnell L. Nantkes, Government
Counsel Washington, D.C., for the
Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE KIMBALL

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This is an appeal under a cost-
plus-fixed fee contract to provide a
financial management plan to the
Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration. The contract was
entered into with Management As-
sistance Corporation, appellant's
"wholly-owned subsidiary," for
$136,053, which was ultimately in-
creased 'by amendment to $198,053.

Subsequently, the contract was
terminated for convenience. The ap-
pellant has appealed from 'a decision
of the Contracting Officer, dated
October, 19, 1973, which denied its
claim for additional funds amount-
ing to $16,280.33 and held that ap-
pellant's subsidiary owed the Gov-
ernment $2,147, as a result of over-
payment.

On December 26,1973, the Board
issued a Notice of Docketing of the
appeal which, after considerable
difficulty, was eventually delivered
to the appellant. Enclosed with the
notice was a copy of the rules of
the Board. Specifically called to the
appellant's attention was sec. 4.107
of the rules, which provides for the

645]
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filing of a complaint within 30 days
after receipt.

No complaint or any further com-
munication was received from the
appellant, however. Consequently,
on June 7, 1974, the Board issued an
Order extending rtunc pro ttel the
time within which the appellant
might file a complaint. Upon the
failure of the appellant once again
to respond, the Board issued an
Order on August 15, 1914, in which
we specifically pointed out that the
appeal had reached the stage where
the Board was unable to proceed
with disposition for reasons beyond.
its control. Accordingly, we directed
the appellant to show cause within
30 days why the appeal should not
be dismissed pursuant to sec. 4.126
of our rules (43 CFR 4.126). Sec.
4.126 provides as follows:

See. 4.126 Dismissal without prejudice.
In certain cases, appeals docketed be-

fore the Board reach a stage where the
Board is unable to proceed with disposi-
tion thereof for reasons not within the
control of the Board. In any such case
where the inability to take action upon
the appeal has continued, or it appears
that it will continue, for an inordinate
length of time, the Board may in its dis-
cretion dismiss such appeal from its doc-
ket without prejudice to its restoration
when the cause of delay has been re-
moved, and when the parties have com-
plied with conditions specified by the
Board in its dismissal order.

After service of the Order to
show cause todld not be effected on
the appellant in the usual fashion
by certified mail, a copy was person-
ally served upon -its President on
September 24, 1974. On October 22,

1974, or shortly before the expira-
tion date of the 30-day period pro-
vided in the Order, he advised the
Board by telephone that the appel-
lant would not file a complaint..

As we had occasion to point out
recently, Boards traditionally have
applied procedural rules less strin-
gently against contractors, such as
this appellant, who are unrepre-
sented by counsel.1 We have been ex-
tremely lenient in this case. Almost
one year has elapsed since the ap-
peal was docketed and no further
progress has been made. The ease
has remained i exactly the same
posture that it was in 11 months
ago.

[1] Even where no attorney ap-
pears for a contractor, the contrac-
tor ordinarily must take some fur-
ther steps in pursuit of his claim
beyond the filing of a notice of ap-
peal. Under certain circumstances,
upon the failure of an appellant to
file a complaint, we are authorized
by see. 4.107(a) of our rules (43
CFR 4.107 (a) ) ,2 to treat in lieu
thereof the claim and appeal doc-
meuts together as one, if in our
opinion the issues are sufficiently de-
fined. We do this in an effort to
avoid disposition of appeals on tech-
nical grounds. The Board is unable
to do so here, however, since the

1
Eergreen Engineering, Inc., IBCA-994-

5-73 October 29, 1974), 81 I.D. 615, 74-2
BCA par. 10, 905.

2Sec. 4.107(a) reads in pertinent part:
"* * Should the complaint not be re-

ceived within 30 days, appellant's claim and
appeal documents may, i in the opinion of
the Board the issues before the. Board are
sufficiently defined, be deemed to set forth
his complaint ' 8 '."
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record-des not lend itself to such
treatnent.3 X

The appellant has not shown an
interest in prosecuting this appeal;
nohas it expressed any intention of
doing s6 in the future. On the con-
trary, its lack of zeal appears to
demonstrate little faith in the right-
ness of its cause. And so, for an un-
reasonable length of time, the ap-
peal has remained at status quo, a
number on our docket, gathering
dust in our files. And we, in turn, are
unable to proceed with disposition
on the merits as we would prefer.

The appellant has failed to go
forward and the Board has reached
the conclusion that the case has been
abandoned. Reluctant though we
may be to dismiss on procedural
grounds where a contractor has no
attorney, we have no other choice.
The Board will not retain an appeal
on its docket indefinitely.

By reason of the appellant's fail-
ure to prosecute, the appeal is here-
by dismissed without prejudice
pursuant to sec. 4.126 of our rules.4

Dismissal will become final should
the appellant fail to file a complaint
within 60 days after receipt of a
copy of this decision.

SMlEuMAN P. KIMBALL,

Adinistrative Judge.

3 See Barrett's Transfer Storage, Inc.,
GSBCA No. 3818 (October 31, 1973), 73-2
BCA par. 10,332; Trans American Construc-
tion, Inc., ASBCA No. 15542 (September 28,
1971), 71-2 BCA par. 9087; Power ngineer-
ing Company, Inc., ASBCA No. 13173 (Jan-
uary 15, 1971), 71-1 BOA par. 8684.

See Henkle and Company, IBCA-212, 66
I.D. 331 (1959),;59-2 BCA par. 2331.

I CONCUR:

,WLiAM F. McGRAW,
Chif Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF WHITE PLAINS
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

IBCA-9842-73
Decided Novender 12, 1974

Contract No. 14-06-503-1758,
Procurement of Interrupter Switches,
Rio Grande Project, Texas,
Bureau of Reclamation.

Sustained in Part.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-

tion: Modification of Contracts-Con-

tracts: Performance or Default: Impos-

sibility of Performance-Contracts:

Disputes and Remedies: Termination

for Default

A contractor's claim that it should be ex-
cused from performance due to a re-
strictive feature in a contract as awarded
-which caused impossibility of perform-
ance is denied where evidence shows that
the contract as awarded was modified by
mutual consent and the contractor had
no valid excuse for failure to perform
the modified contract so that a termina-
tion for default was proper.

2. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:

Burden of Proof-Contracts: Disputes

and Remedies: Damages: Actual Dam-

ages-Rules of Practice: Appeals:

Burden of Proof

A contractor's appeal from imposition of
excess costs on a reprocurement after a

565-384-75-2
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termination for default is sustained
where the Government failed to prove
entitlement to excess costs when it
chose to stand on evidence that it had
awarded a reprocurement contract at a
higher price and had sent the defaulted
contractor a bill for collection of the
difference between the original contract
price and the reprocurement contract
price. The Government's burden of proof
when excess costs are challenged requires
introduction of proof of performance and
payment under the reprocurement con-
tract, which proof was not furnished by
the Government.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Eugene Drexler,
Attorney at Law, New York, New
York, for appellant; Mr. Z. P. Shelton,
Department Counsel, Amarillo, Texas,
for the Government.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

PA CKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This is an appeal from a termina-
tion for default and a subsequent
assessment of excess costs. Appel-
lant contends that it should be ex-
cused from performance because the
contract was impossible to perform
due to a restrictive feature in the
original solicitation and in the con-
tract which resulted from appel-
lant's low bid in response to the so-
licitation. The appellant also asks
to be excused from liability for ex-
cess costs.

The Bureau of Reclamation
awarded Contract No. 14-06-503-
1758 to appellant on June 14, 1968.
The contract called for delivery of
two motor operated load interrupter

switches and supporting structures
within one hundred fifty days after
receipt of notice of award.' The
total contract price was $10,700
for the items to be furnished. The
contract was awarded on the basis
of appellant's offer to furnish inter-
rupters from the Joslyn Manufac-
turing Company which utilized vac-
uum modules. The feature in the
solicitation which appellant now
contends is restrictive is a drawing
of a Joslyn interrupter containing
four vacuum modules which was
shown mounted on a tower in Draw-
ing 24-508-1011 which was at-
tached to the solicitation. The spec-
ifications contained no express
requirement for a vacuum-type in-
terrupter but made specific provi-
sion for a gas operated interrupter.

After lengthy and fruitless at-
tempts to obtain the Joslyn inter-
rupter, appellant advised the Gov-
ernment on June 3, 1969, that it was
unable to do so. It offered, instead,
to furnish Turner Electric inter-
rupters at a reduction in unit price
of $120 per switch and requested a
ninety day extension of the delivery
schedule.2 On December 11, 1969,
the Government accepted appel-
lant's offer to furnish the Turner
interrupters3

On April 7, 1970, appellant wrote
to the Project Superintendent for
the Bureau of Reclamation: "Please
be advised that we are not able to
complete this contract due to the in-

1 Exhibit No. 7, Appeal File. All references
herein to numbered exhibits are to those in
the appeal file.

2 Exhibit No. 35.
8 Exhibit No. 39.
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ability of our supplier, American
Nucletron Corp., to procure the
necessary parts and engineering for
this highly technical equipment." 4
Appellant enclosed a letter from its
supplier's sales agent which gave
the following reason for nonper-
formance: "During the 7 months
elapsing before receiving the ap-
proval of the Turner interrupters,
American Nucletron lost the serv-
ices of the engineer who had worked
up the Turner application and had
been counted on to be responsible
for the specialized job through the
-factory, in case approval were ob-
tained. To date this problem has not
been satisfactorily resolved and our
principals request us to advise you
-that rather than prolong the uncer-
tainty of supplying the Bureau they
believe they should take the initia-
tive in: suggesting that the order be
cancelled." 5

By letter of April 29, 1970, the
Bureau of Reclamation notified ap-
pellant that its failure to perform
was found not to be excusable. Cit-
ing both the failure to make de-
livery and appellant's stated inten-
tion not to perform, the Bureau
terminated the contract for default.
Appellant was advised that the re-
quirement would be readvertised
and that appellant would be held
liable for any excess costs.'

A new solicitation was issued and
all bids received thereunder were
found to be nonresponsive.7 A con-

'Exhibit No. 44.
eExhibit No. 44.
4 Exhibit No. 45.
vExhibit No. 47.

tract for the rprocuremeflt was
thereupon negotiated with the
Joslyn Manufacturing. Company.
The reprocurement ontract was
awarded to Joslyn on June 30,1970,
in the amount of $18,882.8

On November 28, 1972, a bill for
collection was sent to appellant by
the Bureau of Reclamation, de-
manding payment of excess costs of
$8,182, the difference between the
original contract amount of $10,700
and the repurchase contract amount
of $18,882.9

DEFAULT TERMINATION

[1] Appellant argues that it
should be excused from perform-
ance because the contract as awarded
was impossible to perform. This
argument is based entirely on the
contention that the depiction of a
four-module Joslyn interrupter was
a restrictive feature in the solicita-
tion and contract and such restric-
tion operated to the detriment of
appellant. The evidence does not
support appellant's argument. The
conflict between the drawing of the
Joslyn interrupter and the specifica-
tions which allowed other types was
resolved before award of the con-
tract. Appellant's response to the
Bureau's inquiry as to how many
vacuum modules it proposed to fur-
nish was that it proposed to furnish
five vacuum modules to confon to

Exhibit No. 52.
"Exhibit No. 6. It should be noted that the

computation Ignores the reduction of $240
which occurred when the original contract
was modified by acceptance of appellant's
offer to furnish Turner interrupters.
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the specifications rather than four
vacuum modules to conform to the
drawing? o

Appellant clearly understood
prior to award of the contract that
the specifications prevailed over the
drawing. This understanding is
borne out by appellant's offer to
furnish the Turner interrupter
when it could not obtain the Joslyn
and its representation that the
Turner interrupter met all the spec-
ifications.1 '

The final blow to appellant's
argument that the drawing was re-
strictive is the fact that the Govern-
ment's acceptance of the offer to
furnish the Turner interrupter
completely relieved appellant of the
obligation to furnish the Joslyn in-
terrupter depicted in the drawing.
In these circumstances, we perceive
no detriment to appellant from its
inability to obtain the Joslyn in-
terrupter.

Appellant's sole reason for failure
to deliver the switches with the
Turner interrupter was the depar-
ture of the engineer who worked
up the applications The rule isv well
settled that departure of key per-
sonnel from a contractor's supplier
does not excuse the contractor from
performance.13 Accordingly, we find
that appellant's contract was prop-
erly terminated for default.

e 3Exhibit No. 12.
BExhibit No. 35.

12 Exhibit No. 44. The reason was repeated
at the hearing, without further amplification,
by appellant's contract administratort (Tr.
27-28). : 

I JHydro Fitting Macnuf acturing Corp.,
ASBOA Nos. 11768, 13077 (March 13, 1970),
70-1 BOA par. 8211 at p. 38,183.

The appeal from the default ter-
mination is denied.

Excess Costs

[2] Appellant also asks that it be
relieved from liability for excess
costs because of the Government's
failure to mitigate damages.

We do not reach the question of
whether the Govermnent took the
proper actions to mitigate damages
in the reprocurement for the reason
that the Government has failed to
sustain its burden of proof with re-
pect to excess costs. When the
assessment of excess costs is chal-
lenged, the burden rests with the
Government to prove entitlement to
such costs.

14

In the present case, the proof of-
fered by the Government is a copy
of the repurchase contract, which
was negotiated with Joslyn Manu-
facturing Company and awarded on
June 30, 1970, in the amount of
$18,882, and a copy of a bill for
collection of the difference between.
the original contract and the repur--
chase contract.

In Whitloce Corporation v.,
United States, 141 Ct. Cl. 758, 765
(1958), the Government presented

proof that a repurchase contract.
was awarded plus a certified copy of
a Certificate of Indebtedness from.
the General Accounting Office stat-
ing that the total cost to the Govern--
ment was the face amount of the re--
purchase contract. The Court held>

14 eese Envelope Company, GSBCA No..
8808 (October 29, 1973), 78-2 BA par.
10,299, affirmed on Reconsideration, Jan-
uary 18, 1974, 74-1 BCA par. 10,423.

[81 I.D.
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that the Certificate of Indebtedness AFFIRMED AND DISMISSED.
did not constitute proof that the re-
purchase contract had either been
:performed or paid for.

The bill for collection in the
present case does not rise to-the level
of the Certificate of Indebtedness
'which was found inadequate in
Thitlock. The failure of the Gov-
ermnent to introduce into evidence
any vouchers or canceled checks
under the reprocurement contract is
fatal to its attempt to establish en-
titlement to excess costs.'

The appeal from assessment of
excess costs is sustained.

G. HERBERT PACKWOOD,
Adminitstrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAm F. McGRAv,
Chief Adninfistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
SESSIONS, INC. (A CALIFORNIA
CORPORATION) v. VYOLA OLIN-
GER ORTNER (LESSOR), LEASE
NO. PSL-33, JOSEPH PATRICK
PATENCIO (LESSOR), LEASE NO.
TSL-36, LARRY OLINGER (LES-
SOR), LEASE NO. PSL-41

3 IBIA 145
Decided November 12, 1974

Appeal from Administrative orders
canceling long-term business leases.

'5 Hese Envelope Company, Note 14, supra.

1. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by the Secretary,
at the request of the lessor where lessee
has failed to carry out specific provisions
of the lease.

2. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Rentals-Indian
Lands: Leases and Permits: Long-term
Business: Waiver-Indian Lands:
Leases and Permits: Long-term Busi-
ness: Generally-Waiver

Acceptance of rentals by the lessor sub-
sequent to default on specific provisions
of the lease by the lessee does not con-
stitute waiver of items in default in the
absence of showing that lessor volun-
tarily or intentionally waived the re-
quirements under the lease.

APPEARANCES: Dillon, Boyd,
Dougherty and Perrier, a professional
corporation, for appellants, Sessions,
Inc., a California Corporation; Wil-
liam lI. Wirtz, staff attorney, Sacra-
mento Regional Solicitor's Office, for
Vyola Olinger Ortner, Joseph Patrick
Patencio, and Larry Olinger, appellees.

OPINION BY AD2J1IINISTRA-

TIVE JUDGE WILSON IN-

TERIO BOARD OF INDIAN

APPEALS

The above-entitled matters coine
before this Board on appeals timely
filed and taken by Sessions, Inc.,
hereinafter referred to as appellant,
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that the Certificate of Indebtedness AFFIRMED AND DISMISSED.
did not constitute proof that the re-
purchase contract had either been
:performed or paid for.

The bill for collection in the
present case does not rise to-the level
of the Certificate of Indebtedness
'which was found inadequate in
Thitlock. The failure of the Gov-
ermnent to introduce into evidence
any vouchers or canceled checks
under the reprocurement contract is
fatal to its attempt to establish en-
titlement to excess costs.'

The appeal from assessment of
excess costs is sustained.

G. HERBERT PACKWOOD,
Adminitstrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAm F. McGRAv,
Chief Adninfistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
SESSIONS, INC. (A CALIFORNIA
CORPORATION) v. VYOLA OLIN-
GER ORTNER (LESSOR), LEASE
NO. PSL-33, JOSEPH PATRICK
PATENCIO (LESSOR), LEASE NO.
TSL-36, LARRY OLINGER (LES-
SOR), LEASE NO. PSL-41

3 IBIA 145
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Appeal from Administrative orders
canceling long-term business leases.

'5 Hese Envelope Company, Note 14, supra.

1. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by the Secretary,
at the request of the lessor where lessee
has failed to carry out specific provisions
of the lease.

2. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Rentals-Indian
Lands: Leases and Permits: Long-term
Business: Waiver-Indian Lands:
Leases and Permits: Long-term Busi-
ness: Generally-Waiver

Acceptance of rentals by the lessor sub-
sequent to default on specific provisions
of the lease by the lessee does not con-
stitute waiver of items in default in the
absence of showing that lessor volun-
tarily or intentionally waived the re-
quirements under the lease.

APPEARANCES: Dillon, Boyd,
Dougherty and Perrier, a professional
corporation, for appellants, Sessions,
Inc., a California Corporation; Wil-
liam lI. Wirtz, staff attorney, Sacra-
mento Regional Solicitor's Office, for
Vyola Olinger Ortner, Joseph Patrick
Patencio, and Larry Olinger, appellees.

OPINION BY AD2J1IINISTRA-

TIVE JUDGE WILSON IN-

TERIO BOARD OF INDIAN

APPEALS

The above-entitled matters coine
before this Board on appeals timely
filed and taken by Sessions, Inc.,
hereinafter referred to as appellant,
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from decisions of the Area Director,
Sacramento Area Office, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, canceling three of
its long-term business leases. Three
separate appeals are actually in-
volved herein. However, in the fur-
therance of justice and in order to
expedite disposition of the appeals
and on the basis that the legal and
factual issues are common to all, the
appeals involved herein are joined
and are hereinafter referred to as
appeal.

The appeal involves the cancella-
tion of three of seven leases, PSL-
33, Contract No. 14-20-0550-803;
PSI-36, Contract No. 14-20-0550-
805; and PSL-41, Contract No. 14-
20-0550-809, on trust allotted lands,
acquired by the appellant's prede-
cessor in interest, Rancho Trailer
Park, Inc., on April 11, 1960, from
the three separate Indian owners,
Vyola Olinger Ortner, Joseph Pat-
rick Patencio and Larry Olinger.
The leases contain identical cove-
nants and differ only as to the rent
(each lessor was to receive a vary-
ing rent on a percentage basis), de-
scription of the lands, parties, and
the value of the improvements to
be placed upon each individual par-
cel. All three of the leases involved
herein became effective upon ap-
proval by the Secretary of the In-
terior on January 27, 1961.

The dispute centers on Articles
7, 8 and 11 of Lease No. PSL-33
and Articles 8 and 11 of Leases, No.
PSL-36 and PSL-41 which in their
pertinent parts provide:

7. IPROVEMENTS

As a material part of the consideration
for this lease the lessee covenants and
agrees that within five (5) years after
the date of approval of this lease, Lessee-
shall have completed construction of per-
manent improvements on the leased prem-
ises at a cost of and having a reasonable
value of THREE HUNDRED THOU-
SAND DOLLARS ($300,000).
Improved trailer spaces on the leased
premises at the date of approval of this
lease shall be considered as part of such
required permanent improvements with,
a value of FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOL-
LARS ($1500) for each such improved
trailer space.

S. GENERAL PLAN AND DESIGN

Within two (2) years after the approval
of this lease, the Lessee shall cause and
be prepared and submitted to the Secre-
tary for approval, a general plan and
architect's design for the full improve-
ment and complete development of the
entire leased premises. The Secretary
shall not unreasonably withhold approval
and shall either approve or state his rea-
sons for disapproval within thirty (30)
days after said plans are presented to
him by the Lessee.

11. COMPLETION OF DEVELOPMENT

It is understood and agreed that the
Lessee will complete the full development
and improvement of the leased premises
in accordance with the general plan and
architect's design, approved in accord-
ance with Article 8, above, within five
(5) years from the date of the approval
of this lease. If full improvement and'
development as specified is not completed'
within that period of time, the' Lessee
covenants and agrees that, at the request
of the Secretary, Lessee will enter into
an amendment of this lease, deleting
from the leased premises those portions
thereof not fully improved and developed.
In the event that a portion of the leased
premises are so deleted, the aggregate

[81,1.D-
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minimum and percentage rentals under
this lease and the leases of the six con-
tiguous parcels set out in Article 1(b)
hereof shall not be decreased, but such
aggregate minimum and percentage rent-
als shall be reapportioned among the less-
ors on the basis of the comparative values
of the lands remaining on this lease and
the leases on the six contiguous parcels.
For the purposes of this reapportionment,
the value of the leased premises herein
described shall be (FOUR HUNDRED
AND FIFTY DOLLARS ($450) per
front foot for South Palm Canyon Drive
frontage, to a depth of two-hundred and
fifty feet (250') and SEVENTY-FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($7500) per acre
for the remaining area-Lease No. PSL-
33); (SEVENTY-FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS ($7500) per acre-Lease No.
PSL-36); (SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS
($6000) per acre-Lease No. PSL-41).

Lease No. PSL-33, between
Vyola Olinger Ortner, Palm
Springs Allottee No. 4 and Rancho
Trailer Park, Incorporated (Ses-
sions' predecessor in interest), cov-
ers a five-acre tract described as
the N/2NE1/4SE1/4SE/ 4 sec. 22,
T. 4 S., R. 4 E., San Bernardino
Base and Meridian, Riverside
County, California. Lease No. PSIL
36, between Joseph Patrick Paten-
cio, Palm Springs Allottee No. 17
and Rancho Trailer Park, Incor-
porated (Sessions? predecessor in
interest), covers a five-acre tract
described as the S½/2SW/4NAE'/4
SEK/4 sec. 22, T. 4 S., R. 4 E., San
Bernardino Base and Meridian,
Riverside County, California. Lease
No. PSL-41, between Larry Nor-
man Olinger, Palm Springs Allot-

tee No. 71; and Rancho Trailer
Park, Incorporated (Sessions' pred-
-ecessor in interest);, covers a 7.5-
acre tract described as the N/2
'NW'ASElS/4SE'4, SEl/4NW/4SE/4
SE%,4 sec. 22, T. 4 S., R. 4 E.,
San Bernardino Base and Meridian,
Riverside County, California.

In brief, the leases in question re-
quired the appellant to fully de-
velop and improve within five years
from January 27, 1961, the leased
premises which were then used as a
trailer park. To this end, the lease
terms provided that appellant was
to submit within two years from
January 27, 1961, to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs as representative of
the Secretary of the Interior for ap-
proval, a general plan and archi-
tect's design for permanent im-
provements. The plan, if approved
required construction of the im-
provements to be completed by
January 26, 1966.

The appellant on January 24,
1962, requested a one-year extension
of time in which to submit the gen-
eral plans for the full development
of the leased premises. The request
was denied by the Palm Springs
Office of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. Again on December 22, 1962,.
the appellant requested a year's ex-
tension for the submission of the
general plans. The Palm Springs
office recommended approval of the
extension through modification of
the leases by supplemental agree-
ments. Notwithstanding negoti-
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ations regarding the foregoing re-
quest, no plans were submitted up
and through February 11, 1966. Fi-
nally, on March 24, 1966, appellant
submitted to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs two proposed plans for de-
velopment of the leased premises.
The plans were unacceptable to the
appellees and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs since they did not meet the
requirements of the leases for the
full development of the leased
premises. No plans appear to have
been submitted thereafter by the
appellant. After much fruitless
negotiation among the parties con-
cerning the obligations under the
proposed plans and the leases the
appellees separately requested the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to proceed
with cancellation of the leases.

[1] The record regarding each
lease further indicates that the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs pursuant to
25 CFR 131.14 by letters dated Sep-
tember 24, 1973, December 12, 1972,
and March 15, 1973, gave the appel-
lant ten days in which to show cause
why the subject leases should not be
canceled for alleged defaults under
Articles 7-IMPROVEMENTS,
8-GENERAL PLAN AND DE-
SIGN, and 11-COMPLETION
OF DEVELOPMENT of Lease
No. PSL-33; and Articles 8-GE N-
ERAL PLAN AND DESIGN,
and 11-COMPLETION OF DE-
VELOPMENT of Leases, No.
PSL-36 and 41.

In response to the show-cause let-
ters as to why the leases in question
should not be canceled, the appel-
lant in essence alleged that it had

ITME'NT OF THE INTERIOR [Si I.D.

(1) completed construction of per-
manent improvements in the reason-
able amounts indicated in the respec-
tive leases (2) it had submitted al-
ternative plans to those submitted
on March'24, 1966, but that the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs failed to ap-
prove or disapprove the plans and
that the appellees had rejected the
plans without good cause, (3) the
appellees had waived any rights to
require submission of plans or the
further development of the property
by the acceptance of rent for the
past seven years and (4) the appel-
lant has been precluded from de-
veloping the property by the refusal
of the appellees to cooperate in the
development of the property and to
join in the dedication of Belardo
Road required by the city'of Palm
Springs as a condition to further
development. The Bureau found the
foregoing reasons or allegations in-
adequate and so advised the appel-
lant.

Thereafter, under dates of Janu-
ary 22, 1974, March 26, 1973, and
April 20, 1973, the appellant was
advised of and given 60 days in
which to cure the alleged defaults
under Articles 7, 8 and 11 of Lease
No. PSL-33 and Articles 8 and 11
of Leases, No. PSL-36 and 41.'Fail-
ure on the part of the appellant to
cure the violations within the 60-day
period caused the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to order cancellation of the
leases effective as of April 2, 1974,
as to PSL-33, May 3,1973, and June
28, 1973, as to PSL-36 and PSL-41.

The appellant from said cancella-
tions filed timely appeals setting
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forth the following reasons or con-
tentions why the leases in question
should not be terminated or can-
celed:

AS TO PSL-33:
1. Sessions, Inc., submitted plans and de-
signs for the improvements of the leased
premises that have neither been ap-
proved nor disapproved by the Secretary
and his subordinates.

2. Sessions' obligation to redevelop the
lease PSL-33 is excused by the refusal
of one-or .more of the Indian lessors to
approve plans and designs for the rede-
velopment of Rancho Trailer Park and
grant the dedication of city streets re-
quired for the development.
3. The Secretary and the lessor by having
accepted the rent held under lease No.
PSL-33, have waived Sessions' obliga-
tion under the lease -to complete the de-
velopment of the leased premises.
4. It would be an unjust result to' for-
feit lease PSL-33.
AS TO LEASES PSL-36 AND 41:
1. Sessions, Inc., has complied with its
development obligations under Articles
7 (sic), 8 and 11 of the lease.
2. Sessions, Inc., has submitted plans and
designs for the mobile home spaces on
PSI-36 and PSL-41 that have neither
been approved nor disapproved by the Sec-
retary and his subordinates.
3. Sessions' obligation to redevelop lease
PSL-36 and PSL-41 is excused by the re-
fusal of one or more of the lessors to
approve plans and designs for the rede-
velopment of Rancho Trailer Park and
grant the dedications of city streets re-
quired for the development.
4. The Secretary and the lessor, having
accepted the rent called for under lease
No. PSI-36 and PSI-41, have waived Ses-
sions' obligation under the lease to com-
plete the development of the leased prem-
ises.

5. It would be an unjust result to forfeit
leases PSL-36 and PSI-41.

Considering the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs' reasons for canceling
the leases and the appellant's con-
tentions hereinabove set forth op-
posing the cancellations, it is quite
apparent that nonperformance of
Articles 7, 8 and 11 of PSL-33 and
Articles 8 and 11 of PSL-36 and 41
is claimed by the appellees while ap-
pe]lant claims waiver of perform-
ance. In short, appellant contends it
is not in default of its obligations
under Articles , 8 and 11 of Lease
PS,-33 and 8 and 11 of Leases
PSL-36 and 41 because the Secre-
tary and his subordinates'did not
take any action with respect to the
alleged plans submitted by appel-
lant to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the appellees as required by
Article 8 of the leases. The appel-
lant, accordingly, attributes its
noncompliance under Article 11 of
the leases on the Secretary's failure
to act on the alleged plans under
Article 8 of the leases as submitted
on March 24, 1966. The alleged
plans, among other things, required
that the appellees dedicate part of
their land to the city of Palm
Springs for widening and extend-
ing certain streets through the mid-
dle of the leased premises.

We find nothing in the leases re-
quiring the dedication as a require-
ment of the development of the
premises. Since the dedication
would require a substantial amend-
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ment to the lease, it must be con-
cluded that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs was not required to approve
or disapprove the alleged plans since
it was not one to commercially de-
velop the property within the terms
of the leases. Moreover, refusal by
the appellees to dedicate their land
could hardly be deemed arbitrary
or unreasonable since the dedication
would possibly destroy for all times
the future use of the property for
commercial purposes.

In the absence of an approved ex-
tension, although requests had been
made, of the period for submission
of the plan and architect's design
under Article 8 of the leases, the
Board finds that appellant was in
default thereof as of January 26,
1963.

Furthermore, the due date for the
performance of the obligations
under Articles 7 and 11 of PSL-33
and Article 11 of PSL-36 and 41 in
accordance with the approved gen-
,eral plan and architect's design was
January 26, 1966. In the absence of
an approved extension, and the
failure to complete the improve-
ments by that date, the Board fur-
ther finds appellant was in default
as to those articles.

The appellant's argument or con-
tention that the performance of the
ob]igations imposed by Articles 7, 8
and 11 of PSL-33 and Articles 8
.and 11 of PSL-36 and 41 was
waived by the appellees' continued
acceptance of the rentals without
requiring performance of the obli-
gations or instituting action to ter-
mninate the leases is unacceptable.

Appellant in support of the fore-
going contention cites and relies
heavily on the case of Kern Sunset
Oil Company v. Good Roads Oil
Company, 6 P. 2d 71, 214 Cal. 435
(1931) as being the law applicable
in this case regarding waiver and
forfeiture wherein the court on page
440 thereof stated:

The acceptance of rent by the landlord
from the tenant, after the breach of a
condition of the lease, with full knowl-
edge of all the facts, is a waiver of the
breach, and precludes the landlord from
declaring a forfeiture of the lease by rea-
son of said breach. This is the general
rule, and is supported by ample author-
ity. * * *

While it is a generally stated rule
that acceptance of rental by the les-
sor after the lessee's breach implies
a waiver of that breach, this con-
cept, involving the ]:nowing relin-
quishment of a right, is a matter of
intent which necessarily depends on
the factual circumstances of each
case. Jose v. Iglesias, 462 F.2d 214,
216 (9th Cir. 1972); In Be Wil-Low
Cafeterias, Inc., 95 F.2d 306, 309
(2d Cir. 1938), cert. denied Wil-
Low Cafeterias, Inc. v. 650 Madi-
son Avenue Corporation, 304 U.S.
567 (1938). Thus "acceptance of
rent is evidence to be considered by
the trier of fact but it is not neces-
sarily conclusive." Jose v. Iglesias,
supra at 216; of. Bledsoe v. United
States, 349 F. 2d 605, 607 (10th Cir.
1965); Smith v. United States, 113
F.2d 191, 193 (10th Cir. 1940).

[2] In the appeal at bar, the rec-
ord indicates negotiations among
the parties continued for several
years after the appellant defaulted

[81 I.D..
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YAKIMA ALLOTTELE NO. 124-3112) .
November 19, 1974

*in January 1966. The record fur-
ther indicates during that time sev-
*eral options being considered were
whether appellant would pay an in-
creased rental, proceed with full de-
velopment based on new, long-term
leases, or surrender the premises to
the appellees. Under these circum-
-stances it must be concluded that the
.appellees did. not conduct them-
-selves so as to permit the conclusion
that they had waived appellant's
-defaults nor had they intentionally
waived the defaults in question.

Under very similar and like cir-
,cumstances as in the matter herein,
in the case of Sessions, Inc. v. Mor-
ton, et al., 348 F. Supp. 694 (1972),
affirmed in Sessions, Inc. v. Morton,
et at., 491 F. 2d 854 (9th Ciir. 1974),
the court found that acceptance of
rentals by the lessors did not effect
-or constitute waiver of defaults.
The lease there under consideration
(Lease No. PSI37), like the three
leases on appeal herein, was one of
the original group of seven Indian
leases on the Palm Springs Reserva-
tion.

In view of the- reasons herein-
-above stated, this Board finds no
-compelling reasons to disturb the
Area Director's decisions of April
2, 1974, May 3, 1973, and June 28,
1973, canceling Leases PSL-33,
PSL-36 and PSL-41, and his de-
-cisions should be affirmed.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior (211 DM
13.7, issued December 14, 1973) and

43 CFR 4.1(2), the decisions of the
Area Director dated May 3, 1973,
June 28, 1973, and April 2, 1974,
canceling leases PSL-33, PSL-36
and PSL-41 be, and the same are
hereby AFFIRMED and the ap-
peal herein is DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

DAViD J. MCKEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.
MITCHELL J. SABAGH,
Adrrinistrative Judge.

ESTATE OF NOCTUSIE (WILLIE)
WHIZ (DECEASED YAKIMA
ALLOTTEE NO. 14-3112)

3 IBIA 161

Decided November 19, 1974

Appeal from an order affirming will
and decree of distribution.

Affirmed.

1. Indian Probate: Wills: Testamen-
tary Capacity: Alcohol-425.28.1

Evidence that decedent was a chronic
alcoholic, but fails, to establish that
decedent had suffered damage to his brain
to the degree that his memory or ability
to reason was affected, for which fails to
establish that he was intoxicated at the
time of executing his will, is insufficient
to rebut the testimony of attesting wit-
nesses concerning the testamentary
capacity of the deceased.
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2. Indian Probate: Wills: Undue In-
fluence: Failure to Establish, Oppor-
tunity-425,30.2
Undue influence is not shown when the
mere opportunity existed for the exercise
of influence upon the testatrix.

APPEARANCES: Tim Weaver of
Hovis, Cockrill and Roy for William
Austin Whiz, Jr., appellant; C. Nontee
Kennedy and Owen M. Panner of Pan-
ner, Johnson, Marceau and Krnopp for
Arlene Katy Smith, Zelma Lee Smith,
Nona Laverne Smith and Joseph Sid-
ney Smith, appellees.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The record indicates the above-
entitled matter came on for rehear-
ing before Administrative Law
Judge Robert Snashall on Septem-
ber 11, 1973. From the evidence ad-
duced therein the Judge on Octo-
ber 9, 1973, affirmed, with minor
modifications, his order of Decem-
ber 8, 1972, wherein he approved
Noctusie (Willie) Whiz's last will
and testament dated March 24,1971.
William Austin Whiz, Jr., herein-
after referred to as appellant,
through his attorney, has appealed
to this forum the said order of Octo-
ber 9, 1973.

The document in question, as in-
dicated by the record, was executed
by Noctusie (Willie) Whiz, herein-
after referred to as testator, on
March 24, 1971, at Madras, Oregon,
in the law offices of Rodriguez and

Albright. With the exception of a
one-dollar bequest to the appellant,
the residue of the testator's trust
estate is devised in equal shares to
his four grandchildren, Arlene
Katy Smith, Zelina Lee Smith,
Mona Laverne Smith, and Joseph
Sidney Smith, being children of the
testator's prior-deceased daughter,
Ramona Smith.

The appellant, as basis for his ap-
peal, alleges that the testator lacked
testamentary capacity to execute the
last will and testament dated March
24, 1971, and that said will was the
result of undue influence exerted by
one Alvis Smith, Sr., designated as
executor under the will.

A careful review of the record
clearly indicates appellant's conten-
tions as hereinabove set forth are en-
tirely without merit.

There appears to be no dispute
that the testator was chronically ad-
dicted to the use of alcohol for the
greater part of his adult life as ap-
pellant contends. However, the ap-
pellant has failed to establish that
the long and continued use of alco-
hol resulted in damage to his
[testator's] brain to such a degree
that his memory or ability to rea-
son was affected or impaired. More-
over, the appellant has failed to
establish that the testator was in-
toxicated oil the date the will was
executed. The testimony of the
scrivener and the attesting witnesses
clearly indicates the testator was
not under the influence of any in-
toxicating liquor on March 24, 1971,
the date on which the will was ex-
ecuted.
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[1] The Department has con-
sistently' held that a showing of a
state of habitual drunkeness of itself
does not constitute testamentary in-
capacity. Estate of Amelia Keyes
Abbott iramontes Walker, IA-
1339 (April 5, 1966), affi'rmred,
Simons v. Udall, 276 F. Supp. 75
(D. Mont. 1967). Evidence that a

decedent was a chronic alcoholic, but
fails to establish that the decedent
had suffered damage to his brain to
the degree that his memory or abil-
ity to reason was affected, or which
fails to establish that he was intoxi-
cated at the time of executing his
will, is insufficient to rebut the testi-
mony of attesting witnesses con-
cerning the testamentary capacity
of the decedent. Estate of William
Bigheart, Jr., IA-T-21 (August 8,
1969) and IA-T-21 (S'upp.) (Sep-
tember 4, 1969). In the Estate of
Joseph Garrick, A-24205 (Novem-
ber 5, 1945) the Department held
that if a testator, who was almost
continuously under the influence of
alcohol during the period before
making his will, was sober at the
time of making the will, he was
competent to, devise his property as
he saw fit. See also Estate of John
J. Ahers, 1 IBIA 8, 77 I.D. 268
(1970), afl/med, Akers v. Morton,
333 F. Supp. 184 (D. Mont. 1911).

[2] The appellant's ,contention
that the will' was a result of undue
influence is clearly not substantiated
by the evidence. At most, the evi-
dence in the case at bar establishes

mere opportunity for exertion of
undue influence and suspicion on the
part of appellant that such influence
was exerted. Mere opportunity of
undue influence and suspicion
thereof is insufficient to invalidate a
will. state of Conrad Mausape,
IA-T-14 (December 13, 1968);
Estate of Otto ittleman (Lame
Woman), IA-T-25 (June 5, 1970).

Considering the record as pres-
entlyv constituted, the Board finds
that the appellant has clearly failed
to come 'forth with. any evidence to
support his contentions regarding
lack of testamentary capacity and
undue influence. Accordingly, the
decision of October 9, 19T, should
be affirmed and the appeal dis-
missed.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian: Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge issued October 9,
1973, in the estate herein be, and the
same is HEREBY AFFIRMED
and the appeal herein is DIS-
MISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WMSON,
Admnistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

MrrCHELL J. SABAGmr,
Administrative Judge.
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ESTATE OF PETER VALLEE
(COEUR d'ALENE 1X-1056,

DECEASED)

3 IBIA 167

Decided November 0, 1974

This is an order of remand to an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge to correct error
by the conduct of new and further pro-
ceedings.

Docketed and remanded.;

1. Indian Probate: Secretary's Author-
ity: Generally-381.0

Where it becomes, necessary, the Secre-

tary may in the exercise of his supervi-
sory authority reserved in 43 C;FR 4.5,
assume original jurisdiction of a pending

Indian probate, to correct an error of
omission which occurred after the enact-

ment of a statute and prior to the pub-
lication of appropriate regulations, and
he may remand the case to an Adminis-
trative Law Judge for further proceed-

ings.

2. IndianProbate.: Generally-100.O

Proceedings under the regulations in 43

CPR Part 4, Subpart D §§ 4.300 et seq.
39 FR. 31636, August 30, 1974, published

to implement the Act of September 29,
-1972 (86 Stat. 744), relative to the right

of a tribe to purchase lands of unenrolled
heirs of deceased members of the Nez

Perce Tribe having less than 4 blood of
the Tribe are matters of probate; and they
are not 'fmatters Which are the subject of

appeal from decisions of administrative
officers of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to be decided under the delegation of

authority contained in the December 14,
1973 amendment of the Departmental

Manual appearing at 211 DiM 13.7.

3. Indian Probate: Rehearing: Plead-
ing, Timely Filing-370.1

Where the Nez Perce Tribe has indicated
its intent to take the interests of the heirs
who are not enrolled in that Tribe, under
authority of the Act of September 29, 1972
(S6 Stat. 744), the order determining the

-heirs of the decedent does not terminate-
probate under said Act, further proceed--
ings being necessary for determination
of the fair'market value, and when for
lack of such further proceedings, the time'
for filing a petition for rehearing does not
begin to run upon entry of said order
except as to-those issues of heirship and
the like decided in the order determining
heirs.

APPEARANCES: David 0. Vallee, pros
se.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADALZINISTEA TIVE

JUDGE McKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Peter Vallee, an unallotted, on-
enrolled Indian of the Coeur
d'Alene Indian eservation No. N-
1056 died intestate possessed of
trust or restricted property on the
Nez Perce Reservation in Idaho on
October 21, 1968.
"The Act of September 29, 1972

(86 Stat. 744) was entitled

To provide with respect to theinheritance
of interests in estricted or trust land
within the Nez Perce Indian 'Reserva-
tion, and fora other purposes.

Section 4 of the Act is as follows:

The provisions of this Act shall apply
'to all estates pending before the Ex--
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aminer of Inheritance on the date of
this Act and. to all future estates, but
shall not apply to any estate heretofore
closed.

[1] On the date the Act was ap-
-proved, the probate of the estate of
Peter Vallee was pending before
Administrative Law Judge Elge
(formerly Examiner of Inherit-
ance), and on Jiune 6,1973, the order
determining heirs in the estate was
entered. Therein it was determined
that David Charles Vallee, the ap-
-pellant herein, Joan Vallee Villegas,
of the Coeur d'Alene Reservation,
'Theresa Vallee Buffalohead, of the
Coleville Reservation, Peter B.
Vallee, Jr. and Michael Dean Vallee,
both of the 'Coeur d'Alene Reserva-
tiion, children of the decedent, each
inherited a 2/15 interest of the de-
cedent's lands on the Nez Perce
Reservation.

On August 23, 1973, the Adminis-
trative Law Judge ordered distribu-
tion of all of the decedent's estate,
except those interests on the Nez
Perce Reservation passing to the
above-designated heirs. The Judge
thereby 'retained jurisdiction of
those lands pending a determination
of the rights of the Nez Perce Tribe
under 'the Act of September 29,
1972, supra, to 'take the same under
the tribal, resolution of August 31,
1973, upon full payment'of the fair
market value to the Superintendent
on behalf of the said heirs. Accord-
ing to the probate inventory, the de-

e'dent died owning an undivided

'/2 interest in a porti6n of the allot-
ment of Sophia Thomas, allotment

No. 838, described as lot 2. sec. 5, T'
36 N., R. I W., Boise Meridian,
Idaho, containing 36.6 acres more or
less. This property was there shown
to have an estimated value of
$10,000.

Thereafter, on January 14, 1974,
upon a full appraisal by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Area Chief Ap-
praiser Richard C. Swanson, the
property was assigned a value of
$8,000 as of the date of the dece-
dent's death on October 21, 1968.
David C. Vallee objected to this
value declaring it to be less than the
fair market value as it is required to
be determined by the statute. He
went so far on March 28,1974, as to
file an action in United States Dis-
trict Court for the Eastern District
of Washington, entitled David C.
Vallee, Plaintiff v. Bureau of Indian
Affairs and Vez Peree Tribe, Civil
Action C-74-77, seeking relief from
the alleged low appraisal. This ac-
tion is still pending, but it is pre-
sumed to be subject to dismissal for
failure to exhaust administrative
remedies.

Thereafter, on July 24, 1974, the
iBureau of Indian Affairs again ap-
praised the property as of October
21, 1968, the date of the death of the
-decedeit, and. valued it at $9,300 to
which the saidi David C. Vallee also
objects. Proceedings to this point
are interlocutory only. -

[2,3] Under procedues then being
.followed without the guidance of
regulations, the money for a. 2 A15
portion of the decident's ½2 interest
in allotment No. 838 was preemp-
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torily transferred by the Superin-
tendent without any order or di-
rective from the tribal account
moneys in his control to the individ-
ual accounts of each of the five heirs
whose interests were subject to tak-
ing by the Tribe. The fair market
value has never been "determined
by the Secretary" as required by the
statute. The matter was appealed to
the Board of Indian Appeals as an
appeal from the decision of an ad-
ministrative officer of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs under 211 DM 13.7
as amended December 14, 1973.

In the meantime, new regulations
implementing the Act of September
29, 1972, supra, were published on
'August 30, 1974 (39 F.R. 31635) f-
fective in 30 days. It is determined
here that the said Act does not pro-
vide for the determination of fair
market value as an administrative
action of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. Fair market value is a deter-
mination to be made by an Adminis-
trative Law Judge upon agreement
of the parties, or if no agreement
can be reached, then after a hearing
held in conjunction with the per-
formance of his probate adjudica-
tion.

The finding is made that the heirs
of this decedent have been deprived
of due process in the determination
of the fair market value of the in-
terests in the lands on the Nez Perce
Reservation, and further, that such
due process may now be afforded to
them by following the procedures
set forth in 39 F.R. 31635, gupra,
adding to 43 GFR Part-4, new sec-
tions 4.300-4.317.

I It is further noted thaton July 18,
1913, subsequent to the entry of the
order determining heirs the inven-
tory of the Xez Perce land was mod-
ified to include an omitted interest.
It is shown that in addition to the
land included in the probate inven-
tory at the date of death, the dece-
dent was the owner of an undivided
1/2 interest in Nez Perce tract No.
182-M147 described as the N1/2
SEY4, SW1/4SE'/4, sec. 7, T. 36 N.,
R. 4 W., B.M. containing 120 acres
more or less. However this land was
not assigned a value, and the modifi-
cation of the inventory was not con-
sidered by the Nez Perce Tribe at
the time it filed its selection of land
interests to be taken from the heirs
under the Act of September 29,1972,
supra. Any further proceedings in
this probate relative to the deter-
mination of the fair market value
and the disposition of those inter-
ests passing to the ineligible heirs
should include all of the land lo-
*cated on the Nez Perce Reservation
owned by the decedent at the time
of his death.

NOW, THEREFORE, under
and by virtue of the authority con-

tained in the delegation of Decem-
ber 14, 1973 (211 DM 13.?) and in
43 CFR 4.1 this matter is. RE-
MANDED to Administrative-Law
Judge Elge for further proceedings
according to the findings herein,
and issuance of a decision final for
the Department unless appealed
pursuant to the regulations pub-
lished in 39 F.R. 31635 etseq.
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This decision is final for this pro- APPEARANCES: Mr. Paul H. Schafer,
iceeding. Federal Government Sales Manager,

Washington, D.C., for appellant; Mvr.
DAvID J. MCKEE, Thomas A. Darner, Department Coun-,

Chief Ad'.ministrative Judge. sel, Washington, D.C., for the Govern-
ment.

WE CONGUR:

ALEXANDER H. WiLsoN , OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
Amiiiistrativ J.dge.. ISTRATIVIE JUDGE fcW-RAWAadnwinistrlatie J~dge.;--- 

MITOHELLJ. INTERIOR BOARD OF
SABtq at Juge. . CONTRACT APPEALS*Adnm nistrative Judge.

APPEAL OF, HARRIS-SEYBOLD
COMPANY (A DIVISION OF AR-
RIS-INTERTYPE CO RPORATION)

IBCA-1017-1-74

: :IDecided Toveinber 27, 1974

Contract No. 14-08-0001-13986, Five-
color offset,' sheet-fed lithographic
printing press, U.S. Geological Survey.

Granted. '

1. Contracts Folination and Validity:
Bid Award-Contracts: Construction
and' Operation: Changes -and Extras-
Contracts: Disputes. and Remedies:
Equitable Adjustments -

Where under a contract for a printing
press a contractor-is required to furnish
a device known as a punch in order to
meet its alleged contractual obligation
and where the evidence of record shows
that, the punch was listed as an optional
item of equipment in. the descriptive lit-
erature accompanying the bid upon-which
'the contract was based, the' Board de-
-termines the contract price should be
equitably adjusted to reflect the furnish-
ing of the punch.

* The question presented by this
appeal is whether the contractor is
required to supply a device called
a punch in order to fulfill its con-
*tractual obligation to the Govern-
ment for a printing press.

The invitation for bids and the
resulting contract 2 describe the
printing press in the following
terms:

A. For furnishing, delivering, instafl-
.g and demonstrating the satisfactory

operation of a five-color offset, sheet-fed
lithographic printing press in accordance
:with the United States Department of
-the Interior, Geological -Survey specifica-
,tions listed in Part IV * * E

In denying the cnt actor's claim
that furnishing the punch was not
,parts of the contractual obligation

',,The punch is a separate. tool which is
-not normally located where the press is (Er.
17). Ninety-five percent of the presses de-
livered by- appellant are not used in conjunc.
tion with' a punch (Tr.: 21-). . {

2 Item 1. All references to items are to those
contained in the appeal file. The contractor
bid the sum of $735,208.16 for -the fob. De-
ducting trade-in allowances offered the Gov.
-ernment:for four offset presses ranging from
14 to 22 years old, the net price for perform-
ing the contract work called for was in the
amount of $673,708.16.
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assumed by the bid submitted, the
contracting officer cited Para-
graph 19 of Part IV 4 which in es-
pecially pertinent. part reads as
follows:

* * * The press shall come equipped
with a system (pin or equivalent) to pro-
vide close registration between units dur-
ing initial start up. It is intended that
this system should lessen the total make
ready time.

At the hearing the Government
relied principally on Paragraph 19
but it attempted to buttress its posi-
tion by citing and quoting from
other contractual provisions. Par-
ticular emphasis was placed upon
the language employed in describ-
ing the press as quoted above (Tr.
50) and the following language
from Paragraph 10 of Part IV and
Paragraph A-6 of Attachment B to
the contract (See appendix):

10. GENERAL: * * * The press shall be
supplied with all equipment necessary
for safe and satisfactory operation and
servicing. * * (Tr. 50.)

* * * * *

A-6 SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS: In
general, Survey specifications are in-
tended to show and set forth the grade,
general design, and functional require-
ments of the desired equipment without
attempting a complete design. Therefore,
such equipment shall be furnished comn
plete in every respect for performing the
specified functional requirements, even
though details, features, etc., are not
shown or described fully, or at all, by the
attendant drawings or specifications. * * *

(Tr. 54, 55.)

Items 3 and 6.
'See Appendix for pertinent excerpts from

the specifications including those from Part
iv.

The Government contends that
without the punch the specified pins
are useless 5 and that the printing
press will not meet the specification
requirement to lessen the total make
ready time (Tr. 55). While conced-
ing that lessening the make ready.
time is the general purpose designed
to be served by the punch, the ap-
pellant asserts that the punch may
or may not achieve this objective
(Tr. 36, 41). The appellant's claim
is grounded principally upon the
fact, however, that the punch was
listed as an optional item of equip-
ment in the descriptive literature
furnished with its bid. (Tr. 11, 30-
31, 39 and T) .

Government witness Rolufs 6 tes-
tified that he had participated in
the preparation of the specifica-
tions. It was his testimony that
when the various contract provi-
sions are interpreted as an in-

In the letter to the contracting officer of
November 27, 1973 (Item 5), the appellant
states "* * * knowing your facility normally
employed a pin register system other than
Harris' we did not consider the lack of a
specific request for a Harris Key Register
Punch in your specifications as significant."
At the hearing appellant's witness Schafer
stated: "But my point is knowing that they
have the other punches and another punch
system, it is somewhat Impractical for us to
know whether they are going to use their own
punches or someone else's. It was certainly
reasonable for us to assume that they would
use their punch system and adapt it to
-what we were.delivering on the press, which
is not unusual at all, and would be much more
economical." (Tr. 28.) See alse Tr. 37, 38.

Mr. Larry Rolufs, Chief, Branch of Print-
ing with the Eastern Region Publications
Division, United States Geological Survey. At
the time the contract was written, Mr. Rolufs
was a printing officer on the staff of the Publi-
cations Division Chief who was assigned to
perform liaison work with the branch of
contracts. -
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tegrated whole, and not in isolation,
.they establish the requirement foi.a
pin registry system that . includes
the use of a punch (Tr..4955).7
The following colloquy with this
witness upon. direct eamination

. underscores the importance the
Government attaches to the con-

* luding sentences of Paragraph 19,
.supra :

Q* ., lill the press meet its functional

requirement'stated in the specification,
registry systen, pinr or equivalent, with-

out a. punch?.
A. No. -

Judge Lynch: "Would you repeat that
question again, please?"., -

Q. Will the press meet its functional
requirement of aregistry system, pin or
equivalent, utilizing pins, without the
-punch?

A. 1 a narrow interpretation, the
answer would be yes. In the interpreta-
tion of would it meet the specification as
constituted, no.

Q.! Vfhich includes lessen make-ready
time?

A. Correct. (Tr. 55.)

The appellant took no exceptions
to the specification in the invitation;
aceprding to their interpretation of
the. way it was written they, agreed
with it (Tr.' 34). While recognizing
that the pins in the press- were

7 Summarizing its position in onel of the
claim letters, appellant states: ',The patented
'Harris Key Register System' * * * as under-
stood and merchandised by. Harris-Seybold
Company since its inception, consists of abut-
-ment keys or pins built into the plate cylinder.
To properly prepare plates. to utilize these

-abutment pins, a Key Register Punch. must
be employed by the platemaker. ** * Since
the: punch is a separate tool, it has -always
been sold as a- separate item and Is net
included as a standard press. accessory."

(ItemS5.) See also n. 1, supra.

1argely, if not entirely, nonfunc-
tional unless a punch is employed to

mnake holes in the lithographic
plates,8 the appellant's' witness
Schafer testified that at the time the
bid was submitted the appellant
knew the Government had punches
of its own and that these could
either be used or modified for use
withi appellant's ' press:: or -that
punches obtained elsewhere could be

-utilized.9 Addressing himself' to he
language 'contained in -Paragrapjh

19, Schafer stated: - ;' 

It says,- "The Press shall, come
equipped." The press shall come equipped
with a system, and it did come equipped
with a system. It is standardequipment,
and it is: on the press, but that does not
include the punch which- we clearly
showed and exhibited-in.our literature
and in our spec sheet which was fur-
nished with the bid, before the bid, in our
conversations with various individuals,
that that was. an :optional piece of equip-
ment, the same as such items that appear
oss page 14 under Paragraph 31,10 where
the number of optional pieces of equip-
ment were ordered and so spelied out, if
they wanted those to come with the press.

8Tr.- 18. 35, 38. Government-witness Rolufs
testified at some length as to the -importance
the- Government ascribed to the punch (Tr.
46-47, 53-55, 64).

9 Tr. 10, 19-21, 28. Rolufs testified that the
Government had only two devices which were
used for punching film and which could not be
--used with the presses as such (Ti.-57). He did
not address himself directly to whether either
device could be modified so that it could be
-used to punch the aluminum platds. After
hearing Rolufs' testimony:appellant's witness
Schafer reiterated his position that the devices
owned by the Government could be -mddified
-and used to punch the plates or that someone
*else's punch: could be so used (Tr. 76).

1* See Paragraph 31 in the Appendix for the
extra equipment required to: be furnished

-"for -use with the press- and -which shall be
included In the bid price."-- i - -- *

66-5
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From our standpoint, frankly, we
couldn't determine whether they were
going to use their own punch or modify
their punch or exactly how this was going
to finally work out, so as a result we did
not include a quote on the cost of a
punch. * * * (Tr. 11.)

Elsewhere in his testimony Mr.
Schafer stated unequivocally that
the literature which accompanied
the appellant's bid had listed the
punch as optional equipment. In
support of this position appellant's
Exhibit No. 1 was offered and re-
ceived in evidence.12 At one time the
Government appears to have had
some doubt as to whether the de-
scriptive literature which accom-
panied appellant's bid had listed
the punch as an optional equipment
item."- Mr. Schafer's testimony in
this area was not impugned on cross-
examination, however, and is un-
contradicted. We therefore find that
the appellant's bid as submitted did
list appellant's punch as an optional
item of equipment.

The testimony adduced at the
hearing disclosed that even without
the punch the press offered by the
appellant will meet the requirement
-of Paragraph 10 to "print in five
colors with one pass * * * in .003"

",Tr. 29-31.
"2Tr. 28-32. See the Appendix for the per-

tinent excerpts from the color brochure and
the model specifications included with the
descriptive literature which accompanied
appellant's bid (Appellant's Exhibit No. 1).

la Tr. 29-30. Under the Government's in-
terpretation of the contract requirement
information pertaining to the punch would
appear to be required in any event, since
Part VIII provides: "5a * * The descriptive
literature is required to establish, for the
purpose of bid evaluation and award, detail
of the products the bidder proposes to fur-

mish * *" (See Appendix.)

register throughout the press run."
(See appendix.) There is also no
question but that the appellant's
press without the punch will materi-
ally reduce the time required for
printing.15 It appears clear from
the evidence, however, that appel-
lant's press without the punch will
not be as efficient as appellant's press
will be when used in conjunction
with appellant's punch or another
punch with which it is compatible.
Government witness Rolufs' testi-
mony on this point '6 is clearly of
greater probative value than is the
somewhat elusive testimony 1 ' of-
fered in this area by appellant's wit-
ness Schafer.

Decision

We have no reason to doubt that
when the invitation for bids was is-
sued the Government hoped to ob-
tain not only a printing press but
the punch 18 in issue here. The sub-
jective intent of a party to a con-
tract is not, of course, controlling."

" Tr. 5-16, 25-26, 63-65.
15 On cross-examination Government witness

Rolufs gave the following testimony: "Q.
* may I assume, that even though you

didn't have the punch and the mechanism in
the press and so forth, that you would save
considerable time over the way you are pro-
ducing the maps and charts now in the
present equipment? A. Certainly, because you
could do it in one pass Instead of two-three
passes through the press." (Tr. 60.)

" Tr. 49, 52-53, 64.
'7 Tr. 24-25, 27-28, 36.
28 Tr. 46-47.
19 Corbetta Construction Co., Inc. v. United

States, 198 Ct. Cl. 712, 723 (1972) ("A
government contractor cannot properly be re-
quired to exercise clairvoyance in determin-
ing its contractual responsibilities. The crucial
question is 'what plaintiff would have under-
stood as a reasonable construction contractor',
not what the drafter of the contract terms

[81 .D).
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If at the time the invitation was is-
sued the punch was as important to
the effective functioning of the press
as liow appears to be the case, it is
at least 'surprising that the Govern-
ment should have been content to
rely for the requirement upon a
parenthetical reference in Para-
graph 19 which fails to even men-
tion the punch and upon some gen-
eral language in other contract pro-
visions which refer to "satisfactory
operation" and which call for the
press to be "furnished complete in
every respect for performing the
specified functional requirements."
Such provisions were inadequate to
impose the obligation of furnishing
a punch upon the appellant.

Viewed from the perspective of
hindsight it appears obvious that
the Government could have made
its intention crystal clear by simply
including the punch among the
extra equipment required to be fur-
nished as it did with respect to the
items listed- in Paragraph 31. (See
Appendix.) In fact, however, as we
have found, the descriptive litera-
ture which accompanied-and was
required to accompany-appellant's
bid specifically listed the punch as
an optional item of equipment. The
fact that the punch was so listed is

subjectively intended. * * *' (footnote and
citations omitted)); General Electric Co.,
IBCA-451-8-64, 73 I.D. 95, 101 (1966),
66-1 BA par. 5507, at 25,789, note 10 and
accompanying text.

fatal to the Government's case. 20 On
the basis of the record made in these
proceedings the Government is in
the position of demanding the ap-
pellant furnish a punch as part of
the contractual obligation assumed
when the bid upon which the con-
tract is based showed the punch to
be an extra.2 1 The effect of the Gov-
ernment's action was to construc-
tively change the requirements of
the contract. We find the appellant
is entitled to an equitable adjust-
ment therefor in the amount of
$1,890.22

Conclusion

The appeal is granted.

WILLIAM F. McGrnw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

SHERMAN P. KIMBALL,
Administrative Judge.

20
Perry and Wallis, Inc. v. United States,

192 Ct. C1. 310, 314-15 (1970); Placer Coun-
ty, California, IBCA-777-5-69, 78 I.D. 113,
128 (1971), 71-1 BCA par. 8801, at 40,888-
889, note 72 and accompanying text.

21
The Government officials responsible for

making award under the invitation were not
at liberty to ignore the descriptive literature
which accompanied appellant's bid and which
listed the punch involved in this appeal as an
optional item of equipment. If at the time of
contract award the Government viewed the
invitation as requiring the furnishing of a
punch as part of the consideration for the
stated contract price (see note 2, supra), the
appellant's bid should have been rejected as.
nonresponsive. See Dec. Comp. Gen. B-177699
(April 24, 1973) and Dec. Comp. Gen. B-

174892 (March 6, 1972).
22 The issue -of quantum was not reserved

and there is no evidence of record indicating
that the Government contests the reasonable-
ness of the $1,890 claimed by the appellant.

6631 667
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APPENDIX

IV SPECIFICATIONS

A. The following specifications apply
to the item listed in Part L.A.:

1. SCOPE: This specification covers a
five-color 'offset, sheet-fed lithographic
printing press for- use in the United,
States Geological Survey, Map Printing
Plant, Reston, Va., herein after referred
to as the "Survey."

2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT:
The press shall be 'capable of satis-
factorily printing US. Geological Survey
Topographic Maps (four subjects per
sheet). on sheets 44' x58" by the litho-
graphic process at a sustained produc-
tion rate of at last 6,000 sheets per hour.
Color bars will be run on the sheet. In
printing, the 58" dimension shall be;
parallel to the axis. f th6 plate cylinder.
Presses shall be complete in all respects
for safe and atisfactory operation and
shall be designed and constructed for sus-
tained use, 24 hours per day, six days per
week. Presses shall be convenient to op-
erate and' shall -require a minimum
amount of maintenance.

* * * *: -f *:

7. STANDARD EQUIPMENT: Except
as may otherwise be specified herein, the
press shall be equipped -with all attach-
ments and features regularly supplied
by the 'manfifactur-er as tandard; com-
mercial rquipment whether or not the
features or. attachments are specifically
enumerated herein. -,

* * l,* * * --

10. GENERAL: The press shall repro-
duce line and halftone printing subjects
by the lithographic offset process. The
press shall print in five colors with one
pass (or in. more than five colors with
successive passes), in .003" register
throughout the* press run. * * The
press shall be supplied with all equipment
necessary for safe and satisfactory opera-
tion and servicing. * *

* A, * * *

19. SEET REGISTERING MBCH-
ANISM: Front guides shall be adjusts
able. Two side guides shall be provided

for. either feeder or gear side registra-
tion of any width sheet within the rated
capacity of the press and. shall be of the
pull type. In addition, the press shall be
equipped with an alarm system to indi-
cate side guide misregister, and electronic
sheet and air holddowns on impression
cylinders. The press shall comeequipped
with a system (pin or equivalent) to pro-
vide close registration between units dur-
ing initial start up. It is intended that
this system should lessen the total make-
ready time. '

* *- * - .7*0 *.

.31. EXTRA._EQUIPMENT: The press
shall be furnished completely equipped
for safe and satisfactory operation in
printing- the full range of'sheet sizes- and!
thicknesses specified. In addition, the
Contractor shall furnish the following
qxtra'equipment which shall be designed
for use-with hepress and which shall be
included in the bid- price. this extra
equipment shall be lover and above that
furnished with the press proper. ~ - - -

(10) Complete: 'sets' of feeder -'suclers
assorted for various thicknesses of stock.
-(5) Sets of blanket clamps .
'(5) Ink fountain washup blades

(Nylex or equal)- -
-(1) Set of feeder tapes ,, 
(1) Complete set of covered inking:

rollers 'I' " '' ''- ' 
-(2)' Heavy duty -static neutralizers

(Herbert or, equal) 
(10) Ink fountain dividers
(2) ets' of 'motor brushes for each

D.C.-:Motor
* * * * .. : * 

VIII DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
A. Descriptive literature as specified in,

this Invitation for Bids must be furnished
as a part of the bid and -must be received
before the time set for opening bids. The.
literature furnished must be identified to
show the item in the bid to which it per-
tains. The descriptive literature is re-
quired to establish, for the purpose of bid.
evaluation and award, details of'the prod-
ucts the bidder proposes to furnish.

B. Failure of descriptive literature to
show that the product offered conforms to

[81 I.D.
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the specifications and other requirements
of this Invitation for Bids will require
rejection of the bid. * * 

* * * * -

- IX. BIDDERS' CONFERENCE 
*- . *. . * : . *'

B. The bidders' conference will be held
to further acquaint all prospective bid-
ders with th& requirements of the United
States Geological- Survey as described
herein. A tour of the Government's place
of fnstallation in Reston, 'Virginia will
be part of the conference. Prospective
bidders will also be given an opportunity
to examine the Government's trade-in
presses, see Part I.B.

*. -. A .:L- *. .> *.*X * :;*

XV. OTHER TERMS AND CONDI-
TIONS ..-. ,- ; - :

A. The following documents shall be
maidea partof any resultant contract':

1.- General Provisions, Standard -Form
32, Nov. 1969 edition, which is incor-
porated herei- by reference.

* * * * C' -:

3. Attach ment -.B entitled "U.S.G.S.
General Gxiditions for Mechanicall~and
Electrical E4uipment," pages 1 through

4.
e * , * ,, * * 

ATTACMENT B

General Conditions
For-Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
T. .* * . * . *. * -

A-6 SURVEYSPECIFICATIONS: In
general, Survey specifications are in-
tended to show and set forth the grade;
general design, and functional require-
meits of the desired equipment without
attempting a complete design. Therefore,
such equipment shall be furnished com-
plete in every respect for performing the
specified functional requirements, even
though dtails, features, etc., are not
shown or described fully, or at all, by the
attendant, drawings or specifications.
However, when specific features are re-
quired by the specifications, no variations
will be permitted.

* * * to *

. APPELLANT'S EXHIBIT NO. i

Harris L-60-A Presses
* .. * : * I * .. ..

Optional equipment
* . * * 5* . *

Series 600 Key Register Punch
i* * * * *

MODEL SPE9OIPEIOATIONSX 
., * . -* * , * *

OPTIONAL E IQUIPMENT
* * * * *

Series 600 Plate Preregister punch
, * .* . . ,* . *n, *

PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY, INC.

3 IBDIA 404

Decided Ifovenmber 9, 1974

Appeal by 'Peggs Run Coal Company
from a decision by an Administrative
LawJudge dated December 19,1973
(Docket No. PITT. 72-28-P) assessing
civil penalties in a total aiount of
$7,677 for violations pursuant to' sec-
tion 109(a) of the Federal 'Coal. Mine'
Health and Safety Act of 1969, herein-
after (Act).

Affirmed in part, modified in part.'

1. Federal Coal Mine Health- and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally
The Board will: not disturb the, findings
and conclusions of an Administrative
Law Judge in the absence of a showing
that the evidence compels a different
result.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health,,and,
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards.: Generally -- - i.

A violation of 30 CPR 75.312, proscribing
ventilation <of working places with air
that has passed throughaan abandoned
area, or an area unsafe or inaccessible

669]; 669
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for inspection, is not proved in the ab-
sence of a showing that the areas through
which the air has passed was in fact
abandoned, unsafe or inaccessible for i-
spection.

APPEARANCES: Richard M. Sharp,
Esq., for appellant Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc., John I. O'Donnell,
Esq., for appellee Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADILAT-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROG-
EIS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The charges involved in this pro-
ceeding arise from inspections of
Peggs Run Coal Company's No. 2
Mine conducted in January, Febru-
ary and March of 1971. An amended
Petition for Assessment of Civil
Penalties filed by MESA charged 19
violations of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 as
described in 18 Notices of Violation
and 1 Order of Withdrawal.

A full evidentiary hearing on the
matter was held at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, on June 22, 1973. On
lDece~mber 19, 1973, the Administra-
tive Law Judge (Judge) who con-
ducted the hearing issued an initial
decision. On appeal to this Board,
Peggs Run takes issue with 12 of the
19 violations for which penalties
were assessed by the Judge in his de-
cision.

At the hearing, MESA presented
evidence tending to prove that all

7-P.L. 91-473, 83 Stat. 742-804, 0 u.s.c.
i 501-960 (1970).

19 of the alleged violations did in
fact occur. As to 7 of the violations
here on appeal, Peggs Run acknowl-
edges the fact of violation but pleads
mitigating circumstances. In the re-
maining 5 alleged violations Peggs
Run assigns various errors and also
generally asserts that the amounts
assessed by the Judge are unreason-
ably high. In this vein, Peggs Run
argues that it suffered a business loss
in excess of $200,000 between March
and September 1972, which was not,
but should have been, considered by
the Judge in assessment of penalties.

Issues on AppeaT

Whether the Judge erred in de-
termining that the alleged violations
of mandatory health or safety stand-
ards occurred.

Whether the Judge properly ap-
plied one or more of the six statu-
tory criteria of the Act in assessing
penalties.

Discussion

[l] After carefully reviewing the
record and briefs of the parties, we
conclude that with respect to 10 of
the 12 violations here appealed,
Peggs Run has failed to present any
mitigating circumstances, rebuttal
evidence, or assignments of error,
which would warrant our disturbing
the findings and conclusions of the
Judge. Peggs Run's contentions here
are substantially the same as those
advanced in a prior proceeding, viz.,
Peggs Run Coal Company, Inc., 3
IBMA 289, 81 I.D. 443, 1973-1974
OSHD, par. 18,300 (1974), and
dealt with by this Board in that case.

[81 I.D.
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Consequently, we affirm the Judge's
decision on these 10 violations2
With respect to the remaining two
Notices however, our review bidi-
eates that one should be vacated and
that the assessment in the other
should be reduced. Our views on
these two Notices are as follows:

I

Notice No. WTM, March 5,
1971, charged Peggs Run with a vio-
lation of 30 CRFR 75.312. The cita-
tion in the Notice is as follows:

There are two sets of idle workings ad-
jacent to the section where coal is being
mined. The first section is to the right of
the active workings and the other set of
entries is perpendicular to the active
workings. The air is passing through
these workings and is used to ventilate
the faces where coal is being mined.

Section 75.312 provides in perti-
nent part:

Air that has passed through an aban-
doned area or an area which is inacces-
sible or unsafe for inspection shall not
be used to ventilate any working place
in any mine. * *

2 See table below:

Observing that the operator was
pressed for time and manpower, the
inspector, on March 10, 197i, issued
a Notice of Extension which stated
that the two sets of idle workings
were being "sealed or ventilated."
The inspector testified that he issued
the extension because the idle work-
ings were being inspected prior to
each shift and because the operator
intended to seal off one of the sec-
tions (Tr. 198). The Notice of-
Abatement, issued March 22, de-
scribed the abatement as follows:

One set of idle workings was sealed off
by installing 8 block stoppings and the
other set of idle workings was ventilated
by installing 2 air-lock doors and 2 block
stoppings and check curtains to direct
the air across the face.

The record indicates that a water-
pump was located in one of the idle
workings (Tr. 197) and that the
other was used to store rock dust,
roof bolts, plastic pipe and other
materials (Tr. 246-7). The inspector
testified, at first, that he deemed
these workings to be abandoned be-
cause he could find no record that
they were being inspected regularly
by the operator's personnel (Tr.

Gov't Exh. No. Notice No. Date Violation of
Regulation

Ex. 2- 1 WTM M February 18, 1971_- See. 75.1712-1
Ex. 16 -1 CLT _- January 13,1971 -- 75.302
Ex. 18 -2 CLT -January 13, 1971 - 75.307-1
Exb.29 -1 WTM --- February 1, 1971 -- 75.400
Exh. 33 - 3 WTM -February 1, 1971 -- 75.302
Exb.35 - 1 -WTM (Order) - February 18, 1971 -- 75.200
Exb.37 - I WTM - _ February 18, 1971 -- 75.200
Exh.39 -2 WTM -- FebruarylS, 1971 -- 75.1105
Exb.41- 1 WTM - March 5,1971 -- 75.200
Exh. 47 -1 WTM -March 9,1971 -- 75.400

C69]
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197-8). He later changed this testi-
mony to concede that these work-
ings were not in fact abandoned in-
asmuch as they were being utilized
for storage. He also modified, his
position on the point of inspection,
stating that the idle workings 'were
included in preshift examination,
but that such examination. was not
recorded (Tr. . 247),: and that he
would not necessarily expect the op-
-erator's records to reflect the exami-
nation of the areas in question (Tr.
202) . -

Jhe Judge found this violation to
h1have. occurred in, that Peggs Run's
records revealed no, preshift exami-
-nations of the idle workings. He
further stated:

The Respondent abated the. [alleged vio-
lations] by including the inactive sections
'in its preshift examinations until (1) the
'section to the right could be sealed by' in-
'stalling permanent stoppings and, (2) air
lock doors could be installed at- the en-
trance to the section straight ahead of the
haulage rad, with block stoppings to di-
rect the' air to the 'air-lock doors. Finally,
the respondent installed check curtains to
direct the.air from the tram road to the
faces.

The Judge assessed a $100 penalty,
Peggs Run' argues that a viola-

tion of the regulation cited was not
proved because (1) the workings
were not shown to be abandoned,
and (2) the fact' that there was no
record of preshift examination does
not warrant the conclusion that no
examination was made.

MESA concedes that the idle
workings'were accessible to inspec-
tion, but argues that idle areas and

TMENT OF THE INTERIOR

abandoned areas are synonymous-
for purposes of 30 'CFR 75.312, and
appears to be of the view that the
instant violation consisted in failure
-of inspections of the idled areas.

[2] For the reasons 'which follow
we think that a violation of the cited
-standard was not-proved.The perti-
nent regulation, 30 OFR 75.312,'pro-
scribes the ventilation of a working
place with air that has passed
through an abandoned area or an
area which is: inaccessible or unsiafe-
for inspection. These prerequisites
to a inding of the violation cited.
were neither alleged in the Notice
'nor adduced at the hearing. While
the Judge's decision and the brief'
of. MESA rely strongly on the lack
'of documentation of preshift exr
amination by the operator, such an
examination is not mandated by sec-
tion 75.312. Nor do the three; docu-
ments issued by the inspector
(Gov't. Exh's 44, 45, and 46) men-
tion the lack of preshift examina-
tioj or refer to its as. a means of
abating the violation cited. The fail
ure. to ispect an inactive area is.
not the criterion to be applied' in
determining whether or not a viola-
tion of the cited standard occurred.3

Notice No. 2 WTM March 5, 1971,
is therefore vacated and the associ-
ated assessment set aside.

Another mandatory safety standard, sec.
75.3i4, does require that "idle and abandoned
areas" be inspected for methane, oxygen de-
11ciency and other dangerous conditions not
_rnore than 3 hours before other persons are
permitted to enter or work in such areas.
This standard, however, is not concerned with
air used for ventilation.

181 LD.



PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY, INC.
November 29, 1974

IT

Notice No. I WTM, Mfarch 10,
1971, charged Peggs Run with a vio-
lation of 30 OFR 75.1704 as follows:

The return escapeway from the 1 butt
left off second west section was ob-
structed by water near the No. 3 belt drive
and approximately 1,500 feet inby the
drift mouth and also near the mine fan
at the surface. There are also two falls
near the surface that need leveling and
roof supported in the return escapeway.

-Section 75.1704 provides in per-
tinent part:

* * * at least two separate and dis-
tinct travelable passageways which are
maintained to insure passage at all times
of any person, including disabled persons,
and which are to be designated as escape-
ways, at least one of which is ventilated
with intake air, shall be provided from
each working section continuous to the
surface escape drift opening, or continu-
ous to the escape shaft or slope facilities
to the surface, as appropriate, and shall
be maintained in safe condition and prop-
erly marked. * * *

The inspector testified that at the
time of this alleged violation the
beitline was a feasible alternative
escapeway (Tr. 227-8). He also
stated that the operator did not have
an intake escapeway continuous to
the surface (Tr. 229). Peggs Run's
safety director testified, however,
that there were three escapeways:
(1) the tractor haulage road or in-
take course; (2) the beltline; and
(3) the return where this alleged
violation occurred (Tr. 249-50).
The return and the intake routes

were marked and designated as es-
capeways (Tr. 251-2). The beltline,
however, was not marked as an
escapeway. The inspector felt that
despite the considerable impedi-
ments to travel in the air return, the
return was passable (Tr. 228) even,
if need be, for stretcher bearers (Tr.
223). This was, in his opinion, not
a serious violation because of the
remote probability that this partic-
ular escape route would need to- be
used.

The Judge found that the return
was obstructed due to negligent
maintenance. He made no findings
as to the seriousness of this viola-
tion but assessed a penalty of $500.

The evidence indicates that there
were three possible escapeways at
the time this notice of violation was
issued but that one of these was
obstructed and another was not
marked as an escapeway. The viola-
tion, therefore, occurred in that
there were not two properly main-
tained and designated escapeways.
In view of the testimony that the
unmarked beltline was generally re-
garded by miners to be an accessi-
ble escapeway, and in view of the
inspector's testimony on seriousness,
we find that this violation was not
serious and reduce the penalty from
$500 to $100.

III

We now consider Peggs Run's
complaint that the Judge failed to
take into account its business losses

669] 673
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in assessing penalties. Peggs Run
submitted a combined balance sheet
and profit and loss statement hich
shows that from; March 1972
through December 1972 its total in-
come was . $1,056,999.27 while its
total expenses were $1,288,936.43.
Thus its losses-for this period were
$231,937.16. The Judge concluded
that this information in itself was
insufficient to support mitigation of
otherwise appropriate penalties
since it had no bearing on Peggs
Run's ability to continue in busi-
ness.

AWe perceive no error in this con-
clusion under the circumstances of
the instant case. Peggs Run failed
to adduce data showing that pay-
ment of penalties assessed by the
Judge would have an effect on its
ability to continue in business. It
may therefore be presumed that the
penalties assessed will have no ad-
verse effect on ability to continue in
business, Buffalo Mining Company,
2 IBMA 226, 80 I.D. 630; 19.73-1974
.OSHD, par. 16,618 (1973). More-
over, no evidence has been presented
from which the Board could con-
clude that the penalties .are not ap-
propriate to the size of the opera-
tor's business.

We conclude that the penalties as
herein finally assessed are not un-
reasonably high, inappropriate to
the size of the mine, and will not ad-
versely affect its ability to continue
in business.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 411 (4)), IT IS-ORDERED
that the decision appealed from IS
AFFIRMED, except that

1. Notice No. 2 WTM, March 5,
1971, IS VACATED and the as-
sociated assessment SET ASIDE;

2. The penalty under Notice No.
1 WTM, March 9, 1971, is reduced
from $500 to $100.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that Peggs Run Coal Company,
-Inc., pay the penalties hereby finally
assessed in the total amount of
$7,177 on or before 30 days from the
date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.
I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administraive Judge..

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1975
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5APPEAL OF PRE-CON, INOC.
December 2, 1974

APPEAL OF P:RE-CON, INC.

IBCA-986-3-73
Decided Dcchbe' 2, 1974

Contract No. 14-O6D-7427, Butterfily
Valves for Westlauds Water District,.
Distribution 'System, Central Valley
Project, Bureau of Reclamation,

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Damages: Liquidated Damages

A supply contract provision for liqui-5
dated damages which set a fixed amount
per,: unit per day for: delay was not a
reasonable forecast of just compen-

,-sation for the harm caused by the delay
where it could be determined in ad-

~vanc,e that, the only harm to the Govern-
ment would be an additional nstalla-
tion cost for each unit and the assessment
of liquidated damages tnder such con-
tract provision was found to be an unen-
forceable penalty.

APPEARANCES: Mr. B. James Porras,
President, Pre-Con, Inc., Bellevue,
Washington, for appellant; Mr. Ralph
0. Caladay, Department Counsel, Den-
ver, Colorado, for the GovenMment.

OPiNION BYt ADI/INISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This is a timely appeal f rom the
contracting officer's determination
that delays in delivery under a sup-
ply contract were not excusable, re-
sulting in assessment of liquidated
damages of $14,889.

Invitation for Bids No. (D) J-
33,434-B was issued on March. 14,

1972, calling for bids on 200 Butter-
fly Valves for Westlands Water Dis-
tribution System-Central Valley
Project.. The invitation resulted in
receipt of four bids including that
of appellant. Two of the bis £ok.
exception to the requirement of the*
specifications that the butterfy
valves conform to AWWA Stand-
ard C5Q4 aldx ere declared non-re-
sponsive. Another bid took excep-
tion to the type of renewable valve
seat required by the specifications
and was also declared non-respon-
sive. Appellant's bid was the Oily
one of the four bids received which
was fold to be responsive. A con-
tract in the amount of $35,938 was
awarded to appellant o May 23,
1972.' The contract contained a
special provision for liquidated
damages in the amount of -$3 per
butterfly valve for each calendar
day of delay beyond the specified'
delivery schedule.2

Appellant submitted its bid as a
regular dealer in the supplies offer-
ed. I doing so,. it relied upon oral.
representations from a supplierthat -
the supplier could furnish butterfly
valves meeting AWW17A Standard
C504. Afterawvard, appellant learn-'

'Appeal File: Statement and Certificate of
Award Dated May 23, 1972.

2 "3. DELAYS-LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
If the contractor refuses or fails to per-

form or make delivery at the destination off
the materials or supplies within the required
time or times specified under the solicitation
schedule, or should the contract be terminated
as provided above, the amount of the liqui-
dated damages to be charged for failure to
perform or for failure to deliver the materials
at the destination within the required time or
times specified will be three dollars ($3) per
butterfly valve for each calendar day of
delay."

81 I.D. N. 12
572-367-75-1
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ed that the supplier had only a 30-
inch valVe which met the AWWA
standard afid could not furnish any'
of the saller sizes called for in the
contract. Appellant found another-
source of supply, but difficulties in
metig the standard result d in all
but 10 of 'the' 200 valves being de'-
livered late.-'

Tile contracting officer found that
late deliveries, ranging from one
day to fiftt-oue days, of 190 valves
resultec in a total delay of 4,963
val've days''Tle contracting officer
further found that failure to have
an assured source of supply was not
an excuse for the delay and he as-
sessed liquidated damages. totaling
$14,889.4V

Appellant contended that liqui-
datedl damages ill that amount were
unjust and pointed out that Bureau
of LReclaationSolicitation (D) J-
33,447-A,dated August 14, 19T2, for,

3 Tr. 10: Testimony of Pre-con's contract
administrator, Robert L. Reed.

4 One hundred valves in Group 1 were
scheduled to be delivered on September 27,
1972, with the remaining one hundred valves
in Group 2 to be delivered on November 6,
1972. The contracting officer made the follow-
ing analvsis of the delay in his Finding of
Pact, dated Janudry 24, 197: 

"The indicated number of butterfly valves
were delivered to the destination on the
specified dates resulting in the following
delays in delivery:

Gioup a:
Seventeen 8-inch butterfy valves were re-

ceived 'on 10-3-1-72
16 days' delay…_____ i7X16=272 valve-days
delay'

Forty-two 10-in butterfly valves were
received on 11-16-72
50 days' delay … -- L-__-42 X50=2,100 valve-
days delay

Three 10-inch butterfly valves were received
on 11-17-72 :
51' days' delay - 81=158 valve-days
delay

Twenty :12-inch butterfly valves were re-
ceived on 10-30-72

235 butterfly valves for the same
destination, changed the nieasuire of
liquidated damages to $45. per day.
for. any delay and did not niake 
separate' charge for each butterfly
valve Apellant noted that its
longest 'delay was 51 days and as.
serted that application of the more
recent measure of damages -would

result in a total of $2,295 in liqui-

33 days' delay _-_…_-20 X 33 =660 valve-days
delay'-- 

Eighteen 12-inch butterfly, valves :were re-
ceived on lL-7-72
41 days' delay … X18X41=739 valve-days
delay

Group 2
Ten 8-inch butterfly valves were received

on 10-13-72
No delay

Fifteen 10-inch butterfly valves were re-
ceived on 11-17-72.
11 days' delay 15X11=165 valve-days.
delay: : 

Thirty 10-inch butterfly valves, were re-
ceived on 11-22-72
16 days' 'delay …- 30X16=480 valve-days
delay

Twelve 12-inch butterfly valves were :re-
ceived on 11-7-72
1 day's delay … _ 12X1=12 valve-days
delay

Five 12-inch butterfly valves were received
on 11-17-72
11 days' delay … - 5X11=55 valve-daysk
delay

Twenty 12-inch. butterfly valves were re-
ceived on 11-22-72
16 days' delay -- 20X16=320 valve-days
delay

Eight 14-inch butterfly. valves were received
on 11-7-72
1 days' delay - 8 1 I =8 valve-days delay.
Total delivery delay … 4,963 valve-days."

O Solicitation (D), J-33,447-A contains the
following provision for liquidated damages:

"3. DELAYS-LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
If the contractor refuses or fails to per-

form or. make. shipment from. the shipping
point (or points) of the materials or supplies
within the required time or times specified
under the solicitation schedule, or should the,
contract be terminated as provided above, the
amount of liquidated damages 'to be charged
for failure to perform or for failure to ship
the materials, or any part thereof within the
required time or times specified :will be forty-
five dollars ($45) for each calendar day of
delay.",
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dated canig esrather thaln $14,889.
Appiellarit';stked the Boa'ld to apply
the ratei resulting' in the lower fig-
ure.6

The' GoY6ithient movd to dis-'
imiss the" '4pehl', arguing that the
Board ltked' the power to reform
the contrit 'insuch manne'r. The
Board agreed that reformation of
a contract is not within its jurisdic-
tion,' but'the niotio i to dismiss was
denied 'ieon' tfre 'Board construed
the appeaI as h aving raised the ques-
tionl whether the liquidated dam-
ages clafrse was unenforceable as a,

t7''penalty.
The Bireau bf 'Reclamation used

$3 per bitterfly valve per day as the
ineasure cfliildated damages in its
supply contracts from 1968 until the
clause was changed in August 1972.
The pre'sent c6ntracting officer was
not aociated' witi the organiza-
tion until Septbmber -'1972, and
could offer no information as to the
basis for the initial decision to use
$3 per valve 'per day or the basis for
the subsequent decision to change
the measure of liquidated damages
to $45 per day'for any delay.8

The ctractilng officer testified
that both valves and flow mleters are
necessary to 'lace newly colmlpleted
laterals of the irrigation system in,
operation,. When available, the but-
terfly vali~es and flow meters are in-
stalled as-a tiit. Lack ofa a butter-
fly valve. does nt prevent, operation

c Letter of March 13, 1973, accompanying

, Otire-bof ,a hpe .,~ IB CA -956-8-78 Bseptem-
ber 4, i w8;.l5' c A pa. 10,227.. a g

Contracting Ofilcer. :

of a completec lat a1 0indcea shut
off valve may be used ol a tenipo-
rary basis to cont+ol tie 'flow of
water. ' When a btterfl- valve is'
delivered' late, it canudt'beiistalled
at' the' sane time as the flowv meter
and an additional lri p l s neccssary to
install it'. Thie colitracting officer
consultedl with t he field personuel in-
volvied in the inst'allations alnd found
that'it would cost hpproiiately $50'
for each additional trip to install a,
butterfly valve.9

[1] The rule f lav used to de-
teriniie, wlether a liquidated dam-
ages provision of a contract will be
upheld or struck down as an un-
enforceable penalty is stated by the
Aimeiican Law Institute as follows:

§ 339. LIQUIDATED 'DAMAGES
AND PENALTIES.: ;

(1)Y An agreement, made in. advance
of breach, fixing the damages therefor,
is not enforceable as, a contract and-
does not affect the damages recoverable
for the breach, unless:

(a) the amount so fixed' is a reason-
able forecast of just' compensation for
harm that is caused bylthe breach, and'

(b) the harm that is causedby thej
breach is one that is incapable o very
difficult of accurate estimation..

Restatement .of the .Law5 Contracts,;
( 1932) . " ' . .. , ,\X

This Board follows the rule set
forth in the Restatemrzent 10 anl does-
llst hesitate to declare,tha a liqui-
dated damages provision- is unen-
forceable-when it is not i reasonable
forecast of just compensation for

9 . 29-31.-
D Wells oloStructioil, IBCA-737-1i-68

(September 11, 1969),. 69-2 WcA par. i.7866.
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the harm that may be caused by a
breach."L

The propriety of a liquidated
damages clause must be judged as
of the time of maling the contract.I2

The present contracting officer had,
no difficulty i determining lthe ad-.
ditional costs caused by late deliyv-
ery 13 and we have no doubt th a t

the prei-ious contracting ioficer, had,
he been so inclined, could have made:
the saie inquiries and could have
made a reasonable forecastof the
probable damares resulting from
late delivery. In this fact situation,
hindsight is no better'than foresight
in'; deterillning the damages to the
Government. A reasonable inquiry
would have produced the salne in-
formation before award as it did
after award of the contract.

In these circumstances, it calmot
be. said that liquidated damages in
the amount of $3 per' day per valve
represents a easonable forecast of
just compeisation for the' 'harm
caused by late delivery. The coin-
pensatiomi is, unjust, since a delay- of
less than 17 days will result in the
Governmenit collecting less than the
additional installationl cost,' while
a delay of longir 'than 17 days 'will
result in the contractor paying more
than the amount of the Govern-'
ment's anticipated, damages. It does
not :appear reasonable to expect
that all delays will approximate 17

:See Graybar Electric Company, Inc.,
IBCA-773-4-69 (February 12, 1970), 70-1
BCA par. 121. '

12Priabe &- Soas, Inc. v. Uinited Statesj 332
U.S. 40T (1947) Amerkian Ligurian Co., Inc.,
IBCA-492-4-65, 73 ID. 15 (1966), 66-1 BCA
par. 5326.

- Tr. 81, 3J4, 35. -

days, which is the only conclition,
under, which just compensation
could be expected to occur. The
liquidated damages clause herein
males it progressively more, costly to
the contractor for each day's delay,
while the harm to the: Government
may easily be foresee, as not
progressive at all, but a -fixed
amoulnt.

We find that the liquidated dam-
ages, clause herein meets neither, of
the criteria for enforcement, as.ex-.
pressel in the Restatement and pre-
vious decisionsof this Board, and
lS therefore unenforceable as a pen-
alty.14 DWe, Vtherefore, hold that as-
sessnent. of . liquidated damages
thereunder is lunauthorized.15 .

Decision

The appeal from imposition of
liquidated damages in the amount
of $14,889 is, sustained.

0G. HERBERT PACWOOD,
: Adsministrative Judge.

WE CONUR:

WILLIAa'I F. MCGRW,
Chief A aMinistrative Judge.

SHER1f.LI P. KIMBALL, 
Administrative Judge.

14 In reaching this decision, we specifically
nake no finding as to the validity of any
other liquidated damages clause which sets
a fixed amount per item per day. In other
circumstances, such a measure may well xep-
resent a reasonable forecast of anticipated
damages which are difficult to .estimate in
advance.

'5 The Government, however, is not pre-
cluded from seeking its common law remedy
of recovering Its actual damages. See Allis-
Chalmers Manufacturing Co., IBCA-796-8-69,
77 I.D. 74 (197O), 70-1BCA par. 9279,'n. 14
at p. 38,4S6.'



ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION
December 2, 1974

ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION.,

3 IBEA 416
Decided December 2, 1974

Appeal by Armco Steel Corporation
from a decision by an Administrative
Law Judge (Docket No. HOPE 73-398-
P), dated August 15, 1974 assessing
civil monetary penalties in the amount
of $210 for three violations pursuant
to section 109 (a) of' the Federal Coal

hwine Healthland Safety Act of 1969'
hereinafter the "Act."

Affirmed.

'1. Federal Coal' Mine Health and
Safety Act 'of 1969: Penalties: Rea-
sonableness -

A penalty ,assessment'of $210 for three
violations invoiving the ineffective
grounding of directcurrent mining equip-
ment and related components is not ex-
*cessive even though, when considering
the statutory criteria of section 109 (a) of
the Act, the Judge found that the opera-
tor was not negligent, but nonetheless
found the violations serious.

APPEARANCES: William C. Payne,
Esq., for appellant..Armeo Steel Cor-
poration; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and Dadison Nc-
CitlloCh -Esq., Trial Attorney, for ap-
pellee, Mining Enforce'ment and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADIJ'IIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF vINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

P.L. 91-173, S3 Stat. 742--804, 30 U.S.C.
§ 501-960 (1970).

Factual and Procedural:
Back ground

This appeal involves three sec-
tion 104 (b) Notices of Violation: is-
sued by a Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
inspector to Armco, Steel Corpora 7
tion (Armco) for alleged violations
of 30 CFR 75.703-3, 30 CFR 75.703,
and 30 CFR 75.703-3(d) (6). All
three alleged violations are con-
cerned with the grounding of direct
current mining equipment and re-
lated components.::

In his decision the Judge found
that (1) Armco was employing the
silicon diode method of grounding
offtrack -direct - current mining
equipment; (2) although Armco
was carrying. out the weekly tests of
the silicon diode systems as required-
by 30 CFR 75.512-2, and the tests
performed within 7 days prior to is-
suance of the above Notices indi-
cated that the equipnent involved
was effectively grounded, at the
time of inspection the equipment
was not effectively grounded thus
violating section 308(1) of the Act
and .the. above-cited Regulations;
(3): no disabling injury or fatality
had resulted from a similar viola-
tion in the past; (4) Armco was
without negligence; '(5) the viola-
'tions were serious due to the poten-
tial electric shock hazard; (6)
Armeo demonstrated good faith in
rapidly abating the alleged violar
tion; and, (7) the penalty assessed
would not ffect.&Armco's ability to
cOntinue in business. Based upon the

6793 .:
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foregoing findings, the Judge as-
sessed pellities in the amount of
$210 for these three violations.

In its brief on appeal, Armco con-
tended that the amount assessed for
these viQlations is, excessive. due to
absence of negligence on the part of
Anco., It did not object to the find-
ings that the violations occurred.

Issue Preseqited

oThe sole issue presented for re-
view is whether a penalty 'assess-
ment-of $210 for three violations of
the Act is excessive where: the Judge
found tlat the operator .was not
negligent.

Discussion

In review ing the record in thhe
instant case, 'we note thalt the Judge
made specific findings of'.faet con-
cerning each of the six statitory
criteria of section 109 (a) of't'he Act.
In determinn 'the penalty to be
assessed for these three violations,
he stated in his oonclusions of law,
"[a]bsent evidence to the contrary,
the Judge finds no negligence, on the
part of the Respondent [Armco]
buit nionethedess,' does find the'viola-
tiOls to be serious." The Jtdge then
assessed a penalty in the amount of
$210 for these violations.

[1] aving reviewed the record
and considered the ,briefs of 'both
parties, we fild that Armco has not
demonstrated any persuasive reason
'why the findings of fact, conclusions
of law, made by the Jdge should
nOt be affirmed or that the amount
',assessed is unreasonably high. The

record indIicates that tie Judge f llly
and fairly conidetd 'all th-, argu-
ments and evidence advanced bv
Armco, and that in arriving at the
penalty asessmiient ie ully consid-
ered the six statutory, criteria-of see-
tion 109 ('a) of the Act. According,! v.
this Board will not disturb the.
Judge's decision and order in this
case., . . :.,.,;, 

:ORDER

IVER FOt )RE, 'pursuant to the
awthority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that' the Judge's deci-
sion in the above-captioned case IS
AFFIRMED 'and that Armco Steel
Corporation play the penalty lassess-
ment 'in. the amont of: '$20 on or
before 30 dlays from thle date of this
decision.

G.V;(.. ROGERS, JR., 

Chief Adrin~ismtm'axtie Judcge.:

I coINuR:

DAVID DOAxE,
xAdminirative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
HENRY KOCER GARNETT, OS-3667

AREA DIRECTOR, ABERDEEN, AND
ALL OTHER PARTIES IN INTEREST

3 IBIA 180
Decided December 5, 1974

Appeal -from a decision-of the Area Di-
rector', Aberdeen, concerning repur-
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OS-3667 V. AREA DIRECTOR, ABERDEEN, AND ALL

OTHER PARTIES IN INTEREST -

December 5, 1974

chase rights under the Act of August 8,
1968 (S2 Stat. 663), and 25 CFR 257.

Affirmed.

1 Statutoly Construction: Generally

Statutes should be given their natural
meaning and receive a fair and reason-
able interpretation with respect to the
objects and purposes thereof.

APPEARANCES: Henry Kocer Gar-
lnett, appellant, pro se.

OPINION BY AD11NISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE TVILSONi

* INTERIOR BOAPD OF
INDIAN APPE-ALS

* Th eappeal of Henry Kocer Gar-
nett, hereinafter referred to as ap-
pellant, is from a decision of the
Area Director, Aberdeen Area Of-
fice, Bureau of Indian Affairs, deny-
ing his claim as a former owner to
purchase a greater. share in three
tracts of land hereinafter described
than the other four former owners
pursuant to the Act of August 8,
1968 (82 Stat. 663), hereinafter re-
ferred to as the Act, and 25 CFR
257. 

The lands involved in this appea1
-were a part of the lands acquired
in 1942 by Ithe United States of
America as a p art of te B adlands
Air Force Gunnery Rnge, some-
times referred to and now as Pine
Ridge Aerial Gunery Range. Sev-
eral years ago the Departnent of
the Air Force declared: a greater
portion of. the gunnery range sur-

plus or excess to its needs. The sur 
pluis or'~ exces3 iand, Nivicli ict ludes
the three tracts involved in' &his ap-
peal, was 'transferreId to the juris-
diction of the Secretary of thre Inte-
rior, effective-as of August 23, 1969.
Thereafter, regulations -were pro-
mulgated 'Ad ppraved by the Sec-
retary of the Interior on June 24,
1969, to implement the Act of
August 8, 1968, supra. The iniple-
menting regulations appear in 25
CFR 257.

The appeal herein involves repur-
chase riglts- under the Act, sztpra,
in the following tracts of land:

AGR Tract No. B-71014, formerly
the allotment of Charles Garnett,
O'S-3671, described 'as the SE :1/4 sec.
1, Township 41 N., range 41 W., 6th

:P.M., Shallulon County, South Da-
kota, ontaining 160 acres, more or
less.

AGR Tract No. 1300, formerly
the allotment of William Garnett,
Sr., OS-1601, described as lots 1, 2,
E1/ 2NW/ 4, sec. 7, Township 41 N.,
range 40 JV., 6th P.M., Washabaugh
Cunn'ty, South Dakota, containing
154.40 acres, more or less.

AGR Tract No. C-1304, former]y
tie allotment, of Willim Garnett,
Jr., described as lots 6, 7, El/,SW1A,
SE1/4 sec. 6, Township 41 N., fRange
40 W., 6th P.M., Washabaugh
County, South Dakota, containing
314.25 acres, more or less.

Title to the above-described tracts
vested i the United States of
America s of December 31, 1942,
the -date of taking. Prior and up to
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that date, December 31, 1942, the
record indicates the United States
held the three tracts of land in trust
for the following Indiall owners in
the proportions indicated:

:Filla Garnett, also Imown as Filla
-Janis Gar nett, Pine Ridge Allottee
No. 1830-1/3 or 9/27.

Charles Garnett, Pine Ridge Al-
lottee No. 3734-2/9 or 6/27.
:Henry. Kocer Garnett, Pine

Ridge Allotee No.. 3667-2/9 or
.6/27..

Add T heodore Garpett, Pine
Ridge Allottee No. 7213-2/27..'

Frances1 E.'Garnett :ine Ridge
-Unallotted No. 9555 (also known as
Frances Garnett Hogan and nowv
knowni'. as Frances Garnett Pus-
:ar) -2/27.

; Cynthia Bertha Garnett, ' Pine
Ridge Unallotted No.; 9556 (also
known as' Cynthia Garnett Red Owl
a.nd now known as 'Cynthia Garnett
Lawrelce) -2/27.

Three of the above-named Indian
owners, namely Filla Janis Gar-
nett harles; Garnett and Add
Theodore Garnett, died prior to Au-
;ust' 1968, the date of the' Act,
supra. Accordingly, their rpur-
chase 'rights vestec in the parties
her'einafter identified and desig-
nated :nder the provisins of the
Act, supra, as impl'emented by 25
'CFR 257.3 () and (c).'Treeofthe
original owners, as of'the date of
taking, iiamely Henry 'Kocer: Gar-
nett, Pine Ridge No. 3667, Frances
E.' Puskax, Pine Ridge Unallofted
'No. 5, and Cynthia Bertha
Lawrence, Pine Ridge. Unallotted
No. 9550, arb living and therefore

"former owners'; under 25 CFR
2a7.3 (a). Accordingly, as of Au-
gust: 8, 1968, the approval date
thereof, the following persons quali-
fie W1(er the regulations as "for-
mer owners" with the right to re-
purchase the three tracts in question
'provided they filed timely
applications;

Henry Kocer Garnett' PR-3667.
Frances Garnett Puskar, PRU-955
Cynthia Garnett Lawrence, PRU-9556.
Edith Little Bear. PR-3782.
Alice O'Rourke, PR-7'84.
Charles Garnett, PRU-11009."
Anthony James Garnett, PRN-60900.
Gary Anthony Garnett, PRN-6090L 

Only the following five individuals
of the above eight. qualified or
eligible individuals filed applica-
tions to repurchase the tracts in
question, pursuant to 25 CFR 257.6
(a): .(;X:
Henry Kocer Garnett, PR-3667.
'Cynthia Garnett Lawrence, PRIJ-9556.
Edith Little Bear,. PR-3782.
Alice O'Rourke, PR-7874.
Charles Garnett, PRU-11000.

The record indicates the five in-
dividuals were notified on Novem-
ber 8, 1973,' by the Acting Superin-
ten dentPine fRidge Agency, by
pertified mail, return receipt, re-
quested, that unless they could agree
to the share each was to acquire in
the three'tracts, the applications to
purchase w ould .not be considered
and the, tracts made available for
lieu selection.

The appellant under date of De-
cenber'20, 1973, in response to the
letter of .November 8, 1973, advised
the Aberdeen Area Office it was his
contention that he was legally en-
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titled to repurchase a 7/18 interest
in the three tracts rather than an
undivided 1/5 interest. The appel-
lant based his contention on the nor-
mal'rules of heirship descent that
would have taken place if the land
had remained in Indian ownership.
In response thereto, the Area Di-
rector on January 11, 1974, advised
the appellant that he was reaffirm-
ing his position to the effect that
any right the appellant had to re-
purchase was created by the Act of
August 8, 1968, upra,. and that his
right under the Act, supra, to repur-
chase was no greater than the right
of the other four applicants. The
appellant was further advised that
if he and the other four applicants
could agree to acquire the tracts in
other than equal imdivided. shares
or interests of 1/5 each, a sale in the
proportions agreed would be made.
In the same letter appellant was
further advised the responsibility of
reaching an agreement as to the
shares or interests to be purchased
by each applicant rested entirely
with such individuals. Moreover,
the appellant was given an addi-
tional 30 days from the. date of the
letter to execute sales contracts and
failure to do so would result in the.
proposed purchase being abandoned
and the lands made available for
lieu selection.

The record indicates the appellant
upon receipt of the letter .of Jan-
uary 11,19T4, still reimainecL uncon-
vinced, and. maintained he was le-
gally entitled to acquirie a larger

share in the three tracts than the
other four applicants and advised
the Aberdeen Area Office to that
effect on Ja-nuary 28, 1974. The
Aberdeen Area Office treated the
letter as an appeal and referred the
matter to the ommissioner, Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs, for review
and .decision. The Commissioner,
pursuant to 211 DM 13.7, dated De-
cember 14, 1973, referred the matter
to the Board of Indian Appeals for
disposition.

The appellant in support of his
appeal contends that:*

(1) William Garnett, Sr., was the
original owner of the tracts in-
volved and since his wife, Filla, and
all his children, with the exception
of the appellant, are deceased, pref-
erential repurchase rights shouldi
vest in the appellant as a sole sur-
viving child, and \ ' I 

(2) .appellant, as a son, applied
for and was granted the right to re-
pu-rchase otherlands that had been
owned by Filla Gkarnett and~ taken
by the government and that the ap-
pellant should have the same right
to, repurhase the lands taken over
from William Garnett, Sr., as the
only surviving son, and.

(3) appellant owns a 5/9 inter-'
est in the .tracts: involved as com-
pared to the outstanding 4/9 inter-
est owned by seven other persons in
various proportions, and

(4) by virtue 'of custom and us-
age, appellant has: a vested right to;
purchase such property since he was
born on the land, lived thereon until

683
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the land was taken by theU.S., and
that lie moved back on the. land

,after the military quit .Usilng the
land in 1945.

(5) that'the appellant has ex-
pended approximately $50,000: in
improving the premises.

{(6) that appellant uses the tract
involved as headquarters' for his
operations consisting of other intei-
ests he has acquired in te vicinity.
* A review of the record indicatesa

thleD appeal: ilvolves only one issue
that requires consideration, and res-
olutioni by this Board and that is:

Does the Act of August 8, 1968,
as implemented by 25 CFR 25m pro-
vide *for the appellant, a orimen
owner, to purchase a greater share
in the tracts involved thai the other
four former owleIrs?

The 'appellant's contentions *as
hereillabove set. forth are consid-
ered and disposed of as follows:

Appellant's first contenltion is
clearly without merit as William
Garnett, Sr., was not a "former
owner" within the'imeaning of 25

Q3FR 257.3 (e) which provided in its
pertinent part:

"Former owner" mearis each per-
son from whom the United States ac-
quired an interest in a tract of land, or if
such person is deceased. the surviving
spouse, or if sch spouse is deceased, his
dhildren. * * *

Contentioni nuhber .2. is. likewise
without merit as it is: ihimaterial
alid of no.consequence insofar as the
three tracts in question are con-
cerned that.,appellant.applied for
and was granted the right to repur.
chase other lands owned by Filjla
Garnett. which had, been .taken by

t he goverlment as part of the gunl-
nery range.

Appellant's third contention is
unsuPpoted by the record inf that
title to t hree tracts still renhains
in the U.nited States of America.
Aforeover, theonly right the appel-
lant and the other four former
owners lave in the land in question
is What is ganted them under the
Act of Augustu 8, 1968, .suc.psa, that
being merely the right to repurchase
the, land in question under the con-
ditions;'set forth in the Act, upra,
as implemented by 25 CFR 25.7.

.Thie appellant's fourth contention
is likewise without ierit and unac-
ceptable in that the Act, s8upra, as
implemented 'by tle regulati6ins, 25
CFR 2o (makes no provisioin for
the consideration' of custom and
usages or for the other items men-
tioned by the appellant in his con-
tentions regarding repurchase
rights. Regrettable and unfortunate
as itmay be, any investment or im-
provenments the appellant made on
theV lands invdvled in' this appeal
were strictly' at his own risk.

The record indicates that appel-.
lant and the other four parties have

quaalified as "former owners") as to
the three tracts and in such capacity

made timely. applications to repur-
chase the thitee*tracts involved pur-

suant to 25 CFR 257.6(a). Titke 2D

CFR 2753 (e), among other things,
provides that not more than five
of te former owners may Jo in
purchasing a tract of land. Neither

the Act, s8pqa, nor Part257 of 'the
reg-ation makes. any provision for
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the former owner s under such ir-
cunstances to~ acquire anything
other than, equal iterest or shares
therein.

[1] Statutes as a general rule
should b e'givenitheir iatral mean-
ing and receive -a- fair, and reason-
able interpretation with respect to.
the objects and purposes thereof.
Tle words of thes statute will be
given thleir pain heaning where to
do so does not lead to an absurd or
unjust result. f. Leslie Parer, I.
N. Wheeler, 62 i.D. 88 (1955)..

I view of tlie reasons herein-
above set foirth,'the Board finds that
the appellant under the provisions
of the Act of August 8, 1968, Supra,
and 25 CFR 257, is not entitled to
purchase a greater share or interest
in thetthree tracts involved than the
other four applicants. Accordingly,
the Area Director's decision of Jan-
uary 1, .1974, afirmiing the Pine
Ridge Acting iSuperintendent's ac-
tion of November 8, 1973, must be
sustained and appellant's appeal
dismissecl.

NOW, THiEREFORE, pursuant

to the authorit dlelegated to. the
Board of Iidian ppeals by the
Secretary of the. Interior, 211 DM
13.i, issued December 14, 193, and

43 CFR 4.1(2) the decisioil of the
Area,.Director, Aberdeen Area Of-
fices Bureanof Indian Affaiirs, dated
January 1, 1974, be and the sanie is
hereby AFFIRM;IIED and the ap-
peal herein is DISMISSED.

r 5 1974

This decision is final or the De-
partment.- - - -' ' 

Ai T XANDER H. WILSON,

Admrbinistrative Judge.

I CoNcUR::.

MITcHELLt J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

UNITED STATES

MIKE GUZMAT, SR. AND
MIKE GUZMAN, JR.

18 IlBLA 1090i07;20 
Decided Decenber 5, 1974:

Appeal from decision of Chief Adminis-
trative Law Judge L. K., 1uoma de-
claring the Queen and Driftwood placer
mining claims null and void.

Affirmed. in part, set aside in part
and remanded.

1. Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land

12ining claims locatedI subsequent .to a
first-form reclamation withdrawal are
void ab initio, since such lands are closed
to entry under the general mining laws.

2. Mining Claims: Lode Claims-Min-
ing Claims: -Placer Claims

Lode claims located for deposits of sand
and gravel are void ab nitio, since the.
law 0 authorizing te location of Iode
claims provides no authority for the loca-
tion of pIacer deposits of sand anid gravel,
and a' relocation of the lode:'claims as
placer claims in 1965 chnnot'relate back
to and-clepend upon the ode' claims for
validity.
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3. Mining Claims: Common Varie-.
ties of Minerals: Generally-Mining
Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals:
Special Value-Mining Claims: Com-
mon Varieties of Minerals: Unique
Property
A deposit of sand and gravel used for
ordinary purposes may be considered an
uncommon variety of such material only
if the deposit will command an economic
advantage over ordinary deposits of sand
and gravel due to a unique property which
imparts the special and distinct value to
the deposit.

4. Mining Claims: Common Varieties
of Minerals: Generally:
Common varieties of a' particular min-
eral material do not have to be physically.
alike or equally desirable for a given-
'purpose. When the evidefce 'shows that
other deposits occur commonly in the area
and are similarly used, the fact that the
subject deposit has qalities. which are'
particularly well suited to that purpose
does not, of itself, alter its essential char-
acter as a common variety material.

5. 'Mining Claims: Common Varieties
of Minerals: Generally
Where a particular mineral material is
common, abundant and widespread, cer-
tain deposits are bound to exist in closer
proximity to the market than other such
deposits, but this is only an extrinsic fac-
t'or which does not make the material anyi
less -ommon.

6. Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-
Mining Claims: Special Acts-Mining.
Claims: Withdrawn L and-With-'
drawals and Reservations: Effect of

MS. 2332, 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970), is not
an independent adverse possession stat-
ate. It is part of the general mining laws,
and necessarily assumes that any lands
claimed under that statute were open to
entry and patent under the mining laws.
It has no application to a trespass on

land which is closed to mineral entry by
withdrawal or reservation, and compli-
ance with the terms of the statute Will
not "cure" the' invalidity of a mining
claim located on land which was not open.
to entry and appropriation under the
mininglaws.

7.: Mining Claims: Generally-Mining
Claims: Location-Mining Claims
Special Acts;
Technical deficiencies in the manner or;
method of the location and recordation
are not material to the assertion of a
claim perfected pursuant to R.S. 2332, 30
U.S.C. § 38 (1970). The provision offers
an alternative to proving strict compli-
ance with the laws applicable to lode
and placer location, and a claimant n-
der this provision is not required. to pro-
duce record evidence of his location' or
to give any reason for not producing such
evidence.

S. Mining Claims: 'Generally-Mining.
Claims Location-Mining Claims:
Special Acts
If the claimants possess the essential
qualifications as to- 'itizenship, and if
they peacefully entered and occupied the
land and discovered a valuable deposit
of common variety of mineral thereon at
a time when both the land and the min-
eral were subject to appropriation under
the mining laws; and if they thereafter
remained in peaceful, exclusive posses-
sion and openly worked the claim for the
period prescribed by the state tatute of
limitations for mining claims; and 'ex-
pended 'at least the minimum amount of
money prescribed by law in the improve-
ment of the claim, all such actions hav-
ing been accomplished prior to July 23,;
1955,' they have theteby established their
right to receive a patent pursuant to 30'
U.S.C. § 38 (i970) notwithstanding their
failure to file 'a location notice initially
and despite their error in' subsequently
locating and recording their claim under
the statute pertaining to lode locations
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rather than
mining law.

properly under the: placer

9. Administrative Procedure: Gen-
erally-Appeals-Evidence: General-
ly-Contests and Protests: Generally-
Hearings
Where the evidence addueed at the hear-
ing of the contest of the validity of a.
mining claim is inadequate to establish
whether the claimants have earned the
right to receive a patent pursuant to 30
U.S.C. '§38 (1970), the case will be re-
'manded for the taking of furtherw evi-
dence and the rendering of a decision
limited to that issue. :

APPEARANCES: Richard L. Fowler,
Esq., Office of the General Counsel De-
partment of Agriculture, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, for appellee;- Hale C.
Tognoni, Esq., Phoenix, Arizona, for
appellants.

fOPIiON BY ADJINSAiTRA -
TiVE JUDGE STUEBIA'G

ITVERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS -

iAke Guzman, Sr., and MDike
Guzman, Jr., have appealed from
the March 12, 19T4, .decision of
Chief Administrative Law. Judge
L. K. Luoma '.holding that, the
Queen and Driftwood placer min-
ing claims are, null and void.1 That
decision resulted from .contest pro-
ceedings initiated by the 'Bureau of
'Land Management at the request of
the Forest Service. The contest

'The Queen and Driftwood placer mining
claims' are located in sections .and 2, respec-

,tivlvly, T. 2 S., R.. 11 B., GSA Meridian, Tonto
National Forest, ' Arizona. Both claims are
Situated in the bed of Queen Creek.

complaint charged, inter alia, that
:there had been no discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit on the
claims. The complaint further
charged that the sand and gravel
found on the claims are a common
variety of sand and gravel within
the meaning of section 3, of the Act
of July 23, 1956, as amended, 30
U.S.C. 611: (1970), and conse-
quently, not subject to location un-

* der the general mining laws. 30
U.S.C. § 21 etseg. (1970).

The first issue is the date of the
location of these claims. If they
were validly located prior to July
23, 1955, then the sand and gravel
on the claims may constitute a val-
uable mineral deposit locatable

*under the U.S. mining laws, even if
that material is a. common variety
of sand and gravel; If, however, the
claims ivere not located until after
July 23, 1955, then the claims can-
not be valid unless the sand and
gravel. found thereon is an uncom-
-mon variety of that material. 30
U.S.C. § 611 (1970)..

Appellants assert that they lo-
cated both the Queen and Drift-
wood claims in 1941, but did not re-
cord them. Appellants testified that
they have removed sand and gravel
deposits along the channel of Queen
Greek from an area,, between both
claims since 1941 (Tr. 134). Appel-
lantswthen located two lode claims
On April 14, 19, kown as the
Queen and Driftwood lode claims.
In 1965, they located thd present
Queen1 and Driftwood placer min-
ing claims for the same deposits of

6B5 1
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sand and gravel. Finally, i 196'Q.
as the result of a contest proceed-
ilg, th6 lode claimswere declared
null and void by a Hearing Exani-
iner An appeal of this decision to
the Director, Bureau of Land Man-
agement was; dismissed, and no
further appeal was taken in this
case.

i Appellants argue that the
1965 location of the placer] claiins
should relate back to the original lo-
cations, or at least to the 19.55 lode
locations. That argument is unten-
able. First, with respect to both the
Queen placer and the Queen lode,
the land on; which they; are located
was removed from mineral entry by
a first-forin reclamation withdrawal
in 1925 (Es. 7). See Mi. G. Johnson,
78 I.D. 107 (1971). The land was
not reopened to mineral entry until
1963, PLO 2897, 28 FR 1045
(1963). Mining' claims located on

lands withdrawn from entry are
void ab initio and gain the locator
no rights either at the time of loca-
tion or at any later date. Mickey 0.
Shat'dis,' 11 IBLA 116 (1973);
Frank Zappia, 10 IBLA 178, 183
(1973). Mor6over, the Queen placer
canlnot be regarded as an amend-
ment of the Queen lode because the
placer claim: occupies entirely dif-
ferent land at some distance from
the. lode location, involving differ-
ent workings. The two claims are
unrelated. Therefore the first po-
tentially valid location of the Queen
placer mining claims took place in
1 965. X ;

[2] The Driftwood lode claim
was located in part on' withdrawn

lands. That portion of the claim is
also void. The Driftwood placer
does embracepart of the same and
and workings which were formerly
elaimed under the Driftwood lode
location. How&ever,-tho entire Drift-
wood lode claim' is' void for another
reason: the claim was located as.a
lode claim and not as a placer. One
of. the most fundamental distinc-
tions in mining law is the disfinc-
tion between placer deposits' and

0lode deposits. Lode deposits are de-
fined by statute as " * * veins or
lodes of quartz or other rock in
place bearing gold, silver, cinnibar,
lead, tin, copper, or other valuable
deposits Z* * '30 tUS.C. 23
(1970). See e.g., Jefferson-Montana
Copper Mines C, 41 L.D. 320

D (1912). Placer deposits are likewise
defined by statute as all mineral de-
posits other than lodes. 30 U.s.c.
§ 35 (1970). The distinguishilgztest
which determines whether or not a
valuable mineral deposit may be se-
eured-by a lode claim or by a pIacer
claim is the form and. character of
the deposit. If it is in a vein or lode
in rock in place, it may' be secured
by a lode claim, and it may not be
by a placer claim. If it Is not in a
vein or lode in rock in plaee, it may
be' secured by' a placer claim, and
may not be by a lode' claim. l4Mbb
v. Arnericaw Asphaltum Ming
Co., 157 F. 203 (Stlh Ci r. 1907). The
most typical example of a placer
deposit is a deposit' of sand aird
gravel. See eg., A Dietionary of
Mining., Minerals,; and: Related
Termns 829 (1968) and Webster's
NetwInternational Dictionary, 1877
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(2d ed. 'l9A9). It is also a fund'a-
mental rule of mining law that
placer deposits are siibjdct t6 loca-
tion' aid patent only under the law
'applicable to placer claims. Render-
sOn V. Fulton, 35 L.D. 652, 663
(1907) ; see also Cole v. Ra7p7h 252
U.S. 286, 295 (1920) ; Hele V.
'vells 54 I.B. 306 (1933) United
States v. Stevens, 77 L.'97, 103
(1970). Likewise, a lode discovery
-W illnot sustain a placer mining lo-
cation. Big' Pine ining COP. 53
I.D. 410 (1931). Therefore, both the
Driftwood and Queen lode claims
were invalid from their inception
for the reason that san d and 'gravel
are locatable only uinder' the law
pertaining to placer deposits. Lay-
Man v. Ellis, 52 L.D. 714, 722
(1929). Since bothi the Qeen 'and
Driftwood lode claimshave been in-
valid froin their inception., tlheir're-

oation as placer claims in 1965
cannot relate back to and depend
-upon the lode claius for vralidity.

[3] 'The Act of July 23, 1955, 30
U.S.Q. 611 (1979), amended the
iMIaterials Act of 1947, 30 U.S.C.
§ 601 (1970), to provide that:

No deposit of common varieties of sand,
stone, gravel, pumice, pumicite,; or cinders
and no deposit of petrified wood shall be
deemed a valuable mineral deposit within
the meaning of the mining laws of the
United States so as to give effective va-
lidity to any mining claim hereafter lo-

cated under such mining laws * *.

"Common varieties" *** does not in-
elude deposits of such materials which
are valuable because the deposit has some
property giving it distinct and special
value * '

The purpose of that Act has 'beei
stated 'by the Sipremie Court -:in
United States v. Colemnan, 390 U.S.
'599, 604 (968):

* The legislative history: makes
clear that this Act (30' US.'C. §611) was
intended to remove conmon types of
sand, gravel, and stone from the coverage
of the mining larws,; under which they
served as a basis for claims to land pat-
ents, and to place the disposition of such
materials under the Materials Act of
1947, 61 Stat. 681, 30 U.S.C. § 601, which
provides for. ihe'sale of such materials
without disposing of the land on which
they are found.

Appellants have pointed out that
one 'of tle principal reasons 'why
Congress wanted' coimnon varieties
of sand, gravel, and building mate-
rials to' be removed from entry, un-
der the general mining laws was to
prevent certain widespread 'abuses 
thrat; occurred under that miing
law. In p'alticular, Congress wished
to prevent people from; acquiring
lands valuable for recreation', tin-
ber,.and wildlife basedon discovery
of commion varieties of cetainm mar
terialsj when, in fact,; the locators
of those materials 'had no intention
of ever' mining them, but simply
wanted a site for a cabin or other
nonmining purposes. See, e.g., 1955
U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2477.
Conceding that this 'was one of the
purposes of the Act of July 23, 1955,
it: is' nevextheless clear that 'after
that date, no deposit of a coinuon
variety of sand and gravel could be
located under, the general mftining
law. Consequently, in. order for the
Queenand Driftwood placer claims

f13851 
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to be valid, the sand and gravel de-
posits found thereon must not be a
common variety of sand and gravel,
because they were located in 1965,
ten years after common sand and
gravel was closed to appropriation
under the mining law.

The various tests developed by the
Secretary of the. Interior to deter-
mine whether a particular.deposit is
an uncommon variety of sand,
gravel, or building stone has been
summarized by the Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit: (1)
there must be a comparison of the
mineral deposit in question with
other deposits of such minerals gen-
erally; (2) the mineral deposit in
question must have a unique prop-
erty; (3) the unique property must
givet the deposit a distinct and spe-
cial value; (4) if the special value
is for uses to which ordinary varie-
ties of the mineral are put, the de-
'posit must have some distinct and
special value for such use;and (5)
the distinct and special economic
value may be reflected by the higher
price which the material commands
in the marketplace, or by reduced
cost or overhead so that the profit
to the producer would be substan-
tially more. McClarty v. Secretary
of the Interior, 408 F.2d 907, 908
('9th Cir. 1969).

In addition to those guidelines for
determining whether ia material is
a common variety, the mining
claims, to be considered valid, would
have to meet thenormal tests of val-
idity for any mining claim. Essen-
tially, the mineral deposit found on
the claim must be reasonably per-
ceived to be capable of extraction,

removal, and marketing at a profit.
See United States v. Coleman,
supra. When the United States con-
tests a mining claim, it has the bur-
den of presenting a prima facie case
that the claim is invalid. The bur-
den then shifts to the claimant to
show by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the claim is valid, for it
is the claimants who are the propo-
nents of an order to declare their
claim valid. United States v.
Springer, 8 IBLA 123 (1972), aff'd.,
491 F.2d 239, 242 (9th Cir. 1974),
cert. denied, - U.S. - (1974);
Foster v. Seaton, 271 F.2d 836, 838
,(D.C. Cir. 1959).

The testimony regarding the ex-
Ient of utilization and marketability
of the material found on these
claims is both. sketchy and conflict-
ing. (Tr. 66, 67, 94, 96, 220.) (Ex.
L, M, R.) Nevertheless, it is clear
that: for some thirty years the ap-
,pellants have been selling the sand
and gravel from the area of these
claims, both separately and as an
ingredient in their ready-mix con-
crete. While actual mining opera-
tions are not required to prove mar-
ketabiliiy, we have held that actual
profitable mining operations are the
best evidence of a valuable mineral
deposit. United States v. McKensie,
4 IBLA 97, 100 (1971). Since the
appellants have a profitable ongoing
mining operation, the marketability
of the deposit in question is fairly
obvious. -.

Appellants have compared the
sand and: grae found' on their
claims with other sand and gravel
deposits found in this area. Appel-
lants assert that the characteristic
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which makes this deposit of sand
and gravel, unique is the angularity
of the particles (Tr. 226). They at-
tribute this unusual angularity
to both the sand and the gravel. The
appellants' assertion as to the uni-
queness of the deposit was corrob-
orated, by both of appellants' expert
witnesses (Tr. 263, 278). Both ap-
pellants and their expert witnesses
testified that the angularity of the
gravel and also the absence of dele-
terious materials associated with the
deposit combine to make an excel-
lent "high test concrete." (Tr. 226,
263,285.) The only example of what-
was meant by "high test" or "high
grade" concrete was the suggestion
that appellants' concrete could be
used for lining mine shafts (Tr. 226,
286). However, the government's
mineral examiner testified that
while the sand and gravel was well
suited for making concrete used for
lining mine shafts, such concrete
was not as peninanent as that used
in dams (Tr. 92). At any rate, the
use of material for construction
purposes is only a common use.
United States V. Henderson, 68 I.D.
26, 29 (1961). And for material used
only for common purposes to be
considered an uncommoI variety, it
must have some special and distinct
value in an economic sense over and
above the common run of such ma-
terial. MeClarty v. Secretary of the
Interior, .supra.

The only evidence offered by ap-
pellants which suggests sen spe-
cial value are statements by Mike
Guzman, Jr., and by an expert wit-

572-367-75-2

ness,. Dudley L. Davis. Guzman
testified that for some grades of
concrete mixes, appellants receive
"roughly" one dollar more per cubic
yard than competitors receive,
although he could not make specific
comparisons with his, competitors'
prices because,"' * there's so many
mixes and all that that would be
hard to tell * * *" (Tr. 232, 233.)
However, in some areas, the price
appellants receive is the same as the
competitor's price (Tr. 233). Guz-
man also testified that his company
had been awarded contracts despite
the fact that competitors had under-
bid his price by offering to sell con-
crete at a lower price per yard.
However, a number of factors other
than the physical peculiarities of
Guzmans' sand and gravel may have
influenced the buyer's decision in,
these instances, such as the Guz-

mnans' size, reliability and reputa-
tion, as compared to the low bid-
ders'. Or, their competitors', prod-
uct may be sub-standard without
establishing that material from the
Guzman claims .is an uncommon
variety. One of appellants' expert
witnesses stated one user was "will-
ing to pay a little more" for a bet-
ter grade of concrete (Tr. 287).
Other than those statements, there
is not one shred of evidence to indi-
cater that appellants ever actually
received more for their concrete
than any of their competitors. Ap-
pellants, did not produce a single re-
ceipt showing that they received
more than a competitor, nor did
they introduce any witness who

691685]
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would state that he had paid more and, in-fact, make a better wall and
for appellants' concrete than for a cotmiancl a better price. Neverthe-
comffpetitotr's.2 The only evidence in loss, they remain common varieties
the reolerd related to specific sales of 4'ck because their physical prop-
was 'for a periodrprior to the 1965 erties aie-not inique orrare. Uited
location of these claims (Exs. L, States v. Ligier, A-99011. (October
M). And that evidence. (lEx. M), 8 1962); Uited Statesv.a o
indicates that the sales were made 70 I.D. 136 (1963). This Board held
mostly: to' private individuals or similarly with reference to: a de-
sinall cciipanies. Consequently, it posit of cinders in UnitedStates v.
seems reasonable to infer that for 'Harenberg', 9 IBLA 77 (1973), stat-
that period, and probably for the ing:
period following it, nost sales of A deposit of volcanic cinders which are
concrete Were to private users, Ifor suitable for use in the manufacture of
ordinary purposes, for which the cement blocks must be: regarded ass a
appellants received an ordinary common variety mineral material within

the context of the Act of Juily 23, 1955,
price. 'Whle teevdence does estab- when the evidence shows that other such
lish that tllis material is suitable for deposits occur commonly in the area and
mialking high quality concrete, it is are similarly used, and the fact that the
not sufficient to show that this is so subject' deposit has qualities which are
unllique o r unusual ash to warrant a particularly well-suited to this purpose

findiig tat te matrialis a un-does not alter its essential character asfndig that the material is anl lun common cement block material.
common variety..

[4] ommon varieties of a par- LLikewise, the Department has
tictlar mineral material do not have consistently held that deposits of

sandadgae utbefr~l to be physically alike or equally de- nd and gravel suitable for all con-
sirable for a given purpose. For ex- struction purposes, wich may be
ample, many kinds of ommon rock superior to other deposits of sand
may be used to bud a 1 and, and gravel found intle areabecause

it je fdbecause their physical properties . fs free of deleterious substances,
k and because of hardness, souindness,differ, certain dnds of common roesabi avor rdation, noti-

may be preferred for this purpose -tbiliy favorablegradation n n-

Appellants did submit' two letters (Exs.
T, TU) from two customers stating that they
preferred to use appellants' sand and gravel
for concrete, because they considered it to
be of high quality. There was no assertion that
there was any: economic advantage to using
appellants' sand and gravel. Further, both
letters are unreliable hearsay, as was the
one statement made' by appellants' expert
witness that one user was willing to pay a
little more for concrete hauled a farther dis-
tance (Tr. 287)'. Since appellants did not call
these customers as witnesses, and conse-
quently, there was no chance for cross-
examination, we' regard .the statements as
having little weight.

-ea-IviLoy anct nonllyCLrophllc
qualities, but which is usedonly for
the same purposes as other widely
available, but less desirable deposits
of sand and gravel are, nonetheless,
a common variety; of sand and
gravel. United States .v. ft Pinos
Development Corp., 75 I.D. 320
(196:8); United States v. Ramstad,
A-30351 (September 24, 1965);
United States v. asicr, A-30017
(September 23, 1964):; United
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'Stats8 v. He'ndet, A'-2'973 (av 4, 'hee such person or association, they
1964) ;.nite Stat es v. Heldesn,' nnd'their 4rantors, have eld and worked

their, claims for a period equaLto the
*u a " time prescribed by the. statute of limita-

The angularity of this sand and ti ons for minitig elaimas of the State or
gravel is attributed to the fact that Territory where the same m' be' situ-
it has not been carried as far from ated, evidence of suth possession' and
its source by the action of the stream Wrorking of the claims for such period

acc~rdigl it ha .een subi e shall be sufficient to establish a right to a
and; ac ly, t s e b e ptent thereto under this chapter and see-

to less wear than have other such tions 7 to 76 of this title, in the absence
deposits in the area. WXVile this may of any adverse claim; * *

well make it more desirable'for use Appellants maintain that this
as a concerete aggregate than other statute operates to invest them with
nearbv deposits used for the sne title despite the fact thatn most of
purpose, we cannot agree that it: i the land claimed was wihdrawn
a unllique qlualityr. .- & from entry under the mining law,

[5] Further, we have rdpeatedly citing ev. Me ager, 104 U.S. 279
held: that a. deposit of otherise (1881). However, a reading of that
common sand and gravel cannot be ase discloses that no i withdrawal
regarded as an uncommon variety was involved.
on the basis that the deposit enjoys The assertion that one may enter
an economic advantagfeLdue, to its e 0 a aa. ieolloiC adantae~cluxt°5ltS:-u~pon. landl-which; has: been with-
proximity to the market. W1here a u l w h-I . w . ; : . - drawn from entry,- effect 'a discov-
particular mineral material is con-
men,11 abundant and widespread, cer-ertheo anpsessuhldfor the period prescribed. and thus
tain deposits of that material are "cure the 'defective title of a boa-
bound to existin closer proximity to tion made on withdrawn land" ls
the market than other such& deposits, h uth
but tis is only an extrinsic factor 'whl untae A logiele t
which does not make the naterial I i no a c i gar

- - * . - entry ~on :-vithdrawnl land sme iany less common. United States V. er i i l s o
O'Callaglhan, IBLA 324, 79 I.. 'the btatenents in the Court's opin-
689 (1972):; United States V. Stew- ion lare instructive concerning thE
art, 5 IBLAI 39, 79 I.D. 27 (1972); effect of such al entiy, saying,' a'
U'nited States v. Bedrock Mining 284:
Cc., 1 IBLA.21 (1970):. * - *.e: The right of location upon th,
.[6] Appellants .contend that they mineral lands: of the :United States is-,

are entitled to receive a pa-tent to privilege granted, by Congress, but it cai
the two placer clairns on the basis of only be exercised within' the limits pre

'wi op :aith 30 uT.S C scribed by the grant. A location' can onl:
their(19) hdpiine h d ibe made where the law allows it to b
§ 38 (1970) which provides, in per, done. Any attempt to go beyond that xvi
tinient.part, as follows: . ' be of no avail.** 

I;

I

IL
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Probably the, most definitive'
analysis of 30 U.S.C. § 38 by the
Supreme Court is found in Cole v.
Ralph, 22 U.S. 286 (1920), in
which the Court, at page 306, quotes
with approval from the Secretary's
decision in an earlier case, as
follows:

"The section was not intended as en-
acted, nor as now found in the Revised
Statutes, to be a wholly separate and in-
dependent provision for the patenting of
a mining claim. As carried forward into
the Revised Statutes it relates to both
lode and placer claims, and being i par!
mater'ia with the other sections of the
Revision concerning such claims is to be
construed together with them, and so, if
possible, that they may all stand together,
forming a harmonious body of- mining
law." Barkclage v. Russell, 29 L.D. 401,
405-406.

The plain meaning-of the fore-
going is that 30 U.S.C. § 38 was en-
acted as part of the general mining
laws and not as an independent ad-
,verse possession statute. It follows
that section 38 is operative only as
to those lands which are open to lo-
cation under the general mining
laws. In United States v. Midway
Northern Oil Co., 232 F. 619, 64
(D. Calif. 1916), the Court held as
follows with reference to 30 U.S.C.
§ 38 (R.S. 2332):

* * This is not a statute of limita-
tions. It is a part of the chapter on Min-
eral and Mining Resources, and pre-
scribes the evidence sufficient to establish
the right of one who has possessed and
worked a mining claim to a patent. It
necessarily assumes that the lands were
open to entry and patent under the min-
ing laws. * * * it manifestly can have no
application to a trespasser on land the
title to which cannot be acquired under

the law of the United States. The de-
fendants' entry and possession was after
the withdrawal order, and initiated no
rights as against the government which
could ripen into a title or a right to a
patent.

More recently, section 38 was held
not to apply; to land closed to entry
under the mining law in the case of
United States v. Coqsolidated
Mines- and Smelting Co., 455 F. 2d
(9th Cir. 1971). This Board like-
wise so held in Meritt N. Barton,
6 IBLA 293, 9 ID. 431 (1972). -

Based upon all of the foregoing,
we conclude that: -

(1) All of the material with
which we are here concerned is com-
mon variety sand and gravel not
subject to location after July 23,
1955.

(2) All of the material occurs in
placer form rather than in lode
form.

(3) Lode locations will not sup-
port a claini to deposits of placer
minerals.

(4) The Queen placer claim can-
not be regarded as an amendment
of the Queen lode claim because the
two claims occupy entirely different
tracts of lands.
* (5) The Queen lode claim, the
Queen placer claim and the north
portion of the Driftwood lode claim
(approximately one half of the
claim) are null and void ad initio
because the withdrawal, which was
imposed in 1925 and not revoked
until 1963, precluded any appropri-
ation of this land at any time when
deposits of sand and gravel were
subject to location under the'min-
ing law.
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(6) 30 UJ.S.C. §38. (1970) does
not invest claimants with a right to
receive a patent to lands which were
closed to entry under the mining
law at the time they took. possession

(7) To the extent that the loca-
tion of the Driftwood placer claim
occupies more lanCL outsid& of the
Driftwood' lode claim than the: min-
imumi necessary to conform the old
lode location to, an alquot part of
a subdivision of the rectangular
survey system, it is 'a location of
new lands not previously claimed,
possessed and occupied,'and there-
fore void, as no new lands may be
located for common sand and gravel
after July 23, 1955.

(8) The land within the Drift-
wood lode claim which was outside
the withdrawn area and not in-
cluded in the 1965 location of the
Driftwood placer' claim was' elim-
inated from further consideration
by the final decision of ' this" De-
partment in 1966' which held that
the' lode claim was null and void.

Having, thus disposed of the
Queen lode and Queen placer claims
in their entireties, and with por-
tions of the Driftwood lode and
Driftwood placer claims, we are
confronted with the question of the
validity of the only remaining area,
i.e., that land outside the boundary
of the withdrawal and within the
limits' of both the old Driftwood
lode claim and the Driftwood placer
claim. This area comprises some-
thing less than ten acres in its pres-
ent'Oonfiguration. (SeeExhibit 13.)

In the decision below, the Admin-'

istrative, Law Judge did not deal
separatelywith this tract. Instead,
he' merely found, as we have, that
the location of a lode claim will not
support a claim to a placer deposit,
and that'the location of the Drift-
wood placer claim was initiated.
long after the time when Icommon
-sand and gravel was subject to such
location. On this basis he' held that
the entire Driftwood placer claim
was null and void.

[7] However, appellants argue
that technical deficiencies in the
manner or method of the location
and recordation are not material to
the assertion of a claim perfected
pursuant to. 30 U.S.C. :3.8. (1910;).
To the extent that' such claims re-
late to lands and- minerals which
are subject to location under the
mining laws, we agree. The provi-
Sion offers an alternative to proving
strict compliance, with the laws ap-
plicable to lode and placer location,
for if the claimant could' prove that
he would have no need' of sectioni 38,

1anCit must be presumed that .in en-
acting this provision the Congress
did not intend a vain and needless
thing.-

An examination of the history of
the, provision suggests that, indeed,
one of its purposes was to regularize
the possession of placer deposits;by
claimants who had entered, located,
held 'and worked suchdeposits un-
der the law relating-to lode claims
before the enactment of the statute
which authorized placer locations.
The provision was, in fact, orig-
inally enacted as section 13 of the

685] .
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Act of July 9, 1870 (16 Stat. 217).,
commonly mown as "The Placer,
Act," and was brought forward into
theRevised Statutes without any
material hange' of language. See
Bandage v. Rqssell, 29 L.D. 401,
405 (1900). There was earl jdicial
recognition that the section could
be employed in proper cases t ex-
cuse a claimant's inability to demol-
strate strict, compliance ih the,
other provisions of the mnining laws
and to create a presumption that
claim was properly located. InHar-
7is v. The Ejuator Minizg and

melting Co., 8 F.8t (C.C.D. Coo.'
1881), the Courtsaid:

Upon a familiar principle, it was
said, a locator of a mining claim on the
public lands is required to conform to the
statute and the local rules of the mihing
district in which his. claim may be situ-
ated, in order to establish his right to a
full claim, and that a grantee of the
locator should be held t the same proof.
This, however, embraces something more
than the principle that the title to and
the right to oecupy--the public mineral,
lands can only be acquired n the manner
prescribed by law. Conceding that propo-
sition, it does not follow that a locator
h actual occupancy, who has been evicted
by a' wrong-doer, must give evidence of
every fact necessary to a valid location
in an action to recover possession; not on
the ground that the essentials of a valid
location are in any case to be omitted,
but that in support of undisturbed pos-
session, long enjoyed, a 'presuMptiow may
in some cases arise that the location was-
at first wel1. made. The statute of limi-
tations enacted by the state and recog-
nized ind the act of congress, is founded
Oil this principle. * * * (At 865) (Italics
added).

: ,*:: . * . *, *4 * . . ; 

::1 **A presumption is indulged that
the location -was regularly made in the

first place, and the party in possession
is allowed to remain so long as he shall
comiply with the conditions on which he
holds the estate. The circumntstance that
a miner's- estate in. the public lands , is
subject to conditions, on f ailure: of which
it will be defeated, is not controlling.
* * * (At 866) (Italics added).

Courts of the several publit do-
main states have apparently experi-
enced little difficulty in oncluding
that this section obviates. the neces-
sity of the claimants pr oving the
validity of the initial ,location
where .he possesses the necessary
qualifications. as to citizenship, has
lawfully entered, effected a discov-
ery, performed his, annual assess-
ment vork, and worked the claim
for the prescribed' period., See, e.g.,
Eagle-Picher Mining and Smelting
Co. v. Meyer, 204 P.2d 171, (Sup..
Ct. Arizona. 1949).; Judson v. Her-
rington, 162. P.2d 931 =.(C.A. Calif.
1945); Oliver v. Burg, 58 P.2d 245
(Sup. Ct. Oregon 1936); McLean
v. Ladewig, 37 P.2d 502. (C.A. Calif.
1934) ; Dalton v. Clark, 18 P.2d 752
(CA. Calif. 1933) ,rmillsite);
Ilumphreys v. Idaho Cold 111ines
Development Co.,: 120 . ,823 (Sup.
Ct. Idaho 1912); U pto v. Santa
Rita M1Ivizig Co., 89 P. t 275 (Sup.
Ct.: New Mfexico 1907). In a Utal
case the Court held that.section_.38.
could be invoked in favor; of a
claimanirt. who had entered land
available only for placer claims, and
attemptedi several lode locations,
had worked the building stone de-
posit for 20, years and expended
large Sums of money in :pen and
exclusive possession prior to plain-
tif's attempt to locate the ground
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as a placer claim. Springer v. South-
ern Pacific Co., 248 P. 819 (Sup.

Ct. Utah 1926). In that case the
Court said the following at 823:

As to whether respondent may
avail itself of the provisions o f section.
2332, supra, however, where, as' here, the
attempted ldde location failed because no
discovery of valuable mineral was made
by discovering rock in place, as that term
has always beeh construed and applied
by the courts, is, perhaps, not without
some difficulty. The record in' this case
leaves no room for doubt that every othelr
legal requirement except the discovery
of valuable mineral in rock in place has
been met by the respondent. 'Neither is
there any doubt that an 'honest attempt
was made by respondent to make a' lode
location, and that in view that noproper
discovery was made no valid' or legal
lode location was made. Notwithstanding
that fact, however, respondent has ful-
filled every other legal requirement. It
expended more than a half million dol-
lars in working and making impryove-
ments on the mining claims that it had
attempted' to 'locate as lode claims, but
which unfortunately constituted placer
ground instead, and should have been lo-
cated as placer claims. Moreover, for
more than 20 years' before appellants
made any attempt to locate the ground
as placer ground, respondent had main-
tained actual and exclusive possession
of its claims and; made permanent and
valuable. improvements thereon. Then,
again, respondent, was ind actual, ,:open,
and visible, possession of the claims and,
was developing and constantly using the
only minerals contained therein when
the appellants made their attempt to lo-
cate the ground as placer claims, of which
respondent was' in actual possession and
was extracting mineral therefrom, all of
which appellants knew, and for a long
time prior to their attempted location
had known.

Several: early Departmental de-
cisions are in accord -with the prolp-
osition that a claimant who, in-
voking: the provisions of . section
38, proves .that he, or his grantor,
has held and worked the claim for
the period! ptescribed, is not re-
quired to produce record evidence of
his location, or to give any reason
for not producing such evidence.
Capital No. 5 Placer MiningClain,
34 LD. 462 (1906) ;TheLittleE mi-
lyJ llinifng and Milling' Co.,' 34 L.D.'
182 (1905); Gcff'ney v. Turn er, 29
L.D. 470 (WOO); Bra's Mort-
gagee v. Harris, 29 L.D. 426 (1900);
Barndage v. Russel, spra. Recent
decisions of this Board have held
that a findinig that a claim was void
atinitio .by reason of havingbeei
located oh 'withdrawn land would
not dispose of the claimant's rights
under 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970) 'based
upon his occupancy after the, land
was restored to entry.: Gardiner C.

MeFar7anod, 8 IBLA 56' (1972);
MVerritt N. Barton, supra.

Several- of the decisions .of the
various state courts cited above rely
upon the declaration made by* the
United States Supreme, Court. in

B~ele v. M1Veagiter, supra, at 287, that
if the claimant Atually; held and
worked the claim for the requisite
time under.sebtion 38 he would have
"secured what is. here made the
equivalent of a valid location." 

[8]. Accordingly, the question pre-
sented "as' to the land' outside 'the
boundaries of the withdrawal and'
within the: limits of both. the old
Driftwood lode claim and the D rift-

6S5] 
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wood placer claim may be statedas
follows:

If the claimants possess the, essential
qualifications as to citizenship, and: if
they peacefully entered and occupied the
land and discovered a valuable deposit
of common variety mineral thereon at a
time when both the land- and the mineral
was subject to appropriation under the
mining laws, and if they thereafter re-
mained in peaceful exclusive possession
and openly worked the claim for the pe-
riod prescribed by the Arizona statute of
limitations for mining claims, and ex-
pended at least the minimum amount of
money prescribed by law in the improve-
ment of the claim, all such actions having
been acomplished prior to July 23, 1955,
have they thereby established their right
to receive a patent pursuant to 30 U.S.C.
§ 38 (1970) notwithstanding their failure.
to file a location notice initially and de-
spite their error in subsequently locating
and recording their claim under the
statue pertaining to lode locations rather
than properly under- the placer mining
law?

Although we were unable' to find
any case in which this precise ques-
tion was previously decided by this
Department, 3 while the draft of
this opinion was -in' preparation the
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-
Cuit rendered its, opinion 'in United
Stadts v. Haskies, 505 P.2d 246 (9th)
Cir. 1974),: in which the 'Court
treated the question and answered
it affirnatively, saying: '

The question was presented In a previous
appeal to the Secretary in United States v.
Alice A. end Carrie H. Boyle (Supp;), 76 I.D.'
318 (1969), a ease which bears numerous
striking similarities to' this case: However,
that. case was resolved on a finding that the
claim was not supported by a discovery and
no ruling was made on 'the issue hero pre-
sented. (Judicial review pending in the Court.
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 8ub non.
Mel-ton v. Boyle, Civ. No. 72-2690.)

* * * The District Court stated the
following as the controlling questions of
law involved in its decision:

'". Can the defendant pursue his appli-
cation for patent of the Haskins' Placer
Mining Claim pursuant to Title 30 U.S.C.
§ 38 where his lode claims under which
he had previously worked the property
have been declared invalid for lack. of
discovery?

"2. Does defendant's possession; of the
property which antedates the effective
date of the Watershed. Withdrawal Act
of 1928 by more than five years, entitle
him to proceed with his patent applica-
tion notwithstanding the fact that his
notice of intention to hold, as a placer
mining claim was not filed until subse-
quent to the effective date of the Water-
shed Withdrawal Act?

-* * :, * i * * * *

This savings clause; [30 U.S.C. § 38]
has been part of the general mining law
sine' 1870 (16 Stat. 217). Its purpose; is
to obviate the necessity of proving formal
compliance With requirements for locat-
ing a claim but not to dispense with proof
of discovery. Cole v. Ralph, 252 U.S. 286
(19201 :'7 4 0 

We agree with the district court that
the section is applicable to this case. The
evidence unequivocally shows. that Has-
kins and predecessors.havebeen in pos-
session of the, ground and have worked
the claims for over half a century and
for much longer than five years prior to
the enactment of the Watershed With-
drawal Act of May 29, 1928;K Section 38
permits them to assert valid placer loca-
tions for the ground in question without
proof of posting, recording notices of lo-
cation and the like. Springer v. Southern

Pat. Co., 248 P. 819 (Utah i926) ; New-
port Mining Cb. v. Bead Lake GX.30.. Co.,
1880 P. 27 (Wash. 1920) ; Hacmphregs v.
Idaho Gold lines fltc. Co., 120 P. 823
(Ida. 1912). 0 a:;00

* * ),* * C * * *, :
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Haskins having occupied. and worked
the ground, for more than five, years may
assert placer locations, without proof of
recording, and posting. He must, never-
theless, prove discovery of a valuable
mineral because the statutehas no appli-
cation to a trespasser on public. lands,
title to which cannot be acquired by en-
try under the mining laws of the United
States. Cole v. Ralph, supra; Chanslor-
.Caifield jfidway: Oil Co. v. 'United States,
266 F. '145 (9th Cir. 1920). 

* i * * D a * - *e : * :

. 7. ANSWVERS TO CONTROLLING
Q UESTION. OF LAW CERTIFIED BY
TIlE DISTRICT COURT.

(a) Haskins may. pursue: his applica-
tion for patent of the Haskins' Placer
Llining Claim pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 38,
but 'may not base- his claim of discovery
of 'a valuable mineral upon the presence
-of dolomite or dolomite limestone in lode
formation.

(b) The notice of intention to hold the
placer claims recorded in ' 196& does not
preclude Haskins from asserting, the
validity of the claimsbased 'on actual
possession and working of the claims for
more than' five years prior to the^ Water-
shed, withdrawal Act of 1928, proof of
posting and, recording notices of placer
locations at or about the date of occu-
*pancy being obviated by 30 U.S.C. § 38.

. , *. * . * 

:[9] HIoIwever, he record made at
the hearing of this contest falls far
short of establishing that-the Guz-
mans have indeed qualified under
section '38. They have adduced evi-
denc6 tending to, show that they
have produced sand and gravel from
thle vichilty of' these claimsn' since
th6'1940's, presumably at aprofit,
'but it is not settled when they en-
tered the small tract of land in
question, when they effected a dis-
covery on that tract, when they

commenced to work it, and for how
long such work continued. As indi-
cated above, the claimants must
show that they had perfected their
right to receive a patent pursuant to
sectiolnX 38' prior to0 July 23, 1955,
because no claim for a deposit of
common 'sand 'and gravel can be per-
fected by any means after that date.

Further evidence must be ad-
'duced relative to the claimants'
compliance or non-compliance. with
tile requirements which are essential
to the establishment of a valid claim
pursuant to 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970)
as to'the area described above, 'and
the case will be remanded for a
hearilng: and decision limited to this
issue.

The' Administrative Law Judge
was correct in his conclusion that
the designated claims, as such, are
wholly invalid for the reasons given
in his decision. We find,' however,
that the claimants' 'right to the
small area which liesi within the
boundaries of the Drift'wood ijlacer
claim does not depend upon the
validity of the location of the Drift-
wood placer claim or the Driftwood
lode claim, but rather, upon 'the
'prior use and occupancy of the land,
if any, pursuant tor~0 ; .S;Ci. '§38.
The only relevance of the formally
located Driftwood: placer 'and lode
claims to that issue is that they serve
to delineate the area which was
claimed' by' the appellants prior to

-July 23, 14955, and subsequently,
whichl may be' subject to the 'asser-
tion' of a claim tinder section' 38.
Therefore, whil 'we affirm the de-

685]. 699
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cision that the Queen and Drift-
wood placer claims are invalid, we
find that.thlis holding does not dis-
ipose of the claimants rights under
section 38, and we ln1ust set aside the
Judge's holding that the contestees
didk not acquiire any rights to, any
portionl of the Driftwood lacer

clai'm by virtue of 30 U.S.C. 38
(1:970) . t:

Therefore, pursuant to the alu-
thority delegated to the Boair of
Laid Apeals by the Secretary of
the Iuterio&r 43 CFR 4.1,. the deci-
sion appealed front is set aside as to
the issue delineated above and re-
m11anded for further roceedings
relative to that issue, and the deci-

dsion is affirmed as to all other
holdings.

; EDWAD . USTEBDEG,

Admninistrcative Judge.

WAE cONCUR:

FREDERICk FISmIA -V

Adlrministrative Judge.

DO-uCGLAS E. IhENRIQTjF, .
Aclnininstrative Judge.

APPEAL OF COAC, INC.

IBCA-1004-9-73
Decided December 6, 1974

Contract No. 4907B10090, Yosemite
National Park, D52 (CD) CSD, Na-
tional Park Service.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Burden of Proof-Contracts: Perform-
ance or Default: Compensable Delays-
Contracts: Performance or Default:
Suspension of Work

Where, under a construction contract
containing a suspension of work clause,
issuance of the notice to probeed was, de-
layed pending a decision on' a ''otest of
the' award, 'the ;contracto's claim for in-
creased costs because the' delay neces-
sitiated a portion of the work being per-
formed in the winter months was denied
where the evidence failed to' show a
causal connection between the initial de-
l ay and performance in the winter.

2. C ontracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Burden of Proof-Contract8: Disputes
and Remedies: Damages: Generally-
Contracts: Performance ' r Default:
Acceptance of Performance

A construction contractor's claim for the
costs of certain repairs allegedly directed
by the: contracting officer. as denied
wvhere the evidence failed to. establish
that the methods of repair actually
:utilized were more expensive than meth-
ods of repair in the specification or which
could reasonably have been required by
the contracting officer.

3. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tiOn: Modification of Contracts-Con-
.tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Burden
of Proof-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Burden of Proof

A construction contractor's. claim that
its agreement to perform certain repairs
to concrete structures at no additional
cost to the Government was voidable be-
cause of duress is denied where therec-
ord contains no evidence to support the
allegation that the agreement was oc-
casioned by threats of improper default
termination, assessment of liquidated
damages. and withholding of payment.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Robert N. Katz,
Attorney at Law,. Park, Swaner &
Leslie, San Francisco, California, for
appellant; Xr. Ralph . Canaday, De-
partment Counsel, .Denver, Colorado,
for the Government.
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OPINION BY ADHIINISTRA-
: Tfl7E JUDGE NISSEN

INTERIOR. BOARD OF -
- CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves the con-
tractor's (COAC's) claim foraddli-
tional compellsation clue to'delay iln
issuino' the notice to'proceeci and be-
cause of, additional work directed
by the contratilg officer to correct

oalleged deficiecies. Neither party
having requested a hearing, the ap-
'jieal will be decided on the record
consisting of the appenl file Iand an
additional submission by the Gov-
eliment; CiOAC having elected not
to-supplement the record or to file
a brief.

TFindings of Fatit

The contract, awarded on June
:28, 1971, was in the:, estimated
amount of* $319,982 and called for
the construction of sewage pullping
stations (Yosemite Creek and
Camps 7. and 1'), in the Yosemite
Valley, Yosemite National Park,
Mariposa COUnty,. California. The
contract included Standard Form
.23-A (October 1969 Edition) with
.certain amencmeits not pertinent
here.
: The work was reqUired to be Coill-

pleted within 180 days after receipt
of te notice to.proceed. The notice
to proceed wa.s issued on August 16
and receipt thereof was acknowl-
edged by COAC on ALgust 18, 1971
(item 11), thereby establishing

'Appeal file, tem A. References will be to
the appeal filBe nless thervise noted.

70.1FCOAC, INC. 
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Marcl 16, 1972 as: the coml11pletion
date. The reason for the delay in is-
'sitance o f the notice6 to poceed
'sil1 hereafter appear.-By various
chalge orcers the completion date
-was extended to the close of busi-
ness on Decelber 1, 1972. The work
was apparently accepted subject to
correctionlof punch list items on
July 5, 1972 (letter dated, August 2,
1972, Item T). '

lDetay in IssIng Notice to Proceed

The invitation, issued onMay 14,
1971 (Item A), specified in perti-
nelit part that bids " * * will be
received intil 3:00 P.M., Local
Prtvailing Time, June 15, 1971 at
the office Qf the Superintenldent[,]

semite Village,]0 Yo'semite a-
tional Park, California and at that
:tiie publically opened.'7 The pro-
test from the. attorneys for rank
Hudson, Inc., dat-ed Julie 24, 971
(Item C), alleged that a representa-
tive of the protesting firm was in
the Supeirintendent's office well be-
fore 3 p.; on June 15, 197t, witl
its sealed bid in his possession; but
was informed that bids were to be
opened in a nearby warehouse. The
Hudson representative allegedly ar-
rived at the warehouse just after 3
p.m. Iuclson's bid although the
lowest, was disqualified as a' late
bid. Hudson asserted that its bid
was tendered in the Superintend-
ent's office prior to 3 p.m., and that
any award without consideration of
its bid would be invalid as not in
conformance with statutory and
regulatory requirements governing
formal advertising.
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A.- L memorandum dated July. ,
1971 (Item D), forwarding the pro-
test to the Director,- National Park
Setvice for lecision states, thatithe
facts with regard to the late bid had
previously been discussed; by tele-
phone with the Director's. office and
a decision made that the bid should
be isregarded. The memorandum
further states that this informaliad-
vice had been received prior to re-
ceipt of the formal protest,2 that.
award had been made to COAC on
June 28 and that issuance, of the
notice to proceed would be with-
held'pending a decision on the pro-
test. -

By lettr dated July i5, 1971
(Item E) , 'which iudicates'-that it
was hand carried, COAC furnished
executed copies of the contract, per-
formance and payment bonds to the
Centracting officer. These documents
were apparently furnished to COAC
by letter; from the contracting offi-
cer, dated June 28, 1971. COAC re-
quested that the notice to proceed
issue as soon as possible in order that
performance, not be extended'into
the \Jinter months.' On August 12,
1971, the Director of the Office of
Survey and Review issued a deci-
sion (Itemin G), denying the protest
upon the gTound that Hudson's rep-
resentative ch6elnot to'deliver the
bid at the place 'specified in'the in-
vitation., As previously noted,' the

the record does not indicate whether 'the
parlc 5ervice had informal notice of the-pro-
test prior to award.
I The contracting officer's letter to:COAC of

'November 22, 1972 (Item V) refers toletters
of July 7 and July .15, 1971 expressing
COAC's desire to be directed to proceed as
soon as possible. The letter of July 7,1971 is
not in the record.

notice to proceed was issued on Au-
gust 16 and receipt thereof was ac-
knowledged by COAC on August
18, 1971.

A letter fr 1. lPark, Swaner &
Leslie, COAC's attorneys, dated
Septemnber 22, 1972 (Item U), as-
serted a claim in the total amount
of $65,662.79 of which $34,197.12
was attributable to delay in issuance
of the notice to proceed. The letter
asserted that COAC had been led
to believe that the notice to proceed
would be issued in a tiiely manner,
that issuance of the notice to pr6ceed
64 days after bid openings onl a proj-
ect of 180 calendar days perform-
'ance time where weather factors
were critical constituted a change or
changed conditions 4 entitling the
contractor to relief. It was alleged
that the delay in commencement of
the woi'k not only increased the con-
tractdr's costs, but also affected te
quality of the work in that concrete
pours were directed under condi-
tions which were detrimental to full
and adequate performance.

COAC's claim wasrejectedbythe
contracting officer in a letter'dated
November '29, 1972 (Item V),' for
the reason that 'fhere was no unrea-
'sonable delay in issuing-the notice
to proceed. The contracting offider
denied that COAC was led to believe
that notice to 'proceed would be is-
sued on :an accelerated basis, assert-
ed that COAC was telephonically

This contention is amplified in its' com-
plaint wherein COAC alleges that delay in
Issuance of the notice to proceed compelled
it to perform in the winter and thus under
changed conditions from those contemplated
when the contract was entered (Paragraph 3
of Complaint, dated June 12, 1974).
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notified of the protest on June 28
after the notice of award had, been
mailed, that historically 45 days was.
required for processing and reach-.
ing a deterinaion on such a pro-
test and alleged that COAC -was in-.
formally notified that the protest.
ha d been denied on August' 12, '1971,

the 45th dayafter award. In a letter,
dated' May' 12, 1973 (Item X),
COAC's attorneys reiterated' their

position that COA-C was entitled to
additional compensation beciause of
the undue delay in issuance of tlie
notice to proceed. A finding and de-
cision 'by the contracting officer was
requested. The contracting' officer is-
sued a decision on August 20, 1973,'
(Item Y) 'denying the claim for the
reasons previously 'stated and for
the additional reason'that there was.
no provision in the contract author-
izing payment for the alleged delay
in issuance of the notice to proceed.
This timely 'appeal followed.

COAC computed its claim on the
basis of an efficiency loss due to in-
clement weather of 40 percent of
direct labor expended during the
winter months ($57,750.64) or $23,-'
100.25. To this figure was added
$5,398 for alleged additional re-
quirements due to two months of
delay. While this sum presumably
represents standby costs fo'r labor
or equipment, the specific nature of
the costs represented by this figure,
is not specified. A sum of $1,238.38
for additional equipment (scaffold-
ing, heating, units and protective
visqueen) and $4,460.49 for over-
head and profit at 15 percent was

COAC, INC. 7;03
6, 1974

added to rach the claim total of
$34,197.12.

Decision

[1] The contracting officer's con-
clusion that no provision of the.
contract authorizes payment for de-
lay in issuance of the notice to pro-.
ceed ignores Clause 23 of the
General 'Provisions, Suspension of
*Work, and. is erroneous. It is; well
settled that an unreasonable delay
in issuance. of the; notice to proceed
may constitute a suspension of 'the
Work7 'entitling the contract6r to
compensation for increased costs
thereby incurred in accordance with
the standard Suspension of Work
Clause." The weight of authority is:
to the effect that. the "Changed or
Differing Site Conditions" ' clause
isT applicable only to physical con-.
ditions in existence at time of
award.6 We will consider the coin-
plains as' amended to request re-
covery under' the Suspension of
Wori Clause.

The( Government argues (Brief,
p. 2; Findings '& Decision, p. 2)X
that since COAC allowed 60 .days
after the date of bid opening for the
acceptance of' its bid 'and since
COAC acknowledged receipt of the
notice to proceed on August 18, 1971,

sABC Demolition Corporation, GSBCA No..
2289 (August 16, 1968), 68-2 1CA par. 7166;
L. 0. Braton d Company, BCA -641--67,
(October 16, 1970), 77 I.D. 187, 70-2 BCA

par. 8510.
See .ardeman-Monier-Hutelerson v. United

States, 198 Ct. C. 472 (1972) and John
MeShain, 1c. v. United States, 179 Ct. Cl.
632-651 at 638 (1969). Cf. Dunbar & Sllivan,
Eng. BCA Nos. 165 et a. (September 7,
1973),. 73-2 BCA par. 10,285.,
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the 64th day after; bid opening,
there was no : unreasonabl e delay in
issuance of the notice to proceed.
The problem with this position is
that once the award is made,7 the
amount of time the Government
might hlave. taken in effecting an
award; is irrelevant to, the Govern-
lments obligation to issue the notice.
to proceed.8- -

.The:Governmelt also argues thatl
the contracting officer acted reason-
ably in withholding issuance of the
notice to proceed pending a decision
on the protest and that the time oc-:
cupied in processiig and rendering;
a decision on the protest was reason-
able. While the- record does not es-
tablish that the contracting officer.
had informal notice of .the protest
prior to. the award, we think it un-
likely that the formal protest came
as a srprise to. the Contracting of-.
ficer. ad that it is at least More

'We .recognize that it has, been held that
the purporfed award of a construction con-
tract in the absence of performance and pay-
ment bonds required by the Miller Act did
not result In a contract containing the Gen-
eral Provisions, including the standard Dis-
putes clause, and that therefore .the Board
was without jurisdiction of appeals from
assesments of eess' costs incurred after the
purported contracts had been terminated for
default for failure to furnish the bends. Doral
Consteraction o.; .m C., ASBCA No.'' 13734- and
Manor,. Smith,. Malfasters, Inc., ASBEcA No.
14125 (Deetmber 17, 1973), 74-1 BCA par.
10,432: Ct. ansses City Nat-a? Sate oin-.
pany, Ic., VACAB No. 1053 (June 15, 1973).,
73-2 BCA par. 0,004. Performance nnd pay-
meht bonds ivere furnished by: OAC and we:
express no opinionon thi'issue.; --

s ABC Deiitibo- coi-atieoi (note ' 5
su-pra). Although the contract in ARC Demo-
litionz contained a lause which was inter-
preted as reqdiing that the notice to proceed,
isstue hipon approt-al: of the bonds, in our
opinion< such a clause mferely shortens' the:
time in whicl delay in issuance of the, otice
to proceed, afte:appioval of the bonds, will
be considered unreasonable.

probable than not that the prompt
award Was occasioned by considera-
tiols relating to the oligation f
funds. e that as it may, it has been
held thatthe requirements for re-
covery under the, Sspension of
: r (:Clause are: (i) an actual or

:construtivre, total qor partial, sus-
pension of the work for the con-
venience of the Government,. (ii)
tlat the snspension delayed the
worl tor ai unreasonable length of
tiie ahd (iii) that the unreason-
jable deay caused additional ex-
pense.

. olirnctive, total suspension
of the work has clearly been shown
and we turn to the question of
whether the delay vas for a-n ul-
reasonable period of time. While the
uinderlyring reason for -the delay in
issuling the hotice to proceed was
the protest, it does not follow tilat
resolving the reasonableness of the
delay is. deneldent pon determin-
illg thlet accuracy of the- Govern-
ment's assertion tht time sel t in
processilng and deciding the protest
was reasonable.- It would seem,
rather, that the focus must be on
when tie notice to proceed should.
reasonably have been.; issued, not-
vithstandir tlthe protest. 0 Since e

, eritt-C7laepmeuz Scott Corp. v. zitedt
States 194 Ct 1. 461 (1971), interpreting an
earlier ersion of Suspension, of Wor-; clause.

In -ABC Demolition Cerporation (note
3, snilj a) delay in issuance of the'notice o
proteed' was due to :the fact that buildings
scheduled for demolition under appellant's
contract '* vere -still' occupied which :in turn 
was because leased space- into which the occu-
pants were to move was not available. The
Board did not undertake to determine: the
collateral issues of whether the Governmnent
had reasonable alternatives- to delaying issu-
ance of the notice to proseed such as finding
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conclude that COAC has failed to
establish that it was daminaged by the
d(elay, we fld' it' unnecessary to de-
cide'this question. Nevertheless, a,
fewl; observationls, are in order.
-Whatever may have beel thelegal
status of the econtract immedliately
after the a'ward!was; made (note 7,
supra), it is clear that-n otice to pro-
ceed could not reasonably- have been
expected by COAC'until the ex-'
ecuted petfoTmance and payment
bonds were returned. The' bonds%
were delivried -to the .Govermnent

on Thursday July 15, 1971, and the
time for issuance of the notice to
proceed must be measured from that
date. No question has been raised as
to the adequacy of the bonds, and
absent evidence to the contrary, it
w ould seem that four or five. work-
ing -days should have beell adequate
for any required processing and re-

temporary quarters for the occupants or
whether the'delay in making the leased space
available was reasonable, but instead ruled:.'

" 0 The Government, however, cannot,
impose such 'a delay on Appellant and avoid
liability on the ground that the, delay was-
necessary or desirable to serve the Govern-
ment's purpose or- eonvenience. The mere fact,
that it, may not.lsave been the fault of GSA
that the two. buildings were still occupied
because the lirospective lessor had not made
the new- quarters available at the- expected
time is not a basis upon which the Govern-
mient can. avoid its liability to the Appel-
lant * .*' .". 6,-2 BCA at 33,2U3. Cf. J. W.
Bateson Conpany, Inc., GSBCA No. 3441
(June IS, 1973)',;73-2 BCA par. 10,098 (since
some delay on , aonstruction job is expeeted'
and since the 09viernment was continually
exerting its, best eorts to secure abandon-
ment of certain utility lines which was neces-
sary in order- for -the work to proceed, the
frst 30. days pf deJay was determined to be.
reaeonable).-.....

views." The 'Gdovernibnt: was 6Onl
notice that COAC desired that niO-
tice to-proceed issue as sool as pos-
sible in order that the Work not
extend int6 - the winter: months.
Under these circLumstances, an- ap-
pealing case has been made that any
delay bey Ind'July 23, 1 l971, in is-
suance of the notice to proceed was
unreasonable.':As COAC'- has not
proved damage from the delay, we
do not decide this.issue. - .

A prere quisite to recovery Qf ad-,
ditional costs for working-,in the,
winter in, a case lihe the present qne,
is a showing that the initial delay
caused or at least contributed to the
work being carried, over to the
winter mollths.12 Since the record
does not show the date COAC com-
menced prosecution of the work and
does not show the scheduled tilnes
for various operations and the dates
these operations were started -ancld

completed, it is evident that no such
showing-has been made in the in-,
stant case. We may not assume thiat
COAC prosecuted the work with
such diligence that there were no in-
tervening delays for which it was
responsible. It is also apparent that-
costs have been asserted il a most
summary fashion upon the basis of
a 600-day delay when the actual de-

" In ABC Demolition Corporation (note 5,'
supra) the Board concluded'that: performance
and paymentibonds should have been approved
not, later than eight calendar days after
receipt from the contractor. ' ' -

:A ltmaan-Wolfa Associates, ASBCA No. 8315
(November 19, 1963), 19863 BOA par. 3960,.
afeireed en reconsideration (January 20,.
1964)-, 1964 ECA par. 4014. ' , ' :

7003 1 : . . . , - 705
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lay is less than one-half of that time
span. Under, these circumstances,
the amounts claimed are little more
than unsupported assertions or con-
clusions which may not be accepted
as proof." The claim for increased
costs due to the delay in issuance of
the notice to proceed is denied.'

,;Directed Method of Repair

'The record shows that the: Col-
crete floor slab for the Camp 7
Pumping Station was poured on
October 8, 197l,'4 and that walls
and roofs of amp and 12 stations
were poured on Novber 16, 1971
(Findings of Fct-tnacceptable'
Concrete, Item J). Prior to place-
m&iA of concrete, reinforcement was
checked for proper installation and
forms ;were checked 'for alignment
and cleanliness. Each batch of con-
crete was visually checked and n-
tine tests were' performed to main-
tain maximum slunfip at four inches.
Constantfvibration was maintained
while 'each batch of concrete was
placed. Each structure was covered
with plastic sheeting and a small
electric heater was placed inside. At
Camp' 7, an inside form slipped re-
sultilig in a bulge about four feet

>t "5 * * such evidence, including statements
in laim letters, cannot alone establish mat-
ters in issue or dispute, and there is no
acceptance of 'advocacy without evidence'
through unsubstantiated allegations of fact
made by. claimant or counsel in pleadings and
briefs. * * American 2Machine Foundry

Company, ASBCA No. 10173 (August; 21,
1967); 67-2 BEA par. 640 at 30,383 (foot-
note 1). See also Young. Associates, Inc.,
IBCA-557-4-66 (December 4, 1968), 69-1
BCA par. 7410.

1' A new concrete floor was not required at
Camp 12 Pumping Station (Sheets 5 & 6 of
Construction Drawings).

long and four to five inches in
height in one corner. When the exa
terior forms were removed at Camp
T and 12 stations extensive spallin,
resulted.15 This spalling is shown on 
photos one through seven which
were taken in January. 1972, and
su'bmitted to the Board by Depart-
ment counsel's.memorandum, dated
October 31, 1974. A spplenent to
Findings of;: Fact-Unsatisfactory.
Concrete (Ite m J) signed by l-ar-
old J. Chittum, project inspector
stated the spalliug .could have re-.
sulted from the way the forms were.
removed and/or freezing weather
conditions. Numerous small air
pockets oi the exterior walls of the'
Camp 7 and 12 structures were also
reported.

The lower" floor' slab for the
Yosemite Creek Pumping Station
was' poured on: October 15, 1971,:
concrete for the lower walls and in-
termediate floor was placed on No-
vember 4, 1971,' the intermediate
walls, wet well wall,-6 and the main'
floor of this station were placed on'

'- Exterior surfaces above grade were to
consist of a series of 7%-inch raised' concrete
ribs or bars on three inch spacing, the entire
surf ace to have a rough-sawn lumber finish
(Detail 6, Sheet 2, Construction Drawings).
Although Section 10.20 of the specifications
entitled "Trimming and Repairs" states that
it was intended that forms, concrete mixture
and workmanship be such that eposed sur-
faces required no patching, this section con-
tains' rather detailed procedures for the
fillingf of recesses left by removal of forms
with a specified mortar mix and for the repair
of surface defects which did not impair
structural strength.

lo Although the Findings of Fact-Unaccept-
able: Concrete Work (Item J), signed by
John C. Ballard, project supervisor, states
that wet well fill was placed on January 4,
1972, we find, relying on a supplement to the
findings signed by project inspector Henry R.
Espinoza, that this fill was placed on Decem-
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December. 10; 1971 (Item J). The
lower pump room wall superstru6-
ture walls -and roof of Yosemite
Creek station were placed on' Jan-
uary 4, 1972. Heating by means of
tenting and use of space heaters: was
required on all concrete placements
made after December 1, 1971.11
Heating was continued during cur-
ing and after forms were removed
for a minimum of five days. Forms,
steel reinforcement and aggregates
and fines used in the mix were also
heated. Concrete was generally good
and only two batches were rejected,
one as too wet and one as too rocky.

Form and steel work was in-
spected prior to placement of con-
crete; and was considered adequate.
Pumping of the -concrete was per-
formed in a manner considered sat-
isfactory. Continuous vibration of
concrete was maintained during' the
pours. The 'structure was, covered
with plastic sheeting and space
heaters utilized inside. .However,
when' the forms were stripped on
January 8 and 9, 1972, there were
many rock pockets and honey*
combed areas and areas where the
forms bulged or were displaced re-
sulting in an uneven surface.;

In a letter dated January '1-4 1972
(Item I), COAC was advised by
the project supervisor that the col-

ber 10, 1971. Concrete having the most defects,
appears to have been placed on.January 4,
1972.

lxAlthough Section 105.19 of the specifica-
tions requires that after being placed all con-
crete shall be protected so that temperature
at the surface will not fall below 50' F, AMr.
Espinoza's statement (note 16, spra) indi-
cates that the lowest temperature on the
structure (Yosemite Creek) the night of
December 10, 1971 was 34' F.

572-367-75-3

ored concrete superstructure of the
Yosemite Creek: Pumping Station
above the main floor level, including
interior and exterior walls and roof,
was unacceptable. The concrete fill
in the wet well at this station was
unacceptable to the extent of the
template section, surface texture
and finish.8 In addition, COAC
was informed that exterior finish of
the Camp 7 and 12 stations was un-
acceptable. COAC was directed to
remove the unsatisfactory super-
structure of the' Yosemite Creek sta-
tioln and replace it with a structure
in strict accordance with the specifi-
cations,ls to remove the unsatisfac-
tory surface of the wet well and re-
construct it to the template and fin-
ish specified and to repair the ex-
terior surfaces of the Camp 7and
12 stations by methods approved by
the contracting officer.

At a tieeting on January 14, 1972,
wherein the uinsatisfactry work
was discussed, Mr. Sheldon Cou-
dray, 'COAC's' President, promised
to make every effort to repair Camp
7 and 12 Pumping Stations tothe
satisfaction of the. National Paik
Service.. Mr.. .Couday was' of the
opinion that 'satisfactory repairs
could be made to the structure 'at

18 On page 2 of Findings of Fact-iUnac-
ceptable Concrete Work, defects in wet well
are described as follows. "The fill in the wet
well is not to the specified template and the
surface texture is rough with many extensive
rock pockets and honeycomb evident."

ID Section 105.20 of the specifications pro-
vides in pertinent part: "If substantial re-
pairs are required, the defective portions
shall be cut out to sound concrete and the
masonry replaced by means of a cement gun,
or the masonry shall be taken down and
rebuilt all as the Engineer may decide or
direct."

707
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Yosemite Creek and stated that if
it, was required that the structure be
demolished, it would cause serious
financial problems for COAC and
Would likely bankrupt his concrete
subcolltractor. He asserted. that if
,the decision to demolish the super-
structure was final, he would have
to "pull off" or abandon the project.
He complained that the delay of 63
days in award of the contract [issu-
,ance of noticeto proceed] caused the
contractor to work in adverse
weather.

, COAC; responded .to the project
supervisor's letter of January 14 by
letter, dated January 21, 1972 (Item
F), which stated that COAC did
not expect, the Park Service to ac-
cept any structure which did not
meet the requirements of the specifl-
cations. The letter further stated
that CQAC was engaging an inde-
pendent consulting firm to make an
examination and determination of
deficiencies that mayr exist and that
COA(C would propose a course of
action based on tle findings and
Suggestions of the consultants.

' The report of Consulting Quality
Control Engineers vas forwarded
to the Contracting Officer by a letter
from COAC dated January 25, 1972
(Item L).. .The letter referred to
special efforts by COAC's cement
finishers then ufderAay 'in rcpair-
ing, rindinig and. sacking the lower
it alls of the Yosemite Creek Pump-
ing:'Sation as evidence that satis-
factory repairs could be accom-
Iplished. 0COAC requested permis-
sionl to repair the structures in ac-
cordance with the recommendations
cf the consultants.

4 Consulting Quality Control En-
gineer's, report, dated January 21,
1972, states that at Yosemite Creek
Pumping Station rock pockets exist
in the exterior interface of. 'the
superstructures and the below grade
Structure at the water seal, that rock
pockets are present in various loca-
tions on the internal walls and ceil-
.ing,' and that the template, aiea in
the bottom section of the underL
ground structure was not properly
shaped. The consultants were of the
opinion that the structural integrity
of the superstructure was excellent
a nd that.the, rock pockets were at-
tributable to placing concrete with
en extremely low slump (oneto two
.inches rathelr-than the recommended
ioUr inches) and toexcessive inter-
nial vibration of concrete. Applica-
tion of excessive vibration Was at-
tributed. to low slump concrete. A
recommended procedure for repair
of the defects utilizing a grout mix
of three parts sand to one of ce-
ment 21 was set forth. Defects re-

ported by the. consultants at Camp
7 and 12 stations wererocky exte-
rior. surfaces due .to improper re7
moval of forming 'boards. Theire-
port concludes thatthese surfaces
could be restored to architectural

20 Defects at Ysemite Creek are illustrated

by photos through 95 wvhich were taken in

January 1972 and submitted to the Board by
Departmneut counsel's menmorandum of Oto-
ber 31, 1974.

M21Sortar specified in te specifications for
repairs consisted of a 1/2 cement and sand
mix. In addition, the consultants recom-
inended that voids to be filled with grout be
Coated with a two percent calcium chloride
water solution while the specifications pro-
vided, inter aa, that cavities be thoroughly
wetted and promptly painted with one-
sixteenth-inch brush coat of neat cement to
the consistency of lead paint.
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satis factloni by application of ia
three to :one grout mix and by tap-
ping a board, which has been sand-
]asted,: against the repaired sur-

face in order to give the concrete
a wood textute.

By letter, dated February 8, 1972
(Item M), COAC was informed
that its proposal for repair was un-
acceptable and that it was; the con-
tracting officer's final decision that
the sperstructure of the Yosemite.
Creek Pumping Station 'be demol-
ished to the lmain floor level an&
reconstructed in strict accordance.
with the plans 'and specifications.
COAC was directed to remove, n-
satisfactory naterial and surface in
the wet well and reconstruct it to the
template. and finish specified. At
Camp. 7 and 12 stations, COAC was
given the option of demolishing the
existing structures to the main floor
level and replacing the structures
or placing a minimum four-inch, re-
inforced, colored concrete wall on
tl-.l existing structures.

.t a meeting..on..February 29,
1972, the Park Service abandoned
its insistence that the superstructure
of the Yosenite Creek Pumping
Station be demolished (memo to the
files, dated Marcli 1, 192, Item N).
M'r. Coudray, President of COAC,
proposed repairing the structure at
Yosemite Creek by clipping'out un-
satisfactor y coinrete, packing voids
and rock pockets with concrete and
pouring a beam around the exte-
rior at the level of the water stop.
ie proposed "buttering" on a coat
of colored, grout at Cainp 7 and 12
stations to improve the appearance.

Park Service representatives stated
that at Yosemite 'Creek they would
agree to dipping out unsound con-
.crete, Poung concrete into the
voids, forming and pouring a "gitd-
hg beam " four iches thick to' a
'height of about fur inches above
the tp of the largest rock pocket
land the application of a waterproof -
:ng material to the exterior. It was
suggefted that ACAC attempt bush
.Iamnring of finsat Camp 7and12
-e3tatios and that if an acceptable
surf'aca could not he attined by that
inetld, a full stumo treatment' (2
'.or 3: toatsi3r +±) might be re-
quresh COAC agreed to submit a
iproposal detailng specific corr-c-
{tire tahodst 'amd outlining p~roce-
dures for the contrating officer's
.&ip roval.-

COAC submitted its proposal for
tie repair work by letter, dated
larch '.6, 1972 (Item' 0)',; which

stated i prt:`'This corrective work
will 'be peldr ed by the Contractor
at no additional cost 'to the Govern-
ment." At- Camp 7 andl 12 stations,
COAC proposed to' retexture raised
exterior slrfaces of the concrete by
bush. hammering until an 'apeur-
.ance acceptable to. the contracting
officer was altaied. If tis could
not be accomplished,' COAC pro-
.posed to apply a 'three-coat. archi-

2"The contracting officer found (p. 3 of
findings) that the corrective work was accon-
plished followed by sandblasting. Although
sandblasting removed the rough-sawn luimber
finish required by the drawings, the resulting
finish as considered acceptable and the
structures were accepted. Repair procedures
proposed in COAC's letter of March 6, i972,
did, net include sandblasting. and the record
does, not indicate that sandblasting was
directed by the Park Service.,
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.tectural stucco finish similar to the
,vertical combed pattern ns illus-
trated in the Pot.land Cement Asso-
ciation ,pamphlet 'entitled .T'Plasterls
Mallual." Repair of construction
joint and water stop at base of su-

*perstructure "walls (Yosemite Creek
'station) was to be accomplished by
chipping out [unsouand concrete],
pouring and. placing a reinforced
concrete beam as illustrated in an
attached sketch 2 3 and applying two
coats -of bituminous waterproofing
material to an elevation four feet
above the main floor. Other unsatis-
factory areas, were to be corrected
by chipping out unsound concrete
and repairing by conventional dry
packing.methods. Substantial areas
that extended into the reinforcing.
steel were to be repaired byan ac-
ceptabl. gunite system of applied
mortar, or if 'the unsound concrete
extended through the wall in any
area, it was to be repaired by form-

* ing both- sides and placing new con-
crete under pressure. COAC pro-
posed to furnish and. install a 20-
year bonded tar and gravel)~ roof
with an acceptable: copper- gravel
stop. The letter. acknowledged that
nmethods of repair were' subject to
the coantracting' officer's approval
and that if. satisfactory repairs
could not be 'accomplished, the work
could be rejected. I I..

COAC's proposed methods of re-
pair were approved by the-contract-

3Proposed work described on the sketch
is as follows: "1. Chip out unsound concrete.
2. Install proposed rebar.* 3. Install concrete
beam. 4. Apply asphaltic water proofing."'
('*ic) 5

The proposed rebar was to consist of
No. 4 bars at 2"i horizontal spacing and' No. 4
bars at 18" vertical spacing tied to the exist-
ing rebar.

ing;.officer.(letter, dated: March 14,
1972, Item P). a Repairsj except for
those to the roof at Yosemite Creek
station, were accomplished at a
date not determinable from the rec-
ord, but sometime prior to June 20,
1972 (COAC letter of even date,
IternQ).

The letter previously referred to
from COAC's attorneys (Item U)
asserts that the Government di-
rected that certain nominal de-
ficiencies be corrected in a manner
more expensive than necessary. The
letter alleged that COAC advised
-the Government that it considered
the direction to proceed in a more
expensive manner to be a change,
-but that COAC was informed that
unless it agreed to perform as di-
rected,- without a change order, dire
consequences would follow. It was
asserted that COAC thereupon per-
formed as directed.

COAC's claim was colmprised of
$1,088 for Consultant's fees, $15i,-
765.94 for cement finishers, $11,-
131.72 for laborers, $1 507.87 for
e quipient rental and material,
which totals $29;583.53. From this
figure COAC subtracted $2,222.08,
representing a sum allegedly in-
cluded in its bid and added $4,104.-
22 for overhead and profit at 15 per-
cent to reach the' total amount
claimed of $31,465.67.

24 Defects in the roof were not as exten-
sive as feared and COAC was permitted to
correct defects therein by concrete patching
and an epoxy coating in lieu of a 20-year
bonded roof (COAC letter, dated June 23,
1972, Item R; Findings of Fact by project
supervisor, dated June 28, 1972,. Item ; and
letter from project supervisor, dated August
2, 1972, Item T).
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COAC's claim was rejected by
the contracting officer by letter,
dated November 22, 1972 (Item V),
for the reason that the deficiencies
were grossly unacceptable, that AMr.
Coudray recognized that the work
was defective and agreed in writ-
ing that the corrective work would
be performed at no additional cost
to the Government. COAC's asser-
tion that it was threatened with
dire consequences was denied, the
contracting officer asserting that all'
that was required was that the
strctures comply, with the specifi-
cations prior to acceptance.

The final decision of the contract-
ing officer, dated Augutst 20, 1973
(Item Z), denied the claim for the
reasons et forth above and for the
additional reason that the claim
was barred for failure to give the
written notice required bv Clause
3, Changes, of the General Provi-
sions. The contracting officer pe-
cifically found that repair proC&-
dures were proposed by COAC's
letter of March 6, 1972.l He frther
found that at the meeting of Febru-
ary 29, 1972, COAC did not state
that it regarded the repair work to
beta contract'change..

A dditjondu Fidings of Fact and
0 )eqtszon i 0

Althoutgoh bush hanmering. and
sandblastinlg performed at Camp 7'
and 12 stations were not 1ahethods of:
repair provided in the specifica-
tions, the complaint iiinitst he
claim for additional work to the
Yosemite Creek Pumping Station.
COAC does not dispute the exist-

ence of deficiencies, but asserts that
less expensive methods of repair;
which it proposed would have re-
sulted in a structure in compliance
with contract requirements and
that COAC was, under duress,
compelled to agree to perform ad-'
ditional unnecessary work beyond
the requirements of the contract at
no additional cost to the Govern-
mnet (Complaint, p. 2). The al-
leged duress consists of improper
threats of default termination, as-
s'essment of liqciidated damages and
withholding of payment.

'The less expensive'i'ethods of. re-
pair referred to are presumably
those suggested by the consultants
employed by COAC 'or tlose pro-
posed by Ir. Coudray at the meet-
ing of February 29, 1972. Repair
procedures proposed by the consul-
tants differed, albeit in particulars
seemingly insubstantial, from those
in the specifications (note 21, supra)
amid there would appear to be no
doubt that the contracting officer
could properly decline acceptance
of such' proposal for 'that reason
alone.'5 However, the refusal was'
not based on the fact that repair
procedures proposed by COAC dif-
fered from those in the specifiCa-
tions or from: those considered ac-'
ceptable by the contracting officer;
but'on the view that no repairs were
permissible 'and that the defects
were such-that the superstructure

25 Tle Government is, of course, entitled to
strict compliance with specifications. Farweli
Company, Ic. v. United States, 137 Ct. CiL
832 (1967) ; olland Construction Conspany
DOTCAB No. 72-12 (June 2, 1973), 73-2
BCA par. 10,142 and cases cited.
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of the Yosenite Creek Pumping.
Station must: be. demolished to the
main floor level and reconstructed.
The specifications, gavethe contract-
ing officer a wide, discretion as to
the proper corrective. action 'iwhere,
substantial repairs are required. 26

In this connection, the contracting
officer determined that defects at
YosemiteCreek werermaj orand that
the contract did not contemplate re-
pairs of the extent actually allowed.
Although COAC asserts that the de-
mand that the structure be demol-
ished was arbitrary'and unneces-
sary., we cannot, on this record, say
that, the contracting officer's finding
is erroneous.

[21 We have found that the pro-
posal to pour a concrete beam at
the waterstop at Yosemite Creek
originated with COAC (Mr. Coud-
ray), while somie: details such as
thickness and height of the beam,
that the beam be reinforced and that
waterproofing be applied, to, the
exterior, were specified by Park
Service representatives. Differences,
if any, between specification Imeth-
ods. of. repair, and the manner by
which the balance of the repairs at
this station were accomplished, save.
for, epo xy coating on the roofs are
not apparent from the recorc..An

20 Note 19, supra. Insistence on' demolition of
a structure which could be repaired to comply
with specification requirements may, if com-
plied with, constitute a compensable change.
Arnold 'H. Diamond, Inc., ASBC No. 15063
(November 9, 1973), 73-2 BCA par. 10,359.
Cf. Tsavis Construction Company, ASBCA No.
17918 (August 26, 1974), 74-2' BCA 'par.
10,846.

essential part of COAC's case is
that mxzethods of repair actually em-
ployed were more costly than, meth-
ods of repair in the specifications
or more costly than methods which
shouldd reasonably have been re-
quired by the contracting officer.
Tle record will lot support a find-
ing' to this effect

[3] Even if ur findings above
had been otherwise, COAC's allega-.
tion that it was under duress, com-

pellecl to agree to perform the cor-
rective work at no -additional cost,
to the Government is not supported
by the record. W7hile there can be
no doubt that threats to terminate
for default when there is no legal
right to do so may constitute duress:
sufficient to avoid a contract supple-
ment,2 8 there is no evidence that ter-
mination for default was even so
much as mentioned to COAC.2 ' Also-
absent from the record is any evi-
dence of threats to assess liquidated
damages and any evidence of actual
or threatened improper withhold-
ings of moneys 'due COAC. It fol-
lows that COAC has failed to sus-
tain its claim of duress.

'.27 Proof 'of damage is, of course, a prerequi-
site to relief. Steenberg Construction Corn,-
pyany, IBcA-520-10-63 (May 8, 1972), 79
1.D. 158 at 376, 72-1 BOA par. 9459 at 44,044.

'2. Urban Plunbling & Heating o. v. Uited
,Sates, 187 Ct. Cl. 15 (1969). Cf. Bisla Con-
tracting Company, Inc., IBCA-951-1-72 (Feb-
ruary 12, 1973), 73-1 BCA par. 996.

a? It ould be logical to suppose that Park
Service representatives raised the possibility
of termination for default at the meeting of
January 14, 1972, in response to Mr. Couclray's
statement to the effect that if the decision
to demolish the structure at Yosemite Creek
was final, he would have to pull off of the
project.,
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t . . . . . 1

Con clusion

The appeAl is denied.,

SPENCER T. NISSEN,

I W-CUR:z 

W;VILLIA-M F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY, INC.

3 IBMA 421
Decided December 6, 1974

Appeal by Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc., and by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a de-
cision by an Administrative Law
Judge, assessing penalties in the sum of
$1,260 for 16 violations of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 under Docket No. PITT
73-6-P.

Aflirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Notices of Viola-
tion: Sufficiency

A notice of violation charging that an
operator of a loading machine was not
making tests for methane at a working
face and was iot equipped to make such
tests does not allege a violation of the
safety standard in 30 CFR 75.307-1,
which requires that an examination for
methane be made at the face of each
Working place during each shift and im-
mediately prior to thelentry of electrical
equipment into any working place.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust
Program: Computer Printout

A omputer, printout indicating the.,op-
erator's failure to submit samples of res-
piratory dust will support a violation of
30 CFR 70.256, requiring individual
sampling, where the operator fails to

offer substantial evidence to rebut the re-
liability of the printout.

3. Federal Coal- Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally

The Board will not disturb the findings
and conclusions of an Administrative
Law Judge in the absence of a showing
that the evidence compels a different re-
sult.

APPEARANCES: Richard M. Sharp,
Esq., and John R. Carfley, Esq., for
appellant Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc., Mark M. Pierce, Esq., for appellee
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADIVIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE: ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD QF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Procedural Background

The 17 alleged violations involved
in this, proceeding arise from in-
spections of Peggs Run Coal Com-
pany, Inc. (Peggs Run), No. 2
Mine, conducted by Bureau of
Mtines, now Mining Enforcement
and Safetyi Administration
(MESA) inspectors in March 1971,
November 1971, and January and
February 1972. On July 10, 1972,
MESA filed a Petition for Assess-
ment of Civil Penalties charging
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violations of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act (Act) and
regulations issued pursuant there-
to., A hearing was held in Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania, on October 10,

11, and .12, 1973. In his initial deci-
sion, dated March 29, 1974, the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge)
assessed penalties for 16 violations
as follows: 

Notice number Date

1 JB - -Nov. 16, 1971
2 JB - -Nov. 16, 1971
4 JB - Nov. 16,. 1971
1 RJK -- Nov. 30, 1971
21RCM _ Jan. 10, 1972
1 --CM Jan. 10, 1972
1 RCM - Jan. 3, 1972
1. RCM - Jan. 31, 1972
2 RCM - Jan. 31, 1972
3 RCM -Jan. 31,1972
1AR 1C M V -F : - - Feb. 1,1972
2 R C M - Feb. 1, 1972
3 RC----- - ' _ Feb. 1,1972
1 R - ' Feb. 2, 1972
2:RCM- - ----- Feb. 3 1972
1 R CM-- --- - - - Feb.' 3,1972

Total -$ I 1,:260'

Tle Judge vacated Notice No. 3
JB, November 16, 1971, charging a
violation of 300 CFR 75.307-1, on
the ground tat MESA had failed
to prove a violation of this section.

In assessing penalties, the Judge
duly considered each of the requisite
factors under section 109 (a) (1) (30
U'S C. §819(a) (1) ) of the Act. At
the. time he rendered his decision,
two appeals 2 involving the same
operator: and .the same mine were
pending before this Board. As to
history of previous violations, there-
fore, the:Judge-properly considered
only those violations he fondm to
exist in the present case.

On April 5, 1974, Peggs Run filed
its Notice of Appeal from the

1 30 U.S.C. 0 O-960 (1970).
-Docket Nos. PITT 71-68-P and PITT

72-28-P.

Judge's decision.. On April 23,
MESA filed a cross-appeal directed
only at that portion of the Judge's
decision vacating Notice No. 3 JB,
November 16, 1971. On May 18,
i974, Peggs Wun filed its appeal
brief with the Board, and the brief
of MESA, in answer to -the appeal1
was filed on July 12, 1974.

X : .0 - :. . II.t - \ VS | :

Issues Presented

- A. Whether the Judge properly
vacated Notice No. 3 JB, Noveln-
ber 16, 1971, alleging a violation of
30 QFER 75.307-1.

B. Whether' the Judge properly
concluded: that a - violation of 30
CFR 70.250 was proved by MESA.

C. Whether, as to remaining
violations listed above, the Judge

:30 CFR section

77. 509
75. 301
75. 301
70. 250
75. 507
75. 516
75. 1100-2(e)
75. 512
75. 301
75.316
75. 515
75. 516: -' :
75.1718
75.400
75. 302
'75. 400

Amount

$200
150
150*
100
40
40
25
20

I100
100

40
: 40

. 15
'100
100

. 40
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erred either in finding the fact of
violation or in applying the criteria
of section 109(a) (30 U.S.C. § 819)
of the Act in assessing penaities.

Discussion.

A.

Notice No. 3 JB, November 16,
1971, cited a violation of 30 OFR
.75.307-i in the following terms:

The operator of the 14 BU-10 loading
machine in 3 west main section was not
making tests for methane at the work-
ing faces and was not equipped to make
such tests.

The regulation alleged to be vio-
lated, 75.307-l reads as follows:

An examination for methane shall be
made at the face of each working place
during each shift and immediately prior
to the entry of such electrical equipment
into any working place. Until Decem-
ber 31, 1970, a permissible flame safety
lanp may be used to make tests for
methane required by the regulations in
this part. On and after December 31, 1970,
.a methane detector approved by the Sec-
retary shall be used for such tests and a
permissible flame safety lamp may be
used as a supplementary testing device.

MESA bases its argument in; part
on the statutory provision immedi-
ately preceding this reguilation
recited as 30 CFR 75307' (30 U.S.C.
§ 863(h) (1)) which reads as, fol-
lows:

At the start of each shift, tests for
methane shall be made at each working
place immediately before electrically
operated equipment is energized. Such
tests shall be made by qualified persons.
If 1.0 volume per cehtum or more of
methane is detected, electrical equipment
shall not he energized, taken into, or

operated in, such working place until the
air therein contains less than 1.0 volume
per centum of methane. Examinations
for methane shall be made during the
operation of such equipment at intervals
of not more than 20 minutes during each
shift, unless more frequent examinations
are required by an authorized representa-
tive of the Secretary. In conducting such
tests, such person shall use means ap-
proved by the Secretary for detecting
methane.

At the hearing the inspector who is-
sued the Notice (No. 3 JB) testified
that.he arrived at the mine section
involved when the mining cycle was
in progress and that he observed-the
loading machine in operation for a
period in excess of 20 minutes dur-
ing which time he sawi no tests for
methane being made (Tr. 89). lie
could not: say, however, whether a
test for methane had been made
prior to the entry of electrical
equipment intothe section (Tr. 94);,
or whether a test for methane was

made at the face of the waorking
place during the shift (Tr. 95, 96)
In view of this evidence, counsel for
the operatov moved for vacation, of
this notice of violation.-

Rather than: move to amend its
petition to cite. a violation of the
statutory provision, recited in sec-
tion 75.307, suprs, counsel for
MESA chose instead:to rely on the
test of the notice as issued and the
inspeetor's testimony ask proving a
violation of the regulation set out in
section 75.307-1.

The Judge observed in his deci-
sion that "the 20 minute examina-
tion provision is clearly a require-
ment of Section 75.307 only," and
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concluded that the evidence pre-
sented did not prove a violation of
section 7307-1. Consequently he
vacated Notice No. 3 JB, Novem-
ber 16, 1971.

ME SA contends that the afore-
cited statutoly provision and regu-
lation must be "read. in pan
materia" and that both were vio-
lated. It argu .s that since the opera-
tor of the loading machine was not
provided with an approved methane
detector or permissible flame safety
lamp for a period exceeding. 20
minutes,.he could not have complied
with section 75.307-1..

Peggs Run contends that the No-
tice was properly vacated because
MESA did not show that the meth-
ane examinations required by sec-
tion 75.307-1 had not been made.

[1] The, Board is of the view that
Notice No. 3 JB, November 16, 1971,
was properly vacated. As written,
the Notice, does not spell out a vio-
lation of section 75.307-1, which
neither requires the loading ma-
chine operator to make tests for
methane nor to be equipped to make
such tests. We' do not agree with
MESA that the doctrine of pan
mhateiais properly applicable in
this instance. This doctrine might
.beapplied-in a general sense-to any
number of statutory provisions, and
regulations issued pursuant thereto;
however, where, as here, MESA is
seeking. assessment- of: a monetary
penalty, and has the burden of
proving that the violation alleged
in its Notice did in fact occur, we
believe it. must be. more precise in
describing the exact violation it ex-
pects to prove at the hearing. This

in no way implies that this Board
condones any slackening of . vigi-
lance either on the part of MESA
or the operator in examinations for
the presence of methane, and we do
not believe our decision here will
have such effect. On the contrary,
we believe that precise charges of
the violations MESA expects to
prove provide a keener tool for en-
forcement of safety standards and
also serve to. expedite penalty pro-
.ceedings. Therefore, the Judge's de-
cision to vacate Notice 3 JB, No-
-vember 16, 1971, is hereby affirmed.

B. 13.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Notice No. 1 RJK, November 30,
1971, charged Peggs Run with a
violation of . 30 CR 70.250 as
follows: - :
The ADP Center in Denver, Colorado,
has indicated that respirable dust sam-
ples have not been submitted as required
for the employees listed on the attached
printouts.

The regulation cited, section 70.250,
provides in its entirety as follows.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section, one sample
of respirable dust shall'be taken from the
mine atmosphere to which each individ-
ual miner is exposed at least once every
180 days;- except, those miners already
sampled during such 180-day period in
sampling cycles conducted under the pro-
visions of §§ 70.210, 70.220, and 70.230.

, (b), One sample of. respirable dust
shall be taken from the mine atmosphere
to which each individual miner assigned
to a working section is exposed at least
once every 120 days, except those miners
already sampled during such 120-day pe-
riod in sampling cycles conducted under
the provisions of § § 70.210, 70.220, and
70.230.
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(c) One sample of respirable dust
shiall be taken rom the mine atmosphere
to which each individual miner who has
exercied his option to transfer in accord=
anee with the provisions of § 203(b) (1).
of the Act is exposed at least once every
90 days.

(d) The samples required under the
provisions of this section shall be. taken
during any shift where the miner is em-
ployed in his usual occupation or in the
occupation to which he was transferred.

The computer printout, dated Sep-
tember 30 1971, lists tie "'last sam-
pie date. and the "required date" 3
for sbmission of sampids for 15
miners identified bMr name and social
security number. Accriing to a
MESA witness, the printout had
been sent to Peggs Run by regis-
tered mail (Tr. 128) on or. about
September 30, 1971 (Tr. 125-6).
The operator's Superintendent and
Safety Director testified, however,
that he had searched company rec-
ords but "could. not find:* * * a
computer printout or anything. to
notify the company that this prob-
lem did exist" prior to the Novem-
ber 30, 1971, Notice of: Violation
(Tr. 41). This witness could give
no information, about the operator's
respiratory dust sampling proce-
dures (Tr. 446) nor could he state
with certainty that samples for the
miners listed on the printout had
been collected and sibiitted (Tr.
442, 454), as required.

In the evidelce adduced' hithe
hearing it was conceded by a wit-
ness for TESA that sample proc-
essing is, subject to human error

The oldest required dates" appearing on
the printout are for December i6.. I

(Tr. 139), andy that. potential 'in-
accuracies may arise because the
mine operator has not properly
filled out the "mine data card" sub-
mitted with the sample (Tr. 133),
or because of erroneous key tYpifig
of data by MESA personel (Tr.
139).

The Judge concluded after weigh-
ing all the evidence that the alleged
violation occurred and that it was
nonserious. In. his decision he' noted
that as to most. of the miners listed
on the printout .a long period f
the had. elapsed between the re-
quired date for submnission of sam-
ples and the date of the Notice of
Violation. le found., therefore,
that "the operator was negligent in
that he Lew or should have lnown
of the situation.." 

On appeal to this Board, Pegg
Run emphasizes the fallibility. of
the printout procedures and ques-
tions whether they are adequate as
proof of the violation charged..

MESA contends that the Board's
decisions in Castle Valley :Mini
Co., 3 IBMA 10, 81 I.D. 34, 1973-
197(4 OSlID par. 17,233 (1974) and
ltqman2 Coa Company, 3 IBMA 29,
81'LD. 71, 1 973-1974 OSHD par.
1 265 (19 74) ) are 'dispositive of
Peggs Run's appeal as tothis Notice
of Violation.

[2],The Board is gf the view that
the 'violation1 as charged was pro7e
by MESA by a preponderance of
the evidende and that a pnalty was
properly assessed therefor. Te
respiratory dust regulations, to be
effective, depend on the cooperation
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of the operator and MESA.4 In the
instant case, MESA charged Peggs
Run with a violation of 30 CFR
70.250, i.e., failure to take samples
of respirable dust. The charge was
based on a computed printout, gen-
erated in the regular course of busi-
ness, as a work product of MESA's
usual and customary routine 5 pur-
'suant to the Act and regulations.
Peggs Run did not prdduce any
credible evidence coicerning its
dust sampling and transmittal pro-
cedure which would outweigh the
evidence presented by MESA. It be-,
labored the conceded (possible) im-
perfections of the system ill general
but was utterly unable to show any
likelihood that the nlames listed on
the printout were listedf mistakenly,
or conversely, that the required
samples had in fact been taken for
these individuals. Since the opera-
tor failed t effectively rebut the
data on the printout, we hereby af-
firm the Judge's rilling as to Notice
No. 1 RJK, November 30, 1971, and
the amount of the penalty assessed
ther efor.

C.

[f'3] As to the remaining I viola-
tioiis, some of which are admitted,
we have, carefully reviewed the en-
tire record and find PegsD Run's
argumnents to be wholly without
merit. No substantive argunent .is
presented to place into question the
findings and coneusions of the
J'udge. We conclude, therefore, that
the Judge's findings of violation are

4 See generally, Castle Valley Mining Co.,
supra.

i See Tr. 109-142.

correct and that he properly
weighed the criteria of section 109
(a) (.30 U.S.C. 819(a)) of the Act,
in assessing penalties therefor. 

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
autliority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.i(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of'
March 29, 1974, in- the above-cap-
tionIed case IS AFFIRMED and
that Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc., pay penalties in the amount of
$1,260 ol or before 30 days from
the date of this decision..

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONC-UR:

DAVID DOANTE,

Administrative Judge.

.ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
PAUL G. SIEGFRIED

.v

-AREA DIRECTOR, BILLINGS, X

ETAL.

3 IBIA 195

Decided December 9, 1974

Appeal from an administrative decision
of the Area Director, Billings, Jan-
uary 30, 1974, canceling Siegfried
business lease No. 0257-13-64 North-
ern Cheyenne Reservation Montana.

Reversed and remanded.
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l. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Official Repre-
sentations

No issue of estoppel can be raised where
Federal officers make correct representa-
tions relied upon by third persons, and
later the officials reverse themselves tak-
ing an incorrect position upon which no
reliance is placed.

2. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Option for Exten-
sion

When a bilateral lease contraet includes
an option for extension, it is: not neces-
sary to find a separate identifiable con-
sideration for the option.

3.' Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

Failure to use a leasehold.for the pur-
pose specified in the lease, does not con-
stitute a breach of the lease terms suf-
ficient to justify cancellation of the lease
in absence of a showing on the record of
detriment to the landowners or the lease-
hold.

APPEARANCES: Richard T. Carsten-
sen, Attorney, Billings, Montana, for
appellant; Bettrami E. Hirsch, Attor-
ney, Association on American Indian,
Affairs, Inc., New York, 'New York,'
forMartha Whitecrane, Joseph Walks-
along, - Tlos' Vellowrobe and Carol
Whitewolf, appellees.

NO APPEARANC1dES: Jeanette in es-
bigler and Nancy Limberhand, lessors;'
Aie-a Director.

OPIAION BY -711F ADMOfIA-
ISTRA TIVE JUDGE MC-A E

INTERIOR B OARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Lease No. 0257-13-64 dated Oc-
tober 21, 1963, between "William
Yellowrobe Estate" Allottee No.
1440, of the Northern Cheyenne
Tribe, lessor, and Paul G. Siegfrie~d
lessee, covering a portion of allot-
mnelt No. 1440, Containikg 8.5 acr 
'was executed November 26, 1963.
The Acting Siuperintendent of the
Northern Cheyenne Indian Reser-
vationh, R. EB McLean, signed the
lJease in his official capacity i b-
half of the heirs of the benefiejal
interest in the allotment, citing as
his authority "Ath. IAM 54 53
(OYR 13L2(a).(4)) " and he also
aplproved it as the Acting Superin-
tendent on the same date. The ef-
fective date of the ease term was
February 1, 1964, for a period of
ten years "V/option to renew ai-
other ten years." The lease renItaI
-was by its termns subject to, review
for adjustment of fair market
rental at the end. of the first five-
year period to the then prevailinfg
fair market rental. The initial
rental was $100 per year, and a bo
ii the amount of $100 was required.\

The stated purpose of the leasd
was."for location of saw mill, -m-ill
pond, log and lumber storagespae,
waste disposal unitj and other builcl&
ings ne eded to hdiseoperatioiil
equipmeiit; eyec to: prvisions

stipulated i tis, lease lorm.:lThei

rental was based upOn an Augus't 26,
1963, appraial by, the Bureau o
Indian Affairs and wasj revisedl t
$125 per year by a second appraisal
dated November 30, 1970, effective
the year 1971. The bond for the new

719
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rental and all renntals aernad i the 'T'h record shows that alloutnent
initerim have been paid. NoK 1440 encoinpassed a total of 55

The regulation cited as aithority acres of land, nore or less.-
fey execution of the lease is 25 Crit The appellant- lessee herein had
lgi.2 (a) (4). 3y the regulation the been i possession of that portion
See.retary may grant leases on indi 9 the allotment used as the sawmill
virlually -wn& land on behlff sm undele&as daali g btk to 1-9,

or possibly earlier. In addition, he
* a * (4) the heirs or devisees to n- 'had aduittedly eree 'a residene

diidually owned land who have not been
able- to agree upon a lease during the on the propert which he occupied
three-month period immediately follow- for some years. Upon itsdestrnotioll
ing the. date o wieh a lease Sy be by fire he rebuiit- and is currently
entered into; provided, that the Ilnd is occupying the same under the cur-
not in use by any of the heirs or davisees; rent lease of 8.5 acres. The record
* ' .- - des not disclose that the eirss to.

. In this case none of the Indian own- whom t notice was sent eer o-
ers of the beneficial interest in the tamted a lessee for tins or any t'ler
allotment as using ally portion of pordion of the allotment.
the allot~menf. ; On January 30, 1974, the Area

Prior to the execution of the Director notified te appellant niat
lease on Jtly 11, 1963, the Superin- the lease was canceled and the pro-
tendent had issued a notice to each vision ontained in te lease givij 
individual owner of a beneficial an @tio4 fr an adclilal 1'-v-es
interest: . pertiod was invalid for the reason

This i to advise you that allotment thtat the Acting Superinendent had
o.-1440, William Yelowrobe of wich no'authority no rove su

you hold an (stAted interest) unavided a easeunder his delegationsofaU
interest, is available for a business lease hority.; and that in eeeuting the
on hFebruary l, 196, not to exceed a ten leaase ie had voled the riza-
year period. You, therefore, have 90 days ted S uitendent
in which to negotiate and lease this prop- wi lime t a tJh C

ertW to a reliale lessee aeptable to tis lo , eagoe,3 t not
* fo c xb;: 0 1-e~aex -a ii yearperiod.. The.

o . . *: : - i ; Area Diretor furthnerdihdicatkd that
the 'otion o6f theAtn Sprn

I, after this 90 day eriod the heirs
have not presented to this office an ae- tendent was coItrary to aite and
ceptable lease, this oifle will exeeute a regulation without iting 'any Sup
lease in accordance with and pursuant paQltng reason or authority for his.
to the act of July , 1940 (4 Stat. 745,2s5 ruling.
U.S.G. 381)).-Ths, act afthorizethe We cannot'agree With the decision
Perintendent to execute a lease at the heeaD iretor.
highest rental attainable without the on- o he re Drector.
eent of the land owners. [1] The appellant alleges in his
(Italics supplied.) . brief that at dates and tines prior
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to.thie Jantuary 0, 1974, notic -of
cancellation, the Superitendent,
the Area Director and the Field
Solicitor had upon occasion by let-
ter and other communication led the
appellant to believe that' the optioln
for the second ten-year term was
valid; and that -the option would be
honored in the event; the appellant
chose to retain possession. The ap-
pellant goes to considerable length
in his brief arguing that the Super-
intendent, the Area Director and
the Government are estopped by
these representations from reversing
the prior declaration. This argu-
ment is answered at length by the
appellees in their brief.

It is our conclusion that estoppel
is not involved as an issue in this
case. The record includes a memo-
randum to the Area Director from
the Commmissioner of Indian Affairs
dated January 7, 1974, where it is
stated: i

It is noted that the decision to cancel the
leasejeffective January 31, 1974, was pred-
icated upon the premise that the Acting
Superintendent did not have the author-
ity on Nhvember 26, 1963, to approve a
business lease for a term of 10 years with
the option to renew for another 10 years.
Our records do not support this position.
Billings Area Redelegation Order No. 1
of January 12, 1955 (20 PR 277) author-
ized the Superintendents to approve busi-
ness leases pursuant to 25 COFR 171 (now
CER 131).

An examination of the citation
given to the Federal Register in the
Commssioner's mnemorandum sup-
ports this rtuling, and no conflicting
authority appearing, the Commis-

sioner's statement shallfbe 'taken as
correct. It is furtler noted'that it
gives the Acting Sutperintendent the
full authority of the Superintend-
ent, and this we also find to be cor-
rect on this record on the following
basis. In No fire v. United States, 164
U.S. 657 (1897) it became critical
to determine whether 'or not a de-
ceased murder victim had been
adopted by the Cherokee Indians to
make him a Cherokee citizen. The
marriage of the victim to a Chero-
kee woman was considered a part of
the controlling evidence. The en-
dorsement of that marriage upon the
official records of the. Cherokee Na-
tion by an employee in the office of
the clerk rather than 'by the clerk
or his deputy was discussed by the
Court as follows:

T. W. Tripleit was the clerk of the Tahie-
quah district at the date of this certifi-
cate. R. M. Dennenberg, was his deputy,
but at the time of the issue of the license
both the clerk and 'his deputy were absent,
and the signature of the deputy was
signed by John C. Dennenberg, his son.
The clerk,. the deputy, and his son each,
testified that 'the latter was authorized to,
sign the name of the clerk.or the deputy
in the absence 'of either, and that the
business of the office was largely- trans-
acted by this young man, although not a,
regularly appointed deputy. He made.
quarterly reports, ixed up records, and
issued scrip, and his action in these re-
spects was recognized by the clerk and
the Nation as valid. * ' * The circuit
court said that the evidence was insuffl-
cient to show that fact, andthat,! there-
fore, that court had. jurisdiction..

With this conclusion we are unable to
concur. The fact that an offical marriage
license was issued carries with it a pre-
sumption that all-statutory prerequisites
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thereto had been complied with. This is
the general rule in respect to official ac-
tion, and one who claims that any such
prerequisite did not exist must affirma-
tively show the fact. * $ (Citations of
authority omitted.)

Nofre v. United States, supra, is
cited in 63 Ar. Jur. 2d 496 in sup-
port of the statement by the author:

An act in the name of an officer by an-
other person who is not a deputy, but
who was in sole charge of the office, trans-
acting thel business, with the permission
of the officer and-the deputy, is that of an
officer de facto.

N7oftre, supra, is also cited with
approval by the ourt in United
States v. 15.3 Acres of Laid, Etc.,
'154 F. Siipp. 770, 787 (D.C. Pa.
1957) in the footnote.

On the basis of the foregoing au-
thorlitv it is our conclusion that an
Acting Superintendent may per-
form the fnctions and exercise au-
thority of a Superintendent, absent
specific limitations placed upon him
and niade known to third parties re-
lying upon his actions.

In this connection note is taken
of the factthat the Superintendent's
JemoranclUm notice to the heirs
dated Jily; 11, 1963, gave them no-
tice to produce alease to the entire
allotment whereas at a much later
date on November 26; 1963, the Act-
ing Superiitejideft signed for the
heirs adld approved for the Secre-
tary that lease dated October 21,
1963, which covers only a portion of
the allotment. We a-re not willing to
presume that the Superintendent's
July 11L i.Sotice was an "order" or
that ithad continluing Befect on No-
vember 26, which would limit the

authority of the Acting Superin-
tendent and render invalid the lease
option for an additional 10-year
term.

[2] The appellees in their brief
raise a point of lack of consideration
for the option. This issue can be dis-
posed of upon the observation that
the lease agreement includes a num-
ber of covenants bilateral and mna-
terial in character. It is our conclu-
sion that the matter is governed by
the rule set forth in Tire Restate-
ment of the Law of Contracts
(1932), which is,

§ 83. ONE CONSIDERATION FOR A
NUMBER OF PROMISES.

Consideration is sufficient for as many
promises as are bargained for and given
in exchange for it if it vould be sufficient.

(a) for each one of them if that alone
were bargained for, or

(b) for at least one of them, and its
insufficiency as consideration for any of
the others is due solely to the fact that
it is itself a promise for which the return
promise would not be a sufficient con-
sideration.

In reviewing the record before us
We find no difficulty in arriving at
the inding that the appellant herein
elected to exercise the option to ex-
tenld the lease for a second ten-year
period. On Jantiary 21, 1974, prior
to the cancellation notice,, the appel-
lant's attorney addressed a letter to
the Area Director in which he indi-
cated the agreement of the appel-:
lant to a reappraisal of the rental
value, and he indicated further that
in view of the fact that. lessors
wished to terminate the lease the
appellants were willing to negotiate
a new lease for a period shorter than
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the 10 years mentioned in the option
at a new and increased rate. This
offer is a continuing offer since it is
repeated in the appellant's reply

brief. Nothing herein should be

taken as a bar to further negotia-
tions Onl the appellant's offer. In no

event, however, should the lease be

continued at the same rental rate

as is currently provided without a

supplemental appraisal of the fair

rental valule.
-In addition to the other inatters

mentioned heretofore, appellee al-

leged breaches of the lease material-
ly sufficient to justify a cancellation

by the Superintendent. The record
does not support the allegation of
nonpayment of rent or failure to file
the rent bond, but if any delinquen-
cies do exist they should be cured

immediately.
1-3] The appellees allege that the

appellant has breached the lease by
failing to conduct the sawnill busi-
ness specified as the plrpose of the
lease, but they failed to indicate in
what manner this may constitute a

detriment to them as ow ners or to
the leasehold. This matter, if it con-
stitutes';ajbreach, is not sufficiently
established inl the' record -at this
point to justify cancellation of the

lease.'-
NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue

of the authority del'egated 'to the
Board of Indiali Appeals 'bythe

Secretary -of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1 and 211 DM1 13.7 (December.14,
1973),it is hereby ORDERED the

decision of the Area Director issued

Jianuarv 30, 1974, canceling busi-

ness lease no; 0257-13-64 is hereby

572-367-75 -

RE VERSED. and this matter is
hereby REMANDED to the Area
Director for further proceedings in
accordance with the findings herein.

This decision is final for the de-
partnint. 0 . c ,

DAzVID J. AMC,E,, 
C7ief Acmnistrative Judge.

I CoNCUR:

ALE3XANDER H. WILSON,
:Administrative Judge.

FREEMAN COATL MINING
COMPANY

3 IBMA 434
Decided Decenber 9, 1974 

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a de-
cision by an Administrative Law
Judge in Docket Nos. VINC 72-65 and
73-223-P vacating a notice of viola-:
tion and order of withdrawal issued
pursuant to section 104(c) (1) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety

Act of 1969, converting each to a 104
(b) notice, and 'assessing penalties
thereon.

Affirmed as modified.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health .and

Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Recklessness

Where the evidence does not show that
the operator consciously disregarded or
grossly deviated from a mandatory
standard of care ,in the Act or substantive
regulations, an Administrative Law
Judge, is warranted in finding that there
was no' recklessness and in concluding
that there was no unwarrantable failure.
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2. Federal oal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Powers
of. Administrative Law Jdges

All Administrative Law udi6. has no au-

thority to convert a ection 104(c) cita-
tion into a section 104(b) notice of vio-
lation.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969:. Penalties: Negli-
gence

Where an Administrative Law Judge has
failed to make an express finding regard-

ing negligence but his decision shows that
he properly considered the existing evi-

dence establishing negligence in calculat-
ing his penalty assessment, the Interior

Board of Mine Operations Appeals will

remedy the technical defect by making

the necessary finding and will then af-
firm the assessment.

APPEARANCES: Robert W. Long,
Esq., Associate Solicitor, Richard V.
Buckley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor,
John H. O'Donnell, Esq., Trial Attor-
ney, for appellant, Mining Enforce-
ment- and Safety Administration;
Harry X; Coven, Esq., and Richard R.
Elledge, Esq., for ajpellee, Freeman
Coal Mining Company.

OPINION BY,
ADIVINISTRATIVE JUDOE

DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

I.e 

C ' ctua and Procedural
Background

This case presents for the Board's
consideration a decision by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge in Docket

Nos. VINC 72-65 and 73-223-P
which were consolidated below for
purposes of'hearing and decision be-
cause they both involved two al-
loged violations of section: 304 (a) of
the Federal Coal Mine' Health aind
Safety Act of 1969 (Act) cited,
respectively, in a notice of violation
and subsequent order of withdrawal

issued pursuant to section 104
(c) (1) of the Act.2 Docket No.
VINC 72-65 is an Application for

<Review which -was filed by Freeman
Coal Mining Company (Freeman)
pursuant to section 105 (a) of the
Act and Docket No. VINC 73-
223-P is a proceeding for assess-
ment of civil penalty 4 which Free-
man instituted by filing a petition
for hearing and formal adjudica-
tion.

By decision dated July 11, 1973,
the Administrative Law Judge
vacated both the notice of violation
and order of withdrawal, converted-
each to a 104(b) notice, and :as-
sessed penalties thereon. MESA ap-
peals to the Board. contending: (1)
that the Judge vaeated the notice
and order upon the erroneous con-
clusion that there -was insufficient
evidence of unwarrantable.failure;
(2) that assuming no unwarranta-
ble failure arguendo, the Judge had
no authority to convert the subject
104(c) citations to 104(b) notices;
and (3) that the penalties assessed
should be increased since the Judge
made no. finding of negligence.

183 Stat. 774, 30 U.S.C. 864(a) (1970),
30 CFR 75.400. This section proscribes
"accumulations" of combustible materials.

2 83 Stat. 751, 30 U.S.C. § 814(c) (1) (1970).
83 Stat. 753, 30 U.S.C. § 515(a) (1970).

483 Stat. 756, 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970).
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IMESA asks that 1ie exerci86 olt>'
discretionary de i novoio reviewvl
powvers to fild unwarrantable- 1fil-
ie on the existing evidence of ree-

ord and to make an appropriate ad-
justiment in the amounts of civil
penalty. 43 CEZ 4A.05.

If.

Issues Presented on Appeal

A. 1 T'hether the .Administrative
Law Judge erred in concluding
that the condition cited in the sub-
ject 104(c) (1) notice was not the
result of an unwarrantable failure
to comply with section 304(a) of
the Act.

-U. VV netner an I
Law Judge has autho
a 104(c) citation int(
(b) notice of violatic

C. Whether the
sessdcl should be adj
since the Judge mal
finding with respeett 

DiescusC

[13 The Judge e
the instant notiee c
MWV, dated April 12
invalid seetion 104 (C
:the ground that the-
therein was not caum
warrantable failure t
section 304(a) of the
le further held that

der of withdrawal,
June 1, 1972, did no
quirenients of section
cause it .was preclica

validly' issued section 104(c) notice:
and te violation cited therein 'was
not caudsed- bi an unwarrantablei
lailure to comply (Dec. 8).

In pertinent part, the section 104
(c) () notice reads as follows:

e- * A ccmulations .of loose coal and
coal dust were present on the shuttle car
roadways, ranging from four inches to
seven inches in depth and along the ribs,
varying, from six inches to 18 inches in-
height and one to to feet in width, also
piles were observed at several intersec-
tions. The accumulations were present
from station no. 1850 in-by for a distance
of about 100 feet in "C" and ".D" entries
and fron station no. 1850 inby for a dis-
tance of about 222 feet in "A" and "'B"
entries, in the 1 West off main south
south.

ULtnnistrative Inspeetor Michael Wolfe, who is-
rity to convBrt sued the subject notice, testified

a section 104 that i his opinion the "accunula--

tions" observed and cited in the
penalties as- notice were the results of te min-
justed ulpwardlf ing process rather .than spalling,
dce no e.xpress sloughing or rib rash (Tr. 130-
to negiene -I

; MESA submits that the above-
- u :, ,-, ,; 0 quoted alleged violation was caused

onm E . ; 0 . 0 by. an unwarrantable failure to com-.
ply on, three grounds. First, it con-

onouded that tends that Freeman had been. in-;
f- volation, 1 formed and had ignored warnings

1972 was an by 1MESA officials that a cleanup in.
viola notice, e cycle was required. in preference to.

alln:cl the Compa y practice of cleaning
se1 by an u- up 'on the idle. shift, that is to say,
tOo comply With every third shift (Tr. 169, 170,
Act (Dec. 5).
the instant or-i 14). Next, it argues that the mine
1 n sdated superintendent had been notified,
t meet the re- by the issuance of a 104() notice,
104(c) (1) be- two days before receipt of the in-

,ted on an in- stant (c) (1) notie, that the mine

- 725
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was not in comnpliance with the ';ac-
cun-aulation" proscription and clean-
up requirement of section 304 (a) of
the Act. Finally, it points out that
the condition cited was readily
observable.

The controlling precedent,
against which MIESA's arguments
must be tested, is the Board's re-
cent: decision in Easte9rn Associated
Coal COrp. 3 IBMA 331, 81 I.D.
567, 174-1975 OSHD par. 1S,706
(1 74)2 Theft, the Board ]eled that
'hfluwarrTantable failure" is a meas-
urement of failt the meaning: of
which is to be determined on a case-
by-case basis. We said:

* that a given 104(e) violation.
possesses the requisilte degree of fault
where, (a the basis of the evidentiary
record, a rea.sonable "aan would eonclude
that the operator in-tentionarp'ly o,
know lingly failed to comply or demon-
strated a reckless dsregard for the
health or safety of the miners. 
(Footnote omitted.) [3 IBIA at 356, 81
I. D. at 578].

Applying the above-quoted pas-
sa*ge to MESA't first contention re-
garding the regularity of cleanup,
we are of the opinion that the Judge
acted well within- his fact finding
responsibility in discounting the
factthat Fieeniarn cleaned up every
thirdshift rath6r 'ltan in cycle.
Ecasterni Assoaated-' 'Cd 6op.,0

,pra, : 3IBAA at 345; of. 43 OUFT
4.6(5.- 'The.- admited existence ofa
regular and apparently frequent
cleanup7 program at the subjeot.
mine:tends;-to show a- sustained ef-
fort to comply with section 304 (a),

-EThie BoArd has t;eaffirmcd this decisior
0504 rcconsideratiou. 2 IMMA 35'S. S1 I.D. 627, -
1 a-o OSHD uT97).

as well as a definite regard for the
health and safety of miners exposed
to the hazards of fire, explosion, and
dust inhalation. It is conceivable
that a more frequent. clean up was
warranted in light o the Teed at
-w-hicb proscribed "amcumulations"
occurred at the subject mine, but
there is othing in the record to
suogest that sucll was the case.
Neither does the record suppoit tle
conclusion that the failure to clean
up nore ofwen Ol a systematic basis
was the. result of an exceptionally
high, degree of sustained, fault of
which the subject 'accumnulation "
was just one example. At most, all
that can be concluded is that Free-
maI was guilty of simple negligence
in failing to clean up an etraordi-
nary "accuulation" more quickly
than called for by its existing clean-
up progran. In addition, since sec-
tion 304(a) does not by its literal
terms recuire a cleanup pirograin,
vi'th specified frequency. and in

view of the fact that the Secretary
has not promlgated a substantive
regulation to that precise effect we
are not inclined, givei the paucity
of the evidentiary record at hand,
to overturn the Judge's determina-
lion that te instant violation was
not the result of an finwarrantable:
failure to comply.

Wovith" respect to MESA's second:
contention regarding te signif-
ieance to be aecorded an antecedent
104(b ). notice of violation in deter-
mining whether there was an un-
-warrantable failure we think that;
here too, the Judge was fully war-

rante i giving little weight if-
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any, to the disputed pieke of evil
dence.. We have reached. this con-
clusion because this atecedent no-
tice was not probative: of a p opo-
:sition of fact relevant to the issue
,of "unwarrantable failure." 6

MESA introduced this 104( ) cita-
tion "* * ' as evidence of notice to
Freeman that compliance with sec-
tion 304(a) of the Act is required

(Br. p. 8). The issue of "un-
warrantable ailulre"' in' ant "accum-
ulatiol" case presents the question
of whether the operator intention-
ally or knowiiglly or recldessly per-
mlitted the accuaiiulationi of or failed

to clean up the particular masses of
combustible materials charged in a
104(c) citation. It does not concern
the. question of whether the opera-
tor was at fault for not being aware
generally that the Act proscribes
and requires cleanup of "accuinula-
tions. " Consequently, the' Judge
'was correct in disregarding the dis-
.5uted 04(b) notice. :

Finally, with respect to MESA's
'last contention concerning the ready
observability of te "'ac c umulation"
now before 'us, we find th'at it too
fails to provide a-persuasive or com-

OThe Judge refused: to give probative
'weight to the disputed 104(b) notice because
MESA refused to prove it up. MESA: has
argued on appeal that it was not necessary to
prove the charge stated in the 104(b). notice.
We need not consider this question since we
hold that the notice was introduced for an
irrelevant purpose.

7 Parenthetically, le might observe that an
operator is conclusively presumed to know
the provisions of the Act and the regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto. Any other
viewpoint would. lead to the recognition of
extraordinary defenses based upon ignorance
of the law which would, subvert the deterrent
purposes of the Act in a manner contrary to
Congressional intent.

pelling basis upon which to over-
turn the Judge's conclusion of io
unwarrantable failure. The fact
that the condition cited was readily
detectable can support an inference
of simple 'negligence, that is to say,
an unreasonable failure to be aware
of a deviation from the standard of
care imposed by secti'on 304(a)
Which poses a probable but not im-
ninentf threat of serious bodily

harm or death. However, the fact of
ready observability by itself is not
sufficient to support a conclusion of
rocklessness, that is to. say, a con-
scious disregard': constituting a
gross deviation from the legislated
standard of care. If that fact cannot
by itself support a inference, of
recklessness, it follows a fortiori
that it provides, an appreciably
wea ker basis from which to find

'that Freeman knowingly or inten-
tionally failed to clean up.

In order to underscore the narrow
'point we are making with regard to
the sufficiency of' tle. evidee'of
faultain this'case, we doemll it appro-
p'riate to look back to the record in

Eastern Associate -Coat. Corp.,
supra, where we' upheld, a coniclu-
sion of unwarrntable 'fail-re. 3
IBA at' 36-7. There, the viola-
tion in question was an alleged de-
viation from the roof control plan,
namely, tie lack of a sufficient num-
ber of posts to limit roadway width.
Apart from the fact that the lack of
sufficient posts was visible, there
was direct evidence that the condi-
tion had persisted for at least three
workiig shifts during which re-
treat mining had been in progress.

7231
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MAoreover,, as the Judge i that case
recognized,.a roof control plal is
created by the operator' for the con-
tinuous guidance of -its employees in
the course of operations desig ned to
extract coal. Those facts in addition
to the palpable nature of te viola-
tion provided the solid evidentiary
basis from which to conclude that
the deviation from the standard of
care was gross and the product of
conscious disregard rather than the
product of' inadvertence.; Basedl
.upon there being no smilarly Solid
record ongthe question of unwar-
rantablefailure in the case at hand,
we must uphold the Judg's conclu-
sion that there-was no unwarrant-
.able failure.

Having duly considered and re-
jected MESA's appellate challenge
to the Judge's decision and order
vacating the instant 104(c) (1) no-
tice and order, we turn now to the
remaining issues, namely, the power
of a Judge to convert a 104(c) cita-
tion to a 104(b) notice and the fail-
ure 'of the' Judge to make proper
findings with respect to negligence
in assessing a civil penalty.

[2] With respect to the former,
we note that subsequent to the issu-
ance of the decision below in this
case, the' Board rhled in Freenlan
Cocd Mining Cop., that an Admin-
istrative.law Judge hasfo power
to charge an operator with a9,viola-
tion by convertin. a section104W(a)
orer of with rawa to a section
104 (b) notice of violation. We held
that the initial determination as to
which statutory sanction should be
employed in a given situation is a

matter of enforcement discretion
which does not fall within an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge's review or
adjudicative function."

The reasoning and conclusions of
the Board in the Freeman case cited
above are fully applicable to the
case at hand and we conclude that
it was error to convert the instant
104(c). citation to a 104(b) notice
and that' the decision should be
modified to set aside the order of
conversion. We observe, however,
that this error was harmless in the
circumstances of this case. Having
invalidated the ' instant section
104(c) notice and order, in the re-
view portion of this case under sec-
tion 105 of the Act, the Judge cor-
rectly assessed a civil penalty in the
separate section 109 proceeding
which was also before him.' In do-
ing so, he simply followed the pat-
tern previously set in imminent
danger cases where the condition or
practice cited in the withdrawal
order was a violation of a manda-
tory standard. In such cases, the
subsequent invalidation in a review
proceeding of the withdrawal order
has always been without prejudice
to a proceeding to assess a civil pen-
alty for the violation cited in such
order. This settled practice, is the
product of a widespread recogni-

82 IMA i97, 200-io, SO I.D. 610, 1073-
1974 O'SIDpar. 16,507 (1978j); a'dsllh no7n
Freeman Coal Mininag Co. v. nterior Board
of Mine Operations Apeals, 504 P. 2d 741,
1974-1975 OSID par. s62. No. 75-1909
(7th Cir. October 22, 1974).

9 If a section 104(c) notice or order is
struck down for the reason that the condition
cited therein is not a violation of a mandatory
health or safety standard, then of course there
is no basis for assessing a civil penalty.
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tion that section 109 of the Act
mandates the assessment of a civil
penalty -for a violation fodud to
have occurred irrespective of
whether itis cited in a 104(b) no-
tice or in some other citation under
the Act. Thus there has never been
any need to issue an order of conver-
sion prior to assessing a penalty for
violations involved in the issuance
of all invalid withdrawal order
under section 104(a). 'of the Act.
where the' invalidity was based on a
lack of imminent danger. Likewise,
we now hold that a conversion to a
104(b) notice is bth unnecessary
and unauthorized as a preliminary
to assessing a penalty for a violation
cited in a notice or order issued un-
der section 104(c) which is held in-
valid because of lack of proof of un-
warrantability.

[3] With respect to MESA's final
argument, we note that the Judge
made no specific findings with re-
gard to the mandatory criterion of
negligence'in assessing $250 for the
(c) (1) notice and $375 for the .(c)
(1) withdrawal order. Based upon
the basic findings and discussion of
th'e evidence in the opinion below,
as well as the reasonableness of the
assessments ordered, we see no need
to 'disturb the-ainounts of penalty.
Wei merely'c omplete the record by
finding that each of the violations
in' Docket No. VINC 73 223--P was
the result of simplelnegligence at-
tributable to Freeman.,

RDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by

the Secretary, of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision in
Docket INo., VINC 72-65 ' IS
AFFIRMED AS MODIFIED and
-IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the decision in Docket No.
VINC 73-223--P IS AFFIRMED
and the penalties assessed therein
SHALL BE PAID on or before
thirty days from the date of this
decision.

DAVID DOANE,

Adnministrative Judge.'

I CONCUR:

C. E. RoGERS, JR., 

Chief Administrat've Judge,

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

3 IBMA 448
Decided Decemiber 10, 1974

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company from
a,.decision by an Administrative Law
'Judge in Docket: No. VINC 72-75 up-
holding the validity of an unwarrant-
able, failure withdrawal order. L

Reversed.

1. Federal MCoal Mine Health and
,afety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable

Failure: Notices of Violation

The existence and validity of ail under-

lying section 104 (c) (1): notice of viola-

'tion is' reviewable in a section 1051(a)

proceeding under the Act as 'an incident

to the determination of the validity.of

a section 104(e) (1) wvithdrawval order.
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2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
'Safety Act of 1969: Applications for
Review: Pleading

By virtue of 43 CR 4.532(a) (1), the
validity or nonexistence of an underlying
section 104(c) (1) notice should be spe-
cifically pleaded to place the matter
properly in issue.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Appeals: Generally

A challenge to the specificity of a plead-
ing is waived on appeal when not made
before the trier of fact.

4. Federal Coal Mine Health and
'Safety Act of 1969: Evidence: Suf-
ficiency

An admission by an operator's witness,
who is in a position to knowls, of the is-
suance of a notice of violation to the
operator is sufficient evidence to prove
that such a notice did in fact exist.

5. Federal Coal Mine Health and
'Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Gravity Requirements

Where the evidence of record shows that
a 'violation cited in a section 104(c) (1)
withdrawal order did not reasonably pose
a 'probdble risk of serious bodily harm or
death, al Administrative Law Judge
'should conclude that' the violation could
not have significantly and substantially
contributed to' the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazatd, and should
vacate the order.

APPEARANCES: J. Halbert Woods,
Esq., for appellant Zeigler Coal Com-
'aity;- Richard V. Backley, Esq., As-
sociate Solicitori John P.. McGeehan,
Esq, Trial Attorney, for appellee, the
-Mining Enforcement and. Safety Ad-
ministration; Guy' Farmer, Esq., for
intervenor, Bituminous Coal Operators'
'Association.

OPINION BY ADMINISTPRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

* This appeal presents for the
Board's consideration a decision by
an Administrative Law Judge in
Docket No. VINC 72-75 upholding
a withdrawal order that had been
issued by a federal coal mine in-
spector, Mr. Harry Greiner, pursu-
ant to section 104(c) (1)I of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.. 83 Stat. 751, 30
.U.S.C. §814(c)(1) (1970). The
withdrawal order in dispute, I HG,
was issued on May: 11, 19.72, to the
Zeigler Coal opany (Zeigler) at
the Zeigler No. 4 M/ine which is lo-
cated in the State of Illinois. Thle
alleged condition cited in that- order
reads as follows:
Inasmuch as Field Office Supervisors had
conferred with top company officials and
local mine management that a program
for cleaning up loose coal and coal dust
be put' into effect, and after ample time
was given to implement such a program,
and after a 104(b) notice and 104(c) (1)
notice, was issued the, condition was still
observed: Accumulations of loose coal and
coal dust vere present along the ribs
varing [sic] from 4' to i5 inches in depth
and -12 to 18 inches'in width. Also 'piles
of, loose oal and coal dust were observed
in cut out iches in, the ribs at several
locations in the nos. 6, 7 and 8 northeast
entries from 90 feet inby station no. 510
for a distance of 300 feet inby tward
the working places.

Zeigler instituted 'the present pro-

ceeding by filing in the Hearings
Division a timely Application for
Review pursuant~ to section 105 (a)
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of the Act. 83 Stat. 753, 30 U.S.C.
§ 815 (a) (1970). Subsequently, An-
swers in Opposition coupled with
Motions to Dismiss were filed by
the Mining Enforcement and Safe-
ty Administration (MESA) and a
representative of the miners, the
United Milne Workers of America
(UI[WA). A hearing on the merits
was held on June 20, 1973 before an
Administrative Law Judge.
- The Judge's decision dismissing

Zeigler's Application: and uphold-
ingi the withdrawal order was
handed:down 'on Noveinber 13, 1973.
Followiig- issuaihce of the decision
below, Zeigler filed a timely Notice
o' Appeal with the Board. There-
after, on December: 14, 1973, we
granted the Motion for Leave to In-
tervene submitted by the Bitumi-
nous Coal* Operators' Association
(BCOA). Timely briefs by all par-
ties were subsequently filed.

On appeal, Zeigler argues that the
Judge erroneously: founid that an
underlying section 104 (c) (1) notice
existed and had been issued. Joined
by BCOA, Zeigler also submits that
the Judge erroneously concluded as
a matter of law that the record need
not and did not show that the vio-
lation in question couldhave signifi-
cantly and substantially contributed
to. the cause and effect of a mine
safety orw healthy hJazard.' Both
Zeigler and BOA have requested

I In addition, Zeigler has contended that
the condition cited by the Judge was not
violative of 30 CFR 75.400; because of wetness
and was not the product of anl unwarrantable
failure to comply. It is. unnecessary, in the
determination of- this appeal to deal with
these additional arguments and we intimate
no view as to their merits-

oral argument with regard to the
latter contention; however, inas-
much as the Board heard argument
and dealt at length with this same
question only recently in Eastern
Associated Coal Corp., 3 IBMA
-331, 81 I.D. 567, 1974-1975 OSHD
par. 18,706 (1974), we perceive no
need for another oral presentation.
F or the reasons set forth hereafter,
*.we hold the instant withdrawal or-
der, invalid, and. accordingly, we
reverse thedecision below.

D'iscwssion

With regard to Zeigler's first coll-

tenftion, wve note that the Judge'
found that all underlying 104(c) (1)
Notice of Violation, 1 HG, had beeh
issued on April 28, 1972. Zeigler in-
sists that there is no probative evi-
dence in the record tending to show
the 'issuance of that notice and asks
that we set aside the Judge's finding
and enter a contrary finding. 43
CFR 4.605.

Before addressing ourselves di-
*rectly to Zeigler's contention, we
must first deal with two objections
submitted by MESA against any
consideration of this point on ap-
peal. Fiist, MESA argues that w.e
are jurisdictionally barred from re-
viewing an aspect of the under-
lying notice because it was not time-
ly, challenged by the instant Appli-
cation for Review. Second, MESA

urges us not to consider Zeigler's
attack on the notice because its non-
existence was never pleaded.

[1] Turning first to the sug-

gested jurisdictional bar to our con-
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sideratioll f eigler's. contention
that an antecedent 104(c) (1) No-
tice. of Violation had not been is.
stied our starting point for analysis

is the language of section 105 (a.) of
tlle Act. 83 Stat. 753, :30 U.SC.
- 815 (a) (1) (l97O).2 In pertiLent
part, that section re-ads as follo Ws,:

Aln operator issued a order pursuant
to the provisions of section. 104 of- this
title' *, may apply to the, Secretary
for review of the order within t71irt days
-of receipt thereof * * *. An operator is-
sued a notice pursuant to section 104(b)
or (i) of this title, * * may, if he be-
lieves that the period of time fixed in
such notice for the abatement of the
violation is unreasonable, apply to 'the
secretary for review of the notice within
thirty days of the receipt thereof..
(Italics added.)

. As the second sentence of the
above-quoted passage reveals, Con-
gress specifically provided for the
exceptional and limited circun-
stances under which a, notice of vio-
lation, may by itself be the subject
of a review proceeding: as distin-
guisled from a section 109,penalty
proceeding. 83 Stat. 756, 30 U.S.C.
* 819 (1970). The legislators ]isted
104(b) and (i) notic.es alid allowed
review of them solely with regard
to the question of the reasonableness
of the time allowed for abatement
According 'to the ilormal canons of
statutory construction, the express

m1ention:of some members of a series
of related items impliedly ecliudes

2We may consider MSAs argument,
despite the ageney's failure to cross-appeal,
because jurisdictional questions may be raised
at any point in our proceedings, even se
ponte if necessary.

stll others in the series notso named.3

It ,therefore follows that, by ex-
pressly providing o6nly, for a limited
review ,,of a section 104(h) or (i)
n tice ,under; section 105,(a) of the
Act, the Cngress impliedly and, de 7

liberately excluded direct review of
104(c) (1) notices. Aceordingly, we
are of the view that the validity of
a.,sectoiovl 104(c) (1)- notice by itself
is not subject to challenge at the
initiative of the operator' by; Ap-
plication for Review.

This is not to say, however, that
an operator is wholly foreclosed
from contesting the validity of a-
(c) (1) notice on his own initiative.4
As the first sentence of section 1.05
(a) (1) indicates, an operator may.
file an Application -for Review of a
section 104- closlre order provided
that e does so within thirty days
of receipt thereof. Inasinuch as a
section 104(c) (1) withdrawal order
must be supported by a valid,
lnderlying (c) (1) notice, the ele-
ments of the validity of- such a no-
tice or the fact of its existence may
be challenged as an incident of the
review -of the withdrawal order.

3Erpressio nis! est eclasio altering. See,
e..q, King?,s Station Coal orp, 2 IBMA 291,
S0 I.D. 711,. 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,ST9
(197). - ,

4 There is nothiig in the Act to preclude
the- Secretary from promulgating regulations.
pursuant to section l09 of the Act so that the
issuest which: bear, on the validity, of a 104
(c) (1) notice may be litigated promptly at the

operator's initiative as an incident of a pen-
alty assessment determination. The tests of
validity apart from the fact of violation are
litigable as issues relevant to the assessment
of an appropriate civil monetary penalty. 3
Stat. 756, 30 U.S.C. § 19(a); North Ameri-
can Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 93, 11-119, 81 I.D.
204, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,658 (1974).
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See Eastern Associatted Coal Corp.,
npqa -In the context of such a chal-

lenge, te lack of a valid underlying
notice may be an allegation of the
invalidity of the (c) (1) with-
drawal order ii dispute.

In +the case at hancl, Zeigler filed
an Appicatioii for Review, which
concededly omitted ally mention 6f
the undlerlyig notice, witlin the
thirty day limitation imposed by
the Act. Having timely filed its Ap-
p]ication, Zeigler had, in our view,
fully. invoked the review jurisdic-
tion of the Secretary regarding any'
allegation of ialidity concerning
the withdrawal order naimed in the
Application, including the lack of
a. valid underlying notice of viola-
tiol. Its failure to allege any par-
ticula r oround of invalidity within
the timely filed Application posed
only a uestioli o-f proper notice
pleading pursuant to 43 CFR 4.532
(a), but did not raise any jurisdic-
tional issue because section 105 does
not purport to deal with the speci-
ficity of pleadings or any time limi-
tation on amendnents to pleadings,
andl apparentldy aves such proce-
dlral matters to the sound discre-
tion of th-e Secretary .an-d his dele-
gates. Tus,u we conclude that the
fai]ure to plead the lack of an un-
derlying (c) (1) notice is not a
jurisdictional bar to our considera-
tioll of whether the record supports
the Jucge's finding that sich a no-
tiee did indeed exist.

[21 We come then to MESA's
other preliminary obj ection, namely,
the failture to amend the Applica-
tion for Review to charge the lack

)AL C;MPKYWY ~-" `~ 
P.. In 1Q711,
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o e an, antecedent (C (1) notice In
this connection, we note, that section
4.53) (a) (1) of 43 CFR which pie-
scribes the content of an Applica-
tion for Review, pi.ovides, in rale-
vant part as folloWs

.1(a) An application for reviewv and an
answer shall comply wvith applicable gen-
eral requirements and shall contain:.

(1) a short and plain statement of (i)
such party's position with respect to each
issue of law or fact which the party con-
tends is pertinent to the legality or cor
rectndss, of the order * * * (Italics
added.)

Although this regulation is not a
license for academic quibbling over
words, it does plainly require a de-
gree of specificity in pleading suffi-
cient to apprise the trier of fact and
other parties of the grounds of in-
validity in issue.5-,

[3] As we noted earlier, Zeigler's
Application for Review contains no
allegation concerning the alleged
underlying notice. When this issue
emerged at the hearing, MESA
might have brought this pleading
defect to. the fore by bjecting to
the admuission of evidence on 'the
ground . of immateriality, t.hat is to
say, a ny evidence on that issue was
not, probative, of, any allegation in
Zeigler's Application. 6 In addition,
MIESA couldhave ivdked.the au-
thority of 43 CFR 4.532(a) (1) by
loving to dismiss without prejudice

15We have indilcated on several occasions
in the past that more specific pleading than
has been the usual practice is both desirable.
and required as a means of narrowing the
precise issues to be tried. Kings Station oal
Corp., supra., 2 IBMA at 301, n. 7 North
American Coal Corp., supra., 3 IBMA at 121.

6Tk SA only objected on the jurisdictional
ground which we have already held to be
without merit.
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in order to force Zeigler to seek
leave to amend.7 MESA did not take
either of these actions, and con-
sequently, we are of the opinion that
the failure to raise the question of
proper notice pleading below pre-
cludes MESA from aising it for
the first time at the appellate level.,
We, therefore, conclude that
MESA's second objection, like the
first, must-be denied.

[4] Having disposed of these
preliminary objections, we may now
turn our attention to Zeigler's at-
tack on the Judge's finding that an
anteeedeilt section 104(c) (1) notice
existed. Intiis regard, we observe
that the alleged notice was never
submitted for admission into the
record 'and that the sole evidence of
its existence is the following col-
loquy between counsel for MESA
and Zeigler's witness, Mr. Stanton
Roberts, during cross-examination
which appears at page. 46 of the
transcript.9

Q. Do you recall a notice of violation
that was issued under 104(c), I believe
Mr. Woods referred to before, issued on
April 28th, 972, involving excessive ac-

7 It: is true that MESA coupled a motion to
dismiss with its Answer denying the allega-
tions contained in the Application for Review
and averring " * that the facts in said
Order constitute an imminent danger subject
to action under Section 104(a) of the Federal
Coal Mine. Health' and Safety Act of 1969

[ ic]."' Under our regulations, a motion:
to dismiss puts in issue only.those grounds
wi'ich are specifically listed. 43 CFR 4.510.
The failure of Zeigler to challenge the under-
lying notice does not come within'the ambit
of any of the allegations of the Answer which
are the stated grounds for dismissal.

K iings Station Coal Corp. spra, 2 IBMA
at 297, n. 4.

9NIESA also claims that testimony found
at pages. 27 and, 29 of the transcript consti-
tutes ani admission of the existence of the
notice. We have examined those pages and find
that they do not support MESA's argument.

cumulation of coal dust, do you have any
recollection of that sir?

A. If it is the one I am thinking of,
it was at the same belt drive.

Q. Let me show you a copy of the notice
and see if it will refresh your recollec-
tion, sir.

A. This is the one that was issued to
Dave Gully. I wasn't there that day.

Q. Was it your responsibility as safety
director of Zeigler Number 4 Mine to re-
view these notices?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. 'Do you recall reviewing this

notice?
A.: Yes, sir.

.In our opinion, .the above-quoted
passage constitutes an admission of
the existence and issuance of the,
underl g 104 (c) (1) notice. While
it would have been prefer0ble for
MESAto have offered the notice
itself into the record as the best evi-
dence, we are of the view that the
admission of the witness quoted
above, wvho was in a position to
know, constitutes sufficient proba-
tive evidence to support the Judge's
finding that such a notice had in
fact been issued. Accordingly, we
find' no merit in this phase at Zeig-
ler's appeal.

[5] The other argument with
which' roe are obliged to deal is pre-
sented jointly by Zeigler and
BGC0.. As noted earlier herein,
they contend that the record must,
'but did not in fact, show that the
violation cited in the instant order
of withdrawal could have signif-
icantly and substantially contrib-
uted to the cause and efrect of a mine
safety or health hazard, that is to
say, the violation mLst be of a high
degree of gravity;
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* Recently, we had occasion to con-
sider the criteria of validity for any
section 104(c) cibation. In Eastern
Associated Coal Corp., spra we
upheld the validity of a section
104(c) (2) withdrawal order, and in
the course of our opinion, we said
that the basic tests of validity for
any 104(c) citation were set forth
specifically with regard to the 104
(c) (1) notice, and that Congress in-

tended tlat they be carried forward
by implication to the portions of
section 104(c) dealinjg with with-
drawal orders. 3 IBA at 349-350,
359-353, 81 I.D. 575, 576-7. One of
those tests that we held applicable
to any 104(c) order was the gravity
criterion for; which Zeigler and
IBCOA argue herein.

In Eastern, supra, we sought to
interpret the Iambiguous' language
of section 104 (c) so that its enforce-
ment would harmonize , with the
administration of other enforcement
tools provided to the Secretary in
the Act and would effectuate the
Congressional purposes as we un-
derstood: them. Wed particularly
made: an; effort to avoid 'any inter-
pretation which caried the poten-
tial for absurd results. 3 IBMA at
353. In the briefs submitted by the
parties to the instant appeal, no-
thing has been written to cause us
to modify the views erpressed in
Eastern, spra.1 0 We therefore re-

15 We note in passing that the parties have
extensively argued the inferences to be drawn
from the legislative history. We believe these
analyses and the inferences that they draw
from the ambiguous events noted in the leg-
islative history offer nothing conclusive or
persuasive that illuminates legislative intent
or motive. We have found particularly un-

affirni Our "analysis and conclusions
set: forth ill our opinion Eastern
and hold them "t; be dispositive of
'the question at hand. We conclude
that Zigler and BCOA were 'and
are- correct in their contention that
'the record must showthat the viola-
ton in question could have signifi-
cantly and substantially contributed
"to the cause and. effect of a mine
safety or health hazard."

In applying this gravity require-
ment to the facts in Eastern, we took
the view that the phrase "* * * dig-
nificantly and substantially contrib-
uted to the cause and effect of 'a mine
safety or health hazard * * in
section 104(c) referred to violations
posing a probable risk of serious
bodily harm or death and that an
inspector's conclusion to that effect
was to be evaluated by the tradi-
tional, objective standard of the rea
sonable man. 3IBMIAat 355 81 I.D.
at 578. Focusing our attention on the
relevant evidence of the instant rec-
ord, we-iote that the inspector testi-
fied in effect thatthe alleged acou-
mulation did not pose a grave threat
to life and limb a nd MESA does
not. now suggest that there is any
evidence which would support a
contrary conclusion (Tr. 70,74). On
the basis of the narrow circun-
stances revealedby this case record,
we find that a reasonable man
would conclude that the violation
cited in the instant withdrawal
order did not pose a probable risk

persuasive comparisons of section 104(c) to
portions of statutory ancestors of the Act
since the Congress took the trouble to repeal
them in toto rather than to amend. 83 Stat.
803 (1969).
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of serious bodily harm or death. 2Ac'-
cordingly, it is the. judgment of the
Board tat the violation could not
have significantly and substantially
contributed "to the cause andeflect
'of a mine safety or health hazard"
and that therefore the decision
below must be overturned.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interidr (4;3
CF,R 4.1(4)), oral argumlnt in the
above-captioned*. docket IS DE-
NIED and .the* decision appealed
from IS REVERSED. ,

DAvID DOANE,
Arninistrative Judge.

I CON6cUR '

C. E. ROGERs, JR. :
Chief; Administrqtive: Judge.

THE VALLEY CAMP COAL
CGMPANY ,

3 IBEA 463
Decided December,1, £974

Appeal by the Valley Camp Coal Coin-
pany from a Supplemental Decision by
an AdministrativeLaw' Judge issued
May 9, 1974, assessing a penaity in the
amount of $500:for'a violation of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and -Safety
Act of 1969. Docket. No. MORG 72-
78-P.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Negligence,

4 pre-shift examination report by a State
certified examiner indicating that a mine
area is free from violationst of Federal
and State law does not preclude a finding
that the mine operator was negligent
where a violation of Federal law is sub-
sequently found in the area by a federal
inspector.

2. Federal Coal:Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Negligence

A section foireman's knowledge of a dan-
gerous conditioni may be imputed to the
operator for the purpose of determining
the negligence. criterion in assessing a
civil penalty under section 109 of the
Act.

APPEARANCES:, Arthur M. echt,
Esq., for appellant, The Valley Camp
Coal Company; Michael T. Heenan,
Esq., foriappellee, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CH1IEF
ADMIIVSTRATIVE JUDGE

:: :OCGERS .

INTE RIOR BOARD OF MITE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background.

This appeal concerns Order of
Withdraw'al.No. 1 AK; written in
the Valley Camp' Coal Company's
(Valley'Camp) AIxander Aine on
Mfarch 22, 1971. The order cited the
fbllowving conditions as constitutilg
an iimiinent danger in the mine:'
Iangerous accumulations of float coal
dust deposited on rockdisted surfaces
was present in No. 2 belt conveyor in 4
south section off 16 east mains for a dis-
tance of 350 feet from the loading point
nby. Dangerous accunmulations of loose
coal and coal dust Nvere present in the
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 entries for distances of
200 feet outby the faces and these areas
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were observably inadequately rockdusted.
The trailing cable of the serial No. 4229
continuous mining machine' had; exposed
power conductors in numerous' places.
The trolley feeder wire was inadequately
insulated for a' distance of 100 feet in
the shuttle car haulway.

In its: Petition for Assessment of
Civil Penalty, the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
(MESA) charged the operator with
violations of 30 CFR 75.400 and 75.-
403 for the conditions set forth in
the order. No assessments were re-
quested for the faulty trailing, cable
and the uninsulated trolley feeder
wire.. At a hearing held in Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania on ' iDecem-
ber 4, 1973, testimony was given by
the inspector who issued the order
and by two witnessses for Valley
Camp. The Administrative Law
Judge-(Judge) in his decision, sets
out detailed findings of fact and
concludes that the conditions 'de-
scribed in the Order were proved,
were violations, were serious, and
were the result of negligence on the
part of the operator. The Judge in-
cluded the faulty: trailing cable and
the uinsalated trolley feeder wire
in his consideration of seriousness
of the loose coal, coal dustand float
coal dust accumulations. He noted
also that tis was Valley ampas
fifthviolation of 30 CFR 75;400 in
a 5-molth period. and assessed a
penalty of. $500 therefor. The Judge
dismissed MESA's Petition; to the
extent it sought assessment of a pen-
alty for a violation of 30 CFR
75.403 because no dust samples were
taken to support a citation for in-
adequate rock dust.

Issue:

The sole issue raised by the VAl-
ley lamp' Coal Company (the oper-
atoir) o1 appealJ to this Board is
whether the' judge erred in finding'
the operator negligent in allowing
an extensive accumulation of loose
coal, coal dust and float coal dust to
occur. The fact that this condition
constituted a violation of the man-
daifory standard set' forth in 30 CFR
75.400 is not in. issue.

Contentions of th e Parties

* The operator 'contends that "it
was without' any negligence what-

soever in that it relied upon the pre&
shift examiner's report that the
section involved in this matter was
completely clear and free from any
known and existing violations of
State or Federal Law." The pre-
shift examination and report were
made by an examiner certified to
make such examinations under West
Virginia law. It appears that under
West Virginia law every operator is
required to employ such a mine ex-
aminfer who must hold a certificate
of competency issued by the State's
department of ines. The exami-
ner's qualifications and competency
to-make the pre-shift examination
and report are not here in question.
It further appears that in the per-
formance of their statutory duties,
such, examiners are representatives
of:the State, not the mine operator
or the miners. Valley Camp argues
that it justifiably relied on such an

!West 'Virginia Code, Chapter 22, Article
2, Section 20.
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examiner's pre-shift report, and
states in its brief that 'If this rec-
ord 'did not contain the antiseptic
pre-shift examination then the
operator could not justifiably claim
any immunity from a finding of
negligence."

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
argues that the evidence adduced at
the hearing does not support the
operator's contention that it relied
on the pre-shift examination report.
In support of this argument MESA
points to the testimony of the sec-
tion foreman that he made his own
inspection of the section involved'
after reading the pre-shift examina-
tion report. MESA concludes from
this that no reliance was placed on
the report. MESA further argues
that even if the operator's conten-
tion of reliance on the report were,
supported b y the record, such reli-'
ance wuld be inconsistent with
Congressional intent. MESA's po-
sition is that section 2('e) of the
Act2' places upon' the operator (as
defined in section 3 (d) of the Act)'
the primary responsibility for the
health and safety of the miners be-
cause it is the operator who has the
right' to control his employees.
Therefore, MESA argues, a pre-
shift examiner who acts pursuant to
state law and has no supervisory
powers over the operator's employ-
ees, cannot fit the statutory defini-
tion of an operator. Thus, MESA
concludes that an operator cannot
exculpate himself from the high de-
gree of care imposed upon him: by

2 30 U.S.C. § 801-960 (1970).

the Federal Act by relyin upon a
pre-shift eamination report made
pursuant to State law.

The question of negligent conduct
by an operator is frequently a close
one and one which must be decided
on a case-by-case basis. The real
question we are called upon here to
decide is whether the operator knew
or with the exercise of reasonable
diligence should have known of the
conditions constituting the viola-
tion, and whether the operator ex-
hibited the degree of care required
of him. Although the question of
whether the operator was negligen t
is not a necessary element to the
finding of a violation, it must be
decided and considered in determin-
ing the amount of the penalty to be
assessed. Section 109 (a) (1), 30
I.S.C § 819 (a) (1).

In this case the operator contends
in effect that not only did he not
know land could not have known of
the; presence of the violation, bt
asserts that he was full~y justified in
relying upon the pre-shift exam-
iner's report indicating there were
no violations i.e., that the pre-shift
report seirved as a complete shield
from a finding of negligence and
that there was no duty to go be-
hind the report. We disagree.

[11 We are impressed, as was the
Judge in his decision, by the testi-
mony of Valley Camp's Health and
Safety Manager and the Section
Foreman of the section involved.
The Manager testified that when a
section foreman arrives on a section,
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he is required to make his own in-
dependent examination of the see-
tion:and if le finds dangerous condi-
tions, such as accumulatiolls of loose
coal, coal dust and float coal dust, he
is obligated to take correcti Ive action
regardless of what the pre-shift ex-
aminer's report may have shown.
The Section Foreman testified that
he was aware that the Lee Norse.
miner in use did not. clean Up all
loose coal in a satisfactory manner,
and further testified that it required
about five hours to eliminate the ac-
cutmullation in his section ol the clay
the violation was charged, by the
Federal Inspector. From this testi-
mony, -the Judge concludced that
Valley Camp could -not 'est upon
the pre-shift examiner's report and
on the basis of all the evidlence, the
Judge made a finding thatl-the op-
erator was negligent in allowing the
extensive accumulations to occur,
and assessed a penalty of $500. We
agree. . -

[2] We believe it reasonable to
conclude from the evidence in the
record t.hat it was the established
policy, or at least the customary
practice, of the operator to require
the section foremen to make their
,own independentinspections of the
sections under their control for the
purpose cof discovering any danger-
ous conditions or iolations, and to
take: such corrective action as indi-
cated. In the instant case .the record
is clear and we find that -the section
foreman knew or should have
known of the dangerous accumula-
tionsof loose coal and coal dust but
apparently did nothing about it n-

572-367-75 5

til thl condition was cited by the
Federal inspector. Therefore, we
comnclude that the section foreman
was guilty of negligent conduct in
not taking any action to correct the
dangerous condition or bringing it
to the attention of his superiors. We
are further of the opinion and hold
that the section foreman is in
charge of the work production in
his section and his relationship to
the operator is sufficient whereby
his knowledge of the condition may
be implted to the operator.3 Conse-
quently, we hold that the operator
was negligent in permitting the
condition to occur.

Finally, we agree with the posi-
tion- ta-ken by MESA that the rec-
ord in this case does not su-pport a
finding that the operator in fact re-
lied upon the pre-shift examination
report. We are further in agTee-
ment with MLESA that even -if the
'operator had so relied, it was not
the legislative intent to permit him
'to excuilpate himself of the high de-
gree of care imposed upon him un-
der the Act by relying u-pon a re-
port made pursuant to' State law
by a person not directly responsible
to him. The Act places primary re-
sponsibility for the health and
safety 'of mineirs .upoi the operator.

ORDER

WIEREF ORE, pursuant to. the
authority delegated -to the Board

by the Secretary of the Interior (43

- 3a7e v. Depaol, 33 Cal. 2d 22S, 201 P.
2d 1 (1948); Deserant V. 6e140rle Coal RR.
Co., 17S U.S. 409, 20 Sup. Ct. 967 (19O).
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CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY violations alleged n- a withdrawal order

ORIERED thatthe decision' in the Onl their merits can be avoided.

abov-captioned case IS AF- 80 U.S..§&89(a) () 4ER.512. ;

FIRMED t ; - - - L 2.'Federat CoalMine Health and Safety
IT IS FIJRTEIER QEB)ERELED, At of 1969': Hearings: Powers of Ad-

that Valley CampCoal oipany iuniistrative Law Judges"
'paty the penalty assessed by the The validity of the withdrawal rder is

J&dge in the amoni &if:$500 on or not 'an issue in a prceeding to assess
befor' thirty's r o the a of civil penalties forviolations alleged inbefor'e thlrty d'v from th 6at OI Pe.. ̂ . .; ; 1; I - . ; .: : D . such wi hdranwal, order., thus; an Admin-this 'decision. such, . ihdra '.

* .. i istrative Law Judgp is wjithout authority

' , to vacate such order in sudh proeeeding.
: '- 70?0 C. E. ROGERS) . 0 U.S.C.: §819(a) (3), Zelgler boal

Chef Adrtinistrative Judge. Co., 2 IBiA 216, SO I.D. 626, 1973 -1974
OHD par. 16,608 (1973). :

-I co; cra: APPEARANCES: '. Philip' Smith
DAVIh DeANE, . Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Robert I.
AdninistrceJdge. : Phares, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appel-

lant, Mining Enforeement and Safety
Administration; John A. ! Macleod,

':MO:)UNTAINEER COALz C8OMPANY :sq., James T. Hemphill, Esq., for

3 IRM3EA 0472 : :0: S ; appellee, Mountaineer Coal Company.
Decided Detenber 20; 1974 OPINION BY AlD.IINSTRAi

f ~ *TII7ErJUDGEDOANE
Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administrationi from a de- INTRI -BOARD OF INE
cision in Docket No. MORG 72-6-P OPERATIONS APPES
by an Administrative Law Judge dis-
mising a cIVii penalty proceeding 'We are called pon lere to con-

with prejudice and vacating an order sider th& proper cohstruetion nd
of withdrawal. -pp i ftion of th Secretary's rega-

lfion concermug withdrawal of
'Nodied in part and reversed 'ii pieadin'gs in the contexiof a pen-'

part. ' ' ' alty proceeding filed by the Mining
i X -0 -- ;;t - . 0 tt; :Enforcemnent and Safity Adininlis-

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety frcemeht a 'Sat An i-
Act of 1969: Administrative Proce- tion (Me Fdra o se
dure: Dismissals ' 1 th F Ca Mine

Hantih and Safety Act of 1969.' In
It is an abuse of discretion by all Admin- the past w have dealt 'at length
istrative Law Judge to grant a motion ith withdr -

Thy MES to wihdraw wrttofwaiten-awal probems in Rang-.by oAIElSA to withdraw,.vpart oF Ca :peti-o-jwr-ti; -
dion forassessment:of civil penalties th e and United
prejudice, when by granting such motion
without prejudice, the effet of fore- 183 .Stat. 742-04,- 30 U.S.C. Ii801-960
elosing the SecretarYt enforcement -1910). ' 0 S I. 604, I97h-19742 IBMA 186, f0 t Da6 3 04; 1973-'19!4
agency (ESA from, litigating a the OH a.1,4 17) 
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States Fuel Company. 3 This case
differs from those cases in that
here, the aended version of the
regulation is applicable. 43 CFR
4.512, 38 FR 14170 (May 30, 1973).

* Procedural Backgri'Uzd 

* MESA instituted this proceeding
against Mountaineer 'Coal Company
(Moiuntaineer) for, assessment of
ivil. by filig an appro-

priate petition on Au st 19, 19'.
The' petition involved; 24. alleged
violations of- the mandatory health
or safety standards as described iin
13 ' notices of viola.ion and thr ee
withdrawal orders. At a prehearing
conference held on Iarch'28, 1973,
the 13 notices were vacated upon the
Government's' motion for. reasons
not relevant to this appeal. Subse-
qu'ently, a Notice of Hearing was
issued setting August 8, 19T3v -as
the date for the hearing on the
merits with respeet 'to Tie violations
inolved in the withdrawal orders.

Approximately two. weeks prior
to the hearing, on August 15, 1973,
the Government filed 'a: Motion to
Amend its petition, seeking; inter
alia, 'to add nine alleged violations
set forth in the Order of With-
drawal 1 JLL, dated December 29,
1970. The original petition, with re-
spectto, this particular withdrawal
order, had listed four violations un-
der. various substantive provisions
of the Act. The subject withdrawal

32 IBMA 315, 0 LID. 739, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 16,954 (1973).

order itself reveals' the reason why
MESA's counsel omitted'the addi-
tional allegations of violation in the
original petition. Thefour viola-
tions originally alleged were liste'd
on the first page of the. withdrawal
6rder. The' additional alleg-ations
which MESA later desired to add to
the petition were itemized on a con-
tinuation . sheet of the withdrawal
order to 'which:. no reference was
made on the first page. It is obvious

that, counsel for MESA simply
overlookIed the continuatinii sheet
when, preparing the original peti-
tion. Since the allegations requested
to be added were listed on the con-
tinuation sheet of the withdrawal
order served upon Mountaineer, and
the withdrawal order including the
continuation sheet, wasmadeian athe
tachient.to the original petition,
MESA argued that Mountaineer
would- not be prejudiced by .the
granting 'of the motion because it
had 'notice o f the alleged violatiolns.
desired to be added fromthe time
the withdrawal order was first
issued.

Although no written objectio to
the motion was filed by Mountain-
eer, the Judge. did.not rule ol the
motion until the parties were pres-
ent. and ready for the hearing. At
the hearing, the Judge denied leave
to amend, ruling that Ithe Govern-
ment should have requested the de-
sired amendments at the March pre-
hearing conference and 'that the
motion was untimely. Contrary to
MESA's assertion that there would
be no prejudice, he concluded that
granting the motion would not give

741
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* Mountaineer sufficient time to pre-
pare its defense with respect to the
additional charges.

Its motion to amend having been
denied, MESA ten moved to with-
draw the portion of its petition
relating to Order 1 LLL, claiming
as authority 43 CFR 4.512. This
procedural inaneuver was designed
to pave way for filing a new petition
pertaining to the same withdrawal
order, charging all the violations
listed therein.

Reasoning in substance that al-
lowing MESA, to perform in this
fashion in eect would unduly re-
strict the usual discretion of a trier
of fact over amendments to plead-
ings, the Judge decided to grant the
motion. to withdraw but' did so with
prejudice. By decision datedAu-
gust' 31, 1973, he vacated the sub-
ject withdrawal order and declared
the case closed.
: MESA then filed a. timely Notice

of Appeal with the Board. There-
after, both MESA and Mountaineer
filed timely briefs.

Issu es on Appeal

A.

AAhether the Administrative Law
judge ab used his discretion by
grantting MESA's motion to with-
draw mith prejudice.

Whet-her the Administrative Law
Judge erred by vacating a. with-
drawal order issued Lnder section
104(a) of the Act in the course of
adjudicating a civil penalty pro-

ceecling brought pursuant to section
109 (a) (3) of the Act.

Discussion

A.

The Secretary's withdrawal regu-
lation, 43 CFR 4.512,. reads as
follows:
* (a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, a party may wvithdraw
a pleading at any stage of a proceeding
without prejudice.

(b) A petition for civil penalty as-
sessment filed by the Bureau under sec-
tion 109 (a) of the act may be vwithdrawn
only upon the motion of Bureau or in the
case of an operator-filed petition for hear-
ing and formal adjudication with the Bu-
reau's concurrence.

VFor the purpose of deciding the ap-
peal at hand,' we need concern our-
selves: only with paragraph (t) of
the 'regulationi.

In. United States Fuel Company,
sybpra, we. held that where a party
elects to withdraw a. pleading under
43 CFR 4.512, the effect of the with-
draw-al is a discretionary matter for.
tle initial determination of the
Judge., We futher indicated tat
wlere, a Judge abuses his discretion.
in deciig the eff ect to be accorded
to the withdrawal and then :aets
therion to the prejudice of the
wtrawer, sc action'constitutes
reversible error.

[I]' The Jfidge's:action .in deny-
mg the m otionl to aend and also
graliting the motion to witlldraw,:
but with prejudice,' was prompted
by a desire to avoid prejudicing' the
procedural right of Mountaineer to
have: adequate tine in which to pre-,
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pare its substantive defense'. Wlile
we agree that Mountaieer" leced
more time to prepare, we do not be-
]ieve that the Judge ruled correctly.
:Sihce' MESA was: seeking only :to
amelnd its plecigh by tise of the
withdrawal procedure in order to
obtain, adjudication of all of the
violations cited in the withdrawal
order inv6lved in the originial peti-
tion for assessment, we are of the
opinioii 'that the inclusion of adcli-
tional charges would not have
drastically widened the scope of the
hearing to the prejudice of Moun-
taineer.

We observe that section 109(a)
(1) of the Act constitutes a mandate
to the Secretary to assess a: civil

Tpenalty against the, operator. of a
coal mine in which a violatio'n of a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard occ.urs. It is, therefore, our fur-
ther opinion that it is incumbelnt
Upon the: Administrative Jaw
Judges to avoid, when.possible, pro-
cedural rulings which have the ef-
fect of foreclosing the Secretary's
enforcemnent agency (MESA) from
litigating Y penalty cases ol their
merits.

In the circumstances of this case-,
the Jtudge' had the .discretio to
choose one of.; two; alternative
courses of action;- either to allow the
amendmnents, or to grant the motion
to withdraw without prejudice. In-
our view, allowing the requested
amendments to the petition was the
preferable : alternative.: He could
tjien have given Mountaineer a rea-

sonlable timne to prepare for trial by
simply continuing the date for hear-
ing.4 Accordingly, it is the judg-
ment of the Board that the Judge
abused his discretion in grantilg
the motion to withdraw with
prejudice.

ATESA contends in its brief that
it has an absolute right under 43
CFR 4.512 t withdraw its petition
without prejudice at any tine in the
course of a proceeding before deci-
SiOl. The Judge in his decision and
MA ountaitleer in its brief contend

that to construe the regulation to
permit such a right, in effect, would
be to condone forium shopping or
otherwise deny administrative due
process. Since, under the circum-
stances here, it is clear that the
'motion to withdraw was made for
the purpose of correcting a clerical
inadvertence and not for the pur-
pose of forum shopping, we shall'
await the appropriate case to rule'

oIn' the "absolute right" question.

B.

[21 W ith respect to the second is-,
ste raised by this appeal, MIESA
cites Zeigler Coal Company, 2
IBMA 216, 80 I.D. 626, 1973-1974
,OSHD par. 16,608. (1973), as dis-
positive. We agree that Zeialer is
dispositive and affirm our holding
there that an Administrative Law

w We note that the Judge here waited until
the date of the hearing to rule on MESA's
motion to amend. Had he granted the motion
promptly, mountaineer would have had nearly
two weeks to prepare.

740]
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Judge may not vacate an imminent
dcanger withdrawal order' issued
ulder section 104(a) of the Act
vhen adjudicating a penalty pro-

ceeding for violations alleged in
such withdrawal order. The issues to,
be decided 'in the penalty proceed-
ing are whether the conditions or
practices:. cited in the withdlrawal
order constitute violations of man-
cdatory health or safety standards,
and, if so, what assessments are ap-
propriate.

We hold,, therefore, that the
Judge erred in vacating Order of
Withdrawal No. 1 LLL, dated De-
cember 29, 197

ORDER

WHE REFORE, pursuant to the
4authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CPR 4.1(4)):, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED:

(1) That the decision in the
above-captioned docket is. MODI-
FIED by granting MESA's motion
to withdraw, but without prejudice
to the filing of another petition for
*the assessment of civil penalties per-
taining to the violations alleged in
Withdrawal Ordei' No. i LLL,
clated December 29, 1970; and "

(2) That the Judge's order
v acating said Withdrawal Order is
hereby VACATED.

DAVID DOA:NE,
Adninistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Adninistrcative Judge.

ARNICO STEEL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 482
Decided December 2. 1974

Appeal by Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (ESA) from
an order of an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. OPE 4-57-P,
et al),1 dated May 9, 1974, dismissing
ten Petitions for Assessment of, Civil
Penalty Illed by MESA pursuant to
section 109 (a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of .1969 2
hereinafter "the Act."

Order amended.

1. Federal Coal Nine Health and Safety
Act of.1969: Hearings: Powers of Ad.
ministrative Law Judges

Default procedures of 43 CER 4.544 for
failure to appear at a scheduled prehear-
ijg conference apply solely to a party
against whom a penalty is sought and
may not be invoked against: MESA.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and'Madison
McCulloch, 'Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellant, Mining' Enforcement 'and
Safety Administration; William C.
.Payne,':Esq.,:for appellee, Armco Steel
Corporation.

OPINION BY CHIEF 
ADHINISTATIVE JUDGE

'ROGERS.-

INTE RIOR BOARD OF HINE
OPERATIONS APPEAlS

I The ten dockets consolidated in Docket
No.. HOPE 74-57-P are Docket, N\os. nOPE
74-5 7-P, 74-60-P, 74-62-P, 74-72-P, 74-74-
P; 74-78-P, 74-S1-P, 74-14gT-F, 74-163-P,
and 74-201-P.

253 Stat. 742-804, 30 U.S.C. §§ 801-960
(19T0).
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December 23,1974

Factual aimd Pro edural
Backgrondl

On September 10; 1973, the Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Ad'-
ministration (MESA) filed with
the Office of Hearings and Appeals
the ten Petitions for Assessment of
Civil Penalty involved in this ap-
peal. Armco Steel Corporation
(Armco) filed answers to the Peti-
tions for Assessment on October 9,
1973. By Order, dated March 25,
1974, the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) scheduled'' a prehearing
conference in each of the ten cases
for April 23 .1974. On April 16,
1974, MESA filed a motion for con-
tinuance of the conference in one
of the ten dockets, which.motion
was denied by the Judge ol April
1T, 1974. The Judge held the re-
hearing conference on April. 23,
1974, and, since MESA did miot ap-
pear; the Judge issued an order on
April 23, 1974, requiring MESA to
show cause why it should not be
held in: default and the cases dis-
missecd for laek. of prosecution. On
April 25, 1974, MESA filed a motion
for extension of time to respond to
the show cause order. On April. 29,
1974,: Armnco filed a statement with
the Judge statinguthat it did not de-
sire dismissal of . the cases, because
MESA failed to attend the prehear-
ing conference and that it "takes no
position on whether this tribunal
under the circumstances has the
power and the grounds for disniss-
ing theceases." Further, Armco con-
cluded "that it should not seek 'dis-'
missal of the cases I and urged

the Judge to permit thie parties to
consummate the settlement and pro-
ceed to hearing on the unsettled al-
legeci violations. The motion by
MEBSA for extension *of time: was
denied in the Judge's Order of May
9, 1974, in which he also disujissed.
all, ten dockets due to MESA'sI de-
fault at the prehiearing conferejice.

MESA filed a timily Notice of
Appeal and.brief with this Board
contending that the Judge lacked
authority to dismiss the above Peti-
tions fori Assessment pursuant to;
the procedure set forth in 43 CFR
4.544 and that the Judge acted in an
"arbitrary and capricious manmer"
in dismissing these cases. Armco did
not participate in this appeal.

Isse Presented

Whether the J udge has authority
to subject MESA to the default pro-
cedure set forth in 43 FR 4.544.

Discussion:

The brief filed by ESA sets out
a chronological review of the events
leading up to the Judge's order dis-
missing the petition for assessment
of civil penalty. In un it shows: a
series; of misunderstandings and
general lack of communication be-
tween counsel for. MESA and -the
Judge. Events culminated with the
failure of MESA counsel to attend
tlle prehearing conference. The rea-
sons given for failure to attend ac-
cording to MESA's brief, were the
illness of counsel, his belief that all.
cases had been settled and his belief
that his motion to continue the pre-

744] 745.
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hearing conference had been grant-
ed (when in fact it had been
denied). Following the failure of
MESA counsel to attend the pre--
iearing conference the Judge, on

April 23, 1974, .issued an order di-
recting MESA to show cause why
its recorded default should not be
reaffirmed and the case dismissed for
lack of prosecution.

It is apparent that misunder-
standings and general lack of coil-
munication between counsel for
MESA and the Judge are largely
responsible for the actions resulting
in this appeal. We can understand
the frustration.of the Judge, after
having called a prehearing confer-
ence and while trying to expedite
penalty assessment proceedings,
when 'counsel for MESA failed to

appear apparently without advis-
ing either the Judge or counsel for
the respondent of his intention not
to appear.

Nevertheless, we are confronted
with a challenge to the authority of
the Judge to hold MESA in default
under 43~ CFR 4.544 and dismiss
these petitions for assessment of
civil penalty, apparently with prej-
udice. -

In United States Fuel Coipany,
2 IBMA 315, 321, 80 I.D. 739, 742,
1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,954
(1973), the Board stated in perti-
nent part : :0

-In this, as in other matters committed
to the sound discretion of the Judges and
of this Board, we must act with caution
in order to avoid abuse of our delegated
authority. We may fill in the interstices
of a regulation, but we must avoid in-

terpretations which are in reality amend-
ments and amount to rulemaking.* * *

In Kings Station Coal Corpora-
tion, 2 IBMA 291, 80 I.D. 711,;1973-
1974 OSHD par. 16,879 (1973), we
ruled it would be improper to per-
mit a Judge to lift the default deci-
sion powers of 43 CFR 4.544 out of
context and combine them with.
summary decision powers of 43
CFR 4.590. In that case, we con-
cluded that the Secretary's delega-
tion of authority in. 43 CFR 4.1(4),
even when considered in light of the
provisions of 43 CFR, 4.505, did not
allow such action.

In the instant case, the Judge has
misapplied the default procedures
of 43 CFR 4.544, which relate sole-
ly to: the respondent in a penalty
proceeding. The "Assessment of
Civil Penalties" section of the reg-
ulatiolus 43 CFR 4.541 makes clear
that the term "respondent" refers
only to the party against whom a
penalty is sough;

Section 109(a) of the Act pro-
vides that where a violation of the
Act is established, a penalty must
be assessed. In the instant case,
MESA filed Petitions for Assess-
ment which Armco answered. Due
to the Judge's dismissal of these
Petitions for Assessment prior to
hearing and decision on the merits,
the question of whether a violation
occurred is unanswered. If, in fact,)
a violation did occur, the Judge, by
dismissing; these cases, would be
violating the Act's mandate of as-
sessing pnalties when violations
occur. f
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We should add that imder' the
provisions of section 109 (a) of the
Act and the Secretary's procedures.
thereunder the hearing process is a
right afforded to a party against
whom a penalty is sought. So on the
one hand we have the Congressional
mandate o the Secretary to assess
civil penalties and on the other hand
the statutory right of opportunity
for public hearing granted to the
party charged. To permit default by

IESA would not only be inconsist-
ent with' such Congressional man-
date but would 'frustrate the right
of the person- charged to a public
hearing where he so desires.

Since the published regulations of
the Secretacryclearly set forth pro-
cedures for default in penalty pro-
ceedings it follows that the author-
ity of the Judge was intended to be
limited and proscribed thereby.-
Thus we have no alternative but to
find that under the circumstances of
this case the Judge did not abide by
the procedural regulations in dis-
missing these penalty: assessment
proceedings.

ORDER

iWHEREFORE, pursuant to the
aithority delegated to the Board by
the.,Secretary, of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judges order
in the above-captioined case IS
.kAIENDED to specify that the dis-
missal is without prejudice to the
refiling by MESA of the ten peti-

tions for assessment of civil penal-
ties invOlved herein.

C. E. RoGERs, JR.,
Chief Adninistrative Judge.

CONCUR - -

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

KAISER STEEL CORPORATION

3 IBMA 489 
Decided Deembeq 24, 1974

The Mining Enforcement ad Safety
Administration appeals a decision by
an Administrative LawJudge to the
extent that it vacated thirteen cita.
tions of violations described-in Notices
and Orders in'a section 109(a) pro-
ceeding under -the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety At of ; 1969.
,(Docket Nos. below: D1ENV 73-86-F;
DENY 73-46-F; DENY 73-89-P.)

Affirmed in part and- reversed in
part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.: Evidence: Sufficiency

Evidence of. individual accumulations of
coal dust standing alone will not support
a charge that the operatorfailed to estab-
lish land maintain a regular cleanup pro-
gram, particularly where there is evi-
dence that a cleanup program existed
and was generaliy maintained.

2. 'Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety Stand-
'ards: Generally

7477471
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Where the operator's employees-test the
roof as provided by 30 CFR 75.205 there
is no violation of that section.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: :Evidence: Sufficiency

Alleged violations of "permissibility" re-
quirements of electric face equipment -are
established where conditions described as
violations are obviously in deviation of,
or contrary to, specifically promulgated
"'permissibility" specifications in 30 CFR
Part 18.

4. Federal Coal MIine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: lMandatory Safety Stand-
ards: Generally

A return air course, in which the oper-
ator's employees work and travel is an
"active working". under 30 GFR 75.2
(g) (4) and for that reason subject to
30 GER 75.400 (section 304(a) of the
Act) proscribing. accumulations of coal
dust, loose coal and other combustible
materials in "active workings."

APPEARANCES: Gayle E. langes,
Esq., for appellant, linin. Enforce-
* ment: and Safety Administration;
W. 3.1 Lindgien,- Esq., for appellee,
Kaiser Steel Corporation.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTBATIIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR B BOARD OF M INE
OPERATI ON -TS APPEALS

Background

On June 9, August 17, October 24
and 30, 1972, Kaiser Steel Corpora-
tion (K:aiser) filed petitions pursu-
ant to 43 CFR 4.540 for formal ad-
jfudication of violations alleged in
notices and orders issued by the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Adllinistration, (MESA). A hear-

ing ol the petitions was held at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on-Febru-
ary 7, 8, and 9, 1973. In his initial
decision, dated August , 1973, the
Administrative Law Judge (Judge)
assessed pelalties in the amount of
$2,625 for violations of the Federal
Coal Mille Health and ' Safety Act
(Act).1 He vacated three notices of
violation under Dockt No. DENV
73-36-P, -nine citations of viola-
tion described in five orders of with-
drawal,2 and one notice Lnder
Docket No. DENV 73-86-P. The
thirteen vacated items,.all concern-
ing Kaiser's York anyon No. 1
Mine, are the subject of MESA's ap-
peal to this Board.

Timely briefs were filed by both
IESA and Kaiser.

Issues Presented on Appeal

Whether individual accumula-
tions of coal dust will support viola-
tions of 30 CFR 75.400-2, requiring
the establishment and maintelnance
of a cleanup program.

II. 0

Whether roof testilng, as required
by 30 CFR 75.205, is complied with

1 P.L. 91-173, 83 Stat. 742-S04, 30 U.S.C.
§ 801-960 (1970).

2 The Judge actually dismissed : the orders
in hich the violations were described. We
point out, however, that the validity of with-
drawal orders is not In issue in a penalty
-assessment proceeding under section 109 of
the Act. Zeigler Coal Company,-2 IBMA- 216,

O ID. 626, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,608
-(1973). The procedure followed in this in-
stance was that alleged violations giving rise
to the withdrawval orders were,. in effect, also
vacated.
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where the opei
crew tested the
routine after. i
bolts. :
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-ator's roof bolting Float coaldust was present in the im-

roof as a mtVtter of mediate return air course in second north
nstallation of of section for a distance of about 400 feet.

in -each case tie oerator was
charged with a violation of 30 CFR
'7P' ACIA 0 1-c fA0

Whether, in addition to substan-
tive descriptions of alleged 'per-
missibility" violations of electric
face equipment, the dates of malnu-
facture of the equipment cited must
be established to prove such viola-
tions.

IV.

Whether a return air course is an
"active working" as defined by 30
CFR 75.2(g) (4), and subject to the
requirements of 30 CFR 75.400
(section 304(a) of the Act), pro-
scribing accumulations of comlbus-
tible materials.

-0 Discussion, 2 

For sake of convenience, the dis-
cussion which follows is organized
in tile same order as the above list-
ing of the issues. Thus, each group
of alleged violations .having a
common issue will be discussed
hereinafter under the.- appropriate
nulneral.

*I. g :
Notice Tos.. 1 CR, 12/.,8/71 1 CB,

/12/72 ad 1 CR, 1/1/S7

The text of each of these Notices is
as follows:

Coal float dust was permitted to ac-
cumulate in the return air course of 2nd
section for a distance of about 100 feet.

Float coal dust, was permitted to ac-
cumulate on top of the ockdusted sur-
face along the main conveyor belt outby
the 4 left belt drive.

A program for regular cleanup and re-
moval of accumulations of coal and float
coal dusts, loose coal, and other combus-
tibles shall be established and main-
tained. Such program shall be available
to the Secretary or authorized represent-
ative.

The Board is aware that the
validity of 30 CFR 7.400-2 is in
question. before the courts-; 3 how-
ever, in view of our disposition of
this appeal the validity or invalid-
ity of the regulation is: of no
moment and we express no view
thereon.

We note first that the charges as
cited in the three Notices on appeal
allege accumulations of float coal
dust in three separate instances and
were issued on three separate occa-
sions. The descriptions are essen-
tially the same and the charges are
similar if not identical to charges
for violations of 30 CFR 75.400
(section 304 (a)) of the Act. MESA
rests its case upon proof that the
accumulations existed.

It is not disputed that the indi-
vidual accumulations as- described
in the Notices actually occurred. At
the hearing, the MESA inspector
described the coal dust accumula-

This regulation was declared invalid on
March 13, 1974,. by the United States Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in U.S. v.
Finley oal Conpany, et ca., 493 . 2d 2S5
(1974). A petition for writ of certiori was filed

October 4, 1974, with the Supreme Court of
the United States and assigned docket Numn-
her 74-382.
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tiolls which prompted him to write
each Notice. He stated that one of
them could have occurred, over a
very short period of tine (Tr. 104).
The inspector conceded that Kaiser
-had a cleanup program but thought
it was not properly maintained (Tr.
24,0(6).: uperintendent' tes-

Kaiser's mine superintendent tes-
tified at length as to the existence,
characteristics, and routine .of the
operator's cleaniup program (Tr. 38,
108-9, 126-8). This testimony was
not refuted.-

The Judge held that while the
evidence presented by MESA night
have proved violations of 30 CFR
75.400 it did not prove violations of
30 CFR T5.400-2 as charged. He
therefore vacated the three Notices.

[1] We agree, and affirm the
Judge's decision on this point.
Proof of the existence of acculmlula-
tions of float coal dust standing
alohe will not support a finding that
the operator did not have a cleanup
program, particularly where' the
evidence shows the existence of such
prograin.

t ' :0 ' II. -V

Notice No. 4 WJB, 9/14/71

This Notice alleged a violation of
30 Cr 75.205, in that the operator
of the continuous mining machine
failed to examine and test the roof,
face, and ribs before the extraction
of coal had started in the belt entry
of 5 right working section.
* 30 CFR 75.205 merely recites the
provisions of section '302(f) of the
Act, as follows:

Where miners are exposed to danger
from; falls' of roof, face, and ibs the 6p-
erator shall' examine and test the roof;
face, and ribs before any work or ma-
chine is started, and as frequently there-
after as may be necessary to insure
safety. When dangerous conditions are
found, they shall be corrected immedi-
ately. : : : :

In section 3 (d) of the Act, "oper-
ator" is defined as follows:

"Operator" means any owner,, lessee, or
o ther person who operates, controls, or
supervises a coal mine.

The inspector testified that he is-
sued this Notice upon observing the
operator of the continuous nining
machine pulling out of one entry,
backing the machine through the
crosscut,and entering into the face
of the belt entry, without first test-
ing the roof, face, and 'ribs (Tr.
437). The inspector pointed out that
in the Coal Minle Safety Inspection
Manual For Undergroind Mines
(Manial), the word "op'rato " in
75.205 should be taken to mean the
employee who actually operates the
continuous muing machine.4 The
inspector' fuirther testified that he '
was not present' in the entry 'in' ques-
tioli' before the continuous mining
machine came into it and that,
therefore, the required examination
CotouC have been made by either th6
face'boss, section boss or roof-bolt-
ing crew without his (the inspec-
tor's) knowledge or' observation
(Tr. 438-441). The record' indicates
that the roof-bolting crew had com-.

'The July 1971 edition of the Manual
states: "75-205 roof testing. The word 'Op-
erator in this provion means the equipment
operator."
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pleted bolting the roof ina this entry
just lrior to the inspection and that
thle con'tinuous: mining ;m'achines
had not proceeded beyond the 'line
of roof bolting. fThe 6'operator's mine
superintendent, Mr.: ' i Starkovich,
tc§tified tha'it' was the responsibil-
ity-of th.e roof-bolting crew to make
the dhecks required by' sctioni 75.205
;(Tr. 448'). 'He- (Starkovich) did
niot persolally V observe;, however,
whether the 'dhecs 'actually were
'made ivn "this instance. .'''. : '

The " Judge vacatoed this Notice
on the grouiid'that the evidence pre-
senited by'MESA was insufficient to
prove that the "operator' as defined
in section -3(d) of the Ait 'failed 'to
make' the required tests, ie., that the
tests' were'n6t'in fact made. Pe
agree.-

[2] MESA argues- that. "opera-
t or," as defined. in-the Inspection
Manual is reasonable and.'cons'istent
with the Act.- This may well- be;
however .thei Manal is, intended
primarily to provide MESA inspec-
ti ;k .. -. ,I T .\ - .4;. : .
tion persnnel with gudelnes. for
use in conducting inspections pur-
suant. to the Act' andf serves only in-
cidentally th e purpose of acquaint-
ing the in'ddstry andothers withtte
procedures and guidelines to be used
in,,, theadministration of' the, Act.1
The, Inspection Manual does not
have the status of an official regula-
tion of the Secretary. Although we
recognize that copies of the Manual
'may be in wide circulation in the in-
dustry, we do not believe that coal
mine opetorsrcan'properly be held
to: comply with guidelines or ampli-
fications of the Act not properly

promulgated as regulations issued
pursuant tliereto. Nowhere 'in the
record doesit-appeaX that the roof-
bolting crewi assignediby the mine
superintendent to test the roof was
incompetent to'd6 so or that this
test was not performne. as an m-
dentto specific employment require-
ments by the mineoperator. There-
fore, we find th'at the Judge'
properly vacated this Notice on the
ground' that itwas not proved 'by a
preponiderance of the evidence that
the mine operator failed to make the
test requiredby 3(}'OFR 75.20'.

: -:T: .;C:0--;III. ; .0 ' ' .D-

Under this issue we deal with
conditions alleged to be violatins
of 30 CFR .7.553 and 7.505 re-
lating. to 'permissibility" of elec-
tric face equipment;' described in
'Orders of VWil drab'iaNos:. I'AOC
6/77, 2 I 6/27l>. 1 JfiT $/9/
71 and; 1 JHT 7/27/7. 

The eight alleged violations are
described by the MESA' inspector
as follows:'

4 AUU'6j7/71'

One studbolt was loose on the, cover
plate for: the controls and the lens was
loose on the right headlight allowing an
opening in excess. of 000Y7 inch on the
continuous mining machine, in 1 left
section off three left.. :

2 QR 6/22/71

Conduit was not: properly installed on
the right hand light on the continuous
mining machine.'

Conduit was not properly installed on
the right traction motor of No. 4 shuttle
car.
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1 JEST 8/9/71

1. An opening in excess -of .(
was present in the step flange
pump motor No.; 5 shuttle car.

2. A lock washer was missing: f
of panel box No. 5 shuttle car.
-3. An opening in excess of- .007 i

present in step flange joint of 
motor No. 2 shuttle car.

4. The cable reel of No. 2 shi
was not insulated adequately.

:- 0 1 JHlT 7/27/71

Cable guide sheeve [sic] wheel
in operating condition on No. -
car. -

The two regulations, 30 C]
503 and 75.505, under which
was cited, provide, respecti,
follows:

[503], The operator of each 
shall maintain in permissible c
all electric face equipment reqi
secs. 75.500, 5.501, 75.504 to-
-nissible which is' taken into or u
the last open crosscut of any- su

[505] Any coal mine which,
March 30, 1970, was classed gas:
any provision of law and was re(
use permissible electric face ec
and. to maintain such equipment
missible condition shall continu
such equipment -and to maintf
equipment in such. condition.

"Permissible" as applied
tric face equipment, is-define
CFR 75.2(i) as follows::

* * * all electrically operate
'ment taken into or used inby
open crosscut of an- entry or a
any, coal mine the electrical
which, including, but not limited
cdated electrical .equipment, con
and accessories, are- designs
structed, and installed, in ac
with the specifications of the S
to assure that such equipment
cause a mine explosion or mine

)07 inch
joint of

.h1 ..

the other features of which are designed
and onstructed, in accordance with the
specifications of the Secretary, to prevent;
to the greatest extent possible, other acid.
dents in the use of such equipment; .

- In vacating the above-listed eight
inch was- alleged violations, the Judge relied.
conveyor on 30 CFR 75.506 in which Sched-
uttle car ule 2G is incorporated by refer-

ence.6 The Judge- found that in ab-
sence of evidence as to the date of

X -. . manufacture of the equipment in
was not question, he could not determine
shuttle which, if any, of the four schedules
- 0 ; set forth the applicable permissibil-

FR 75.- ity standards. Consequently, he con-
Kaiser eluded that the: violations alleged

7ely, as in the. four Orders had not been
proved, and should be vacated. -

)al mine 'It is MESA's position that Bu-
condition reau of Mines Schedule 2G, referred
aired by to in 30 CFR 7.506, contains th le
be per- _ , I
sed inby Use of the term "permissibility," as defined
cCh mine above, recurs throughout 30 CR 75.500.s

: - 6 30 -CFR 75.506 provides in part:
prior to - "(a)- Electric-driven mine equipment and
gy under accessories manufactured on or after March
uired to 30, 1973, will be permissible electric face

equipment only (1) if they are fabricated,
iuipment assembled,- or built under -an approval, or any
in a per- extension -thereof, issued by the Bureau of
e to use Mines or the' Mining Enforcement and Safety
An such Administration in ccordance with schedule

2G, or any subsequent Bureau of-Mines sched-
ule promulgated by the Secretary after

to dee- Mar'ch 30, 1970, which amends, -iodifies, for
supersedes the permissibility requirements of

Id in 30 schedule 2G, and (2) if they are maintained
in- a- permissible condition. -

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c)
id' equip- of this sec. 75.506 electric-driven mine equip-

- ment and accessories manufactured prior 'to
the last March 30, 1973, will be permissible electric
room of face equipment (1) if they were fabricated,
parts of assembled or built under an approval,'; or any
to, asso- extension thereof, isiued by, the Bureau of

Mines in accordance with the' schedules set
iponents, forth below,- and (2) if they are maintained
d, con- in a permissible condition."
cordance Bureau of Mines Schedule 2D, May 23,

ecretary, 1936; Bureau of Mines Schedule 2E, Febru-
ary 15, 1945; Bureau of Mines Schedule 2F,

Will not August 5, 1955; Bureafrof Mines Schedule 2G.

fire, and March 19,-196S. d - '

[81 I.D.
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data applicable to the equipment
here cited for permissibility viola-
tions. MESA also asserts: that
Schedule 2G was in. evidence at the
hearing, is set forth in 30 CFR 18,
and that in the case of equipment
manufactured prior to the date
upon; which Schedule 2G became
applicable, the burden is on the op-
erator to show that Schedule 2G is
not applicable.

Kaiser contends that the Judge's
decision should be affirmed on the
ground that MESA failed to show
how the cited conditions were in vio-
lation of any mandatory health or
safety standard at the time the al-
leged citations were issued.

[3] For reasons which follow we
think that the described permissibil-
ity violations were proved by
MESA and must be reinstated. Sec-
tions 75.503 and 75.505 require that
electric face equipment be permis-
sible and maintained in permissible
condition. Under subsection (a) of
section_ 7.506 permissibility de-
pends on two items: (1) the equip-

- mnent must have been built accord-
ing to Schedule 2G. or modification
thereof;-and (2) it must be main-
tained according to such schedule
or modification. Schedule 2G con-
tains the substantive prerequisites
of permissibility for various elec-
tric-driven mine equipment and ac-
cessories. (Schedule.2G is identical
to 30 GFR Part 18 and appeared in
the Federal; Register. on March 19,
1968, Vol. 33, No. 54.)

[3] A study of Schedule 2G indi-
cates -that the specifications con-
tained therein do, not govern equip-

ment as to its vintage or date; of
manufacture. Rather, these specifi-
cations-are applicable generally to:

* * * electrically operated machines
and accessories intended for use in gassy
mines or tunnels, * * ,

Therefore, we find the Schedule 2G
is the document containing the
Secretary's published specifications
looking toward assurance that elec-
tric face equipment and accessories
will not cause a mine explosion or
mine fire." We note, for example,
that Appendix II of Schedule 2G
lists various conditions which must
be satisfied to retain permissibility
or safety equipment. One of these
conditions is that "all bolts, nuts,
screws, and other. means of fasten-
ing and also threaded covers, shall
be in place, properly tightened and
secured." A failure of this Condition
was cited in Order No. 1 ACTI,
6/7/72. Appendix II also includes
diagrams of various joints for ex-
plosion-proof enclosures iand con-
duit entrance assemblies accom-
pIanied by critical maximum, mini-

mum, and radial clearances. Thus,
a maximum clearance of: 0.006
inches is shown for the type of joint
cited as being in violation in Order
No. 1 JHT, 8/9/71, for having an
opening in excess, of0.00 inches.
Similarly, the necessity for lock
washers, proper insulation, protec-

tion of 'cable and wiring from
mechanical damage, are specifically
provided for in Schedule 2G, e.g.:;
headlights are governed by 30 CFR
18.46., subsection (a) of which di-

T 30 C R s.1.
S 30 CPR 75.2(i).

747] .:
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rects thatithey be constructed as ex-
plosion-proof enclosures ,and. sub-
section (e) requires. that the inaxi-
mu deviation between lens and
gasket contact surface be no greater
than 0.002 inches.

[.] In view of the foregoing, we
think ,Kaiser's contention that in-
suicient. descriptions, of coitions
or practices alleged to constite
violations of mandatory health or
safety standards were not provided
iS ithout merit. 'The violatioans as
cited and described in writing were
amplified by the testimony of the
inspectors. One of the inspectors
referred to Appendix II of Sched.
-tie 2G to, illustrate his testimonyY
While it is true that. specific require-
metlis of .Schedule. 2G could have
been nxre effectively made part of
the recordA weeannot disregard its
provisions or ignore the occurrence
of the' conditions found and known,
to be permissibility violations. No
showing.has been marde by Kaiser
that Schedule 2G did not govern its
equipment, or that other specifica-
tions were applicable. We conclude,
therefore, that the conditions .de-
scribed in these Orders ere vi ola-
tions of permissibility requirements
as set.orth in Schedule 2(3, and that
peniilties must be assessed ',heref or.
.In determining the amount of a

civil penalty, sectio: 109 ('a) (1) of
the Act tqnireq s that six criteria be
considered: (1) the histor of pre-
viouls violations; (2) the! Appro-
jpriateness of the Penalty to the size
of the~ operator's business; (3) the

0
Although Schedule 2G was 'used it the

hearing it was not formally intioduced' into
evidence.

neglgence of theopertor; (4) the.
effect, of the penalty on the opera-
tort7s ability to continuein business,;
(,3) the g ravity of the violation;
and K6) the operator'sgood faith in
attenpting to achieve rapid com
pliance. .

As to criteria NOS. (1) (2). (4)
and (6), above, we adopt herein tie
findingsrof the Aliiistrative Law
Judge. With exceptiop off one'viola-
tion,not lhered in issue; we -find t-he
operator demonstrated- good.faith,
in achieving compliance after noti-
fication of the. alleged. violations.
Negligence and- gravity -ill be con-
sidered hereinafter. in connection
vith discussion of eall of the indi-

virdual violations.

Order No. . ACE, 6/71/ :
(Loose studbolt on cover plate

and loose headlight lehs.) The' in-
spector testified that these cIondi-
tions could cause- explosions if
inethane were to ent er the coitrol
compartment or headlight enclosure
(Tr. 218)'. Our review indicates that
proier . mailntenance piocedmris
would have disclosed the existece:
of these- conditions. Therefore we:
find that these two violations posed
potertially serious hazards and -that
the operator asnegligent in allow-
in them to' occf. A penalty of $100
is assssed for each; the loose stud-
bolt 'andloose headlight lens: (Total
assessnient f the two violations
Cted in this Order-$200.) '

-, rder-)No. 2 -:R, 6/2/1,

(Two instances of improperly in-
stalled conduit.) The inspector
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testified that the occurrence of these
eonditions, due t lack of mainte-
nance, demonstrated negligence on
the part of theoperator '(Tr. '26).
lie indicated that a possible result
of such conditions might be that a
flame 0from an,:.,elecetrical short (if
one, were to. develop) migt shoot
out into tlhe mine atmosphere: and.
ignite coal,'dust (Tr. 26,7).It ap-
l)ears, howeNrer,. from the entire
testimony of the ispeetor that the
chancei of an ignition as. a esiult of
these conditions would.be somewhat:
remote, (Tr. 272-4). We onclude
that these violations occurred as a.
result of the operator's negligent
maintenance and were of a poten-
tially serious nature. A penalty of
$75 'is assessed for eachinstance of
imrproperly installed..conduit.. (To-
tal assessment for the two violations
cited in this Order$150.)

* ODrder2V'o. 1 JHT, 8/9/71

:(Two nonpermissible openings in
step-flange joints, .'missing lock,
washer, improperly insulated cable

al) As to the two nonpermissible
openings in step-fiange joints, the
irispector testified that flames,
caused by a possible electric short,
could shoot out into the-nmine atmos-
phere .and an explosion might re-
sult (Tr. 30,6,311, 281). He felt that,
the. operator was negligent in not
being awareof these conditions, or
in failing to use sufficient preventive
maintenance (Tr. 282). Our review
leads us to find that the nonpermis-
sible openings were of a serious na-
ture, that proper maintenance pro-

572-367-75-6

cedures, would have revealed the
existence of these conditions, and
that the operator was negligent in
allowing these- violations to occur.
A penalty of, $100j is assessed for

eac llnonpermissible opening. -(To-
tal assessment forn the two. step-
flange joint violations-$200.)

('b) The inspector testified that
the absence of a lock washer might
allow the bolt to work loose faster,
given the vibration of the machine,
than if a lock washer were provided.
le. indicated, however, at the bolt
was in place (Tr. 310). No precise
testinitony as t the existence of an
electrical liazard was presented.'We
conclude that the operator was neg-
ligent in failing to have the'lock
washer installed, sineehe knew or
should have known that it wasre-
quired, but that its absence in this
particular instance, was a nonseri-
ous violation. (A penalty of $25 is
assessed' for this violation.)

- (c) As to, the, cable reel, the in
spector testified, that a portion ;f
the fiberglass insulation separating
t he eel froimcontact with the, cable
had broken Haway. le indicated that
the hazard posed by, this' condition
was the possible energization of the
equipment and electrocution of the
equipment operator. The possibility
of energization, howeve,, would, ap-

.pear to be somewhat remote since
a portion of cable insulation would
have to be missing aid the uninsu-
lated- portion of able would have
to come into6 contact with the unin-
sulated. part of the reel' -(Tr. 313,
322). The in'spector also stated that
the con'ditions '0oCcurred through

7,55
t ?, T.
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normal wear and tear (Tr. 313). In
the absence of testimony on negli-
gence, we find that the operator was
not negligent, and further find, be-
cause of the remoteness of hazard,
that the violation was not serious.-
A penalty of $20 is assessed. (Total
assessment for this Order-$245.)

Order No. 1 JHT, 7/27/71

((Cable guide sheavewheel not in
.operating condition.) The inspector
testified that this wheel, over which
the trailing cable travels, was caked
with mud and would not turn (Tr.
286). He explained that the hazard
created was that the cable more
easily could be severed when sub-
:jected to stress (Tr. 287), and that
an energized cable, if severed, could
create electrical arcs and mine fires.
He stated that the nonfunctioning
sheave was easily observable and
that the operator: could have
checked it prior to putting the
equipment in motion (Tr. 288). We'
find that the hazard posed by this
condition was serious that the op-
erator should have known of the
condition and was therefore negli-
gent in permitting it to exist. (A
penalty of $200 is assessed for this
violation.)

-Order of Withdrawal No. 1 OR,
6/22/71:

This Order, issued- pursuant to
section 104(a): of the Act, described
the. following condition:

Dangerous; quantities of float coal dust
were permitted to accumulate on top of
existing rock dust in the return air

course from 5 right section to the fan, a
distance of about [4,200] fet?0l

The condition was abated approxi-
mately 31/2 hours after the' Order
was issued and the Order then ter-
minated.

The inspector testified that the
.float coal dust extended 4,200 feet
from five right section "all the wav
to the fan" (Tr. 233). He could not
say how thick the dust was but in-
dicated it was "absolutely black"
for about 500 or 600 feet (Tr. 234).

Noting that 30 CFR 75.400 pro-
scribes permitting accumulations of
combustible materials in: "active
workings," the Judge found that a
violation of this regulation was not
proved because it l had not been
shown that- the return air course
was an "active working" within the
definition of .30 CFR 75.2(g)(4).
The definition states:

"Active workings" means any place in
a coal mine where miners are normally
required to work or travel.

It is MESAs position that the
operator's employees were required
to work and travel in the return air
course and that the return air course
is for that reason an "active work-
ilg" sUbject to the requirements of
30 CFR 75.400.E

[4] We held in Mid-Continent
Coat and CoeX Conpany, 1 IBMA
250, 9 I.D.. 736 (19T2), that an
entry was an "active working" and
therefore subject to the require-
ments of section 75.400. This hold-
ing was based on the finding that

0 The order erroneously stated the distance

to be 42,000 feet.
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miners were regularly: required to
go into the entry for the purpose of
inspecting a high voltage cable. The
entry, in that case, was thus a place
of normal work and travel for the
operator's employees. In the instant
case, the testimony of the inspector
that the operator was required to
inspect the' air return: twice a day
(Tr. 238)'is unrefuted. In addition,
Mr. StarkoVich, Kaiser's'Mine Su-
perintendent, testified, with refer-
ence to the cleanup program, that
trickle dusters were kept in air re-
turns and that these returns. were
rock-dusted twice a week. We de-
duce from this that employees were
normally required to work and
travel in the return air course. Con-
sequentiy, we hold that the air re-
turn course in question was an "ac-
tive w6rking" subject to the require-
inents of 30 CFR 75.400..

Kaiser further contends, however,
that a "dangerous accumulation" of
float coal dust in; the return air
course was not proved in that no
chemical analysis of the dust was
made. In support of this contention
Kaiser relies on a letter sent to the
operator by a Bureau of Mines of-
ficial in response to the operator's
request for. clarification: asto what
constituted a dangerous accumula-
tion of float coal dust. The request
was made in: a letter, dated SeptemC
ber 14, 1971, by 'the operator's su-
perintendent of. Raton Coal Mines,
Mr. . D. Moore." The ieply, dated
November 15, 1971,by Mr. John A.

Crawford, Acting Assistant Direc-

"Exhibit P-2'

tor of Coal Mine Health and Safe-
ty 12 states in pertinent part:'

A dangerous accumulation of floaticoal
dust would be any accumulation of float
dust in which the incombustible content
was less 'than So percent. At present the
only way to determine accurately the ade-
quacy of the incombustible is by chemical
analysis of the dust.

Kaiser contends that this 'is another
reason why the Judge's decision
vacating this citation should be
affirmed.

[4] As to Kaiser's argument that
a dangerous accUmulation of float

coal dust was not proved by MESA
by chemical analysis, and its reli-
ance on the aforequoted paragraph
of Mr. Crawford's letter, we note
first that Mr. Crawford's definition
or interpretation was given to
Kaiser more than two months after
the citation in the withdrawal order
here in question was issued.,There-
fore, Mr. Crawford's interpretation
could not have been relied upon by.
the operator to his damage at the
time the alleged violation occurred
Furthermore, we do not believe that
the Crawford letter was intended to
be taken as anything more than a;
definition: of the word: "dangerous"
and thus is unrelated to the precise
question- and: condition here i-
volved, i.e.,' the cited violation of
75.400 (section 304(a) of the Act).
From our review of the record, we
find that a violation of section 304
(a) of the Act (307 CFR T5.400) did
occur. This. is in'keeping with our
holding in; Coat 'Proess Corpo-
ration, 2 IBMA 3, 80' I.D. 748;'

:Exhibit P-4.
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1973-1974 OSIID- par., 16,978
(1973)' that a visual observatiou
will support a finding of a violation
of the aforecited sectionsof the'Act
and Regulations. The istant-case
isf Dunlike that presented to us in
Hall7 Cocd,0 Company, Inc., 1IBMA
175, 79 LD. 668, 1971-1973 OSHD
par. 15,380 (1972) which involvecd
a-violatioh-of section 304(d) of the
Act,- and -wherein we held that; a
mer6 visual observation .was not suf-
ficient to suppoit a finding of viola-
tion- of that subsection without' the
takihg of -samples and analysis
thereof. We- conclude, -therefore,-

that a -violation of 30 CFR 75.400
did, infact, occur in an active work.
ing- and that a .penalty should be
ass'esed -nuder section 109:(a):(1) of
the Act.' - -

'W'Jith' respect to: the criteria of
negligehce and: gravity of the vi'ola-'
tion, we find that, since the operator
'was required to and did, in' fact,
inspect the area regiuarly, he should
have known.of the existence of th
accumulations and thus' was ni-:
gent in permitting the violation to
occ jur.; We find also that the viola-
tion did involve a serous element of
gravity in that a possibility of ig-
nition! of the float coal dust in the

air retuhn was. present (Tr. 238-
239). A ciVil penalty of -$100 is! as-T
sessed for-this violation.

ORDER

'WHEREFORE, pursuant to the'
authority delegated tothe 6'Board
by the Secretary f 'the Interior (43-
CFR 4.1 (4)), IT IS' HEREBY

ORDERED that the decision with
respect to:

1. Notice Nos. 1 CR, 2;/28 71, 1
; CRb122, 1 CR, 1/1/7 2, and 4
WJB; 9/14/71 IS AFFIRMED:;

2. rder Nos. 1 ACIi, 6/7/71, 2
CR, 6/22/71, 1 JHT-, 8/9/7 1 JET,
7/27/71, and 1 CR, 6/22/11 IS RE-
VERSED, and the -violatons giv-
ing rise to these, Orders ARE RE-
INSTATED with associated penal-
ties as follows: - !

1 ACHf, 'June 7, 1971_- _ $200
2' OR, June 22, -9_-- 150
i JHT, August 9, 1971 245
1 JHT, July 27, 1971 '-200
1 CR, June 22, 1971 100

Total ---- -------------- 895

IT ISl FURTHE R ORDERED,
that Kaiser Steel. Corporation pay
the penalties hereby finally assessed
in the total. amount of $3,520 -on or
before thirty days fronthe date of
this decision.i - - .

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
: Chief Ad ,iistrative Judge.

DAwID DOANE, -

Admni Wstrative Jeudge. ;

APPEAL'OF GE:TZ
'CONSTRUCTIMN COMPANY

IBCA-1015-1-74. 
- . .- .-Decided DeeemZber: .2, 19.74

ohtract ;' iNo'. 146-200-7096A,
O1'Neil Forebay Pumping Plant Water
System, odification and Slope Protec-
tion, San Luis:, Unit Central Valley
Project, California, Specifications No.
200C-855, Bureau of Reclamation. --
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Sustained. '

1. Contracts Construction and Opera-
tion:.' Contract Clauses-Contracts:
Construction and' Operation: General
Rifles of Construction-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Duty to
Inquire-Contracts: Construction and
Operation: Drawings and Specifications

Where, in the course of installing and
connecting new sand filter units with
existing units under a contract to modify
a water. system, which provided that no
separate payment would be made for pipe
and fittings included with the, filter units,
but pipe and fittings required for con-
necting the units to existing piping
would be paid for at unit prices, a on-
tractor's claim for furnishing .certain

piping and fittings, which the Govern-
ment had denied on the ground that its
cost. should have been included as part
of the filter units, was upheld and the
contractor was entitled to be paid there-
for .at unit prices since the material was
installed beyond the limits of the new
filter units and was thus connecting pip-
ing. The contractor's interpretation,
which reconciled the specifications and
drawings, was reasonable; since a latent
ambiguity was present the contractor was
not required to seek clarification of any
and all doubts or possible differences in
interpretation.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Gordon C.
Schnell, Vice President,. Gentz Con-
struction Company, Fresno, California,
for appellant; Mr. Ernest .1. Skroch,
Department Counsel, ;Sacramento,
California, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADIINISTRA-
- TIVE JUDGE KIMBALL 

: INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS:

This' appeal arose under a con-
tract awarded to the appellant to

moldifvr the water systemand.to pro-
*vide slope protection at the O'Noeill
Forebay Pumping Plant, of the San
Luis Unit, Central Valley Probect,
in Aferced Connty, California,' 'for
$91,519.50.1 It involves a claim
aimountifig to $8,262 for furnishing
and; installing, at a unit price of
$6 per pound, 1,377 pounds of 4"
gate valves; 4" biollze tees;: 4"
bronze. 90 degree: ell'; 4" bronze
flanges; bolts; and 4" brass pipe, in
the course of incorporating two new
vertical pressure sand; filter 'units
-(designated as Nos. 4 and 5) into a
system with three. existing 'units
(called Nos. 1, 2 and 3).

The contrafcting officer ruled that
-the: appellant w was entitled to no
;additional compellsation, on the
'kround that the work in question
should have been7 included within
the scope' of furnishiing, installing
and testing the two new pressure
sand filters tider itemi TNo. 18 of the
biddintgyschedule for the perforl-
ance of 1 hich a lump-sum payment
was provided. The a4pellant, how-
ever, Co1ntends that the 'clailn is
properly payable' at the unit price
of $6 per pound called for under
item; No. 21, which is described in
the' bidding schedulet as' follows:

1 Based upon estimated quantities (Con-:
tract dated October 24, 1972 (Exh. 4)). Ap-
pellant's actual earnings under the contract
were $1,03J115.50, which included Order for
Changes No. 1, dated June 26, 1973, in the
amount of; $1,279 (Exhs. 3, 5). (Exhibits re-
ferred to are contained in the appeal file.
Hereby incorporated into the appeal file as
Exhibit 6 is appellant's letter dated Novem-
ber 6, .1974, itemizing the claim for 1,377
'pounds. Transcript referenees relate to the
page of the transcript of the hearing held in
this appeal. Speciications hereinafter referred
to are set forth In the Appendix.)

7] s 759
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Furnish and install brass pipe with
bronze fittings and brass or brdnze valves.
2 and V inch to 4' inch inclusive, in nomi-
nal diameter, excluding 4-inch brats
siphon pipe.,

Following review of the appel-
lant's pre-bid calculations after the
dispute arose, the contractilig officer
acknowledged in his Findings of
Fact and Decision that the costs as-
sociated with the work had been in-
eluded in bid item No. 21.2 The
Governmeit's point is that the con-
tract required them to be covered in
tie lump-sum bid for item 18. .

The Govemlent's position is
based upon subparagraph h. of par.
67 ("Pressure Sand Filters") of the
specifications which provides:

Payiment-Payment for furnishing, in-
stalling, and testing two pressure sand
filters will be made at the lump sum price
bid therefor in the schedule, item 18 * *

and subparagraph a. (3) of par.
69, (Metal Pipe, Fittings, and
Valves"), which reads::

'(3) Piping to be furnished and in-
stalled by the ontractor for which sepa-
rate bid items are not provided in the
schedule is as follows:

(a) Piping and valves to be included
with the new pressure sand filters.

In other words, lthe Government
contemplated that certain piping
and valves were to be installed or
included with the filters as part. of
alump-sum package.X

Tle :appellant asserts that the
item: 21 unit price is applicable be-

2Findings of Fact and Decision, dated
November 15, 1I73, par. 7 (Exh. 1). An
essential to contractor success on a contract
Interpretation question is proof of his re-
liance on his nterpretation at the time he
enteied into the contract WPC Enterprises
Inc. v. United States, 163 Ct. C. 1, 6 (1963).

cause the piping in question was in-
stalled to connect existing piping to
thie two new filters.3 It relies on sub-
paragraph a.(2):(b). of par.; 69,
which provides for unit prices for
"[p3iping required for connecting
two pressure sand filters to existing
piping" and par. 71, entitled "Con-
necting: Piping for Pressure , Sand
Filters." Par. 71 requires the con-
tractor to,

* ' *: furnish and install the necessary
4-inch and 1- and /2-inch brass pipe to
connect * * * sand filter No.:3 and the
two new pressure sand filters No. 4 and
No. 5 into the existing system * * *

and goes on to provide; as follows:

All five pressure sand filters shall be,
connected inparallel *. * * t it is
anticipated that while the external piping
of filter No. 3 is being moved and while
filters No. 4 and No. are being installed,
-it will be necessary to keep filters No. I
and No. 2.in operation. * * * Payment for
any or al equipment necessary to main-
tain fow in filters No. 1 and N ,o. 2 shall
be included in the priee bid for the con-
necting piping for pressure sand filters.

Par. 71 concludes:
Payment for furnishing and installing

the connecting piping for thei pressure
sand filters will be made at the unit price
per pound bid in the schedule (items 20
and 21) *

According to the appellant; all 1,377
lbs. of piping and related material
o1 which this clahim is based were in-
stalled in order to fulfill the require-
ments of par., 71.: :

This dispute thus comes down to
a disagreement over the amount or
extent of the piping, fittings and
valves which are included as part of

3 Tr. 7.
4
Appellant's Posthearing Reply Brief, 4.
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the new filters, to which the lump-
sum payment provision is applica-
ble. There is no difference, based
upon physical characteristic or
quality, between the item 18 filter
piping and the item 21 connecting
piping; the only distinction is that
of manner of payment 5 The ques-
tion is, where does the piping in-
cluded with the filters begin and
where does tihe connecting ppng
end?

In the. appellants view the mate-
rial on which the claim is based can-
not be considered part of the sand
filter unit because it was installed
betwveen existing piping to the hew:
filters and on again to existing pip-
ing. Such piping, it maintains, per-
forms a connecting function, which
use renders it piping payable under
item 21 and not filter piping.

The pipimg and valves to be in-
cluded with the filters are first dealt
with in depth in par. 67 of the spec-
ifications. Under subparagraph .
the appellant was required to "fur-
nish and install two vertical pres-
sure sand filter* units where shown
onl the drawings.". Each unit was to
"be complete from raw water inlet
to filtered Vater outlet inlcluding
steel filter tank, pipe, fittings,
'valves, pressure gages, rate-of-flow
indicator, sand, and graded gravel
for assembly ready for operation."
The units were to "be connected in
parallel with the existing units with
provisions for individual operation
to permit one unit to be removed
from service for back-washing while

Id,.

providing a continuous flow of fil-
tered water from the rentaining
uni ts.

c Subparagraph c. (entitled "Mfate-
rials") of par. 67 describes in detail
what the Government considers are
thle components of the sand filter
units, but does not state that. they
are includable with each sand filter
unit. It is limited to how the filter
tanks, inlet distributor and under-
drain system are to be constructed,
the type, of pressure gages and rate-
of-flow indicator, to be provided,
and the quality of sand and gravel
to be furnished. With respect to pip-
ing and valves, subparagraph c.
reads as follows :

(4) External piping and valves.-All
piping, valves, and fittings shall conform

* to those shown ol the drawings and as
described in paragraph 69. * *:

The "drawings" mentioned with-
out further identification in par. 67
,refer to Drawing Nos. 8059-208-1951
and 805-208-1952 whiih areentitled
"Piping Arrangement." Only the
former drawing is germane. It re-
lates to the water filter room, where
the sand filters are located. It shows
the new filters, Nos. 4 and 5, and the
existing filters Nos. 1, 2 and a, as
-well as the existing piping and new
piping. New piping is depicted as
running from existing piping to the
new filters and past filter No. 3 to
existing piping again. Absent from
the drawing is any indication of
how much of the new piping was
considered filter piping to be paid
for under bid item 18 and how much

7581 761
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was connecting piping. covered by.
bid item 21.6

Appearing on the drawing is a
reference to "Detail N" which is
shown elsewhere on the sheet and
which the appellant relied on in de-
termining "t1 division point" be-
tween the two bid items.z Detail N
shows a new pressure sand filter
with the "filtered water outlet" re-
ferred to in par. 67, depicted as a
flanged steel pipe nipple at the bot-
tomn of the filter tank. Sinice the'
4'raw water inlet," also referred to*
in par. 67, is not'labeled anywhere
on the drawings, the appellant as-
sumed it was a similar steel flanged
nipple, otherwise unidentified, ap-
pearing at the top of the filter tank.8

Inasmuch as par. 67a. provides that
" Eel ach unit shall' be complete from
raw water inlet to filtered'water'
outlet" the appellant took the posi-
tion'that Detail N delineated the
limits of the sand filter unit for the 
purposes of bid item 18.9 According-
ly, the appellant -concludecd that the
pipe, fittings and valves to be in-
eluded with the filter tank consisted
of the pressure gages, -the rate-of-
flow indicator, the autoinatic air
vent valve,, the sampling cock and
the pipe, fittings and, valves re-
quired for the- underdrain sys-
tem.'0 As shown on DetailS N, all of
these appear to be part of. the sand
filter unit between the limits of the

s Tr. -9. i -
T ar. 17. -
Tr. 14. 17 Appellant's complaint, 3.
Appellant's letters dated June 8 1973, and

July 25, 1973, attached as Exhibits; A and D,-
respectively, to the Findings of act and De-
cision (Exh. 1). V

10 Id.

raw water inlet and the filtered
water outlet. -'

Th'e Government, however, has
sought to mininiize the significance
of Detail N. In his Findings of Fact
-and Decision the contracting officer
described its purpose as o"nt to
show limits of the pressure sand fil-
ters but to 'indicate a directton of
flow, through the filter- which ter-
minates at- th6 bottom." H1 lie also
pointed oit that under the contract,
in case of discrepancy between
drawings and pecifications, the
specifications govern, although the
Government has now taken the posi-
tion that o such conflict is pres-
ent. ' -

Its maj or thrust is that the appel-
lant's interpretation is erroneous be-
-cause it-ignores the provision of par.
67c.(4) dealing. withli external pip-
ing and valves. According to the
contracting officer, theg term "exter-
nal piping" was purposely used to
distinguish it from the undetdrain
piping which is provided for in par.
67c. (3).. In the, Governent's view,
there is -a, clear distinction between
connecting piping and external pip-
ing.: As we miderstand the Govern-
ment's position, the piping between
the steel filter tank and --the filter
valve and between the filter valve
to the backwash--ine and from the
backwash valve to the steel tank is
coisider6di to -bei external piping.
Such external piping and related
yalves were therefore to be treated
as part of the sand filter funit, pay-

Esh. 1., par. 6.
12 Government's Posthearing Brief, C.
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ment for which is covered by the
lump-suin bid under' item 18.13

[1] We have little doubt but that

the Government intended to include
what it called "lexternal piping as
part of the sand filter unit for luip-
sui biddiiig purposes. The legal ef-

feet of contract language, however,
is not its actual intent but the mean-
ing which would be conveyed to a
compete nt and experienced bidder
considering the specifications and

drawings in an attempt to estimate

his ptrformaince costs."- 
There is, for this reasonl a burden

upoll the Government in a contrac-

tual situation to use language Which
conveys its intent. If it does not, if
a speci'ecation is reasonably suscep-
tible to more than one interpreta-

tion which is consistent with the

contract language and an objective
determination of the parties' inten-
tion, it constitutes convincing proof

that 'the specification is ambig-

uous. 5 a

In this: case the Govermhent
undertook to make a distinction

between the pipe alluded to in par.

67a., which was to be covered in the
lump-sum payment,. and the con-
necting piping mentioned in par. 71.

It souglt to convey an essentially
simple intention by means of an ex-

cessively complex set of provisions.

13Exh. , par. 4 Tr. 26.
K4Ilefetad Engineering Company, Inc. &

Blacke1ewik Heating & Plumbing C., I1nc.,
VACAB No. 661 (September 25, 1968), 68-2
BOCA par. 7254, at 33,731, aff'd on reconsidera-
tion, 6S-2 BCA par. 7396 (December 10,
1968).

Is BeHfnett v. United States, 178 Ct. C. 61, 64

(1967).
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We find that in so doing an am-
biguity was created.

As we have seen, what the Gov-

ernment considered to be the var-

ious components of a sand filter unit

wvere set out, in par. 67c. The provi-

sion was labeled "Materials," how
ever, which is a broad term and does
not connote the narrower meaning
of "components." That a bidder
might have been led astray by it is

conceivable. In addition to, describ-
ing the items previously meintioned

in par. 67a. that are part of a "com-
plete" filter unit two new terms not
listed there at all were introduced at
this point: "(3) Underdrain sys-
tem" and '"(4) External piping and

valves."
It is evident fromf the manner of

their description in 67c. that the
underdrain system, as well as the
filter tank, pressure gages, rate-of-
flow indicator, sand, and graded
gravel were to be re arded as inte-
gral parts of the unit. What -we
must determine is the reasonable-
ness of the appellant's position that
the "pipe" mentioned in par. 6t. to
which the lllp-sumn payment was
also applicable was limited to that
described as comprising the under-
drain system.' Even though ambig-

uous language has been drafted by
the Government, it will not be in-
terpreted against the Government
unless the contractor's interpreta-
tion of it is reasonable, although in
such a case the contractor need not

'T Exh. A of Exh. 1.
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show that his interpretation is the
only reasonable ne.

The peculiar wording of par.
67c.(4), the external piping provi-
sion, is quite unlike that found in
the various other sections of par.
6Th. which clearly describe specific
'componenits of each sand filter unit.
It merely states that all piping,
valves and fittings "shall conform to
those shown on the drawings and as
described in p'aragraph 69."' Absent
front par. 69 is any provision iden-
tifying or purporting to identify
the piping and related materials
which are to be regarded as part
of the sand 'filter. The only relevant
sections of, par. 069 are subpar.
a. (3) (a) which merely tells the con-
tractor that the piping and valves to

* be included with the new filters are
not to be paid for as separate items,
and subpar. a. (2) (b) which tells
him that the piping "required f or
comecting" the two new filters "to
existing, piping"' is to be paid for
at unit prices.' There is no more elab-
oration of the term "extxeirihal pip-
ing" in par. 69 than there is in par.
$7. C

From our vantage point, pars. 67
and 69 can reasonably be' read to-
gether to mean that. all external
piping was not necessarily to be re-
garded as filter piping inclidable
under the lump-sum; bid item. Put
another way, it appears to us that
a reasonable interpretation of the
specifications i's that filter piping is
h11i1p-sulm piping, connecting piping
is unit price piping, and external

'7 Bennett v. United States, note 15, supra;
Randolph Engineering Co. . United States,
176 Ct. Cl. 872, 850 (1966).

piping can be either. The Govern-
mnent's intention has been well-cam-
ouflaged. If it wanted all external
piping to be only filter piping the
Government could easily lave so
provided.

Consequently,' the appellant con-
cluded that "external piping" re-
ferred to the piping positioned ex-
ternal to the raw water inlet and
filtered water outlet, and therefore
external to the filter, and that there
was no real distinction between ex-
ternal piping and connecting pip-
ing.18 This perhaps rather sinplistic
interpretation was not unwarranted
under the circumstances.

Since the precise limits of the
item 18 and item 21 piping were
not to be found in the specifications,
as the Government has acknowl-
edged, 19 the appellant recognized
"that there was, sone problem in
determining the division point be-
tween these two 'bid items." 0 The
question arises, at this stage 'was the
appellant under, -a duty to make in-
quiry, to seek clarification? We

Appellant's Posthearing Brief, 3, 4.
1 See' Government's' Answer, dated February

28, 1974, par. A.4.,, to appellant's Complaint,
dated February 11, 1974, par. A.4. In par. 7
of his Findings of Fact and Deeision, the
contracting officer found with'respect to "the
pre-bid information furnished all bidders visit-
ing 'the site of work * * that they' were
verbally instructed as to' the; limits of the
pipes, valves and fittings to be included with
the pressure sand filter.", Mr.. Gordon C.
Schnell, appellant's vice president, testified
at the hearing that he "in company with other
members of sny firm visited the job site prior
to bid and that no such instructions were
issued to me or members of my firm * *

(Tr. 1i) The appellant's denial of the con-
tracting officer's finding was unrefuted. More-
over, par. C.1. of the Government's Answer
reads: "t * * No prebid Instructions were
given to anyone."

tm Tr 17.
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think not, for the reasons that fol-
low. Although, a potential contrac-
tor is required to inquire about a
major patent discrepancy or a dras-
tic conflict in provisions, he need not
seek clarification of any and all
:doubts, 'ambiguities or- possible dif-
ferences in: interprtation.21 He is
lot responsi-ble for ferreting out the
Government's hidden intention in
bid documents.2 2

'nihis case the appellant looked
for g-uidance to the drawings, as cli-
rected by the specifications and'spe-
cifically to i~etail N., Since the lin
its of each filter unit, established in
par.. 67, run from ra'w water inlet,
to filtered water outlet, it inter-
pret ed narrowly the piping and re-
lated materials which were to ba in-
cluded 'as part of the sand filter unit
f or: lump-sum. payment purposes.
We alre unable to find any basis for
the contracting officer's determina-
tion that Detail N was intended

merely to indicate the direction of
flow; no such' restriction is, indi-
ca-ted. O the contrary; inasmuch
as the 'filtered water outlet is de-
picted o only on Detail , and is
otherwise .unmentioned except. in
passing, it is clear that the purpose
of Detail N' was to complement the
t spccificationls.3, Whe eveP possible

21t Vp E nterprises, note 2, supra.
Piracci Construction' Company, Inc.,

GSBCA No. 3715 (June 17, '1974), 74-2 BCA
par. 10,719 at 50,985. As the Court of Claims
has .said,- "A government contractor. cannot
properly be required to exercise clairvoyance
in 'determining its contractual responsibili^'
ties.".Corbetta Constr. Co..v. United States,
19S Ct. Cl. 712, 723 (1972)..

23 It is clearly contemplated. by the, specif-
ications that materials may be "shown or
called for on the drawings" which have not

specifications and drawings should
* be read in harmony so as to iinple-
ment, and not conflict, with eacb
other.2 4

In our view, appellant's version
of the contract provisions consti-
tuted a harmonious resolution of the
question. 25 Ve find that the anmbigu-
ity in the language was not so obvi-
ous or unlcertain as to ipose upon
t-he appellant all obligation to bring
it to the Government's 'atteiltion
prior to bidding.16 Since the appel-

been "specifically covered" in the specifica-
tions. Par. 69b. (1)2).

2' Unicon Management Corp. v. United
States, 179 Ct. Cl. 534. (1967)..

20 In this connection we note that early In
the dispute, after appellant's claim letter of
June 8, 1973, was received (Exh. A-to Exh. 1),
the Government's Project Construction Engi-
neer found merit in the appellant's position.
Hls memorandum dated June 26, 19738:(Exh.
6), to the Regional Director stated in'part:.

"Would you review the contractor's letter
along with the original specifieations and
inform us as to how to answer the contractor.
We generally agree with thee contractor that
the lines for payment are not clear and the
logical interpretation would be as the con-
tractor, is interpreting them." (Italics sup-
plied.)

26lr. Rosenman Corporation v. United
States, 182 Ct. Cl. 586, 590-92 (19B8); Kici-
stadEngineering, note 14, supra. Even where
a contractor has been charged with a duty
to inquiie, the' Armtred Serviees Board has
held that he 'may still recover when by rea-
sont of his 'bid being 'less than half of the
Government's. estimate, the Government was
put on notice that he may have made an
error in preparation or that the specifications
were subject to an. -interpretation dlfferent
from what was intended, since "the duty, to.
Inquire is a two-way street" and the Gov-.
ernment had "the last clear chance" to clarify
the situation before making an award. Larco-
Industrial Painting orporation, ASBCA No.
12872 (October. 7, 1968), 68-2 B,CA par.
7303,. at.33,951. Accord, Fairchild Industries,
Inc., ASBCA Nos. 16302, 16413 (march:29,
1974), 74-1 BCAipar. 10,567, at 0,084. Il
this connection we note in passlng that the
appellant's bid on item 1iSwas only'$12,073,
or less than 2/5 of the Government's esti-
mate of $32,000,:aecording to the abstract of
bids (Appeliant's Exhibit No. 1 (with for-
warding letter dated October 18; 1072)).

758] 765
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1 alt's iterpretation of the contract
requirements Mias reasonable, it is
controlling.

On the evidence before us, we are
satisfied that the appellant did not
include the cost of the material in
question in any pay item other tan
item 21. lVe find that it has not been
paid therefor, although the work
was done. For these reasons we sus-
tain the 'appeal and hold that the
appellant is entitled to additional
6ompensation, pursuant to bid item
21, in the amount of $8,262.27 ;

SITERMAN P. KIMBALL,

Adm-nistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WVILLIA:M F. McGRAIv,
Cliie Admzinistrative Judge.

APPENDIX i

WATER PIPE AND EQUIPMENT

67. Pressure 8and Filters

a. General.-The contractor shall furnish
and install two vertical pressure sand
filter units where shown on the draw-
ings. Each unit shall be 'complete from
raw; water inlet to filtered water outlet
including steel filter tank, pipe, fittings,
valves, pressure gages, rate-of-flow indi-
cator, sand. and graded gravel for assem-
bly ready for operation. The units shall
be comparable to the; existing units which
are Calfilco, type VN. The units'shall be
connected in parallel with the existing
units with provisions for individual op-
eration to permit one unit to be removed
from service for ackwashing while pro-

27 See Pmsntons, Buftt and HeaS, isc.,
ASBCA No. 17M84 (August 27, 1973), 73-2
BCA par; 10,236.:

viding a continuous flow of filtered water
from the remaining units.

b. Type and rating-Each filter unit shall
be of the vertical tank, rapid sand, pres-
sure-type * * *. Each filter furnished
shallihave a capacity of * X
c. Materials.-

(1)' Filter tanks.-Each filter tank
shall be fabricated Iin sections small'
enough to permit moving the individual
sections through the existing hatches and
doorways with final assembly taking
place at the locations of the tanks shown
on the drawings. It is anticipated that
each filter tank will have to be fabricated
in three or four sections. The tanks shall
be provided with ellipsoidal convex heads.
The tanks shall be of welded steel con-
struction. All piping connections and man-
hole openings in the tanks shall be suit-
ably reinforced. One manhole, not smaller
than 11 inches by 15'inches, shall be pro-
vided in each top head. One rectangular
manhole, 18 inches by 14 inches in ac-
cordance with drawing No. 805-208-1994,
shall be provided in each side 'shell lo-
cated as shown on the drawings and with
the bottom lip of the manhole flush with
the. concrete filter bed base. One hand-
hole, 4 inches by 6 inches, shall be pro-
vided in eachiside shell. Suitable'legs or
adjustable jack legs' shall be provided to
allow at least 5 inches clearance between
the bottom of the Xflter and the floor.
Concrete bases shall be provided under
the filter tanks, similar to the concrete
bases under the existing tanks.

(2) Inlet distributor The inlet water
distributor in each filter unit shall be
constructed in a manner that will cause
the inlet water to evenly distribute it-
self across the total area of the filtering
area, either by striking a baffle plate' or
by other suitable means.

(3) lUnderdrain system.-Each filter
unit shall be provided with an adequate
underdrain system designed to discharge
the backwash water laterally and uni-
formly to prevent jet action and also to
collect the filtered water. The:system shall
be of the header, lateral, distribution-type,
or other acceptable alternate. The header
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and lateral pipes located inside the, pres-
sure sand filter which make up the under-
drain system shall be schedule 8O PVC
(polyvinyl chloride).

(4) External piping and valves.-All
piping, valves, and fittings shall conform
to those shown on'the drawings and as
described in paragraph 69. The control
valves shall control the filter unit opera-
tions of "wash," "rewash," "filter," and
"off." Each filter unit shall be provided
with an automatic air vent'* valve and
also a'sampling cock in the filtered water
outlet.

(5) Pressure gages.-Each filter unit
shall be provided with a duplex pressure
gage for indicating the raw water inlet
pressure and the filtered water outlet
pressure, so as to indicate the loss of head
through the filter.

(6) Rate-of-flow indicator;-Each filter
unit shall be provided with a rate-of-
flow 'indicator, calibrated in gallons pr
minute to visibly show the rate of filter
or backwash of each unit. The' indicator
shall preferably be of the orifice type,
with an accuracy of within 4 percent.

(7) Sand.-Each filter unit shall be
furnished complete with sand having a:
uniformity coefficient of not over 1.5 and
an effective size of 0.40 to 0.50 millimeters
for a total depth of sand charge of not
less than 24 inches.

(8) Gravel.-Each filter unit shall be
furnished complete. with foul layers of
graded gravel above the underdrain' sys-
tem, the gravel varying in size from 34
inch to No. 10 mesh for a total depth of
gravel charge of not less than 12 inches.
d. Drawings and data to be furnished by
the contractor.-

(1) General.-At the earliest possible
date after award of contract and before
manufacture is begun, or shipment of the
equipment is furnished from stock, the
contractor shall submit to the Govern-
ment for approval, three sets of certified
prints of outline dimensional drawings,
and layout of the installation, and cata-
log data or other pertinent information to
demonstrate fully that the equipment to

be furnished will conform to the require-
'ments and intent of these specifications.
The contractor shall also submit informa-
tion, required under "Data to be Fur-
nished by Contractor"! as: listed in the
following tabulation:

Data to be Furnished by Contractor

(Pressure Sand Filters)

Manufacturer
Filter flow rate per unit (g.p.m.)
Backwash flow rate per unit

: (g-p-m.) __________ i__ __
Diameter of filter tanks (inches)_
Overall height of unit (inches)---
Design working pressure (p.s.i.)- _

Size unit pipe connections
(inches) ------------

'Weight of gravel charge each unit
(pounds) _ ___ _- -

Weight of sand charge' each unit
(pounds) - --------------

Weight of each unit (operating)
(pounds) ' - ____ _-

Manufacturer and type pressure
gage- _

Manufacturer and type rate-of-
flow indicator

* * * The Government shall have the
right to require the contractor to make
any changes in the equipment design
which may be necessary, in the opinion
of the Government, to make the equip-
ment conform to the requirements of
these specifications, without additional
cost to the Government. Approval by the
Government of the contractor's drawings
shall not be held to relieve the contractor
of any part of the contractor's respon-
sibility to meet all of the requirements of
these specifications or of the responsi-
bility for the correctness of-the contrac-
tor's drawings.

(2) Final drawings.-When the equip-
ment is ready for shipment, the contrac-
tor' shall furnish three complete sets of
reproducibles and five sets of prints of the
final correct assembly drawings, and of
such, construction drawings as, in' the
opinion of the Government, may be re-
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quired for erection, maintenance, and re-
pair. The contractor 'shall also furnish
five copies of sufficient information'-to fa-
cilitate' the identification of parts, and
shall furnish five sets Wof complete de-
tailed instructions for the installation,
operation, maintenance, and repair -of the
equipment.

The drawings shall shdw 'all changes

and revisions, with revision dates, made
up to the time the equipment is completed
and readyfor shipment.

-* ',;, . *: , *: . *"i;

(4) Costs.-The cost of preparing
drawings and, submitting drawings and
data to the Government shall be included
in the price bid in the schedule for the
pressure sand filters.

j: * * * * ! 

f. Installation.-The pressure sand
filters shall. be installed in accordance
with the manufacturer's installation in-
structions and as shown on the drawings.
After the equipment has been installed,
it shall be serviced and tested as provided
in subparagraph 69.d. and subparagraph
67.g. below.,,
g. Testing.-The pressure' sand. filters
shall be tested by the contractor to de-
termine that they operate properly at the
rated flow. The test shall include the
operation of the valves, on each unit,
through the stages of backwash, rewash,
andfitration and observing the opera-
tion to see that the filter unit is properly
performing the desired function at each
stage.
h. Payment.-Payment for fUrnishing, in-
stalling, and testing two pressure sand
filters will be made at the lump-sum price
bid therfor in the schedule, item 18.

69. fetal Pipe, Fittings, and, Valves
a. General.-

(1) Drawings.-the drawings in these
specifications show in full lines; the pipe
fittings and valves which are to be fur-
nished and installed under these specifi-
cations. Existing pipe, fittings, and valves
are shown in dotted lines.,All of the ex-
isting pipes and equipment in the pump-

ing plant are not shown, but the draw-
ings are in sufficient detail to show .ap-
proximate locations of piping to which
connections are: to be- made and the 10-
cation of piping lying in close proximity
to piping that is to be installed.. The Gov-
ernment will not prepare bills- of ma-
terial or :further detail drawings for fab-
ricating the piping. The- contractor shall
prepare such detail drawings and bills
of material as he deems necessary for fab7
rication and installation purposes, and
the, cost of such drawings and bills, of
materials shall be included in, the price
bid in the schedule for furnishing, and
installing, the various kinds. and sizes of,
piping. ..

(2) Piping to be furnished and in-
stalled by the contractor.-The items in
the schedule for furnishing, and install-
ing the various sizes and kinds of metal
.pipe, fittings,. and valves, shall include the
furnishing and. installing of all pipe, fit-
tings, valves, accessories, and joint mate-
rial asshown on the drawings or required
for. the complete .installation, including
the, following:

(a) 4-inch brass siphon pipe.- C

(b). Piping required for. connecting two
pressure sand filters to existing piping.
(c) Piping, required for the rotation of
the; external valves and pipe for existing
pressure sand filter No. 3.
(d) Piping required for relocation'of a
3-inch fire protection line;
'(e) 1-. and 'A-inch siphon filling line.:

(3) Piping to be furnished 'and' in-
stalled by:the contractor for which sepa-
rate bid items are not* provided in' the
scheduleis asfollows:
-(a) Piping and valves to be included with
the new pressure sand filters.
(b). Piping and valves to be included with
the vacuum -pump station.'4 X< :
b. Materials.-Materials- for- the piping
system shall conform to the following re-
quirements:

*Inserted pursuant to 1I. of Supplemental
Notice No. 1, dated September 28, 197,2.
Other changes, made in the specificatits
pursuant to the Notice have been Incorporated
without further identification.
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: (BPip .-All pipe, 'unless- otherwise
indicated shall be red brass, seamless,
I.P.S. class 1; regular (sta dard weight).
Federal Specification WW-P-351.

'(2) Flanges.-Pie- fanges shall be
bronze, 150-pound, plain faced, screved,
silver brazed (Federal Specification WW-
F-406) or welded.

Contact faces of pipe fiages shall be
in accordance with Alanufacthrers Stand-
ard' Society of the Valves and Fitting In-
dustry, Standard Practice SP-6. Screwed
joints fot 'brass flanges 'may be sweated
after assembly if necessary, *to stop
leaks.

(3)' Fittiugs.---Pipe fittings, 2 inches.
and uhder shall be bronze, 125-pound,
screwed, Federal Specification WW'PZ
460, class A or silver'brazed 'fittings.:

'Pipe fittings, 2 ad 1/! inch to 6 inch,
shall be bronze, 150-pound, fainged fit-
tings, ASAzB 16.24 for silver brazing, or
forged fittings for welding.

(4)' Gaskets.-Gaskets''shall be cloth
inserted rubber 1/16-inch Ithick, ring
gaskets Ifor joints -with raisdd faces, ifull
face gaskets for others.;

(5) Joint compound.-Joint compound
shall.be graphite and boil6d linseed oil.

(6) Bolting.-Bolts shall be'- carbon
steel machine' bolts with: cold- punched
semifinished, 'hex nuts, ASTM: A 307,
grade B.

(7) Unions and joints.-Unions, 2 inch
and' under, shall be 250-pound brass or
bronze, composition B, Federal Speci-
fication WW-U-516.

Joints, 2 and / inch and larger, shall
be langed, silver brazed or Welded.

(8)' Valves.-Valves, 2 inch and smaller
shall ' be :ibronzei 150-pound screwed.
Valves'2 'and '1/2 inch and larger shall be
bronze, 150-pound flanged,: OS&Y.

Gate valves shall be single-wedge disc,
bronze trim, removable seat and disc, ris-
ing stem, Federal Specification WW-V-
54, type II, class B (screwed) or outside
screw and yoke (flanged).

Globe' valves shall be screwed plug-
type with removable seat and'disc. * *

The check valve at the vacuum pump

installation shall be the screwed, vertical
lift check-type * *

iThe soinoid 'valve for the vacuum
pump seal water supply line shall be M
inch, screwed, bronze body, singfe-sea t
globe-type'with 'renewable dise for cold
water' service,100 poun s per square inch
pressure. The valve shall be of the nor-
mally closed constructioi with coil suit-
able for cbntinuous operatioa on 208-volt,
60-hertz,, alternating current circuit * *

The needle valves shall 'be srewved,
brass, or bronze, globe-type, for cold water
service, 100 piounds per square inch pres-
sure,: suitable for repacking under pres-
mire. 

(9) Welding or backing rings.-Weld-
lag or backing rings used in field welding
joints in brass pipe shall be brass.V'

'(10) Pipb outlets.-Pipe odtlets used
in making branch connections to existing
brass pipe shall be ****

(i) Insulating compression-type 'cou-
plings.-Blach half of the insulating
compression-type coupling shall have a
pipe end insulator; and an, insulating
gasket. Any pipe stops shall be removed
from the middle ring. e X *

'(12) Miscellaneous material.Where
materials are shown or called for on the
drawings, but not specifically covered in
these specihications, 'the contractor shall
furnish standard commercial grades and
products.

(13) Insulated pipe joints.-Insulated
pipe joints, other than compression-type
couplings, shall be equal to * *

c. Fabrication and installation of pip-
ing.-

(1) 'General.-The contractor shall fa-
bricate and install all piping in a work-
manlike manner and in accordance with
the construction drawins, or as directed
by the contracting officer, and the appli-
cable requirements of the American
Standard Code for Pressure Piping ( A SA
B311). Piping' to be embedded in con-
crete shall be held firmly in position and
protected from damage and displacement
while the concrete is being placed and
until it has set thoroughly. No wood sup-
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ports shall be embedded in concrete. The
interior of all pipe, fittings, and valves
shall be clean and free from blisters, loose
mill sale, excessive rust, grease, sand,
dirt, and other foreign matter when in-
stalled. Care shall be taken to prevent the
entrance of foreign matter into the pip-?
iag during the progress of the work.
IVhere necessary, open ends of pipe, fit-
tings, and valves shall be plugged or
closed in a suitable manner to prevent
clogging during construction. If any por-
tion of the piping should become either
partially or wholly clogged before final
acceptance of the work, it shall be
thoroughly cleaned or shall be replaced.
Open ends of piping to which futur6 pip-
ing will be connected shall be closed by
pipe plugs, blind flanges, or wooden flange
protectors. Embedded pipe and fittings
shall not be painted but shall be thorough-
ly cleaned as stated above.

In general, flanges or unions are shown
on the piping drawings only where they
are required for connection to equipment,
valves, headers, or where necessary for
removal: of a pipe.. The contractor may
add any flanges or unions necessary to
suit his method of fabrication or installa-
tion, subject to the approval of the con-
traicting officer. Short pieces of pipe

'spliced or put together with fittings
where long lengths can be used will not
be permitted.

Where pipe is installed across expan-
sion joints of the structure provision
shall be made for expansion and changes
in alinement in accordance with the de-
tails shown on the drawings.

After installation, all piping systems
shall be tested As specified in subpara-
graph 69.d. After satisfactory completion
of the cleaning and testing, all eposed
piping and metal tubing, valves, and fit-
tings shall be' painted as provided in
paragraph 82.

(2) Piping, with screwed joints.-All
pipe, after being cut and before being
threaded, shall be reamed and all burrs
shall be removed. Threads shall be cut

to the proper pitch, size, and thread form
by suitable dies, and shall be free from
torn or ragged surfaces. Threads shall
conform to the American Standard for
Taper Pipe Threads (ASA B2.1). Not
more than three threads on the pipe at
any joint shall remain exposed after in-
stallation. Screwed joints shall be made
up with joint compound composed of
graphite and boiled linseed oil applied to
the male threads only. Screwed joints
shall be metal to metal. Calking of
screwed joints to stop or prevent leakage
will not be permitted.

(3) Piping With flanged joints.-Any
rust preventive compound that was ap-
plied to the faces of flanges before ship-
iment shall be removed before the flanges
are installed. Acid or tools that would mar
the finished surfaces of the flanges will
not be permitted. Flanged joints shall be
made up with undamaged gaskets prop-
erly centered in the joints. Theethread of
bolts, studs, and mts shall be lubricated
with graphite and oil thread compound
so that the nuts can be run up by hand.
Care shall be taken that excessive ten-
sion is not applied to bolts or studs, :and
that the tension is applied as nearly uni-
formly as possible.

(4) Piping with silver brazed, soldered,
and flared-tube joints.-The preparation
of pipe tubing and fittings and the method
of making up the joints shall conform to
the recommended procedure of the man-
ufacturer of the fittings.

(5) Piping with welded joilts.-All de-
tails concerning the welding of pipe
joints, including the qualification of weld-
ing. procedures, welders, and, welding
operators shall conform to the require-

ments of section 6, chapter 4 of the code

specified in subparagraph (1) .'above.

Backing rings shall be used on -welded

pipe joints in which 'the interior will not
be accessible for cleaning after the weld-

ing has been completed. Welding of brass

pipe and fittings shall be done by the

oxyacetylene process.' A , .
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(6) Branch outlets.-Brazing-type out-
lets shall be used for branch connections
to existing piping..
{. Testing and disinfecting water piping
and filter tanks.-After the piping has
been'installed, the joints completed, and
the valves installed, the contractor shall
test the pipe and filter tanks for leakage
by filling the pipe and filter tanks with
water and subjecting them to a hydro-
static presi ire of 150 pounds per quare
inch for a period; of. not less than 30
minutes, during which time the pipe and
joints shall be thoroughly inspected for
leakage and other defects. If any part of
the pipe or any valve, joint, or fitting
shows any eakage, it shall be made
watertight The contractor shall furnish
all pumping apparatus, labor, tools, pres-
sure gages, and other equipment required
for-making the tests, and the cost thereof
shall be included in the price bid in the
schedule for the piping, or equipment
being tested. * *
e. Measurement and payment.-Measure-
ment for payment for all metal pipe,
fittings, 'valves, and accessories willi be
based on weight, lineal footage, or lump-:
sum listed in the schedule regardless of
the material specified, and will'be made
only on the quantity of such metal pipe,
fittings; valves, and accessories furnished
and installed in accordance' with the
drawings or as directed. Payment for
furnishing and installing metal pipe,
fittings and valves of. various sizes or
kinds will be made at the applicable
prices bid therefor in the schedule, ex-
cept that the 4-inch gate valve in 'the
siphon line will be paid for in item 15.

* * :e * An * ;

71. onnecting Piping for Pressure Sand
Filters

The contractor shall furnish and in-
stall the-necessary 4-inch and 1- and 1/2-
inch brass pipe to connect the modified
pressure sand filter No. 3 and the two
new pressure sand filters No. 4 and No. 5

into the existing system. The installation
of the piping shall be as- shown on the
drawings or as directed by the contract-
ing officer. All five pressure sandl filters'
shall be connected in parallel with pro-
visions to allow oe or more units to be
removed from service for ackwashing
while providing a continuousf flow of
filtered water from the remaining units.

The maximum water supply shutdown
time, in accordance with paragraph 77,
shall be no longer than 4 hours or as ex-
'tended by the contracting officer. It is;
anticipated that while the external pip-
ing of filter No. 3: is being moved and
while filters No. 4 and No. 5 are being in-
stalled, it will be necessary to keep filters
No. 1 and No. 2 in operation. This ca be'
accomplished by placing blind flanges in
the existing 4-inch brass pipe and by
capping the existing 1-' and ½-inch brass
pipe at such points as:, directed by the
contracting officer. All temporary pipe
hangers or supports, blind flanges, pipe
caps or plugs needed tof maintain flow
through ressure sand filters No. 1 and
No. 2 while the installations are being
made shall be furnished 'by the contractor
and shall remain the property of the con-
tractor and shall be removed from Gov-
ernment property- at the 'completion of
the work. Payment for any or all equip-
ment necessary to 'maintain flow in filters
No. 1 and No. 2 shall be included in the
price bid for the connecting piping for
'pressure sand filters.:

Fabrication and installation of the pip-
ing shall be in accordance with subpara-
graph 69.c. All painting shall be done in
accordance with provisions of paragraph
82. Pipe supports and hangers shall be
in. accordance with provisions of para-
graph 76.

Payment for furnishing and installing
the connecting piping for the pressure
sand filters will be made at the unit price
per pound bid' in the schedule (items 20
and 21), which price shall include paint-
ing, testing, and disinfecting. -

*I * * *: * 

572-367-75 7
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NORTH AMERICAN COAL
CORPORATION

3 IRMA 515: : I
Decided December 30,1974

Appeal, by North American Coal Cor-
poration from a decision upon remand
by an Administrative Law Judge in
Docket Nos. DJENV 73-3-P, 73-32-P,
73-39-P and 73-40-P assessing civil
penalties in, the amount of $7,650 pur-
suantl to section 109 of the Federal
Coal Minet Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Modiffed.

1; Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act-of 1969: Findings
Where- an Administrative Law Judge
fails to support his ultimate findings and

conclusions with basic findings which re-

flect the preponderant weight of the evi-

dence; in assessing a. penalty pursuant-to

section 109, the Board will make the

necessary findings.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety;
Act of 1969: Penalties: Mitigation 

Where an Administrative Law Judge un-

reasonably fails to take into account

losses resulting from a vacated with-

drawal oder in assessing a penalty for,

the violation cited .in. such. order, the

Board. will do so.

APPEARANCES John A. MacLeod.
Esq., and Timothy M. Biddle, Esq., for
abtellant, North American Coal Corp.;
William H. Woodland, Esq., Trial At-
torney, for appellee; Miihg Enforce-:-
ment and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY
ADMINIS'RATIVE JUDGE.

DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Procedurag Back grownef

On O April 17, 1974, the Board
handed. down its decision wit4
respect -to an. appeal by North
Anerican Coal Corioration (North
American), docketed as IMA 73-
42, 3 IBMA 93, 8i LA 204, 1974-X
1975 OSifl par.; 17,658 (1974)
which dealt with,; an opinion, and-
order of an Adinistrative Law'
Judge finding violations and assess-.
ing ,civil penalties pursuant to sec-.
tion. 109. of the Federal Coal Mine.
Health and Safety Act of; 1969. 8&
Stat. 756, 30 U.S.C. § Si9 (1970).
Our decision was wholly dispositive
with respect to some of the issues
presented on appeaL However, with
regard to some :of the assessments
challehge'd, we r einande& the case.
to the Judge so that he culd make.
explicit his basic findings and sup-
porting rationale for his ultimate.
finding and conclusions. Finally,
we held that a Judge may, in ac-
cordance with certain guidelines,
consider economic losses suffered by
an operator as a result of a vacated.
withdrawal order. as a mitigating-
factor in assessing.. civil penalties;
for. violations cited, in such order.,
Pursuant to tta -oCqljsio 1 we re-
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ianded two assessments for rede-

termrlination.
The Judge issued a decision re-

sponsive to our remand ol June 11,
1974: North American appeals
therefrom, contending that some of C/azle
the ultimate findings of gravity and n
negligence are unsupported by aCle-
quate basic findings or are contrary [1] I
to the evidentiary record. North Judge
American also maintains that the penalt,
Judge abused his discretion in re- Under
fusing to take into account the eco- h,1e is re
nomic losses sustained as a result 01 regard

a vacated withdrawal order in- With r

volved in the instant case. North ligence

American asks that we exercise our 'o Co
de rovo review power to miodify cer- I-D. 6

t

tain of the findings and assessments 15,374

made by the Judge on remand. 43 * *

CFR1 4.605.- to do w
under th
-to preve

II. ligence I
: : o;!~~~~~~~d cireuIssles on Appeal o q1ror ocear

A. Whether te Admninistrative In that

Law Judge made ultimate findings we stat

.of gravity and negligence in assess- follows

Mg penalties which are supported * ** p

by adequate basic findings clearly in terms

reflecting the preponderant weight safety o0
of such 

of the evidence. adverse

B. Whether the Administrative determia

Law Judge abused his discretion by condition

refusing to take into account the picula1, I ~~~~~n ~tion is dE
economlc losses resulting from a va-

cated withdrawal order in assessing now bel

a civil penalty for a violation cited we spec

therein pursuant to section 109 of were Ma

the Act. plied. A

III. : 

Disoussion

A.

ages to Madatory Assess-
went Criteria Findings

Upon a finding of violation, ii
is obliged to assess a civil

F pursuant to section 1.
subsection (a) of sectionsliob
equired to make findings with
to negligence and gravity.

egard to the criterion of neg-
we held in Robert C. Lana-

ca Co., 1 JBMA 115, 119, 70
57, 1971-1973 OSHD par,
(1972), the following:

N N-egligence involves the failure
hat a reasonab]e man would do

Le same or similar circumstances
nt a violation of the Act. Neg-
must be determined on the basiS
ustances leading to the existence
:enre of the violation. * C -

same case, 1 IBIA at 120
;ed the tests of gravity as

iach violation should be anaipzea
of the potential hazard to the
the miners and the probability

hazard occurring. The potentia
effects of any violation must be
ed within the. context of the
is or practices exist-Ing i: te
r mine at the time the iola-
ltected. (Italics added.)

Mmanding the assessments
iore us for redetermination 1
ifically indicated that tiese
e respective tests to lbe ap-
'orth Ameri6an, Coat Corp,

773
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(supra) 3 IBMA at 114-115. In
considering North American's re-
newed appellate challenge to some_
of the-assessments made pursuant to
our remand, the above-quoted tests
of negligence and gravity drawn
from the Lawson case provide
the yardsticks against which the
Judge's findings are to be measured.

'We come then to the specific
arguments made by North Amer-
ican in this appeal. For coivenience,
we deal with the citations of viola-
tions by the substantive section of
the Act or regulation alleged to
have been violated.

1. Section302(a) Charges
In Order of Withdrawal 1 WE,

dated April 3, 1970, North Amenri-
*can was charged with a violation of
section 302 (a), the roof control pro-
vision of the Act. 83 Stat. 67, 30
i'.S.C. §862(a) (1970), 30 CFR
"75'.200. More specifically, the condi-
tion cited by the inspector and
found by the Judge to be a viola-
tion was the failure to employ tem-
porary roof supports of adequate
diameter with cap pieces on five-
"foot centers. The Judge concluded
with respect to ravity that the
conditions cited. were serious be-
--ause they constituted a potential
danger to the safety of miners in
the form of a roof fall and possible
injury, or death. Dec. 2-3. HEe also
held that North American was neg-
ligent because the condition cited
was readily observable. North
'Aruerican challenges these conclu-
sions- on the theory that the' record
compels contrary findings.

The evidence of record reveals
that North American did have tem-

porary roof supports four inches in
diameter, but that the ins etor was
of the opinion that -an inch 'in
'diameter for every 15 inches -in the
height of the coal bed was the mini-
imum standard that ought to have
been followed. (Tr. 96-7.)2 Wlen
asked if he had observed any frac-
tures or conditions that would in-
dicate that the roof might fall, the
inspector answersd "No. The roof
appeared to be rather substantial."'
(Tr. 8.) The inspector also stated
that the areas he found to be lack-
ing in 'adequate temporary. roof
support; each involved approxi-
mately 22 'or 2 3 feet immediately
outby a working face where a con-
tinuous miner had just completed

1 North American persistently calls atten-
tion to the "opinion" nature of the inspector's
testimony. In our view, an Administrative
Law Judge has discretion to attach great
weight to an opinion expressed by a federal
coal mine inspector, if it is credible and
relevant, because he testifies as an expert. Of
course, even though a witness may be qual-
ified as an expert, cross-examination or other
evidence may reveal that his opinion Is en-
titled to little weight, if any at all. With
regard to the case at hand, the opinion evi-
dence from the Inspector relevant to a deter-
mination of seriousness is favorable to North
American (Tr. ). The attack on some of
the inspector's opinions in North American's
brief appears to us to have been a mistaken
effort to continue the argument over whether
there was a violation, an issue not before the
Board on this appeal. Br. of North American,
pp. 5-9.

2 Although the regulation governing provi-
sions of a roof control plan concerning tem-
porary roof support provide for support with
a minimum diameter of four inches, some
roofs may require supports with larger di-
ameters. 30 CFlR 75.200-8. There is nothing
in this record to show that North American
was cited for a condition sanctioned by a
roof control plan approved by MESA's pred-
ecessor, the Bureau of Mines. Moreover, even
if the record revealed such circumstances,
they would not constitute an absolute defense
to a charge of failing to maintain a sound
roof. Zeigler Coal Company, 2 IBMA 216, 80
I.D. 626, 1971-1973 OSHD par. 16,608
(1973).
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its run. (Tr. 7243.) He admitted
that the continuous miner that he
saw could mine for 23 'or 24 feet
without exposing its operator to the
temporarily supported roof.. (Tr.
95-6.) He also conceded that he did
not see' anyone under the inade-
quately supported roof. (Tr. 96.)3

Apart from the statements of the
inspector, there is also the testimony
of North American's witness, r.
Elmner Jolmson, a professional min-
ing engineer with considerable ex-
perience in coal mines in general
and with the subject Kenilworth
mine in particular. When queried
about the roof condition of the sub-
ject mine he replied: "I worked in
about nine different mines in the
West, Midwest and East, and I've
been in dozens of other mines; and
the top of the Kenilworth Mine is
probably the best top that I've ever
been exposed to." (Tr. 129.) He also
stated that the most recent roof fall
fatality had taken place in 1955 and
that in the 10 to 15 years prior to this
case, only one serious lost-time ac-
cident had occurred as the result of
a roof fall at the Kenilworth Mine.
(Tr. 173.)

On the basis of the foregoing
evidence, we find that the likelihood
or probability of a roof fall was re-
mote and we hold that the viola-
tion was not- serious. Furthermore,
taking into consideration the fact
that the inspector never fully ex-
plained the basis for his opinion

In 'Valley- Camp Coal Co., 1 IBMA 243,
248, 79 ID. 731, 1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,390
(1972),' we ruled that where miners are not
exposed to a hazard, that fact tends to show
that a violation is not serious.

with respect.to proper diameteir for
roof supports and iin light of the
above-cited evidence, we find that
North American did . what could'
reasonably be expected in the cir-
cumnstances to provide adequate'
temporary roof support and we
therefore hold that the violation
was not the result of negligence. In
accordance with these findings and'
conclusions, we are reducing the
penalty assessed from $400 to $100.

:The assessment made with re-
spect to the roof control violation
cited in Notice 1 FVT, dated'
January 19, 1972, is also attacked
on this appeal.-In particular, North
American contends that the Judge'
misapplied both the gravity and'
negligence criteria.

The evidence of record reveals
that the notice was issued when'
the inspector observed a readily ap-
parent loose roof that was not ade-,
quately supported. Testimony at.
the hearing revealed that the loose
roof was 10 to 12 inches thick and
20 feet in length and that it ex-
tended the width of the entry.
Dec. 8.

The Judge concluded that the vio-
lation was serious because of the
potential for roof fall but, as be-
fore, he failed to evaluate the prob-'
ability of such a fall occurring In
our judgment, the ready observabil-'
ity of the loose' roof, in the absence'
of expert evidence to' the contrary,
suggests that the forces tending to-i
wrard roof collapse 'were well ad-
vanced. In addition,' although we'
recognize that miners could have
avoided the bad roof by filing down'

77,2]'~ 775
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ithe right hand side under a sup-
ported portion of the roof, we find
this consideration unpersuasive
since there were no warning signs
posted and there was little likeli-
hood that all the miners would take
such protective action on their own.
While it is true that the inspector
did not observe any men working in
the vicinity of the suspect roof (Tr.
.576-8), the potential for a roof fall
at a time when men would pass
under was, so far as we can deter-
irine, a genuine proximate probabil-
ity rather than a remote, speculative
possibility. We therefore uphold as
modified herein the Judge's conclu-
sion that the instant violation was
serious.

WVith respect to the ultimate find-
ing of negligence, the Judge based
ihis view on the ready observability

o the loose roof. Since we agree that
a reasonable man would have de-
tected and remedied the condition,
we uphold that finding of negli-
gence.

The assessment of $800 for the
subject notice of violation will be
affirmed.

2. Section304(a) Charges
In Orde'rs W B, dated Septem-

ler 2, 1970, and 1 W7B, dated No-
vember 10, 19T0, North American
was charged with violations of sec-
tion 304(a) of the Act which pro-
scribes and requires cleanup of
"accumulations" of coinbustible ma-
terials. 83 Stat. 774, 30 U.S.C. § 864
(a), 30 CFR 75.400. The September
22 order was issued because of al-

leged accumulations of coal and coal
dust in shuttle car roadways vary-

ing from 4 to 12 inches in depth and
spanning an area of 1,500 feet. The
November 10 order cited North
American because " * * coal dust
and loose coal were accumulated
along No. 3 entry and a crosscut off
No. 3 entry in No. 5 dip section for
a distance of approximately 200
feet. Float coal dust was accumu-
lated in eight crosscuts below the
test conveyor along the main east
entries.." The Judge concluded that
the former violation was serious be-
cause of a potential fire hazard.
Likewise, he held the latter to be
serious, and rationalized his con-
clusion on the theory that the ac-
cumulation was conducive to the
propagation of an explosion. In sub-
stance, North American contends
and we agree that the Judge's find-
ings with respect to the gravity of
the subject violations are defective
because they lack a determination of
the probability that a fire or an ex-
plosion might have taken place in
the circumstances. Robert C. Law-
Soni Coal CO., supra.

The inspector admitted on cross-
examination that the dip sections
v here the subject violations took
place were wet in parts, but he did
not make a moisture content test nor
did he amplify his observation. (Tr.
209.) The inspector also stated that
moisture is a factor to be considered
in determiining incombustible con-
tent. (Tr. 238.) Cf. 30 CFRl 75.402,
75.402-1.

North American's Mr. Johnson,
whose qualifications were discussed
earlier, testified that the subject dip
sections were always wet. (Tr. 219,
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240.) It is true, as MESA points out,
that Mr. Johnson was not present
on the dates when the instant cita-
tions of violation were issued, but-
we find his testimony persuasive
nevertheless because he testified as
to the condition which always
existed and the inspector's admis-
sion of some wetness provides cor-
roboration as to the trustworthiness
of his statements.

More specifically, with regard to,
the probability of explosions the
record reveals that the first violation
did not involve float coal dust. (Tr.
210.) Although there was such dust
involved in the second violation, the
situs was 2,000 feet from the work-
ing faces in an area where methane
is liberated in minute quantities and
is unlikely to collect. (Tr. 218, 232,
240-1l.) Furthermore, as North
American points out, the inspector
admitted that there was no ignition
source in connection with the first
violation (Tr. 196), and there was
no evidence of an ignition source
with respect to the second. Finally,
the record shows that the last ex-
plosion at the, Kenilworth Mine
took place; in 1945. (Tr. 128-29,
217. ): 

On the basis of the foregoing vli
dence of record, we find with regard
to both the subject violations, that
the .likelihood of fire or explosion
was remote. We therefore conclude,
contrary to the Judge, that the vio-
lations were not serious. Having

4 North American cites 30 CFR 45.28- in
support of its gravity argument. That regula-
tion is no longer effective. See Eastern Asso-
aiated Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 383, 81 I.D. 627,
1974-1975 OSHD par. - (1974).

reached this conclusion, we reduce
the assessment for the violation
cited in the September 22 order from
$600 to $300 and we reduce the as-
sessment for the violation cited in
the November 10 order from $1,000
to $500.

3.Section304(d) Charges

.Order of Withdrawal 1 JF, dated
September 2, 1971, and Order of
Withdrawal 1 TJD, dated Septem-
ber 16, 1971, charged North Ameri-
can, pursuant to section 304(d), 30
U.S.C. § 864(d), 30 CFR 75.403,
withinadequate rock dust along the
floor. The Judge concluded that the
former violation was very serious
and that it was the result of gross
negligence. With respect to the lat-
ter violation, he held the condition
cited to be serious and the result of
a pattern of 'negligent conduct.
North American challenges each of
these findings on appeal.

Turning first to the September 3
violation, we note that the evidence
reveals that the samples taken by
the issuing inspector ranged any-
where from 10.0 to 38.4 in terms of
percentage of incombustible con-
tent, levels which are substantially
below the 65% required by the Act.
Dec. 6. It is true, however, that the
record also reveals that the roof and
ribs nearby were adequately rock
dusted (Tr. 460, 468, 478), that
methane was well within the regula-
tory limits required for compliance
(Tr. 459, 481), and that no permis-
sibility violations representing ag-
nition sources were detected -(Tr.
465, 481). Moreover, at the time of

777,772]
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the inspection no coal mining was
going on in the particular section
where the subject order was issued.

In our view, the substantial dis'
parity between the percentages of
incombustible content' found and
those that are statutorily required
shows that this violation was not
only palpable but that the condi-
tion. had persisted for quite some
time. ;:In these circumstances, we
think that the Judgeadid not err in
finding North American to be
grossly negligent in allowing this
violation to occur. However, inas-
much as this working section was
not in operation and because there
was no sufficient showing of an ig-
nition source or unpredictably dan-
gerous levels of methane, we -must
find that the likelihood of fire or ex-
plosion was not great and that the
violation was therefore not serious.
Accordingly, we are reducing the
penalty assessed from $1,500 to
$1,000.

The evidence with; respect to the
section 304(d) violation cited in
Order 1TJD is very similar to that

'presented-with regard to the viola-
tion cited in Order 1 JF. The related
roof and rib areas were adequately
dusted asi was the floor between the
areas found to be in violation and
the working faces. (Tr. 529.) There
were no permissibility violations
detected (Tr. 528), and methane
levels were acceptable. (Tr. 525,
527.) By contrast, the area covered
-bythis violation was 225 feet which
was considerably less than that in-
volved in the previous violation
(Tr. 523, 529). Dee 7..

Once again, because the evidence,
shows that the likelihood 'of an ex-
plosion or fire' was small, we nMust 
conclude 'that the' violation, was not
serious. However, we agree with the.
Judge that the condition was the re-
sult of simple negligence; the area
was sufficiently: extensive to per-
suade us that a reasonable mal
would have detected and corrected
the deficiency in incombustible coll-
tent.5 Accordingly, we. are reducing.
the assessment from $1,200 to $800.

4. '20 CFER 75.1003(a) Charge.,
Notice No. 1 FT , dated Febru-

ary 1, 1972, cited North American
for failure to install a trolley guard.
The Judge -concluded that this fail-
,ure was the result of negligence be-
cause the company 'was 'aware of the
requirement having been 'previous-
ly cited for a similar violation. (Tr
650, 659.) North American contends,
that the Judge's ultimate ftnding ig-
nores the alleged difficulty of ob-
taining the subject trolley 'guard-
(Id.)

'Whether or not North' Am'erican.
:was aware that 30 CFR 75.1003(a)
requires a trolley guard to prevent
exposed wires is irrelevant to the-
determination of negligence herein,

North American points out that the Judge-
considered the history -of three prior occur--
rences of violation, of 30. CFR 75.403 in,
reaching an assessment. while it is true that
these previous violations are irrelevant to
determining if the present one was the result
of negligence, such evidence is pertinent in-
applying the criterion of previous history of
violation. Thus this factor was'`properly an,
element to be considered in fixing the assess-
ment amount and it does not matter whether
the Judge took it into account in applying
the negligence criterion since there was In-
-dependent evidence to support his ultimate
conclusion of fact and law as to that issue.
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because an. operator is presumed to
know the requirements of the 'law
and will not be heard to plead ig-
fnorance of the law in defense. See
Fremaen Coat Mining Co., 3 IBMA
434,442, n. 7,;81 I.D. 723, 1974-1975
OSHD par. 19, 177 (1974). The real
question is whether North American
unreasonably failed to prevent a vi-
-olation of the legislated standard of
care from occurring. The evidence
of record, while by no means as full
as might be desired, is uncontra-
dicted with regard to the shortage
of the missing trolley guard. More-
over, there is nothing in the record
to -suggest that North American
failed to take all reasonable actions
to obtain the guard. On the facts of
this record, we'lmust conclude that
the failure to have the guard was
inadvertent and was not the product
of negligence.

Accordingly, the assessment of
$300 will be redu ced to $25.

B.

[2] Apart from challenging some
of the Judge's findings made with
respect to negligence and gravity,
North Am'erican 'also claims that
there was error in the refusal to take
into account losses sustained as a
result of a vacated withdrawal or-
der, 1 FWT, dated January. 31,
1972, in assessing a penalty for the
violation cited in that order. The vi-
olation in question' was; an allged
deviation from the. approved roof
control plan. 30 CFIR 75.200.-

The- Judge concluded -that the,
production.. losses- sustained by

North American were not proxi-
mately caused by the subject with-
drawal order. He also stated at page
14 of his opinion:
It may be. that some production was
lost between the time the' roof was se-
cured, so -that the operator could legally
commence extracting coal, and the ter-
minati6n' of the withdrawal order. But,
in the absence of any evidence suggesting
such a time lapse, I am unable to make a
finding that the operator suffered a mone-
tary loss because of the improper issuance
of the withdrawal order.-

North Americanipoin.ts out,,,and
we agree, that the above-quoted
statemnent is in contradiction of the
initial conclusion of no proximate
cause. In addition, North American
claims that there is credible evidence
of record tendingto show that there -

wele. economic losses directly trace-
able to the subj ect withdrawal or 2

der. In view of the self-contradic--
tory nature of the opinion below and
in light of the lack of transcript ci-
tations, We 'have decided- to review
this final phase of North American's
appeal de'novo. 43 CFR4.605.

The withdrawal order was issued
at 10:30 a.m. on January 31, 1972-
and it called for the withdrawal of
all persons not essential to abate-
ment from the face areas of Nos. 1,
3, 4, and 5 entries in the main east
section.. By 3 p.m. on the same day,
North American had taken sufficient
remedial action with respect to Nos.
1, 4 and sentries to persuade the
inspector to modify the withdrawal
order so- that it included only the
No. 3 entry. The modified order was
subsequently terminated: at 9 'a.m.
on Febriary 1,' 172. Some S-
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months later, on August 3, 1972, the
withdrawal order now in issue was
administratively vacated, it having
been found to be null and void ab
initio. Govt. Ex. No. 13. On the basis
of these facts, we find that North
American did suffer economic losses
which were the proximate result of
the subject withdrawal order. Tak-
ing these losses into account as a gen-
eral mitigating factor, we reduce the
Judge's assessment of $1,000 to $500.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
(FR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision pur-
suant to remand in the above-
entitled case IS MODIFIED in ac-
cordance with the foregoing opinion
and North American SHALL PAY
the penalties assessed in the amount
of $4,875 on or before thirty days
from the date of this decision.

DAvID DoANE,
Administrative Judge.

I CoNcUtR:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administratve Judge.

CO-OP MINING COMPANY

3 IBMA 533
Decided December 31,1974

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) from a
decision by an Administrative Law
Judge (Docket No. DENV 73-13-P),

dated June 28, 1973, insofar as it
vacated two notices of violation in a
civil penalty proceeding pursuant to
section 109(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.1
The decision assessed penalties totaling
$355 for other. violations not here
appealed..

Reversed in part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Incombustible Dust Pro-
gram: Test Reports
An analysis of dust samples report indi-
cating a violation can be admitted as
evidence upon proper foundation under
28 U.S.C. § 1732 (1970) and, if admitted,
is considered a prime facie showing of a
violation.

APPEARANCES: William H. Wood-
land, Esq., for appellant, Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration;
Carl E. Kingston, Esq., for appellee,
Co-Op Mining Company.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

At the outset, we note that Co-Op
in its reply brief, states: "MESA's
phrasing of the Issue Presented and
Statement of the Case (in its brief
filed August 7, 1973) are accepted
by appellee as substantially:accurate
and factual." In view of this we will
accept MESA's 'Statement of The
Case' as follows:

On December 15,1971, and February 9,
1972, Federal Coal. Mine Health and

Safety Inspector, Parley DeLyle Hinkins,

I0 U.S.C. id 801-960. (1970).
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acting as an authorized representative
of the Secretary of the Interior-, made
inspections of Co-Op Mining Company's
Co-Op Mine. During those inspections, a
routine acceptable procedure was fol-
lowed to collect mine dust samples. (Tr.
50-53, 113-115.) Following routine pro-
cedure; these samples were prepared and
mailed to the Bureau of Mines [now
MESA] testing facility in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The results of the labora-
tory analysis of the incombustible content
in this material was prepared at the lab-
oratory,-typed into a standard form report
and received by the Inspector by return
mail. Finding that the results showed
that certain of the areas of the mine had
a content of incombustible material below
the accepted standard he issued Notices
of Violation, 1 PDH dated December 27,
1971, and 1 PDH dated February 9,1972.

A hearing was held in Price, Utah, on
Tuesday, March 6, 1973, pursuant to Sec-
tion 109(a) of the Act, at which, among
other items, the above alleged violations
of safety standards were considered. In-
spector Hinkins was called to testify re-
garding both alleged violations, at which
time he described the procedures used
in collecting samples, preparing and mail-
ing them to the testing laboratory (Tr.
51-53). Another inspector, Thomas J.
Dickerson, knowledgeable of the labora-
tory procedure at Mt. Hope, West Vir-
ginia also testified as to those procedures.
(Tr. 130'137.) Appellant introduced cop-
ies of the laboratory test results. One
report was accepted and the other refused
by the Administrative Law Judge.

By Decision of June 28, 1973, the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (Judge) vacated
both of the above alleged violations on the
grounds that the test results were hear-
say evidence and that no additional cor-
roborative evidence was introduced which
would support a finding that the mine
dust samples contained insufficient incom-
bustible material.

Contentions of the Partieg

MIESA contends that the Judge
erred in refusing to consider the evi-
dence presented 'as it related to the
reports of laboratory analysis of the
incombustible content of mine dust
samples and relies upon the provi-
sions of 28 U.S.C. §1732. It asks
that we reverse the Judge's decision
and find a violation of the standards
as related to both Notices of Viola-
tion.

Co-Op contends that a found'a-
tion sufficient for the proper accept-
ance of the offered evidence under
28 U.S.C. § 1732 was not made in
that there was no testimony from a
person in 'a position to attest to the
authenticity of the reports, and con-
cludes that the Judge's decision
should be 'affirmed. -

Issue Presented

As did Co-Op, we accept the
phrasing of the issue presented on
appeal as set out in MESA's brief
as follows:

Whether or not the Administrative Law
Judge erred in rejecting appellant's prof-
fered exhibit showing the results of the
Bureau of Mines' laboratory tests for
incombustible content of the mine dust
sample, and vacating another similar
Notice of Violation because no corroborar
tive evidence other than a copy of test
results was received into evidence.

Discussion

At the hearing, MESA. offeredl
into evidence two reports (marked

750]
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as Government Exhibits No. 1 and
No. 2) prepared in furtherance of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act) and
Regulations issued pursuant thereto.
The offer was based on the provi-
sions of the Business Records Act,
28 U.S.C. § 1732 which provides as
follows:

(a) In any court of the United States
and in any court established by Act of
Congress, any writing or record, whether
in the form of an entry in a book or other-
Wise, made as a memorandum or record
of any act, transaction, occurrence,, or

event, shall be admissible as evidence of
such act, transaction, occurrence, or

event, if made in regular course of any

business, and if it was the regular course

of: such business to make such memo-

randum or record at the time of such act,

transaction, occurrence, or event or

withia a reasonable time thereafter.
All other circumstances of the making

of sck writing or record, including ack
of personal knowledge b the entrant or

maker, may be shown to affect its weight,
bitt such circumstances shall not affect
its admissibility (Italics added.)

The term "business," as used in this

section, includes business, profession, oc-

cupation, and calling of every kind.

(b) If any business, institution, mem-
ber of a profession or calling, or any de-

partment or agency:: of government, in

'the regular course of business or activity

has kept; or recorded any memorandum,

writing. entry, rint, representation or
combination thereof, of any act, trans-

action, occurrence, or event, and in the
regular course of business has caused any

or all of the same to be recorded, copied,

or reproduced by any-. photographic,

photostatic, microfilm, micro-card, minia-

ture photokraphic, or other process which
accurately reproduces or forms a durable

medium for so reproducing the original,
the original may be destroyed in the

regular course of business unless its pres-

ervation is required by law. Such repro-

duction, when satisfactorily identified, is
as admissible in evidence as the original
itself in any judicial or administrative
proceeding whether the riginal is in
existence or not and an enlargement or
facsimile of such reproduction is likewise
admissible in evidence if the original re-
production is in existence and available
for inspection under direction of court.
The introduction of a reproduced record,
enlargement, or faesimile does not pre-
elude admission. of the original. This sub-
section shall not be construed to exclude
from evidence any document or copy
thereof which is otherwise admissible
under the rules of evidence. (Italics
added. )

[1] We take official notice of the
fact that the Secretaly of the In-
terior has established a procedure
for taking samples and determininIg
by laboratory method the incom-
bustible content of dust in further-
ance of the obligation imposed upon
him by section 304(d). of the Act.
We also take official notice of the
procedure established for the. sub-
mitting of dust samples, the testing
Procedure, and reports thereon, set
forth in thes Coal Mine Safety In-
spection Manual for Underground
Mines,, of December 1971, which
was in effect" at the time of the al-
leged violations.' We further take
notice that the methods used in the
testing procedure are of general
knowledge. in mining circles and
conceded to be in keeping with well-
known scientific principles and
practices, and that such testing pro-
cedures and techniques are foliowed
in each of the several laboratories
established by the .Secretary:. for
such purposes. Additionally, un-
less shown to the contrary, we pre-
sume that the Secretary's orders and
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instructions for the taking of samn'
ples and issuance of test reports
thereon are carried out by his e-
ployees. Therefore, we find that the
making of such reports is a required
and regular part of the business of

MIESA. The reports, beingr ecords
of an act, occurrence, or event made
in the regular course of business,
clearly fall within the language of
section 1t32, supra.

Reports of this type are no less
adnissible under section 1732 even
in cases where they7 contain con-
clusions based on hearsay or matters
of opinion. These matters of content
of the repcrt by express Vstatutory
provision go to weight rather than
to admissibility.2 In the instant case,
however, the proffered reports do
not contain any such matters Of

opinion. They contafin only a nu-
merical analysis of the dust samples
submitted, shewing the percentage
of incollmbustible content; i.e., they
contain 'only fadtucl dat drecorded
as a result of a test. The cotents of
the reports have the earmarks of re-
liability or probability of trust-
worthiness. They constitute the only
evidence available to support the al-
leged violations. Therefore, whllen
admitted into evidence, if such1 a re-
port shows that the percentage of
incombustible.contelnt does not meet
the required standard, it establishes
'a prima faci e ease of a violation.
Of courie,. the operator may attack
the accuracy and th& reliability of
the report itself, the regularity of
the test imrocedure, and offer any

2 See lMoran. v. lPttsbirgh-Des Moines Steel
Co., 18° F.2d 467, 473 (3d Cir. 1950).

other- evidence it has inl rebuttal. s
But where no such challenge is
made, or where the Judge finds such
challenge does not meet or overcom-ie
the presumiption of verity which at-
taches to the report, the Judge is
left with a 2pr,,ima facie showing that
a violatioi did, in fact, occur. 

0 Co-Op's argulent in this appea.
is that the excluded report did not
qualify for admission in evidence
under 28 U.S.C. § 1702 (1970), be-
cause the Inspector who issued the
Notices of Violation admitted that
he had no personal knowledge of the
testing procedure followed at the
Pittsburgh laboratory where' the
tests were inade, and therefore was
liot qualified to attest to the autheni-
ticity :of the report, .e., that no
proper foundation was laid. WA do
notagree. 'Two MESA -iispector§
testified att the hearing.* Inspector
Hinkins, who took 'the samples,
mailed them to the laboratory, and
received the report here in question,
testified as to the procedures used in
collectingl the dust samples' prepar-
ing and mailing them to the labora-
tory, and the receipt 6f th&e test 
results. He also identified the report
in qiuestion as being the report om.
the samples he submitted. A secoindX 
inspector, Mr. Dickers6n, knowlb'
ed;geable of the laboratory proce-
dure at Mt. Hope, West Virginia
testified as- to'those' procedureS..
Inasmuch as the; lalorutory `pbr-
cedure and the method oftesting
dust samples' at the Mt. Hope

3'See Kuklis v. Hancock, 428 K.2d- 608, 613
(5th Cir. 1970), and: ThoMas v. Hogqn; 308
3F.2d 355, 361 (4th Cir. 1962). .

780]
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laboratory are the same as those used
at the Pittsburgh laboratory, the
fact that neither InspectorI Hinkins
nor Dickerson had personally ob-
served the procedures at Pittsburgh
does not damage the credibility of
their testimony that the report was
the product of a regular and pre-
scribed routine of business with
which both were familiar. This is
all that was necessary for a pre-
sumption of regularity to attach to
the report and to qualify it forad-
mission as a business document. We
believe the Judge erred in refusing
to admit it under 28 U.S.C. § 1732
(1970), supra.

In the case of the report which
was aditted into evidence as hear-
say but given no weight by the
Judge, the record reveals that
Co-Op Wiade no attempt to rebut
either the presumption of regularity
or the accuracy of the contents.
While it attacked generally the re-
liability of the procedures followed,
it offered no evidence to show that
such procedures were inadequate,
improper, or resulted in an unrelia-
ble or inaccurate report. In this in-
stance the Judge admitted the re-
port but gave it no weight for the
-'tated reason that it was uncorrobo-
rated, hearsay evidence. The term
"corroborating evidence" means'evi-
deuce supplementary to that al-
ready given and tending to
strengthen or confirm it, or addi-
tional evidence of a different char-
acter to the same point.4 We are in-
clined to believe that the Judge mis-

' lack's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition,
j961. : 

applied the term "corroboration" in
this instance, since it appears he in-
tended to question the foundation
for the report's admission rather
than its weight. In our view, there
would be no way to corroborate a
laboratory test report except by an-
other laboratory test. If the Judge
was questioning the authenticity of
the document itself or the fact that
it was offered as a copy, rather than
the original, we point out that see-
tion 1732 does not require that
either an original or authenticated
copy be submitted. 5 All that is nec-
essary is that the report be properly
identified. Here again, wefind that
the Judge properly should have ad-
mitted the report under section
1732, and in the absence of rebu tting
evidence should have considered it
as a prima facie showing of a viola-
tion.

In holding as we do that both of
the reports qualified for admission
as business records under section
1732, and, in the. absence of any evi-
dence in rebuttal, would stand as a
prima facie showing of the viola-
tions cited, we are not unmindful of
the fact that Co-Op had no reason
or no opportunity at the hearing to
rebut MESA's showing with respect
to Notice of Violation No. 1 PDH
dated December 27, 1971, since the
laboratory report supporting: the
Notice was excluded from, evidence
by the Judge. Inasmuch, however,
as Co-Op did have an opportunity
but did not produce any evidence

5As a matter of fact, originals of all such
reports. are kept on file by MESA and are
available..
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which in our opinion would serve
to meet or overcome the prima facie
showing made 'by MESA in support
of Notice of Violation No. I PDH
dated February .9, 1972, we do not
think it unreasonable to presume
that Co-Op would be unable to pro-
duce such evidence to successfully
rebut a prima facie showing of the
earlier violation under our holding
herein. The factual backgrounds of
the two: situations' are identical.
Consequently, although we find that
the Judge erred in his decision to
vacate. both Notices. and hold that
both are reinstated, we are reluctant
to remand the case to the Judge for
further proceedings. In view of the
inordinate length of time which has
elapsed since issuance of: the
Notices, the undue delays which
have occurred in the hearing and
appeal procedures, and cosidering
the nuture 'of 'the case itself, we
think it would be an offense to com-
mon sense to further prolong a final
decision by requiring further pro--
ceedings. We believe- it to be in the
best interest of justice to the parties
and all concn to''condude The
case at this point. q I

Therefore, we find that' the two
violations cited in NoticeV No 1
PDH, dated December 27, 1971, and
Notice No. 1 PDH, dated February
9, 1972, did ocetr d that "apenalty
of $1 each is-assessed. In deteriin-
iiig that' *mi 'a riomhinalt p'enrlty is
appropriate -in this .case '0we are
mindful of' the stat t'ty require-
ment of section 109(a (1) of the

; Act that certain criteria set forth
therein be considered. Insofar as the

record before us permits we have
considered these criteria. We have
also considered the time, and ex-
pense to all concerned which would
be required to develop a.. factual
record of matters which, occurred
during 1971, and the provision'of
section 105 (c) of the Act requiring
that review actions shall be taken as
promptly as practicable consistent
with adequate consideration of the
issues involved. We believe adequate
consideration had been given to the
applicable statutory requirements
and that the purely noininal
amounts assessed are appropriate
under all of the circumstances.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Co-Op Mining
Company is; directed to pay the civil
penalties assessed in the amount of
$357 within 30 days from the date
of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Ad inin strative Jud ge.

-ICON C R:; - - :

IowAlw J. SE NBERG JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JJ3DGEi
DOANE, DISSENTING:

The majority finds two violations
of section' 304(d) of the Act,- cited
under 30 CFR 75.403, and assesses
penalties therefor primarily on the

7857801
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basis of two pieces of paper marked
for.. the -record as Government Ex-
hibit Nos. .1 and 2.1 These two docu-
ments were purported to be copies
of :meleva;nt laboratory test results
of the incombustible conteiit of dust
samples. Both are devoid of any in-
dicatioli of source and neither was
sigfied, initialed, authenticated, ver-
ified, 'Certified or..substantially sup-
ported by the testimony of a single
competent witiess. Believing as I

: do that the~ majority opinion mis-
conceives the issue, misapplies the
law, and could impede thezestablish-
meit of a proper standard of proof
policy in future.- penalty cases, I
must respectfully dissent. ..

I would vacate the two notices of
violation involved here, as did the
trial judge, on -.the ground that
neither the Goverment's rejected
evidence nor its adiitted evidence
is reliable, probative or substantial.
,The rationale for this dissenting
view - is detailed in the following
discussion.

The ReaZ Issue .

The_,briefs of the parties, as well
as tle majority opinion,needlessly
dvte considerable diseussion to

the question of the admissibility o-f
Government Exhibit Nos. 1 and 2
under 28 U.S.. : 173.2, the 'federal
shop-book rule., They extensively
discuss whether a proper founda-
tion was laid for'the application of
such rule in'iorder to cope with the

'-Copies of: these two exhibits are attached
as Appendix I and Appendix;l-to thls dis.
senting opinion.

objections to the admission of the
exhibits as hearsay.

This discussion was unnecessary
because the hearing-in this proceed-
ing was required to, be conducted
pursuant to the ulessof the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act,2 and
section' 1006(d) -of that A-ct, 5
U.S.C4. §556 (d), permits the admis-
sion of -hearsay evidence, provided
it is not irrelevant,. immaterial or
unduly repetitious.. The pertinent
part of: 5 :U.S.C.' § 556 (d) pro-
vides as follows: - .

-* * A yn oral or documentary evi-
dence may be received,- but the agency as
a matter of policy shall prdvide for. the
exclusion of irrelevant, immaterial, or un-
duly repetitious evidence. * * ' * (Italics 
supplied.) - -I - -

Administrative oagenlcies gen-
orally are not restricted in the kind
of evidence they can- admit. T Ihe
inere admission of proof that would
be. exclu'de~fias: irrelevant, immal
tial,, incompetent, or. redundant
under the rules..of evidence adopted
in. a jury, trial, will not restrict en-
forcement of, an agency's decision.

, :S ection-1,09(a) ()-of the'.Act,.30 U.S.C.
§ 819(a).(3), -provides in. pertinent- part as
foiloVs6:" c;ivil penalty siall be assessed bY
the Secretary only after'the':pe'rson charged
with a violatio'n under this Act has been given
an opportunity for a public hearing * b

An.y hearihg under this section shall be ofret-
ord and shall be subject to. section 554 of title
5 of the tnited States Cde Subsection (a)
of section56 :o title.5,;U .. povides as
follows: "This section applies; according te
the provisions- thereof, to hearings reqirec
bysection: 553 or-554 of: this title to be;con-
ducted in. accordance with this section." Sub-
section -(c)'- of section 554. of title 5, U.S.C.
provides in pcitinent- part: "The ageney shall
give all interested, parties opportunity :for

-* * hearing and decision, on notice and in
accordance with ' sections 556 and 557 --of
this title ,,;
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The APA 'ointedly omits hearsay
or other "incompetent" evidence
from'n the list of evidence which
should not be received. Thus, the
exclusion of otherwise legally in-
admissible evidence from an admin-
istrative hearing may be error. 3

The principal reasons f'or admit-
ting hearsay in administrative hear-
ings are.: (1) the exclusionary rules
do not deter mine the probative
value of proffered evidence. and the
reliability of both hearsay and non-
hearsay evidence ranges from the
least reliable. to the most reliable;
(2) it makes no sense';to require' a
trial examiner to refuseA to" admit
hearsay 'where there is no 'jury to
protect and the trier of fact is
equally. exposed to the evidence
whether he admits it or excludes it;
and (3) discarding the exclusionary
rnl's; of admission eliminates the
need fr parties to- interpose pro-
tective objection, relieves the hear-
ing officer of making difcult :rul-
ings 'before all the evidencels avail-
hbe, and assures a comp ete but not

undluly, long, reco rd and gight well
avoid the need to reopen fle record.4

-Another- provsion df 5 US.C.
§ 556(d), d ignied' br the majority
opinion, but' which I 5believe, to be
directly applicable tothe decision
in thi case, reads as follows:

'A' sanction may not be imposed or rule
or order issued except on consideration of
the whole record ot those parts thereof

siee'MeComic'7s 1and boe of the Law of
Evidence, § 350'- (2d ed., :Edward" W. Cleary,
et a., 1972) Gellhorn, Administs-ative-La'ws
and Process, pp. 177-1,80 (1972)* and. Ken-
neth Culp Davis, 2 Administratire Law
Trcati'sc.§§14.07, 14.08, 14.09 (19588).

572-367-75 8

cited by a party and-supported by and
in accordance with the reliable, proba-
tive, and substantial evidence..

Thus,. 'on the basis of the fore-
going discussion, I submit that
whether the hearsay Exhibit No. 
should have been admitted is not the
real issue here. Although I admit
that the Judge: did not explain very
well why, he rejected Exhibit No. 1
andadmitted Exhibit No. 2, the real
issue before the Board in tis ap-
peal is whether the Judge erred in
giving no probative weight to either.
exhibit and in holding- in effect, that:
the evidence of record was isuffi-
cient to justify the imposition of
penalty assessments forthe viola-
tions charged.

Determining ReZiability, Probatiive
*WVeight, and. Substantcialty of
Hearsay Evidence.

''According to Black's Lawi DiO-
tiornary (4th ed. 1951), the follow-
ing terms re' defned as follows:

Reliable: Trustworthy, worthy of con-
fidence.

Pro bative: In the law of evidence. 'Hay-
ing "the effeet of proof;: terding to prove,
or actually proving. Testimony carrying
quality of proof and 'haviiig fitness to in-
duce conviction -of truth, consisting of
fact' 'and reason co-operating- as co-ordi-
nate factors.- -

SubstantiaZ: Of real :'worth and im-
portance; of considerable value; valuable.
Belonging to substance; actually exist-
ing; real; not seeming or imaginary; not
illusive; solid;. true; veritable. Some-
thing worth while As distnguished from
something' without value or merely
nominal:' -

In an administrative hearing, as
in the ease of nonjury trials, it is

780] 787
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assumed that the trial examiner will
not rely upon untrustworthy evi-
deuce in reaching his decision.
Thus, if tere is "competent" or
trustworthy evidence to support the
decision, the reviewing Court pre-
sumes that the examiner or trial
j udge relied on that evidence in
reaching his decision.5

Nevertheless, the more difficult-
and often crucial-question for the
hearing officer is the determination
of whether he should rely upon
hearsay evidence in reachinglis de-
cision. The examiner's concern is
with the reliability or probative
worth of the evidence. 5 s

The fact that some hearsay may
prove reliable is no guarantee that
all hearsay is reliable. The courts
have provided only scant guidance
in upholding administrative reli-.
ance on some hearsay evidence.
Judge Learned Hand, in AJLRB v.
Remington Rand, 94 F.2d 862, 873
(2d Cir. 1938), has offered the
classic formulation:

[The examiner] did indeed admit
much .that would have been, excluded at
common law, but the, act specifically so
provides * . '. [Njo doubt,: that does not
mean mere rumor will serve to "support"
a finding,; but hearsay may do so at least
if mosr is not conveniently- available, and
if in the end the finding is supported by
the kind, of evdence, oru which responsible
persons are accustomed to rely in serious
affairs. (Italics added.) 

Additional criteria applied- in
evaluating the reliability of hearsay
can be discerned from the general
case law. The following are the-most

McCormick, supra, § 35i.
eI-bid.-
I ibid.

significant: (a) What is the "na-
ture" of the hearsay evidences? (b)
Is better evidence available? (c)
How important or unimportant is
the subject matter in relation to the
cost of acquiring "better" evidence?
(d) How precise does the agency's
fact finding need to be? (e) What
is the administrative policy.-behind
the statute being- enforced? 8

Evauation of the Evidence of
Record

In addition to the two questioned
documents, and a stipulation de-
scribed hereafter, the only other
evidence offered by'the Government
to establish that the alleged viola-
tions occurred was the testimony of
two federal inspectors.

Mr. Parley DeLyle Hinkins, the
inspector who issued the notices of
violation, testified that on December
15, 1971, he, together with the mine,
manager, Mr. Bill Stoddard, took
certain dust samples, according to
required procedure, and, after tak-
ing a particular sample,. "We put it
in a white plastic bag and put a
card on it to identify it and the area
that it came from,, and we mailed it
to Pittsburgh, to the laboratory
there." (Tr. 50-52.)

Mr. Hinkins further testified that
he was not familiar with what hap-
pens to a sample after he deposits it
in the mail. He knew only -that tle
sample goes to Pittsburgh for test-
ilg. He was not familiar with the

Ibd. - :
" A literal reading of this testimony raises

the question of whether he actually mailed
-four samples or only one sample.
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Pittsburgh laboratory nor had e
studied the procedures used in that
laboratory. When asked to identify
Government Exhibit No. 1, he re-
sponded:

Yes, this is the four samples that I
tested. This was with Mr. Stoddard on
December 15, '71. These were spot sam-
ples. (Tr. 52.)

Mr. Hinkins also testified that he
followed substantially the same pro-
cedure in taking the samples per-
taining to the second notice, 1 PDH,
dated February' 9, 1972, as that used
for taking the first set of' samples.
(Tr. 113;):

Mr.' Thomas J. Dickerson, the
other inspector witness for the Gov-
ernment, testified that he had spent
four days in a laboratory in Mt.
Hope, West Virginia, to determine
how samples awere tested. He pre-
sented a detailed account of. the
laboratory procedure which he ob-
selved,-and he concluded that. the
procedure was reliable. (Tr. 131-
138.) Mr. Dickerson also testified
that, he had not visited the labora-
tory at Pittsburgh. (Tr., 138.)

Accordin, to Mr. Dickerson, theL
samples cited in Government Ex-
hibit No. 1 were -tested in Pitts-
burgh while he thought he samples
cited in Governiet Exhibit No.; 2
were tested in Mt. Hope, West Vir-
ginia. (Tr. 139-140.) Mr. Hinkins
then testifiedithat he was "':not sure"
where the samples cited in Exhibit
No. 2 were sent. He did not recall

* * just exactly jst where. IV
mailed these to." (Tr. 140.)
- Finally, on April 5, 19.3,7 the

Judge having left the record: open

to permit the Government time to
submit additional evidence by writ-
ten interrogatives relating to tests
performed at the laboratory at Mt.
Hope (Tr. 145), the parties stipl-
lated that regardless of any testi-
mony at thehearing, "* * * the an-
alysis of the dust samples, a copy of
the results of which were received
and entered in evidence as Govern-
ment Exhibit No. 2, were performed
in the Bureau of Mines laboratory
at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania."

The Government by this evidence
seeks to prove that Co-Op violated
30 CFR 75.403 by not maintaining
an incombustible content of the com-
bined coal dust, rock dust, and other
dust in the mine, area at not less than
a given percentage It would seem,
therefore, that in all fairness to the
operator, some proof that the per-
centage figures on the document- of-
fered to establish a violation repre-
sent a true, correct, and accurate
portrayal of theLcombustible con-
tent of the samples submitted by the
inspector.

Co-op's mine manager was ap-
parently with the. inspector when
the samples in this ase were taken.
No objection to the method of tak-
ing the samples from the mie.was
made, probably for that reason.
However, the operator did not see
how the laboratory tests were per-

'ormnd, or by whom.: le hadno way
of knowing from the evidene. of
reord in this case: (1t) whterthe
samples taken from his mine were
actually the same samples referred
to on the two: exhibits; or (2)
whether the laboratory tests were

789'l80]
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pe-form ed by one or more qualified
and authorized laboratory techni-
cians ;or (3):if so, whether the
method em1ployed in the urported
analyses ,is scientifically acceptable.
Certainly,withiout even identifying
earmarks showing in what labora-
tory, 'if any the analyses were pre-
pared and with no initials, signa-
ture or other written verification or
authentication of any kind appear-
ing 'on them, the- originals of the
two' documents Caminot be said to be
intrinsically 'trustworthy.Yt '

The testimony of the'two inspec-
tors is "virtually LLseless regarding
the. laboratory 'processing since
neither of thema was familiar with
or had ever -b'beli to the Pittsburgh
laboratory. The' stipulation did
establish,;at l'east "with respect' to
Exhibit No.2, that the' analyses it
purp6rts to represent 'were 'per-
formed' in the Bureau LI)of Mines
laboratory at 'Pittsburgh. But the
stipulation' does not show' by whom
they' were' paeformed or in what
manner- aind it does A ot show where
or by whom the exhibit itself was
prepared.:

The Statemeit of the Case, con-
tained inTMESAs Brif, at page 2,
states; : -;- :0 ::-

f -The' results of th'e laboratory anai

lo In its opinion, the majority. does not ad-
vert to the fat 'that they are dealing withy
copies, -and' they -never come to grips witE the
requirement in 28 U.S.C.- § 1732(b) of satis-
factory'identification 'of reproductions. More-
over,.they com leteiy ignore 28 U.S.C. §1733
(b) which provides:.

"Properly' a~Utanesticated copies or' tran-
scripts of any hooiks records, papers' or doe-.0
ments of Many 'department or agency of the.
United States' shall be admitted 'in evidence
equally with 'the originals thereof." [Italics
added.] . .

of the incombustible content in this; na,
teiial was prepared at the laboratory?
typed into a standard form report and
received by the inspector by return maiL

I consider this statement to be ell-
tirely self-serving and perhaps a
statement of what counsel for
MESA wanted to prove or thought
he had proved, but there is no evi
dence whatever in the record to,
s.upport it.

I would evaluate the reliability
of the hearsay evidence, Exhibits. I
and 2; by application of the criteria
itemized under the previous sub-
1heading a's follows:

(a) The nature of the hearsay is that
it.-consists of two documents, improperly
identified, without any authentication
whatsoever, and having no intrinsic
verity.

*:(b) Better evidence is readily avail-
able.. At least, the frm' could be revised
to show a letterhead or seal of the Bureau
of Mines laboratory, with a verification
imprinted or stamped thereon, dated and
signed by the laboratory technician' who,
performed the analyses, and certifying
that he, was qualified and authorized, to-
make the analyses, that the analyses-
were made in accordance with specifie3.
and generally accepted scientific labora-
tory procedure, and that the results
shown accurately reflect the true per-
centages. of incombustible cohtentrfound&
in the- 'samplest analyzed.

(c) The importanceof. the -eyidenceis-
crucial for the purpose of providing a
reliable basis upon which the 'ultimate-
ftinding that aviolation occurred can be
made. The, cost of- acquiring the better-
:eide~ce, - ,described -in (,) abov6e,
would.be nominal.

(d) The fact finding in this proceeding ;
needs to' be precise enough to comply
with the requirements of 5 U.S.C. § 557-
(c) (A) of the APA, which are to make-
findings on all material issues of fact andi
show, the reasons; or basis therefor..:
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_ (e) The administrative policy behind
'the statute being enforced is presumably
that any civil penalties assessed against
a coal. mine operator shall be for viola-
-tions proved on the basis of reliable,
-probative, and substantial evidence as
aoquired by 5 U.S.C. § 556I(d) of the APA.

Finally, I evaluate the subject
-hearsay evidence adduced in this
proceeding in terms of Judge
h-aud's formula, as not "* * * the
kind of evidence on which respon-
.sible persons are accustomed to rely
in serous affairs."

Ofcial Notice and Presulnptions

The majority impliedly :recog-
:izes that the record made below is
fatally: lacking in sufficient relia-
able, probative, and substantial evi-
-denice to support findings of viola-
tion when it resorts to officialnotice
:and the creation of a; presumption
in order to overcome the deficiencies
,of the evidence of record as shown
-above. Specifically, the 'majority
takes official. notice of procedures
~supposedly established by the Sec-
retary for the collection and labora-

:tory analysis of' dust samples and
-of the December 1971 edition of the
Department's Coal Mine Safety In-
-speotion Manual for Underground
M'ines. It also takes * * * notice
that the methods used in the test-
ing procedure are of general iowil-
-edge in mining circles and conceded
-to be in keeping with well-known
-scientific principles and practices,
and that such testing procedures
and techniques are followed in each
-of the several laboratories estab-
lished by the Secretary for such pur-

ae
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poses * * *." Having taken: notice
of all these alleged rocedures, the
majority caps its argument with
the presumption that the procedures
are in fact carried out in every case,
presumably including the one at bar
unless shown to the contrary.
. In my opinion,. the-consideration
of eotra-recordinformation and ma-
terials which a-re not a matter of
common knowledge to the gneral
public is usually precluded as a mat-
ter of law. The, practice in, which
the majority indulges in order to
sustain the Government's case effec-
tively denies theright to a trial-type
hearing in penalty cases which Con-
gress specifically granted. in section
109 of the Act. Cf. Ohtio Be~l Tele-
phone Co. v. Public Utilities
Commn., 301 U.S. 292 (1937). Since
the principal: evidence. supporting
the , majority's view was never put
into the record before it was closed,
Co-Op has neverbeen accorded the
opportunity for rebuttal which is
the very essence of thefhearing right.
Glendenning v. Ribicoff, 213 F.
Supp. 301 (D. Mo.. 1962) ; UNA
Chapter, Flight Engimeere' Intern.
Assn. A-CIO v.* NationaAl e-
diation Board, 294 F.2d .905 -(D.C.
.Cir. 1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S.
956 (1962); cf. 5 U.S.C. §556(e)
(1970).

Furthermore, even if I thought
that official notice in these circum-
stances were proper, I would still
quarrel with those matters noticed
by the majority. Although the ma-
jority pinion. refers to Secretarial
procedures, it'does not cite any of-
ficially promulgated regulations is-
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sued and signed by the Secretary
or his lawful delegate. The only De-
partmental publication to which the
majority adverts is the December
1971 Coal Mine Safety Inspection
Manual for Underground Mines.
However, while this manual does
contain instructions to inspectors
with regard to sampling and han-
dling, it does not describe the proc-
essing and testing procedures at
the laboratory in any great detail,
and despite the majority's conten-
tion that the laboratory methods are
of "general knowledge," I, for one,
remain unenlightened as to what
they are and have no basis upon
which to conclude that they are
scientifically acceptable. Genden-
ning v. Ribicoff, supra."'

Finally, I'must take exception to
the creation by the majority of a
presumption to the effect that the
supposed procedures attributed to
the Secretary were in fact followed
in the case at hand. In my judgment,
such a presumption amounts to little
more than a statement by the ma-
jority that Government employees
can do no wrong in processing lab-
oratory samples. Except in default
situations,'I would hold that proof
that the prescribed procedures were
followed in the' case at hand is es-
sential in order to establish a prima
facie case. 43 CFR 4.544.

J The Secretary in his discretion could hold
a rulemaking proceeding pursuant to the
Act to establish the reliability of the scien-
tific methods and procedures employed in the
Department's laboratories for determining in-
combustible content. The rules which would
result from such a proceeding would obviate
the necessity, of proving reliability In every
adjudicative hearing pursuant to section 109.

X Standard of Proof Policy

The evidentiary problems posed
by laboratory analysis reports and
computer printouts are complex and
technical. The Departmental per-
sonnel engaged in this kind of proc-
essing, and who initiate the docu-
mentary evidence designed to prove
the efficacy of the laboratory test-
ing results are not lawyers and are
not responsible for the legal defi-
ciencies of such evidence.

However, the Department .does
have, I think, an affirmative re-
sponsibility to establish a standard
of proof policy of the highest
quality when seeking to impose the
sanction of a civil penalty. This ob-
jective can be best accomplished by
appropriate rulemaking, or in the
alternative, by decisions of the
Board within the exercise of its ad-
jiudicative jurisdiction. The prin-
cipal impetus for my dissent is the
belief that the majority opinion ef-
fectively sidesteps that responsi-
bility and condones a very anemic
standard of proof which does not,
in my opinion, conform to either
the letter or the spirit of section
556 (d) of the APA.

In addition, the unique provision
of section 109 (a) (4) of the Act, as.
a practical matter, suggests that the
standard of proof required for jury
trials might just as well be required
for our administrative penalty pro-
ceedings, particularly, as here,
when the evidence needed to meet
that standard is so readily avail-
able. That section provides for a,
proceeding in a United States Dis-
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trict Court to enforce an order of
the Secretary assessing a civil pen-
alty, when an operator fails to pay
within the time prescribed; but, it
Teqmires that all issues of fact be
submitted to a ury while all other
issues are reviewed de 'novo by the
court. Under this circumstance, I
submit that counsel for MESA
might just as well produce that
kind of evidence in the administra-
tive penalty proceeding, which
would be admissible and held to be
substantial in a subsequent United
States District Court proceeding.
By this procedure, counsel for the
operators 'might be convinced that
the Govermuent has the proof to
sustain its allegations and might be

inclined to advise their clients that
refusal to pay the administrative
assessment would be useless and
futile and would result only in ad-
ditional costs of litigation.

Finally, I believe that all public
officials should use their powers to
impose sanctions only after those
charged with' prosecution and en-
forcement- responsibilities have
clearly demonstrated that the im-
position of such sanctions i justi-
fied. To assure public confidence in
administrative adjudications, a
high standard of proof policy must
be established and maintained.

DAVID DOANE,
Admniiustrative Judge.

GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT 1

ANALYSES OF DUST SAMPLES

TABLE 2

COMPANY Co-op Mining Company

COLLECTED BY Parley D. Hinkins DATE December 15, 1971

SAMPLE AS REC'D
LAB NO. SAMPLE OF DUST LOCATION OF MINE-SPOT LOCATION PERCENT

NO. FROM SAMPLES INCOM-
B USTIBLE

J-85082 1 Band Return Zero=45 feet outby No. 4 62.
survey station in the return in No. 2
entry.

J-85083 2 Band Intake Zero=45 feet outby No. 3 73.
survey station haulage roadway.

J-85084 3 Band Intake Zero=100 feet outby fault 75.
along haulage road.

J-85085 4 Band Return Zero=30 feet inby No. 2 67.
stopping in the return entry.

*By Vokumeter.
DISSENTING OPINION APPENDIX I

MINE Co-op
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G0VERNMENT EXHIBIT 2 -

ANALYSES OF DUST SAMPLES

TABLE 2

COMPANY Co-op Mining CompanyMINE: Co-op

COLLECTED BY Parley D. Hinkins DATE January 24-25, 1972

SAMPLE AS RE C'D
LAB NO. SAMPLE OF DUST LOCATION OF MINE-SPOT LOCATION PERCENT

NO. FROM SAMPLES INCOM-
BUSTIBLE

J-90335 - 1 Floor;- Intake-Zero=20 feet inby old 8 B. 66. 0
loading machine along the haulage
road.

J-90336 2 Floor Intake Zero=120 feet inby spad No. 28. *
31, No. 6 room in 2 right section.

J-90337 3 Floor Return Zero= 100 feet inby the 30 foot 54. *
fault.

J-90338 4 Floor Intake Zero =75 feet inby No. 2 mate- 66. *
rial doors on the haulage road.

J-90339 5 Floor Intake Zero=150 feet outby the face 47. *

of No. 7 -room in 2 right section.

*By Volumeter.

DISSENTING OPINION APPENDIX II

UNITED STATES
V.

ALAMEDA P. LAW ET AL.

18 IBLA 249
Decided December 3i, 1974

Appeal by the United States from that
portion of a decision by Administra-
tive Law Judge Rudolph K. Steiner
which dismissed contestant's com-
plaints against four desert land entries
(R 07370, etc.);. and appeal by one of
the contestees from that portion of the
Judge's decision in which he refused
to rule on the statutory life remaining
in her desert land entry (1A Q390326).

Reversed.

,1. Desert Land Entry: Generally-
Desert Land Entry: Assignment-
Desert Land. Entry: Cancellation-
Desert Land Entry: Cultivation and
Reclamation

Where a group of desert land entrymen
have leased their entries for a term of
15 years, with an option to purckase at
the end of the lease, given full control of
the entries to the lessees, and deposited
in escrow warranty deeds conveying the
land in their entries,, the agreements vio-
lated the provisions of- the Desert Land
Law against sale of entries prior to
patent, assignments for theibenefit of a

t81 I.D.
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corporations and holding of more than
320 acres of desert land by one person
or association. Accordingly, the entries
must be canceled.
The doctrine of- voluntary rescission of
an alleged contract to sell a desert land
entry fter patent is not to be applied
in these circumstances, particularly
where the rescission comes long after a
contest has been brought against the'en-
tries, the money paid to entrymen has
not been refunded, and the life of entry
has run.'

2. Desert Land Entry: Generally-
Desert Land Entry: Cultivation and
Reclanation-Contests and Protests:
Generally
An applicant whose desert land entry,
suspended for many years by the decision
in Maggie L. Havens and who was al-
lowed the 19 months provided by the
Secretary's notice of December 2, 1965,
to submit proof of compliance with the
requirements of the Desert Land Act, is
not to be given further time when the
evidence adduced in a contest against
the entry shows that compliance with the
cultivation and reclamation requirements
of the desert land law was not accom-
plished within the life of the entry; the
existence of a contest against the entry
does not suspend the entry while the con-
test is pending and thus permit compli-
ance with the requirements for perfection
of the entry beyond the statutory life of
the entry.

APPEARANCES: R. B. Whitelaw,
Esq., El Centro, California, for the con-
testees; George H. Wheatley, Esq.,
Office of the Solicitor, for the con-
testant.

OPINION BY ADHINISTRA-
TIVEJUDGERITVO

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

-The Bureau of LandManagelient
has appealed from that portion of
the May 21, 1971, decision of the Ad-
iinistratveLaiv Judge, which dis-
missed the allegations in its com-
plaints against four desert land en-
tries ivolved in this consolidated
contest proceeding.' Contestee TInez
Mae Pearson has appealed that por-
tion of the decision in which the
Judge refused to express an opinion
as to the statutory life remaining
in her entry, LA 039326, on whici
there have been no improvements or
cultivation.

The four entries were made in the
early 1900's but were suspended as
the result of the Department's deci-
sion in M11aggie L. Havem, A-5580
(October 11, 1923), until water for
the irrigation of the lands became
available from the Imperial Irriga-
tion District through the anticipat-
ed construction of the All-Aineri-
can canal to bring Colorado lRiver
water into the Imperial and Coach-
ella Valleys in California. The sus-
pension was lifted in 1965.' The Ala-

1 Change of title of the hearing officer
from "earing Examiner" to "Administrative
Law Judge" was effectuated by order of the
Civil Service Commission, 37 PR 16787
(August 19, 1972).

'The proceeding dealt with the validity of
the following desert land entries located in
Imperial County, California:

R 07370 of Alameda P. Law, embracing the
NW'! 4 Sec. 11, T. 16 S., R. 11 E., S.B.M.

LA 038793 of Earnest, J. Pearson, embracing
the NE'4 Sec. 11, T. 16 S., R. 11 E., .B.M.

LA 039023 of Dorothy Nichols Pinkham,
et ., embracing the N 2NEY4 Sec. 12, T. 16
S., R. 11 B., S.B.M. - I -

LA 039326 of Inez Mae Pearson, ebrac-
ing the EIA_ Sec. 35, T. 15 S., R. 11 ., .B.M.

' The Havens suspension is more fully dis-
cussed infsa in connection with the Inez Mae
Pearson entry, LA 039326.

7941
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meda P. Law, Earnest J. Pearson
and Dorothy Nichols Pinkham en-
tries have been reclaimed by the con-
struction of adequate irrigation fa-
cilities, and the entries have been
cultivated.

The Administrative Law Judge
has set out the facts as follows:

The Contestees seek acquisition of
title to the subject lands pursuant to the
Act of March 3, 1887 (19 Stat. 377) as
amdened by the Act of March 3, 1891 (26
Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C. 321 et seq.). Final
proofs were filed in each entry, except
R-039326, in- February or Match 1966.

The Contestant filed similar Com-
plaints in each proceeding alleging gen-
erally that the entrymen, during May or
June 1961, had leased the entries, with
option to purchase, to E. J. McDermott
and Kemper Marley, doing business as
Pima Cattle Company, and pursuaat
thereto executed and delivered warranty
deeds into escrow and that the rights and
privileges of McDermott and Marley
under the lease-option agreements have
inured to the benefit of Pima Cattle Com-
pany, a California Corporation.
The Complaints further allege as follows:

(a) The aforesaid lease-option agree-
ments and deeds constitute prohibited as-
signments of the entries to individuals
who are ineligible to make a desert land
entry in the State of California or to take
such an entry by. assignment in violation
of Section 8, Act of March 3, 1877, as
added by Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.
1096, l097 and as aended by Act of
January 26, 1921, 41 Stat. 1086, 43 U.S.C.
325 and Section 2, Act of March 28, 1908,
35 Stat. 52, 43 U.S.C. 324 (1964).

.(b) The aforesaid lease-option agree-
ments and deeds constitute prohibited as-
signments of the entries to or for the
benefit of a cotporation in violation of
Section 2, Act of March 28, 1908 (supra)..

(c) The aforesaid lease-option agree-
ments and deeds constitute binding con-
tracts of sale of the land in the entries

to be consummated after patents are is-
sued.

(d) The entrymen and their predeces-
sors in interest have failed to expend the
amount required by law necessary for the
irrigation, reclamation and cultivation of
the land in the entries as required by Sec-
tion 5, Act of March 3, 1877, as added by
Act of March. 3, 1891 (sopra).

(e) E. J. McDermott and Kemper
Manley, also known as Kemper Marley,
doing business as Pima Cattle Company,
and/or Pima Cattle Company, a Cali-
fornia corporation, hold in excess of
320 acres of desert land in violation of
Section 7, Act, of March 3, 1877, as added
by Act of March 3, 1891 (supra).

(f) The entrymen have not main
tained the entries in good faith with in-
tent to irrigate, reclaim and cultivate the
land therein as required by Section 1, Act
of March3, 1877 (supra).
A hearing was held in El Centro, Cali-
fornia.

The Contestant introduced in evidence
those documents alleged to constitute pro-
hibited assignments of entries [footnote
omitted] to ineligible individuals, to
benefit a corporation, and to result in a
holding in excess of 320 acres by a single
corporation.

By instrument dated June 16, 19.61 (Ex-
hibit 13), the Estates of Kitty H. Nichols
and George W. Nichols, Sr., by Dorothy
Nichols Pinkham, as "Administrator with
Power of Attorney," leased the lands in
the Pinkham entry, LA-039326, to "E. J.
McDermott and KIemper Manley, doing
business under the name and style of
Pima Cattle Company, of 1720 Fifth Ave-
nue, Yuma, Arizona." By instrument
dated August 31, 1961, Dorothy Nichols
Pinkham again leased the lands in the
two entries to the same lessees.

By similar instrument dated May 22,
1961 (Exhibit 9), Earnest J. Pearson and
Inez Mae Pearson leased the lands em-
braced by the other three entries to the
same lessees. McDermott and Manley
were residents of the State of Arizona at
the time the leases were executed.

[81 ID.
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Each lease runs for a term of 15 years
with option to purchase after expiration
*of the term. Each provides .for a "full
:rental price" of $100 per acre due in an-
:nual installments of $6 per acre. In the
,event of the failure of the lessees to make
the payments provided for, the leases
'were to be terminated and all payments

* theretofore made were to be retained by
the lessors as liquidated damages. The
lessees were 'to pay all taxes and assess-
ments levied by the Imperial Irrigation
District. The lessees further agreed "to
keep records and to be, or furnish, suit-
able witnesses who will jointly with Les-
sors, furnish and make said final proof."

The option clause reads, "It is mutually
agreed as a part of the consideration for
this lease that Lessees shall have and they
are hereby given an option at the end of
fifteen (15) years provided they have in
the meantime kept and fully performed
all the provisions of this Lease to have
Lessors convey and transfer title to said
lands to the Lessees, or to their desig-
nated grantees by a duly executed and
acknowledged Warranty Deed now-being
placed in escrow upon the payment to
them of the sum of FOUR THOUSAND
EIGHT HUNDRED ($4,800.00) DOL-
LARS."

The Bank of America, Brawley, Cali-
fornia, was designated as the "escrow"
or "collection" agent to collect the rental
,payments, credit the same to the lessor's
account and to make delivery of deeds of
-conveyance to the lessees pursuant to the
leases. By warranty deed dated July 24,
1961, and acknowledged August 31, 1961,
Dorothy Nichols Pinkham conveyed the
lands in the Pinkham entry and LA-
038342; to E. J. McDermott and Marion
McDermott, his wife, "or their nominees"
(Exhibit 8). By grant deed dated Febru-
ary 23, 1962, and acknowledged the same
date, Earnest J. Pearson and Inez Mae
Pearson conveyed the lands in the Law
and Earnest J. Pearson entries to the
same grantees (Exhibit 11.) A- further
grant deed was prepared for execution
by Mr. and Mrs. Pearson in February

1962, for conveyance to E. J. McDermott
and Kemper Marley, doing business under
the name and style of Pima Cattle Com-
pany of the land in LA-039326, as well
as the lands in R-07370 and LA-038793.
(Exhibit 12.) Whether said deed was ever
signed and acknowledged is not known.

Pima Cattle Company -was incor-
porated under the laws of the State of
California in 1962, by D. J. McDermott,
Marion E. McDernott, and James L.
Campbell, at that time all residents of
the State of Arizona. (Exhibit 16.) E. J.
McDermott and Kemper Marley, doing
business under the name and style of
Pima Cattle Company, granted, conveyed,
sold, assigned, transferred and set over
to Pima Cattle Company, a California
corporation, their August 31, 1961, lease
and option from Dorothy Nichols Pink-
ham and their May 22, 1961, lease and
option from Earnest J. Pearson and Inez
Mae Pearson. (Exhibit 8 and Exhibit 7,
respectively.)

A concrete lined main irrigation ditch
has been constructed from the West Side
Main Canal of the Imperial Irrigation
District across privately-owned land,
then along the northern boundary of
Desert Land Entries LA-039023, LA-
038342, LA-038793 and R-0T370, to serve
the lands in these entries and privately-
owned lands in the area. It was con-
structed by, and the costs thereof were
paid by, either Pima Cattle Company, a
partnership, or Pima Cattle Company, a
corporation. (TR-96, TR-97 and TR-98.)
Pima Cattle Company, a corporation, by
three instruments dated April 25, 1966,
granted to Inez Mae Pearson, Earnest J.
Pearson and Alameda P. Law, and by
instrument dated April 20, 1966, granted
to Louis C. Pinkham and Dorothy Nichols
Pinkham, the perpetual right to transport
water through said main irrigation ditch
and to use other of its facilities to irri-
gate the lands in their entries. (Exhibit
29, Exhibit 30, Exhibit 31 and Exhibit 32,
respectively.) By instrument dated June
18, 196.5, Pima Cattle Company, a cor-
poration, granted all of its right title

794J]
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and interest in certain lands, including
those covered by the four entries here
in question, in trust to Security Title and
Trust Company, to secure Kemper Manley
in the payment of money advanced or to
be advanced by him to the corporation.
(Exhibit 34.) Also, by instrument of the
same date Pima Cattle CompanMy, a cor-
poration, assigned to Kemper Manley "all
rents andlsuims due and owing" to the
corporation "under Lease or Rental
agreeimnts now existing or hereafter
made, for the leasing or rental" of cer-
tain lands including the four entries.
(Exhibit 33.)

The above-mentioned irrigation ditch
was constructed so that its capacity
would be sufficient to irrigate the land in
LA-039326 at such time as the ditch was'
extended to serve the land in that entry.
(TR-104 and Tn-10.) There has been
no cultivation of, nor have any improve-
ments been placed on, the land in that
entry. The reclamation of' the lands in
the remaining three entries is more than
adequate to meet the requirements of the
desert land laws. (TR-135.)

The Contestees do not deny the exist-
ence of the said leases and conveyances.
However, they point out that the pay-
ments were discontinued'on October 11,
1967, after which time the agreements
were subject to forfeiture. The docu-
ments held for eollection by the Bank of
America were returned to the entrymen
on April 23,1969. (Exhibit 7.)

The Judge found that the lease
option. agreements- were illegal,
void, unlawful, and unenforceable
in California,. but that I/icDermott
and Pima Cattle Company have a
lien against the entries to the extent
of their expenditures for improve-
ments. He then concluded that the
entrymen had acted in good faith
and the existence of the lien satis-
fied the requirement that they ex-
pend funds for the reclamation and
cultivation of the entries. Finally

he concluded that the entryinen
having rescinded the agreements,
the entries could be processed to
patent.-

Contestant: states in its appeal*
that the subject contests, were filed
on the basis of and in reliance upon
the views expressed in Solicitor's
Opinion Idaho Desert Land -En-
tries-Indian Hill Croulp, 72 I.D..
156 (1965), and in Departmental
decision United States v. Shearman7
73 I.D. 386 (1966). Shearman was
the subject of judicial review in
Reed v. Nickel, Civil No. -65-86,
in the United States District Court
for the District of Idaho. Also,
United States v. Hood Corporation,.
Civil No. 1-67-97, (hereafter
Hoodco) was brought in the same
Court seeking to callcel.patents is-
sued to desert land entrymen on the.
grounds of fraud against the United.
States arising from the same trans-
actions as those in Shearman. The
two actions were consolidated for
trial, and by preliminary decision
of March 13, 1970, the District
Court reversed the Departmental
decision and dismissed the comn-
plaint in Hood Corporation

The Court of Appeals issued its
decision in the two cases on June 4>
1973, as amended on Denial ofi Re-
hearing on July 27, 1973, sub swim..
Reed v. Morton, United States v.
Hood Corporation, 480 F. 2d -634
(1973), reversing the District Court
and upholding the Department.

The facts in Shearvan are set out.
in great detail in the Court and De-
partmental decisions and need not
be restated here. Suffice it to say that-:

181- I.D:
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it involved a plan to develop a-large
goup of desert land entries through

the use of entrymen who, having
despaired of reclaiming the land on
their own, entered into agreements
with a corporation which had the
exclusive right to possess each entry
and to grow and harvest crops on it
for a term of 20 years. The entry-
men also signed nonrecourse notes
secured by first and second mort-
:gages on the entry. Although they
did not execute written agreements
to sell the entries before or after
patent, each reached an agreement
with the individual who organized
the plan that the entrymen would
sell after patent for $10 per acre.
The arrangements between the en-
trymen, the individual organizer,
and-'the corporation were not re-
vealed to the Blreau of Land
Management.

The Department held that the
agreement between the entrymen
and the corporation was an assign-
ment for the benefit of a corporation
within the meaning of the prohibi-
tion of section 2 of the Desert Land
Act, upra; that the combined
agreements constituted a holding by
the corporation of more than 320
acres of desert land within the
meaning of the prohibition of sec-
tion 7 of the Desert Land Act; that
:the signing of a nonrecourse note
:secured only by a mortgage on the
entry does not constitute a personal
-liability for the money expended;
*and that an entryman must have
the intention of reclaiming his entry
in accordance with the provisions of

799AAMEDA P. LAW ET AL.
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the law !at the time the entry is
made.'

The Court of Appeals canceled
the patented entries and affirmed
the' Department's dcision cancel-.
ingthe unpatented entries. It found
that the crynhen had given up any
interest in the land after they had
agreed to transfer their interests to
the developers. It also-held -that,
while assignments weered permitted
under the Desert Latend law, secret
assignments of entries could not be
used to avoid either the -proscrip-
tion against a contract to convey an
unpatented entry or against a per-
son or association holding by assign-
ment or otheirwise 320 acres and that
a corporation could not hold a desert
land entry.

[1] We agree with the Adminis-
trative Law Judge's conclusion that
the areements were illegal, void, un-
lawful and unenforceable. Asf de-
fined in the Department's decision in
United Sta'tes v. Skeaman, supra
they fall withii the scope of* pro-
hibited assignments for the benefit
of a corporation, of illegal contracts
to sell the land in the entries after
patents are issued, and of the prohi-
bition against a holding in excess of
320 acres of desert land.

[2] While recognizing the illegal
ity of the agreements and convey-
ances, Athe Administrative Law
Judge held that the entries could
nonetheless pass to patent because
the entrymen had acted in good
faith and had voluntarily rescinded
the agreements, citing Lois l. Pol-
lard, A-30226 (May 4, 1965).
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There the desert land entry-
woman had entered into an execu-
tory agreement to sell the land in
her entry after she obtained patent.
Prior to. filing final proof she had
refunded the purchase price, and
reacquired possession of the entry.
She then performed the necessary
reclamation and cultivation of the
entry. After pointing out that the
regulations (then 43 (CFR :1964 rev.,
§ 232(17) (b), flow 43 CFR 2521.-
3 () (3)), stated that the provisions
of law permitting assignments did
not furnish authority for a claimant
to, make an executory contract to
convey land after entry and to pro-
ceed with the submission of- final
proof in furtherance of the col-
tract, the Department held that
voluntary, rescission of an illegal
agreement may correct. the defect
where the entryman executed the
agreement in good- faith, but that
the application of the rule depends
on the circumstances of each case.

We hold that the circumstances of
this case do not justify asimilar ap-
plication of the doctrine of volun-
tary rescission.

The Judge points out that the
facts in HboOdco demonstrate from
the very beginning of -the entries a
much plainer intent to violate the
desert land law than can be found
here. He stresses the long time the
entries were held by the appellants'
or their predecessors, the discussion
of the plan with land office officials,
the entrymen's unawareness that the
plan was illegal. He then concludes
that the entrymen acted in good
faith and should benefit from the

Department's policy permitting vol-
untary rescissions.

He also emphasizes that the entry-
men could have financed the de-
velopment of their entries by mort-
gages as permitted by the, desert
land regulation.

While the senario of Hoodco,
presents, in some ways, a more dras-.
tic example of violations of law'
than the facts herein, a scheme not'
as outrageous as Iloodoo may tilli
be not only plainly illegal, as this;
one was, but may also present cir--
cumstances not justifying the appli_
cation of the doctrine of voluntary
rescission. We also note that in,
Hoodeo the entryman had only an
understanding that they would sell'
the land to the Hood Corporation
and that by paying of the note they'
could have reclaimed possession of
the land. Here the entrymen had
specifically agreed to convey the'
land and could not regain possession
before 15 years.

What are the circunistances that
militate against granting relief
here V First, -the life of these entries'.
has run. If rescission is accepted,,
the entries presumably are ready for
patent. There is nothing' more to be
done. In PoZlarcd, to the contrary,
the rescission was made during the'
life of the entry, the money' was re-
'turned, and Mrs. Pollard proceeded'
to reclaim the land in accordance
with the law. Here there will be no.
opportunity for the entrymen to,
demonstrate the sincerity of their'
repentance by complingthemselves-
with the requirement' of the law..
The entries will pass to patent sub-
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j ect to a huge lien held by Pima who
in all likelihood Will again have
control- of these etries. We also
note 'that there is no allegation that
they 'returned any of the. money
they received from Pima.

Furthemiore, one strong element

in the rescission cases is whether
rescission was made before a con-
test was brought against the entry.
B7anchard v. B&tZer, :37 L.D. 677,
680 '(1909). Heie 'there was no at-
t empt at rescission until long after
the life of the entry. had expired,
and after 'the contest was brought.
-The rescission, if such there has
been, has not been accomplished by
any Tfrinal document, but oniy by
the return of -the ilnsturinents to tle
cont9tees sotme 18 months after the

obThst 'was institbuted.

The concept undeying the doc-
trine of voluntary rescissioniis that
it 'permits 'an inlnoce'e person first
to undo an illegal a and then to
proceed 'to coi'y wi'th the require-
me'nts o'i the i. To award patents
upon the basis of Irescfission, alone,
coi'ning :loi after the life of each of
the entries has Cxpiked, will simply
be ratification of the illegal arrange-
mehts. The Judge finds that Pima
holds a lien on the entries in some
undisclosed but substantial amount.
Wile we do not believe that a lien
can arise until after patent-at least
not oneVthe United States must rec-
Ognize while the title to the land is
in the United States-ohe presum-
ab would be enforceable 'after

patent. We. would then be perrmit-
till'g the pairties to accomplish by in-
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direction what they could not. have
achieved directly. 

There are other aspec'ts of this
case deserving of comment. First'
the thought that the entrymen and
Pima could have arrived at the same
resultthlrough the use of mortgages
seems to have been accepted by the
Judge without question. While a
moidtgage between one entrymaIn
and a lender is sanctioned by tl
regulation, mortgages by one lender
to one or a group of entrymen under
,which the mortgagee operates and
controls the entry for a Iong period
of time, may be "assignments" in
violation of section 2 of. the Act of
March 28, 1908, 43 U.S.C. §32
(1970), prohibiting assignment to
corporations, as well as;of section 7
of the Act of March 3, 1891, 43
U.S.C. § 329 (1170), prohibiting
holdings in excess of :320 acres.
United States v. Sherman, supra,
390, 426-128. Pima's rights to and
control of the entry are practically
identical with 'hose in' Sheamnan,
8.pra at 426. Therefore, the sub".
stitution of mortages for lease-
options would not have been a magic
bullet curing the ills of these ar-
kangements. Pima held 5 desert land
entries tbtaing 880 acres while sec-
tion 7 permits an individual to hold
only 320 acres. Thus Pima still
might :have been in violation o'f. one
or both of the abdve'sections even
if iMovtgages lad beeii used istead
of the; lease-optiorI.

Again, much is made of the fact
that the irrigation system was de-
veloped in such -a way that each
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entry could be individually farmed.
Water to serve the entries and some
privately owned land was trans-
ported from the West Side Main
Canal of the Imperial Irrigation
District through a concrete lined
main irrigation ditch. The concrete
ditch was construeted: and paid for
by Pima. It crossed privately owned
lands and then ran along the north-
ern boundary of these entries.

The water must be lifted and
transported to the entries by way of
.the ditch and two pumping plants.
Pima owned the pumping equip-
ment. Without the right to use the
ditch and pumping equipment there
was no way to bring to these entries
the water essential to their irriga-
tion. After final proof was filed, the
Riverside District and Land Office
called these circumstances to the
entrymen's attention and required
them to submit proof that each had
a permanent and legal right to use
these facilities.

The entrymen, thereupon, filed
evidence showing that :by instru-
ments dated April 25, 1966, or April
20, 1966, Pima Corporation granted
to them the perpetual right to trans-
port water through the main irri-
gation ditch and to use its other fa-
cilities to irrigate the land in their
entries.

Up to this point, then, Pima had
a stranglehold on all the entries.
Simply by refusing an entryman
permission to use the ditch or pump-
ing facilities it could have made it
impossible for him to irrigate his
entry. How could an entryman as-
sume any financial responsibility for

the cost of the ditch, as we are urged
to believe each one did, when he had
no assurance that the ditch would
be of any value to him? On the other
hand, if Pima not only acquired
control of the entries at the outset
of the arrangement but intended.to
keep control at all times, then. one
and the same person had control of
the entries, the ditch.and the pump-
ing facilities. So long as all these
interests were in Pima it did not
have to grant a right-of-way to the
entrymall of record. It already had
it all. It is difficult to believe that
even the most naive of entrymen
would not have recognized the peril
inherent in such an arrangement..
The only. plausible explanation is
that each entryman had no intention.
of assuming any financial responsi-
bility for the- cost of the irrigation
facilities and never expected to re-
gain control of his entry.

Other aspects of the arrangement
point to the same conclusion. Pima
had complete control of the entry
for the 15-year term. The entrymen;
had no obligations except to deliver"
a deed to the escrow agent for de-,
livery to Pima at the expiration of
.the term or sooner if mutually^
agreeable. The agreement provided
that if the lessees failed to perform,
"any payments made by the Lessees
will be kept by the Lessor as liqui-
dated damages." Rental payments
under a lease are earned when due
and are not liquidated damages in
the event of a breach of contract by
a lessee. The payments, therefore,
are not rental payments but are part
of the consideration to be paid for
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the purchase of the land. Thus the
arrangement establishes that the en-
trymen intended to convey the land
when they entered into the lease-
option agreements.

Next, after the lease-option ag-ee-
ment had been signed, the entry'
men pointed out to the lessee that
the purchase price was $8,000 in-
stead of the $4,800 set out in the
agreements. Again this bespeaks a
concern much more relevant to a
sale than a lease.

Nor are the substantial sums in-
vested by Pima sufficient reason to
permit an erosion of the desert land
law. As the Court said in Hoodco,
supra:

We cannot escape the conclusion that
the district court gave undue weight to
the substantial investment of Hoodco in
developing the lands. Id. at 639.

But secret "arrangements" and "un-
derstandings," like more formal contracts
to pass title to desert land grants after
patent, undermine the Interior Depart-
ment's power and duty to enforce the re-
stiictions on the recipients of the govern-
ment's bounty. However quixotic it may
seem at this late date to say so, Congress
never intended bargain-price desert land
to be provided for the benefit of corpora-
tions or large landholders. Id. at 641-42.

Finally, none of the rescission
cases involve facts such as we have
here. They have been concerned
with an individual entryman deal-
ing with an individual "purchaser."
Here we have not only a plain viola-
tion of the law, but a violation in-
volving one purchase and at least
five entries.

In view of the circumstances of
5712_36-75_9

this case, the doctrine of voluntary
rescission is nlot to be used to permit
the disregard of so many provisions
of the desert land law.

There remain two other charges
which, while related to the arrange-
ment with Kemper and Marley and
Pima, deserve some separate coin-
ment.

Charge (d) alleges that the entry-
men did not expend the amount of
money required by law in the neces-
sary irrigation, reclamation, and
cultivation of their respective en-
tries. The Judge, while 'dismissing
this charge, did not find that the en-
trymen expended their own funds
or incurred a personal obligation
f or expenditures made by others. He
held that expenditures made by:Afc-
Dermott, Manley, et al., created a
lien by operation of law against the'
entries and the obligation of the lien
is sufficient to satisfy the require-
ment of the desert land law. The
imposition of a lien against this land
would not make the entrymen re-
sponsible for the debt in any other
way. The lien, assuming that there
is one, runs only against the land in
the entry. The entrymen incurred
no other obligation. The entrymen
then are in the same position as
though they had borrowed money
from Pima secured only by mort-
gages on the entries, so that; the
notes were not their personal obliga-
tions.

This was exactly the situation in
United States v. Shearsnan, supra.
There all of the cost of development
was paid by Hoodco. The notes and
mortgages expressly provided that
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the entrymenl should have no per-
sonal liability and that the only re-
course of the holders of the notes in
the event of default would be to
foreclose upon. the lands in the re-
spective entries.

The Department concluded that
each of the entrymen had failed to
expend $3 per acre for the irriga-
tion, reclamation, and cultivation of
his entry. 73 I.D. at 388, 389. It held:

In order to comply with the require-
ments of section 2 of the act of March
3, 1891, a desert land entryman must
either expend his own money on the nec-
essary irrigation, reclamation, and culti-
vation of the entry or incur a personal
liability for any money so expended. Syl-
labus, at 386.

The Chief Hearing Examiner's
decision, which was published as an
appendix to the decision, concluded
that expenditures made by others
than the entryman which impose
no personal liability on him do not
satisfy the statutory requirement.
Id. at 428-32. The Solicitor had
reached the same conclusion and set
out his reasoning in full in a memo-
randum to the Secretary reporting
on the legality of the entries in-
volved in Reed v. Morton, supra,
Idaho Desert Land Entries, 72 I.D.
156, 168-72 (1965).

The Circuit Court noted that the
entrymen had not incurred any per-
sonal obligations, but drew no par-
ticular conclusions from that cir-
cumstance. Since it held that a
formal contract or the existence of
an understanding that title to the
land would pass after patent re-
quired the cancellation of the pat-
ents already issued and of the: en-

tries still outstanding, it did not
find it necessary to consider this
other ground which would only have
supported the same result.

In the instant case, the entrymen
neither expended their own funds
nor incurred any personal liability
under the lease-option agreements.
Even if a lien is foind-to-have re-
placed the lease-option agreement,
the entrymen still have neither ex-
pended their own funds nor incur-
red a personal liability for the ex-
penditures for the reclamation of
the entries.

Accordingly, for this reason
alone, the entries must be canceled.

Charge (f) alleged that:

The entrymen have not maintained the
entries in good faith with intent to ir-
rigate, reclaim and cultivate the land
therein as required by Section 1, Act
of March 3, 1877 (supra).

The Administrative Law Judge
held that good faithis shown if the
entryman brings unproductive des-
ert land into production, and his
methods and motives are not to be
examined in order to determine his
good faith. The Judge held that the
lease-option agreements, while il-
legal, do not amount to a demonstra-
tion of lack of good faith because
they were a substitute for mortgage
financing permitted by the regula-
tion, and were adopted on advice of
counsel with the knowledge of the
Bureau of Land Management.

The concept that an entryman's
motives and methods are not to be
examined so long as his purpose is
to bring desert land into production
and to miake money is startling.
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While these goals are legitimate,
they are not enough to establish an
entryman's "good faith." He must
'proceed by means sanctioned by the
desert land law.

At no time did the appellants
intend to assume any personal
liability for the huge expenses nec-
essary to reclaim, irrigate and culti-
vate the land. During the last year
of the entry's statutory life and
long thereafter the entries were sub-
ject to the illegal lease-option agree-
ments. However innocently the en-
trymen may have entered into the
agreements, they never had the in-
tention of reclaiming the lands
themselves. Without such an inten-
tion, they cannot have maintained
their entries in good faith. United
States v. Shearman, supra at 388,
389, 414-25.

Accordingly for this reason, too,
the entries should be canceled.

[2] We now consider contestee
Inez Mae Pearson's 4 appeal. After
having noted that there had been no
cultivation of, nor had any im-
provements been placed on, the land
in that entry, the Judge expressed
no opinion on the statutory life re-
maining in entry LA 039326 em-
bracing the E i/2 see. 35, T. 15 S., R.
11 E.

Mrs. Pearson pleads that she be
allowed 19 months in which to com-
plete the reclamation of her entry,
contending that delays in complet-
ing the work were not of her own
making but were caused by the ac-
tions of officials of the Department

4 Now deceased,

of the Interior. The combination of
facts and assertions prompting this
plea follow.

In constructing the irrigation
system to serve the lands in the sub-
ject entries as well as other lands in
the vicinity, Pima Cattle Company
extended the irrigation ditch north-
ward with the intention of carrying
water to the E '-1/2 sec. 35. However,
construction was stopped at a point
one-half mile from that landin 1964
when an official of the Riverside
office advised McDermott not to do
any further work on the land until
further advised by that office be-
cause of a decision by the Riverside
district and land office lon Septem-
ber 10, 1964, which declared null
and void a 1959 decision of the Los
Angeles land office, which had rec-
ognized an assignment of the entry
to Mrs. Pearson from her mother,
on the ground that the entry had
expired before the assignment was
made. On appeal to the Secretary,
the Department reversed and re-
manded the case for further action.
iac Mae Moore Pearson, A-30507
(March 31, 1966).

The Department held that the
entry still had 19 months of statu-
tory life remaining on December 2,
1965, the date on which notices that
the suspension was revoked were
sent to the affected entrymen whose
entries were suspended under
FHavens, spra. Nevertheless, in view
of the pending interim status of the
case, as an equitable matter, the De-
partment held that Mrs. Pearson's
period would run from the date of
its decision. The decision concluded,
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among various alternatives, with
the following:

* * or if she was in the, process of
reclaiming her entry on December 2, 1965,
but had not completed reclamation she
will be given the remaining life of her
entry, i.e., 19 months, to complete her
reclamation and submit notice thereof,
but she must within 90 days of this
decision give notice of her election to
take such greater period. * * *

Within 90 days of the March 1966
decision, specifically on June 16,
1966, Inez Mae Pearson filed with
the Riverside district and.land of-
fice her election to take the period of
19 months within which to complete
reclamation of the entry. She stated
that the structures would be com-
pleted for serving said land and
crops would be grown, thereon
within -the period of 19 months. The
Riverside office transmitted the case
file to the Regional Solicitor, De-
partment of the Interior, Los An-
geles, for recommendations in July
1966. During the period of time the
case was in the Regional Solicitor's
office, the Department's decision in
Shearmnan was issued, as a result of
which that office concluded that the
entry should be contested. The con-
test complaints were issued on De-
c ember 20, 1967.

We find that the life of Mrs.
Pearson's entry expired 19 months
from the date.of the March 31, 1966,
decision, or on October 31, 1967; and
that under the Secretary's instruc-
tions of December 2, 1965, terminat-
ing the Havens' suspension, no fur-

ther extensions, are warranted A
pending contest does not excuse an
entrynwan from further. perform-
ance looking toward perfection ofl
the entry. This case is comparable to
Eiten v. Davidson, A-28871 (Au-
gust 8, 1962),in which the Depart-
ment stated:

There is, of course, no basis for the
contestee's contention that he was, or
should have been, excusd from coimpli-
ance with the requiremen'ts of the home-
stead law while the entry was under con-
test. The 5-year life of a homestead is
fixed by statute (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see.
164) and no officer or employee of the
Department of the Interior has authority
to extend it. The fact that a land office
employee may have suggested to a home-
stead entryman during the second year
of the entry that it would be wise to
postpone extensive improvement of the
entry pending the outcome of a contest
is not a promise that the entryman may
rely upon the contest to excuse all fur-
ther performance looking toward perfec-
tion of the entry in complete disregard
of the statutory limitation on the life
of the entry. Of course, such employee
could not grant to the entryman any right
in public land not authorized by law.
Orvil ay Mickelberry, A-28432 (No-
vember 16, 1970) ;, Gerald . Chissum,
A-28295 (June 7, 1960). * * *

Accordingly, we hold 'that the
statutory life of Inez Mae Pearson's
entry LA039326 embracing the E
1/2 sec. 35, T. 15 S., R. 11 E., has ex-
pired, and the entry is canceled.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sioni appealed from is modified as to.
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entry 039326 and reversed as to .thc
others.

MARTIN Rivo,
Administrative Judge.

IVE coNcunR:

FREDERICK FIsiam1 N,
Administrative Judge.

NEWTON FRISBERG,

Clhief Admninistrative Judge.

JOsEPH W. Goss,
Admvinistrative Judge.

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.

JOAN B. THo0vrSoN,,
Admninistrative Judge.

ADIMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS

DISSENTING:

For the reasons stated below I
disagree with the finding of th
majority that the desert land entrie'
of Alameda P. Law, Earnest J
Pearson, and Dorothy Nichol
Pinkham should be 'canceled and I
would find, in agreement with th
Administrative Law Judge herein,
that contestant's complaints wit]
respect to these entries should b
dismissed.

Thus, according to Judge Steinei

'The principal basis for the Contestant'
allegations of lack of good faith is th
interest and activity of the Pima Cattl
Company. The Contestees contend th2
they entered into the agreements in orde

II adopt as part of this dissent the quote.
portions of his decision.

to obtain financing without which im-
provements could not have been made. At
all times the Bureau *of Land Aanage-
ment was advised that McDermott, Man-
ley and Pima Cattle Company were ac-
tively engaged in developing the entries.
Nowhere in the record is there any evi-
dence that the Contestees attempted to
conceal their relationship with MeDer-
mott. The eutrymen and MeDermott could
have arranged the necessary financing
through the use of mortgages as author-
ized by Departmenital regulations (see 43
C.F.R. 2226.-3 (d) ) Under those cir-
cumstances, McDermott could have pro-
ceeded with the actual development work
in the same manner as has been done. The
mortgages could, have been executed in..

amounts which wouldi have amply pro-
vided for all costs. * *

The entrymen were apparently 'Acting.
under advice of counsel. They did not
know that their agreements could possi-
bly result in the cancellation of the en-
tries, and were not so informed by the
Bureau of Land Management [although
BLAM at all times was kept informed of
contestees' actions].

When they became aware that the en-
tries could not be so assigned, payments

e on the leases were terminated. Nowhere
in the record is there any evidence, or
even an inference. that the Pima Cattle

* Company, -or its agents in any way "pro-
moted" the entries as was done in the

[ Shearmancase. It is clear that these

e lands were brought under cultivation in
good faith.

a As to the legal effect of the lease-
e Option. agreements in California,

Judge Steiner' found them illegal,
void, 'and unenforceable, under the

authority of rs v. Suire, 26
.e CA 2d 461 (1968),73 Cal. Rptr. 154.

it He further found that the agree-
r ments, having been executed in good

faith, dlo not preclude the processing

of the entries to patent, under the

794]
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principle of Lois L. Pollard A-
30226 (fay 4, 1965) .2

Judge Steiner further found:

Title 43 U.S.C. see. 328, relating to ex-
penditures and cultivation, provides, in
part, 'as follows.

"No land shall be patented to any person

under this chapter unless he or his as-

signors, shall have expended in the nec-

essary irrigation, reclamation, and culti-

vation thereof, by means of main canals

and branch ditches, and in permanent

2 With respect to the Pollard case, Judge
Steiner writes:

In Lois L. Pollard A-30226 (May 4, 1965),
the entrywomen had entered into an executory
agreement to convey land in the entry after
patent, but; prior to filing final proof, had
refunded the purchase price and regained
possession through cancellation of the agree-
ment for breach of contract by civil litigation.
It was held that "voluntary rescission of an
illegal agreement is recognized where the
entrymen executed the agreement in good
faith." (Citing Blanclard v. Butler, 37 L.D.
677 (1909); George P. Bimler, 40 LD. 79
(1911); Martin LJ. Torres, 51 L.f. 247 (1925).
In remanding the matter for review of the
entrywoman's good faith, the Solicitor stated:

"If Mrs. Pollard had entered into the agree-
ment in good faith and had then ascertained
or been informed that the agreement was
invalid and had voluntarily rescinded it, she
presumably would have been allowed to' proc-
ess her entry to patent. The question here is
whether if, in good faith, believing the
agreement binding, she has 'it set aside on
other grounds- through litigation, a different
rule should apply. We think not.

"As indicated earlier, however, the benefits
of voluntary rescission extend only to an
entryman who entered into the forbidden
agreement without intent to violate the law.
Mrs. Pollard states that the parties did not
intend to violate the Departmental regula-
tion and had no' idea that the agreement was
improper. While this is only her statement,
nothing in the present record affords any
basis for questioning her statement. If, upon
return of this case to the Bureau, it believes,
through investigation or otherwise, that Mrs.
Pollard knowingly violated the regulation, a
contest should be brought against the entry
and a hearing held to establish the facts. If
the Bureau has no reason to challenge Mrs.
Pollard's assertions of good faith, her final
proof should be processed in accordance with
the usual procedure." l

improvements upon the land, and in the
piurchase of water rights for the irriga-

tion of the same, at least $3 per acre of

whole tract reclaimed * * ."

The 'Contestant takes the position that

the statute requires the expenditure of

personal funds for reclamation or the in-

currence of personal liability therefor.

The Contestant does not deny that sev-

eral hundred thousand dollars has been

so expended while the law requires an

expenditure of only three dollars per acre

for a total on the entries of approxi-

mately two thousand, one hundred and

sixty dollars. The difficulty is that the

bulk of the expenditures were made by

the lessee.

As stated hereinabove, under Califor-

nia law, the Pima Cattle Company is en-

titled to a lien against the entries to the

extent of its expenditures for reclana-

tion and cultivation. The entrymen have

incurred liability for those expenditures.

Therefore, they have complied with the

expenditure requirements of the Desert

Land Act. -

In holding' that these three ,en-
tries should be canceled, the major-

ity relies entirely on the Court of
Appeals' decision handed down in
the so-called "Indian Hill" cases
while the instant case was pending
before this Board.3 We do not agree
that the instant case is governed by
this decision in the Indian Hill cases
as the facts are readily distin-
glishable.

The Court there held that the In-
dian Hill patents and entries must
be canceled because there was an
understanding between the entry-
men and the developers that title to
the lands would pass after patent,
which understanding was not re-
vealed by the parties. The Indian

Reed v. Morton, United States v. 11ood
Corporation, 480 F. 2d 634 (1973).
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Hill entries, were clearly a fraud
against the United States.In early
1961 Reed and a Raymond Mich-
ener recruited friends and relatives
whlo, with Reed and Raymond
Michener, filed twelve desert land
entries. Reed and Michener at the
same time purchased from the State
of Idaho a section of state-owned
land contiguous with parts of the
twelve tracts for which the desert
land applications had been filed, a
total of 3,700 acres. Hoping to de-
velop the lands, Reed and Michener
organized a non-profit corporation
known as Indian Hill Irrigation
Company, and assumed the titles of
officers of the corporation. There
was no election of officers, share-
holders' meeting, or payment for
subscribed stock.

Reed and Michener had difficulty
obtaining capital. On February 12,
1963, they called a meeting of the
entrymen and inforhied them that
because of a shortage of capital.
caused by the failure of anticipated
loans to materialize each entryman

D'would either have to pay to Reed
and Michener $983 dollars in cash
and assume a personal obligation of
between $12,000 and $14,000, or sigl
a long-term lease with, and turn
over development of the project to,
Indian Hill Irrigation Company.
ill of the entrymen except Reed

and Michener then entered into a
twenty-year "lease and development
contract" with Indian Hill, and
signed notes and mortgages for $300
per acre payable on demand to se-
cure the payments that would fall
dlue under the lease. These notes

were secured only by the mortgages
on the entry lands, and were not the
personal obligations of the' entry-
men. Indian Hill agreed to bear all
expenses and retain all profits. By
agreement in 1965, Hoodco Farms,
Inc. took over development of the
project from Reed and Michener.-

After the February 12, 1963,
meeting, the entrymen themselves
did not behave as if they had any
interest in the lands. On August 15,
1963, they signed without discussion
or dissent agreements which made
it practically impossible for them
ever to regain possession of the
lands. They received no copies of the
documents which they had signed,
ih most cases, without reading them.
They did not protest when Hoodco
Farms developed the land in such a
way that it could not be farmed in
individual units. They exhibited no
curiosity when, upon issuance, the
patents were delivered to and re-
corded by Hoodco Farms, although
the patentees were the ostensible
titleholders. At the time of the final
"sale" the patentees entered into no
meaningful negotiations with the
purchasers.. In other words, the en-
trymen, with the exception of Reed
and Michener, were merely straw
men, and the transactions in the case
were clearly in violation of the Des-
ert Land Law.

On the other hand the entries in-
volved in the case at hand were made
many years' ago by predecessors in
interest of the present entrymen.
The entrymen and their predeces-
sors have spent many years in try-
ing to bring water to their lands.
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The entries were not made at the
behest of promoters as was done in
the Indian Hill cases. The agree-
ments with McDermott, Marley, and
Pima Cattle Company were entered
into in good faith by the entrymen,
and without knowledge by them
thatIthe; agreements could possibly
result in the cancellation of the en-
tries. The parties did not attempt to
eonceal the agreements but instead
discussed them on various occasions
with officials of the Los Angeles and
Riverside offices of the Bureau of
Laud Management. There is no evi-
dence whatsoever of any intent by
these entrymen to violate the law.
Furthermore, these entries have
been developed so that each one can
be farmed as an individual unit, in
marked contrast to the irrigation
system on the Indian Hill entries,
which was constructed-so that none
of the entries could be farmed indi-
vidually.

In conclusion, we would hold that
the Judge was correct in dismissing
the contestant's complaints against
the three improved and cultivated
entries.

* ANNE POINDEXTER Lrwis,
Administrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
STUEBING DISSENTING:
I find mucl with which I can

agree in both the majority opinion
and in the dissent of Judge Lewis,
and the correct result seems to me
to be a very close question.

However, I depart from the ma-
jority view in one major particular

and several minor ones. Foremost
among my concerns is the heavy re-
liance of the majority on the hold-
ing in Reed v. Horton, United.
States v. Hood Corporation, 480 F.
2d 634 (9th Cir. 1973). There, the
Court of Appeals reversed the Dis-
trict Court upon the appellate
court's findinig that where there was
an illegal arrangement which had
been kept secret from concerned of-
ficials of the United States by the
suppression of facts which, if
known to such officials would have
made impossible the acquisition of
the land, saying, at p. 641:

But secret "arrangements" and "under-
standings," like more formal contracts to
pass title to desert land grants after pat-
ent, undermine the Interior Depart-.
ment's power and duty to enforce the
restrictions on the recipients of the'gov-
ermnent's bounty.

In the present case there was an un-
derstanding that title to. the lands would
pass after patent, and that understand-
ing was not revealed by the claimants.
Because "the purpose and necessary ef-
fect of the conspiracy complained of was
to obtain the lands of the United States
by the suppression of facts which, had
they been disclosed, would have rendered
the acquisition impossible," the patents
and entries must be canceled. * * t

The Court of Appeals found that
such behavior by the entrymen and
those who contracted with them was
almost conclusive evidence of fraud
against the Government, and it was
on this basis that the Court held as
it did. d

By contrast, in the case at bar
there is no evidence whatever of any
deliberate fraud or any concealment
of material facts from concerned of-
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ficials of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement. On the contrary, the par-
ties discussed their agreements on
various occasions with BLM offi-
cials, who apparently did nothing
to suggest to the parties that their
arrangements were illegal. That
they were illegal is now established
beyond dispute, but I am convinced
that the parties did not know this,
and that they were acting in ab-
solute good faith. Accordingly, I
am not assured that the Court of
Appeals would reach the same re-
sult in this case as it reached in Reed
v. Morton, supra.

The rescission of the agreement
occurred when the parties finally
came to the realization that it was
illegal. This adequately accounts
for the timing of the rescission,
which seems a matter of consider-
able concern to the majority. In my
view, the fact that the agreement
was nullified after the expiration
of the term of the entries, rather
than before, is of no great sig-
nificance.

Finally, the majority concludes
that one of the circumstances which
militate against granting relief in
this case is that, "The entries will
pass to patent subject to a huge lien
held by Pima who in all likelihood
will again have control of these en-
tries." I submit that this is not only
unwarranted and conjectural, but
that it is none of the business of this
Board. It is not shown that the

of the land, so that the entrymen
"huge" lien is in excess of the value
would be moved to default rather
than retire the lien. Nothing is
known to the Board concerning the
financial standing or credit of the
entrymen. Moreover, by 43 CFR
2521.4(d), a desert-land entryman
may mortgage his interest in the en-
tered land if the State law treats
such a mortgage as a lien against
the entered lands rather than a con-
veyance thereof. Were this a per-
fectly ordinary case involving such
a mortgage lien, this Department
would not and could not refuse the
patent merely out of concern that
the entryman might not pay off the
balance owing on the mortgage, and
thereby lose title after the patent
issued. Yet that is one of the con-
cerns of the majority in this case.

I would, after some hesitation,
affirm the decision of the Adminis-
trative Law Judge, with a modifica-
tion of his decision to'the effect that
the statutory life of Inez Mae Pear-
son's entry, LA039326, expired 19
months after the Departmental de-
cision styled Mrs. Inez Mae Moore
Pearson, A-30507 (March 31,1966).
The basis for that modification may
be found in the rationale of Killen
v. Davidson, A-28871 (August 8,
1962), and in this I concur with the
majority.

.EDWAMD W. STEBING,
Administrative Judge.
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(Note-See front of this volume for tables)

ACCOUNTS
FEES AND COMMISSIONS

Where filing fees for adverse
claims against mineral pa-
tent - applications are
tendered timely to the

appropriate Bureau of
Land Management office,
and such office errone-
ously refuses to receive
such payment, and accepts
payment therefor one
day later upon recogni-
tion of its error, the pay-
ment may be properly re-
garded as having been
made as of the date of
tender thereof -

PAYMENTS.

The payment of advance rental
in connection with an oil
and gas lease offer, and
the acceptance of such
:payment by the Bureau
of Land Management,
do: not create a binding
obligation on the Bu-
reau to issue an oil and
gas lease --

Where filing fees for adverse
claims against mineral
patent applications are
tendered timely to the
appropriate:: Bureau of
Land Management office,
and such office errone-
* ously refuses to receive
such payment, and ac-
cepts payment; therefor
one day later upon ecog-

page

619

81

ACCOUNTS-Continued
PAYMENTS-Continued :

nition of its error, the
payment may be properly
regarded as having been
made as of the date of
tender thereof

ACT OF AUGUST 4, 1892
The Act of August 4, 1892, 27

Stat. 348, 30 U.S.C. § 161
(1970), authorizes the en-
try of lands chiefly valu-
able for building stone
under the provisions of
law in relation to placer
mineral claims, and such
entry may be made re-
gardless of the form in
which the deposits are
found - -----

"Building stone, chiefly valu-
able for." Building stone
as used in the Act of
August 4, 1892, 30 U.S.C.
§ 161 (1970), includes
stone used for building,
for structural work and
for other similar commer-
cial purposes, but land
chiefly valuable for the
supply of stone to be
manufactured into arti-
facts is not chiefly valu-
able for building -stone
under the Act-

ACT OF JUNE 25, 1910
-With respect t an Indian allot-

. ment application on na-
.tional forest land, this
Denartment is con-

813
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ACT OF JUNE 25, 1910-Continued
strained by the Act of
June 25, 1910, 25 U.S.C.
§ 337 (1970), to accept
the finding of the De-
partment of Agriculture
that the lands applied for
are not more valuable for
agricultural or grazing
purposes than for the
timber found thereon.
Such a finding dictates
rejection of the applica-
tion by this Department-

ACT OF JULY 15, 1921

Where the United States dis-
poses of public lands
with a reservation of
minerals to.. the United
States, the reserved min-
erals are not subject to
location under the gen-
eral mining laws in the
absence of specific statu-
tory authority. Minerals
reserved to the United
States in a patent to the
City of Phoenix issued
pursuant to the Act of
July 15,. 1921, 42 Stat.
143, are subject to the
mining laws, as nithpr
that Act nor any other
statute provides for dis-
position of the reserved
minerals under the min-
ing laws_

ACT OF DECEMBER 18, 1971
To deny a legislative' determina-

tion of village eligibility
because of a delay caused
by the very magnitude of
the problem that Con-
gress felt necessary to
confront would be con-
trary to the essence of the
settlement itself -

ACT OF AUGUST 22, 1972
Section 12 of the Act of Au-

gust 22, 1972, 86 Stat.
612, revoked the author-

Page
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ACT OF AUGUST 22, 1972-Continued
ity of the Secretary of the Page
Interior to issue patents
for locations and claims
in the Sawtooth National
Recreation Area. Valid
millsite claims situated
within the recreation area
may not go to patent, but
such result does not pre-
vent or interfere with the
full exercise of a claim-
ant's right to further
work and develop his
valid millsite claims sub-
ject to compliance with
the rules and regulations
covering federal land on
which such claims are

,located __

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY
(See also Federal Enployees and

Officers.)
GENERALLY

Where an asserted adverse claim
is filed timely against a
mineral patent applica-
tion, and suit is com-
menced timely in a court
of competent jurisdiction,

- the Department: is, not
obligated to decide wheth-
er the asserted adverse
claim is a proper claim
within the ambit of 30
U.S.C. §§'29, 30 (1970),.
but may suspend action
on the mineral patent
application to await the
result of the judicial pro-
ceedings

ESTOPPEL
Negotiations between the Na-

tional Park Service and a
millsite claimant resulting
in a restoration of certain
lands from a withdrawal,
and the relinquishment
and amendment of mill-
site claims to conform to
'the new boundary of the

':-withdrawal, did not bind

15
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ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY-
Continued

ESTOPPEL-Continued
the United States under
any contract or estoppel
theory from: ever - con-
testing the amended mill-
site claims to determine
their validity. The De-
partment of the Interior
has authority to contest
milisite claims even in
the absence of a patent
application

Reliance on erroneous notations
in federal and county
land records can neither
serve to divest the United
States of title to land, nor
.estop the United States
from denying that title
passed or from conclud-
ing that a patent cannot
be amended to include
certain land-

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE
Executive orders have'thefdrce

and effect of law and
rules of statutory con-
struction apply to them.

There is a strong presumption
against implied repeal of
an executive order. If a
statute covers the same
area as an executive order
and they are not ab-

' solutely irreconcilable,
effect will be given to
both. A statute, authoriz-
ing a patent of lands to a
city, subject to a reserva-
tion of minerals to the 
' United States, did not
impliedly revoke an Ex-
ecutive Order withdrawal
of the lands for classifica-
tion and in aid of legisla-
tion to grant the patent
to the city, which with-
drawal closed the lands
to nonmetalliferous loca-

Page
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ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE-
Continued

tion under the mining
laws

Negotiations between the Na-
tional Park Service and
a millsite claimant re-
sulting in a restoration of
certain lands from a with-
drawal,' and the relin-
quishment and amend-
ment of millsite claims to
conform to the new
boundary of the with-
drawal, did not bind the
United States under any
contract or estoppel'the-
ory from ever contesting
the amended; millsite
claims to determine their
validity. The Depart-
ment of the Interior has
authority to contest mill-
site' claims even in the
absence of a patent appli-
cation __

In the exercise of its delegated
authority pursuant to.43
CFR 4.1, the Interior
Board of. Land Appeals
need not limit its review
to a narrow issue where
to do so would preserve
error or inequity --

-Where an asserted adverse claim
is filed timely against a
mineral, patent applica-
tion, and suit is com-
menced timely in a court
of competent jurisdiction,
the Department is not
obligated to decide
whether the asserted ad-
verse claim is a proper
claim within the ambit of
30 U.S.C. §§ 29, 30
(1970), but may suspend
action on the mineral
patent application to a-
wait the result of the
judicial proceedings
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE.

(See also Appeals, Contests and
Protests, Hearings, Rules of
Practice.)

GENERALLY
Where the evidence adduced at

the hearing of the contest
of the validity of a mining
claim is inadequate to
establish whether the
claimants have earned

i the right to receive a
patent pursuant to 30
U.S.C. §38 (1970), the
case will be remanded for
the taking of further
evidence and the render-
ing of a decision limited
to that issue

ADJUDICATION
The Administrative Procedure

Act requires an agency
to give all interested
parties an opportunity to
participate in an adjudi-
cation where time and
public interest permit -

The Department of the Interior
has jurisdiction to deter-
mine if a mining claim is
invalid by being located
on land not subject to
mineral location, even
where the issue of validity
of the claim is raised in
the context of a private
contest brought by a
surface patentee

The procedures of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in
mining contests, where
notice and an opportun-
ity for a hearing before
a qualified Administra-

-tive Law Judge are af-
forded, comply with the
Administrative Proce-
dure Act and the due
process requirements of
the Constitution

The fact that a hearing in a
mining contest is con-
ducted by an Adminis-
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

'ADJUDICATION-Continued

trative Law Judge who
is an employee of the
Department of the In-
terior, that -there are
witnesses employed by
this Department, and
that appellate review is
conducted by Depart-
mental employees does

. not establish unfairness
in the proceeding. To
disqualify an Adminis-
trative Law Judge, or a
member of the Board of
Land Appeals reviewing
his decision, on the charge
of bias, there must be a
-substantial showing of
-personal bias; an assump-
tion tha the might be pre-
disposed in favor of the Gov-
ernment is not sufficient

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

A protester against a private
exchanige who has no
legally cognizable con-
flicting rights in the se-
lected land has no right
to a formal hearing under

* the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §
554 (1970), or on due

- process grounds when his
V protest is considered in
accordance with the rules
of this Department

HEARINGS
The Administrative Procedure

Act requires an agency to
give all interested parties
an opportunity to par-
ticipate in an adjudica-
tion where time and pub-
lic interest permit

The procedures of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in
mining contests, where
notice and an opportunity
for a hearing before a
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

HEARINGS-Continued

qualified Administrative
Law Judge are afforded,
comply with the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act and
the due process require-
ments of the Constitu-
tion- ------------------

The fact that a hearing in, a
mining contest is con-
ducted by an Adminis-
trative Law Judge who.
is an employee of the
Department of the Inte-
rior, that there are wit-
nesses employed by this
Department, and that ap-
pellate review is conduct-
ed by Departmental em-
ployees does not establish
unfairness in the pro-
ceeding. To disqualify an
Administrative Law
Judge, or a member of the
Board of' Land Appeals
reviewing his decision,
on the charge of bias,

* there must be a substan-
tial showing of personal
bias; an assumption that
he might be predisposed
in favor of the Govern-
ment is not sufficient---

There is no right' under the
seventh amendment of the
Constitution to a jury
trial in an administra-
tive hearing on a mining
contest, as that amend-
ment does not apply to
quasi-judicial administra-
tive proceedings,

PtYl3IC INFORMATION
The resolution of claims of

privilege requires an ad-
justment of the divergent
interests involved on an
ad hoc basis; accordingly,
the Board finds that
documents furnished a
contracting officer by

Page
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

PUBLIC INFORMATION-Con.

Government personnel re-
garding a claim filed for
an equitable adjustment
are not entitled to be
withheld on the ground
that they are internal
advisory memoranda pre-
pared in, contemplation
of litigation since, on
balance, they relate only
to factual matters and,
having been furnished
the contracting officer
prior to issuance of his
decision, are not onsid-
ered to have been pre-
pared in anticipation of
litigation. Documents
consisting of calculations
and drafts of proposed
findings of fact are con-
sidered to bear. upon the

metal processes, delibera-
tions, computations and
methods, by which the
contracting officer arrived

- at his decision and are
privileged

ALASKA

HOMESTEADS

Where land included in a home-l
stead entry of record
is included among lands
withdrawn "subject to
valid existing rights," the
withdrawal attaches, as
of the date of the with-
drawal, to all land de-
scribed including the
homestead land; as . to

the homestead land the
withdrawal becomes ef-
fective eo iatanti upon
termination of the home-
stead entry .- _

A notice of location filed pur-
suant to' the homestead
laws but embrancingland
covered by a withdrawal
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ALASKA-Continued
HOMESTEADS-Continled

is unacceptable for re-
cordation

TRADE AND MANUFACTURING SITES
Land is not occupied under 43

U.S.C. § 687(a) (1970)
and 43 CFR 2562.3(d) (1)
by use of the air space
over it for the trajectory
of bullets _

Under 43 U.S.C. § 687(a) (1970)
and 43 CFR 2562.3(d) (1),
where there is no dispute
as to. the facts,, the pro
tanto rejection of an ap-
plication. to purchase a
trade and manufacturing
site will be affirmed to

- the extent that the ap-
plication includes a large
peripheral safety zone in
connection with a rifle
range and an archery
range, and fails to show
substantial improvements
on, or active use of the
rejected area

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SET-
TElENT ACT

GENERALLY

Where land included in a home-
stead entry of record is
included among lands
withdrawn "subject to
valid existing rights,"
the withdrawal attaches,
as of the date of the wjth-
drawal, to all land de-
scribed including the
homestead land; as to the
homestead land the with-
drawal becomes effective
eo instanti upon termina-
tion of the homestead
entry _

A notice of location filed pur-
suant to the homestead
laws but embracing land
covered by a withdrawal
is unacceptable for re-
cordation -
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tAPPEALS
(See also Contracts, Federal Coal

Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, Grazing Permits and Li-
censes Indian Probate, Indian
Tribes, Rules of Practice, Uni-
form Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition
Policies.)

Where an appellant serves ap-
pellee, rather than appel-
lee's counsel of record,
with the notice of appeal
and statement of reasons,
and it appears that ap-
pellee's response to those
documents reflects a full
understanding: of the
crucial issues involved,
summary dismissal of the
appeal under 43 CFR
4.402 need not be in-
voked, and will not be
invoked in. appropriate
situations

Where the evidence adduced at
the hearing of the contest
of the validity of a mining
claim is inadequate to
establish whether the
claimants have earned
the right. to receive a
patent pursuant to 30
U.S.C. § 38 (1970), the
case will be remanded for
the taking of further evi-
dence and the rendering
of a decision limited to
that issue _

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES
GENERALLY

By regulation the filing of a
formal exchange applica-
tion under the Taylor
Grazing Act, 43 U.S. C.
§ 315g(b) (1970), segre-
gates the selected land
from appropriation under
the mining laws. A mining
claim located on such land
thereafter is void ab initio
and affords no basis for a
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APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES
Continued

GENERALLY-Continued

protest against the ex-
change- --

The holder of a mining claim
who fails to file notice of
his adverse claim against
a conflicting mineral pat-
ent application in accord-
ance with 30 U.S.C. § 29
(1970), may not there-
after assert his claim as
a bar to the issuance of
the mineral patent, but he
may assert his claim in -a
protest against a subse-
quent private exchange
application for the same
conflicting lands

A right-of-way under the Act of
March 3, 1891, does not
vest until the Secretary
of- the Interior has ap-
proved the application.
The Secretary may with-
hold his approval if the
grant is not in the public
interest or he may condi-
tion the grant to ensure
that the public interest
will be protected____

Pursuant to a regulation, appli-
cations to acquire a right-
of-way for the main pur-
pose of irrigation should
be made under the Act
of March 3, 1891 _-

A1MENDMENTS

In the absence of proof of a
general administrative
practice to notify claim-
ants who filed notification
of settlement claiming
excessive acreage, and in
the absence of proof that
the claimant was not
notified, no error in the
issuance of an Oregon
Donation Claim Certif-
icate and patent is shown
sufficient to overcome the

572-367-75--10
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APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES-
Continued

AMENLfMENTS-Continued

presumption of adminis-
trative regularity, and
sufficient to warrant an
amendment of the patent,

An application for amendment
of .patent by the succes-
sors of an Oregon Dona-
tion Claim patentee is
properly rejected when
the applicants request
patent to land to which
the original settler was
not entitled because it
would have exceeded his
statutory entitlement-

RELINQUISHMENT

In the absence of proof of a
general administrative
practice to notify claim-
ants who filed notifica-
tion of settlement claim-
ing excessive acreage, and
in the absence of proof
that the claimant was not
notified, no error in the
issuance of an Oregon
Donation Claim Certif-
icate and patent is shown
sufficient to overcome the
presumption of adminis-
trative regularity, and
sufficient to warrant an
amendment of the
patent -----------

APPROPRIATIONS

The Government's motion to
dismiss for lack of juris-
diction a claim asserted
under the changes clause
of a construction contract
was denied where the
funding schedule adopted
by the contracting agency
increased the time re-
quired for performance,
altered the approved con-
struction program and led
to a cessation of work for
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APPROPRIATIONS--Continued

lack of funds; the con-
i-ingenicy provisions of the
Funds Available for
Earnings Clause were not
involved when Congress
appropriated funds in the
amount deemed necessary
and requested by the con-
tracting agency and Con-
gress was not the source
of the fund shortage; the
Government's assertion
that the fund shortage
was a breach of contract
over which the Board has
no jurisdiction was erro-
neously based on cases
wherein Congress had re-
duced or failed to ap-
propriate the funds re-
quested of it-

BOUNDARIES

(See also Surveys of Public
Lands.)

A meander line is not a line of
boundary, although it
may be given that effect
by a withdrawal, excep-
tion, reservation or re-
linquishment of lands
which border thereon

COAL LEASES AND PERMITS

LEASES

Under 43 CFR 3524.2-1, an
application to modify a
coal lease without com-
petitive bidding, to in-
clude contiguous coal
deposits, will be denied if
it is determined and not

controverted that the

additional lands requested
can be developed as part
of an independent opera-
tion or that there is a

competitive interest in

them-

INDEX-DIGEST

Page

354

300

602

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION Page

(See also Administrative Pro-
'6dure: Public Information.)
The resolution of claims of

privilege requires an ad-
justment of the divergent
interests involved on an
ad hoc basis; accordingly,
the Board finds that
documents furnished a
contracting officer by
Government personnel
regarding a claim filed for
an equitable adjustment
are not entitled to be
withheld on the ground
that they are internal
advisory memoranda pre-
pared in contemplation of
litigation since,. on bal-
ance, they relate only to
factual matters and,
having been furnished
the contracting officer
prior to issuance of his
decision, hare not con-
sidered to have been pre-
pared in anticipation of
litigation. Documents
consisting of calculations
and drafts of proposed
findings of fact are con-
sidered to bear upon the
mental processes, deliber-
ations, computations and
methods by which the
contracting officer arrived
at his decision and are
privileged =- --- 157

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
GENERALY

The fact that a hearing in a min-
ing contest is conducted
by an' Administrative

Law Judge who is an
employee of the Depart-

ment of the Interior, that
there are witnesses em-

ployed by this Depart-
ment, and that appellate
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-Con.
GENERALLY-Continued

review is conducted by
Departmental employees
does not establish unfair-
ness in the proceeding. To
disqualify an Administra-
tive Law Judge, or a
member of the Board of
Land Appeals reviewing
his decision, on the charge
of bias, there must be
a substantial showing of
personal bias: an assump-
tion that he might be pre-
disposed in favor of the
Government is not suffi-
cient

There is no right under the
seventh amendment of
the Constitution to a jury
trial in an administrative
hearing on a mining con-
test, as that amendment
does not apply to quasi-
judicial administrative
proceedings

D1UE PROCESS
The procedures of the Depart-

ment of the Interior in
mining contests, where
notice and an opportunity
for a hearing before a
qualified Administrative
Law Judge are afforded,
comply with the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act
and the due process re-
quirements of the Con-
stitution

A protester against a private
exchange who has no
legally cognizable con-
flicting rights in the
selected land has no right
to a formal hearing under
the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
§ 554 (1970), or on due
process grounds when his
protest is considered in
accordance with the rules
of this Department-
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CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

(See also Rules of Practice.)
GENERALLY
Where the evidence adduced at

the hearing of the con-
test of the validity of a
mining claim is inade-
quate to establish
whether the claimants
have earned the right to
receive a patent pur-
suant to 30 U.S.C. § 38
(1970), the case will be
remanded for the taking
of further evidence and
the rendering of a de-
cision limited to that is-
sue

An applicant whose desert land
entry, suspended for
many years by the de-
cision in Maggie L.
IHavens and who was
allowed the 19 months
provided by the Secre-
tary's notice of Dec. 2,.
1965, to submit proof of
compliance with the re-
quirements of the Desert
Land Act, is not to be
given further time when

the evidence .adduced in
a contest against the
entry shows that com-
pliance with the cultiva-
tion and reclamation re-
quirements of the desert
land law was not accom-
plished within the life of
the -entry; the existence
of a contest against the
entry does not suspend
the entry while the con-
test. is pending and thus
permit compliance with
the requirements for per-
fection of the entry be-
yond the' statutory life
of the entry
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CONTRACTS
(See also Rules of Practice.)
GENERALLY

Negotiations between the Na-
tional Park Service and
a millsite claimant re-
sulting in a restoration of
certain lands from a with-
drawal, and the relin-
quishment and amend-
ment of millsite claims to
conform to the new
boundary of the with-
drawal, did not bind the
United States under any
contract or estoppel
theory from ever con-
testing the amended mill-
site claims to determine
their validity. The De-
partment of the Interior
has authority to contest
millsite claims even in
the absence of a patent
application

CONSTRIUCTION AND OPERATION

GENERALLY

In construing contracts, "includ-
ing" is a word of enlarge-
ment used when it is
desired to eliminate any
doubt as to the inclusion
in a larger class of the
particular class specially
mentioned --

W here a sentence in an oil and
gas unit agreement pre-
scribing a royalty rate is
grammatically : correct
and as set out has a
reasonable interpretation,
its punctuation will not
be changed -__ -

In construing contracts, restric-
tive words normally
apply only to the nearest
antecedent -

The doctrine of practical con-
struction does not apply
unless an agreement is
ambiguous -

An oil and gas unit agreement,
as other agreements, is
not ambiguous merely
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C ONTRACTS-Continued

CONSTRtCTION AND OPERA-

TION-Continued

Generally-Continued
because the parties dis-
agree as to its meaning if
the disagreement is not
based on the reasonable
uncertainty of the mean-
ing of the language _

Actions of Parties
A changes claim is denied

where the appellant con-
tends that the representa-
tives of the contracting

.officer improperly failed
to issue instructions for
the removal of unstable
foundation material at
specified locations and for
its replacement with
gravel filter material but
the evidence indicates
that the failure of the
Government representa-
tives to issue such in-
structions was simply a
recognition by them that
it was within the con-
tractor's prerogative to
determine the methods
and equipment to be uti-
lized in performing the
contract …

Changed Conditions (Differ-
ing Site Conditions)

No basis exists for finding either
category of changed con-
ditions where the 'sub-
surface data furnished by
the Government accu-
rately portrays the sub-
surface conditions actu-
ally encountered by the
contractor at the site of
the work -

Changes and Extras 
Where a contract for the con-

struction of two power
lines provided that the
Government had placed a
center hub at each tower

822
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued :

Changes and Extras-Con.
location but that the con-
tractor was to check sta-
tioning, alignment and
elevation of each: center

* hub and to replace miss-
ing or destroyed center
hubs, the Board rejected
the contractor's conten-
tion that the fact some
of the hubs were missing
made the specifications'
defective since the con-
tract contemplated that
some of the hubs might be
missing. Although the con-
tractor failed to give the
notice required by para-
graph (b) of the Changes
clause or paragraph (c) of
the Suspension of Work
clause, the Board, under the
circumstances present here,
considered the claim for a
constructive change for sus-
pension of work while the
Government replaced the
misssing hubs on the merits,
holding that the contrac-
tor's failure to assert the
claim at an earlier time was
a factor to be considered
in determining whether
the contractor hadt satis-
fied its burden of proof

Where a road was not in- the
location specified by the
drawings and the Gov-
ernment relocated - two
of the towers in order
to avoid difficulties and
expenses associated with
having the. legs of one
of the towers located on
the slope of a cut through
which the road had been
constructed, the Board
'holds that the specifica-
tions were defective and

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Changes and Extras-Con.
that the contractor was
entitled to an equitable
adjustment for all costs
incurred in attempting
to perform under such
specifications 'in accord-
ance with the Changes
clause. Claims involving
defective specifications
are recognized exceptions
from the notice require-
ments of the Changes
clause and need only be
asserted' within a rea-
sonable time and before
final payment _

A contractor's 'claim for an
equitable adjustment for
costs incurred -in al-
legedly accelerating per-
formance of the work was
denied where appellant
failed to establish that
the costs claimed resulted
from the denial of proper
requests for time exten-
sions, rather than from
a belated attempt to over-
come the effects of in-
clement weather, insuffi-
cient and inadequate
equipment, etc., for which
the Government was not
responsible -

The Government's motion to
dismiss for lack of juris-
diction a claim asserted
under the changes clause
of a construction contract
was denied where the
funding schedule adopted
by the contracting agency
increased the time re-
quired for performance,
altered the approved con-
struction. program and
led to a cessation of work
for lack of funds; the
contingency provisions of
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Changes, and Extras-Con.
the Funds Available for
Earnings Clause were
not involved when Con-
gress appropriated funds
in the amount deemed
necessary and requested
by the contracting agency
and Congress was not
the source of the fund
shortage; the Govern-
ment's assertion that the
fund shortage was a
breach of contract over
which the Board has
no jurisdiction was er-
roneously based on cases
wherein Congress. had re-
duced or failed to appro-

- priate the funds requested
of it

A changes claim is denied where
the appellant contends
that the representatives
of the contracting officer
improperly failed to issue
instructions for the re-
moval of unstable founda-
tion material at specified
locations and for its re-
placement with gravel
filter material but the
evidence indicates that
the failure of the Govern-
ment representatives to
issue such instructions.
was simply a recognition
by them that it was
within .the contractor's
prerogative to determine
the methods and equip-
ment to be utilized in
performing the contract

Where under a contract for a
printing press a contrac-
tor is required to furnish
a device, known as a
punch in order to meet
its alleged contractual
obligation and where the
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Changes and Extras-Con.
evidence of record shows
that the punch was listed
as an optional item of
equipment in the de-
scriptive literature ac-
companying the.bid upon
which the contract; was
based, the Board deter-
mines the coAtract price
should be equitably ad-
justed to reflect the.fur-
nishing of the punch---

Contract Clauses
Where, in the course of installing

and connecting new sand
filter units with existing
units under a contract to
modify a water system,
which provided that no
separate payment would
be -made for pipe and
fittings included with the
filter units, but pipe and
fittings required for con-
necting the units to
existing piping would be
paid for at unit prices,
a contractor's claim for
furnishing certain piping
and fittings, which. the
Government had denied
on the ground that its
cost should have been
included as part of the
filter units, was upheld
and the contractor was
entitled to be paid there-
for at unit prices since the
material was installed
beyond the limits of the
new filter units and was
thus connecting piping.
The contractor's interpre-
tation, which reconciled
the specifications and
-drawings, was reasonable;
since a latent ambiguity
was present the con-
tractor was not required
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued.

Contract. Clauses-Continued Page
to seek clarification of
any and all doubts or
possible differences in in-
terpretation - 759

Drawings and Specifications
Where a contract for the con-

struction of two power
lines provided that the
Government had placed a
center hub' at each tower-
location but that the
contractor was to check
stationing, alignment and
elevation of each center

* hub and to replace miss-
ing or destroyed center
hubs,. the Board rejected
the contractor's conten-
tion that the fact some
of the hubs were missing
made the specifications
defective since the con-
tract contemplated that
some of the hubs might
*be missing. Although the

* contractor failed to give
the notice required by
paragraph (b) of the
Changes clause or para-

- graph (c) of the Suspen-
sion of Work clause, the
'Board, under the ircum-
stances present here, con-
sidered the 'claim for a
constructive change or
suspension of work while
the Government replaced
the missing hubs on the
merits, holding that the
contractor's failure to
assert the claim at an
earlier time was a factor

. to 'be considered in de-
termining whether the
contractor, had satisfied
its burden of.proof-- 114

Where a road was not in the
location specified by the
drawings and the Gov-

CONTRACTS-Continued-
CONSTRUCTION.,AND. OPERA-,
TION Continue .E . -

Drawings. and Specifications-
Continued

ermnent relocated two of
the towers in order to
avoid difficulties and ex-
penses associated with
having the legs of one of
the towers located on the
slope of a cut through
which the road had been
constructed, the Board
holds that the specifica-
tions were defective and
that the contractor .was
entitled to an equitable
adjustment for all costs
incurred in attempting to
perform under such spe-
cifications in accordance
with the Changes clause.
Claims involving defec-
tive specifications are rec-
ognized exceptions from
the notice requirements
of the Changes clause and
need only be asserted
within a reasonable time
and. before final pay-
-ment -------------

Where the Government ordered
a delay in work pending
a determination as 'to

methods to be used in
stringing conductor for
power lines and a further-
delay pending receipt of
bolts of the length speci-

-fied by the drawings for
tower assembly, the con-
tractor was entitled to
an adjustment for the
resulting costs in accord-
ance with the Suspension
of Work clause. The evi-
dence showed that the
delay regarding bolts,
which were- to be fur-
nished as GFP, was only

one-half day but was due
to the fact the.drawings
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AID OPERA-
TION-Continued

Drawings and Specifications-
Continued

specified bolts of an in-
correct length. The spe-
cifications were thus de-
fective and it is well
settled that any delay
due to defective specifi-
cations is unreasonable -

No basis exists for finding either
category of changed con-
ditions where the sub-
surface data furnished by
the Government accu-
rately portrays the sub-
surface conditions actu-
ally encountered by the
contractor at the site of
the work ----

A changes claim is denied where
the appellant contends
that the representatives
of the contracting officer
improperly failed to issue
instructions for the re-
moval of unstable foun-
dation material at specified
locations and for its
replacement with gravel
filter material but the
evidence indicates that
the failure of the Gov-
ernment representatives
,to issue such instructions
Was simply a recognition
by them that it was
within. the c contractor's
prerogative to determine
the methods and equip-
ment to be utilized in
performing the contract

Where, in the course of install-
ing and connecting new
sand filter units with
existing units under a
contract to modify a
water systeii, which
provided that no separate
payment would be made
for pipe and fittings in-
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Drawings and Speeifications-
Continued

eluded with the filter
units, but pipe and fit-
tings required for con-
necting the units to
existing piping would be
paid for at unit prices, a
contractor's claim for
furnishing certain piping
and fittings,: which the
Government had denied
on the ground that its
cost should have been
included as part of the
filter units, was upheld
and the contractor was
entitled to be paid there-
for at unit prices since the
material was installed
beyond the limits of the
new filter units and.was
thus connecting piping.
The contractor's inter-
pretation, which recon-
ciled the specifications
and drawings, was rea-
sonable; since a latent
ambiguity was present
the contractor was not
required to seek clarifi-
cation: of any and: all
doubts or possible dif-
ferences in interpretation

Duty tb Inquire
Where, in the course of install-

ing and connecting new
sand filter* units with
existing units under a
contract to modify a
water system, which
provided that no separate
payment would be made
for pipe and fittings in-
eluded with the filter
units, but pipe and fit-
tings required for con-
necting the units to
existing piping would be
paid for at unit prices, a
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CONTRACTS-Continued
OOWSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Duty to Inquire-Continued
contractor's claim for
furnishing certain piping
and fittings, which the
Government. had denied
on the ground that its
cost should have been
included as part of the
filter units, was upheld
and the contractor was
entitled to be paid there-
for at unit prices since the
material was installed
beyond the limits of the
new filter units and was
thus connecting piping.
The, contractor's- inter-
pretation, which recon-
ciled the specifications
and drawings,: was rea-
sonable; since a latent
ambiguity was present
the contractor was not
required to seek clarifi-
cation of any and, all
doubts or possible dif-
ferences in interpreta-
tion

Estimated Quantities

A contractor's claim for a time
extension based, upon an

overrun of contract quan-

tities' is denied where

the evidence shows that
:the overrun involved was

well within the range of

overruns experienced by

the .contractor under

other drainage construc-

tion contracts on the,

Columbia, Basin Project

and the contractor failed

to show that the overrun

in contract quantities

actually delayed the com-

pletion of the whole con-
tract work
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION-Con.

General Rules of Con-
struction . Page

Where a sentence in an oil and
gas unit agreement pre-
scribing a royalty rate
is grammatically correct
and as set out has a
reasonable interpretation,
its punctuation will not
be changed =

In construing contracts, restric-
tive words normally
apply only to the nearest
antecedent

The doctrine of practical con-
struction does not apply
unless an agreement is
amnbiguous -

An oil and gas unit agreement,
as other agreements, is
not abiguous merely
because the parties dis-
agree as to its meaning
if the disagreement is not
based on the reasonable
uncertainty of the mean-
ing of the language

Where, in the course of installing
and connecting new sand
filter units with existing
units under a contract to
modify a water system,
which provided that no
separate payment would
be made for pipe and
fittings included with the
filter units, but pipe and
fittings required for con-
necting the units to exist-
ing piping would be paid
for at unit prices, a con-
tractor's claim for furn-
nishing certain piping and
fittings, I which the
Government had denied
on the ground that its
cost should have been
included as part oft the
filter units, was upheld
and the contractor was
entitled to be naifi there-
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

General Rules of Construction-
Continued

for at unit prices since
the material was installed
beyond the. limits of the
new filter units and was
thus connecting piping.
The contractor's inter-
pretation, which recon-
ciled the specifications
and drawings, was reason-
able; since a latent am-
biguity was present the
contractor was no'. re-
quired to seek clarifica-
tion of any and all doubts
or possible differences in
interpretation .

Intent of Parties

The Board reaffirms its original
decision pertaining to the
Sale of Government-
owned property where
upon reconsideration it
finds that appellant's
motion raises no new
questions of fact or of
law and that contrary to
the appellant's assertions
the testimony offered as
well as the record as a
whole supports the
Board's decision

- Modification of Contracts

A contractor's claim that it
should be excused from
performance due to>a re-
strictive feature in a
contract as awarded
which caused impossi-

ability of. performance is
denied where evidence
shows that the contract
as awarded was modified
by mutual consent and
the contractor had no
valid excuse for failure to
perform the modified
contract so that a ter-
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-
TION-Continued

Modification of Contracts-
Continued

mination for default was

proper
A construction contractor's

claim that its agreement
to perform certain repairs
to concrete structures at
no additional cost to the
Government Was void-
able because of duress is
denied where the record
contains no evidence to
support the allegation
that the agreement was
occasioned by threats of
improper default termi-
nation, assessment of
liquidated damages and
withholding of payment:

Notices
Where a contract for the con-

struction of two power
lines provided that the
Government had placed
a :center hub at- each
tower location but that
the contractor was to
check stationing, align-
ment and elevation of
each center hub and to
replace missing or de-
stroyed center hubs, the
Board rejected. the con-
tractor's contention that
the fact some of the hubs
were missing made the
specifications defective
since the contract con-
templated that some of
the hubs might be miss-
ing. Although the con-
tractor failed to give the
notice required by- para-
graph (b) of the Changes
clause or paragraph (c) of
the Suspension of Work
clause, the -Board, under
the circumstances present

828
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- CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION-Con.

Notices-dontinued * ;: 4 Page

here, considered the claim
for a constructive change
or suspension of work
while the Government
replaced the missing hubs
on the merits, holding
that the contractor's fil-
ure to assert the claim at
an earlier time was a
factor to be considered in
determining whether the
contractor had satisfied
its burden of proof-

Where a road was not in the
location specified by the
drawings and the Gov-
ernment relocated two of
the towers in order to
avoid difficulties and ex-
penses associated with
having the legs of one of
the towers located on the
slope of a cut through
which the road had been
constructed, the Board
holds that the specifica-
tions were defective and
that the contractor was
entitled to an equitable
adjustment for all I costs
incurred in attempting to
perform under such speci-
fications in accordance
with the-Changes clause.
Claims involving defec-
ti-e specifications are rec-
ognized exceptions from
the notice requirements
of the Changes clause and
need only be asserted
within a reasonable time
and before final pay-
ment _

DISPUTES AND. RE3EDIES

Appeals
Where a contractor failed to

comply with an Order of
the Board calling upon it
to file a complaint within

114

114

I CONTRACTS-Continued :
DISPUrTES AND RlEMEDIECon.

Appeals-Continued

a certain period of time
and thereafter did not
show cause,. as directed
by a second Order, why
its appeal should not be
dismissed by reason of
such failure, the appeal is
dismissed for want of
prosecution -------

Burden of Proof
Where a contract for the. con-

struction of two power
lines provided that the
Government had placed
a center hub at each
tower location but that
the contractor was to
check stationing, align-
ment and elevation of
each center hub and to
replace missing. or de-
stroyed center hubs, the
Board. rejected the con-
tractor's contention that
the fact some of the hubs
were missing made the.
specifications defective
since the contract con-
temnlated that some of
the hubs might be miss-
ing. Although .the con-
tractor failed to give the
notice required by para-
graph (b) of the Changes
clause or paragraph (c) of
the Suspension of Work
clause, the Board, under
the circumstances present
here, considered - the
claim for a constructive
change, or suspension of
work while tbe. Govern-
ment replaced the miss-
ing hubs on the merits,
-holding that the' con-
tractor's failure to assert
the claim at an earlier
time was a factor. to be
considered in determin-

829
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DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Burden of Proof-Continued

ing whether the contrac-
tor had satisfied its
burden of proof

A contractor's claim for an
equitable adjustment for
costs incurred in allegedly
accelerating performance
of the work was denied.
where appellant failed to
establish that the costs
claimed resulted from the
denial of'proper requests
for time extensions, rather
than from a belated at-
tempt to overcome the
effects of inclement
weather, insufficient and
inadequate equipment,
etc., for which the Gov-
ernment was not respon-
sible

A contractor's appeal fromr im-
position of excess costs
on a reprocurement after
a termination for default
is sustained where the
Government failed to
prove entitlement to
excess costs when it chose
to stand on evidence that
it: had awarded a re-
procurement contract at
a higher price and had
sent the defaulted con-
tractor a bill for collection
of the difference between
the original contract price

and the reprocurement
contract price. The Gov-

ernment's burden of proof

when excess costs are

challenged requires intro-

duction of proof of per-

formance and payment

under the reprocurement

contract, which proof was

not furnished by the

Government

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.-

Burden of Proof:.-Continued
Where, under :a construction

contract containing a
suspension of work
clause, issuance of the
notice to proceed was
delayed pending 'a deci-
sion on a protest of the
award, the contractor's
claim for increased costs
because the delay neces-
sitated a portion of the
work being performed in
the winter: months- was
denied where the evi-
dence failed to show a
causal connection between
the initial delay and
performance in the
winter

A construction contractor's
claim for the costs of
certain repairs allegedly
directed by the contract-
ing officer was denied
where the evidence failed
to establish that the
methods of repair actually
utilized were more ex-
pensive than methods of
repair in the specification;
or which could reasonably
have been required by
the contracting officer --

A construction contractor's claim
that its: agreement to
perform certain repairs
to concrete structures at
no additional cost to the
Government was voidable

Vbecause of duress is
-denied where the record
contains no evidence to
support the allegation
that the agreement was
occasioned by threats of
improper default ter-
mination, assessment of

liquidated damages and
withholding of payment

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-COT.

Damages
Generally

A construction contractor's
claim for the costs of
certain repairs allegedly
directed by the contract-
ing officer was denied
where the evidence failed
to establish that the
methods of repair actually
utilized were more ex-
pensive than methods of
repair in the specification
or which could reasonably
have been requirediby the
contracting officer-

Actual Damages

An excess cost assessment under
a contract terminated for
default is found to be
proper where the repro-
curement contractor of-
fered equipment from the
same supplier the de-
faulted contractor bad
contemplated using at a
total price considerably
less than the total price
the defaulted contractor
had requested prior to
proceeding with contract
performance and the de-
faulted contractor did not
even allege that in effect-
ing the reprocurement
the Government had
failed to - mitigate
damages-

A contractor's appeal from im-
position of. excess costs
on a reprocurement after
a termination for default
is sustained where the
Government failed, to
prove entitlement to ex-
cess costs when it chose to
stand on evidence that it
had awarded a reprocure-
ment contract at a higher
price and had sent the de-

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.h 

Damages-Continued
Actual: lamages-Con.

faulted contractor'a bill
for collection of the dif-
ference between the orig-
inal contract price and
the reprocurement con-
tract price. The Govern
ment's burden of proof
when excess costs are
challenged requires intro-
duction of proof of per-
formance and payment
under the reprocurement
contract, which proof was
not furnished by the
Government

iquidated Damages

A claim of substantial comple-
tion asserted under a con-
tract for the installation
of buried. agricultural
drains is denied where the
evidence of record shows
that the project would
not adequately serve its
intended purpose earlier
than the date the work
was accepted as substan
tially complete by th
Government

A supply contract provision for
liquidated damages which
set a fixed amount per
unit per day for delay-was
not a reasonable fore-
cast of just, compensation
for the harm caused by
the delay where it could

--be determined in' advance
that the only harm to the
Government would be an
additional installation

cost for each unit and the

assessment of liquidated

damagest under such con-
tract provision was found

to be an unenforceable
penalty

831
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Equitable Adjustments
Where the Government, ordered

a delay in work pending
a determination as to
methods to be used in
stringing conductor for
power lines and further
delay pending receipt of
bolts of the length speci-
fied by the drawings for
tower assembly, the con-
tractor was entitled to an
adjustment for the re-
sulting costs in accord-
ance with the Suspension
of Work clause. The evi-
dence showed that the
delay -regarding bolts,
which were to be fur-
nished as GFP, was only
one-half day but was
due to the fact the
drawings specified bolts
of an incorrect length.
The specifications were
thus defective and it is
well settled that any de-
lay due to defective spec-
ifications is unreasonable

Where under a contract for
a printing press a
contractor is required to
furnish a device known as
a punch in order to meet
its alleged contractual
obligation and where the
evidence of record shows
that the punch was listed
as an optional item of
equipment in the descrip-
tive literature accompa-
nying the bid upon which
the contract was based,
the Board determines the
contract price should be
equitably adjusted to re-
flect the furnishing of the

Page

114

punch - 663

CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Jurisdiction
Where, under a contract to

furnish laundry services
which provided that the
quantities of work to be
done were based upon
estimates and that the
Government reserved the
right to increase or de-
crease them by 25%, a
contractor was called
upon to perform work in
an amount below 75%
of the estimates, his claim
to be paid for the differ-
ence between the service
actually performed and
the amount estimated,
less 25 percent, is dis-
missed in the absence of
contract clauses ' upon
which the Board can
provide relief .

The Government's motion to
dismiss for lack of juris-
diction a claim asserted
under the changes clause
of' a construction con-
tract was denied where
the funding schedule
adopted by the contract-
ing agency increased the
time required for per-
formance, altered the ap-
proved construction pro-
gram and led to a
cessation of work for
lack of funds; the con-
tingency provisions of the
Funds Available for
Earnings Clause were not
involved when Congress
appropriated funds in the
amount deemed neces-
sary and requested by
the contracting agency
and Congress was not the
source of the fund short-

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Jurisdietion-Continued

age; the Government's
assertion that the fund
shortage was a breach of
contract over which the
Board has no jurisdiction
was erroneously based on
cases wherein Congress
had reduced or failed to
appropriate the funds re-
quested of it

Termination for Default
A contract is properly termi-

nated for default on the
ground of failure to make
timely delivery where the
contractor failed to pro-
ceed with performance

. after (i) alleging a post-
award mistake-in-bid
claim and (ii) requesting
an adjustment in the
contract price to com-
pensate for the adverse
effect the devaluation of
the dollar had upon the
acquisition cost from a
Swiss supplier of the
items bid upon-

An excess cost assessment under
a contract terminated for
default is found to be
proper where the repro-
curement contractor of-
fered equipment from the
same supplier the de-
faulted contractor -had
contemplated using at a
total price considerably
less than the total. price
the defaulted contractor
had requested prior to
proceeding with contract
performance and the de-
faulted contractor did
not even allege that in
effecting the reprocure-
ment the Government
had failed. to mitigate
damages

page.
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CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Termination for Default-Con.
A contractor's claim that it

should be excused from
performance due to a
restrictive feature in a
contract as awarded
which caused impossibil-
ity of performance is
denied where evidence
shows that the-contract
as awarded was modified
by mutual consent- and
the contractor had no
valid excuse for failure to
perform the modified con-
tract so that a termina-
tion for default was
proper _- -

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Bid Award

Where under a contract for a
printing press a con-
tractor is required to
furnish a device known as
a punch in order to meet
its alleged contractual
obligation and where the
evidence of record shows
that the punch was listed
as an optional item of
equipment in the descrip-
tive literature accom-
panying the bid upon
which the contract was
based, the Board de-
termines the contract
price should be equitably
adjusted to reflect the
furnishing of the punch-

Mistakes
A contract is properly terminat-

ed for default on the
ground of failure to make
timely delivery where the
contractor failed to pro-
ceed with. performance
after (i) alleging a post-
award mistake-in-bid
claim and (ii) request-
ing an adjustment in the
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CONTRACTS-Continued'
FORMATION AND VALIDITY-Con.

Xistakes-Continued
contract price to com-
pensate for the adverse
effect the devaluation of
the dollar had upon the
acquisition cost from a
Swiss supplier of the
items bid upon----

PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT
Generally

A contract is properly termi-
nated for default on the
ground of failure to make
timely delivery where the
contractor failed to pro-
ceed with performance
after (i) alleging a post-
award mistake - in - bid
claim and (ii) requesting
an adjustment in the con,
tract price to compensate
for the adverse effect the
devaluation of the dollar
had upon the acquisition
cost from a Swiss sup-
plier of the items bid,
upon - --- -----

Acceleratioit
A contractor's claim for an

equitable adjustment for
costs incurred in allegedly
accelerating performance
of' the work was denied
where appellant failed to
establish that the costs
claimed resulted from the
denial of proper requests
'for time extensions,
rather than from a be-
lated attempt to over-
comethe effects of inclem-
ent weather,. insufficient
and inadequate equip-
ment, etc.; for which the
Government was not
responsible-

Acceptance of Performance
A construction- contractor's

claim for the costs of
certain repairs allegedly
directed by the con-

Page
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CONTRACTSL Continued
PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT-

Continued

Acceptance of Performance-
Continued Page

tracting officer was denied
where the evidence failed
to establish that the
methods of repair
actually utilized were
more expensive than
methods of repair in the
specification or which
could reasonably have
been required by the
contracting officer- - 700

Breach '
An excess cost assessment under

a contract terminated for
default is found to be
proper where the repro-
curement contractor
offered equipment from
the same supplier the
defaulted contractor had
contemplated using at a
total price considerably

. less than the total price
the defaulted contractor
had requested prior to
proceeding with contract'
performance and the de-
faulted contractor did not
even allege that in
effecting the, reprocure-
ment the Government
had failed. to mitigate
damages - 1

Conipensablb Delays
Where, under a construction

contract containing a sus-
pension of work clause,
issuance of the notice to
proceed was delayed
pending a decision on a
protest. of the award, the
contractor's claim for in-
creased costs because the
delay necessitated a por-
tion of the work being
performed in the. winter
months was denied where
the 'evidence failed to'
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CONTRACTS-Continued
PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT-
Continued

Compensable Delays_-Con.

show a causal connection
between the initial delay
and performance in the
winter-

Excusable Delays
Alcontract is properly termn-

nated for default. on the
ground of failure to make
timely delivery where the
contractor failed to pro-
'eed with performance
after (i) alleging a post-
award mistake-in-bid
claim and .(ii) requesting
an -adjustment in the con-
tract price to compensate
for the adverse effect the
devaluation of the dollar

* had upon the acquisition
cost from a Swiss sup-
plier. of the- items bid
upon '

A contractor's claim for an
* equitable adjustment for

costs incurred in allegedly
accelerating performance
of ihe work was denied

*: :: where appellant failed to
establish' that the costs
claimed resulted from the
denial of 'proper requests
for 'time extensions, ra-
ther than from a belated
attempt to overcome the

effects of inclement
weather, insufficient and
inadequate equipment,
etc., for which the
Government was not
responsibe _ _

A contractor's claini for a time
extension based upon an
overrun ' of contract
quantities is denied where
the evidence shows that
the overrun involved was
-wells within the range' of
overruns' experienced by

572-367-75- 11 -
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CONTRACTS-Continued
PERFORMANCE OF DEFAULT-
Continued

Excusable Delays-Con.;

the contractor under
other drainage construc-
tion contracts on the
Columbia Basin Project
and the contractor failed
to show that the overrun
in contract quantities
actually 'delayed the com
pletion of the whole con-
tract work __

No basis exists for finding either
* category of changed con-
ditions where the sub-

alfi surface data furnish6d by
the Government accu-
rately portrays the sub-
surface conditions actu-
ally encountered by the
contractor at the site of
the work

Impossibility of Perform-
ance

A contractor's claim that it
should be:;excused :from
performance due tola re-
strictive, feature, ina con-

:tract as awarded . which
causedi impossibility of
performance, E:I. denied

* where evidencepshows that
the contract: as awarded
was modified bymutual
consent; and. the., con-
tractor had no valid ex-
cuse for. failure, to
perform the modified con-
tract so that: a: termina-
tion. for: default was
proper

Substantial Performance
A claim of-'substantial: comple-

tion asserted under a
contract..for the installa-
tion of buried agricultural
drains is denied where the
evidence of record shows
ab ns prjet wonAi FT a..

:835
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Substantial Performance-
Continued

not adequately serve its
intended putpose earlier
than the date, thework
iwas accepted as substan-
tially complete by the
Government -

Suspension of Work
Where a contract for the, con-

!.t ' struction of, two power
lies 'provided that the.
:G'overiniment had placed'
a aceniter hub. at each
tower loction but that the
contracor was 'to check
stationing, 'alignment and
elevationof each center
hub and t o replace miss-
ma cC des tioyed center
hubs the Board'rejected
the-contractor's conten-
tion that the factsome-.of

the hubs were missing
made the.' specifications':
defective..since the' con-
'tract cotemplated that
some of' the' hubs tmight

: 'be:,missing-.'Although the
contractor, failed to. give
theb? notice -Tequiredd by

paragr aph (b)' -of, the
Changes: .clause-' or 'para-

graph (c) othe, Suspen-
sion' of' Work clause, the

- Board, uder the circum-
I staneesipresent:here,•con-

sid'erd' the iclaim 'for a
-clistruetive change or

suspebsion of 'wbrk:'while
the, Government Teplaced
the :missiig. hhubs on the

- merits, holding, that the
contractor's. failure 'to
e. ,assert the ' claim iat an

*kearlier time was 'a factor
;to- be. considered in;. de-
termining.: whether the
contractor' had: satisfied
its burden of proof :

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT-:.
Continued

Suspension of Work-Con., Page
Where the Government ordered

a delay in work pending a
determination as to meth-
ods to be used in stringing
conductor for power lines
and a further delay pend-
ing receipt of bolts of the
length specified by the
drawings for tower assem-
bly, the, contractor was
entitled to an adjustment.
for the resulting costs in
accordance with' he Sus-
pension of Work' clause.
The evidence showed that.
'that the delay'regarding
bolts, which .were to "be
furnished as' 'GFP? was
on-lyone-half day but was
due to thft the draw-
igs specified'bolts of an
incorrect length. The

-- specifications were thus
defective and it' is well'
settled that any delay due

'to defective specifieations
i-s unre-sonabe '114

Where,; under a construction.
contract ,containing a sus-
pension of work clause,
issuance of the notice to
proceed was delayed
pending a decision on a

te of the award the
contractors claim for in-
creased costs because the
delay "necessitated a por-
'tion' of the work'-being
''performed in' the wmn er,

. , months was denied where -
the*' evidence failed to

9''show a causal'connection '''
0 'btween- the initial d'elay
''and performance; in the

''winter ''_'_ " ''_ 700

Waziver and Estppel ,.
The Iepartment of the Interior

is inot estopped from re-
quiring the qperqto of an.
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Continued

Waiver and Estoppel-Con. Pa

oil and gas unit agree-
ment to submit corrected
reports, to, recalculate
royalty payments, and
to pay additional money
owed the government

:even though itg accepted
. lower payments in the
.:past where the, lower

payments wereunauthor-
ized -4

Normally, there. can be no estop-
pel .against the govern-
ment based on the incor-
rect or unauthorized acts
of its employees. - 4F 

CONVEYANCES b

GENERALLY .

Where the United States dis-
:poses of public lands with
a reservation of minerals
to the tnited States, the
reserved minerals are not
s-kubject to locatioii under
the general mining' laws
in the abselne of spo--

* cifnostatutory authority.
: Mine als reserved to the

-United States in a pa-
tent ,to- the, ,City. of

n is pursuant,,S.

to the, Act of. July. 1,
.1921, 42. Stat. 143,. are

.ot sub ject to the mining
,,laws, as neither that Act
,nor, any other statute
providesfqr isposition of
the reserved minerals un-

Ajer thejmining la s 6

DESERT LAND ENTRY-.
GE NE A L

Where a group' of desert land
;;entrynien jhave.~ leased
their entries for-a term of
15. years, with. an: option

.to purchase at the end of
the, -lease, given fulli con-
trol of-tthe:entries to-the

ag
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57

5

DESE:RT LAND ENTRY-Con.
q GENERALLY-Continued -. Page

lessees, and deposited in
escrow warranty: deeds
conveying the land in.
their entries, the agree-
ments violated the pro-
visions of the Desert:
Land Law' against sale of
entries prior: to patent,.,
assignments for the bean--.
fit of a corporation, andi
holding of more than 32C'
acres of desert: land by

-: one person or association.
Accordingly, t he entries
mustibe canceled- - 794

The doctrine of voluntary rescis-
sion of an alleged con-
tract to sell a desert land.
entry after patent is not
to be applied in these
circumstances, particu-

Clarly wherb the rescissions
comes long after a contest
has been brought against
the entries'' the money
paid to entrymen has'not
been refunded;' and the 
life- of entryhas run 79

An appiicant iwose deseirtland
entry, suspended' for
many years by. the' deci-
sion n Maggie L. Havens 
and who was allowed t e-

*iV ionths provided 'by
the Secretary s notice of'
Dec.' 2, 1965 ,to su mit
proof of compliance with.

- the requirements of' the
Desert Land Act is not-
':. :.~ _, . :'',1 :- ' " ' I 'to be given further. time
wheng the edence ad
dued I ai contest 'against-

* th6: dentry shows that
- , compliance with the culti-

vation and eclaiitron.
requirements of-the desert
land la, was not ac
complished. <within the'
life of the entry- the

-existence 2: of'. a contest.

837
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DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con. ! i -Z<S .

: GENERALLYContinued : Page

against the entry does not
* suspend the, entry while
the contest is pending and
thus pesmit compliance
with the requirements for
perfection of the. entry
beyond the' statutory life
of the entry _ -

ASSIGNMENT
Where a group of desert land

entrymen have leased
their: entries for a term
of 15 years, with an; op-
tion to purchase at the
end of the lease, given
full control of the entries
to the, lessees, and de-
posited in escrow war-

* ranty deeds conveying
the land in their entries,
,the agreements violated
the provisions of the
Desert Land Law against

*; ; sale of entries prior jto
patent, assignments for
the benefit of a corpora-
tion, and holding of more
than 320. acres of desert
land by one person or as-

: sociation. Accordingly, the
entries 'must be canceled-

The doctrine of voluntary rescis-
sion of: an alleged contract
-to sell a desert land entry
after patent is not to be
applied in. these circlum-
stances, 'particularly
where " the rescission
comes lonfg after a co n-
test has :,been brought
against 'the entries, the
money 'paid to entrymen
has not been refunded,
and the life of entry has

run-
CANCELLATION

Where a 'group of desert land
' entrymen, Ihave; leased
their entries; for a term
of 15 years, with 'an op-
: tion to purchase at. -the

795

794

795

DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con.
CANELLATION--Coned '

end of the lease, given
full control of the entries
to the lessees, and de-
posited in escrow war-
ranty deeds conveying
the land in their entries.
the agreements violated
the provisions of the
Desert Land Law against
sale of entries prior to
patent, 'assignments for
the benefit of a corpora-
tion, and holding of more
-than 320 acres of desert
land by one person or as-
sociation. Accordingly, the
entries must be canceled,-

The doctrine of voluntary rescis-
sion of an alleged contract
to sell a desert land entry
after patent is not to be
applied .in these circum-.
stances, particularly

i .where the rescission
comes long after a con-
test has been brought
against the entries, the
money paid to entrymen
has not been refunded,
and the life of entry has
run ---------

CULTIVATION AND RECLAMATION

Where a group of' desert land
enttymen have 'leased
their entries for a term
of '15 'years, with an op-
tion; to purchase at the
end ,of the lease, 'given

full control' o tift oitries
to the lessees, and de-
posited in escrow war-
ranty deeds conveying
the land in their entries,
the agreements violated
the'. provisions, of 
Desert.Land Law against
sale of entries prior to.
patent,: assignments .for

* the benefit of a corpora-
* tion, and holding .of more

Page
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DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con.
CULTIVATION AND RECLAMA-
TION-Continued

than 320 acres of desert
land by one person or
association. Accordingly,
the entries must be can-
celed _

The doctrine of voluntary
rescission of an alleged
contract to sell a desert
land entry after patent
is not to be applied in
these circumstances, par-
ticularly where the re-
scission comes long after
a contest has been
brought aainst the en-
tries,, the money paid to
entrymen has not been
refunded, and the life of
entry has run_;

An applicant whose desert land
entry, suspended for
many years by the deci-
sion in Magie L. Havens
and who was allowed the
19 months provided by
the Secretary's notice of
of Dec. 2, 1965, to sub-
mit proof of compliance
with the requirements of
the Desert Land Act, is
not to be given further
,time when the evidence
'adduced- in a contest
against the entry shows
that compliance with the
cultivation and r clama-
tion requirements of the
desert land law was not
accomplished within the

* life of the entry; the
existence of a contest
against the entry does
not suspend: the entry
while the contest is pend-
ing and.:: thus. permit
compliance with the re-
'quirements: for perfec-
fection of the entry be-
yond the statutory life
of the entry

Page

794

795

795

EVIDENCE
GENERALLY

Where the evidence adduced at
the hearing of the con-
test of the validity; of a
mining claim is inade-
quate to establish
whether - the claimants
have earned the right to
receive a-patent pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970),
the case will be remanded
for the. taking of further
evidence and the render-
ing of a decision limited
t that issue. =_

EXCIIANGES O LAND

(See also Indian Lands,
Private Exchanges.),

GENERALLY
'By regulation the filing of a

f6rmal' exchange appli-
cation under the Taylor
Grazing Act, 43: U.S.C.
§ 315g(b) (1970), segre-
gates the selected land
from appropriation under
the mining laws. A min-
ing claim located on such
land thereafter is void ab
.initio and affords no basis
for a protest against the
exchange :-

Land within a mining claim
validated by, a discovery

- before a conflicting pri-
vate exchanges applica-

. tion is filed is not avail-
able for selection in ex-
change, but if the claim is
not valid the land status
is not affected. However,
a mining claim cannot be
declared invalid for a
lack of a discovery with-

-out: due notice to the
- claimant and opportunity

for a hearing> -
Land whidh might be mineral in

character may be selected
for a private exchange
under sec. 8(b) of the

Page

687

i
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EXCHANGES OF LAND-Con.::
.aENERALLY-Continued . . P

Taylor Grazing Act 43
*J.S.C. § 315g(b) (1970),
without. a mineral reser-
vation, if the public inter-
est is served and the
values, of the selected
lands are not less than the
offered lands. A protest
against such. an exchange
s properly denied; where

'no cofliftibg right to the
selected land is shown . I

A protester against a private
exchange. .wwh. has no
legally cognizable con-,
flicting ights in the se-
lected land has o right
to a formal hearing under
the Administrative Pro-

: cedure Act, 5 . U.S.C.
.§ 554 (1970), or on due
process grounds when his
protest is considered in
accordance with the rules
of this Department ----- 1

i I EXECUTIVE. ORDERS ANDPROC- .
age LAiATIONS-Continued . 1 page

I v: ,' {lAsx l -1na - o la z -^ - :S:-4-

88

EXECUTIVE ORDERS: AND-PROC-
LAMATIONS

Execudtiveorddrs have the force
and effect- of law and
rules of statutory con-
struction apply to ttlem_ 6

There is: a: strong presumption
agamust iple d repeal of
anI executive order. If a
statute covers the same
:area as' an;' executive
order adj they ' are not
.absolutely irrecohilable,
effect will: be: given' to
both. A-statute, authoriz-
ing a' patent of lands to a

-city, subject to 'areserva-
tion' of minerals to 'the
TUnited States,' did 'not

-wihpliedly revoke an Ex-
ecutive Order withdrawal
-of the lands for classifica- 
'tion andi in aid of legisla-
-tionto grant the patent to
-ithe. city, which with-

8

5

UI aZU lUbtUa tIe ,l1iu U:
-nonmetalliferous location

under the mining laws 65

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTIH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969 :

GENERAILY..
The term: "persons" includes the

singular "person" as well
as the, plural "persons"
when used in see. 314(a)
of the Act (30. CFR
75.1400).: to determine
when -overspeed, over-
wind, and automatic stop
controls are required on
hoists . 637

ABATEMENT
Time. for. Abatement.

Where the operator' contends
that the time for abate-
ment in Notices of, Viola-
tion is unreasonable solely
because the alleged viola-
tion did not occur, a find-
ing of violation moots
such. contention where

,.the violation has be
abated- ----- I 431

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
Decisios.

It is, errorfor an Administrative
Law Judge to fpd that a
condition cited in :a notice
of. violation -was: seri-
os,, wi hout identifying
the potential hazard and

'the probability of its oc-
.currence, and to find an

. doperator . "negligent"
without. indicating,-'the
source of the inference or
the act or acts of com-

.mission or omission z-- 

-Dismissals ' .

It is an abuse of discretion by
- an Administrative Law

Judge 'to grant a motion
'by, MESA to withdraw
part 'of a petition for
assessment of civil-penal-

205

:

E
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

ADMITISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
', -Continued- . - _ 

Dismissals-Continued Page
ties with prejudice, when
by' granting such motion
-without ' prejudice, the
effect of foreclosing the
Secretary's :' enforcement
agency (MESA) from liti-
:gating all the violations
alleged in a withdrawal
order. on their merits can
be avoided-

30 U!S. C. '-§819(a) (1), 43'CFR
4.512 --740

Findings
Where an Administrative aw

Judge fails to icobrporate
'in his decisi'on appropri-
; ate findings 'of fact or'to

state the reasons'therefor,
as required; by the :Ad-

.rmhinistrative -' Procedure
Act; in lieu of a-remand,
:the ,Board may make the
appropriate corrections
for the Department: -in

accordance'with the evi-
- dence of record- _:_ 285

Hearings ... -: ,
Order of Proof ;

The Interior; Board,, of Mine.
Operations. Appeals will
not overtrn a -proce-

. dural. ruling by an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge
'assigning the burden of
going forward with re-
spect to a particular issue

* unless the, record. mani-
fests, an abuse of discre-
tion, by showing such
ruling to have a clear
prejudicial,. effect upon
the objecting party _ 567

: 0:Generally - ;. ,: .,
The 'Board Twiill-not disfurb the

'findings and conclusions
of an Administrative Law
'Judgein the absenceof a

FEDERAL COAL XINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT 0F? 1968-Con.:

APPEALS-Continted -.

Generally-Continued ' Page
showing that the evi-
dence compels a different
result 173

The Board will not disturb the
findings of fact of an'Ad-
ministrative Law Judge
in the absence of a show- - -

ing that the evidence
compels a different re-
sult- 443

Where the Administrative Law
Judge has taken into
consideration mitigating.
circumstances- advanced
'by the operator in deter-
mining the- assessment of
penales, and where p-
pellant's arguments have
been fully and fairly con-
sidered by the Judge, the
Board will not 'disturb the
Judge's decision wlier6
his findings areasupported'
by substantial evidence. 463

The decision in United States v.
FinleyCoal Cmpany, 493

F. 2d 285 does not bar
enforcement of sec. 304
(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and' Safety
Act. 30 U.S.C. 1 864(4 532

The decision in United Stites v.

Finley Coal Company, 493
F. 2d 285 relates solely to

- the riegutlations codified
at 30 CFR 75.400 and
.does' not invalidate any
other regulations codified
in other sections' of 30
CFR Part 75 532

The Board will not' disturb the
findings 'and' conclusions
of an Administrative Law
Judge i the absened of a.
showing that the evidence

-, co mpels a differ et' re-
suitL '_ _ 669

841
: I. i
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FEDERAL COAL SINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

APPEALS-Continued
Generally-Continued

The Board will not disturb the
findings and conclusions
of an Administrative Law
Judge in the absence of a
showing that the evi-
dence compels a different
result - --------

A challenge to the specificity of
a pleading is waived on
appeal when not made
before:the trier of fact---

APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW
Pleading

By virtue of '43 CFR 4.532(a)
(1), the validity or non-
existence of an underly-
ing sec. 104(c)(1) notice

X should be specifically
pleaded to place the mat-
ter properly in issue

CLOSURE ORDERS
Generally

A shuttle car, as a, piece of
equipment used in a coal
mine, may properly be
the subject of a section
104(a) withdrawal order

Imminent Danger :
An application for review of a

section 104(a) order is
properly dismissed where
the operator fails to re-
but by a preponderance
of the evidence the pre-
sumption of imminent
danger which arises when
the order is issued _

An inspector's conclusion that
imminent danger existed
at the time a section
104(a) order, was issued
will 'not be vitiated by
the fact that he permitted

the subject of the order, a
shuttle car, to. be moved
under his close supervi-
sion - - - -

Page

713

730

730

147

146

147

FEDERAL COAL INE HEALTH
. AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

CLOSURE ORDERS-Continued

Imminent Danger-Con.

. Presence of 1.5 volume per: cen-.'
turn, or more of methane.
supports issuance of a
sec. 104(a) withdrawal
*order Good faith in the
voluntary withdrawal of
miners and commence-
ment of efforts to abate

* S prior to issuance will not
i . invalidate a withdrawal

order --'--X
In an application for review of a.

* section 104(a) order, the
order is properly vacated
where the operator, by a
preponderance of the evi-
dence, proves that im-
minent danger was not
present when the- order
was issued ------ e-

The Interior Board of ::Mine
Operations Appeals will
affirm the dismissal -of an
Application for Review of
a sec. 104(a) withdrawal
order where the Judge's
findings of fact are sup-
ported by substantial evi-
dence and he has cor-
rectly applied the legal
definition of imminent
danger _

The Interior Board of Mine Op-
erations Appeals will af-
firm the dismissal of an
Application for Review of
a sec. 104(a) withdrawal
order where the Judge's
findings of fact are sup-

- . : ported by substantial evi-
dence and the condition
cited constitutes an im-

. > minent danger;
An accumulation of loose coal

and coal dust in the
presence of nonpernmis-
sible equipment wil sup-

,: port an inspectors find-

842

rpagep
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

CLOSURE ORDERS-Continued .
ImninentDanger-Con. Page

ing that an imminent
danger situation exists_ 428

Accumulations of loose coal and
coal dust together with
sources of potential igni-
tion will support a finding
of imminent danger___ :436,

438, 441
The, voluntary commencement

a of the abatement process
* by an operator prior to

issuance of an immi-
: nent danger4-withdrawal

order.does not invalidate
* the order '_ _- ;

A findingr that three of four
braking systems of a
self-propelled mantrip car
were inoperative will sup-

: 0 - port a finding of immi-
n nt danger __

Evidence of a loose, drummy,
sagging coal roof, which
an inspector .reasonably

believes may fall at. any
moment,- is sufficient to
warrant, ithe conclusion
that the danger of roof

*:: collapse was inninent-. 
In a sec.. 05(a) proceeding con-

cerning . a sec. 104(a)
Order of Withdrawal,
where the operator estab-
lishes , by a preponder-

: * anee of the evidence that
* imminent danger did not
* exist, the Order is prop-

erly vacated
ENTITLEMENT OF HMERS

Generally
Although-the miners are the real

parties in interest they
smay be represented by
United Mine Workets of
Anerida in -an action
brought under section

- 110(a) of theAct

4907

502

529

l

562

;308

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

CLOSURE ORDERS-Continued
ENTITLEMENT OF MINERS-Con.

Generally-Continued
The validity of a section 104(a)

withdrawal order is not in
issue in a proceeding
under section .110(a) of
the Act ..

The validity of a sec. 104(b)
order: is not in issue in a
proceeding under sec. 110
(a) of the Act -

The validity of a section 104(b)
withdrawal order is not a
consideration in a pro-
ceeding under section 110
(a) of the Act .

Compensation
Immediately upon the issuance

of an order of withdrawal
a claim of compensation
arises .- _- --

Immediately upon the issuance
of an order of withdrawal,
a claim of compensation
arises _- - -- - -- - _

Immediately upon the issuance
of an order of withdrawal
a claim of compensation
arises

While idled miners may be en-
titled to compensation
under section 110(a) of
the Act they are not en-
titled to interest on such
compensation or for 'costs
sustained_

Discrimination
Jurisdiction over allegations of

discrimination based on
pneumoconiosis tests with
the Secretary of Labor,
not the Secretary of the
Interior, under sec. 428
of the Act .--- __

EVIDENCE
Burden of Proof

A visual observation-: standing
alone will not suffice
to meet the Mining En-

843

Page
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346
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT O 969-Con.

EVIDENCE-Continued
Burden of'Proof-Con. Page

forcement and, Safety
Administration's burden
of proof: of a section

: 304(d) violation- 443
Sufficiency: X

Whether- an area of a mine is
being used as a main

: 'haulage orsecondaryroad
is a matter of: fact to be
determined by the Ad-
ministrative i Law Judge

iand his finding that the
- area was being used as a

main haulage road will
not be 'disturbed when
supported by a prepon-

: 'deranceof the evidence- ,' 169
Where an inspector states that

"within a good degree of
certainty" he saw 'coal
being cut, mined, or
loaded at a face or in a
section, there is sufficient
evidence to support the
finding that the area 'in-
volved was operational.
That finding is a condi-
tion precedent to the
ultimate conclusion that
a violation of sec. 303-
(c) (l) f the: Act has
oburred-_ 204'

Where a notice of violation of
sec. 304(a) of the Act
shows no indication of the
depth or .extent of an ac- -_

cumulation of combiusti-
ble material, and the
inspector has no present
recollection of the condi-
tion which gave rise to
such notice, the evidence
is 'isufficient to con-
stitute a dprima facie
case - _---205

Noncompliance with one of the
discretionary criteria for
approval of a ventilation

FEDERAL COAL' MINE HEALTH - -
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con. S , -

EVIDENCE-Continued.; u : 9 7 X

.; Suffliciency-Continued Page
plan does not establish a
violation of 30 COFR
75.316, unless it is estab-
lished that: the approved
ventilation plan was
violated_ -

Where. an Administrative Law
Judge has applied, the
correct legal test 'and his'
findings of fact are sup-
ported' by substantial
evidence together. with
reasonable conclusions re-
garding the credibility of
witnesses, the Interior

..Boerd of Mine Operations:
Appeals will not, exercise
its de novo review powers
and will affirm;: the do-
cisionbelow .

294

568
An admission by an operator's

witness, who is in a posi.
tion to know; of theissu-
ance of a notice of viola-
tion to the operator is
sufficient evidence to
prove that such a notice
did in fact exist- 730

Evidence of individual accumu-
lations of coal dust stand-
ing alone will not support
a charge that the operator
failed to establish and
maintain a regular clean-

. up program, particularly
where there is: evidence

- that a cleanup program
existed and was generally
maintained 747

Alleged violations of "permis-
sibility"' requirements of X

electric face equipment
a-re established where con-
ditions described as vio-
'lationm are obviously in
:deviation of, or contrary

- to, specifically 'promul-
gated "permissibility"

844
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH':
AND SAFETY A'T OF 1969-Con.

EVIDENCE-Continued
Snffaieincy-Continued:

specifications in 30 CFR'
Part 1S 8

FINDINGS

Where an Administrative Law
Judge fails to support his
ultimate findings and con-
clusions with basic find-
ings which reflect the pre-
ponderant weight of the
evidence in assessing a
penalty pursuant to sec.
109, the Board will make

pthe, necessary findings
EAIIIGS

Admissibility of Evidence
Sworn statements 'submitted

after the expiration of a.
reasonable period set.by
'the AdministratiVe. Law_
Judge for their submis-
sion and after his decision
in the case were properly
excluded from the record

Burden of Proof
In a sec. 109(a) proceeding in-

volving: an alleged viola-
tion of 30 CFR 75.601,
'once the Mining-Enforce-
ment. and Safety Admin-
istration establishes the:
fact of violation, the bur-
den of showing that ap-
proval was obtained for
the condition: cited is
upon the operator 4 -:

Consolidation
Consolidation of 'an application

for review; (sec. 105) and
a-petition for assessment
(sec. 109) proceedings in-
volving the same' Order
of Withdrawal or Notice
of Violation is not ' re-
quired in the absence of a
request thereforŽ

Powers of Administrative
-, d Law Judges

An Administrtive Law Judge
- lacks authority to order

Page

748

772

221

221

154

FEDERAL GOAL XINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

HEARINGS-Continued 9

Powers* of Administrative
Law udges-Continued Page

MESA to recompute pro-
posed-assessments ofcivil

- penalty 276
An Administrative Law Judge

lacks authority to order
MESA to submit, a. re-
computed penalty assess-

: ment to an operator - 315
An Administrative Law Judge

ihas.no authority to con-
vert a sec. 1,04 (c) * citation
into a sec. 104(b) notice
of violation. 724

The validity of the withdrawal
order is not an'issue in a
proceeding to, assess civil
,penalties for. violations;
.alleged in, such with-
drawal ,order;. thus,

* an Administrative Law
Judge is without author-
ity to vacate such order
in such proceeding.

30 U.S.C. 9 89(a) (3), Zeigler
Coal, Co., 2 IBMA 2167 
80 I.D. 626, 1973-1974
OSED par. .16,608
( 973)------ ----- 740

Default procedures of .43 OFR
4.544 for failure to appear
at a scheduled prehearing
conference apply solely
to a party against- whom

: a penalty is sought and
mayl :not be invoked
against MESA - 744

Procedure. .
An Administrative iLaw Judge

may-not proceed under
43 CFR 4.5 12,:. unless
a motion is filed- which
specifically seeks ,with-
drawal or refers to the,
regulation -- -----------

An Administrative Law Judge'
may not proceed' under
43 CFR 4.588 unless

- the. operator's waiver of'

845
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AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

EARINGS-Continued
Procedure-Continued

hearing specifically re-
quests. a decision on the
existing record -

An Administrative 'Law Judge
correctly dismisses a pe-
tition for: hearing and
formal adjudication for
want of jurisdiction where
the: petition is insuffi-
cleat due to failure to
list properly the alleged
violations in issue and
to show proof of service,
and after notice; the
operator.6 fails to cure
the defects within ! a
reasonableperiod of time

An Administrative Law Judge
was obliged to dismiss
and remand to the Assess-
ment Officer under 43
'CFR 4.545(b), 37 FR
11462 (Jun& 28, 1972),
until its repeal on April
24, 1973, upon the actual
failure of an operator to
appear at a hearing but
not upon the mailing or
filing of a statement of
intent not to appear

Production of Documents
Where jurisdiction hasvested in

an. Administrative Law
Judge in a proceeding
under the Act, the Min-
ing Enforcement and
Safety Administration is
not insulated by 5 U.S.C.
§§ 552(b) (5). or 552(b) (7)
(1970) of the Freedom of
Information `Act from
producing 0 inspectdrs'
notes or reports made in
connection with alleged
violations which. are the
subject of. the .proceed-

ing: C

Page

6

56

185

2350

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1989-Con.

HEARINGS-Continuei 
Production of Documents-
Continued

Where, in a civil penalty pro-
ceeding, a coal mine op-
erator shows that he
needs inspectors' reports
and notes, prepared in
connection with the is-
suance of notices of viola-
tion or orders of with-
drawal, so that he may
evaluate his case to'de-
termine whether to settle
or further litigate, good
cause for an order' of
production has been

. shown pursuant to 43
CFR 4.585 and such doc-
uments are relevant to
the proceeding

INCOMBUSTIBLE DUST PROGRAM
Test Reports

An analysis of dust samples
report indicating a viola-
tion can be admitted as
evidence upon proper
foundation, under 28

U.8.C. 1732 (1970) and,
if admitted, is considered
a prima facie showing of a
violation _ _-_

MANDATORYLSAFETY STANDARDS
Generally

Where the evidence is sufficient
to establish that the roof

- or ribs of a mine were not
adequately supported to
protect persons from falls,
it is not necessary to,
prove a violation of the
roof control plan in order
to sustain a: violation of
sec. 302(a) of the Act-

Bulldozers are included in the
category of mobile equip-
ment required to: have
backup alarms by 30 CFR
77.410. irrespective of
clear visibility to the rear

Where the operator's:,employces
test the roof as provided

Page
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-
ARDS-Continued

Generally-Continued
by 30 CFR 75.205 there
is no violation of that

section>-
A return air course, in which the

operator's employees work

and travel is an "active

working" under 30' CFR

75.2(g) (4) and for that

reason subject to 30 CFR

75.400 (sec. 304(a) of the

Act) proscribing accumu-

lations of coal dust, loose

Coal and other combusti-

ble materials in "active

workings' -- -

A violation of 30 CFR 75.312,

proscribing ventilation of

working places with air

that has passed through

an abandoned area, or an

area unsafe or inacces-

sible for inspection, is no
proved in the absence of

a showing that the areas

througk which the air-has,

passed, was in fact aban-

doned, unsafe or inacces-

sible for inspection

Incombustible Content

A properly taken floor sample,

without samples from the

roof and ribs, may alone

support a finding that a

violation of section 304(d)

of the Act has occurred.

Protective Equipment

An operator complies with 30

CFR 75.1720(n) if it has

a system designed to as-

sure that miners wear
protective safety goggles

on appropriate occasion,

and if such system in fact
is enforced with due dili-

gence. Where the failure

to wear protective glasses

is entirely the result of

the employee's negligence

!

page;

747.

748,

669

205

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTHL
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Cone

MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-
ARDS-Continued

Protective Equipment-Con.
rather than the result of

the failure of the operator

to require the wearing of

such glasses, a violation
of such safety standard

has not occurred

MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION OF
MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS

Dismissal
Where a petition for modifica-

tion of the application of
a mandatorysafetystand-

ard fails to state grounds

upon which. such modifi-

:cation. could be granted,

even if proved, a motion

to dismiss is properly

granted _

Jurisdiction
An Administrative Law Judge

does not lose jurisdiction

of a proceeding for modi-

fication of the application

of a mandatory safety

standard where the par-

ties enter into a stipula-

* tion of fact rendering a

formal evidentiary hear-

ing unnecessary_

NOTICES OF VIOLATION

Generally

Where an operator demonstrates

by a preponderance of the

evidence that defective

equipment was being re-

paired, was not being

used, and was not to be

operated until it met the
required safety standards,

no violation of 'the Act

occurred- _

Elements of Proof,

The Board will not disturb the
findings and onclusions

of an Administrative Law

Judge in the' absence of a

showing that the evi-

847
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FEDERALz COAL MINE HEALTH:

AND SAFETY ACT 'OF 196-Con. 
NOTICES: OF VIOLATION-Con.

Elements of Proof-Con. p
deuce compels a different

result ----

.Reasonableness of Time

The' reasonableness of time al-

lowed to abate an alleged
violation is not in issue-
in a proceeding under

sec. 109(a) of the Act .

Sufficiency

A notice, of violation charging

that: an operator, of a
loading machine was not
::making tests for methane

at a wo'rking face and was
not equipped ,, to, make

.such tiets does not allege
-a violation of the safety

.''' 5,standard, in 30 . CFR
75.307-1, which requires
that an. examination for
methane be made at the
face o f -each working
place during each shift
and immediately: prior
to the entry of electrical
'equipment into any work-

: :ing place … 
YENAITIES

Generally
In.'a section 109(a) penalty pro-

ceeding the finding of a

violation and'assessment:'

of a civil penaltyare not

ontingeit upon proof

'that the'order of' with-

drawal in which a iola-

tion is cited was issued

according to the enu-

merated ,unwarraitable

failure elements of section

104(c) of the Act, and

-lack of such proof will

: not justify the. failure to

,. assess peatie -where. it

'is shown that a violation

'actually occurred_--

ago

598

$98

713'

$24

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

PENALTIES-Continued.
Evidence Page

In a default penalty assessment
proceeding. a party. will
not be beard on appeal to

challenge evidence it
'could have challenged or,

.- rebutted at the: hearing

stage- 421
Existence of Violation

In, determining. -the minimum
quantity of air reaching
:the last open crosscut in
any pair or set of develop-
ing entries as required by

seC. 303(b): of the' Act,
measurement of such vol-
ume is properly taken in
the last open crosscut
between the ;,two entries

. .by virtue :of interpreta-
tive regulation (30 CFR
75.301-3(a)). 595

Mitigation
An Administrative Law Judge

.may 'admit . and.: give
,-weight to evidence 'of

'economic losses : suffered
as. a result 'of a vacated
withdrawal orderjas a
general mitigating factor,
in fixing the 'amdunt of
'the penalty warranted !.,.
:because of -a. violation
farising out of a condition
or practice:cited insuch
order. How6ver,'anbpera-
tor has no legal right to a

strict dollar-for-dollar
offset in, such. circum ,

:.stances- 205

Allegations -of economic loss due
to unvacated4 orders, of
withdrawal which'. may
,have: been improperly is-

:,sued. are:~ properly . ex-
'luded' from. .considera-

- tion as~a mitigating factor
in determining a: penalty
assessment ursuant. to

- .sec.:l109().4o the.ActQ~~ 598
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FEDERAL. COAL NINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY*ACT OF 1969-Con.

PENALTIES-Continued
Mitigation-Continued

Where an Administrative Law
Judge unreasonably fails
to take into account losses
resulting from a vacated
withdrawal order in asses-
sing a penalty for the
violation 6ited in such
order, 'the' Board 'will

: d:so__ '__
Negligence.

Where an~ Administrative Law
Judge has failed to make
an express finding regard-
ing negligence but his
decision shows that he
properly considered the
existing' evidence estab-
lishing igligence in cal-
cuatg Ehis penalty as-
sessmeht, the Interior
Board of Mine' Opera-
tions Appeals Will remedy
the technical defect by
m'aking' the necessary
finding and' will -then
affirm the assessment-

A pre-shift examination report
, ,by aX State, certified -:ex-',

aminer indicating that a
mine area is free from
violations.of Federal and
State* law does, not, pre-
clude. a finding that the
mine operator was negli-
gent whete a violation of
Federal law IS subse-
quently found in' the area
by a federal inspectori

fA section foreman's.knowledge
of a dangerous condition
may be imputed to the
operator for the purpose
of determining the negli-
gencecriterion, in assess-
ng; a.civil penalty under
sec. 109.of the Act- 2 ..

Page

772

724

736

736

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACTOF 1969 -on.,

PENALTIES-'C-ontinuej

Penalty Against Operator Page

'An Administrative Law Judg&{&s'--
warranted in concluding
that 'there is a lack of
good faith in achieving
apid compliance whete

an operator waits two
months after-notification
to, abate. i.a condition
which could have, been
accomplished in approxi-
,mately one hour 185

Procedure of Assessment-
The jurisdiction of an Adminis-

trative Law Judge to
proceed in a sec., 109 civil
penalty prceeding is not
affected by the method of
computation utilized ,by.
the Assessment Officer-- 224

ReasQnableness -,n
A penalty assesMer t .gf $210

for .threa jolations .in-
volving, the. ineffeotive
grounding of direct cur-
rent ,Imining ., equipment
and related components
is not .excessjve even
though, when .considerihg
the statutory criteria of
section:109a ,f the Act,
'the Judge foundt the
operator. was noti negli-
gent, but; nonetheless
found the violations
serious --679

RESPIRATORY DUST PROGRAM

Generally '
Where a:computer printout does

not show a potential
"dump" sample was
voided and the record
co'ntiins 'no evidence to -
show that normal labo=
,,atory,, procedures pre-.
scribed by the regulations
were not followedQ or that
the :'sampie had -.been
"dumped," an Adminis-
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

RESPIRATORY DUST PROGRAM-
Continued

:Generally-Continued
trative Law Judge errs
by voiding the sample in
determining whether a
violation of 30 CFR 75.-
100(a) has occurred .- _

Computer Printout

A Notice 'of Non-Compliance is
an official government rec-
ord and will support a
Notice of Violation of
section-202 bfthe Act--

A Notice of Non-Compliance is
'an 'official' government
record and will support a

*- Notica of Violation of
' section 202'of the Act__.

A Notice'of o'9n-Compliafce is
an' official government
record and Will; support
'a violation of the respi-
rable dust standards

A computer printout indicating
the' operator's' failure to
submit samples of respira-
tory dust will' support
a violation of 30 CFR
70.250, requiring indi-
vidual sampling, where
the operator fails to offer
substantial evidence to
rebut the reliability of
the printout- 

Sufficiency of Evidence

A Notice of Violation setting
forth an alleged violation
of the respirable dust
standards, standing
alone, will not support
such a violation --- ;-

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND ORDERS

Generally

An Application for Review pro-
ceeding of section 104(b)
Notices of Violation
under section 105(a) of
the Act should be sum-

Page

205

34

71

294

713

109

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH*
AND SAFETY ACT O 1969-Con.

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND
ORDERS-Continued

Generally-Continued
marly dismissed where
the. violations charged in
the Notices ;;have been
totally abated, prior to
hearing

Hoist vehicles which haul sup-
plies and require a tractor
operator to be on board
fall under the purview of
30 CFR 75.1400, which
requires overspeed, over-
wind, and automatic stop:D
controls on all hoists used
to transport persons---

Scope of Review
An Administrative Law Judge

is limited in a sec. 105(a)
proceeding concerning a
sec. 104(a) withdrawal
order to a determination
of, first, whether the con-
ditions cited in the order,'
in fact, existed and,
second,, whether these
conditions qconstitute i m-
minent danger .

UNAVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT.
MATERIALS, OR QUALIFIED TECH-

NICIANS

Assessinent of Penalty

Page

430

636

154

Congress never intended 'that
a notice of violation be
'issued or a civil penalty
assessed, where compli-
ance with the mandatory
health or safety standard
is impossible due to the
unavailability of e p
ment, materials or quali-
fled technicians- 285

Notice of Violation
Where the operator is unable 'to

shoe by a preponderance
of the evidence that back-

.up alarms were unavail-- 
able, he has not borne his
burden of proof- 431

. L
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

UNWARRANTABLE FAILURE
Generally

An inspector is justified-in find-
ing an unwarrantable
failure to comply'' with
a mandatory health or
safety standard, pursuant
to sec. 104(c) of the Act,,
where the evidence shows
that: the operator inten-
tionally or ktnowingly failed

to abate a violation or
demonstrated a reckless
disregard for the health
and safety of the miners.
30 U.S.C.'§ 814(c)_

Closure Orders 
Upon issuance of a valid see.

104(c)(2) closure order,
* 0 an operator becomes sub-

ject to frther such orders
' until a complete inspec-
tion of the'mine discloses
no "similar violations. A
spot inspection which dis-
closes- no "simnila"'. vio-
lation is insufficient, by
itself, to lift continuing
liability: to closure. . 30
U.S.C. § 814(c) (2)-_

Inspections
Since 30 CFR 45.2-1 was not

republished in the Federal
Register after enactment
of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act
of 1969 pursuant to sec-
tion 101(j) of that Act,
such regulation lost,. all
force and effect by virtue
of the.ropeal oftef Fed-
eral Cdoal 'Mline Safety
Act of 1952 which such
regulation: purported to
interpret. 30 U.S.C § 811

: (j) (1970) -
Gravity Requirements.

An inspector is justified under
sec. 104(c) of the Act,
in finding that a viola-
tion "* * could signif-
icantly and substantially

Page

568
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627

FEDERAL COAL XINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

UNWARRANTABLE FAILURE-
Continued

Gravity Requirements-Con.
contribute; to the cause
and effect of a mine safety
or health hazard * * *"

if the evidence shows that
* the condition or practice

cited a a violation posed
a probable risk of serious
bodily harm or death. 30
U.S.C. § 814(c)&

Where the evidence of record
shows that a violation
cited in a sec. 104(c)(1)
Xwitliawal order did not
reasonably pose. a prob-
able risk of serious bodily
harm or death, an Admin-
istrative Law Judge
should conclude that the
violation could not have
significantly and sub-
stantially contributed to
the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health
hazard, and should vacate
the order _- -

Notices of Violation
The existence and validity of an

underlying sec. 104(c) (1)
notice, of violation is
reviewable in a sec. 105(a)
proceeding under the Act
as an incident to the
determination of the
validity of a sec. 104(c) (1)
withdrawal order

Recklessness
Where the evidence does not

show tlat the, operator
,conscio.usly disrpgarded or

. grossly deviated from a
mandatory standard ot
care in the Act or sub-
stantive regulations, an

* Administrative Law
- Judge is warranted in
. finding that there was no

recklessness and in con-
cludingthat there, was no
unwarrantable failure.__.

Page

568
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729

723-

8513
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FEDERAL COAL INEHEALTH-
AND SAFETYV:ACT OF 1969-Coin.

UNWARRANTABLE FAILURE- 
Continued

Similarity of Violations
The phrase in sec., 104(c) (2)

of the Act which
reads, :"* * violations
similar to those that re-
stilted in the issuance of
the withdrawal order un-
der paragraph (1) **
does not mean that all
the violations which
underlie a sc. 104(c)(2)
closure order must be of
the same substantive
nature as the violation
cited in such order. 30
a.S.. § 814(c) (2)-

By the use of the word "siffilar"
in the phrase of sc. 104
(c)(2) of the iAct which
reads, "* * * violations
similar to those that re-
suited in the issuance -of
the withdrawal order n-
der paragraph (1) * *
Congress intended that
all the violations neces-
sarily involved in a;see.
104(c) squence result-
ing in the issuance of a
sec. 104(c) (2) closure br-
der must have in common
;the characteristics enu-
merated in sec. 104(c) (1).

i These' common 'charac-
teristics are'that the vio-

- : lation: (1) mustnot cause
imminent danger;" (2)
must be of such nature as-
to significantly and sub-
stantially contribute to
the cause and effect of a
mine safety o i health
hazard; and (3) must be

caused by an unwarrant-
able failure of an operator

' to comply with a nanda-
tory health or safety
standard. 30 U.S.C. § 814
(c) (2)

FEDERAL,; EMPLOYEES
OFFICERS:. - ' - .,

AND

GENERALLY

In the absence of proof of a gen-
\ eral administrative prac-
tice to, notify claimants
who, filed notification of
settlement claiming ex-
cessive acreage, and in
the absence'of proof that
the Oclainant was not
notified, no error in the
issuance of an Oregon
Donation Claim Certifi-
cate and patent is shown
sufficient to overcome the
presumption of adminis-
trative regularity, and

-sufficient to warrant an
amiendmeft of the
patent - -------

AUTHORITY, TO BIND GOVERNMENT

Negotiations between the, Na-
tional Park Service and a
millsite claimant result-
ing in a: restoration of
certain lands from a with-
drawal,, X and the relin-

; quishment. and, amend-
::. ment of millsite claims

to conform to the new;
boundary of the with-'
drawal, did not bind the

jnited States under any
contract or etoppgl the-
-ory from ever contesting
the amended *':; millsite
Claims todetermine their
validity. The ' epart-

ment of the Interior has
authority to contestjmill-
site. claims even in . the
absence of a patent appli-
cation

Normally, there an' be no es-
"toppel:"against the Go-v-

ernment based on the in-
correct or unauthorized
a 6cts of its employees :. --

Page
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GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES
GENERALLY Page

Improvements placed on. per-
mitted land shall be con-
sidered affixed thereto
unless excepted therefrom
under the terms of the
: permit - : -218

HEARINGS
(See also Administrative Pro-

cedure, Federal ' Coal
Mine Health and Safety

- Act of 1969, Grazing
PiPermits 'and Licenses, In-

'dian Probate, Mining
Claims, Rules 'of Prac-
tice.)

The Administrative Procedure
Act requires an agenc to
give allinterested parties

- an opportunity to par-
* ticipate in an' adjudica-

,tion where time and pub-
lic interest permit- '- 65

A protester against a private
exchange who has no
legally cognizable con
flictig rights in the se-
lected land has no right
t o a f orfnalihearing under

* the Administrative Pro-
dedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
§ 54 (1970), or on due

-process grounds when his
protest is consideered in
accordance with the rules
of this1Deartment : _ 88

Where-the evidence adduced- at
the-hearingof the contest
--of the'validity of a mining
claim is inadequate to
e'stab]ish whether the
claimants have' earned

the right. to receive a
-patent pursuant: to 30

,U.S.C. §38 (1970), the
case will be-remanded for

-'the -taking of -further
- evidence and the render-
-ing Cof a decision limited- -
t- that issue -- '_' 687

853

HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY) -- 

(See also Stock-Raising Home- Page
steads.) .

IANDS SUBJECT TO - - .

Where land included in a home-
stead entry of record is
included among lands
withdrawn "subject to

: valid existing rights," the

withdrawal attaches, as,.
of the date of the with-
drawal, to, all land -:de-

- scribed including the
-homestead land; as to

- the homestead land,the
- withdrawal becomes ef-

fective- eo -instanti upon
termination of the hone-
stead entry -' ----- 150

A notice of location filed pur-
suant' to the homestead':
laws but embracing land
covered by a withdrawal 
is unacceptable for
recordation 150

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS ON PUB-
LIC DOMAIN

LANES SBJECT TO

With respect to an Indian allot-
ment -application on
national forest land, this

: !Department .is con-
strained by the Act of

June 25, 1910, 25U.S.C.
'337 (1970), to accept

the finding of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture that
the lands applied for, are
not more valuable, for

agricultural -or - grazing

purposes than for ' the
timber found,, thereon.
Such a finding dictates

'rejection of the applica-
tion by -this - Depart-
ment :x- - -- 111
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INDIAN LANDS

(See also Indian Probate.)

GENERALLY

Cancellation of Tribal Land
Assignments are.;; gov-
erned by the terms of
the assignment as agreed
upon by the' parties

.thereto - -

ALLOTMENTS

Generally

The Superintendent, as a rep-
resentative of the Secre-
tary, ' owes 'a duty to
protect the land of a
* competent Crow Indian
against livestock trespass
so long as the land re-
mains in trust status and
is unleased

Improvements placed on per-
Imitted land shall be con-
sidered affixed thereto un-
less excepted therefrom
'under the terms of the
: ' permit' --=

Alienation
When an Indian wishes to sell his

allotment to his Indian
mother ho has ample
means and the seller is in
need, the area Director
must have cogent reasons
for disapproval of the
sale -

ASSIGNMENTS
Cancellation of Tribal Land As-

signments are, governed
by the terms of the as-
signment as. agreed upon
bythe parties thetetoff -

FORESTRY
Timber Sales Contracts

Bid Conditions

Failure of a successful bidder to
imeet the conditions in-
eluded i the bid adver-
tisement within time lim-
itations, renders the bid
deposit subject to reten-
tion' as liquidated dam-

Page

499

190

218

93

499

INDIAN LANDS-Continued
FORESTRY-Continued

Timber.Sales Contracts-Con.
Bid Conditions-Continued

ages pursuant to the ad-
vertiseinent and the pro-
visions of:25 CFR. 141.10
(d) _

LEASES AND PERMITS
Long-term Business

Generally
Acceptance of rentals by the

lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provi-
sions. of the lease by the
lessee does not constitute
waiver of the items in
default in the absence of
showing that the lessor
voluntarily and inten-
tionally waived, the re-
quirements under the
lease - ---------

Acceptance of rentals by the
lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provi-
sions of the. lease by the
lessee does. not constitute

* waiver of. items in; default
in the absence of showing.
that lessor voluntarily or
intentionally waived the
requirements under the
lease - - -

Cancellation
Where 'a 'long-term business

lease, approved by; the
Secretary, was negotiated
by an Indian lessor, and
where the lease includes
the provision " * * Les-
sor, at the, sole.option .of
the Lessor, may termi-
nate this lease *.* *"
such lease may be can-
celed by the Secretary on
behalf of the: lessor upon
lessor's demand where the
default is undisputed and
the breach of covenant is
material .

A lease may be canceled by the
Secretary, at the request
of the lessor where; lessee.

Page-
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:INDIAN LANDS-Continued
LEASES AND PERMITS-Continued

Long-term Business-Con.
Cancellation-Continuedi

has failed to carry out
specific provisions of the
lease __-- _

A lease may be canceled by the
Secretary, at the request
of the lessor where lessee
has failed to' carry out
specific provisions f the
lease

TFailure to use a leasehold for the
purpose specified in :the
lease, does not constitute
.-a breach of the lease
terms sufficient to justify,
cancellation of the lease
in absence of a showing

, on the record of detri-
ment to the landowners
or the leasehold --- _

Official Representations-
-No issue of estoppel can be raised

* where Federal officers
make correct representa-
tions relied upon by third
persons, and later the
officials reverse them-
selves, taking an incorrect
position upon- which no
reliance is placed_

Option for Extension
When a bilateral lease contract

includes an option for
extension, it is not neces-
'sary to find a separate
identifiable consideration
*for the option _

Rentals
Acceptance of, rentalsby the

lessor subsequent to. de-
fault on specific provi-
sions of the lease by the
lessee does notbonstitute
waiver of the items in de-
fault in the absence of

* showing that. the lessor
voluntarily and inten-
tionally waived the re-
quirements under the
lease _ - - - -

Page
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INDIAN LANDS-Continued
LEASES AND PERMITS-Continued

Long-term Business-Con.;
Rentals-Continued P

Acceptance of rentals by'0 the
lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provi-
sions of the lease by the
lessee does not constitute
waiver of items in default
in the absence of showing
that lessor Voluntarily or
intentionally waived the
requirements under the
lease …----------------i

Waiver

Acceptance of rentals by the
lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provi-
sions of the ylease by the
lessee does not constitute
waiver of the items in de-

* fault in. the absence of
showing that the lessor
voluntarily and inten-

" tionally waived the re-
quirements under, the
lease: _ i- _

Acceptance of rentals by the
lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific. provi-
sions of the lease by the
: ' lessee does not constitute
waiver of items in default
in the absence of showing
that lessor voluntarily.or
intentionally waived the
r requirements under the
lease - - _ -

TRIBAL LANDS
Cancellation of 'Tribal Land

Assignments are governed
by the terms of the. as-
signment as agreedupon
by the parties thereto--

INDIAN. PROBATE

(See also Indians Lands, Indian
Tribes.),

100.0 -GENERALLY
The Department of the Interior

does not have authority
to declare a state statute
unconstitutional as being

%ge

1:65

1:99
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued'
100.0 GENERALLY--Continued Page

in violation of the Consti-
tution of the United ,
States -----. --- 279

'Proceedings under the regula-
tions in 43 CFR Part 4
Subpart ID §§ 4.300 et
seq., 39 FR 31636 (Aug.
30, 1974), published .to
implement the Act of
September 29, 1972' (86
Stat. 744), relative to the
right of a tribe to ur-

'chase lands of unenroled,
heirs of deceased mem-
bers of the Nez Perce
Tribe having less than Hi

blood of the Tribe are
..matters .of probate, and
they are not matters
which are the subject of
appeal from decisions of
fadministrative officers of
the. Bureau of. Indian
Affairs, to be\ decided
under 'the delegation of
authority contained in
the Dec. 14, 1973 amend i

ment of the Depart-
mental Manual appearing
at 211 DM 13.7 660

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
105.1'- Applicability-to
Indian Probate

The equirement of the Adminn :
istrative Procedure' Act,
that all decisins of an

-Examiner shall include a
statement of findings and
conclusions, and the rea-"
sons or basis therefor on
all the material'issues of
fact, law, or discretion
presented on the record,
is mandatory 'and appli-;'$:
cable in all decisions, of
Examiners in Indian Pro-
bate proceedings - - 306

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
APPEAL ,

i3O.O, Generally IPaga

Where an appellant fails .to
i specify any error made

by the Administrative
Law Judge in his findings
of fact, conclusions of
law, or order, and, upon
review of the record, t'e
Board fi ndsi substantial
evidence. to support such
findings, the decision and
* order of the Administra-
tive Law Judge will be

* affirmed- 51.
Where the. whereabouts of the

natural guardian of infant
or minar children is not

;known, it is not error
*."prejudicial to the rights
- -of-- the minor children

who are potential heirsi:
for the Judge to appoint..
an. individual to repre-
sent them as guardian ad
litem, though he may also
be a potential heir - 143

The burden is on the Iappellant
to' establish' that the
rights of the- minor chil-
dren have been- affected
during th6 proceedings
because of such appoint-
ament ---- -- ------- 143

130.3 Administrative Law
Judge as Trier, of Facts.

'VWhen the views of witnesses are
conflicting, the findings 
'of .the: Administrative '

Law Judge, as the Trier
of Facts and as one who
had- the. opportunity to
qbserve.j the witnesses,
,shall be given great
weight- - 407, 556o
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW -

140.2 Fees
Claim for attorney's fees for

services rendered on an
appeal is not a proper
charge.or tax as costs of
the administration of an
estate ----------------

BOARD OF INDIAN APPEALS
145.0 Generally

Under the delegations of au-
thority by the Secretary
to the Board of Indian
Appeals in 43. CFR 4.1,
the Board has authority
and jurisdiction to correct
Pr modify prior Secre-
tarial orders issued in

* probate of Indian trust
estates in accord with
the statutes; court de-
cisions and a showing of
later-discovered facts-

CLI AGANST ESTATE .

* 165.0 Generally
A claim which was not filed

within the time required
by the regulations can--

':not be allowed-_ _ X _'
Under the Act of' June 25, 1910,

as amenided, providing for
the determination of heirs

' of deceased Indians who
have; left trust 'or're
strict d estates, the Secre-
tary of the Interior' has
implied authori yto allow
all just claims against
such estates - -

Under the Act of Nov. 24, 1942,
in providing for the dis-
position of trust or. re-
stricted estates of Indians
dying intestate. without
heirs, the Secretary of
the Interior has expIress
authority. to allow such
justX claimsagainst such
estates pridr to such allot-

: ments escheating to the
tribe _ _- -

page
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued ' :-.
CLAIM AGAINST ESTATE-Con.

165.11 Secured Claim
A secured creditor, to the extent

of* his security, enjoys a
priority over the unse-
cured claims of general
creditors - --

In the absence of any' agreement
between the borrower'and
lender to the contrary
propertyw *hich is secur-
ity for a loan which sub-:
sequently is. conveyed by
,Gift Deed, should pass to
the donee subject to. the
existing encumbrance&,. 

165.15 Timely Filing
165.15.1 By Other Than U.S.
Agency

A claim of a creditor filed after
the date. of the hearing
-must be rejected __

DIVORCE

205.1 Indian Customh
205.1.0 Generally

A divorce in accordance with
Indian: custom may- be

* accomplished unilaterally
by either of the parties to
a marriage. The fact of a

*S ' ' separation, plus an- in-
.tention on the part of at

- least onel of the parties
that the separation shall
be permanent, established
by competent evidence is
sufficient to terminat- a
marriage _: _

An Indian custom divorce dis-
solves a ceremonial mar-

: riage-as well as an Indian
custom marriage

Before an intention on the part
of at least one of the
parties that the separation
shall be permanent can be
inferred, the basis for it
must be established by

. convincing. evidence. be-
cause public policy favors
the continuity of' the
matrimonial relationship_

857

227

227

57

177

,, .
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
EVIDENCE

225.0 Generally
The findings of an examiner of

inheritance will not be
set aside when-the find-
ings are supported by
substantial evidence ad-
duced at a Probate
Hearing_ _

GUARDIAN AD LIrm
-245.0; Geherally

It is the duty of an Adminis-
trative Law Judge to pro-
tect the interest of an
infant party to a pro-
eeding f _

245.1 For Whom Ap-
pointed

245,1.0 Generally

Proper notice to minor children
appears where notice has
been given as required by
duly promulgated rules
and regulations, and the
individual appointed by:
:the Administrative Law
Judge appeared at the
hearing and was present
at every step of the hear-
ing. _--- -- -- -- _

{Failure to appoint a guradian ad
litem for minors in-pro-
bate proceedings violates
the provisions of 43 CFR
4.282 -------

INDIAN REORGANIZATIOND ACT.
'OF JUlIE is, 1934

270.1 Construction ofSec-
tion 4

The Indian Reorganization Act
recognizes two lasses of
persons who may take
testator's lands by devise,
that is, any member of

:the tribe having jurisdic-
tion over' such lands' and
the legal heirs of: the
testator - - -

page
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
MARRIAGE.

325.3 Indian Custom
825.3.0 Generally

In the absence of controlling fed-
eral legislation or formal
tribal ation,, marriages
of Indians living in tribal
relation* may be con-

' tracted and dissolved in
accordance with Indian
custom ___-----

nRECOSIDERATrON
365.0 Generally

Indian probate regulations do
not contain any provi-
sions for reconsideration
of a matter which has
been Ifinally determined
by the Secretary of the
Interior, yet he has the
inherent power to reopen
and review administra-
tive determinations when
some new-factors such as'
newly discoveredtevidence
or fraud are involvedC__

REHEARING:
370.0 Generally

A request for a rehearing that
submits no new evidence
and alleges no additional

: grounds for reconsidera-
tion than was presented
at an earlier appeal for a
rehearing, will be denied_..

A petition for rehearing based
on evidence which fails

. effectively to controvert
the basis for the initial
decision in the matter,
will be rejected .-- _

37.0.1 Pleading, Tiinly
Filing

A petition for rehearing' filed
with an Administrative
Law Judge was properly
denied by the Judge
where the petition was
'not fied`within the'period

prescribed by' the appli-
cable regulations---

Page

177

I .
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INDIAN PROBATE-ContinuedE
REHEARING-Continued

3'70.1 Pleading,. Timely
Filing-Continued

Where 4he Nes Perce Tribe has
indicated its intent to
takel the interests of the
heirs who are not enrolled

Ain that Tribe, under
authority of the *Act of
September :29,. 1972' (86

* Stat. 744), the order -do-
termining the heirs of the
decedent does not ter-
minate, probate under
said:Act, furtber ptoceed-

:ings beinig.,necessay-J for
determination of the fair
market value, and. when
for lack of such further

- proceedings1 the time for
filing a petition for 're-
hearing does not bgi n
to run upon entry of said
order eeept as to those
issues of heirship and the
]ike decided in the order
determining heirs ------

RXOPE NIDTG - :

375.0 Generally
Under, the delegations of au-

thority by the Secretary
to the Board of Indian
Appeals in 43 CFR 4A1,
the Board has authority
and jurisdiction to, cor-
rect orPyndirfyr.ptior See-
retarial orders issued* in
probate of Indian trust
estates in accord with
the statutes, court de-

sions and a showing of
later-discovered facts ---

Although the superintendent of
* an Indian agency has no

interest in the outcome
he is a proper official

. of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to file apetition
for reopening, under the.
authority of .43 CFR
4.242_ 

Page

660

95

806

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
REOPENIXG-Continned

'375.1 Waiver of Time.
imitation page

Petition to reopen filed more
than three years after

i the final determination
of hirs will not be
granted unless there -is
compelling proof that the
delay was not occasioned
by.the lack of diligence
on the part of. the pet-i-
tioning partv y--- ___ 42

It is in the public interest to
require Indian Probate
proceedings to be con-
cluded within some reo-.
sonable tiie in order that

-property rights of heirs
and devisees in trust al-
lctme's be tabilized __ 42

A petition to reopen filedmore:
than three years after the
original order, will be
granted where it is shown
that a minor child of the
deceased either through
mistake, accident, or
fraud was not represented
at the hearing and as a
Iresult thereof was not
included as an heir in the
original order _---- 25&

An Administrative Law Judge
is without power to re-
open a ease after.: the
passage of three. r-yeam
from the date the Judget
enters his order, but the
Secretary is not bound by
the limitations of 43
CFR 4.242 and he has the
authority at any time. to
review oni proper
grounds - = 30.

To avoid perpetuating a mani-,
fest injustice,, a petition
to reopen filed more than
three years after the final.
determination of the heirs
will be granted where
compelling proof isshown L -

859
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
REOPENlNG-C.ontinued

375.1 Waiver . of Time
Limitation- Continued

that the delay. was not
occasioned by the lack of
diligence on the part of
the petitioqingparty--- 420

'Where it becomes necessary, the
Secretary in the exercise
of the discretion reserved
in 43 CFR.4.242(h) may
authorize the reopening of
an Indian probate closed
for more than three years'
and directtthe conduct of
further proceedings neces-

- sary to the- correction of
an apparent error in the
original probate_ - :_- 511

Where. it becomes necessary,,, the
.Secretary in the exercise
of the discretionrjeserved,
in 43 CFR 4.5- and 43
CFR 4.242:b), may au-

* thorize or direct reopen-
:ing of.an Indian. probate

closed for less than three
* 'years for . further. pro-
ceedings:necessaryto the
possible correction of an
error. or omission in the,

:,:originalprobate - 517
SECRETARY'S. AUTHORITY

381.0 Generally
A provision in a will-executed

pursuant to 25 U.S;C.
§ '373 (1970) requiring
sale of land interests held
in trust is to be carried
'out by the Secretary in.
-those situations,.where a
refusalto do so wduld'be
an arbitrary or capricious
abuse of discretion by the

;$ .. , Secretary within the rule
of oeohntippah'(G'ooiibi)'

.v. Hickel, 397 U.S. 598,
90 Sup. Ct. 1316 (1970) 95

The)Secretary of the.Interior
in the absence of 'specific
legislation, has' exclusive
jurisdiction: to determine

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY-Conlt.

381.0 " Generally-Continued Page
the heirs' of an Indian
whb dies intestate before F
the expiration of the trust
period- of the decedent's
f F:: land-_ ' z f-177

Where it becomes n'ecessary,
the Secretary in the exer-
cise of his ' supervisory
authority' reserved in 43

FR 4.5, ma.y' assume
original -jurisdiction of a
pending .Indian probate,
and if no regulations
relative- to prn'6edures are

:-effective at the time, he
may remand, the: case, to
an' administrative law
judge with directions gov-
ernmpg further or., addi-
tional proceedings ,- 505

Where it becomes necessary,.the
Secretary i.the exercise
-of -the discretion reserved

-in- 43, CFR 4.5 and',43
CFR 4.242(h),. may au-
thorize or direct reopen, -

ing of anIntdianprobate
closed for less than three

''years for fur'th'd prd'cee&~ 
ings necessary to the pos-
sible corriection 'of an.
error or onission in the
original probate- 517

Where it becomes necessary the
Secretiary 'may. in' the
exercise of his supervi-
soryauthority reserved in

0 '43 CERit 4.5, assumne
origial jurisdiction of a
pending Indian p'rob'te,
to ' correct an error of

-'omission which occurred
after the enactment of a

' -statute and-prior to the
publication of appropri-:
'ate rgutations, and' he
may remand the case-to
'an Admir'nstrative 'Law
judge for further -pro-

-eedings- _g- - 660

, . .

:
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IINDIAN PROBATE-Continuied
STATE LAW

390.0 Generally p age
-Under Montana statute, R.C.M.

* 1947, §91-404, pertain-
ing to inheritance to and
from illegitimate children,

*A father mayinot inherit
*from his illegitimate child
*unless(1 the father,
-after mnarryig the mioth-

_"er~ has adopted tht ille-
* gtiate into ;,his own

Thdmily ori'(2) the father,
:after miarrying themoither

* t of the illegitimate, ac-
kho6wledges hit paternity 5 I

'390.1 Applicniitsto In-
diazr Probat'e, Intestate

Estates
50,1.0 Generally

'The, Department is- required toq
apply the laws of state in
rwhich the allotment is

* located in: determining
the heirs of- deceased al-
lottees …--------177

3902 Applicability t o n-
da.Probate, Testate.. J

A prtvision- in a will execduted
pursilant to~ 25 U.S.C.

§ 73(970)~ ap inting
-an executor shall not be
-approved isofajr: AS it
would be effective' u Pon
property held* in. trust,

-but as t sh:lf property,
--- teduties and directions

*' Ven by tha6 testator to
the executor-may-b'e car-

- -xied out by -he' Secretary
to avoid a defeat -of, the- "-."

*testator's intent.provided.- 
that the Secretaty's, fune-

* ionis in no way subject,
-to- the4 provisions o r e-

-:,-quirements pf any tate
* .,court~or statute imiting
or: regulating, -the plower

- and authority of, a per-
sonal represenatative~W-_ 95

I1NDIAN PROBATE-Continued.
STATE LAW-,Continued --

--90.2-Applicability' to In-
dian Probate, Testate-Con.

A state law which provides that
a- child who is not-named

-or provided for in, the will
of his parent, shall, tgke
as -if the testator died
intestate) - is not appli-
cable to Indian wills___

A state- law providing that a,
--child hall take as if the
parent died intestate if

--the childi is not name or
- provided- -for- i- his-- wV'll

does not apply to Indian
will executed pursuant
t 2 U.S.C.,§ 373 ---

TRUST PROPERTY

4io.o Generally.-:-
Following the doctrine of equita-

ble conversion, a provi-
-~,sion -in..a,-will executed
pursuant to~25 U.S.C.
:---§373 -~(1-970) requiring
-ae of land intersshl
in. trust with-the proceeds

--to be distributed,: has~ the
effect of changing the
interests in the affected

-property fi'ofl- land, to
-personalty-requiring that
--he land -if:- unsold or- the
-:procedso sae be- dis-

tributed-as personalty~ 
WILLS -

425.4 Aplicabilittrf State

Limitais .praer&ibed by state
law hnave nio bearing on

-- -the uaidity~ of tvills made
by Indians-in disposing of

-truit : allotments or- re-
- stridted personal proper-
sty, unless such provisions

--have been adopted in the
-regulations promulg'ated

bt hd Secretary of the
Interiotrespecting Indian
-T--------

Page
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
WILLS-Continued

425.4 Applicability of State
Law-Continued. V Page

Indian probate proceedings in- '
involve considerations

* which go beyond the con-
ventional issues of a state
probate proceeding and

- evidence may be ad-
mitted in an Indian; pro-
bate, proceeding which
would not be relevant to
the probate of a will in a
state proceeding -- 556

425.28 Testamentary Ca-
pacity

425,28.0 Generally.
'Where a will, rational on its face,

* is shown to have been
executed: in legal form;
the law presumes the'
testamentary capacity of
the, testator, that the will
speaks his wishes, and in
order to overcome such
will, the evidence must be
clear, cogent and con-
vincing. At: the time the
willt is executed the
:testator must have suf-
ficient mind and memory
to understand the trans-
action in which he is then
engaged, to comprehend
generally the nature and
extent of the property
which constitutes .hist

estate and of which he is
contemplating disposi-
tion, and to recollect the
objects of his bounty.. 197

Testamentary capacity is a
question: of fact to be
determined upon the evi-
dence in the individual
case. No gneal rule can
be devised which would
be a satisfactory standard
for the determination of
the issue in all cases -_-_ 197

.INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
WILLS-Continued

425.28.1 Alcohol
Evidence that decedent was a

chronic alcoholic, but
fails to establish that
decedent : had suffered
damage to his brain to the
degree that. his memory

: or ability to reason was
affected, or which fails to
establish that he was in-
toxicated. at the time of
executing his will, is in-
sufficient to rebut the
testimony of attesting

*k : witnesses concerning the
testamentary capacity of
thedeceased___

425.30 Undue Influence
425.30.2 Failure to Establish, Op-
portunity

Undue influence *is not shown
when the mere oppor-
tunity existed for the
exercise of influence upon
the testatrix

A1RIMA TRIBES
435.0 Generally

Under the Act of December 31,
1970 (84 Stat. 1874); 25
U.S.C. § 607, it is neces-
sary that an administra-
tive law judge shall make
a finding as to the right
of the Yakima Tribe to
take the interest of an
heir or devisee and also a

* finding, :after appraisal,
of the fair market value
of the interest which the
Tribe elects to take

INDIAN: TRIBES:
(See also'Indian Probate.)
GENEIRALLY
Ordinances or resolutions passed

:under a popular referen-
dumof the general mem-
bership of the tribe can
not override, supplant, or
compromise . restraints

*- contained in a tribe's con-
stitution and charter ---

Page
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INDIAN TRIBES-Continued
ORGANIZED TRIBES rage

Ordinances or resolutions passed
under a popular referen-
dum of the general mem-
bership of, the tribe can-
not override,: supplant,
or. compromise restraints
contained in a tribe's con-
stitution and charter---- 281

LIEU SELECTIONS

The acceptance by'a State 'of
other lands in lieu of lands

'lying within the meander
line of a nonnavigable
lake 'adjacent 'to the
granted' upland school
section, was a relinquish-

'ment of anyilterest in
the adjacent land under-
lying the lake as an in-
cident to the grant of
the school 'section 'and
precludes- assertion of a:
State claim -to ' such
lands- _-- ::- --300

MATERIALS ACT
One whose only interest derives

from the fact- that' he is
the holder of -a. pecial
use perift issued under
the ' Materials Act; has
only those rights de-
scribed n, the permit,
and land covered 'by su6h
permit is subject to loca-
tion: under the mining
laws. The permittee ac-
quires no rightsz under
the mining laws by virtue
ofqiNsperinit. and;connot
apply for a patent to the
land encompassed by his
permit -' 1473

MILLSITES
' (Slee 'also Mining'laims.) ,

GENERALLY

Negotiations between the Na-
tional Park Service and
a millsite claimant re-
suiting in a restoration

XILLSITES-Continued. :
-: GENERALLY-Continued

of certain lands from a
withdrawal, and the re-
linquishment and amend-

* ment of millsite' claims
* to conform to. .the new

boundary of the with-
drawal, did .not bind the
United States under. any
contract or estoppel
theory from ever contest-
ing the amended millsite
claims to:determine their
validity._ The Depart-
ment of the Interior has
authority to contest mill-
site claims even in the

;.absence of .a patent ap-
-plication_ _ _

The filing of a withdrawal ap-
* plication by the National
Park Service segregates
the land from mining lo-
cation, and in a contest
against millsites within
the segregated area re-
quires a claimant to show
'that millsite claims are
valid as 'of the application
date-___ _ _

After the Government has made
a prima facie case of
inValidity,' a millsite
claimant has the burden
of establishing the valid-

oity f his claim by a pre-
bonderaiice of the

evidence -
An objective standard of rea-

sonableness: will. be 'ap-
plied . to. determine

'"Whether- a millsite ,claim
is invalid because of the
nonuse of a mill structure
which had' been used in
the past_: - '_ '

Where-a mill had not been-used
,;for more than a decade
-prior to a withdrawal ap-
,plication, .:the mill was
then. not operable with-
out more than nominal

863
- page

26,
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MILLSITES-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued! Page

startup costs, the sources
of ore for. mill feed were
questionable, and a pro-
posed mining and milling
operation was economi-

- cally infeasible, the nonuse
of the mill was more than
a reasonable interruption
in a milling operation,
and a millsite claim con-
taining the mill structure

: will be declared invalid
under either clause of the
millsite law 263

A millsite that is not being used,
and which contains; no

- improvements or other
evidence of good faith
occupation, is-: proper y
declared invalid; hor can

* it be'validated on an ex-
pectation dof future use
alone-: 263

ISSUANCE
Section 12 of the Act of August

22, 1972 6:Stat. 612
revoked the authority of
the Secretaryo the In-
terior to issue patens for
locations .and claims in
Jthe Sawtooth blatonal
Recreation. Area Valid
miflsite. claiss situated

within th recreaotin area
may not go to; patent,
but such result does not
prevent or interfere with

-the -full. exercise of a
clainait's right tofur-

ither work alnddevelop 'his

valid millWMitd clarims sub-
ject to compliance with
the rules and regulations
covering federal land on-.
which -such-.' claims -are

located' , - .. -: . 15

XILLSITES-Continned

PATENTS Pago,

Section 12 of the Act of August
22, 1972, 86 Stat. 612,

* revoked the authority of
- the Secretary' of the In-

terior to issue patents for-
locations and claims: in
the Sawtooth National
Recreation Area.- Valid

. millsite claims situated.
;within the recreation area.
may not go to patent, but.

* such result does not pre-.
vent or interfere with the
full exercise of a claim-:
ant's right to further
work and. develop. his
valid millsite -Claims sl-".
ject to compliance. with
the rules and regulations
covering federal land on
which such claims are
located-. - s

MINERAL LANDS
: iG.NERiALL!; .. 

Land which might be mineral.
in. character may be
selectedfor private ex-

ahnge under sec. .8 (b of
the Taylo'rd. Grazing Act,
43 U.SC §35g(b)
'(1970), without a mineral
reservation, if the pltlic
interest is served' and the
'values 'of.' the' select6d
lands are not less than the
offred lands. A prote'st
against such an exdange

isi'oper 4lenied where:

' ndo iflicting right to the
selebted land is shown 18S

M3iNERAL REE RVATO.

Since one who iocates a mining
claim on stock-raising,
homestead lands implies
that he intends to reenter''
upon the land and that he.
has made a discovery
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: MINERAL LANDS-Continued :
.fMINERAL RESERVATION-Con.

-thereon, he is no -longer a
prospector- -within the
purview of the- Stock-
raishig Homestead Act,
and in the absence of con-
sent of, or an, agreement

- with, the entryman or
. -surface owner, the mineral

claimant is required to
post a good and sufficient
bond to assure compensa-

-- tory protection- t, the
surface owner - -

Land- which might-be mineral in
-character may-be selected
for a private exchange-
under see. 8(b) of thel
Taylor Grazingi Act, 43

- U.S.C.- § 3-15g(b); (1970),
without a mineral reser-

- vation, if the public inter-
- est is -served and- .the

values of the selected
- lands -are- not- less'- than

the6 offered:lands. A pro-
-test against: such an ex-
change is properly denied

-. where no conflicting right
to -the selected land, is

0 showra.. ' 9 ui i

MINERAL LEASING ACT E
ACQUIRED LANDS

GENERALLY -,

Where the United States pns
,i-00 perqent. Qf the gas: -

: and:.50- percent of the oil:
'in a:- r-act. of acquired

lind, rental for an oil-arid
gas lease on suc' la'nd
will be based on the
larger frational ,interest
owned, by. the X.Urnted
States,. and not- on an
average' of' the separate
fractional iterests''

Page
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I188
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MINING CLAIM&S 
GENERALY -: - Page
The Act of Aug. 4, 1892, 27

Stat 348, 30 U.S.C. § 161
- (1970), authorizes the en-

try of lands chiefly valu-
able for building stone
under the provisions of
law in relation to placer
mineral claims, and such
entry may be made re-
gardless of the form in
which the deposits are
found - - 58

Building stone, chiefly valuable :
for. Building stone as used
in the Act of Aug.. 4,
1892, 30 U.S.C. § 161
(1970), - includes stone
-tse&-- for building, for
structural work and'for:;

- other'similar commerciai
- purposes,' but'land chiefly

valuable for the supply
- of stone to' be- manu-
fa'cturei into artifacts is
-not chiefly valuable' -for
building stone under the
Act ''~' :-;--------- 59

The sale' 'of permits to rock
-:hounds to collect stones
'-'o;i`claimed lands is 'not

ia nmgoperation-within
the'meaning of the min-
ing law'; income from the

---sale-of'-sudfi permits-can-
:-not-properly. be,consid- -,

ered in.: determining 5fz a
., discovery ,of -a, valujale

* mineral.deposit: has been
:made; -- , - 83

The -holder 6,fi a mining -claim,
-:who fails -to'file noticeof

--his adverse claim against
' a' oniic'tiig tmineral'pat-
-ent ajiplication in accord-

: a,ce'w'ith 30 U.S.C. §29
,7. ). - ~Hay 'notc there-
after assert his caim as

I. , i , , :.

� I 7 -, I .�, W `_'�i ;.!I .� � ; !1-j-)
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XINING CLAIMS-Continued .
* GENERALLY-Continued :

a bar to the issuance of
the mineral patent, but
he may assert his claim
.in a protest against a
subsequent private ex-
change application for the
same conflicting lands-

A holder of a mining claim is not
required to institute ad-
verse proceedings pur-
suant to 30 U.S.C. § 29
and 30 (1970), where the
notice of publication of a
mineral patent applica-

. tioi expressly excludes
the area of the claim in
confict -------- :_

Land which might be mineral
,in character may be se-
* lected for a private ex-
change under sec. 8(h)

:of the Taylor Grazing
Act, 43 U.S.C. § 315g(b)
(1970), without a mineral
reservation, if the public
interest is served and the

0 values of, the selected
,*0lapdis are Snsa.iessthqn the
offered lands.A --protest
against such an exchange
is pperly denied where

.no conflicting right to the
selected land is shown-__

One whose only interest derives
from the fact that he is
the holder of a special
use permit issued under
the Materials Act has
only those rights de-
scribed inthe ermit, and

.lanid, cyerejby. spch per-
mit is subjecttol location

: under the mining laws.
The permittee acquires no

* rights under the mining
laws by virtue of his per-
mit and: cannt apply for
a. patent to; the land en-
compassed by his permit_

rage

188

:188

188 

473

MINING CLAIMS-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued

Where filing fees for adverse
claims against mineral
patent applications are
tendered timely to the
appropriate Bureau of
Land Management office,
and such office er-
roneously refuses to re-
ceive such payment, and
accepts payment there-
for one day later upon
recognition of its error,
the payment may be
properly regarded as hav-
ing been made as of the
date of tender thereof.- -

Technical 'deficiencies in the
sManner or method of, the
location and recordation
are not material to the
assertion of a claim per-
fected' pursuant to R.S.
:2332, 30 U.S.C.. '§ 38
(1970). The provision.,of-
fers an; alternative to
proving strict compliance

4 with the laws applicable
'to lode and placer loca-

-. t ion, and a, claimant ug-
: ,der this provision' is not
required to produce rec-
ord evidence 'of his loca-
tion or to give any reason
for not producing Such
evidence . :

If the claimants possess the
essential qualifications as
to citizenship,. and if they
peacefully entered and
occupied the land and
discovered a Valuable de-
posit of common variety
of mineral thereon, at 'a
time when both the land
and the mineral were

.subject to <appropriation
under the mining laws,
and if they thereafter
remained in peaceful, ex-
elusive possession' . and

Page
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued

openly worked the claim
for the period prescribed
by the state statute of
limitations for mining
claims, and expended at
least the minimum
amount of money pre-
scribed by law in the
improvement of the
claim, all such actions
having been accomplished
prior to July 23, 1955,
they have thereby estab-
lished their right to re-
ceive a patent pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970)
notwithstanding their
failure to file a location
notice initially and de-
spite their error in sub-
sequently locating and
recording their claim un-
der the statute pertaining
to lode locations rather
than properly under the
placer mining law

COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

Generally

Without evidence that stones
similar to those found in
great abundance else-
where have a property
giving them a special and
distinct value, they are
common varieties no
longer locatable, under
the mining laws.. The
fact that stone may be
tumbled and polished for
rock hound purposes is
not sufficient to meet the
test -

Whether a deposit of building
stone is a common variety
and, no longer locatable
under. the mining. laws
since the Act of July. 23,
1955, or is still locatable
as an uncommon variety,
depends on whether it has

572-367-75-13

Page
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF MIN-
ERALS-Continued

Generally-Continued
a unique property giving
it a special and distinct
value - --

To determine whether a deposit
of building stone is a
common or uncommon
variety, there must be a
comparison of the deposit
with other deposits of
similar stone in order to
ascertain whether the de-
posit has a property giv-
ing it a distinct and
special value. The value
may be for some use to
which ordinary varieties
of building stone cannot
be put, or it may be for
uses to which ordinary
varieties of building stone
can be or are pu-t; however,
in the latter case, the de-
posit must have some
distinct and special value
for such use. Special and
distinct value may be
reflected by a higher
market value in com-
parison with other stones,
but higher market value
is not the exclusive way
of providing that the
deposit has a distinct
and special value. It is
possible that special eco-
nomic value of the stone
may be reflected by re-
duced costs or overhead
so that the profit to the
producer would be sub-
stantially more while the
retail market price would
remain competitive with
other, building stones---

A deposit of sand and gravel
used for ordinary pur-
poses may be considered
an uncomhmo variety of
sudh Iaterial'only if the
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XVINING CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF XIN-
ERALS-Continued

Generally-Continued
deposit will command an
economic advantage over
ordinary deposits of sand
and gravel due to a
unique property which
imparts the special and
distinct value to the
deposit

Common varieties of a particular
mineral material do not
have to be physically
alike or equally desirable
for a given purpose.
When the evidence
shows that other de-
posits occur commonly
in the area and are
similarly used, the fact
that the subject deposit
has qualities which are
particularly well suited
to that purpose does not,
of itself, alter its essential
character as a common
variety material

Where a particular mineral
material is common,
abundant and wide-
spread, certain deposits
are bound to exist in
closer proximity to the
market than other such
deposits, but this is only
an extrinsic factor which
does not make the ma-
terial any less common-

Special Value
To determine whether a deposit

of building stone is a
common or uncommon
variety, there must be a
comparison of the deposit
with other deposits of
similar stone in order to
ascertain whether the de-
posit has a property
giving it a distinct and
special value. The value
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued.
COMMON VARIETIES OF MIN-
EBRALS-Continued

Special Value-Continued
may be for some use to
which ordinary varieties
of building stone cannot
be put, or it may be for
uses to which ordinary
varieties of building stone
can be or are put; how-
ever, in the latter case,
the deposit must have
some distinct and special
value for such use. Special
and distinct value may be
reflected by a higher mar-
ket value in comparison
with other stones, but
higher market value is not
the exclusive way of pro-
viding that the deposit
has a distinct and special
value. It is possible that
special economic value of
the stone may be reflected
by reduced costs or over-
head so that the profit to
the producer would be
substantially more while
the retail market price
would remain competi-
tive with other building
stones

A building stone's unique prop-
erties of natural fractur-
ing and flat surface cross
sectioning which reduce
the cost of extraction and
installation of the stone
impart a special and dis-
tinct value to the stone
through the generation of
profits in excess of those
which could be realized
from a deposit of common
building stone

A deposit of sand and gravel
used for ordinary pur-
poses may be considered
an uncommon variety of
such material only if the
deposit will command an

868
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF MIN-
ERALS-Continued

Special Value-Continued
economic advantage over
ordinary deposits of sand
and gravel due to a
unique property which
imparts the special and
distinct value to the de-
posit =- -

Unique Property
To determine whether a de-

posit of building stone is
a common or uncommon
Variety, there must be a
comparison of the de-
posit with other deposits
of similar stone in order
to ascertain whether the
deposit has a property
giving it a distinct and
special value. The value
may be for some use to
which ordinary varieties
of building stone cannot
be put, or it may be for
uses to which ordinary
varieties of building stone
can be or are put; how-
ever, in the latter case,
the deposit must have
some distinct and special
value for such use. Special
and distinct value may
be reflected by a higher
market value: in com-
parison with other stones,
but higher market value
is not the exclusive way
of providing that the
deposit has a distinct and
special value. It is possi-
ble that special economic
value of the stone may
be reflected by reduced
costs or overhead so that
the profit to the producer
would be substantially
more while the retail
market price would re-
main competitive with
other building stones --
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF MIN-'
ERALS-Continued

Unique Property-Con.
"Heatherstone," a type of an-

desite possessing proper-
ties of natural fracturing
and flat surface cross
sectioning, is considered
to be unique when no
other stone from the mar-
ket area is shown to have
the same characteristics,
and witnesses verify the
fact that these particular
characteristics are pecu-
liar to Heatherstone---

A building stone's unique prop-
erties. of natural frac-
turing and flat surface
cross sectioning which re-
duce the cost of extrac-
tion an i installation of
the stoaie impart a special
and distinct value to the
stone through the genera-
tion of profits in excess
of those which could be
realized from a deposit
of common building
stone - _-

A deposit of sand and gravel
used for ordinary pur-
poses may be considered
an uncommon variety of
such material only if the
deposit will command an
economic advantage over
ordinary deposits of sand
and gravel due to a
unique property which
imparts the special and
distinct value to the de-
posit _ - - - -

CONTESTS'
The Department of the Interior

has jurisdiction to deter-
mine if a mining claim is
invalid by being located
on land not subject to
mineral location, even
where the issue of validity
of the claim is raised in
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
CONTESTS-Continued

the context of a private
contest brought by a
surface patentee

The procedures of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in
mining contests, where
notice and an oppor-
tunity for a hearing
before a qualified Ad-
ministrative Law Judge
are afforded, comply with
the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act and the due
process requirements of
the Constitution

Negotiations between the Na-
tional Park Service and a
millsite claimant resulting
in- a restoration of certain
lands from a withdrawal,

* and the relinquishment
and amendment of mill-
site claims to conform to
the new boundary of the
withdrawal, did not bind
the United States under
any contract or estoppel
theory from ever con-
testing the, amended
millsite claims to deter-
mine their validity. The
Department of the In-
terior has authority to
contest millsite claims
even in the absence of a
patent application

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

While the judgment rendered by
a state court as a result of
adverse proceedings is
binding on the parties
with respect to possessory
rights, the judgment will
not bind the Department
of the Interior with re-
spect to determination of
the validity of the claims
or their nature as lode or
placer since the Govern-
ment was not a party to
the proceedings

65
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MINING CLAIS-Continued
DETERMINATION OF VALID-
ITY-Continued

Where the Government brings
charges against a millsite
claim alleging that no
present use or occupation
of the claim for mining
purposes is being made,
and a prima facie case is
established in support of
the charge, the burden
shifts to the claimant to
show compliance with the
provisions of the statute.

Where a mining claimant has lo-
cated a number of claims,
he must show a discovery
on each claim to satisfy
the requirements of the
mining law. as to that
claim _ - -

The Department of the Interior
has jurisdiction to deter-
mine if a mining claim is
invalid by being located
on land not subject to
mineral location, even
where the issue of validity
of the claim is raised in
the context of a private
contest brought by a
surface patentee .

Land within a mining claim
validated by a discovery
before a conflicting pri-
vate exchange application
is filed is not available
for selection in exchange,
but if the claim is not
valid the land status is
not affected. However, a
mining claim cannot be
declared invalid for a
lack of a discovery with-
out due notice to the
claimant andropportunity
for a hearing.

The filing of a withdrawal appli-
cationr by- the National
Park Service segregates
the land from mining
location, and itL a contest
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
DETERMINATION OF VALID-
ITY-Continued

against millsites within
the segregated area re-
quires a claimant to show.
that millsite claims, are
valid as of the application
date -_------ __

An objective standard of reason-
ableness will be applied
to determine whether a
millsite claim is invalid
because of. the nonuse of
a mill structure which
had been used in the
past ----------------

To satisfy the requirement of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit within
the boundaries of an oil
shale placer claim located
prior to February 25,
1920, it must appear that
at that time the mineral
deposit could have been
developed, extracted, and
marketed at a reasonable

profit; it must also ap-
pear that such marketa-
bility has continued with-
out, substantial interrup-
tion from that time to
the time of the contest
proceedings. Where it has
been shown that at no
time would a prudent
.man have expended fur-
ther labor or means in
order .to develop actual
mining operations, dis-
covery of a valuable
mineral deposit has not
been made, and the
claims must be, declared
nill and void-

In order for an oil shale deposit
to be.considered valuable
within the meaning of
the general mining law,
it must appear as a
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XINING CLAIMS-Continued
I DETERMINATION OF VALID-

ITY-Continued

present fact, as of Febru-
ary 25, 1920, and at all
times thereafter that the
deposit could be>: de-
veloped, extracted, and
marketed at a reasonable
profit. The possibility of
dramatic technological
breakthroughs or changes
in market, conditions at
some future date has no
bearing on value- as a
present fact 7 ---

VVhat men have or have not
done over a period of
years is proper evidence
as to the conduct of a
prudent man in the same
or very nearly the same
circumstances. Where oil
shale claims had been
held for fifty years and
no commercial production
was achieved on such
claims, it must be con-
eluded that no prudent
man would have been
justifed in the belief that

the mineral deposit could
be developed, extracted,
and 'marketed at 'a

reasonable profit--

A permit issued by the Forest
Service for a transmission
line right-of-way under
16 U.S.C. § 522 (1970)
does not serve as a with-
drawal 'or close the land
to mineral location. A
Bureau of Land Manage-
ment decision will be
vacated where it invali-
dated mining claims be-
cause they-conflicted with
a transmission line right-
of-way issued under the
authority of 16 U.S.C.
§ 522_ -

572-367-75- 14
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued :
DISCOVERY

Generally
To constitute a discovery on a

lode mining claim there
must be an exposure on
the claim of a lode or vein
bearing mineral which
would warrant a prudent
man in the further ex-
penditure of his-labor and
means with a reasonable
prospect of success in
developing a valuable
mine -

Evidence of mineralization
which might warrant fur-
ther exploration work
within a .claim rather
than development of a
mine is not sufficient to
constitute a discovery of
a valuable mineral de-
posit :

The sale of permits to rock
hounds to collect stones
on claimed lands is not a
mining operation within
the meaning of the min-
ing law; income from the
sale of such permits. can-
not properly be con-
sidered in. determining if
a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit has been
made _;_ -_ _

MXrketabiity
To constitute a valid discovery

upon a mining claim there
must be shown to exist,
within the limits of the
claim, a deposit of, min-
erals in such:quality and
quantity as would war-
rant apirudent: man in
expending his, labor and
nmeans with'a reasonable
prospect of suicc'ss in
developing a valuable
mine-
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
: DISCOVERY-Continued

Marketability-Continued Page

In order to demonstrate a dis-
* covery I of a valuable

i mineral, one must prove
by a preponderance of

- the evidence the presence
of minerals that would
justify a prudent man in
the expenditure of his
labor and means with the
reasonable prospect of
success in developing a
paying mine - 83

To satisfy the requirement of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit within
the boundaries of an oil
shale placer claim located
prior to February 25,
1920, it must appear that
at that time the mineral
deposit could have been
developed, extracted, and
marketed at a reasonable
profit; it must also appear
that such marketability
has continued without
substantial interruption
from that time to the
.time of the contest pro-
ceedings. Where- it has
been shown that at no
time would a prudent,
man have expended fur-
ther labor or means in
order to develop actual
mining operations, dis-
covery of a valuable
mineral deposit has not
been made, and the
claims must be declared
null and void 370

In order for, an oil shale deposit
to be considered valuable
within the meaning of
the general mining law,
'it must appear as a
present fact, as of Febru-
ary 25, 1920, and at all
times thereafter that the
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
DISCOVERY-Continued

Marketability-Continued
deposit could be devel-
oped, extracted, and mar-
keted at a reasonable
profit. The possibility of
dramatic technological
breakthroughs or changes
in market conditions at
soret future date has
no bearing on value as a
present fact __

What men have or have not
done over a period of
years is proper evidence
as to the conduct of a
prudent man in the same

X or very nearly the same
circumstances. Where oil
shale claims: had been
held for fifty years and
no commercial production
was achieved, on such
claims, it must be con-
cluded that no prudent
man would .have been
justified in the belief that

. the mineral deposit could
be developed, extracted,
and marketed at a reason-
able profit --------

H.A,-NGS

The Administrative Procedure
Act requires an agency to
give all interested parties
an opportunity to partici-

. pate in an adjudication
where time and public
interest permit - _-_

The fact that a hearing in a
: mining contest is con-
ducted by an Adminis-
trative Law. Judge who
is . an employee of the
Department of the In-
terior, that. there are

::iwitnesses . employed by
'i.this, Department, and
-that appellate review is
conducted by Depart-
mental employees does
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MINING. CLAIMS-Continued
HEARINGS-Continued

not establish unfairness
in. the proceeding. To
disqualify an Administra-
tive Law Judge, or a
member of the Board of
Land Appeals reviewing
his decision, on the charge
of bias, there must be
a substantial showing of
personal bias; an assump-
tion that he might be
predisposed in favor of
the Government is not
sufficient _-_- -

There is no right under the
seventh amendment of
the Constitution to a
jury trial in an adminis-
trative hearing on a nin-

ing contest, as that
amendment does not apply
to quasi-judicial adinin-
istrative proceedings----

Land within a mining claim
validated by a discovery
before a conflicting pri-
vate exchange applica-
tion is filed is not avail-

'able for selection in ex-
change, but if the claim
is not valid the land
status is not affected.
Xowever, a miming claim
cannot be declared in-
valid for a lack of a
discovery without due
notice to the claimant
and opportunity for a
hearing _- :

LANDS SUBJECT TO
There is a strong presumption

-against implied repeal of
: an:* executives order. If

a statute covers' the.same
area as an executive order
and they are not; ab-
solutely iriecon6ilabien ef-
fect will be given to both.

873
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
-LANDS SUBJECT TO-Continued rage

* A-statute, authorizing a
patent of lands to a city,
s subject to a- reservation
of minerals to the United
States, did not impliedly
revoke an executive order
withdrawal of thelands
for classification and in
aid of legislation to.grant
the patent to the city,
which withdrawal closed*
the lands to nonmetal-
liferous location under
the mininglaws - 65

Where the 'United, States dis-
poses of public. lahds'
with a reservation of
minerals to the United
States, .the reserved min-
erals are not subject to
location under the general
mining laws in the ab-
sence of specific statutory
authority. .Minerals re-
served to the United
States in a patent to
the City of Phoenix is-
sued pursuant. to the
Act of July 15, 1921, 42
Stat. 143, are not subject:
to the mining laws, as
neither that Act nor any
other statute provides
for disposition of the
reserved minerals under
the mining laws - 65

By regulation the filing of a
formal exchange applica-
tion under the Taylor
Grazing Acti 43 U.S.C.
§ 315g(b) (1970), segre-
gates the selected land
from appropriation under
the mining laws. A min-
ing claim located on such
land thereafter is void ab
initio and affords no basis
for a protest against the
exchange- 188

MINING CLAIMS-Continued
LANDS SUBJECT- TO-Continued

From the effective date, of the
Mining- Claims Rights
Restoration Act of Au-
gust 11, 1955,. 69 Stat.
§'§ 682-683 as amended,
30 U.S.C. §§621-625

.(1970), all lands included
in an application to the
Federal Power Commis-
sion for either a prelimi-

* nary permit or a icense,
where no permit has been,
issued, are open. to min-

* eralentry, absent other
limpediments -

The mere filing of applications
for a license or a prelimi-
nary permit for a power
project since the date of
the . Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act

- does not preclude the
operatioa of. the U.S.
mining laws as to those
lands -

Public lands covered' by a
license, or an application
for a' license for a power

: project where already
covered by a preliminary
permit issued by the
Federal Power Commis-
sion, which permit; has
not been renewed more

: than once in the case of
such prospective licensee,

* are not open to mineral
location ' _--

A permit issued by the' Forest
Service for a transmission
line. right-of-way under
16 U.S.C. § 522 (1970)
does not serve as a with-.
drawal or close the land
to mineral location. A

Bureau of 'Land Manage-
ment decision 'will 'be
vacated where it invali-
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kINING CLAI9S-Continued
LANDS SUBJECT TO-Continued

dated mining claims be-
cause they conflicted with
a transmission line right-
of-way issued under the
authority of 16 U.S.C.
§ 522 -------

Whereja state gdncy' holds a
Forest Service free use
permit to remove mineral

* materials fror designated
public land this does not
cdnstiiute a withdrawal
or serve to segregatt the
land froin apprbpriation
under the mining laws, as
does a material site right-
bf-way'issued pursuant to
the Federal-Aid Highway

.: |Act_
R.S. 2332, 301.S.. § 38 (1970),

is not an independent
adverse possession stat-
ate. It is part of the
geieral minhig laws, and
necessarily assumhes that
any lands claimed under
that statute were open
* to entry and patent under
the mining laws. It has
no application to a tres-
pass on land Which is
closed to mineral entry

-by withdrawal or reserva-
tion, and compliance with:

* the terms' of the statute
will not "cure":' the' in-
'validity of a mifing
claim located 'on land

* which 'was iot open to
entry and' appropriation
under the mining laws---

ITIGATION
The holder of a mining claim

who fails. fto fife notice
of his adverse claim
against a conflicting min-
eral patent application in
accordance with 30

Page
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XINING CLAIMS-Contiaued
LITIGATION-Continued -

* -U1.0. § 29: (1970), may
not thereafter assert his
claim as a bar to the is-
suance of . the mineral

patent, but he may as-
'sert his claim in a pro-
test against ,a subsequent
private exchange applica-
tion for the same con-
flicting lands . -

A holder of :a imining claim is
not required to institute

. adverse proceedings pur-
suant to 30.11S... §§ 29
bad 30 (1970), where the
notice of publication of a
mineral patent applica-
tion expressly excludes

:the area of the claim in
conflict _

LOCATION
Technical 'deficiencies in the

manner.or method of the
location and recordation
are not ' material to the
assertion of a claim per-
fectml pursuant to R.S.
2332, 30 U.S.C. § 38
(1970). The provision
offers an alternative to
proving strict compliance
with, the laws, applicable
to; lode and placer loca-
tion, and a claimant' un-
der this provision' is not
required to. produce rec-
ord evidence 'of his loca-
tion or to give any reason
for not producing such
evidence _

If the claimants' possess the es-
sential' qualifications as
to itizenship nd if
they peacefully: entered
and occupied the land
and discovered a valua-

* ble deposit of common
variety of mineral there-
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
LOCATION-Continued

on at a time when both
the land and the mineral
were subject to appro-
priation under the min-
ing laws, and if they
thereafter remained in
peaceful, exclusive pos-
session and openly worked
the claim for the period
prescribed by the state
statute of limitations for
mining claims, and ex-
pended at least the mini-
mum amount of money
prescribed by law in the
improvement of the
claim, all such actions
having been accomplished
prior to July 23, 1955,
they have thereby estab-
lished their right to re-
ceive a patent pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970)
notwithstanding their
failure' to file a location
notice initially and de-

' spite their error in sub-
sequently locating and
recording their claim* un-

: der the statute pertain-
ing *to lode locations
rather than properly
under the placer mining
law -------

lODE CLAIMS
Lode claims located for deposits

of sand and gravel are
void ab initio, since the

. - law authorizing the loca-
tion of lode claims pro-
vides 'no: authority for
the location of placer de-

* posits of sand and gravel,
and: a relocation of the
lode claims as placer

* claims in 1965 . cannot
relate back to and de-
pend upon the lode claims
for validity :
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
MIlLSITES

A millsite claimant is entitled
to receive only that
amount of tland needed
for his mining and milling
operations, and this
amount can embrace a
tract of less than five
acres. There. is nothing.
within the relevant stat-
ute which, prevents the
Government from grant-
ing less th an' five-acre
tracts when need for a
lesser amount of surface
"area is indicated. The
reference to five acres
within the relevant stat-
ute is a maximum, not
an absolute, automatic
grant -----------

A millsite claimant, when chal-
lenged, by the Govern-
ment, must demonstrate
use or occupation of all
the area claimed within
each millsite location be-
fore he will be granted a
patent for the full amount
requested. That area
which is not proved to be
needed for mining and
milling purposes may not
go to patent-

A vague intention to use or'oc-
cupy land embraced in a
millsite claim for mining
or milling purposes at

-some time in the future
is not sufficient to comply
with the requirements
for obtaining a millsite -

The United States can at. any
time withdraw its consent
to occupancy :of public
land under the' mining
laws by withdrawal of the
land and if theclaimant
cannot show that the
imillsite is being occupied
or used for mining or
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XrINING CLAINS-Continued.
* MILLSITEB-Contieued

milling purposes as of the Page
date of withdrawal, the
claim is properly declared
invalid -_-_ 45

The fact that a millsite claimant
is the owner of a patented
or patentable mining
claim does not automat-
ically entitle him to a
millsite - 45

Where the Government brings
charges against a millsite
claim alleging that no
present use or occupation
of the claim for mining
purposes is being made,
and a prima facie case is
established in support, of
the charge, the burden
shifts to the claimant to
show compliance with the
provisions of the statute - 45

Negotiations between the Na-
* : :tional Park Service and

a millsite claimant re-
suiting in a restoration
of certain lands from a
withdrawal, and, the re-
linquishment and amend-
>ment of millsite claims
to confoirm to the new
boundary of the with-
drawal, did not bind the
United States under any
contract or estoppel
theory from ever contest-
ing the amended millsite
claims to determine their
validity. The Department
of the Interior has au-

* thority to contest millsite
claims even in the ab- :
sence of a patent appli-
cation- - 262

The filing of a withdrawal appli-
* \ Xcation by the National

Park Service segregates
the land from mining
location, and in a contest

877

XINING CLAIMS-Continudd
MILLSITES-Continued

against millsites within the Page
segregated area requires
a claimant to show that:
millsite claims are valid
as of the application date- 262

After the' Government has made
a prima facie case of in-
validity, a millsite claim-
ant has the burden of
establishing the validity
of his claim by a pre-
ponderance of the evi-
dence

An objective standard of reason-
ableness will be applied to
determine whether a mill-'
site claim is invalid be-
cause of the: nonuse of a
mill structure which had
been used in the past --

Where a mill had not been used
for more than a decade
prior to a withdrawal
applicatidn, the mill was

:then not 'operable with-
out more than nominal
startup costs, the sources
of ore for mill feed were
questionable, and a pro-
posed mining and milling
operation was econom-
ically infeasible, the non-
.use of the mill was more
than a reasonable inter-
ruption in a milling opera-
:tion, and a millsite claim
containing the mill struc-
ture will be declared in-
valid under either clause.
of the' millsite' law-_--

A millsite that is not being used,
'and which contains no
improvements or 'other
evidence of 'good faith
occupation, is. properly
declared invalid; nor. can
it be validated on an ex-
pectation of future use
a, . . . .
aone ___ --- - ------
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued

PATENT
Section- 12 of the Act of August

22, 1972, 86. Stat. 612,
revoked the authority of
,the. Secretary of the In-
terior to issue patents for
locations' and claims in
the Sawtooth; National
Recreation Area. Valid
millsite claims situated
within the recreation area
may not go to patent, but
such result does not pre-
vpnt or interfere with the
full exercise of a claim-:
ant's right to further
work and develop his
valid millsite claims sub-
ject to compliance with
the rules and regulations
covering federal land on
which such claims are

* located _ _- _
The holder of a mining claim

who fails to file notice of
his adverse claim against
a conflicting mineral pat-
ent application in accord-
ance with 30 U.S.C. § 29
(1970), may ot there-
after assert his claim as a
bar to the issuance of'the
mineral patent, but he
may assert his claim in a
protest against, a sub-
sequent private exchange
application for the same
conflicting lands

A holder. of a mining claim is not
required to institute ad-
verse proceedings pursu-
ant to 30 US.C. § §29 and
30 (1970),. where the
notice of publication of a
mineral patent applica-
tion expressly excludes
the area of the claim in
conflict '
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued

PLACER CLAIMS
Lode claims located for deposits

,of sand and gravel are
void ab initio, since the
law authorizing the loca-
tion of lode claims pro
vides no authority fos
the location of placer
deposits of sand and
gravel, and a relocation
of the lode claims al
placer claims in 1965 can 
not relate' back to and
depend upon the lode
claimsifor validity ;

POSSFSSORY RIGH T: X : 

An assertion by a co-owner of a
mining claim that his
interest has been omitted
in another co-owner's ap-
plication for patent isnot
an adverse claim within
the meaning of the perti-
nent statutes, 30 U.S.C.
§§ 29-32 =

In adverse proceedings between
a' placer claimant and a
lode claimant, a state
court may only determine
possession to that ground
which is encompassed by
both claims

While the judgment rndered by
a state court Asla result of
adverse proceedings is
binding on the parties
with respect to possessory
rights, the judgment will
not bind the Department
of the; Interior with re-
spect to' deteriniation of
the validity'of the claims

'or their nature 'as lode or
'placer since the Govern-
ment was -not a party to
the proceedings

Where filing fees for 'adverse
claims against mineral
'patent applications are

878
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
POSSESSONY RIGHT-Continued

tendered timely to the
appropriate Bureau of
Land Management office,
and such office errone-
ously refuses to receive
such payment, and ac-
cepts payment therefor
one day later upon recog-
nition of its error, the
payment may be properly
regarded as having been
made as of the date of

* tender thereof _
Where an' asserted adverse claim

is filed timely against a
mineral patent applica-

' tion, and suit is com-
menced' timely in a court
: of competent jurisdiction,
theL Department is not
obligated; to decide
whetheri the asserted ad-
verse claim is a proper
c -laim withii the* ambit
of 30 U.S.C. §§29, 30
(1970), but' may suspend

* action on the mineral
patent, application, to,

* await the result of the
judicial proceedings"

POWER SITE LANDS'
Public lands covered byna license,

or,: an application for a
license for a power project
where already covered
by. a preliminary permit
issued by the Federal
Power Commission, which
permit has not been re-
newed more than once
in the case of such pro-
spective licensee, are not
open to mineral location_

SPECIAL ACTS (:
R.S. 2332, 30 U.S.C. § 38 (1970),

is not - an independent
adverse possession stat-
ute. It is part of the
general mining laws, and
* necessarily assumes that

:Page

619

619

251

MINING CLAIMS-Continued
SPECIAL ACTS-Continued P 

any lands claimed under
that statute were open
'to entry and patent under
the mining laws. It has no
application to a trespass
on land which is closed to
mineral 'entry by with-
drawal or reservation,
and compliance with the
terms of the statute' will
not "cure" the invalidity

of a mining claim located
on land which was not
open to entry and appro-
priation under the mining
laws ---- __-_--

Technical deficiencies in the
manner or method of, the
location and recordation
^,are not. material to the
assertion of, a. claim per-
-fected' pursuant to, R.S.
2332, 30 U.S.C. :§ 38
(1970). The provision of-
fers. an alternative to
proving strict compliance
.:with the laws applicable
to, lode and placer loca-
tion, and a claimant un-
der this provision is not
required to produce record
evidence of his* location
or to giye. any reason for
not producing such evi-
dence -- =- 8

If the claimants possess ' the
essential qualifications as
to citizenship, and if they
peacefully entered and
occupied the land: and
discovered a valuable de-
posit of common variety
of mineral thereon at a
time when both the land
and the mineral were
subject to appropriation
'under the mining laws,
and if they thereafter re-
mained in peaceful, ex-

age-

686
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
SPECIAL ACTS-Continued

clusive possession and
openly worked the claim
for the period prescribed
by the state statute of
limitations for mining
claims, and expended at
least the :minimum
amount of money pre-
scribed by law in the
improvemeht of the claim,
all such actions having
been accomplished prior
to July 23, 1955, they
have thereby established
their right to receive a
patent pursuant to 30_
U.S.C. § 38 (1970) not-
withstanding their failure

* to fle a lcationnotice
initially and despite their
error in subsequently lo-
cating and recording their
claim under the statute
pertaining t lode loca-
tions ratherthan properly
under the placer-mining

X w Ia2
SURFACE USES -- -----

-The sale of permits to rock
hounds 'to collect stones
on claimed lands is not a
mining operation within
the meaning of the mining
law; -income from the

' -isale of such permits can-
not properly be con-
sidered in determining if
a' discovery of a valuable
mineral' deposit has been
made _ i_

Since one who locates a mining
claim ; on 1 stock-raising
homestead lands' implies
that he intends. to re-
enter upon the land and
that he' has made a dis-
cov ery-thereon, he, is no
longera prospector within

* the purview of the Stock-
raising Homestead Act,

'I IUNING CLAIMS-Continued
Page SURFACE USES-Continued

686

83

- and in the absence of con-
sent of, or an agreement
with, the entryman or
surface owner, the
mineral claimant is re-
quired to post a good and
sufficient bond to assure
compensatory protection
to the surface owner

'WITH1DRAWN LAND

The Department of the In-
terior has jurisdiction to-
determine if a mining
claim is invalid by being
located on land not sub-
ject to mineral location,
even where the issue of
validity -of the claim is
raised in the context of a
private contest- brought
by-a surf ace patentee---

A mining claim located on land
closed to: mineral entry
is void l - _

Where a state agency holds a
Forest Service free use
permit to remove mineral
-materials from designated
public land this does not
constitute a withdrawal

--or serve- to segregate the'
land from appropriation
under the mining laws, as
does a material site'right-
of-way issued pursuant to

-the Federal-Aid Highway
Act -- ----------

Mining claims, located subse-
-quent to a first-form
reclamation withdrawal
are' void ab initio, since
such lands are closed to
entry under the -general

-mining laws :---
R.S. 2332, 30 U.S.C. § 38

(1970), is not an inde-
pendent adverse 'posses-
sion statute.: It is part -of
the general mining laws,
and necessarily assumes

Page

139

880
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MINING CLAIIIIS-eContinued
WITHDRAWN LAND-Continued

that any lands claimed
under that statute were
Iopen to entry and patent
under the mining laws. It
has. noV application to a
trespass on land which
is closed to mineral entry
by withdrawal or res-
ervation, and com-
pliance With the terms
of the statute' will not
"cure" the invalidity of a
mining claim located; on
land which Was not open
Ito entry and 4:apropria-
tion under the mining
laws Ž-

MINING CLAIMS RIGHTS RESTO-
RATION ACT

From the effective date of -the
Mining Claims' Rights
Restoration Act of Au-
gust 11, 1955, 69 Stat.
§ § 682-683 as amended,
30 U.S.C. §§ 621-625
(1970), all lands included
in an application to the

:Federal- Power ommis-
sion for either a prelilni-
nary permit. or a: license,

4 where no ..permit has
been issued, are open to
mineral ,,entry, absent
other.impediments - --

The mere filingimof applications
for- a license or a prelimi-
nary permit for a power
project';sihe the date of

'the": M'Ninling.: Claims
Rights Restoration; Act

:does not' preclude the
operation' of the U.S.
mining laws as to those
lands

Public lands covreied by a i-
- cense, or an, application

for a license for a power

project -.where already
covered by a prelimi-

j

Page

686

251

'251

MINING CLAIMS RIGHTS RESTO-
RATION ACT-Continued . page

nary permit issued by the
Federal Power. Commis-
sion, which permit has
not been renewed more
than once in the case of
such prospective licen-
see, are not opdn to
mineral location - - 251

NAVIGABLE WATERS

Grants by the United States.of
its public lands bounded
on streams or other wa--
ters, navigable or non-
navigable, made without.
reservation or restriction,
are to be construed as to
their, effect according to
the law of the state4in
which the land lies - - 300

OIL AND GAS LEASES
GENERALY

A noncompetitive oil and gas
offer to' lease ust be
rejected where either
before or after the filing
of the offer and prior to
the time of the issuance
of the leased the land is
determined as of that
time to be within the
known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas
field, even though such
-offer may have been con-

- ditionally-approved prior
to the inclusion of the,
land within such struc-
.ture-81

While the actions of a state,
under its police powers, in
establishing spacing-units
for. oil and gas wells is a'
factor to be considered in
determining the accept-
ability of a communitiza-
tion agreement,' the De-
partment 6 -the Interior
reserves the final' au-
thority ion approving
communitization agree-
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OIL AND GA SLEASES-Continued :
0 GNZRALLY-Contiftiyed r I , Page

ments ' affecting federal
leases of oil and gas
deposits: ' - -

ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES
Where the United States: owns

100 percent of! the gas
and 50 percent of the oil
in a tract 'of acquired
land, rental for an oil and

,-gas lease on such land
will be based on the larger
fractional interest owned
by the United States, and
not on an average of the
separate fractional in-
terests_ 

APPLICATIONS

Generally- a

'A noncompetitive. oil and, gas
offer to lease must be
rejected where eitheru
before or after the filing.

:of the offer. and prior to
the time of the issuance
of the lease. the'land is
determined ' as, of that
time to. be within the
known 'geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas
field, even though such
offer may have' been con-
ditionally, approved prior
to the inclusion of the
land within such struc-
ture

Drawings :
The protest of a successful

drawee at a drawing of
simultaneously "filed oil
and gas -lease offers
against the cancellation
of that drawing because
one offer had been erro-
neously omitted from it,
and against the holding
of a second drawing with
all offers participaitng is
properly denied> 

162

530

81

26

OIL AND GAS LXABSES-C. Cotinuedl:
-BONA TFIDE PURCH:ASER Page
In order to invoke the bona

fide purchaser protection
afforded by the Act of
September 21, 1959, 73
Stat. 571, as amenided, 30
U.S.C. 184(h) (1970),
as regards an oil and gas
lease, the lease must have
issued; until execution
and issuance of the lease,
only. an offer exists and
the assignment of rights
in such an offer is without
the purview of the bona
fide purchaser provisions
in the Mineral Leasing
Act -- 27

COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENTS

While the actions* of' a state,
under its police powers,
'in establishing spacingi
Vunits foroil and gas wells
is a factors to be con-

: sideied in' determining
'the acceptability 'of a
communitisation agree-
ment the Department of
the Interior 'reserves' the
final authority on approv-
* ing-; com'munitization
agreements affecting fed-
eral leases of oil and gas
deposits -162

Where evidence indicates that a
producing' well is an oil
:well, and that a single :
well under a 640-acre
spacing agreement will
not effectively , recover
available oil from the
underlying pool,: it is
proper to refuse to ap-
prove a communitization
agreement for such area - 162

In the absence of an approved
communitization agree-
ment involving a federal
oil and gas lease, produc-
tiOn of oil' and gas 'from :
such federal lease is

1- 8
I 82
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OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
COkMUNITIZATION AGREE-
KENTS-Continfled

- wholly attributable to
that; lease for computa-
ion of royalty; due to the

V United States __
FUTURE AND FRACTIONAL INTEREST
LEASES

Where the United States owns
100- percent; of' *the
gas land 50 percent of the
oil in a tract of acquired

;land, rental for an oil and
gas lease on such land will
,be based on the larger
fractionaL interest owned
by theUited ;States;'and
not on an' average of the:.
separatefractional interest-

KNOWN GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

A noncompetitive oil and 'gas
offer to lease iust' be

: rejected herf.either be-
fore or after the filing of
the offertand prior to the'

- time of the issuance of
the 'lease the land is
determined ' as of that
time to be within the

:: knowngeologic structure
of prdcing oil or gas
field, even though such'
offer may have been con-

*. ditionally approved prior
to the :inclusion of: the
land within such struc-
ture : -

The eologie Survey's dfini-
: tin of the known geo-

logic structure of a pro-
ducing iler gas field wil
not be disturbed in the

* absence o a. clear and
definite showing that the
definition was improperly
made -_- -----

It is not necessary that every
piece of land defined ast
beig on a known geo-
logic structuire be produc-
tive; such a structure is
t the trap, whether struc-

Page

: 163

530

81

81

OIL AD GAS LEASES-Continued
KNOWN GEOLOGICAL STRUC-b
TURE-Continued

turaljor stratigraphic, in
which an accumulation of

"oil or gas has taken place
and the limits of the
structure'are the known
or inferred limits 'of the
trap - - :

LANDS SUBJECT TO

A noncompetitive oil' and gas
offer- to ease; ,must be
rejected' where either be-
fore or after the filing'of
'the offer and prior to the,
"'ile' "f the issuance of
'the lease -the land is de-
teirmnined as of lthat time
to be" within the known
geologic structure of a
produdihg oil or gas field,
even though such offer
may' have been' condi-:'
tionally approved prior

''to the 'inclusion' of the
land within such: strucz
ture :--'----------

883

Page

81

81
RENTALS

The payment of advance rental
in connection with an oil
and gas lease'offer, and
the acceptance of such
payment by the Bureau,

:.of Land .anagement, do
not create a binding obli-
,gatidn on,-the Bureau to
issue an oil and gas
lease - ---------

Where the United States' 'owns
100 percent of the gas
and 50 percent of the oil
in a tract of acquired
land, rental for an oil
-and gas lease on; such
land will be based on the
larger fractional nterest
'owned by' the U.nited
'States, and' not on an
average' of the separate
fractional interests

.
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OIL AND, GAS LEASES COntinefd
ROYALTIES

In the absence of an, approved;
comMunitizatio-nn agree-
ment involving a federal
oil and gas lease, produc-
tion of oil and gas from

- such federal lease is
wholly attributable to
that lease for computa-

. tion of royalty due to the
United States -_----_-

UNIT AND COOPERATIVE AGREE-
MENTS 

Where a sentence in an oil and
gas unit agreement pre-
scribing af royalty rate is

, .grammatically correct
and as set out, has a
reasonable interpretation,
its punctuation will not
be changed _

An oil and gas unit agreement,
as other agreements, is
not ambiguous merely be-
cause the parties disagree

:* as to its meaning if the
disagreement is not based '
on the reasonable un-

' certainty of the meaning
-f the language-

The Oregon Basin unit agree-
ment does not permit a
repressuring well located

* outside the participating
H area to be: counted as a

producing well in. com-
: puting the royalty due to
the United States under
variable royalty rate
leases committed to the
unit

The Department of the Interior
: is not estopped from re-

quiring the operator of an
* oil and' gas tmit agree-.

ment to submit corrected
reports, to recalculate
royalty payments, and to
pay additional money
owed the: Government
even though it accepted
lower payments in the

OIL AND' GAS LEASES-Continued
UNIT AND COOPERATIVE AGREE
MENTS-Continued Page

past where the lower pay-
mentswere unathorized 447

Both the Lost Soldier and Elk-
Basin unlit agreements re-
quire the Regional Super-.
yisor for the Geological
Survey to exclude input
wells located' outside the

163 participating Area of each
unit from the well count

Page : he makes as part of his
'determination of the vari-
able rate royalty for these
unit agreements 457

The Elk Basin and Lost Soldier
unit agreements: require
the unit operator to locate
input wells at optimal

447 locations for recovery of
the unitized substances
anywhere in the unit area,
regardless of royalty con-
siderations. . -- 457

Normally, there can be no. es-
* D' toppel against the Gov-

ernment based on the
incorrect or. unauthorized

447, acts of its employees.. 457
PATENTS OPUBLIC LANDS

* GENERALLY-
Where. the extept of an Oregon

Donation.: Claim was de-
termined in the issuance
of the certificate and pat-
eat by the correctchoice,,
between the. inconsistent
distance calls and acreage
computation on the offi-

447 cial plat of. survey, the,
action was proper and did
not constitute a resurvey
of the claim 533

AMENDMENTS
An application for amendment

of patent by the succes-
sors of an Oregon Dona-
tion Claim, patente is
properly rejected when
-the applicants request
patent to 'lad to which
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PATENTS 01; PUBLIC LANDS-Con.
AMENDMENTS-Continued

the original settler was
not: entitled because t
would have excedded :his
statutory entitlement--

When a patent was issued in
confontity with the duly
approved survey at the
time of the grant, 'the
rights of patent amend-
-ment applicants- are not
altered or enlarged by the
acreage returns ina sub-
sequent private resurvey

Reliance on erroneous notations
in federal and county
land records can neither
serve to divest the United
States of title to land, nor
estop the. United States
from denying that title
passed or from concluding
that a patent cannot be
amended to include cer-
tainland :

EFFECT

There is a strong presumption
against implied repeal of
an executive order. If a
statute covers the same
area as an executive order
andl they are not abso-
lutely irreconcilable, effect
'will be given to both. A
statute, authorizing a
patent of lands to a city,
subject to a reservation
of ninerals to the United
States, did not impliedly
revoke an Executive
Order withdrawal of the
lands: for classification:
and in aid of legislation
to grant the patent to the
city, which withdrawal
closed the lands to non-
metalliferous location
under the mining laws--

Grants by the United States of
its public lands bounded

Page,

534

534

534

65

PATENTS OP PUBLIC LANDS-Con.,
EFFECT-Continued Se

on streams or other'
waters, navigable or non-
navigable,' nade' without
reservation or restriction,
are to be constriud as to
their effect 'according to
the law of the' state in
which the land lies- 300

RESERVATIONS

Where the United States dis-
poses of public lands with
a. reservation of minerals
-to the United States, the
reserved minerals are not
subject to location under
the general mining laws
in 'the absence; of specific

* statutory authority. Min-
erals reserved to the
:United States in a patent
t to the City of Phoenix
issued pursuant to. the
Act of July 15, 1921, 42
Stat. 143, are not subject
to the mining laws, as
neither that Act nor any
other statute provides fo
disposition of the reserved
minerals under the min-
ing laws -- ' :65

PAYMENTSi

(See also Accounts.)
GENERALLY

Where filing fees for. adverse
claims againstt mineral
patent applications are
tendered timely to the
appropriate . Bureau, of
Land Management office,
and- such office errone-
ously refuses to receive
such payment,. and ac-
cepts payment, therefor
one day later upon rec-
ognition hf its error, the
payment may-be properly
regarded as having been

mad asnf +.lee, date~ of

; tender thereof 61_9--

885
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POWER
RATES

For the purpose of power rate-
making for Reclamation
projects the rate and re-
p payment study must
show that the proposed
rates will produce suffi-
cient revenues in each
year of the study (except
for a possible initial short
* transition 'period) to
cover operation and main-
tenene expenses during
the year, including pur-

chased power nd wheel-
1iirg, but 'excluding' 'de-
'preciation and replace-
monto together ith the
'required interest cost for
the year except as interest
may be deferred' and
capitalized in'adcordamce
with sound business: prin-
ciples. This is a minimum
requirdment, and it is in-
dependent of the require-
:nent for repaymle of
the' coiistructton invest-

* m Bent 

PRIVATE EXCHANGES
GENERALLY

By regulation the filing of a for-
mal exchange application
under the Taylor Grazing
Act 43 U.S.C. § 315g(b)
(1970), segregates the
selected 'land from ap-
propriation under the

mining laws. A mining
claim: located on such
land thereafter is void ab

* initioand affords no basis
'for a protest against the
exchange - -

Land within a mining claim
validated by a discovery
before a conflicting pri-
vate exchange applica-
tion is filed is not avail-

* able for selection in ex-
change, but if the claim

72

188

PRIVATE EXCHANGE-Continued 
GENERALLY-Continued Page

is not valid the land
status is not affected.

* However, a mining clais
cannot be declared in-
valid for a lack of a dis-
covery. without due no-
tice to the claimant and
opportunity for aShear-
ing -----

Land which might be mineral in
,character may be selected
for a private exchange
under sec 8(b) of the
Taylor: Grazing Act, 43
U.S.C. § 315g(b) (1970),
without a. mineral reser-
vation, if the public inter-

' * est is: served and the
values of: the selected
lands are not less than the
offered lands. A protest
against such an exchange
is properly denied, where
no conflicting right to the
selcted land is shown 

PROTESTS

By regulation the filing of a
formal exchange applica-
tion under the Taylor

* Grazing Act, 43 U.S. C.
§ 315g(b). (1970), segre-
gates the selected land
from appropriation under
the mining laws. A mining
claim located .on such
land thereafter is void ab

* initio and affords no basis
for a protest against the
exchange_: ,

The- holder of a mining claim
who fails to filenotice of.
his adverse claim against
a conflicting mineral
patent application in ac-
cordance with 30 U.S.C.
§2 9 (1970), may not
thereaftar assert his' claim
as a bar to the issuance of
the- mineral patent, but
he may assert his claim in

188

188188
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PRIVATE EXCHAGES-Contilnued -
AROTESTS-.Continued Page

a protest, against a sub-
sequent private exchange
application for the same
conflicting lands - _ - 188

Land which might be mineral in
character may-be selected
for a private exchange
under sec. 8'(b) 'of the
Taylor Grazing Act, 43
U.S.C., § 315g(b) (1970),
without a mineral reser-
vation, if the public inter-
est is served 'and the
values of 'the selected'
lands' are not- less than
the offered lands. A pro-

-test against such an
exchange is properly
denied' where: no con-
flicing -right to the
'-selected land is shown - 188

PUBLIC LANDS

(See lso Boundaries, Surveys of
Public Lands.)4

GENERALLY
A meander line is not a line of

boundary, although it
may be given that effect
by a withd'awal excep-
tion, reservation or re-
linquisnent of': lands
which border thereon -- 300

Federal laws govern the rights a
* holderof astate water

right 'has: 'to inundate
f federal lands for a portion
of'a reservoir - 340

:DISPOSALS OF
Generally

In the absence of proof of
a general administrative

* practice' to' notify claim-
s-ants who filed notification

of settlement claiming
-excessive acreage, and in
the' absence' of proof that: 
the claimant! was not
notified,. no error in the
issuance of an. Oregon

-Donation 'Claim Certifi-
eate andn nqi'pnt is~ shown

887

PUBLIC LANDS-,QContin ed-
DISPOSALS OF-Continued -

Generally-Continnaed Page
sufficient to overcome the
presumption of adminis-
trative regularity,, and
sufficient to warrant an'
amendment of the 'pat-

ent- -- -- .534
RIPARIAN RIGHTS
Grants by the United States

of its public lands bound-
ed on' streams' or other
waters, navigable or non-
navigable, mnade without
reservation or restriction,

,are to be construed as to
their effect according to
the law of the state in
which the land lies-'-_ 300

The acceptance by, a, State of
other lands in lieu of lands
lying within the meander
line of a nonnavigable
lake adjacent to the
granted upland school
section, was a relinquish-
mentg of any; interest
in the adjacentland un-
derlying the lake as- an
incident to the grant of
the school section and
precludes assertion of a
State claim to such lands

REGULATIONS

(Se° also Administrative. Proce-
dure).

GENERALLY

In the absence., of: proof of
a general administrative
practice, to notify claim-
ants who filed notification
of settlement claiming
excessive acreage, ..and in
the absence of proof. that
the 'claimant: was. not-
notified, no error in the
issuance of an Oregon
Donation '.Clalm Certifi-
cate and patent is shown

::sufficient to-overcome the
presumption 'of adminis-

: trn'bv n re cylnri+,r nnd 

572-367-ZB6---5 I
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REGULATIONS-Oontinted
GENERALLY-Continued

sufficient to warrant 'an
amendment of thd pat-

- ''ent -----------------
RIGHTS-OF-WAY.

(See also Indian Land,)
.GENERALLY
'Federal laws7 govern the rights a

holder of a state water
right has to inundate fed-
eral lands for a portion of
a reservoir

Where a state agency holds a
Forest Service free use
permit to remove mineral
materials from designated
public land, this does not
constitute a withdrawal
or serve to segregate the
land from appropriation
under the mining laws, as

'does a material site right-
of-way issued pursuant to
t he Federal-Aid Highway
Act : '

ACT OF MARCH 3, 1891
A right-of-way under the Act of

March 3, 1891, does not
vest until the Secretary of
the Interior has approved
the application. The Sec-
retary may withhold his
approval if the grant is,
not in the public interest-
or he may condition the
grant to ensure that the
public interest will be
protected -

Pursuant to a regulation, appli-
cations to acquire a right-
of-way for the main pur-

* pose of irrigation should
be made under the Act of
March 3, 1891

A reservoir right-of-way under
* the Act of March 3, 1891,

does not give the grantee
exclusive fishing or stock-
watering rights in the res-
ervoir over federal lands.
Fish culture or stock-

-Page

534

340

473:

340;

340

RIGHTS-OF-WAY--Continued
_i ACT OF MARCH 3il1891-Con: "" Page

watering is' not a public
use nor an authorized
subsidiary use of a right-
of-way under the 'Act of
March 3, *1891, ias:
amended- - 340

There. is no rental charge for the
uses authorized by an

,right-of-way aipproved
under the Act of March 3,
1891-340

APPLICATIONS

A right-of-way under the Act of
March 3, 1891, does not
vest until the Secretary
of the Interior has, ap-

i proved the application.
The. Secretary may with-
hold his approval if the
grant is not in the public
interest or he may condi-,
tion the grant to ensure
that the public interest
will be protected -340

Pursuant to a regulation, appli-
cations to acquire a right-
of-way for the main pur-
pose of irrigation should
be made under the Act
of March 3, 1891 - 340

* CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A reservoir right-of-way, under
the Act of March 3, 1891,
does not give the grantee
exclusive fishing or stock-

: watering rights in the
reservoir over federal :
lands. Fish culture or
stock-watering-is, not a
public use nor an author-
ized subsidiary use of a
right-of-way; under the
Act of March 3, 1891,
as amended- - _-__ 340

There is no rental charge; for the
uses authorized by a
r right-of-way approved
under the . Act of

* Match 3, 1891- 340

888
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RULES OF PRACTICE Page

(See also Appeals, Contests and
Protests, Contracts, Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, Hearings, Indian
Probate.)

GENERALLY
Executive orders have the force

and effect of laW and tiles
of statutory construction
apply to them - 65

There is a strong presumption
against implied repeal of
an* executive order. If a
statute covers the same
area as an executive order
and they are not abso-
lutely irreconcilable,
effect wil be. given to
both. A statute, author-
izing a patent of lands to
a city, subject to a
reservation of minerals
to the United States, did
not ipliedly revoke an.
Executive Order with-
drawal of the lands for
classification and in aid
of legislation to grant the
patent to the city, which
withdrawal closed the
lands to nonmetalliferous
1ocation under the mining
laws --- 65

Departmental precedent will
be overruled where it is
shown: 1) that it is con-
trary to the law as
interpreted by the courts'
and this Department, and
2) it would result in the
disposition of public lands
to those not entitled to
receivethem - _----371

Where an appellant serves ap-
pellee, rather' than ap-
pellee's counsel of record,
with the notice of appeal
and statement of reasons,
and it appears that ap-
pellee's response to those
documents reflects a full

' understanding of the cru-

RULES OF PRACTICEContiinuedi
GENERALLY-Continued - Page

cial issues involved, sum-
mary dismissal of the ap-
peal under 43 CFR 4.402
need not be invoked, and
will not be ivoked in

appropriate situations--- 619

APPEALS

Burden of Proof:i

A contract: is properly termi-
nated for default on the

* ground of failure tomake
timely delivery where the
contractor failed to pro-

- . ceed with performance
after (i) alleging a post-

: award: mistake-in-bid
claim and, (ii) equesting
an adjustment in the
contract price .to corm-
pensate for the ' adverse
effect the devaluation of
the dollar had upon the
acquisition cost from a
Swiss supplier of the
itemsbidupon-

An excess cost assessment under
: . a contract terrninated for

default is i found: to be
proper where the repro-
curement contractor of-

* fered equipment from the
-same supplier. the de-
faulted 'contractor had
contemplated using at
a ttal'price considerably

i less than the total price
-the defaulted contractor
had requested prir to
proceeding with contract
performance and -the' de-
faulted contractor- did
-not even allege that in

ffecting -the reprocure-
ment the Government

*; had failed 'to mitigate
a: damages- 2 -----

After the Governmenthas made
a prima' facie case of in-
validity, a millsite claim-
ant has the burden of

, ., 7 , \ . . .. .. ..
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RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
,APPEALS--ontinued,

Burden of Proof-Continued Page
establishing .the validity
of his claim by a pre-
ponderance of the
evidence- 263

Where an applicant for a small
tract lease coontends; that
the rental set by the
Bureau of Land Manage-
ment appraisal is exces-

* sive, the burdenis upon
- applicabt :to prove by
* substantial and positive

evidence- that the ap-
praisal is in error- 365

A contractor's claim for a time
extension based upon an

- overrun of contract quan-
tities is denied where the

- evidence eshows that. the
overrun involved was

: well within the range of
overruns: experienced by
the- contractor under
I other drainage construc-
tion contracts on the
Columbia Basin Project
and the contractor failed

to show that the overrun
in . contract quantities
actually: delayed the

* complet!onof the whole
contract:work - _ 580

A claim: of substantial comple-
tion asserted under a con-
tract. for. the installation

* of buried- agricultural
drains is denied where the
evidence of record shows

that the project would
. not adequately serve its

intended: purpose -earlier
than the datea the work

* was accepted as substan-
tially complete by the
Government- _ 581

A contractor's appeal fromim- -
position of, excess costs
on a reprcuiement after
a termination.for default
is sustained where the

IRULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued :

Burden: of Prof---Continued Fage
Government f -i ed to
prove entitlement to ex-
cess cts when it chose
to stand on evidence that
it had awarded a repro-
curement. contract at a
higher price and had sent
the defaulted contractor
a bill for collection of the
difference between the

.original contract' price
and the rieprocurement
contract price. The Gov-
ernment's burdei of proof
when excess coste .are
challenged requires, in-
troductiol of proof of
performance and ' pay-
mfenlt under the repro-
curement contract, which
proof was not furnished
by the Government

A construction contractor's
claim that its agreement
to perofrm * certain *re-

* pairs to concrete struc-
tures at no additional
cost to the Government

* was voidable: because of
duress is denied whore the
record * contains no evi-
dence to support the

* allegation that the agree-
ment was occasioned by
threats of improper de-
fault termination, assess-
ment of liquidated dam-
ages and withholding of
payment - _

Discovery
The resolution of claims of

privilege requires an ad-
iistment df thd divergent

* interests ivolved on an
ad hoc basis- accordingly
the Board finds that docu-
ments furnished a con-
tracting officer by Gov-
.ernment personnel re-
garding a claim fled for

647

700

:890
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RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

Discovery-Continued
an equitable adjustment
are not entitled to be
withheld on the ground
that', they are internal
,advisory memoranda pre-
pared in contemplation of
litigation since, on bal-
ance, they relate :only to
factual matters and, hav-
ing been furnished the
-contracting officer prior to
issuance of his decision,
aret not 'considered' to
have been. prepared in
anticipation of litigation.
Documents consisting of
calculations and drafts of
proposed findings of; fact
are considered -to bear
upon, the r mental proc-
esses. deliberations, com-
putations and methods by
which the contracting
officer arrived: at his
decision 'and are privi-,

:.leged. - ' 

A contractor's request to the
Board, to initiate action

.-pursuant to 5 U-.S.C.
§ 304 to obtain an Order,
of a United States 'Dis-
'trict Court directing the
issuance of a subpoena to
retired Government em-
ployees, who cannot
therefor beconmpelled by
the Board to testify,
requiring their appear-
ance for the. taking of
their depositions in an
appeal, is denied where
the contractor has not
shown that it has ex-
hausted other means of
obtaining the testimony
sought -

Where a contractor failed to
respond to interrogatories
propounded to it pur-
suant to, an Order of the

Page

:157

:182

RULE SOF PRACTICE-ContinuedX
APPEALS-Continued

Discovery-Continued ' Page
"Board, on the ground
that it did not" receive a
copy of the interroga-
tories, which were served
upon it by certified mail,
and the record contained
a: Postal Service: form
showing receipt, by the
contractor, the ' Govern-
menta's motion to apply
sanctioisagainst the con-,
tractor is granted and the
claim relating to the in-
fornation sought by the
interrogatories is dis-
m .issed without prejudice
to reinstatement if the
interrogatories are re-
sponded to in 3Odays--- 615

Dismissal -
Where, Lnder a contract to

-furnish 'laundry services
which providedi 'that the
quantities of work to be
done were basedupon es-
timates and that the
Government reserved the
right to increase or de-
crease theme by, 25% a.
contractor was:: called
upon to perform work in
an amount below 75%. of
the estimates, his claim
to: be paid for, the 'dif-
ference between the serv-
ice actually performed
and the. amount: esti-.
mated, less 25 percent, is 
dismissed in the absence
of contract clauses upon
which the Board can pro-
vide relief 258

The Government's motion: to
dismiss for 'lack of' juris-
diction a claim asserted
under the changes clause
of a construction: con-
tract 'was denied where
the funding' - schedule
adopted by the contract-

891
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APPEALS-Continuedo - > I I:

.. Dismissal-Continued-. Page

ing agenCy increased the
time required for: per-
formance, altered the, ap-
proved construction pro-
Igram and led to a cessa-
tion of work for lack of
funds; the: contingency
provisions of the Funds

.Available: for Earnings
Clause were: not involved
when Congress appro-

* priated funds in. the
amount eemedI neces-
sary and requested by the
contracting agency and
Congress was. not the

-source of'. the fund short-
age; the Government's.
assertion that the fund
'shortage was a breach of
contract over which the
Board has no jurisdiction
was erroneously based on
cases wherein Congress
has reduced or, failed to
appropriate the funds re-
quested of it _ '

Where a ::contractor failed to
respond,; to interroga-
tories propounded to it
pursuant to an Order of
'the Board,';on the ground
that it did not receive a
copy of the interroga-
tories, which'were served
upon it by certified mail,
and the record contained
a Postal' Service form
showing receipt by the
contractor, 'they Govern-
ment's' motion' to apply
sanctions against the con-
tractor-is granted and the
claim relating to the in-
formation sought by the
interrogatories is: dis-
missedwithout prejudice
to reinstatement if the
interrogatories'". are re-
sponded to in3 days.

354

615

RULES. OF PRACTICE-Continued '
APPEALS-Continued

Dismissal-Continued Page
Where an appellant serves ap-

pellee, rather than ap-
pellee's counsel of rec-
:ord, with the notice of
appeal and statement of
reasons, and it appears
that appellee's response
to' those documents re-
flects a full understand-
ing of the crucial issues
involved, . summary . dis-

* missal of the appeal under
43 CFR 4.402 need not
abe invoked, and will not
be invoked in appro-
priate situations -- 619

Where a contractor failed to
comply with an Order of
the Board' calling upon
it to file a complaint
within a certain period of
time and, thereafter did
not show cause, as di-
rected by a second Order,
why its appeal should not
be dismissed by reason of
'such failure, the appeal is
dismissed for want of

..prosecution -_
Reconsideration

The Board reaffirms its original
decision pertaining to the
Sale: of Government-
owned. property where
upon reconsideration it,
finds that appellants'mo-
tion raises no new ques-

-tions of fact or of law and
:'that contrary to the ap-
pellant's assertions the
testimony offered as well
as the record as a whole
supports the Board's
decision -

Service on Adverse' Party
W1Ahere an appellant serves ap-

pellee, rather than ap-
:pellee's counsel of rec-
ord, with the notice of
appeal: and statement of

645

243
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RULES O PRACTICE-Coittinued
Service on Adverse Party-:

Continued
reasons, and it appears
that appellee's, response
to' those documents re-
fiects a full understand-
ing of the crucial issues
involved, summary' dis-
missal of the appeal under
43 CFR 4.402 need not be
invoked, and will not be.
invoked in : appropriate
situations :

EVIDENCE

Where an applicant for a small
tract-lease contends that
the rental set by the
Bureau f Land Manage-
ment appraisal is exces-
sive, the burden is upon
applicant to prove by
substantial 'and .positive
evidence that the ' ap-
praisal is in error

What men have or have not
done over a period of
years is proper evidence
as to the conduct of a
prudent man in the' same
or very nearly the same
'circumstances. Where oil
shale claims' had. been
held for., fifty years and
no commercial produc-
tion . was achieved on
such claims, it must be.
concluded, that no pru-
dent man would, have
been justified in the be-
lief that the mineral de-
posit could be developed,
extracted, and marketed
at a reasonable profit--

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS

The procedures of the Depart-
'- ment of the Interior in
mining colitrsts,' where
notice and an opportu-
nity for a hearing befo6re a
qialified AdministrativeLaw Judge are afforded,
0Q-aw Judge- are aftorded,

i-,

Page

I619 

365

371

893

RULES- OFPRACTICE-Continued -
G :COVERNMENT CONTESTS-Con. Page

comply with the Admin-
istrative, Procedure Act
and the due process re-
quirements ,of the Con-
stitution

Where a contest complaint
makes no charge which
refeis to a particular mat-
ter, and 'where the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge
states at the hearing that
he will confine the pro-
ceedings to specific issues
which do not include the
matter in question, and
where, in the- course of
the hearing, thd' Judge
refused to receive evi-
dence relating to that
matter, it is error for the
Judge to make a finding
as to that matter and
employ such finding as
part of the rationale of
his decision

HEARINGS

The Administrative Procedure
Act requires an agency to
give all 'interested parties
an opportunity to par-
ticipate' in: an adjudica-
tion where time and pub-
lie interest permit

The fact that a hearing in a min-
ing contet is conducted
by an Admiistrative
Law Judge who' is an
employee of the Depart-
ment of 'the Interior, that
there are witnesses em-
ployed by this Depart-
ient, and that appellate

review is conducted by
'Departmental employees
does not' establish un-
fairness in the proceeding.
To disqualify an' Admin-
istrative Law Judge, or a
member-of the Board of
Land' Appeals reviewing
his decision, on the charge

83

473

65

I
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RULES OF, PRACTICE-Continued;
HEARINGS-Continued

of bias, there must be a
substantial*. showing of
personal bias; an assump-
tion that he might be pre-
disposed in favor of the
Government is not suffi-
cient_

There is no right under the
seventh amendment of
the Con titution to a jury
trial in an administrative
hearing on a mining con-
test, as that amendment
does not: apply to quasi-

* judicial administrative
proceedings _

Where a contest complaint makes
no charge which refers
to a particular matter,
and where the Adlnnis-
trative Law Judge states
at the hearing that he will
confine, the proceedings

* to specific issues which do
not include the matter'in
question, and where, in
the course of the hearing,
the Judge refused to
receive evidence relating
to that matter, it is error
for the Judge to make a
findingf as to that, matter
and 'employ such finding
as part of the rationale of
his decision .

PRIVATE CONTESTS

The Department of the Interior
has jurisdiction to deter-
mine if a mining claim is
invalid by being located
on land not subject to
mineral location, even
where the issue of validity
of the claim is raised in

* the context of a private
.contest brought by a sur-
face; patentee .-_ -_

PROTESTS
The holder, of a mining claim
;:: r who fails. to file notice of

.his adverse claim against

Page

83

83.

o0

473

65

RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued.; -
PROTESTS-Continued_ _ -Page

a conflicting mineral pat-
ent application in accord-
ance. with 30 U.S.C. § 29
(1970), may not there-
after assert his claim as a
bar to the issuance of the

.mineral patent, but he
may assert his 'claim in a
protest againsta subse-
,quent "private exchange
application for the same
conflicting lands

A protester against a private ex-.
change who has no legally
cogniz abe'con iting
rights in the selected land
has no right to a formal
hearing under the Ad-
ministrative .Procedure
Act, 5 'U.S.C. § 554
(1970), or on due process
grounds when his protest
is considered in. accord-
ance with the rules of this
Department - .

SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY OF TRE
SECRETARY

In the exercise-of its delegated
'authority pursuant. to 43

-CFR 4.1- the Interior
Board of Land' Appeals
need not limit its review
to a narrow issue where
to do so would preserve
error or inequity_

WITNESSES

A contractor's request to' the
Board to initiate action

pusuaht to 5 U.S.C. §
304 to obtain an Order of
a United States District
Court 'directing the is-
suance of a subpoena to
retired Government em-:
ployees, who cannot
therefor be compelled by
the Board to testify, re-

'quiring their appearance
for, the taking of their
depositions in an appeal,
is denied where. the con-

188

'1f88

401
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BULES O PRACTICE-Continued - :
WITNESSES-Continued . ' Page

* tractorf has not shown
- that ith has exhausted

other means of obtaining
the tesitmony souglik:.

SCHOOL LANDS.
GENERALLY

The acceptance by a State of
other lands in lieu: of
lands lying, within the
meander line of a non-
navigable lake adjacent
to, the granted fpland
school section, was a
* relinquishment: of any
interest in the adjacent
land underlying the lake
as n: incident to, the
iant of the school section
and preclutidu assertion
of a State claimn to such --

lands_ -:
SMALL TRACT ACT'

APPRAISALS -

Where. an applicant for a small
tract lease contends that

- . the rental set by the
Bureau of Land Manage-

- -ment appraisal is exces-
sive, the burden is upon.
applicant to , prove by
substantial and positive
evidence that the ap-
praisal is in-error .

CLASSIFIATIo . '

Before land classified for lease
may be: sold under the:

:Small Tract Act, it is
necessary that the land
Abe classified for'sale in
compliance with the pro-

: visions 6f' 43 CFR Part
2400_:

RENEWAL OF LEASE i

The filing of anIapplication to
lease under: the Small
:Tract Act does not vest

' any'legal-right or interest
in the applicant, for it is
withif the discretion of'-

- - the- Seeretary whether or

not to - exercise his au-
thority to lease the land-

182

300 

365;

365

365

SMALL. TE-ACT ACT-Continued
RENEWAL OF LEASE-Con. Page

Where the Bureau of Land,
Management properly de-
termines that land which
had been embraced by a
small tract lease is well
located and ideally suited
for public use as a recrea-
tional area, it may limit
the lease to a nonrenew-
able five-year term-, 365

SALES

Before land classified for lease
may be sold under the
Small Tract Act, it is
necessary that the land
'be classified for sale in
compliance with the pro-
visions of 43 CFR Part
2400 _ _ ---- 365

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
GENERALLY

Executive orders 'have the force
and. effect of law *and
-rules of statutory con-
struction apply to them, 65

Although there, may be no
general. rule for distin-
guishing between man-
tory ,and directory pro-
visions,, a statute should

Abe construed according
to its, subject matter and
the purpose for ,which
it was enacted ,.and the:
intention, of the legisla-
ture should be controlling" 316

To deny status as an eligible
village to'persons in fact

- entitled., to that status
would be an unjustand
unfair denial-,,pf a.,rightL
specifichlly.. granted .by:
Congress, as- evidenced
in the legislative history: 316

Statutes should be given- their,
natural meaning- and- re-

* ceive afair and 'reason-
able :-interpietation with.
respect to the objects and

purposes thereof ---------- 681

895

---
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STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION-Con. :.. S
- ADMINISTRATIVE .o0WSTRUTCTION

Where a statute. directs that
administrative action be
taken. within a: stated
time frame, but indicates
no consequences for fail-
ure to comply with the
time limit provided,' it
is necessary to distinguish
between the action and

* 0 the time frame
The timetable, set forth by
* Congress in the Act of

December 18, 1971, is
at best an* estimate of

: time reasonable enough
to accomplish. the basic
purposes of the Act

IMPLIED REPEAIS

: There is a strong presumption
against implied repeal of
an executive order. If a
statute covers the sante'

* area as an' executive
Order and they are not
absolutely irreconcilable,
effect will be: given to
both. A' statute, author-
izing a'patent of lands to
a city, subject to a rser-
vation of minerals 'to the
United States, did not
impliedly revoke an Ex-
ecutive Order withdrawal
of the lands for'classifica-
tion and in aid of- legisla-
tion to grant the patent
to the city, which with-
drawal closed the lands
to: nonmetalliferous loca-
tion under, the mining

'laws - - -
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

To deny. status as, An eligible
village to persons- in fact

.entitled 'to :that status
would be an unjust and
'unfair denial: 'of a right
specifically: granted by
C 'Congress, as evidenced in
the legislative history -_

g Page

316

316

31.

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS :a

Since one who locates a mining
claim *on tock-raising
h homestead lands implies
that he intends to: reenter
upon:the laid 'and that
he has made a discovery 
thereon, he is no longer a
prospector within the pur-
view of the Stock-raising
Homestead Act, and in
the absence of consent of,
or an agreement with, the
entryman or surface
owner, the mineral claim-
ant is required to post a
good and sufficient bond
to assure compensatory
'protection to the surface
owner _ 7

SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS, 
GENERALLY

A meander line is not a line of':
boundary, although it
may be given that effect:
by a withdrawal; excep-
tion, reservation or re-
linquishment of lands
which border thereon--

The rule of priority in resolving
an internal inconsistency
on the' face' of the official

- plat of surveyis' that 'the
more reliable calls for dis-
tance prevail over the com-''

* putation of acreage -
Where the extent of an Oregon

Donation* Claim was de-
termined in, the issuance
of the certificate and pat-
ent by the correct choice
between the inconsistent
distance calls and- acreage
computation ,on the offi-
cial plat of survey, the
action was proper and did
not constitute a resurvey
of the claim- 5

When a patent was issued in
conformity with the duly
approved survey at, the

EPage

300
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SURVEYS Or PUBLIC LANDS-Con.-
GENERALLY-Continued

time of the grant, the
rights of patent amend-
ment applicants are not
altered or enlarged by'
the acreage returns in a
subsequent private re-

. survey -------

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT
GENERAILY-

Land which might be mineral in
character may be selected

- for a private exchange
under sec.' 8(b) of the
'Taylor Grazing Act, 43
IU.S.C.;'§ 315g(b) (1970),
'without amineral reser-
vation, if the public in-
terest is served and the
values of the selected
lands are not less than the
offered lands. A protest
against such an exchange
is properly denied where
no conflicting right to
the selected land is
shown

,7 - --- - - - --

TIMBER SALES AND DISPOSALS
"'Cruise sale contract." Form

5430-3 (1966),.Y"Contract
for the Sale of Timber,
Cruise Sale," is a lump-
sum contract for a desig-
nated lot of timber in a
described area, and the
contract price: does not
vary' with the, quantity
or quality of timber
actually located therein-

In legal effect, a vendor's esti.
mate of quantity or qual-
ity of a specific lot of in-
place dead or down tim-

. ber is sni generis because
certainty cannot be: de-
termined except by har-
vesting and, even then,
there is room for dis-
agreement as to 'whether
all merchantable 'timber

* was harvested by vendee

Page

534::

Page

188

546

547

TIMBER SALES AND DIS-'
POSALS-Continued

Where there has been, a specific
'disclaimer of warranty
by vendor-Government
as to quality and quan-
tity of specified dead
trees in a timber cruise
sale contract, the parties
are deemed to have con-,
tracted on the' assump-
tion there was' a doubt as
to such quality and quan-
tity and the :risk with
regard to- such factors
must' b6 considered to
have: been assumed by
vendee as one 'of the
elements of the bargain-

Where warranty as to quality
'and quantity is specifi-
cally: disclaimed by the
Government-vendor in a
timber' cruise sale con-
tract, only' good faith
is required of the' Govern-
ment in naming an esti-
mated amount

Where warranty as t quality
and quantity is specifi-
cally disclaimed by the
Government in a lump-
sum cruise timber sale
contract, the endee is
not justified in relying on
the:: Government's esti-;
mate df quantity or qual-
ity for the parties did not
intend the estimate to be
a basic assumption of the
ultimate agreement

Where a Government. estimate
in a sale of timber by
lot is grossly excessive as-
to quantity of board feet
sold, and cutting of' addi-
tional 'timber is author-
;ized in error by a Gov-
ernment timber manager,
the:1Department position
.as 'to damages' for tres-
pass! shouldi -be -.'reex-
amined. to determine

897
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TIMBER SALES ANID DIS-
POSALS-Continued

whether-payment for the
additional trees, at: the
value when cut, may-be
obtained*, as a com-
promise under 4 CF.
103.5 and .BLM Manual
5481.12 B and 9230.61---

The Government's resale ex-.
pense should be. deducted
from the credit granted
the vendee of a timber

* sale 'contract for' timber
remaining in place after

V .: abatement of the: con-
tract 

"Market value, of the timber re-
* - maining.' In see. 11 of

Form; 5430-3 (1966)-
- Contract for the Sale of

Timber, "Cruise Sale"
the above phrase refers
to a single market value
for the entire remaining
timber-- - --

Upon expiration, of time for
-: .: ::: cutting and removing tim-

* ber under a Form 5430-3
(1966) lump sum timber
sale contract, the pur-
chaser is entitled to a
credit against the amount
due, such predit being in
the amount of the mar-
ket value of the timber

* remaining on the con-
tract area, or its pro rata

.:contract price, which-
.ever is less, computed on
a lump sum rather than
a per species basis:- -_

TITLE
GENERALLY!

::Reliance on erroneous notations
in federal and county land
r records can neither serve
to divest the.: United
States: of title to land,
nor: :estop . the United
States -from denying that

* title passed or from con-
cludingthat a patent can-

Page

547

547

605
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TITLE-Contiuued: :
GENERALLY-Continued :

not be amended to in-
* elude certain land :

.TRESPASS
GENERALLY

The Superintendent, as a repre-
sentative of the Secretary,
owes a duty to protect the
land of a competent Crow
Indian against livestock
trespass so long as the
land remains, in trust

* 0 status and is unleased-
Where a Government estimate

in a sale, of timber by lot
is grossly excessive as to
quantity of board feet
sold, and cutting of addi-
tional timber is author-
ized in error by a, Gov-
ernment timber manager,
the Department position
as to damages for tres-
pass should be reexamined
to determine, whether
payment for the addition-
al trees, at the . value
when cut, may be ob-
tained as a compromise
under 4 CFR 103.5. and
BLM Manual 5481.12 B
and 9230.61 '-- L :

: UNIFORM RELOCATION AS-
SISTANCE AND REAL PROPERTY
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT 'OF
1970

UNIFORK RELOCATION ASSISTANCE
Moving and Related Ex-
penses

Generally
Benefits under, the Act and

implementing regulations
do not include reimburse-
ment for moving and re-
lated expenses in remov-
ing a cowshed from the
acquired lands 3vhere that
structure was purchased
as part of the realty ac-
quired by the United
States i.and it,-was re-
moved under authority

898
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UNIFORM RELOCATION. ASSIST-.
,ANOE AND REAL PROPERTY
ACQUISITION POLICIES ACT OF
1970-Continued,
- UNIFOMRELOCATIO1T ASSIST-

ANCE-Continued
Moving and Related Es-'
penses-Continued

Generally-Continued

of a provision in the deed
of conveyance which re-
served to the grantor, for
a certain term, the right
to remove all improve-

- ments removable from
the land without damage
to-the land itself - -

WAIVER

The holder of a mining claim
who fails to file notice of
his adverse claim gainst
a conficting mineral pat-
ent application in ac-
cordance with. 30 U.S.C.
§ 29 (1970), may not

* thereafter assert his claim,
as a bar to the issuance
of the mineral patent,
but he may assert his
claim in a protest against
a. subsequent private ex-
c change application for the
same, conflicting lands --

The Department of, the Interior
* is not estopped from

: : requiring the operator'of
an oil and gas uit agree-
ment to submit corrected
reports, - to recalculate

*: royalty payments, and to
pay additional money
oiwed' the 'Government
even though it accepted
lower payments *in the
past where the lower pay-
7nents were unauthorized

Acceptance of rentals by the
lessor subsequent to de-
fault 'on . specific provi-
sions of the lease by the
lessee does not constitute
waiver of the items in

Page

290

188

447

WAIVER-Continued''

default in the absence
of showing that the lessor:
voluntarily and inten-
tionally waived the re-
quirements. under the
lease = _ I

Acceptance of rentals by the les-
sor subsequent to default
on specific provisions of
the lease by the lessee does
not constitute waiver of
itemsin default inthe ab-
sence .of showing' that
lessor voluntarily or in-
tentionally waived the re-
quirements under the
Iease --

WATER AND WATER RIGHTS
GENSEALLY.

Federal iaws govern the rights
a holder, of astate water
right: has to inundate

,.federal lands for a portion
of a reservoir _

RECLAMATION PROJECTs:

Fraudulent Representation
To support a finding of "fraudu-

lent representation,"
based: upon a failure to
disclose to the Govern-
ment the "true-c6nsidera-
tion" for the-sale of excess
land, the evidence must
clearly show 'that the
alleged fraud 'feasor in-
tended to -deceive 'and
that' there was reliance
upon such representation.
43 1.C. :§ 423(e)

(1970) _
Residence Requirements

Where- the record does not con-
tain evidence or findings
as to the residence' of the
holder of federal water
rights, it will, be renanded
for completion. 48 U.S.C.
§438 (197Q)
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WATER AND WATER RIGHTS- ':
Continued

True Consideration
The term "true consideration"

in section 46 of the Omni-
bus Adjustment Act of

-1926 means the actual
benefit or detriment or
combination thereof ac-
cepted by the 'holder of
excess land as the induce-:
ment for an agreement to
sell. 43 U.S.C. .§ 423(e)
(1970) -

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVA-
TIONS

GENERALLY

' The United States can at any
time withdraw its cohsent
to occupancy of public
land under the mining
laws by withdrawal of the
land and if the claimant
cannot -show that the
millsite is'being occupied
or used: for mining or:
milling purposes as of the
date. of withdrawal, the
claim is properly declared
invalid -

There is astrong presumption
against implied repeal of
an executive order. If -a
statute covers the same
area as an executive order
and they are not abso-
lutely irreconcilable, ef-
fect will be given to both.
A statutb, authorizing a
patent of lands to a city,
subject to a reservation
of minerals to the United
States, did not impliedly
revoke an Executive Or-
der* withdrawal of i the
lands for., classification
and in aid of legislation to
grant the patent to the
city, which withdrawal
closed the lands, to non-
metalliferous lohatib' un-
der the mining laws
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* WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVA-
TIONS-Continued
X GENERALLY-Continued

Negotiations between the Na-
tional Park Service and a
millsite claimant result-
ing in a restoration of
certain lands from a with-
drawal, and the relin-
quishment and amend-
ment of millsite claims to
conform to the new
boundary of the with-
drawal, did not bind the
United States under any
contract or estoppel
theory from ever contest-
ing the amended millsite,
claims to determine their
validity. The Depart-
ment of the Interior has
authority to contest mill-
site claims even in the
absence of a patent appli-
cation :

Where a state agency holds a
Forest Service free use
permit to remove mineral
materials from designated
public land this does not
constitute a withdrawal
'or serve to segregate the
land from appropriation
under the mining laws, as
does a material site right-
of-way issued pursuant to
the Federal-Aid Highway
Act_-_ ----------

EFFECT OF
A mining claim located on land

closed to mineral entry is
void : _- -

Where land included in a home-
stead entry: of record is
included among. lands
withdrawn '!subject to
valid existing rights'.the

- withdrawal attaches, as of
the. date of the with-
drawal, to" all ' land de-
scribed including-? the
.homestead land; as to
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WITHDRAWALS MID RESERVA-
TIONS-Continued

EFFECT OF-Continued

the homestead land the
withdrawal becomes ef-
fective eo instanti upon
termination of the home-
stead entry --

A notice of location'filed pur-
suant -to the homestead
laws but embracing land
covered by a withdrawal
is unacceptable for recor-
dation :

The filing of a withdrawal appli-
cation by the National
Park Service segregates
the land from mining

- :- location, and in -a contest
against millsites within
the segregated area

* requires a claimant to
show that millsite: claims
are valid as of the appli-
cation date

R.S. 2332, 30 U.S.C. § 38
(1970), is not an inde-
pendent adverse posses-
sion statute. It is part of
the general mining laws,
and necessarily assumes
that any lands claimed
under that statute were
open to entry and patent
under the mining laws. It
has no application to a
trespass on land which is
closed to mineral entry by
withdrawal or: reserva-
tion, and compliance
with the terms of the
statute will not "cure"
the invalidity of a min-
ing claim located on land
which was not open to
entry and appropriation

-under the mining laws--

POWER SITES

From the effective date of the
Mining Claims Rights
Restoration Act of
August 11, 1955, 69 Stat.
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WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVA-
TIONS-Continued

POWER SITES-Continued

§§ 682-683 as amended, 30
U.S.C. §§ 621-625 (1970),
all lands included in an
application to the Federal
Power Commission for
either a preliminary, per-
mit or a license, where no
permit has been issued,
are open to mineral entry,
absent other impedi-

, ments_---------------

The mere filing of applications
for a license or a pre-
liminary permit for a
power project since the
date of the Mining Claims
Rights Restoration Act
does not preclude the
operation of the U.S.
mining- laws as to those
lands __-----------

REVOCATION AND RESTORATION
A mining claim located on land

closed to mineral entry is
Void ---------------

WORDS AND PHRASES
"Building stone, chiefly valuable

for." Building stone as
used in the Act of August
4, 1892, 30 U.S.C. § 161
(1970), includes -stone
used for building, for
structural work and for
other similar commercial
purposes, but land chiefly
valuable for the supply of
stone to be manufactured
into artifacts is not chiefly
valuable for' building
stone under the Act : 0

"Subject to valid existing rights."
Where land included in a
homestead entry of rec-
ord is included among
lands withdrawn "sub-
ject to valid existing
rights," the withdrawal
attaches, as of the date
of the withdrawal, to all
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WORDS AND PERASES-Con..

land described, including.
the homestead land; as to
the homestead land the
withdrawal becomes effec-
tive eo instanti upon
termination of the home-
stead entry -----------

"Including." In construing con-
tracts, "including" is a
word of enlargement used

: when it is desired to
eliminate any doubt as to
the inclusion in a larger
class of the particular
class specially mentioned

"Cruise sale contract." Form
5430-3 (1966), "Contract

:.Page.
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WORDS AND PHRASES-Con. Page

for the Sale of Timber,
Cruise Sale,' is a lump-
sum contract for a desig-
nated lot of timber in a :
described area, and the
contract price does not
vary with the quantity or
quality of timber actually
located therein - - 546

"Market value of the timber re-
m maining." In sec. 1: of
Form 5430-3 (1966-
Contract for the-Sale of
Timber, "Cruise Sale"-

* the above phrase refers to
a single market value for
the entire remaining tim-.
*ber - _= -----_-.- 605
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